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Message from the
NSDI ’16 Program Co-Chairs
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improve network dependability and flexibility, and share network resources, as well as some very exciting new wireless technologies. Moreover, this year’s Operational Systems Track—which describes experience with real, deployed
networks—features work on distributed stream processing, software load balancing, cellular traffic optimization,
and social networks.
We received 225 submissions and accepted 45 papers. Our Program Committee consisted of 42 members with a mix
of research and industry experience. We completed two rounds of reviews: in the first round, each paper received 3
reviews; the 101 papers that advanced to the second round received at least two more reviews. Once the reviewing
process was over, the committee engaged in online discussion and selected 72 papers that were discussed further at
the PC meeting.
It has been a great pleasure working with many other people to put this program together. We would firstly, and
most importantly, like to thank the authors of all submitted papers for choosing to send work of such high calibre
to NSDI. Thanks also to the Program Committee for their professionalism, diligence and enthusiasm, and special
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An Industrial-Scale Software Defined Internet Exchange Point
Arpit Gupta, Robert MacDavid, Rüdiger Birkner†,
Marco Canini, Nick Feamster, Jennifer Rexford, Laurent Vanbever†
Princeton

University †ETH Zürich Université catholique de Louvain

http://sdx.cs.princeton.edu/
Abstract
Software-Defined Internet Exchange Points (SDXes)
promise to significantly increase the flexibility and function of interdomain traffic delivery on the Internet. Unfortunately, current SDX designs cannot yet achieve the scale
required for large Internet exchange points (IXPs), which
can host hundreds of participants exchanging traffic for
hundreds of thousands of prefixes. Existing platforms are
indeed too slow and inefficient to operate at this scale, typically requiring minutes to compile policies and millions
of forwarding rules in the data plane.
We motivate, design, and implement iSDX, the first
SDX architecture that can operate at the scale of the
largest IXPs. We show that iSDX reduces both policy
compilation time and forwarding table size by two orders
of magnitude compared to current state-of-the-art SDX
controllers. Our evaluation against a trace from one of the
largest IXPs in the world found that iSDX can compile
a realistic set of policies for 500 IXP participants in less
than three seconds. Our public release of iSDX, complete
with tutorials and documentation, is already spurring early
adoption in operational networks.

1 Introduction
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has reshaped the
design of many networks and is poised to enable new capabilities in interdomain traffic delivery. A natural place
for this evolution to occur is at Internet exchange points
(IXPs), which are becoming increasingly prevalent, particularly in developing regions. Because many Autonomous
Systems (ASes) interconnect at IXPs, introducing flexible control at these locations makes it easier for them to
control how traffic is exchanged in a direct, and more finegrained way. In previous work [14], we offered an initial
design of a Software-Defined Internet Exchange Point
(SDX) and showed how introducing SDN functionality at
even a single IXP can catalyze new traffic-management capabilities, ranging from better inbound traffic engineering
to application-specific peering and server load balancing.
Since we introduced SDX [13], many organizations
and networks have built different versions of this concept [4, 14, 22, 23, 35]. Yet, many of these deployments
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remain relatively small-scale or limited in scope because
current switch hardware cannot support large forwarding
tables, and because efficiently combining the policies of
independently operated networks as routes and policies
change presents a significant scaling challenge.
In this paper, we tackle these scalability challenges with
the design and implementation of iSDX, an industrialscale SDX that can support interconnection for the largest
IXPs on the Internet today. We design mechanisms that
allow the number of participants, BGP routes, and SDN
policies to scale, even for the limited table sizes of today’s
switches. We develop algorithms for compiling traffic
control policies at the scale and speed that networks that
such an IXP would require. We have implemented these
algorithms in Ryu [31], a widely used SDN controller. We
have released our implementation to the public with documentation and tutorials; one large government agency
has tested iSDX with hardware switches and is using our
controller as the basis for a deployment.
In the design and implementation of iSDX, we address
two scalability challenges that are fundamental to any
SDX design. The first challenge relates to how the control
plane combines the policies of individual networks into
forwarding entries in the data plane. Compiling traffic
control policies expressed in a higher-level policy language to forwarding table entries can be slow, since this
process involves composing the policies of multiple participants into a single coherent set of forwarding-table
entries. This slow process is exacerbated by the fact that
any change to BGP routing may change forwarding behavior; existing SDX designs trigger recompilation every
time a BGP best route changes, which is not tractable in
practice. The main scalability challenge thus involves efficiently composing the policies of individual participants,
and ensuring that the need to recompile the forwarding table entries is completely decoupled from (frequent) BGP
routing changes.
To scale the control plane, we introduce a new design
that exploits the fact that each participant expresses its
SDN policy independently, which implies that each participant can also compile its SDN policies independently,
as well. This change enables more aggressive compres-
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sion of the forwarding tables than is possible when all
of the policies are compressed together and also allows
for participant policies to be compiled in parallel. As a
result, iSDX compiles the forwarding tables two orders of
magnitude faster than the existing approaches; the tables
are also two orders of magnitude smaller, making them
suitable for practical hardware-switch deployments.
The second challenge relates to the data plane: the
number of forwarding table entries that might go into
the forwarding table at an IXP switch can quickly grow
unacceptably large. Part of the challenge results from
the fact that the policies that each network writes have to
be consistent with the BGP routes that each participant
advertises, to ensure that an SDN policy cannot cause
the switch to forward traffic on a path that was never
advertised in BGP. This process significantly inflates the
number of forwarding table entries in the switch and is a
considerable deployment hurdle. Large industrial-scale
IXPs can have over 700 participants exchanging traffic for
hundreds of thousands of prefixes; combined with the fact
that each of these participants may now introduce policies
for specific traffic flows, the number of forwarding table
entries quickly becomes intractable. Although our initial
design [14] reduced the size of the forwarding tables, we
show that the size of these tables remained prohibitively
large for industrial-scale deployments.
To address the data-plane challenge, we introduce an
efficient encoding mechanism where the IXP fabric forwards the packet based on an opaque tag that resides in
the packet’s destination MAC field. This tag explicitly
encodes both the next-hop for the packet and the set of
ASes that advertise BGP routes for the packet’s destination, thus making it possible to remove this information
from the switch tables entirely. This separation prevents
BGP routing updates from triggering recomputation and
recompilation of the forwarding table entries. Using features in OpenFlow 1.3 that support matching on fields
with arbitrary bitmasks, we significantly reduce the size
of this table by grouping tags with common bitmasks.
In summary, we present the following contributions:

• An extensive evaluation of iSDX’s scalability characteristics using a trace-driven evaluation from one
of the largest IXPs in the world. Our evaluation
both demonstrates that iSDX can scale to the largest
IXPs and provides insight into specifically how (and
to what extent) each of our optimizations and algorithms helps iSDX scale. (Section 7)
We survey related work in Section 8 and conclude in
Section 9 with a discussion of open issues in SDX design
and avenues for future work.

2 SDX: Background & Scaling Challenges
We begin with a background on our previous SDX designs [14, 35] and a demonstration that these designs cannot scale to industrial IXPs.

2.1

Background

Brief overview of SDX. An SDX is an IXP consisting
of a programmable SDN fabric, coupled with a BGP
route server (which allows IXP participants to exchange
reachability information via BGP) and an SDN controller
(which allows participants to override default BGP routing behavior with more fine-grained SDN policies). The
SDX controller provides each participant AS with the abstraction of a dedicated switch that it can program using
match-action policies to control traffic flows. Participants
may express SDN policies on both their inbound and outbound traffic; the SDX controller ensures that no SDN
policy results in traffic being forwarded to a neighboring
AS that did not advertise a BGP route for the prefix that
matches the packet’s destination IP address.
Each participant runs an SDN control application on
the central controller and has its border router exchange
BGP update messages with the IXP’s route server. The
SDN controller combines the SDN policies from all participants, reconciles the resulting policy with the BGP
routing information, and computes and installs the resulting forwarding table entries in the IXP fabric. To avoid
having forwarding entries for all prefixes, our original
SDX design relied on the participants’ border routers to
tag packets entering the IXP fabric with a forwarding
equivalence class of destination prefixes with the same
forwarding action. For backwards compatibility, the tag
was the destination MAC address, set in response to the
border router sending an ARP query for the next-hop IP
address from the BGP route advertisement. The SDX
route server computed a different (virtual) next-hop IP address for each equivalence class of prefixes to trigger the
border router to use a common MAC address for packets
sent to the group of destination IP addresses.
Example operation. Figure 1a shows an example topology with five participants; Figure 1b shows the routes
advertised to A and B and the BGP routes that they select

• The design and implementation of iSDX, the first
SDX controller that scales to large industrial-scale
IXPs. We devised new mechanisms for distributing
control-plane computation, compressing the forwarding tables, and responding to BGP routing changes,
reducing the compilation time and forwarding table
size by several orders of magnitude. (Sections 3–5)
• A public, open-source implementation of iSDX on
Github [16]; the system is based on Ryu, a widely
used SDN controller, and is accompanied with tutorials and instructions that have already helped spur
early adoption. (Section 6)
2
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Control
Plane

18 forwarding rules instead of the four rules necessary to
implement the original policy.
Similarly, if B’s outbound policy is:

AS C

announces
P1,P2,
P3,P4

AS A
router

dPort=443 → fwd(E)

AS D

announces

I XP
Fabric

AS B
router

the SDX controller augments the policy, doubling the
number of necessary rules, as follows:

P1,P2,P3,
P4,P5

dIp ∈ {P4, P5} ∧ dPort=443 → fwd(E)

AS E

To better illustrate the scalability challenge, we capture
the expansion of the switch forwarding tables using an
augmentation matrix (Figure 2, left matrix). In this matrix,
a row labeled as SDNX,Y refers to an SDN policy written
by X that results in traffic being forwarded to Y , while
columns refer to IP prefixes. The value of an element
(i, j) indicates the number of forwarding table entries
(i.e., match-action rules) in participant i’s policy where
prefix j appears. Similarly, BGPX,Y indicates whether X
selects Y as the next hop for some BGP-advertised prefix,
and element (i, j) is 1 if participant A selects the route
advertised by B for the prefix corresponding to column j.
For example, the element in row SDNA,C and column
P1 reflects the fact there are two forwarding table entries that correspond to prefix P1: one for traffic with
dPort=443 and one for traffic with dPort=22. The
same applies for columns P2, P3, and P4. We can determine the total number of forwarding table entries (and
the number contributed by each participant) by summing
up the corresponding elements in the matrix. We will
use this notation to describe compression techniques (and
their effects) throughout the paper.
Previously developed compression techniques. Intuitively, the number of forwarding rules increases as the
number of SDX participants with outbound policies increases (more rows) and as forwarding policies are defined for additional prefixes (more columns). To limit the
number of forwarding rules, the original SDX design [14]
identified the Minimum Disjoint Set (MDS) of prefixes
(columns) with the same SDN policies and grouped each
equivalent set into a Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC).
In the rest of this paper, we refer to this algorithm as MDS
compression. For instance, in the preceding example, prefixes P1, P2, P3 belong to the same FEC, as indicated by
the boldface entries in the left matrix in Figure 2. MDS
compression reduces the number of forwarding table entries by assigning a virtual next-hop to each FEC, rather
than to each individual prefix. Figure 2 also depicts the
number of forwarding table entries before and after MDS
compression. In particular, MDS compression reduces
the number of columns from the total number of prefixes
(5) to the number of FECs (3).

announces
P4,P5

(a) Example Topology
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

A
C, D
C, D
C, D
C, D, E
D, E

B
C, D
C, D
C, D
C, D, E
D, E

(b) Reachability and Next Hops (in bold) for AS A and AS B
Figure 1: An example with five IXP participants. Two participants AS A and AS B have outbound policies. The other three
advertise five IP prefixes to both these participants.

for each prefix (in bold). Both A and B express outbound
policies. To ensure that SDN policies cause the IXP to forward traffic in a way that is consistent with the advertised
BGP routes, the SDX controller augments each outbound
policy with the reachability information. Intuitively, augmentation restricts forwarding policies so that traffic is
forwarded only on paths that correspond to BGP routes
that the participant has learned.
For example, suppose that A has the following outbound policies:
dPort=443 → fwd(C)
dPort=22 → fwd(C)

dPort=80 ∧ sIp=10/24 → fwd(D)
dPort=80 ∧ sIp=40/24 → fwd(D)

These policies forward traffic based on values of packet
header fields, overriding BGP behavior. For instance, the
first policy specifies HTTPS traffic (dPort=443) should
be forwarded to C. Without augmentation, A would also
forward the HTTPS traffic destined for prefix P5 to C,
even though C never advertised a path for P5 to A. In our
example, A’s policies are then augmented as follows:
dIp ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4} ∧ dPort=443 → fwd(C)

dIp ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4} ∧ dPort=22 → fwd(C)

dIp ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} ∧ dPort=80 ∧ sIp=10/24 → fwd(D)

dIp ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} ∧ dPort=80 ∧ sIp=40/24 → fwd(D)

Augmentation enforces that the destination IP (dIp)
matches one of the prefixes that either C or D announces
to A, therefore ensuring congruence with BGP routing.
Observe that a straightforward realization of this policy
requires one distinct match-action rule for each of the five
prefixes. Hence, the augmented policies would result in
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2.2

Existing SDX Designs Do Not Scale

In this section, we show that existing SDX designs do
not scale to the demands of industrial-scale IXPs. We
explore two different state-of-the-art SDX designs: (1) an
3
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7
Augmentation

13
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Total Outbound Rules of A
Total Outbound Rules of B
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Compilation

BGP
Control Plane Updates

Data Plane Updates

Figure 2: Matrix representation of AS A and AS B’s outbound policies after augmentation and policy compression, as well as the
stages of compression and composition in the original SDX design; the composition stage is grey to indicate that the iSDX eliminates
this stage entirely.
Unoptimized
MDS SDX-Central

iSDX
Optimal
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(a) Number of Forwarding Table Entries.

(b) Data-Plane Update Rate.

Figure 3: Existing SDX designs can require to maintain millions of forwarding entries (left) and update 10,000s of updates per
second (right). Such numbers are far from current hardware capabilities. As an illustration, the dashed line highlights the hardware
capabilities of state-of-the-art SDN switches [26].

unoptimized SDX that does not compress policies, such as
that used by Google’s Cardigan SDX [38]; (2) a simple,
centralized SDX controller that applies MDS compression, as in our previous work [14]. We also preview the
results from this paper, showing that our new architecture,
iSDX, reduces the compilation time, number of forwarding table entries, and data-plane update rate by more than
two orders of magnitude, thus making operation in an
industrial-scale IXP practical. In each case, we evaluate the time to compute the forwarding table entries, the
number of forwarding table entries, and the rate at which
changes in BGP routing information induce changes in
the forwarding table entries. We use a real BGP trace
from one the largest IXPs in the world for this evaluation.
Section 7 provides details about our experiment setup.

Time (s)

Unoptimized
4572.15

Centralized MDS-SDX [14]
1740.93

iSDX
2.82

Table 1: Median time (for 60 trials) to compute forwarding
table entries for an IXP with 500 participants. The iSDX column
shows the results for this paper.

Existing SDX designs can take minutes to compute
forwarding table entries. Table 1 shows the median
time over 60 trials to compute forwarding table entries
for an IXP with 500 participants for two state-of-the-art
SDX designs, as well as for iSDX, the design that we
present in this paper. iSDX reduces the average time to
4
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compute forwarding table entries from 30 minutes to less
than three seconds.
Existing SDX designs can require millions of forwarding table entries. Figure 3a shows how the number of
forwarding table entries increases as the number of participants increases from 100 to 500. MDS compression
reduces the number of entries by an order of magnitude,
but the forwarding table is still too large for even the most
high-end hardware switches, which have about 100,000
TCAM entries [26]. The iSDX design ensures that the
number of forwarding table entries is approximately the
number of SDN policies that each participant expresses
(shown as “optimal” in Figure 3a), thus allowing the number of forwarding table entries to be in the tens of thousands, rather than tens of millions.
Existing SDX designs require hundreds of thousands
updates per second to the data plane. Figure 3b shows
the worst-case data-plane update rate that an SDX controller must sustain to remain consistent with existing
BGP updates. The update rates of existing designs are several orders of magnitude above what even top-of-the-line
hardware switches can support [26] (i.e., about 2,500 updates per second). In constrast, iSDX usually eliminates
forwarding table updates in response to BGP updates.

Forwarding Actions of A
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Policy A

2

2

2

0

SDNA,C

2

0

SDNA,D

2

2

2

2

2

SDNA,D

2

2

BGPA,D

1

1

1

1

0

BGPA,D

1

0

BGPA,E

0

0

0

0

1

BGPA,E

0

1

23
7
Augmentation

8
3

Total Outbound Rules of A
Total Outbound Rules of B

Policy Compression

Compilation

Control Plane Updates

Data Plane Updates

BGP

Figure 4: Partitioning the Control-Plane Computation.

number of IXP participants and routes grows. Section 4
details this approach.

3.2

Decouple BGP and SDN Forwarding

Problem: Frequent BGP updates trigger recompilation. Coupling BGP and SDN policies during compilation
inflates the number of resulting forwarding table entries
and also implies that any change to BGP routing triggers
recompilation of the forwarding table entries, which is
costly. Our previous design partially addressed this problem, but this design still requires millions of flow rules in
the data plane as shown in Figure 3a. Additionally, our
previous approach to reduce the number of forwarding
table entries increases the forwarding table update rates,
since any change in BGP routing may affect how entries
are compressed.

We introduce the design of an industrial-scale SDX
(iSDX), which relies on two principles to reduce compilation time, the number of forwarding table entries, and
forwarding table update rates.

Solution: Encode BGP reachability information in a
separate tag. We address this problem by encoding all
information about BGP best routes (and corresponding
next hops) into the destination MAC addresses, which
reduces the number of forwarding table entries, as well as
the number of changes to the forwarding table when BGP
routes change. Section 5 discusses our approach in detail.

Partition Control-Plane Computation

Problem: Considering all policies together reduces
opportunities for compression. Centralized SDX controllers perform control-plane computations for all IXP
participants. Doing so not only forces the controller to
process a large single combined policy, it also creates
dependencies between the policies of individual IXP participants. For example, a change to any participant’s
inbound policy triggers the recompilation of the policies
of all participants who forward traffic to that participant.
This process requires significant computation and also
involves many (and frequent) updates to the forwarding
table entries at the IXP switch.
Solution: Partition computation across participants.
We solve this problem by partitioning the control-plane
computation across participants. Doing so ensures that
participant policies stay independent from each other. In
addition, partitioning the computation enables more efficient policy compression by operating on smaller state,
reducing both computation time and data plane state. Partitioning the control-plane computation among participants also enables policy compilation to scale out as the
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2

4
1

3 Design of an Industrial-Scale SDX

3.1

{P1, P2, P3, P4} P5

SDNA,C

4 Partitioning Control-Plane Computation
To achieve greater compression of the rule matrix, we
need to reduce the constraints that determine which prefixes belong to the same FEC. Rather than computing
one set of equivalence classes for the entire SDX, iSDX
computes separate FECs for each participant. We first
discuss how partitioning by participant reduces the size of
the rule matrices and, as a side benefit, allows for faster
computation. We then describe how we use multiple
match-action tables and ARP relays to further improve
scalability, setting the stage for further optimizations in
Section 5.

4.1

Partitioning the FEC Computation

Figure 4 shows similar compression and compilation steps
as the ones done in Figure 2, with the important distinction
that it takes place on behalf of participant A only; similar
operations take place on behalf of other participants. Fig5
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Figure 5: Distributing forwarding rules and tags.

ure 4 highlights two important benefits of partitioning the
computation of FEC across participants:

plementing outbound policies for the participant where
the traffic originates, followed by an inbound table that
applies inbound policies for the participant that receives
the traffic as it leaves the IXP fabric. Using only two
tables, however, would mean that some of these tables
would need to be much larger; for example, the outbound
table would need to represent the cross product of all input ports and outbound policies. Additionally, using only
two tables makes it more difficult to scale-out the iSDX
as the number of participants grows.
As such, our design incorporates an input table, which
handles all the incoming traffic and tags it with a new
source MAC address based on the packet’s incoming port,
so that packets can be multiplexed to the outbound table.
As the packet leaves the iSDX, it passes through an output
table, which looks up the packet’s tag in the destination
MAC field and both performs the appropriate action and
rewrites the packet’s destination MAC address. Separate
input and output tables provide a cleaner separation of
function between the modules that write to each table,
avoid cross-product explosion of policies, and facilitates
scale-out by allowing the inbound and outbound tables to
reside on multiple physical switches in the IXP infrastructure. (Such scale-out techniques are beyond of the scope
of this paper.)
Figure 5 shows how the IXP fabric forwards a packet,
while distributing the compilation and compression of
policies across separate tables. Based on the destination
IP address of the packet, suppose that AS A’s controller
selects a route to the packet’s destination via AS D; this
route will correspond to a next-hop IP address. AS A’s
controller will make a BGP announcement advertising
this path. AS A’s router will issue an ARP query for the
advertised next-hop IP address, and then AS A’s controller
will respond via the ARP relay setting a virtual MAC address (in Figure 5, “VMAC-1”) as the packet’s destination
MAC address.
When the packet enters the IXP fabric, the input table
matches on the packet’s incoming port and rewrites the

• Computing separately for each participant reduces
the number of next-hops, leading to a smaller number
of larger forwarding equivalence classes. In Figure 4,
the number of columns reduces from five to two.
• The computational complexity of computing FECs
is proportional to the number of rows times the number of columns in the rule matrix. Now, each rule
matrix is smaller, and the computation for different
participants can be performed in parallel.
In practice, the SDX controller could compute the FECs
for each participant, or each participant could run its own
controller for computing its own FECs. In the rest of the
paper, we assume each participant runs its own controller
for computing its FECs.

4.2

Distributing Forwarding Rules & Tags

In addition to computing the FECs for each participant,
the iSDX must realize these policies in the data plane.
Decomposing the IXP fabric into four tables: To forward traffic correctly, an SDX must combine the inbound
and outbound policies for all of the participants. Representing the combination of policies in a single forwarding
table, as in an OpenFlow 1.0 switch, would be extremely
expensive. Some existing SDN controllers perform this
type of composition [25, 33]—essentially computing a
cross product of the constituent policies—and, in fact, our
original SDX followed this approach [14]. Computing
the cross product leads to an explosion in the number of
rules, and significant recomputation whenever one of the
participant policies changes.
Fortunately, modern switches have multiple stages of
match-action tables, and modern IXPs consist of multiple
switches. The iSDX design capitalizes on this trend. The
main challenge is to determine how to most effectively
map policies to the underlying tables.
A strawman solution would be to use a two-table
pipeline, where packets first enter an outbound table im6
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5.1

source MAC address to indicate that the packet arrived
from AS A (“SRC A”). If A has an outbound policy, the
packet will match on (“SRC A”), and the outbound table will apply an outbound policy. If A has no outbound
policy for this packet, the input table forwards the packet
directly to the inbound table without changing the destination MAC. This bypass is not strictly necessary but
avoids an additional lookup for packets that do not have a
corresponding outbound policy. A’s outbound policy thus
overwrites default BGP forwarding decision and modifies
the destination MAC address to “C”. The inbound table
rewrites the tag to correspond to the final disposition of
the packet (“C1” or “C2”), which is implemented in the
output table. The output table also rewrites the tag to the
receiver’s physical MAC address before forwarding.

To reduce the number of rules and updates, we develop a
new encoding scheme that is analogous to source routing:
The IXP fabric matches on a tag that is provisioned by a
participant’s SDX controller. To implement this approach,
we optimize the tag that the fabric uses to forward traffic
(as described in Section 4) to carry information about both
the next-hop AS for the packet (as determined by the best
BGP route) and the ASes who have advertised routes to
the packet’s destination prefix. If no SDN policy matches
a packet, iSDX can simply match on the next-hop AS
bits of the tag to make a default forwarding decision. As
before, the sender discovers this tag via ARP.
To implement default forwarding, the IXP fabric maintains static entries for each next-hop AS which forward
to participants based upon the next-hop AS bits of the tag.
When the best BGP routes change, the entries need not
change, rather the next-hop AS bits of the tags change.
To account for changes in available routes, SDN policies that reroute to some participant X confirm whether
X has advertised a route before forwarding. The method
of checking for X in the tags is static, meaning that in
contrast to our previous design [14], BGP updates induce
zero updates in the IXP switch data plane. Instead, BGP
updates result in tag changes, and the participant’s border
router learns these dynamic tags via ARP.

Reducing ARP traffic overhead. Partitioning the FEC
computation reduces the number of FECs per participant,
but may increase the total number of FECs across all
participants (i.e., the number of columns across all rule
matrices). To reduce the size of the forwarding tables,
each data packet carries a tag (i.e., a virtual MAC address)
that identifies its FEC. The participant’s border router
learns the virtual MAC address through an ARP query
on the BGP next-hop IP address of the associated routes.
The use of broadcast for ARP traffic, combined with the
larger number of next-hop IP addresses, could overwhelm
the border routers and the IXP fabric. In fact, today’s
IXPs are already vulnerable to high ARP overheads [5].
Fortunately, we can easily reduce the overhead of ARP
queries and responses, because each participant needs to
learn about only the virtual MAC addresses for its own
FECs. As such, the SDX can turn ARP traffic into unicast
traffic by installing the appropriate rules for handling
ARP traffic in switches. In particular, each participant’s
controller broadcasts a gratuitous ARP response for every
virtual next-hop IP address it uses; rules in the IXP’s
fabric recognize the gratuitous ARP broadcasts and ensure
that they are forwarded only to the relevant participant’s
routers. Participants’ routers can still issue ARP queries
to map IP addresses to virtual MAC addresses, but the
fabric intercepts these queries and redirects them to an
ARP relay to avoid overwhelming other routers.

5.2

Encoding Next-Hop and Reachability

We now describe how iSDX embeds both the next-hop
AS (i.e., from the best BGP route) and the reachability
information (i.e., the set of ASes that advertise routes to
some prefix) into this tag.
5.2.1

Next-hop encoding

The next-hop information denotes the default next-hop
AS for a packet, as determined by BGP. In the example
from Section 2.1, A’s next-hop AS for traffic to P1 as determined by the best BGP route is D. iSDX allocates bits
from the tag (i.e., the virtual MAC, which is written into
the destination MAC of the packet’s header) to denote this
next-hop. If no SDN policy overrides this default, iSDX
applies a default priority prefix-based match on these
bits to direct traffic to the corresponding next-hop.1 This
approach reduces the forwarding table entries in a participant’s outbound table, since additional entries for default
BGP forwarding no longer need to be represented as distinct entries in the forwarding table. Encoding the next
hop information in this way requires lg(N) bits, where N
is the number of IXP participants. At a large IXP with
up to 1024 participants, ten bits can encode information
about default next-hop ASes, leaving 37 bits.2

5 Decoupling SDN Policies from Routing
To ensure correctness, any SDX platform must combine
SDN policies with dynamic BGP state: which participants
have routes to each prefix (i.e., valid next-hop ASes for
a packet with a given destination prefix), as well as the
next-hop AS to use for each prefix (i.e., the outcome of
BGP decision process). The large number of prefixes and
participants creates scalability challenges with respect
to forwarding table sizes and update rates, before SDN
policies even enter the equation.
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Idea: Statically Encode Routing

1 The OpenFlow 1.3 standard supports this feature [27], which is
already implemented in many hardware switches (e.g., [26, 28]).
2 One of the 48 bits in the MAC header is reserved for multicast.
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Figure 6: How AS A’s controller uses reachability encoding to reduce the number of flow rules.

5.2.2 Reachability encoding

BGP Updates

We now explain how to encode reachability information
into the remaining 37 bits of the destination MAC address.
We first present a strawman approach that illustrates the
intuition before describing the scalable encoding.

ARP Requests

Central Services

Participant Controller

BGP Relay

BGP Handler

ARP Relay

RIBs
Update Handler

Strawman encoding. Suppose that for a given tag, the
i-th bit is 1 if that participant learns a BGP route to the
corresponding prefix (or prefixes) via next-hop AS i. Such
an encoding would allow the IXP fabric to efficiently
determine whether some participant could forward traffic
to some next-hop AS i, for any i at the IXP. Considering
the example in Section 2.1, A’s outbound policies are:

IXP Controller

Policy Compression Library

Fabric Manager

ARP Handler

IXP Fabric

Forwarding Table Entries

Figure 7: Implementation of iSDX. It has five main modules:
(1) IXP controller, (2) participant SDN controller, (3) ARP relay,
(4) BGP relay, and (5) fabric manager.

dMac = XX1X...X ∧ dPort=443 → fwd(C)
dMac = XX1X...X ∧ dPort=22 → fwd(C)

encoded in the 37-bit space, B. We aim to create W
bitmasks {B1 , B2 , . . . , BW } that minimize the total number
of forwarding table entries, subject to the limitations of
the total length of the bitmask.

dMac = XXX1X..X ∧ dPort=80 ∧ sIp=10/24 → fwd(D)
dMac = XXX1X..X ∧ dPort=80 ∧ sIp=40/24 → fwd(D)

where X stands for a wildcard match (0 or 1). This encoding ensures correct interoperation with BGP, yet we
use just four forwarding table entries, which is fewer than
the 18 required using augmentation (from the original
example in Section 2).
Figure 6 explains how this approach reduces the number of forwarding table entries in the switch fabric. When
a packet arrives, its virtual MAC encodes both (1) which
ASes have advertised a BGP route for the packet’s destination (“reachability”) and (2) the next-hop participant
corresponding to the best BGP route (“next hop”). Suppose that a packet is destined for P1 from A; in this case,
A’s border router will affix the virtual MAC as shown.
If that virtual MAC does not match any forwarding table entries in the outbound table, the packet will simply
be forwarded to the appropriate default next hop (in this
case, D) based on the next-hop encoding. This process
makes it possible for the switch to forward default BGP
traffic without installing any rules in the outbound table,
significantly reducing the size of this table.

Given M prefixes and N IXP participants, we begin
with M bitmasks, where each bitmask encodes some set
of participants that advertise routes to some prefix pi .
We greedily merge pairs of sets that have at least one
common participant, and we always merge two sets if one
is a subset of the other. Iterating over all feasible merges
has worst-case complexity O(M 2 ); and there may be as
many as M − 1 merge actions in the worst case. Each
merge has complexity O(N), which gives us an overall
worst-case running time complexity of O(M 3 N).
Given 37 spare bits in the destination MAC for reachability encoding, if a participant has defined SDN policies
for more that 37 participants who advertise the same prefix, then the number of bits required to encode the reachability information will exceed 37. Our analysis using a
dataset from one of the largest IXPs in the world found
that the maximum number of participants advertising the
same prefix was only 27, implying that largest bitmask
that this encoding scheme would require is 27 bits. There
were 62 total bitmasks, meaning 6 bits are required to
encode the ID of a bitmask, requiring a total of 33 bits
for the encoding. Using a different (or custom) field in
a packet header might also be possible if these numbers
grow in the future.

Hierarchical encoding. The approach consumes one bit
per IXP participant, allowing at most for only 37 IXP
participants. To encode more participant ASes in these
37 bits, we divide this bitspace hierarchically. Suppose
that an IXP participant has SDN policies that refer to
N other IXP participants (i.e., possible next-hop ASes).
Then, all of these N participants need to be efficiently
8
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6 Implementation

iSDX-D
iSDX-N
iSDX-R

We now describe an implementation of iSDX, as shown
in Figure 7. Our Python-based implementation has about
5,000 lines of code. Source code and tutorials are publicly
available on Github [16]. We have also provided instructions for deploying iSDX on hardware switches [17]; one
large government agency has successfully done so with
the Quanta LY2 switch [28]. About 300 students used an
earlier version of iSDX in the Coursera SDN course [8].
The fabric manager is based on Ryu [31]. It listens
for forwarding table modification instructions from the
participant controllers and the IXP controller and installs
the changes in the switch fabric. The fabric manager abstracts the details of the underlying switch hardware and
OpenFlow messages from the participant and the IXP controllers and also ensures isolation between participants.
The IXP controller installs forwarding table entries
in the input and output tables in the switch fabric via
the fabric manager. Because all of these rules are static,
they are computed only at initialization. Moreover, the
IXP controller handles ARP queries and replies in the
fabric and ensures that these messages are forwarded to
the respective participants’ controllers via ARP relay.
The BGP relay is based on ExaBGP [11] and is similar
to a BGP route server in terms of establishing peering sessions with the border routers. Unlike a route server, it does
not perform any route selection. Instead, it multiplexes
all BGP routes to the participant controllers.
Each participant SDN controller computes a compressed set of forwarding table entries, which are installed
into the inbound and outbound tables via the fabric manager, and continuously updates the entries in response
to the changes in SDN policies and BGP updates. The
participant controller receives BGP updates from the BGP
relay. It processes the incoming BGP updates by selecting the best route and updating the RIBs. We developed
APIs to use either of MongoDB [24], Cassandra [2] and
SQLite [34] for storing participants’ RIBs. We used the
MongoDB (in-memory) for the evaluation in Section 7.
The participant controller also generates BGP announcements destined to the border routers of this participant,
which are sent to the routers via the BGP relay.
Each participant controller’s update handler determines whether the inbound and outbound tables need to
be updated, as well as whether new gratuitous ARP messages must be sent to the participant’s border routers to
update any virtual destination MAC addresses. The controller receives ARP requests from the participant’s border
routers via the ARP handler and determines the corresponding ARP reply. The controller also receives SDN
policy updates from the network operators in the form of
addition and removal lists. Both the update handler and
the ARP handler use a policy compression library that we
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MDS




NH Encoding




Reachability Encoding




Table 2: Three distributed SDX Controllers.

implemented, which provides the mapping between IP
prefixes and virtual next-hop IPs (corresponding to best
BGP routes), and between virtual next-hop IPs and virtual
destination MAC addresses (i.e., an ARP table).

7 Evaluation
We now demonstrate that iSDX can scale to the forwarding table size, data plane update rate, and control plane
computation requirements of an industrial-scale IXP. Table 2 summarizes the three different iSDX designs that
we compare to previous approaches: iSDX-D applies
the same MDS compression technique as in our previous
work [14], but with tables distributed across participants;
iSDX-N additionally encodes the next-hop AS in the tag;
and iSDX-R encodes both the next-hop AS and BGP
reachability information in the tag.
Table 3 summarizes our results: iSDX reduces the number of forwarding table entries for an industrial-scale
IXP by three orders of magnitude as compared to an unoptimized, centralized SDX design; and by more than
two orders of magnitude over the state-of-the-art SDX
design [14]. This section explains these results in detail.

7.1

Experiment Setup

We use data sets from one of the largest IXPs worldwide,
which interconnects more than 600 participants, who peer
with one another via a BGP route server [29]. We had access to the RIB table dump collected from the IXP’s route
server on August 8, 2015 for 511 IXP participants. These
datasets contain a total of 96.6 million peering (i.e., nontransit) routes for over 300,000 distinct prefixes. We also
use a trace of 25,676 BGP update messages from these
participants to the route server for the two hours following
the collection of this RIB table dump (the participants’
RIBs are naturally not perfectly aligned, since dumping
a BGP table of about 36 GB from the router takes about
fifteen minutes). Our data set does not contain any user
data or any personal information that identifies individual
users. We run our experiments on a server installed at this
IXP configured with 16 physical cores at 3.4 GHz and
128 GB of RAM.
This IXP does not use a programmable IXP fabric, so
we assume how participants might specify SDN policies,
as described in Section 2.1. Specifically, each participant
has between one to four outbound policies for each of
10% of the total participants. The number of policies
and set of participants are chosen uniformly at random.
Our sensitivity analysis on this percentage shows that our
9
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Number of Forwarding Table Entries
Policy Compression Time (s)

Unoptimized
68,476,528
N/A

Centralized MDS-SDX [14]
21,439,540
297.493

iSDX-D
763,000
0.0629

iSDX
iSDX-N
155,000
0.111

iSDX-R
65,250
2.810

Table 3: Summary of evaluation results for iSDX with 500 IXP participants. Note that compression times for iSDX are per-participant,
since each participant can compile policies in parallel; even normalizing by this parallelization still yields significant gains.
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Figure 8: Number of forwarding table entries.

Figure 9: Number of virtual next-hop IP addresses for centralized and distributed control planes. Results for distributed iSDX
do not depend on encoding or compression approach.

results are influenced in magnitude but the underlying
trends remain. Note that this setup is more taxing than
the one in our previous work [14] where only 20% of
the total participants had any SDN policies at all. We
also evaluate iSDX’s performance for smaller IXPs by
selecting random subsets of IXP participants (ranging
from 100 to 500 ASes) and considering only the RIB
information and BGP updates for those participants. We
also repeated experiments using public RIB dumps and
BGP updates collected by RIPE’s RIS servers from 12
other IXPs [30]. As the observed workload was much
smaller in this case, we omit these results for brevity.

7.2

Distributed

MDS SDX-Central
iSDX-D

106

iSDX-N
iSDX-R

Time (ms)

105
104
103
102
101
100

100

200

300

400

500

Participants

Steady-State Performance

Figure 10: Time to perform policy compression.

We first evaluate the steady-state performance of iSDX.
To do so, we use the RIB dumps to initialize the SDX
controller (multiple of them for the distributed case) and
evaluate the overall performance in terms of the efficiency
of data-plane compression, and the time to compile policies and compress them into smaller forwarding tables.

MDS compression. The results are shown in Figure 9.
Given 500 participants, partitioning the control plane reduces the number of next hop entries for the border router
from 25,000 to 360. This reduction mitigates the load
on the border routers, since the number of virtual next
hop IP addresses reflects the number of ARP entries each
participant’s border router must maintain.

Efficiency of compression. Figure 8 shows the number
of forwarding table entries for the three distributed controllers: iSDX-D, iSDX-N, and iSDX-R. The number
of forwarding table entries increases with the increasing number of IXP participants. Each of our techniques
progressively improves scalability. We observe that the
number of forwarding table entries for iSDX-R is very
close to the lower bound (i.e., best case), where the number of forwarding table entries is equal to the number of
SDN policies.
We also explore the effects of distributing the control
plane computation on the ability of iSDX to perform

Time to perform policy compression. Figure 10 shows
the compression time for each controller; this time dominates control-plane computation but only occurs at initialization. The Centralized MDS-SDX operates on a large
input rule matrix, and thus requires nearly five minutes to
compress policies. iSDX-D distributes the computation
across participants, reducing compression time by three
orders of magnitude. iSDX-R takes longer than iSDXD and iSDX-N controllers. For 500 participants, policy
compression takes about three seconds.
10
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Figure 11: Rate at which forwarding table entries are updated.
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After iSDX initializes, we replay a two-hour trace of
BGP updates from one of the largest IXPs in the world
to evaluate the runtime performance of iSDX compared
to other SDX designs. We focus on how iSDX reduces
the number of forwarding table updates induced by BGP
updates and policy changes, as well as the corresponding
increase in gratuitous ARP traffic, which is the cost we
pay for increased forwarding table stability.
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(b) Compute time for increasing sustained rates of BGP updates.
Figure 12: Latency of iSDX-R updates in response to BGP
update streams.

Forwarding table updates in response to routing. Figure 11 shows the cumulative distribution of the number
of updated forwarding table entries per second the SDX
must process for a BGP update stream coming from all
511 participants at the IXP. MDS compression, which is
used in iSDX-D and iSDX-N, significantly increases the
rate of updates to the forwarding table in comparison to
an unoptimized SDX; this result makes sense because any
change to forwarding is more likely to trigger a change to
one of the encoded forwarding table entries. With iSDX-R,
there are never updates to the forwarding table entries in
response to BGP updates.

at the IXP, the median update time is only 52 ms, well
within practical requirements.
To understand how iSDX-R behaves when it receives
larger update bursts, we evaluate the update latency for
increasing sizes of BGP update bursts. We vary the number of BGP updates per second from 20 to 100 and send
a constant stream of updates at this rate for five minutes,
tracking the latency that the iSDX requires to process
the updates. (Although a table reset would presumably
cause a very large update burst, the fastest sustained BGP
update rate we observed in the trace was only about 35
BGP updates per second.) Figure 12b shows this result.
For example, for a rate of 100 BGP updates per second,
the median update latency is about 8 ms and the 95th
percentile is percentile is about 45 ms.

Update latency in response to BGP updates. We aim to
understand how quickly iSDX-R can update forwarding
information when BGP updates arrive. For iSDX-R, this
update time effectively amounts to computing updated
virtual next-hop IP and MAC addresses, since iSDX-R
never needs to update the IXP fabric forwarding table
entries in response to BGP updates. We evaluate update
latency with two experiments. First, we vary the fraction of IXP participants to which each IXP participant
forwards with SDN policies. For example, if the fraction is 1, each participant has between one and four SDN
forwarding policies (at random) for every other SDN participant. Figure 12a shows this result; in all cases, the
median update latency in response to a BGP update is
less than 10 ms, and the 95th percentile in the worst case
is less than 20 ms. Even when we perform simultaneous
compilation of all 511 participants on just three servers
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Gratuitous ARP overhead. Recall that SDX relies on
gratuitous ARP to update virtual destination MAC addresses when forwarding behavior changes, often in lieu
of updating the forwarding table itself. A centralized
SDX control plane sends this ARP response to all IXP
participants, but a distributed SDX can send this response
only to the border router whose route changed. Figure 13
shows the distribution of the rate at which a participant’s
border router receives gratuitous ARP messages from the
IXP controller in response to BGP routing changes, for
both the centralized design (i.e., centralized MDS) and the
11
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Distributed

Fraction of Time

1.0

most intended to achieve more efficient compression of
forwarding table entries; other benefits, such as parallel
computation and fault tolerance, are incidental benefits.
Techniques for data-plane scalability. Other work
seeks to address the problem of small forwarding tables
in hardware. Data-plane scaling involves (1) rule partitioning [40], where data plane rules are partitioned across
multiple switches and incoming traffic is steered to load
balance across these switches; and (2) caching [18, 32],
which stores forwarding table entries for only a small
number of flows in the data plane. These techniques are
orthogonal to the compression that iSDX uses. Labeling
packets for FIB compression has been applied in various
contexts, such as MPLS [9], Fabric [7], LISP [12], and
Shadow Macs [1]. These techniques all reduce the number of forwarding table entries in certain routers, often
by pushing complex policies to the edge of the network.
These techniques generally apply in the wide area, and
cannot be directly applied to an IXP topology, although
some of the techniques are analogous.

Centralized
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Figure 13: Rate at which a participant’s border router receives
gratuitous ARPs.

distributed one (i.e., iSDX); these rates are independent
of which encoding the iSDX uses.

8 Related Work
Ongoing SDX Projects. Software-defined IXPs have
been gaining momentum in the past few years [3, 22, 39],
and limited real-world deployments are beginning to
emerge. Yet, these existing deployments have focused on
either smaller IXPs or on forwarding traffic for a partial
routing table. Our original SDX [14] work introduced
mechanisms for applying SDN policies to control interdomain traffic flow at an IXP and introduced some simple
mechanisms for forwarding table compression; yet its
capability for compressing and updating forwarding tables cannot meet either the scale or speed demands of
the largest industrial IXP. Google’s Cardigan SDX controller has been deployed in a live Internet exchange in
New Zealand [4, 35]. Cardigan does not use any of the
compression techniques that we use in either SDX or
iSDX. As a result, we expect that the size of Cardigan’s
forwarding tables would be similar to the “unoptimized”
results that we present in Section 2—orders of magnitude too large for use with hardware switches in large
IXPs. Control Exchange Points [21] propose to interconnect multiple SDN IXPs to provide QoS services to the
participants and is less concerned with the design of an
individual SDN-based IXP.

9 Conclusion
Software-Defined Internet Exchange Points (SDXes) are
poised to reshape interdomain traffic delivery on the Internet, yet realizing this vision ultimately requires the
design and implementation of an SDX that can scale to
(and beyond) the largest industrial IXPs on the Internet
today. To address this challenge, we developed iSDX,
the first SDX controller that scales to large industrial
IXPs. We demonstrated how the principles of modularity and decoupling are necessary to scale the control and
the data planes. The specific approaches we suggest—
partitioning and compression—are applicable in various
settings where where composition of forwarding policies
is required (e.g., SDN WAN). We have released a public, open-source implementation of iSDX on Github [16],
along with tutorials and instructions that have helped catalyze early adoption. Our evaluation shows that iSDX reduces both forwarding table size and the time to compute
these entries by several orders of magnitude—enough
to make iSDX practical for real operation. Using BGP
routing updates from a route server at one of the world’s
largest IXPs, we showed that iSDX can support industrialscale operation.
Acknowledgments. We thank our shepherd Dave Oran,
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Distributed SDN controllers.
HyperFlow [37],
Onix [20], and Devolved Controllers [36] implement distributed SDN controllers that maintain eventually consistent network state partitioning computation across multiple controllers such that each operates on less state. Kandoo [15] distributes the control plane for scalability, processing frequent events in highly replicated local control
applications and rare events in a central location. Several
distributed controllers focus on fault-tolerance [6, 10, 19].
In contrast to these systems, each participant controller
in iSDX operates independently and requires no state
synchronization. iSDX’s partitioning is first and fore12
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Abstract

to rack-scale high density clusters of micro-servers with
tight integration of the network, storage and compute.
For example, the Boston Viridis supports hundreds of
SoCs in one standard data center rack. Rack-scale computers are optimized for commodity data center workloads and have significant power, cost and performance
benefits over traditional racks [4, 21, 22, 38] and attract
increasing research interest [5, 6, 14, 16, 39, 42].
Higher server density requires a redesign of the in-rack
network. A fully provisioned 40 Gbps network with 300
SoCs would require a ToR switch with 12 Tbps of bisection bandwidth within a rack enclosure which imposes
power, cooling and physical space constraints. For example, the peak power draw (for power, compute, storage and networking) is limited by the power distribution
used in data centers and the amount of heat that the inrack cooling is able to dissipate and is around 9-16 kW
for a typical high density rack today [3]. To address these
challenges, some proposed designs replace a ToR switch
by a “distributed fabric” where the packets forwarding is
done by the servers. If the system uses SoCs then a small
packet switch can be embedded on the server’s SoC. For
example, Boston Viridis uses the Calxeda EnergyCore
SoC which has an embedded packet switch supporting
eight 10 Gbps lanes. Each SoC is connected to a subset
of SoCs in the rack, forming a multi-hop, bounded degree topology, e.g. mesh or torus. Each SoC forwards
in-rack traffic from other SoCs and ingress/egress traffic
is tunneled through a set of SoCs that have direct uplinks
to the data center network.
Distributed fabrics are cost effective, but lack the flexibility of a fully provisioned network. Bisection bandwidth and end-to-end latency in the rack are a function
of the network topology, and the best topology depends
on the expected workload. Ingress/egress traffic is forwarded through multiple hops in the rack to an uplink,
interfering with in-rack traffic. Lack of flexibility leads
to suboptimal performance and complicates the design.
For example, the HP Moonshot has three independent

Rack-scale computers are dense clusters with hundreds
of micro-servers per rack. Designed for data center
workloads, they can have significant power, cost and performance benefits over current racks. The rack network
can be distributed, with small packet switches embedded on each processor as part of a system-on-chip (SoC)
design. Ingress/egress traffic is forwarded by SoCs that
have direct uplinks to the data center. Such fabrics are
not fully provisioned and the chosen topology and uplink
placement impacts performance for different workloads.
XFabric is a rack-scale network that reconfigures the
topology and uplink placement using a circuit-switched
physical layer over which SoCs perform packet switching. To satisfy tight power and space requirements in the
rack, XFabric does not use a single large circuit switch,
instead relying on a set of independent smaller circuit
switches. This introduces partial reconfigurability, as
some ports in the rack cannot be connected by a circuit. XFabric optimizes the physical topology and manages uplinks, efficiently coping with partial reconfigurability. It significantly outperforms static topologies and
has a performance similar to fully reconfigurable fabrics.
We demonstrate the benefits of XFabric using flow-based
simulations and a prototype built with electrical crosspoint switch ASICs.

1

Introduction

There is a trend in large-scale data centers towards higher
per-rack server density. While a typical compute rack today is composed of 40 to 50 blade servers interconnected
through a Top of Rack (ToR) switch, hardware vendors increasingly propose energy-efficient, high density
micro-servers, designed for data center workloads [17,
27, 35]. Rack-scale computers, such as AMD SeaMicro [44], HP Moonshot [1] and Boston Viridis [8] are up
∗
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networks with different topologies within the same enclosure: a radial fabric for ingress/egress traffic, and
multi-hop storage and 2D torus fabrics for in-rack traffic.
XFabric is a rack-scale network that maintains the
benefits of a distributed fabric but allows workloadspecific reconfigurability of the topology and uplinks.
XFabric is organized as a packet-switched network running over a physical circuit-switched network that allows
the physical topology of the fabric to be dynamically reconfigured. This could be achieved by using a single
large circuit switch that would provide full reconfigurability, so any two SoC ports in the rack can be directly
connected. However, XFabric needs to operate within
the space and power limitations of the rack.
To achieve this, XFabric uses partial reconfigurability. It partitions the physical layer into a set of smaller
independent circuit switches such that each SoC has a
port attached to each partition. Packets can be routed
between the partitions by the packet switches embedded
in the SoCs. The partitioning significantly reduces the
circuit switch port requirements enabling a single crosspoint switch ASIC to be used per partition. This makes
XFabric deployable in a rack at reasonable cost.
However, the challenge is that the fabric is no longer
fully reconfigurable, as SoC ports attached to different
crosspoint switch ASICs cannot be connected directly.
XFabric uses a novel topology generation algorithm that
is optimized to generate a topology and determine which
circuits should be established per partition. It also generates the appropriate forwarding tables for each SoC
packet switch. The algorithm is efficient, and XFabric
can instantiate topologies frequently, e.g. every second
at a scale of hundreds of SoCs, if required. Additionally,
it is able to place uplinks to the data center enabling them
to be efficiently reconfigured.
XFabric uses insights from extensive work on reconfigurable data center-scale networks that enable dynamically reconfigurable network links between ToR
switches [13, 20, 23, 24, 41, 47]. Similar to prior work,
e.g. OSA [13] and FireFly [24], the topology is reconfigured at the physical layer, and network traffic is forwarded through multiple hops over the reconfigurable
topology. XFabric differs in that it has been designed
to operate at a rack-scale with SoCs that have embedded
packet switches with multiple ports. It neither relies on
wireless technology that cannot be used in the rack, nor
requires a single large circuit switch. Designed for costeffective in-rack deployments, XFabric sacrifices full reconfigurability for partial reconfigurability and demonstrates that this still provides good performance.
We have a prototype cluster, which uses 27 servers emulating SoCs and an XFabric network built with custom
32-port switches using low cost commodity crosspoint
switch ASICs. We evaluate XFabric using this prototype

and a flow-based simulator at larger scale. The results
show that under realistic workload assumptions, the performance of XFabric is up to six times better than a static
3D-Torus topology at rack scale. We also show it provides comparable performance to a fully reconfigurable
network while consuming five times less power.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2
motivates our design and Sec. 3 provides an overview
of XFabric. Sec. 4 details the algorithms used by the
controller. Sec. 5 describes our current implementation
of XFabric. Sec. 6 evaluates the performance of XFabric.
Finally, Sec. 7 and 8 present related work and conclude.

2

Partial Reconfigurability

Reconfigurable networks have been traditionally proposed at data center scale [13, 20, 23, 24, 41, 47]. In these
networks, each ToR has d reconfigurable ports and the
set of d ToRs to which each ToR is directly connected is
dynamically adapted to match the traffic demand. This
has been implemented either with wireless (e.g. RFbased or free-space optics) [23, 24] or Optical Circuit
Switches (OCS) [13, 20, 41, 47]. In the latter case, all
d ports of all the n ToRs are connected to the same OCS
that acts as a circuit switch with n × d ports: any port
can be connected to any port of any ToR and the network
topology is fully reconfigurable.
XFabric is focused on providing reconfigurability at
the rack-scale, which has unique challenges because of
the additional constraints due to physical space, power
and cooling limitations. At the densities that can potentially be achieved using SoCs, the number of ports is
high. If the switch functionality is distributed across the
SoCs and a distributed network fabric is used, the number of ports required will be even higher. For example,
a fully reconfigurable distributed fabric with 256 SoCs
and 6 ports per SoC for in-rack communication requires
1,536 ports. This port count is too high to use a single crosspoint switch ASIC. It is possible to build a circuit switch implemented as a folded Clos network with
multiple crosspoint switches, however, a folded Clos to
support n × d ports requires 5 × n × d ports to be provisioned [13], which, for this example setup would require
5 × 256 × 6 = 7, 680 ports.
Fitting this in the rack can be challenging, but powering and cooling it will be hard. The per-port power
draw ranges from 0.14 W for a typical optical circuit
switch [11] to 0.28 W for a 10 Gbps electrical circuit
switch [12]. The switches would consume between 1.3
to 2.6 kW, representing a significant fraction of the power
provisioned for a high density rack today [3]. Given that
as we increase density the compute and storage power requirements will also increase we need to manage power
2
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The XFabric architecture combines a packet-switched
layer 2 operating over a circuit-switched layer 1. It is
assumed that each SoC has an embedded packet switch
and exposes d ports for internal rack communication e.g.
d = 6 [46]. Each of these ports is reconfigurable and is
connected to a crosspoint switch called an internal crosspoint. Figure 1 shows the architecture, with d = 6. There
are six internal crosspoints, and we highlight for SoCs S1
and S2 , the links to each of the six internal crosspoints,
which could be done on printed circuit board (PCB).
Each rack has l uplinks from the rack to the data center network to carry traffic for destinations outside the
rack. The value of l is a function of the expected use for
the rack; the Boston Viridis chassis has four 10 Gbps uplinks for 48 SoCs [8]. Each SoC has one uplink port to
handle ingress/egress traffic to destinations outside the
rack in addition to the d internal rack communication
ports. Each SoC uplink port is connected to an uplink
crosspoint which has a set of ports connected to the data
center network. For example, in Figure 1 there are 4 uplinks. In operation, the SoCs that do not have their uplink
port connected to one of the l external links tunnel their
ingress/egress traffic to a SoC which is connected.
XFabric ensures that all d ports on each of the n SoCs
are connected to other SoCs and all the l uplinks are connected to SoC uplink ports. We assume that each crosspoint has s ports, and that s = n. Due to the fact that
a crosspoint with n SoCs connected can establish n/2
circuits, we assume that n is even. While our design is
not fundamentally restricted to electrical circuit switching, this technology offers several benefits. Crosspoint
ASICs are commodity low cost components [12, 50, 54]
which are compact and have a low reconfiguration latency. For example, the M21605 crosspoint switch ASIC
has 160 12.5 Gbps ports, is available in a 45 mm package and has a maximum reconfiguration latency of only
70 ns [12]. Uplink crosspoints connect SoCs’ uplink
ports directly to the data center network which requires
the uplink crosspoint to support the PHY used outside
the rack. The d internal ports can use the same or different PHY depending on the SoC implementation. It
could be standard, e.g. backplane Ethernet [53] or proprietary [46], for example to reduce power consumption.
At layer 2, packets are forwarded by the SoCs over
the instantiated physical topology using multi-hop routing. Packet switching operates independently from circuit switching, i.e. circuits are not established on a perpacket or per-flow basis. The physical topology reconfiguration is performed every interval t, where t is in the
order of seconds. This removes the XFabric reconfiguration logic from the data path, simplifying the design
and is motivated by the observation that circuits only
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Figure 1: XFabric architecture, d = 6, l = 4 and c = 6.
resources carefully. A fully reconfigurable fabric is probably not acceptable.
In the rest of the paper, we refer to a circuit switch
that is of a scale that can be implemented using a single
crosspoint switch ASIC as simply a crosspoint switch,
while one that is implemented as a folded Clos network
of multiple crosspoint switches as a Clos circuit switch.
XFabric exploits the observation that full reconfigurability is not necessary. XFabric provides a partially reconfigurable fabric in which each SoC port can be connected to a subset of the SoC ports in the rack. XFabric
has d independent physical networks each with a single
circuit switch. Each SoC has a port attached to each of
the d networks. This means that each SoC port can be
connected to any other SoC. Hence, for 256 SoCs with 6
ports per SoC we would need 6 crosspoint switches each
with 256 ports. Currently, commodity 160-port electrical
crosspoint switches capable of switching 10 Gbps links
are available [12]. We believe that a single crosspoint
switch ASIC could be built to support approximately 350
ports. This is compared to requiring 7,680 ports for a
full folded Clos circuit switch at this scale, requiring 22
crosspoint switch ASICs at 350 ports per ASIC.
Partial reconfigurability performs better in terms of
cost and power. In terms of power, if we used a 256port electrical crosspoint switch then for 256 SoCs with
six 10 Gbps ports, XFabric would require 0.4 kW versus
a fully reconfigurable fabric using a folded Clos circuit
switch that would require 2.2 kW. In terms of cost, the
per port cost is approximately $3, hence XFabric would
have a cost of about $4.6K, while a fully reconfigurable
fabric would cost $23K.
Partial reconfigurability limits the physical network
topologies that can be instantiated, which potentially
impacts performance. In the next section we describe
XFabric in detail, and in Section 6 empirically show that
the impact on performance is minimal.
3
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need to be reconfigured when the workload traffic pattern
changes sufficiently to make reconfiguration beneficial.
Layer 2 packet switching over layer 1 circuit switching
forms the data plane of XFabric.
XFabric is managed by an in-rack controller that receives from each SoC estimates of its traffic demand to
other SoCs and the uplink. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the controller. Periodically, it aggregates the information received from the SoCs into a rack-scale demand matrix and computes a new topology optimized for
the demand. It then instantiates the topology in the data
plane by establishing new circuits at the physical layer
and updates the layer 2 forwarding tables. We assume
that the packet switches on the SoCs support functionality to allow them to program their forwarding tables,
e.g. OpenFlow [40]. The topology generation algorithm
is lightweight and operates within the limitations imposed by the partially reconfigurable fabric, only producing topologies that can be instantiated by the network.
The SoC on which the controller executes needs to
be connected to a micro-controller associated with each
crosspoint ASIC through a control plane shown in dotted
lines in Figure 1. Our current prototype supports Ethernet and USB control planes and we assume that a small
fraction (e.g. 3) have their uplink ports connected to this
network rather than an uplink crosspoint. The controller
is designed to use only soft state and the reconfiguration
process is resilient to the failure of the controller. If the
controller fails then the network will be left in a consistent state and the controller can be started on another SoC
which is connected to the control plane.

4

S during the interval. The controller aggregates the demand vectors into an n × n demand matrix, dm, such
that dm[S1 , S2 ] represents a demand weight from S1 to
S2 , maintained using a weighted average.

4.2

The uplink configuration selects l SoCs that will be directly connected to the data center network and to which
other SoCs need to tunnel their external traffic.
Conceptually, the controller partitions the n SoCs in
the rack into l sets and places an uplink on one of the
SoCs in each set. This SoC acts as a gateway to the data
center network for the rest of the SoCs in the set. The
controller aims to balance traffic between uplinks using
the demand vectors vi and ve . Ideally, the aggregate external traffic demand is the same across all sets and for
each set, the uplink is placed on the SoC with heaviest
external traffic demand.
The placement algorithm operates in two stages. First,
for each of the l uplinks, it selects the SoC S that has
the highest demand Dext [S] = vi [S] + ve [S] and no uplink
and places the uplink on S. In the second stage, the algorithm determines the sets of SoCs associated to each
uplink. This is done by ordering SoCs without uplinks
by their Dext and iteratively assigning the SoC with highest demand to the set with the least aggregate demand.
Ordering SoCs by demand ensures that SoCs with high
demand will be fairly balanced across sets. Once all the
SoCs have been assigned, source and destination SoCs
for all external traffic are known. Based on this knowledge, the algorithm builds a traffic matrix dmu in which
dmu [S1 , S2 ] is the ingress (and dmu [S2 , S1 ] the egress)
traffic demand between a SoC S1 and its uplink placed on
S2 . The algorithm then creates a matrix dmall which is a
sum of dmext and dm. This matrix is used by the topology
generation algorithm to optimize the in-rack topology to
both internal and external traffic.

XFabric Configuration

XFabric needs to determine the mapping of the uplinks to
SoCs and the internal fabric topology. The uplink mapping is performed first, because ingress/egress traffic induces load on the internal fabric while routed to the SoCs
with external uplinks. Before describing the uplink mapping and internal topology generation algorithms, we describe how XFabric estimates the traffic demand.

4.1

Uplink Configuration Algorithm

4.3

Topology Generation Algorithm

This phase computes a topology optimized for dmall by
reducing the hop count between SoCs with high demand.
Forwarding high bandwidth traffic through multiple
hops consumes bandwidth per link and incurs load on
each SoC packet switch it traverses. Lower hop count
thus results in lower link load and less resources spent
on forwarding, improving network goodput [13]. For latency sensitive traffic, such as in-memory storage using
RDMA [18], reducing the round trip time is important.
A one hop latency of 1 microsecond versus a four hop
latency of 4 microseconds is significant.
Conceptually, for each pair of SoCs in the rack, the algorithm assigns a weight based on their relative demand.

Traffic Demand Estimation

For internal traffic, each SoC maintains a vector of length
n and records the total number of bytes sent to each SoC
in the rack. For external traffic, the SoC maintains two
values, Ti and Te , the total number of bytes sent and received, respectively. Periodically, this information is sent
to the controller through the data plane and the counters
are reset, and we call these demand vectors.
The controller maintains two vectors vi and ve of size
n for ingress/egress traffic in which vi [S] is the number
of bytes sent and ve [S] the number of bytes received by
4
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Input:
socs ← SoC list[n]
dmall ← demand matrix
port map ← XbarToSoCPortMapping[c]
Output:
PacketForwardingTables
CircuitAssignment circuits[c]
topo ← Disconnected Topology(socs)
SoC pairs ← Order By Demand(socs, dmall )
xbar map ← To Xbar(SoC pairs, port map)
while SoC pairs = ∅ do
partition count ← 0
foreach soc in socs do
part[soc] = {soc}
partition count ← partition count + 1
foreach pair in SoC pairs do
if part[pair.src] = part[pair.dest] then
xbars ← xbar map[pair]
xbar ← Best Ranked(xbars, SoC pairs)
xbars[xbar].Add Circuit({pair.src, pair.dest})
topo.Add Undirected Edge(pair.src, pair.dest)
Merge(part[pair.src], part[pair.dest])
partition count = partition count − 1
foreach p in SoC pairs do
if xbar map.Con f lict(p, pair, xbar) then
xbar map[p].Remove(xbar)
if xbar map[p] = ∅ then
xbar map.Remove(p)
SoC pairs.Remove(p)
else if p = pair then
SoC pairs.Reinsert(p, p.demand)
if partition count = 1 then
break
return {topo.ComputeForwardingTables(), circuits}

dictionary that associates each pair of SoCs to a set of
crosspoints through which they can be connected. Initially, each pair of SoCs can be connected through any of
the d crosspoints.
The main loop (lines 4 to 26) performs a sequence of
spanning tree computations and stops when no more SoC
pairs can be connected (line 4). The maximum weight
computation is based on Kruskal’s algorithm [32]: it
starts with a set of partitions, one for each SoC (lines 5 to
8), and greedily reduces the number of partitions by connecting the two SoCs that are not in the same partition
and have the highest demand (line 10). This results in
two partitions being merged as their SoCs are no longer
disconnected (lines 15-16). If only one partition remains,
all SoCs are connected by a maximum weight spanning
tree (line 25-26).
In order to connect a pair of SoCs, the algorithm selects one of the crosspoints through which the connection can be made (lines 11-12). Crossbar ports cannot
be reused for multiple circuits simultaneously, therefore
connecting a pair of SoCs {S1 , S2 } through a crosspoint
C implies that S1 or S2 can no longer be connected to
other SoCs through C. It means that establishing a circuit
in C negatively impacts its ability to satisfy remaining demand. In order to select a crosspoint in which connecting
S1 to S2 has the least negative impact, a ranking between
the crosspoints is performed (line 12). The ranking function computes the aggregate demand of all connections
between S1 , S2 to any other SoC that has a free port in
C. This represents the demand that C would not be able
to satisfy if {S1 , S2 } was established, hence the crosspoint with the lowest value is selected. At that point,
both the pair of SoCs and the crosspoint have been determined and the corresponding undirected edge and circuit
are added (lines 13-14). Finally, the algorithm updates
SoC pairs and xbar map (lines 17 to 24). It removes
C from all the pairs in xbar map that can no longer be
connected through C (line 18-19). If the SoC pair can
no longer be connected through any of the crosspoints,
it is removed from SoC pairs (lines 21 to 22). As two
SoCs can be connected through multiple crosspoints at
the same time, the pair that has just been connected is
not removed from the SoC pairs but reinserted after the
last pair that has some unsatisfied demand (line 24). That
way, if all pairs with demand have been connected, the
algorithm can add secondary direct connections between
high demand pairs, increasing the bandwidth.
The algorithm executes in polynomial time and once
all circuits have been assigned, the topology is optimized
for dmall . The algorithm has the property that in addition
to computing an optimized topology, it also finds the circuit assignment that instantiates that topology in the partially reconfigurable fabric. The result of the algorithm
is a set of forwarding tables derived from the computed

Algorithm 1: XFabric topology generation algorithm.

It then iteratively computes disjoint maximum weight
spanning trees until all SoC ports in the rack have been
assigned. The resulting topology is a union of maximum
weight spanning trees and has three key properties. First,
by construction it is fully connected, i.e., there exists a
path between each pair of SoCs. Second, it maximizes
resource usage as all ports are assigned. Finally, as spanning trees are of maximum weight, SoC pairs with heavy
traffic demand are satisfied in priority. A key challenge is
to support partial reconfigurability and to do this within
the constraints imposed by the physical topology.
Algorithm 1 describes the process in detail. The algorithm inputs are a list of SoCs and crosspoint ports
to which each is attached (socs and port map, which
are initialized at boot time) and the demand matrix
dmall . It starts by initializing three data structures: topo,
SoC pairs and xbar map (lines 1 to 3). The first is a
fully disconnected topology in which each SoC in the
rack is represented by a vertex and to which edges will be
greedily added. We define the demand between a pair of
SoCs {S1 , S2 } as D{S1 ,S2 } = dmall [S1 ][S2 ] + dmall [S2 ][S1 ]
and SoC pairs is a list of all pairs of SoCs that can be
connected through each crosspoint, ordered by their demands in descending order (highest first). The last is a
5
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topology and the circuit assignment that is merged with
the uplink circuit assignment. The controller uses this
information to reconfigure the data plane.

4.4

been updated. Once every circuit switch has acknowledged, the controller uses a simple flood-based mechanism to trigger the use of the new forwarding tables
on each SoC. It sends on each of its ports a reconfiguration message which includes the new configuration
version number. If a SoC with an old forwarding table
receives the reconfiguration message, it starts using the
new one and issues a reconfiguration message on all its
ports. SoCs with new forwarding tables ignore reconfiguration messages. This process ensures rapid reconfiguration, in the worst case the number of rounds will be the
diameter of the network.
It is essential that the data plane rapidly converges to
a consistent state, even if the controller fails during the
process. In particular, if the failure occurs after sending
out a reconfigure to a subset of the circuit switches,
the physical topology could be left in an inconsistent
state. To address this, we ensure that each circuit switch
that receives a reconfigure and has not yet reconfigured broadcasts the message through the control plane.
A failure of the controller before the broadcast of the
reconfiguration in the data plane could lead to stale forwarding state at layer 2. To avoid this, we allow the
SoCs to locally trigger the update of the forwarding tables. It does this by monitoring the local MAC addresses
of SoCs attached to its ports: if a packet is received from
a different MAC address than expected the SoC flushes
the current forwarding table and uses the new one. After
this local update, the SoC broadcasts a reconfiguration
message, ensuring that the new forwarding state is propagated despite the failure of the controller.
During the reconfiguration of the switches any packets
in flight at the switch can be corrupted or lost. However,
thanks to the low switching latency of electrical crosspoint ASICs (see Section 3), we observe the packet loss
to be low in practice (see Section 6) and rely on end-toend transport protocols to recover from the packet loss.

Reconfiguration

To instantiate a new topology, the XFabric controller
needs to update the circuit switches (layer 1) and ensure
all forwarding tables in each SoC are updated (layer 2).
This cannot be achieved instantaneously, and can lead to
instability during the update interval. The goal of reconfiguration is to minimize this window of instability.
We considered two general approaches. Inspired by
SWAN [25], we experimented with incrementally changing the physical topology to ensure that packets can be
successfully routed. This requires identifying a set of intermediate topologies, and then moving traffic off links
that are to be reconfigured and then stepping through
multiple different intermediate configurations. This approach leads to larger reconfiguration periods: the time
taken to reconfigure is approximately constant and independent of the number of links being reconfigured,
so migrating through x intermediate topologies takes x
times the reconfiguration delay. Hence, we adopted the
approach of performing a single reconfiguration.
Before triggering the reconfiguration, the controller
sends new circuit assignments to every circuit switch
through the control plane and new forwarding state to the
SoCs through the data plane. Each circuit switch receives
a map packet composed of a list of port mappings and a
bitmap to indicate which ports need to be reconfigured.
The micro-controller on the switch loads the circuit assignments into a set of registers on the crosspoint ASIC
and acknowledges the controller, but does not instantiate the circuits. The physical topology must remain unchanged at this stage as the controller has no out-of-band
mechanism to communicate with the SoCs. Each SoC receives its new forwarding tables together with the MAC
address of the SoC that will be connected to each of its
ports and a unique 64-bit version number for the configuration. This is efficiently encoded so the forwarding table, plus all the other information for a XFabric with 512
SoCs is less than 1 KB. Each SoC runs a process that
receives and stores the update, but again does not reprogram any forwarding tables. Once all the SoCs have acknowledged the update information, all circuit switches
and SoCs are ready for the reconfiguration.
The controller triggers the reconfiguration by transmitting a reconfigure packet to each circuit switch
through the control plane. When received, the microcontroller on the circuit switch reprograms its crosspoint
ASIC to the configuration specified in the map. At this
point the physical network (layer 1) has been reconfigured, but the forwarding tables at the SoCs have not yet

5

XFabric Implementation

We have built a prototype XFabric platform, consisting of a set of seven electrical circuit switch units and
27 servers, each configured with eight 1 Gbps Ethernet
NICs and a single Intel Xeon E5520 8-core 2.27GHz
CPU running Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise. Each
server emulates a SoC with an embedded packet switch
that has six NIC ports for in-rack traffic. One NIC port is
used as an uplink port and the last port is connected to a
ToR switch for debug and experiment control.
Each circuit switch unit has 32 ports and each server is
connected to all 7 circuit switches. Six serve as internal
crosspoints and the last one is an uplink crosspoint with
four uplinks (l = 4). The switches use the Analog Devices ADN4605 asynchronous fully non-blocking cross6
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We also use a dynamic reconfigurable network (OSA)
inspired by OSA. In this network the topology is configured using the topology generation algorithm proposed
in [13]. Our goal is to compare against the topology generation algorithm and we do not simulate additional features, such as the flexible link capacity described in [13].
Our implementation of the algorithm uses the same graph
library as OSA [33]. This network uses a Clos circuit
switch to which all the internal ports of all the SoCs are
connected, so it is fully reconfigurable.
For the simulation results, unless otherwise stated, we
assume the rack contains 343 SoCs each with d = 6 internal ports per SoC and one uplink port. In all cases we
assume that the number of ports for the internal crosspoints is s = n and for the uplink crosspoint s = n + l. We
assume there are six internal crosspoints (as d = 6), and
one uplink crosspoint with l = 8. Unless otherwise stated
the uplinks are uniformly distributed across the SoCs and
each SoC sends ingress/egress traffic to its nearest uplink
in terms of path length.
We use 343 SoCs as it allows us to compare against a
3D Torus of size 73 = 343. This is a challenge for XFabric, as a crosspoint with n ports establishes n/2 circuits
so, if n is odd, one port cannot be connected to any other
port on the same crosspoint. So, we will end up with 6
unused ports across all the SoCs. In practice, XFabric
uses an even number of SoCs to avoid this issue. To handle the odd n configurations we form three pairs of crosspoints and in each pair statically connect a random SoC
of one crosspoint to a different SoC in the second crosspoint. This means these static circuits are never reconfigured and results in strictly worse performance compared
to allowing them to be reconfigured.

point switch ASIC [51]. Currently, they are connected
to the servers using standard Ethernet cables, hence we
need transceivers to convert the signal to and from the
ASIC to 1000Base-T which is supported by the servers.
This has significant cost and power overhead implications and is due to using standard servers instead of SoCs
in the prototype platform. Each crosspoint ASIC is managed by an ARM Cortex-M3 micro-controller that configures it via an SPI serial bus and transceivers through
I2C. The current design does not support 10 Gbps links,
but we are in the process of designing a version with
160 10 Gbps ports using the Macom M21605 crosspoint
ASIC [12]. In the experiments we use USB 1.1 to communicate with the control plane due to lack of spare
Ethernet ports per server. Ethernet is supported by our
switches and improves control plane latency by about an
order of magnitude compared to USB.
The packet switch emulation is done in software,
which allows us to understand the full functionality required before implementing it in hardware. The emulator
uses two kernel drivers and a user-level process, and implements an OpenFlow-like API that provides access to
the forwarding table, and callbacks on certain conditions.
It binds to the six NIC ports used for internal traffic and
the port used for the uplink. It also provides a virtualized
NIC, to which an unmodified TCP/IP stack is bound to
allow unmodified applications to be run on the testbed.

6

Evaluation

In this section we evaluate XFabric. First, we compare
the performance of a reconfigurable fabric to static physical topologies. Then, we evaluate the efficiency of the
algorithms used in XFabric. Finally, we show the benefits and overheads of XFabric dynamic reconfiguration.
In the experiments we evaluate XFabric using the prototype described in Section 5. In order to allow us to
evaluate XFabric at scale we also use a simple flow-based
simulator. We start by describing the fabric topologies,
workloads and metrics used during the evaluation.

6.1

6.2

Workloads

We selected two workloads with well-identified traffic
patterns, both based on real-world measurements.
Production cluster workload. This is a trace of 339
servers running a production workload in a mid-sized
enterprise data center [7]. The data was collected over
a period of 6.8 days and contains per-TCP-flow information including the source and destination IP address,
the number of bytes transferred and a mapping from the
servers’ hostnames to the IP addresses of their NICs. We
group flows based on source and destination hostnames.
Flows in which the source or destination IP address does
not correspond to a known hostname are considered as
uplink traffic. The traffic is clustered, with heavy communication between servers with common hostname prefixes, and many-to-one traffic patterns: servers with a
common hostname prefix often exchange traffic with a
specific server with a different hostname prefix. This is
consistent with the patterns described in [30].

Topologies

We compare against three different topologies, two static
and one dynamic. The first static topology is a 3D
Torus (3DTorus). This topology has been widely used in
HPC [15, 48] and has been proposed in data centers [2],
in particular at rack scale [44]. It has the highest path
length and lowest bisection bandwidth, but has a high
disjoint path diversity and low cabling complexity.
The second one is a static random topology (Random).
Random topologies have also been proposed for use in
data centers [45] and are known to be “expander” graphs
with high bisection bandwidth and low diameter.
7
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Figure 2: Performance summary of different fabrics for Production and LiveJournal workloads.
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LiveJournal. Distributed platforms such as Pregel [34]
or Tao [9] enable efficient processing of large graphs by
partitioning the graph across a set of SoCs such that each
SoC is assigned a set of vertices from the original graph.
To generate a graph processing workload we use a trace
collected from LiveJournal in December 2006 [36]. It includes 95.4% of users at that time, representing 5.2 million nodes and 48.7 million edges with an average edge
degree of 18.7 edges per node. We shard the vertices
into partitions using METIS, an offline graph partitioning algorithm [31] to uniformly partition the graph while
minimizing traffic between partitions. There is one partition per SoC and we assume that the computation makes
progress by message passing along the edges of the partitioned graph. The traffic is proportional to the number
of the social graph edges between SoCs and is modeled
as a constant bit rate over time.
For both workloads we map the workload onto the
SoCs randomly. We also explored topology-aware workload placement using heuristic-based approaches for the
static topologies [10]. For these we found that topologyaware placement always performs better than the random placement, but was always worse than the topology generated by XFabric. In practice, topology-aware
placement is not easily feasible, and would often require migrating data between servers and is challenging
to achieve dynamically. Due to lack of space, we only
present results for random placement.
In the simulations each workload is mapped into a single traffic matrix tm such that for each pair of SoCs it
stores the number of bytes sent and received between
these SoCs. For the production trace, to scale beyond
339 SoCs, we augment the original trace by duplicating
a random set of SoCs with non-zero traffic. For experiments with less than 339 SoCs, we subsample the trace
by taking a random subset of the SoCs that have traffic.

6.3

# ports
10,290
2,058

Cost
$30.9K
$6.2K

Power draw
2.9 kW
0.6 kW

Table 1: Estimated cost & power, 343 SoCs, 6 ports/SoC.
Since each hop adds a delay while forwarding traffic, this
metric is a proxy for end-to-end latency.
Path diversity. This metric accounts for the fault tolerance of the topology, it measures the number of disjoint shortest paths that exist for each packet. Two paths
are disjoint if they share no common link. Therefore, if
there are k shortest paths for all the flows in the topology, k − 1 links can fail without impacting the average
path length of the traffic. Route diversity also improves
traffic load balancing allowing traffic to be spread across
disjoint shortest paths.
Bottleneck link load. The metric measures the congestion within the topology by measuring the link load on
the most congested link in the topology.

6.4

XFabric Performance

The two static topologies, 3D Torus and Random, do not
require any additional hardware other than the switching
functionality provided in the SoCs. Both the OSA and
XFabric require additional ASICs to enable the reconfigurability. Any benefit obtained from being reconfigurable needs to be offset against the increased overheads
this induces. Table 1 shows the number of ports required
and the estimated cost and power consumption for XFabric and OSA assuming $3 per port and 0.28 W per port
for 343 SoCs. OSA is a fully reconfigurable fabric supporting 2,058 ports, thus using a folded Clos. XFabric requires d crosspoint ASICs with n ports, connecting each
SoC to each of the d crosspoints. This has a significant
benefit in terms of cost and power.
This first simulation experiment evaluates the relative
performance of the four topologies using the two workloads. For each configurable fabric we take the global
demand matrix tm and optimize the network for tm. Fig-

Metrics

Across the experiments we use a number of metrics:
Path length. For each packet, we measure the path
length from source to destination in number of hops.
8
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hence increase the aggregate bandwidth.
To understand this further, Figure 2(c) shows the number of flows that traverse each link. A flow from a to b
is routed over the set of shortest paths in the topology
between a and b and is registered on each link in the
path. To achieve this each flow is split into f subflows
of constant size, where f is much larger than the number of paths. The simulator estimates path congestion
by counting the number of flows registered on the most
loaded link in a path. To place a subflow, the simulator’s
transport layer checks if multiple shortest paths exist. If
so two are randomly selected, and the simulator places
the flow on the least congested one. This simulates traffic
routing though multiple paths for any workload on top of
any topology. Furthermore, the flow routing scheme ensures a good load balance of the traffic across links [37].
Figure 2(c) shows the percentage of flows that traverse
the bottleneck link for each workload and topology. The
most congested links on all topologies for both workloads have approximately the same load, except for the
3D Torus that benefits from its high path diversity.
The trade-off between path length and diversity also
impacts the total network load across all links. The load
imbalance across links is reduced when path diversity is
high: in the 3D Torus the load is better balanced across
links due to load balancing across multiple paths. However, because of the higher path length, the overall total
load on links in the network is higher. The other topologies have a lower average total network link load than the
3D Torus, but a higher skew. However, XFabric aggressively reduces path length without significantly increasing load skew because optimization leads to links being
shared across fewer source destination pairs.
We now focus on the performance of XFabric with
Production, our most realistic workload, to evaluate the
performance of uplink placement. Figure 4(b) shows the
path length of the ingress/egress traffic in the fabric before it reaches a gateway SoC with an attached uplink.
It shows that XFabric efficiently places uplinks on SoCs
with heavy ingress/egress traffic: the path length is on
average reduced by 32% compared to the Random topology and 37% compared to the 3DTorus.
Finally, we vary the number of SoCs in the fabric
to evaluate performance at different scales. Figure 4(a)
shows the average path lengths for XFabric, Random and
3D Torus topologies when the number of SoCs is varied.
In the worst case, for 512 SoCs, the average path length
between SoCs in the rack is 1.6 hops only, showing that
optimizing the topology at up to rack-scale is beneficial.
Reconfigurable fabrics perform better for workloads
with high traffic skew. To understand this more we perform a parameter sweep across different traffic skews using two synthetic workloads. For the first, called clustered, we partition the SoCs into clusters and each SoC
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Figure 3: Impact of traffic skew on path length

ure 2(a) shows the average path length achieved by all
the fabrics. Across both workloads the reconfigurable
fabrics, XFabric and OSA, achieve shorter average path
lengths than the static topologies. For Production, XFabric has an average path length of only 1.06 hops, which is
6 times less than 3D Torus and 3.7 times less than Random. For the LiveJournal workload, the path length for
the reconfigurable fabrics is also lower but not by such a
margin. As we will demonstrate later, the reason is due
to the traffic skew. The LiveJournal workload has a lower
skew. Comparing the performance of OSA and XFabric,
we see for the Production workload that they both provide comparable performance. Notably for LiveJournal,
even though OSA has a fully reconfigurable fabric it performs worse than XFabric. Having more flexibility in the
fabric is insufficient, you also need an algorithm that can
reconfigure the fabric to exploit the full flexibility.
Figure 2(b) shows the path diversity for all four fabrics with both workloads. These results show that the
reconfigurable fabrics instantiate topologies with lower
path diversity. The path length reduction benefits being
shown in Figure 2(a) are achieved at the expense of reducing path diversity, shorter path lengths offer less opportunity for forwarding through different links. The 3D
Torus has the highest path diversity, but also has the highest path length. This is an interesting trade-off where
reconfigurability can provide benefit. Lowering path diversity can impact resilience to failure, and it also lowers
the aggregate bandwidth available on the shortest paths
between two SoCs. For reconfigurable fabrics, a link or
SoC failure can be overcome by calculating a new topology that minimizes the impact of the failure. XFabric
also can link multiple ports between the same SoCs, so
providing multiple 1-hop links between two SoCs, and
9
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prototype platform to evaluate the dynamic reconfiguration performance of XFabric. Frequent XFabric reconfiguration is beneficial as it improves the responsiveness
of the fabric to changes in traffic load, improving performance. However, too frequent reconfiguration induces
overheads at the packet switching layer as it may result
in packet loss. The reconfiguration of the crosspoints at
layer 1 is not synchronized with layer 2. Too frequent
packet loss can have a negative impact on the throughput
at the transport layer, particularly if TCP is used.
We have created a test framework that uses unmodified
TCP and replays flow-level traces derived from the Production workload. The framework opens a new socket
for each flow and starts six flows per SoC concurrently,
operating as a closed loop per SoC, so when one flow finishes the next is started on the SoC. In each experiment
we configure the network as a 3D Torus and do not allow
the network to reconfigure for the first 2 minutes. Unless
otherwise stated the flow size is selected from the distribution of flow sizes in the Production workload, which
is a typical heavy tailed distribution with a small number
of elephant flows and a high number of mice flows, and
an average flow size of 9.3 MB.
We first evaluate the impact of reconfiguration frequency on performance. We generate a trace with
250,000 flows and vary the reconfiguration period of
XFabric between t = 0.1 to 480 seconds until the trace
run is completed. Figure 5(a) shows the average path
length of each packet as a function of the reconfiguration
period. As expected, decreasing the reconfiguration period reduces the path length. When reconfigured every
30 seconds or less, XFabric achieves more than a 25%
reduction in path length compared to the 3D Torus. The
path length is reduced by approximately 37% (from 2.05
to 1.28 hops) for a reconfiguration interval of a second or
less. This shows that even at small scale, reconfiguring
the topology significantly reduces path length.
In order to understand how reconfiguring the fabric
impacts goodput, Figure 5(b) shows the average completion time as a function of the reconfiguration interval. For
each run we define completion time as the execution time
from 2 minutes (when reconfiguration is enabled) to the
end of the trace. The completion time for the 3D Torus
is denoted by the red line and is constant as it does not
reconfigure. We can see that for XFabric, shorter path
length also reduces completion time, because each flow
uses less network resources, increasing overall goodput.
The completion time is reduced by 20% compared to
the 3D Torus for a reconfiguration interval of 1 second.
When reconfigured every 100 ms, the completion time
increases compared to the 1 second interval, despite the
path length being similar for both intervals. This shows
the trade-off between the benefit of reconfiguration versus potential impact of packet loss on the transport layer.
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Figure 4: Scalability and uplink placement performance.
communicates with all other SoCs in the same cluster.
We vary the number of SoCs per cluster between 2 and
343. Intuitively, this results in a set of traffic matrices in
which the traffic skew grows as cluster size drops. Figure 3(a) shows the path length as a function of the cluster
size for XFabric and OSA with the clustered workload.
The cluster size has no impact on static topologies because no reconfiguration is performed. When the skew
is high, reconfigurable topologies are able to more efficiently optimize for the skew, up to the point when most
of the traffic is sent through 1 hop. As the cluster size
increases, the traffic pattern shifts to an all-to-all pattern
and performance of reconfigurable fabrics becomes comparable to a Random topology. Notably, there is almost
no difference between XFabric and OSA.
We run a second experiment with a different workload
to evaluate the impact of the traffic pattern on path length.
For this workload, called random destinations, each SoC
sends traffic to a random set of k SoCs in the rack. For
low values of k, the workload is very skewed and as it
increases the workload progressively adopts an all-to-all
traffic pattern. However, this results in a less clustered
workload, even when traffic is very skewed. Figure 3(b)
shows the path length as a function of the number of destinations per SoC for all fabrics. We observe the same
trend as for the clustered workload, with both OSA and
XFabric outperforming static topologies by up to a factor
of 3.5 when the skew is high.

6.5

XFabric Prototype Performance

So far we evaluated the benefits of XFabric at scale using our simulator. In the next experiment we use our
10
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Figure 5: Prototype performance.
cases XFabric significantly outperforms OSA. For 512
SoCs and below, XFabric generates topologies in less
than 700ms, while for 1024 SoCs, the topology is generated in about 3 seconds. This shows that XFabric is able
to optimize any rack-scale topology fast enough for dynamic reconfiguration in seconds or less. In comparison,
it takes OSA about 20.5 seconds for the largest topologies, which is over 6 times longer.
The next experiment measures the end-to-end reconfiguration latency of XFabric. At the beginning, XFabric
is configured as a 3D Torus and runs an all-to-all workload for 60 seconds to allow it to reach steady state. The
controller then generates a new topology and reconfigures the data plane. Figure 6(b) shows the CDF of reconfiguration delays; each data point is the time taken
for each server to have pushed a new forwarding table
into the local packet switch from when the first crosspoint ASIC was reconfigured. Figure 6(b) shows that all
servers are reconfigured within 11 ms. The latency for
each micro-controller attached to the crosspoint ASIC to
internally reconfigure it is approximately 40 microseconds. This delay is currently dominated by two factors,
first the latency of the control plane interface which uses
USB 1.1 and has a 1 ms delay, combined with the fact
that the current prototype controller sequentially communicates with each of the micro-controllers, hence the
last crosspoint ASIC is reconfigured 8 ms after the first.
This latency would be removed if the controller used an
Ethernet-based control plane.
We now measure the packet loss rate due to reconfiguration in the data plane. We run 5 experiments with
the first workload described in Section 6.5 and a reconfiguration period set to 1 second. We count all Ethernet
frames sent and received through each NIC on each SoC.
Ethernet frames that are corrupted due to reconfiguration
fail the CRC check and are dropped on the receiver before being counted. Hence the difference between the
total number of frames sent and received by all SoCs accounts for the loss. We conservatively assume that all lost
frames are due to reconfiguration. The average loss rate
is 0.69 frames per full-duplex link per reconfiguration.
The crosspoint ASICs we use have a switching time of

We now explore the impact of traffic skew on performance. We set the reconfiguration period to 1 second
and generate a set of traces in which SoCs are divided
into clusters of fixed size c, with c = 2 to c = 27. Each
trace has 250,000 flows and for each SoC, the destination of each flow is randomly selected in the corresponding cluster. Hence for c = 27 the traffic is uniform, and
traffic skew increases as cluster size drops. Figure 5(c)
shows the average path length as a function of the cluster
size. As expected, for XFabric the path length is lower
when the skew is high. In the extreme, when c = 2, the
average path length is 1.02, which is more than a factor of
2 better compared to the 3D Torus. Notably, XFabric still
has a 35% lower path length than the 3D Torus when the
traffic is uniform. This is because many elephant flows
live long enough to benefit from reconfiguration.
To quantify the impact of elephant flows, we generate a set of traces in which all flows are smaller than the
median value from the Production flow size distribution.
Each trace has 17 million flows with an average flow size
of 129 KB and a maximum of 365 KB. SoCs are divided
into clusters as previously but each SoC sends sequences
of ten short flows to destinations in its cluster. Each SoC
thus has a relatively stable flow rate, but per-destination
traffic is bursty, which can be compared to real traffic
patterns [43]. Figure 5(c) shows that when the traffic is
skewed, XFabric is still able to accurately estimate the
demand without elephant flows because each SoC has a
limited number of destinations and the traffic pattern is
predictable. However, as the traffic gets uniform, XFabric progressively loses the ability to accurately estimate
the demand and the path length becomes comparable to
the static topology.

6.6

Reconfiguration Overheads

We now look at the overheads associated with XFabric reconfiguration. In the first experiment we calculate the average execution time across five runs for OSA
and XFabric to generate a new topology for topology
sizes ranging from 27 to 1024 SoCs. Figure 6(a) shows
the time taken for OSA normalized to XFabric. In all
11
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OSA execution time
(normalized to XFabric)

7

allows multi-hop data forwarding between ToRs (servers
in a rack use traditional packet switching). However,
OSA does not address the issue of scaling beyond a single circuit switch and assumes all ToRs have all reconfigurable ports connected to the same switch. Compared to
OSA, XFabric addresses a set of challenges unique to the
rack scale. It reduces the space and power consumed by
the reconfigurable fabric by using several smaller crosspoint ASICs and deals with uplink management.
Halperin et al. [23] propose to augment standard data
center networks with wireless flyways used to decongest
traffic hotspots. Zhou et al. [49] improve the technique
by bouncing the signal off the data center ceiling to overcome physical obstacles. However, the wireless technology has a set of physical constraints (e.g. signal interference) due to which only a subset of the links are reconfigurable while the rest of the traffic is still routed through
the traditional network. FireFly [24] is a data center level
architecture in which the physical layer is supported by
lasers reflected using large ceiling mirrors. However, this
technique is hard to leverage inside a rack.
In HPC, Kamil et al. uses an optical circuit switch to
interconnect packet switches, which can then be pooled
to increase available bandwidth between heavily communicating servers [29]. This work differs from XFabric as it considers one large circuit switch for all packet
switches and leverages the high predictability of HPC
workloads to compute efficient topologies.
AN3 [19] performs virtual circuit switching and allows speculative circuit establishment supported by custom switches implemented in FPGA. This system differs
from our work as it establishes circuits at layer 2 of the
network and operates over a static physical topology.
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Figure 6: Reconfiguration overheads.
20 ns [51], which is the time to transmit 3 bytes at 1 Gbps
and 25 bytes at 10 Gbps. With a minimal Ethernet frame
size of 64 bytes [28], we expect the worst case loss on
a full-duplex link to be 4 frames per reconfiguration for
both 1 and 10 Gbps.

7

Related Work

The XFabric design is heavily influenced by the Calxeda
SoC design, the first publicly available SoC that incorporates a packet switch. This SoC also explicitly provisioned ports for internal communication and a single Ethernet uplink port per SoC and we assumed this
model for XFabric. We believe that this is a likely design point for other SoCs. Calxeda unfortunately collapsed, but we believe that other chip vendors will likely
move in this direction. For example, the Xeon-D processor designed by Intel [52] is a low-power SoC with
two 10 Gbps ports per SoC. Oracle recently announced
their next-generation SPARC design with two 56 Gbps
Infiniband controllers co-located with the CPU on silicon [26]. However, currently none of these designs yet
supports embedded packet switches.
Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) has been proposed to
establish physical circuits between ToR switches at the
data center scale [20, 47]. They rely on MEMS-based
switches and have high reconfiguration latency. To address latency sensitive traffic, c-Through and Helios rely
on a separate packet switched network. Mordia [41]
routes latency sensitive traffic through circuits by timesharing the circuits between servers in a rack. XFabric
differs from these architectures because they do not route
packets over multiple circuits when a direct circuit is not
available. The closest to our proposal is OSA [13] that

8

Conclusion

Emerging hardware trends and server densities are going to challenge the usual approach of connecting all the
servers in a rack to a single ToR switch. One explored solution is to disaggregate the packet-switching functionality across SoCs. Based on the observation that different
network topologies support different workloads we propose XFabric, a dynamically reconfigurable rack-scale
fabric. It differs from prior work by addressing specific
requirements that arise at rack scale, dealing with power
and space constraints and managing uplink to the data
center network. A prototype XFabric implementation
demonstrates the reconfiguration benefits and shows that
partial reconfigurability achieves the performance of full
reconfigurability at lower cost and power consumption.
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Abstract

dynamic load imbalance caused by skewed and rapidlychanging key popularity. Load balancing techniques that
reactively replicate or transfer hot data across nodes often
introduce performance and complexity overheads [24].
Prior research shows that a small, fast frontend cache
can provide effective dynamic load-balancing by directly
serving the most popular items without querying the
backend nodes, making the load across the backends
much more uniform [13]. That work proves that the
cache needs to store only the O(n log n) hottest items to
guarantee good load balance, where n is the total number
of backend nodes (independent of the number of keys).
Unfortunately, traditional caching architectures such
as the look-aside Memcached [15] and an on-path lookthrough small cache [13] suffer a major drawback when
using a frontend cache for load balancing, as shown in
Table 1. In these architectures, clients must send all read
requests to the cache first. This approach imposes high
overhead when the hit ratio is low, which is the case when
the cache is small and used primarily for load balancing.
Some look-aside systems (Fig. 1a) make the clients responsible for handling cache misses [15], which further
increases the system overhead and tail latency. Other designs that place the cache in the frontend load-balancers
(Fig. 1b) [13] are vulnerable to the frontend crashes.
SwitchKV is a new cluster-level key-value store architecture that can achieve high efficiency under widely
varying and rapidly changing workloads. As shown in
Fig. 1c, SwitchKV uses a mix of server classes, where
specially-configured high-performance nodes serve as
fast, small caches for data that is hash partitioned across
resource-constrained backend nodes. At the heart of
SwitchKV’s design is an efficient content-based routing mechanism that uses software-defined networking
(SDN) techniques to serve requests with minimal overhead. Clients encode keys into packet headers and send
the requests to OpenFlow switches. These switches
maintain forwarding rules for all cached items, and route
requests directly to the cache or backend nodes as appropriate based on the embedded keys.
SwitchKV achieves high performance by moving the
cache out of the data path and by exploiting switch hardware that has already been optimized to match (on query
keys) and forward traffic to the right node at line rate with

SwitchKV is a new key-value store system design that
combines high-performance cache nodes with resourceconstrained backend nodes to provide load balancing in
the face of unpredictable workload skew. The cache
nodes absorb the hottest queries so that no individual
backend node is over-burdened. Compared with previous
designs, SwitchKV exploits SDN techniques and deeply
optimized switch hardware to enable efficient contentbased routing. Programmable network switches keep
track of cached keys and route requests to the appropriate nodes at line speed, based on keys encoded in packet
headers. A new hybrid caching strategy keeps cache
and switch forwarding rules updated with low overhead
and ensures that system load is always well-balanced
under rapidly changing workloads. Our evaluation results demonstrate that SwitchKV can achieve up to 5×
throughput and 3× latency improvements over traditional
system designs.

1

Introduction

In pursuit of meeting aggressive latency and throughput service level objectives (SLOs) for Internet services,
providers have increasingly turned to in-memory [32, 35]
or flash-based [2] key-value storage systems as caches or
primary data stores. These systems can offer microseconds of latency and provide throughput hundreds to thousands of times that of the hard-disk-based approaches
of yesteryear. The choice of flash vs DRAM comes
with important differences in throughput, latency, persistence, and cost-per-gigabyte. Recent advances in SSD
performance, including new hardware technologies such
as NVMe [34], are opening up new points in the design
space of storage systems that were formerly the exclusive
domain of DRAM-based systems. However, no single
SSD is fast enough, and scale-out designs are necessary
both for capacity and throughput.
Dynamic load balancing is a key challenge to scaling out storage systems under skewed real-world workloads [3, 5, 7]. The system performance must not become
bottlenecked due to unevenly partitioned load across
cluster nodes. Conventional static data partitioning techniques such as consistent hashing [23] do not help with
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Figure 1: Different cache architectures.

Clients’ responsibilities
Cache load
Latency with cache miss
Failure points
Cache update involves
Cache update rate limit

Look-aside

On-path look-through

SwitchKV

handle cache misses
100% queries
three machine transits
switches
cache, backends
high

nothing (transparent)
100% queries
two machine transits
load balancer, switches
cache, backends
high

encode keys in packet headers
cache hits (likely <40% queries)
one machine transit
switches
cache, backends, switches
low (<10K/s in switch hardware)

Table 1: Comparison of different cache architectures.

2

low latency. All responses return within one round-trip,
and there is no overhead for the significant volume of
queries for keys that are not in the cache. SwitchKV can
scale-out by adding more cache nodes and switches, and
is resilient to cache crashes.
The benefits of using OpenFlow switches come at a
price: the update rate of forwarding rules in hardware is
much lower than that of in-memory caches. Our solution
includes an efficient hybrid cache update mechanism that
minimizes the cache churn, while still reacting quickly to
rapid changes in key popularity. Backends send periodic
reports to the cache nodes about their recent hot keys as
well as instant reports about keys that suddenly become
very popular. Cache nodes maintain query statistics for
the cached keys, add or evict the appropriate keys when
they receive reports, and instruct SDN controllers to update switch forwarding rules accordingly.
Our SwitchKV prototype uses low-power backend
nodes. The same design principles and evaluation results
also apply to clusters with more powerful backends, by
using high-end cache servers [26] that can keep the same
order of performance gap between cache and backends.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The design of a new cost-effective, large-scale, persistent key-value store architecture that exploits SDN and
switch hardware capabilities to enable efficient cachebased dynamic load balancing with content routing.
• An efficient cache update mechanism to meet the challenges imposed by switch hardware and small cache
size, and to react quickly to rapid workload changes.
• Evaluation and analysis that shows SwitchKV can
handle the traffic characteristics of modern cloud applications more efficiently than traditional systems.

Background and Related Work

Clustered Key-Value Stores. Their simple APIs (e.g.,
get, put, delete) form a fundamental building block
of modern cloud services. Given the performance requirements, some systems keep data entirely in memory [35, 38], with disks used only for failure recovery; others put a significant fraction of data in cache to
achieve high hit ratio [32]. Systems that aggressively use
DRAM are often more expensive and power-hungry than
those that use flash storage.
Meanwhile, SSDs are becoming faster, as hardware [34] and software stacks [27, 39] for flash storage
become optimized. With a proper design, SSD-based
key-value store clusters can be a cost-effective way to
meet the SLOs of many cloud services.
Load Balancing. Key-value workloads for cloud applications are often skewed [3, 7]. Many cloud services further experience unpredictable flash crowds or adversarial
access patterns [22]. These all pose challenges to scaling
out SSD-based key-value clusters, because the service
quality is often bottlenecked by the performance of overloaded nodes. For example, a web server may need to
contact 10s to 100s of storage nodes with many sequential requests when responding to a page request [32], and
the tail latency can significantly degrade the service performance at large scale [10].
Good load balancing is necessary to ensure that the
cluster can meet its performance goals without substantial over-provisioning. Consistent hashing [23] and virtual nodes [9] help balance the static load and space
utilization, but are unable to balance the dynamic load
with skewed query distributions. Traditional dynamic
2
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load balancing methods either use the “power of two
choices” [31] or migrate data between nodes [6, 24, 40].
Both are limited in their ability to deal with large skew,
are usually too slow to handle rapid workload changes,
and often introduce consistency challenges and system
overhead for migration or replication.
Caching can be an effective dynamic load balancing
technique for hash partitioned key-value clusters [4, 13].
A frontend cache can absorb the hottest queries and make
the load across the backends less skewed. Fan et al. [13]
prove that the size of the cache required to provide good
load balance is only O(n log n), where n is the total number of backend nodes. This theoretical result inspired the
design of SwitchKV.

ing exact match rules for each cached key and wildcard
rules for each backend, to route queries to the right node
at line rate. Table 1 summarizes the significant benefits
of this new architecture over traditional ones.
Exploiting SDN and fast switch hardware benefits system performance, efficiency and robustness. However,
it also adds complexity and limitations. The switches
have limited rule space and a relatively slow rule update
rate. Therefore, cached keys and switch forwarding rules
must be managed carefully to realize the full benefits of
this new architecture. The rest of this section describes
SwitchKV’s query-processing flow and mechanisms to
keep the cache up-to-date.

3.1

Caching Architectures. Look-aside [15] and on-path
look-through [13] are the two typical caching architectures, shown in Fig. 1 and compared in Table 1. When the
cache is small, the hit ratio is usually low (e.g., <40%).
This is enough to ensure good load balance, but creates
serious overhead in both traditional architectures. The
cache is required to process all queries, including those
for keys that are not cached, wasting substantial system
I/O and network bandwidth in the process.
A cache miss in a look-aside architecture results in an
additional round-trip of latency, as the query must be sent
back to the client with a cache miss notification, and then
resent to the backend. Look-through architectures reduce
this latency by placing the cache in the on-path load balancer, however, the cache still must process each incoming request to determine whether to forward or serve it.
Additionally, the load balancers become new critical failure points, which are far less reliable and durable than
network switches [16].

3

We first describe how SwitchKV handles client queries,
assuming both cache and switch forwarding rules are installed and up-to-date. The process of updating cache
and switch rules will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Query operations are performed over UDP, which has
been widely used in large-scale, high-performance inmemory key-value systems for low latency and low overhead [28, 32]. Because UDP is connectionless, queries
can be directed to different servers by switches without worrying about connection states. With a wellprovisioned network, packet loss is rare [32], and simple application-driven loss recovery is sufficient to ensure
both reliability and high throughput [28].
3.1.1

Key Encoding and Switch Forwarding

An essential system component to enable content-based
routing is the programmable network switches that can
install new per cached key forwarding rules on the fly.
These switches can use both TCAM and L2/L3 tables for
packet processing. The TCAM is able to perform flexible
wildcard matches, but it is expensive and power hungry
to include on switches. Thus, the size of the TCAM table
is usually limited to a few thousand entries [25, 37].1 The
L2 table, however, matches only on destination MAC addresses; it can be more cost-effectively implemented in
switches and is more power-efficient. Modern commodity switches support 128K [37] or more L2 entries. These
sizes may be insufficient for environments where a large
percentage of data must be cached, but is a large enough
cache size to ensure good load balancing in SwitchKV.

SwitchKV Design

The primary design goal of SwitchKV is to remove redundant components on the query path such that latency
can be minimized for all queries, throughput can scale
out with the number of backend nodes, and availability
is not affected by cache node failures.
The key to achieving this goal is the observation that
specialized programmable network switches can play a
key role in the caching system. Switch hardware has
been optimized for decades to perform basic lookups at
high speed and low cost. This simple but efficient function is a perfect match to the first step of a query processing: determine whether the key is cached or not.
The core of our new architectural design is an effective content-based routing mechanism. All clients, cache
nodes, and backend nodes are connected with OpenFlow
switches, as shown in Fig. 1c. Clients encode keys in
query packet headers, and send packets to the cluster
switch. Switches have forwarding rules installed, includ-
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Content Routing for Queries

Key Encoding in Packet Headers. Because MAC addresses have more bits for key encoding and switches
usually have large enough L2 tables to store forwarding
rules for all cached keys, clients encode query keys in the
destination MAC addresses of UDP packets. The MAC
1Some high-end switches advertise larger TCAM table (e.g., 125K
to 1 million entries [33]), albeit at higher cost and power consumption.
Such capabilities would not meaningfully change our design, as our
design primarily relies on exact-match rules.
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Figure 2: Packet flow through a switch.
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consists of a small prefix and a hash of the key, computed by the same consistent hashing used to partition
the keyspace across the backends.
The prefix is used to identify the packet as being a
request destined for SwitchKV, and to let the switches
distinguish different types of queries. Only get queries
coming directly from the clients may need to be forwarded to the cache nodes. Other types of queries should
be forwarded to the backends, including put queries,
delete queries, and get queries from a cache node due
to cache misses. Therefore, get queries from the clients
use one prefix, and all other queries use a different one.
In order to forward queries to the appropriate backend
nodes, each client tracks the mapping between keyspace
partitions and the backend nodes, and encodes identifiers
of backends for the query keys into the destination IP
addresses. This mapping changes only when backend
nodes are added or removed, so client state synchronization has very low overhead.
Finally, the client’s address and identity information is
stored in the packet payload so that the node that serves
the request knows where to send responses.

put/delete cached object
client
MAC Headers:

switch
pre1 keyhash

3

get query with cache miss (rare)
cache

backend

pre2 keyhash

client MAC

Figure 3: Query packets flows and destination MAC addresses.
Internal messages for cache consistency during put or delete
operations are not included. A cache miss only occurs due to
key hash collision or temporarily outdated switch rules.

• Exact match rules in L2 table for all clients, cache
nodes, and backends. For each node:
match:<mac_dst = mac_node>
action:<port_out = port_node>

• Wildcard match rules in TCAM table for all backend
nodes. For each backend node:
match:<ip_dst/mask = id_node>
action:<port_out = port_backend_node>

3.1.2

Query Flow Through the System

A main benefit of SwitchKV is that it can send queries to
the appropriate nodes with minimal overhead, especially
for queries on uncached keys which make up most of the
traffic. Fig. 3 shows the possible packet flows of queries.

Switch Forwarding. There are three classes of rules
in switches, which are used to forward get queries for
the cached keys to the cache nodes, other queries to
the backends, and non-query packets (e.g., query responses, cache updates) to the destination node respectively. Fig. 2 shows the packet flow through a switch.
The L2 table stores exact match rules on destination
MAC addresses for each cached key and each cache and
backend node. The TCAM table stores wildcard match
rules on destination IP addresses for each backend node.
The L2 table is set to have a higher priority. A switch
will first look for an exact match in the L2 table and will
forward the packet to an egress port if either the packet
was addressed directly to a node or it is a get query for
a cached key. If there is no match in the L2 table, the
switch will then look for a wildcard match in the TCAM
and forward the packet to the appropriate backend node.
Below are the detailed switch forwarding rules:
• Exact match rules in L2 table for all cached keys. We
use pre1 to denote the prefix for get queries from
clients. For each cached key in cache node:

Handle Read Requests. SwitchKV targets read-heavy
workloads, so the efficiency of handling read requests is
critical to the system performance. Switches route get
queries to the cache or backends based on match results
in the forwarding tables. When it receives a get query,
the cache or backend node will look for the key in its
local store, either in memory or SSD. The backend will
send a reply message with the destination MAC set as the
client address. The cache node will also reply if the key
is found. This reply will be forwarded back to the client.
In most cases, queries sent to the cache node will hit
the cache, because queries for keys not in the cache were
filtered out by the switches. However, it is possible for
a cache node to receive a get query but not find the key
in its local in-memory store. This may occur due to a
small delay in rule removal from the switch, or a rare
hash collision with another key. When this happens, the
cache node must forward the packet to the backends. To
do so, the cache will send the query packet back to the
switch, with the appropriate destination MAC address

match:<mac_dst = pre1-keyhash>
action:<port_out = port_cache_node>
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prefix (e.g., from pre1 to pre2 in Fig. 3). This prevents
the packet from matching the same L2 rule in switches
again, so that the query can be forwarded to the appropriate backend node via a wildcard match in TCAM.

(periodic)
fetch-request <key>

Controller

Handle Write Requests. Clients send put and delete
queries with a MAC prefix that is different from the prefix of get queries (as shown in Fig. 3), so that the packets
will not trigger a rule in the L2 table of switches, and will
be forwarded directly to the backends. When a backend
node receives a put or delete query for a key, it will
update its local data store and reply to the client.
Each backend node keeps track of which keys in its
local store are also being cached. If a put or delete
request for a cached key arrives, the backend will send
messages to update the cache node before replying to the
clients. The cache node is then responsible for communicating the update to the network controller for switch
rule updates. This policy ensures that data items in the
cache and backends are consistent to the client, but allows temporary inconsistency between cached keys and
switch forwarding rules. The next section describes the
detailed mechanism of cache update and consistency.

3.2

Cache

fetch-reply <key, value>
update for consistency

Backend

(see section 3.2.4)

bursty hot <key, value>
(instant)

Figure 4: Cache update overview.

another key if the cache is full. However, many recently
visited keys are not hot and will not be accessed again in
the near future. This would result in unnecessary cache
churn, which would harm the performance of SwitchKV
because its cache update rate is limited.
Instead, we use a different approach to add objects to
the cache less aggressively. Each backend node maintains an efficient top-k load tracker to track recent popular keys. Backend nodes periodically (e.g., every second) report their recent hot keys and loads to the cache
nodes. Each cache node maintains an in-memory data
store and frequency counter for the cached items with the
same load metric. The cache node keeps a load threshold
based on the load statistics of cached keys. Upon receiving the reports, the cache node selects keys whose
loads are above the threshold to add to the cache. It
sends fetch requests for the selected keys to the corresponding backend nodes to get the values. It then updates
the cache and instructs the network controller to update
switch rules based on the received fetch responses.
Time-segmented Top-K Load Tracker. Each backend
node maintains a key-load list with k entries to store its
approximated hottest k keys and their loads. It also keeps
a local frequency counter for the recently visited keys,
so that it can know what are the most popular keys and
how frequently they are queried. A backend node cannot
afford to keep counters for all keys in memory. Instead,
since only information about hot keys is needed, we can
use memory-efficient top-k algorithms to find frequent
items in the query stream [8].
To keep track of recent hot keys, we segment the query
stream into separate intervals. At the end of each interval, the frequency counter extracts the top-k list of its
current segment, then clears itself for the next segment.
The key-load list is updated by the top-k list of the new
segment using weighted average. Suppose the frequency
of key x in the new segment is f x , and the current load
of x is L x , then the new load of x is
(1)
L x = α · f x + (1 − α) · L x ,
where α represents the degree of weighting decrease. A
higher α discounts previous load faster. Only keys in the
new top-k list will be kept in the new updated key-load
list. L x is zero for keys not in the previous key-load list.

Hybrid Cache Update

As our goal is to build a system that is robust for (nearly)
arbitrary workloads, the limited forwarding rule update
rate poses challenges for the caching mechanism. Since
each cache addition or eviction requires a switch rule
installation or removal, the rule update rate in switches
directly limits the cache update rate, which affects how
quickly SwitchKV can react to workload distribution
changes. Though switches are continuously being optimized to speed up their rule update and some switches
can now achieve 12K updates per second [33], they are
still too slow to support traditional caching strategies that
insert each recently-visited key to the cache.
To meet this new challenge, we designed new hybrid
cache update algorithms and protocols to minimize unnecessary cache churn. The cache update mechanism
consists of three components: 1) Backends periodically
report recent hot keys to the cache nodes. 2) Backends immediately report keys that suddenly become very
hot to the cache nodes. 3) Cache nodes add selected
keys from reports and evict appropriate keys when necessary, and they instruct the network controller to make
corresponding switch rule updates through REST APIs.
Cache addition is prioritized over eviction in order to
react quickly to sudden workload distribution changes
at the cost of some additional buffer switch rule space.
Fig. 4 shows our cache update mechanism at a high level.
3.2.1 Update with Periodic Hot Key Report
In most caching systems, a query for a key that is not
in the cache would bring that key into cache and evict
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Algorithm 1 Update Frequency Counter

Cache nodes update a load threshold periodically based
on the loads of cached keys, and send fetch queries for
the reported keys with load higher than the threshold.
Too big of a threshold would prevent caching hot keys,
while a too small of one would cause frequent unnecessary cache churn. To compute a proper load threshold in
practice, the cache samples a certain number of key loads
and uses the load at a certain rank (e.g., 10t h percentile
from the lowest) as the threshold value. This process runs
in the background periodically, so it does not introduce
overhead to serving queries or updating cached data.

1: function SeeQuery(x)
2:
if x is not tracked in the counter then
3:
if the counter is not full then
4:
create a bucket with f = 1 if not exists
5:
add x to the first bucket; return
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

y ← first key of first bucket, the least visited key
replace y with x and keep the same frequency
Update(x)
function Update(x) // key x is tracked in the counter
b, f  ← current bucket, frequency of x
if next bucket of b has frequency f + 1 then
move x to the next bucket
else if x is the only key of b then
increase frequency of b to f + 1
else move x to a new bucket with frequency f + 1
if b is empty then delete b

3.2.2

Periodic reports can update the cache effectively with
low communication and memory overhead, but cannot
react quickly when some keys suddenly become popular.
In addition to periodic reports, the backends also send instant reports to the cache to report bursty queries, so that
those queries can be offloaded to the cache immediately.
Each backend maintains a circular log to track the recently visited keys, and a hash table that keeps only entries for keys currently in the log and tracks the number
of occurrence of these keys. As shown in Fig. 6, when
a key is queried, it is inserted into the circular log, with
the existing key at that position evicted. The hash table
updates the count of the keys accordingly and adds or
deletes related entries when necessary. If the count of
a key exceeds a threshold and the node’s overall load is
also above a certain threshold, the key and its value are
immediately sent and added to the cache. The size of
the circular log and hash table could be small (e.g., a few
hundreds of entries), which introduces little overhead to
query processing.

The frequency counter uses a “space-saving algorithm” [30] to track the heavy hitters of the query stream
in each time segment and approximate the frequencies
of these keys. Fig. 5 shows the data structure of the frequency counter.
buckets
keys

x1

f2

f1
x2

x3

x4

f3
x5

f4
x6

Update for Bursty Hot Keys

x7

Figure 5: Structure of top-k frequency counter.

The counter consists of a linked list of buckets, each
with a unique frequency number f . The buckets are
sorted by their frequency in increasing order (e.g., f 1 <
f 2 ). Each bucket has a linked list of keys that have been
visited for the same number of times, f . Keys in the
same bucket are sorted by their most recent visited time,
with newest key at the tail of the list. With this structure, getting a list of top-k hot keys and their load is
straightforward. For example, the top-5 list in Fig. 5 is
[x 7 , f 4  x 6 , f 3  x 5 , f 3  x 4 , f 2  x 3 , f 1 ].
The counter has a configurable size limit N, which is
the maximum number of keys it can track. Algorithm 1
describes how to update the counter. When processing
(e.g., create, delete, move) buckets and keys, the orders
described above are always maintained. The counter requires O(N ) memory, and has O(1) running time for each
query. To reduce the computational overhead, we can
randomly sample the query packets, and only update the
counter for a small fraction of the queries. Sampling can
provide a good approximation of the ranking of heavy
hitters in highly skewed workloads.
Cache Adds Selected Keys from Reports. The cache
also tracks the load for all cached keys. In order to be
comparable with the load of reported keys, it must keep
the same parameters (e.g., time segment interval, average
weights, sampling rate) with the tracker in the backends.

pos

0

y
Query for x:

insert x

N-1

count [x] + +
count [y] - pos = (pos + 1) mod N

evict y

Figure 6: Circular log and counter.

3.2.3

Handle Burst Change with Rule Buffer

The distribution changes in real-world workloads are not
constant. Sudden changes in the key popularity may lead
a large number of cache updates in a short period of
time. In traditional caching algorithms, a cache addition
when the cache is full would also trigger a cache eviction, which in SwitchKV would mean that each addition
involves two forwarding rule updates in the switch. As a
result, the cache would only able to add keys at half of
the switch update rate on average.
In order to react quickly to sudden workload changes,
we prioritize cache addition over eviction. Cache evictions and switch rule deletion requests are queued and
executed after cache additions and rule installations until a maximum delay is reached. In this way, we can
6
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Cache

update request
2
update response
3

cached keys
Backend

renews its leases and only return a cached value while
the lease is still valid. When a backend receives a put or
delete request for a cached key, it will send an update
request to the cache, as shown in Fig. 7, and will wait for
the response or until the lease expires before it replies to
the client. We choose to update the cached data rather
than invalidate it for a put request to reduce the cache
churn and rule update burden on switches.

put or delete request
1
put or delete response
4

Figure 7: Updates to keep cache consistency.

reduce the required peak switch update rate for bursty
cache updates to half, so that new hot keys can be added
to cache more quickly. For example, if the switch update
rate limit is 2000 rules per second, and the maximum delay for rule deletions is one second, then the cache can
update at 1000 keys/second on average, and a maximum
of 2000 keys/second for a short period (one second).
To allow delay in switch rule deletions, a rule buffer
must be reserved in the L2 table. The size of this buffer
is the maximum switch update rate times the duration of
maximum delay. In the example above, the switch should
reserve space for at least 2000 rules, which is small compared to the available L2 table size in switches.
Delaying rule deletion may result in stale forwarding
rules in the L2 table. The stale rules will produce a
temporary cache miss for some queries, as shown in the
lower right block of Fig. 3. The miss overhead is small,
however, because the evicted or deleted keys are (by definition) less likely to be frequently visited.

3.3

Optimizing the single-node local performance of cache
and backends is not our primary goal, and has been extensively researched [27, 28, 39]. Nevertheless, we made
several design choices on local storage and networking
to maximize the potential performance of each server,
which we discuss here.
3.3.1

Parallel Data Access

Exploiting the parallelism of multi-core systems is critical for high performance. Many key-value systems use
various concurrent data structures so that all cores can
access the shared data in parallel [11, 14, 32]. However,
they usually scale poorly with writes and can introduce
significant overhead and complexity to our cache update
algorithms that require query statistics tracking.
Instead, SwitchKV partitions the data in each cache
and backend node based on key hash. Each core has exclusive access to its own partition, and runs its own load
trackers. This greatly improves both the concurrency and
simplicity of the local stores. Prior work [14, 29, 41] observed that partitioning may lower the performance when
the load across partitions is imbalanced. In SwitchKV,
however, backend nodes do not face high skew in key
popularity. By exploiting CPU caches and packet burst
I/O, a cache node that serves a small number of keys can
handle different workload distributions [28].

3.2.4 Cache Consistency
SwitchKV always guarantees consistent responses to
clients. As a performance optimization, it allows temporary inconsistency between switch forwarding rules and
cached keys, which (as described above) can introduce
temporary overheads for a small number of queries, but
never causes inconsistent data access.
In traditional cache systems such as Memcached [15],
when a client sends a put or delete request, it will also
send a request to the cache to either update or invalidate the item if it is in cache. The cache in SwitchKV
is small and it is possible that most requests are for uncached keys, so forwarding each put or delete request
to the cache introduces unnecessary overhead.
The backends avoid this overhead by tracking, inmemory, which keys in its local store are currently
cached. The backend only updates the cache when it receives requests for one of these cached keys. Keys are
added to the set whenever the backend receives a fetch
request, or sends an instant hot object detected by the
circular-log counter. When the cache evicts a key, or decides not to add the item from a fetch response or instant report, it sends a message to the backend so that the
backend can remove this key from its cached key set.
We use standard leasing mechanisms to ensure consistency when there are cache or backend failures or network partitions [17]. Backends grant the cache a shortterm lease on each cached key. The cache periodically
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3.3.2

Network Stack

SwitchKV uses Intel® DPDK [21] instead of standard
socket I/O, which allows our user-level libraries to control NICs, modify packet headers, and transfer packet
data with minimal overhead [28].
Since each core in the cache and backend nodes has
exclusive access to its own partition of data, we can have
the NIC deliver each query packet to the appropriate RX
queue based on the key. SwitchKV can achieve this by
using Receive Side Scaling (RSS) [12, 20] or Flow Director (FDir) [28, 36].2 Both methods require information about the key in packet headers for the NIC to identify which RX queue should the packet be sent to. This
requirement is automatic in SwitchKV where key hashes
are already part of the packet header.
2Our prototype uses RSS. FDir enables more flexible control of the
network stack, but it is not supported in the Mellanox NICs that we use.
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3.4

Cluster Scaling

Xeon Server 1

Xeon Server 2

Cache

Client

To scale system performance, the cluster will require
multiple caches and OpenFlow switches. This section
briefly sketches a design (not yet implemented) for a
scale-out version of SwitchKV.
Multiple Caches. We can increase SwitchKV’s total
system throughput by deploying additional cache nodes.
As each individual node can deliver high throughput because of its small dataset size (especially when keys fit
within its L3 cache), we do not replicate keys across
nodes and instead simply partition the cache across the
set of participating nodes.3 Each cache node is responsible for multiple backends, and each backend reports only
to its dedicated cache node. As such, we do not require
any cache coherency protocols between the cache nodes.
If the mapping between backends and cache nodes
changes, the relevant backends will delete their cached
items from their old cache nodes, and then report to the
new ones. If the change is due to a cache crash, the network controller will detect the failed node and delete all
forwarding rules to it.

Ryu controller

Mellanox
ConnectX-3 EN

Mellanox
ConnectX-3 EN

40GBASE-CR4

40GBASE-CR4

40 GbE

40 GbE

40 GbE

Pica8 P-3922
(OVS 2.3)

OpenFlow

40 GbE

40GBASE-CR4

40GBASE-CR4

Mellanox
ConnectX-3 EN

Mellanox
ConnectX-3 EN

Emulated Backends

Emulated Backends

Xeon Server 3

Xeon Server 4

Figure 8: Evaluation platform.

Our SwitchKV prototype is written in C/C++ and runs
on x86-64 Linux. Packet I/O uses DPDK 2.0 [21]. In
order to minimize the effects of implementation (rather
than architectural) differences, we implemented the lookaside and look-through caches used in our evaluation
simply by changing the query data path in SwitchKV.

4.1

Evaluation Setup

In this section, we demonstrate how our new architecture
and algorithms significantly improve the overall performance of a key-value storage cluster under various workloads. Our experiments answer three questions:
• How well does a fast small cache improve the cluster
load balance and overall throughput? (§4.2)
• Does SwitchKV improve system throughput and latency compared to traditional architectures? (§4.3)
• Can SwitchKV’s new cache update mechanism react
quickly to workload changes? (§4.4)

Platform. Our testbed consists of four server machines
and one OpenFlow switch. Each machine is equipped
with dual 8-core CPUs (Intel® Xeon® E5-2660 processors @ 2.20 GHz), 32 GB of total system memory, and
one 40Gb Ethernet port (Mellanox ConnectX-3 EN) that
is connected to one of the four 40GbE ports on a Pica8
P-3922 switch. Fig. 8 diagrams our evaluation platform.
One machine serves as the client, one machine as the
cache, and two machines emulate many backends nodes.
We derived our emulated performance from experimental measurements on a backend node that fits our
target configuration: an Intel® Atom™ C2750 processor paired with an Intel® DC P3600 PCIe-based SSD.
On this SSD-based target backend, we ran RocksDB [39]
with 120 million 1KB key-value pairs, and measured its
performance against a client over a 1Gb link. The backend could serve 99.4K queries per second on average.
Each emulated backend node in our experiments runs
its own isolated in-memory data structures to serve
queries, track workloads, and update the cache. It has
a configurable maximum throughput enforced by a finegrained rate limiter.4 The emulated backends do not store
the actual key-value pairs due to limited memory space.
Instead, they reply to the client or update the cache with
a fake random value for each key. In most experiments
(except Fig. 14), we emulate a total of 128 backend nodes
in the two server machines, and limit each node to serve
at most 100K queries per second. Table 2 summarize the
default experiment settings unless otherwise specified.

3Note that while we are very concerned about load amongst our
backend nodes, our cache nodes have orders-of-magnitude higher performance, and thus the same load-balancing concerns do not arise.

4Since it is hard to predict the performance bottleneck at a backend
node if its load is skewed, we assume backends have a fixed throughput
limit as measured under uniform workloads.

Network Scaling. To scale network throughput, we can
use the well-studied multi-rooted fat-tree [1, 19]. Such
an architecture may require exact match rules for cached
keys to be replicated at multiple switches. This approach
may sacrifice performance until the rule updates complete, but does not compromise correctness (the backends may need to serve the keys temporarily).
On the other hand, if the switching bottleneck is in
terms of rule space (as opposed to bandwidth), then each
switch must be configured to store only rules for a subset
of the backend nodes, i.e., we partition the backends, and
thus the rule space, across our switches. In this case,
queries for keys in a backend node must be sent through
a switch associated with that key’s backend (i.e., that has
the appropriate rules); that switch can be identified easily
by the query packets’ destination IP addresses.

4
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Throughput (KQPS)

Number of backend nodes
Max throughput of each backend
Workload distribution
Number of items in cache

128
100 KQPS
Zipf (0.99)
10000

Table 2: Default experiment settings unless otherwise specified

Workloads and Method. We evaluate both skewed and
uniform workloads in our experiments, and focus mainly
on skewed workloads. Most skewed workloads use a
non-uniform key popularity that follows a Zipf distribution of skewness 0.99, which is the same that used by
YCSB [7]. The request generator uses approximation
techniques to quickly generate workloads with a Zipf distribution [18, 28]. The keyspace size is 10 billion, so
each of the 128 backend nodes is responsible for serving
approximately 78 million unique keys. The mapping of
a given key to a backend is decided by the key hash. We
use fixed 16-byte keys and 128-byte values.
Most experiments (except Fig. 12) use read-only
workloads, since SwitchKV aims to load balance read
requests. All write requests have to be processed by the
backends, so they cannot be load balanced by the cache.
To find the maximum effective system throughput, the
client tracks the packet loss rate, and adjusts its sending
rate every 10 milliseconds to keep the loss rate between
0.5% to 1%. This self-adjusted rate control enables us to
evaluate the real-time system performance.
Our server machines can send packets at 28 Mpps, but
receive at only 15 Mpps. To avoid the system being bottlenecked by the client’s receiving rate, the backends and
cache node fully process all incoming queries, but send
only half of the responses back to the client. The client
doubles its receiving rate before computing the loss rate.

zipf-0.95
zipf-0.99

Throughput (MQPS)

Backends (without cache)
Backends (with 1000 items in cache)
Backends (with 10000 items in cache)
Cache (1000 items)
Cache (10000 items)

20
15
10
5
0

uniform

zipf-0.9
zipf-0.95
Workload Distribution

zipf-0.99

Throughput (MQPS)

Figure 10: System throughput with and without the use of a
cache. Figure illustrates the portion of total throughput handled
by the cache and that by backend nodes.
25
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5
0

total tput (zipf-0.99)
total tput (zipf-0.9)

1

10

backends tput (zipf-0.99)
backends tput (zipf-0.9)
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1000 1000020000
Number of items in cache
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Figure 11: System throughput as cache size increases. Even a
modest-sized cache of 10,000 items achieves significant gains.

Load Balancing with a Small Cache

We first evaluate the effectiveness of introducing a small
cache for reducing load imbalances.
Fig. 9 shows a snapshot of the individual backend node
throughput with caching disabled under workloads of
varying skewness. We observe that the load across the
backend nodes is highly imbalanced.
Fig. 10 shows how caching affects the system throughput. Under uniform random workload, the backends total
throughput can reach near the maximum capacity (128
backends × 100 KQPS). However, when the workload
is skewed, the system throughput without the cache is
bottlenecked by the overloaded node and significantly reduced. Adding a small cache can help the system achieve
good load balance across all of nodes: A cache with only
10,000 items can improve the system’s overall throughput by 7× for workloads with Zipf skewness of 0.99.
Fig. 11 investigates how different numbers of cached
items affect the system throughput. The backends’ load
quickly becomes well balanced as the number of cached
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zipf-0.9

Figure 9: Throughput of each backend node without cache under workloads with different Zipf skewness. Node IDs (x-axis)
are sorted according to their throughput.
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Figure 12: System throughput with different write ratio.

items grows to 1000. Then, the system throughput continues to grow as more items are cached, but the benefits from increased cache size diminish (as one expects
given a Zipf workload). The system would require significantly more memory at the cache node or many more
cache nodes to further increase the hit ratio. We choose
to cache 10,000 items for the rest of the experiments.
Fig. 12 plots the systems throughput with different
write ratios and write workloads. We assume the backend nodes have the same performance for read and write
operations, and use two types of write workload: write
queries uniformly distributed across all keys and write
queries according to the same Zipf 0.99 distribution as
read queries. Write workloads cannot be balanced by
9
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(a) Queries for cached keys with Zipf 0.99 workloads.
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(b) Queries for uncached keys with uniform workloads.
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the queries will be forwarded to the cache by the switch
and the cache reply directly to the client. Accordingly,
they have the same latency for cache hits.
Fig. 13b shows the latency when the client generates
uniform workloads and the cache is empty, which results in all queries missing the cache. Look-aside has the
highest latency because it takes three machine transits
(cache→client→backend) to handle a cache miss. Lookthrough also has high latency because it takes two machine transits (cache→backend) to handle a cache miss.
In comparison, queries for uncached keys in SwitchKV
cache will directly go to the backend nodes.
Fig. 13c shows the overall latency for a Zipf 0.99
workload and 10000-item cache. As shown in Fig. 10,
about 38% of queries will hit the cache under these settings. The average latency is within the range of cache
hits and cache misses. The 99t h percentile latency is
about the same as cache miss latency. As all queries must
go through the cache in look-aside and look-through architectures, we cannot collect latency measurements beyond the 14 million QPS mark for them, as the cache is
unable to handle more traffic. This result illustrates one
of the major benefits of the SwitchKV design: requests
for uncached keys are simply not sent to the cache, allowing a single cache node to support more backends (higher
aggregate system throughput).

5
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20
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(c) Zipf 0.99 workloads with 10000 items in cache.
Figure 13: End-to-end latency as a function of throughput.

the cache, so the system throughput with skewed write
workload quickly decreases as the write ratio increases.
With the uniform write workload, load across the backends is always uniform, so increasing the write ratio only
decreases the effective throughput of the cache.

4.3

40

Backends capacity
SwitchKV (simulation)
Look-aside (simulation)

Figure 14: System throughput scalability as the number of
backend nodes increases, for SwitchKV and look-aside architecture with Zipf 0.99 workload and at most 10000 items in
cache. On-path look-through has the same throughput as lookaside. Each backend node is rate limited at 50K queries per
second, cache is rate limited at 5 million queries per second.
Look-through has similar performance to look-aside.
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Benefits of the New Architecture

This section compares the system performance between
SwitchKV and traditional look-aside and on-path lookthrough architectures. As summarized in Table 1, compared to traditional architectures in which the cache
handles all queries first, the cache in SwitchKV is
only involved when the requested key is already cached
(with high likelihood), and thus uncached items are
served with only a single machine transit. As a result,
we expect SwitchKV to have both lower latency and
higher throughput than traditional architectures, which
is strongly supported by our experimental results.

Throughput. We then compare the full system throughput under a Zipf 0.99 workload as the number of backend nodes increase, for different architectures. For each
architecture, the cache node stores at most 10000 items.
In order to emulate more backend nodes in this experiment, we scale down the rate capacity of each backend
node to at most 50K queries per second, and limit the
cache to serve at most 5 million queries per second. The
performance improvement ratio of SwitchKV to other architectures will be the same as long as the performance
ratio of the cache to a backend node is 100:1. To achieve
the maximum system throughput, the cache may store

Latency. We first compare the average and 99t h percentile latency of different architectures, as shown in
Fig. 13. To measure the end-to-end latency, the client
tags each query packet with the current timestamp.
When receiving responses, the client compares the current timestamp and the previous timestamp echoed back
in the responses. To measure latency under different
throughputs, we disable the client’s self rate adjustment,
and manually set different send rates.
Fig. 13a shows the latency when the client only sends
queries for keys in the cache. In all three architectures,
10
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fewer items when it becomes the performance bottleneck
as the backend cluster size increases.
Fig. 14 shows the experiment results. The throughput
of the look-aside architecture is bottlenecked quickly by
the cache capacity when the number of backend nodes
increases to 64, while the throughput of SwitchKV can
scale out to much larger cluster sizes. When the number of backend nodes goes beyond 400, the throughput
begins to drop below the maximum system capacity, because the cache is insufficient for providing good load
balance for such a cluster. To retain linear scalability as
the cluster grows, we would need to have a more powerful cache node or increase the number of cache nodes.
Less skewed workloads will yield better scalability for
SwitchKV, but will hit the same performance bottleneck
for both look-aside and look-through architectures. Due
to space constraints, we omit these results.

4.4

Figure 15: Throughput with hot-in workload changes, i.e.,
change 200 cold keys into the hottest keys every 10 seconds.

these switches would provide much higher performance
with SwitchKV under rapidly changing workloads.
All experiments use Zipf 0.99 workloads and a 10000item-sized cache. Each experiment begins with a prepopulated cache containing the top 10,000 hot items.
Each backend node sends reports to the cache as follows: its top five hot keys every second, and keys that
were visited more than eight times within the last two
hundred queries instantly. The choice of parameters for
periodic and instant updates is flexible, determined by
the performance goals, cache size, and update rate limit.
For example, the size and threshold of the ring counter
for instant reports determines when a key is hot enough
to be immediately added to the cache. A threshold that
is too low may cause unnecessary cache churn, while a
threshold that is too high may make the cache slow to respond to bursty workload changes. We omit a sensitivity
analysis of these parameters due to space limits. We also
compare SwitchKV with a traditional update method, in
which backends try to add every queried key to the cache.
We first evaluate system throughput under the hot-in
change pattern. Since this is a radical change, we do not
expect it to happen frequently. Thus, we move 200 cold
keys to the top of the popularity ranks every ten seconds.
Fig. 15 shows the system throughput over time. A traditional cache update method has very poor performance,
as it performs many cache updates for recently-visited
yet non-hot keys. With periodic top-k reports alone, a
backend’s hot keys are not added to the cache until its
next report (once per second). The throughput is reduced
to less than half after the workload changes, and recovers
in 1-2 seconds. The bottom subfigure shows SwitchKV’s
throughput using its complete cache update mechanism,
which includes the instant hot key reports. The new hot
keys are immediately added to the cache, resulting in a
lower performance drop and a much faster recovery after a sudden workload change. This demonstrates that
SwitchKV is robust enough to meet the SLOs even with
certain adversarial changes in key popularity.

Cache Updates

This section evaluates the effectiveness of SwitchKV’s
hybrid cache-update mechanisms. In these experiments,
we keep the workload distribution (Zipf 0.99) the same,
and change only the popularity of each key. The workload generator in the client actually generates key indices
with fixed popularity ranks. We change the query workloads by changing the mapping between indices and key
strings. We use three different workload change patterns:
1. Hot-in: Move N cold keys to the top of the popularity
ranks, and decrease the ranks of other keys accordingly. This change is radical, as cold keys suddenly
become the hottest ones in the cluster.
2. Hot-out: Move N hottest keys to the bottom of the
popularity ranks, and increase the ranks of other keys
accordingly. This change is more moderate, since the
new hottest keys are most likely already in the cache
if N is smaller than the cache size.
3. Random: Replace N random keys in the top K hottest
keys with cold keys. We typically set K to the cache
size. This change is typically moderate when N is
not large, since the probability that most of the hottest
keys are changed at once is low.
A note about our experimental infrastructure, which
affects SwitchKV’s performance under rapid workload
changes: The Pica8 P-3922 switch’s L2 rule update is
poorly implemented. The switch performs an unnecessary linear scan of all existing rules before each rule installation, which makes the updates very slow as the L2
table grows. We benchmark the switch and find it can
only update about 400 rules/second when the there are
about 10K existing rules, which means the cache can
only update 200 items/second on average. Some other
switches can update their rules much faster (e.g., 12K
updates/second [33]). Though still too slow to support
the update rate needed by traditional caching algorithms,
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Figure 18: Throughput with hot-in workload changes with 600
new hottest keys every time, which requires 1200 rule updates
and will take the switch at least three seconds to finish them.

Figure 16: Throughput with hot-out workload changes, i.e.,
move out 200 hottest keys every second.

Figure 19: Throughput with different workload change patterns as a function of change rate.
Figure 17: Throughput with random workload changes, i.e.,
replace 200 out of the top 10000 keys every second.

reduces any throughput impact and allows faster recovery during bursty workload changes.
Fig. 19 shows the average throughput with different
change patterns and rates. The switch can update 400
rules per second, which can support 200 cache updates
per second. The system throughput is near maximum
for random and hot-out change patterns when the change
rate is within 200 keys per second, and then goes down
as the change rate increases. Throughput drops quickly
under increasing hot-in changes, as the cache is less effective when more of the hottest keys change every second. Once all patterns change more than 10000 of the
hottest keys per second, all three patterns yield similar
throughput, as all patterns replace the entire cache every
second. Still, even at this point the cache can still keep up
to 200 of current hot keys, and most of the hottest keys
are likely to added to the cache from the instant reports,
so throughput is still much higher (by 3×) than that of
the system lacking a cache. The performance under fast
changing workloads would be higher with switches that
can update their rules faster.

Our next experiment evaluates SwitchKV’s throughput under a hot-out change pattern. Every second, the
200 hottest keys suddenly go cold, and we thus increase
the popularity ranks of all other keys accordingly. As
shown in Fig. 16, the complete update mechanism can
handle this change well. With instant reports only and no
periodic reports, the system cannot achieve its maximum
throughput: the circular log counter can detect only very
hot keys, not the keys just entering the bottom of the top10000 hot-key list. These keys are only added to cache as
they further increase in their popularity when more of the
hottest keys move out. Note that this gap becomes particularly apparent as the system reaches its steady state
50 seconds into the experiment; at this point, none of the
pre-populated cached keys remain in the cache.
Fig. 17 shows the throughput with a random change
pattern, in which we randomly replace 200 keys in the
top 10000 popular keys every second. The complete update mechanism is able to handle the workload changes.
There are occasionally short-term small performance
drops, which occur when the hottest keys are replaced.
The throughput would be lower, however, if SwitchKV
were to omit either its instant or periodic reports.
Fig 18 shows the effectiveness of SwitchKV’s rule
buffer in handling bursty workload changes (see §3.2.3).
The maximum delay for cache eviction and rule deletion
is set to 2 seconds. With a switch rule buffer and prioritizing rule installation, the 600 new keys can be added
to the cache within 1.5 seconds. Without the rule buffer,
this installation time would double. The rule buffer thus

5

Conclusion

SwitchKV is a scalable key-value storage system that can
maintain efficient load balancing under widely varying
and rapidly changing real-world workloads. It achieves
high performance in a cost effective manner, both by
combining fast small caches with new algorithm design,
and by exploiting SDN techniques and switch hardware.
We demonstrate SwitchKV can meet the service-level
objectives for throughput and latency more efficiently
than traditional systems.
12
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Abstract

Cryptocurrencies, based on and led by Bitcoin, have
shown promise as infrastructure for pseudonymous online payments, cheap remittance, trustless digital asset exchange, and smart contracts. However, Bitcoinderived blockchain protocols have inherent scalability
limits that trade off between throughput and latency,
which withhold the realization of this potential.
This paper presents Bitcoin-NG (Next Generation), a
new blockchain protocol designed to scale. Bitcoin-NG
is a Byzantine fault tolerant blockchain protocol that is
robust to extreme churn and shares the same trust model
as Bitcoin.
In addition to Bitcoin-NG, we introduce several novel
metrics of interest in quantifying the security and efficiency of Bitcoin-like blockchain protocols. We implement Bitcoin-NG and perform large-scale experiments
at 15% the size of the operational Bitcoin system, using unchanged clients of both protocols. These experiments demonstrate that Bitcoin-NG scales optimally,
with bandwidth limited only by the capacity of the individual nodes and latency limited only by the propagation
time of the network.

1

Introduction

Bitcoin has emerged as the first widely-deployed, decentralized global currency, and sparked hundreds of
copycat currencies. Overall, cryptocurrencies have garnered much attention from the financial and tech sectors, as well as academics; achieved wide market penetration in underground economies [38]; reached a $12B
∗ The authors are supported in part by AFOSR grants FA238612-1-3008, F9550-06-0019, by the AFOSR MURI Science of Cyber Security: Modeling, Composition, and Measurement as AFOSR
grant FA9550-11-1-0137, by NSF grants CNS-1601879, 0430161,
0964409, 1040689, 1047540, 1518779, 1561209, and CCF-0424422
(TRUST), by ONR grants N00014-01-1-0968 and N00014-09-1-0652,
by DARPA grants FA8750-10-2-0238 and FA8750-11-2-0256, by
MDCN/iAd grant 54083, and by grants from Microsoft Corporation,
Facebook Inc., and Amazon.com.
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market cap; and attracted close to $1B in venture capital [15]. The core technological innovation powering these systems is the Nakamoto consensus protocol for maintaining a distributed ledger known as the
blockchain. The blockchain technology provides a decentralized, open, Byzantine fault-tolerant transaction
mechanism, and promises to become the infrastructure
for a new generation of Internet interaction, including
anonymous online payments [14], remittance, and transaction of digital assets [16]. Ongoing work explores
smart digital contracts, enabling anonymous parties to
programmatically enforce complex agreements [31, 56].
Despite its potential, blockchain protocols face a significant scalability barrier [51, 36, 19, 5]. The maximum
rate at which these systems can process transactions is
capped by the choice of two parameters: block size and
block interval. Increasing block size improves throughput, but the resulting bigger blocks take longer to propagate in the network. Reducing the block interval reduces
latency, but leads to instability where the system is in
disagreement and the blockchain is subject to reorganization. Bitcoin currently targets a conservative 10 minutes
between blocks, yielding 10-minute expected latencies
for transactions to be encoded in the blockchain. The
block size is currently set at 1MB, yielding only 1 to 3.5
transactions per second for Bitcoin for typical transaction sizes. Proposals for increasing the block size are
the topic of heated debate within the Bitcoin community [47].
In this paper, we present Bitcoin-NG, a scalable
blockchain protocol, based on the same trust model as
Bitcoin. Bitcoin-NG’s latency is limited only by the
propagation delay of the network, and its bandwidth is
limited only by the processing capacity of the individual
nodes. Bitcoin-NG achieves this performance improvement by decoupling Bitcoin’s blockchain operation into
two planes: leader election and transaction serialization.
It divides time into epochs, where each epoch has a single leader. As in Bitcoin, leader election is performed
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randomly and infrequently. Once a leader is chosen, it is
entitled to serialize transactions unilaterally until a new
leader is chosen, marking the end of the former’s epoch.
While this approach is a significant departure from
Bitcoin’s operation, Bitcoin-NG maintains Bitcoin’s security properties. Implicitly, leader election is already
taking place in Bitcoin. But in Bitcoin, the leader is in
charge of serializing history, making the entire duration
of time between leader elections a long system freeze.
In contrast, leader election in Bitcoin-NG is forwardlooking, and ensures that the system is able to continually
process transactions.
Evaluating the performance and functionality of new
consensus protocols is a challenging task. To help perform this quantitatively and provide a foundation for
the comparison of alternative consensus protocols, we
introduce several metrics to evaluate implementations
of Nakamoto consensus. These metrics capture performance metrics such as protocol goodput and latency, as
well as various aspects of its security, including its ability
to maintain consensus and resist centralization.
We evaluate the performance of Bitcoin-NG on a large
emulation testbed consisting of 1000 nodes, amounting to over 15% of the current operational Bitcoin network [41]. This testbed enables us to run unchanged
clients, using realistic Internet latencies. We compare Bitcoin-NG with the original Bitcoin client, and
demonstrate the critical trade-offs inherent in the original
Bitcoin protocol. Controlling for network bandwidth, reducing Bitcoin’s latency by decreasing the block interval
and improving its throughput by increasing the block size
both yield adverse effects. In particular, fairness suffers,
giving large miners an advantage over small miners. This
anomaly leads to centralization, where the mining power
tends to be concentrated under a single controller, breaking the basic premise of the decentralized cryptocurrency
vision. Additionally, mining power is lost, making the
system more vulnerable to attacks. In contrast, BitcoinNG improves latency and throughput to the maximum allowed by network conditions and node processing limits,
while avoiding the fairness and mining power utilization
problems.
In summary, this paper makes three contributions.
First, it outlines the Bitcoin-NG scalable blockchain protocol, which achieves significantly higher throughput and
lower latency than Bitcoin while maintaining the Bitcoin trust assumptions. Second, it introduces quantitative metrics for evaluating Nakamoto consensus protocols. These metrics are designed to ground the ongoing
discussion over parameter selection in Bitcoin-derived
currency. Finally, it quantifies, through large-scale experiments, Bitcoin-NG’s robustness and scalability.

2

Model and Goal

The system is comprised of a set of nodes N connected
by a reliable peer-to-peer network. Each node can poll
a random oracle [6] as a random bit source. Nodes can
generate key-pairs, but there is no trusted public key infrastructure.
The system employs a cryptopuzzle system, defined
by a cryptographic hash function H. The solution to
a puzzle defined by the string y is a string x such that
H(y|x) — the hash of the concatenation of the two —
is smaller than some target. Each node i has a limited
amount of compute power, called mining power, measured by the number of potential puzzle solutions it can
try per second. A solution to a puzzle constitutes a proof
of work, as it statistically indicates the amount of work a
node had to perform in order to find it.
At any time t, a subset of nodes B(t) ⊂ N are Byzantine and behave arbitrarily, controlled by a single adversary. The other nodes are honest — they abide by the
protocol. The mining power of each node i is m(i). The
mining power of the Byzantine nodes is less than 1/4 of
the total compute power at any given time:
∀t :

∑

m(b) <

b∈B(t)

1
∑ m(n)
4 n∈N

because proof-of-work blockchains, Bitcoin-NG included, are vulnerable to selfish mining by attackers
larger than 1/4 of the network [25].

Nakamoto Consensus
The nodes are to implement a replicated state machine
(RSM) [33, 50]. Properties of the system can be compared to those of classical consensus [46]:
Termination There exists a time difference function
∆(·) such that, given a time t and a value 0 < ε < 1,
the probability is smaller than ε that at times t  ,t  >
t + ∆(ε) a node returns two different states for the
machine at time t.
Agreement There exists a time difference function ∆(·)
such that, given a 0 < ε < 1, the probability that at
time t two nodes return different states for t − ∆(ε)
is smaller than ε.
Validity If the fraction of mining power of Byzantine
∑

m(b)

nodes is bounded by f , i.e., ∀t : ∑b∈B(t)m(n) < f ,
n∈N
then the average fraction of state machine transitions that are not inputs of honest nodes is smaller
than f .

3

Bitcoin and its Blockchain Protocol

Bitcoin is a distributed, decentralized crypto-currency [7,
8, 9, 43], which implicitly defined and implemented
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Nakamoto consensus. Bitcoin uses the blockchain protocol to serialize transactions of the Bitcoin currency
among its users. The replicated state machine maintains
the balances of the different users, and its transitions are
transactions that move funds among them. This state machine is managed by the system nodes, called miners.
Each user commands addresses, and sends Bitcoins
by forming a transaction from her address to another’s
address and sending it to the nodes. More explicitly, a
transaction is from the output of a previous transaction
to a specific address. An output is spent if it is the input of another transaction. A client owns x Bitcoins at
time t if the aggregate of unspent outputs to its address
is x. Transactions are protected with cryptographic techniques that ensure only the rightful owner of a Bitcoin
address can transfer funds from it. Miners accept transactions only if their sources have not been spent, thereby
preventing users from double-spending their funds. The
miners commit the transactions into a global appendonly log called the blockchain.
The blockchain records transactions in units of blocks.
Each block includes a unique ID, and the ID of the preceding block. The first block, dubbed the genesis block,
is defined as part of the protocol. A valid block contains
(1) a solution to a cryptopuzzle involving the hash of
the previous block, (2) the hash (specifically, the Merkle
root) of the transactions in the current block, which have
to be valid, and (3) a special transaction, called the coinbase, crediting the miner with the reward for solving the
cryptopuzzle. This process is called Bitcoin mining, and,
by slight abuse of terminology, we refer to the creation
of blocks as block mining. The specific cryptopuzzle is
a double-hash of the block header whose result has to be
smaller than a set value. The problem difficulty, set by
this value, is dynamically adjusted such that blocks are
generated at an average rate of one every ten minutes.
Mining When a miner creates a block, she is compensated for her efforts with Bitcoins. This compensation
includes a per-transaction fee paid by the users whose
transactions are included, as well as an amount of new
Bitcoins that did not exist before.
Forks Any miner may add a valid block to the chain
by simply publishing it over an overlay network to all
other miners. If multiple miners create blocks with the
same preceding block, the chain is forked into branches,
forming a tree. Other miners may subsequently add new
valid blocks to any of these branches. When a miner
tries to add a new block after an existing block, we say
it mines on the existing block. If this block is a leaf of a
branch, we say he mines on the branch.
To resolve forks, the protocol prescribes on which
chain the miners should mine. The criterion is that the
winning chain is the heaviest one, that is, the one that
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required (in expectancy) the most mining power to generate. All miners add blocks to the heaviest chain of
which they know, with random tie-breaking. We note
that choosing a longest branch at random is suggested
by Eyal and Sirer [25]. The operational client currently
chooses the first branch it has heard of, making it more
vulnerable in the general case. The heaviest chain a node
knows is the serialization of RSM inputs it knows, and
hence describes the RSM’s state. The formation of forks
is undesirable, as they indicate that there is no globallyagreed RSM state.
Branches and blocks outside the main chain are called
pruned (and not orphans, as is common in informal discussions, since they have a parent in the block tree).
Transactions in pruned blocks are ignored. They can be
placed in the main chain at any later time, unless a contradicting transaction (that spends the same outputs) was
placed there in the meantime.
Block dissemination over the Bitcoin overlay network
takes seconds, whereas the average mining interval is ten
minutes. Therefore, accidental bifurcation occurs on average about once every 60 blocks [18].
We are now ready to describe Bitcoin-NG.

4

Bitcoin-NG

Bitcoin-NG is a blockchain protocol that serializes transactions, much like Bitcoin, but allows for better latency
and bandwidth without sacrificing other properties.
The protocol divides time into epochs. In each epoch,
a single leader is in charge of serializing state machine
transitions. To facilitate state propagation, leaders generate blocks. The protocol introduces two types of blocks:
key blocks for leader election and microblocks that contain the ledger entries. Each block has a header that contains, among other fields, the unique reference of its predecessor; namely, a cryptographic hash of the predecessor header.
We detail the operation of the protocol in this section
and explain its incentive system in Section 5.

4.1

Key Blocks and Leader Election

Key blocks are used to choose a leader. Like a Bitcoin
block, a key block contains the reference to the previous block (either a key block or a microblock, usually
the latter), the current Unix time, a coinbase transaction
to pay out the reward, a target value, and a nonce field
containing arbitrary bits. As in Bitcoin, for a key block
to be valid, the cryptographic hash of its header must be
smaller than the target value. Unlike Bitcoin, a key block
contains a public key that will be used in subsequent microblocks.
As in Bitcoin, for a miner to generate a key block, it
must iterate through nonce values until the crypto-puzzle
condition is met. Consequently, the interval between
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Figure 1: Structure of the Bitcoin-NG chain. Microblocks (circles) are signed with the private key matching the public key in the last key block (squares). Fee is
distributed 40% to the leader and 60% to the next one.
consecutive key blocks is exponentially distributed. To
maintain a set average rate, the difficulty is adjusted by
deterministically changing the target value based on the
Unix time in the key block headers.
In case of a fork, just as in Bitcoin, the nodes pick
the branch with the most work, aggregated over all key
blocks, with random tie breaking.

4.2

Microblocks

Once a node generates a key block it becomes the leader.
As a leader, the node is allowed to generate microblocks
at a set rate smaller than a predefined maximum. The
maximum rate is deterministic, and can be much higher
than the average interval between key blocks. The size
of microblocks is bounded by a predefined maximum.
Specifically, if the timestamp of a microblock is in the future, or if its difference with its predecessor’s timestamp
is smaller than the minimum, then the microblock is invalid. This bound prohibits a leader (malicious, greedy,
or broken) from swamping the system with microblocks.
A microblock contains ledger entries and a header.
The header contains the reference to the previous block,
the current Unix time, a cryptographic hash of its ledger
entries, and a cryptographic signature of the header. The
signature uses the private key that matches the public key
in the latest key block in the chain. For a microblock to
be valid, all its entries must be valid according to the
specification of the state machine, and the signature has
to be valid. Figure 1 illustrates the structure.
Note that microblocks do not affect the weight of the
chain, as they do not contain proof of work. This is critical for keeping the incentives aligned, as explained in
Section 5.

4.3

Confirmation Time

When a miner generates a key block, he may not have
heard of all microblocks generated by the previous
leader. If microblock generation is frequent, this can
be the common case on leader switching. The result
is a short microblock fork, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Such a fork is observed by any node that receives the
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Figure 2: When microblocks are frequent, short forks
occur on almost every leader switch.
to-be-pruned microblock (blocks A3 and A4 in the figure) before the new key block (block B in the figure). It
is resolved once the key block propagates to that node.
Therefore, a user that sees a microblock should wait for
the propagation time of the network before considering
it in the chain, to make sure it is not pruned by a new key
block.

4.4

Remuneration

To motivate mining, a leader is compensated for her efforts by the protocol. Remuneration is comprised of two
parts. First, each key block entitles its generator a set
amount. Second, each ledger entry carries a fee. This
fee is split by the leader that places this entry in a microblock, and the subsequent leader that generates the
next key block. Specifically, the current leader earns 40%
of the fee, and the subsequent leader earns 60% of the
fee, as illustrated in Figure 1. The choice of this distribution is explained in Section 5.
In practice, the remuneration is implemented by having each key block contain a single coinbase transaction
that mints new coins and deposits the funds to the current
and previous leaders. As in Bitcoin, this transaction can
only be spent after a maturity period of 100 key blocks,
to avoid non-mergeable transactions following a fork.

4.5

Microblock Fork Prevention

Since microblocks do not require mining, they can be
generated cheaply and quickly by the leader, allowing
it to split the brain of the system, publishing different replicated-state-machine states to different machines.
This allows for double spending attacks, where different
nodes believe the same coins were spent with different
transactions.
To demotivate such behavior, we use a dedicated
ledger entry that invalidates the revenue of fraudulent
leaders. Past work has used such entries in different
contexts [22, 4, 13]. In Bitcoin-NG, the entry is called
a poison transaction, and it contains the header of the
first block in the pruned branch as a proof of fraud. The
poison transaction has to be placed on the blockchain
within the maturity window of the misbehaving leader’s
key block, and before the revenue is spent by the malicious leader. Besides invalidating the compensation sent
to the leader that generated the fork, a poison transaction
grants the current leader a fraction of that compensation,
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e.g., 5%. The choice of this value is explained in Section 5.
Only one poison transaction can be placed per cheater,
even if the cheater creates many forks. The cheater’s revenue that is not relayed to the poisoner is lost.

5
5.1

Security Analysis
Incentives

This section describes how miners with capacity smaller
than 1/4 of the total network are incentivized to follow
the protocol. Specifically, miners are motivated to (1)
include transactions in their microblocks, (2) extend the
heaviest chain, and (3) extend the longest chain. Unlike
in Bitcoin, the latter two points are not identical.
Heaviest Chain Extension The motivation for extending the heaviest chain is the same as in Bitcoin. Since
the honest majority will extend the heaviest chain, it will
remain the main chain with high probability. A dishonest majority may arbitrarily switch to any branch and
win [32]. A minority choosing to mine on another branch
will not catch up with an honest majority, therefore it will
mine on the main chain to ensure its revenues. We therefore argue that the guarantees of Bitcoin-NG are similar
to those of Bitcoin [40] with respect to the Termination
and Agreement properties of Nakamoto consensus.
Microblocks carry no weight, not even as a secondary
index. If they did, it would increase the system’s vulnerability to selfish mining [24, 44, 49]. In selfish mining, an attacker withholds blocks it has mined and publishes them judiciously to obtain a superior presence in
the main chain. If microblocks carried weight, an attacker could keep secret microblocks and gain advantage
by mining on microblocks unpublished to anyone else.
We conclude that Bitcoin-NG does not introduce a
new vulnerability to selfish mining strategies, and so
Bitcoin-NG is resilient to selfish mining against attackers with less than 1/4 of the mining power. We therefore
argue that the guarantees of Bitcoin-NG are similar to
those of Bitcoin with respect to the validity property of
Nakamoto consensus.
Transaction Inclusion A leader earns 40% of a transaction’s revenue by placing it in a microblock. However,
he could potentially improve his revenue by secretly trying to earn 100% of the fee. To do so, first, the leader
creates a microblock with the transaction, but does not
publish it. Then, he tries to mine on top of this secret microblock, while other miners mine on older microblocks. If the leader succeeds in mining the subsequent key block, he obtains 100% of the transaction fees.
Otherwise, he waits until the transaction is placed in a
microblock by another miner and tries to mine on top of
it.
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Consider a miner whose mining power ratio out of
all mining power in the system is α. Denote by rleader
the revenue of the leader from a transaction, leaving
(1 − rleader ) for the next miner. In Bitcoin-NG, we have
rleader = 40%. The value of rleader has to be such that
the average revenue of a miner trying the above attack
is smaller than his revenue placing the transaction in a
public microblock as it should:
Win 100%

Lose 100%, but mine after txn



   
α × 100% + (1 − α) × α × (100% − rleader ) < rleader ,

1−α
therefore rleader > 1 − 1+α−α
2 . Assuming the power of
an attacker is bounded by 1/4 of the mining power, we
obtain rleader > 37%, hence rleader = 40% is within range.

Longest Chain Extension To increase his revenue
from a transaction, a miner could avoid the transaction’s
microblock and mine on a previous block. Then he
would place the transaction in its own microblock and
try mining the subsequent key block. His revenue in this
case must be smaller than his revenue by mining on the
transaction’s microblock as prescribed:
Place in
microblock

Mine next
key block

Mine on existing
microblock

  


 


rleader + α(100% − rleader ) < 100% − rleader ,

therefore rleader < 1−α
2−α . Assuming the power of an attacker is bounded by 1/4 of the mining power, we obtain
rleader < 43%, hence rleader = 40% is within range.
Optimal Network Assumption Incentive compatibility cannot be maintained in Bitcoin-NG for an attacker
larger than about 29%. For larger attackers, the intersection of the two conditions is empty. But this limit
does not come into play in the general case, where
Bitcoin-NG, like Nakamoto’s blockchain with random
tie breaking [25], are secure only against attackers
smaller than 23.2% [49] due to selfish mining attacks.
However, under optimal network assumptions, Bitcoin’s blockchain is more resilient than Bitcoin-NG: Assuming a zero latency network where an attacker cannot
rush messages — i.e., receive a message and send its own
such that other nodes receive the attacker’s message before the original one — Bitcoin is believed to be secure
against selfish mining attackers of size up to almost 1/3.
Bypassing Fee Distribution We note that a user can
circumvent the 40 − 60% transaction fee distribution by
paying no transaction fee, and instead paying the current
leader directly, using the coinbase address of the leader’s
key block. However, a user does not gain a significant advantage by doing so. As we have seen above, paying only
the current leader increases the direct motivation of the
current leader to place the transaction in a microblock,
but reduces the motivation of future miners to mine on
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this microblock. Moreover, if the leader does not include
the transaction before the end of its epoch, subsequent
leaders will have no motivation to place the transaction.
Other motives for fee manipulation, such as paying a
large fee to encourage miners to choose a certain branch
after a fork, apply to Bitcoin as well as Bitcoin-NG, and
are outside the scope of this work.

5.2

Other concerns

Wallet Security The possibility of placing a poison
transaction allows an attacker that obtains a leader’s private key to revoke his revenue retroactively and earn a
small amount. However, such an attacker is better off
trying to steal the full leader’s revenue when it becomes
available, therefore the introduction of the poison transaction does not add a significant vulnerability.
Censorship Resistance A central goal of Bitcoin is to
prevent a malicious discriminating miner from dropping
a user’s transactions. Censorship resistance is not impacted by the frequent microblocks of Bitcoin-NG.
First, we note that a leader’s absolute power is limited to his epoch of leadership. A malicious leader can
perform a DoS attack by placing no transactions in microblocks. Similarly, a benign leader that crashes during his epoch of leadership will publish no microblocks.
Their influence ends once the next leader publishes his
key block. The impact of such behaviors is therefore
similar to that in Bitcoin, where nodes may mine empty
blocks, but rarely do.
Assuming an honest majority and no backlog, a user
will have her transaction placed in the first block generated by an honest miner. Since at least 3/4 of the blocks
are generated by honest miners, the user will have to wait
for 4/3 blocks on average, or 13.33 minutes. Key block
intervals can be set to a rate that would reduce censorship
to the minimum allowed by the network without incurring prohibitive deterioration of other metrics.
Resilience to Mining Power Variation Following Bitcoin’s success, hundreds of alternative currencies were
created [57], most with Bitcoin’s exact blockchain structure, and many with the same proof-of-work mechanism.
To maintain a stable rate of blocks, different instances of
the blockchain tune their proof of work difficulty at different rates: Bitcoin once every 2016 blocks – about 2
weeks, Litecoin [37] every 2016 blocks (produced at a
higher rate) – about 3.5 days, and Ethereum [56] on every block – about 12 seconds. However, whichever adjustment rate is chosen, these protocols are all sensitive
to sudden mining power drops. Such drops happen when
miners are incentivized to stop mining due to a drop in
the currency’s exchange rate, or to mine for a different
currency that becomes more profitable due to a change
in mining difficulty or exchange rate of either currency.
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Figure 3: Key block fork. Blocks B and C have the
same chain weight, and the fork is not resolved until key
block D is published.
Such changes are especially problematic for small altcoins. When their value rises, they observe a rapid rise in
mining power, and subsequently a drop in mining power
once the difficulty rises. Then, since the difficulty is high,
the remaining miners need a longer time to generate the
next block, potentially orders of magnitude longer.
In Bitcoin-NG, difficulty adjustments can create a similar problem; however, it only affects key blocks. Microblocks are generated at the same constant rate. As a
consequence, in case of a sudden mining power drop,
Bitcoin-NG’s censorship resistance is reduced, as key
blocks are generated infrequently. If a malicious miner
becomes a leader, it will generate microblocks until an
honest leader finds a key block. Nevertheless, transaction
processing continues at the same rate, in microblocks.
Additionally, even until the difficulty is tuned to a correct
value, the ratio of time during which malicious miners
are leaders remains proportional to their mining power.
Forks When issuing microblocks at a high frequency,
Bitcoin-NG observes a fork almost on every key block
generation, as the previous leader keeps generating microblocks until it receives the key block (Figure 2).
These forks are resolved quickly — once the new key
block arrives at a node, it switches to the new leader.
In comparison, when running Bitcoin at such high frequency, forks are only resolved by the heaviest chain extension rule, and since different miners may mine on different branches, branches remain extant for a longer time
compared to Bitcoin-NG.
Bitcoin-NG may also experience key block forks,
where multiple key blocks are generated after the same
prefix of key blocks, as shown in Figure 3. This rarely
happens, due to the low frequency and quick propagation
of the small key blocks. The duration of such a fork may
be long, lasting until the next key block. The result is
therefore infrequent, but long, key block forks.
Although such long forks are undesirable, they are not
dangerous. The knowledge of the fork is propagated
through the network, and once it reaches the nodes, they
are aware of the undetermined state. All transactions that
appear only on one branch are therefore uncertain until
one branch gains a lead.
Double Spending Double-spending attacks remain a
vulnerability in Bitcoin-NG, though to a lesser extent
than in Bitcoin.
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Consider a Nakamoto blockchain and a BitcoinNG blockchain with the same bandwidth, where the
Nakamoto block interval is the same as the key-block
interval. A double-spending attacker publishes a transaction tA , receives a service from a merchant, and publishes an alternative conflicting transaction tB . A merchant that requires very high confidence should wait for
several Nakamoto blocks, or an equivalent number of
Bitcoin-NG key blocks. With lower confidence requirements, the guarantees of the protocols differ.
In Nakamoto’s blockchain, blocks are infrequent, and
transactions are collected by miners until they find a
block. Until that time, a transaction tA can be replaced by
another transaction tB without cost. Publication of conflicting transactions with different destinations is prohibited by the standard Bitcoin software, which also warns
the user of conflicting transactions propagating in the
network [30].
In contrast, in Bitcoin-NG, microblocks are frequent,
and so a leader commits to a transaction by placing it in
a microblock. It cannot place tB without forming a fork
and subsequently losing all of its prize from its leadership epoch via a poison transaction.
Other attacks are still possible, where a miner mines
before the microblock of transaction tA and later places
a conflicting tB . Here, the attacker loses the fees of
all transactions in pruned microblocks, but this may be
worthwhile since the loot from the double-spend can be
arbitrarily high. An attacker can mine to prune the chain
in advance, and then place a conflicting transaction, or
try to prune after the fact.
Reasoning about such attacks calls for a formalization of the attacker’s incentives and power. We defer
formal analysis that quantifies the security guarantees of
Bitcoin-NG and Nakamoto’s blockchain to future work.
In practice, merchants perform risk analysis to choose a
strategy appropriate for their business.

6

Metrics

We now detail novel metrics by which blockchains can
be evaluated. These metrics are designed to evaluate the
unique properties of Nakamoto consensus.
Consensus Delay Intuitively, consensus delay is the
time it takes for a system to reach agreement. We start
by defining, for a specific execution and time, how long
back nodes have to look to find a point where they agree
on the state.
In a specific execution of an algorithm, given a time t
and a ratio 0 < ε ≤ 1, the ε point consensus delay is the
smallest time difference ∆ such that at least ε · |N | of
the nodes at time t report the same state machine transition prefix up to time t − ∆. An example for the Bitcoin
protocol is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Point-consensus delay example with three Bitcoin nodes a, b, and c that generate blocks at heights 1, 2,
and 3 (explosions) and learn that these blocks are in the
main chain (clouds). Intervals ∆1 and ∆2 are the 50%point consensus delays at times t1 and t2 , respectively:
At least a majority of the nodes at ti agree on the history
until ti − ∆i .
The consensus delay is the best point-consensus-delay
the system achieves for a certain fraction of the time, on
average. More formally, the (ε, δ ) consensus delay of a
system is the δ -percentile ε-point-consensus-delay. For
example, if 90% of the time, 50% of the nodes agree on
the state of the state machine 10 seconds ago (but not less
than that), then the (50%, 90%)-consensus delay is 10
seconds.
Fairness We calculate two ratios: (1) the ratio of transitions not coming from the largest miner with respect
to all transitions, and (2) the ratio of mining power not
owned by the largest miner with respect to all mining
power. We call the ratio of these ratios the fairness.
Optimally the fairness is 1.0: The largest miner and
the non-largest miners’ representation in the transitions
set should be the same as their respective mining powers.
Mining Power Utilization The security of a proof-ofwork system derives from the mining power used to secure it; that is, the mining power an attacker has to outrun to obtain disproportionate control. The mining power
utilization is the ratio between the mining power that
secures the system and the total mining power. Mining power wasted on work that does not appear on the
blockchain accounts for the difference.
Subjective Time to Prune Due to the probabilistic nature of Nakamoto consensus, a node may learn of a state
machine transition and subsequently learn that this transition has not occurred – that it was pruned from history.
This is the case with pruned branches in Bitcoin.
The δ time to prune is the δ -percentile of the difference between the time a node learns about a transition
that will eventually be pruned, and the time it learns that
this transition has not occurred. This implies what time a
user has to wait to be confident a transition has occurred.
Note that this metric only considers transitions that are
eventually pruned. Figure 5 illustrates an example with
the Nakamoto Blockchain.
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Figure 5: A fork in the blockchain with blocks drawn at
their generation times, on a time X axis. Subjective time
to prune is measured from when a node learns of a block
in a branch until it realizes what the main chain is. Time
to win is measured from the creation time of a block until
the last time a node generated a conflicting block.
Time to Win The δ time to win is the δ percentile of
the difference between the first time a node believes a
never-to-be-pruned-transition has occurred and the last
time a (different) node disagrees, believing an alternative
transition has occurred. It is zero if there are no disagreements, or if the latter time is earlier. Figure 5 illustrates
an example for the Bitcoin protocol.

7

Experimental Setup

We evaluate Bitcoin and Bitcoin-NG with 1000-node experiments running in real time on an emulated network.
Implementation For Bitcoin we run the standard
client (release 0.10.0), hereinafter Bitcoin, with minimal
instrumentation to log sufficient information.
We implemented all Bitcoin-NG elements that are significant for a performance analysis in the absence of an
adversary, by modifying the standard Bitcoin client (release 0.10.0). We did not implement the fee distribution and the microblock signature check. Both elements
have negligible impact on performance — fee distribution requires about one fixed point operation per transaction and signature checking adds several milliseconds
per microblock.
Simulated Mining The time it takes a miner to find
a solution follows a geometric probability distribution,
which can be approximated as an exponential distribution due to the improbability of a success in each guess
and the rate of guessing.
In our experiments we replace the proof of work mechanism with a scheduler that triggers block generation at
different miners with exponentially distributed intervals.
Mining Power The probability of mining a block is
proportional on average to the mining power used for
solving the cryptopuzzle. Since blocks are generated
at average set intervals and the total amount of mining power is large, the interval between block generation events of a small miner is extremely large. A single
home miner using dedicated hardware is unlikely to mine
a block for years [54].
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Figure 6: Error bars represent the 75th, 50th and 25th
percentiles of the corresponding batch.
Consequently, mining power tends to centralize in the
form of industrial mining and open mining pools. Industrial miners are companies that operate large-scale
mining facilities. Smaller miners that run private mining rigs typically join forces and form mining pools. All
members of a pool work together to mine each block,
and share their revenues when one of them successfully
mines a block.
To reflect in our setup the varying power of miners,
we examined the hash power distribution among Bitcoin
mining entities. The information we require for the analysis, the identity of the entities generating each block,
is voluntarily provided by miners. We used a public
API [10] to gather this information for the year ending
on August 31, 2015. We note that about 9% of the blocks
are unidentified. We considered each such block as generated by a different individual miner.
For each week of the year, we calculate the weekly
mining power of each entity, and assign rank 1 to the
largest weekly mining power, rank 2 to the second
largest, and so on. Figure 6 shows the weekly mining
power of each entity by rank up to 20. Bars of the same
shade at different ranks show the distribution of a specific week. Each batch of bars represents the collection
of ratios for the nth highest block generating pool. We
note that the ranks of different entities is not preserved
throughout the weeks. The y-axis represents the weekly
ratio of blocks generated by a pool.
To model the size distribution of mining entities, we
approximate it with an exponential distribution with an
exponent of −0.27. It yields a 0.99 coefficient of determination compared with the medians of each rank.
Network The structure of Bitcoin’s overlay network
is complicated, and much of it is intentionally hidden
to preserve Bitcoin’s security against denial of service
(DoS) and to maintain participants’ privacy. (Other
work [29, 41] discusses details on the peer-to-peer network.) Nodes do not reveal their neighbors, but provide
superset of nodes they have discovered. Many of the
nodes are hidden behind firewalls making it difficult to
even estimate the full size of the network. The latency
among nodes is unknown. Moreover, for many of the
metrics that we measure, a critical measure is the time it
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with the same set of transactions. The transactions are of
identical size; the operational Bitcoin system as of today,
at 1MB blocks every 10 minutes, has a bandwidth of 3.5
such transactions per second.
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Figure 7: In our system, block propagation time grows
linearly with block size. This qualitatively matches the
linear relation observed in measurements of the operational Bitcoin network [18].
takes between the generation of a block by some miner
and the time at which another miner starts mining on it.
The block not only has to be propagated and verified by
the second miner, but that second miner must also propagate the details to its mining hardware. In the case of
mining pools with many distant worker miners, this may
incur a non-negligible delay.
Lacking an existing model of the system, we construct
a random network by connecting each node to at least 5
other nodes, chosen uniformly at random. We measured
the latency to all visible Bitcoin nodes from a single vantage point on April 7th, 2015, and created a latency histogram. We then set the latency among each pair of
nodes in the experiments based on this histogram. The
bandwidth is set to about 100kbit/sec among each pair of
nodes.
To verify the validity of our setup and topology, we
compare Bitcoin’s propagation properties in our setup
and in the operational system. We perform experiments
with different block sizes while changing the block frequency so that the transaction-per-second load is constant. Figure 7 shows a linear relation between the block
size and the propagation time, similar to the linear relation measured in the Bitcoin operational network by
Decker and Wattenhofer [18].
No Transaction Propagation The goal of this work is
to optimize the consensus mechanism of the Blockchain.
However, when generating blocks at high frequencies,
the overhead of filling in the blocks by generating and
propagating transactions becomes a dominant factor with
Bitcoin’s current implementation. This is not an inherent
property of Bitcoin’s protocol, or of a Blockchain protocol in general. To reduce the noise caused by the transaction generation and propagation mechanism, we reduce
transaction handling to the minimum. Before starting an
experiment, we initialize the blockchain with artificial
transactions and top up the mempools (the data structure storing yet-to-be-serialized transactions) of all nodes
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Evaluation

We evaluate Bitcoin-NG and compare it with Bitcoin in
two sets of experiments, varying block frequency and
block size.
Overall, the experiments show that it is possible to
improve Bitcoin’s consensus delay and bandwidth by
tuning its parameters, but its performance deteriorates
dangerously on all security-related metrics. Bitcoin-NG
qualitatively outperforms Bitcoin, as it suffers no such
deterioration, while enjoying superior performance in almost all metrics across the entire measured range. The
bandwidth of Bitcoin-NG is only limited by the processing speed of the individual nodes, as higher throughput
does not introduce key-block forks. The consensus delay
is determined directly by the network propagation time,
because in the common case all nodes agree on the main
chain once they receive the latest key block.
In the experiments that follow, we choose the 90th
percentile. Lower percentiles maintain the same trends,
and very low percentiles show excellent performance –
there is always a small subset of nodes that has the correct chain. However, with higher percentiles, the results
are lost in the noise. With 1000 nodes and at high percentiles, e.g., 99%, we are measuring the 10th slowest
node. Since there are always a few nodes that lag behind, either consistently or temporarily, the results then
are dominated by this random behavior, and the trends
are not visible.
We measure the metrics we introduced by instantiating them to Nakamoto’s blockchain and to Bitcoin-NG
as follows.
Consensus delay We take the (90%, 90%)-consensus
delay based on block generation times. Point-consensus-delay for Bitcoin is illustrated in Figure 4.
As mentioned in Section 5, a user who requires
high confidence (e.g., 99%) will not gain better latency with Bitcoin-NG, and must wait for several
key blocks to accept a transaction as completed.
The guarantees in such cases are similar to those
of Bitcoin with the same block interval as BitcoinNG’s key-block interval.
Fairness We calculate the proportion of (1) the ratio of
blocks in the main chain not generated by the largest
miner with respect to all blocks in the main chain,
and (2) the ratio of blocks not generated by the
largest miner with respect to all generated blocks.
Mining power utilization We calculate the proportion
between the aggregate work of the main chain
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Time to prune For each node and for each branch, we
measure the time it took for the node to prune this
branch. This is the time between the receipt of the
first branch block and the receipt of the main chain
block that is longer than this branch (Figure 5). We
take the 90th percentile of all samples.
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Time to win We take the 90th percentile of the time
from the generation of each main-chain block to the
last time another miner generates a block that is not
its descendant (Figure 5).
Experiments We run multiple experiments with different parameters. The figures show the average value for
each group of measurements with error bars marking the
extreme values. The sampled values are shown as markers.
For each execution we run for 50-100 Bitcoin blocks
or Bitcoin-NG microblocks. We perform multiple short
runs since all transactions are preloaded for each execution. The mean key-block interval in our experiments is 10 seconds, so each experiment includes leader
changes. We do not consider cases where key-block
forks occur, since in reality one would choose a much
larger key-block interval, e.g., 10 minutes, making keyblock forks extremely rare (more rare than with the operational Bitcoin system).
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Figure 8: Reducing latency.

blocks and all blocks. In Bitcoin-NG, difficulty is
only accrued in key blocks, so microblock forks do
not reduce mining power utilization.

Block Frequency

First, we run experiments targeted at improving the consensus delay. For Bitcoin, we vary the frequency of block
generation by reducing the proof-of-work difficulty. For
Bitcoin-NG, keeping the key block generation at one every 100 seconds, we vary the frequency of microblock
generation. For each frequency, we choose the block
size (microblock size for Bitcoin-NG) such that the payload throughput is identical to that of Bitcoin’s operational system, that is, one 1MB block every 10 minutes.
Figure 8 shows the results.
We confirm that the bandwidth, measured as transaction frequency, is close to 3.5, the operational Bitcoin
rate of for such transactions. In our experiments, Bitcoin’s bandwidth is smaller than that of Bitcoin-NG, giving Bitcoin an advantage with respect to the other metrics.
As expected, a higher block frequency reduces Bitcoin’s consensus latency as transactions are placed in the
ledger at a higher frequency. Time to prune improves
significantly as block frequency increases. Nevertheless,
Bitcoin’s frequent forks leave it with higher consensus
latency and time to prune than Bitcoin-NG. We note that
although they can be made arbitrarily rare, key block
forks do occur. Such key-block forks are only resolved
once one branch has more key blocks than the others, re-
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Block Size

To study bandwidth scalability, we run experiments with
different block sizes. We use high frequencies, similar to those of Ethereum [12], setting Bitcoin’s block
frequency to 1/10sec and Bitcoin-NG’s microblock frequency to 1/10sec and key block frequency to 1/100sec.
Figure 9 shows the result.
As expected, the transaction frequency increases with
block size; the horizontal line shows the operational Bitcoin rate.
Large blocks take longer to verify and propagate.
Therefore, although block frequency is constant, the time
it takes for a miner to learn of a new block is longer, and
so the chance for forks increases.
These experiments demonstrate the expected trade-off
between bandwidth and latency. Consensus latency increases due to forks, as it takes longer to choose the main
chain. The time to win also increases, as blocks take
longer to catch up with the larger blocks, as does time to
prune due to the many forks.
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sulting in a long time to prune if key block intervals are
long.
Bitcoin’s mining power utilization drops quickly as
frequency increases, tending towards 1/4, the size of the
largest miner. At the extreme, block generation is so
fast that by the time a miner learns of a block generated
by another miner, that other miner has generated more
blocks. Then, only the largest miner generates main
chain blocks, and the other miners catch up. This also
implies the deterioration of fairness, as forks are likely to
be resolved by the largest miner extending its preferred
branch. As miners struggle to catch up with the leading
pack, slow miners mine on old blocks and the time to win
metric increases.
Since contention in Bitcoin-NG is limited to key block
generation, forks remain rare despite high frequencies
of microblocks. Increasing the microblock frequency
achieves reduction of both consensus delay and time to
prune. All other metrics are unaffected and remain at the
optimal level.
In the low-frequency experiments of Bitcoin-NG, we
observe a slight mining power utilization decrease and
time to prune increase. This is an artifact of the experimental setup. We run the experiments over a set number of blocks, therefore these low contention experiments
run for an extended period, enough to observe key block
forks. Note, however, that a realistic Bitcoin-NG implementation can space the key blocks much further apart
without affecting performance. Then, due to their small
size, key-block forks are highly unlikely, even more so
than with standard blocks of Nakamoto’s blockchain at
the same rate, due to the small size of the key blocks.
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Figure 9: Increasing throughput.
While this trade-off may be acceptable, allowing for
some hunt for a sweet spot on the trade-off curve, the
real problem pertains to security. The forks cause significant mining power loss, reaching about 80% at Bitcoin’s
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bandwidth (though at a higher block frequency), making
the system vulnerable to attackers that are much smaller.
Even more detrimental is the reduction in fairness.
Even a minor degradation in fairness is dangerous, since
it provides incentives to miners to avoid losses by joining forces to enjoy the advantage of mining in a larger
pool. This leads to centralization of the mining power,
obviating Bitcoin’s security properties.
Bitcoin-NG demonstrates qualitative improvement,
suffering no significant degradation in the securityrelated metrics of fairness and mining power. Under
heavy load, however, the clients are approaching their
processing capacity, making it hard for them to keep up,
and we observe degradation in consensus latency and
time to prune.
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Related Work

Model As in Bitcoin [43] and enhancements
thereof [56, 51, 36], the goal of Bitcoin-NG is to
implement an RSM in an open system. The exact
assumptions and guarantees are explored in different
works [11, 40, 26]. Our model is similar to those of
Aspnes et al. [2] and Garay et al. [26], and our definition
of Nakamoto Consensus is similar to that of Garay
et al. [26]. These are different from the model and
goal of classical Byzantine fault tolerant RSMs. The
latter, by and large, (1) assume static or slow-to-change
membership, allowing for quorum systems and reconfigurations thereof, and (2) do not guarantee fairness
of representation of honest parties in the state machine
transitions.
The problem of leader election was apparently first
formulated and solved in 1977 by Gerard LeLann [34].
In 1982, Hector Garcia-Molina addressed the problem in
a distributed system that admits failures [27]. Since then
leader election has been extensively used to improve the
performance of distributed systems (e.g., [20, 42]). In
these classical consensus protocols, the leader’s role is to
propose decisions that have to be confirmed by a quorum.
This can be compared to blockchain protocols where the
block of a leader (as defined here) is confirmed in retrospect by subsequent blocks of subsequent leaders.
GHOST The GHOST protocol of Sompolinsky et
al. [51] improves on Bitcoin’s scalability by changing its
chain selection rule. While, in Bitcoin, the chain with the
most work (accumulated over all chain blocks, based on
their proofs of work) is the main chain, with GHOST, at
a fork, a node chooses the side whose sub-tree contains
more work (accumulated over all sub-tree blocks). The
benefit is that the heaviest sub-tree choice takes into account proof of work that does not end up in the main
chain. Thus, GHOST improves both fairness and the
mining power utilization under high contention.

However, in GHOST, blocks on pruned subtrees only
affect the selection rule at the branch point. The BitcoinNG protocol maintains a small fork rate at high bandwidth and throughput, allowing for better mining power
utilization and fairness. Moreover, to use GHOST in an
operational system, a challenge remains. In Bitcoin, at
any given time, at least one node knows what the main
chain is since it knows all of its blocks. In GHOST,
this is not the case, and it is possible that no single node
has enough information to determine which is the main
chain. Our technical report [23] provides an example.
One solution to finding the true main chain in GHOST
is to propagate all blocks, or all block headers [51].
However, this exposes the system to denial-of-service attacks, as a malicious node can overwhelm the network
with low-difficulty blocks. There may be heuristics to
avoid the security danger; we do not address this question, but have evaluated the system by implementing it,
propagating all blocks. Under these conditions, GHOST
performs worse than Bitcoin as the overhead of propagating all blocks outweighs the benefits of the chain selection rule. Nevertheless, a practical implementation of
GHOST, overcoming remaining challenges, can be used
to complement Bitcoin-NG and allow for a higher frequency of key blocks.
Inclusive Blockchains Lewenberg et al. [36] replace
the blockchain structure with a directed acyclic graph.
There still is a main chain, but its blocks may refer to
pruned branches to include their transactions. Analysis
demonstrates considerable improvement of fairness and
mining power utilization. Bitcoin-NG achieves optimal
fairness and mining power utilization. Using Bitcoin-NG
with an inclusive blockchain to increase key block frequency may prove problematic: Decommissioned leaders could retroactively introduce transactions and have
them included by the current leader. This could allow for
DoS and double-spending attacks.
Faster Bitcoin Significant effort by Bitcoin’s core developers is put into improving the performance of the
Bitcoin client and technical aspects of its protocol. While
this work can provide significant improvement and enable better scaling, it does not eliminate the inherent limitation that stems from forks forming at high rates.
Stathakopoulou et al. suggest reducing propagation
delay in the Bitcoin network [53]. However, their
suggestions imply significant compromises on security.
First, they have nodes propagate transaction inventories
before they know the actual transactions in each inventory; this allows an attacker to swamp the network at no
cost by publishing transaction IDs for non-existent transactions. Second, they form a network by having nodes
prefer connections with close neighbors — exactly the
opposite of the current security-oriented algorithm.
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Improving the efficiency of the client [1, 45, 55] can
improve propagation time and reduce the collision window (time before A hears B found a block). However, the
improvement is limited — a processing speed increase of
x% (e.g., x = 200% with [55]) allows for block size increase of x% at the same fork rate. Bitcoin-NG provides
a qualitative improvement that removes the fork rate dependency on block size or rate.
Corallo [17] has built a centralized fast relay for Bitcoin, parallel to the standard peer-to-peer network. It
significantly improves network throughput and latency
but increases centralized control and reduces fairness —
miners outside the fast relay are at a disadvantage.
Off-chain solutions An alternative to improving the
bandwidth and latency of the blockchain is to perform
transactions off the chain. This basic premise apparently originated in Hearn and Spilman’s two-point channel protocol [28]. The Lightning network [48] and duplex micropayment channels [19] allow for payment networks layered on top of a blockchain. The security and
privacy guarantees of such payment networks differ from
those of Bitcoin; as an extreme example, if the nodes
performing transactions over a channel crash, all their
transactions are lost, as they were never stored in the
blockchain. Moreover, the efficacy of such solutions depends on properties of the emergent payment network, its
topology, the amount of value locked in payment channels, as well as the protocol’s ability to discover and use
payment paths. Overall, these solutions may be suitable
for targeted use cases where the additional layer may reduce the number of transactions seen at the lower layers,
but, unlike Bitcoin-NG, they do not address the fundamental problem of scaling a Nakamoto-consensus RSM.
Another proposition for improving performance is that
of federated chains, known as side chains [4], where
transactions can move coins from one chain to another.
Sidechains provide extensibility, as different chains can
offer different features. However, their contribution for
efficiency is limited, as they incur high latencies for
crossing chains; moreover, when the payor has funds on
one sidechain and the payee would like to spend them on
another, the funds have to cross the main chain in order
to get the value to their intended destination.

Miller and Jansen [39] describe a methodology for
evaluating a large-scale Bitcoin blockchain system on a
single machine using an event-driven simulator. To facilitate manageable experiment times, they replace timeconsuming cryptographic operations with a delay of an
appropriate length. In our experiments, we run the
original operational client directly on the operating system, emulating only the network properties and mining
events.
Incentives Incentive compatibility has been a key issue in the investigation of cryptocurrencies. Babaioff
et al. [3] suggest a mechanism to motivate transaction
propagation. Lewenberg et al. [35] propose an alternative to the chain structure to motivate the participation
of badly-connected miners. Eyal [21] shows that a natural incentive system deters the formation of large open
mining pools.

10

Conclusion

As Bitcoin and related cryptocurrencies have become
surprisingly popular, they have hit scalability limits. The
technical debate to improve scalability has been hampered by a perceived inherent trade-off between performance metrics and security goals of the system. Consequently, the discussions have become acrimonious,
long-term solutions have seemed elusive, and the current
sentiment has centered around short-term, incremental,
compromise solutions.
Bitcoin-NG shows that it is possible to improve the
scalability of blockchain protocols to the point where the
consensus latency is limited solely by the network diameter and the throughput bottleneck lies only in node
processing power. Such scaling is key in allowing for
blockchain technology to fulfill its promise of implementing trustless consensus for a variety of demanding
applications including payments, digital asset transactions, and smart contracts — at global scale.
Acknowledgments The authors thank Ayush Dubey,
Gregory Maxwell, Malte Möser, Weijia Song, the paper’s shepherd Jay Lorch, and the anonymous reviewers for their comments on earlier versions of this
manuscript.

Analysis Given a cryptopuzzle difficulty and a topology, Sompolinsky et al. [52] calculate upper and lower
bounds for the growth rate of the Bitcoin main chain.
This analysis can be translated to the expected forking
frequency at different difficulty levels when there are exactly two miners. Our experiments target a larger number
of miners, modeled according to Bitcoin’s operational
system, that tune difficulty arbitrarily to reach a target
main chain extension rate.
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Abstract
As mobile cellular devices and traffic continue their rapid
growth, providers are taking larger steps to optimize
traffic, with the hopes of improving user experiences
while reducing congestion and bandwidth costs. This
paper presents the design, deployment, and experiences
with Baidu TrafficGuard, a cloud-based mobile proxy
that reduces cellular traffic using a network-layer VPN.
The VPN connects a client-side proxy to a centralized
traffic processing cloud. TrafficGuard works transparently across heterogeneous applications, and effectively
reduces cellular traffic by 36% and overage instances
by 10.7 times for roughly 10 million Android users in
China. We discuss a large-scale cellular traffic analysis
effort, how the resulting insights guided the design of
TrafficGuard, and our experiences with a variety of traffic optimization techniques over one year of deployment.

1

Introduction

Mobile cellular devices are changing today’s Internet
landscape. Growth in cellular devices today greatly outpaces that of traditional PCs, and global cellular traffic is
growing by double digits annually, to an estimated 15.9
Exabytes in 2018 [4]. This growing traffic demand has
led to significant congestion on today’s cellular networks, resulting in bandwidth caps and throttling at major
wireless providers. The challenges are more dramatic
in developing countries, where low-capacity cellular networks often fail to deliver basic quality of service needed
for simple applications [40, 41, 44].
While this is a well known problem, only recently have
we seen efforts to address it at scale. Google took the
unprecedented step of prioritizing mobile-friendly sites
in its search algorithm [9]. This will likely spur further
efforts to update popular websites for mobile devices.
Recent reports estimate that most enterprise webpages
are designed for PCs, and only 38% of webpages are
mobile-friendly [24]. More recently, Google released
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Figure 1: Architectural overview of TrafficGuard.
details on their Flywheel proxy service for compressing
content for the Chrome mobile browser [29].
Competition in today’s mobile platforms has led to numerous “walled-gardens,” where developers build their
own suites of applications that keep users within their
ecosystem. The ongoing trend limits the benefits of
application-specific proxies, even ones with user bases
as large as Google Chrome [29, 18, 25, 21, 42, 43, 36].
In contrast, an alternative approach is to transparently
intercept and optimize network traffic across all apps at
the OS/network layer. Although some examples of this
approach exist [16, 17, 6, 15], little is known about their
design or impact on network performance.
This paper describes the design, deployment, and experiences with Baidu TrafficGuard, a third-party cellular
traffic proxy widely deployed for Android devices in
China 1 . As demonstrated in Figure 1, TrafficGuard is a
cloud-based proxy that redirects traffic through a VPN to
a client-side mobile app (http://shoujiweishi.baidu.com).
It currently supports all Android 4.0+ devices, and does
not require root privileges. Inside the cloud, a series of
software middleboxes are utilized to monitor, filter, and
reshape cellular traffic. TrafficGuard was first deployed
in early 2014, and its Android app has been installed by
1 Cellular data usage in Asia differs from that of US/European networks, in that HTTP traffic dominates 80.4% of cellular traffic in China
and 74.6% in South Korea [62]. In comparison, HTTPS accounts for
more than 50% of cellular traffic in the US [56, 47, 54].
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roughly 10 million users. The average number of daily
active users is around 0.2 million.
In designing a transparent mobile proxy for cellular
traffic optimization, TrafficGuard targets four key goals:
• First, traffic optimization should not harm user experiences. For example, image compression through pixel
scaling often distorts webpage and UI (user interface)
rendering in user apps. Similarly, traffic processing
should not introduce unacceptable delays.

Traffic
Guard

Internet

GGSN

BTS

SGSN

BTS

RNC

Figure 2: Potential integration of TrafficGuard into a 3G
cellular carrier. Integration for 4G would be similar.
While already successful in its current deployment,
TrafficGuard can achieve even higher efficiency if cellular carriers (are willing to) integrate it into their infrastructure. As demonstrated in Figure 2, carriers could
deploy TrafficGuard between the GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node) and SGSN (Serving GPRS Support
Node). Then the optimized traffic is further transferred
to the RNC (Radio Network Controller) and BTS (Base
Transceiver Station). This would greatly simplify both
the cloud-side and client-side components of TrafficGuard, and further reduce latency penalties for users.
Finally, we note that while Baidu does not have an
internal IRB (institutional review board [13]) review process, all reasonable steps were taken at Baidu to protect
user privacy during this study. All users who participated
in the study opted-in as volunteers with informed consent, and full traffic traces were limited to one week of
measurements (all other datasets are anonymized logs).
Wherever possible, analysis was limited to anonymized
metadata only. When necessary, content analysis was
done on aggregate data, and fully decoupled from any
user identifiers or personally identifiable information.

• Second, our techniques must generalize to different
apps, and thus proprietary APIs or data formats should
be avoided. For example, Flywheel achieves significant traffic savings by transcoding images to the WebP
format [27]. Though WebP offers high compression,
not all apps support this format.
• Third, we wish to limit client-side resource consumption, in terms of memory, CPU, and battery. Note
that the client needs to collaborate well with the cloud
using a certain amount of resources.
• Finally, we wish to reduce system complexity, resource consumption, and monetary costs on the cloud
side. In particular, the state information maintained
for each client should be carefully determined.
In this paper, we document considerations in the design, implementation, and deployment of TrafficGuard.
First, we analyze aggregate cellular traffic measurements
over 110K users to understand the characteristics of
cellular traffic in China. This gave us insights on the
efficacy and impact of traditional data compression, as
well as the role of useless content like broken images in
cellular traffic. Second, we adopt a lightweight, adaptive
approach to image compression, where more considerate compression schemes are constructed to achieve a
sweet spot on the image-quality versus file-size tradeoff. This helps us achieve traffic savings comparable
to Flywheel (27%) at roughly 10%–12% of the computation overhead. Third, we develop a customized VPN
tunnel to efficiently filter users’ unwanted traffic, including overnight, background, malicious, and advertisement
traffic. Finally, we implement a cloud-client paired proxy system, and integrate best-of-breed caching techniques
for duplicate content detection. The cloud-client paired
design allows us to finely tune the tradeoff between traffic optimization and state maintenance.
TrafficGuard is the culmination of these efforts. For
installed users, it reduces overall cellular traffic by an
average of 36%, and instances of traffic overage (i.e.,
going beyond the users’ allotted data caps) by 10.7 times.
Roughly 55% of users saw more than a quarter reduction
in traffic, and 20% of users saw their traffic reduced by
half. TrafficGuard introduces relatively small latency
penalties (median of 53 ms, mean of 282 ms), and has
little to no impact on the battery life of user devices.

2

State-of-the-Art Systems

This section briefly surveys state-of-the-art mobile traffic
proxy systems. As listed in Table 1, we compare seven
systems with TrafficGuard. We focus on five of the most
important and ubiquitous features supported by these
systems: 1) image compression, 2) text compression, 3)
content optimization, 4) traffic filtering, and 5) caching.
In each case, we highlight the strengths of different approaches, as well as the shortcomings, which motivated
our design of TrafficGuard.
Since most mobile traffic proxy systems are closedsource, we rely on a variety of methods to determine their
features. The implementation of Google Flywheel is
described in [29]. For Opera Turbo, UCBrowser (proxy),
and QQBrowser (proxy), we are able to uncover most of
their features through carefully controlled experiments.
Specifically, we set up our own web server, used these
proxies to browse our own content hosted by the server,
and carefully compared the data sent by the server with
what was received by our client device. Unfortunately,
Opera Max, Microsoft Data Sense, and Onavo Extend
2
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Table 1: Comparison of state-of-the-art mobile traffic proxy systems. “?” means unknown.
System
Google Flywheel
Opera Turbo
UCBrowser
QQBrowser
Opera Max [17]
(China’s version)
Microsoft
Data Sense
Onavo Extend
TrafficGuard

Image Compression
Transcoding to WebP
Transcoding to WebP
Pixel Scaling
Transcoding to WebP
Transcoding PNG
to JPEG

Text Compression
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Content Optimization
Lightweight error page
Pre-executing JavaScript
No
No

Yes

No

?

Yes

No

Transcoding PNG and
large GIF to JPEG

Yes

No

No

Client-side

Attempting to discard
useless content

Restricting overnight and
background traffic, ad
blocking, Safe Browsing

Server-side,
and VBWC
on both sides

Adaptive quality
reduction

No

Traffic Filtering
Safe Browsing
Ad blocking
Ad blocking
Ad blocking
Restricting overnight
traffic
Restricting background
traffic, and ad blocking

Caching
Server-side
?
?
?
?
?

Fourth, we observe that many of the target systems
implement traffic filtering. Four systems block advertisements, plus Flywheel using Google Safe Browsing [8] to
block malicious content. Opera Max attempts to restrict
apps’ traffic usage during the night, when users are likely
to be asleep. Microsoft Data Sense takes things a step
further by also restricting traffic from background apps,
under the assumption that apps which are not currently
interactive should not be downloading lots of data. We
discover that all these filtering techniques are beneficial
to users (see § 3.2.4), and thus we incorporate all of them
into TrafficGuard (see § 5.3).
Finally, we study the caching strategies of existing systems. Flywheel maintains a server-side cache of recently
accessed objects, while Onavo Extend maintains a local
cache (of 100 MB by default). In contrast, TrafficGuard
adopts server-side strategies by maintaining a cache at
the proxy (see § 4.2), as well as implementing Valuebased Web Caching (VBWC) between the client and
server (see § 5.4). Although we evaluated other sophisticated caching strategies (see Appendix A), we ultimately
chose VBWC because it offers excellent performance
and is straightforward to implement.

use encrypted proxies, and thus we can only discover a
subset of their implementation details.
First, we examine the image compression techniques.
Three systems transcode images to WebP, which effectively reduces network traffic [29]. However, this only
works for user apps that support WebP (e.g., Google
Chrome). Similarly, Opera Max and Onavo Extend
transcode PNGs to JPEGs, and Onavo Extend also
transcodes large GIFs to JPEGs. Taking a different approach, UCBrowser rescales large images (> 700 × 700
pixels) to small images (< 150 × 150 pixels). Although
rescaling reduces traffic, it could harm user experiences
by significantly degrading image qualities. In contrast
to these systems, TrafficGuard uses an adaptive quality
reduction approach that is not CPU intensive, reduces
traffic across apps, and generally does not harm user
experiences (see § 5.1).
Second, we find that all the seven systems compress
textual content, typically with gzip. However, our largescale measurement findings (in § 3.2.2) reveal that the
vast majority of textual content downloaded by smartphone users is very short, meaning that compression
would be ineffective. Thus, TrafficGuard does not compress texts, since the CPU overhead of decompression is
not worth the low (1.36%) HTTP traffic savings.
Third, we explore the content optimization strategies
employed by mobile traffic proxies. We define content
optimization as attempts to reduce network traffic by
altering the semantics or functionality of content. For
example, Flywheel replaces HTTP 404 error pages with
a lightweight version. More aggressively, Opera Turbo
executes JavaScript objects at the proxy, so that clients
do not need to download and execute them. Although
this can reduce traffic, it often breaks the original functionality of websites and user apps, e.g., in the controlled
experiments we often noticed that JavaScript functions
like onscroll() and oninput() were not properly executed
by Opera Turbo. Rather than adopt these approaches,
TrafficGuard validates HTTP content and attempts to
discard useless content like broken images (see § 5.2).

3

Measuring Cellular Traffic

In this section, we present a large-scale measurement
study of cellular traffic usage by Android smartphone
users. Unlike prior studies [37, 46, 52, 39, 34, 62], our
analysis focuses on content and metadata. Using this
dataset, we identify several key performance issues and
tradeoffs that guide the design of TrafficGuard.

3.1

Dataset Collection

The ultimate goal of TrafficGuard is to improve smartphone users’ experiences by decreasing network usage
and filtering unwanted content. To achieve this goal, we
decided to take a measurement-driven methodology, i.e.,
we first observed the actual cellular traffic usage patterns
of smartphone users, and then used the data to drive our
design and implementation decisions.
3
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Table 2: General statistics of our collected TGdataset.
Collection period
Unique users
Total requests
Dataset size
Non-HTTP traffic (plus TCP/IP)
HTTP traffic (plus TCP/IP)
HTTP header traffic
HTTP body traffic

Table 3: Statistics of HTTP content in TGdataset.

03/21 – 03/27, 2014
111,910
162M
1324 GB (100%)
259 GB (19.6%)
1065 GB (80.4%)
107 GB (8.1%)
875 GB (66.1%)

Type
Image
Text
Octet-stream
Zip
Audio & Video
Other

3.2

When we first deployed TrafficGuard between Jan. 5–
Mar. 31, 2014, the system only monitored users’ cellular
traffic; it did not filter or reshape traffic at all. We
randomly invited users to test TrafficGuard from ∼100M
existing mobile users of Baidu. We obtained informed
consent from volunteers by prominently informing them
that full traces of their cellular traffic would be collected
and analyzed. We assigned a unique ClientToken to each
user device that installed the mobile app of TrafficGuard.
We used two methods to collect packet traces from
volunteers. For an HTTP request, the TrafficGuard app would insert the ClientToken into the HTTP header.
The TrafficGuard cloud would then record the request,
remove the injected header, complete the HTTP request,
and store the server’s response. However, for non-HTTP
requests (most of which are HTTPS), it was not possible
for the TrafficGuard cloud to read the injected ClientToken (we did not attack secure connections via man-inthe-middle). Thus, the TrafficGuard app locally recorded
the non-HTTP traffic, and uploaded it to the cloud in a
batch along with the ClientToken once per week. These
uploads were restricted to WiFi 2 , in order to avoid
wasting volunteers’ cellular data traffic. In both cases,
we also recorded additional metadata like the specific
app that initiated each request, and whether that app was
working in the foreground or background.
We collected packet traces from volunteers for one
week, between Mar. 21–27, 2014. In total, this dataset
contains 320M requests from 0.65M unique ClientTokens. However, we observe that many user devices in
the dataset only used their cellular connections for short
periods of time. These short-term users might have
good WiFi availability, or might be using their cellular
connections but did not (remember to) run the mobile
app of TrafficGuard. To avoid bias, we focus on the
traces belonging to 111,910 long-term users who used
their cellular connections in at least four days during
the collection period. This final dataset is referred to as
TGdataset, whose general statistics are listed in Table 2.

% of
Requests
32%
49%
10%
8.1%
0.03%
0.87%

% of
HTTP Traffic
71%
15.7%
5.5%
5.1%
2.6%
0.1%

Size (KB)
Median Mean
5.7
15.5
0.2
2.2
0.4
3.8
0.5
4.3
407
614
0.3
0.7

Content Analysis

Below, we analyze the content and metadata contained in
TGdataset. In particular, we observe that today’s cellular
traffic can be effectively optimized in multiple ways.
3.2.1 General Characteristics
We begin by presenting some general characteristics of
TGdataset. As listed in Table 2, 80.4% of TGdataset is
HTTP traffic, most of which corresponds to the bodies of
HTTP messages. This finding is positive for two reasons.
First, it means content metadata (e.g., Content-Length
and Content-Type) is readily available for us to analyze.
Second, it is clear that the TrafficGuard system will be
able to analyze and modify the vast majority of cellular
traffic, since it is in plaintext.
Table 3 presents information about the types of HTTP
content in TGdataset. We observe that images are the
second most frequent type of content, but consume 71%
of the entire HTTP traffic. Textual content is the most
frequent, while non-image binary content accounts for
the remainder of HTTP traffic. We manually analyzed
many of the octet-streams in our dataset and found that
they mainly consist of software and video streams.
3.2.2 Size and Quality of Content
Next, we examine the size and quality of content in
TGdataset, and relate these characteristics to the compressibility of content.
Images.
Four image types dominate in our dataset:
JPEG, WebP, PNG, and GIF. Certainly, all four types of
images are already compressed. However, we observe
that 40% of images are large, which we define as images
of w × h pixels such that w × h ≥ 250000 ∧ w ≥ 150 ∧ h ≥
150 (refer to § 5.1 for more details of image categorization). Some images even have over 4000×4000 pixels
(exceeding 10 MB in size) in extreme cases.
More importantly, we observe that many JPEGs have
high quality factors (QFs). QF determines the strength
of JPEG’s lossy-compression algorithm, with QF = 100
causing minimal loss but a larger file size. The median
QF of JPEGs in TGdataset is 80 while the average is 74.
Such high-quality images are unnecessary for most cellular users, considering their limited data plans and screen
sizes. This presents us with an optimization opportunity
that TrafficGuard takes advantage of (see § 5.1).

2 Certainly TrafficGuard also has the capability of helping mobile
users save WiFi traffic, just like what Google Flywheel does. However,
at the moment TrafficGuard only targets at saving cellular traffic for
two reasons. First, WiFi users generally do not care about the traffic
usage since they do not pay for their Internet access in terms of traffic
usage. Second, proxy-based traffic saving inevitably leads to latency
penalty and thus would impact WiFi users’ experiences.
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Overnight traffic.
Prior studies have observed that
many smartphones generate data traffic late at night, even
when users are not using the devices [52, 39, 34]. If
we conservatively assume that our volunteers are asleep
between 0–6 AM, then 11.4% of traffic in our dataset can
potentially be filtered without noticeable impact on users.
Based on this finding, we implemented a feature in TrafficGuard that allows users to specify a night time period
during which cellular traffic is restricted (see § 5.3).

Table 4: Validity and usefulness of images.
Type
Correct
Broken
Blank
Incomplete
Inconsistent

% of
Requests
87%
10.6%
2.3%
0.1%
0.04%

% of

Image Traffic
95.9%
3.2%
0.57%
0.21%
0.16%

Image Size (KB):
Median
Mean
5.4
14.8
0.13
3.2
0
0
0.01
5.0
4.8
33

Textual content.
The six most common types of
textual content in TGdataset are: JSON, HTML, PLAIN,
JavaScript, XML, and CSS. Compared with images, textual content is much smaller: the median size is merely
0.2 KB. Compressing the short texts with the size less
than 0.2 KB (e.g., with gzip, bzip2, or 7-zip) cannot
decrease their size; in fact, the additional compression
metadata may even increase the size of such textual data.
Surprisingly, we find that compressing the other, larger half (> 0.2 KB) of textual content with gzip brings
limited benefits — it only reduced the HTTP traffic of
texts by 8.7%, equal to 1.36% (= 8.7% × 15.7%) of total
HTTP traffic. Similarly, using bzip2 and 7-zip could not
significantly increase the compression rate. However,
decompressing texts on user devices does necessitate
additional computation and thus causes battery overhead.
Given the limited network efficiency gains and the toll on
battery life, we opt to not compress texts in TrafficGuard,
unlike all other systems as listed in Table 1.
Other content. For the remaining octet-stream, zip, audio & video content, we find that compression provides
negligible benefits, since almost all of them are already
compressed (e.g., MP3 and VP9). Although it is possible
to reduce network traffic by transcoding, scaling, or reducing the quality of multimedia content [42], we do not
explore these potential optimizations in this work.

Background traffic. Users expect foreground apps to
consume data since they are interactive, but background
apps may also consume network resources. Although
this is expected in some cases (e.g., a user may stream
music while also browsing the web), undesirable data
consumption by background apps has become such a
common complaint that numerous articles exist to help
mitigate this problem [58, 3, 2, 10]. In TGdataset, we
observe that 26.7% of cellular traffic is caused by background apps. To this end, we implemented dual filters in
TrafficGuard specifically designed to reduce the network
traffic of background apps (see § 5.3).
Malicious traffic.
A recent measurement study of
Google Play reveals that more than 25% of Android
apps are malicious, including spammy, re-branded, and
cloned apps [59]. We compare all the HTTP requests in
TGdataset against a proprietary blacklist containing 29M
links maintained by major Internet companies (including
Baidu, Google, Microsoft, Symantec, Tencent, etc.), and
find that 0.85% of requests were issued for malicious
content. We addressed this issue in TrafficGuard by
filtering out HTTP requests for blacklisted URLs.
Advertisement traffic. In addition to malicious content, we also find that 4.15% of HTTP requests in TGdataset were for ads. We determined this by comparing
all the requested HTTP URLs in our dataset against a
proprietary list of 102M known advertising URLs (similar to the well-known EasyList [1]). Ad blocking is a
morally complicated practice, and thus we give TrafficGuard users the choice of whether to opt-in to ad filtering. Users’ configuration data reveal that the majority
(67%) of users have chosen to block ads. On the other
hand, we did get pushback from a small number of advertisers; when this happened, usually we would remove
the advertisers from our ad block list after verification.

3.2.3 Content Validation
Delving deeper into the content downloaded by our volunteers, we discover a surprisingly high portion of useless content, particularly broken images. We define an
image to be broken if it cannot be decoded by any of
the three widely used image decoders: imghdr [12],
Bitmap [23], and dwebp [7]. As shown in Table 4, 10.6%
of images in TGdataset are broken, wasting 3.2% of all
image traffic in our dataset (their average size is much
smaller than that of correct images). Note that we also
observe a small fraction of blank and incomplete images
that we can decode, as well as a few inconsistent images
that are actually not images, but we do not consider to
obey our strict definition of correctness.

3.2.5

Caching Strategies

Finally, we explore the feasibility of two common
caching strategies. Unfortunately, we find neither technique offers satisfactory performance, which motives us
to implement a more sophisticated caching strategy.

3.2.4 Traffic Filtering
As we note in § 2, existing mobile traffic proxies have
adopted multiple strategies for traffic filtering. In this
section, we investigate the potential of four particular
filtering strategies by analyzing TGdataset.

Name-based. Traditional web proxies like Squid [61]
implement name-based caching of objects (i.e., objects
are indexed by their URLs). However, this approach
5
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is known to miss many opportunities for caching [38,
57, 51]. To make matters worse, we observe that over
half of the content in TGdataset is not cacheable by
Squid due to HTTP protocol issues. This situation is
further exacerbated by the fact that many start-of-the-art
HTTP libraries do not support caching at all [50]. Thus,
although TrafficGuard uses Squid in the back-end cloud,
we decided to augment it with an additional, object-level
caching strategy (known as VBWC, see § 5.4).
HTTP ETag. The HTTP ETag [11] was introduced in
HTTP/1.1 to mitigate the shortcomings of named-based
caching. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of ETag is still
limited by two constraints. First, as ETags are assigned
arbitrarily by web servers, they do not allow clients to
detect identical content served by multiple providers.
This phenomenon is called content aliasing [55]. We observe that 14.16% of HTTP requests in TGdataset are for
aliased content, corresponding to 7.28% of HTTP traffic.
Second, we find that ETags are sparsely supported: only
5.76% of HTTP responses include ETags.
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Figure 3: Basic design of the child proxy.
stack. HTTP GET requests 3 are captured by the child
proxy, encapsulated, and then sent to the back-end cloud
for further processing. Accordingly, the child proxy is
responsible for receiving responses from the back-end.
The mobile app provides client-side support for traffic
optimization. First, it allows users to monitor and restrict
cellular traffic at night and from background apps in a
real-time manner. Users are given options to control how
aggressively TrafficGuard filters these types of traffic.
Second, it provides local filtering of malicious links and
unwanted ads using two small blacklists of the most
frequently visited malicious and advertising URLs. Requests for malicious URLs are dropped; users are given
a choice of whether to enable ad blocking, in which case
requests for ad-related URLs are also dropped.
Third, the child proxy acts as the client-side of a valuebased web cache [55] (VBWC, see § 5.4 for details).
At a high level, the child proxy maintains a key-value
store that maps MD5 hashes to pieces of content. The
back-end cloud may return “VBWC Hit” responses to
the client that contain the MD5 hash of some content,
rather than the content itself. In this case, the child proxy
retrieves the content from the key-value store using the
MD5 hash, and then locally constructs an HTTP response containing the cached content. The reconstructed
HTTP response is then returned to the corresponding
user app. This process is fully transparent to user apps.

System Overview

Our measurement findings in § 3.2 provide useful guidelines for optimizing cellular traffic across apps. Additionally, we observe that some techniques used by prior
systems (e.g., text compression) are not useful in practice. These findings guide the design of TrafficGuard for
optimizing users’ cellular traffic.
This section presents an overview of TrafficGuard,
which consists of a front-end mobile app on users’ devices and a set of back-end services. Below, we present
the basic components of each end, with an emphasis on
how these components support various traffic optimization mechanisms. Additional details about specific traffic
optimization mechanisms are explained in § 5.

4.1

TCP

TCP
Analysis

Malicious
Blacklist

TUN

UDP

IP
Analysis

Handling
outbound
traffic

Mobile App: The Client-side Support

The TrafficGuard mobile app is comprised of a user interface and a child proxy. The user interface is responsible
for displaying cellular usage statistics, and allows users
to configure TrafficGuard settings. The settings include
enabling/disabling specific traffic optimization mechanisms, as well as options for specific mechanisms (the
details are discussed in § 5). We also leverage the user
interface to collect feedback from users, which help us
continually improve the design of TrafficGuard.
The child proxy does the real work of traffic optimization on the client side. It intercepts incoming and outgoing HTTP requests at the cellular interface, performs
computations on them, and forwards (some) requests to
the back-end cloud via a customized VPN tunnel. As
shown in Figure 3, the client-side VPN tunnel is implemented using the TUN virtual network-level device [26]
that intercepts traffic from or injects traffic to the TCP/IP

4.2

Web Proxy: The Back-end Support

As shown in Figure 4, the cloud side of TrafficGuard
consists of two components: a cluster of parent proxy
servers that decapsulate users’ HTTP GET requests and
fetch content from the Internet; and a series of software
middleboxes that process HTTP responses.
3 Non-GET HTTP requests (e.g., POST, HEAD, and PUT) and nonHTTP requests do not benefit from TrafficGuard’s filtering and caching
mechanisms, so the child proxy forwards them to the TCP/IP stack for
regular processing. Furthermore, TrafficGuard makes no attempt to
analyze SSL/TLS traffic for privacy reasons.
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Figure 4: Cloud-side overview of TrafficGuard. HTTP requests are generally processed from left to right by a cluster
of parent proxy servers and a series of software middleboxes implemented on top of Nginx.
Once an HTTP GET request sent by the child proxy is
received, the parent proxy decapsulates it and extracts
the original HTTP GET request. Next, middleboxes
compare the original HTTP GET request against large
blacklists of known malicious and ads-related URLs.
Note that this HTTP GET request has passed the clientside filtering with small blacklists. Together, this twolevel filtering scheme prevents TrafficGuard users from
wasting memory loading large blacklists on their own
devices. If a URL hits either blacklist, it is reported back
to the mobile app so the user can be notified.
An HTTP request that passes the blacklist filters is
forwarded to a Squid proxy, which fetches the requested
content from the original source. The Squid proxy implements name-based caching of objects using an LRU
(Least Recently Used) scheme, which helps reduce latency for popular objects. Once the content has been retrieved by Squid, it is further processed by middleboxes
that validate content (§ 5.2) and compress images (§ 5.1).
Lastly, before the content is returned to users, it is
indexed by VBWC (§ 5.4). VBWC maintains a separate
index of content for every active user, which contains the
MD5 hash of each piece of content recently downloaded
by that user. For a given user, if VBWC discovers that
some content is already indexed, it returns that MD5 in a
“VBWC Hit” response to the mobile app, instead of the
actual content. As described above, the child proxy then
constructs a valid HTTP response message containing
the cached content. Otherwise, the MD5 is inserted into
the table and the actual content is sent to the user.

5

is dominated by images. Based on our observation that
the majority of JPEGs have quality factors (QFs) that
are excessively high for display on smartphone screens,
TrafficGuard adaptively compresses JPEGs by reducing
their QFs to an acceptable level. Additionally, TrafficGuard transcodes PNGs and GIFs to JPEGs with an
acceptable QF. Note that TrafficGuard does not transcode
PNGs with transparency data or animated GIFs, to avoid
image distortion. TrafficGuard ignores WebP images,
since they are already highly compressed.
TrafficGuard’s approach to image compression has
three advantages over alternative strategies. First, as
JPEG is the dominant image format supported by almost
all (>99% to our knowledge) user apps, TrafficGuard
does not need to transcode images back to their original
formats on the client side. Second, our approach costs
only 10%–12% as much CPU as Flywheel’s WebP-based
transcoding method (see § 6.3). Finally, our approach
does not alter the pixel dimensions of images. This
is important because many UI layout algorithms (e.g.,
CSS) are sensitive to the pixel dimensions of images, so
rescaling images may break webpage and app UIs.
Categorizing Images. The challenge of implementing
our adaptive QF reduction strategy is deciding how much
to reduce the QFs of images. Intuitively, the QFs of large
images can be reduced more than small images, since the
resulting visual artifacts will be less apparent in larger
images. Thus, following the approach of Ziproxy [28]
(an open-source HTTP proxy widely used to compress
images), we classify images into four categories according to their width (w) and height (h) in pixels:

Mechanisms

• Tiny images contain < 5000 pixels, i.e., w × h < 5000.

This section presents the details of specific traffic optimization mechanisms in TrafficGuard. Since many of
the mechanisms include user-configurable parameters,
we gathered users’ configuration data between Jul. 4–
Dec. 27, 2014. This dataset is referred to as TGconfig.

5.1

• Small images include images with less than 50000
pixels (i.e., 5000 ≤ w × h < 50000), as well as “slim”
images with less than 150 width or height pixels (i.e.,
w × h ≥ 5000 ∧ (w < 150 ∨ h < 150)).
• Mid-size images contain less than 250000 pixels, that
is 50000 ≤ w × h < 250000 ∧ w ≥ 150 ∧ h ≥ 150.

Image Compression

Overview. Image compression is the most important traffic-reduction mechanism implemented by TrafficGuard, since our TGdataset shows that cellular traffic

• Large images contain no less than 250000 pixels, that
is w × h ≥ 250000 ∧ w ≥ 150 ∧ h ≥ 150.
7
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QF Reduction Scheme.
After images are divided
into the above four categories, we need to determine a
proper QF (reduction) scheme for transcoding images in
each category. Our goal is to maximize compression by
reducing QF, while also minimizing the reductions of
user-perceived image quality. To measure quality, we
use Structural Similarity (SSIM) [60], which assesses the
visual similarity between a compressed image and the
original (1 means the two images are identical). Quantitatively, we calculate the SSIM and compression ratio
Size of images after compression
(= Size
of images before compression ) corresponding to consecutive QFs, based on all the correct images in TGdataset.
The results are plotted in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
Specifically, we define a QF scheme ImgQFScheme
= {T , S, M, L} to mean that tiny, small, mid-size, and
large images are compressed to QF = T , S, M, and
L, respectively. In practice, we constructed three QF
schemes that vary from high compression, less quality
to low compression, high quality: ImgQFLow = {30,
25, 25, 20}, ImgQFMiddle = {60, 55, 50, 45}, and
ImgQFHigh = {90, 90, 85, 80}. We then compressed
all the correct images in TGdataset using each scheme to
evaluate their impact on image quality and size.
Figure 7 examines the impact of each QF scheme
on image quality. Prior work has shown that image
compression with SSIM ≥ 0.85 is generally considered
acceptable by users [29]. As shown in Figure 7, all
three QF schemes manage to stay above the 0.85 quality
threshold for small, mid-size, and large images. The
two cases where image quality becomes questionable
concern tiny images, which are the hardest case for any
compression strategy. Overall, these results suggest that
in most cases, even the aggressive ImgQFLow scheme
will produce images with an acceptable level of fidelity.
Figure 8 examines the image size reduction enabled
by each QF scheme, as compared to the original images.
As expected, more aggressive QF schemes provide more
size reduction, especially for large images.

Avg. Compressed Size (KB)
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Figure 8: Average compressed size corresponding
to the three QF schemes.

TrafficGuard users suggests that they are satisfied with
the quality of images while using the system.

5.2

Content Validation

As mentioned in § 3.2.3, TrafficGuard users encounter a
non-trivial amount of broken images when using apps.
The back-end cloud of TrafficGuard naturally notices
most broken images during the image analysis, transcoding, and compression process. In these cases, the cloud
simply discards the broken image and sends a “Broken
Warning” response to the client. From the requesting
app’s perspective, broken images appear to be missing
due to a network error, and are handled as such.

5.3

Traffic Filtering

In this section, we present the implementation details
of the four types of filters employed by TrafficGuard.
Most traffic filtering in our system occurs on the client
side (in the child proxy), including first-level filtering
of malicious URLs and ads, and throttling of overnight
and background traffic. Only second-level filtering of
malicious URLs and ads occurs on the cloud side.
Restricting overnight traffic.
The mobile app of
TrafficGuard automatically turns the user’s cellular data
connection off between the hours of t1 and t2 , which are
configurable by the user. This feature is designed to halt
device traffic during the night, when the user is likely to
be asleep. TrafficGuard pops-up a notification just before
t1 , alerting the user that her cellular connection will be
turned off in ten seconds. Unless the user explicitly
cancels the action, her cellular data connection will not
be resumed until t2 . According to TGconfig, nearly 20%
of users have enabled the overnight traffic filter, and 84%
of them adopt the default night duration of 0–6 AM.
Throttling background traffic. To prevent malicious
or buggy apps from draining users’ limited data plans, TrafficGuard throttles traffic from background apps. Specifically, the TrafficGuard app has a configurable
warning bound (B1 ) and a disconnection bound (B2 ),
with B2  B1 . TrafficGuard also maintains a count c
of the total bytes transferred by background apps. If c
increases to B1 , TrafficGuard notifies the user that background apps are consuming a significant volume of traf-

User Behavior. The mobile app of TrafficGuard allows
users to choose their desired QF scheme. Users must
select a scheme after they install TrafficGuard. The
data in TGconfig reveal that 95.4% of users selected the
ImgQFMiddle scheme. Also, qualitative feedback from
8
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fic. If c reaches B2 , another notification is created to alert
the user that her cellular data connection will be closed
in ten seconds. Unless the user explicitly cancels this
action or manually re-opens the cellular data connection,
her cellular data connection will not be resumed. After
the user responds to the B2 notification, c is reset to zero.
According to TGconfig, 97.6% of users have enabled
the background traffic filter, indicating that users actually
care about background traffic usage. Initially, we set
the default warning bound B1 = 1.0 MB. However, we
observed over 57% of users decreased B1 to 0.5 MB, indicating that they wanted to be reminded of background
traffic usage more frequently. Conversely, the initial
disconnection bound was B2 = 5 MB, but 69% of users
raised B2 to 20 MB, implying that the initial default setting was too aggressive. Based on this implicit feedback,
we changed the default values of B1 and B2 to 0.5 MB
and 20 MB. In comparison, Microsoft Data Sense only
maintains a disconnection bound (B2 ) to restrict background traffic, and there is no default value provided.

choosing proper block boundaries; 2) its incompatibility
with the HTTP protocol, since VBWC requires that the
proxy and the client maintain significant state information, i.e., a mapping from hash values to cached content.
Reducing complexity. To determine whether TrafficGuard’s VBWC implementation should segment content
into blocks (and if so, at what granularity), we conduct
trace-driven simulations using the content in TGdataset.
Specifically, we played back each user’s log of requests, and inserted the content into VBWC using 8 KB,
32 KB, 128 KB, and full content segmentation strategies.
To determine segment boundaries, we ran experiments
with simple fixed-size segments [55] and variable-sized,
Rabin-fingerprinting based segments [53]. We also examined the handprinting-based approach that combines
Rabin-fingerprinting and deterministic sampling [48].
Through these simulations, we discovered that 13% of
HTTP requests would hit the VBWC cache if we stored
content whole, i.e., with no segmentation. Surprisingly,
even if we segmented content into 8 KB blocks using the
Rabin-fingerprinting (the most aggressive caching strategy we evaluated), the hit rate only increased to 15%.
The handprinting-based approach exhibited similar performance to Rabin-fingerprinting when a typical number
(k = 4) of handprint samples are selected, while incurring
a bit lower computation overhead. By carefully analyzing the cache-hit results, we find that the whole-content
hashing is good enough for two reasons: 1) images dominate the size of cache-hit objects in TGdataset; 2) there
are almost no partial matches among images. Thus, we
conclude that a simple implementation of content-level
VBWC is sufficient to achieve high hit rates.

Two-level filtering of malicious links and ads.
To
avoid wasting cellular traffic on unwanted content, TrafficGuard always prevents users from accessing malicious
links, while giving users the choice of whether to opt-in
to ad blocking. In § 4.1 and § 4.2, we have presented
high-level design of the two-level filtering. Here we talk
about two more nuanced implementation issues.
The first issue is about the sizes of the local, small
blacklists. Both lists have to be loaded in memory by the
child proxy for quick searching, so they must be much
shorter than the cloud-side large blacklists (which contain 29M malicious URLs and 102M ads-related URLs).
To balance memory overhead with effective local traffic
filtering, we limit the maximum size of the local blacklists to 40 MB. Consequently, the local blacklists usually
contain around 1M links in total, which we observe are
able to identify 72%–78% of malicious and ads links.
The second issue concerns updates to blacklists. As
mentioned in § 3.2.4, the large blacklists are maintained
by an industrial union that typically updates them once
per month. Accordingly, the TrafficGuard cloud automatically creates updated small blacklists and pushes
them to mobile users.

5.4

Addressing incompatibility.
As discussed above,
VBWC is incompatible with standard HTTP clients and
proxies. Fortunately, we have complete control over the
TrafficGuard system, particulary the cloud-client paired
proxies, which enabled us to implement VBWC. The
front-end child proxy takes care of encapsulating HTTP
requests from user apps and decapsulating responses
from the back-end cloud, meaning that VBWC is transparent to user apps. In practice, the mobile app of TrafficGuard maintains a 50-MB content cache on the client’s file system, along with an in-memory table mapping
content hashes to filenames that is a few KB large.
Ideally, every change to the cloud-side mapping table
triggers a change to the client-side mapping table accordingly. But in practice, for various reasons (e.g., network
packet loss) this pair of tables may be different at some
time, so we need to synchronize them with proper overhead. In TrafficGuard, the client-side mapping table is
loosely synchronized with the cloud-side mapping table
on an hourly basis, making the synchronization traffic
negligible and VBWC mostly effective.

Value-based Web Caching (VBWC)

Early in 2003, Rhea et al. proposed VBWC to overcome
the shortcomings of traditional HTTP caching [55]. The
key idea of VBWC is to index objects by their hash
values rather than their URLs, since an object may have
many aliases. VBWC has a much better hit rate than
HTTP caching because it handles aliased content. However, prior to TrafficGuard, VBWC has not been widely
deployed in practice due to two problems: 1) the complexity of segmenting an object into KB-sized blocks and
9
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optimized by each mechanism.

Figure 10: Distribution of users’
cellular traffic reduction ratios.
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Figure 11: Users’ cellular traffic
usage relative to their data caps.

Overall.
Next, we evaluate how much traffic TrafficGuard is able to reduce overall through trace-driven
simulations. Specifically, we play back all the requests
in TGdataset, and record how many bytes are saved
by each mechanism: traffic filtering, content validation,
image compression, and VBWC. As shown in Figure 9,
TrafficGuard is able to reduce HTTP traffic by 43% and
non-HTTP traffic by 7.4% when all four mechanisms are
combined. In summary, the overall cellular traffic usage
is reduced by 36%, from 1324 GB to 845 GB.
As expected, image compression is the most important
mechanism when used in isolation. 38% of the image
traffic is reduced by our implemented adaptive quality
reduction approach. In other words, our approach saves
a comparable portion (27% = 38% × 71%) of HTTP traffic as compared to Flywheel’s WebP-based transcoding
method, at a small fraction of the CPU cost (see § 6.3).
To understand how traffic savings are spread across
users, we plot the distribution of cellular traffic reduction
ratios for our users in Figure 10. We observe that 55%
of users saved over a quarter of cellular traffic, and 20%
users saved over a half (most of whom benefit a lot from
traffic filtering and VBWC). These results demonstrate
that most users received significant traffic savings.
Using TrafficGuard’s built-in user-feedback facility,
we asked users to report their cellular data caps. 95% of
the long-term volunteers in TGdataset reported their caps
to us. Using this information, we plot Figure 11, which
shows the percentage of each user’s data cap that would
be used with and without TrafficGuard (again, based
on trace-driven simulations). We observe that 58.2%
of users exceed their usage caps under normal circumstances, and that TrafficGuard grants significant practical
benefits for these users, e.g., users who would normally
be using 200%–300% of their allocation (and thus pay
overage fees) are able to stay below 100% usage with
TrafficGuard. Overall, TrafficGuard reduces the number
of users who exceed their data caps by 10.7 times.

We evaluate the performance of TrafficGuard using both
real-system logs and trace-driven simulations. We collect working logs from TrafficGuard’s back-end cloud
servers between Dec. 21–27, 2014, which include traces
of 350M HTTP requests issued from 0.6M users, as well
as records of CPU and memory utilization over time on
the cloud servers. We refer to this dataset as TGworklog.
On the other hand, as the client-side traffic optimization mechanisms mainly help users reduce traffic by suppressing unwanted requests, it is not possible to accurately record the corresponding saved traffic (which never
occurred in reality). Instead, we rely on trace-driven simulations using TGdataset to estimate the client-side and
overall traffic savings. In addition, we report real-world
traffic reduction results using TGworklog in Appendix B,
which mainly record the cloud-side traffic savings.

6.2

500

drop ads. Consequently, after all malicious content and
unwanted ads are filtered, 3.48% (= 0.8% + 4% × 67%)
of HTTP traffic can be saved. This is equal to 2.8%
(= 3.48% × 80.4%) of total cellular traffic.

In this section, we evaluate the traffic reduction, system
overhead, and latency penalty brought by TrafficGuard.

6.1

600

100

n

6

700

Traffic Reduction

Client-side.
First, we examine the effectiveness of
TrafficGuard’s client-side mechanisms at reducing traffic. In TGdataset, 11.4% of cellular traffic is transferred
at night, and according to TGconfig, 20% of users have
enabled overnight traffic filtering. Thus, we estimate that
users eliminate 2.3% (= 11.4% × 20%) of cellular traffic
using the overnight traffic filter.
Moreover, we observe that 1% of users in TGdataset
regularly exceed the disconnection bound B2 = 20 MB
per day of background traffic. The resulting overage
traffic amounts to 5.33% of cellular traffic. In TGconfig,
97.6% of users have enabled background traffic filtering.
Therefore, we estimate that the background traffic filter reduces cellular traffic by 5.2% (= 5.33% × 97.6%).
Note that this background traffic saving is an underestimation, since we do not take the potential effect of
B1 (= 0.5 MB, the warning bound) into account.
Additionally, in TGdataset malicious content accounts
for 0.8% of HTTP traffic while ads account for 4%.
According to TGconfig, 67% of users have chosen to
10
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ages are compressed one by one without intermission.
The results in Figure 13 confirm that the computation
overhead (= average CPU utilization × total running
time) of TrafficGuard image compression is only a small
portion (10%–12%) of that of WebP-based transcoding.
Memory utilization is typically >90% since content is
in-memory cached whenever possible. Using a higher
memory capacity, say 1 TB per server, can accelerate the
back-end processing and thus decrease the corresponding
latency penalty. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure 16,
the back-end processing latency constitutes only a minor
portion of the total latency penalty, so we do not consider
extending the memory capacity in the short term.
Figure 14 reveals the inbound/outbound bandwidth for
back-end servers. Interestingly, we observe that a backend server uses more outbound bandwidth than inbound,
though inbound traffic has been optimized. This happens
because the back-end has a 38% cache hit rate (with 4 TB
of disk cache), so many objects are downloaded from the
Internet once but then downloaded by many clients.

Table 5: Top-10 applications served by TrafficGuard,
ordered by popularity and by greatest traffic reduction.
By User Ratio (UR)
App Name
UR
WeChat
74%
66%
QQ
29%
Baidu Search
23%
Taobao
22%
QQBrowser
20%
Sogou Pinyin
16%
Baidu Browser
14%
Toutiao News
10%
Sohu News
10%
QQ Zone

4
Hour

Figure 12: CPU and memory
overhead of the back-end servers.

By Traffic Saving Ratio (TSR)
App Name
UR
TSR
Android Browser
0.11%
84%
Zhihu Q&A
0.15%
81%
iAround
0.03%
63%
No.1 Store
0.26%
61%
Baidu News
0.45%
57%
Tiexue Military
0.01%
56%
WoChaCha
0.34%
54%
Mogujie Store
0.91%
53%
Koudai Store
0.26%
53%
Papa Photo
0.02%
52%

At last, we wonder how TrafficGuard’s traffic reduction gains are spread across user apps. Table 5 lists the
top-10 apps ordered by popularity (the fraction of users
with the app) as well as by the fraction of traffic eliminated. We observe that TrafficGuard is able to eliminate
12%–42% of traffic for popular apps, but that the apps
with the greatest traffic savings (52%–84%) tend to be
unpopular. This indicates that the developers of popular apps may already be taking steps to optimize their
network traffic, while most unpopular apps can hardly
become mobile-friendly in the near future.

6.3

Bandwidth (Mbps)

CPU Utilization (%)

100

Client-side overhead.
The client-side overhead of
TrafficGuard comes from three sources: memory, computation, and battery usage. The memory usage is modest, requiring 40 MB for local blacklists, and 10–20 MB
for the VBWC mapping table. Similarly, while running on a typical (8-core ARM CPU @1.7GHz) Android
smartphone, TrafficGuard’s single-core CPU usage is
generally below 20% when the cellular modem is active,
and almost zero when the network is inactive.
To understand the impact of TrafficGuard on battery
life, we record the battery power consumption of its mobile app when the child proxy is processing data
packets. As shown in Figure 15, its working-state battery power is 93 mW on average, given that the battery capacity of today’s smartphones lies between 5–20
Wh and their working-state battery power lies between
500 mW and a few watts [35, 45]. We also conduct
micro-benchmarks to examine specific facets of TrafficGuard’s battery consumption (see Appendix C for details). Micro-benchmark results illustrate that TrafficGuard
can effectively reduce the battery consumption of user
apps by optimizing their traffic.

System Overhead

Cloud-side overhead.
The major cost of operating
TrafficGuard lies in provisioning back-end cloud servers
and supplying them with bandwidth. TrafficGuard has
been able to support ∼0.2M users who send ∼90M requests per day using only 23 commodity servers (HP ProLiant DL380). The configuration of each server is: 2*4core Xeon CPU E5-2609 @2.50GHz, 4*8-GB memory,
and 6*300-GB 10K-RPM SAS disk (RAID-6).
Figure 12 illustrates the CPU/memory utilization of
cloud servers on a typical day. Mainly thanks to our
lightweight image compression strategy, the CPU utilization stays below 40%. Further, to compare the computation overhead of our image compression strategy
with Flywheel’s WebP-based transcoding (based on the
cwebp [5] encoder), we conduct offline experiments on
two identical server machines using 1M correct images
randomly picked from TGdataset as the workload. Im11
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the median latency penalty across all traffic is reduced to
merely 53 ms, and the average is reduced to 282 ms.

As TrafficGuard forwards HTTP GET requests to a backend proxy rather than directly to the source, it may add
response latency to clients’ requests. In addition, clientside packet processing by the child proxy also brings
extra latency. To put the latency penalty into perspective,
first, we note three mitigating factors that effectively
reduce latency: 1) TrafficGuard filters out ∼10.3% of
requests locally, which eliminates all latency except for
client-side processing; 2) the ∼21.2% of traffic that is
not owing to HTTP GET requests is delivered over the
Internet normally, thus only incurring the latency penalty
for client-side processing; and 3) 38% of HTTP GET
requests hit the back-end Squid cache, thus eliminating
the time needed to fetch the content from the Internet.
Next, to understand TrafficGuard’s latency penalty in
the worst-case scenario (unfiltered HTTP GETs that do
not hit the Squid cache), we examine latency data from
TGworklog. Figure 16 plots the total latency of requests
that go through the TrafficGuard back-end and miss the
cache, as well as the individual latency costs of four
aspects of the system: 1) processing time on the client
side, 2) processing time in the back-end, 3) time for the
back-end to fetch the desired content, and 4) the RTT
from the client to the back-end. Figure 16 shows that
both client-side processing and back-end processing add
little delay to requests. Instead, the majority of delay
comes from fetching content, and the RTT from clients
to the back-end cloud. Interestingly, Figure 17 reveals
that the average processing time of an outbound packet is
longer than that of an inbound packet, although outbound
packets are usually smaller than inbound packets. This is
because the client-side filtering of malicious links and
ads is the major source of client-side latency penalty.
In the worst-case scenario, we see that TrafficGuard
does add significant latency to user requests. If we
conservatively assume that clients can fetch content with
the same latency distribution as Baidu’s servers, then
TrafficGuard adds 131 ms of latency in the median case
and 474 ms of latency in the average case. However, if
we take into account the three mitigating factors listed at
the beginning of this section (which all reduce latency),

7

Conclusion

Traffic optimization is a common desire of today’s cellular users, carriers, and service developers. Although
several existing systems can optimize the cellular traffic
for specific apps (typically web browsers), cross-app systems are much rarer, and have not been comprehensively
studied. In this paper, we share our design approach and
implementation experiences in building and maintaining
TrafficGuard, a real-world cross-app cellular traffic optimization system used by 10 million users.
To design TrafficGuard, we took a measurementdriven methodology to select optimization strategies that
are not only high-impact (i.e., they significantly reduce
traffic) but also efficient, easy to implement, and compatible with heterogenous apps. This methodology led to
some surprising findings, including the relative ineffectiveness of text compression. Real-world performance
together with trace-driven experiments indicate that our
system meets its stated goal of reducing traffic (by 36%
on average), while also being efficient (23 commodity servers are able to handle the entire workload). In
the future, we plan to approach cellular carriers about
integrating TrafficGuard into their networks, since this
will substantially decrease latency penalties for users and
simplify the overall design of the system.
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Figure 18: Real-world cellular traffic usage optimized by each mechanism.

Figure 19: Distribution of real-world
traffic reduction ratios across users.

Unfortunately, EndRE incurs much higher complexity in terms of implementation, computation, and cache
maintenance. First, it is fairly straightforward to implement VBWC (refer to § 5.4), but implementing EndRE is
not simple. Second, a poorly-provisioned EndRE client
needs 60 MB of memory [30], which is even larger
than the total client-side memory overhead (< 60 MB)
of TrafficGuard. Even worse, the server-side memory
overhead of EndRE can be hundreds of times higher
than that of VBWC. Third, EndRE needs to maintain
simultaneous TCP connections to guarantee cache consistency [30], while VBWC uses soft-state and is robust
to temporary cache inconsistency.

TrafficGuard, so they are less than the overall traffic
savings studied in § 6.2.
As shown in Figure 18, HTTP traffic is reduced by
33%, while non-HTTP traffic cannot be reduced since
non-HTTP traffic is not forwarded and processed by the
back-end servers of TrafficGuard. In total, 26% of cellular traffic is reduced according to TGworklog.
In detail, we plot the distribution of real-world cellular/HTTP traffic reduction ratios across users in Figure 19. We observe that 38% of users saved over a
quarter of HTTP traffic, and 10% of users saved over a
half. In comparison, 29% of users saved over a quarter of
cellular traffic, and merely 2.5% users saved over a half.

Collaborative Caching. By conducting a week-long
measurement of 3G traffic at a large cellular ISP in South
Korea, Woo et al. observe that simple TCP-level RE can
save 27%–42% of traffic with a collaborative cache of
512 GB [62]. However, such saving ratios can only be
acquired at a centralized vantage point in the cellular
backhaul networks, rather than an end point from a cellular user’s perspective. In fact, the dataset collected by
Woo et al. does not contain the identifiers (e.g., IMEI or
IMSI) of user devices, thus making the per-user analysis
of traffic saving impossible.
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Micro-Benchmark Results of TrafficGuard’s Battery Consumption

To understand specific facets of TrafficGuard’s battery consumption, we conduct micro-benchmarks on the
client side with three popular, diverse user apps: the
stock Android Browser, WeChat (the most popular app
in China, similar to WhatsApp), and Youku (China’s
equivalent of YouTube). In each case, we drove the app
for five minutes with and without TrafficGuard enabled
while connected to a 4G network.
Figures 20, 21, and 22 show the battery usage in each
experiment. Meanwhile, Figures 23, 24, and 25 depict
the corresponding CPU usage; Figures 26, 27, and 28
plot the corresponding memory usage. All these results
reveal that in cases where TrafficGuard can effectively
reduce network traffic (e.g., while browsing the web), it
also saves battery life or has little impact on battery life,
because the user app needs to process less traffic; accordingly, TrafficGuard does not increase CPU/memory usage on the whole. However, in cases where TrafficGuard
can hardly reduce any traffic (e.g., Youku video streaming), it reduces battery life and increases CPU/memory
usage. Thus, we are planning to improve the design of
TrafficGuard, in order that it can recognize and bypass
the traffic from audio/video streams.

Real-world Traffic Reduction Results

As mentioned in § 6.1, the real-world working logs of
TrafficGuard (i.e., TGworklog) do not include the detailed
information of filtered traffic (since they never occurred
in reality). In other words, TGworklog mainly records
the known traffic reduction results on the cloud side,
through the traffic optimization mechanisms of content
validation, image compression, and VBWC.
Meanwhile, as we note in § 4.1, the mobile app of
TrafficGuard provides the user with an interface for displaying various cellular usage statistics, particularly the
traffic saving statistics. Here the traffic saving statistics
are also extracted from the real-world working logs of
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Figure 20: Battery usage of Android Browser with and without
TrafficGuard (abbreviated as TG).
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Introduction

The emergence of cloud computing is reshaping how
online services and content are delivered. Historically,
the three types of infrastructure required for service
delivery—i) data centers (DC) that host application logic
and state; ii) edge proxies that terminate TCP or HTTP
connections and cache content close to users; iii) wide
area networks (WAN) that connect DCs and proxies—
were owned and operated by different organizations (Figure 1a). But now, large cloud providers such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft operate all three types of
infrastructures for their own and their customers’ services [6, 7, 9] (Figure 1b). Infrastructure integration
is also ongoing for massively-popular service providers
such as Facebook as they leverage their scale to amortize
infrastructure cost [8], and for large ISPs as they begin
offering content distribution services [10].
Infrastructure integration allows one to take a holistic view of the system to improve both performance and
efficiency. For instance, the state of the WAN (e.g. residual capacity of proxy-to-DC path) can be factored into
deciding which proxies serve which users.
But to our knowledge, current systems for delivering online services do not take such a holistic view.
Many such systems were designed for the traditional set-
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Abstract— We present Footprint, a system for delivering online services in the “integrated” setting, where the
same provider operates multiple elements of the infrastructure (e.g., proxies, data centers, and the wide area
network). Such integration can boost system efficiency
and performance by finely modulating how traffic enters
and traverses the infrastructure. But fully realizing its
benefits requires managing complex dynamics of service
workloads. For instance, when a group of users are directed to a new proxy, their ongoing sessions continue
to arrive at the old proxy, and this load at the old proxy
declines gradually. Footprint harnesses such dynamics
using a high-fidelity model that is also efficient to solve.
Simulations based on a partial deployment of Footprint
in Microsoft’s infrastructure show that, compared to the
current method, it can carry at least 50% more traffic and
reduce user delays by at least 30%.

1

Matt Calder

USC

Figure 1: Online service delivery infrastructures.
ting [13, 4, 11, 29]. Even those that operate in integrated
settings fail to leverage its unique opportunities. For example, currently, in Microsoft’s network [14], WAN traffic engineering (TE) operates independently, with no advance knowledge of load placed on it by edge proxies
and has no ability to steer load to a different proxy or DC
to relieve hotspots. At the same time, the edge proxies
have no knowledge of WAN TE. When they select DCs
for a user session, they need to know the quality of the
WAN paths to different DCs. They do so by probing the
paths, which is akin to looking in the rear view mirror:
it can detect congestion only after it occurs and cannot
guarantee congestion-freedom when load is moved.
This paper describes Footprint, a system for delivering services that exploits the opportunities offered by the
integrated context. Using an SDN-like centralized control model, it jointly coordinates all routing and resource
allocation decisions, to achieve desired objectives. It decides how to map users to proxies, proxies to DC(s), and
traffic to WAN paths, and configures all components used
for service delivery, including network switches, proxies,
load balancers, and DNS servers to achieve this mapping.
While it is not surprising that coordination among system components (e.g., joint optimization of WAN TE and
proxy load management) can help, we show that fully realizing the potential of infrastructure integration requires
faithful modeling of system dynamics. A major issue is
that after we change system configuration, its impact is
not immediate but manifests only gradually.
The reason is that ongoing user sessions will continue
to use the proxy that they picked at session start. Thus,
when the controller changes the proxy (or the DC) mapping for a group of users, traffic from those users will
not move immediately. Instead, the load on the second
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proxy (or the second DC) will increase as new sessions
arrive and that on the first proxy (or DC) will decrease
as old sessions depart. The system model and control
algorithms must correctly account for this lag. Traditional network TE controllers such as SWAN [18] and
B4 [19] do not have to deal with this lag, since they operate at packet granularity, and the impact of a configuration change is immediate.
In this paper, we illustrate the modeling challenge using data from Microsoft’s service-delivery infrastructure,
and we devise techniques to address it. To capture temporal variations, we model system load and performance
as a function of time. Solving time-based models can be
intractable (e.g., time is continuous), but we show how
all load and performance constraints can be met by considering a small number of time points. The basic issue
tackled by our model—gradual impact of configuration
changes—arises in many other systems as well, such as
session-based load balancers, middleboxes, and even traditional CDNs. Our model is flexible and can be adapted
to improve the efficiency of these systems too.
In addition to the modeling challenge, we address a
number of practical issues to design a scalable and robust
system. For example, we need to estimate the latency
to various edge proxies from different user groups in a
scalable manner. We will discuss these issues, and our
solutions for them in more detail later in the paper.
We implement our model and other techniques in a
Footprint prototype. This prototype is deployed fully in a
modest-sized testbed, and its monitoring aspects are deployed in Microsoft’s infrastructure. We evaluate Footprint using these deployments and trace-driven simulations. We find that it enables the infrastructure to carry at
least 50% more traffic, compared to Microsoft’s current
method that does not coordinate the selection of proxies,
DCs, and WAN paths. At the same, it improves user performance by at least 30%. We also show that Footprint’s
system model is key to achieving these gains.

2

Figure 2: Spatial modulation via joint coordination. (a)
Path between P2 and DC2 is congested. (b) WAN TE
alone cannot resolve this congestion because other paths
between P2 and DC2 have low available capacity. (c)
Congestion is resolved when user-to-proxy mapping and
WAN TE are done jointly, moving users to other proxies
with uncongested paths to DCs.
As discussed earlier, large cloud providers like Microsoft
and Google, are moving toward a more integrated architecture, where a single entity owns and operates the DCs,
the WAN connecting the DCs, and the edge proxies.
Regardless of the architecture, any online service delivery system makes three decisions for user requests:
(i) selecting the proxy for the request (ii) selecting the
DC(s) for user sessions at a proxy, and (iii) selecting
WAN path(s) for traffic between proxies and DCs.
In the traditional setting, the three decisions are made
largely independently of one another, and typically without the benefit of global knowledge. A third-party like
Akamai makes a decision about which proxy the user
selects, and which DC the request will be served from.
Various ISP routing policies decide how the traffic flows
between the DCs and the proxies.
Even in an integrated online service provider (OSP),
these decisions are often made independently. For example, in Microsoft’s FastRoute system, anycast routing is
used to direct clients to nearby proxies [14]. The proxies
independently decide which DCs to route the request to,
and the WAN TE is performed independently as well.
In this paper, we argue for making service-delivery decisions jointly. Joint decisions can significantly improve
efficiency, not only because of global information, but
also by offering new knobs that were previously unavailable. For example, consider Figure 2, where congestion
appears between P2 and DC2. In the traditional setting,
WAN TE cannot change how traffic enters and exits the
network as that is determined by proxy and DC selection.
To relieve congestion, it must rearrange how traffic flows
within the network. However, sometimes that may not
be sufficient (Figure 2b). Joint decisions can “spatially
modulate” the traffic (i.e., change where it enters or exits
the WAN) by simultaneously controlling the proxy and
DC selection. As shown in Figure 2c, such spatial modulation can help relieve congestion.
Spatial modulation is especially helpful when a large
fraction of WAN traffic is for user-facing services. This
situation holds for large cloud providers; they have a
separate WAN for non-user-facing traffic [18, 19]) To

Background and Motivation

Figure 1 shows a high-level view of online service delivery infrastructure. DCs, which usually number O(10),
host application logic and hard state. Users connect to
DCs via edge proxies. The proxies help boost performance by terminating TCP and HTTP connections (coming over possibly lossy last mile paths) close to the user
and by caching some content (so it does not need to be
fetched from a distant DC).
In the traditional architecture, the DCs, the edge proxies and the WAN that connects them are operated by different entities. For example, the DCs may be owned by
a hosting service, the edge proxies may be owned by
a company like Akamai and various ISPs may provide
connectivity between the DCs, and to the edge proxies.
2
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Figure 3: Overview of Footprint.

Figure 4: Session affinity results in gradual load
changes in session routing on top of server overlays.

evaluate the benefit of spatial modulation in practice,
we analyze traces from Microsoft’s infrastructure, which
runs WAN TE and service delivery controller independently [14]. We identified congestion events in the WAN
as those where the utilization of at least one link is over
80% during a 5 minute window. We find that all of
these events could be resolved using spatial modulation
of service traffic. We also repeated the study by artificially scaling traffic by 50%: the number of congestion
events went up by 1200% (because our WAN is heavily utilized), but all of them could still be resolved. This
advantage of spatial modulation underlies the efficiency
and performance improvements of Footprint (§7).
While joint decisions can help, we will see that accurate modeling of system dynamics is necessary to realize
its benefits. Next, we provide an overview of the Footprint architecture, and outline key challenges.

3

(e.g. which links or proxies have failed). We have scalable infrastructure in place to collect the needed information about WAN and proxy load and health [30].
A key challenge lies in scalably collecting information
about user-to-proxy delays. We address it in two ways.
First, we group users into groups—a user group (UG) is
a set of users that are expected to have similar relative
latencies to edge proxies (e.g., because they are proximate in Internet topology). Second, we measure delays
between UGs and proxies in a probabilistic manner. §5
describes these aspects in more detail.
Computing the configuration: We initially believed
that we could compute system configurations using a
linear program (LP) similar to TE controllers such as
SWAN [18]. However, we realized that the Footprint controller faces qualitatively different problems. The key
issue is that service sessions last longer than individual
packets and these sessions stick to their originally chosen proxies and DCs during their lifetime.
More specifically, online services rely on DNS to direct different users to different proxies—IP addresses of
the desired proxies are returned when the user looks up
the name of the service. The mapping of name to IP
addresses is changed to move load from one proxy to another. The problem is that DNS changes cannot change
traffic distribution instantaneously. In addition to DNS
mappings being cached at the LDNS servers for the TTL
duration, there are two other problems. First, DNS mappings may be cached at the client well beyond the TTL
value (e.g., many browsers will not look up the same
hostname again within a tab, as long as the tab is open).
Second, persistent TCP connections used by HTTP 1.1
and 2.0 can last well beyond DNS TTL as well.
This caching means that even after the Footprint controller updates a DNS mapping to point a UG to a new
proxy, the traffic from ongoing sessions from that UG
continues to arrive at the old proxy. The proxy must continue to send traffic from ongoing sessions to the same
DC. Otherwise, those sessions may be abruptly terminated whenever system configuration is changed (e.g.,
every 5 minutes).
Session stickiness makes it harder to compute robust
system configurations compared to traditional TE. For
instance, in Figure 4(a), traffic from R1 to R4, is ini-

Overview of Design and Challenges

Figure 3 shows an overview of Footprint. The controller
is bootstrapped with infrastructure and service profiles.
Infrastructure profile describes the topology, capacity in
terms of multiple resources (e.g., CPU, memory, bandwidth), and latency of each component. A service’s profile describes which proxies and DCs host it—not all services may be hosted everywhere—and any constraints
on mapping users to proxies and DCs (e.g., Chinese
users must be served from China). When running, the
controller gets up-to-date information on system health,
workload, and user-to-proxy delays. Periodically, or after a failure, the controller computes and deploys new
system configuration based on this information. This
configuration determines, for the next period, how user
requests map to proxies, which DCs are used by proxies,
and which WAN paths are used.
Our design must address three categories of challenges: obtaining the necessary inputs, computing the
desired configuration, and implementing the computed
configuration. We provide a brief overview of these challenges in this section. Future sections provide more detail, with a focus on the system model.
Obtaining dynamic inputs: In addition to static inputs such as WAN topology, the controller needs up-todate information about user-to-proxy delays, the load on
the system (i.e. load on WAN links, data center and
proxy utilization), and information about system health
3
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Figure 5: Session life time.
tially routed via R2. When the link R2-R4 is congested,
TE controller configures R1 to forward the traffic via
R3. This change is near instantaneous, and more importantly, largely transparent to the applications. However,
the Footprint controller does not have this luxury. Figure 4(b) shows an example. Initially, a group of users
(UG) use proxy P1 to access the service S hosted in the
data center (DC). When the path P1-DC is congested,
we need to reroute the traffic via P2. This can be done
by changing the DNS mapping; i.e. the name for service
S resolves to the IP address of proxy P2. However this
change only affects new user sessions, and traffic from
old sessions continues to arrive at P1.

4

System Model

The Footprint controller periodically decides how requests and responses from each UG are going to traverse
the infrastructure. For example, in Figure 3, suppose it
makes a fraction of sessions from UG2 go through edge
proxy P2 and data center DC1, it also simultaneously
computes how to route request traffic in network from
P2 to DC1 and response traffic from DC1 to P2.
The controller computes how to assign new sessions
from each UG to a collection of end-to-end paths (or e2epaths) which includes two “servers”—an edge proxy y
and datacenter c—and two WAN paths—request and response paths between y and c.
Each network path is a pre-configured tunnel, i.e., a series of links from the source to destination switch; there
are usually multiple tunnels between a source-destination
pair. Once a session is assigned to an e2e-path, it will
stick to the assigned proxy and DC; the WAN paths taken
by the traffic may change.
The assignments from sessions to e2e-path impacts
system efficiency as well as the latency experienced by
users. The controller must enable the infrastructure to accommodate as much workload as possible, while ensuring that the proxies, DCs and network paths are not overloaded and that traffic prefers low-latency paths. The key
to meeting these goals is to model the load on resources
with high fidelity, which we do as described below.

The severity of the problem is illustrated in Figure 5(a). Using data logged across all our proxies, it
shows the CDF of the lifetime of TCP connections for
the Bing search service. We see that 5% of the connections last longer than 100 seconds. In our current implementation, Footprint adjusts DNS mappings every 5 minutes. Since new HTTP sessions arrive roughly uniformly
in a five minute interval, a large fraction TCP connections continue to send data to the “old” proxy after the
mapping is updated. Figure 5(b) shows that the number of sessions that are still active as a function of time.
Even if the DNS mapping is changed at the end of the
5 minute period, over 20% of the sessions will continue
to send data to the previous proxy. The previous proxy
must continue to handle this “old” traffic, and send it to
the same DC as before.
We deal with this challenge by incorporating session
lifetime and workload migration dynamics into our system model, as described in the next section. The reader
may wonder why we simply do not kill the old connections, which would obviate the need for modeling temporal behavior. But, as shown above, a large number
of “old” connections are active on each epoch boundary. It is unacceptable to kill so many connections every
five minutes. We may alleviate the problem by updating
system configuration less frequently (e.g., an hour). But
we need our system to be responsive and react quickly
to demand bursts (e.g., flash crowds) and faster updates
lead to greater efficiency [18]. We may also alleviate the
problem by updating the client code to gracefully handle
changes to proxy mappings. But Footprint must accommodate a large number of already-deployed applications.

4.1

Preliminaries

Table 1 shows key notations in our model, including its
inputs and outputs. The outputs contain routing decisions
for two types of traffic. The first type is unsettled edge
traffic due to new user sessions for services hosted on the
edge proxies. Here, the routing decision wθ ,g denotes the
fraction of new sessions from UG g assigned to e2e-path
θ . The second type is settled traffic, due to existing edge
sessions that stick to their servers and all non-edge traffic carried by the WAN. Here, the routing decision ω p,s,d
denotes the fraction of non-edge (i.e., non-service) traffic
4
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g
j
ag
q(t)
θ
Θg
e
p, l
bwl
Ps,d

ξs,d
hθ ,g

α
Mα,e
creq , crsp
T
µα,z (t)
nθ ,g (t)
ne,g (t)
aθ ,g (t)
ae,g (t)
ξs,d (t)
f (t)
wθ ,g
ω p,s,d

Inputs
A user group (UG)
Session arrival rate of g in jth epoch
CDF of session lifetime
An e2e-path
E2e-paths that can selected by UG g
A “server” on an e2e path:
i.e. an edge proxy or a datacenter
p: network path; l: a network link
Bandwidth of link l
All network paths that starts from server s
and ends with server d
Non-edge traffic demand from s to d
Latency experienced by g when going through θ
A resource (e.g. CPU, memory etc.)
at an edge proxy or a datacenter
Capacity of resource α at (e)
Bandwidth consumption of a request, response
Length of an epoch
Intermediate variables
Resource α’s utilization on z
Number of sessions on θ from g
Number of sessions on e from g: ∑∀θ :e∈θ nθ ,g (t)
Session arrival rate on θ from g
Session arrival rate on e from g: ∑∀θ :e∈θ aθ ,g (t)
Traffic of settled sessions s to d
CCDF of session lifetime
Outputs
Weight of new sessions of UG g on θ
Weight of traffic from s to d on network path p

how arrival rate is estimated. We have empirically verified that the arrival rate is fixed during each epoch, as the
epoch length that we use (5 minutes) is short. Our model
can be extended to account for errors in the estimated arrival rate [22]. Similarly, we assume that the distribution
of session lifetimes, denoted by q(t), is known.
We model proxies and datacenters as monolithic entities, ignoring their internal structure (and hence we refer
to them as “servers”). Without this simplifying assumption, the model will become intractable as there will be
too many individual servers.
For ease of exposition, we assume that the infrastructure supports only one type of service. This service
generates request-response traffic, and the average bandwidths consumed by requests and responses is known
(creq , cresp ). We define the capacity Mα,e of resource α
(e.g., CPU, memory) of server e in terms of number of
sessions. That is, we say that the CPU on a proxy can
handle a certain number of sessions. We assume that this
number is known, and fixed for a given α and a given
e. Since links can be viewed as a “server” with a single resource—bandwidth—we will occasionally leverage this view to simplify notation. We can extend our
model to multiple services and a more detailed view of
resource and bandwidth consumption [22].
Finally, we assume the system’s objective is to find
end-to-end paths that minimize user delays. We do not
consider properties such as throughput or loss rate, but
we model the impact of high utilized resources on delay.

Table 1: Key notations in Footprint model.
from source s to destination d assigned to network path
p. Note that s and d represent WAN endpoints connected
to datacenters, edge proxies, or neighboring ISPs. For instance, for non-edge traffic s and d may be a neighboring
ISP and a datacenter; for service request traffic generated
from UGs, s is the proxy, while d is the datacenter.

4.2

To model resource utilization, we first model the number
of active sessions consuming that resource. Let z denote
any element of an end-to-end path - a “server” or a link.
The number of active sessions on z is:

Constraints: Because the sessions from g can only be
assigned to a subset of e2e-paths Θg whose proxies are
close enough to g, and similarly traffic from s to d can
only traverse a subset of network paths Ps,d that connect
s and d, we have the following constraints on routing:
∀g :

∀s, d :

/ Θg , then wθ ,g = 0
∑∀θ wθ ,g = 1, if θ ∈
ω
=
1,
if
p
∈
/
Ps,d , then ω p,s,d = 0
∑∀p p,s,d

Temporal system dynamics

nz (t) = ∑

∑

∀g ∀θ :e∈θ

nθ ,g (t)

(3)

where, nθ ,g (t) is the number of active sessions from UG g
on e2e-path θ at time t, and thus nz (t) is the total number
of active sessions on element z. nθ ,g (t) evolves with time,
as new sessions arrive and old ones depart.
Consider epoch k, which lasts from time t ∈ [kT, (k +
1)T ], where T is the epoch length. At the beginning of
the epoch (t = kT ), there are nold
θ ,g (kT) pre-existing sessions that will terminate per the pattern defined by the
distribution of session life time. Simultaneously, new
sessions will continuously arrive, some of which terminate inside the current epoch and others will last beyond
the epoch. At any given time, the total number of sessions in the epoch is:

(1)
(2)

Before describing the system model based on which
we compute these routing decisions, we list the assumptions made in our modeling.
Assumptions: We assume that a DC is involved in
serving each user request. This assumption does not imply that there is no caching or local logic at the proxy;
it just means that the request cannot be completely fulfilled by the proxy. All our services require personalized
responses based on state that is only maintained in DCs.
It is straightforward to modify our model when used with
services where this behavior does not hold.
We assume that the session arrival rate for a user group
g in j-th epoch agj , is known and fixed. In §5, we describe

old
nθ ,g (t) = nnew
θ ,g (t) + nθ ,g (t)

(4)

old
We must faithfully model how nnew
θ ,g (t) and nθ ,g (t) evolve
with time to provide high performance and efficiency.

5
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Figure 6: The pattern functions derived from the session life time distribution of Bing in an epoch. The time (x-axis)
on each graph is relative to the start of the epoch.
The new session arrival rate on θ from

New sessions:
UG g is:

∀θ , g : aθ ,g = ag × wθ ,g

(5)

Recall that ag is the total arrival rate of sessions from UG
g, and we assume it to be fixed within an epoch.
At any given time t within the epoch k, nnew
θ ,g (t) is the
sum of the number of sessions which arrived in interval
[kT , t] and are still alive at t. From the session life time
CDF distribution q(t  ), we can easily derive f (t  ) = 1 −
q(t  ), which is probability that a session is still alive after
duration t  since it started. Figures 5(a) and 6(a) show
examples of q(t  ) and f (t  ), respectively.
Therefore, at any given time τ ∈ [kT,t], the number
of new sessions that arrived in the interval [τ, τ + ∆τ]
is aθ ,g × ∆τ. Among these sessions, there will be f (t −
τ)aθ ,g × ∆τ sessions left at time t. When ∆τ → 0:
nnew
θ ,g (t) =

 t

f (t − τ) × aθ ,g dτ = aθ ,g ×

kT

 t−kT
0

f (τ)dτ

Figure 7: Penalty function.
j

µα,e (t) =

(6)

where F(t) = 0 f (τ)dτ, which represents the number of
sessions alive at t assuming unit arrival rate. Figure 6(b)
shows F(t), obtained from Figure 6(a).
Pre-existing sessions: At time t in epoch k, the number
of pre-existing sessions that arrived in epoch j ( j < k) is:
old, j

nθ ,g (t) =
j

= aθ ,g ×

 t− jT

 ( j+1)T
jT

j

f (t − τ) × aθ ,g dτ


µbw,l
(t) =

(7)

k−1

∑ aθj ,g × G(t − jT )

(11)

nold
θ ,g (t)creq +

∑

∀θ :s,d∈θrsp

nold
θ ,g (t)crsp ]

(12)


Links are shared by edge and non-edge traffic. Let ξs,d
be the traffic demand from source router s to destination
router d, the link load by non-edge traffic on link l is:

(8)


µbw,l
(t) =

 ]×ω
∑∀s,d ∑∀p:l∈p [ξs,d (t) + ξs,d
p,s,d
bwl

(13)

Thus, the total utilization of network link l should be:

Figures 6(c) and (d) show examples of G(t − jT ) in two
epochs prior to current one, i.e., j = (k − 1)T and j =
(k − 2)T , respectively when T = 300 seconds.



µbw,l (t) = µbw,l
(t) + µbw,l
(t)

4.3

Server utilization: Given the number of active sessions, the utilization of resource α on server e is:
ne (t)
,
Mα,e

∑

∀g ∀θ :s,d∈θreq

j=0

µα,e (t) =

new
∑∀θ :l∈θreq nnew
θ (t)creq + ∑∀θ :l∈θrsp nθ (t)crsp
bwl

ξs,d (t) = ∑[

f (τ)dτ = aθ ,g × G(t − jT )

where aθj ,g is the observed arrival rate in epoch j and
G(t) = F(t) − F(t − T ). Therefore, the total number of
pre-existing sessions is:
nold
θ ,g (t) =

(10)

Pre-existing sessions stick to their originally assigned
servers, but the WAN paths they use can be adjusted. All
such sessions from site s to site d generates traffic demand ξs,d :

j

t−( j+1)T

Mα,e

Link utilization: To model link utilization, we account
for non-edge traffic and the fact that requests and responses consume different amounts of bandwidth, creq
and crsp , respectively.
An e2e-path θ contains a request path θreq from UG
to DC and a response path θrsp from DC to UG. Thus,
the total edge traffic load generated by new sessions on a
network link l is:

= aθ ,g × F(t − kT )

t

F(t − kT ) × ae,g + ∑k−1
j=0 G(t − jT ) × ae,g

(14)

Optimization objective

Equations 10 and 14 model the impact of routing decisions on resource utilization. For computing the final
decisions, resource utilization is only half of the story.
Our goal is not to exclusively minimize utilization, as
that can come at the cost of poor performance if user sessions start traversing long paths. Similarly, the goal is

(9)

Combining Eqns. 3, 4, 6, 8, and 9, the utilization of a
resource α on server e is:
6
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not to exclusively select shortest paths, as that may cause
overly high utilization that induces delays for users.
To balance the two concerns, as is common in TE
systems, we penalize high utilization in proportion to
expected delay it imposes [1]. Figure 7 shows the
piece-wise linear approximation of the penalty function
P(µα,e ) we use. The results are not sensitive to the exact
shape—which can differ across resource types—as long
as the function has monotonically non-decreasing slope.
Thus, our objective function is:
min.

∑

 T

∀α,e 0

P(µα,e (t))dt +

∑

 T

∀g,θ 0

hg,θ ng,θ (t)dt

the boundary, the maximum value of convex piece i in
µ̄α,e (t) happens on either t = τi or t = τi+1 . Hence, overall, the maximum value of µ̄α,e (t) always happens at a
collection of particular moments which are τ1 , . . . , τm .
Formally, we have:
max
= max{µ̄α,e (τi )|i = 1, . . . , m}
µ̄α,e

Similarly, for link utilizations and number of sessions,
we also have:
max
= max{µ̄bw,l (τi )|i = 1, . . . , m}
µ̄bw,l

(15)

n̄max
θ ,g = max{n̄θ ,g (τi )|i = 1, . . . , m}

min.

Solving the model

max
) × T + ∑ hg,θ n̄max
∑ P(µ̄α,e
g,θ × T

∀α,e

5

Mα,e

(20)

∀g,θ

Footprint

Design

We now describe the design of Footprint in more detail.
Defining UGs: We start with each /24 IP address prefix
as a UG because we find experimentally that such users
have similar performance. In the presence of eDNS,
where LDNS resolvers report users’ IP addresses when
querying our (authoritative) DNS servers, this definition of UGs suffices. However, eDNS is not widely deployed and our DNS servers tend to see only resolvers’
(not users’) addresses. This lack of visibility means
that we cannot map /24 prefixes that share LDNS resolvers to entry point(s) independently. Thus, we merge
non-eDNS UGs that share LDNS resolvers, using IP-toLDNS mapping from our entry point performance monitoring method (described below). We find that such
mergers hurt a small minority of users; 90% of the time,
when two /24 prefixes have the same LDNS, their relative performance to top-3 entry points is similar.
Entry point performance monitoring: We leverage
client-side application code to monitor performance of
UGs to different entry points. Our measurement method
borrows ideas from prior work [24, 5]. After a query
finishes, the user requests a URL from current and alternative entry points. It then reports all response times to
a measurement server, which allows us to compare entry
points head-to-head, without worrying about differences
across users (e.g., home network performance).
However, because there can be O(100) entry points,
requesting that many URLs will take a long time and

j

F  (t − kT )ae,g + ∑k−1
j=0 G(t − jT )ae,g

(19)

We can now obtain an efficiently-solvable LP combining the new objective in Eqn 20 with constraints in
Eqns. 1–5 and 16–19. The penalty function P(µ) can
also be encoded using linear constraints [15].

Minimizing the objective under the constraints above
will assign values to our output variables. However, our
model uses continuous time and we must ensure that the
objective is limited at all possible times. To tractably
guarantee that, we make two observations. First, nnew
θ ,g (t)
monotonically increases with time and is also concave.
The concavity is valid if only dF(t)
dt = f (t) is monotonically non-increasing with t, which is always true because
f (t) is a CCDF (complementary cumulative distribution
function). Hence, we can use a piecewise linear concave function F  (t) that closely upper-bounds F(t). For
instance, the red, dashed line in Figure 6b shows a twosegment F  (t) we use for Bing.
The second observation is that nold
θ ,g (t) is monotonically decreasing and convex, e.g. Figure 5(b). The convexity depends on both the shape of f (t) and the length
of epoch T we choose. We found the convexity of nold
θ ,g (t)
is valid for all the services in our infrastructure. This, in
this paper, we assume for simplicity that nold
θ ,g (t) is always
convex. Otherwise, one can may use a piecewise linear
function to upper-bound nold
θ ,g (t).
Therefore, when we use F  (t) instead of F(t), from
Eqn. 10 we derive:
µα,e (t) ≤ µ̄α,e (t) =

(18)

where µ̄bw,l (t) and n̄θ ,g (t), similar to µ̄α,e (t), is also derived from replacing F(t) with F  (t) in Eqns. 14 and 3.
Therefore, we can transfer our original objective function Eqn. 15 into following formulation:

The first term integrates utilization penalty over the
epoch, and the second term captures path delay. The
variable hg,θ represents the total latency when sessions
of UG g traverse e2e-path θ . It is the sum of UG-toproxy and WAN path delays.

4.4

(17)

(16)

where µ̄α,e (t) is upper-bounding µα,e (t) all the time, so
that we can limit µα,e (t) by limiting µ̄α,e (t).
Since ∑k−1
j=0 G(t − jT ) is also convex with time t, and
let τ1 , . . . , τm , where τ1 = 0, τm = T , be the conjunction points of linear segments in F  (t), µ̄α,e (t) becomes
a piecewise convex function and each convex piece i
(1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1) has boundary τi and τi+1 . Because
the maximum value of a convex function must be on
7
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evant for allocation (e.g., memory, CPU, traffic). We
use exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
to estimate workload for the next epoch. We also use
linear regression to infer per-session resource consumption (e.g., CPU cycles) for each service, using overall resource usage and number of active sessions per service.

place undue burden on users. We thus perform measurements with a small probability and limit each to three requests. Each URL has the form http://<guid>.try<k>
.service.footprint.com/monitor, where guid is a
globally unique identifier and k ∈ (1..3).
What sits behind monitor is a service-specific transaction. For a browsing-type service (e.g., search or social
networking) it may correspond to downloading its typical Web page; for a video streaming service, large objects
may be downloaded. This way, the response time reflects
what users of the service experience.
The measurement mechanics are as follows. Because
of the GUID, the URL hostname does not exist in DNS
caches and each request triggers a lookup at our DNS
server. We resolve the name based on the user’s UG and
k. For k=1, we resolve to the current-best entry point;
for k=2, to a randomly selected entry point from the ten
next best; and for k=3, to a random selection from the
remaining entry points. Each response-time triplet yields
the relative performance of the best and two other entry
points. Aggregating across triplets and users provides a
view of each entry point’s performance for each UG.
This view is more up-to-date for better entry points
for a UG as they are sampled from a smaller set (of 10).
When a UG’s entry point is changed, it is likely mapped
to another nearby entry point; up-to-date view of such
entry points is important, which would be hard to obtain
with unbiased sampling of all entry points.
Finally, we learn the mapping from users’ IP addresses
to LDNS resolvers by using GUIDs to join the logs at
HTTP transaction servers (which see users’ addresses)
and DNS servers (which see resolver addresses).

System health: When failures occur, health monitoring services at proxy sites and DCs inform the controller
how much total site capacity is lost (not which servers).
This information granularity suffices because the controller does not allocate sessions to individual servers at
a site and relies on local load balancers for that. In contrast, network failures are exposed at link-level, so that
the controller can determine network paths.
Because it may take a few seconds for the controller to
react to server or link failures (§7.4), instead of waiting
for the controller to update the configuration, load balancers and routers react to failures immediately by moving traffic away from failed components. Such movements can cause transient congestion in our current design, which we plan to address in the future using forward fault correction (FFC) [23].
Robustness to controller failures: To make the system robust to controller or hosting-DC failures, we run
multiple controllers in three different DCs in different geographic regions. All dynamic information required for
the optimization (e.g., system workload) is reported to
all controllers in parallel. The controllers elect a unique
leader using ZooKeeper [33]. Only the leader computes
the new system configuration and updates the infrastructure, which ensures that updated system state is not inconsistent even if different controllers happen to have
different views of the current workload (e.g., due to delays in updating information at a given controller). When
the leader fails, a new leader is elected. The new leader
can immediately start computing new system configurations as it already has all the requisite inputs.

Clustering UGs: After LDNS-based grouping, we get
O(100K) UGs, which poses a scaling problem for our LP
solver. To reduce the number of UGs, we aggregate UGs
at the start of each epoch. For each UG, we rank all entry
points in decreasing order of performance and then combine into virtual UGs (VUG) all UGs that have the same
entry points in the top-three positions in the same order.
We formulate the model in terms of VUGs. The performance of a VUG to an entry point is the average of the
aggregate, weighted by UGs’ number of sessions. For
our infrastructure, this clustering creates O(1K) VUGs,
and we observe only a marginal decline in efficiency
(≈3%) due to our inability to map individual UGs.

6

Footprint

Prototype

We have implemented the Footprint design outlined
above. The client-side functionality for entry point performance monitoring is a JavaScript library that can be
used with any Web service. This library is invoked after page load completes, so that it does not interfere with
user experience. When fetching a URL in JavaScript,
we cannot separate DNS lookup and object download
times. To circumvent this limitation, before fetching the
URL, we fetch a small object from the same hostname.
Then, because of DNS caching, the response time of the
URL does not include DNS lookup time. In cases where
the browser supports the W3C Resource Timing API, we
use the precise object fetch time. We implemented the
DNS server-side functionality by modifying BIND [3]

System workload: The controller estimates the workload for the next epoch using workload information from
previous epochs. DNS servers report the arrival rates of
new sessions for each UG and each service; proxies report on resource usage and departure rate of sessions; and
network switches that face the external world report on
non-edge traffic matrix (in bytes/second). Edge workload is captured in terms of all resource(s) that are rel8
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and proxy functionality using Application Request Routing [2], which works with unmodified Web servers. We
use Mosek [26] to solve the LP.
Timely processing of monitoring data is critical. A
particularly onerous task is the real-time join between
HTTP and DNS data, to know which endpoints our
JavaScript has measured and to attach detailed network
and geographic information to each measurement. To
help scale, we build our processing pipeline on top of
Microsoft Azure Event Hub and Stream Analytics.
To scale the computation of new configurations, we
limit the number of e2e-paths that a VUG can use.
Specifically, we limit each VUG to its best three entry points—the ones on which VUG was clustered—
each load balancer to three proxies, and each sourcedestination switch pair to six paths (tunnels) in the WAN.
In our benchmarks, these limits speed computation by
multiple orders of magnitude, without noticeably impacting system efficiency or performance.
We deployed a prototype of Footprint in a modestsized testbed. This environment emulates a WAN with
eight switches and 14 links, three proxy sites, and two
DCs. Proxy sites and DCs have one server each. We
have 32 PCs that act as UGs and repeatedly query a service hosted in the DC. UG to entry point delays are controlled using a network emulator.
The monitoring aspects of Footprint, but not the control functionality, are also deployed in Microsoft’s service delivery infrastructure. This allow us to collect data
from O(100) routers, O(50) edge sites, and O(10) DCs
worldwide. The JavaScript library is randomly included
in 20% of Bing user requests. We use the data from this
deployment to drive simulations to evaluate Footprint.

7

Figure 8: Testbed experiment: WAN congestion.
with Footprint and with WAN TE alone. WAN TE estimates the WAN traffic matrix based on recent history
and routes traffic to minimize link utilization while using short paths [18]. We see that soon after congestion
occurs, Footprint spatially modulates the traffic such that
UGs’ performance is restored. But WAN TE is unable to
resolve congestion and performance issues as it cannot
change UGs’ proxy and DC selections.

7.2

To understand the efficiency and performance of Footprint at scale, we conduct detailed simulations using data
from Microsoft’s service delivery infrastructure. Our
simulations use a custom, fluid-level simulator.
7.2.1

Methodology and data

To understand the benefit of Footprint’s joint optimization, we compare it to a system similar to Microsoft’s
current approach, where i) anycast routing is used to map
UGs to their best proxy; ii) each edge proxy independently chooses the closest DC for its user sessions based
on up-to-date delay measurements; and iii) WAN TE periodically configures network paths based on observed
traffic, to minimize maximum link utilization [18]. In
our simulations, the control loops, for DC selection at
each proxy and for WAN TE, run independently every
5 minutes. To mimic anycast routing, we use our monitoring data to map UGs to the best proxy, which enables
a fair comparison by factoring out any anycast suboptimality [5]. We also assume that proxies are not the
bottleneck, to remove the impact of anycast routing’s inability to evenly balance load across proxies, which a
different user-to-proxy mapping system may be able to
achieve. Abusing terminology, we call this system FastRoute, even though the FastRoute paper [14] discusses
only user-to-proxy mapping and not WAN TE.
We drive simulations using the following data: i)
timestamps of new sessions obtained from system logs;
ii) distribution of session lifetimes; iii) UG to entry point
performance data from our monitoring deployment; iv)
propagation latencies and capacities of all links in the
WAN; v) server capacities at the edge proxies and data
centers; vi) non-edge traffic carried by the WAN; and vii)

Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate Footprint along several dimensions of interest. First, we use the testbed to show the viability
and value of jointly controlling all types of infrastructure
components. It is not intended to shed light on efficiency
and performance of Footprint in a real deployment. To
assess those aspects, we conduct large-scale simulations
based on data gathered using the monitoring deployment
of Footprint in our production environment.

7.1

Efficiency and performance

Testbed results

We use a simple experiment on our testbed to demonstrate the value of spatial traffic modulation. In this experiment, we recreate the example in Figure 2. Recall
that in this example the WAN gets congested such that no
path between the entry point P2 and DC2 is congestionfree. We create such congestion by injecting non-edge
traffic that uses those paths.
Figure 8 shows the results. It plots the response time
for UGs that are originally mapped to P2 and DC2,
9
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nent capacities should be less than a threshold; ii) SLO2:
across all epochs, the total traffic traversing overloaded
(i.e., load greater than capacity) components should be
less than a threshold. The difference in the two SLOs
is that when traffic traverses an overloaded component,
SLO1 considers only the fraction in excess of the capacity, but SLO2 considers all traffic passing through
it. We study multiple congestion thresholds and compute
congestion-free scale by iterating over demands that are
proportionally scaled versions of the original demand.
Figure 10 shows the congestion-free scale for FastRoute and Footprint with SLO1 for two different congestion thresholds. For confidentiality, we report all traffic
scales relative to the congestion-free scale of FastRoute
with SLO1 at 1% threshold. We see that Footprint carries
at least 93% more traffic when the congestion threshold
is 1% and 50% more traffic when the threshold is 5%.
These efficiency gains can be understood with respect
to the spatial modulation enabled by joint coordination
in Footprint. While on average the load on the proxy is
proportional to its network bandwidth (Figure 9), at different times of the day, different regions are active and
get congested. By making joint decisions, Footprint can
more easily divert traffic from currently active proxies to
those in other regions.
Figure 11 shows that Footprint’s efficiency gains hold
for SLO2 as well, which considers total traffic traversing overloaded components. For 1% and 5% congestion
thresholds, Footprint can carry, respectively, 170% and
99% more traffic than FastRoute.
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Figure 11: Efficiency of FastRoute and Footprint for
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Figure 9: Distribution of bandwidth and sessions across
proxies. User sessions are mapped to the closest proxy.
Bandwidth per proxy is measured as aggregate bandwidth of all directly attached links.
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Figure 10: Efficiency of FastRoute and Footprint for
SLO1 (excess traffic on overloaded components).
per-session resource consumption (e.g., CPU) estimated
using linear regression over the number active sessions.
We show results for North America (NA) and Europe
(EU) separately. The infrastructure in the two continents
differs in the numbers of proxies, DCs, and the richness
of network connectivity. The NA infrastructure is bigger
by about a factor of two. The results below are based
on one week’s worth of data from August 2015. Results
from other weeks are qualitatively similar.
To provide a sense of system workload, Figure 9
shows the distribution of closest user sessions and network bandwidth across proxies. Since proxies are not
bottlenecks in our experiments, network congestion is a
key determiner of performance. While it can occur in
the middle of the network as well, congestion occurs
more often on links close to the proxies because fewer
routing alternatives are available in those cases. We see
that, in aggregate, network bandwidth and user sessions
of proxies are balanced; more bandwidth is available behind proxies that receive more sessions.

7.2.3

Performance

We quantify performance of user sessions using end-toend path delays. We study its contributing factors: external (UG-to-proxy) delay, propagation delay inside the
WAN, and queuing-induced delays. Queuing delay is
quantified using utilization, per the curve in Figure 7.
Figure 12 shows the performance of the two system for
traffic scales that correspond to 35% and 70% of the
congestion-free scale of FastRoute for SLO1. Each bar
stacks from bottom three factors in the order listed above.
We see that even when the traffic demand is low
(35%), Footprint has 46% (for NA) lower delay. At this

7.2.2 Efficiency
We quantify efficiency of a service-delivery system using congestion-free scale—maximum demand that it can
carry without causing unacceptable congestion that violates service-level objectives (SLOs). We consider two
definitions of unacceptable congestion: i) SLO1: across
all epochs, the amount of traffic in excess of compo10
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Figure 13: Efficiency of different system models for different average session lifetimes on NA infrastructure.
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Figure 12: Delays in the two systems.
scale, the infrastructure is largely under-utilized. The delay reduction of Footprint stems from its end-to-end perspective. In contrast, FastRoute picks the best proxy for
a UG and the best DC for the proxy. The combination
of the two might not represent the best e2e path. Such
a path may be composed of a suboptimal UG-to-proxy
path but a much shorter WAN path. This effect can be
seen in the graph, where the external delays are slightly
higher but the sum of external and WAN delay is lower.
When the traffic demand is high (70%), both systems
have higher delay. For FastRoute, most of the additional
delay stems from queuing as traffic experiences highly
utilized resources. Footprint is able to reduce queuing
delay by being better able to find uncongested (albeit
longer) paths. Overall, the end-to-end delay of Footprint
is at least 30% lower than FastRoute.
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Figure 14: Fidelity of modeling. CDF of modeled and
observed link utilization.
about load on infrastructure components. Specifically,
it assumes that new sessions arrive before any old sessions depart in an epoch. Since we do not do admission
control, it is not the case that traffic that is estimated,
per this model, to overload the infrastructure is rejected.
Instead, the optimization spreads traffic to minimize utilization that is predicted by this model. This model will
do well if it overestimates the traffic on each component
by a similar amount.
For NA infrastructure, figure 13(a) compares these
two models with Footprint using SLO1 at 5% congestion threshold—the configuration for which Footprint had
least gain over FastRoute. We see that Footprint is substantially more efficient. It carries 56% and 96% more
traffic than JointAverage and JointWorst.
We find that the gains of Footprint actually stem from
its ability to better model load that will be placed on different infrastructure components. To demonstrate it, Figure 14 plots the distribution of estimated minus actual
utilization for WAN links for each model. We see that
JointAverage tends to underestimate utilization and JointWorst tends to overestimate it. With respect to appropriately spreading load through the infrastructure, neither
over- nor under-estimation is helpful.
We also find that, if sessions were much longer, JointWorst performs better because its conservative assumption about existing sessions continuing to load the infrastructure becomes truer. On the other hand, JointAverage gets worse because it ignores the impact of existing
sessions altogether, which hurts more when sessions are
longer. This is illustrated in Figure 13(b), which shows

Impact of system model

To isolate the impact of the system model of Footprint,
we compare it to two alternatives that also do joint
optimization but without the detailed temporal modeling of workload. The efficiency of these alternatives
also represents a bound on what existing coordination
schemes [16, 20, 28, 12] can achieve when extended to
our setting of jointly determining the proxy, WAN path,
and DC mappings for user sessions.
• JointAverage Instead of modeling temporal dynamics, based on session lifetimes, JointAverage uses Little’s
law [21] to estimate the number of active sessions as a
function of session arrival rate. If the session arrival rate
at a proxy is A per second and the average session lifetime is 10 seconds, on average the proxy will have 10 × A
active sessions. These estimates are plugged into an LP
that determines how new sessions are mapped to proxies
and DCs and how traffic is forwarded in the WAN.
• JointWorst To account for session dynamics, JointWorst makes a conservative, worst-case assumption
11
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Content distribution systems: Content and service
delivery has been an important problem in the Internet
for almost two decades. Akamai [25] developed the first
large-scale solution, and we borrow several of its concepts such as using edge proxies to accelerate performance and mapping users to proxies based on path performance and proxy load. Since then, researchers have
developed sophisticated techniques to tackle this general
problem known as replica selection [13, 4, 11, 29]. Solutions tailored to specific workloads (e.g., video) have
also been developed [27, 17].
Most of these works target the traditional context in
which the WAN is operated separately from the proxy
infrastructure. We target the increasingly common integrated infrastructure context, which provides a new opportunity to jointly coordinate routing and resource allocation decisions.

Figure 15: Churn in UG to proxy performance.
the impact on efficiency with average session lifetime
multiplied by 10. Because of its modeling fidelity, the
benefit of Footprint is not dependent on session lifetime,
however, and it is able to provide gains even for these
abnormally long sessions.

7.4

Computation time

We measured the time Footprint controller takes to compute system configurations, which includes converting
inputs to an LP, solving it, and converting the output
to system variables. On an Intel Xeon CPU (E5-1620,
3.70GHz) with 16 GB RAM and using Mosek v7, this
time for NA and EU infrastructure is 5 and 0.6 seconds
respectively. This level of performance is acceptable
given that epochs are much longer (5 minutes). Without clustering of UGs, the running time was greater than
20 minutes for both NA and EU.

7.5

Related Work

Coordinating decisions: Other researchers have noted
the downside of independent decisions for network routing and content distribution. Several works [16, 20, 28,
12] consider coordinating ISP routing and DC selection
through limited information sharing; PECAN develops
techniques to coordinate proxy selection and external
(not WAN) paths between users and proxies [31]; ENTACT balances performance and the cost of transit traffic
for an online service provide [32].
Our work differs from these efforts in two ways. First,
it includes the full complement of jointly selecting proxies, DCs, and network paths. But more importantly, prior
works ignore workload dynamics that arise from session stickiness. Consequently, the best case result of applying their techniques to our setting will approach the
JointWorst or JointAverage scheme (§7.3) because, modulo session stickiness, these two schemes optimally map
workload to infrastructure elements. We showed that, because it accounts for workload dynamics, Footprint outperforms these schemes. Extending information-sharing
techniques to account for such workload dynamics is an
interesting avenue for future work.

Preliminary experience

We make two observations based on the deployment of
Footprint’s monitoring components in Microsoft’s infrastructure. First, we quantify the fraction of UGs for which
the best proxy changes across epochs. If this fraction is
substantial, optimal user-to-proxy mapping would move
large amounts of WAN traffic, which is better done in
coordination with WAN-TE, rather than independently.
Figure 15 shows the fraction of UGs, weighed by their
demand, for which the best proxy changes across epochs.
On average, this fraction is 5%. It means that a userto-proxy mapping control loop, operating independently,
could move this high a fraction of traffic on the WAN.
Joint coordination helps make such movements safely.
(In Footprint, since we consider WAN-internal capacity
and performance as well, the traffic moved is lower, under 1% in our simulations.)
Second, an unexpected advantage of Footprint’s continuous monitoring is that we can discover and circumvent issues in Internet routing that hurt user performance.
We have found several such events. In one case, users in
the middle of the NA started experiencing over 130 ms
round trip delay to a proxy on the west coast, while
the historical delay was under 50 ms. In another case,
the difference in the delay to reach two nearby proxies in Australia, was over 80 ms. Debugging and fixing
such issues requires manual effort, but Footprint can automatically restore user performance in the meanwhile.

9

Conclusions

Our work pushes SDN-style centralized control to infrastructure elements beyond networking devices. In doing so, we found that, to maximize efficiency and performance, we must handle complex workload dynamics
that stem from application behaviors. This challenge will
likely emerge in other systems that similarly push the
limits of SDN, and the approach we take in Footprint may
inform the design of those systems as well.
12
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Abstract. We describe the design, implementation, and
evaluation of Popcorn, a media delivery system that hides
clients’ consumption (even from the content distributor).
Popcorn relies on a powerful cryptographic primitive: private information retrieval (PIR). With novel refinements
that leverage the properties of PIR protocols and media
streaming, Popcorn scales to the size of Netflix’s library
(8000 movies) and respects current controls on media
dissemination. The dollar cost to serve a media object in
Popcorn is 3.87× that of a non-private system.
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1. Hide requests comprehensively and provably. We
want to hide consumption from both a network eavesdropper [7, 44] and the content distributor, and avoid
the risk of heuristic solutions [18].
2. Make it affordable even at scale. Our system should
dispense privacy at an attractive price point. The cost
should be within a small multiple of what customers
pay to access content today.
3. Respect current controls on content dissemination.
Our solution must be compatible with the existing
commercial, legal, and policy regime (copyright, controls on content dissemination, etc.) so as not to fundamentally reorient digital rights.

Introduction and motivation

This paper describes a Netflix-like media delivery system,
Popcorn, that provably hides what is consumed by its
users, at scale and at low (dollar) cost.
Popcorn is motivated by a fundamental tension in the
ecosystem of online media consumption. In one camp
are people deeply uncomfortable with exposing their media diet, in particular to a centralized media server that
can be targeted by either hacking or subpoena. They argue that, philosophically, freedom requires the ability to
consume privately [91] and that, practically, access to
a person’s consumption profile can reveal the person’s
sexual orientation, political leanings, cultural affiliations,
etc. [77, 78, 93].1 And although many people may in fact
want to expose their consumption to gain recommendations, there may still be objects that they want to consume
without others’ knowledge. Another camp counters that
media often exists within a commercial framework, and
that people who create it and services that distribute it
need to be compensated to sustain the ecosystem.
Our work advances a new design point in the realm of
private media consumption. Specifically, this paper asks
the question, Is it possible to build a system that hides
content consumption while respecting current commercial
arrangements, and if so, what would that system cost?
No answer is likely to apply to all media delivery systems, as they differ widely. YouTube’s library, for instance,
is large, continuously updated, freely distributed, and supported by advertising. Netflix’s library is comparatively
small, updated infrequently [6], subject to strict content
protection, and supported by paid subscriptions. This paper explicitly targets Netflix-like systems, and adopts the
following requirements:

At first blush, Tor [39] and other anonymity systems [69]
(which conceal who consumes content) satisfy the above
requirements. However, these solutions conflict with commercial media delivery: now Netflix would have to rely on
the altruism of Tor nodes. Moreover, the capacity, latency,
and reliability on a Tor network is unlikely to match the
requirements of Netflix.
Thus, Popcorn turns to a large body of cryptographic
protocols known as Private Information Retrieval, or
PIR (§2.2). These protocols [29, 45, 66, 81, 106] allow clients (content consumers) to request content from
servers (content distributors) without the servers being
able to infer which items the clients requested.
Applying these protocols, however, raises several challenges (§3): the linear overhead of PIR (to respond to a
request, the server must compute over its entire library,
or else it would learn what the client was not interested
in); the strict deadlines of media delivery; variable object
sizes (PIR assumes all objects are the same size); and
a tension surrounding PIR protocol choice (one type of
PIR, called CPIR [66], needs only one server, but the
overhead is high; another, called ITPIR [29], involves
lightweight operations but demands non-colluding servers
and hence separate administrative domains, which, among
other things, threatens content protection). There is a large
and inspiring body of work (§7) addressing some of these
issues [12, 13, 25, 31, 33, 35–37, 43, 49, 50, 54, 55, 57,
71, 73, 75, 83, 101, 103, 107], but prior implementations
suitable for media delivery at the scale we target levy
prohibitive demands on I/O and CPU resources.
Popcorn eases these demands substantially. It provably
hides media consumption, scales to the size of Netflix,
and respects current controls on media dissemination—

1 To

be clear, we are not challenging the trustworthiness of commercial
media services. The issue is that collecting the information in the first
place creates the risk of exposure.
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with resource overhead that translates to a manageable
dollar cost. To do so, Popcorn cherry-picks techniques
from the literature on PIR and media on demand, and
works through the “systems” ramifications of tailoring
them to the context at hand.
Three techniques are central to Popcorn’s design. First,
Popcorn combines both types of PIR. Media objects,
encrypted for content protection, are stored at multiple
servers from distinct administrative domains and retrieved
using the lighter-weight ITPIR. The much smaller cryptographic keys needed to decrypt those objects are stored
at a single server and retrieved using the heavier-weight
CPIR. Second, Popcorn amortizes the cost of PIR by
batching requests from the large number of concurrent
users retrieving content at any given time; by leveraging the properties of media streaming, Popcorn forms
large batches without introducing playback delays or interruptions. Third, Popcorn exploits the ability to encode
a media object in multiple ways (e.g., by changing its
bitrate) to meet the fixed-size-object requirement of PIR.
We experimentally evaluate Popcorn for a Netflix-like
workload (10,000 concurrent clients, each streaming different content at 4 Mbps from a library of 8192 movies [1]
with an average length of 90 minutes). Popcorn’s overheads are high when compared to a non-private baseline:
for each request, Popcorn consumes 1080× more computational resources, about 14× more I/O bandwidth, and
2× longer network transfers. However, since CPU is cheap
and Popcorn is engineered to conserve the more expensive
resources (I/O and network), these overheads, when translated to dollars, are manageable: Popcorn’s per-request
cost, in terms of dollars, is 3.87× that of the baseline.
Though promising, Popcorn has several limitations (§8). It requires non-colluding servers. Its overheads
grow with the library size; this precludes scaling to media
libraries that have more than a few tens of thousands of
media files (YouTube, for example, has millions [28]). It
does not support forward seeking. In addition, the current prototype lacks features that would be required in a
full-fledged deployment: online library updates, deployment via CDNs, elasticity, adaptive streaming, royalty
payments, and advertising and recommendations. Some
of these have natural solutions; others require research.

2
2.1

a mapping, between the integers 1, . . . , n and the names
of the objects in L, is known to the distributor and the
consumers. Therefore, a consumer can select a specific
object by supplying the corresponding integer.
Threat model. We consider an attacker (for example,
the content distributor or a network eavesdropper) trying
to infer what object the consumer is accessing. The attacker has full access to the network and to the content
of the consumers’ requests, but for two restrictions. First,
we do not consider side-channel attacks that, for example, use knowledge of where individual consumers pause
playback, or of their concurrent web browsing activity.
Second, we assume the existence of two non-colluding
servers that the distributor can use to serve content. To
satisfy this assumption in practice, one can pick servers
from separate administrative domains (e.g., from different
CDNs [11]). We discuss this topic further in Section 8.
We assume, as do today’s media delivery systems [15,
40], that the client-side media decode and display environment can defeat content consumers intent on copying and
redistributing content beyond what the distributor allows.
Finally, we treat content integrity as an orthogonal problem that undermines correctness (§2.2) but not privacy.
The literature offers standard solutions to guarantee content integrity (content hashing, etc.).
2.2

Private Information Retrieval (PIR)

The high-level goal of PIR protocols aligns with that of
Popcorn: they allow a client to use an integer between
1 and n to retrieve any object from a library L of n -bit
objects kept by a set of k servers (k ≥ 1) without leaking to the servers any information about which object
was retrieved. A PIR protocol is structured around three
procedures: Query, Answer, and Decode. To privately retrieve object Ob = L[b], the client invokes Query(b) to
produce k query vectors q1 , . . . , qk , one for each server,
and forwards qj to server Sj (1 ≤ j ≤ k). Each Sj
replies with aj = Answer(qj , L). Finally, the client computes Ob = Decode(a1 , . . . , ak ) by applying the decode
algorithm to the servers’ responses.
We want three properties from a PIR protocol:
• Correctness. If a client requests the object in library L
with index b, then the protocol indeed provides it with
object L[b].
• Privacy. After the server sees a query vector, its probability of guessing the client’s requested index is no
better than if the server had not seen the query in the
first place. This property can be generalized to coalitions of t < k servers, requiring that any t out of k
servers jointly do not learn any information about the
index of the requested object.
• Communication efficiency. The size of a server’s reply must not be much larger than , and the size of
a client’s request must be far smaller than  (though

Setting and background on PIR
Scenario and threat model

The media delivery ecosystem has three principals: a content creator, a content distributor, and a content consumer.
The creator (e.g., a movie studio), delegates to the distributor (e.g., an online streaming service like Netflix) the
tasks of disseminating content and charging consumers.
We model the content kept by the distributor as a collection L of n objects; we call L the library. We assume that
2
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Query (index b):
for i = 1 to n do
f ← (i == b) ? 1 : 0
ci ← Enc(pk, f )
return q = (pk, c1 , . . . , cn )

Query (index b):
// Generate the first k − 1 query vectors randomly
for j = 1 to k − 1 do
select qj ∈R {0, 1}n
eb ← an n-bit string with all zeros except at b-th position
qk ← eb ⊕ q1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ qk−1
// ⊕ is bit-wise XOR
return q1 , . . . , qk

Answer (query vector q, library L):
// Represent L as a matrix of y-bit integers:
// L ∈ ({0, 1}y )n×(/y)
for j = 1 
to /y do
rj ← ni=1 ci Li,j

Answer (query vector q, library L):
// q is one of the outputs of Query
// L has n objects; each is  bits
// q is a row vector, L a logical matrix: L ∈ {0, 1}n×
return q · L
// product over the two-element field F2

return a = (r1 , . . . , r/y )

Decode (answer a, secret key sk):
return Dec(sk, r1 ), . . . , Dec(sk, r/y )

Decode (answers a1 , . . . , ak ):
// aj is the output of Answer
return a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ak

Figure 1—A computational PIR (CPIR) protocol based on an
additively homomorphic cryptosystem (Gen, Enc, Dec) and
due to Stern [98]. (pk, sk) is a (public, private) key pair generated
using Gen. n is the number of objects in the library L, and  is
the length of each object.

Figure 2—The ITPIR protocol of CGKS [29]. n is the number
of objects in library L, and  is the length of each object. k is the
total number of servers. (In Popcorn, k=2.)

• Communication efficiency. The length of the server’s
reply is (/y) · |c| bits, where /y is the number of ciphertexts in the reply and |c| is the size (in bits) of a
ciphertext. (/y) · |c| is comparable to , the size of object Ob , if the expansion ratio, |c|/y, of the underlying
additively homomorphic cryptosystem is small.2 The
client’s request contains n ciphertexts and is thus |c| · n
bits. When   n (as will be the case in our context)
and |c| is a small constant (e.g., 2048 in many Paillier
implementations), |c| · n is much smaller than .

it is acceptable if there is some overhead above the
minimum query size of log2 n bits).
We discuss below two such PIR protocols.
2.3

Computational PIR (CPIR) protocols

CPIR protocols [66] require only a single, computationally bound server (k = 1). They are commonly constructed using additively (not fully [46]) homomorphic
public key cryptosystems. A cryptosystem is additively
homomorphic if Dec(sk, Enc(pk, m1 ) · Enc(pk, m2 )) =
m1 + m2 , where m1 , m2 are plaintext messages, + represents addition of two plaintext messages, · is a binary
operation (for example, addition, multiplication, etc.) on
the ciphertexts, (pk, sk) is a (public, private) key pair generated using the key generation algorithm Gen, Dec is the
decryption algorithm, and Enc is the encryption algorithm.
Note that Enc is randomized; thus, repeatedly encrypting
the same plaintext produces different ciphertexts. Examples of cryptosystems used in CPIR are the Paillier [82]
and the lattice-based Ring-LWE [20].
Figure 1 depicts a CPIR protocol, due to Stern [98],
that meets the three properties (§2.2):
n
Li,j
• Correctness.
n Dec(sk, rj ) = Dec(sk, i=1 ci ), which
equals
i=1 Dec(sk, ci ) · Li,j after the application
of the additively homomorphic property. But ∀i ∈
{1, . . . , n} \ b, Dec(sk, ci ) = 0, by construction of ci .
Similarly, Dec(sk, cb ) = 1. Therefore, Dec(sk, rj ) =
Dec(sk, cb ) · Lb,j = Lb,j .
• Privacy. The guarantee that server S does not learn b
hinges on S being computationally bounded. All S sees
is q = (pk, c1 , . . . , cn ). If S could systematically guess
b (that is, guess which ciphertext is cb = Enc(pk, 1)),
then S could likewise guess which entry is the encryption of 1 (versus 0)—which would contradict the properties of the underlying encryption scheme.

2.4

Information-theoretic PIR (ITPIR) protocols

ITPIR protocols [29] use more than one server (k > 1),
and assume that they do not collude; thus, in practice, the
servers must belong to different administrative domains.
Figure 2 shows the CGKS [29] ITPIR protocol. It meets
the three properties of PIR (§2.2):
k
• Correctness. The output of Decode is j=1 aj , which
k
equals j=1 (qj · L). By properties of the field F2 (that
addition is
XOR and that multiplication
distributes over
k
k
addition), j=1 (qj · L) = ( j=1 qj ) · L = eb · L = L[b].
• Privacy. Each server in S1 , . . . , Sk−1 sees a randomly
generated query vector, and therefore each server (and
all of them combined) cannot learn any information
about b. Server Sk sees qk , which is constructed by
XORing unit vector eb with the one-time pad q1 ⊕ · · · ⊕
qk−1 . By the properties of one-time pads, Sk can learn
information about eb only by learning the one-time pad
(or by colluding with all other servers).
• Communication efficiency. The combined length of
the servers’ reply is k ·  bits. In Popcorn, we set k = 2
to keep this comparable to , the size of an object. A
client’s request consists of k n-bit-long query vectors,
which is much smaller than  when k is small.
2 The

Paillier cryptosystem has a message expansion ratio of ≥ 2.
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Figure 4—Popcorn’s architecture. Popcorn uses two servers for
ITPIR to keep ITPIR’s network overhead (§2.4) small. Each
object server stores all of the columns in the library (Figure 5),
and is distributed over multiple physical machines.

Challenges of applying PIR

Objects (n)

Though PIR is promising, there are a number of challenges in applying it to large-scale media consumption:
• Resources. The I/O and CPU resources required to
serve a single request are proportional to the size of the
library. Batching requests should help amortize some
of this overhead, but it is in tension with the next issue.
• Strict deadlines. Media delivery has stringent latency
requirements: initial delay must be small, and the delivery must obey real-time constraints.
• Variable object sizes. Object sizes vary as a function
of encoding or playback time. However, PIR assumes
objects of identical size.
• Content protection in ITPIR vs. CPIR. Content creators may be loath to disseminate the content beyond
its original distribution channel. Yet ITPIR requires
multiple non-colluding servers, and hence multiple administrative domains, necessitating such dissemination.
CPIR, on the other hand, requires only a single server;
however, its computational cost is significantly higher.3
• Billing, access control, recommendations. For business
reasons, media services may need to support access control, pricing policies (tiers, etc.), targeted advertising,
and recommendations. Yet, private retrieval conflicts
with all of this functionality.
Subsets of these challenges have been addressed before
(Figure 3). Popcorn aims mainly at the resource consumption issue, via the architecture and design described next.

4

Primary
content distributor

CPIR
LEnc



Figure 3—Prior PIR-oriented works (rows) and which mediarelated challenges they address (columns), assuming two servers
for ITPIR-based works.  means that the work addresses the
challenge; 
 means that it partially addresses the challenge.

3

Key server

Segment
Library

Column
Slice

Object Size (l
)

Figure 5—Popcorn terminology. Each column is stored by two
ITPIR instances (one from each object server). Columns are
divided into slices, which are assigned to physical machines.

The key server delivers the per-object keys using
CPIR; the object servers deliver encrypted objects using ITPIR (§4.1). The distinction between key and object
servers maps to today’s DRM implementations [2, 3, 85],
where clients contact two separate servers, one for encrypted video and one for decryption keys.
Media objects are split into segments—contiguous
pieces of media containing, for example, a few seconds
or minutes of a video. Segment sizes vary (§4.3). Each
object is presumed to have the same decomposition into
segments (we revisit this assumption in §4.4). The library
is partitioned into columns (Figure 5); a column is a union
of corresponding segments, across all objects. Therefore,
a column’s size is n times that of any segment it contains.
Each column is stored and served by two independent
ITPIR instances (one for each object server); different
instances use separate physical machines. Columns are
further sub-divided into slices, which are the work units
assigned to physical machines. A slice is 1 MB “wide”
and n items “high”; we sometimes refer to 1 MB as a
chunk. Each machine is responsible for one or more slices.
To retrieve an object, the client fetches a decryption
key from the key server and the encrypted object from
the object servers. The latter step proceeds in two overlapping phases. In the first phase, the client sends, in
parallel, a query vector to all machines in both object
servers. On receiving a request, a machine adds the query
vector to a request queue. Each machine services its queue
by: looping over its slices, computing chunk-sized ITPIR
replies for every pending request, and pushing the resulting chunks to a file server (one per object server; Figure 4)
that retains the chunks until they are requested by clients.

Architecture and design of Popcorn

Figure 4 depicts Popcorn’s architecture. A primary content distributor creates an encrypted version of the library,
LEnc , using per-object keys, and replicates LEnc to two
secondary content distributors, each in separate administrative domains. The primary content distributor maintains
a key server. Each secondary content distributor maintains
an object server that is distributed over multiple physical
machines.
3 The

state of the art CPIR implementation is XPIR, which is based
on the Ring-LWE cryptosystem. XPIR can process data at 22 Gbps
on a machine with 4 physical (and 8 virtual) cores [12], while the
CGKS ITPIR implementation in Percy++ [49], based on cheaper XOR
operations, can process data at 152 Gbps on comparable hardware.
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A sends query vectors
for all columns
Client A

In the second phase, the client downloads these ITPIRencoded chunks at the appropriate playback times, and
applies Decode (Figure 2). This phase overlaps with the
server-side generation of replies.
4.1

B sends query vectors
for all columns
Client B

Composing ITPIR and CPIR

ITPIR instance
for a later column

process request A

batching requests

process request B

process requests A,B

Figure 6—Batching at an object server in Popcorn. Requests to
the initial column from two clients A,B are in separate batches
as the processing cycle for this column is short. The requests
to a later column (sent alongside the requests to the first) can
be batched. This arrangement is inspired by Pyramid Broadcasting [102].

batch sizes, which seem to require synchronizing clients,
and meeting the deadlines of real-time media delivery.
Popcorn resolves this tension as follows.
To begin with, each ITPIR instance loops over its assigned column (§4) continuously. Since a client can begin
playback only after decoding the response for the first
column, Popcorn uses a “narrow” first column to keep
this initial delay short. Column width, however, increases
quickly in Popcorn, making later columns wide. The crucial intuition is that wide columns imply good batching
opportunities: a batch comprises all requests that reached
an ITPIR instance during its previous loop interval, and
wider columns imply longer loop intervals.
Figure 6 depicts this arrangement, which is inspired by
Pyramid Broadcasting (PB) [102], wherein increasinglysized pieces of a media object are served on separate
broadcast channels. However, the details of our setup are
different: the work of a Popcorn server depends on the
number of clients (unlike in broadcasting), Popcorn relies
on server-side buffering (PB relies on client-side buffering), and Popcorn is concerned with provisioning machines (PB concentrates on allocating bandwidth). These
and other differences lead us to a solution that owes a
debt to PB but is specific to our context.

Batching

Popcorn uses the CGKS ITPIR scheme described in §2.4,
as its inexpensive operations (XORs) keep its computational overhead low (by the standards of PIR). Still,
because ITPIR queries are dense—on average, half of
the entries are set to 1 (Figure 2)—responding to a query
requires the machine serving a slice to read from storage and XOR, on average, n/2 chunks. This taxes I/O
bandwidth, memory bandwidth, and CPU cycles.
To reduce costs, Popcorn’s machines, which are oblivious to the content of queries, process queries in batches,
and perform a single I/O pass over a slice for all of the
queries in a batch. Batching thus amortizes I/O overhead
and lets Popcorn exploit sequential transfer bandwidth.
Batching also reduces computational (not just I/O) overhead by leveraging the observation that the PIR computation required for a batch of requests can be expressed
as matrix multiplication (q · L in Figure 2 can be replaced
by Q · L, where Q is a matrix whose rows are query vectors). Previous work [19, 71] (covered by the Percy++
row in Figure 3) has used this observation to incorporate
sub-cubic algorithms [30, 58] that reduce the total number of operations required by PIR. Popcorn, by contrast,
chooses block matrix multiplication [68], which, though
it does not affect the total number of operations, leverages
cache locality. One can view the resulting access pattern
as batching at the CPU-memory interface.
4.3

flush request
queue

ITPIR instance
for first column batching requests

As stated earlier, Popcorn combines CPIR and ITPIR: the
heavier-weight CPIR, which requires only one server, is
used to serve per-object keys, while the lighter-weight
ITPIR is used to serve the large encrypted objects. As a
result, both keys and objects are served privately (because
PIR is applied to them both), CPIR is not a performance
bottleneck (because it is used only for small keys), and
current controls on content protection are respected (because the plaintext content and keys are stored only at the
primary content distributor).
As an alternative to CPIR, the key server could use
Symmetric PIR (SPIR) or 1-out-of-n Oblivious Transfer
(OT). Section 7 discusses these alternatives.
4.2

time

Details. We start with two simplifying assumptions,
which we revisit later: that a single ITPIR instance is
handled by a single machine, and that there is no network
delay or loss. Define an instance processing cycle as the
duration of one iteration of an instance’s loop. Within this
cycle, an instance traverses each slice in turn, performing
Answer for all queries that arrived during the prior cycle.
We want all clients to experience smooth playback. To
this end, suppose that we are willing to impose startup
delay d. Suppose further that T1 ≤ d−, where T1 denotes
the processing cycle for the first instance, and  is the time
for the instance to handle a single slice. Likewise, define

Specializing batching for media delivery

Given the considerations in the previous subsection, Popcorn has an interest in increasing batch sizes (at least up
to a point).4 However, there is a tension between large
4 Above

a certain batch size, there is no advantage: I/O is no longer a
bottleneck, and the CPU benefits of using matrix multiplication stop

increasing. However, there is also no disadvantage, so for simplicity,
Popcorn does not bound batch sizes.
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Ti as the processing cycle for the ith instance (i >
1), and
i−1
suppose that for all such instances, Ti ≤ d −  + j=1 tj ,
where tj is the playback time of segment j.
Under these conditions, we claim that any client, regardless of when it joins, experiences smooth playback.
Why? Consider only instance 1: in the worst case, a client
initiates consumption just after instance 1 begins its processing cycle. The client cannot download until the current processing cycle has terminated (which takes time
T1 ) and the first slice of the next cycle is processed (for
an additional ). Smooth playback simply requires the
overall delay (T1 + ) to be less than d, matching our conditions. Once playback begins, the client has t1 addtional
time before it needs the second segment. Generalizing,
in the worst case for instance i (i.e., the client’s initial
request arrives just as a processing
cycle begins), as long
i−1
as Ti is no larger than d −  + j=1 tj (which is exacly
what our conditions guarantee), then the first slice of the
ith instance will be ready, and playback will be smooth.
But how should the {ti } be set? Recall that, for more
effective batching, Popcorn needs segment widths to increase: we are then seeking the maximum ti for each
instance i .
Let µ be the playback rate, Pi the rate at which XOR
operations are processed by the ith instance, Ri the I/O
bandwidth available to the instance, and bi the batch size
(the number of requests accumulated in a cycle of time Ti ).
To upper-bound ti , we match load to capacity, for both I/O
and CPU. For I/O, the column’s data (n segments, each of
size ti · µ) is upper-bounded by the amount of data that the
instance can read in one cycle: ti · µ · n ≤ Ti · Ri . For CPU,
the picture is similar, except that the total work scales with
bi , the number of clients being served: ti · µ · n · bi ≤ Ti · Pi .
These inequalities lead to:


min {Ri , Pi /bi }
.
ti ≤ Ti ·
µ·n

i because so does the batch size bi ; specifically, if λ is the
overall rate at which clients initiate requests for objects,
then bi = λTi . Moreover, the per-machine XOR processing throughput for the ith instance, pi (·), is a function
of the batch size because cache locality in block matrix
multiplication (§4.2) (and hence throughput) improves
with a a bigger batch size. Thus, the task of processing
the XOR operations for instance i can be handled by
Pi /pi (bi ) = µ · n · bi /pi (bi ) machines.
To account for the striping, we need to modify the
earlier analysis of startup delay, smooth playback, etc.:
if resources from ki machines are aggregated for the ith
instance, then each machine takes  · ki time instead of 
to handle a slice. As a result, the inequality
i−1 Ti ≤ d −  +

i−1
j=1 tj becomes Ti ≤ d −  · ki +
j=1 tj , and both the
{Ti } and {ti } are computed accordingly.5
The total
I number of machines, across all I instances,
is: µ · n · i=1 max{1/ri , λTi /pi (λTi )}. Notice that if the
max is controlled by the first term, then the given instance
is bottlenecked by I/O (and the CPU resource is sometimes
idle); if by the second, then the instance is bottlenecked
by CPU work (and the I/O resource is sometimes idle).
Later (§6.1) we will obtain estimates empirically for ri
and pi (·).
Popcorn must also provision for the file server machines (§4). The file server requires the buffer space for
each instance to equal the number
of requests in service
I
times the size of a segment, i.e., i=1 bi · (ti · µ). The
file server also requires I/O bandwidth equal to
the rate at
I
which reply data is produced and consumed: 2· i=1 bi ·µ
(assuming ti = Ti ).
Finally, we have been assuming no burstiness or delay
in the network. To account for network fluctuation, we
must allow for clients to build up a playback buffer, of
some time length β. To this
i−1end, Ti should be upperbounded by d −  · ki − β + j=1 tj , and the {ti } computed
to be consistent with Ti .

Assume that for all i, min{Ri , Pi /bi } ≥ µ · n (we will
arrange for this in “Provisioning,” below). Then, the foregoing bounds (on the {Ti } and on load) imply that for all
i, we can set:
ti = Ti = 2i−1 · (d − )

Discussion. To understand the savings and amortization from Popcorn’s batching, consider a naive batching
scheme, in which time is divided into epochs of length
Tepoch . Let a cohort denote the set of clients who initiate a request (for the first chunk of a media file) in an
epoch. Then, the entire cohort moves through the slices,
as it were, together. Each cohort needs enough machines
to meet two requirements: (a) µ · n I/O bandwidth, and
(b) µ · n · λ · Tepoch XOR processing throughput (here
λ · Tepoch is the cohort’s batch size). If H = T/Tepoch
is the total number of cohorts (where T is the total
playback time), then the total number of machines is

(see Appendix A). Note that the {ti } increase exponentially in size, as desired. In particular, approximately half
of the file is covered by the final segment.
Provisioning is driven by the earlier assumption that
min{Ri , Pi /bi } ≥ µ · n for all i. To meet the requirements
on Ri and Pi , Popcorn uses multiple machines per instance
and aggregates their resources, by striping slices across
them. If ri is the per-machine I/O bandwidth for the machines used for the ith instance, then the I/O for instance
i can be handled with Ri /ri = µ · n/ri machines. Pi , the
XOR processing throughput for instance i, increases with

5 The

computation must resolve a circular dependency as Ti is expressed
in terms of ki , which itself depends on the segment size, with a bigger segment requiring more machines. We resolve this circularity by
repeating the process of speculatively setting a ki , calculating Ti , and
then refining the speculated value of ki using the obtained value of Ti .
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H
µ · n · i=1 max{1/r, λ · Tepoch /p(λ · Tepoch )}, where
r is the per-machine I/O bandwidth, and p(λ · Tepoch )
is per-machine XOR processing throughput for a batch
size of λ · Tepoch . Here, Tepoch must be upper-bounded by
d −  · k − β to meet the startup delay requirements, where
k is the number of machines for a cohort.
To compare the cohort batching scheme to Popcorn, we
make the simplifying and optimistic assumption that both
schemes use machines that make the two terms of the
max equal, so that no resources are idle (we will revisit
this assumption in §6.2 and §6.4). Then, the total I/O
bandwidth required by the cohort scheme is H · µ · n,
which is considerably larger than what Popcorn needs
(I · µ · n, where I  H).
In terms of computational resources,
cohort scheme
the
I
needs µ·n·λ·T/p(λ·Tepoch ) = µ·n·λ· i=1 Ti /p(λ·Tepoch )
I
machines; Popcorn requires instead µ·n·λ· i=1 Ti /pi (λ·
Ti ) machines. Neither scheme is the clear-cut winner;
however, if we assume that p(·) = pi (·) for all i, then
Popcorn has lower computational demands, because
(a) Ti ≈ 2i−1 · Tepoch (by our earlier analysis) and (b)
p(·) is monotonically increasing. In essence, Popcorn has
larger batches, so (holding machine type configuration
constant) the benefit of locality is more pronounced (§4.2),
lowering Popcorn’s computational requirements relative
to the naive batching scheme.
4.4

compress these objects aggressively; however, doing so
will result in significant quality degradation. On the other
hand, Popcorn, like others [33, 54], can divide up these
objects; however, the client would then have to download
each division as if it were a separate movie, which means
delaying consumption or downloading far ahead of time
(if the separate divisions were downloaded all at once,
then an attacker could guess that a longer object is being
consumed).
The Netflix catalog [1] indicates that the majority of
movies have a similar size: 85% of the objects are between 60 and 120 minutes, with the majority clustered
around the average movie length of 92 minutes. Movies
between 92 and 120 minutes will consequently require,
on average, 10% compression. Similarly, the padding for
objects between 60 and 92 minutes will be small. The
impact of objects at either extreme will be limited: 8%
of the movies are below 60 minutes, and will require significant padding; 6% are between 120 and 150 minutes,
making them candidates for aggressive compression (29%
on average); 1% are over 150 minutes, making them candidates for splitting. We think that splitting is not a huge
limitation, because we hypothesize that people usually
plan ahead to watch long movies.

5

Implementation

Our prototype implements the design in Section 4, except
for large file splitting (§4.4). It leverages existing PIR implementations: the key server uses the XPIR [12] implementation of the CPIR protocol in Figure 1. For the object
servers, we borrow the CGKS ITPIR implementation of
Percy++ [49]6 and modify it to support the techniques in
Section 4. The total server-side code is 11K lines of C++.
We implement two versions of the client-side library: one
in C++ (2500 lines), which we use for experiments (§6.2),
and one in JavaScript (500 lines), which we use to show
compatibility with modern web browsers (§6.5).

Handling variable-sized objects

The design has so far assumed equally sized objects. Unfortunately, the naive solution—padding all objects to the
size of the longest one—is inefficient for Netflix: it causes
a 4× increase in network transfers (the average movie is
approximately 1.5 hours while the longest is 6). Moreover,
to not reveal the true object size, a client must download
the padded content in full.
Popcorn’s solution combines padding and compression. It chooses a representative object Oavg from the library (for example, the object closest to the average media
length) and makes all other objects Oavg in size: objects
smaller than Oavg are padded. Longer objects, meanwhile,
are compressed by reducing the bitrate.
Both padding and compression are potentially problematic. Padding could waste resources, but by using it
in combination with compression, Popcorn ensures that
objects will be padded only up to Oavg , limiting costs.
For compression, we consider two cases. First, if the object is up to 30% bigger than Oavg , then the compression
required to make it Oavg is small, and the consequent
degradation in quality is likely to be tolerable. Indeed,
several studies [41, 64, 94] suggest that small variations
in video bitrate have a limited impact on user satisfaction.
The second case is that the object is much larger than
Oavg ; a trade-off then arises between quality and ondemand consumption. On the one hand, Popcorn can

6

Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions:
1. When is Popcorn affordable?
2. What is the price of Popcorn’s privacy guarantees?
3. Can we use Popcorn to watch a movie encoded using
an existing DRM scheme on a modern web browser?
Figure 7 summarizes our evaluation results.
Method and setup. We compare Popcorn to three baselines. NoPriv, BaselinePIR, and BaselinePIR++. NoPriv
serves object chunks from an Apache web server, modeling modern media delivery systems that use HTTP
6 Percy++’s

CGKS ITPIR implementation is one of the fastest implementations for two-server ITPIR. An alternative is the CGKS implementation from RAID-PIR [33] (§7).
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Popcorn is affordable when it serves large media files to many
concurrent clients.

§6.2

Popcorn’s per-request dollar cost is 3.87× of a system
without privacy for workloads with ≥10K concurrent clients.

§6.3

Popcorn integrates well with existing web technology. It can
play DRM-encoded media within modern web browsers.

Throughput (Gbps)

§6.5

c3.8xl
i2.4xl
i2.8xl

1
2
3

vCPUs
32
16
32

RAM
(GB)
60
122
244

SSDs
(# × GB)

2 × 320
4 × 800
8 × 800

i2.4xl

i2.8xl

Sequential read
6.4
Random mixed rw
2.1
block matrix multiplication 488–4968

12.6
8.0
488–2512

23.3
16.0
432–4608

Figure 9—Throughput of basic operations in Popcorn—reading
a column slice (§4.3), reading and writing 1 MB sized chunks,
and computing block matrix multiplication on a slice (§4.2)—on
machines listed in Figure 8. The latter value depends on the size
of the query matrix (§4.2, §4.3), so we report a range—from
a query matrix consisting of a single query vector to one that
contains 4096 query vectors.

Figure 7—Summary of main evaluation results.
type

c3.8xl

cost/hr
$0.6281
$0.8451
$1.6902

instance must be T1 ≤ d−·k1 (§4.3). For our example,
=2 (the time to process or consume a 1 MB chunk at
µ=4 Mbps), and we speculatively set k1 =3, which gives
T1 ≤ 15−2·3 = 9 seconds. Thus, the instance is given a
segment of t1 =T1 =9 seconds and has a batch size of b1 =
(C/T)·T1 = 17. Furthermore, it requires storage capacity
of n·t1 ·µ=36 GB, read bandwidth R1 =n·µ=32 Gbps, and
XOR processing throughput P1 = b1 ·n·µ = 544 Gbps.
Our microbenchmarks (Figure 9) indicate that these
requirements can be met by three i2.4xl machines. Had
we required a different number of machines than three,
then, as described in §4.3, we would have had to adjust k1
and repeat the provisioning process described above.

Figure 8—Hourly cost of reserved Amazon EC2 machines used
in our experiments. Machines starting with “c” are computeoptimized; those starting with “i” are I/O-optimized.

caching at CDN edge servers [11]. BaselinePIR is a modified version of Percy++ [49] CGKS: the servers store the
library L as slices and process ITPIR queries directed at
them. This is essentially Popcorn without the techniques
of §4. BaselinePIR++ additionally batches requests using cohort batching (§4.3) to reduce both I/O and CPU
costs. For all PIR systems, we experiment with one object
server and multiply the measurements by two (to reduce
the financial cost of our experimental evaluation).
Our workload is modeled on existing media delivery
services [99]: clients arrive according to a Poisson process (e.g., C=10K clients arrive in T=90 minutes). All
clients in NoPriv request the same (average-size) object,
giving this baseline the maximum benefit of server-side
caching. The server’s work in Popcorn, BaselinePIR, and
BaselinePIR++ is oblivious to the request distribution (we
select a Zipfian distribution with θ=0.8).
For the four systems, we measure server- and clientside resource usage in terms of CPU time (by instrumenting code with clock()), I/O transfers and storage (using
iostat), and network transfers (via /proc/net/dev).
Our experimental testbed is a single availability zone
within Amazon’s EC2, and is described in Figure 8.

BaselinePIR. To use the fewest possible machines, we
stripe the approximately 21 TB library of our Netflix-like
workload across four i2.8xl instances.
To reduce the financial cost of our experimental evaluation, we measure the number of requests that can be
serviced by this setup, along with each request’s resource
consumption, and extrapolate the results to workloads
with a larger number of requests (e.g., to support 2×
concurrent clients, we double resource costs).
BaselinePIR++. As in Popcorn, we use the microbenchmarks in Figure 9 and the provisioning analysis for the
cohort batching scheme (§4.3).
6.2

6.1 Provisioning resources using microbenchmarks
Popcorn. Machine provisioning for Popcorn involves
two steps: (1) benchmarking the basic operations (see
Figure 9 caption for details), and (2) combining the results
with the provisioning analysis in §4.3.
Consider, for example, provisioning the first ITPIR
instance of a Popcorn object server for a Netflix-like
workload: C=10,000 clients streaming from a library
of n=8192 media files with average playing time of
T=90 minutes, playback rate of µ=4 Mbps, and startup
delay of d=15 seconds.7 The processing cycle of this

Per-request overheads of Popcorn

To understand when Popcorn is affordable, we run experiments varying the number of concurrent requests (C); the
number of objects (n); and the playing time of objects
(T). We find that Popcorn incurs modest costs when the
library size is moderate (≈8K media files), object sizes
are large (≈90 minutes), and there are many concurrent
clients (≥10,000). Fortunately, these settings are consistent with the workloads of Netflix-like systems (§8).
Before proceeding, we note that Popcorn’s provisioning
method can leave resources idle (§4.3), so we report both
the consumed and provisioned resources. We focus on the
consumed resources in this subsection and account for the
idle resources in the next subsection.

7 We

think that 15 seconds of delay before playing a long video is tolerable. During this time the server could display a generic advertisement
or public service announcement (existing services commonly display

15 or 30 second advertisements [10]).
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Popcorn (provisioned)
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1
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Figure 10—Per-request server-side resource use (log-scaled) of Popcorn and the baselines with varying concurrent requests C. If
I/O is the bottleneck, there are idle CPU cycles and vice versa (§4.3). For Popcorn, we depict both the provisioned and consumed
resources; for the baselines, we depict only the latter. We do not depict I/O usage for NoPriv as it is always zero (see text).

Overhead versus number of concurrent requests. We
run Popcorn and its baselines with C={1, 1K, 10K}
while keeping n=8192, T=90 min, µ=4 Mbps, and
d=15 seconds. Figure 10 summarizes the per-request
server-side resource costs.
I/O overheads. When C=1, the I/O bandwidth
Popcorn consumes matches that of BaselinePIR and
BaselinePIR++, as there is no opportunity to batch requests. However, as the request rate increases, batching lets Popcorn amortize its I/O transfers (§4.3): the
per-request amortized I/O bandwidth decreases from
≈ 63 Gbps (for C=1) to 53 Mbps (for C=10K), a reduction of 1190×. Surprisingly, concurrent requests, by
hitting the file system cache, also reduce BaselinePIR’s
per-request I/O bandwidth (by 16×). As expected,
BaselinePIR++’s per-request I/O bandwidth reduces by
the cohort batch size. Finally, there are no I/O transfers in
NoPriv as all requests hit the same (cached) object.
CPU overheads. For a single request, Popcorn consumes 50% more CPU than BaselinePIR, as the overhead
of parallelizing block matrix multiplication (over multiple
cores) in Popcorn (§4.2) is charged to a single request. As
the number of concurrent requests increases, Popcorn’s
CPU overheads decrease; the per-request CPU consumption decreases by ≈11× when the number of concurrent
requests increases from 1 to 10,000. We hypothesize that
this stems from the increase in cache locality from block
matrix multiplication over bigger batch sizes.8 Furthermore, the 36 minutes of per-request CPU time for C=10K
matches the performance of the matrix multiplication microbenchmark (42 TB of data processed in 36 minutes
gives a throughput of 159 Gbps for a single CPU, consistent with the throughputs reported in Figure 9).
However, Popcorn’s per-request CPU consumption is
much higher than NoPriv (1080× for C=10K): for a single object, the Apache web server in NoPriv serves 1 MB

chunks and requires almost no server-side processing,
whereas Popcorn XORs n objects on average.
Network and storage overheads (not depicted in the
figures). BaselinePIR, BaselinePIR++, and Popcorn incur
a two-fold network overhead over NoPriv because clients
download from two servers. With respect to storage, each
instance of an object server in Popcorn needs buffer space
equal to its segment size times its batch size (§4.3). Across
all instances, this equals ≈15.4 TB, or ≈1.6 GB per concurrent request, which is 0.6× the size of an object.
Overhead versus number of objects. In Figure 11(a)
we change the size of the library (n={2048, 4096, 8192})
while keeping the other parameters fixed (C=10K,
T=90 min, µ=1 Mbps,9 and d=15 seconds). As expected,
Popcorn’s per-request CPU and I/O bandwidth consumption, even though amortized, is proportional to n. Network
downloads and server-side storage overheads (not shown)
do not change with n.
Overhead versus playing time of objects. In Figure 11(b), we change the playing time of objects
(T={10, 60, 90} minutes) while keeping the other parameters fixed (n=2048, µ=1 Mbps, d=15 seconds, and
C=10K). As T increases, the number of CPUs consumed
per-request is unaffected, while the consumed I/O bandwidth decreases. Thus, for bigger objects, Popcorn’s efficiency (in terms of consumed I/O bandwidth) improves.
However, we note that idle I/O bandwidth (not depicted
in the figure) also increases for bigger objects (§4.3).
Overheads of the key server. Recall that Popcorn uses
XPIR [12] as its CPIR implementation (§5). Since XPIR
does not batch requests, the per-request overheads of the
key server depend only on the number of keys (and not
on the number of concurrent requests C). We use a single
machine of type c3.8xl for the key server. For a library
with 8192 keys, it takes three seconds of server-side CPU
time to privately retrieve a key; there are no I/O transfers

8 In

a separate experiment, we measured the percentage of cache misses
for block matrix multiplication (§4.2) using CPU performance counters,
and found that it reduces from 48% for a query matrix with a single
request to less than 2% for a query matrix with 210 requests.

9 To

reduce the financial cost of EC2 experiments, this and subsequent
experiments set µ=1 Mbps instead of 4 Mbps. The change scales down
the experiments; the qualitative results are unaffected.
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Figure 11—Popcorn per-request resource use (log-scaled) as a function of the number (left) and length (right) of objects.
experimental configuration
NoPriv
Popcorn
Popcorn
Popcorn

#reqs

#1

#2

#3

10K
1
1K
10K

–
2
17
185

–
60
50
32

–
0
4
32

per-request costs ($)
machine network
–
77.943
0.09
0.03

0.016
0.032
0.032
0.032

mined solely by the network transfer cost, and is ≈ $0.016
(i.e., 90 minutes × 4 Mbps × $0.006/GB).

total

Popcorn. We provision EC2 machines as described in
§6.1 and §4.3. The total per-request cost is derived by
combining (1) the per-request machine cost, computed
by dividing total machine cost by the total number of requests, and (2) the per-request network cost. This method
charges Popcorn for both consumed and idle resources
(Figure 10). For the Netflix-like library and C=10K, the
per-request cost is $0.062 (the per-request machine cost
is $0.03; the per-request network cost is $0.032).10 Popcorn thus increases dollar cost 3.87× over NoPriv, in
line with our initial affordability requirement (§1). Importantly, Popcorn’s low cost is premised on many clients
accessing the system concurrently: the per-request machine cost decreases with the number of concurrent clients.
It is $78 for C=1 and $0.09 for C=1K.

0.016
77.975
0.122
0.062

Figure 12—Estimated per-request dollar cost for NoPriv and
Popcorn. #1, #2, and #3 refer to the type of AWS EC2 machines
from Figure 8.

because the 128 KB library fits in memory. Thus, as expected, the key server is not a performance bottleneck for
Popcorn. Moreover, the end-to-end time to retrieve a key
is much less than the startup delay of d =15 seconds.
Client-side overheads. Compared to NoPriv, Popcorn’s
client consumes additional CPU and network bandwidth
(because it has to generate and decode PIR queries,
and download content from two object servers). For
n=8192 objects, T=90 minutes, and µ=4 Mbps, we find
that Popcorn’s client (run on a single vCPU of c3.8xl
type machine) consumes 10 CPU seconds (compared to
NoPriv’s 1.7 CPU seconds), and 25 MB of network upload
bandwidth (compared to NoPriv’s 11 MB).
6.3

BaselinePIR and BaselinePIR++. Since we might have
provisioned these systems wastefully, we do not estimate
their dollar cost using the machine-based pricing model,
which charges for both the consumed and idle resources.
Instead, we use a per-resource pricing model to estimate
the dollar cost of these systems, as described next.

Dollar-cost analysis

6.4

The previous subsection showed that Popcorn significantly reduces CPU and I/O consumption over the baseline PIR systems, at least for large objects and high load.
These improvements provide the foundation for achieving
privacy at low cost, a cost that we now quantify.

Further comparisons

In this subsection, we estimate the dollar cost of
BaselinePIR, BaselinePIR++, XPIR [12], and XPIR++,
a hypothetical extension to XPIR that uses cohort batching (§4.2) to reduce I/O costs (but does not use matrix
muliplication). Figure 13 summarizes these alternatives.
The estimates for BaselinePIR, BaselinePIR++, and
Popcorn are based on experimental data from §6.2; for
XPIR and XPIR++, we calculate CPU resource consumption using XPIR’s reported performance and I/O bandwidth consumption from the expression 2·(n·µ)/bcohort
(the factor of two is due to XPIR’s preprocessed library
being twice the size of the original [12]).
We compare these systems for the Netflix-like workload of §6.3. We set the startup delay d to 15 seconds,
except for the systems using cohort batching scheme, for
which we vary d.

Method. We use the pricing model of Amazon EC2 (Figure 8) to estimate the per-request machine cost, and the
pricing model of CDNs ($0.006 per GB) [87] to compute
per-request network cost. We choose these pricing models
because they are public—though, in an actual deployment,
a service could receive wholesale, bulk, or negotiated
prices. We use a Netflix-like workload in our calculations:
n=8192 media files, T=90 minutes, µ=4 Mbps with varying number of concurrent clients. Figure 12 summarizes
our results. We find that Popcorn’s per-request cost is
within a small multiple of NoPriv for a workload with
C=10K concurrent clients.

10 The network cost can be reduced for a pricing model in which network

NoPriv. To give NoPriv the maximum benefit, we disregard its machine cost. The per-request cost is then deter-

transfers between (ITPIR) servers is cheaper than server to client
transfers, by using techniques of Riffle [67, Section 4.4].
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system
XPIR [12]
XPIR++
BaselinePIR
BaselinePIR++
Popcorn

description

increasing d from 15 to 60 seconds reduces costs by
3× (a reduction from 14× NoPriv to 4.7× NoPriv).
• BaselinePIR++ matches the cost of Popcorn (when
C=10K) but requires a 40× higher startup delay (d=10
minutes in BaselinePIR++ vs. 15 seconds for Popcorn).

fastest CPIR implementation
XPIR with naive batching (§4.2)
XPIR composed with CGKS ITPIR (§4.1)
BaselinePIR with naive batching (§4.2)
§4.1+§4.2+§4.3

6.5

Figure 13—Comparison points. “Naive batching” refers to an
instantiation of batching, as described in §4.2, with the cohort
batching scheme described in §4.3.

X [12]/X++ (C=1)
X++ (C=1K)
X++ (C=1K, d=60)
X++ (C=1K, d=600)
X++ (C=10K)
X++ (C=10K, d=60)
X++ (C=10K, d=600)
B/B++ (C=1)
B (C=1K)
B (C=10K)
B++ (C=1K)
B++ (C=1K, d=60)
B++ (C=1K, d=600)
B++ (C=10K)
B++ (C=10K, d=60)
B++ (C=10K, d=600)
P (C=1)
P (C=1K)
P (C=10K)

# vCPUs

I/O
bandwidth
(Gbps)

Dollar cost
relative to
NoPriv

11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6

64
26.6
5.96
0.58
2.66
0.59
0.058

265×
118×
37×
16×
24×
16×
13.5×

3.1
2.4
2.5

64
4
4

256×
19×
19×

1.7
1.26
0.49
0.65
0.49
0.41

16
9.15
0.54
3
0.59
0.058

66×
39×
4.5×
14×
4.7×
2.5×

4.6–992
0.5–1.47
0.4–0.74

Compatibility study of Popcorn

To verify Popcorn’s compatibility with modern Web
browsers and DRM technology, we implemented a Popcorn client in JavaScript and used it to watch short videos
in the WebM format [8] (protected using WebM Encryption [9]). Our prototype works on Chrome (version
45.0.2454), and makes use of the HTML5 video tag and
extensions: the decoded ITPIR content is passed into the
Media Source Extension interface, which forwards media
chunks to the video player; the decoded CPIR response
is passed into the Encrypted Media Extension interface,
which decrypts the protected content.

7

Related Work

Alternatives to PIR for privacy. Obfuscation [18, 42,
88] protects clients’ privacy by cloaking traffic with
dummy requests. This approach requires less processing
than PIR at clients and servers, but significantly higher
network cost: matching PIR’s degree of privacy (the number of objects among which a request is hidden) would
require downloading the entire library.
Rather than the content being consumed, anonymity
hides the identity of the consumer [39, 69]. This could
be used to hide metadata (login times, download frequency, etc.), which is complementary to PIR. However,
anonymity-based solutions can reveal access patterns that,
combined with other background information, may disclose a user’s media consumption [77].
Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [51, 72, 74, 97] algorithms
conceal a client’s access patterns from a storage server.
Similarly, searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) (surveyed in [26, 27]) offers yet another solution for private
data retrieval from a remote database. However, these
solutions target a setup where the client outsources its
encrypted data to a server.
Recent results [61, 84] enhance the above setup: they
let clients privately retrieve data from a remote database
owned by a different entity. Unlike PIR, these protocols
allow for a controlled amount of leakage in the form of
data-access and query patterns. Unlike us, they assume
that the server does not collude with clients (e.g., in Popcorn the server can pretend to be a new customer of the
streaming service). If the server can collude with a client,
it can issue queries for each media file in the system, monitor access patterns, and decode all other clients’ queries.
Improving the performance of PIR. The computational challenges of PIR have been obvious since its introduction, and have since been mitigated in several ways.

63–781 253×–4873×
0.43–0.83
4×–7.6×
0.053–0.23 2.5×–3.87×

Figure 14—Per-request resource consumption and estimated
dollar-cost of XPIR (X), XPIR++ (X++), BaselinePIR (B),
BaselinePIR++ (B++), and Popcorn (P). Network transfers are
not shown; they are 5× NoPriv for X and X++, and 2× NoPriv
for the other systems. For Popcorn, we present a range: the
smallest value considers only the consumed resources, while
largest value includes both consumed and idle resources. Startup
delay d is 15 seconds unless specified otherwise.

We use a per-resource pricing model (derived in Appendix B) based on Amazon EC2’s machine cost (Figure 8) and on the network cost of CDNs [87]. Our
model charges CPU at $0.0076/hour, I/O bandwidth at
$0.042/Gbps-hour, and network transfers at $0.006 per
GB. Multiplied by each system’s consumption of the
corresponding resources, these values determine the perrequest dollar cost (Figure 14).
• The costs of XPIR are high (265× NoPriv), though
adding a naive batching scheme (XPIR++) significantly
reduces them (by ≈11× for C=10K, d=15).
• Using ITPIR for object delivery (in conjunction with
CPIR (§4.1)) reduces the costs further (by ≈ 2× for
C=10K, d=15). The disadvantage is that ITPIR requires non-colluding servers.
• Increasing the startup delay (and thus the batch size
of the cohort) can further reduce costs. For example,
11
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Distributing the work, either by moving it to the cloud
or by dividing it among clients [35, 73, 83], reduces latency but not the total computational burden.
GPUs [31, 75] and cheaper cryptographic operations [12, 13, 43, 101, 107] have reduced the computational load of CPIR, refuting the notion [95] that CPIR
is likely to be more expensive than the naive solution of
transferring the entire library. However, the single request
cost for media delivery in XPIR [12], the fastest system
employing these techniques, is still higher than desirable
(see §6.4 and Figure 14 for a comparison with Popcorn).
Another path to better performance is to limit the privacy guarantees to only a portion of the library [79, 80,
103]. For example, bbPIR [103] allows users of libraries
that can be thought of as a matrix to specify a submatrix
(called a bounding box) from which bits can be privately
retrieved using CPIR. This approach can be useful for efficiently implementing privacy-preserving location-based
services: the larger the bounding box, the higher the privacy, but also the higher the processing and network costs.
Perhaps the most direct way to reduce the overhead
of PIR is to genuinely reduce the work that servers need
to perform. Lueks and Goldberg [71], building on earlier theoretical work by Beimel et al. [19] and Ishai et
al. [60], show that one can achieve sub-linear server-side
computation by efficiently processing batches of requests
from multiple clients. Popcorn is inspired by this work:
it uses batching at multiple stages of its protocol, but
tailored for media delivery. Another recent system, RAIDPIR [33], based on the implementation of upPIR [25],
reduces server-side work, first, by storing and processing
only a fraction of the library at each ITPIR server and, second, by encoding multiple requests from the same client
in a single query. Popcorn’s performance could potentially
benefit from these techniques, but only when using more
than two servers, or when clients issue multiple simultaneous requests. Currently, Popcorn assumes exactly two
servers and that clients request objects sequentially.
Finally, performance can be improved with dedicated
hardware [16, 59, 70, 96, 105], at the price of having to
trust its manufacturer: a client can connect to a secure
coprocessor that (obliviously to the server hosting the
library) retrieves and delivers the requested object.
A large body of literature focuses on instead reducing
the communication overhead of PIR [45, 81]. Unlike Popcorn, these protocols target an environment in which n  .
In that context, Devet et al. [36] propose a technique that,
like Popcorn, composes CPIR and ITPIR. Unlike Popcorn, the composition is hierarchical (ITPIR selects a
sub-library, and iterations of CPIR select an object) and
minimizes communication costs.

solutions, both of which, at a high level, protect the content by storing at untrusted servers independent random
data (e.g., two servers store random data that XORs to
the library content). Goldberg’s ITPIR protocol [50] has
a similar protection property as [47], but it uses fewer
servers. Huang et al. [57] protect library content kept at
untrusted servers by first encrypting it, and then using
a threshold signature scheme [34] to serve keys for the
encrypted object. In all the above schemes, the library content can be disclosed if more than a threshold of untrusted
servers collude. By composing CPIR and ITPIR (§4.1),
Popcorn instead keeps content protection collusion-proof.
Symmetric PIR (SPIR) schemes add an additional facet
to content protection by preventing dishonest clients from
learning information about the content of a database beyond what is contained in the records they retrieved [48].
Popcorn currently assumes an honest client (§2.1) and
thus does not use SPIR to privately download keys from
the key server; however, it can reduce that trust by transforming its CPIR protocol into an SPIR protocol [38, 76].
1-out-of-N oblivious transfer (OT) [21, 76] provides
the same content protection property as SPIR but, unlike
SPIR, can have network overhead linear in the size of the
library. In our experiements, this overhead would not be
costly: WebM Encryption (§6.5) sets our keys to 128 bits,
which, for n=8192 objects, yields a library of only 128
KB. However, the linear overhead can in general be large
(e.g., if the key server embeds keys within DRM licenses;
for this reason, Popcorn’s key server does not use OT.
Handling variable-sized objects in PIR. A naive solution is to pad every object to the size of the longest, and
download (the equivalent of) the longest object from each
server. Prior work [33, 54] avoids this solution by (a) concatenating small objects (e.g., a few objects form one
row of the library), and (b) splitting large objects over
multiple rows of the library and using multi-row queries
that retrieve (secretly) many rows in a single query. The
reduced communication cost is close to the optimal: the
size of the longest object in the library. However, this
cost is still high, especially if a smaller object is being
retrieved. An alternative is to download different rows (of
an object) as independent objects, possibly at the cost of
increasing the consumption delay [33]. Popcorn uses this
technique for objects that are divided over multiple rows,
but in addition reduces the number of such objects by
using a combination of compression and padding (§4.4).
Prior PIR implementations. Many of the CPIR and
ITPIR protocols described above have been implemented.
The Percy++ library [49] contains several of them [13,
29, 35–37, 50, 55, 71]. Also, [54] is implemented as a
fork of Percy++, RAID-PIR [33] is implemented on top
of upPIR [25], and there are numerous CPIR implementations [12, 31, 43, 73, 75, 83, 90, 101, 103, 107], among

Protecting library content in PIR. The tension between ITPIR and content protection has been noted before.
Gertner et al. [47] introduce the problem and propose two
12
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which XPIR [12] is the fastest. Popcorn incorporates some
of these implementations as modules: it uses the XPIR
library for CPIR and borrows the CGKS ITPIR [29] code
from Percy++. Sections 5 and 6 empirically or analytically
compare Popcorn against these prior implementations.

8

growing fast [5]. This is not specific to Netflix: similar request rates (average of 6000 requests in 90 minutes from
within a single city) have been reported for other video
on demand systems [108].
Changes in load. Unless Popcorn is always wastefully
provisioned for the peak load, load changes require care:
the assignment of work units to machines depends on the
number of clients (§4.3). A solution is to rely on virtual
machines (VMs): give each VM a single slice, and then
provide elasticity via VM migration or consolidation.

Discussion, limitations, and future work

We evaluated Popcorn at the scale of a Netflix library, and
found that the results are cautiously encouraging: compared to a baseline, I/O and CPU overhead are both lower
(due to amortization, batching, and careful provisioning).
And, although the overall resource cost is high, the dollar cost is manageable. Below, we discuss fundamental
limitations of Popcorn, followed by limitations of the
prototype and current design that require future work.

Variations in quality and bandwidth. Adaptive streaming lets clients dynamically switch between different
video quality levels to adjust to bandwidth fluctuations.
Popcorn could support this feature in two ways. First,
it could maintain an individual library for each video
quality level (where each library is adapted for Popcorn
as described in §4.4). Clients would send query vectors
to all libraries but download a given video chunk only
from the appropriate one. Switching between libraries
doesn’t leak information if download pattern is fixed (e.g.,
by assuming that always the same average size object is
consumed). This solution is simple, but asking each library to process every request would increase server-side
work significantly. Alternatively, Popcorn could exploit
layered coding [56, 63, 86, 92] or multiple description
coding (MDC) [52, 89, 104]. There would be a single
basic quality library accessed by all clients, with separate
libraries for enhancement layers (better spatial resolution,
bitrate, frame rate, etc.). Server-side work would thus be
proportional only to the size of the highest quality library.

Fundamental limitations. We see three main limitations. First, because Popcorn’s overheads grow linearly
with the number of objects, it has no hope of scaling to
YouTube-size libraries. Second, organizations that serve
objects can collude to compromise Popcorn’ privacy
guarantee. Admittedly, the no collusion assumption on
which rests Popcorn’ privacy guarantee may be unrealistic
against state-sponsored adversaries that can compromise
multiple organizations (or already have). Third, Popcorn
cannot support forward seeks during playback: such user
actions alter the download pattern in a content-dependent
way, thus revealing information.
Library updates. To support online updates, Popcorn
should execute both CPIR and ITPIR queries on the same
version of the key and object libraries, at the key server
and at both object servers. Standard solutions exist (e.g.,
generation numbers in concert with garbage collection).

Billing and accounting. Popcorn must enable the content distributor to charge consumers, pay royalties, and
collect aggregate statistics. Popcorn’s current prototype
can support both subscription-based and pay-per-view
pricing models by monitoring accesses to the key server.
Furthermore, it by default works with a prepaid royalty
model, where the distributor pays a fixed license fee upfront. However, in its current form, Popcorn does not
support advanced pricing models (different prices for different objects, possibly in tiers) or advanced royalties
models (e.g., based on number of views or aggregate
statistics). However, we believe that these limitations are
not fundamental (e.g., prior works [14, 23, 55, 100] have
addressed them in different contexts). Future work is to
investigate how these prior works can be composed with
Popcorn, and what the implications of doing so are on
performance and privacy guarantees.

Integration with CDNs. Running Popcorn on content
delivery networks (CDNs) would present two main challenges: maintaining the utility of batching when running
on a distributed infrastructure; and increased hardware
provisioning at the CDN’s edge servers (power consumption, colocation space, etc.). Though addressing the latter is non-trivial, we believe that it does not require a
paradigm shift: Akamai’s EdgeComputing service [32]
already enables running CPU-intensive enterprise business web applications at edge servers. Moreover, Netflix
recently installed custom-built storage-optimized appliances at the edges.
Similarly, we believe that, though the CDN’s distributed infrastructure will reduce opportunities for batching, enough concurrency will remain to make the service
cost effective. Indeed, rough back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that request rates for Netflix are already
quite high (e.g., over 9200 requests/90min/PoP11 ) and are

Targeted ads and recommendation services. Popcorn
does not currently support targeted advertisements or recommendations, but we believe this limitation is not fundamental [17, 22, 24, 53, 62, 65]. Incorporating these results
in Popcorn is a direction for future work.

11 Assumes

10 billion hours watched in 3 months [4], requests are for a
90 minute video, and a total of 500 Points of Presence (PoP).
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A

Derivation of segment sizes

of memory capacity, 2 SSDs with 320 GB capacity each
(6.4 Gbps sequential read I/O bandwidth), and is rented
out for $0.9822 per hour. Using these, we get the following equations:

Recall the inequalities defined in §4.3:
ti ≤ Ti ·α,

where α =

Ti ≤ d +

i−1


tj ,

min {Ri , Pi /bi }
µ·n

32C+60M+6.4I = 0.6281
32C+244M+6.4I = 0.9822

where d = d−

j=1

32C+244M+23.3I = 1.6902,

We consider the special case where both sides of the
inequalities are equal. Combining both statements:


i−1

tj ·α
ti = d +

where C is the hourly cost of renting a vCPU, M is the
cost of renting 1 GB of memory for an hour, and I is the
hourly cost for 1 Gbps of sequential read I/O bandwidth.
Solving for the unknowns in the equations, we get
I=0.042, M=0.0019, and C=0.0076.

j=1

We show that ti = (d ·α·(1+α)i−1 ) is a solution to the
above equation. Substituting on both sides:


i−1

d ·α·(1+α)j−1 ·α.
d ·α·(1+α)i−1 = d +
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j=1

Summing the finite geometric series, and rearranging:



(1+α)i−1 −1
= d +d ·α·
·α
α
= d ·α·(1+α)i−1 .

Setting α = 1, we get ti = 2i−1 ·(d−), as desired.
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Speeding up Web Page Loads with Shandian
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Abstract

pages use JavaScript libraries such as jQuery [21] or include large customized JavaScript code in order to support a high degree of user interactivity. The result is that a
large portion of the code conveyed to a browser is never
used on a page or is only used when a user triggers an
action. The second inefficiency stems from how the different stages of the page load process are scheduled to
ensure semantic correctness in the presence of concurrent access to shared resources. This results in limited
overlap between computation and network transfer, thus
increasing PLT. The third and related inefficiency is that
many resources included in a Web page are often loaded
sequentially due to the complex dependencies in the page
load process, and this results in sub-optimal use of the
network and increased PLTs.
Reducing PLT is hard given these inefficiencies. Human inspection is not ideal since there is no guarantee that Web developers adhere to the ever-changing
best practices prescribed by experts [35]. Thus, it is
widely believed that the inefficiencies should be transparently mitigated by automated tools and techniques.
Many previously proposed techniques focus on improving the network transfer times. For example, techniques
such as DNS pre-resolution [22], TCP pre-connect [19],
and TCP fast open [28] reduce latencies, and the SPDY
protocol improves network efficiency at the application
layer [32]. Other techniques lower computation costs by
either exploiting parallelism [25, 12] or adding software
architecture support [41, 13]. While these techniques are
moderately effective at speeding up the individual activities corresponding to a page load, they have had limited
impact in reducing overall PLT, because they still communicate redundant code, stall in the presence of conflicting operations, and are constrained by the limited
parallelism in the page load process.
The key and yet unresolved issue with page loads is
that the page load process is suboptimally prioritized as
to what portions of a page get loaded and when. In
this paper, we advocate an approach that precisely prioritizes resources that are needed during the initial page
load (load-time state) and those that are needed only after a page is loaded (post-load state). Unlike SPDY (or
HTTP/2) server push and Klotski [10], which only prioritize network transfers at the granularity of Web objects, our approach prioritizes both network transfers and
computation at a fine granularity (e.g., HTML elements
and CSS rules), directly tackling the three inefficiencies
listed above.

Web page loads are slow due to intrinsic inefficiencies
in the page load process. Our study shows that the inefficiencies are attributable not only to the contents and
structure of the Web pages (e.g., three-fourths of the CSS
resources are not used during the initial page load) but
also the way that pages are loaded (e.g., 15% of page load
times are spent waiting for parsing-blocking resources to
be loaded).
To address these inefficiencies, this paper presents
Shandian (which means lightening in Chinese) that restructures the page load process to speed up page loads.
Shandian exercises control over what portions of the
page gets communicated and in what order so that the initial page load is optimized. Unlike previous techniques,
Shandian works on demand without requiring a training period, is compatible with existing latency-reducing
techniques (e.g., caching and CDNs), supports security
features that enforce same-origin policies, and does not
impose additional privacy risks. Our evaluations show
that Shandian reduces page load times by more than
half for both mobile phones and desktops while incurring modest overheads to data usage.

1

Introduction

Web pages have become the de-facto standard for billions of users to get access to the Internet. The endto-end Web page load time (PLT) has consequently become a key metric as it affects user experience and thus
is associated with business revenues [6, 4]. Reports suggest that Shopzilla increased its revenue 12% by reducing PLT from 6 seconds to 1.2 seconds and that Amazon
found every 100ms of increase in PLT cost them 1% in
sales [27].
Despite its importance and various attempts to improve PLT, the end-to-end PLT for most pages is still
a few seconds on desktops and more than ten seconds
on mobile devices [9, 39]. This is because modern Web
pages are often complex. Previous studies show that
Web pages contain more than fifty Web objects on average [9], and exhibit complex inter-dependencies that
result in inefficient utilization of network and compute
resources [39]. In our own experiments, we have identified three types of inefficiencies associated with Web
pages and the page load process. The first inefficiency
comes from the content size of Web pages. Many Web
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A key challenge addressed by our approach is to ensure that we do not break static Web objects (e.g., external JavaScript and CSS), because caching and CDNs are
commonly used to improve PLT. We make design decisions to send unmodified static contents in the post-load
state thereby incurring the cost of sending a small portion of redundant content that is already included in the
load-time state.
To deploy this approach transparently to Web pages,
we choose a split-browser architecture and fulfill part of
the page load on a proxy server, which can be either
part of the web service itself (e.g., reverse proxies) or
third-party proxy servers (e.g., Amazon EC2). A proxy
server is set up to preload a Web page up to a time, e.g.,
when the load event is fired; the preload is expected to be
fast since it exploits greater compute power at the proxy
server and since all the resources that would normally result in blocking transfers are locally available. When migrating state (logics that determine a Web page and the
stage of the page load process) to the client, the proxy
server prioritizes state needed for the initial page load
over state that will be used later, so as to convey critical
information as fast as possible. After all the state is fully
migrated, the user can interact with the page normally as
if the page were loaded directly without using a proxy
server.
Note that Opera mini [26] and Amazon Silk [3] also
embrace a split-browser architecture but differ in terms
of how the rendering process is split between the client
and the proxy server. Their client-side browsers only
handle display, and thus JavaScript evaluation is handled by the proxy server. This process depends on the
network, which is both slow and unreliable in mobile
settings [30], and encourages the proxy server to be
placed near users. We have a fully functioning client-side
browser and encourages the proxy server to be placed
near front-end Web servers (e.g., edge POPs) for the
most performance gains.
Our contributions are as follows:
• We conduct a measurement study that identifies the
inefficiencies of Web pages that can be fixed by better page structures. We find that three-fourths of the
CSS is not used during a page load and that parsingblocking CSS and JavaScript slow down page loads by
20%.
• We design and implement Shandian, which significantly reduces end-to-end PLTs. Shandian uses a
proxy server to preload a Web page, quickly communicates an initial representation of the page’s DOM
to the client, and loads secondary resources in the
background. Shandian also ensures that the Web
page functionality in terms of user interactivity is preserved and that the delivery process is compatible
with latency-reducing techniques such as caching and

CDNs and security features such as the enforcement
of same-origin policies. The resulting system is thus
both efficient and practical.
• We evaluate Shandian on the top 100 Alexa
Web pages which have been heavily optimized by
other technologies. Our evaluations still show that
Shandian reduces PLT by more than half with a reasonably powerful proxy server on a variety of mobile
settings with varied RTT, bandwidth, CPU power, and
memory. For example, Shandian reduces PLT by
50% to 60% on a mobile phone with 1GHz CPU and
1GB memory by exploiting the compute power of a
proxy server with a multicore 2.4GHz server. Unlike
many techniques that only improve network or computation, Shandian shows consistent benefits on a
variety of settings. We also find that the amount of
load-time state is decreased while the total amount of
traffic is increased moderately by 1%.
In the rest of this paper, we first review the background
of Web pages and the page load process by identifying the inefficiencies associated with page loads (§2).
Next, we present the design of Shandian (§3) and
its implementations and deployment (§4). We evaluate
Shandian in §5, discuss in §6, review related work in
§7, and conclude in §8.

2

An analysis of page load inefficiencies

This section reviews the background on the Web page
load process (§2.1), identifies three inefficiencies in the
load process, and quantifies them using a measurement
study (§2.2).
2.1

Background: Web page loads

Web page compositions. A Web page consists of several Web objects that can be HTML, JavaScript, CSS, images, and other media such as videos and Flash. HTML
is the language (also the root object) that describes a Web
page; it uses a markup to define a set of tree-structured elements such as headings, paragraphs, tables, and inputs.
Cascading style sheets (CSS) are used for specifying presentation attributes such as colors and fonts of the HTML
elements and is expressed as a set of rules. Processing
the CSS involves identifying the HTML elements that
match the given rules (referred to as CSS selector matching) and adding the specified styles to matched elements.
JavaScript is often used to add dynamic content to Web
pages; it can manipulate the HTML, say by adding new
elements, modifying existing elements, or changing elements’ styles, and can define and handle events. CSS
and JavaScript are embedded in a Web page as HTML
elements (i.e., script, style, and link) and can be
either a standalone Web object or inline HTML.
Web page load process. First, when a user inputs or
clicks a URL, the browser initiates an HTTP request to
2
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ﬁed in the Web page. When a CSS appears ahead of this
JavaScript (e.g., 1.css), evaluating the JavaScript needs
to wait until the CSS is loaded and evaluated. (CSS evaluation includes parsing CSS rules, matching CSS selectors, and computing element styles.) This is because both
JavaScript and CSS can modify the elements’ styles in
the DOM. As is shown in Figure 1(b), HTML parsing is
often blocked to ensure the correctness of execution, thus
signiﬁcantly slowing down page loads.1
Unlike CSS and JavaScript, other Web objects (e.g.,
images) do not block HTML parsing or any task other
than rendering. Therefore, the composition of HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript resources and how they are organized are often the factors that affect PLT.
The dependencies not only slow down page loads but
also prevent optimizations from being more effective.
For example, the SPDY protocol would signiﬁcantly improve PLT if all the objects in a page were fetched and
processed in parallel; but this improvement is largely
nulliﬁed by the page dependencies in real browser contexts [40]. This is because the optimization technologies
often just improve one aspect of page loads (e.g., network utilization), but the overall page load process remains constrained by dependencies and the marginal improvements are not signiﬁcant.
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Figure 2: Fraction of redundant CSS rules of top 100
pages in bytes.
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(b) Dependency graph of loading the page.

Figure 1: An example of loading a page.
that URL. Upon receiving the request, the server either
responds with a static HTML ﬁle, or runs server-side
code (e.g., Node.js or PHP) to generate the HTML contents on the ﬂy and sends it to the browser. The browser
then starts to parse the HTML contents; it downloads embedded ﬁles (e.g., CSS and JavaScript) until the page is
fully parsed. The result of the parsing process is a document object model (DOM) tree, an in-memory representation of the Web page. The DOM tree provides a
common interface for JavaScript to manipulate the page.
The browser progressively renders the page during the
load process; it converts the DOM tree to a layout tree
and further to pixels on the screen.
The browser ﬁres a load event when it ﬁnishes loading the DOM tree. The load event is commonly used
for prioritizing Web page contents to improve user experience [9, 39]. For example, websites commonly use the
load event to defer loading JavaScript that is not used in
the initial page display. Such a design makes Web pages
more responsive and provides better user-perceived page
load times.

Critical paths of Web page loads. Not all the object
loads on a Web page affect the PLT. The bottlenecks
can be identiﬁed by performing a critical path analysis
on the dependency graphs obtained when a page is being loaded. For example in Figure 1(b), loading 0.html
and 1.css and evaluating all the objects are on the critical path. Figure 1(b) shows that the time spent on the
network comes not only from time to load the HTML,
but also from blocking load of JavaScript or CSS (e.g.,
1.css), which signiﬁcantly slows down PLT.

Dependencies in Web page loads. Ideally, the browser
should fetch Web objects of a page fully in parallel, but
in practice the process is often blocked by dependencies
among Web objects. One type of dependencies stems
from coordinating access to shared resources [39]. For
example in Figure 1, when the parser encounters the
script tag that references 2.js, it stops parsing, loads
the corresponding JavaScript, evaluates the script (i.e.,
compilation and execution), and then resumes parsing.
As both HTML and JavaScript can modify the DOM,
this ensures that the DOM is modiﬁed in the order speci-

2.2

Page load inefﬁciencies

To understand inefﬁciencies in the Web page load process, we conduct a study on top 100 Alexa [2] pages by
using Chrome (which is a highly optimized browser). To
1 These

dependencies are enforced by popular browsers including
Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and IE.
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provide a controlled network environment, we download
all pages to our own server, and use Dummynet [11] to
provide a stable network connection of 20ms RTT and
10Mbps bandwidth. Our client is a machine with a 2GHz
dual core CPU and 4GB memory. We clear the cache
for every page load, and deﬁne PLT as the time between
when the page is requested and when the load event is
ﬁred. We then identiﬁed the following factors that slow
down the page load.
Unused CSS in page loads. The ﬁrst observation is
that CSS ﬁles often contain rules that are either never
used in a page or at least not used during the initial page
load. Such CSS rules incur unnecessary network trafﬁc
and parsing efforts. We quantify the amount of used versus unused CSS rules in initial page loads (see Figure 2).
In particular, 75% of CSS rules are unused in the median case. Surprisingly, 80% and 96% of CSS rules are
unused for google.com and facebook.com respectively. This suggests that CSS is likely to be redundant
for interactive pages, because interactive pages tend to
load lots of CSS rules for future interactions, at the cost
of increased PLT.
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(a) Web page contents. This is to provide an overview of the load
process and we skipped some of the details in the interest of saving
space.



 



Blocking JS/CSS. JavaScript and CSS often block parsing on the critical path. We extend WProf [39] to measure the amount of additional round trips and parsingblocking object downloads and evaluations. We ﬁnd
that 15% of the PLT for top pages is spent waiting for
JavaScript or CSS to be loaded on the critical path, and
5% of PLT is used for evaluating CSS and JavaScript.
Compared to the time to ﬁrst byte, which is difﬁcult to
reduce, there are signiﬁcant potential gains from optimizing CSS and JavaScript.

 

 



 




 





(b) Dependency graph of loading the page.

Figure 3: An example of loading a page using
Shandian.
functions correctly. Figure 3 shows an example of loading a page with Shandian. We reorganize the state
in the root object (e.g., 0.json) while keeping the integrity of other objects (e.g., 1.css, d3.js, and 2.js). Figure 3(b) shows a dependency graph of loading the page
with Shandian. The page is loaded when the load-time
state is loaded and evaluated (e.g., the #main element is
rendered), which is much faster than Figure 1(b) with object inter-dependencies. Processing post-load state does
not involve any complex inter-dependencies as the evaluation of objects can happen in parallel.
The challenges are detailed in §3.1. Next, we describe
the load-time state (§3.2) that is captured for fast page
loads, and the post-load state (§3.3) that is captured for
interactivity and compatibility. In addition to the state
that is migrated from the server to the client, we discuss
the state that needs to be migrated from the client to the
server (§3.4).

Additional round trips. Web objects are not loaded in a
batch, but are often loaded sequentially due to the above
reason. The result is that loading a page usually incurs
many round trips, since loading an object often triggers
a sequence of latency-inﬂating operations such as redirections, DNS lookups, TCP connection setups, and SSL
handshakes. We ﬁnd that 80% of pages have sequentially
loaded Web objects on the critical path.

3

 

Design

Our design aims to reduce PLTs by restructuring the page
load process to remove the inefﬁciencies measured in
§2.2. We pre-process Web pages on the proxy server and
migrate page state to the client in order to streamline the
client-side page load process.
The key to our design is the state that we capture and
migrate. On the one hand, page state needs to be captured at an appropriate processing stage in order to minimize the network and computational costs; on the other
hand, the captured state should be comprehensive and
ensure that the rendered page on the client displays and

3.1

Challenges

We identify three challenges in designing Shandian.
First, precisely identifying state that is needed during
a page load (load-time state) is nontrivial since load-time
state and post-load state are largely mingled. For example, some Web pages use a small portion of jQuery [21]
to construct HTML elements while leaving a large por4
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tially increased size of migrated state.

tion of jQuery unused. Precisely identifying the loadtime state and migrating them to the client in the first
place is key to reducing PLT.
Second, we need to ensure that the Web page rendered
using Shandian is functionally equivalent to one that
is computed solely on the client. On the one hand, as
page state processing happens on both proxy servers and
clients, we need to carefully design the split process to
ensure that we do not break the pages. On the other hand,
the server needs proper client-side state to function properly. For example, some Web pages that adopt a responsive Web design provide layouts specific to browser size.
The server needs information about browser size, cookies or HTML5 local storage in order to function properly.
Third, completely recording and migrating the Web
page state computed by the server is nontrivial. After
the initial load process, the state computed by the server
is largely dispersed across various JavaScript code fragments that comprise the Web page. This state needs to
be retrieved and then migrated to their equivalent locations on the client in order to ensure that the user has a
seamless experience in interacting with the Web page.
In the rest of the section, we discuss how we address
these challenges in designing Shandian.
3.2

3.2.2

Load-time state in CSS

CSS evaluation is also slow, blocks rendering, and thus
should be avoided in the initial page load as much as
possible. The result of CSS evaluation is, however, a
detailed and potentially unwieldy list of styles for each
HTML element. Including the detailed list of styles in
the load-time state would fully eliminate the CSS evaluation but incur a significant amount of time transferring
the state.
Here, we seek an intermediate representation for the
CSS state that incurs little additional time to finish the
CSS evaluation while keeping the state small. CSS evaluation involves a sequential process of CSS parsing, CSS
selector matching, and style computation. The CSS selector matching step matches the selectors of all the CSS
rules to each HTML element, requiring more than a linear amount of time. The style computation process applies matched CSS properties in a proper order to generate a list of styles for rendering.
Our design decision here is to perform CSS parsing
and matching on the server but leave style computations
to be performed on the client. We migrate all the inputs required by style computations as part of load-time
state. The required inputs are largely determined by
the W3C algorithm that specifies the order according to
which CSS properties are applied [37]. In addition to
matched CSS selectors and properties for a given HTML
element, the state also includes the importance (marked
as important or not), the origin (from website, device, or
user), and the specificity (calculated from CSS selectors)
that determines this order. The resulting migrated state
is compact compared to the detailed list of styles, and at
the same time, it eliminates CSS selector matching on
the client.

Load-time state

The load-time state is designed primarily for facilitating display and is captured at a processing stage that
minimizes the amount of work required for rendering
on the client. To this end, design decisions regarding
the load-time state focus on how much we can eliminate
JavaScript/CSS evaluations while keeping the communicated state small. As a result, the load-time state contains
only HTML elements and their styles, but not JavaScript
or post-load CSS. Below, we explain this in greater detail and also describe the state that is migrated to reflect
JavaScript/CSS evaluations performed at the server.

3.2.3

3.2.1 Load-time state in JavaScript

Serialization and deserialization

In order to obtain the load-time state, the proxy server
first loads a Web page using a browser that has sufficient capabilities to handle HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
When the page load event or any other defined event is
fired, the proxy browser serializes the load-time state
from the memory. The server-side Shandian recursively serializes each HTML element in the DOM (excluding CSS and JavaScript elements), its attributes, and
references to matched CSS rules. Then, the details of
the matched CSS rules are serialized. Each CSS rule includes a CSS selector, a list of CSS properties, the importance, and the origin. Note that we do not add CSS
rules to each matched HTML element, but use references
to link HTML elements to their matched CSS rules (e.g.,
Figure 3(a) references the index of the matched CSS rule
in the CSS array). This is because a CSS rule is likely

JavaScript itself does not directly reflect on display, but
the result of JavaScript evaluation can. As JavaScript
evaluation is slow and blocks rendering, a design decision is to avoid both communicating JavaScript as part of
the load-time state and evaluating JavaScript on the client
device. Instead, the load-time state includes the result of
JavaScript evaluation on the server, and this result is reflected in the HTML elements and their styles. For example, instead of transmitting a piece of D3 JavaScript [14]
to construct an SVG graphic on the client, the JavaScript
is evaluated at the server to generate the load-time state
of HTML elements that represent the SVG. This design
minimizes the computation time used in JavaScript evaluation for an initial page load and also avoids blocking
executions on the client, but this is at the cost of poten5
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at the cost of repeating the evaluation of load-time state.
For example, if a snippet of external CSS is already being
cached, our design does not require loading any portion
of this snippet from anywhere else. The price to pay is
the additional energy consumption and latencies that result from the repeated evaluation of load-time state. But,
since these computations happen after the initial loadtime version has been rendered, the additional cost does
not impact user’s perception of the page load time.

to match with many HTML elements. The HTML elements and matched CSS rules together provide complete
information for a page to be displayed properly on the
client.
Deserializing the load-time state, which is both simple and fast, determines the page load time on the client.
The client-side Shandian linearly scans the load-time
state and uses HTML elements and attributes to construct the DOM. Instead of running a full CSS evaluation,
Shandian computes styles from already matched CSS,
requiring just a linear amount of time. Shandian does
not require any client-side JavaScript evaluations because the state already contains the results of JavaScript
evaluation. Compared to the page load process, the deserialization process does not block, does not incur additional network interactions, and avoids parsing of unused CSS or JavaScript, thereby significantly speeding
up page loads on the client as is demonstrated by Figure 3(b).
3.3

3.3.2

Post-load state in JavaScript

Attaching unmodified JavaScript snippets in the postload state incurs a complex processing procedure, because not all JavaScript evaluation is idempotent. On
the one hand, we need to ensure that JavaScript evaluation has equivalent results as if Shandian weren’t
used; on the other hand, we need to completely record
all the state of JavaScript. Other approaches such as migrating the entire heap would incur significantly larger
state (10x) and break the integrity of JavaScript objects
(consequently caching), and are thus not an option here.

Post-load state

Following the load-time state, the post-load state needs to
be processed transparently in the background in order to
ensure that: (a) users can further interact with the page as
if it were delivered normally and not through Shandian
(interactivity), and (b) latency-reduction techniques are
still viable (compatibility). To ensure interactivity, the
post-load state should include the portion of JavaScript
that was not used in the load-time state, together with
unused CSS, because they might be required later in
user interactions. To ensure that complementary latencyreduction techniques such as caching and CDNs can be
used in Shandian, we need to an unmodified version
of external objects in the post-load state.
The most direct approach would be to migrate unmodified JavaScript/CSS snippets, which both ensures
integrity (and thus compatibility) and includes all the information for post-load state (interactivity). Our design
here focuses on examining the feasibility of migrating
unmodified snippets and processing unmodified snippets
while excluding the effects of load-time state.

Ensuring equivalent results from JavaScript evaluations. If we include the original unmodified JavaScript
code in the post-load state, it is hard to ensure that
JavaScript evaluation gives equivalent results as if
Shandian weren’t used. This is because the order
in which JavaScript appears determines the results of
JavaScript evaluation, but unfortunately this order is not
preserved as a result of isolating load-time and postload state. If we do not keep unmodified JavaScript in
the post-load state, the compatibility would be compromised, so is the size of the communicated state.
Our approach uses unmodified JavaScript, together
with a bit of the memory state that we call heap (referred
to as partial heap), to reconstruct the whole heap. To
keep the partial heap small, the key is to extract as much
information as possible from the unmodified JavaScript.
To this end, we further break down the unmodified
JavaScript snippets into statements, and reuse as many
idempotent statements as possible. A JavaScript statement can be a function declaration, a function call, a
variable declaration, and so forth. Evaluating function
declarations is idempotent, but evaluating other statements is not necessarily idempotent. To avoid double evaluating non-idempotent statements, the client-side
Shandian only evaluates function declarations in postload JavaScript, and directly applies the partial heap—
the results of JavaScript evaluation that are migrated
from the proxy server.
The contents of the partial heap largely depend on how
function declarations would be extracted from unmodified JavaScript. However, isolating function declarations
from other JavaScript is nontrivial because they are often
largely mixed. Below, we discuss the situations under

3.3.1 Post-load state in CSS
Attaching unmodified CSS snippets (copies of inline
CSS and links to external CSS) in the post-load state is
both feasible and simple. We can just evaluate all the
CSS rules here regardless of whether they had appeared
in the load-time state. This is because CSS evaluation is
idempotent—evaluating the same CSS rule any number
of times would give the same results. In our design, the
CSS rules in load-time state will be evaluated twice (one
on the proxy server, and the other on the client) while
post-load CSS is evaluated once.
This design is simple and satisfies the constraints, but
6
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Events

Event state

3.3.3

DOM events
XmlHttpRequest
setTimeout
setInterval

event name, callback and its arguments
internal fields of the object
time to fire, callback and its arguments
time to fire, interval, callback and its arguments

Serialization and deserialization of the post-load state
happens in the background while users interact with
load-time state and is more complex than that of the loadtime state.
The server-side Shandian first serializes unmodified CSS or JavaScript snippets if they are inline (their
links instead if they are external), ensuring compatibility. Next, Shandian serializes the event callbacks and
the partial heap excluding those that can be restored from
function declarations in the unmodified JavaScript (e.g.,
listeners and heap fields in Figure 3(a)). The postload state together with load-time state provides complete information for a Web page to function correctly.
Note that the size of the load-time and post-load state
together exceeds that of the original Web page. The extra portions include the matched CSS rules, the partial
heap, and event state. Because they are computed from
the original Web page and are thus repetitive, they can be
compressed.
The client-side Shandian first deserializes and
parses unmodified CSS and JavaScript, fetching corresponding objects if they are external. Unlike in a Web
page where fetching CSS and JavaScript has to comply with the dependency model [39], here JavaScript and
CSS objects can be fetched completely in parallel. After
all the objects are fetched, CSS is completely evaluated,
and the function declarations in JavaScript are evaluated
to avoid duplicate evaluations. Then, the partial heap is
applied and events start to get fired. At this point, the
Web page state on the client is restored as if the entire
page load process happened on the client.

Table 1: Summary of events and their states.
which function declarations are hard to isolate and also
describe the use of the partial heap when necessary.
(i) Recursively embedded instance variables.
JavaScript does not distinguish between functions
and objects, and thus a function declaration can recursively embed other function declarations and instance
variables. To this end, the server-side Shandian
recursively captures all the instance variables as the
partial heap even if they are embedded in a function
declaration. When the client-side Shandian evaluates
unmodified JavaScript, it first only evaluates function
declarations by ignoring these instance variables, and
then applies the partial heap to restore the instance
variables.
(ii) Self-invoking functions. A self-invoking function combines a function declaration and a function call
in a single statement. For example, (function(n)
{alert(n);})(0) is a self-invoking function. Our
approach is to split up the single statement into a function declaration and a function call, and evaluate them
differently.
(iii) eval and document.write can convert
strings to JavaScript code that embeds function declarations. The use of eval and document.write is
considered as bad practices for both performance and security. We disable the use of Shandian for Web pages
that have invoked eval and document.write before
a page is loaded.

3.4

Serialization and deserialization

Client-side state

Website information stored in browsers. In addition
to migrating state from the server to the client, some
state stored in browsers needs to be first migrated from
the client to the server. While constructing the DOM,
the browser uses long-term storage including cookies,
HTML5 local storage, and Web database. Because the
server does not keep a copy of this state, lacking clientside state might break the Web page. Shandian handles client-side state by migrating them from the client to
the server along with the page request. But this has the
potential to increase the uplink transfers and thus slow
down page loads. To this end, we conduct a measurement
study on client-side state and have confirmed in §5.4 that
the client-side state that needs to be migrated is small.

Recording all the state of JavaScript. Recording all the
state is challenging, because some state such as those in
function closures and event callbacks are hard to capture.
(i) Instance variables in function closures. A function closure is often used for isolating code execution
environments (referred to as scopes). We instrument the
JavaScript engine with the ability to refer to function closures and serialize the instance variable for each closure
respectively. Unlike other techniques that handle function closures by rewriting JavaScript [23], instrumenting
the JavaScript engine allows us to handle function closures efficiently.
(ii) State in event callbacks. Besides function closures,
event callbacks are also hard to capture. Here, we consider three kinds of events that can be added in an initial
page load, which are summarized in Table 1. Serializing
the event callbacks requires us to capture all the state in
the event queue.

Other sources of inconsistencies. Besides browser
storage, there can be differences in obtaining timestamps (Date.now), geolocation, and browser information from the client and the server [8]. The absolute
timestamps should be the same on the client and the
7
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server as if they are both synchronized to the global
clock. However, the time zone could be different and
thus needs to be sent to the server. The geolocation can
only be obtained by asking users for an explicit consent.
Once this happens, we send the geolocation to the server.
Browser information includes the window size and user
agents. As user agents are always sent to the server, we
do not need to explicitly handle it. We send the window
size to the server because it can be used to adjust the size
of the layout (e.g., in a responsive design).

Our instrumentation is primarily for state serialization,
and is minimal before state serialization starts: we turn
off downloads of images and other media because they
are not part of the migrated state; we also block objects
that are hosted on other domains because we mandate
downloading all the required CSS and JavaScript to the
Web server. While most of the state resides in Blink [5],
some also resides in V8 [36] (e.g., event callbacks and
function closures). The server extension can be added to
any webserver that allows process invocation.

4

Client-side Shandian. The client-side browser is also
based on Chrome, and we modify it as little as possible. We implemented a JSON lexer to parse the migrated
state, and this lexer is invoked instead of the HTML
lexer. After obtaining the HTML elements from the
JSON lexer, we perform DOM construction using unmodified Blink. Given that the migrated state contains
matched CSS rules, we skip CSS selector matching and
directly apply the CSS properties to compute the element
styles. We modify V8 a little to selectively evaluate function statements in JavaScript and to apply server-side results of JavaScript evaluations. We modify Blink to create event listeners and timers from our serialized state instead of executing the load-time JavaScript. The clientside browser can opt in to using Shandian using an
HTTP header and thus can easily fallback to loading the
original pages that Shandian does not support.
Note that we chose to modify the browsers instead of
implementing state migration using JavaScript because
JavaScript evaluation is time consuming and because it
does not provide the appropriate APIs necessary for all
the low-level manipulations. For example, JavaScript
does not allow access to the matched CSS rules for an
HTML element. By operating inside the browser code
base, we have easy in-memory access to all the desired
information, and we also avoid JavaScript execution at
the client prior to the page load event.

4.1

Deployment and Implementation
Deployment

Shandian can be deployed either in the reverse proxy
(co-located with front-end servers) or as a separate globally distributed proxy service (similar to Opera mini [26]
and Amazon Silk [3]).
Conventional wisdom suggests deployments near
clients in order to make better use of edge caching and
CDNs and to offer low latencies (e.g., when JavaScript
offloading is needed). To the best of our knowledge,
all page rewriting techniques (e.g., Opera Mini [26]
and Amazon Silk [3]) are intended to be deployed near
clients. Unfortunately, such a deployment slows down
the preload process on the proxy server, because it adds
additional round trips to the Web server, which is a key
inefficiency especially for parsing-blocking object downloads in current Web pages (§2.2).
In our design of Shandian, we find that exploiting
caching/CDNs and reducing round trip delays to the origin server are not at odds and that a carefully designed
system can achieve both. We only require the resources
that are used as part of the initial page load to go through
the proxy server, while the resources accessed after the
initial load (e.g., images and videos) can still be cached
or be fetched from CDNs. Therefore, we consider deployments wherein the proxy server is located near the
Web content server and is ideally co-located with the reverse proxy of the Web service in order to reduce the
preprocessing time in the proxy server.
4.2

5

Evaluation

The evaluation aims to demonstrate that: (i) Shandian
significantly improves PLT under a variety of scenarios
(§5.2), (ii) Shandian does not significantly hurt data
usage §5.3), and (iii) the amount of client-side state that
needs to be transferred to the server is small (§5.4).

Implementation

State format. We represent the migrated state in JSON
format, because it is simple and compact. Note that other
formats such as XML or HTML are also viable.

5.1

Experimental setup

We conduct the experiments by setting up a client that
loads Web pages using our modified Chrome and a server
that hosts pages using our server extension. We detail the
experimental setup below.
Our server is a 64-bit machine with 2.4GHz 16 core
CPU and 16GB memory, and has an Ubuntu 12.04 installation with the 3.8.0-29 kernel. To ensure all the Web objects are co-located with Shandian, we download the

Server-side Shandian. We implement the server-side
browser as a webserver extension based on Chrome’s
content_shell with most modifications to Blink
and few to V8. We chose the lightweight browser
content_shell because it includes only pagespecific features such as HTML5 and GPU acceleration,
but not browser-specific features such as extensions, autofill, and spell checking [18].
8
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mobile home pages of the Alexa top 100 websites to our
server and use Apache to host them. We download all
the Web objects for a page, ensuring that the page loads
by our server extension do not issue external network requests. In practice, only Web objects that are used in
initial page loads need to be hosted on the server. For example, synchronous JavaScript needs to be placed on the
server, but images and videos can be placed anywhere
else. Our experimental setup emulates a deployment setting where Shandian executes on a front-end server of
a Web service.
Our clients include mobile phones (Nexus S with
1GHz Cortex A8 CPU, 512MB RAM) and virtual machines with varying CPU and memory. We experimented
with a 3G/4G cellular network, WiFi, and Ethernet in a
LAN. We focus on the results from LAN because results
from the cellular network are similar to simulated LAN
settings.
We define page load time (PLT) as the time to display
page contents that are rendered before the W3C load
event [38] is fired. Note that our approach works with
any metrics of page load times, though we use the W3C
load metric to evaluate our prototype. Alternatives to
PLT such as the above-the-fold time (AFT) [7] and speed
index [34] represent user-perceived page load times, but
they require cumbersome video recordings and analysis
and are thus out of the scope of this paper. We clear
browser cache between any two page loads and do not
consider client-side state that requires a login. We report
the median page load times out of five runs for all the
experiments.
5.2
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(b) Breakdowns of page load times

Figure 4: Page load times (seconds) on Nexus S with
1GHz Cortex A8 CPU, 512MB RAM, and Android
4.1.2, and with WiFi. Shandian reduces page load
times by 60% compared to Chrome in the median case.
pared to those with unmodified Chrome. The reduction
is as much as 60% in the median case.
Source of benefits: To identify the source of benefits, we further break down PLTs into time spent by the
Shandian server extension ts , time to fetch the first
chunk of the page tf , and time to parse the page (including parsing-blocking network fetch time) tp . Figure 4(b)
shows that Shandian’s server extension uses little time
to pre-process pages (22ms in the median case, and 250
ms in the maximum case). Compared to client-side page
loads that take a few seconds, server-side page loads have
negligible overheads, due to the benefits accrued from
more compute power (especially memory), a lightweight
server browser, and mitigated network inefficiencies by
deploying the cloud server near the Web server. The benefits together suggest that migrating page load computations to the server is effective. By comparing the clientside parsing times tp of Shandian and Chrome, we find
that the benefits of Shandian stem mainly from clientside parsing. This is because Shandian requires no
JavaScript evaluations, eliminates redundant CSS, and
increases network utilization by eliminating blocking operations.

Page load times

One source of benefits of Shandian comes from reducing the dependencies between network and computation,
which in turn eliminates network operations that block
rendering. For example in Figure 3(b), the network interaction is minimized to just fetching the load-time state
in 0.json (before the page is loaded). Another source of
benefits comes from reducing the amount of computation needed for the initial page loads (evaluating just the
load-time state instead of evaluating all the dependent resources). We now demonstrate the performance benefits
under a wide variety of scenarios.
5.2.1 PLT on mobile devices
We use a mobile phone, Nexus S with 1GHz Cortex-A8
CPU, 16GB internal memory (512MB RAM), and Android 4.1.2. The mobile phone is connected to the Internet via WiFi. We install our modified Android Chrome
and automate experiments using adb shell. We load
the Web pages with Shandian and with unmodified
Chrome on the mobile phone. Figure 4(a) shows that the
PLTs with Shandian are significantly reduced com-

5.2.2

PLT on desktop VM

To demonstrate how much Shandian helps PLTs on a
variety of scenarios, we use a desktop VM with Ubuntu
12.04 kernel 3.8.0-29 installed and connected to the net9
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Figure 7: Varying CPU speed with fixed 1GB memory,
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Figure 6: Varying bandwidth with fixed 1GHz CPU,
1GB memory, and 200ms RTT.

Figure 8: Varying memory size with fixed 2GHz CPU,
no bandwidth cap, and no RTT insertion.

work using Ethernet. We use Dummynet [11] to emulate
varying bandwidths and RTTs.

cles. As PLT is dominated by computation, the results
here approximate the situations when objects are inlined
or cached. Clearly, Shandian significantly improves
PLTs than simply inlining objects since JavaScript evaluations and most of CSS evaluations are removed from
the page load process.

Varying RTT: We vary RTT from the minimal of the
LAN to 200 milliseconds with fixed 1GHz CPU and
1GB memory, which are representative of current mobile devices. We do not cap the bandwidth. The scenario of minimal RTT approximates the scenario of having caching always enabled. Figure 5 shows the cumulative distributions of PLTs of the 100 Web pages.
The increased RTT affects much of PLT with Chrome
but affects little of PLT with Shandian, meaning that
Shandian is insensitive to RTT. This is because among
the breakdowns of PLT only tf which is a small fraction
of PLT is affected by RTT.

Varying memory: We vary memory size from 0.5GB
to 1.5GB with fixed 1GHz CPU and no network tuning.
Figure 8 suggests that memory size has the same amount
of impact for both Shandian and Chrome, but a decrease in memory size has a more than linear negative
impact on PLT.
In summary, Shandian significantly improves PLT
compared to Chrome under a variety of realistic mobile
scenarios. This is rare since most techniques are specific to improve one of computation and network. But
Shandian improves both.
Note that we do not evaluate page interactivity metrics, e.g., the time until interaction is possible, because
users spend time on the contents of a Web page before
interacting with it and it is difficult to model this delay. Shandian could improve the time until interaction
since all external resources are loaded and evaluated in
parallel, but it can also hurt if the load-time state is too
large and blocks the transfer of the post-load state that is
required for page interactivity.

Varying bandwidth: We experiment with a 1Mbps
bandwidth and with no bandwidth cap using fixed 1GHz
CPU, 1GB memory, and 200ms RTT. Figure 6 shows that
PLTs are affected little by bandwidths, which is consistent with previous findings [33, 31] that bandwidth is not
a limiting factor of PLTs. We also run experiments in
a cellular network but find similar results to simulated
links.
Varying CPU: We vary CPU speed from 1GHz to
2GHz while fixing memory size to 1GB. We do not
tune RTT or bandwidth, meaning that PLT is dominated by computation. Figure 7 shows that the PLT
improvement is linear to CPU increase. It also shows
that CPU speed has the same amount of impact for
both Shandian and Chrome, because processing loadtime state in Shandian still incurs lots of CPU cy-

5.3

Size of transferred data

We evaluate the transferred data size as to (i) whether
it hurts latencies and (ii) whether it hurts data usage.
To understand whether the size of transferred data helps
10
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server. Unlike localStorage, cookies are widely used but
are always small, and Web databases are used in less than
1% of the websites and are small. The use of sessionStorage is also not much, likely because it only persists persession state and cannot cache as long as localStorage.
The study of client-side state suggests that migrating all
the necessary client-side state (e.g., cookies) to the server
has a negligible effect on page load time.
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Figure 9: Size of the critical piece relative to the original
HTML (KB).

We believe that Shandian is an important first step
in mitigating dependencies that are the key bottleneck
of latencies in page loads. While future advances
in JavaScript or the Web might require us to patch
Shandian so as to ensure that Shandian does not
break Web pages, there are no fundamental obstacles that
prevent us from patching Shandian to track changes to
the web page formats. Next, we discuss privacy, compatibility, and further optimizations that can be added to
Shandian.
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Figure 10: Percentage of increased page size (uncompressed v.s. compressed).

Latency-reducing techniques. Shandian is compatible with existing latency-reduction techniques with notable examples of caching and CDNs. Both caching and
CDNs use a URL as the key to store a Web object. To
preserve the use of caching and CDNs, we need to preserve the integrity of both the Web object itself and its
corresponding URL. We leave images and other media
unmodified because they do not block HTML parsing,
and we make the design decisions to migrate unmodified CSS and JavaScript in the post-load state. All the
resources that are typically cached or served from CDNs
are kept unmodified, meaning that all the caching and
CDN abilities are preserved.

or hurts latencies, we consider the size of the load-time
state, because the post-load state and other objects do
not affect the page load time. Figure 9 shows the size
of the load-time state when a standard gzip compression
is applied. The size of the load-time state relative to the
original HTML decreases for most pages, and increases
by a small amount only for less than 20% of the pages.
This means that our migrated load-time state improves
latencies in overall.
To evaluate whether the size of migrated state hurts
data usage which is important for mobile browsers, we
consider the total size of Web pages transferred to the
client including all the embedded objects. Figure 10
shows that the transferred data increases by 7% before
compression, but it drops to 1% with standard gzip compression. This indicates that the overheads introduced by
our approach are minimal.
5.4

Discussion

Privacy. We consider the additional information that
users have to sacrifice in order to use Shandian. Even
without Shandian, websites already have access to
user information revealed as part of the page load process
(e.g., access patterns, user locations), and Shandian
does not result in the exposure of additional user information. This is because: (i) website information stored
in browsers in the form of cookies or localStorage comes
from the website itself; (ii) current browsers expose geolocation to websites upon receiving consent from users;
(iii) websites have already had access to the browser information (using JavaScript). To sum up, the client-side
state either comes from the website or is already exposed
to the website in the absence of Shandian, and thus
users do not have to expose any additional information
to servers in order to use Shandian.
Our design is compatible with HTTPS if it is deployed
on a reverse proxy that has terminated SSL, but requires
additional trust when deployed as a globally distributed
proxy. Similar to Amazon Silk and Opera mini, we

Client-side state

We obtain client-side state from the browsers of a group
of people, totaling 2,435 domains. The majority of
the client-side state is HTML5 localStorage and cookies. We find that 90% of the websites use less than 460
bytes of localStorage, while 2% of the websites use more
than 100KB of localStorage. Large localStorage is almost always used for caching. For example, websites
that use CloudFlare keep many caches in their localStorage; social networking websites such as Facebook store
friends lists in the localStorage; and location-based services maintain the points of interest in the localStorage.
Lack of such localStorage does not break Web pages because cache misses can be remedied by fetching from the
11
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would need to trust the proxy. The connection between
the Web server and the proxy and the connection between
the proxy and the client use two separate HTTPS connections. To handle SSL certificates, we need to route
the requests to the proxy so that the proxy can fetch Web
pages on behalf of the client.

of page load times. The key is to capture the state of
event listeners and the progress of HTML parsing for a
given definition of page load time. The flexibility of PLT
definitions is important because reports have shown that
user-perceived page load times matter more than when
the load event is fired [7].

Security techniques backed by same-origin policies.
Same-origin policy (SOP) is used to protect third-party
scripts from accessing first-party assets such as cookies. Our design is compatible with SOP when third-party
scripts are embedded using an iframe, because frames
and parent document are isolated from each other. When
third-party scripts are embedded using a script tag,
they are given full permissions to access the first-party
assets, in which case our design respects SOP.

7

Related Work

Cloud browsers for mobile devices. The closest related work is cloud browsers for mobile devices. Opera
mini [26] and Amazon Silk [3] only handle display in
client-side browsers. Therefore, evaluating JavaScript
depends on the network which is demonstrated to be
both slow and unreliable in mobile settings [30]. Different from these browsers, we provide a fully functioning client-side browser that reduces latencies. Mobile Chrome [1] compresses Web pages through a proxy
server to reduce network traffic. Our work is orthogonal
to Mobile Chrome.

Scaling the proxy servers. Shandian adds computation costs to proxy servers, making it hard to scale.
We discuss the scalability issues of Shandian in three
adoption scenarios: by browsers, by third-party proxy
vendors, and by websites respectively. If browsers or
third-party proxy vendors were to adopt Shandian,
they can rent private cloud instances (e.g., Amazon EC2)
to users, which is similar to the scenarios of Opera Mini
and Amazon Silk.
If websites were to adopt Shandian, additional work
has to be done to increase scalability. A possible approach is to exploit the similarities of the Web pages
within a website. For example, when the same Web page
is sent to different users, most portions of the page are
the same except for personalized data. The server side of
Shandian can cache intermediate representations that
are generated from loading one Web page for one user.
These intermediate representations, if used smartly, can
reduce the computation of loading the same page for a
different user, or for loading a different page (if there are
similarities across pages). The technical details of this
extension are outside of the scope of this paper.

Mitigating page load dependencies. To mitigate
the impact of page load dependencies, SPDY server
push, Klotski [10], and techniques developed by Instart Logic [20] provide means to prioritize Web contents at the object level on front-end servers, proxies, and
browsers respectively. These solutions require knowledge of dependencies between Web objects within a page
beforehand to build a prioritization plan. Shandian
prioritizes Web contents at a finer granularity and does
not require the system to obtain any knowledge of the
Web pages beforehand. Best practices for Web authoring also aim at mitigating page load dependencies [31].
For example, a common advice is to place CSS at the beginning of a Web page and to place JavaScript at the end
of a Web page. But, such advice is hard to execute since
the construction of many Web pages depends on using
JavaScript libraries such as jQuery [21] and D3.js [14],
which need to appear above where they are used in a
page. Shandian is the first that automatically enforces
this best practice.

Using a cloud-based proxy for compression.
Shandian is orthogonal to existing cloud-based
proxy approaches that do not restructure the page load
process. This means that even if a proxy is already
placed near the server for Shandian, another proxy
can be placed near the client for other purposes (e.g.,
Android Chrome Beta [1] for data compression, SPDY
proxies for rewriting connections between the proxy
and the device). However, approaches that restructure
the page load process at clients (e.g., Opera mini [26]
and Amazon Silk [3]) cannot be used together with
Shandian.

Improving computation. Much work has been done to
improve page load computations, with a focus on exploiting parallelism. Meyerovich et al. proposed a parallel architecture for computing Web page layout by parallelizing CSS evaluations [25]. The Adrenaline browser exploits parallelism by splitting up a Web page into many
pieces and processing each piece in parallel [24]. The
ZOOMM browser further parallelizes the browser engine
by preloading and preprocessing objects and by speeding up computation in sub-activities [12]. Due to the
dependencies that are intrinsic in browsers, the level of
parallelism is largely limited. Shandian removes dependencies for initial page loads on the client and thus
provides opportunities for more parallelism. Besides in-

Extending the definition of PLT. Currently,
Shandian is designed for improving page load
times defined by the W3C load event. But it would be
trivial to extend Shandian to improve any definition
12
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creasing parallelism, other efforts focus on adding architectural support. Zhu et al. [41] specialized the processors for fast DOM tree and CSS access. Choi et al. [13]
proposed a hybrid-DOM to efficiently access the DOM
nodes. These approaches are orthogonal to Shandian.

[3] Amazon silk browser. http://amazonsilk.
wordpress.com/.
[4] N. Bhatti, A. Bouch, and A. Kuchinsky. Integrating
user-perceived quality into Web server design. In
Computer Networks Volume 33, Issue 1-6, 2000.

Improving network. There are several efforts that improve page load latencies at the networking level. This
includes speculations inside browsers (e.g., TCP preconnect [19], DNS pre-resolution [22]), using new protocols (e.g., SPDY [32], QUIC [29]), and improving TCP
for Web traffic (e.g., TCP fast open [28], proportional
rate reduction [16], and Tail loss probe [15, 17]). While
being effective in reducing latencies for a single Web object, these techniques have a limited impact in reducing
page load times; these techniques reduce the network
costs but do not reduce the amount of HTTP requests
for the initial page load nor do they eliminate the inefficiencies associated with dependencies. Instead, we first
identify page load dependencies as the primary bottleneck for PLT, and then propose Shandian to mitigate
the dependencies.

8

[5] Blink: Chrome’s Rendering Engine. http://
www.chromium.org/blink.
[6] A. Bouch, A. Kuchinsky, and N. Bhatti. Quality is
in the eye of the beholder: meeting users’ requirements for Internet quality of service. In Proc. of
the ACM SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems (CHI), 2000.
[7] J. Brutlag. Above the fold time: Measuring
web page performance visually, Mar. 2011.
http://en.oreilly.com/velocitymar2011/public/schedule/detail/
18692.
[8] B. Burg, R. Bailey, A. J. Ko, and M. D. Ernst. Interactive Record/Replay for Web Application Debugging. In Proc. of the ACM UIST, 2013.

Summary

In this paper, we presented Shandian that improves
PLT by simplifying the client-side page load process
through an architecture that splits the page load process
between a proxy server and the client. By performing
preprocessing in the proxy server with more compute
power, Shandian largely reduces the inefficiencies of
page loads on the client. Shandian is fast for displaying Web pages, ensures that users are able to continue interacting with the page, and is compatible with
caching, CDNs, and security features that enforce sameorigin policies. Our evaluations show that Shandian
reduces PLTs by more than half on a variety of mobile
settings with varied RTT, bandwidth, CPU power, and
memory size.

[9] M. Butkiewicz, H. V. Madhyastha, and V. Sekar.
Understanding website complexity: measurements,
metrics, and implications. In Proc. of the SIGCOMM conference on Internet Measurement Conference (IMC), 2011.
[10] M. Butkiewicz, D. Wang, Z. Wu, H. V. Madhyastha, and V. Sekar. Klotski: Reprioritizing
web content to improve user experience on mobile devices. In Proc. of the USENIX conference
on Networked Systems Design and Implementation
(NSDI), 2015.
[11] M. Carbone and L. Rizzo. Dummynet revisited.
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review, 40(2):12–20, Mar. 2010.
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Abstract
To load a web page, a browser must fetch and evaluate objects like HTML files and JavaScript source
code. Evaluating an object can result in additional objects being fetched and evaluated. Thus, loading a web
page requires a browser to resolve a dependency graph;
this partial ordering constrains the sequence in which a
browser can process individual objects. Unfortunately,
many edges in a page’s dependency graph are unobservable by today’s browsers. To avoid violating these hidden
dependencies, browsers make conservative assumptions
about which objects to process next, leaving the network
and CPU underutilized.
We provide two contributions. First, using a new measurement platform called Scout that tracks fine-grained
data flows across the JavaScript heap and the DOM,
we show that prior, coarse-grained dependency analyzers miss crucial edges: across a test corpus of 200
pages, prior approaches miss 30% of edges at the median, and 118% at the 95th percentile. Second, we quantify the benefits of exposing these new edges to web
browsers. We introduce Polaris, a dynamic client-side
scheduler that is written in JavaScript and runs on unmodified browsers; using a fully automatic compiler,
servers can translate normal pages into ones that load
themselves with Polaris. Polaris uses fine-grained dependency graphs to dynamically determine which objects to
load, and when. Since Polaris’ graphs have no missing
edges, Polaris can aggressively fetch objects in a way that
minimizes network round trips. Experiments in a variety
of network conditions show that Polaris decreases page
load times by 34% at the median, and 59% at the 95th
percentile.

1

(a) The dependencies captured by traditional approaches.

(b) The dependencies captured by Scout, which tracks finegrained data flows. New edges are shown in red.

Figure 1: Dependency graphs for weather.com.
a JavaScript file before that file can be fetched. Similarly,
the browser must execute the JavaScript code in that file
to reveal which images should be dynamically fetched
via XMLHttpRequests. The overall load time for a
page is the time that the browser needs to resolve the
page’s dependency graph, fetch the associated objects,
and evaluate those objects (e.g., by rendering images or
executing JavaScript files). Thus, fast page loads require
efficient dependency resolution.
Unfortunately, a page’s dependency graph is only partially revealed to a browser. As a result, browsers must
use conservative algorithms to fetch and evaluate objects,
to ensure that hidden load-before relationships are not
violated. For example, consider the following snippet of
HTML:
<script src=‘‘http://x.com/first.js’’/>
<script src=‘‘http://y.com/second.js’’/>
<img src=‘‘http://z.com/photo.jpg’’/>

I NTRODUCTION

Users demand that web pages load quickly. Extra delays
of just a few milliseconds can result in users abandoning a page early; such early abandonment leads to millions of dollars in lost revenue for page owners [5, 6, 10].
A page’s load time also influences how the page is
ranked by search engines—faster pages receive higher
ranks [12]. Thus, a variety of research projects [17, 23,
33, 34] and commercial systems [1, 21, 22, 31] have tried
to reduce page load times.
To load a page, a browser must resolve the page’s
dependency graph [8, 18, 37]. The dependency graph
captures “load-before” relationships between a page’s
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and image objects. For example, a browser must parse the HTML <script> tag for

When a browser parses this HTML and discovers the
first <script> tag, the browser must halt the parsing and rendering of the page, since the evaluation
of first.js may alter the downstream HTML [19].
Thus, the browser must synchronously fetch and evaluate first.js; this is true even if first.js does
not modify the downstream HTML or define JavaScript
state required by second.js. Synchronously loading
JavaScript files guarantees correctness, but this approach
is often too cautious. For example, if first.js and
second.js do not modify mutually observable state,
the browser should be free to download and evaluate the
files in whatever order maximizes the utilization of the
1
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HTTP request (e.g. GET /)
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Dependency
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Figure 2: With Polaris, clients request web pages using standard HTTP requests. Servers return a page’s HTML, as
well as the Polaris scheduler (written in JavaScript) and the page’s fine-grained dependency graph (generated offline
by Scout). Polaris then determines the best order to fetch the external objects that are referenced by the HTML.
As shown in Figure 1, our fine-grained data tracking adds new constraints to standard dependency graphs.
However, and perhaps counterintuitively, the Polaris
scheduler has more opportunities to reduce page load
times. The reason is that, since Polaris has a priori knowledge of the true data dependencies in a page, Polaris can
aggressively fetch and evaluate objects “out-of-order”
with respect to lexical constraints between HTML tags.
In contrast, prior scheduling frameworks lack knowledge of many dependencies, and are forced to make conservative assumptions that are derived from the lexical
HTML relationships (§2.2). Those conservative assumptions guarantee the correctness of an assembled page in
the face of hidden dependencies, but they often leave a
browser’s CPU and network connections underutilized.
By using fine-grained dependency graphs, Polaris can
ensure both correctness and high utilization of processors and network connections.
Because Polaris’ scheduler is implemented in
JavaScript, Polaris can reduce page load times on
unmodified commodity browsers; this contrasts with
load optimizers like Klotski [8], Amazon Silk [3], and
Opera Mini [30], which require modified browsers to
interact with a server-side component. Polaris is also
complementary to previous load optimizers that use data
compression (§6) or multiplex several HTTP requests
atop a single TCP connection (§5.4).
We evaluated Polaris using 200 popular web pages and
a variety of network conditions, with latencies ranging
from 25 ms to 500 ms, and bandwidths ranging from 1
Mbit/s to 25 Mbits/s. Polaris reduced page load times by
34% at the median, and 59% for the 95th percentile sites.

network and the CPU. However, pages do not expose
such fine-grained dependency information to browsers.
This forces browsers to make conservative assumptions
about safe load orders by using coarse-grained relationships between HTML tags to guide object retrieval. As a
result, pages load more slowly than necessary.
This paper makes two contributions. First, we introduce a new measurement infrastructure called Scout that
automatically tracks fine-grained data dependencies in
web pages. By rewriting JavaScript code and HTML
files, Scout instruments web pages to track precise data
flows between and within the JavaScript heap and the
browser’s internal HTML and CSS state. For example,
Scout can track read/write dependencies for an individual JavaScript variable that is accessed by multiple
JavaScript files. The resulting dependency graphs are
more accurate than those of prior frameworks. As shown
in Figure 1, our graphs also have dramatically different
structures than those of previous approaches. In particular, for 81% of the 200 real-world pages that we examined, our new graphs have different critical paths than
those of graphs from prior work (§3.5). The critical path
defines the set of object evaluations which, if delayed,
will always delay the end-to-end load time for a page.
Thus, the fact that our new graphs look different is not
just an academic observation: our graphs imply a faster
way to load web pages.
Our second contribution is Polaris, a dynamic clientside scheduler which uses Scout’s fine-grained dependency graphs to reduce page load times. Figure 2 provides an overview of how Polaris works. When a user
makes a request for a Polaris-enabled page, the server
returns a scheduler stub instead of the page’s original HTML. The scheduler stub includes the Polaris
JavaScript library, the page’s fine-grained dependency
graph (as generated by Scout), and the original HTML.
The Polaris library uses the Scout graph, as well as dynamic observations about network conditions, to load objects in an order that reduces page load time.

2

BACKGROUND

In a conventional page load, the browser first downloads
the page’s top-level HTML. For now, we assume that
the HTML does not reference any JavaScript, CSS, or
multimedia files. As the browser parses the HTML tags,
it generates a data structure called the Document Object Model (DOM) tree. Each HTML tag has a corre2
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Object Type
HTML
JavaScript
CSS
Images
Fonts
JSON
Other

sponding node in the DOM tree; the overall structure
of the DOM tree mirrors the hierarchical tag structure
of the HTML. Once the HTML parse is finished and
the DOM tree is complete, the browser constructs a render tree, which only contains the DOM nodes to be displayed. For example, a <text> node is renderable, but
a <head> node is not. Each node in the render tree is
tagged with visual attributes like background color, but
render nodes do not possess on-screen positions or sizes.
To calculate those geometric properties, the browser traverses the render tree and produces a layout tree, which
determines the spatial location of all renderable tags. Finally, the browser traverses the layout tree and updates
(or “paints”) the screen. Modern browsers try to pipeline
the construction of the various trees, in order to progressively display a page.
2.1

Median
11.8%
22.9%
3.7%
44.9%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%

95th Percentile
26.2%
43.0%
16.7%
77.4%
7.8%
5.0%
7.8%

Table 1: Per-page object distributions for 200 popular
sites.
CSS: A page may use CSS to define the visual presentation of HTML tags. The browser represents those
stylings using a CSS Object Model (CSSOM) tree. The
root of the CSSOM tree contains the general styling rules
that apply to all HTML tags. Different paths down the
tree apply additional rules to particular types of nodes,
resulting in the “cascading” aspect of cascading style
sheets.
A browser defines a default set of CSS rules known
as the user agent styles. A web page provides additional
rules by incorporating CSS <link> tags. To create the
render tree, the browser uses the DOM tree to enumerate a page’s visible HTML tags, and the CSSOM tree to
determine what those visible tags should look like.
CSS tags do not block HTML parsing, but they do
block rendering, layout, and painting. The reason is that
unstyled pages are visually unattractive and potentially
non-interactive, so style computations should be handled
promptly. Best practices encourage developers to place
CSS tags at the top of pages, to ensure that the CSSOM
tree is built quickly. Since JavaScript code can query
the CSS properties of DOM nodes, the browser halts
JavaScript execution while CSS is being processed; doing so avoids race conditions on CSS state.

Loading More Complicated Pages

JavaScript: Using <script> tags, HTML can include JavaScript code. A script tag blocks the HTML
parser, halting the construction of the DOM tree
and the derivative data structures. Script tags block
HTML parsing because JavaScript can use interfaces
like document.write() to dynamically change the
HTML after a <script> tag; thus, when the HTML
parser encounters a <script> tag, the parser cannot
know what the post-<script> HTML will look like
until the JavaScript code in the tag has executed. As a result, script tags inject synchronous JavaScript execution
delays into a page load. If a script tag does not contain
inline source code, the browser also incurs network latencies to download the JavaScript code.
To reduce these synchronous latencies, modern
browsers allow developers to mark a <script> tag
with the async or defer attribute. An async script is
downloaded in parallel with the HTML parse, but once it
is downloaded, it will execute synchronously, in a parseblocking manner. A defer script is only downloaded
and executed once HTML parsing is complete.
By default, a <script> tag is neither async nor
defer. Such scripts represent 98.3% of all JavaScript
files in our test corpus of 200 popular sites (§3.5). When
the HTML parser in a modern browser encounters a synchronous <script> tag, the parser enters speculation
mode. The parser initiates the download of the JavaScript
file, and as that download completes in the background,
the parser continues to process the HTML after the script
tag, fetching the associated objects and updating a speculative version of the DOM. The browser discards the
speculative DOM if it is invalidated by the execution of
the upstream JavaScript code. We demonstrate in Section 5 that speculative parsing is limited in its ability to
resolve deep dependency chains consisting of multiple
JavaScript files.

Images: Browsers do not load <img> tags synchronously. Thus, a page can be completely rendered
and laid out (and partially painted) even if there are outstanding image requests. However, browsers are still motivated to load images as quickly as possible, since users
do not like pages with missing images.
Other media files: Besides images, a page can include
various types of video and audio files. However, in this
paper, we focus on the loading of HTML, JavaScript,
CSS, and image files, which are the most common types
of web objects (see Table 1). Optimizing the loading process for rich multimedia files requires complex, mediaspecific techniques (e.g., [11, 15]).
2.2 The Pitfalls of Lexical Dependencies
As described above, the traditional approach for loading
a page is constrained by uncertainty. For example:
3
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• A script tag might read CSS style properties from
the DOM tree, so CSS evaluation must block
JavaScript execution.
• A script tag might change downstream HTML, so
when the browser encounters a script tag, either
HTML parsing must block (increasing page load
time), or HTML parsing must transfer to a speculative thread (a thread which, if aborted, will have
wasted network and computational resources).
• In the example from Section 1, two script tags that
are lexically adjacent might exhibit a write/read
dependency on JavaScript state. Thus, current
browsers must execute the script tags serially, in lexical order, even if a different order (or parallel execution) would be more efficient.
These inefficiencies arise because HTML expresses a
strict tag ordering that is based on lexical dependencies between tags. In reality, a page’s true dependency
graph is a partial ordering in which edges represent true
semantic dependencies like write/read dependencies on
JavaScript state. Since HTML does not express all of the
true semantic dependencies, the browser is forced to pessimistically guess those dependencies, or use optimistic
speculation that may waste resources.
In Section 3, we enumerate the kinds of true semantic
dependencies that pages can have, and introduce a new
framework to extract them. In Section 4, we describe how
developers can expose true dependencies to the browser,
allowing the browser to load pages faster.

3

browsers are no longer shackled by conservative assumptions about where hidden dependencies might exist.
3.1 Page State
Objects in a web page interact with each other via two
kinds of state. The JavaScript heap contains the code
and the data that are managed by the JavaScript runtime. This runtime interacts with the rest of the browser
through the DOM interface. The DOM interface reflects
internal, C++ browser state into the JavaScript runtime.
However, the reflected JavaScript objects do not directly
expose the rendering and layout trees. Instead, the DOM
interface exposes an extended version of the DOM tree
in which each node also has properties for style information and physical geometry (§2). By reading and writing this DOM state, JavaScript code interacts with the
browser’s rendering, layout, and painting mechanisms.
The DOM interface also allows JavaScript code to dynamically fetch new web objects, either indirectly, by inserting new HTML tags into the DOM tree, or directly,
using XMLHttpRequests or WebSockets.
3.2 Dependency Types
We are interested in capturing three types of data flows
that involve the JavaScript heap and the DOM state
belonging to HTML and CSS.
Write/read dependencies arise when one object produces state that another object consumes. For example,
a.js might create a global variable in the JavaScript
heap; later, b.js might read the variable. When optimizing the load order of the two scripts, we cannot
evaluate b.js before a.js (although it is safe to fetch
b.js before a.js).

D EPENDENCY T RACKING

In a traditional dependency graph [8, 13, 18, 25, 26], a
vertex represents an object like an image or a JavaScript
file. An edge represents a load-before relationship that
is the side-effect of parsing activity. For example, if a
page incorporates an image via an <img> tag, the image’s parent in the dependency graph will be the HTML
file which contains the tag; if an image is fetched via an
XMLHttpRequest, the image’s parent will be the associated JavaScript file.
By emphasizing fetch initiation contexts, i.e., the file
whose parsing causes an object to be downloaded, traditional dependency graphs mimic the lexical restrictions that constrain real browsers (§2). However, fetch
initiation contexts obscure the fine-grained data flows
that truly govern the order in which a page’s objects
must be assembled. In this section, we provide a taxonomy for those fine-grained dependencies, and describe a new measurement framework called Scout that
captures those dependencies. The resulting dependency
graphs have more edges than traditional graphs (because finer-grained dependencies are included). However, as we show in Section 5, fine-grained dependency
graphs permit more aggressive load schedules, because

Read/write dependencies occur when one object must
read a piece of state before the value is updated by
another object. Such dependencies often arise when
JavaScript code must read a DOM value before the
value is changed by the HTML parser or another
JavaScript file. For example, suppose that the HTML
parser encounters a JavaScript tag that lacks the async
or defer attributes. The browser must synchronously
execute the JavaScript file. Suppose that the JavaScript
code reads the number of DOM nodes that are currently
in the DOM tree. The DOM query examines a snapshot
of the DOM tree at a particular moment in time; as
explained in Section 2, a browser progressively updates
the DOM tree as HTML is parsed. Thus, any reordering
of object evaluations must ensure value equivalence
for DOM queries—regardless of when a JavaScript
file is executed, its DOM queries must return the
same results. This guarantees deterministic JavaScript
execution semantics [24] despite out-of-order evaluation.

4
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Write/write dependencies arise when two objects update the same piece of state, and we must preserve the
relative ordering of the writes. For example, CSS files
update DOM state, changing the rules which govern a
page’s visual presentation. The CSS specification states
that, if two files update the same rule, the last writer wins.
Thus, CSS files which touch the same rule must be evaluated in their original lexical ordering in the HTML. However, the evaluation of the CSS files can be arbitrarily reordered with respect to the execution of JavaScript code
that does not access DOM state.
Output devices are often involved in write/write
dependencies. As described in the previous paragraph,
CSS rules create a write/write dependency on a machine’s display device. Write/write dependencies can
also arise for local storage and the network. For example, the localStorage API exposes persistent
storage to JavaScript using a key/value interface. If we
shuffle the order in which a page evaluates JavaScript
objects, we must ensure that the final value for each
localStorage key is the same value that would
result from the original execution order of the JavaScript
files.

loads the instrumented page in a regular browser. As the
page loads, it emits a dependency log to a Scout analysis
server; the server uses the log to generate the fine-grained
dependency graph for the page.
Tracking JavaScript heap dependencies: To track
dependencies in which both actors are JavaScript code,
Scout leverages JavaScript proxy objects [27]. A proxy
is a transparent wrapper for an underlying object, allowing custom event handlers to fire whenever external code
tries to read or write the properties of the underlying object.
In JavaScript, the global namespace is explicitly nameable via the window object; for example, the global
variable x is also reachable via the name window.x.
Scout’s JavaScript rewriter transforms unadorned global
names like x to fully qualified names like window.x.
Also, for each JavaScript file (whether inline or externally fetched), Scout wraps the file’s code in a closure
which defines a local alias for the window variable. The
aliasing closures, in combination with rewritten code using fully qualified global names, forces all accesses to the
global namespace to go through Scout’s window proxy.
Using that proxy, Scout logs all reads and writes to global
variables.
Scout’s window proxy also performs recursive proxying for non-primitive global values. For example, reading a global object variable window.x returns a logging
proxy for that object. In turn, reading a non-primitive
value y on that proxy would return a proxy for y. By
using recursive proxying and wrapping calls to new in
proxy generation code, Scout can log any JavaScriptissued read or write to JavaScript state. Each read or
write target is logged using a fully qualified path to the
window object, e.g., window.x.y.z. Log entries also
record the JavaScript file that issued the operation.
Scout’s proxy generation code tags each underlying
object with a unique, non-enumerable integer id. The
proxy code also stores a mapping between ids and the
corresponding proxies. When a proxy for a particular object is requested, Scout checks whether the object already
has an id. If it does, Scout returns the preexisting proxy
for that object, creating proxy-level reference equalities
which mirror those of the underlying objects.
Some objects lack a fully-qualified path to window.
For example, a function may allocate a heap object and
return that object to another function, such that neither
function assigns the object to a variable that is recursively reachable from window. In these cases, Scout
logs the identity of the object using the unique object id.

Traditional dependencies based on HTML tag constraints can often be eliminated if finer-grained dependencies are known. For example, once we know the
DOM dependencies and JavaScript heap dependencies
for a <script> tag, the time at which the script can
be evaluated is completely decoupled from the position
of the <script> tag in the HTML—we merely have
to ensure that we evaluate the script after its fine-grained
dependencies are satisfied. Similarly, we can parse and
render a piece of HTML at any time, as long as we ensure that we have blocked the evaluation of downstream
objects in the dependency graph.
Images do need to be placed in specific locations in
the DOM tree. However, browsers already allow images
to be fetched and inserted asynchronously. So, images
can be fetched in arbitrary orders, regardless of the state
of the DOM tree, but their insertion is dependent on
the creation of the associated DOM elements. We model
this using write/write dependencies on DOM elements:
the HTML parser must write an initially empty <img>
DOM node, and then the network stack must insert the
fetched image bitmap into that node.
3.3 Capturing Dependencies with Scout
To capture the fine-grained dependencies in a real web
page, we first record the content of the page using
Mahimahi [28]. Next, we use a new tool called Scout
to rewrite each JavaScript and HTML file in the page,
adding instrumentation to log fine-grained data flows
across the JavaScript heap and the DOM. Scout then

Tracking
DOM
dependencies: JavaScript
code interacts with the DOM tree through the
window.document object. For example, to find
5
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the DOM node with a particular id, JavaScript calls
document.getElementById(id). The DOM
nodes that are returned by document provide additional interfaces for adding and removing DOM nodes,
as well as changing the CSS properties of those nodes.
To track dependencies involving JavaScript
code and DOM state, Scout’s recursive proxy for
window.document automatically creates proxies
for all DOM nodes that are returned to JavaScript
code. For example, the DomNode returned by
document.getElementById(id) is wrapped
in a proxy which logs reads and writes to the object via
interfaces like DomNode.height.
Developers do not assign ids to most DOM nodes.
Thus, Scout’s logs identify DOM nodes by their paths
in the DOM tree. For example, the DOM path <1,5,2>
represents the DOM node that is discovered by examining the first child of the HTML tag, the fifth child of that
tag, and then the second child of that tag.
A write to a single DOM path may trigger cascading
updates to other paths; Scout must track all of these updates. For example, inserting a new node at a particular
DOM path may shift the subtrees of its new DOM siblings to the right in the DOM tree. In this case, Scout
must log writes to the rightward DOM paths, as well as to
the newly inserted node. Similar bookkeeping is necessary when DOM nodes are deleted or moved to different
locations.
The DOM tree can also be modified by the evaluation
of CSS objects that change node styles. Scout models
each CSS tag as reading all of the DOM nodes that are
above it in the HTML, and then writing all of those DOM
nodes with new style information. To capture the set of
affected DOM nodes, Scout’s HTML rewriter prepends
each CSS tag with an inline JavaScript tag that logs the
current state of the DOM tree (i.e., all of the live DOM
paths) and then deletes itself from the DOM tree.
In Scout logs, we represent DOM operations using the window.$$dom pseudovariable. For example,
the identifier window.$$dom.1 represents the first
child of the topmost <html> node. We also use the
window.$$xhr pseudovariable to track network reads
and writes via XMLHttpRequests. These pseudovariables allow us to use a single analysis engine to process
all dependency types.

three JavaScript files called a.js, b.js, and c.js. At
runtime, a.js may call Math.random(), and use the
result to invoke a function in b.js or c.js (but not
both). During some executions, Scout will log a dependency between a.js and b.js; during other executions, Scout will log a dependency between a.js and
c.js. If there is a discrepancy between the dependency
logged by Scout, and the dependency generated by the
code on the client browser, then Polaris may evaluate
JavaScript files in the wrong order, breaking correctness.
We have not observed such nondeterministic dependencies in our corpus. However, if a page does include such dependencies, Scout must create a dependency graph which contains the aggregate set of all possible dependencies. Such a graph overconstrains any particular load of the page, but guarantees that clients will
load pages without errors. The sources of nondeterministic JavaScript events are well-understood [24], so Scout
can use a variety of techniques to guarantee that nondeterministic dependencies are either tracked or eliminated. For example, Scout can rewrite pages so that calls
to Math.random() use a deterministic seed [24], removing nondeterminism from calls to the random number generator.
For a given page, a web server may generate a different dependency graph for different clients. For example,
a web server might personalize the graph in response to a
user’s cookie; as another example, a server might return
a smaller dependency graph in response to a user agent
string which indicates a mobile browser. The server-side
logic must run Scout on each version of the dependency
graph. We believe that this burden will be small in practice, since even customized versions of a page often share
the same underlying graph structure (with different content in some of the nodes).
Implementation: To build Scout, we used Esprima [14], Estraverse [36], and Escodegen [35] to
rewrite JavaScript code, and we used Beautiful Soup [32]
to rewrite HTML. We loaded the instrumented pages in
a commodity Firefox browser (version 40.0). Each page
sent its dependency logs to a dedicated analysis server;
logs were sent via an XMLHttpRequest that was triggered by the onload event.
Our implementation of Scout handles the bulk of
the JavaScript language. However, our implementation
does not currently support the eval(sourceCode)
statement, which pages use to dynamically execute
new JavaScript code. To support this statement, Scout
would need to shim eval() and dynamically rewrite
the sourceCode argument so that the rewritten code
tracked dependencies.
Our current implementation also does not support the
with(obj) statement, which places obj at the beginning of the scope chain that the JavaScript runtime

Missing Dependencies: To generate a page’s dependency graph, Scout loads an instrumented version of the
page on a server-side browser, and collects the resulting dependency information. Later, when Polaris loads
the page on a client-side browser (§4), Polaris assumes
that Scout’s dependency graph is an accurate representation of the dependencies in the page. This might not be
true if the page’s JavaScript code exhibits nondeterministic behavior. For example, suppose that a page contains
6
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1 <h1>Text</h1>
2 <p>Text</p>
3 <script src=”first.js”/>
<!--Reads <p> tag-->
4 <b>Text</b>
5 <script src=”second.js”/>
<!--Accesses no DOM nodes-->
<!--or JS state from first.js----->
6 <link rel=”stylesheet” href=”…”>
<!--CSS-->
7 <span>Text</span>
8 <span>Text</span>
9 <script src=”third.js”/>
<!--Writes <b> tag-->
10 <span>Text</span>

HTML[1—2]

second.js@HTML[5]

first.js@HTML[3]

HTML[4]

HTML[1—2]
2]]
first.js@HTML[3]

HTML

HTML[4]
second.js@HTML[5]
CSS@HTML[6]

CSS@HTML[6]

HTML[7—8]

third.js@HTML[9]

HTML[7—8,10]

third.js@HTML[9]

first.js

second.js

third.js

CSS

HTML[10]

(a) The HTML for a simple (b) The dependency graph gen- (c) The dependency graph cre- (d) The dependency graph crepage.
erated by Scout.
ated by Klotski [8].
ated by WProf [37].

Figure 3: Comparing the order in which different tools declare that a simple page’s objects must be evaluated. The
notation HTML[i:j] refers to HTML lines i up to and including j. The notation obj@HTML[k] refers to the object
whose corresponding tag is at HTML[k].
• By instrumenting the browser, WProf observes the
times at which a browser is inside the network stack
or a parser for HTML, CSS, or JavaScript. Thus,
WProf can track complex interactions between a
browser’s fetching, parsing, and evaluation mechanisms. However, this technique only allows WProf
to analyze the critical path for the lexically-defined
dependency graph. This graph does not capture
true data flows, and forces conservative assumptions
about evaluation order (§2.2). As shown in Figure 3(d), WProf overconstrains the order in which
objects can be evaluated (although WProf may allow objects to be fetched out-of-lexical-order).
In summary, only Scout produces a dependency graph
which captures the true constraints on the order in which
objects can be evaluated. Polaris uses these fine-grained
dependencies to schedule object downloads—by prioritizing objects that block the most downstream objects,
Polaris reduces overall page load times (§4).

uses to resolve variable names. To support this statement,
Scout merely needs to wrap the obj argument in code
which checks whether obj is a proxy; if not, the wrapper would return one.
3.4 Dependency Graphs: Scout vs. Prior Tools
Figure 3(a) depicts a simple web page with two
JavaScript files and one CSS file. Figures 3(b), (c), and
(d) show the dependency graphs that are produced by
Scout, Klotski [8], and WProf [37].
• Scout allows second.js and the first chunk of
HTML to be evaluated in parallel, since second.js
does not access DOM state or JavaScript state defined by prior JavaScript files. first.js does access DOM state from upstream HTML tags, but
Scout allows the evaluation of first.js to proceed in parallel with the parsing of downstream
HTML. Scout treats CSS as a read and then a write
to all upstream HTML, so the CSS file must be evaluated before the evaluation of downstream HTML
and downstream scripts which access DOM state.
• Klotski [8] cannot observe fine-grained data flows,
so its dependency graphs are defined by lexical HTML constraints (§2). Given a dependency
graph like the one shown in Figure 3(c), Klotski
uses heuristics to determine which objects a server
should push to the browser first. However, Klotski
does not know the page’s true data dependencies,
so Klotski cannot guarantee that prioritized objects
can actually evaluate ahead of schedule with respect
to their evaluation times in the original page. It is
only safe to evaluate an object (prioritized or not)
when its ancestors in the dependency graph have
been evaluated. So, Klotski’s prioritized pushes can
safely warm the client-side cache, but in general, it
is unsafe for those pushes to synchronously trigger
object evaluations.

3.5

Results

We used Mahimahi [28], an HTTP record-and-replay
tool, to record the content from 200 sites in the Alexa Top
500 list [2]. The corpus spanned a variety of page categories, including news, ecommerce, and social media.
The corpus also included five mobile-optimized sites.
Since our Scout prototype does not support the eval()
and with() statements, we selected pages which did
not use those statements.
Figure 4 summarizes the differences between Scout’s
dependency graphs and the traditional ones that are defined by Klotski [8] and the built-in developer tools from
Chrome [13], Firefox [26], and IE [25]. As shown in
Figure 4(a), traditional graphs are almost always incomplete, missing many edges that can only be detected via
data flow analysis. That analysis adds 29.8% additional
7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: How traditional dependency graphs change when updated with information from fine-grained data flows.
The updated graphs have additional edges which belong to previously untracked dependencies. The new edges often
modify a page’s critical paths. Note that a slack node is a node that is not on a critical path.

1

2

1

in JavaScript, allowing it to run on unmodified commodity browsers. Polaris accepts a Scout graph as input, but
also uses observations about current network conditions
to determine the dynamic critical path for a page. The
dynamic critical path, i.e., the path which currently has
the most unresolved objects, is influenced by the order
and latency with which network fetches complete; importantly, the dynamic critical path may be different than
the critical path in the static dependency graph.1 Polaris
prioritizes the fetching and evaluation of objects along
the dynamic critical path, trying to make parallel use of
the client’s CPU and network, and trying to keep the
client’s network pipe full, given browser constraints on
the maximum number of simultaneous network requests
per origin.
Figure 5 shows how a page’s dynamic critical path
can change over time. In Figure 5(a), Polaris has evaluated object 0, and issued requests for objects 1 and 2,
because those objects are the roots for the deepest unresolved paths in the dependency graph. In Figure 5(b),
Polaris has received and evaluated object 1, although object 2 is still in-flight. Polaris has one available request
slot, so it requests object 3, because that object is the
root of the deepest unresolved path. In Figure 5(c), Polaris has received and evaluated object 3; Polaris uses the
available request slot to fetch object 4. Then, object 2
is received and evaluated. The critical path changes—the
deepest chain is now beneath object 2, so Polaris requests
object 5 next.
To use Polaris with a specific page, a web developer
runs Scout on that page to generate a dependency graph
and a Polaris scheduler stub. The developer then configures her web server to respond to requests for that page
with the scheduler stub’s HTML instead of the page’s

0

0

0

2

3

1

2

3

5

4

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: An example of dynamic critical paths during
the load of a simple page. Dynamic critical paths are
shown in red. Numbers represent the order in which Polaris requests the objects. Shaded objects have been received and evaluated; numbered but unshaded objects
have been requested, but have no responses yet. We assume that all objects are from the same origin, and that
only two outstanding requests per origin are allowed.
edges at the median, and 118% more edges at the 95th
percentile.
Those additional edges have a dramatic impact on
the characteristics of dependency graphs. For example,
adding fine-grained dependencies alters the critical
path length for 80.8% of the pages in our corpus
(Figure 4(b)). The set of objects on those paths often
changes, with old objects being removed and new objects being added. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4(d),
86.6% of pages have a smaller fraction of slack nodes
when fine-grained dependencies are considered. Slack
nodes are nodes that are not on a critical path. Thus, a
decrease in slack nodes means that browsers have fewer
load schedules which result in optimal page load times.

4

P OLARIS :
DYNAMIC
S CHEDULING

C LIENT- SIDE

1 This is why a dynamic client-side scheduler is better than a static
client-side scheduler that ignores current network conditions and deterministically fetches objects from a server-provided URL list.

Polaris is a client-side scheduler for the loading and evaluation of a page’s objects. Polaris is written completely
8
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pendency tree receive a higher priority, since those objects prevent the evaluation of more downstream objects.
At any given moment, the scheduler tries to fetch objects
that reside in a dynamic critical path for the page load.
However, if fetching the next object along a critical path
would violate a per-origin network constraint, Polaris examines its queues, and fetches the highest priority object
from an origin that has available request slots.2

regular HTML (see Figure 2). The stub contains four
components.
• The scheduler itself is just inline JavaScript code.
• The Scout dependency graph for the page is represented as a JavaScript variable inside the scheduler.
• DNS prefetch hints indicate to the browser that the
scheduler will be contacting certain hostnames in
the near future. DNS prefetch hints are expressed
using <link> tags of type dns-prefetch, e.g.,

Frames: A single page may contain multiple iframes.
Scout generates a scheduler stub for each one, but the
browser’s per-origin request cap is a page-wide limit.
Thus, the schedulers in each frame must cooperate to respect the limit and prevent network requests from getting
stuck inside the browser’s internal network queues.
The scheduler in the top frame coordinates the schedulers in child frames. Using postMessage() calls,
children ask the top-most parent for permission to request particular objects. The top-most parent only authorizes a fetch if per-origin request limits would not be violated.

<link rel=’’dns-prefetch’’
href=’’http://domain.com’’>

DNS hints allow Polaris to pre-warm the DNS
cache in the same way that the browser does during speculative HTML parsing (§2.1).
• Finally, the stub contains the page’s original
HTML, which is broken into chunks as determined by Scout’s fine-grained dependency resolution (see §3.3 and Figure 3). When Scout generates the HTML chunks, it deletes all src attributes
in HTML tags, since the external objects that are
referenced by those attributes will be dynamically
fetched and evaluated by Polaris.
Polaris adds few additional bytes to a page’s original
HTML. Across our test corpus of 200 sites, the scheduler stub was 3% (36.5 KB) larger than a page’s original
HTML at the median.
The scheduler uses XMLHttpRequests to dynamically fetch objects. To evaluate a JavaScript file, the
scheduler uses the built-in eval() function that is provided by the JavaScript engine. To evaluate HTML,
CSS, and images, Polaris leverages DOM interfaces like
document.innerHTML to dynamically update the
page’s state.
In the rest of this section, we discuss a few of the
subtler aspects of implementing an object scheduler as
a JavaScript library instead of native C++ code inside the
browser.

URL matching: A page’s coarse-grained dependency
graph has a stable structure [8]. In other words, the edges
and vertices that are defined by lexical HTML constraints
change slowly over time. However, the URLs for specific
vertices change more rapidly. For example, if JavaScript
code dynamically generates an XMLHttpRequest
URL, that URL may embed the current date in its query
string. Across multiple page loads, the associated object
for the URL will have different names, even though all
of the objects will reside in the same place in the dependency graph.
To handle any discrepancies between the URLs
in Scout’s dependency graphs and the URLs which
XMLHttpRequests generate on the client, Polaris
uses a matching heuristic to map dynamic URLs to their
equivalents in the static dependency graph. Our prototype implementation uses Mahimahi’s matching heuristic [28], but Polaris is easily configured to use others [8, 9, 33].

Browser network constraints: Modern browsers limit
a page to at most six outstanding requests to a given origin. Thus, Polaris may encounter situations in which the
next missing object on the dynamic critical path would
be the seventh outstanding request to an origin. If Polaris actually generated the request, the request would
be placed at the end of the browser’s internal network
queue, and would be issued at a time of the browser’s
choosing. Polaris would lose the ability to precisely control the in-flight requests at any given moment.
To avoid this dilemma, Polaris maintains per-origin
priority queues. With the exception of the top-level
HTML (which is included in the scheduler stub), each
object in the dependency graph belongs to exactly one
queue. Inside a queue, objects that are higher in the de-

Page-generated XHRs: When Polaris evaluates a
JavaScript file, the executed code might try to fetch an
object via XMLHttpRequest. Assuming that a page
has deterministic JavaScript code (§3.3), Scout will have
included the desired object in the page’s dependency
graph. However, during the loading of the page in a
real client browser, Polaris requires control over the order in which objects are fetched. Thus, Polaris uses an
2 Browsers allow users to modify the constraint on the maximum
number of connections per origin; Polaris can be configured to respect
user-programmed values.
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A page’s load time is normally defined with respect to JavaScript events like navigationStart and
loadEventEnd. However, loadEventEnd is inaccurate for Polaris pages, since the event only indicates
that the scheduler stub has been loaded; the rest of the
page’s objects remain to be fetched by the dynamic
scheduler. So, to define the load time for a Polaris page,
we first loaded the original version of the page and used
tcpdump to capture the objects that were fetched between
navigationStart and loadEventEnd. We then
defined the load time of the Polaris page as the time
needed to fetch all of those objects.

Link
Rate

Figure 6: Polaris’ average reduction in page load times,
relative to baseline load times with Firefox v40.0. Each
bar is the average reduction in load time across the entire
200 site corpus. Error bars span one standard deviation
in each direction of the average.

1 Mbit/s
12 Mbit/s
25 Mbit/s

25 ms
256.3 ms
309.1 ms
382.5 ms

RTT
100 ms
883.9 ms
1274.1 ms
1385.3 ms

5.2 Reducing Page Load Times
Figure 6 demonstrates Polaris’ ability to reduce load
times. There are two major trends to note. First, for a
given link rate, Polaris’ benefits increase as network latency increases. For example, at a link rate of 12 Mbits/s,
Polaris provides an average improvement of 10.1% for
an RTT of 25 ms. However, as the RTT increases to 100
ms and 200 ms, Polaris’ benefits increase to 27.5% and
35.3%, respectively. The reason is that, as network latencies grow, so do the penalties for not prioritizing the
fetches of objects on the dynamic critical path. Polaris
does prioritize the fetching of critical path objects. Furthermore, Polaris never has to wait for an object evaluation to reveal a downstream dependency—Polaris knows
all of the dependencies at the beginning of the page load,
so Polaris can always keep the network pipe full.
The second trend in Figure 6 is that, for a given RTT,
Polaris’ benefits increase as network bandwidth grows.
This is because, if bandwidth is extremely low, transfer
times dominate fetch costs. As bandwidth increases, latency becomes the dominant factor in download times.
Since Polaris prioritizes the fetch orders for critical path
objects (but does nothing to reduce those objects’ bandwidth costs), Polaris’ gains are most pronounced when
latencies govern overall download costs.
Figure 6 describes Polaris’ gains in relative terms. Table 2 depicts absolute gains, describing how many raw
milliseconds of load time Polaris removes. Even on a fast
network with 25 ms of latency, Polaris eliminates over
250 ms of load time. Those results are impressive, given
that web developers strive to eliminate tens of milliseconds from their pages’ load times [5, 6, 10].
The error bars in Figure 6 are large. The reason is that,
for a given network bandwidth and latency, Polaris’ benefits are determined by the exact structure of a page’s dependency graph. To understand why, consider the three
sites in Figure 7.
• The homepage for apple.com has a flat dependency
graph, as shown in Figure 8. This means that, once
the browser has the top-level HTML, the other objects can be fetched and evaluated in an arbitrary or-

500 ms
1857.5 ms
2935.0 ms
3188.3 ms

Table 2: Polaris’ raw reduction in median page load times
for a subset of the parameter values in Figure 6.
XMLHttpRequest shim [24] to suppress autonomous
XMLHttpRequests. Polaris issues those requests using its own scheduling algorithm, and manually fires
XMLHttpRequest event handlers when the associated
data has arrived.

5

R ESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate that Polaris can decrease
page load times across a variety of web pages and network configurations: performance improves by 34% and
59% for the median and 95th percentile sites, respectively. Polaris’ benefits grow as network latencies increase, because higher RTTs increase the penalty for bad
fetch schedules. Thus, Polaris is particularly valuable for
clients with cellular or low-quality wired networks. However, even for networks with moderate RTTs, Polaris can
often reduce load times by over 20%.
5.1 Methodology
We evaluated Polaris using the 200 site corpus that is described in Section 3.3. We used Mahimahi [28] to capture site content and later replay it using emulated network conditions. To build Polaris-enabled versions of
each page, we post-processed the recorded web content,
generating Polaris scheduler stubs for each site. We then
compared the load times of the Polaris sites and the original versions of those sites. All experiments used Firefox
v40.0. Unless otherwise specified, all experiments used
cold browser caches and DNS caches.
10
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Figure 7: Polaris’ average reduction in page load times,
relative to baseline load times, for three sites with diverse
dependency graph structures. Each experiment used a
link rate of 12 Mbits/s.

Figure 9: Request initiation times for the regular and
Polaris-enabled versions of StackOverflow. These results
used a 12 Mbits/s link with an RTT of 100 ms.
with the most opportunities to provide gains. Thus,
of the three sites in Figure 7, weather.com enjoys
the largest reductions in load time.
Figure 9 depicts the order in which requests issue for the
normal version of the StackOverflow site, and the Polaris
version. In general, Polaris issues requests earlier; by prioritizing the fetches of objects on the dynamic critical
path, Polaris minimizes the overall fetch time needed to
gather all objects. However, as shown in Figure 9, Polaris
briefly falls behind the default browser scheduler after
fetching the tenth object. The reason is that, in our current Polaris implementation, HTML is rendered in large
chunks. While that HTML is being rendered, Polaris cannot issue new HTML requests, because executing Polaris’ JavaScript-level scheduler would block rendering
(§2.1). In contrast, a native browser scheduler can issue
new requests in parallel with HTML rendering. Thus, the
default Firefox scheduler has a lower time-to-first paint
than Polaris, and Polaris falls behind the default scheduler after the tenth object fetch. However, after Polaris
renders the bulk of the HTML, Polaris quickly regains
its lead and never relinquishes it. To minimize Polaris’
time-to-first-paint, future versions of Polaris will render
HTML in smaller increments; this will not affect Polaris’
ability to optimize network utilization.

Figure 8: The dependency graph for Apple’s homepage.
der; all orders will result in similar end-to-end page
load times. Thus, for low RTTs, Polaris loads the
apple.com homepage 1–2% slower than the baseline, due to computational overheads from Polaris’
scheduling logic.
• In contrast, the ESPN homepage has a dependency
path of length 5, and several paths of length 4. Also,
48% of the page’s content is loaded from only two
origins (a.espncdn.com and a1.espncdn.com), magnifying the importance of optimally scheduling the
six outstanding requests for each origin (§4). In
ESPN’s dependency graph, many of the long paths
consist of JavaScript files. However, the standard
Firefox scheduler has no way of knowing this. So,
when Firefox loads the standard version of the page,
it initially requests a small number of JavaScript objects, and then fills the rest of its internal request
queue with 32 image requests. As a result, when a
JavaScript file evaluates and generates a request for
another JavaScript file on the critical path, the request is often stuck behind image requests in the
browser’s internal network queue. In contrast, Polaris has a priori knowledge of which JavaScript
files belong to deep dependency chains. Thus, Polaris prioritizes the fetching of those objects, using
its knowledge of per-origin request caps to ensure
that the fetches for critical path objects are never
blocked.
• As shown in Figure 1(b), the weather.com homepage is even more complicated than that of ESPN.
Deep, complex dependency graphs present Polaris

5.3 Browser Caching
Up to this point, our experiments have used cold browser
caches. In this section, we evaluate Polaris’ performance
when caches are warm. To do so, we examined the HTTP
headers in our recorded web pages, and, for each object
that was marked as cacheable, we rewrote the caching
headers to ensure that the object would remain cacheable
for the duration of our experiment. Then, for each page,
we cleared the browser’s cache, and loaded the page
twice, recording the elapsed time for the second load.
Figure 10 depicts Polaris’ benefits with warm caches;
the improvements are normalized with respect to Po11
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Apple

ESPN

Ebay

Figure 10: Polaris’ benefits with warm caches, normalized with respect to Polaris’ gains with cold caches. Each
data point represents one of the 200 sites in our corpus.
Pages were loaded over a 12 Mbits/s link with an RTT of
100 ms.

Figure 11: Average reductions in page load time using SPDY, Polaris over HTTP/1.1, and Polaris over
SPDY. The performance baseline was load time using
HTTP/1.1. The link rate was 12 Mbits/s.
HTML parsing). Priorities give servers hints about
how to allocate limited bandwidth to multiple responses.
• SPDY compresses HTTP headers. HTTP is a textbased protocol, so compression can result in nontrivial bandwidth savings.
• Finally, SPDY allows a server to proactively push
objects to a browser if the server believes that the
browser will request those objects in the near future.
SPDY was a major influence on the HTTP/2 protocol [4]
whose deployment is currently starting.
Mahimahi supports SPDY page loads using the
mod spdy Apache extension [20]. Thus, we could use
Mahimahi to explore how SPDY interacts with Polaris.
We loaded each page in our test corpus using four different schemes: HTTP/1.1 (which all of our previous experiments used), Polaris over HTTP/1.1, SPDY, and Polaris
over SPDY. In our experiments, SPDY used TCP multiplexing, object prioritization, and HTTP header compression, but not server push, since few of the sites in our
test corpus defined SPDY push policies.
Figure 11 compares load times using the four schemes
on a 12 Mbits/s link with various RTTs; the performance baseline is the load time using HTTP/1.1. On average, load times using SPDY are 1.74%–3.98% faster
than those with HTTP/1.1. Load times using Polaris
over SPDY are 2.05%–4.03% faster than those with
Polaris over HTTP/1.1. These results corroborate prior
work [38] which found that object dependencies limit
the ability of SPDY to maximize network utilization.
For example, a SPDY-enabled browser may prioritize a
JavaScript file in hopes of minimizing the stall time of
the HTML parser. However, without Polaris, the SPDYenabled browser is still limited by conservative lexical
dependencies (§2.2), meaning that it cannot aggressively
fetch objects “out-of-order” with respect to lexical constraints. In contrast, both Polaris over HTTP/1.1 and Po-

laris’ improvements when caches are cold. In general,
Polaris’ benefits decrease as cache hit rates increase, because there are fewer opportunities for Polaris to optimize network fetches. For example, Ebay caches 92%
of all objects, including most of the JavaScript files involved in deep dependency chains; thus, Polaris provides
little advantage over the standard scheduling algorithm.
That being said, there are many instances in which
caching does not touch objects along a page’s critical path. For example, on ESPN’s site, 76% of objects
are cacheable, but only one object on the deepest dependency chain is cached. Furthermore, a.espncdn.com
serves many uncacheable images and JavaScript objects,
leading Firefox’s standard scheduler to bury critical path
JavaScript files behind images that are not on the critical path (§5.2). So, even though ESPN caches 76% of
its objects, Polaris still provides 71% of its cold-cache
benefits.
Note that the Apple site is an outlier: it caches 93% of
its objects, but Polaris provides little benefit in the cold
cache case (§5.2), so Polaris provides most of that negligible benefit in the warm cache case as well.
5.4 SPDY
Google proposed SPDY [22], a transport protocol for
HTTP messages, to remedy several problems with the
HTTP/1.1 protocol. SPDY differs from HTTP/1.1 in four
major ways:
• First, SPDY uses a single TCP connection to multiplex all of a browser’s HTTP requests and responses
involving a particular origin. This allows HTTP requests to be pipelined, and reduces the TCP and
TLS handshake overhead that would be incurred if
a browser opened multiple TCP connections to an
origin.
• SPDY also allows a browser to prioritize the fetches
of certain objects (e.g., JavaScript files which block
12
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laris over SPDY have fine-grained dependency information. That information allows Polaris to issue out-oflexical-order fetches which reduce page load time while
respecting the page’s intended data flow semantics.
In theory, SPDY-enabled web servers could use
Scout’s dependency graphs to guide server push policies. However, we believe that clients, not servers, are
best qualified to make decisions about how a client’s network pipe should be used. A server from origin X cannot see the objects being pushed by origin Y, so different
origins may unintentionally overload a client’s resourceconstrained network connection. Furthermore, Scout’s
dependency graphs do not capture dynamic critical paths,
i.e., the set of object fetches which a client should prioritize at the current moment (§4). Thus, a well-intentioned
server may hurt load time by pushing objects which are
not on a dynamic critical path. Polaris avoids this problem using dynamic client-side scheduling.

6

cies between JavaScript files. Scout also tracks dependencies involving HTML, CSS, and images.

7

C ONCLUSION

Prior approaches for loading web pages have been constrained by uncertainty. The objects in a web page can
interact in complex and subtle ways; however, those subtle interactions are only partially captured by lexical relationships between HTML tags. Unfortunately, prior load
schedulers have used those lexical relationships to extract dependency graphs. The resulting graphs are underspecified and omit important edges. Thus, load schedulers which use those graphs must be overly conservative, to preserve correctness in the midst of hidden dependencies. The ultimate result is that web pages load
more slowly than necessary.
In this paper, we use a new tool called Scout to track
the fine-grained data flows that arise during a page’s load
process. Compared to traditional dependency trackers,
Scout detects 30% more edges for the median page, and
118% more edges for the 95th percentile page. These
additional edges actually give browsers more opportunities to reduce load times, because they enable more
aggressive fetch schedules than allowed by conservative, lexically-derived dependency graphs. We introduce
a new client-side scheduler called Polaris which leverages Scout graphs to assemble a page. By prioritizing the
fetches of objects along the dynamic critical path, Polaris
minimizes the number of RTTs needed to load a page.
Experiments with real pages and varied network conditions show that Polaris reduces load times by 34% for the
median page, and 59% for the 95th percentile page.

R ELATED W ORK

Prior dependency trackers [8, 13, 25, 26, 37] deduce dependencies using lexical relationships between HTML
tags. As discussed in Sections 2.2 and 3.3, those lexical relationships do not capture fine-grained data flows.
As a result, load schedulers which use those dependency
graphs are forced to make conservative assumptions to
preserve correctness.
WebProphet [18] determines the dependencies between objects by carefully perturbing network fetch delays for individual objects; delaying a parent should delay the loads of dependent children. This technique also
relies on course-grained lexical dependencies, since the
perturbed browser uses those HTML dependencies to determine which objects to load.
Silo [23] uses aggressive inlining of JavaScript and
CSS to fetch entire pages in one or two RTTs. However,
Silo does not use the CPU and the network in parallel—
all content is fetched, and then all content is evaluated.
In contrast, Polaris overlaps computation with network
fetches.
Compression proxies like Google FlyWheel [1] and
Opera Turbo [29] transparently compress objects before
transmitting them to clients. For example, FlyWheel reencodes images into space-saving formats, and minifies
JavaScript and CSS. Polaris is complementary to such
techniques.
JavaScript module frameworks like RequireJS [7] and
ModuleJS [16] allow developers to manually specify dependencies between JavaScript libraries. Once the dependencies are specified, the frameworks ensure that
the relevant libraries are loaded in the appropriate order. Keeping manually-specified dependencies up-todate can be challenging for a large web site. In contrast, Scout automatically tracks fine-grained dependen-
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Abstract
Many prior efforts have suggested that Internet video
Quality of Experience (QoE) could be dramatically improved by using data-driven prediction of video quality
for different choices (e.g., CDN or bitrate) to make optimal decisions. However, building such a prediction system is challenging on two fronts. First, the relationships
between video quality and observed session features can
be quite complex. Second, video quality changes dynamically. Thus, we need a prediction model that is
(a) expressive enough to capture these complex relationships and (b) capable of updating quality predictions in
near real-time. Unfortunately, several seemingly natural solutions (e.g., simple machine learning approaches
and simple network models) fail on one or more fronts.
Thus, the potential beneﬁts promised by these prior efforts remain unrealized. We address these challenges and
present the design and implementation of Critical Feature Analytics (CFA). The design of CFA is driven by
domain-speciﬁc insights that video quality is typically
determined by a small subset of critical features whose
criticality persists over several tens of minutes. This enables a scalable and accurate workﬂow where we automatically learn critical features for different sessions on
coarse-grained timescales, while updating quality predictions in near real-time. Using a combination of a
real-world pilot deployment and trace-driven analysis,
we demonstrate that CFA leads to signiﬁcant improvements in video quality; e.g., 32% less buffering time and
12% higher bitrate than a random decision maker.

1

Global Optimization System
Global view of
video quality

Prediction System

History off quality
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Decision Maker
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Video Streaming Ecosystem

Figure 1: Overview of a global optimization system and
the crucial role of a prediction system.
insight, prior work makes the case for a quality optimization system (Figure 1) that uses a prediction oracle to
suggest the best parameter settings (e.g., bitrate, CDN)
to optimize quality (e.g., [33, 11, 35, 32, 20]). Seen in a
broader context, this predictive approach can be applied
beyond Internet video (e.g., [10, 40, 15, 16, 43]).
However, these prior efforts fall short of providing
a concrete instantiation of such a prediction system.
Speciﬁcally, we observe that designing such a prediction
system is challenging on two key fronts (§2):
• Capturing complex factors that affect quality: For
instance, an outage may affect only clients of a speciﬁc ISP in a speciﬁc city when they use a speciﬁc
CDN. To accurately predict the quality of their sessions, one must consider the combination of all three
factors. In addition, the factors that affect video quality vary across different sessions; e.g., wireless hosts
may be bottlenecked at the last connection, while
other clients may experience loading failures due to
unavailability of speciﬁc content on some CDNs.
• Need for fresh updates: Video quality changes
rapidly, on a timescale of several minutes. Ideally, we
must make predictions based on recent quality measurements. This is particularly challenging given the
volume of measurements (e.g., YouTube had 231 million video sessions and up to 500 thousand concurrent
viewers during the Olympics [7]), compounded with
the need for expressive and potentially complex prediction models.

Introduction

Delivering high quality of experience (QoE) is crucial
to the success of today’s subscription and advertisementbased business models for Internet video. As prior work
(e.g., [33, 11]) has shown, achieving good QoE is challenging because of signiﬁcant spatial and temporal variation in CDNs’ performance, client-side network conditions, and user request patterns.
At the same time, these observations also suggest there
is a substantial room for improving QoE by dynamically
selecting the optimal CDN and bitrate based on a realtime global view of network conditions. Building on this

Unfortunately, many existing solutions fail on one or
1
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premium video providers. We ran a pilot study on one
content provider that has 150,000 sessions each day. Our
real-world experiments show that the bitrates and CDNs
selected by CFA lead to 32% less buffering time and 12%
higher bitrate than a baseline random decision maker.
Using real trace-driven evaluation, we also show that
CFA outperforms many other simple ML prediction algorithms by up to 30% in prediction accuracy and 5-17%
in various video quality metrics.
Contributions and Roadmap:
• Identifying key challenges in building an accurate prediction system for video quality (§2).
• Design and implementation of CFA, built on domainspeciﬁc insights to address the challenges (§3-5).
• Real-world and trace-driven evaluation that demonstrates substantial quality improvement by CFA (§6).
• Using critical features learned by CFA to make interesting observations about video quality (§7).

both counts. For instance, solutions that use less complex
models (e.g., linear regression, Naive Bayes, or simple
models based on last-mile connection) are not expressive
enough to capture high dimensional and diverse relationships between video quality and session features. More
complex algorithms (e.g., SVM [42]) can take several
hours to train a prediction model and will be inaccurate
because predictions will rely on stale data.
In this work, we address these challenges and present
the design and implementation of a quality prediction
system called Critical Feature Analytics (CFA). CFA is
built on three key domain-speciﬁc insights:
1. Video sessions with same feature values have similar
quality. This naturally leads to an expressive model,
wherein the video quality of a given session can be accurately predicted based on the quality of sessions that
match values on all features (same ASN, CDN, player,
geographical region, video content, etc). However, if
applied naively, this model can suffer from the curse
of dimensionality — as the number of combinations of
feature values grows, it becomes hard to ﬁnd enough
matching sessions to make reliable predictions.
2. Each video session has a subset of critical features
that ultimately determines its video quality. Given this
insight, we can make more reliable predictions based
on similar sessions that only need to match on critical features. For example, in a real event that we observed, congestion of a Level3 CDN led to relatively
high loading failure rate for Comcast users in Baltimore. We can accurately predict the quality of the affected sessions using sessions associated with the speciﬁc CDN, region and ISP, ignoring other non-critical
features (e.g., player, video content). Thus, this tackles the curse of dimensionality, while still retaining
sufﬁcient expressiveness for accurate prediction (§3).
3. Critical features tend to be persistent. Two remaining concerns are: (a) Can we identify critical features
and (b) How expensive is it to do so? The insight
on persistence implies that critical features are learnable from recent history and can be cached and reused
for fast updates (§4). This insight is derived from recent measurement studies [25, 20] (e.g., the factors
that lead to poor video quality persist for hours, and
sometimes, even days).

2

Background and Challenges

This section begins with some background on video
quality prediction (§2.1). Then, we articulate two key
challenges faced by any video quality prediction system:
(1) The factors affecting video quality are complex, so
we need expressive models (§2.2); (2) Quality changes
rapidly, so models must be updated in near real-time by
recent quality measurements (§2.3). We also argue why
existing solutions do not address these challenges.

2.1

Background

Most video service providers today allow a video client
(player) to switch CDN and bitrate among a set of available choices [33, 20, 32]. These switches have little overhead and can be performed at the beginning of and during a video playback [8]. Our goal then is to choose the
best CDN and bitrate for a client by accurately predicting the video quality of each hypothetical choice of CDN
and bitrate. In theory, if we can accurately predict the
quality of each potential decision, then we can identify
the optimal decision.
To this end, we envision a prediction system that uses a
global view of quality measurements to make predictions
for a speciﬁc video session. It learns a prediction function for each quality metric Pred : 2S × S �→ R, which
takes as input a given set of historical sessions S ∈ 2S
whose quality is already measured, and a new session
s ∈ S, and outputs a quality prediction p ∈ R for s.
Each quality measurement summarizes the quality of a
video session for some duration of time (in our case, one
minute). It is associated with values of four quality metrics [18] and a set of features2 (summarized in Table 1).

Taken together, these insights enable us to engineer
a scalable and accurate video quality prediction system.
Speciﬁcally, on a coarse timescale of tens of minutes,
CFA learns the critical features, and on a ﬁne timescale
of minutes, CFA updates quality prediction using recent
quality measurements. CFA makes predictions and decisions as new clients arrive.
We implemented a prototype of CFA and integrated
it in a video optimization platform that manages many

1 For one session, VSF is zero if it starts successfully, one otherwise.
2 By feature, we refer to the type of attribute (e.g., CDN), rather than

value of these attributes (e.g., CDN = Akamai)
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AvgBitrate
JoinTime
Video start failure (VSF)
Features
ASN
City
ConnectionType
Player
Site
LiveOrVoD
ContentName
CDN
Bitrate

3-Feature
0.8

Description
Fraction of time a session spends in buffering
(smooth playback is interrupted by buffering).
Time-weighted average of bitrates in a session.
Delay for the video to start playing from the time
the user clicks “play”.
Fraction of sessions that fail to start playing
(e.g., unavailable content or overloaded server)1 .
Description
Autonomous System to which client IP belongs.
City where the client is located.
Type of access network; e.g., mobile/ﬁxed wireless, DSL, ﬁber-to-home [3].
e.g., Flash, iOS, Silverlight, HTML5.
Content provider of requested video contents.
Binary indicator of live vs. VoD content.
Name of the requested video object.
CDN a session started with.
Bitrate value the session started at.

VSF
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BufRatio
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Figure 2: The high VSF is only evident when three factors (CDN, ISP and geo-location) are combined.
sions that match on only one or two features. Only when
three features of CDN (“Level3”), ASN (“Comcast”) and
City (“Baltimore”) are speciﬁed (i.e., blue line), can we
detect the high VSF and predict the quality of affected
sessions accurately.
In practice, we ﬁnd that such high-dimensional effects
are the common case, rather than an anomalous corner
case. For instance, more than 65% of distinct CDN-ISPCity values have VSF that is at least 50% higher or lower
than the VSF of sessions matching only one or two features (not shown). In other words, their quality is affected by a combined effect of at least three features.
Limitation of existing solutions: It might be tempting to
develop simple predictors; e.g., based on the last-hop
connection by using average quality of history sessions
with the same ConnectionType value. However, they do
not take into account the combined impact of features on
video quality. Conventional machine learning techniques
like Naive Bayes also suffer from the same limitation.
In Figures 3(a) and 3(b), we plot the actual JoinTime
and the prediction made by the last-hop predictor and
Naive Bayes (from Weka [6]) for 300 randomly sampled
sessions. The ﬁgures also show the mean relative error
( |predicted−actual|
). For each session, the prediction algoactual
rithms train models using historical sessions within a 10minute interval prior to the session under prediction. It
shows that the prediction error of both solutions is significant and two-sided (i.e., not ﬁxable by normalization).
Highly diverse structures of factors. The factors that
affect video quality vary across different sessions. This
means the prediction algorithm should be expressive
enough to predict quality for different sessions using different prediction models. For instance, the fact that many
ﬁber-to-the-home (e.g., FiOS) users have high bitrates
and people on cellular connections have lower bitrates
is largely due to the speed of their last-mile connection.
In contrast, some video clients may experience video
loading failures due to unavailability of speciﬁc content
on some CDNs. A recent measurement study [25] has
shown that many heterogeneous factors are correlated
with video quality issues. In §7, we show that 15% of
video sessions are impacted by more than 30 different
combinations of features and give real examples of different factors that affect quality.
Limitation of existing solutions: To see why existing solutions are not sufﬁcient, let us consider the k-nearest

Table 1: Quality metrics and session features associated with each session. CDN and Bitrate refer to initial
CDN/bitrate values as we focus on initial selections.
In general, the set of features depends on the degree of
instrumentation and what information is visible to a speciﬁc provider. For instance, a CDN may know the location of servers, whereas a third-party optimizer [1] may
only have information at the CDN granularity. Our focus is not to determine the best set of features that should
be recorded for each session, but rather engineer a prediction system that can take an arbitrary set of features
as inputs and extract the relationships between these features and video quality. In practice, the above set of features can already provide accurate predictions that help
improve quality.
Our dataset consists of 6.6 million quality measurements collected from 2 million clients using 3 large public CDNs distributed across 168 countries and 152 ISPs.

2.2

Best 2-Feature

Challenge 1: Expressive models

We show real examples of the complex factors that impact video quality, and the limitations in capturing these
relationships.
High-dimensional relationship between video quality
and session features. Video quality could be impacted
by combinations of multiple components in the network.
Such high-dimensional effects make it harder to learn the
relationships between video quality and features, in contrast to simpler settings where features affect quality independently (e.g., assumed by Naive Bayes).
In a real-world incident, video sessions of Comcast
users in Baltimore who watched videos from Level3
CDN experienced high failure rate (VSF) due to congested edge servers, shown by the blue line in Figure 2.
The ﬁgure also shows the VSF of sessions sharing the
same values on one or two features with the affected sessions; e.g., all Comcast sessions across different cities
and CDNs. In the ﬁgure, the high VSF of the affected
sessions cannot be clearly identiﬁed if we look at the ses3
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Figure 4: Due to signiﬁcant temporal variability of
video quality (left), prediction error increases dramatically with stale data (right).

neighbor (k-NN) algorithm. It does not handle diverse
relationships between quality and features, because the
similarity between sessions is based on the same function of features independent of the speciﬁc session under prediction. In Figure 3(c), we plot the actual values
of JoinTime and the prediction made by k-NN with the
same setup as Figure 3(a)(b). Similar to Naive Bayes
and the last-hop predictor, k-NN has substantial prediction error.

Input: Session under prediction s, Previous sessions S
Output: Predicted quality p
/* S� :identical sessions matching on all

Challenge 2: Fresh updates

features with s in recent history(Δ)

*/

the identical sessions in S� .

*/

1

S� ← SimilarSessionSet(s, S, AllFeatures, Δ);
/* Summarize the quality (e.g.,median) of

2

p ← Est(S� );
return p;

3

Algorithm 1: Baseline prediction that ﬁnds sessions matching on all features and uses their observed quality as the basis for prediction.

Video quality has signiﬁcant temporal variability. In Figure 4(a), for each quality metric and combination of speciﬁc CDN, city and ASN, we compute the mean quality of sessions in each 10-minute interval, and then plot
the CDF of the relative standard deviation ( stddev
mean ) of the
quality across different intervals. In all four quality metrics of interest, we see signiﬁcant temporal variability;
e.g., for 60% of CDN-city-ASN combinations, the relative standard deviation of JoinTime across different 10minute intervals is more than 30%. Such quality variability has also been conﬁrmed in other studies (e.g., [33]).
The implication of such temporal variability is that the
prediction system must update models in near real-time.
In Figure 4(b), we use the same setup as Figure 3, except
that the time window used to train prediction models is
several minutes prior to the session under prediction. The
ﬁgure shows the impact of such staleness on the prediction error for JoinTime. For both algorithms, prediction
error increases dramatically if the staleness exceeds 10
minutes. As we will see later, this negative impact of
staleness on accuracy is not speciﬁc to these prediction
algorithms (§6.3).
Limitation of existing solutions: The requirement to use
the most recent measurements makes it infeasible to use
computationally expensive models. For instance, it takes
at least one hour to train an SVM-based prediction model
from 15K quality measurements in a 10-minute interval
for one video site, so the quality predictions will be based
on information from more than one hour ago.

3

0.1
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Actual JoinTime (sec)

Figure 3: Prediction error of some existing solutions is
substantial (mean of relative error in parentheses).
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from the curse of dimensionality. Fortunately, we can
leverage a second insight that each video session has a
subset of critical features that ultimately determine its
video quality. We conclude this section by highlighting
two outstanding issues in translating these insights into a
practical prediction system.

3.1

Baseline prediction algorithm

Our ﬁrst insight is that sessions that have identical feature values will naturally have similar (if not identical)
quality. For instance, we expect that all Verizon FiOS
users viewing a speciﬁc HBO video using Level3 CDN
in Pittsburgh at Fri 9 am should have similar quality
(modulo very user-speciﬁc effects such as local Wi-Fi
interference inside the home). We can summarize the
intuition as follows:
Insight 1: At a given time, video sessions having same
value on every feature have similar video quality.
Inspired by Insight 1, we can consider a baseline algorithm (Algorithm 1). We predict a session’s quality
based on “identical sessions”, i.e., those from recent history that match values on all features with the session under prediction. Ideally, given inﬁnite data, this algorithm
is accurate, because it can capture all possible combinations of factors affecting video quality.
However, this algorithm is unreliable as it suffers
from the classical curse of dimensionality [39]. Specifically, given the number of combinations of feature values (ASN, device, content providers, CDN, just to name
a few), it is hard to ﬁnd enough identical sessions needed

Intuition behind CFA

This section presents the domain-speciﬁc insights we use
to help address the expressiveness challenge (§2.2). The
ﬁrst insight is that sessions matching on all features have
similar video quality. However, this approach suffers
4
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to make a robust prediction. In our dataset, more than
78% of sessions have no identical session (i.e., matching
on all features) within the last 5 minutes.

3.2

1

Critical features

In practice, we expect that some features are more likely
to “explain” the observed quality of a speciﬁc video session than others. For instance, if a speciﬁc peering point
between Comcast and Netﬂix in New York is congested,
then we expect most of these users will suffer poor quality, regardless of the speed of their local connection.

*/

sessions in S� .

*/

S� ← SimilarSessionSet(s, S,CFs , Δ);
/* Summarize the quality of the similar

3

p ← Est(S� );
return p;

Algorithm 2: CFA prediction algorithm, where prediction is based on similar sessions matching on
critical features.
(e.g., PCA or SVM). This allows domain experts to combine their knowledge with CFA and diagnose prediction
errors or resolve incidents, as we explore in §7.2.
At this time, it is useful to clarify what critical features are and what they are not. In essence, critical features provide the explanatory power of how a prediction
is made. However, critical features are not a minimal
set of factors that determine the quality (i.e., root cause).
That is, they can include both features that reﬂect the
root cause as well as additional features. For example, if
all HBO sessions use Level3, their critical features may
include both CDN and Site, even if CDN is redundant,
since including it does not alter predictions. The primary
objective of CFA is accurate prediction; root cause diagnosis may be an added beneﬁt.

We already saw some real examples in §2.2: in the
example of high dimensionality, the critical features
of the sessions affected by the congested Level3 edge
servers are {ASN,CDN,City}; in the examples of diversity, the critical features are {ConnectionType} and
{CDN,ContentName}. Table 2 gives more real examples of critical features that we have observed in operational settings and conﬁrmed with domain experts.
Set of critical features
{Player, Site}
{CDN, Site,ContentName}
{CDN,City, ASN}

Table 2: Real-world examples of critical features conﬁrmed by analysts at a large video optimization vendor.

3.3

A natural implication of this insight is that it can help
us tackle the curse of dimensionality. Unlike Algorithm 1, which fails to ﬁnd a sufﬁcient number of sessions, we can estimate quality more reliably by aggregating observations across a larger amount of “similar
sessions” that only need to match on these critical features. Thus, critical features can provide expressiveness
while avoiding curse of dimensionality.
Algorithm 2 presents a logical view of this idea:
1. Critical feature learning (line 1): First, ﬁnd
the critical features of each session s, denoted as
CriticalFeatures(s).
2. Quality estimation (line 2, 3): Then, ﬁnd similar
sessions that match values with s on critical features
CriticalFeatures(s) within a recent history of length Δ
(by default, 5 minutes). Finally, return some suitable
estimate of the quality of these similar sessions; e.g.,
the median3 (for BufRatio, AvgBitrate, JoinTime) or
the mean (for VSF).
A practical beneﬁt of Algorithm 2 is that it is interpretable [52], unlike some machine learning algorithms
3 We

critical features CFs with s.

2

4

Insight 2: Each video session has a subset of critical
features that ultimately determines its video quality.

Quality issue
Issue on one player of Vevo
ESPN ﬂipping between CDNs
Bad Level3 servers for Comcast users in Maryland

Input: Session under prediction s, Previous sessions S
Output: Predicted quality p
/* CFs :Set of critical features of s
*/
CFs ← CriticalFeatures(s);
/* S� :Similar sessions matching values on

Practical challenges

There are two issues in using Algorithm 2.
Can we learn critical features? A key missing piece
is how we get the critical features of each session (line
1). This is challenging because critical features vary both
across sessions and over time [33, 25], and it is infeasible
to manually conﬁgure critical features.
How to reduce update delay? Recall from §2.3 that
the prediction system should use the most recent quality
measurements. This requires a scalable implementation
of Algorithm 2, where critical features and quality estimates are updated in a timely manner. However, naively
running Algorithm 2 for millions of sessions under prediction is too expensive (§6.3). With a cluster of 32 cores,
it takes 30 minutes to learn critical features for 15K sessions within a 10-minutes interval. This means the prediction will be based on stale information from tens of
minutes ago.

4

CFA Detailed Design

In this section, we present the detailed design of CFA
and discuss how we address the two practical challenges
mentioned in the previous section: learning critical features and reducing update delay.

use median because it is more robust to outliers.

5
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Notations
s, S, S

Domains

q(s)
QualityDist(S)
f , F, F

S �→ R
2S �→ 2R

CriticalFeatures(s) S �→ 2F
V
FV ( f , s)
F × S �→ V
FSV (F, s)
2F × S �→ 2V
SimilarSessionSet
(s, S, F, Δ)

F × 2F × S ×
R+ �→ 2F

Deﬁnition
A session, a set of sessions, set of all sessions
Quality of s
{q(s)|s ∈ S}
A feature, a set of features,
set of all features
Critical features of s
Set of all feature values
Value on feature f of s
Set of values on features in
F of s
{s� |s� ∈ S,t(s) − Δ <
t(s� ) < t(s), FSV (F, s� ) =
FSV (F, s)}

1

2
3

4
5

Table 3: Notations used in learning of critical features.
The key to addressing these challenges is our third and
ﬁnal domain-speciﬁc insight:

6

Insight 3: Critical features tend to persist on long
timescales of tens of minutes.

7

This insight is derived from prior measurement studies [25, 20]. For instance, our previous study on shedding
light on video quality issues in the wild showed that the
factors that lead to poor video quality persist for hours,
and sometimes even days [25]. Another recent study
from the C3 system suggests that the best CDN tends to
be relatively stable on the timescales of few tens of minutes [20]. We independently conﬁrm this observation in
§6.3 that using slightly stale critical features (e.g., 30-60
minutes ago) achieves similar prediction accuracy as using the most up-to-date critical features. Though this insight holds for most cases, it is still possible (e.g., on mobile devices) that critical features persist on a relatively
shorter timescale (e.g., due to the nature of mobility).
Note that the persistence of critical features does not
mean that quality values are equally persistent. In fact,
persistence of critical features is on a timescale an order
of magnitude longer than the persistence of quality. That
is, even if quality ﬂuctuates rapidly, the critical features
that determine the quality do not change as often.
As we will see below, this persistence enables (a) automatic learning of critical features from history, and (b)
a scalable workﬂow that provides up-to-date estimates.

10

4.1

8
9
11

Input: Session under prediction s, Previous sessions S
Output: Critical features for s
/* Initialization
*/
MaxSimilarity ← −∞, CriticalFeatures ← NULL;
/* D f inest :Quality distribution of
sessions matching on F in Δlearn .
*/
D f inest ← QualityDist(SimilarSessionSet(s, S, F, Δlearn ));
for F ⊆ 2F do
/* Exclude F without enough similar
sessions for prediction.
*/
if |SimilarSessionSet(s, S, F, Δ)| < n then
continue;
/* DF :Quality distribution of
sessions matching on F in Δlearn .
*/
DF ← QualityDist(SimilarSessionSet(s, S, F, Δlearn ));
/* Get similarity of D f inest & DF . */
Similarity ← Similarity(DF , D f inest );
if Similarity>MaxSimilarity then
MaxSimilarity ← Similarity;
CriticalFeatures ← F;
return CriticalFeature;

Algorithm 3: Learning of critical features.
most similar to that of sessions matching on all features. For instance, suppose we have three features
�ContentName, ASN, CDN� and it turns out that sessions
with ASN = Comcast, CDN = Level3 consistently have
high buffering over the last few hours due to some internal congestion at the corresponding exchange point.
Then, if we look back over the last few hours, the
data from history will naturally reveal that the distribution of the quality of sessions with the feature
values �ContentName = Foo, ASN = Comcast, CDN =
Level3� will be similar to �ContentName = ∗, ASN =
Comcast, CDN = Level3�, but very different from, say,
the quality of sessions in �ContentName = ∗, ASN =
∗, CDN = Level3�, or �ContentName = ∗, ASN =
Comcast, CDN = ∗�. Thus, we can use a data-driven
approach to learn that ASN, CDN are the critical features for sessions matching �ContentName = Foo, ASN =
Comcast, CDN = Level3�.
Algorithm 3 formalizes this intuition for learning critical features. Table 3 summarizes the notation used in
Algorithm 3. For each subset of features F (line 3), we
compute the similarity between the quality distribution
(DF ) of sessions matching on F and the quality distribution (D f inest ) of sessions matching on all features (line
7). Then, we ﬁnd the F that yields the maximum similarity (line 8-10), under one additional constraint that
SimilarSessionSet(s, S, F, Δ) should include enough (by
default, at least 10) sessions to get reliable quality estimation (line 4-5). This check ensures that the algorithm
will not simply return the set of all features.

Learning critical features

Recall that the ﬁrst challenge is obtaining the critical features for each session. The persistence of critical features
has a natural corollary that we can use to automatically
learn them:
Corollary 3.1: Persistence implies that critical features
of a session are learnable from history.
Speciﬁcally, we can simply look back over the history and identify the subset of features F such that
the quality distribution of sessions matching on F is

As an approximation of the duration in which criti6
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(a) Naive workflow

(b) CFA workflow

Figure 5: To reduce update delay, we run critical
feature learning and quality estimation at different
timescales by leveraging persistence of critical features.
cal features persist, we use Δlearn = 60min. Note that
Δlearn is an order of magnitude larger than the time window Δ used in quality estimation, because critical features persist on a much longer timescale than quality
values. We use (the negative of) Jensen-Shannon divergence between D1 and D2 to quantify their similarity
Similarity(D1 , D2 ).
Although Algorithm 3 can handle most cases, there
are corner cases where SimilarSessionSet(s, S, F, Δlearn )
does not have enough sessions (i.e., more than n) to compute Similarity(DF , D f inest ) reliably. In these cases, we
replace D f inest by the set of n sessions that share most
features with s over the time window of Δlearn . Formally, we use {s� |s� matches ks features with s}, where
ks = argmink (|{s� |s� matches k features with s| ≥ n}|).

4.2

feature learning and quality estimation steps, and run
them at separate timescales. On the timescale of tens of
minutes, we update the results of critical feature learning. Then, on a faster timescale of tens of seconds, we
update quality estimation using fresh data and the most
recently learned critical features.
This decoupling minimizes the impact of staleness on
prediction accuracy. Learning critical features on the
timescale of tens of minutes is sufﬁciently fast as they
persist on the same timescale. Meanwhile, quality estimation can be updated every tens of seconds and makes
predictions based on quality updates with sufﬁciently
low staleness. Thus, the staleness of quality estimation
TQE of the decoupled workﬂow (Figure 5(b)) is a magnitude lower than TQE + TCFL of the naive workﬂow (Figure 5(a)). In §6.3, we show that this workﬂow can retain
the freshness of critical features and quality estimates.
In addition, CFA has a natural property that two sessions sharing all feature values and occurring close in
time will map to the same critical features. Thus, instead of running the steps per-session, we can reduce the
computation to the granularity of ﬁnest partitions, i.e.,
distinct values of all features.

4.3

Putting it together

Building on these insights, we create the following practical three-stage workﬂow of CFA.
• Stage I: Critical feature learning (line 1 of Algorithm 2) runs ofﬂine, say, every tens of minutes to
an hour. The output of this stage is a key-value table
called critical feature function that maps all observed
ﬁnest partitions to their critical features.
• Stage II: Quality estimation (line 2,3 of Algorithm 2) runs every tens of seconds for all observed
ﬁnest partitions based on the most recent critical features learned in the ﬁrst stage. This outputs another
key-value table called quality function that maps a
ﬁnest partition to the quality estimation, by aggregating the most recent sessions with the corresponding
critical features.
• Stage III: Real-time query/response. Finally, we
provide real-time query/response on the arrival of each
client, operating at the millisecond timescale, by simply looking up the most recent precomputed value
function from the previous stage. These operations
are simple and can be done very fast.

Using fresh updates

Next, we focus on reducing the update delay between
when a quality measurement is received and used for prediction.
Naively running critical feature learning and quality
estimation of Algorithm 2 can be time-consuming, causing the predictions to rely on stale data. In Figure 5(a),
TCFL and TQE are the duration of critical feature learning
and the duration of quality estimation, respectively. The
staleness of quality estimation (depicted in Figure 5) to
respond to a prediction query can be as large as the total
time of two steps (i.e., TCFL + TQE ), which typically is
tens of minutes (§6.3). Also, simply using more parallel
resources is not sufﬁcient. The time to learn critical features using Algorithm 3 grows linearly with the number
of sessions under prediction, the number of history sessions, and the number of possible feature combinations.
Thus, the complexity of learning critical features TCFL is
exponential in the number of features. Given the current
set of features, TCFL is on the scale of tens of minutes.
To reduce update delay, we again leverage the persistence of critical features:

Finally, instead of forcing all ﬁnest partition-level
computations to run in every batch, we can do triggered
recomputations of critical feature learning only when the
observed prediction errors are high.

Corollary 3.2: Persistence implies that critical features
can be cached and reused over tens of minutes.

5

Implementation and Deployment

This section presents our implementation of CFA and
highlights engineering solutions to address practical

Building on Corollary 3.2, we decouple the critical
7
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Figure 6: Implementation overview of CFA. The three
stages of CFA workﬂow are implemented in a backend
cluster and distribute frontend clusters.
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CFA’s three stages are implemented in two different locations: a centralized backend cluster and geographically
distributed frontend clusters as depicted in Figure 6.
Centralized backend: The critical feature learning and
quality estimation stages are implemented in a backend
cluster as periodic jobs. By default, critical feature learning runs every 30 minutes, and quality estimation runs
every minute. A centralized backend is a natural choice
because we need a global view of all quality measurements. The quality function, once updated by the estimation step, is disseminated to distributed frontend clusters
using Kafka [27].
Note that we can further reduce learning time using
simple parallelization strategies. Speciﬁcally, the critical features of different ﬁnest partitions can be learned
independently. Similarly in Algorithm 3, the similarity
of quality distributions can be computed in parallel. To
exploit this data-level parallelism, we implement them as
Spark jobs [4].
Distributed frontend: Real-time query/response and
decision makers of CDN/bitrate are co-located in distributed frontend clusters that are closer to clients than
the backend. Each frontend cluster receives the quality
function from the backend and caches it locally for fast
prediction. This reduces the latency of making decisions
for clients.

5.2

100

1.6

challenges in operational settings (e.g., avoiding bulk
data loading and speeding up development iterations).

5.1

50

Figure 7: Streaming data loading has smoother impact
on completion delay than batch data loading.
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Figure 8: Distributions of relative prediction error
({5, 10, 50, 90, 95}%iles) on AvgBitrate and JoinTime
and hit rates on BufRatio and VSF. They show that
CFA outperforms other algorithms.
caused by bulk data loading in batch mode. Note that this
does not affect critical feature learning.
Iterative algorithm reﬁnement: Some parameters
(e.g., learning window size Δlearn ) of CFA require iterative tuning in a production environment. However, one
practical challenge is that the frontend-facing part of the
backend can only be updated once every couple of weeks
due to code release cycles. Thus, rolling out new prediction algorithms may take several days and is a practical concern. Fortunately, the decoupling between critical
feature learning and quality estimation (§4.2) means that
changes to critical feature learning are conﬁned to the
backend cluster. This enables us to rapidly reﬁne and
customize the CFA algorithm.

6

Challenges in an operational setting

Evaluation

In this section, we show that:
• CFA predicts video quality with 30% less error than
competing machine learning algorithms (§6.1).
• Using CFA-based prediction, we can improve video
quality signiﬁcantly; e.g., 32% less BufRatio, 12%
higher AvgBitrate in a pilot deployment (§6.2).
• CFA is responsive to client queries and makes predictions based on the most recent critical features and
quality measurements (§6.3).

Mitigating impact of bulk data loading: The backend
cluster is shared and runs other delay-sensitive jobs; e.g.,
analytics queries from production teams. Since the critical feature learning runs periodically and loads a large
amount of data (≈30 GB), it creates spikes in the delays of other jobs (Figure 7). To address this concern,
we engineered a simple heuristic to evenly spread the
data retrieval where we load a small piece of data every
few minutes. As Figure 7 shows, this reduces the spikes
8
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6.1

Prediction accuracy

QoE
BufRatio
AvgBitrate

We compare CFA with ﬁve alternative algorithms: three
simple ML algorithms, Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Tree
(DT), k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)4 , and two heuristics
which predict a session’s quality by the average quality
of other sessions from the same ASN (ASN) or matching
the last-mile connection type (LH). All algorithms use
the same set of features listed in Table 1.
Ideally, we want to evaluate how accurately an algorithm can predict the quality of a given client on every
choice of CDN and bitrate. However, this is infeasible
since each video client is assigned to only one CDN and
bitrate at any time. Thus, we can only evaluate the prediction accuracy over the observed CDN-bitrate choices,
and we use the quality measured on these choices as the
ground truth. That said, this approach is still useful for
doing a relative comparison across different algorithms.
For AvgBitrate and JoinTime, we report relative error:
|p−q|
q , where the q is the ground truth and p is the prediction. For BufRatio and JoinTime, which have more “step
function” like effects [18], we report a slightly different
measure called hit rate: how likely a session with good
quality (i.e., BufRatio < 5%, VSF=0) or bad quality is
correctly identiﬁed. Figure 8 shows that for AvgBitrate
and JoinTime, CFA has the lowest {5, 10, 50, 90}%th
percentiles of prediction error and lower 95%th percentiles than most algorithms. In particular, median error of CFA is about 30% lower than the best competing
algorithm. In terms of BufRatio and VSF, CFA signiﬁcantly outperforms other algorithms in the hit rate of bad
quality sessions. The reason for hit rate of bad quality
to be lower than that of good quality is that bad quality
sessions are almost always less than good quality, which
makes them hard to predict. Note that accurately identifying sessions that have bad quality is crucial as they
have the most room for improvement.

6.2

CFA
155.43
0.0123
3200

Baseline
138.27
0.0182
2849

Improvement
12.4%
32%
12.31%

Table 4: Random A/B testing results of CFA vs. baseline in real-world deployment.
ment in both BufRatio (32% reduction) and AvgBitrate
(12.3% increase) compared to the baseline. This shows
that CFA is able to simultaneously optimize multiple
(possibly conﬂicting) metrics. To put these numbers
in context, our conversation with domain experts conﬁrmed that these improvements are signiﬁcant for content providers and can potentially translate into substantial beneﬁts in engagement and revenues [2]. CFA’s superior performance and that CFA is more automated than
the custom algorithm indicate that domain experts were
willing to invest time running longer pilot. Figure 9 provides more comparison and shows that CFA consistently
outperforms the baseline over time and across different
major cities in the US, connection types and CDNs.
Trace-driven simulation: We complement this realworld deployment with a trace-driven simulation to simultaneously compare more algorithms over more quality metrics. However, one key challenge is that it is hard
to estimate the quality of a decision that was not used by
a speciﬁc client in the trace.
To address this problem, we use the counterfactual
methodology from prior work in online recommendation
systems [30, 31]. Suppose we have quality measurements from a set of clients, where client c is assigned to
a decision drand (c) of CDN and bitrate at random. Now,
we have a new hypothetical algorithm that maps client
c to dalg (c). Then, we can evaluate the average quality
of clients assigned to each decision d, {c|dalg (c) = d},
by the average quality of {c|dalg (c) = d, drand (c) = d}.
Finally, the average quality of the new algorithm is the
weighted sum of average quality of all decisions, where
the weight of each decision is the fraction of sessions
assigned to it. This can be proved to be an unbiased (ofﬂine) estimate of dalg ’s (online) performance [5].5 For
instance, if out of 1000 clients assigned to use Akamai
and 500Kbps, 200 clients are assigned to this decision
in the random assignment, then we can use the average
quality of these 200 sessions as an unbiased estimate
of the average quality of these 1000 sessions. Fortunately, our dataset includes a (randomly chosen) portion
of clients with randomized decision assignments (i.e.,

Quality improvement

Pilot deployment: As a pilot deployment, we integrated
CFA in a production system that provides a global video
optimization service [20]. We deployed CFA on one major content provider and used it to optimize 150,000 sessions each day. We ran an A/B test (where each algorithm was used on a random subset of clients) to evaluate
the improvement of CFA over a baseline random decision maker, which many video optimization services use
by default (modulo business arrangement like price) [9].
Table 4 compares CFA with the baseline random decision maker in terms of the mean BufRatio, AvgBitrate
and a simple QoE model (QoE = −370 ∗ Bu f Ratio +
AvgBitrate/20), which was suggested by [33, 18]. Over
all sessions in the A/B testing, CFA shows an improve-

5 One known limitation of this analysis is that it assumes the new
assignments do not affect each decision’s overall performance. For
instance, if we assign all sessions to one CDN, they may overload the
CDN and so this CDN’s quality in the random assignments is no longer
useful. Since this work only focuses on controlling trafﬁc at a small
scale relative to the total load on the CDN (and our experiments are in
fact performed at such a scale), this methodology is still unbiased.

4 NB,

DT, and k-NN are mplemented using a popular ML library
weka[6].

9
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Figure 9: Results of real-world deployment. CFA outperforms the baseline random decision maker (over time and
across different large cities, connection types and CDNs).
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Figure 10: Comparison of quality improvement between CFA and strawmen.
Stage
Critical feature learning
Quality estimation
Query response

Run time (mean
/ median)
30.1/29.5 min
30.7/28.5 sec
0.66/0.62 ms

Required
freshness
30-60 min
1-5 min
1 ms

10
Staleness (min)

8
4

100

1

(a) BufRatio

10
Staleness (min)

100

(b) AvgBitrate

20
% increase in avg
prediction error

E
Qo

Critical feature
Quality value

0
1

0
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Critical feature
Quality value
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Critical feature
Quality value
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16
12
8
4

1
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(c) JoinTime

1
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Staleness (min)
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(d) VSF

Figure 11: Latency of critical features and quality values (x-axis) on increase in accuracy (y-axis).

Table 5: Each stage of CFA is refreshed to meet the
required freshness of its results.

on the prediction accuracy of CFA. First, critical features
learned 30-60 minutes before prediction can still achieve
similar accuracy as those learned 1 minute before prediction. In contrast, quality estimation cannot be more than
10 minutes prior to when prediction is made (which corroborates the results of Figure 4(b)). Thus, critical feature learning needs to be refreshed every 30-60 minutes
and quality estimation should be refreshed at least every
several minutes. Finally, prediction queries need to be
responded to within several milliseconds [20] (ignoring
network delay between clients and servers).
Next, we benchmark the time to run each logical stage
described in §4.2. Real-time query/response runs in 4
geographically distributed data centers. Critical feature
learning and quality estimation run on two clusters of 32
cores. Table 5 shows the time for running each stage and
the timescale required to ensure freshness. It conﬁrms
that the implementation of CFA is sufﬁcient to ensure
the freshness of results in each stage.

CDN and bitrate). Thus, we only report improvements
for these clients.
Figure 10 uses this counterfactual methodology and
compares CFA with the best alternative from §6.1 for
each quality metric and the baseline random decision
maker (e.g., the best alternative of AvgBitrate is k-NN).
For each quality metric and prediction algorithm, the decision maker selects the CDN and bitrate that has the best
predicted quality for each client. For instance, the improvement of CFA over the baseline on VSF is 52% – this
means the number of sessions with start failures is 52%
less than when the baseline algorithm is used. The ﬁgures show that CFA outperforms the baseline algorithm
by 15%-52%. They also show that CFA outperforms the
best prediction algorithms by 5%-17%.

6.3

12
Critical feature
Quality value

% increase in avg
prediction error

Improvement (%)

Over baseline

% increase in avg
prediction error

8

60

Timeliness of prediction

Our implementation of CFA should (1) retain freshness
to minimize the impact of staleness on prediction accuracy, and (2) be responsive to each prediction query.
We begin by showing how fast each stage described
in §4.2 needs to be refreshed. Figure 11 shows the impact of staleness of critical features and quality values

7

Insights from Critical Features

In addition to the predictive power, CFA also offers insights into the “structure” of video quality in the wild. In
this section, we focus on two questions: (1) What types
10
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20%
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15%
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12%

14%

[CDN, ContentName,
Bitrate]
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(c) JoinTime

11%
16%

[CDN, Bitrate,
ConnectionType, Player]
[ASN, CDN, ContentName]
Other

JoinTime

Cellular
carrier
Small
ISPs

Satellite,
DSL
Satellite,
Mobile

lence of a feature value by the fraction of video sessions
matching this feature value that have this feature as one
of their critical features; e.g., the fraction of video sessions from Boston that have City as one of their critical
features. If a feature value has a large prevalence, then
the quality of many sessions that have this feature value
can be explained by this feature.
We present the values of critical features with a
prevalence higher than 50% for each quality metric
and only consider a subset of the features (ASN, City,
ContentName, ConnectionType) that appear prominently in Figure 12. We present this analysis with two
caveats. First, due to proprietary concerns, we do not
present the names of the entities, but focus on their characteristics. Second, we cannot conﬁrm some of our hypothesis as it involves other providers; as such, we intend
this result to be illustrative rather than conclusive.
Table 6 presents some anecdotal examples we observed. In terms of BufRatio, we see some of the major
east coast cities (e.g., Boston, Baltimore) are more likely
to be critical feature values than other smaller cities. We
also see both poor (Satellite, Mobile) and broadband (Cable) connection types have high prevalence on BufRatio
and JoinTime. This is because poor quality sessions
are bottlenecked by poor connections, while some good
quality sessions are explained by their broadband connections. “Player” has a relatively large prevalence on
AvgBitrate, because the content provider uses different
bitrate levels for different players (Flash or iOS). Finally,
in terms of VSF, some small ISPs have large prevalence.
We speculate that this is because their peering relationships with major CDNs are not provisioned, so their
video sessions have relatively high failure rates.

(d) VSF

of critical features are most common? (2) What factors
have signiﬁcant impact on video quality?

Types of critical features

Popular types of critical features: Figure 12 shows
a breakdown of the fraction of sessions that are assigned to a speciﬁc type of critical feature set. We
show this for different quality metrics. (Since we focus on a speciﬁc VoD provider, we do not consider the
Site or LiveOrVoD for this analysis.) Across all quality metrics, the most popular critical features are CDN,
ASN and ConnectionType, which means video quality
is greatly impacted by network conditions at the server
(CDN), transit network (ASN), and last-mile connection
(ConnectionType).
We also see interesting patterns unique to individual metrics. City is among the top critical features of
BufRatio. This is perhaps because network congestion
usually depends on the volume of concurrent viewers in
a speciﬁc region. Bitrate (initial bitrate) has a larger
impact on AvgBitrate than on other metrics, since the
videos in the dataset are mostly short content (2-5 minutes) and AvgBitrate is correlated with initial bitrate. Finally, ContentName has a relatively large impact on failures (VSF) but not other metrics, because VSF is sometimes due to the requested content not being ready.
Distribution of types of critical features: While the
quality of about 50% of sessions is impacted by 3-4 popular types of critical features, 15% of sessions are impacted by a diverse set of more than 30 types of critical
feature (not shown). This corroborates the need for expressive prediction models that handle the diverse factors
affecting quality (§2.2).

7.2

Players with
different encodings

ConnectionType
Satellite,
Mobile,
Cable

Table 6: Analysis of the most prevalent values of critical features. A empty cell implies that we found no
interesting values in this combination.

[ASN, City, CDN, Bitrate]
20%

Figure 12: Analyzing the types of critical features: This
shows a breakdown of the total number of sessions assigned to a speciﬁc type of critical features.

7.1

Cellular
carriers

VSF

[ASN, CDN,
ConnectionType]
[City, CDN, ContentName]

21%

10%

AvgBitrate

[CDN, ConnectionType,
Player]
[ASN, City, CDN]

City
Some major
east-coast
cities

Other

[City, CDN, ConnectionType]]
14%

Player

BufRatio

(b) AvgBitrate

22%

ASN

[ASN, Bitrate, Player,
ConnectionType]
[City, CDN, Player,
ConnectionType]
[CDN, Bitrate]
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Related Work

Internet video optimization: There is a large literature on measuring video quality in the wild (e.g., content
popularity [38, 55], quality issues [25] and server selection [51, 47]) and techniques to improve user experience
(e.g., bitrate adaptation algorithms [56, 26, 23], CDN
optimization and federation [32, 37, 11, 35] and crossprovider cooperation [57, 19, 24]). Our work builds on

Values of critical features

Next, we focus on the most prevalent feature values (e.g.,
a speciﬁc ASN or player). To this end, we deﬁne preva11
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curate than advanced ML techniques, but CFA can
predict with more recent data since it tolerates stale
update on the critical features. Furthermore, CFA is
less opaque since it is based on domain-speciﬁc insights about critical features (§7).
Finer grain information and selection: Currently,
CFA makes predictions based on client side information
only. While clients provide accurate information regarding QoE, prediction can be much more accurate if CFA
were to leverage ﬁner-grained information from other
entities in the ecosystem, including servers, caches and
network paths. Furthermore, CFA currently selects resources at the CDN granularity. This means CFA cannot
do much if the CDN redirects the client based on its location and the servers the CDN redirects the client to are
congested. However, if the client were able to specify
the server to stream from, we could avoid the overloaded
servers and improve quality.

insight from this prior work. While a case for a similar
vision is made in [33], our work gives a systematic and
practical prediction system.
Global coordination platform: Decision making based
on a global view is similar to other logically centralized
control systems (e.g., [14, 33, 20, 48]). They examined
the architectural issues of decoupling the control plane
from the data plane, including scalability (e.g., [50, 17]),
fault tolerance (e.g., [36, 54]), and use of big data systems (e.g., [20, 4]). In contrast, our work offers concrete
algorithmic techniques over such a control platform [20]
for video quality optimization.
Large-scale data analytics in system design: Many
studies have applied data-driven techniques for performance diagnosis (e.g., [46, 15, 40]), revenue debugging
(e.g., [13]), TCP throughput prediction (e.g., [22, 34]),
and tuning TCP parameters (e.g., [43, 41]). Recent studies try to operate these techniques at scale [16]. While
CFA shares this data-driven approach, we exploit videospeciﬁc insights to achieve scalable and accurate prediction based on a global view of quality measurements.
QoE models: Prior work has shown correlations between various video quality metrics and user engagement
(e.g., users are sensitive to BufRatio [18]), and built various QoE models (e.g., [28, 45, 12, 10]. Our work focuses
on improving QoE by predicting individual quality metrics, and can be combined with these QoE models.

9

10

Conclusions

Many prior research efforts posited that quality prediction could lead to improved QoE (e.g., [33, 11, 35, 10]).
However, these efforts failed to provide a prescriptive solution that (a) is expressive enough to tackle the complex
feature-quality relationships observed in the wild and (b)
can provide near real-time quality estimates. To this end,
we developed CFA, a solution based on domain-speciﬁc
insights that video quality is typically determined by a
subset of critical features which tend to be persistent.
CFA leverages these insights to engineer an accurate algorithm that outperforms off-the-shelf machine learning
approaches and lends itself to a scalable implementation
that retains model freshness. Using real deployments and
trace-driven analyses, we showed that CFA achieves up
to 30% improvement in prediction accuracy and 12-32%
improvement in QoE over alternative approaches.

Discussion

Relationship to existing ML techniques: CFA is
a domain-speciﬁc prediction system that outperforms
some canonical ML algorithms (§6.1). We put CFA in
the context of three types of ML algorithms.
• Multi-armed bandit algorithms [53] ﬁnd the decision
with the highest reward (i.e., best CDN and bitrate)
from multiple choices. They assume each decision has
a ﬁxed distribution of rewards, but the video quality of
a CDN also depends on client-side features. In contrast, contextual multi-armed bandit algorithms [44]
assume the best decision depends on contextual information, but they require appropriate modeling between the context and decision space, to which critical
features provide one viable approach.
• The feature selection problem [21] seems similar to
critical feature learning, but with a key difference:
critical features vary across video sessions. Thus,
techniques looking for features that are most important for all sessions are not directly applicable.
• Advanced ML algorithms today can handle highly
complex models [29, 42] efﬁciently, so in theory the
critical features could be automatically identiﬁed, albeit in an implicit manner. CFA uses existing ML
models (speciﬁcally, the “variable kernel conditional
density estimation” method [49]) and may be less ac-
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Abstract – Wi-Fi has traditionally been considered
a power-consuming communication system and has not
been widely adopting in the sensor network and IoT
space. We introduce Passive Wi-Fi that demonstrates for
the first time that one can generate 802.11b transmissions
using backscatter communication, while consuming 3–
4 orders of magnitude lower power than existing Wi-Fi
chipsets. Passive Wi-Fi transmissions can be decoded
on any Wi-Fi device including routers, mobile phones
and tablets. Building on this, we also present a network stack design that enables passive Wi-Fi transmitters to coexist with other devices in the ISM band, without incurring the power consumption of carrier sense and
medium access control operations. We build prototype
hardware and implement all four 802.11b bit rates on
an FPGA platform. Our experimental evaluation shows
that passive Wi-Fi transmissions can be decoded on offthe-shelf smartphones and Wi-Fi chipsets over distances
of 30–100 feet in various line-of- sight and throughthe-wall scenarios. Finally, we design a passive Wi-Fi
IC that shows that 1 and 11 Mbps transmissions consume 14.5 and 59.2 µW respectively. This translates
to 10000x lower power than existing Wi-Fi chipsets and
1000x lower power than Bluetooth LTE and ZigBee.

1

Figure 1: Passive Wi-Fi architecture. The passive WiFi devices perform digital baseband operations like coding, while the power-consuming RF functions are delegated to a plugged-in device in the network.
Wi-Fi chipset. To this end, we introduce Passive Wi-Fi
that demonstrates for the first time that one can generate 802.11b transmissions using backscatter communication, while consuming 4–5 orders of magnitude lower
power than existing Wi-Fi chipsets.
We observe that while CMOS technology scaling has
conventionally provided exponential benefits for the size
and power consumption of digital logic systems, analog
RF components, that are necessary for Wi-Fi communication, have not seen a similar power scaling. As a result,
Wi-Fi transmissions on sensors and mobile devices still
consume hundreds of milliwatts of power [31–33]. To
get around this problem, passive Wi-Fi uses backscatter
to decouple the baseband Wi-Fi digital logic from the
power-consuming RF components, as shown in Fig. 1.
In our architecture, the passive Wi-Fi devices perform
digital baseband operations like coding and modulation,
while the power-consuming RF components such as frequency synthesizers and power amplifiers are delegated
to a single plugged-in device in the network. This device provides the RF functions for all the passive Wi-Fi
devices in the vicinity by transmitting a single-frequency
tone. The passive Wi-Fi devices create 802.11b transmissions by reflecting or absorbing this tone using a digital switch running at baseband. Since the passive Wi-Fi

Introduction

Over the past few years, researchers have explored the
concept of Wi-Fi backscatter [25, 38] that creates an additional narrowband data stream to ride on top of existing
Wi-Fi signals. While promising, existing designs either
achieve very low data rates (100s of bps) at close by distances (2-4 feet) [25] or use custom full-duplex hardware
that cannot be used with any existing Wi-Fi devices [38].
In this paper, we take a different approach — instead
of backscattering existing Wi-Fi signals to send an additional data stream, we use backscatter communication
to directly generate Wi-Fi transmissions that can be decoded on any of the billions of existing devices with a
1
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devices have no analog components, they consumes less
silicon area and would be smaller and cheaper than existing Wi-Fi chipsets. More importantly, their power consumption would be orders of magnitude lower since they
only perform digital baseband operations. To realize this,
however, we need to address three main challenges.

Wi-Fi devices and address other link-layer issues including ACKs and retransmissions.
To show the feasibility of our design, we build prototype backscatter hardware and implement all four
802.11b bit rates on an FPGA platform. Our experimental evaluation shows that passive Wi-Fi transmissions
can be decoded on off-the-shelf smartphones and Wi-Fi
chipsets over distances of 30–100 feet in various lineof-sight and through-the-wall scenarios. We also design
a passive Wi-Fi IC that performs 1 Mbps and 11 Mbps
802.11b transmissions and estimate the power consumption using Cadence and Synopsis toolkits [5, 19]. Our
results show the 1 and 11 Mbps passive Wi-Fi transmissions consume 14.5 and 59.2 µW respectively.

(a) How can Wi-Fi receivers decode in the presence
of interference from the plugged-in device? The Wi-Fi
receiver receives the backscattered signal in the presence of a strong interference from the tone transmitted
by the plugged-in device. Traditional backscatter systems [34, 38] use a full-duplex radio to cancel this strong
interfering signal, which is not possible on existing WiFi devices. Our key observation is that Wi-Fi receivers
are required to work even in the presence of interference
in the adjacent band that is 35 dB stronger [12]. Further,
as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth radios are being integrated onto
a single chipset [6], Wi-Fi hardware is being designed
to work in the presence of out-of-band Bluetooth interference. Thus, we set the plugged-in device to transmit
its tone at a frequency that lies outside the desired WiFi channel; this ensures that existing Wi-Fi chipsets can
suppress the resulting out-of-band interference.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:
• We demonstrate for the first time that one can generate 802.11b transmissions using backscatter communication. We present backscatter techniques that synthesize
22 MHz DSSS and CCK spread spectrum transmissions
that can be decoded on existing Wi-Fi devices.
• We design a network stack for the passive Wi-Fi transmitters to coexist with other devices in the ISM band.
Further, we present a detailed analytical model to understand the operational range of passive Wi-Fi transmissions in different deployment scenarios.

(b) How can we create 802.11b transmissions using
backscatter? At a high level, we first shift the out-ofband tone from the plugged-in device to lie at the center
of the desired Wi-Fi channel. We then use this shifted
tone to create 802.11b transmissions. Intuitively, multiplying two sinusoidal signals can create a frequency
shift.1 Thus, by backscattering at a frequency ∆ f , we
can shift the tone. To synthesize Wi-Fi transmissions, we
leverage that 802.11b uses DSSS and CCK encoding on
top of DBPSK and DQPSK modulation. The encoding
operation is digital in nature and hence is achieved using
digital logic. To create the phase changes required for
DBPSK and DQPSK, we approximate a digital square
wave as a sinusoid and modulate its phase by changing
the timing of the square wave (see §2.3). Thus, passive
Wi-Fi devices can fully operate in the digital domain at
baseband and yet synthesize 802.11b transmissions.

• We build a hardware prototype on an FPGA platform
and evaluate it in various scenarios. We also design a
passive Wi-Fi IC and present its power numbers.

2

Our design has two main actors: a plugged-in device and
passive Wi-Fi devices. The former contains power consuming RF components including frequency synthesizer
and power amplifier and emits a single tone RF carrier. It
also performs carrier sense on behalf of the passive WiFi device and helps coordinate medium access control
across multiple passive Wi-Fi devices. The passive WiFi device backscatters the tone emitted by the plugged-in
device to synthesize 802.11b transmissions that can be
decoded on any device that has a Wi-Fi chipset.
In the rest of this section, we first provide a quick
primer for 802.11b physical layer and backscatter communication. We then explain how the passive Wi-Fi devices generate 802.11b packets using backscatter communication. We then theoretically analyze the range of
our transmissions in various deployments scenarios.

(c) How do passive Wi-Fi devices share the Wi-Fi network? Traditional Wi-Fi shares the network using carrier
sense. However, this requires a Wi-Fi receiver that is ON
before every transmission. Since Wi-Fi receivers require
power-consuming RF components such as ADCs and
frequency synthesizers, this would eliminate the power
savings from our design. Instead, we delegate the powerconsuming task of carrier sense to the plugged-in device.
At a high level, the plugged-in device performs carrier
sense and signals the passive Wi-Fi device to transmit.
§3 describes how such a signaling mechanism can also
be used to arbitrate the channel between multiple passive
1 2sin f tsin∆ f t

Passive Wi-Fi Design

2.1

Primer for 802.11b Transmissions

802.11b is a set of Wi-Fi physical layer specifications
that use spread spectrum modulation. 802.11b uses
DBPSK/DQPSK at the physical layer and achieves four

= cos( f − ∆ f )t − cos( f + ∆ f )t.
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Figure 2: Generation of Wi-Fi packets using backscatter. The plot on the left shows the 22 MHz main lobe and the
side lobes of the baseband 802.11b packet in the frequency domain. The plot on the right illustrates the backscatter
operation at the passive Wi-Fi device. The two main lobes are shifted by ∆ f with respect to the constant tone emitted
by the plugged-in device to generate the Wi-Fi packet (in red) at fwi f i and a mirror image (in blue) at fwi f i − 2∆ f .
the second require changing the phase of I and Q components. Finally, we note also that since the RF energy
is spread across a wide band, spread spectrum transmissions are resilient to narrowband interference both within
and outside the Wi-Fi channel [39].

bit rates using different spreading codes. The lower two
bit rates of 1 and 2 Mbps use direct-sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) while 5.5 and 11 Mbps use complementary code keying (CCK). DSSS uses a single code to
spread the information over 22 MHz, while CCK uses a
set of multiple code words to both encode bits and also
achieve a 22 MHz spread spectrum signal. We outline
how each of the 802.11b bit rates are encoded.

2.2

Backscatter Communication Primer

Unlike traditional active radio communication that requires generating RF signals, devices using backscatter
communication modulate the radar cross-section of their
antenna to change the reflected signal. To understand
how backscatter works, consider a device that can switch
the impedance of its antenna between two states. The effect of changing the antenna impedance is that the radar
cross-section, i.e., the signal reflected by the antenna,
also changes between the two different states. Now,
given an incident signal with power Pincident , the power
in the backscattered signal can be written as,

1 and 2 Mbps DSSS transmissions. To generate this,
802.11b first creates coded bits from the incoming data
using a 11-bit barker code [39]. Specifically, 802.11b
uses a single barker sequence, 10110111000, that is generated at a baseband frequency of 11 MHz to spread the
spectrum over 22 MHz. To create the coded bits, 802.11b
XORs each of the data bits with the barker sequence.
Thus, the coded bits for a ‘1’ data bit are 10110111000
and that for the ‘0’ data bit are 01001000111. Each of
these coded bits is encoded using DBPSK and DQPSK
modulation to achieve 1 and 2 Mbps transmissions respectively. At a high level, this is achieved by setting the
phase of the carrier, sinθ . DBPSK modulation encodes
a 0 and 1 bit by setting θ to either 0 or π, while DQPSK
encodes pairs of bits by modulating the phase between 0,
π/2, π and 3π/2.

Pbackscatter = Pincident

|Γ∗1 − Γ∗2 |2
4

(1)

Here Γ∗1 and Γ∗2 are the complex conjugates of the reflection coefficients corresponding to the two impedance
states. Thus to maximize the power in the backscattered signal we need to maximize the difference in the
power of the two impedance states which is given by
2
|Γ∗ −Γ∗ |
|∆Γ|2 = 1 4 2 . Ideally, to ensure that the power in
the backscattered signal is equal to that of the incident
signal, we set |∆Γ|2 to 4 which can be achieved by modulating the reflection coefficients between +1 and −1.
In practice, however, backscatter hardware deviates from
this ideal behavior and incurs losses; our hardware implementation has a loss of around 1.1 dB.

5.5 and 11 Mbps CCK transmissions. Instead of using a
single barker code, CCK uses a set of 8-bit code words.
At a high level, to generate 5.5 Mbps transmissions, the
incoming data bit stream is divided into blocks of 4 bits.
The first two bits are used to pick the DQPSK phase
and the last two bits are used to pick a spreading code
amongst four 8-bit code words. To generate 11 Mbps
802.11b transmissions, the incoming data bits are instead
divided into 8 bit blocks where the first two bits determine the DQPSK phase shift and the last 6 bits are used
to pick a spreading code amongst 64 8-bit code words.
To summarize, 802.11b requires generating the coded
bits using either DSSS or CCK and then modulating
these bits with DBPSK or DQPSK. The first operation
is typically implemented in digital baseband logic while

2.3

802.11b using passive Wi-Fi

Generating a Wi-Fi packet using backscatter is challenging for two main reasons. First, the backscattered signal
3
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is much weaker than the tone transmitted by the pluggedin device. A Wi-Fi receiver would suffer significant inband interference from this tone preventing it from decoding. Second, the passive Wi-Fi device has a single
digital switch that toggles between two impedance states,
resulting in a binary signal. It is unclear how one may
generate Wi-Fi transmissions using such a binary system.
We outline how to address these challenges. We first
describe the signal transmissions from the plugged-in device and then the operations at the passive Wi-Fi device
that allow us to synthesize 802.11b transmissions.

shift the tone to the center of the Wi-Fi channel. From
Fourier analysis, a square wave can be written as,
Square(∆ f t) =

∞
1
4
sin(2πn∆ f t)
∑
π n=1,3,5,.. n

Here the first harmonic is a sinusoidal signal at the desired frequency ∆ f . Note that the power in each of
these harmonic scales as n12 . So the third and the fifth
harmonic are around 9.5 dB and 14 dB lower than the
first harmonic. Thus, we can approximate a square
wave as just the sinusoidal signal, π4 sin(2π∆ f t). Since
modulating the radar cross section of an antenna effectively multiplies the incoming signal by the modulated
signal, the backscatter signal can be approximated as
sin2π( fwi f i − ∆ f )tsin2π∆ f t. So we have used backscatter to effectively creates two tones, one centered at fwi f i
and the other at fwi f i − 2∆ f ; the first tone is at the center
of the desired Wi-Fi channel.

Transmissions at the plugged-in device. It transmits a
tone outside the desired Wi-Fi channel. Our key intuition
is that Wi-Fi receivers are designed to function in the
presence of out-of-band interference: 802.11b receivers
are required to ensure that the sensitivity is reduced by
no more than 6 dB in the presence of interference in the
adjacent band that is 35 dB greater than the in-band signal [12]. Further, as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth radios are being integrated onto the same chipset [6], Wi-Fi frontends
are being designed to function in the presence of out-ofband interference from Bluetooth devices. Since the tone
from the plugged-in device is narrower in bandwidth than
Bluetooth, this would further help suppress the tone if it
is outside the desired Wi-Fi channel.
We note however that excessive out-of-band interference, which occurs when the Wi-Fi receiver is right next
to the plugged-in device, can saturate and/or compress
the RF front end resulting in significant degradation of
Wi-Fi performance. This is called the input 1 dB compression point which is around 0 dBm for commercial
Wi-Fi devices [13]. Passive Wi-Fi inherently avoids this
issue by ensuring that the Wi-Fi receiver (e.g., smartphone or router) is not next to the plugged-in device.

Step 2.
Synthesizing 802.11b transmissions using
backscatter. Now that we have a tone centered at the WiFi channel, the next step is to create 802.11b transmissions using backscatter. 802.11b uses DSSS and CCK
encoding which are both digital operations and hence can
be performed using digital logic at the passive Wi-Fi device. So the question that remains is: how do we generate
DBPSK and DQPSK using just a square wave created at
a frequency ∆ f by the backscatter switch?
Passive Wi-Fi does this by noting that DBPSK and
DQPSK use a sine wave with four distinct phases:
0, π/2, π, 3π/2. Since the square wave generated by our
digital switch can be approximated as a sine wave, we
can generate the required four phases by changing the
timing of our square wave. Specifically, shifting the
square wave by half of a symbol time, effectively creates
a phase change of π. Phase changes of π/2 and 3π/2 can
be achieved by shifting the square wave by one-fourth
and three-fourth of a symbol time. Thus, passive Wi-Fi
devices can fully operate in the digital domain while run
at a baseband frequency of a few tens of MHz and synthesize 802.11b transmissions using backscatter.
We note the following properties of our design.
• In addition to creating a 802.11b transmission centered
at fwi f i , as shown in Fig. 2, our backscatter mechanism
also creates a mirror copy centered at fwi f i − 2∆ f on the
other side of the tone. Thus, we use twice the bandwidth
of a traditional 802.11b transmission. This is the tradeoff
we make to achieve orders of magnitude lower power
consumption. We note that such a tradeoff is common in
802.11n systems which use channel bonding of adjacent
Wi-Fi channels to double the throughput.
• 802.11b transmissions have side lobes (Fig. 2); the
side lobes of the mirror copy creates interference for the
desired Wi-Fi signal. We plot the signal to interference

Backscatter operations at passive Wi-Fi devices. At
a high level, the passive Wi-Fi operations can be described as first shifting the out-of-band tone transmitted from the plugged-in device to lie at the center of
the desired Wi-Fi channel. We then use this shifted
tone to create 802.11b transmissions. To do this, we
leverage three key facts: (1) From basic trigonometry,
2sin f tsin∆ f t = cos( f −∆ f )t −cos( f +∆ f )t. Thus, multiplying two sinusoidal signals can create a frequency
shift. (2) Modulating the radar cross section of an antenna effectively multiplies the incoming signal by the
modulated signal. Thus, modulating the antenna at a frequency ∆ f would create a frequency shift in the incoming signal. (3) All bit rates in 802.11b are differentially
phase modulated using DBPSK or DQPSK.
Step 1. Shifting the tone from the plugged-in device using
backscatter. Say the plugged-in device sends the tone
sin2π( fwi f i − ∆ f )t outside the Wi-Fi channel. Passive
Wi-Fi devices use a square wave at a frequency of ∆ f to
4
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Figure 3: SIR and loss in receiver sensitivity. The plot
shows the effect of different ∆ f ’s on the quality and the
sensitivity of the synthesized Wi-Fi packets.
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Figure 4: Passive Wi-Fi’s analytical received signal
strength. The passive Wi-Fi device moves along the line
connecting the Wi-Fi router and plugged-in device.
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ratio for different frequency shifts, ∆ f , at the passive WiFi device. Fig. 3(a) plots the results for all four 802.11b
bit rates and shows that the interference from the side
lobes of the mirror copy reduces as ∆ f increases. This
is because, as ∆ f increases, the mirror copies are further
separated in frequency, resulting in lower interference.
• An effect of this interference, however, is that it adds
additional noise to the Wi-Fi signal, reducing the noise
sensitivity at which each of the 802.11b bit rates can be
decoded. Fig. 3(b) shows the loss in sensitivity for the
four 802.11b bit rates, as a function of the frequency offset, ∆ f . The plots show that the sensitivity loss is slightly
larger for higher 802.11b bit rates. This is because higher
bit rates require a cleaner signal to successfully be decoded. Our system sets ∆ f to 12.375 MHz, where the
sensitivity loss is less than 2 dB across all 802.11b bit
rates. This also ensures that the passive Wi-Fi transmissions only occupy two adjacent Wi-Fi channels. Note
that Wi-Fi applies filters to remove the interfering side
lobes. Our implementation however does not do this.
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Figure 5: Signal strength versus distance between passive Wi-Fi transmitter and Wi-Fi receiver.
dent signal from the plugged-in device that is backscattered by a passive Wi-Fi transmitter with an antenna gain
G passive . |∆Γ|2 is the backscatter coefficient which is a
measure of the efficiency with which passive Wi-Fi can
generate backscatter signals. As described in §2.2, this is
1.1 dB in our hardware. Finally, αwi f i models the loss in
energy due to synthesis of Wi-Fi signals using backscatter. This is around 4.4 dB and includes half the power
lost in the mirror copy generated by backscatter and the
losses due to the side lobes as described in §2.3.
To gain a better intuition, consider the scenario in
Fig. 4 where we place the plugged-in device and the
Wi-Fi receiver separated by 45 feet. We move the passive Wi-Fi transmitter between these devices, along the
line connecting them. We set Pt , Gt , Gr and G passive to
30 dBm, 6 dBi, 0 dBi, and 2 dBi respectively. Fig. 4
shows the received signal strength, Pr , as we move the
passive Wi-Fi transmitter between the plugged-in device
and the Wi-Fi receiver. The plots show two key points.

Analyzing Passive Wi-Fi’s Range

In passive Wi-Fi, the communication range depends on
two parameters: the distance between the plugged-in device and the passive Wi-Fi transmitter and the distance
between the passive Wi-Fi transmitter and the Wi-Fi receiver. Specifically, the signal strength at the receiver, Pr ,
can be modeled using Friis path loss [34] as follows,


 2 2

λ G passive |∆Γ|2
1 λ 2 Gr
Pt Gt
α
Pr =
wi f i
4π
4
4πd12
4πd22 4π

(1) The received signal increases as the passive Wi-Fi
transmitter gets close to either the Wi-Fi receiver or the
plugged-in device. This is because, maximizing the signal strength requires minimizing the product d1 d2 , which
is achieved either by reducing the distance d1 or d2 .

This equation has three key parts: the term in first parenthesis models signal propagation from the plugged-in device, with an output power Pt and an antenna gain Gt , to
a passive Wi-Fi transmitter at a distance d1 away. The
third term, similarly, models the signal propagation from
the passive Wi-Fi transmitter to a Wi-Fi receiver with an
antenna gain Gr and at a distance d2 away. Here, λ is
the wavelength of the RF signal been transmitted. Finally, the middle parenthesis models the fraction of inci-

(2) The mid-point between the plugged-in device and
Wi-Fi receiver has the lowest strength. Fig. 4 shows
this mid-point signal strength, as we change the distance
between the plugged-in device and Wi-Fi receiver. The
plot shows that this decreases with distance between the
plugged-in device and the Wi-Fi receiver. As expected,
it increases with plugged-in device’s transmit power (Pt ).
5
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(a) 30 ft Separation

(b) 50 ft Separation

(c) 55 ft Separation

(d) 60 ft Separation

Figure 6: Theoretical coverage maps for different distances between the plugged-in device and the Wi-Fi router.
The black dots denote the positions for these devices. The red region represents points in the 2D space where a passive
Wi-Fi transmitter can be located, while ensuring that the signal from it to the Wi-Fi router is at least -85 dBm.
2.4.1

Understanding Deployment Scenarios

1. I want to deploy passive Wi-Fi devices in my home.
Where do I place the plugged-in device so as to maximize their range? Fig. 5 shows the theoretical signal
strength at the Wi-Fi receiver as a function of its distance
from the passive Wi-Fi transmitter. We show the results
for different distances between the passive Wi-Fi transmitter and the plugged-in device. We set Gt , Gr , G passive ,
Pt to 6 dBi, 0 dBi, 2 dBi, and 30 dBm respectively. The
plot shows that, in general, as the distance between the
passive Wi-Fi transmitter and Wi-Fi receiver increases,
the received signal strength reduces. More importantly,
as the distance between the passive Wi-Fi transmitter
and plugged-in device decreases, the coverage range increases. This is because, from our analysis, the signal
strength can be increased either by reducing the distance
between the passive Wi-Fi transmitter and the pluggedin device or that between the passive Wi-Fi transmitter
and the Wi-Fi receiver. Since our goal is to maximize
range, we should reduce the distance between the passive Wi-Fi transmitter and the plugged-in device. In the
presence of multiple passive Wi-Fi devices, this would
translate to minimizing the worst-case distance between
the plugged-in device and all passive Wi-Fi transmitters.

0:9

10

11 : 12

Device ID

Ack

Rate

13 : 15
Check Bits

Figure 7: Structure of the signaling packet.

3

Passive Wi-Fi Network Stack Design

We first describe how passive Wi-Fi devices share the
ISM band. We then address the issue of ACKs and retransmissions and finally, present our protocol to associate passive Wi-Fi devices with the network.

3.1

Sharing the ISM band

Wi-Fi uses carrier sense to share the ISM band. This
however requires a Wi-Fi receiver that is ON before every transmission. Since Wi-Fi receivers require powerconsuming RF components like LNA, frequency synthesizers, mixers and ADCs, this would eliminate the power
savings from our design. Instead, we delegate the task of
carrier sense to the plugged-in device, which also arbitrates access between multiple passive Wi-Fi devices.
We illustrate this with an example. Say a passive WiFi transmitter wants to sent a packet on channel 6 and
the plugged-in device transmits its tone between Wi-Fi
channels 1 and 6. Before any of the above transmissions
happen, the plugged-in device first uses carrier sense to
ensure that there are no ongoing transmissions on any the
frequencies including and in between channel 1 and 6.
Once the channels are found free, the plugged-in device sends a packet signaling a specific passive Wi-Fi
device to transmit. This signal is sent and decoded using the ultra-low power receiver described in §3.1.1. The
packet starts with an ID unique to each passive Wi-Fi device (see Fig. 7). When the passive Wi-Fi device detects
its ID, it transmits within a SIFS duration at the end of
the signaling packet. The signaling packet is sent at the
center of channel 1 and 6 as well as in between them.
This prevents other devices in the ISM band from capturing the channel before the passive Wi-Fi device gets
to transmit. The packet has 16 bits and adds a fixed overhead of 100 µs for every passive Wi-Fi transmission.
The above description assumes that the plugged-in device knows when to send the signaling packet to each of

2. Where do I place my Wi-Fi router and the pluggedin device, so that I can have passive Wi-Fi devices work
from anywhere in my home? Fig. 6 shows the 2D coverage maps for different distances between the plugged-in
device and the Wi-Fi router. The red region represent
points in the 2D space where a passive Wi-Fi transmitter can be located, while ensuring that the signal from
it to the Wi-Fi router is at least -85 dBm. These maps
show that the coverage area is a union of two circles centered each at the Wi-Fi router and the plugged-in device.
So, as a general rule of thumb, it is better to deploy the
plugged-in device and the Wi-Fi router at either ends of
the coverage area. Note however that at very large distances between the plugged-in device and Wi-Fi router
(Figs. 6 (c) and (d)), we end up getting two islands of
coverage. Such large distance deployments are suitable
only when the passive Wi-Fi transmitters are going to be
close to either the plugged-in device or the Wi-Fi router.
6
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the passive Wi-Fi devices in the network. To see how
this can be achieved let us focus on our target IoT applications. A device sending out beacons is configured
to send them at a fixed rate. Temperature sensors, microphones and Wi-Fi cameras (e.g., Dropcam [8]) have a
fixed rate at which they generate data. Similarly, motion
sensors have an upper bound on the delay they can tolerate. The passive Wi-Fi devices convey this information
to the plugged-in device during association (and can update it later using the protocol in §3.3). This information
is used by the plugged-in device to signal each passive
Wi-Fi device in accordance to its desired update rate.
3.1.1

1

4

5

6

8

2
3
5. Association: MAC3
6. Connection Notification

7
7. Ack
8. Forward

Figure 8: Passive Wi-Fi association procedure.

3.3

Ultra-low power receiver design

Network Association

Finally, we describe how the passive Wi-Fi transmitters
associate with the plugged-in device as well as with the
Wi-Fi router in the network. The key challenge is that
since the plugged-in device does not have a full-duplex
radio (the lack of which is desirable to make it practical
and keep it low cost), there is no direct communication
channel from the passive Wi-Fi device to the pluggedin device. Instead, as shown in Fig. 8, the plugged-in
device associates with the Wi-Fi router with two MAC
address (MAC:1 and MAC:2). The plugged-in device
then broadcasts a discovery packet using ON-OFF keying modulation that contains these two MAC addresses
and starts with a broadcast ID. The new passive Wi-Fi
device then transmits a Wi-Fi packet with the source
and destination addresses set to MAC:2 and MAC:1;
this packet gets routed through the Wi-Fi router to the
plugged-in device. The packet payload includes the sensor update rate, packet length, supported bit rates and its
MAC address, MAC:3. The plugged-in device spoofs
MAC:3 and associates it with the Wi-Fi router. It then
picks a unique ID and sends it to the passive Wi-Fi device along with other Wi-Fi network credentials. Finally,
the passive Wi-Fi device responds with a Wi-Fi packet
with the source and destination addresses set to MAC:3
and MAC:1; this packet gets routed through the Wi-Fi
router and confirms association at the plugged-in device.
After association, the passive Wi-Fi transmitter can
send Wi-Fi packets to the plugged-in device through
the router, and change its parameters including update
rate and packet length. Note that the credentials for the
spoofed MAC addresses could be sent securely using a
manufacturer set secret key shared between the passive
Wi-Fi devices and the plugged-in devices.

We encode bits using ON-OFF keying. We use a passive
energy detector with analog components and a comparator to distinguish between the presence and absence of
energy. Our design is the same as that used in our prior
work [25, 26] and we skip it for brevity. We implement
the receiver using off-the-shelf components and it consumes 18 µW, while achieving a bit rate of 160 kbps.

3.2

Association: MAC:1 + MAC:2
Discovery
Discovery Response
Forward

ACKs and Rate Adaptation

ACKs and retransmissions. The plugged-in device listens to the ACKs and conveys this information back to
the passive Wi-Fi sensor. Specifically, if the ACK is successfully decoded at the plugged-in device, it sets the
ACK bit in the signaling packet shown in Fig. 7 to 1 and
sends it to the passive Wi-Fi sensor, by piggybacking it
during the next period when the sensor is scheduled to
transmit. If the ACK is not received at the plugged-in
device, it immediately performs carrier sense and sends
a signaling packet with the ACK bit set to 0. When the
passive Wi-Fi sensor receives this, it retransmits its sensor value. In our implementation, the plugged-in device
detects an ACK by detecting energy for a ACK duration
at the end of the passive Wi-Fi transmission.
Rate adaptation. Wi-Fi bit rate adaptation algorithms
typically use packet loss as a proxy to adapt the transmitter bit rate. In our design, we delegate this function
to the plugged-in device. Specifically, the plugged-in device estimates the packet loss rate for each of its associated passive Wi-Fi devices by computing the fraction
of successfully acknowledged packets. It then estimates
the best 802.11b bit rate and encodes this information
in the bit rate field of the signaling packet. Since the
plugged-in device knows the bit rate as well as the packet
length (from association as described in §3.3), it knows
how long the transmissions from each of its passive WiFi devices would occupy on the wireless medium. Thus,
it stops transmitting its tone at the end of the passive WiFi transmission and listens for the corresponding ACKs.

4

Hardware Implementation

We first describe our implementation of passive Wi-Fi
using off-the shelf components on an FPGA platform.
We use this to characterize passive Wi-Fi in various
deployment scenarios. We then present our IC design
7
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Table 1: Passive Wi-Fi’s IC Power Consumption
1 Mbps 11 Mbps
Baseband Frequency 5.6 µW
5.6 µW
Synthesizer
Baseband Processor
5.0 µW
48 µW
Backscatter Modulator 3.9 µW
5.6 µW
Total Power
14.5 µW 59.2 µW
Figure 9: Passive Wi-Fi’s IC architecture. The frequency synthesizer generates baseband clock.

oscillator-based PLL to generate 49.5 MHz clock from
a 12.375 kHz reference. The 49.5 MHz clock is fed to
a quadrature Johnson counter to generate the four phases
with the required timing offsets (corresponding to 0, π2 ,
π and 3π
2 phases). The same 49.5 MHz carrier is divided
by 4.5 to generate the 11 MHz baseband clock.

which we use to quantify our power consumption.
Off-the-shelf implementation. We implement a passive Wi-Fi prototype using off-the-shelf components
for backscatter and an FPGA for digital processing.
The backscatter modulator consisted of HMC190BMS8
SPDT RF switch network on a 2-layer Rodgers 4350
substrate [10]. The switch was designed to modulate between open and closed impedance states and had a 1.1 dB
loss. All the required baseband processing including
data scrambling, header generation, DSSS/CCK encoding, CRC computation and DBPSK/DQPSK modulation
were written in Verilog. The Verilog code was synthesized and programmed on a DE1 Cyclone II FPGA development board by Altera [2]. We implement four shifts
of 12.375, 16.5, 22 and 44 MHz. The digital output of the
FPGA was connected to the backscatter switch to generate the Wi-Fi packets. A 2 dBi omnidirectional antenna
was used on the passive Wi-Fi device. The plugged-in
device was set to transmit at an EIRP of 30 dBm.

Baseband processor. It takes the payload bits as input
and generates baseband 802.11b Wi-Fi packet. We used
the Verilog code that was verified on the FPGA and use
the Design Compiler by Synopsis to generate the transistor level implementation of the baseband processor [19].
Backscatter modulator. It mixes the baseband data to
generate DBPSK and DQPSK and drives the switch to
backscatter the incident tone signal. The baseband data
are the select inputs to a 2-bit multiplexer which switches
between the four phases of the 12.375 MHz clock to generate the phase modulated data. The multiplexer output is
buffered and used to drive the RF switch, which toggles
the antenna between open and short impedance state.
Table 1 shows the power consumption of our design
at 1 Mbps and 11 Mbps which was computed using the
Cadence spectre and Synopsis Design Complier toolkits [5, 19]. Passive Wi-Fi’s IC implementation for 1
Mbps and 11 Mbps consumes a total of 14.5 and 59.2
µW of power respectively. The digital frequency synthesizer is clocked for DQPSK and consumes a fixed power
for all data rates. The power consumption of the baseband processor that generates the 802.11b packets scales
with the data rate and consumes 30% and 80% of total
power for 1 and 11 Mbps respectively.

Integrated circuit implementation. CMOS technology
scaling has enabled the exponential scaling in power and
area for integrated circuits. Wi-Fi chipsets have tried to
leverage scaling but with limited success due to the need
for power hungry analog components that do not scale in
power and size with CMOS technology. However, baseband Wi-Fi operations are implemented in the digital domain and tend to scale very well with CMOS. For context, Atheros’s AR6003 [4] and AR9462 [17] chipsets
that were released in 2009 and 2012 use 65 nm CMOS
and 55 nm CMOS node implementations respectively.
For passive Wi-Fi device’s integrated circuit implementation, we chose the 65 nm LP CMOS node by TSMC,
which gives us power savings of baseband processing
and ensures a fair comparison with current industry standards. The IC architecture of the passive Wi-Fi device is
shown in Fig. 9 and has three main components:

5

Evaluation

5.1

Physical Layer Performance

We first evaluate the range and then the effect of the frequency shift used in our system. Finally, we present results for all four 802.11b bit rates.

Baseband frequency synthesizer. It generates the 11 MHz
clock required for baseband processing as well as four
phases at 12.375 MHz offsets required for DBPSK
and DQPSK. We phase synchronize the 11 MHz and
12.375 MHz clocks to avoid glitches during phase modulation. We used an integer N charge pump and ring

5.1.1

RSSI in Line-of-sight scenarios

We run experiments in two line-of-sight scenarios.
Deployment scenario 1. We fix the distance between the
passive Wi-Fi device and the plugged-in device. We then
8
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Figure 10: RSSI in deployment scenario 1. We move
the phone away from the passive Wi-Fi device.

Figure 12: Snapshot of the Wi-Fi analyzer app.
WiLab_0000 corresponds to passive Wi-Fi beacons.
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Figure 13: RSSI in deployment scenario 1 in the presence of walls. The brown blocks show the wall positions.

30

Figure 11: RSSI in deployment scenario 2. d1 (d2 ) is
the distance between the passive Wi-Fi and plugged-in
device (Wi-Fi receiver). The passive Wi-Fi device moves
alone the line joining the other two devices.

from the passive Wi-Fi device. Further, as predicted by
our analysis in §2.4, the range of our passive Wi-Fi transmissions reduce with the distance between the passive
Wi-Fi transmitter and the plugged-in device. When the
separation between the passive Wi-Fi transmitter and the
plugged-in device is 3 or 6 feet, the range of the passive
Wi-Fi transmissions spans the entire length of the CSE
atrium. The range is around 55 feet when this separation
is 12 feet. This reduced range is due to a combination of
multipath and a weak backscatter signal.

move the Wi-Fi receiver away from the passive Wi-Fi
device and measure the RSSI of the passive Wi-Fi transmissions as seen by the receiver. We run the experiments
in the CSE atrium where the maximum distance possible
when the passive Wi-Fi device and Wi-Fi receiver were
placed on either end was around 100 feet. In our experiments, we set the passive Wi-Fi device to generate
802.11b beacon packets at 1 Mbps. These packets have a
payload of 68 bytes where the SSID is set to WiLab_0000
and are transmitted every 15 ms. We set the plugged-in
device to transmit its tone 12.375 MHz from the center
of Wi-Fi channel 1 between channel 1 and 6. We use
an HTC One (M7) phone as our Wi-Fi receiver. Since
the passive Wi-Fi device is transmitting Wi-Fi beacons,
it appears as a Wi-Fi AP at the smartphone. To measure
the RSSI values of these packets, we use a third party
Android app called Wifi Analyzer [3] that provides the
RSSI value as shown in Fig. 12.
In each experiment, we hold the smartphone in our
hand and measure the reported RSSI values as we walk
away from the passive Wi-Fi device. The measurements
are taken at increments of 4 feet. Fig. 10 plots the results for three different values of the distance between
the passive Wi-Fi transmitter and the plugged-in device.
The x-axis plots the distance between the passive Wi-Fi
transmitter and the Wi-Fi receiver while the y-axis plots
the reported RSSI values. The plots show that as expected, the RSSI values reduce as the phone moves away

Deployment scenario 2. Next we place the plugged-in
device and the Wi-Fi receiver at a distance d1 + d2 . We
move the passive Wi-Fi transmitter along the line connecting these two devices. As above the passive Wi-Fi
transmitter is set to generate 802.11b beacon packets at
1 Mbps and the plugged-in device transmits its tone at
12.375 MHz from the center of Wi-Fi channel 1. We
collect the RSSI values from a HTC One (M7). Fig. 11
plots the results for three different values of the distance
between the plugged-in device and the Wi-Fi receiver
(d1 + d2 ). Each point on the x-axis denotes the distance
between the passive Wi-Fi device and the plugged-in device (d1 ). The plots show that the RSSI values are the
highest when the passive Wi-Fi transmitter is either close
to the Wi-Fi receiver or the plugged-in device. Further,
the RSSI values are lower at the mid point between the
two devices, confirming our theoretical analysis.
5.1.2

RSSI in Through-the-Wall Scenarios

We rerun experiments in the above deployment scenarios
but now in the presence of walls. In the first deployment,
9
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Figure 14: RSSI in deployment scenario 2 in the presence of walls. The brown blocks denote the walls. d1
(d2 ) is the distance between the passive Wi-Fi device and
plugged-in device (Wi-Fi receiver).
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Figure 15: Effect of different frequency shifts. The
PERs are very stable with 16.5 MHz and 44 MHz offsets.

we place the passive Wi-Fi device and the plugged-in devices at distances of 1 and 6 feet from each other. As the
Wi-Fi receiver moves away from the passive Wi-Fi device, it is separated by multiple double sheet-rock (plus
insulation) walls with a thickness of approximately 5.7
inches. As before, we use an HTC One (M7) phone as
our Wi-Fi receiver and set the plugged-in device to transmit with a 12.375 MHz frequency offset from channel 1.
The passive Wi-Fi device periodically transmits Wi-Fi
beacons at 1 Mbps and we measure the RSSI values as
reported by the Wi-Fi receiver. Fig. 13 shows that the
range is now around 28 feet when the distance between
the passive Wi-Fi device and the plugged-in device is
6 feet. This is expected because the signals get attenuated by two walls before arriving at the Wi-Fi receiver.
In the second deployment, we fix the location of the
plugged-in device in the first room and place the Wi-Fi
receiver in the third room at a distance of 25 feet. We
then move the passive Wi-Fi device along the line connecting the above two devices and measure the RSSI reported by the Wi-Fi receiver. Fig. 14 plots the RSSI results and show that they follow a similar trend as before
and work even in the presence of attenuation from walls.
5.1.3
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Figure 16: All 802.11b bit rates. Our design can generate 802.11b transmissions across all four bit rates.
the PER for a conventional Wi-Fi transmitter placed 10
feet away and observed similar PER values. The interesting observation however is that when the shift is
12.375 MHz, we see a large variation in the PER as the
location of the Wi-Fi receiver changes. This is because
of two related reasons. First, when the shift is small, the
tone from the plugged-in device is very close to the desired Wi-Fi channel. Second, because of multipath, different locations see different signal strength differences
between the passive Wi-Fi device and the out-of-band interference from the plugged-in device. When the shift is
small, this out-of-band interference can still be significant in certain locations to create losses. We note that
while a 44 MHz shift is too high to be within the ISM
band, a 16.5 MHz shift has PERs that are stable across locations and yet is small to be within the ISM band while
generating packets on all Wi-Fi channels.

Effect of different frequency shifts

We evaluate how different frequency shift values effect
passive Wi-Fi performance. To do this, we place the passive Wi-Fi transmitter and plugged-in device 6 feet from
each other. We move a Wi-Fi receiver away from the
passive Wi-Fi device in a 50 foot long space. The passive Wi-Fi device transmits 1 Mbps Wi-Fi packets with
a payload of 512 bytes on channel 1. We use the Intel 5350 chipset as a Wi-Fi receiver which runs tshark
to log all the packets that are successfully decoded by
it. The passive Wi-Fi transmitter consecutively transmits
200 unique sequence numbers in a loop using which we
compute the packet error rate at the Wi-Fi receiver. We
repeat these experiments for three different shifts.
Fig. 15 plots the PER at the Wi-Fi receiver as a function of distance between the passive Wi-Fi transmitter
and the Wi-Fi receiver. The figure shows that the PER is
consistently around 20% when we use frequency shifts
of 44 and 16.5 MHz. For comparison, we measured

5.1.4

Higher 802.11b bit rates

Finally, we show that passive Wi-Fi can generate all
802.11b bit rates. We separate the passive Wi-Fi and
plugged-in device by 6 feet. We change the Wi-Fi receiver location to five spots in a 15×24 ft room. The
plugged-in device is set to use a 12.375 MHz offset. For
each Wi-Fi receiver location, the passive Wi-Fi device
transmits 802.11b packets at 1, 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps. For
each bit rate, the passive Wi-Fi device sends 200 packets
with a 512 byte payload with different sequence numbers. The Wi-Fi receiver (Intel 5350) is configured to
compute the effective PHY goodput achieved by multiplying the transmitted Wi-Fi bit rate with the fraction of
packets that are decoded. Fig. 16 plots a CDF of the
PHY-layer goodput across the five locations demonstrating that we can generate all four 802.11b bit rates.
10
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and receive Wi-Fi packets using iperf. The devices use
the chipset’s default bit rate adaptation. We run experiments in two scenarios: 1) we use a Ralink RT2070 WiFi chipset to transmit packets at 1 Mbps every 15 ms and
2) we set our passive Wi-Fi device to transmit its packet
every 15 ms at 1 Mbps using our carrier sense mechanism. We measure the throughput achieved by a concurrent Wi-Fi transmitter-receiver pair in the presence of
these two devices. Fig. 17(b) plots the TCP throughput
and shows that passive Wi-Fi has a similar impact on the
ongoing flow as a traditional Wi-Fi transmitter. This is
because, passive Wi-Fi adds only a small fixed 100 µs
overhead. This small overhead is however overshadowed
by transient changes in network conditions.

1
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0
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(b) Wi-Fi Coexistence

Figure 17: Passive Wi-Fi network performance.

5.2

Passive Wi-Fi Network Performance

As described in §3.1 to coexist in the ISM band, the
plugged-in device first performs carrier sense and then
signals the passive Wi-Fi device to transmit. In this section, we first evaluate how well the signaling mechanism
works. We then describe how our overall carrier sense
mechanism works in the presence of other Wi-Fi devices.
5.2.1

5.3

We first consider low latency sensors like microphones
and cameras that transmit continuously. We then analyze
duty-cycled sensors.

Evaluating the signaling mechanism

The plugged-in device transmits a packet with a 10-bit ID
that is unique to each passive Wi-Fi device. We evaluate
two aspects: (1) the probability with which the signal
from the plugged-in device trigger transmissions from
the correct passive Wi-Fi device and (2) the probability
that it would trigger the wrong passive Wi-Fi device. To
evaluate this we consider the worst-case scenario: two
devices that have IDs that differ by just one bit. We set
the plugged-in device to transmit the signaling packet
with the ID of the first device. We move the two passive Wi-Fi devices away from the plugged-in device. At
each distance value, the plugged-in device is configured
to transmit the signaling packet for a total of 1890 times.
The passive Wi-Fi devices use an envelope detector to
correlate for their specific ID. We compute the fraction
of the 1890 signaling packets that are decoded and match
the ID of the passive Wi-Fi device. We run these experiments in the UW CSE atrium for increasing distances
from the plugged-in device. Fig. 17(a) show the fraction
of signaling packets that match the ID of the two passive Wi-Fi devices as a function of the distance from the
plugged-in device. The plot shows that neither device
incorrectly decodes the ID. This is because our receiver
builds on our prior work [25, 26, 29, 42] and has gone
through multiple iterations to improve its reliability.
5.2.2

Applications

1) Low power microphones consume 17 µW [1] and
an ADC digitizing the microphone output consumes
33 µW [1], resulting in 50 µW for the sensing subsystem. If we use an IoT Wi-Fi chipset by Gainspan or TI to
continuously transmit audio, the active Wi-Fi transmitter
consumes 670 mW [9, 21]. This results in a total power
budget of 670.05 mW which is dominated by the Wi-Fi
chipset. However, if we use passive Wi-Fi at 1 Mbps, the
power budget drops to 65 µW, i.e., a 1000x reduction.
2) A low power camera like OV7690 operating at VGA
resolution and capturing one image per second consumes
an average of 10 mW [15]. The camera outputs raw data
at 2.45 Mbps which can be transferred wirelessly without
power hungry on-board compression. Using an IoT WiFi chipset from Gainspan or TI, brings the total power
consumption of the system to 680 mW. If we substitute an active Wi-Fi chipset which consumes 670 mW of
power with 11 Mbps passive Wi-Fi, we can improve the
battery life of Wi-Fi video camera by at least 50x [9, 21].
3) Duty cycled sensors such as iBeacon [11] and home
proximity sensors [16] periodically transmit data using
Bluetooth Low Energy and ZigBee protocols respectively. They typically transmit beacons/data packets at a
rate of 100 ms to 900 ms and last for 3 months to 3 years
respectively on a coin cell battery [11]. If we replace the
BLE/ZigBee transmitter which consumes 35 mW [20] in
transmit mode with passive Wi-Fi consuming 15 µW, the
battery life can be extended well beyond 10 years.

Evaluating passive Wi-Fi’s carrier sense

The plugged-in device performs carrier sense and signals a specific passive Wi-Fi device to transmit. To
compare how our mechanism compares to standard WiFi, we compare the performance of a concurrent Wi-Fi
transmitter-receiver pair in the presence of a passive WiFi transmitter with that of a traditional Wi-Fi transmitter. We use two Intel 5350 Wi-Fi chipsets to transmit

6

Related Work

RFID systems. RFID tags backscatter the signal back to
a dedicated 900 MHz RFID reader. The use of backscat11
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power consumption of such transmitters at sub-milliwatt
output power is in the order of 100 µW [36, 44] to few
mWs [22, 35, 40]. Further, such radios use custom protocols supporting 10-100 kbps data rates that require deployment of special purpose receivers and hardware. In
contrast, passive Wi-Fi generates Wi-Fi transmissions at
tens of microwatts of power. Given the ubiquity of Wi-Fi,
this significantly lowers the bar for adoption. Further, the
duty cycle operation is orthogonal to passive Wi-Fi and
can be used to further reduce the power consumption of
a system employing passive Wi-Fi.

ter as a general communication mechanism, however, has
been limited to RFID systems for two key reasons. First,
to decode the weak backscattered signals, the reader
eliminates the strong signal from the reader using fullduplex radios [27, 43]. This requires expensive circulators and highly linear analog RF front end at the
reader that contributes to its high cost. In contrast, WiFi chipsets do not require the specialized components,
can be fully integrated in silicon and hence, are orders
of magnitude less expensive. Second, enabling backscatter communication with existing devices requires a complete hardware change to their chipsets and incorporating
a dedicated full duplex radio; this is a high bar that has
limited the adoption of backscatter beyond RFID.

Low power Wi-Fi transceivers. The Wi-Fi industry has
designed chipsets for IoT applications including QUALCOMM QCA4002 and QCA4004 [18]. These designs
reduce the power consumption by decreasing the transmit power by up to a half when in proximity of another
device. They also optimize the power consumption of
their sleep mode to be less than 1 mW. Gainspan and
TI Wi-Fi chipsets incorporate a 20 µW standby mode
and can switch to active mode within tens of milliseconds [9, 21]. However, their active transmission power
is around 600 mW [9, 21] which is orders of magnitude higher than passive Wi-Fi. Intel’s Moore’s radio [7]
designs digital versions for RF components such as frequency synthesizers. This reduces the cost and size of the
RF chipset rather than its power — a digital Wi-Fi frequency synthesizer consumes 10-50 mW [7, 24] which is
similar in power consumption to its analog counterpart.
Finally, recent low power Wi-Fi receiver designs use
techniques like dynamic voltage and frequency scaling [30] and compressive sensing [31]. In particular,
SloMo [31] leverages the sparsity inherent to 802.11b
DSSS signals using compressive sensing to operate the
radio at a lower clock rate. Enfold [30] extends this to
work with OFDM modulation. Our work on enabling
ultra-low power Wi-Fi transmissions is complimentary
to this work and can in principle be integrated together.

Wi-Fi and ambient backscatter systems. Since 2013,
we have introduced the concepts of ambient and Wi-Fi
backscatter [25, 28, 37] where battery-free devices communicate with each other by backscattering ambient signals such as TV and Wi-Fi transmissions. The basic difference between these designs and passive Wi-Fi is that
Wi-Fi backscatter systems create an additional narrowband data stream to ride on top of existing Wi-Fi signals.
In contrast, passive Wi-Fi aims to use backscatter to generate 802.11b transmissions that can be decoded by billions of existing devices with a Wi-Fi chipsets.
In particular, our prior work on Wi-Fi backscatter [25]
demonstrated that existing Wi-Fi chipsets can decode
backscattered information from a tag using changes to
the per-packet CSI/RSSI values at 1 kbps bitrates and a
2 m range. [38] improved the rate of this communication
using a full-duplex radio to cancel the high-power WiFi transmissions from the reader and decode the weak
phase-modulated narrowband backscattered signal at the
reader. This has allowed them to achieve data rates of up
to 5 Mbps at a range of 1 m and 1 Mbps at a range of
5 m. A recent news release [14] claims to achieve 330
Mbps Wi-Fi backscatter communication at 2.5 m using
a custom IC that implements a full-duplex radio. The
challenge with these full-duplex designs is that they have
the same problem as conventional RFID designs— they
require a custom full-duplex radio to be incorporated at
the receiver and hence the backscattered signals cannot
be decoded on any of the existing Wi-Fi devices.
Finally, [23] creates Bluetooth signals using subcarrier
modulation to create 370 kHz narrowband 2-FSK signals. Instead, we create 22 MHz DSSS/CCK transmissions using backscatter and enable Wi-Fi transmissions.
We also present a network-layer stack design that enables
us to operate with existing devices in the ISM band.

7

Conclusion

We demonstrate for the first time that one can generate 802.11b transmissions using backscatter communication, while consuming 4-5 orders of magnitude lower
power than existing Wi-Fi chipsets. Wi-Fi has traditionally been considered a power-consuming system. Thus,
it has not been widely adopting in the sensor network
and IoT space where low-power devices primarily transmit data. We believe that, with its orders of magnitude
lower power consumption, passive Wi-Fi has the potential to transform the Wi-Fi industry.
Acknowledgements. We thank Ben Ransford and our
shepherd Jon Howell. This work was funded in part by NSF
under awards CNS-1452494 and CNS-1407583 and a Qualcomm fellowship.

Duty-cycled radios. The key idea in these systems is to
design a custom low power radio transmitter and use a
wakeup receiver to duty cycle the transmitter and reduce
the average transceiver power consumption [41]. The
12
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Abstract – We present Chronos, a system that enables
a single WiFi access point to localize clients to within tens
of centimeters. Such a system can bring indoor positioning to homes and small businesses which typically have a
single access point.
The key enabler underlying Chronos is a novel algorithm that can compute sub-nanosecond time-of-ﬂight using commodity WiFi cards. By multiplying the time-ofﬂight with the speed of light, a MIMO access point computes the distance between each of its antennas and the
client, hence localizing it. Our implementation on commodity WiFi cards demonstrates that Chronos’s accuracy is comparable to state-of-the-art localization systems,
which use four or ﬁve access points.

1.

given that 32% of users in the US admit to have accessed open WiFi networks outside the premises they
serve [47]. Yet securing these networks with passwords
is inconvenient, both to customers that connect to these
networks and the business owners who must frequently
change the passwords. Indoor positioning with a single access point provides a natural solution to this problem because it can automatically authenticate customers
based on their location.
(iii) Device-to-device Location: More generally, enabling
two WiFi nodes to localize each other without additional infrastructure support has implications in areas
where WiFi networks may not exist altogether. Imagine
traveling with friends or family in countries where WiFi
is not as prevalent as in the US, yet still be able to ﬁnd
each other in a mall, museum, or train station, without
the need to connect to a WiFi infrastructure.

I NTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen signiﬁcant advances in indoor
positioning using wireless signals [48, 28]. State-of-theart systems have achieved an accuracy of tens of centimeters, even using commodity WiFi chipsets [30, 32, 18]. Existing proposals however target enterprise networks, where
multiple WiFi access points can combine their information and cooperate together to locate a user. However, the
vast majority of homes and small businesses today have
a single WiFi access point. Consequently, this large constituency of wireless networks has been left out of the beneﬁts of accurate indoor positioning.
Developing a technology that can locate users and objects using a single WiFi access point would enable a range
of important applications:

Our goal is to design a system that enables a single
WiFi node (e.g., an access point) to localize another, without support from additional infrastructure. Further, we
would like a design that works on commodity WiFi NICs
and does not require any additional sensors (cameras, accelerometers, etc.).
As we design for the above goal, it helps to ﬁrst examine why past systems need multiple access points. The
most direct approach to RF-based positioning estimates
the time-of-ﬂight (i.e., propagation time) and multiplies it
by the speed of light to obtain the distance [23, 16]. However, past proposals for WiFi-based positioning cannot
measure the absolute time-of-ﬂight. They measure only
differences in the time-of-ﬂight across the receiver’s antennas. Such time differences allow those systems to infer the
direction of the source with respect to the receiver, known
as the angle of arrival (AoA) [48]. But they don’t provide
the distance between the source and the receiver. Thus,
past work has to intersect the direction of the source from
multiple access points to localize it. In fact, past proposals typically use four or ﬁve access points to achieve tens
of centimeters accuracy [30, 32, 48, 50]. Even the few recent proposals to localize using one WiFi access point [35,
53] require users to walk to multiple locations to emulate
the presence of multiple access points. They then intersect
signal measurements across these locations coupled with
accelerometer readings to infer the user’s trajectory.
There are however non-WiFi systems that can accurately measure the absolute time-of-ﬂight, and hence localize using a single receiver. Such systems use special-

(i) Smart Home Occupancy: In particular, indoor positioning can play a crucial role in the smart home vision, where WiFi enabled home automation systems
like NEST are gaining increasing popularity [37]. Accurate localization addresses a long-standing problem in
home automation: reliable occupancy detection [36, 6].
With WiFi-based localization, one can track the number of users per room using their phones or wearables,
and accordingly adapt heating and lighting. Knowing
the identity of these occupants can then help personalize
heating and lighting levels based on user preferences.
(ii) WiFi Geo-fencing: Beyond the home, indoor positioning can beneﬁt small businesses that use a single access
point to offer free WiFi to attract customers. But with
increasingly congested networks, business owners seek
to restrict WiFi connectivity to their own customers,
1
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ized ultra wideband radios that span multiple GHz [5,
41]. Since time resolution is inversely related to the radio bandwidth, such devices can measure time-of-ﬂight at
sub-nanosecond accuracy, and hence localize an object to
within tens of centimeters. In contrast, directly measuring
time with a 20MHz or 40MHz WiFi radio results in errors
of 7 to 15 meters [30].
Motivated by the above analysis, we investigated
whether a WiFi radio can emulate a wideband multi-GHz
radio, for the purpose of localization. Our investigation
led to Chronos, an indoor positioning system that enables
a pair of WiFi devices to localize each other. It runs on
commodity WiFi cards, and does not require any external
sensor (e.g., accelerometer, or camera). Chronos works by
making a WiFi card emulate a very wideband radio. In
particular, while each WiFi frequency band is only tens of
Megahertz wide, there are many such bands that together
span a very wide bandwidth. Chronos therefore transmits
packets on multiple WiFi bands and stitches their information together to give the illusion of a wideband radio.
Yet, emulating a wideband radio using packets transmitted on different frequency bands is not easy. Stitching measurements across such packets requires Chronos
to overcome three challenges:
Resolving Phase Offsets: First, to emulate a wideband
radio, Chronos needs to stitch channel state information
(CSI) captured by multiple packets, transmitted in different WiFi frequency bands, at different points in time.
However, the very act of hopping between WiFi frequency
bands introduces a random initial phase offset as the hardware resets to each new frequency (i.e., PLL locking).
Chronos must therefore recover time-of-ﬂight to perform
positioning despite these random phase offsets.
Eliminating Packet Detection Delay: Second, any measurement of time-of-ﬂight of a packet necessarily includes
the delay in detecting its presence. Different packets however experience different random detection delays. To
make matters worse, this packet detection delay is typically orders-of-magnitude higher than time-of-ﬂight. For
indoor WiFi environments, time-of-ﬂight is just a few
nanoseconds, while packet detection delay spans hundreds
of nanoseconds [38]. Chronos must tease apart the timeof-ﬂight from this detection delay.
Combating Multipath: Finally, in indoor environments,
signals do not experience a single time-of-ﬂight, but a
time-of-ﬂight spread. This is because RF signals in indoor
environments bounce off walls and furniture, and reach
the receiver along multiple paths. As a result, the receiver
obtains several copies of the signal, each having experienced a different time-of-ﬂight. To perform accurate localization, Chronos therefore must disentangle the timeof-ﬂight of the direct path from all the remaining paths.
The body of this paper explains how Chronos overcomes these challenges, computes the absolute time-of-

ﬂight, and enables localization using a single access point.
Summary of Results: We have implemented Chronos
and evaluated its performance on devices equipped with
Intel 5300 WiFi cards. Our results reveal the following:
• Chronos computes the time-of-ﬂight with a median error of 0.47 ns in line-of-sight and 0.69 ns in non-lineof-sight settings. This corresponds to a median distance
error of 14.1 cm and 20.7 cm respectively.
• Chronos enables a WiFi device (e.g., an AP) to localize
another with a median error of 65 cm in line-of-sight
and 98 cm in non-line-of-sight settings.
To demonstrate Chronos’s capabilities, we use it for three
applications:
• Smart Home Occupancy: Chronos can be used to track
the number of occupants in different rooms of a home
using a single access point – a key primitive for smart
homes that adapt heating and lighting. Experiments
conducted in a 2-bedroom apartment with 4 occupants
show that Chronos maps residents in a home to the correct room they are in with an accuracy of 94.3%.
• WiFi Geo-fencing: Chronos can be used by small businesses with a single access point to restrict WiFi connectivity to customers within their facility. Experiments
in a coffee house reveal that Chronos achieves this to an
accuracy of 97%.
• Personal Drone: Chronos’s ability to locate a pair of
user devices can directly beneﬁt the navigation systems
of personal robots such as recreational drones. Chronos
enables personal drones that can maintain a safe distance from their user by tracking their owner’s handheld
device. Our experiments using an AscTec Quadrotor reveal that it maintains the required distance relative to a
user’s device with a root mean-squared error of 4.2 cm.
Contributions: To our knowledge, Chronos is the ﬁrst
system that enables a node with a commercial WiFi card to
locate another at tens of centimeters accuracy without any
third party support, be it other WiFi nodes or external sensors (e.g., accelerometers). Chronos also contributes the
ﬁrst algorithm for measuring the absolute time-of-ﬂight on
commercial WiFi cards at sub-nanosecond accuracy.

2.

OVERVIEW

We brieﬂy outline the organization of the rest of this
paper. Chronos localizes a pair of WiFi devices without
third party support by computing time of ﬂight of signals between them. Sec. §3 describes our approach to
compute time-of-ﬂight by stitching together information
across multiple WiFi frequency bands. It is followed by a
description of the challenges faced by Chronos and how it
addresses them. Speciﬁcally:
• Eliminating Packet Detection Delay: First, Chronos
disentangles the time-of-ﬂight from packet detection
2
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Then we can write the wireless channel h as [42]:
h = ae−j2πf τ ,
(1)
where a is the signal magnitude, f is the frequency and τ
is the time-of-ﬂight. The phase of this channel depends on
time-of-ﬂight as:
∠h = −2πf τ mod 2π
(2)
Notice that the above equation depends directly on the signal’s time-of-ﬂight and hence, we can use it to measure the
time-of-ﬂight τ as:
∠h
1
τ =−
mod
(3)
2πf
f
The above equation gives us the time-of-ﬂight modulo
1/f . Hence, for a WiFi frequency of 2.4 GHz, we can only
obtain the time-of-ﬂight modulo 0.4 nanoseconds. Said
differently, transmitters with times-of-ﬂight 0.1 ns, 0.5 ns,
0.9 ns, 1.3 ns, etc. all produce identical phase in the wireless channel. In terms of physical distances, this means
transmitters at distances separated by multiples of 12 cm
(e.g., 3 cm, 15 cm, 27 cm, 39 cm, etc.) all result in the
same channel phase. Consequently, there is no way to distinguish between these transmitters using their phase on a
single frequency band.
Indeed, this is precisely why Chronos needs to hop between multiple frequency bands {f1 , . . . , fn } and measure
the corresponding wireless channels {h1 , . . . , hn }. The result is a system of equations, one per frequency, that measure the time-of-ﬂight modulo different values:
∠hi
1
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} τ = −
mod
(4)
2πfi
fi
Notice that the above set of equations has the form of
the well-known Chinese remainder theorem [45]. Such
equations can be readily solved using standard modular
arithmetic algorithms, even amidst noise [14] and have
been used in prior work, in the context of range estimation ([44, 43]).1 The theorem states that solutions to these
equations are unique modulo a much larger quantity – the
Least Common Multiple (LCM) of {1/f1 , . . . , 1/fn }.
To illustrate how the above system of equations works,
consider a source at 0.6 m whose time-of-ﬂight is 2 ns.
Say the receiver measures the channel phases from this
source on ﬁve candidate WiFi frequency bands as shown
in Fig. 2. We note that a measurement on each of these
channels produces a unique equation for τ , like in Eqn. 4.
Each equation has multiple solutions, depicted as colored
vertical lines in Fig. 2. However, only the correct solution
of τ will satisfy all equations. Hence, by picking the solution satisfying the most number of equations (i.e., the τ
with most number of aligned lines in Fig. 2), we can recover the true time-of-ﬂight of 2 ns.
Note that our solution based on the Chinese remainder theorem makes no assumptions on whether the set

   



 





      

Figure 1: WiFi Bands: Depicts WiFi bands at 2.4 GHz and

5 GHz. Note that some of these frequencies (e.g. 5.5-5.7 GHz)
are DFS bands in the U.S. that many 802.11h compatible
802.11n radios like Intel 5300 support.

delay, since the latter has no connection to the distance
between transmitter and receiver (See Sec. §4).
• Combating Multipath: Second, Chronos separates the
time-of-ﬂight of the direct path of the wireless signal
from that of all the remaining paths (See Sec. §5).
• Resolving Phase Offsets: Finally, Chronos removes
arbitrary phase offsets that are introduced as the WiFi
receiver hops between frequency bands (See Sec. §6).

3.

M EASURING T IME OF F LIGHT

In this section, we describe how Chronos measures accurate time-of-ﬂight of signals between a pair of WiFi
devices without third party support. For clarity, the rest
of this section assumes signals propagate from the transmitter to a receiver along a single path with no detection
delay or phase offsets. We address challenges stemming
from packet detection delay, multipath and phase offsets
in §4, §5 and §6 respectively.
Chronos’s approach is based on the following observation: Conceptually, if our receiver had a very wide bandwidth, it could readily measure time-of-ﬂight from a single
receiving device at a ﬁne-grained resolution (since time
and bandwidth are inversely related). Unfortunately, today’s WiFi devices do not have such wide bandwidth. But
there is another opportunity: WiFi devices are known to
span multiple frequency bands scattered around 2.4 GHz
and 5 GHz. Combined, these bands span almost one GHz
of bandwidth. By making a transmitter and receiver hop
between these different frequency bands, we can gather
many different measurements of the wireless channel. We
can then “stitch together” these measurements to compute
the time-of-ﬂight, as if we had a very wideband radio.
However, our method for stitching time measurements
across WiFi frequency bands must account for the fact that
many WiFi bands are non-contiguous, unequally spaced,
and even multiple GHz apart (Fig. 1). Chronos overcomes
these issues by exploiting the relation between the time-ofﬂight and the phase of wireless channels. Speciﬁcally, we
know from basic electromagnetics that as a signal propagates in time, it accumulates a corresponding phase depending on its frequency. The higher the frequency of the
signal, the faster the phase accumulates. To illustrate, let
us consider a transmitter sending a signal to its receiver.

1
Algorithm 1 in §5 provides a more general version of Chronos’s
algorithm to do this while accounting for noise and multipath

3
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lay in addition to time-of-ﬂight: the delay in detecting the
presence of a packet. This delay occurs because WiFi receivers detect the presence of a packet based on the energy
of its ﬁrst few time samples. The number of samples that
the receiver needs to cross its energy detection threshold
varies based on the power of the received signal, as well
as noise. While this variation may seem small, packet detection delays are often an order-of-magnitude larger than
time-of-ﬂight, particularly in indoor environments, where
time-of-ﬂight is just a few tens of nanoseconds (See §9.1).
Hence, accounting for packet detection delay is crucial for
accurate time-of-ﬂight and distance measurements.
Thus, our goal is to derive the true channel hi (which
incorporates the time-of-ﬂight alone) from the measured
channel h̃i (which incorporates both time-of-ﬂight and
packet detection delay). To do this, we exploit the fact that
WiFi uses OFDM. Speciﬁcally, the bits of WiFi packets
are transmitted in the frequency domain on several small
frequency bins called OFDM subcarriers. This means that
the wireless channels h̃i can be measured on each subcarrier. We then make the following claim:

  


 

 



τ 





Figure 2: Measuring Time-of-Flight: Consider a wireless

transmitter at a distance of 0.6 m, i.e. a time-of-ﬂight of 2 ns.
The phase of each WiFi channel results in multiple solutions,
depicted as colored lines, including 2 ns. However, the solution
that satisﬁes most equations, i.e. has the most number of aligned
colored lines is the true time-of-ﬂight (2 ns).

of frequencies {f1 , . . . , fn } are equally separated or otherwise. In fact, having unequally separated frequencies
makes them less likely to share common factors, boosting the LCM. Thus, counter-intuitively, the scattered and
unequally-separated bands of WiFi (Fig. 1) are not a challenge, but an opportunity to resolve larger values of τ .
While the above provides a mathematical formulation
of our algorithm, we describe below important systems
considerations when dealing with commercial WiFi cards:

C LAIM 4.1. The measured channel at subcarrier-0
does not experience packet detection delay, i.e., it is identical in phase to the true channel at subcarrier 0.
To see why this claim holds, note that while time-ofﬂight and packet detection delay appear very similar, they
occur at different stages of a signal’s lifetime. Speciﬁcally,
time-of-ﬂight occurs while the signal is transmitted over
the air (i.e., in passband). In contrast, packet detection delay stems from energy detection that occurs in digital processing once the carrier frequency has been removed (in
baseband). Thus, time-of-ﬂight and packet detection delay
affect the wireless OFDM channels in different ways.
To understand this difference, consider the WiFi frequency band, i. Let h̃i,k be the measured channel of OFDM
subcarrier k, at frequency fi,k . h̃i,k experiences two phase
rotations in different stages of the signal’s lifetime:

• Chronos must ensure both the WiFi transmitter and receiver hop synchronously between multiple WiFi frequency bands. Chronos achieves this using a frequency
band hopping protocol driven by the transmitter. Before switching frequency bands (every 2-3 ms in our
implementation), the transmitter issues a control packet
that advertises the frequency of the next band to hop
to. The receiver responds with an acknowledgment and
switches to the advertised frequency. Once the acknowledgment is received, the transmitter switches frequency
bands as well. As a fail-safe, transmitters and receivers
revert to a default frequency band if they do not receive packets or acknowledgments from each other for
a given time-out duration on any band.
• Our implementation of Chronos sweeps all WiFi bands
in 84 ms (12 times per second). This is within the channel coherence time of indoor environments [39] and can
empirically localize users at walking speeds ( §10.3).
• Finally, we discuss and evaluate the implications of
Chronos’s protocol on data trafﬁc in §9.3.

4.

• A phase rotation in the air proportional to the over-theair frequency fi,k . From Eqn. 2 in §3, this phase value
for a frequency fi,k is:
∠hi,k = −2πfi,k τ mod 2π,
where τ is the time-of-ﬂight.
• An additional phase rotation due to packet detection after the removal of the carrier frequency. This additional
phase rotation can be expressed as:
Δi,k = −2π(fi,k − fi,0 )δi ,
where δi is the packet detection delay.

E LIMINATING PACKET D ETECTION D ELAY

So far, we computed time-of-ﬂight based on the channels hi , that signals experience when transmitted over the
air on different frequencies fi . In practice however, there
is a difference between the channel over the air, hi , and
the channel as measured by the receiver, h̃i . Speciﬁcally,
the measured channel at the receiver, h̃i , experiences a de-

Thus, the total measured channel phase at subcarrier k is:
(5)
∠h̃i,k =(∠hi,k + Δi,k ) mod 2π
=(−2πfi,k τ − 2π(fi,k − fi,0 )δi ) mod 2π
(6)
Notice from the above equation that the second term
Δi,k = −2π(fi,k − fi,0 )δi = 0 at k = 0. In other words, at
4
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the zero-subcarrier of OFDM, the measured channel h̃i,k
is identical in phase to the true channel hi,k over-the-air
which validates our claim.
In practice, this means that we can apply the Chinese
Remainder theorem as described in Eqn. 4 of §3 at the
zero-subcarriers (i.e. center frequencies) of each WiFi frequency band. In the U.S., WiFi at 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
has a total of 35 WiFi bands with independent center frequencies.2 Therefore, a sweep of all WiFi frequency bands
results in 35 independent equations like in Eqn. 4, which
we can solve to recover time-of-ﬂight.
One problem still needs to be addressed. So far we have
used the measured channel at the zero-subcarrier of WiFi
bands. However, WiFi transmitters do not send data on the
zero-subcarrier, meaning that this channel simply cannot
be measured. This is because the zero-subcarrier overlaps
with DC offsets in hardware that are extremely difﬁcult
to remove [22, 3]. So how can one measure channels on
zero-subcarriers if they do not even contain data?
Fortunately, Chronos can tackle this challenge by using the remaining WiFi OFDM subcarriers, where signals
are transmitted. Speciﬁcally, it leverages the fact that indoor wireless channels are based on physical phenomena.
Hence, they are continuous over a small number of OFDM
subcarriers [27]. This means that Chronos can interpolate
the measured channel phase across all subcarriers to estimate the missing phase at the zero-subcarrier.3 Indeed,
the 802.11n standard [3] measures wireless channels on
as many as 30 subcarriers in each WiFi band. Hence, interpolating between the channels not only helps Chronos
retrieve the measured channel on the zero-subcarrier, but
also provides additional resilience to noise.
To summarize, Chronos applies the following steps to
account for packet detection delay: (1) It obtains the measured wireless channels on the 30 subcarriers on the 35
available WiFi bands; (2) It interpolates between these
subcarriers to obtain the measured channel phase on the
zero-subcarriers on each of these bands, which is unaffected by packet detection delay. (3) It retrieves the timeof-ﬂight using the resulting 35 channels.

5.
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Figure 3: Combating Multipath: Consider a signal propagat-

ing from a transmitter to a receiver along 3 paths as shown in
(a): an attenuated direct path and two reﬂected paths of lengths
5.2 ns, 10 ns and 16 ns respectively. These paths can be separated
by using the inverse discrete Fourier Transform as shown in (b).
The plot has 3 peaks corresponding to the propagation delays of
the paths, with peak magnitudes scaled by relative attenuations.

delays as well as different attenuations. The ultimate received signal is therefore the sum of these multiple signal
copies, each having experienced a different propagation
delay. Fig. 3(b) represents this using a multipath proﬁle.
This proﬁle has peaks at the propagation delays of signal paths, scaled by their respective attenuations. Hence,
Chronos needs a mechanism to ﬁnd such a multipath proﬁle, so as to separate the propagation delays of different
signal paths. This allows it to then identify the time-ofﬂight as the least of these propagation delays, i.e. the delay
of the most direct (shortest) path.
5.1

Computing Multipath Proﬁles

Say that wireless signals from a transmitter reach a receiver along p different paths. The received signal from
each path corresponds to amplitudes {a1 , . . . , ap } and
propagation delays {τ1 , . . . , τp }. Observe that Eqn. 1 considers only a single path experiencing propagation delay
and attenuation. In the presence of multipath, we can extend this equation to write the measured channel h̃i,0 on
center-frequency fi,0 as the sum of the channels on each of
these paths, i.e.:
p

h̃i,0 =
ak e−j2πfi,0 τk , for i = 1, . . . , n
(7)

C OMBATING M ULTIPATH

k=1

Now, we need to disentangle these different paths and
recover their propagation delays. To do this, notice that the
above equation has a familiar form – it is the well-known
Discrete Fourier Transform. Thus, if one could obtain
the channel measurements at many uniformly-spaced frequencies, a simple inverse-Fourier transform would separate individual paths. Such an inverse Fourier transform
has a closed-form expression that can be used to obtain the
propagation delay of all paths and compute the multipath
proﬁle (up to a resolution deﬁned by the bandwidth).
WiFi frequency bands, however, are not equally spaced
– they are scattered around 2.4 GHz and multiple noncontiguous chunks at 5 GHz, as shown in Fig. 1. While we

So far, our discussion has assumed that a wireless signal
propagates along a single direct path between its transmitter and receiver. However, indoor environments are rich in
multipath, causing wireless signals to bounce off objects
in the environment like walls and furniture. Fig. 3(a) illustrates an example where the signal travels along three
paths from its sender to receiver. The signals on each of
these paths propagate over the air incurring different time
2
Including the DFS bands at 5 GHz in the U.S. which are supported by many 802.11h-compatible 802.11n radios, e.g., the Intel 5300.
3
Our implementation of Chronos uses cubic spline interpolation.
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1 Algorithm to Compute Inverse NDFT

can measure h̃i,0 at each WiFi band, these measurements
will not be at equally spaced frequencies and hence cannot
be simply used to compute the inverse Fourier transform.
In fact, since our measurements of the channels are not
uniformly spaced, we are dealing with the Non-uniform
Discrete Fourier Transform or NDFT [8]. To recover the
multipath proﬁle, we need to invert the NDFT.
5.2

� Given: Measured Channels, h̃
� F : Non-uniform DFT matrix, such that Fi,k = e−j2πfi,0 τk
� α: Sparsity parameter; �: Convergence Parameter
� Output: Inverse-NDFT, p
� Initialize p0 to a random value, t = 0, γ = ||F1|| .
2
while converged = false do
pt+1 =SPARSIFY(pt − γF ∗ (F pt − h̃), γα)
if ||pt+1 − pt ||2 < � then
converged = true
p = pt+1
else
t =t+1
end if
end while
function SPARSIFY(p,t)
for i = 1, 2, ...length(p) do
if |pi | < t then
pi = 0
else
|p |−t
pi = pi |pi |
i
end if
end for
end function

Inverting the NDFT

The NDFT is an under-determined system, where the
responses of multiple frequency elements are unavailable [19, 15]. Thus, the inverse of such a Fourier transform does not have a single closed-form solution, but several possible solutions. So how can Chronos pick the best
among those solutions to ﬁnd the true times-of-ﬂight?
Chronos adds another constraint to the inverse-NDFT
optimization. Speciﬁcally, this constraint favors solutions
that are sparse, i.e., have few dominant paths. Intuitively,
this stems from the fact that while signals in indoor environments traverse several paths, a few paths tend to dominate as they suffer minimal attenuation [10].4 Indeed other
localization systems make this assumption as well, albeit
less explicitly. For instance, antenna-array systems can resolve a limited number of dominant paths based on the
number of antennas they use.
We can formulate the sparsity constraint mathematically as follows. Let the vector p sample inverse-NDFT
at m discrete values τ ∈ {τ1 , . . . , τm }. Then, we can introduce sparsity as a simple constraint in the NDFT inversion
problem that minimizes the L-1 norm of p. Indeed, it has
been well-studied in optimization theory that minimizing
the L-1 norm of a vector favors sparse solutions for that
vector [7]. Thus, we can write the optimization problem
to solve for the inverse-NDFT as:
min�p�1
(8)
s.t. �h̃−Fp�22 = 0

Our approach to optimize for it borrows from proximal
gradient methods, a special class of optimization algorithms that have provable convergence guarantees [24].
Speciﬁcally, our algorithm takes as inputs the measured
wireless channels h̃ at the frequencies {f1,0 , . . . , fn,0 } and
the sparsity parameter α. It then applies a gradient-descent
style algorithm by computing the gradient of differentiable
terms in the objective function (i.e., the L-2 norm), picking sparse solutions along the way (i.e., enforcing the L1 norm). Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps to invert the
NDFT and ﬁnd the multipath proﬁle.5
Inverting the NDFT provides Chronos with the timeof-ﬂight on all paths. Chronos still needs to identify the
direct path to compute the distance between transmitter
and receiver. To do this, Chronos leverages that: of all the
paths of the wireless signal, the direct path is the shortest. Hence, the time-of-ﬂight of the direct path is the time
corresponding to the ﬁrst peak in the multipath proﬁle.
It is worth noting that by making the sparsity assumption, we lose the propagation delays of extremely weak
paths in the multipath proﬁle. However, Chronos only
needs the propagation delay of the direct path. As long
as this path is among the dominant signal paths, Chronos
can retrieve it accurately. Of course, in some unlikely scenarios, the direct path may be too attenuated, which leads
to poorer localization in that instance. Our results in §9.1
depict the sparsity of representative multipath proﬁles, and
show its impact on overall accuracy.

(9)

where, F is the n × m Fourier matrix, i.e. Fi,k = e
,
h̃ = [h̃1,0 , . . . , h̃n,0 ]T is the n×1 vector of wireless channels
at the n different center-frequencies {f1,0 , . . . , fn,0 }, � · �1
is the L-1 norm, and � · �2 is the L-2 norm. Here, the constraint makes sure that the Discrete Fourier Transform of p
is h̃, as desired. In other words, it ensures p is a candidate
inverse-NDFT solution of h̃. The objective function favors
sparse solutions by minimizing the L-1 norm of p.
We can re-formulate the above optimization problem
using the method of Lagrange multipliers as:
min �h̃ − Fp�22 + α�p�1
(10)
−j2πfi,0 τk

p

Notice that the factor α is a sparsity parameter that enforces the level of sparsity. A bigger choice of α leads to
fewer non-zero values in p.
This objective function is convex but not differentiable.

6.

C ORRECTING FOR P HASE O FFSETS
To work with practical WiFi radios, Chronos has to ad-

4

5

We empirically evaluate the sparsity of indoor multipath proﬁles in typical line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight settings in §9.1.

MATLAB implementation of this algorithm takes 3.1 s (standard deviation 0.6 s) for Chronos’s implementation in Sec. 8.
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transmitter and receiver obtaining their signals along two
paths, with propagation delays 2 ns and 4 ns. We can write
the square of the resulting wireless channels from Eqn. 7
for frequency band i in a simple form:
h̃2i,0 = (a1 e−j2πfi,0 ×2 + a2 e−j2πfi,0 ×4 )2

dress their inherent phase and frequency offsets:
• PLL Phase Offset: Frequency hopping causes a random phase offset in the measured channel. This is because the phase-locked loop (PLL) responsible for generating the center frequency for the transmitter and the
receiver starts at random initial phase (say, φtx
i,0 and
respectively).
As
a
result,
the
channel
measured
at
φrx
i,0
the receiver is corrupted by an additional phase offrx
set φtx
i,0 − φi,0 . This phase offset, if left uncorrected,
could render the phase information uncorrelated with
the time-of-ﬂight of the signal.
• Carrier Frequency Offset: This offset occurs due to
small differences in the carrier frequency of the transmitting and receiving radio. This leads to a time varying phase offset across each frequency band. Such differences accumulate quickly over time and need to be
corrected for every WiFi packet. Mathematically, in the
ith WiFi frequency band, the receiver center frequency
rx
is slightly different from the transmitter center frefi,0
tx
. As a result, the channel measurements at
quency, fi,0
the receiver have an additional phase change which is
tx
rx
proportional to fi,0
− fi,0
.

= a21 e−j2πfi,0 ×2×2 + 2a1 a2 e−j2πfi,0 ×(2+4) + a22 e−j2πfi,0 ×4×2
= b1 e−j2πfi,0 ×4 + b2 e−j2πfi,0 ×6 + b3 e−j2πfi,0 ×8
Where b1 = a21 , b2 = 2a1 a2 , b3 = a22 . Clearly, the
above equation has a form similar to a wireless channel
with propagation delays 4 ns, 6 ns and 8 ns respectively.
This means that applying Chronos’s algorithm will result
in peaks precisely at 4 ns, 6 ns and 8 ns. Notice that in
addition to 4 ns and 8 ns that are simply twice the propagation delays of genuine paths, there is an extra peak at
6 ns. This peak stems from the square operation in h̃2i,0
and is a sum of two delays. However, the sum of any two
delays will always be higher than twice the lowest delay.
Consequently, the smallest of these propagation delays is
still at 4 ns – i.e., at twice the time-of-ﬂight. A similar argument holds for larger number of signal paths, and can
be used to recover time-of-ﬂight.
Finally, we make a few observations: (1) In practice,
the forward and reverse channels cannot be measured at
exactly the same t but within short time separations (tens
of microseconds), resulting in a small phase error. However, this error is signiﬁcantly smaller than the error from
not compensating for frequency offsets altogether (for tens
of milliseconds). The error can be resolved by averaging
over several packets. (2) Delays in the hardware result in a
constant additive value to the time-of-ﬂight. This constant
can be pre-calibrated once in the lifetime of a WiFi-card,
by measuring time-of-ﬂight to a device at a known distance. (3) Standard Fourier Transform properties dictate
that a minimum separation of Δf in frequencies of measured CSI values, leads to an ambiguity by multiples of
1
Δf in the time estimates (i.e the delay is measured mod1
ulo Δf
). Since, Chronos uses CSI measurements at center
frequencies, the minimum frequency separation is 5 MHz
6
. Hence, the time domain ambiguity is 200 ns which corresponds to a distance of 60 m, i.e., distance measurements
are modulo 60 m. Thus, for indoor settings and typical
WiFi propagation, one can ignore the modulo factor.

Let us refer to the channel values that incorporate phase
and frequency offsets as CSI (channel state information),
which is the typical term use in communication systems.
Then, the CSI measured at the receiver for the ith frequency band can be written as:
tx

rx

tx

rx

rx

tx

rx

tx

j(fi,0 −fi,0 )t+j(φi,0 −φi,0 )
CSIrx
(11)
i,0 (t) = h̃i,0 e
So how do we remove the phase and frequency offsets
from CSI? To address this issue, Chronos exploits that, the
phase and frequency offsets measured on one node with
respect to another change sign when measured on the second node with respect to the ﬁrst. Thus, if one would measure the CSI on the transmitter with respect to the receiver,
it would take the following value:
j(fi,0 −fi,0 )t+j(φi,0 −φi,0 )
CSItx
.
i,0 (t) = h̃i,0 e

(12)

Note that the channel, h̃i,0 , in equations 11 and 12 is the
same due to reciprocity [20]. We can therefore multiply
the CSI measurements at the receiver and the transmitter
to recover the wireless channel as follows:
tx
h̃2i,0 = CSIrx
(13)
i,0 (t)CSIi,0 (t)
One may wonder how Chronos measure the CSI at the
transmitter. Note however that as part of our channel hopping protocol both nodes have to transmit packets to each
other. Hence, the CSI can be measured on both sides and
exchanged to apply Eqn. 13.
The above formulation helps us only retrieve the square
of the wireless channels h̃2i,0 . However, this is not an issue:
Chronos can directly feed h̃2i,0 into its algorithm (Alg. 1
in §5) instead of h̃i,0 . Then the ﬁrst peak of the resulting
multipath proﬁle will simply be at twice the time-of-ﬂight.
To see why, let us look at a simple example. Consider a

7.

C OMPUTING D ISTANCES AND L OCATION

So far, we have explained how Chronos measures the
time-of-ﬂight between two antennas on a pair of WiFi
cards. One can then compute the distance between the two
antennas (i.e., the two devices) by multiplying the timeof-ﬂight by the speed of light.
In order to get the location of the client from the distance measurements, Chronos follows a two-step proce6

The frequency separation is less than the channel bandwidth of
20 MHz due to overlapping WiFi bands.
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dure. In the ﬁrst step, Chronos reﬁnes the distance measurements by utilizing geometric constraints, imposed by
the relative locations of the antennas on the access point
and the client. In the second step, Chronos formulates a
quadratic optimization problem, based on the reﬁned distances to get the accurate location of the client with respect
to the access point.
Mathematically, we denote the separation between antenna i and antenna j on the access point by lijap . Similarly, antenna i and antenna j on the client are separated
cl
. By using standard triangle inequality, we know that
by li,j
|dij − di j | < liiap , where dij is the distance measured by
Chronos between antenna i on the access point and antenna j on the client. When a pair of distances measured by
Chronos violates this constraint; clearly, one or both of the
distance measurements must be declared invalid. Chronos
uses a relaxed version of triangle inequality to eliminate
erroneous distance measurements. Speciﬁcally, if we denote the maximum distance between any pair of antennas
on a device by α, Chronos chooses the largest cluster, C,
of distance measurements such that each measurement in
this cluster is at most α away from at least one other distance measurement in the cluster. Chronos, then, discards
the distance measurements that do not belong to C.
Finally, Chronos formulates the following constrained
optimization problem to ﬁnd the accurate position of the
client. We denote the position of the ith antenna on the
access point by (xiap , yap
i ). Our goal is to optimize for the
position of the client which we denote by (x, y), where x
and y are 3 × 1 vectors of antenna coordinates:
min �

Figure 4: Lab Testbed: The ﬁgure depicts our testbed with candidate locations for the nodes marked with blue dots.

Unless speciﬁed otherwise, we pair two Chronos devices by placing each device in monitor mode with packet
injection support on the same WiFi frequency. We implemented Chronos’s frequency band hopping protocol
(see §3) in the iwlwiﬁ driver using high resolution timers
(hrtimers), which can schedule kernel tasks such as packet
transmits at microsecond granularity. Since the 802.11
CSI Tool does not report channel state information for
Link-Layer ACKs received by the card, we use packetinjection to create and transmit special acknowledgments
directly from the iwlwiﬁ driver to minimize delay between
packets and acknowledgments. These acknowledgments
are also used to signal the next channel that the devices
should hop to, as described in §3. We process the CSI to
infer time-of-ﬂight and device locations purely in software
written in part in C++, MEX and MATLAB.
We note that all our experiments are conducted in
naturally dynamic environments, speciﬁcally, an ofﬁce
building, a coffee shop and a home with four occupants. Chronos requires no modiﬁcations based on the
changes in the environment. The environments have ambient WiFi trafﬁc. We could sense 3 to 19 different access points across our testbeds. Chronos disables the contention mechanism during hopping in order to enable fast
switching across different WiFi bands. This causes noise
in Chronos’s measurements when there is a collision with
other WiFi packets. However, Chronos is resilient to noise
on a small subset of the measurements. Moreover, since
Chronos sends few packets on each WiFi band, it does not
adversely effect the WiFi trafﬁc.

�>0,x,y

such that
∀(i, j) ∈ C, |dist((xiap , yap
i ), (xj , yj )) − dij) | < �

cl
∀(i, j) ∈ {1, 2, 3}, dist((xi , yi ), (xj , yj )) = li,j
where dist((x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 )) denotes the euclidean distance between points (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ). On a high level,
Chronos optimizes for the minimal violation of the distance constraints while still maintaining the relative position of the antennas on the client. We formulate this problem as a quadratic-constrained optimization in MATLAB
and use the fmincon solver to ﬁnd the optimum solution.
The average execution time for this algorithm is 0.09 s
(standard deviation 0.01 s).

8.

9.

R ESULTS

We evaluate Chronos’s ability to measure the time-ofﬂight, and compute a client’s position using a single AP.

I MPLEMENTATION

We implemented Chronos as a software patch to the iwlwiﬁ driver on Ubuntu Linux running the 3.5.7 kernel. To
measure channel-state-information, we use the 802.11 CSI
Tool [21] for the Intel 5300 WiFi card. We measure the
channels on both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz WiFi bands.7

9.1

Time-of-Flight Accuracy

We examine whether Chronos can deliver on its promise
∠h̃i,0 modulo π/2 (instead of the phase modulo 2π) [18]. We
resolve this issue by performing Chronos’s algorithm at 2.4 GHz
on h̃4i,0 instead of h̃i,0 . This does not affect the fact that the direct
path of the signal will continue being the ﬁrst peak in the inverse
NDFT (like in §6).

7

The Intel 5300 WiFi card is known to have a ﬁrmware issue on
the 2.4 GHz bands that causes it to report the phase of the channel
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Figure 5: Accuracy in Time of Flight: (a) The CDF of error in time-of-ﬂight between two devices in Line of Sight (LOS) and
Non-Line of Sight (NLOS). (b) Representative multipath proﬁles. (c) Histograms of time-of-ﬂight and packet detection delay.
Chronos in the above experiments. Fig. 5(b) plots representative multipath proﬁles in line-of-sight and multipath
environments. We note that both proﬁles are sparse, with
the proﬁle in multipath environments having ﬁve dominant peaks. Across all experiments, the mean number of
dominant peaks in the multipath proﬁles is 5.05 on average, with standard deviation 1.95 — indicating that they
are indeed sparse. As expected, the proﬁle in line-of-sight
has even fewer dominant peaks than the proﬁle in multipath settings. In both cases, we observe that the leftmost
peaks in both proﬁles correspond to the true location of the
source. Further, we observe that the peaks in both proﬁles
are sharp due to two reasons: 1) Chronos effectively spans
a large bandwidth that includes all WiFi frequency bands,
leading to high time resolution; 2) Chronos’s resolution
is further improved by exploiting sparsity that focuses on
retrieving the sparse dominant peaks at much higher resolution, as opposed to all peaks.
Packet Detection Delay Results: Past work on WiFi time
measurement and/or synchronization cannot measure the
time-of-ﬂight of a packet separately from its detection delay [38]. ([35] measures the distribution of detection delays but not the detection delay of a particular packet.)
In contrast, Chronos has a novel way for separating the
detection delay from the time-of-ﬂight. We would like to
understand the importance of this capability for the success of Chronos. Thus, we use the measurements from the
above experiments to compare time-of-ﬂight in indoor environments against packet detection delay.
Fig. 5(c) depicts histograms of both packet detection
delay and time-of-ﬂight across experiments. Chronos observes a median packet detection delay of 177 ns across
experiments. We emphasize two key observations: (1)
Packet detection delay is nearly 8× larger than the timeof-ﬂight in our typical indoor testbed. (2) Packet delay
varies dramatically between packets, and has a high standard deviation of 24.8 ns. In other words, packet detection
delays are large, highly variable, and hard to predict. This
means that if left uncompensated, these delays could lead
to a large error in time-of-ﬂight measurements. Our results
therefore reinforce the importance of accounting for these
delays and demonstrate Chronos’s ability to do so.

of measuring sub-nanosecond time-of-ﬂight between a
pair of commodity WiFi devices.
Method: We run our experiments in the testbed in
Fig. 4. In each experiment, we randomly pick a location
for the AP. We then randomly pick a client location that is
within 15 meter from the AP. We experiment with both
line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight settings. We perform
our experiments using a 10” ASUS EEPC netbook as a
client and a Thinkpad W300 Laptop emulating a WiFi AP
via hostapd. Both devices are equipped with the 3-antenna
Intel 5300 chipset. The antennas are placed at the corner of
each device, which results an average antenna spacing of
30cm for the Thinkpad AP and 12cm for the ASUS client.
Using the above setup, we have run 400 localization
experiments for different AP-client pairs. For each pair,
we run Chronos channel hopping protocol. We compute
the time of ﬂight between each transmit antenna and receive antenna. We measure the ground-truth location using
a combination of architectural drawings of our building
and a Bosch GLM50 laser distance measurement tool [1],
which measures distances up to 50 m with an accuracy of
1.5 mm. The ground truth time-of-ﬂight is the ground truth
distance divided by the speed of light.
Time-of-Flight Results: We ﬁrst evaluate Chronos’s
accuracy in time-of-ﬂight. Fig. 5(a) depicts the CDF
of the time-of-ﬂight of the signal in line-of-sight settings and non-line-of-sight. We observe that the median errors in time-of-ﬂight estimation are 0.47 ns and
0.69 ns respectively. These results show that Chronos
achieves its promise of computing time-of-ﬂight at subnanosecond accuracy. To put this in perspective, consider
SourceSync [38], a state-of-the-art system for time synchronization. SourceSync achieves 95th percentile synchronization error up to 20 ns, using advanced software radios. In contrast, the ﬁgure shows that Chronos’s 95th percentile error is 1.96 ns in line-of-sight and 4.01 ns in nonline-of-sight. Thus, Chronos achieves 5 to 10 fold lower
error in time-of-ﬂight, and runs on commodity WiFi cards
as opposed to software radios.
Multipath Proﬁle Results: Next, we would like to examine whether multiple path proﬁles are indeed sparse.
Thus, we plot candidate multipath proﬁles computed by
9
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user devices that do not otherwise communicate data between each other directly. However, an interesting question is the impact of Chronos on network trafﬁc, if one
of the devices is serving trafﬁc, such as a WiFi AP. This
experiment answers three questions in this regard: (1)
How long does Chronos take to hop between all WiFi
bands? (2) How does Chronos impact real-time trafﬁc like
video streaming applications? (3) How does Chronos affect TCP? We address these questions below:
Method: We consider a Thinkpad W530 Laptop emulating an AP and two ASUS EEPC netbook clients. We
assume client-2 requests the AP for indoor localization
at t = 6 s. We measure the time Chronos incurs to hop
between the 35 WiFi bands. Meanwhile, client-1 runs a
long-lasting trafﬁc ﬂow. We consider two types of ﬂows:
(1) VLC video stream over RTP; (2) TCP ﬂow using iperf.
We run the experiment 30 times and ﬁnd aggregate results.
Results: Fig. 8(a) depicts the CDF of the time that
Chronos incurs to hop over all WiFi bands. We observe
that the median hopping time is 84 ms for the Intel 5300
WiFi card, like past work on commercial WiFi radios [29].
Next, Fig. 8(b) plots a representative trace of the cumulative bytes of video received over time of a VLC video
stream run by client-1 (solid blue line). The red line plots
the cumulative number of bytes of video played by the
client. Notice that at t = 6 s, there is a brief time span
when no new bytes are downloaded by the client (owing to the localization request). However, in this interval, the buffer has enough bytes of video to play, ensuring that the user does not perceive a video stall (i.e. the
blue and red lines do not cross). In other words, buffers
in today’s video streaming applications can largely cushion such short-lived outages [26, 25], minimizing impact
on user experience. Similarly, Fig. 8(c) depicts a representative trace of the throughput over time of a TCP ﬂow at
client-1. The TCP throughput dips only slightly by 18.5%
at t = 6 s, when client-2 requests location. Thus, Chronos
can support localization without much impact on data trafﬁc. However, if more frequent localization is desired with
large trafﬁc demands, we recommend deploying a dedicated AP or WiFi beacon for localization.


 


 
















 

 

 

 

 



  

     







 
 


    

    

Figure 6: Ranging Accuracy: Plots error in distance across the
true distance separating the transmitter from the receiver.
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Figure 7: Localization Accuracy: Plots CDF of localization
error in Line-of-Sight (LOS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS).
9.2

Localization Accuracy

We evaluate Chronos’s accuracy in measuring distance
and location using a single access point.
Method: We compute the time-of-ﬂight between the AP
and user client in the testbed as described in §9.1 above.
We use the measured time-of-ﬂight to compute the distance between antennas and localize the client with respect
to the AP as described in §7. We repeat the experiment
multiple times in line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight.
Location Results: Fig. 7 plots a CDF of localization error using Chronos in different settings. The device’s median positioning error is 65 cm and 98 cm in line-of-sight
and non-line-of-sight respectively. This result shows that
Chronos’s accuracy is comparable to state-of-the-art indoor localization that use multiple AP’s [30, 32, 48].
Ranging Results: In some applications, it is important
to maintain a particular distance between objects but the
exact location is not necessary (e.g., preventing robot collision). Thus, here we plot the ranging results of Chronos.
Fig. 6 plots the median and standard deviation of error in
distance computed between the transmitter and receiver
against their true distance. We observe that this error is initially around 10 cm and increases to at most 26 cm at 1215 meters. The increase is primarily due to reduced signalto-noise ratio at further distances. Note that the ranging
accuracy is higher than the localization accuracy because
ranging is a simpler problem (no need to ﬁnd the exact
direction) and Chronos’s time-of-ﬂight computation naturally yields the range between devices.
9.3

10.

A PPLICATIONS

We evaluate Chronos in three application scenarios.
10.1

Room Occupancy Detection

Smart home technologies, such as personalized heating
and lighting, can vastly beneﬁt from information about
the number and identity of people in individual rooms.
Chronos is a natural solution for this problem as it can localize and track people using their smartphones and wearables, even if the home has a single WiFi access point.
Method: To demonstrate this capability, we deployed
Chronos in a two-bedroom apartment that has four res-

Impact on Network trafﬁc

Chronos enables localization between a pair of WiFi devices without third party support. In many cases, these are
10
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Figure 8: Impact on Network Trafﬁc: (a) measures the CDF of time taken by Chronos to hop between all WiFi bands – a small

value of 84 ms. Consider a client-1 with a long-running trafﬁc ﬂow to an AP. The AP is asked to localize another client-2 at t = 6 s. (b)
depicts a representative trace of the number of bytes of data downloaded and data played over time if the client-1 views a VLC video
stream. (c) measures the throughput if client-1 runs a TCP ﬂow using iperf. In either case, the impact of client-1’s ﬂow is minimal at
t = 6 s.
   

    











  





(a) Home Floor Plan

(b) Coffee Shop Schematic

(c) Personal Drone

Figure 9: (a) Floor map of the apartment where Chronos is deployed. Red dot indicates the access point and the blue dots
represent the client positions. (b) Coffee shop schematic. Red dot indicates the access point. (c) We implement Chronos
on an AscTec Hummingbird quadrotor with an AscTec Atomboard.
idents. The ﬂoor map of the apartment is shown in
Fig. 9(a). The Chronos access point is centrally placed in
the home and is indicated by the red dot. Each resident is
given an ASUS netbook, equipped with Intel 5300 WiFi
cards, and running Chronos. The residents are then asked
to move freely to locations within the apartment. Their locations are manually recorded and are marked by the blue
dots in Fig. 9(a). Chronos measures the location of each
resident and detects the room the person is in. In particular, Chronos distinguishes between the two bed rooms,
living room, kitchen and bathroom.
Results: In our experiments, Chronos detects the user to
be in the correct room in 94.3% of the experiments. Most
of the errors occurred in Bedroom 1 in Fig. 9(a), and were
due to the signal being too weak after traversing two walls
and a closet. Overall, the results show that Chronos can
enable applications based on room occupancy detection
with a single home access point.

shop. The user used an ASUS netbook, equipped with the
Intel 5300 WiFi card to connect to the Chronos AP. In 50
of these experiments, the user was standing at a randomly
chosen location inside the coffee shop, while in the others, the user was standing outside, while still being able to
access the WiFi connection.
Results: Chronos correctly inferred whether the user was
inside or outside in 97% of experiments. However, if we
simply authenticate users based on location without any
buffer zone, the accuracy is 97%, but one legitimate customer cannot access WiFi in his current location. In contrast, if we decide to accept users located within 30 cm
of the premises, Chronos authenticates all legitimate customers but allows access incorrectly to people outside the
premise in 5% of the experiments, decreasing the overall
accuracy to 95%. Since it is more important to ensure customers can access WiFi, we believe that one should use
some buffer zone.

10.2

10.3

WiFi Geo-Fencing

Chronos can be used to authorize WiFi access in small
businesses, which have only one access point. To demonstrate this capability, we deploy Chronos in a popular coffee shop with free WiFi, and use the distance from the
access point to measure whether an individual is inside or
outside the coffee shop (Fig. 9(b)).
Method: We conducted 100 experiments in the coffee

Personal Drones

We apply Chronos to indoor personal drones [11].
These drones can follow users around while maintaining
a convenient distance relative to the control device in the
user’s hand or pocket. Users can use these drones to take
pictures or videos of them while performing an activity,
even in indoor settings where GPS is unavailable.
Method: We use an AscTec Hummingbird quadrotor
11
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1

of received signal power prior to deployment. Such proposals exhibit localization errors of several meters and
incur a large overhead due to ﬁngerprinting. The second
class of proposals attempt to measure time-of-ﬂight either
directly [35], or indirectly using the phase [53]. However,
since they cannot accurately measure the time-of-ﬂight,
they need the user to walk around, perform measurements
in multiple locations, and intersect those measurements
with the help of an accelerometer. In contrast, Chronos
has tens of centimeter accuracy, and neither requires ﬁngerprinting nor user motion.
A few past papers on WiFi-based localization leverage
channel hopping [50, 49]. However, unlike Chronos which
measures the absolute time-of-ﬂight and localizes with a
single AP, those systems measure differences in the timeof-ﬂight and require the deployment of multiple AP’s.
Prior theoretical ranging algorithms [44, 43] have used
the Chinese Remainder theorem. However, Chronos differs from those algorithms in multiple ways. First, those
algorithms ignore multipath and assume that wireless signals propagate in free space with a single time-of-ﬂight
value. In contrast, Chronos addresses the crucial problem
of multipath, and hence its complete algorithm uses nonuniform Fourier transform as opposed to the Chinese Remainder theorem. Second, those algorithms ignore pratical
issues such as the frequency offset between the transmitter
and the receiver and the inability of the receiver to separate
the time of ﬂight from the packet detection delay.
Finally, some past work has explored measuring the
time-of-ﬂight of WiFi signals for reasons other than localization. There have been several studies that resolve
time-of-ﬂight to around ten nanoseconds using the clocks
of WiFi cards or other methods [46, 33, 17, 34, 38]. In
contrast, Chronos can achieve sub-nanosecond resolution
which is necessary for accurate localization.
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Figure 10: Application to Personal Drones: The drone uses

Chronos to maintain a constant distance of 1.4 m to the user. The
ﬁgure plots the CDF of errors in maintaining a distance of 1.4 m.

equipped with the AscTec Atomboard light-weight computing platform (with the Intel 5300 WiFi card), a Go-pro
camera and a Yei-Technology motion sensor. Fig. 9(c) depicts our setup. Note that the Intel 5300 WiFi card supports
3-antennas; the fourth antenna on the quadrotor is placed
only for balance and stability.
We perform our personal drone experiments in a 6 m ×
5 m room augmented with the VICON motion capture system [2]. We use VICON to ﬁnd the ground-truth trajectories of the personal drone and the user control device.
In each experiment, the personal drone tracks an ASUS
EEPC netbook with the Intel 5300 WiFi card held by a
user. The distance measurements from Chronos are integrated with drone navigation using a standard negative
feedback-loop robotic controller [12]. The drone maintains a constant height and follows the user to maintain a
constant distance of 1.4 m relative to the user’s device. The
drone also captures photographs of the user along the way
using the Go-Pro camera mounted on the Hummingbird
quadrotor, keeping the user at 1.4 m in focus. The drone
uses the compass on the user’s device and the quadrotor to
ensure that its camera always faces the user.
Results: Fig. 10 measures the CDF of root mean squared
deviation in distance of the drone relative to the desired
value of 1.4 m — a median of 4.17 cm. Our results reveal
that the drone tightly maintains its relative distance to the
user’s device. Notice that our error in distance is signiﬁcantly lower in this experiment relative to §9.2. This is because drones measure multiple distances as they navigate
in the air, which helps de-noise measurements and remove
outliers. Chronos is the ﬁrst system to achieve such a high
accuracy in device to device positioning using no support
from surrounding infrastructure.

11.

12.

C ONCLUSION

This paper presents Chronos, a system that measures
sub-nanosecond time-of-ﬂight on commercial WiFi radios. Chronos uses these measurements to enable WiFi
device-to-device positioning at state-of-the-art accuracy,
without support of additional WiFi infrastructure or nonWiFi sensors. By doing so, Chronos opens up WiFi-based
positioning to new applications where additional infrastructure and sensors may be unavailable or inaccessible,
e.g., geo-fencing, home occupancy measurements, ﬁnding
lost devices, maintaining robotic formations, etc.

R ELATED W ORK

Chronos builds on vast literature on indoor WiFi-based
localization [40, 13, 9, 51, 18, 48, 32, 30, 50, 4]. However,
past work that delivers sub-meter location accuracy typically requires cooperation across multiple (four or ﬁve)
AP’s [18, 48, 32, 30, 50].
A few prior proposals have aimed to localize with a single WiFi AP. They may be divided into two categories:
some proposals [31, 52] require exhaustive ﬁngerprinting
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Abstract

trol channel.1 Namely, mirroring the functionality of
downlink standards for the uplink would require a control channel (set of control message exchanges, etc.) for
mechanisms such as channel estimation, reporting of
channel state, joint stream precoding, orthogonal user selection, and control of the timing of user transmissions.
In contrast, we develop MUSE to scale not only raw
physical layer capacity, but also system throughput after incorporating all protocol overhead. In particular, we
present the following contributions.
First, we design three physical layer components to
enable the aforementioned MUSE properties (MUSEPHY). (i) In order for multiple users to transmit simultaneously, their combined transmissions must be sufficiently orthogonal to be successfully decoded by the AP.
Rather than measuring channels and performing user selection, indoor multipath induces sufficient channel independence for an arbitrary group of users to transmit
concurrently. However, precise channel estimation is required at the receiver, the AP must estimate the joint
channel state in order to separate and decode the streams.
We introduce the Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping (DOM)
matrix as a mechanism compatible with the IEEE 802.11
standard, that allows the AP to obtain clean channel
estimations from all independent distributed transmitters. We redesign the 802.11n SU-MIMO (Single User
MIMO) channel estimation to function with multiple distributed users. Contrary to the requirement that multiplexing capabilities of SU-MIMO be pre-configured at
the transmitter, in MUSE, DOM is dynamically matched
according to the transmission and only statically limited by the receiver (AP). DOM preamble-based channel training avoids the non-scalable approach of sequentially training one user at a time. (ii) DOM channel training requires the same symbols to be transmitted by all
the distributed stations and can result in signal correlation and unintended beamforming. Exploiting cyclic de-

Mobile devices have fewer antennas than APs due to size
and energy constraints. This antenna asymmetry restricts
uplink capacity to the client antenna array size rather
than the AP’s. To overcome antenna asymmetry, multiple clients can be grouped into a simultaneous multiuser transmission to achieve a full rank transmission that
matches the number of antennas at the AP. In this paper, we design, implement, and experimentally evaluate MUSE, the first distributed and scalable system to
achieve full-rank uplink multi-user capacity without control signaling for channel estimation, channel reporting,
or user selection. Our experiments demonstrate full-rank
multiplexing gains in the evaluated scenarios that show
linear gains as the number of users increase while maintaining constant overhead.

1

Introduction

Form factor and energy constraints result in mobile
clients having significantly fewer antennas than access
points (APs), e.g., 1 or 2 for clients vs. 8 or even more
for massive MIMO APs [1, 2]. When an AP serves a
single user at a time, this asymmetry severely restricts
capacity with limits defined by the client antenna array size rather than the AP’s. Fortunately, both theoretical results and practical implementations have shown
that multiple clients can be grouped into a simultaneous
multi-user (MU-MIMO) transmission. The transmission
can achieve “full rank” when the group of clients form a
virtual array having the same number of antennas as the
AP [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. While this technique is already standardized [6, 7] and commercialized [8, 9] for the Wi-Fi
downlink, the uplink still serves a single user at a time,
as specified in the original 1997 Wi-Fi standard [10].
In this paper, we design, implement, and experimentally evaluate MUSE, the first system to achieve fullrank uplink multi-user capacity without requiring a con-

1 MUSE

is an acronym for Multi-User ScalablE Uplink.
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lay diversity to increase diversity in the signal paths [3],
we introduce Arbitrary Cyclic Shift Delay (aCSD) to
maximally decorrelate users’ signals at the transmitters.
Recognizing that there is no control channel among the
transmitters and leveraging their physical separation, we
employ arbitrary cyclic shift delays applied independently by each transmitter and demonstrate that these
achieve the desired multiplexing gains in a distributed
and non-channel-dependent manner. (iii) Lastly, because
MUSE lacks a control channel, the number of uplink
data streams is not fixed before the transmission. Consequently, the MUSE design supports a variable number
of arbitrarily selected users and provides flexibility and
robustness to unknown client backlog state via dynamic
use of the DOM matrix.
Second, we design a medium access control protocol
(MUSE-MAC) that exploits the unique MUSE physicallayer capabilities. Namely, without MUSE-PHY, the
MAC design would require a control protocol with mechanisms described above such as: feedback of channel
state, selection of an orthogonal group of transmitters,
alignment of their timing, and elimination of uncertainty
in the number of transmitting users. In contrast, we exploit MUSE-PHY’s ability to support an arbitrary set of
users and design MUSE-MAC to select a group of arbitrary users with the rank of the group not exceeding
the number of antennas at the AP. In principle, a random
group could be selected by invoking the existing WiFi random access technique multiple times in sequence,
once to select each user, with the process ending when
the rank limit is reached. Unfortunately, such a procedure would require control overhead (in the form of
messages and backoff delays) that increases linearly with
rank. In contrast, we select a group of users with a single
contention in which all backlogged users independently
contend for the channel using the same Wi-Fi random
access count-down procedure. When a single user wins
the channel, MUSE-MAC attaches a random set of additional users to the winning user via a predetermined
operation that is a function of each user’s Wi-Fi standard
Association ID. The groups are consequently arbitrary
(emulating randomly selected) but predefined, since association IDs are predefined. In this way, we eliminate
the need for a group-selection control procedure for each
transmission as the MUSE-PHY ensures that a random
set of users can be decoded. Even though Association ID
grouping may be considered fixed, MUSE enables group
adaptation through the reassignment of Association IDs
by utilizing 802.11 standardized Reassociation Request
and Response procedure.
Finally, we implement MUSE on a software-definedradio platform, create a WLAN testbed, and evaluate performance using extensive over-the-air experiments. We
demonstrate full rank multiplexing gains by orthogonal

spatial spreading the distributed transmitters and maintaining a constant overhead as the number of users increases. Specifically, MUSE achieves on average 197%,
290% and 395% aggregate PHY throughput for 2 to 4
concurrent served users respectively. We find that aCSD
enables the distributed transmitters to effectively induce
multipath in the form of variable phase offset, which
results in accurate channel estimation using the DOM
matrix. Further, we evaluate the effectiveness of random user grouping and find that while the vast majority
of user groupings yield full rank, ill-conditioned channels can occur, necessitating reduction of modulation and
coding rate to counter interference. Lastly, we evaluate
medium access scalability and demonstrate that as the
number of users increases, MUSE MAC-layer throughput, incorporating overhead, scales linearly. MUSE
achieves 2.5x higher throughput for a 16 antenna system
compared to prior multi-user uplink schemes [11, 12].

2

Orthogonal Multi-User Uplink PHY

In this section, we introduce background in channel estimation for multi-user transmissions and present MUSE’s
key PHY techniques that enable interference-free channel estimation, decorrelate users’ channels, and enable
arbitrary user selection.

2.1

Background on CSI

Channel State Information (CSI) at the transmitter
(CSIT) or receiver (CSIR) is necessary for multi-stream
communication, i.e., for simultaneously spatially multiplexing independent data streams.
CSIT: One method for multi-stream transmission is
transmitter-based precoding in order to nullify or zeroforce the inter-stream interference, e.g., [4]. Transmit beamforming requires CSIT which is obtained via a
closed-loop process in protocols such as IEEE 802.11ac
[6, 7]. As shown in Figure 1, a closed-loop approach
uses receiver feedback of the estimated CSI. The transmitter then uses CSIT-based signal precoding to uncorrelate users’ channels and achieve stream orthogonality
with reduced inter-stream interference.2 This process of
collecting CSIT, also termed channel sounding, requires
exchange of control information that scales linearly with
the number of users, thereby decreasing throughput proportionately due to the resulting air-time cost of control
overhead.
CSIR: An open-loop receiver based approach is illustrated in Figure 1, performs CSI acquisition at the receiver at the time of packet transmission. Such CSIR
2 Likewise, CSIT can be obtained via implicit feedback in which
the receiver sends pilots and the transmitter assumes that channels are
reciprocal.
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representation of the signals received by the AP for a sinsc
gle subcarrier sc. ysc
1 and y2 represent the received signals for antenna 1 and 2 respectively and hrx,tx represent
the channel taps for a given receiver-transmitter antenna
combination.

Figure 2: 2x2 Uplink Multi-User MIMO.

Figure 1: Closed-Loop and Open-Loop Channel State
Information (CSI) acquisition and utilization.

sc
sc
sc
ysc
1 = ĥ11 · HT LT F + ĥ12 · HT LT F + z1

estimation is performed through predefined preamble sequences, enabling the receiver to compute the unknown
channel given the known preamble data. In an open-loop
system, transmitters do not have CSIT. The key benefit
of use of CSIR is elimination of control overhead for CSI
feedback. However, the main drawback of an open-loop
approach is that transmitted streams could have correlated channels yielding inter-stream interference.

2.2

sc
sc
sc
ysc
2 = ĥ21 · HT LT F + ĥ22 · HT LT F + z2

(1)

As observed we have four unknown channels
(ĥ11 , ĥ12 , ĥ21 , ĥ22 ) and only two receive antenna equations (Y1 ,Y2 ). Consequently to be able to resolve all four
unknown channels we require four preamble transmissions with a specific linear combination that allows estimation of each channel. The 802.11n standard adds
a second set of preamble transmissions with a corresponding linear combination to allow the derivation of
all unknown channels as shown in Equation (2). However, when we expand this functionality to multiple-users
without a control channel to coordinate the distributed
users, these users are required to know the number of
preamble signals to send and the linear combination that
enables the channel estimation.

Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping matrix

MUSE open-loop design must address inter-stream interference and correlated channels among concurrent users.
To obtain precise CSIR and decode the multi-user transmit data, the estimated CSIR must contain the combination of all transmit signals.
We design channel training to be compatible with the
IEEE 802.11 standard where we expand the usage of
the 802.11n SU-MIMO channel estimation to function
with multiple distributed users. We present the first
generalization of the preamble-based channel training of
802.11n to be used by distributed transmitters to achieve
multi-user spatial multiplexing gains.
To illustrate MUSE CSIR estimation, consider a 2x2
multi-user uplink transmission in which two clients concurrently communicate with a two antenna AP as shown
in Figure 2, which depicts the four channels between the
clients and AP.
Following the procedure of 802.11n channel training,
the preamble training signals must be transmitted at the
same time. While in 802.11n this is easily achievable
due to having a single transmitter, in MUSE we expand
channel estimation to multiple users. Our MAC design
(Section 3) ensures the training signals are sent simultaneously. In effect, receiver antenna Y1 receives combined
high throughput preamble, HTLTF, of both transmitters
X1 and X2 . Equation (1) shows the frequency domain

sc
sc
sc
ysc
1,t1 = ĥ11 · HT LT F + ĥ12 · HT LT F + z1,t1

sc
sc
sc
ysc
1,t2 = −ĥ11 · HT LT F + ĥ12 · HT LT F + z1,t2
sc
ysc
2,t1 = ĥ21 · HT LT F
sc
ysc
2,t2 = −ĥ21 · HT LT F

+ ĥsc
22 · HT LT F
+ ĥsc
22 · HT LT F

(2)

+ zsc
2,t1
+ zsc
2,t2

Consequently, we introduce the DOM matrix which
represents the full-rank version of the 802.11n orthogonal mapping matrix and is made available to all devices
irrespective of their number of RF chains:


1 −1 1
1
1
1 −1 1 
.
DOM = 
(3)
1
1
1 −1
−1 1
1
1

The dimension of the DOM matrix is dependent on
the number of spatial streams (NSS ) and the number of
HTLTF (NHT LT F ) transmitted. While the size of the
11n-standard orthogonal mapping matrix depends on the
3
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Table 1: 802.11n Cyclic Shift Delay.

available RF chains of the transmitter, in DOM, the matrix size is fixed to the AP’s full-rank version of the
802.11n matrix, yet it operates dynamically as follows.
Through MUSE-MAC design, the distributed users
obtain the total number of spatial streams in the multiuser transmission and the assigned Stream ID. With this
information and the DOM matrix, the distributed users
transmit the required number of HTLTF symbols with
the appropriate precoding. Specifically, the transmitter
defines the size of the DOM matrix by NSS and applies
the row of the DOM matrix corresponding to the Stream
ID to the training signals.
Consequently, when all users transmit concurrently
the full DOM matrix is formed which permits a receiver to derive all channels by adding or subtracting the
HTLTF symbols.
ĥsc
11 =

ĥsc
21 =

sc
ysc
1,t1 − y1,t2

2 · HT LT F
ysc
2,t1

− ysc
2,t2

2 · HT LT F

ĥsc
12 =

ĥsc
22 =

NumCSD for
ber of
TX 1
Streams
(ns)
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
0

ysc
2,t1

CSD for
TX 4
(ns)

-400
-400
-400

-200
-200

-600

SCSD ( f ) = S( f )e− j2π f TCSD

(4)

+ ysc
2,t2

(5)

CSD in the 802.11 standard are predefined phase
shift delays, shown in Table 1, that are applied to
each of the transmitting signals. However, contrary to
802.11n where antennas are co-located, MUSE transmitters are separated by distances that are unpredictable, but
nonetheless expected to at least be multiple wavelengths.
Consequently, we introduce “Arbitrary Cyclic Shift Delay” (aCSD) a flexible CSD design that leverages transmitter separation without requiring a control channel nor
synchronization. Channel correlation decreases as transmitters separate. Thus, unlike fixed usage of CSD in
802.11n, we enable distributed users to arbitrarily select a CSD value. Through this design, we overcome
the lack of a control channel among the transmitters and
provide flexibility to adapt to the diverse channels of the
distributed transmitters. Multiple streams can apply the
same phase shift value and still obtain multiplexing gains
provided by the high multipath environment because of
the different paths and propagation delays between the
users. This is only possible because users are distributed
in space, leading to increasingly uncorrelated channels
as compared to co-located antennas.

2 · HT LT F

Equation (4) shows how all four channels of the example
in Figure 2 are estimated by combining received subcarriers from symbol one (ytsc1 ) with subcarriers from symbol two (ytsc2 ) and normalized by the number of HTLTFs
transmitted. Specifically, combining symbols (t1 and t2 )
sc and Ĥ sc and
from antenna 1 derive channel estimates Ĥ11
12
symbols for antenna 2 derive channel estimates ĥsc
21 and
ĥsc
.
For
example
as
seen
in
Equation
(4),
to
derive
chan22
sc ) is
,
the
first
symbol
of
antenna
1
(y
nel estimate ĥsc
11
1,t1
subtracted by the second symbol (ysc
1,t2 ) eliminating the
ĥsc
12 term. Then adding symbol one with symbol two of
sc
antenna 1 eliminates ĥsc
11 and solves for ĥ12 . This same
sc
derivation applies for antenna two to obtain ĥsc
21 and ĥ22 .

2.3

CSD for
TX 3
(ns)

can experience correlation and result in power fluctuations and undesirable beamforming effects [5].
The 802.11n standard introduces Cyclic Shift Delays
to alleviate unintended beamforming. CSDs are applied
in the frequency domain as shown in Equation (5), where
S( f ) is the Fourier transform of s(t) and TCSD is the corresponding CSD value. The Cyclic Shift Delay (TCSD ) is
applied to both preamble and data.

sc
ysc
1,t1 + y1,t2

2 · HT LT F

CSD for
TX 2
(ns)

Arbitrary Cyclic Shift Delay

MUSE achieves interference-free channel estimation
through linear combination of preambles with the DOM
matrix. However, channel correlation among the users
limits the system performance due to destructive interference and ill-conditioned channels. Ill-conditioned channels are not invertible, affecting MUSE’s linear receiver
which performs Zero-Forcing equalization.
Cyclic Shift Delays (CSD) have been used in wireless
communications to decorrelate transmitted signals by introducing diversity. At the time of training, the same
preamble signals are transmitted by multiple antennas.
Even though a rich multipath environment decorrelates
the simultaneously transmitted signals at the receiver, if
the same signal is transmitted by multiple antennas, they

2.4

Varying Number of Streams

Downlink multi-user and SU-MIMO have traffic generation and transmit opportunity gained by a single entity,
in MUSE, distributed clients compete for channel access
when they are backlogged. Consequently, MUSE does
not fix the number of data streams prior to transmission,
i.e., the selected group of clients is not assured to all be
backlogged. This contrasts with existing 802.11n systems with pre-configured number of spatial streams and
a fixed orthogonal mapping matrix.
4
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MUSE PHY design overcomes this by permitting a
variable number of data streams, thereby providing flexibility and robustness to unknown backlogged information of grouped users by a dynamic operation of the
DOM matrix. In a multi-user transmission with a missing user, not all rows of the full-rank DOM matrix are
used. Additionally, the rows of the DOM matrix are
not necessarily used in order because the missing users
are unknown. The missing and non-ordered rows of the
DOM matrix have no impact on the channel estimation.
In MUSE, the number of users in a group is always
equal to the number of receive antennas at the AP. Consequently, if all users have traffic to transmit, MUSE will
achieve the full-rank multiplexing capacity. However,
when one or more users of the group does not have traffic demand or misses the trigger to join the transmission,
the extra AP resources serve as receive diversity to increase robustness. Nonetheless, MUSE uplink transmission will always have at least one client with traffic, the
one who gained the transmit opportunity.
To explain the dynamic operation of the DOM matrix,
we use an example scenario shown in Figure 3 with an
AP with two antennas and multiple associated clients.
Here a client wins channel access and gives transmit opportunity to a secondary client, in this case the group size
is limited to two because of the number of receive antennas at the AP. Both the AP and the primary client expect
a 2x2 uplink multi-user transmission and consequently
the client transmits two HTLTF and the AP performs the
decoding process for two spatial streams. However, only
the primary client has traffic to transmit which results in
a 2x1 MIMO transmission since user 2 does not transmit.

processes the received signals and estimates the expected
four channels, as follows:
ĥsc
11 =

(7)

− ysc
2,t2

Equations (7) indicate that the AP is able to estimate
sc
sc
sc
ĥsc
11 and ĥ21 . However, for channel estimates ĥ12 and ĥ22
it just obtains noise. Even with noise estimates for secondary transmitter channels, the AP is able to decode the
primary transmitter’s data packet and the extra AP antenna resources serve as receive diversity.
MUSE’s adaptive usage of preamble-base channel estimation extends to any number of spatial streams. The
key is to always permit the maximum available number
of data streams supported by the AP. In case not all triggered clients have traffic demand, the extra overhead of
preamble symbols is minimal and is not comparable to
the overhead of sounding for CSIT feedback. In the previous example, the extra overhead is equal to 1 HTLTF
which corresponds to 4µs. The general expression for
MUSE extra overhead is
(max(Nss ) − NT X ) · 4µs

(8)

where max(Nss ) is the max number of data streams, NT X
represents the number of transmitting clients where the
subtraction of these corresponds to the number of extra
HTLTF symbols that each add 4µs overhead.

Medium Access with Arbitrary Group
Members

In this section we present a distributed random access and user-grouping protocol for multi-user uplink
medium access. We base the design on the capabilities
of the MUSE physical layer and target constant overhead
that does not increase with the number of users simultaneously served, enabling MUSE scaling to large array
sizes of distributed users.

The expected signals from a 2x2 UL MIMO and the
AP received signals from this example are:
sc
 sc

sc


h12· HT
LT
F + z1,t1
ysc


1,t1 = h11 · HT LT F + 
sc


sc
sc
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F + zsc
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1,t2
.
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11 · 
= ĥsc
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HT LT F
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=
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21
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Figure 3: MUSE 2x1 MIMO transmission. AP and C1
expect a 2x2 transmission but C2 has no traffic.

sc
 sc



+
h22· HT
LT
F + z2,t1


sc




+
h22· HT
LT
F + zsc


2,t2

2 · HT LT F

ysc
2,t1

3

sc
ysc
2,t1 = h21 · HT LT F
sc
ysc
2,t2 = −h21 · HT LT F

sc
ysc
1,t1 − y1,t2

(6)

3.1

Association ID Grouping

The MUSE-PHY properties include CSIR-based openloop multi-user uplink transmission via an arbitrary set
of users, provided that the rank of the AP is not exceeded
(i.e., the total number of antennas of all clients must not

Observe that the primary client transmitted two HTLTF
(t1 and t2 ) expecting a secondary transmitter. The AP
5
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exceed the number of antennas on the AP). Our technique proceeds in two steps.
In the first step, all backlogged users contend for the
medium through standardized backoff countdown process. The first user to count to 0, which we refer to
as the contention-winning user, wins the medium. The
contention-winning user then sends a triggering message
to all users with its Association-ID. The triggering message grants a transmit opportunity to a predefined random set of users and serves as the time-synchronization
trigger for the multi-user transmission. If a user is out-ofrange to the contention-winning user it is deaf to the trigger and misses the opportunistic medium access. Nevertheless, if the deaf-to-trigger user has traffic to transmit it will obtain a transmit opportunity when its backoff
counter expires. As described in Section 2, MUSE-PHY
is robust to deaf-to-trigger users.
In the second step, we join an arbitrary set of users to
the first user as follows. According to the IEEE 802.11
standard, upon association to an AP, users are assigned
an Association ID. MUSE leverages this association ID
for user selection and grouping by considering this to be
an arbitrary index for each user. For MUSE grouping,
the AP informs the network the total number of associated users, i.e., the Max-Association-ID. We join as
many users as possible to the contention-winning user
as limited by the AP rank. For example, if the receiving AP has N antennas, the medium contention-winning
user triggers N − 1 additional users with the successive
Association-ID. If the contention-winning user ID is towards the end such that there are not N − 1 successive
IDs available, we consider IDs to be circular and wrap
back to ID 1 as illustrated in Figure 4. Realization of circular ID grouping is possible because the AP informs all
users of the Max-Association-ID.

Figure 5: MUSE 4x3 MAC example, with a 4-antenna
AP and seven users.
with the smallest backoff counter of 3. After the backoff expiration, the contention-winning user triggers three
additional user transmissions in order to reach maximum
rank of 4. However, because there are a total of seven
users, ID 6 will be grouped with users of IDs: 7, 1 and 2,
as shown in related Figure 4.
The triggering transmission acts as a beacon packet
which informs all users in the network the medium
winning-user ID, as shown in the timeline of Figure 5.
With the ID of the contention-winning user, all users
know if their ID falls within the N − 1 vicinity IDs to
obtain an opportunity for contention-free medium access
by joining the multi-user transmission. If stations having the vicinity IDs have traffic available, they transmit
immediately after receiving the trigger beacon and are
synchronized via the timing of the beacon.
Because we use Wi-Fi contention to select the originating member of the group, we inherit the fairness properties of Wi-Fi. Further, MUSE resets backoff counters
for all users that accessed the medium even if these were
granted medium access without expired backoff counters. As seen in the Figure 5, users 7 and 1 had backoff
counters of 10 and 6 respectively, when group access was
granted. In this case, since medium access was obtained,
a new backoff counter must be chosen for new packets.
Likewise, because each user has the same probability to
win the contention, each user will be grouped the same
number of times on average, provided that all users are
fully backlogged.

Figure 4: MUSE’s circular association ID.
After receiving the data from the multiple users, the
AP acknowledges the successfully decoded packets independently such that each user can determine its supported and desired type of acknowledgment, such as
Block ACK immediate or delayed.
To illustrate, consider the example in Figures 4 and
5, in which the AP has 4 antennas and there are a total
of 7 users in the network of which four can transmit at
the same time. As shown in the timeline of Figure 5,
the user with ID 6 wins the medium access contention

3.2

Inter-User Stream Coordination

MUSE-PHY requires that the selected users start transmission at the same time. Such time synchronization is
achieved by the triggering beacon, where the trigger message serves as a Clear-To-Send to the users in a group to
start transmission SIFS time after its reception.
To coordinate the users for MUSE-PHY to enable uncorrelated channels, each transmitting user must know
6
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which part of the Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping matrix
to apply. Consequently, we utilize the association IDs to
classify the transmitting users such that their IDs further
serve as the “Stream Number” assignment. In particular
MUSE-PHY requires a user to map to a Stream Number which determines the Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping
matrix to apply. In the example of Figure 5, contentionwinning user 6 is established as Stream 1, and consecutive users in the group 7, 1 and 2 are assigned Stream 2,
3 and 4 respectively. With an assigned Stream number,
each user will apply the corresponding Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping matrix. In the example, only users 6, 7 and
1 have traffic to transmit these are Stream No. 1-3. These
streams apply row 1-3 of Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping
matrix matrix shown in Equation (3) and choose their
best suited Arbitrary Cyclic Shift Delay for their location from values -100 ns to -700 ns.

3.3

Implementation and Evaluation

In this section we present the implementation and experimental evaluation of MUSE for an indoor WLAN scenario. Our evaluation focuses on MUSE scalability, user
orthogonality and MAC user grouping and performance.

4.1

MUSE Implementation

MUSE Implementation on WARP. We implement
MUSE on a software defined radio platform that enables
Over The Air (OTA) experiments [18]. The platform,
Wireless Open-Access Research Platform (WARP), supports a programming environment that performs OTA
data transmission and reception and offline processing.
We implement a complete 802.11n OFDM physical layer with modulation rates of 6 Mbps (BPSK),
12 Mbps (QPSK), and 24 Mbps (16-QAM) and include
mechanisms for heterogeneous modulation rates among
streams. 3 This feature enables each uplink transmitter to
select its highest possible bit rate, without requiring that
all users make the same selection. For ease of implementation we consider only half rate modulations. We implement the complete suite of MUSE’s PHY techniques
Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping matrix and variable Arbitrary Cyclic Shift Delay on our platform. Our implementation permits 1 to 4 concurrent spatial streams transmissions enabling full rank MIMO transmissions from 1x1
to 4x4 and alternative modes e.g., 2x4 and 3x4.
Testbed Setup. We use the 2.484 GHz radio channel,
i.e., channel 14 (currently unused spectrum) for all experiments. All experiments are conducted at night to ensure
experimental repeatability with minimal unaccounted for
factors enabling us to isolate the effects of inter-stream
and inter-user interference. We perform experiments
with multiple node topologies with over 20 client locations in a conference room setting depicted in Figure 6.
For each experiment, the topology setup is specified at
each evaluation. The setup is configured from a 1x1 to a
4x4 MU-MIMO system depending on the evaluation being performed. Each MUSE client node is deployed with
a single WARP board running independent RF clocks.
Phase unsynchronized clients in our testbed demonstrate
the nonessential need of phase synchronization among
the distributed transmitters. However to emulate the beacon triggering system of MUSE, we time-synchronize
the transmission of the distributed users through triggering cables to all client-nodes that activate all users’ transmissions at the same time.

Group Adaptation and Backlog

With MUSE-MAC, the triggering user is guaranteed to
be backlogged as only backlogged users initiate medium
contention. However, it is possible that one or more
of the remaining arbitrarily selected users are not backlogged. MUSE-PHY ensures that the AP can decode the
received transmission for any subset of the random group
members being backlogged, from 1 to all. Nonetheless,
if traffic is sparse, fixed group selection without incorporating backlog state will result in a throughput penalty as
non-full-rank uplink transmissions will occur. However,
if traffic is fully backlogged, all MUSE uplink transmissions will be full rank.
For sparse traffic, groups can be updated through reassignment of association IDs. Today, association IDs are
reassigned to users via the procedure of Reassociation
Request and Response. A Reassociation Request frame
is sent by a station (STA) to an AP when the STA already associated to the Extended Service Set (ESS) has
left the cell for a short duration and wants to rejoin or
when a STA wants to associate to another AP in the same
ESS [13]. The AP responds to this request with an Association Response frame which assigns a new Association
ID to the STA.
To update group assignments the AP can prompt the
Reassociation Request and Response procedure. The AP
being the receiver has knowledge of which users to group
to increase the probability of full-rank uplink transmissions as these have previously transmitted uplink traffic. A traffic-based group can be formed by the AP by
prompting the Reassociation Request and Response procedure to the selected users and assign these continuous
Association IDs. Optimized user selection and grouping
is a large area of study in MU-MIMO [14, 15, 16, 17]
and such techniques could be extended to MUSE.

3 Our

system performance is not limited to a maximum of 24 Mbps.
This is just an evaluation platform constraint.

7
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Figure 6: Experimental conference room setting with
evaluated locations.
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Figure 8: MUSE scalability shown by PHY throughput
as number of users increase.

Multiplexing Gains and Scalability

MUSE targets a linear scaling increase that matches
the number of simultaneous uplink transmissions to the
number of receiver antennas at the AP. Multiplexing
gains and scaling are limited by inter-stream interference
and channel-correlation between the users. In this section we evaluate the ability of MUSE’s Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping matrix and Arbitrary Cyclic Shift Delay to
achieve multiplexing gains and permit linear scaling as
the number of transmitters grows.

aggregate throughput is obtained from the Packet-ErrorRate of each stream. The x-axis depicts the number of
active concurrent transmitters.
Figure 8 indicates that MUSE achieves a data rate
that linearly increases with the number of users for the
evaluated rates and scenario. In particular, the Dynamic
Orthogonal Mapping matrix and Arbitrary Cyclic Shift
Delay successfully isolate the transmitting streams for
decoding at all tested locations. Specifically, MUSE
achieves on average 197%, 290% and 395% aggregate
PHY throughput for 2 to 4 concurrent served users respectively. The error bars indicate that in some of the
tested locations, full-rank rates were achieved, whereas
the lowest rates fall within 10% of ideal full-rank PHY
performance.
The scalability shown for 24 Mbps rates in Figure 8
holds for various SNR values and data rates. We demonstrate the scalability of MUSE’s capacity for varying
SNR values in Figure 9. To calculate MUSE capacity
we use the generalized Shannon capacity formula for
M transmit antennas and N received antennas given by
C(bps/Hz) = log 2[det(IN + (ρ/M)(HH ∗ ))] [19], where
H ∗ is the conjugate transpose of H, IN is the NxN identity matrix and ρ is the average SNR. We use the channels (H) from the OTA experiments described for Figure 8 where H is measured at the receiver after applying MUSE-PHY techniques. We calculate the capacity
for each subcarrier at each transmission for SNR values
from 0 to 20 and depict the average capacity per MIMO
setting in Figure 9.
MUSE-PHY enables large multiplexing gains, however perfect linear scaling is not realized in all settings
due to some residual channel correlation. Nevertheless,
significant gains are achieved, within 4 to 6% of ideal
for 2x2, 9 to 18% of ideal for 3x3 and 13 to 27% of
ideal for 4x4. We observe for an SNR value of 20 dB,
MUSE capacity increases from 9.6 bps/Hz for a 1x1 to

Figure 7: Experimental Setup for Scalability Evaluation.
For this experiment, the system setup consists of 4 independent transmitting users and an AP receiver with 4
antennas, as depicted in Figure 7. The four transmitters
are placed at two topologies shown in Figure 7, where at
each topology 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 transmissions are performed with the AP. The topologies are chosen to represent a conference setting with users sitting next to each
other in topology 1 and spread out by one or more chairs
in setting 2. A total of 2000 packets are transmitted at
24 Mbps (16-QAM) per setting (1x1, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4),
where the number of active concurrent transmissions increases from 1 to 4.
Figure 8 shows the PHY multiplexing gains achieved
by MUSE in the evaluated scenarios. The y-axis depicts the throughput gains in percentage, where the aggregate throughput of the transmitting users is normalized by the evaluated channel PHY rate (24 Mbps). The
8
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18.45 bps/Hz for a 2x2, 26.11 bps/Hz for a 3x3 and 33.48
for a 4x4. The theoretical maximum rates for the evaluated channels range from 126 Mbps to 410 Mbps for an
SNR of 10 dB and 193 Mbps to 669 Mbps for an SNR of
20 dB.
35

In this experiment we fix the number of users to two,
and perform 2x2 uplink multi-user transmissions at 16QAM (24 Mbps) each. As shown in Figure 10, we evaluate 3 settings where we fix user 1 at a 5 m distance to the
AP and vary User 2 distance to the AP from 5 m (equal
distance to AP as user 1) to 3 m and 1 m. The distance between users is varied as User 2 is moved closer to the AP
as depicted in Figure 10. At each location all 17 aCSD
values are evaluated ranging from 0 ns to -800 ns in 50 ns
steps. Only 17 values are possible since the IEEE 802.11
standard’s Cyclic Prefix size is defined as 16 symbols resulting in a max of 800 ns aCSD.

MUSE 1x1
MUSE 2x2
MUSE 3x3
MUSE 4x4

30
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Figure 9: MUSE capacity for OTA measured channels.

100

These multiplexing gains demonstrate the scalability
of MUSE and the ability of MUSE-PHY to enable simultaneous distributed transmitters in high multipath scenarios with well-conditioned channels. MUSE-PHY techniques can achieve full-rank multiplexing gains without
need for CSIT, while not being affected by interference
or correlated channels.

4.3

Setting 1 (5m to AP, 1m to User)
Setting 2 (3m to AP, 2m to User)
Setting 3 (1m to AP, 4m to User)
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80
60
40
20
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Figure 11: Effect of aCSD values on performance and
channel correlation of distributed transmitters on three
evaluated settings.

Signal Decorrelation

Figure 11 depicts the effect varying aCSD values depicted on the x-axis have on the system performance
shown in the y-axis. System performance is represented
as a percentage where the aggregate system throughput
is normalized by the evaluated SISO rate of 24 Mbps.
The figure indicates that MUSE achieves the desired
performance of 200% PHY utilization across most aCSD
values from -100 ns to -700 ns. However, signal correlation can be observed in Setting 1 in Figure 11 where
performance drops exists for some aCSD values. From
the 3 evaluated scenarios, we observe that user channels
are more correlated at the scenario of Setting 1 where
both users are at 5 m distance to the AP. As a result,
we observe that sparse user placement of settings 2 and
3 benefits performance by providing uncorrelated channels, allowing usage of any aCSD value between 100 ns
to 700 ns.
In the presence of correlated channels as seen at close
user proximity, specific CSD values are required, as
used today in 802.11n system where transmitters are colocated. We observe a value of -400 ns is suitable at any
of the 3 evaluated settings, since -400 ns delay corresponds to a 90 degree phase shift which presents the best
results when users have highly correlated channels.

A key to achieve multiplexing gains is decorrelating
users signals via the Arbitrary Cyclic Shift Delay (aCSD)
for correct channel estimation. In contrast to co-located
use of cyclic shifts delays, MUSE distributed transmitters have diverse wireless-environment from sparse locations which lead to different signal-paths to the AP.
Here, we evaluate the effect the different aCSD settings
have on performance and signal correlation of distributed
transmitters with distinct locations. Through this evaluation we derive the effect aCSD has on performance when
transmitters are distributed in space and determine the relation aCSD has with user locations in relation to other
users and the AP.

Figure 10: Setup for aCSD Evaluation.
9
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Table 2: Aggregate PHY Throughput for varying user
grouping.

Lastly, we observe that aCSD values of 0 ns or 800 ns
which both correspond to applying no phase-shift, obtain
very low PHY throughput values that fall below SISO
rates. Low PHY throughput values for 0 ns or 800 ns
aCSD values are caused by correlated training signals
leading to erroneous channel estimation at the receiver.
However, we observe that the throughput values for these
aCSD values are not 0. This indicates that the high multipath environment provides independent channels. However in the case where the training signals are transmitted
through multiple antennas, these may result in correlated
signals leading to beamforming effects creating nulls or
signal maximum at receive antennas. We can conclude
that when aCSD is applied to the distributed transmitters,
we effectively induce multipath in the form of time delay
of the simultaneous signals which leads to signal decorrelation. The spatial sparsity of the distributed transmitters allows any aCSD value to provide the required multipath to isolate the streams for high multiplexing gains.

4.4

Grouping

1-2
1-3
1-4
2-3
2-4
3-4

Regular Topology

Irregular Topology

Dist.
(m)

Aggregate
Capacity (%)

Dist.
(m)

Aggregate
Capacity (%)

1.50
1.50
2.10
2.10
1.50
1.50

200.0
191.4
199.6
146.0
132.0
194.66

1.30
1.00
0.80
1.68
0.84
0.84

199.6
199.3
158.7
137.7
128.7
199.3

the distinct groups. We evaluate all grouping combinations in the two topologies shown in Figure 12 where 500
packet transmissions are evaluated per group combination. We evaluate a regular topology shown on the left of
Figure 12 that emulates four users in a conference room
sitting at equal distances. Additionally, we evaluate an
irregular topology shown on the right of Figure 12 where
distances between the users vary from 80 cm to 1.3 m.
Table 2 shows the aggregate throughput results per
grouping combination for evaluated typologies shown in
Figure 12. The aggregate performance results are shown
in percentage which represent the aggregate throughput
normalized by the single-stream PHY rate of 24 Mbps,
where a value of 200% represents that 2x2 full multiplexing gains (48 Mbps in our evaluation platform) are
achieved. The throughput results are obtained through
packet-error-rate from all transmitted packets.
The results indicate that in the evaluated regular topology, 4 of the 6 groupings (marked in bold) obtain 91
- 100% performance increase over MISO transmissions
and only 2 grouping combinations achieve 32-46% increase. In the evaluated irregular-topology we observe
that 3 out of 6 grouping combinations (marked in bold)
are within 1% of ideal 2x2 throughput. However, 3 out
of 6 grouping combinations of the evaluated irregular
topology obtain 28-58% percentage increase over MISO
performance. In groupings with lower gains, only one
stream shows higher packet-error-rate resulting in undecodable packet. However, because each user transmits independent data (no beamforming) the loss of one
stream does not affect the performance of the other and
thus we observe aggregate throughput values of 132 to
146% and not below 100% (MISO performance). Consequently, to reduce packet-error-rate and increase robustness and performance of ill-conditioned channels a lower
modulation is required. Existing multi-user rate adaptation solutions such as TurboRate [20] can be adapted by
MUSE to increase system performance in the case a user
experiences an ill-conditioned channel.
Additionally, we observe from the results of Table 2

User Grouping and Medium Access

MUSE MAC performs user grouping without knowledge
of channel estimates or SINR among the selected users.
MUSE grouping has minimal overhead by leveraging
Association ID to enable opportunistic medium access to
users with neighboring association IDs. Here, we evaluate random user grouping used by MUSE as compared to
perfect user selection, identified experimentally via exhaustive search.

Figure 12: Setup for Random User Grouping Evaluation.
We evaluate user grouping by performing 2x2 UL
MU-MIMO transmissions where each user transmits at
the max rate of our evaluation platform of 24 Mbps
(16-QAM). We perform an exhaustive evaluation of the
grouping combination for a pair of users in a total set of
4 users distributed in space. By evaluating all possible
user grouping combinations, i.e., 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4,
3-4, we can analyze the difference in performance from
10
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that varying distances between users does not affect performance. In both evaluated topologies we observe that
low gains are achieved by short inter-user-distance of
0.8 m and larger inter-user-distance of 2.10 m. This
observation demonstrates that in the evaluated scenario,
sub-optimal grouping is not related to the distance between users but instead is dependent on the user’s channel conditions which varies according to room placement. We conclude that multipath of the evaluated indoor scenario permits full rank multiplexing gains at
most evaluated locations without need of CSI or SINR
knowledge. Ideally, a MUSE system alternates among
groupings with well-conditioned channels such as grouping 1-2, 1-3 and 3-4 in the evaluated scenario. However, there exist locations that may encountered illconditioned channels which lead to lower multiplexing
gains. Nonetheless MUSE can be made robust to bad
grouping by smartly adapting modulation rate for a selected bad user or reassignment of Association IDs as
explained in Section 3.
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Here, we evaluate the scalability of the net system
throughput incorporating both physical layer throughput and MAC overhead. As a baseline, we also consider today’s Wi-Fi, single-user IEEE 802.11n, which in
this scenario uses a single antenna transmitter and multiantenna receiver (SIMO). In this case, sequential SIMO
transmissions are performed and the antennas at the AP
are used for receive diversity. Moreover, we compare to
uplink multi-user systems SAM [11] and Signpost [12].
We first evaluate MAC-layer overhead of MUSE,
802.11n SIMO, SAM and Signpost. The MAC overhead
for each evaluated system is given by
MUSE = BOt + ACKt + Pt + Trigt

(9)

SIMO = N ∗ (BOt + ACKt + Pt )

(10)

SIGNPOST = (N ∗ BOt ) + ACKt + Pt + SNDPA
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Throughput (Mbps)
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Figure 13: Medium Access Overhead and Throughput
Scaling.
Figure 13a depicts the MAC overhead vs. the number
of users for MUSE and the baseline systems. (SIMO is
not depicted as SIMO’s overhead rapidly increases as the
numbers of users increase as shown in Equation (10) and
alters Figure 13a’s scale.) We observe that MUSE’s overhead remains close to constant as the number of users
increases because contention is only performed once per
multiuser transmission as shown in Equation (9). Overhead slightly increases (from 119 µs to 179 µs) with rank
because the number of training symbols for channel estimation increases with the number of users. The baseline
systems’ sequential contention (N ∗ BOt ) increases linearly with N, exponential for the depicted AP antenna
numbers. Figure 13a shows baseline overhead increased
504 µs from 8 to 16 users, meanwhile MUSE overhead
remains close to constant increasing only 32 µs from 8 to
16 users. Thus, even though MUSE overhead is greater

(11)
(12)

where N is the number of served clients, BOt is the
mean backoff time of 7 slots (minimum contention, 15
slots, window divided by 2), ACKt is the ack time and
Pt is the signal preamble time. In the expression for
MUSE’s overhead given by Equation (9), Trigt represents the overhead time for the triggering packet sent
by the contention-winning user to enable the multi-user
transmission. Further, all baseline systems employ sequential contention for each group member of the multiuser transmission, this is shown by (N ∗ BOt ) in Equations (11) and (12). Additionally, Signpost includes a
sounding packet (NDPA) of 7.4 µs for signpost calculation.
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for a small number of users, it remains close to constant
leading to the best scaling with user population.
Second, we compare MAC throughput of MUSE with
IEEE 802.11n SIMO, SAM and Signpost. All systems
are simulated with 100 OFDM symbol packets with 6
bits per symbol for a 20 MHz channel, resulting in data
rate of 54 Mbps with no transmit collisions (0 PacketError-rate). Figure 13b depicts MUSE throughput linear increase, e.g. MUSE throughput increases from
140 Mbps for 4 concurrent users to 513 Mbps for 16
users. However, throughput of baseline systems does
not increase linearly as MUSE, e.g., for 8 users baseline
throughput is 158.8 Mbps and only increases by 50 Mbps
(1/3) when doubling the number of users. Throughput scalability of baseline systems is limited by increasing overhead (shown in Figure 13a). Finally, MUSE’s
marginal gains over baseline increases with rank: with a
low number of users (1-2), MUSE performance is equal
or slightly worse than baseline. However, as the number of users increases, MUSE’s gains over the baseline
escalate where we observe gains of 2.5x for 16 antenna
APs compared to the multi-user baseline. This evaluation demonstrates the importance of constant overhead
in scaling multi-user uplink medium access.

fails to achieve MUSE’s scaling goal for uplink multiuser transmission.
Multi-User Uplink. There is limited prior work on
distributed multi-user uplink WLANs and to date it is
neither standardized nor commercialized for WLANs.
Existing WLAN uplink multi-user solutions [12, 11,
21] enable multiplexing through sequential contention
for each group member. However, sequential contention incurs control overhead (training and contention)
that increases linearly with group size. In contrast,
MUSE-MAC scalable grouping eliminates the need for a
group-selection control procedure via a single contention
(fixed-overhead).
In aforementioned solutions stream isolation is
achieved in three different ways: by CSI based prealigned orthogonal directions in [12], successive interference cancellation and staggered preambles in [11]
and interference alignment and cancellation [22] in [21].
In contrast, MUSE-PHY enables full-rank multiplexing
with standard compliant channel estimation from all distributed users, with temporally overlapped preambles for
an arbitrary number of users.

5

In this paper we introduce MUSE, the first system to
achieve full-rank uplink multi-user capacity in a fully
distributed and scalable manner without a control channel. In MUSE, no control messages are used for channel estimation, CSI feedback and channel-based user
selection. We design MUSE-PHY which decorrelates
users’ signals through Arbitrary Cyclic Shift Delays, enables preamble-based clean channel estimation at the receiver with the Dynamic Orthogonal Mapping matrix
and adapts to variable traffic demand of distributed transmitters. We design a fixed-overhead scalable MUSEMAC that enables a multi-user multi-stream transmission through a single medium access contention. MUSEMAC attaches a random set of additional users to the
winning-user and assures the rank of the group equals the
number of antennas at the AP. Our experiments demonstrate full-rank multiplexing gains in the evaluated scenarios that show linear gains as the number of users increase. Our experimental results show an average PHY
capacity utilization of 197%, 290% and 395% for 2 to
4 concurrent users respectively with evaluated rates and
maintain constant overhead as the number of users increases.

6

Prior Work

MUSE is the first PHY and MAC system that enables
scalable full-rank uplink multi-user multiplexing without
requiring a control channel. Here, we contrast MUSE to
prior work in both downlink and uplink multi-user transmission.
Multi-User Downlink. There is a vast body of theoretical [3] and experimental [1, 2, 4, 5] research that
demonstrates the multiplexing gains available in downlink multi-user MIMO. Moreover, downlink multi-user
WLAN transmission was standardized in 2014 in IEEE
802.11ac [7]. In both research and commercial systems,
Transmit beamforming (TxBF) is used to uncorrelate
users’ channels and serve multiple users simultaneously.
TxBF uses CSIT to form weight vectors that isolate the
data streams of the different users.
In contrast to downlink multi-user transmission where
data is sourced from a single AP, uplink multi-user data
is sent from multiple devices that are independent and
spatially distributed. Distributed transmitters have independent clocks that cause channel estimation to become
stale or obsolete as their phases drift differently and independently. In TxBF all the space-time streams are
combined and multiplied by a matrix of steering vectors
to produce the input to the transmit chains. However,
distributed transmitters have no control channel among
them which prohibits the stream combination in TxBF.
Further, CSI overhead increases linearly with rank which

7

Conclusions
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Abstract
Due to high directionality and small wavelengths, 60 GHz
links are highly vulnerable to human blockage. To overcome blockage, 60 GHz radios can use a phased-array
antenna to search for and switch to unblocked beam directions. However, these techniques are reactive, and
only trigger after the blockage has occurred, and hence,
they take time to recover the link. In this paper, we
propose BeamSpy, that can instantaneously predict the
quality of 60 GHz beams, even under blockage, without the costly beam searching. BeamSpy captures unique
spatial and blockage-invariant correlation among beams
through a novel prediction model, exploiting which we
can immediately select the best alternative beam direction whenever the current beam’s quality degrades. We
apply BeamSpy to a run-time fast beam adaptation protocol, and a blockage-risk assessment scheme that can
guide blockage-resilient link deployment. Our experiments on a reconfigurable 60 GHz platform demonstrate
the effectiveness of BeamSpy’s prediction framework,
and its usefulness in enabling robust 60 GHz links.

1.

Introduction

The 60 GHz millimeter-wave (mmWave) band, with
up to 7 GHz of unlicensed spectrum, offers the foundation for a new wave of applications, such as uncompressed video streaming, instant file sync, wireless datacenters and wireless fiber-to-home access. Demand for
such data-hungry applications, together with worldwide
availability of the 60 GHz band, have fueled multiple
standardizations, e.g., IEEE 802.11ad [1], 802.15.3c [2]
and ECMA-387 [3]. A similar paradigm has been advocated by industry to realize next-generation multi-Gbps
cellular networks [4].
To counteract strong signal attenuation, a pair of 60
GHz transceivers can establish a link by forming highly
directional beams using phased-array antennas. However, the pseudo-optical nature of a beam renders it extremely sensitive to blockage, especially in indoor deployments with heavy human activity [5]. Existing 60
GHz network standards have built in a counter-measure
— a phased-array antenna can electronically switch between a prescribed set of beam directions, and bounce the
signals off opportunistic reflectors, and thus detouring
the blockage. But two new challenges emerge. (1) Runtime overhead. Searching for alternative Tx/Rx beam directions involves a tedious scanning and signaling proce-
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dure. The overhead grows almost quadratically with the
number of beam directions. Since a 60 GHz phased array
typically generates tens to hundreds of beams, the overhead can easily overwhelm the precious channel time of
a multi-Gbps link [6, 7]. (2) Lack of outage prevention.
Beam searching/switching can only react after blockage
occurs, which may have already caused detrimental effect on application and transport layer protocols.
In this paper, we propose BeamSpy to meet the above
challenges. BeamSpy can predict the quality of alternative beams by only inspecting the channel response of
the current beam used by the receiver. BeamSpy’s prediction mechanism leverages two fundamental properties
of 60 GHz links: (1) Channel sparsity: no matter how
many beam directions are available, the transmitter can
only reach the receiver via a small set of dominating signal paths [7–10]. (2) Spatial correlation: the channels
formed by different pairs of beams are often correlated,
and the correlation remain unaffected by blockage, according to our measurement study (Sec. 3).
BeamSpy’s prediction framework is model-driven. It
exploits channel sparsity and models the channel between
the transmitter and receiver using only a discrete set of
signal paths, a set that we refer to as path skeleton. Furthermore, BeamSpy characterizes the spatial correlation
by modeling the way different beam directions share the
same path skeleton. The model takes into account the
joint effect of phased-array beamforming and 60 GHz
channel distortions. The modeling parameters are extracted from a one-time measurement, and invariant under blockage. Using BeamSpy, the Tx/Rx radios can instantaneously predict the best alternative beam direction
whenever the current beams’ quality drops.
BeamSpy can become a core engine for a wide range
of 60 GHz protocols involving beam searching. In this
paper, we apply BeamSpy to design two such protocols
that facilitate reliable 60 GHz networking in blockageprone indoor environment. (1) Fast beam adaptation: A
link recovery protocol that can approximate the 802.11ad
beam searching with a single implicit probing, thus evading the run-time overhead. (2) Link outage prediction. A
risk-assessment algorithm that predicts the likelihood of
link outage under blockage, thus offering guidelines for
deploying 60 GHz links in a blockage-proof way.
We validate BeamSpy on a custom-built 60 GHz radio platform [7], along with trace-driven emulator running unmodified TCP/IP and application stack. Our ex-
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perimental results demonstrate that: (1) BeamSpy’s prediction framework can effectively forecast quality of all
beams by inspecting only one, with an average RSS prediction error of 0.02 to 1.2 dB. (2) BeamSpy’s fast beam
adaptation protocol can efficiently identify the best beam
pair, if any, that can overcome human blockage. It achieves
comparable throughput performance with an oracle that
knows exact beam quality, and outperforms 802.11ad significantly in application tests. (3) At deployment time,
BeamSpy’s outage risk analysis can effectively assess
vulnerability to human blockage and recommend a redeployment when necessary.
General properties of 60 GHz channels, and the possibility of overcoming blockage via beam switching, are
already well known [7, 11–13]. The key contribution
of BeamSpy lies in a measurement-based and modeldriven framework to help combat blockage without any
extensive beam searching. In summary, our contribution
breaks down into the following three aspects,
(1) A measurement study to understand the unique
properties of 60 GHz channel that are pertinent to the
predictability of 60 GHz beamforming performance
(Sec. 3). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to perform a principled study of the blockage-invariant
spatial correlation between 60 GHz beams, which roots
in an interplay between extremely sparse 60 GHz spatial
channels and phased-array beamforming.
(2) A novel prediction framework that can capture
the spatial correlation between beams using a path
skeleton model, and can predict the performance of
different beams without explicit probing (Sec. 4). The
framework is validated through extensive experiments on
a 60 GHz testbed.
(3) Applications of the prediction framework to design robust 60 GHz indoor networks (Sec. 5). We design the first risk assessment protocol to predict the vulnerability of blockage at deployment time, and a fast
beam adaptation protocol to efficiently overcome blockage at run-time.

2.
2.1

Background & Motivation
60 GHz Channel and Impacts of Blockage

Due to smaller wavelength, a 60 GHz mmWave link
suffers from 28 dB of higher propagation loss than a
2.4 GHz WiFi link. This disadvantage is compensated
by using high-gain phased-array antenna, with multiple
antenna elements that together act as a “focusing lens”
to form highly directional RF beams. For instance, a
50×50 element phased-array can generate narrow beams
of width 3◦ , providing an antenna gain of 36 dB [7, 14].
However, directional 60 GHz beams are highly susceptible to blockage [5, 7, 15] because of small wavelength,
and hence limited ability to diffract around obstacles.
When a beam is fully blocked by human body, link bud-

get is penalized by 20 to 30 dB [5, 7]. This is in stark
contrast with directional links at lower frequencies [7].
Human movement in a room, therefore, can cause intermittent outage of 60 GHz links. Deployment in [5] observed 1% to 2% of link outage in an environment with
1 to 5 persons, and 14% to 22% with 11 to 15 persons.
The impact of link outage will be amplified at higher
network layers. At the transport layer, TCP will respond
by timing out, and may even need to re-establish connection [16]. Niche 60 GHz applications such as uncompressed video streaming may suffer from glitches and extended stalling period. Cable-replacement applications
such as wireless HDMI, PCIe, USB deem outage event
as cable-unplugging [17], and respond to it with very
high re-establishment latency. As a result, it degrades
the users’ quality-of-experience significantly.

2.2

Limitations of Beam Scanning/Searching

A 60 GHz link may overcome blockage by switching
Tx’s and Rx’s beams to form a detour path. Numerous beam-searching protocols, including the default in
802.11ad, has been proposed to search for the best beam
pair [6, 18–20] However, any beam-searching protocol
bears the following inherent limitations.
Overhead. Although dwelling on each beam direction
only takes a few µs (including the time in signal, switching, and RSS feedback), the overhead increases almost
quadratically with number of beams (48.4ms for a 16×16
phased-array antenna and 785.7ms for a 32×32 one [7]).
In addition, beam-searching are usually invoked only at
scheduled time-slots, and as such, only responds long after blockage already occurred.
Triggering threshold. Effective triggering of beam-searching
remains an open problem. A typical approach is to invoke searching once link SNR changes beyond a threshold [12]. But under such an aggressive mode, search and
switch may be triggered relentlessly throughout a blockage event, incurring substantial overhead [7]. Under a
conservative mode, the device defers searching until link
outage occurs. It then switches to best available beam
pair, if any, to re-establish link. Albeit with less overhead, it may not be able to react quickly to blockage
event which leaves the link at outage state for an extended period of time. It is virtually infeasible to set
an optimal threshold which depends on elusive human
blockage pattern.
Lack of preventive mechanism. Existing beam-searching
protocols react to blockage, but do not afford any preventive mechanism to reduce the likelihood of link outage. An ideal preventive mechanism should be able to
assess if a 60 GHz link is robust (i.e., whether it can survive blockage using beam switching), and if not, suggest a re-deployment. However, such assessment is very
challenging, because the effectiveness of beam switch-
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Figure 2: (a) Distribution of correlation between cluster blockage & RSS change of all beams. (b) Conditional
distribution of correlation of RSS change of all other
beams w.r.t. strongest beam during & after blockage.
multiplied by the channel gain. For example, under the
same setup as in Fig. 1(a), Fig. 5(b) illustrates the spatial
RSS when the receiver’s phased-array is tuned to 4 different beam patterns. Note that each beam pattern may contain multiple main lobes and sidelobes, but all 4 beams
“share” the same two channel clusters. Therefore, when
obstacles block a certain angular cluster, all beams may
be affected in a correlated way.
3. Measurements and Observations
To consolidate this intuition, we examine the impact
In this section, we present four measurement observaof blockage on links using omni Tx and phased-array Rx,
tions of 60 GHz channels and phased-array beamformwith 4 to 32 different beam patterns. For each beam,
ing. These observations constitute the foundation of Beam- we measure the normalized RSS changes for different
Spy’s prediction framework. Our measurement is conblockage positions and stack them into a vector. We
ducted using a custom-built 60 GHz software radio platthen calculate the correlation coefficient between differform (detailed in Sec. 6).
ent beams’ vectors. Fig. 2(a) plots the CDF of pairwise
Observation 1 Channel sparsity: 60 GHz channels are
correlation coefficients among 30 randomly deployed links.
extremely sparse. The spatial channel response is domiAround 80% of the links showed a strong inter-beam cornated by a few paths from a few angular directions.
relation (coefficient > 0.5), indicating that the performance of many beams will change in a correlated way
The sparsity of 60 GHz channel is well known in prior
even when the blockage seems to land on one beam.
measurement studies [7, 8, 15, 22, 23], and is presented
here for completeness. Following a classical channel
Observation 3 Blockage invariant correlation: The stameasurement approach [7,8], we set up an omni-directional tistical correlation between different beams is invariant
60 GHz transmitter (Tx) in an office environment, while
to human blockage.
steering a 3◦ receiver (Rx) to resolve signal paths comIntuitively, whether two beams suffer from correlated
ing from different spatial angles. Fig. 1(a) plots an experformance loss only depends on whether they strongly
ample spatial channel profile, i.e., RSS measured along
share certain angular clusters, and the correlation should
different Angle-Of-Arrival (AOA). The AOA pattern is
not be affected by the blockage event itself. For verificaextremely sparse — despite the omni-directionality of
tion, we repeat the previous experiment by blocking only
Tx, the Rx can only receive strong signals from a few
the strongest angular cluster for each link. Meanwhile,
densely concentrated directions (referred to as angular
we measure the RSS change of all beams. After removclusters), each spanning a narrow angle. Such sparsity
ing the blockage, we repeat the measurement. Fig. 2(b)
is because mmWave signal energy tends to concentrate
plots the distribution of the correlation between the peraround the LOS path and a few NLOS paths from strong
formance change of all other beams w.r.t. the strongest
reflectors.
beam. Evidently, the spatial correlation between phasedWe have also measured 50 additional links randomly loarray beams remain unaltered irrespective of blockage
cated in 3 different sites (office, corridor and conference
events. BeamSpy essentially learns such correlation exroom). Fig. 1(b) shows that all the links have 5 or fewer
plicitly using a novel modeling framework (Sec. 4.2.1),
angular clusters, which again corroborates the sparsity.
and leverages the model to predict the best beam during
Observation 2 Spatial correlation: Given a 60 GHz phased- blockage (Sec. 4.2.2).
array with multiple beam directions, blockage of one beam Observation 4 Human blockage does not create additional significant angular clusters.
affects the performance of other beams.
60 GHz signals are well known to be aquaphobic [7,
For a phased-array receiver beam, the RSS along each
24, 25]. Therefore, when blocking a 60 GHz link, human
spatial angle equals the corresponding beam gain pattern
Figure 1: (a) Sparse channel response and strong clustering effect across different AOA. (b) Distribution of
number of strong clusters for 50 links in 3 environments.
ing highly depends on elusive environmental factors (reflectors positions, blocking positions etc. [7]). Interestingly, our experiments reveal that, maintaining proactive
“backup” beams, commonly assumed in simulation models [11–13,21], rarely helps in blockage prevention (Sec.
7). This is due to spatial correlation: multiple beams can
be blocked simultaneously, even if they seem to point in
different physical directions.
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before and during blockage.
body may absorb most of incoming signals [25], thus
partially or completely blocking certain angular cluster(s).
This effect is evident in Fig. 3. Continuing with the
prior setup, for each of the random blockages around
each link, we identify the strong clusters and plot the
PDF of the cluster number difference before and during
blockage. A blockage may or may not fully block one
cluster, evident from the result that the number of clusters
can remain unchanged for more than 90% of the cases.
However, if we condition on the cases where blockage
landed on one or more clusters, about 63% links show
1 cluster less than those before blockage. Although signals can still bounce off the body, the end effect does not
create a new strong/significant cluster.

4.

BeamSpy Prediction Framework

Driven by the above observations, BeamSpy establishes
a beam-quality prediction framework, designed for quasistationary 60 GHz links that may be occasionally displaced but frequently blocked by human movement [5].
Fig. 4 illustrates BeamSpy’s work flow. When a link is
deployed, BeamSpy leverages full-beam scanning (such
as in 802.11ad) to construct a novel path skeleton model,
and extrapolate the blockage-invariant spatial correlation
between different beams available on the Tx/Rx’s phasedarrays. Afterwards, whenever beam quality changes due
to blockage (indicated by SNR drop), BeamSpy can predict the quality of all other beams by simply measuring
the Channel Impulse Response (CIR) of the beam in use.
In what follows, we first provide a primer on how 60
GHz signals are shaped by phased-array beamforming
and channel response (Sec. 4.1), based on which we detail BeamSpy’s prediction framework (Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3).

4.1

Constructing the path skeleton at deployment time (Sec. 4.2.1)
Rx
CIR of
CIR of
beam 1

Pair-wise full beam
scanning

0.4
0

Tx

Joint Effect of Phased-array Beamforming
and Angle Dependent Channel Distortion

A phased-array can apply a vector of beamforming
weights to a set of omni-directional antenna elements to
create directional beams, for either a transmitter or a receiver. For ease of exposition, we focus on a 1-D uniformly spaced antenna array, which has N antenna elements and can generate K beam directions/patterns in
total. For the k th beam, its array-factor (gain at spatial
direction θ) is given by [24]:
N
Ak (θ) = n=1 w(n,k) · exp(j2πndcosθ/λ) (1)
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Figure 4: BeamSpy’s prediction framework.
where d is the antenna element spacing and λ the wavelength. w(n,k) is the beamforming weight applied to the
nth element when generating beam k. Each beam corresponds to one antenna gain pattern, with certain spatial
directions amplified whereas others weakened.
For sake of simplicity, suppose the transmitter is omnidirectional and receiver is a directional phased-array. When
the receiver steers towards the k th beam, its Channel Impulse Response (CIR), hk , is a joint effect of the arrayfactor in Eq. (1) and the CIR of each antenna element.
Suppose Θ is the maximum receiver aperture of each antenna elements (e.g., 360◦ for omni-directional ones) and
P is the number of paths the signals can traverse between
the transmitter and the receiver. Then, we have:
Θ  P
hk = θ=0 p=1 Ak (θ) · Γ(p) · δ(θ(p) − θ)
(2)

where Γ(p) = β(p)ejφ(p) is the channel distortion over
path p, and β(p), φ(p), θ(p) are the attenuation, phase
and AOA of signal components traversing along path p.
δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function capturing the effect
of path directions on CIR hk of k th beam.
Intuitively, the CIR hk captures the aggregated effect
of all paths that arrive at each of the antenna elements,
appropriately weighted by w(n,k) and summed together.
In practice, not only the receiver, but also the transmitter’s phased-array antenna will reshape the channel response, creating directionality effect along different spatial directions. This is equivalent to simply applying the
transmitter’s array-factor to each path in a reciprocal way.
When steered to beam k, a phased-array receiver can
employ the built-in channel-training preambles such as
in 802.11ad packets to extract the CIR value hk , which
is required in order to demodulate the packet payload [1].

4.2

Prediction Framework: Model & Algorithm

We formally define a path skeleton as the sparse set
of dominating paths that can be used to approximate the
spatial channel between a 60 GHz transmitter and receiver. Note that, the path skeleton only depends on the
channel and is independent of the beamforming weights
at Tx/Rx. However, the overarching challenge here is
that the Tx/Rx can only measure the CIR when using a
given beam, and cannot discriminate the channel distor-
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tion/blockage along each specific path. But intuitively,
since the channel is sparse, the very few number of dominating paths form a path skeleton that determines the performance of all receive beams. The core idea of BeamSpy is to “reverse-engineer” the path skeleton between
the Tx and Rx (Sec. 4.2.1) and, when blockage occurs,
estimate the blocked paths within the skeleton, and then
predict the CIR of unobserved beams based on their known
beamforming weights (Sec. 4.2.2).

4.2.1

Constructing the Path Skeleton

Fig. 4 (top) shows the one-time procedure to construct
the path skeleton. When the 60 GHz AP and clients are
deployed, BeamSpy invokes a full beam-searching procedure (such as in 802.11ad) once to capture the preblockage CIR between each pair of Tx and Rx beams.
For each Tx beam, BeamSpy uses an array of K entries
to store the CIR of the K receive beams.
Typical 60 GHz phased-array transmitters need to generate both highly directional and quasi-omni-directional
beams [1, 7]. For simplicity, we only focus on quasiomni transmit beam, whereas the receive beam can be
any k ∈ [1, K]. BeamSpy constructs a path skeleton for
each transmit beam. Simply put, the path skeleton consists of M paths arriving at receiver, which can be used to
re-model the K CIR entries. These M paths should contain majority of the spatial information of the channel to
represent the sparse set of signal clusters (Observation 1)
between the Tx and the Rx.
So, how to construct the M paths, given that the receiver can only measure the CIR of each receive beam?
BeamSpy solves this problem using a reverse-engineering
model. Following Eq. (2), the CIR of beam k (∈ [1, K])
can be represented as:
M
jφi
hrep
i=1 Ak (θi ) · ai e
k =
(3)

rep
rep 
and let H rep = hrep
1 , h2 , . . . , hK
Here, each path pi is represented by a triplet θi , ai , φi ,
denoting its angle-of-arrival, amplitude and phase.
Denote the measured CIR of the K beams as:


ms
ms
(4)
H ms = hms
1 , h2 , . . . , hK

Then, BeamSpy resolves the M paths as:

2
{p̂1 , · · · , p̂M } = argmin H ms − H rep 
{p1 ,··· ,pM }
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(5)

Said differently, BeamSpy searches for M skeleton paths
that can reproduce the measured CIR of all K beams
with minimum error. This is a non-linear least mean
square error curve fitting problem. We solve the problem
using the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) [26],
which are widely applied in non-linear inverse problems.
When M > K, the problem (5) can become underdetermined, since we are fitting a skeleton of M paths to K
measured samples. Therefore, given the receiver owns K
beams, BeamSpy uses a skeleton of M ≤ K paths to represent the channel. In practice, M ≤ K holds because
the number of strong angular clusters (paths) is typically
below 5 in 60 GHz indoor/outdoor channels [9, 22] (c.f.
Fig. 1(b)), whereas K ≥ 8 even for a small 4-element
phased-array [7]. We will further discuss about choice of
M with system-level constraints in Sec. 4.2.2. Fig. 5(a)
illustrates an example of path skeleton constructed using
4 angular CIR patterns, measured when the receiver is
tuned to 4 different beam patterns (Fig. 5(b)).

4.2.2

Predicting the Best Beam

Fig. 4 (bottom) shows BeamSpy’s run-time prediction
procedure. Specifically, given the measured CIR of current beam, BeamSpy estimates which paths within the
path skeleton are affected by blockage. It then immediately predicts the quality of all alternative beams, based
on the a priori path skeleton which captures the invariant
spatial correlation between beams.
To identify the affected paths, BeamSpy makes the following approximation, inspired by Observation 4: human blockage annihilates existing skeleton paths, but does
not create new paths. Suppose, the current receive beam
index is k, with measured CIR hobs
k . Let bi ∈ {0, 1} be
an indicator variable denoting whether the skeleton path
pi is blocked. Following Eq. (3), we can represent the
current beam’s CIR as:
M
= i=1 Ak (θi ) · bi · ai ejφi
(6)
hpred
k
where bi ·ai models path pi ’s amplitude during blockage.
Then we fit Eq. (6) to measured CIR hobs
k to estimate b̂,
the blocked/non-blocked states of all the skeleton paths:

2


− hobs
b̂ = {b̂1 , · · · , b̂M } = argmin hpred
(7)
k 
k
{b1 ,··· ,bM }

Finally, given the estimated b̂, and the pre-blockage path
skeleton (Sec. 4.2.1), BeamSpy can reconstruct the CIR
of any unobserved beam k  (k  = k):
M
jφi

(8)
hpred
i=1 Ak (θi ) · b̂i · ai e
k =
The reconstructed CIR can be straightforwardly converted
to link quality metric, like RSS or effective SNR [27],
based on which BeamSpy can identify the best beam.
Note that, the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) between current beam’s measured and reconstructed CIR,
 pred
2
h

min
− hobs
(9)
eM =
k
k
{b1 ,b2 ,··· ,bM }
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characterizes the error when BeamSpy re-models blockage using b̂. This is a salient metric, later used as a confidence level of BeamSpy’s beam quality prediction.
Handling partial blockage and run-time execution. In
practice, a path may consist of a cluster of angles, and human body may block only part of the cluster. To account
for partial blockage, we quantize the elements b̂i ∈ b̂
into Q discretized levels and by default set Q = 4, corresponding to levels {0, 13 , 23 , 1}. When multiple paths
are affected concurrently (due to either single or multiperson blockage), the prediction framework is still applicable as multiple elements in b̂ may become 0 simultaneously. The non-linear problem in (7) may be solved
using LMA, similarly to (5). However, the complexity
may be too high for run-time execution. We simplify
the solution using a look-up table approach. During the
path skeleton construction phase, we build a table of size
QM , each entry corresponding to the hpred
for a given
k
configuration of b̂. At run time, to solve the problem
(7), BeamSpy can simply look for the entry that matches
hobs
k with minimum error. To reduce the lookup time,
we empirically limit M , the number of skeleton paths,
to a maximum of 8. In practice, this empirical choice
works because the typical number of angular clusters for
60 GHz indoor/outdoor channels is well below 5 [9, 22].
We emphasize that BeamSpy needs no PHY layer modification to the 60 GHz radios. It requires only channel
response for each receive beam direction. Today’s WiFi
drivers already allow access to such information [27] and
we expect this trend to continue for the 60 GHz drivers.

4.3

Operations of the Prediction Protocol

Lightweight prediction protocol. The above prediction
framework focused on predicting the best Rx beam for
a given quasi-omni Tx beam. We now describe how to
extend the framework to predict the best pair of Tx and
Rx beams. This is realized using a lightweight two-step
signaling procedure illustrated in Fig. 6(a).
First, the AP temporarily switches to a quasi-omni antenna mode. The client measures the corresponding CIR
using its current beam, and predicts the quality of alternative beams using the above algorithm. Then, the client
feeds back the index of its new best beam direction (feedback sent via this new direction). Under the client’s new
beam direction, the AP predicts its new best beam, using
the prediction algorithm in a reciprocal way.
The two-step signaling can be sneaked into existing
MAC protocols, e.g. 802.11ad, as a background procedure. During normal data transmission, AP downgrades
to quasi-omni mode, and invoke two-step signaling just
like a normal Data-ACK exchange. BeamSpy’s prediction framework requires that the AP’s quasi-omni beam
cover its all possible fine beam directions, thus exciting
all paths they can generate. Multiple quasi-omni beams

may be invoked separately to repeat the two-step signaling and satisfy this requirement. In practice, a quasiomni beamwidth can be 60◦ to 180◦ , and 1 to 3 quasiomni beams are sufficient to meet this goal.
Two additional points are worth discussion here:
(1) BeamSpy requires that channel estimation is still feasible after blockage. This is reasonable because channel
training preamble is much more robust than data payload.
For exmaple, 802.11ad uses a training sequence with a
spreading factor of 128. Thus, channel estimation is still
feasible even if link SNR is 21 dB (10 log10 (128)) lower
than the minimum SNR needed to demodulate data.
(2) In the second signalling step, even if channel estimation is feasible, the client may fail to convey its best
beam index to AP, i.e., the signaling packet may be lost
and AP times out. However, as long as the AP can extract
the client→AP CIR, it can recover the index as follows.
It can search through each path skeleton corresponding
to each of the client’s Tx beams, and apply a minimum
Euclidean distance metric to infer the client’s best beam
index j. Then, it applies BeamSpy’s prediction algorithm
as if j is directly fed back by the client.
In practice, BeamSpy’s signaling failure rarely occurs,
because it can employ a fast beam adaptation protocol
(Sec. 5.1) to ensure the link migrates to the best alternative beam pair before the current one is fully blocked.
Refreshing path skeleton. After its initial construction,
the path skeleton is refreshed on demand. BeamSpy can
instantaneously detect staleness of the path skeleton using the confidence level parameter eM (Eq. (9)). It reruns the path skeleton construction (Sec. 4.2.1) if the eM
drifts from its initial value beyond a threshold (default to
20%). We note that the triplet θi , ai , φi that characterize
each path pi are only affected by link distance, Tx/Rx
orientation and strong reflectors in the environment. Human movement does not affect the parameters, because
the effect is mostly weakening/blocking the paths, not
creating new skeleton paths (Observation 4). Strong indoor reflectors (e.g. concrete walls, large metal furnitures
etc.) are typically not changed frequently. So BeamSpy
only needs to refresh the path skeleton at a very coarse
time scale. We will evaluate the impact of environment
change on the path skeleton update in Sec. 7.

5.

Applications of BeamSpy

BeamSpy can potentially facilitate many higher layer
protocols and network management schemes. A higher
layer protocol may exploit BeamSpy-predicted RSS of
beams to jointly adapt bit-rate and beam direction. A 60
GHz mesh network may use BeamSpy to instantaneously
predict the best relay node that can help detour blockage.
Further, network planners may use BeamSpy for what-if
analysis when deploying 60 GHz links. In this section,
we explore two salient applications of BeamSpy to en-
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Fast Beam Adaptation Under Blockage
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so as to quickly recover from link outage without the
Figure 6: (a) Two-step signalling procedure (Sec. 4.3).
high-overhead beam searching [7].
(b) Radio state-transition of 802.11ad (top), and BeamAssuming the AP and client have established assoSpy’s fast beam adaptation (bottom) that augments
ciation, Fig. 6(b) illustrates the run-time state machine
802.11ad using the prediction framework.
of the link. A legacy 802.11ad link transits between 3
states: Norm, Outage, and Scan. An 802.11ad link rea re-deployment (which may be unaffordable) upon link
sponds to the blockage event by triggering beam-scanning
outage, at deployment time, the user can attempt differthat searches for the best alternative beam pair. Howent placement, orientation, or even place new reflectors,
ever, whether to use an aggressive or conservative threshuntil the risk assessment mechanism indicates a low risk.
old remains an open problem, due to a tradeoff between
Risk assessment may be realized via empirical ways.
overhead and responsiveness (Sec. 2.2). BeamSpy overFor instance, one can conduct a war-driving and blocking
comes the dilemma using its prediction framework tothe LOS to measure the likelihood of link outage. Howgether with the two-step signaling. Similar to aggressive
ever, this can be tedious and cumbersome, since blocking
mode, prediction is triggered when SNR changes. But,
different LOS positions may or may not fail a 60 GHz
instead of a full scan, BeamSpy only needs to inspect its
link with beam switching capability [7]. Alternatively,
current beam quality, execute the aforementioned predicone can run an 802.11ad full scan and check if alternation algorithm, and estimate the best alternative Tx/Rx
tive Tx/Rx beam pairs can establish link connection bebeam pair. Further, BeamSpy can help the link make an
sides the LOS beam pair. However, different beam pairs
informed decision while utilizing its prediction result.
can suffer from correlated outage when blockage occurs
Recall that, BeamSpy outputs an MMSE (eM ) of model
(Sec. 3). This is again due to spatial correlation effect
fit as confidence level of prediction (Sec. 4.2.2). Intuwhich can not be captured by empirical solutions.
itively, a higher eM indicates a larger error in estimatWith BeamSpy, we design a risk assessment mechaing the blocked/non-blocked states of path skeleton, and
nism to overcome such fundamental limitations. To capthus poor prediction accuracy. We leverage eM to make a
ture the correlated blockage effect, we define the risk of
probabilistic decision between utilizing BeamSpy’s prea link deployment as a conditional probability,
diction result and invoking an 802.11ad full-scanning.
κ = P(Link outage|Beam with highest RSS is blocked)
Specifically, we first use BeamSpy to predict the best
available beam and evaluate eM following Eq. (9). eM
Link outage occurs if no beam sustains the RSS required
is normalized w.r.t. to the current beam’s channel gain
by the lowest bit rate, even after beam switching.
2
||hobs
To evaluate the κ-factor for a given deployment, Beamk || , and the normalized value manifests how likely
BeamSpy predicts wrongly. Then, we set the probability
Spy first constructs the path skeleton and then “rehearses”
p of utilizing BeamSpy’s prediction result as p = 1 −
all possible blockage patterns over the beam with high2
(eM /||hobs
est RSS. Each blockage pattern is modeled by a quank || ). The probabilistic scheme reaps the benefit of accurate prediction, whenever possible, thus evadtized reduction of the amplitude of one or more paths
ing high overhead of beam-scanning. We will evaluate
that the highest-RSS beam traverses, and 4 quantization
link performance gain from BeamSpy’s fast beam adaplevels are used by default. Then, following Sec. 4.2.2,
tation under intermittent human blockages in Sec. 7.1.2.
BeamSpy predicts quality of all beams under each possible blockage pattern, and computes deployment risk κ
5.2 Link Outage Risk Assessment
as fraction of cases where no beam can sustain the miniBeamSpy does not guarantee a blocked link can be remum bit rate. We summarize BeamSpy’s risk assessment
covered via beam switching – such feasibility solely deprocedure in Alg. 1. The algorithm is statistical in nature.
pends on Tx/Rx placement and environmental reflectivIt does not make any assumption about the human moveity [7]. However, BeamSpy can predict how likely a link
ment pattern or the absolute RSS drop due to blockage.
deployment is to fail completely when blockage occurs.
We call this scheme risk assessment. Risk assessment
6. Testbed and Implementation
is critical when a 60 GHz link is deployed as a fixture,
e.g., from ceiling/wall to a furniture in home. Instead of
60 GHz Software-Radio Platform. To implement Beam-
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Algorithm 1 Link Outage Risk Assessment

vector q; Re-construct K beams from M modulated paths

7:
If RSS of all K beams < minimum RSS requirement
8:
CSurvival = CSurvival − 1;
9: Deployment risk, κ = 1 − (CSurvival /K · QM );

Spy and evaluate its efficacy, we use WiMi [7], a custombuilt 60 GHz software radio platform. WiMi allows programmable waveform generation and received-signal processing on a PC host. Its RF front-end operates on 57-64
GHz carrier frequencies with 10 dBm output power and
245.76 Msps baseband sampling rate.
Due to lack of COTS 60 GHz phased-array antennas,
we use a trace-driven approach to emulate channel response of a 60 GHz phased-array with a given set of
beamforming weights. The foundation of this approach
has been well established [6,28]. Simply put, it conducts
an angle-wise multiplication between the phased-array’s
antenna gain, and the spatial channel response (i.e., AOA
pattern) between the transmitter and receiver. However,
unlike the approach in [6, 28] that simulates the AOA
patterns, we follow Rappaport et al. [8] to directly measure the AOA pattern of a 60 GHz link. Specifically, we
equip WiMi with a highly directional 3◦ horn antenna,
which is steered using a programmable real-time motion
control system [29]. We measure the fine-grained AOA
trace spanning 360◦ , and then convolve it with a standard
802.11ad beamforming codebook. This emulation approach is applied to each link in our experiment, with different blockage patterns, and different phased-array sizes
that produce different number of beams. Note that, the
mechanical movement of the horn antennas are used to
resolve spatial channel and the movement itself does not
affect the channel. Since spatial channel response is obtained by testbed measurement, a real phased-array may
differ from emulated one only in its imperfect antenna
gain pattern. As a validation, we measure transmitter
beam pattern of the Wilocity 60 GHz radio [30] which
has a built-in phased-array, and compare with the emulated one. The result (Fig. 7(a)) shows a close-match
between these two. Also, we compare RSS of 15 different LOS links for both Wilocity radio (following approach in [31]) and BeamSpy-emulated. The WiMi transmitter and receiver were colocated with Wilocity for each
link. Since, Wilocity radio does not allow us to control its
beam direction, we only measure RSS of LOS strongest
beam. Fig. 7(b) shows that BeamSpy-emulated RSS distribution follows the Wilocity distribution.
Due to hardware constraint, we can only use WiMi

Wilocity
BeamSpy
emulated

13 dB

CDF

26 dB

Number of beams, M = Number of paths.

2: foreach Tx beam
3: Rx constructs path skeleton with M paths (Sec. 4.2.1);
4: Initialize quantization matrix, CM with QM entries;
5: foreach row of CM → q: [q1 , q2 , . . . , qM ]
6:
Modulate path skeleton [p1 , p2 , . . . , pM ] by quantization

1

39 dB

1: Initialize quantization level: Q = 4 ; CSurvival = K × QM . K =

Wilocity
0.8 BeamSpy emulated
0.6

0.4
0.2
0
-70 -65 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25
RSS of Strongest Beam (dBm)

Figure 7: (a) Two example beam patterns of the Wilocity
phased array [30], in comparison with the corresponding emulated beam patterns in our implementation. (b)
Distribution of RSS of LOS strongest beam in Wilocity
and BeamSpy-emulated links.
to send narrow-band (bandwidth=245.76 MHz) signals
rather than 802.11ad-compatible one (1.7 GHz). The
use of narrowband test equipment does not fundamentally affect our experimental validation, since directional
mmWave channels experience minute frequency selectivity [22]. Even under a frequency selective channel,
BeamSpy can be trivially extended by running prediction
over different subchannels separately, and synthesizing
the CIR to compute RSS across an entire band.
Finally, we implement BeamSpy’s prediction algorithm
and applications within the software radios’ PC host, on
top of an existing library that implements a virtual-clockdriven 802.11ad MAC [7]. The MAC module accurately
follows 802.11ad’s default timing parameters when enforcing packetization with preamble, beaconing, beamsearching, inter-frame spacing, ACK, etc. The receiver
measures RSS and noise floor on a per-packet basis, and
translates it into achievable bit-rate following an 802.11ad
specific rate table similar to the approaches in [7, 32].
Emulating Transport/Application Layers. We develop
an emulation framework that can replay transport and
application layer protocols, on top of fine-grained linklayer traces measured from WiMi. Our implementation
adapts the popular Dummynet emulator kernel [33]. During blockage, 60 GHz link quality (throughput and packet
delay/loss) can vary significantly at fine time scales. However, Dummynet can only configure link quality over coarse
time scales through user space commands. Besides, packet
losses can only be introduced probabilistically, which
hinders accurate link-layer trace playback. To overcome
such limitations, we augment the kernel to emulate link
quality as functions of time at a fine granularity of 1 ms.

7.
7.1

Evaluation
Micro-benchmarks

We now evaluate BeamSpy, focusing on three key performance questions: (1) How accurately can BeamSpy
predict beam quality? (2) How much performance improvement can BeamSpy bring to a 60 GHz link under
blockage? (3) How well can BeamSpy assess the risk
factor of arbitrary 60 GHz link deployment?

7.1.1

Prediction Accuracy
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8
16
32
# Available Beam

Figure 8: Accuracy of prediction. (a) Best Rx beam
under a quasi-omni Tx beam. (b) Joint best transmitreceive beam pair. Grace-n indicates the oracle best
beam lies within first (n + 1) predicted best ones.
Accuracy of beam-quality prediction. We test link pairs
deployed across 30 locations in an office. By default, a
link runs a quasi-omni-directional transmitter. A human
body statically blocks at a random position within LOS,
and a 3◦ directional receiver captures AOA trace of the
link before and during the blockage. Before blockage,
the receiver emulates phased-array beams (Sec. 6) from
the AOA trace and constructs the path skeleton (Sec. 4.2.1).
During blockage, ground-truth RSS of all beams is measured first, but when running BeamSpy, the receiver only
employs the CIR change of the single beam in use to predict the RSS of all other beams (Sec. 4.2.2).
Fig. 8(a) shows the accuracy of predicting the best
receiver beam index for 4 phased-arrays with different
sizes (i.e., different number of antenna elements, and hence
number of available beams). For a 4-beam receiver, BeamSpy’s mean prediction accuracy is well over 90%. The
prediction accuracy drops to 71% as the number of available beams increases to 16, and 60% for 32. However,
the oracle best beam still falls within the top 4 predicted
beams with high probability (73% to 100%). We have
also tested BeamSpy’s two-way signaling protocol, applicable when both the Tx and Rx use directional phasedarrays (Sec. 4.3). The results (Fig. 8(b)) show a similar
level of accuracy as in predicting the best Rx beam.
The imperfectness in BeamSpy’s prediction stems from
two factors: (1) The entire spatial channel response is
represented by only few strong paths, which induces errors as the number of beams increase; (2) Approximating
blockage impacts using quantized ampltitude degdration.
Despite this imperfectness, BeamSpy can substantially
improve link robustness by acting as a meta-protocol for
fast beam adaptation (Sec. 7.1.2), and as a risk assessment mechanism to guide link deployment (Sec. 7.1.3).
In practice, beam index matters less than quality of the
beam BeamSpy predicts. Fig. 9(a) shows the absolute
RSS difference between the predicted-best and oraclebest beam, which has a mean error of only 1.2 dB and
max. 5 dB even for a 16-beam receiver. This implies that
even when BeamSpy predicts wrong best-beam index, the
one it predicts does not have significant RSS difference
from the oracle best. Further, Fig. 9(b) plots the CDF
of difference between the predicted RSS and measured
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Figure 10: (a) Correlation between prediction accuracy
and eM metric. (b) Throughput for 10 s. random walking
and blockages. Best Beam Index (BBI) for Rx is shown.
RSS, focusing on the best beam BeamSpy selects. We
see that the 93-percentile error stays well within ±4 dB,
and median is below 0.8 dB even for the 16-beam case.
Confidence level of BeamSpy’s prediction. We evaluate whether the eM metric in Eq. (9) can effectively indicate the prediction accuracy. We leverage the previous
setup and for each blockage case, calculate BeamSpy’s
prediction accuracy (in finding the best beam), while keeping track of eM . Then, for each link, we find the correlation coefficient between the measured prediction accuracy and the eM metric. Fig. 10(a) shows the CDF of
correlation result across all links. We observe that for
more than 90% of links (with 8 beams), the average correlation is greater than 0.5, Thus, the eM metric can indeed be used effectively as a confidence level indicator
during BeamSpy’s prediction. A closer look to the rest
10% of the links indicates that their performance went
below the lowest modulation level under blocakge, and
hence almost all beams perform similarly.
Effect of blockage position. We evaluate the prediction accuracy for different blockage positions for 20 link
pairs. We setup the links with around 5m distance and
block them at 10 approximately equal-spaced positions.
Fig. 11(a) showcases the result as the position moves
from near-Tx to near-Rx. A blockage close to either
Tx or Rx blocks all the angular clusters which renders
all beams’ RSS to drop close to noise level. BeamSpy
shows relatively lower prediction accuracy there, simply
because all beams perform equally poorly. In all other
cases, BeamSpy shows a high prediction accuracy consistent with our first micro-benchmark. We will evaluate the overall effect of random blockages on BeamSpy’s
link-layer performance in Sec. 7.1.2.
Effect of quantization. Recall BeamSpy employs a quantized look-up table to model the effect of blockage (Sec.
4.2.2). Finer quantization helps capture nuances of real
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Figure 13: Throughput distribution of random walking
and blockages in office environment.
blockage effect, but increases the look-up table size and
computation overhead. Fig. 11(b) illustrates this tradeoff using a 16-beam receiver as example. BeamSpy’s
prediction framework runs on a desktop PC with 2.6 GHz
CPU. With a small table, average prediction error is around
29% and prediction overhead is less than 40µs. As table size grows, the overhead grows proportionally, but
the prediction error quickly drops below 20%. We believe a full-fledged optimized firmware/hardware implementation can help minimize BeamSpy’s overhead while
maintaining its accuracy.
Temporal stability of path skeleton. We now evaluate
BeamSpy’s path skeleton refreshment (Sec. 4.3) by generating a set of controlled events around the link. Fig.
12(a) shows an example of how the prediction accuracy
varies over time when different events occur simultaneously with human blockages. Further, Fig. 12(b) quantifies the correlation between BeamSpy’s skeleton updates and the event types. Device displacement (mean
angular displacement of 10◦ ) or adding a new reflector
usually triggers skeleton updates, since they may add
new paths into the path skeleton. Small changes (involving books, kettle, laptops, chairs, etc.) hardly affect the
sparse path clusters, and thus do not trigger an update
of BeamSpy’s path skeleton. Overall, we can conclude
that BeamSpy can maintain high prediction accuracy in
quasi-stationary environment. It can adapt to infrequent
displacement of the Tx/Rx or large reflectors, and is insensitive to small environmental changes.

7.1.2

Link Performance Gain from Prediction

In this section, we validate fast beam adaptation mechanism enabled by BeamSpy (Sec. 5.1). As benchmark
comparison, we use 802.11ad with two triggering schemes.
Under aggressive threshold, beam-scanning is invoked
whenever current beam’s SNR change leads to bit-rate
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Figure 14: (a) Performance scaling with different number of available beams in office environment. (b) FTP
throughput in office environment.
change; with conservative threshold, beam-scanning is
only invoked when link cannot sustain the minimum bitrate. We also compare with an oracle beam adaptation
protocol that knows the best beam with no overhead.
Fig. 10(b) showcases how one link’s throughput and
best-beam index varies during random blockages. We
see that BeamSpy’s throughput closely matches oracle.
As a more general test, we repeat this experiment across
50 links deployed in the aforementioned 3 sites. Fig. 13
shows that BeamSpy provides a mean throughput gain
of 957 Mbps and 479 Mbps (57% & 25%) over 802.11ad
with aggressive and conservative thresholds, respectively.
The correctness of the prediction model (Sec. 4.2) depends solely on channel sparsity and beam correlation,
which are independent of locations (Sec. 3). Thus, the
performance of BeamSpy remains consistently higher than
802.11ad, and close to oracle in different environments.
Fig. 14(a) shows how the link-level throughput scales
with the number of available beams. BeamSpy performs
close to the oracle with small to medium beam number,
and 13.2% lower with beam number equal to 32. In all
cases, BeamSpy outperforms the aggressive 802.11ad by
57–138% and conservative 802.11ad by 25–48%. Interestingly, due to high scanning overhead, the aggressive 802.11ad’s performance drops substantially as beam
number goes beyond 16, and much worse than the reactive/conservative approach that only responds to disconnections rather than SNR variations.

7.1.3

Performance of Outage Risk Assessment

We leverage the experimental setup in Sec. 7.1.1 to
evaluate BeamSpy’s risk assessment Alg. 1. To assess
the true blockage risk of a link deployment, we repetitively blocks the LOS of a link at random positions, and
measure the fraction of cases where no beam can support
the SNR needed for the minimum bit-rate. We compare
BeamSpy with an 802.11ad-based risk assessment [12],
which outputs “no risk” if it sees at least one additional
backup beam that can establish the link before blockage.
Fig. 15 shows the results. Each dot in the scatter plot
compares the BeamSpy-predicted risk (κp ) with the groundtruth risk (κm ). We observe that the backup-beam approach largely underestimates the risk. This effect is
amplified in a high RSS regime where many beams can
support good quality link before blockage. However, due
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to spatial correlation between beams (i.e., many of them
share an “invisible” set of skeleton paths), many of them
can be blocked together. Taking into account the spatial correlation, BeamSpy’s risk prediction shows much
closer match with the measured risk. Overall, BeamSpy’s predicted risk is slightly biased to the conservative
side (on average 14% more risk than the measured one).
However, a conservative assessment is more preferable
than a overtly optimistic one, since it urges the deployment towards a blockage-proof stage.
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Figure 16: (a) Distribution of stall durations under fixed
video bit-rate. (b) Mean achievable video bit-rate conditioned on same stalling rate.
mer has been extensively demonstrated in both shortrange indoor and long-range outdoor environment [10,
7.2 Performance in User-level Applications
(Sec. III)]. The latter is a natural consequence of phasedTo test BeamSpy on real applications, we follow the
array beamforming in sparse channels. Therefore, Beamprior setup to collect link rate traces for 50 random walkSpy’s foundation still holds in outdoor environment. We
ing/blockage near a 8-beam link, and then load the traces
leave the outdoor evaluation as future work.
into the emulator (Sec. 6). We compare BeamSpy’s fast
Asymmetric antenna patterns. In certain 60 GHz debeam adaptation with the conservative 802.11ad, which
ployment, the AP may use a larger phased-array antenna
was shown to outperform the aggressive one.
than client, thus creating asymmetric antenna patterns.
FTP. We setup an FTP server using the emulator and
We note that BeamSpy only requires each device to conclient downloads a 650 MB file. For each of the downstruct its own path skeleton to predict the alternate beam
loads, we find mean throughput while a human walks
quality. Therefore, BeamSpy is still applicable under
by randomly, and repeat 10 trials. Fig. 14(b) shows reasymmetric phased-array antennas.
sulting FTP throughput distribution, where BeamSpy’s
Handling client’s mobility. BeamSpy assumes quasimedian throughput is 147 Mbps (51%) higher than the
stationary link deployment. If the client is mobile, the
802.11ad-aggresive beam-searching.
path skeleton construction has to be done at fine time
Uncompressed Video Streaming. We set up a video
scale, which is as costly as a full beam scanning in 802.11ad.
server that transmits uncompressed video frames over
However, by using a wide beamwidth at the mobile client
the emulated network stack. The frames are captured
and running BeamSpy at a static AP, BeamSpy’s path
and directly displayed through a VLC client. The supskeleton may still hold consistently. We leave the exploported video resolution varies from uncompressed stanration of such mobile scenarios as future work.
dard definition (640 × 480) to Full-HD (1920 × 1080)
BeamSpy in multi-links. A strong interference from coat 25 fps. Fig. 16(a) shows that, under fixed Full-HD
located links may affect BeamSpy’s path skeleton conrate, 802.11ad suffers from high stalling durations during
struction process and prediction results. However, when
random human walking, and worst case stall can reach
multiple devices are served by the same AP, the skeleton
460ms. In addition, under same median stall-duration,
construction is already separated in time-domain owing
we measure mean video-rate that can be supported (Fig.
to 802.11ad’s MAC protocol. Further, the prediction step
16(b)). BeamSpy provides 1.3× improvement over 802.11ad.
is also mutually exclusive as an AP can serve only a sinIn summary, BeamSpy simultaneously boosts the video
gle device at a time. Therefore, we expect BeamSpy can
quality while reducing stallings, which can translate into
be easily extended to multi-links setup.
quality-of-experience improvement for end users.

8.

9.

Discussion

Applying BeamSpy in outdoor environment. Our experiments have focused only on indoor 60 GHz links
that are prone to human blockage. Correctness of BeamSpy’s prediction model depends solely on channel sparsity and blockage-invariant spatial correlation. The for-
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Related Work

60 GHz channel and network measurement. Using
dedicated channel sounders, existing measurement studies have recognized the unique characteristics of the mmWave
channel, especially the significant propagation loss [23]
and vulnerability to human blockage indoor [5, 7, 15].
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Figure 15: (a) Performance of BeamSpy’s risk assessment algorithm. (1) Low RSS regime (< −65 dBm), (2) Medium
RSS (−65 to −60 dBm), (3) High RSS (> −60 dBm).
Consistent with our observations of channel sparsity, Xu
et al. [8] and Sur et al. [7] showed that even if a transmitter is omni-directional, the received signals tend to
be densely concentrated on a few angular clusters. For
outdoor pico-cells, the blockage problem is less severe
because of higher AP elevation, larger transmit power allowed by regulation and longer link distance [32] (and
hence beamwidth expansion).
Efficient beam switching and channel tracking. Despite optimality, brute-force beam scanning incurs high
overhead. More efficient beam scanning methods with
approximately good performance have been proposed.
They exploit hierarchical methods to reduce search space
[6, 18, 19, 34]. 802.11ad and 802.15.3c both assimilated
the idea, and patched refinement procedures to compensate for the sub-optimality of hierarchical search.
BeamSpy exploits blockage-invariant correlation between beams, a principle that has not been leveraged in
previous works. In effect, BeamSpy’s fast beam adaptation can be integrated with these beam search protocols, in the same way as it does for 802.11ad (Sec. 5.1).
Sparse channel distortion can be represented compactly
using compressed sensing [35, 36]. A transmitter can
leverage this principle to track the spatial channel response [37]. However, such compressive tracking still
requires transmitter to scan multiple beam directions. In
contrast, BeamSpy deals with link outage due to blockage, and can track the best among all beams by only examining current beam, without brute-force rescanning.
BeamSpy is partly inspired by CSpy [38], which exploited frequency domain correlation between adjacent
WiFi channels to predict best channel without probing.
Unlike BeamSpy, CSpy can only implicitly capture frequency domain correlation through extensive training of
a machine learning model.
Surviving blockage. To overcome blockage, beam switching and reflection based methods have been proposed
and validated by simulation [11, 12]. But the simulation
ignored the practical correlation between beams/paths,
which renders the “backup” beams or paths ineffective
in practice (Sec. 7). Besides in-band beam searching,
out-of-band solutions have been explored, e.g., using a
microwave channel [39]. Indirect out-of-band sensing
methods like BBS [40] use 2.4 GHz MIMO to determine
the spatial channel. Whereas it may help narrow down
the search space, it still needs to steer across many 60

GHz beams to find the best-quality narrowest beam. This
is because the number of antenna elements in a typical
60 GHz phased-array is much larger than a WiFi array,
and thus there can be many narrow beams concentrated
within one 60 GHz sector. In addition, like all exisiting
beam searching methods, BBS is still a reactive mechanism and incapable of outage risk assessment. Alternatively, a detour path can be formed using relay nodes [14]
which suffer less from reflection loss. But the dense deployment incurs additional cost.
Directional antenna networking at lower frequencies.
Directional-antenna networking has been extensively studied for the WiFi band, main focus being MAC design in
ad-hoc networks [41–44]. More recent work advocates
indoor high-speed networking using directional AP/clients
[45,46]. Mechanically steerable antennas, and microwave
band phased-array antennas have been used [47–49] to
maintain directional connectivity with a mobile device.
Blockage barely imposes any threat for low-frequency
directional links, because of much wider beamwidth (45◦
or so), and lower penetration loss [7].
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10.

Conclusion

We have provided experimental evidence of spatial correlation between beams generated by a 60 GHz phasedarray antenna. This unique property originates from the
fact that the beams can share a sparse set of propagating signal paths. We leverage this observation to design
BeamSpy, a model-driven framework to predict the performance of multiple beams by inspecting the channel
response of a single beam. BeamSpy’s modeling parameters are initialized through measurement, and are invariant under link dynamics caused by human blockage. We
have validated the feasibility and effectiveness of BeamSpy on a 60 GHz testbed, and showcased how it enables
efficient and robust 60 GHz networking under human
blockage. We believe BeamSpy has wider implications
for 60 GHz network design than what we have explored
in this paper and can benefit a wide range of protocols
involving phased-array beamforming.
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Abstract
Measuring the flow of traffic along network paths
is crucial for many management tasks, including traffic engineering, diagnosing congestion, and mitigating
DDoS attacks. We introduce a declarative query language for efficient path-based traffic monitoring. Path
queries are specified as regular expressions over predicates on packet locations and header values, with SQLlike “groupby” constructs for aggregating results anywhere along a path. A run-time system compiles queries
into a deterministic finite automaton. The automaton’s
transition function is then partitioned, compiled into
match-action rules, and distributed over the switches.
Switches stamp packets with automaton states to track
the progress towards fulfilling a query. Only when packets satisfy a query are the packets counted, sampled, or
sent to collectors for further analysis. By processing
queries in the data plane, users “pay as they go”, as datacollection overhead is limited to exactly those packets
that satisfy the query. We implemented our system on top
of the Pyretic SDN controller and evaluated its performance on a campus topology. Our experiments indicate
that the system can enable “interactive debugging”—
compiling multiple queries in a few seconds—while fitting rules comfortably in modern switch TCAMs and the
automaton state into two bytes (e.g., a VLAN header).

1

Introduction

Effective traffic-monitoring tools are crucial for running
large networks—to track a network’s operational health,
debug performance problems when they inevitably occur, account and plan for resource use, and ensure that
the network is secure. Poor support for network monitoring and debugging can result in costly outages [5].
The network operator’s staple measurement toolkit is
well-suited to monitoring traffic at a single location (e.g.,
SNMP/RMON, NetFlow, and wireshark), or probing an
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end-to-end path at a given time (e.g., ping and traceroute). However, operators often need to ask questions
involving packets that traverse specific paths, over time:
for example, to measure the traffic matrix [19], to resolve
congestion or a DDoS attack by determining the ingress
locations directing traffic over a specific link [18, 55], to
localize a faulty device by tracking how far packets get
before being dropped, and to take corrective action when
packets evade a scrubbing device (even if transiently).
Answering such questions requires measurement tools
that can analyze packets based both on their location
and headers, attributes which may change as the packets
flow through the network. The key measurement challenge is that, in general, it is hard to determine a packet’s
upstream or downstream path or headers. Current approaches either require inferring flow statistics by “joining” traffic data with snapshots of the forwarding policy,
or answer only a small set of predetermined questions, or
collect much more data than necessary (§2).
In contrast, when operators want to measure path-level
flows in an network, they should be able to specify concise, network-wide declarative queries that are
1. independent of the forwarding policy,
2. independent of other concurrent measurements, and
3. independent of the specifics of network hardware.
The measurements themselves should be carried out by
a run-time system, that enables operators to
4. get accurate measurements directly, without having
to “infer” results by joining multiple datasets,
5. have direct control over measurement overhead, and
6. use standard match-action switch hardware [8, 34].
A Path Query Language. We have developed a query
language where users specify regular expressions over
boolean conditions on packet location and header contents. To allow concise queries over disjoint subsets of
packets, the language includes an SQL-like “groupby”
construct that aggregates query results anywhere along
a path. Different actions can be taken on a packet when
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compile time significantly with multi-stage tables. Our
system design satisfies requirements (1)-(6) outlined earlier. On an emulated Stanford network topology, our prototype can compile several queries we tested (together)
in under 10 seconds. We believe such compile times can
enable “interactive” network debugging by human operators. The amount of packet state is less than two bytes,
and fits in standard fields like VLAN or MPLS headers. Further, the emitted data plane rules—numbering
a few hundreds—fit comfortably in the TCAM available
on modern switches [8, 14, 25].

Operators/Apps
Queries

Statistics

Query compiler and runtime

Forwarding
Policy

SDN controller
Rules

Counters

Payloads

Figure 1: Path Query System.

it satisfies a query, such as incrementing counters, directing traffic to a mirroring port or controller, or sampling at
a given rate. These actions may be applied either before
or after the packets traverse the matching trajectory.

Contributions. In summary, this paper contributes:
1. the design of a query language that allows users to
identify packets traversing a given set of paths (§3),
2. an evaluation of query expressiveness and the debugging model through examples (§4),
3. a run-time system that compiles queries to dataplane rules that emulate a distributed DFA (§5),
4. a set of optimizations that reduce query compile
time by several orders of magnitude (§6), and
5. a prototype implementation and evaluation with the
Pyretic SDN controller and Open vSwitch (§7).
We have open-sourced our prototype [65] and instructions to reproduce the results are available online [46].
Our preliminary workshop paper [38] on designing
a path query system was only partly implemented, and
the compilation strategy was prohibitively expensive for
even moderately-sized networks. In this paper, we implement and evaluate a full system, and develop optimizations essential to make the system work in practice.

The Run-time System. To implement a path query, the
run-time system programs the switches to record path
information in each packet as it flows through the data
plane. While prior approaches have tracked packet paths
this way [28, 49, 55], a naive encoding of every detail of
the path—location and headers—would incur significant
overheads. For example, encoding a packet’s source and
destination MAC addresses, and connection 5-tuple (24
bytes) at each hop incurs more than a 10% space overhead on a 1500-byte packet, if the packet takes six hops.
Instead, we customize packet path information to the
input queries. More specifically, the run-time system
compiles queries into a deterministic finite automaton
(DFA), whose implementation is then distributed across
the switches. The state of the DFA is stored in each
packet as updated as it traverses the network. Upon receiving a packet, the switch reads the current DFA state,
checks conditions implied by the query, writes a new
DFA state on to the packet, executes actions associated
with forwarding policy, and sends the packet on its way.
Further, if a packet reaches an accepting state of the DFA,
the actions associated with the accepting state are triggered. Hence, if the action associated with an accepting
state is to send the packet to a collector, only packets actually matching a query are ever sent to a collector.
The mechanism we propose has an attractive “pay for
what you query” cost model. Intuitively, our technique
acts as an application-specific compression scheme for
packet content and paths: rather than coding every detail
of the packet trajectory, only the information necessary
to answer queries is represented in the automaton state.
When a packet hits an accepting state, all user-requested
information about the packet path can be reconstructed.

2

Design of Path Measurement

How do we know which path a packet took through the
network? How do we collect or count all packets going
through a specific path? A number of prior approaches
[1,16,23,30,31,49,55,59,64,73,75] aim to answer these
questions, but fall short of our requirements.

2.1

Existing Approaches

Policy checking. Approaches like header space analysis [30] and VeriFlow [31] can predict the packets that
could satisfy certain conditions (e.g., reachability) according to the network’s control-plane policy. However,
actual data-plane behavior can be different due to congestion, faults, and switch misconfigurations.

Prototype Implementation and Evaluation. We have
implemented a prototype of our query system on the
Pyretic SDN controller [36] with the NetKAT compiler
[58]. Our compilation algorithms generate rules both for
single and multi-stage match-action tables (e.g., OpenFlow [34], [8]), and we implemented several compiler
optimizations that reduce rule-space overhead and query

‘Out-of-band’ path measurement. These techniques
collect observations of packets from network devices,
and infer path properties of interest—for example, from
independent packet samples (NetFlow [1], [52]), trajectory labels [16], postcards [23], or matched and mirrored
2
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ets. This is not a fundamental limitation (e.g., some vendors may expose hash functions), but a pragmatic one.
(vi) High data collection overhead: Since both upstream and downstream trajectory inference is inaccurate, we are left with the option of collecting packets
or digests at every hop [23, 59]. However, running taps
at every point in the network and collecting all traffic
is infeasible due to the bandwidth and data collection
overheads. Even targeted data collection using wireshark [68] or match-and-mirror solutions [69, 75] cannot sustain the bandwidth overheads to collect all traffic affected by a problem. Sampling the packets at low
rates [16] would make such overheads manageable, but
at the expense of losing visibility into the (majority) unsampled traffic. This lack of visibility hurts badly when
diagnosing problems for specific traffic (e.g., a specific
customer’s TCP connections) that the sampling missed.
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Figure 2: Overheads are limited to traffic matching a query.

packets (wireshark [68], Gigascope [13], [69, 75]). Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine the full path of a
single packet through observations spread out in space
and time correctly and efficiently, for the reasons below.
(i) Dynamic forwarding policies: A simple way to
get path measurements is to capture traffic entering a
network (e.g., NetFlow [1]) and use the routing tables
to estimate the paths the traffic would take. However, packet forwarding changes often due to topology
changes, failover mechanisms (e.g., MPLS fast re-route),
and traffic engineering. Further, today’s devices do
not provide the timestamps at which the forwarding tables were updated, so it is difficult to reconcile packetforwarding state with collected traffic data.
(ii) Packets dropped in flight: It is tricky to estimate
actual packet trajectories even when packet forwarding is
static. Packets may be dropped downstream from where
they are observed, e.g., due to congestion or faulty equipment, so it is difficult to know if a packet actually completed its inferred downstream trajectory.
(iii) Ambiguous upstream path: The alternative of observing traffic deeper in a network, on internal links of
interest, cannot always tell where the traffic entered. For
example, packets with identical header fields may arrive
at multiple ingress points, e.g., when packet headers are
spoofed as in a DDoS attack, or when two ISPs peer
at multiple points. Such packets would follow different
paths eventually merging on the same downstream interface: disambiguating them at that point is impossible.
(iv) Packets modified in flight: Compounding the difficulty, network devices may modify the header fields of
packets in flight, e.g., NAT. “Inverting” packet modifications to compute the upstream trajectory is inherently
ambiguous, as the upstream packet could have contained
arbitrary values on the rewritten fields. Computing all
possibilities is computationally difficult [74]. Further,
packet modifications thwart schemes like trajectory sampling [16] that hash on header fields to sample a packet
at each hop on its path.
(v) Opaque multi-path routing: Switch features like
equal cost multi-path (ECMP) routing are currently implemented through hardware hash functions which are
closed source and vendor-specific. This confounds techniques that attempt to infer downstream paths for pack-

‘In-band’ path measurement: These approaches tag
packets with metadata to enable switches to directly identify packet paths [28,32,38,55,64,73]. However, current
approaches have multiple drawbacks:
(vii) Limited expressiveness: IP record route [49],
traceback [55] and path tracing [64, 73] can identify the
network interfaces traversed by packets. However, operators also care about packet headers, including modifications to header fields in flight—e.g., to localize a switch
that violates a network slice isolation property [30]. Further, the accuracy and overhead of these approaches cannot be customized to requirement: traceback can only
accurately record a few waypoints, while path tracing always incurs tag space to record the entire path.
(viii) Strong assumptions: Current approaches require
strong assumptions: e.g., symmetric topology [64], no
loops [64, 73], stable paths to a destination [55], or requiring that packets reach the end hosts [28, 32]. Unfortunately, an operator may be debugging the network
exactly when such conditions do not hold.

2.2

Our Approach

We design an accurate “in-band” path measurement system without the limitations of the prior solutions. A runtime system compiles modular, declarative path queries
along with the network’s forwarding policy (specified
and changing independently), generating the switchlevel rules that process exactly the packets matching the
queries, in operator-specified ways—e.g., counting, sampling, and mirroring. Hence, our system satisfies requirements (1)-(6) laid out in §1. Further, since the emitted
data-plane rules process packets at every hop, our system overcomes problems (i), (ii), (iii), and (v) in §2.1.
Identifying packet paths “in-band” with packet state untouched by regular forwarding actions removes ambiguities from packet modification (iv), and avoids unneces3
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happens during network address translation, for instance.
When the system recognizes that a packet has satisfied a
query, any user-specified action may be applied to that
packet. Fig. 3 shows the syntax of the language. In what
follows, we explain the details via examples.

field ::= location | header
location ::= switch | inport | outport
header ::= srcmac | dstmac | srcip | dstip | ...
pred ::= true | false | field=value
| pred & pred | (pred | pred) | ∼pred
| ingress() | egress()
atom ::= in_atom(pred) | out_atom(pred)
| in_out_atom(pred, pred)
| in_group(pred, [header])
| out_group(pred, [header])
| in_out_group(pred, [header],
pred, [header])
path ::= atom | path ˆ path | (path | path)
| path* | path & path | ∼path

Packet Predicates and Simple Atoms. One of the basic
building blocks in a path query is a boolean predicate
(pred) that matches a packet at a single location. Predicates may match on standard header fields, such as:
srcip=10.0.0.1 & dstip=10.0.0.2

as well as the packet’s location (a switch and interface).
The predicates true and false match all packets, and
no packets, respectively. Conjunction (&), disjunction
(|), and negation (∼) are standard. The language also
provides syntactic sugar for predicates that depend on
topology, such as ingress(), which matches all packets that enter the network at some ingress interface, i.e.,
an interface attached to a host or a device in another administrative domain. Similarly, egress() matches all
packets that exit the network at some egress interface.
Atoms further refine the meaning of predicates, and
form the “alphabet” for the language of path queries. The
simplest kind of atom is an in_atom that tests a packet
as it enters a switch (i.e., before forwarding actions).
Analogously, an out_atom tests a packet as it leaves the
switch (i.e., after forwarding actions). The set of packets
matching a given predicate at switch entry and exit may
be different from each other, since a switch may rewrite
packet headers, multicast through several ports, or drop
the packet entirely. For example, to capture all packets
that enter a device S1 with a destination IP address (say
192.168.1.10), we write:

Figure 3: Syntax of path queries.

sary collection overheads (vi). Finally, our query language and implementation allow waypoint and headerbased path specification (vii) and do not require strong
operational assumptions to hold (viii).
As a demonstration of our query system, Fig. 2 shows
that only those packets evading a firewall switch in the
network core are collected at the network egress, on an
emulated Stanford campus topology [2]. In comparison,
common alternatives like wireshark will need to collect
all network traffic to reliably catch such packets.
Our system must overcome the challenges below.
(i) Resource constraints: The space to carry packet
trajectory metadata is limited, as packets must fit within
the network’s MTU. Further, switch rule-table space is
limited [14], so the system should generate a compact
set of packet-processing rules. Finally, to be usable for
operator problem diagnosis, the system should compile
queries in an acceptable amount of time.
(ii) Interactions between multiple measurement and
forwarding rules: Switches must identify packets on all
operator-specified paths—with some packets possibly on
multiple queried paths simultaneously. The switch rules
that match and modify packet trajectory metadata should
not affect regular packet forwarding in the network, even
when operators specify that packets matching the queries
be handled differently than the regular traffic.
Practically, our query system is complementary to
other measurement tools which are “always on” at low
overheads [1, 52, 75]—as opposed to completely replacing those tools. Instead, our query system enables operators to focus their attention and the network’s limited
resources on clearly-articulated tasks during-the-fact.

3

in_atom(switch=S1 & dstip=192.168.1.10)

It is also possible to combine those ideas, testing
packet properties on both “sides” of a switch. More
specifically, the in_out_atom tests one predicate as a
packet enters a switch, and another as the packet exits it. For example, to capture all packets that enter a NAT switch with the virtual destination IP address 192.168.1.10 and exit with a private IP address
10.0.1.10, we would write:
in_out_atom(switch=NAT & dstip=192.168.1.10,
dstip=10.0.1.10)

Partitioning and Indexing Sets of Packets. It is often
useful to specify groups of related packets concisely in
one query. We introduce group atoms—akin to SQL
groupby clauses—that aggregate results by packet location or header field. These group atoms provide a concise notation for partitioning a set of packets that match
a predicate in to subsets based on the value of a particular packet attribute. More specifically, in_group(pred,

Path Query Language

A path query identifies the set of packets with particular
header values and that traverse particular locations. Such
queries can identify packets with changing headers, as
4
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Example
Query code
A simple path in_atom(switch=S1) ˆ in_atom(switch=S4)
Slice isolation true* ˆ (in_out_atom(slice1, slice2) |
in_out_atom(slice2, slice1))
Firewall
in_atom(ingress()) ˆ (in_atom(∼switch=FW))*
evasion
ˆ out_atom(egress())
DDoS sources in_group(ingress(), [switch]) ˆ true*
ˆ out_atom(egress(), switch=vic)
Switch-level
in_group(ingress(), [switch]) ˆ true*
traffic matrix ˆ out_group(egress(), [switch])
Congested link in_group(ingress(), [switch]) ˆ true*
diagnosis
ˆ out_atom(switch=sc) ˆ in_atom(switch=dc)
ˆ true* ˆ out_group(egress(), [switch])
Port-to-port
in_out_group(switch=s, true,
traffic matrix
[inport], [outport])
Packet loss
in_atom(srcip=H1) ˆ in_group(true, [switch]) ˆ
localization
in_group(true, [switch]) ˆ out_atom(dstip=H2)

Description
Packets going from switch S1 to S4 in the network.
Packets going from network slice slice 1 to
slice2, or vice versa, when crossing a switch.
Catch packets evading a firewall device FW when
moving from any network ingress to egress interface.
Determine traffic contribution by volume from all
ingress switches reaching a DDoS victim switch vic.
Count packets from any ingress to any egress switch,
with results grouped by (ingress, egress) switch pair.
Determine flows (switch sources → sinks) utilizing a
congested link (from switch sc to switch dc), to help
reroute traffic around the congested link.
Count traffic flowing between any two ports of switch s,
grouping the results by the ingress and egress interface.
Localize packet loss by measuring per-path traffic flow
along each 4-hop path between hosts H1 and H2.

Table 1: Some example path query applications. Further examples can be found in an extended version [39].

[h1,h2,...,hn]) collects packets that match the predicate pred at switch ingress, and then divides those
packets into separate sets, one for each combination
of the values of the headers h1, h2, ..., hn. The
out_group atom is similar. For example,

Table 1 presents several useful queries that illustrate
the utility of our system. Path queries enable novel capabilities (e.g., localizing packet loss using just a few
queries), significantly reduce operator labor (e.g., measuring an accurate switch-level traffic matrix), and check
policy invariants (e.g., slice isolation) in the data plane.

in_group(switch=10, [inport])

Query Actions. An application can specify what to do
with packets that match a query. For example, packets
can be counted (e.g., on switch counters), be sent out a
specific port (e.g., towards a collector), sent to the SDN
controller, or extracted from sampling mechanisms (e.g.,
sFlow). Below, we show Pyretic sample code for various use cases. Suppose that p is a path query defined
according to the language (Fig. 3). Packets can be sent
to abstract locations that “store” packets, called buckets.
There are three types of buckets: count buckets, packet
buckets, and sampling buckets. A count bucket is an abstraction that allows the application to count the packets
going into it. Packets are not literally forwarded and held
in controller data structures. In fact, the information content is stored in counters on switches. Below we illustrate
the simplicity of the programming model.

captures all packets that enter switch 10, and organizes
them into sets according to the value of the inport field.
Such a groupby query is equivalent to writing a series of
queries, one per inport. The path query system conveniently expands groupbys for the user and manages all
the results, returning a table indexed by inport.
The in_out_group atom generalizes both the
in_group and the out_group. For example,
in_out_group(switch=2, [inport], true, [outport])

captures all packets that enter switch=2, and exit it (i.e.,
not dropped), and groups the results by the combination
of input and output ports. This single query is shorthand for an in_out_atom for each pair of ports i, j
on switch 2, e.g., to compute a port-level traffic matrix.
Querying Paths. Full paths through a network may be
described by combining atoms using the regular path
combinators: concatenation (ˆ), alternation (|), repetition (∗), intersection (&), and negation (∼). The most
interesting combinator is concatenation: Given two path
queries p1 and p2, the query p1 ˆ p2 specifies a path
that satisfies p1, takes a hop to the next switch, and then
satisfies p2 from that point on. The interpretation of
the other operators is natural: p1 | p2 specifies paths
that satisfy either p1 or p2; p1* specifies paths that are
zero or more repetitions of paths satisfying p1; p1 & p2
specifies paths that satisfy both p1 and p2, and ∼p1 specifies paths that do not satisfy p1.

cb = count_bucket()
cb.register(f)
p.set_bucket(cb)
...
cb.pull_stats()

//
//
//
//
//

create count bucket
process counts by callback f
direct packets matching p
into bucket cb
get counters from switches

Packets can be sent to the controller, using the packet
buckets and an equally straightforward programming idiom. Similarly, packets can also be sampled using technologies like NetFlow [1] or sFlow [3] on switches.
In general, an application can ask packets matching
path queries to be processed by an arbitrary NetKAT policy, i.e., any forwarding policy that is a mathematical
5
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Figure 4: Query Capture Locations.

function from a packet to a set of packets [4,36]. The output packet set can be empty (e.g., for dropped packets),
or contain multiple packets (e.g., for multicasted packets). For instance, packets matching a path query p can
be forwarded out a specific mirroring port mp:

Figure 5: An example debugging scenario (§4).

from the end hosts’ networking stack [62, 70] is difficult
in virtualized environments. Coarse-grained packet sampling (NetFlow [1], [16]) may miss collecting the traffic relevant to diagnosis, i.e., A and B traffic. Interfacelevel counters from the device may mask the problem entirely, as the issue occurs with just one portion of the traffic. It is possible to run wireshark [68] on switch CPUs;
however this can easily impact switch performance and
is very restrictive in its application [12]. Network operators may instead mirror a problematic subset of the
traffic in the data plane through ACLs, i.e., “match and
mirror” [75]. However, this process is tedious and errorprone. The new monitoring rules must incorporate the
results of packet modification in flight (e.g., NATs and
load balancers [45]), and touch several devices because
of multi-path forwarding. The new rules must also be
reconciled with overlapping existing rules to avoid disruption of regular packet forwarding. Ultimately, mirroring will incur large bandwidth and data collection overheads, corresponding to all mirrored traffic.
In contrast, we show the ease with which a declarative
query language and run-time system allow an operator to
determine the root cause of the performance problem. In
fact, the operator can perform efficient diagnosis using
just switch counters—without mirroring any packets.
As a first step, the operator determines whether the end
host or the network is problematic, by issuing a query
counting all traffic that enters the network from A destined to B. She writes the query p1 below:

p.set_policy(fwd(mp)) // forward out mirror port

An arbitrarily complex Pyretic policy pol can be used
instead of fwd above by writing p.set_policy(pol).
Query Capture Locations. The operator can specify
where along a path to capture a packet that satisfies
a query: either downstream—after it has traversed a
queried trajectory, upstream—right as it enters the network, or spliced—somewhere in the middle. The difference between these three scenarios is illustrated in
Fig. 4. The packets captured for the same query may
differ at the three locations, because the network’s forwarding policy may change as packets are in flight, or
packets may be lost downstream due to congestion. For
query p, the operator writes p.down() to ask matching
packets to be captured downstream, p.up() to be captured upstream, p.updown() to be captured at both locations, and splice(p1,p2) to be captured between two
sub-paths p1, p2 such that p = p1 ˆ p2.
Sometimes, we wish to collect packets at many or
even all points on a path rather than just one or two.
The convenience function stitch(A,B,n) returns a set
of queries by concatenating its first argument (e.g., an
in_atom) with k copies of its second argument (e.g., an
in_group), returning one query for each k in 0...n. For
example, stitch(A,B,2) = {A, AˆB, AˆBˆB}.
The capabilities described above allow the implementation of a network-wide packet capture tool. Drawing on
wireshark terminology, an operator is now able to write
global, path-based capture filters to collect exactly the
packets matching a query.

4

p1 = in_atom(srcip=vm_a, switch=s_a) ˆ true*
ˆ out_atom(dstip=vm_b, switch=s_b)
p1.updown()

The run-time then provides statistics for A → B traffic, measured at network ingress (upstream) and egress
(downstream) points. By comparing these two statistics,
the operator can determine whether packets never left the
host NIC, or were lost in the network.
Suppose the operator discovers a large loss rate in the
network, as query p1 returns values 100 and 70 as shown
in Fig. 5. Her next step is to localize the interface where
most drops happen, using a downstream query p2:

Interactive Debugging with Path Queries

Consider a scenario shown in Fig. 5 where an operator
is tasked with diagnosing a tenant’s performance problem in a large compute cluster, where the connections
between two groups of tenant virtual machines A and B
suffer from poor performance with low throughput. The
A → B traffic is routed along the four paths shown.
Such performance problems do occur in practice [75],
yet are very challenging to diagnose, as none of the conventional techniques really help. Getting information

probe_pred = switch=s_a & srcip=vm_a & dstip=vm_b
p2 = stitch(in_atom(probe_pred),
in_group(true, [’switch’]), 4)

These queries count A → B traffic on each switch-level
path (and its prefix) from A to B. Suppose the run6
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time returns, among statistics for other paths, the packet
counts 25 and 0 shown in red in Fig. 5. The operator
concludes that link C → D along the first path has a high
packet drop rate (all 25 packets dropped). Such packet
drops may be due to persistent congestion or a faulty
interface, affecting all traffic on the interface, or faulty
rules in the switch (e.g., a “silent blackhole” [75]) which
affect just A → B traffic. To distinguish the two cases,
the operator writes two queries measured midstream and
downstream (each). Here are the midstream queries:

only contain in, out, and in_out atoms. We describe
query compilation through the following simple queries:
p1 = in_atom(srcip=H1 & switch=1) ^
out_atom(switch=2 & dstip=H2)
p2 = in_atom(switch=1) ^ in_out_atom(true, switch=2)

5.1

We first compile the regular path queries into an equivalent DFA,2 in three steps as follows.

probe_pred = switch=s_a & srcip=vm_a & dstip=vm_b
p3 = splice((in_atom(probe_pred) ˆ true*
ˆ in_atom(switch=s_c)),
in_atom(switch=s_d))
p4 = splice(true* ˆ in_atom(switch=s_c),
in_atom(switch=s_d))

Rewriting atoms to in-out-atoms. The first step is quite
straightforward. For instance, the path query p1 is rewritten to the following:
in_out_atom(srcip=H1 & switch=1, true) ^
in_out_atom(true, switch=2 & dstip=H2)

These queries determine the traffic loss rate on the C → D
link, for all traffic traversing the link, as well as specifically the A → B traffic. By comparing these two loss
rates, the operator can rule out certain root causes in favor of others. For example, if the loss rate for A → B traffic is particularly high relative to the overall loss rate, it
means that that just the A → B traffic is silently dropped.

5

Converting queries to regular expressions. In the second step, we convert the path queries into string regular
expressions, by replacing each predicate by a character
literal. However, this step is tricky: a key constraint is
that different characters of the regular expressions cannot represent overlapping predicates (i.e., predicates that
can match the same packet). If they do, we may inadvertently generate an NFA (i.e., a single packet might match
two or more outgoing edges in the automaton). To ensure
that characters represent non-overlapping predicates, we
devise an algorithm that takes an input set of predicates
P, and produces the smallest orthogonal set of predicates
S that matches all packets matching P. The key intuition
is as follows. For each new predicate new_pred in P, the
algorithm iterates over the current predicates pred in S,
teasing out new disjoint predicates and adding them to S:

Path Query Compilation

Query compilation translates a collection of independently specified queries, along with the forwarding policy, into data-plane rules that recognize all packets
traversing a path satisfying a query. These rules can
be installed either on switches with single-stage [34] or
multi-stage [8] match-action tables.1 We describe downstream query compilation in §5.1-§5.3, and upstream
compilation in §5.4. Downstream query compilation
consists of three main stages:
1. We convert the regular expressions corresponding
to the path queries into a DFA (§5.1).
2. Using the DFA as an intermediate representation,
we generate state-transitioning (i.e., tagging) and
accepting (i.e., capture) data-plane rules. These allow switches to match packets based on the state
value, rewrite state, and capture packets which satisfy one or more queries (§5.2).
3. Finally, the run-time combines the query-related
packet-processing actions with the regular forwarding actions specified by other controller applications. This is necessary because the state match and
rewrite actions happen on the same packets that are
forwarded by the switches (§5.3).
The run-time expands group atoms into the corresponding basic atoms by a pre-processing pass over the
queries (we elide the details here). The resulting queries
1 The

From Path Queries to DFAs

int_pred = pred & new_pred
new_pred = new_pred & ∼int_pred
pred = pred & ∼int_pred

Finally, the predicates in S are each assigned a unique
character. The full algorithm is described in Appendix B.
For the running example, Fig. 6 shows the emitted
characters (for the partitioned predicates) and regular expressions (for input predicates not in the partitioned set).
Notice in particular that the true predicate coming in to
a switch is represented not as a single character but as an
alternation of three characters. Likewise with switch=1,
switch=2, and true (out). The final regular expressions
for the queries p1 and p2 are:
p1: a^(c|e|g)^(a|d|f)^c
p2: (a|d)^(c|e|g)^(a|d|f)^(c|e)
2 We could conceivably use an NFA instead of a DFA, to produce
fewer states. However, using an NFA would require each packet to
store all the possible states that it might inhabit at a given time, and
require switches to have a rule for each subset of states—leading to a
large number of rules. Hence, we compile our path queries to a DFA.

compiler performs significantly better with multi-stage tables.
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Figure 6: Strings emitted for the running example (§5.1).
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Figure 7: Automaton for p1 and p2 together. State Q4 accepts
p2, while Q5 accepts both p1 and p2.

For example, the policy

(srcip=10.0.0.1 + dstip=10.0.0.2) >> (port←2)

Constructing the query DFA. Finally, we construct the
DFA for p1 and p2 together using standard techniques.
The DFA is shown in Fig. 7. For clarity, state transitions
that reject packets from both queries are not shown.

5.2

Example
port←2
switch=2
monitor + route

selects packets with either srcip 10.0.0.1 or dstip
10.0.0.2 and forwards them out of port 2 of a switch.
Now we produce a policy fragment for each edge of
the DFA. Suppose the helper function pred_of takes in
a character input c and produces the corresponding predicate. For each edge from state s to state t that reads
character c, we construct the fragment

From DFA to Tagging/Capture Rules

The next step is to emit policies that implement the DFA.
Conceptually, we have two goals. First, for each packet,
a switch must read the DFA state, identify the appropriate
transition, and rewrite the DFA state. This action must
be done once at switch ingress and egress. Second, if
the packet’s new DFA state satisfies one or more queries,
we must perform the corresponding query actions, e.g.,
increment packet or byte counts.

state=s & pred_of(c) >> state←t

We combine these fragments through parallel composition, which joins the tests and actions of multiple edges:
tagging = frag_1 + frag_2 + ... + frag_n

We produce two state transitioning policies, one each for
ingress and egress actions. Each edge fragment belongs
to exactly one of the two policies, and it is possible to
know which one since we generate disjoint characters for
these two sets of predicates. For example, here is part of
the ingress transitioning policy for the DFA in Fig. 7:

State transitioning policies. The high-level idea here is
to construct a “test” corresponding to each DFA transition, and rewrite the packet DFA state to the destination
of the transition if the packet passes the test. This is
akin to a string-matching automaton checking if an input symbol matches an outgoing edge from a given state.
To make this concrete, we show the intermediate steps of
constructing the transitioning policy in Pyretic code.
We briefly introduce the notions of parallel and sequential composition of network policies, which we use
to construct the transitioning policy. We treat each network policy as a mathematical function from a packet to
a set of packets, similar to NetKAT and Pyretic [4, 36].
For example, a match srcip=10.0.0.1 is a function
that returns the singleton set of its input packet if the
packet’s source IP address is 10.0.0.1, and an empty
set otherwise. Similarly, a modification port←2 is a
function that changes the “port” field of its input packet
to 2. Given two policies f and g—two functions on packets to sets of packets—the parallel composition of these
two policies is defined as:

in_tagging
state=Q0
state=Q0
... +
state=Q7

=
& switch=1 & srcip=H1 >> state←Q2 +
& switch=1 & ∼srcip=H1 >> state←Q6 +
& ∼switch=1 >> state←Q8

Accepting policies. The accepting policy is akin to the
accepting action of a DFA: a packet that “reaches” an
accepting state has traversed a path that satisfies some
query; hence the packet must be processed by the actions
requested by applications. We construct the accepting
policy by combining edge fragments which move packets to accepting states. We construct the fragment
state=s & pred_of(c) >> p.policy()

for each DFA edge from state s to t through character c,
where t is a state accepting query p. Here p.policy()
produces the action that is applied to packets matching
query p. Next we construct the accepting policy by a
parallel composition of each such fragment:

(f + g)(pkt) = f(pkt) ∪ g(pkt)

The sequential composition of policies is defined as:
8
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match-action table [20,36]. We also leverage multi-stage
tables on modern switches [8, 42] to significantly improve compilation performance (§6). We can rewrite the
joint policy above as follows:

capture = frag_1 + frag_2 + ... + frag_n

Similar to the transitioning policies, we construct two
accepting policies corresponding to switch ingress and
egress predicates. For example, for the DFA in Fig. 7,
part of the accepting policy looks as follows:

(in_tagging + in_capture)
>> forwarding
>> (out_tagging + out_capture)

out_capture =
state=Q3 & switch=2 & dstip=H2 >> p1.policy()
+ ... +
state=Q8 & switch=2 & dstip=H2 >> p2.policy()

This construction preserves the semantics of the original policy provided in_capture policies do not forward
packets onward through the data plane. This new representation decomposes the complex compositional policy into a sequential pipeline of three smaller policies—
which can be independently compiled and installed to
separate stages of match-action tables. Further, this enables decoupling updates to the query and forwarding
rules on the data plane, allowing them to evolve independently at their own time scales.

Ingress tagging and Egress un-tagging. The run-time
ensures that packets entering a network are tagged with
the initial DFA state Q0. Symmetrically, packets leaving
the network are stripped of their tags. We use the VLAN
header to tag packets, but other mechanisms are possible.

5.3

Composing Queries and Forwarding

The run-time system needs to combine the packetprocessing actions from the transitioning and accepting
policies with the forwarding policy. However, this requires some thought, as all of these actions affect the
same packets. Concretely, we require that:
1. packets are forwarded through the network normally, independent of the existence of queries,
2. packet tags are manipulated according to the DFA,
3. packets matching path queries are processed correctly by the application-programmed actions, and
4. no unnecessary duplicate packets are generated.
To achieve these goals, the run-time system combines
the constituent policies as follows:

5.4

Upstream Path Query Compilation

Upstream query compilation finds those packets at network ingress that would match a path, based on the current forwarding policy—assuming that packets are not
dropped (due to congestion) or diverted (due to updates
to the forwarding policy while the packets are in flight).
We compile upstream queries in three steps, as follows.
Compiling using downstream algorithms. The first step
is straightforward. We use algorithms described in sections §5.1-§5.3 to compile the set of upstream queries
using downstream compilation. The output of this step is
the effective forwarding policy of the network incorporating the behavior both of forwarding and queries. Note
that we do not install the resulting rules on the switches.

(in_tagging >> forwarding >> out_tagging)
+ (in_capture)
+ (in_tagging >> forwarding >> out_capture)

Reachability testing for accepted packets. In the second
step, we cast the upstream query compilation problem as
a standard network reachability test [30, 31], which asks
which of all possible packet headers at a source can reach
a destination port with a specific set of headers. Such
questions can be efficiently answered using header space
analysis [30]: we simply ask which packets at network
ingress, when forwarded by the effective policy above,
reach header spaces corresponding to accepting states for
query p. We call this packet match upstream(p).

The first sequential composition (involving the two
tagging policies and the forwarding) ensures both
that forwarding continues normally (goal 1) as well as
that DFA actions are carried out (goal 2). This works
because tagging policies do not drop packets, and the
forwarding does not modify the DFA state.3 The remaining two parts of the top-level parallel composition
(involving the two capture policies) ensure that packets reaching accepting states are processed by the corresponding query actions (goal 3). Finally, since each
parallelly-composed fragment either forwards packets
normally or captures it for the accepted query, no unnecessary extra packets are produced (goal 4).

Capturing upstream. The final step is to process the
resulting packet headers from reachability testing with
application-specified actions for each query. We generate
an upstream capture policy for queries p1, ..., pn:

Translating to match-action rules in switches. The runtime system hands off the composed policy above to
Pyretic, which by default compiles it down to a single

(upstream(p1) >> p1.policy()) + ...
+ (upstream(pn) >> pn.policy())

We can implement complex applications of header
space analysis like loop and slice leakage detection [30,
§5] simply by compiling the corresponding upstream

3 The run-time ensures this by constructing tagging policies with a

virtual header field [36] that regular forwarding policies do not use.
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path query [39]. Spliced queries can be compiled in a
manner very similar to upstream queries.
In general, reachability testing does not restrict the
paths taken to reach the destination—however, we are
able to use the packet DFA state to do exactly that.

6

(cond1 >>
(cond2 >>
...

(cond1 >>
(cond2 >>
...

b1) +
b2) +

Rather than supplying Pyretic with the policy tagging
+ capture, which will generate a large cross-product,
we construct a simpler equivalent policy:

Optimizations

combined =
(cond1 >>
(cond2 >>
...

We implemented several key optimizations in our prototype to reduce query compile time and data-plane rule
space. Later we show the quantitative impact of these
optimizations (§7, Table 2). We briefly discuss the key
ideas here; full details are in an extended version [39].

(a1 + b1)) +
(a2 + b2)) +

(C) Flow-space based pre-partitioning of predicates. In
many queries, we observe that most input predicates
are disjoint with each other, but predicate partitioning
(§5.1) checks overlaps between them anyway. We avoid
these checks by pre-partitioning the input predicates into
disjoint flow spaces, and only running the partitioning within each flow space. For example, suppose in
a network with n switches, we define n disjoint flow
spaces switch=1, ..., switch=n. When a new predicate pred is added, we check if pred & switch=i is
nonempty, and then only check overlaps with predicates
intersecting the switch=i flow space.

Cross-product explosion. We first describe the “crossproduct explosion” problem that results in large compilation times and rule-sets when compiling the policies
resulting from algorithms in §5. The output of NetKAT
policy compilation is simply a prioritized list of matchaction rules, which we call a classifier. When two classifiers C1 and C2 are composed—using parallel or sequential composition (§5.2, Fig. 8)—the compiler must consider the effect of every rule in C1 on every rule in C2 . If
the classifiers have N1 and N2 rules (resp.), this results in
a Θ(N1 × N2 ) operations. A similar problem arises when
predicates are partitioned during DFA generation (§5.1).
In the worst case, the number of orthogonal predicates
may grow exponentially on the input predicate set, since
every pair of predicates may possibly overlap.
Prior works have observed similar problems [15, 22,
58,72]. Our optimizations reduce large compile time and
rule sets through the domain-specific techniques below.

(D) Caching predicate overlap decisions. We avoid redundant checks for predicate overlaps by caching the latest overlap results for all input predicates4 , and executing
the remainder of the partitioning algorithm only when
the cache is missed. Caching also enables introducing
new queries incrementally into the network without recomputing all previous predicate overlaps.
(E) Decomposing query-matching into multiple stages.
Often the input query predicates may have significant
overlaps: for instance, one query may count on M source
IP addresses, while another counts packets on N destination IP addresses. By installing these predicates on
a single table stage, it is impossible to avoid using up
M × N rules. However, modern switches [8, 43] support
several match-action stages, which can be used to reduce
rule space overheads. In our example, by installing the M
source IP matches in one table and N destination matches
in another, we can reduce the rule count to M + N. These
smaller logical table stages may then be mapped to physical table stages on hardware [29, 56].
We devise an optimization problem to divide queries
into groups that will be installed on different table stages.
The key intuition is to spread queries matching on dissimilar header fields into multiple table stages to reduce
rule count. We specify a cost function that estimates the
worst-case rule space when combining predicates (Appendix A). The resulting optimization problem is NPhard; however, we design a first-fit heuristic to group

(A) Optimizing Conditional Policies. The policy generated from the state machine (§5.2) has a very special
structure, namely one that looks like a conditional statement: if state=s1 then ... else if state=s2 then ... else if ....
A natural way to compile this down is through the parallel composition of policies that look like state=s_i
>> state_policy_i. This composition is expensive,
because the classifiers of state_policy_i for all i,
{Ci }i , must be composed parallelly. We avoid computing these cross-product rule compositions as follows: If
we ensure that each rule of Ci is specialized to match
on packets disjoint from those of C j —by matching on
state s_i—then it is enough to simply append the classifiers Ci and C j . This brings down the running time from
Θ(Ni × N j ) to Θ(Ni + N j ). We further compact each classifier Ci : we only add transitions to non-dead DFA states
into state_policy_i, and instead add a default deadstate transition wherever a Ci rule drops the packets.
(B) Integrating tagging and capture policies. Tagging
and capture policies have similar conditional structure:
tagging =

a1) +
a2) +

4 We

index this cache by a hash on the string representation of the
predicate’s abstract syntax tree.

capture =
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queries into table stages, given a limit on the number of
stages and rule space per stage. The compilations of different stages are parallelizable.

liseconds per flow setup [24]. Our compiler produces
small rule sets that can be installed in a few seconds.
Experiment Setup. We pick a combination of queries
from Table 1, including switch-to-switch traffic matrix,
congested link diagnosis, DDoS source detection, counting packet loss per-hop per-path6 , slice isolation between
two IP prefix slices, and firewall evasion. These queries
involve broad scenarios such as resource accounting, network debugging, and enforcing security policy. We run
our single-threaded prototype on an Intel Xeon E3 server
with 3.70 GHz CPU (8 cores) and 32GB memory.
Compiling to a multi-stage table is much more efficient than single-stage table, since the former is not susceptible to cross-product explosion (§6). For example,
the traffic matrix query incurs three orders of magnitude
smaller rule space with the basic multi-stage setup (§5.3),
relative to single-stage. Hence, we report multi-stage
statistics throughout. Further, since optimization (E) decomposes queries into multiple stages (§6), and the stage
compilations are parallelizable, we report the maximum
compile time across stages whenever (E) is enabled.

(F) Detecting overlaps using Forwarding Decision Diagrams (FDDs). To make intersection between predicates
efficient, we implement a recently introduced data structure called Forwarding Decision Diagram (FDD) [58].
An FDD is a binary decision tree in which each non-leaf
node is a test on a packet header field, with two outgoing
edges corresponding to true and false. Each path from
the root to a leaf corresponds to a unique predicate which
is the intersection of all tests along the path. Inserting a
new predicate into the FDD only requires checking overlaps along the FDD paths which the new predicate intersects, speeding up predicate overlap detection.

7

Performance Evaluation

We evaluated the expressiveness of the query language
and the debugging model in Table 1 and §4. Now, we
evaluate the prototype performance quantitatively.

(I) Benefit of Optimizations. We evaluate our system on
an emulated Stanford campus topology [2], which contains 16 backbone routers, and over 100 network ingress
interfaces. We measure the benefit of the optimizations
when compiling all of the queries listed above together—
collecting over 550 statistics from the network.7
The results are summarized in Table 2. Some trials did not finish8 , labeled “DNF.” Each finished trial
shown is an average of five runs. The rows are keyed
by optimizations—whose letter labels (A)-(F) are listed
in paragraph headings in §6. We enable the optimizations one by one, and show the cumulative impact of all
enabled optimizations in each row. The columns show
statistics of interest—compile time (absolute value and
factor reduction from the unoptimized case), maximum
number of table rules (ingress and egress separately) on
any network switch, and required packet DFA bits.
The cumulative compile-time reduction with all
optimizations (last row) constitutes three orders of
magnitude—reducing the compile time to about 5 seconds, suitable for interactive debugging by a human operator.910 Further, the maximum number of rules required on any one switch fits comfortably in modern
switch memory capacities [8, 14, 25]; and the DFA state

Implementation. We implemented the query language
and compilation algorithms (§3, §5) on the Pyretic controller [36] and NetKAT compiler [58]. We extended
the Hassel-C [48] implementation of header space analysis with inverse transfer function application for upstream compilation. NetFlow samples are processed
with nfdump [41]. The query language is embedded
in Python, and the run-time system is a library on top
of Pyretic. The run-time sends switch rules to Open
vSwitch [43] through OpenFlow 1.0 and the Nicira extensions [44]. We use Ragel [11] to compile string regular expressions. We evaluate our system using the PyPy
compiler [50]. Our prototype is open-source [65].
Metrics. A path-query system should be efficient along
the following dimensions:
1. Query compile time: Can a new query be processed
at a “human debugging” time scale?
2. Rule set size: Can the emitted match-action rules fit
into modern switches?
3. Tag set size: Can the number of distinct DFA states
be encoded into existing tag fields?
There are other performance metrics which we do not
report. Additional query rules that fit in the switch hardware tables do not adversely impact packet processing
throughput or latency, because hardware is typically designed for deterministic forwarding performance.5 The
same principle applies to packet mirroring [47]. The time
to install data plane rules varies widely depending on the
switch used—prior literature reports between 1-20 mil5 Navindra

6 We

use the version of this query from §4, see p2 there.
injecting traffic into the network, we tested that our system
collects the right packets (Fig. 2), extracts the right switch counters,
and produces no duplicate packets.
8 The reason is that they run out of memory.
9 Interactive response times within about 15 seconds retain a human
in the “problem-solving frame of mind” [35, topic 11].
10 We enable (F) only for larger networks, where the time to set up
the data structure is offset by fast predicate intersection.
7 By

Yadav. Personal communication, January 2016.
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Network # Nodes Compile Max # Rules
Time (s) In
Out

40

#Ingress Rules

None
> 4920 baseline DNF DNF DNF
(A) only > 4080
1.206 DNF DNF DNF
(A)-(B)
2991
1.646 2596 1722
10
(A)-(C)
56.19
87.48 1846 1711
10
(A)-(D)
35.13
139.5 1846 1711
10
(A)-(E)
5.467
894.7 260
389
16
Table 2: Benefit of optimizations on queries running on the
Stanford campus topology. “DNF” means “Did Not Finish.”
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Figure 9: Scalability trends on synthetic ISP topologies. Numeric labels on the curve correspond to # DFA packet bits.

# State
Bits

for hours [21, 75]. Among large ISP topologies mapped
out in literature [61], each ISP can be supported in the
“interactive” regime for PoP-level queries. We leave further scaling efforts, e.g., to data centers, to future work.

Berkeley
25
10.7
58
160
6.0
Purdue
98
14.9
148
236
22.5
RF1755
87
6.6
150
194
16.8
RF3257
161
44.1
590
675
32.3
RF6461
138
21.4
343
419
29.2
Table 3: Performance on enterprise and ISP (L3) network
topologies when all optimizations are enabled.

8

Related Work

We already discussed the most relevant prior works in
§2; this section lays out other related work.

bits (2 bytes at most) fit within tag fields like VLANs. Finally, multi-stage query decomposition (E) reduces rule
space usage significantly with more state bits.

Data-plane query systems. Several query languages
have been proposed for performing analytics over
streams of packet data [7,13,20,66]. Unlike these works,
we address the collection of path-level traffic flows, i.e.,
observations of the same packets across space and time,
which cannot be expressed concisely or achieved by
(merely) asking for single-point packet observations.

(II) Performance on enterprise and ISP networks. We
evaluate our prototype on real enterprise and inferred
ISP networks, namely: UC Berkeley [6], Purdue University [63], and Rocketfuel (RF) topologies for ASes 1755,
3257 and 6461 [54, 61]. All optimizations are enabled.
For each network, we report averages from 30 runs (five
runs each of six queries). The results are summarized in
Table 3. The average compile time is under 20 seconds
in all cases but one; rule counts are within modern switch
TCAM capacities; and DFA bits fit in an MPLS header.

Control-plane query systems. NetQuery [57] and other
prior systems [9, 10, 26] allow operators to query information (e.g., next hop for forwarding, attack fingerprints,
etc.) from tuples stored on network nodes. As such,
these works do not query the data plane. SIMON [40]
and ndb [33] share our vision of interactive debugging,
but focus on isolating control plane bugs.

(III) Scalability trends. We evaluate how performance
scales with network size, on a mix of five synthetic
ISP topologies generated from Waxman graphs [67] and
IGen, a heuristic ISP topology generator [51]. We discuss the parameters used to generate the topologies in an
extended version of this paper [39]. We report average
metrics from 30 runs, i.e., six queries compiled to five
networks of each size. The trends are shown in Fig. 9.
The average compile time (see red curve) is under ≈ 25
seconds until a network size of 140 nodes. In the same
size range, the ingress table rule counts (see black curve)
as well as the egress (not shown) are each under 700—
which together can fit in modern switch TCAM memories. DFA packet bits (see numeric labels on black curve)
fit in an MPLS header until 120 nodes.
For networks of about 140 nodes or smaller, our query
system supports interactive debugging—continuing to
provide useful results beyond for non-interactive tasks.
We believe that these query compile times are a significant step forward for “human time scale” network debugging, which requires operators to be involved typically

Summary statistics monitoring systems. DREAM [37],
ProgME [72] and OpenSketch [71] answer a different set
of monitoring questions than our work, e.g., detecting
heavy hitters and changes in traffic patterns.
Programming traffic flow along paths. Several prior
works [17, 27, 53, 60] aim to forward packets along
policy-compliant paths. However, our work measures
traffic along operator-specified paths, while the usual forwarding policy continues to handle traffic.

9

Conclusion

We have shown how to take a declarative specification
for path-level measurements, and implement it in the data
plane with accurate results at low overhead. We believe
that this capability will be useful for network operators
for better real-time problem diagnosis, security policy
enforcement, and capacity planning.
12
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given stage respect the rule space limits for that stage, (ii)
every query is assigned exactly one table stage, and that
(iii) the total number of stages is within the number of
maximum stages supported by the switch. The optimization problem minimizes the number of used table stages,
which is a measure of the latency and complexity of the
packet-processing pipeline.
We now write down the cost function that determines the rule space usage of a bunch of queries
together. First, we define the type and count for
each query as the set of header fields the query
matches on, and the number of total matches respectively. In the example in §6, the query types
and counts would be q1: ([’srcip’], 100), q2:
([’dstip’], 200), q3: ([’srcip’], 300). We
estimate the worst-case rule space cost11 of putting two
queries together into one stage as follows:
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The type of the resulting query is type1 ∪ type2, as
the predicate partitioning (Alg. 1) creates matches with
headers involving the union of the match fields in the
two queries. Hence, we can construct a function which
produces a new query type and count, given two existing
query types and counts. It is easy to generalize this function to more than two arguments by iteratively applying
it to the result of the previous function application and
the next query12 . Hence, we can compute the worst-case
rule space cost of putting a bunch of queries together into
one stage.
Our cost function and formulation are different from
prior works that map logical to physical switch tables
[29, 56] for two reasons. First, query predicates can be
installed on any table: there is no ordering or dependency
between them, so there are more possibilities to explore
in our formulation. Second, our rule space cost function explicitly favors predicates with similar headers in
one table, while penalizing predicates with very different
header matches.
Reduction of bin-packing to rule-packing. It is
straightforward to show that the problem of minimizing

[75] Z HU , Y., K ANG , N., C AO , J., G REENBERG , A., L U , G., M A HAJAN , R., M ALTZ , D., Y UAN , L., Z HANG , M., Z HAO , B.,
AND Z HENG , H. Packet-level telemetry in large data-center networks. In Proc. ACM SIGCOMM (2015).

A

Multi-stage rule-packing problem

Below we write down the integer optimization problem
that minimizes the number of table stages subject to constraints on the number of stages and rule space available
per stage. Typically, predicate partitioning time is proportional to the size of the output set of predicates, so
this also reduces the compile time significantly:
minimize: S = ∑ j y j
variables: qi j ∈ {0, 1}, y j ∈ {0, 1}
subject to:
∀ j : cost({qi j : qi j = 1}) ≤ rulelimit ∗ y j
∀i : ∑ j qi j = 1
S ≤ stagelimit

11 It is in general difficult to compute the exact rule space cost of
installing two queries together in one stage without actually doing the
entire overlap computation in Alg. 1.
12 We believe, but are yet to show formally, that this cost function is
associative.

Here the variable qi j is assigned a value 1 if query i is
assigned to stage j, and 0 otherwise. The variable y j is 1
if stage j is used by at least one query and 0 otherwise.
The constraints ensure, respectively, that (i) queries in a
15
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Algorithm 1 Predicate partitioning (§5.1).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

packing. We fit a query into the first stage that allows
the worst-case rule space blowup to stay within the prespecified per-stage rulelimit. The cost function above
is used to compute the final rule-space after including a
new query in a stage. We use a maximum of 10 logical stages in our experiments, with a 2000 rule limit per
stage in the worst-case.
The logical stages match and modify completely disjoint parts of the packet state. We believe that a packet
program compiler, e.g., [29], can efficiently lay out the
query rules on a physical switch table, since there are no
dependencies between these table stages.

P = set_o f _predicates
S = 0/
for new_pred ∈ P do
for pred ∈ S do
if pred is equal to new_pred then
continue the outer loop
else if pred is a superset of new_pred then
di f f erence = pred & ∼ new_pred
S ← S ∪ {di f f erence, new_pred}
S ← S \ {pred}
continue the outer loop
else if pred is a subset of new_pred then
new_pred ← new_pred & ∼ pred
else if intersect then
inter1 = pred & ∼ new_pred
inter2 = ∼ pred & new_pred
inter3 = pred & new_pred
S ← S ∪ {inter1 , inter2 , inter3 }
S ← S \ {pred}
new_pred ← new_pred & ∼ pred
end if
end for
S ← S ∪ {new_pred}
end for

B

Predicate Partitioning

To ensure that characters represent non-overlapping
predicates, we apply Alg. 1 to partition the input predicates. The algorithm takes an input set of predicates P,
and produces an orthogonal set of predicates S.
The partitioned set S is initialized to a null set (line 2).
We iterate over the predicates in P, teasing out overlaps
with existing predicates in S. If the current input predicate new_pred already exists in S, we move on to the
next input (lines 5-6). If a predicate pred in S is a superset of new_pred, we split pred into two parts, corresponding to the parts that do and don’t overlap with
new_pred (lines 7-11). Then we move to the next input predicate. The procedure is symmetrically applied
when pred is a subset of new_pred (lines 12-13), except that we continue looking for more predicates in S
that may overlap with new_pred. Finally, if pred and
new_pred merely intersect (but neither is a superset of
the other), we create three different predicates in S according to three different combinations of overlap between the two predicates (lines 14-20). Finally, any remaining pieces of new_pred are added to the partitioned
set S. Under each case above and for each predicate in P,
we also keep track of the predicates in the partitioned set
S with which it overlaps (details elided).

the number of bins B of capacity V while packing n items
of sizes a1 , a2 , · · · , an can be solved through a specific instance of the rule packing problem above. We construct
n queries of the same type, with rule counts a1 , · · · , an respectively. We set the rulelimit to the size of the bins
V , and stagelimit to the number of maximum bins allowed in the bin packing problem (typically n). Since all
queries are of the same type, the rule space cost function
is just the sum of the rule counts of the queries at a given
stage. It is then easy to see that the original bin-packing
problem is solved by this instance of the rule-packing
problem.
First-fit Heuristic. The first-fit heuristic we use is directly derived from the corresponding heuristic for bin-
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Abstract

SDN Applications
e.g., Service chaining, Traffic engineering

1

SOL API

Realizing the benefits of SDN for many network management applications (e.g., traffic engineering, service
chaining, topology reconfiguration) involves addressing
complex optimizations that are central to these problems.
Unfortunately, such optimization problems require (a)
significant manual effort and expertise to express and (b)
non-trivial computation and/or carefully crafted heuristics to solve. Our goal is to simplify the deployment of
SDN applications using general high-level abstractions
for capturing optimization requirements from which we
can efficiently generate optimal solutions. To this end,
we present SOL, a framework that demonstrates that it
is possible to simultaneously achieve generality and efficiency. The insight underlying SOL is that many SDN
applications can be recast within a unifying path-based
optimization abstraction. Using this, SOL can efficiently
generate near-optimal solutions and device configurations to implement them. We show that SOL provides
comparable or better scalability than custom optimization solutions for diverse applications, allows a balancing
of optimality and route churn per reconfiguration, and interfaces with modern SDN controllers.

app.allocateFlow(…)
app.addLinkCapacityConstraint(…)
app.addNodeCapacityConstraint(…)
…
app.generateRoutes()

SOL
Network data

Solver, e.g., CPLEX
Network routes

Control platform, e.g., ONOS

Figure 1: Developers use the SOL high-level APIs to
specify optimization goals and constraints. SOL generates near-optimal solutions and produces device configurations that are input to the SDN control platform.
must be crafted to ensure that new configurations can
be generated on timescales demanded by the application as relevant inputs (e.g., traffic matrix entries) change
(e.g., [19, 29]). Furthermore, without a common framework for representing network optimization tasks, it is
difficult to reuse key ideas across applications or to combine useful features into a custom new application.
Our goal in this work is to raise the level of abstraction
for writing such SDN-based network optimization applications. To this end, we introduce SOL, a framework
that enables SDN application developers to express highlevel application goals and constraints. Conceptually,
SOL is an intermediate layer that sits between the SDN
optimization applications and the actual control platform
(see Fig. 1). Application developers who want to develop
new network optimization capabilities express their requirements using the SOL API. SOL then generates configurations that meet these goals, which can be deployed
to SDN control platforms.
There are two natural requirements for such a framework: (1) generality to express the requirements for a
broad spectrum of SDN applications (e.g., traffic engineering, policy steering, load balancing, and topology
management); and (2) efficiency to generate (near-) optimal configurations on a timescale that is responsive to
application needs. Given the diversity of the application
requirements and the trajectory of prior work in developing custom solutions (e.g., [39, 24, 23, 19, 29, 14, 8,
46, 40, 20]), generality and efficiency appear individually
difficult, let alone combined. We show that it is indeed
possible to achieve both generality and efficiency.
The key insight in SOL to achieve generality is that
many network optimization problems can be expressed
as path-based formulations. Paths are a natural abstrac-

Introduction

Software-defined networking (SDN) is an enabler for
network management applications that may otherwise be
difficult to realize using existing control-plane mechanisms. Recent work has used SDN-based mechanisms to
implement network configuration for a range of management tasks: traffic engineering (e.g., [40]), service chaining (e.g., [39]), energy efficiency (e.g., [19]), network
functions virtualization (NFV) (e.g., [14]), and cloud offloading (e.g., [44]), among others.
While this body of work has been instrumental in
demonstrating the potential benefits of SDN, realizing
these benefits requires significant effort. In particular, at
the core of many SDN applications are custom optimization problems to tackle various constraints and requirements that arise in practice (§2). For instance, an SDN
application might need to account for limited TCAM,
link capacities, or middlebox capacities, among other
considerations. Developing such formulations involves
a non-trivial learning curve, a careful understanding of
theoretical and practical issues, and considerable manual effort. Furthermore, when the resulting optimization problems are intractable to solve with state-of-theart solvers (e.g., CPLEX or Gurobi), heuristic algorithms
1
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tion for application developers to reason about intended
network behaviors and to express policy requirements.
For example, we can use paths to specify service chaining requirements (e.g., each path includes a firewall and
intrusion-detection system, in that order) or redundancy
(e.g., each includes two intrusion-prevention systems, in
case one fails open). Finally, it is easy to model device (e.g., TCAM space, middlebox CPU) and link resource consumption based on the volume of traffic flowing through paths that traverse that device or link.
The natural question is whether the generality of
path-based formulations precludes efficiency. Indeed, if
implemented naively, optimization problems expressed
over the paths that traffic might travel will introduce efficiency challenges since the number of paths grows exponentially with the network size. Our key insight is that
by combining infrequent, offline preprocessing with simple, online path-selection algorithms (e.g., shortest paths
or random paths), we can achieve near-optimal solutions
in practice for all applications we considered. Moreover,
SOL is typically far more efficient than solving the optimization problems originally used to express these applications’ requirements.
We have implemented SOL as a Python-based library
that interfaces with ONOS [5] and OpenDaylight [35]
(§7). We have also prototyped numerous SDN applications in SOL, including SIMPLE [39], ElasticTree [19],
Panopticon [29], and others of our own design (§6 and
App. B). SOL is open-source; we have released modules for various applications coded in SOL as well as our
ONOS extensions [22].
Our evaluations on a range of topologies show that:
1) SOL outperforms several applications’ original optimization algorithms by an order of magnitude or more,
and is even competitive with their custom heuristics; 2)
SOL scales better than other network management tools
like Merlin [45]; 3) SOL substantially reduces the effort
required (e.g., in terms of lines of code) for implementing new SDN applications by an order of magnitude; and
4) optional SOL extensions can reduce route churn substantially across reconfigurations with modest impact on
optimality.

2

to be routed completely while minimizing the load on the
most heavily loaded link. A TE application takes as input traffic demands (e.g., the traffic matrix between WAN
sites), a specification of the traffic classes and priorities,
and the network topology and link capacities. It determines how to route each class to achieve network-wide
objectives, e.g., minimizing congestion [11] or weighted
max-min fairness [24, 23].

Figure 2: Traffic engineering applications
Challenges: Simple goals like link congestion can be
represented and solved via max-flow formulations [1].
However, the expressivity and efficiency quickly breaks
down for more complex objectives such as max-min
fairness, which multiple research efforts have sought
to address [23, 9, 24]. When max-flow like formulations fail, designers invariably revert to “low-level” techniques such as linear programs (LP) or combinatorial algorithms. Neither is ideal—using/tuning LP solvers is
painful as they expose a very low-level interface, and
combinatorial algorithms require significant theoretical
expertise. Finally, translating the algorithm output into
actual routing rules requires care to install volume-aware
rules to truly reap the benefits of the optimization [47].

2.2

Networks today rely on a wide variety of middleboxes
(e.g., IDS, proxy, firewall) for performance, security, and
external compliance capabilities (e.g., [44]). The goal
of service chaining is to ensure that each class of traffic
is routed through the desired sequence of network functions. For example, in Fig. 3, class C1 is required to
traverse a firewall and proxy in order. Such policy routing rules must be suitably encoded within the available
TCAM on SDN switches [39]. Since middleboxes are
often compute-intensive, they can get easily overloaded
and thus operators would like to balance the load on these
appliances [39, 15]. The key inputs to such applications
are the service chaining requirements of different classes,
traffic demands, and the available middlebox processing
resources. The application then sets up the forwarding
rules such that the service chaining requirements are met
while respecting the switch TCAM and middlebox capacities. Furthermore, as many of these middleboxes are
stateful, these rules must ensure flow affinity.
Challenges: Service chaining introduces more complex requirements when compared to TE applications.

Background and Motivation

In this section, we describe representative network applications that could benefit from a framework such as
SOL. We highlight the need for careful formulation and
algorithm development involved in prior efforts, as well
as the diversity of requirements they entail.

2.1

Service chaining

Traffic engineering

Traffic engineering (TE) is a canonical application that
was an early driving application for SDN [24, 23]. Fig. 2
shows an example where traffic classes C1 and C2 need
2
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2.4

Prior work has leveraged SDN capabilities to offload
or outsource network functions to leverage clusters or
clouds [44, 16, 40]. This is especially useful for expensive deep-packet-inspection services [20]. The key decision here is to decide how much of the processing on
each path to offload to the remote datacenter — e.g., in
Fig. 5, how much of class C1 traffic should be routed to
the datacenter between N4 and N5 for IPS processing,
versus processing it at N3. Offloading can increase userperceived latency and impose additional load on network
links. Moreover, some active functions (e.g., WAN optimizers or IPS) induce changes to the observed traffic
volumes due to their actions. Thus, optimizing such offloading must take into account the congestion that might
be introduced, as well as latency impact and any traffic volume changes induced by such outsourced functions. Further generalizations have considered not only
offloading middlebox services but also elastically scaling
them [36, 14, 34, 6], exacerbating these issues.

Figure 3: Service chaining applications
First, modeling the consumption of switch TCAM introduces discrete components into the optimization, which
impacts scalability [39]. Second, such service processing requirements fall outside the scope of existing network flow abstractions [8]. Third, service chaining highlights the complexity of combining different requirements; e.g., reasoning about the interaction between the
load balancing algorithm and the switch TCAM constraints is non-trivial [25]. Existing service chaining efforts developed custom heuristics [7] or new theoretical
extensions [8]. Furthermore, as observed previously, ensuring flow affinity can be quite tricky [21, 20].

2.3

Network function virtualization

Flexible topology management

SDN enables topology modifications that would be difficult to implement with existing control plane capabilities. For instance, ElasticTree [19] and Response [46]
use SDN to dynamically switch on/off network links and
nodes to make datacenters more energy efficient. In
Fig. 4, these applications might shut down node N3 during periods of low utilization, if classes C1 and C2 can
be routed via N4 without significantly impacting end-toend performance. Topology reconfiguration is especially
feasible in rich topologies with multiple paths between
every source and destination. Such applications take as
input the demand matrix (similar to the TE task) and then
compute the nodes and links that should be active and
traffic-engineered routes to ensure performance SLAs.

Figure 5: Offloading network functions
Challenges: Such offloading and elastic scaling opportunities introduce new dimensions to optimization that
are difficult to capture. For instance, offloading requires
rerouting the traffic and thus optimizations must model
the impact on link loads, downstream nodes, and TE objectives. If done naively, this can introduce non-linear
dependencies since the actions of downstream nodes depend on control decisions made upstream. The active
changes to traffic volumes by some functions (e.g., compression for redundancy elimination or drops by IPS)
also introduce non-linear dependencies in the optimization. Finally, elastic scaling introduces a discrete aspect
to the problem similar to the topology modification application, further decaying the problem’s tractability.

Figure 4: Topology reconfiguration applications

2.5

Motivation for SOL

Drawing on the above discussion (and our own experience), we summarize a few key considerations:
• Network applications have diverse and complex optimization requirements; e.g., service chaining requires
us to reason about valid paths while topology modification needs to enable/disable nodes.
• Designers of these applications have to spend significant effort in expressing and debugging these prob-

Challenges: The on-off requirement on the switches/links once again introduces discrete constraints, yielding integer-linear optimizations that are theoretically intractable and difficult to express using max-flow like abstractions. Solving such problems requires significant
computation even on small topologies and thus forces developers to design new, heuristic solving strategies; e.g.,
ElasticTree uses a greedy bin-packing algorithm [19].
3
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space in a switch corresponds to a traffic-carrying path
traversing that switch (and thus a rule to accommodate
that path). Without the path abstraction, modeling such
constraints is difficult (cf., [39]). Finally, expressing constraints on nodes and edges does not introduce increased
difficulty compared to edge-centric approach.

lems using low-level optimization libraries.
• It can take non-trivial expertise to ensure that the
problems can be solved fast enough to be relevant for
operational timescales, e.g., recomputing TE every
few minutes or periodically solving the large integerlinear programs (ILPs) supporting topology reconfiguration (e.g., [19]).

3

Scalability: In a pure flow-routing scenario, an edgebased formulation admits simple algorithms that guarantee polynomial-time execution. Path-based formulations,
on the other hand, are often dismissed because of their
inefficient appearance — after all, in the worst case, the
number of paths in the network is exponential in the network size — or due to the complexity of algorithms to
solve path based formulations (column-generation, decompositions, etc. [1]). However, in many practical scenarios, the number of valid paths (as defined by the application) is likely to be significantly smaller. Furthermore,
multipath routing can provide only so much network diversity before its value diminishes [30]. So, the set of
paths that need to be considered is not large.
SOL leverages an off-line path generation step to determine valid paths (step 1 of Fig. 6). Since for most applications, the set of valid paths is fairly static and does
not need to be recomputed every time the optimization is
run, we expect this step is infrequent. Next, SOL selects
a subset of these paths (step 2) using a selection strategy
(see §5) and runs the optimization with only the selected
paths as input (step 3), to ensure that the optimization
completes quickly. We show in §8 that this strategy still
permits inclusion of sufficiently many paths for the optimization to converge to a (near) optimal value. So, while
the efficiency of path-based optimization is a valid theoretical concern, in practice we show that there are practical heuristics to address this issue.

SOL Overview

Our overarching vision in developing SOL is to raise the
level of abstraction in developing new SDN applications
and specifically to eliminate some of the black art in developing SDN-based optimizations, making them more
accessible for deployment by network managers. To do
so, SOL abstracts away low-level details of optimization
solvers and SDN controllers, allowing the developer to
focus on the high-level application goals (recall Fig. 1).
SOL takes as inputs the network topology, traffic patterns, and optimization requirements in the SOL API.
It then translates these into constraints for optimization
solvers such as CPLEX or Gurobi. Finally, SOL interfaces with existing SDN control platforms such as ONOS
to install the forwarding rules on the SDN switches. SOL
does not require modifications to the existing control or
data plane components of the network. Our vision for
SOL stands in stark contrast to the state of affairs today,
in which a developer faces programming a new SDN optimization either directly for a generic and low-level optimization solver such as CPLEX or using a heuristic algorithm designed by hand, after which she must translate
the decision variables of the optimization to device configurations.
Path abstraction: For SOL to be useful and robust, we
need a unifying abstraction that can capture the requirements of diverse classes of SDN network optimization
applications described in the previous section. SOL is
built using paths through a network as a core abstraction for expressing network optimization problems. This
is contrary to how many optimizations are formulated in
the literature — using a more standard edge-centric approach [1]. In our experience, however, an edge-centric
approach forces complexity when presented with additional requirements, especially ones that attempt to capture path properties [29, 19].
In contrast, path-based formulations capture these requirements more naturally. For instance, much of the
complexity in modeling service chaining or network
function offloading applications from §2 is in capturing the path properties that need to be satisfied. With a
path-based abstraction, we can simply define predicates
that specify valid paths — e.g., those that include certain
waypoints or that avoid a certain node (to anticipate that
node’s failure). In addition, we can model path-based
resource use with ease. For example, usage of TCAM

SOL
Offline path generation

Path selection

Optimization

Rule generation

Traffic vol on p1

1

Rules for p1

Traffic vol on p2

2

3

Rules for p2

4

Dataplane configuration

Figure 6: SOL architecture, overview of the workflow
Generating device configurations: SOL translates the
decision variables from the SOL optimization to network device configurations to implement appropriate
flow routing (step 4 of Fig. 6). The algorithm utilized
in SOL to perform this translation is based on that in previous work [47, 20]. However, because the optimization
is path-based, the algorithm is more straightforward and
requires fewer steps.
4
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Internal variables: SOL internally defines a set of variables summarized in Fig. 8. We reiterate that the developer does not need to reason about these variables
and uses a high-level mental model as discussed earlier.
There are two main kinds of variables:
• Decision variables that identify key optimization control decisions. The most fundamental decision variable is xc,p , which captures traffic routing decisions
and denotes the fraction of flow for a traffic class c
that path p ∈ paths(c) carries. This variable is central to various types of resource management applications as we will see later. To capture topological
requirements (e.g., §2.3), we introduce three binary
decision variables b p , bv , and bl that denote whether
each path, node or link (respectively) is enabled (= 1)
or disabled (= 0). The variable capvarrv is the SOLassigned allocation of resource-r to node v.
• Derived variables are functions defined over the
above decision variables that serve as convenient
“shorthands”. ac denotes the total fraction of flow for
class c that is carried by all paths. The load variables
loadrv and loadrl model the consumption of resource r
on node v and link l, respectively.
There are low-level API calls 1 that return the names of
these internal variables, which can be used to access each
one’s value in a public map of names to values, if needed.

nodes: Set of all nodes, part of the topology
links: Set of all links, part of the topology
classes: Set of all traffic classes
paths(c): Paths available for class c ∈ classes; output by
path-selection stage (§5)

Derived

Decision

Figure 7: Network data input
Var.

Description

xc,p

Fraction of class-c flows allocated to path
p ∈ paths(c); non-integer
Is path p used; binary
Is node v used; binary
Is link l used; binary
Capacity allocated for resource r at node v;
non-integer

bp
bv
bl
capvarrv
ac
loadrl
loadrv

Fraction of c’s “demand” routed; non-integer
Amount of resource r consumed by flows
routed over link l; non-integer
Amount of resource r consumed by flows
routed via node v; non-integer

Figure 8: Variables internal to the optimization

4

SOL Detailed Design

In this section, we present the detailed design of SOL.
We focus on the high-level API that the SDN application
developer would use to express applications via SOL,
and the impact of these API calls on the SOL’s internal representation of the optimization problem. Note,
however, that the developer “thinks” in terms of the highlevel API rather than low-level details of dealing with the
solver-level variables, how paths are identified, etc.
A developer begins a new optimization in SOL by
instantiating an opt object via the getOptimization
function and then building the optimization using constraint templates, which we explain below.

4.1

4.2

Routing requirements

Routing constraints control the allocation of flow in the
network. addAllocateFlowConstraint creates the
necessary structure for routing the traffic through a set of
paths for each traffic class. Some network applications
try to satisfy as much of their flow demands as possible
(e.g., max-flow) while others (e.g., TE) want to “saturate” demands. For example, a developer of a TE application (§2.1) would like to route all traffic though the
network, and thus she would add the following high-level
routing constraint templates to her empty opt object:

Preliminaries

opt.addAllocateFlowConstraint()
opt.addRouteAllConstraint()

Data inputs: There are two basic data inputs that the
developer needs to provide to any network optimization.
First, the network topology is a required input, specified as a graph with nodes and links. It also contains
metadata of node/edge types or properties; e.g., nodes
can have designated functions like “switch” or “middlebox”. Second, SOL needs a specification of traffic
classes, where each class c has associated ingress and
egress nodes and some expected traffic volume. Each
class can (optionally) be associated with a specification
of the “processing” required for traffic in this class, e.g.,
service chaining. Finally, to each traffic class c is associated a set paths(c) available to route flows in class
c; paths(c) is output by a path-selection preprocessing
step described in §5.

In contrast, a simple max-flow would only need
addAllocateFlowConstraint since there is no requirement on saturating demands in that case.
The addEnforceSinglePath(C) constraint forces
a single flow-carrying path per class c ∈ C, preventing
flow-splitting and multipath routing.
Internals: addAllocateFlowConstraint ensures
that the total traffic flow across all chosen paths for the
class c matches the variable ac .
∀c ∈ classes :

∑

xc,p = ac

p∈paths(c)

1 We also expose low-level APIs (see Appendix A) for advanced
users.
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Group

Function

Description

Routing
(C ⊆ classes)

addAllocateFlowConstraint
addRouteAllConstraint
addEnforceSinglePath (C)

Allocate flow in the network
Route all traffic demands
For each c ∈ C, at most one p ∈ paths(c) is
enabled.
If l is in lnCap, then limit utilization of link
resource r on link l to lnCap[l].
If v is in ndCap, then limit utilization of node
resource r on node v to ndCap[v].
If v is in ndCap, then limit utilization of node
resource r on node v by enabled paths to ndCap[v].
Limit total type-r resources allocated to nodes in
N ⊆ nodes to totCap. Used when SOL is
allocating capacities.
For each c ∈ C and each p ∈ paths(c), p can be
enabled iff all nodes on p are enabled.
For each c ∈ C and each p ∈ paths(c), p can be
enabled iff some node on p is enabled.
For each c ∈ C and each p ∈ paths(c), p can be
enabled iff all links on p are enabled.
For each c ∈ C and each p ∈ paths(c), p can carry
traffic only if it is enabled.
Total cost of enabled nodes, as computed using
nodeBudgetFn, is at most k.
Set one of the predefined functions as the objective
(see Fig. 11).

Capacities

addLinkCapacityConstraint (r, lnCap,
linkCapFn)
addNodeCapacityConstraint (r, ndCap,
nodeCapFn)
addNodeCapacityPerPathConstraint (r,
ndCap, nodeCapFn)
addCapacityBudgetConstraint (r, N, totCap)

addRequireAllNodesConstraint (C)
addRequireSomeNodesConstraint (C)

Topology
control
(C ⊆ classes)

addRequireAllEdgesConstraint (C)
addPathDisableConstraint (C)
addBudgetConstraint (nodeBudgetFn, k)

Objective

setPredefinedObjective (name)

Figure 9: Selected constraint template functions for building optimizations; see Fig. 10 for linkCapFn,
nodeCapFn, and nodeBudgetFn
Similarly, addRouteAllConstraint implies:

compute the cost of traffic on a link.
opt.addLinkCapacityConstraint (’bandwidth’,
{(1,2): 10**7, (2,3): 10**7},
defaultLinkFunction)

∀c ∈ classes : ac = 1
Due to space limitations, we do not provide the formal
basis for addEnforceSinglePath.

4.3

This indicates that bandwidth should not exceed 10 Mbps
for links 1-2 and 2-3. Note that the default function is
purely for illustration; the developer can write her own
linkCapFn (recall Fig. 10).
addNodeCapacityPerPathConstraint generates
constraints on the nodes that do not depend on the traffic,
but rather on the routing path. That is, the cost of routing at a node does not depend on the volume or type of
traffic being routed; it depends on the path and its properties. The best example of such usage is accounting for
the limited rule space on a network switch (e.g., §2.2).
If a path is “active”, the rule must be installed on each
switch to support the path.

Resource capacity constraints

As we saw in §2, SDN optimizations have to deal with
a variety of capacity constraints for network resources
such as link bandwidth, switch rules, and middlebox
CPU and memory. SOL allows users to write custom
resource management logic by specifying several “cost”
functions, depicted in Fig. 10. These functions prescribe
how to compute the cost of routing traffic through a link,
a node, or a given path. SOL provides default implementations of these for common tasks, but allows the user to
specify their own logic, as well, as we will show later
(§6).
These cost functions can then be passed into constraint
templates. For example, to add a constraint that limits link usage, the user can invoke the template function
addLinkCapacityConstraint with a resource that
we are constraining (e.g., ‘bandwidth’), a map of links to
their capacities,2 and optionally, a custom linkCapFn to
2 When

Internals:

addLinkCapacityConstraint and
addNodeCapacityConstraint rely on linkCapFn
and nodeCapFn, respectively, to compute the cost of us-

ing a particular resource at a link or node if all of the
class-c traffic was routed to it. Internally, the load is
multiplied by the xc,p variable to capture the load accu-

capacities should be allocated by the optimization itself, a

capacity of TBA (meaning To Be Allocated) can be specified, instead.

6
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For example, a developer trying to implement
the application from §2.3 can model the requirements for shutting off datacenter nodes by
adding the addRequireAllNodesConstraint and
addPathDisableConstraint templates:

linkCapFn(l, c, p, r): Amount of resource type r consumed if all

class-c traffic is allocated to path p  l for link l

nodeCapFn(v, c, p, r): Amount of resource r consumed if all class-c

traffic is allocated to path p  v for node v

nodeBudgetFn(v): Cost of using node v; required with
addBudgetConstraint

opt.addRequireAllNodesConstraint (trafficClasses)
opt.addPathDisableConstraint (trafficClasses)

routingCostFn(p): Cost of routing along path p; required with
minRoutingCost

Other efficiency considerations may enforce a budget
on the number of enabled nodes, to model constraints on
total power consumption of switches/middleboxes, cost
and budget of installing/upgrading particular switches,
etc. These are captured via the addBudgetConstraint
template function.
Internals: Internally, these topology modification templates are achieved using the binary variables we introduced earlier. Specifically, the above requirements can
be formalized as follows:

predicate(p): Determine whether any given path is valid by
returning True or False

Figure 10: Customizable functions
rately, then the load is capped by a user-provided lnCap
(ndCap), which is a mapping of links (nodes) to capacities for a given resource r. (Similar node capacity equations not shown for brevity.)
∀l in lnCap :

loadrl = ∑

∑

xc,p × linkCapFn(l, c, p, r)

addRequireAllNodesConstraint
addRequireSomeNodesConstraint
addPathDisableConstraint

c p∈paths(c):l∈p

loadrl

≤ lnCap[l]

Naturally, similar constraints are constructed for links.
Note that addPathDisableConstraint is crucial
to the correctness of the optimization in that it enforces that no traffic traverses a disabled path. For
brevity, we do not provide the formal equations for
addBudgetConstraint.

The addNodeCapacityPerPathConstraint functions a bit differently, as it depends on enabled paths:
∀v in ndCap :

loadrv = ∑

∑

b p × nodeCapFn(v, c, p, r)

c p∈paths(c):v∈p

loadrv ≤ capvarrv

if ndCap[v] = TBA then

4.4

4.5
capvarrv

∀p ∈ paths(c) :
∀v ∈ p : b p ≤ bv
b p ≤ ∑v∈p bv
xc,p ≤ b p

= ndCap[v]

Specifying network objectives

The goal of SDN applications is eventually to optimize
some network-wide objective, e.g., maximizing the network throughput, balancing load, or minimizing total
traffic footprint. Fig. 11 lists the most common objective
functions, drawing on the applications considered in §2.
For instance, the developer of a TE application may want
to implement the objective of minimizing the maximum
link load and thus add the following code snippet:

Node/link activation constraints

Next set of constraints, when used, allow developers to logically model the act of enabling or disabling nodes, links, and paths; e.g., for managing energy or other costs (e.g., §2.3). We identify two
possible modes of interactions between these topology
modifiers, and the optimization developer can choose
the one that is most suitable for their context. 1)
addRequireAllNodesConstraint captures the property that disabling a node disables all paths that traverse
it; and 2) addRequireSomeNodesConstraint captures the property that enabling a node permits any path
traversing it to be enabled, as well. The latter version
is suitable when, e.g., a node can still route traffic even
if its other (middlebox) functionality is disabled, and so
a path containing that node is potentially useful as providing middlebox functions if at least one of its nodes
is enabled. There are analogous constraint templates for
links, but we omit them here for brevity. A third constraint template, addPathDisableConstraint, restricts a path to carry traffic only if it is enabled.

opt.setPredefinedObjective (minMaxLinkLoad,
’bandwidth’)

Other optimizations (e.g., §2.4) may need to minimize
the total routing cost and include a minRoutingCost
objective.
This objective is parameterized with
routingCostFn(p); i.e., developers can plugin their
own cost metrics such as number of hops or link weights.
As shown, we also provide a range of natural loadbalancing templates. SOL also exposes a low-level API
for specifying other complex objective functions, which
we describe in Appendix A.

5

Path generation and selection

Given these constraint templates, the remaining question is how we populate the path set paths(c) for each
7
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maxAllFlow

maximize

∑

c∈classes

ac

1

max loadrv
v∈nodes
max loadrl
l∈links

minMaxNodeLoad (r)

minimize

minMaxLinkLoad (r)

minimize

minRoutingCost

∑ routingCostFn(p) × xc,p

2
3
4
5

c,p

Figure 11: Common objective functions

7
8
9

traffic class c to meet two requirements. First, each
p ∈ paths(c) should satisfy the desired policy specification for the class c. Second, paths(c) should contain
paths for each class c that make the formulation tractable
and yet yield near-optimal results. We describe how we
address each concern next.

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

Generation: First, to populate the paths, SOL does an
offline enumeration of all simple (i.e., no loops) paths
per class.3 Given this set, we filter out the paths that do
not satisfy the user-defined predicate predicate, i.e.,
where predicate(p) =True only if p is a valid path.
(We can generalize this to allow different predicates per
class; not shown for brevity.)
In practice, we implement the predicate as a flexible
Python callable function rather than constrain ourselves
to specific notions of path validity (e.g., regular expressions as in prior work [45]). Using this predicate gives
the user flexibility to capture a range of possible requirements. Examples include waypoint enforcement (forcing
traffic through a series of middleboxes in order); enforcing redundant processing (e.g., through multiple IDS, in
case one fails open); and limiting network latency by
mandating shorter paths.

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

SIMPLE_predicate = functools.partial(waypointMboxPredicate
, order=(’fw’,’ids’))
def SIMPLE_NodeCapFunc(node,tc,path,resource,nodeCaps):
if resource==’cpu’ and node in nodeCaps[’cpu’]:
return tc.volFlows*tc.cpuCost/nodeCaps[resource][node]
capFunc = functools.partial(SIMPLE_NodeCapFunc, nodeCaps=
nodeCaps)
def SIMPLE_TCAMFunc(node, tc, path, resource):
return 1
# Path generation, typically run once in a precomputation
phase
opt = getOptimization()
pptc = generatePathsPerTrafficClass(topo, trafficClasses,
SIMPLE_predicate, 10, 1000,
functools.partial(useMboxModifier, chainLength=2))
# Allocate traffic to paths
pptc = chooserand(pptc, 5)
opt.addDecisionVariables(pptc)
opt.addBinaryVariables(pptc, topo, [’path’,’node’])
opt.addAllocateFlowConstraint(pptc)
opt.addRouteAllConstraint(pptc)
opt.addLinkCapacityConstraint(pptc, ’bandwidth’, linkCaps,
defaultLinkFuncNoNormalize)
opt.addNodeCapacityConstraint(pptc, ’cpu’,
{node: 1 for node in topo.nodes() if ’fw’ or
’ids’ in topo.getServiceTypes(node)}, capFunc)
opt.addNodeCapacityPerPathConstraint(pptc, ’tcam’,
nodeCaps[’tcam’], SIMPLE_TCAMFunc)
opt.setPredefinedObjective(’minmaxnodeload’,’cpu’)
opt.solve()
obj = opt.getSolvedObjective()
pathFractions = opt.getPathFractions(pptc)
c = controller()
c.pushRoutes(c.getRoutes(pathFractions))

Figure 12: Code to express SIMPLE [39] in SOL
for balancing loads.
Developer API: The developer can specify the path
predicate and selection strategy, but she does not need
to be involved in the low-level details of generation and
selection. SOL also provides APIs for developers to add
their own logic for generation and selection; we do not
discuss these due to space limitations.

Selection: Using all valid paths per class may be inefficient since the number of paths grows exponentially
with the size of the network, meaning that the LP/ILP
that SOL generates will quickly become too large to
solve in reasonable time. SOL thus provides path selection algorithms that choose a subset of valid paths (number of paths denoted as selectNumber) that are still
likely to yield near-optimal results in practice. Specifically, two natural methods work well across the spectrum
of applications we have considered: (1) shortest paths
for latency-sensitive applications (selectStrategy =
shortest) or (2) random paths for applications involving load balancing (selectStrategy = random). SOL
is flexible to incorporate other selection strategies, e.g.,
picking paths with minimal node overlap for fault tolerance. We find random works well for many applications
that require load balancing. We conjecture this is because choosing random paths on sufficiently rich topologies yields a high degree of edge-disjointedness among
the chosen paths, yielding sufficient degrees of freedom

6

Examples

Next, we show end-to-end examples to highlight the
ease of using the SOL APIs to write existing and novel
SDN network optimizations. These examples are actual Python code that can be run, not just pseudocode.
By comparison, the code is significantly higher-level and
more readable than the equivalent CPLEX code would be,
as it does not need to deal with large numbers of underlying variables and constraints.
Service chaining (§2.2): As a concrete instance of the
service chaining example, we consider SIMPLE [39].
SIMPLE involves the following requirements: route all
traffic through the network, enforce the service chain
(e.g., “firewall followed by IDS”) policy for all traffic, load balance across middleboxes, and do so while
respecting CPU, TCAM, and bandwidth requirements.
Fig. 12 shows how the SIMPLE optimization can be written in ≈ 25 lines of code. This listing assumes that topology and traffic classes have been set up, in the topo and

3 This is to simplify the forwarding rules without resorting to tunneling or packet tagging [39].
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trafficClasses objects, respectively.

We refer the reader to Appendix B for other examples
that include new and more complex applications.

The first part of the figure shows function definitions
and the path generation step, which would typically be
performed once as a precomputation step. We start
by defining a path predicate (line 1) for basic enforcement through middleboxes by using the SOL-provided
function with the middlebox order. The next few lines
(lines 2–4) show a custom node capacity function to normalize the CPU load between 0 and 1. This computes
the processing cost per traffic class (number of flows
times CPU cost) normalized by the current node’s capacity. Similarly, the TCAM capacity function captures that
each path consumes a single rule per switch (line 7). The
user gets the optimization object (line 10), and generates
the paths (line 11), obtaining the “paths per traffic class”
(pptc) object. The path generation algorithm is parameterized with the custom SIMPLE_predicate, a limit on
path length of 10 nodes, and a limit on the number of
paths per class of 1000. It is also instructed to evaluate
every possible use of two middleboxes on a routing path
for inclusion as a distinct path in the output.
The remaining lines show what would be executed
whenever a new allocation of traffic to paths is desired.
Line 13 selects 5 random paths per traffic class; lines 14–
20 add the routing and capacity constraints. We use the
default link capacity function for bandwidth constraints,
and our own functions for CPU and TCAM capacity. Because the CPU capacity function normalizes the load, the
capacity of each node is now 1 (line 19). The program
selects a predefined objective to minimize the CPU load
(line 21) and calls the solver (line 22). Finally, the program gets the results and interacts with the SDN controller to automatically install the rules (line 26).

7

Developer interface: We currently provide a Python
API for SDN optimization that is an extended version of
the interface described in §4.
Invoking solvers: We use CPLEX (via its existing
Python API) as our underlying solver. This choice
largely reflects our familiarity with the tool, and we could
substitute CPLEX with other solvers like Gurobi. SOL
offers APIs to exploit solver capabilities to use a previously computed solution and incrementally find a new
solution. This approach is typically faster than starting
from scratch and so is useful for faster reconfigurations.
SOL also allows hard-limiting of the optimization runtime, albeit affecting the optimality of the solution.
Path generation: Path generation is an inherently parallelizable process; we simply launch separate Python
processes for different traffic classes. We currently
support two path selection algorithms: random and
shortest. It is easy to add more algorithms as new
applications emerge.
Rule generation and control interface: We implement
applications for ONOS [5] and use custom REST API to
allow remote batch installation of the relevant rules. We
generate the rules based on the optimization output, using network prefix splitting to implement the fractional
responsibilities represented by the xc,p variables. This
step is similar to prior work that map fractional processing and forwarding responsibilities onto network flows
(e.g., [47, 20]), and so we do not repeat it here. With
ONOS, we leverage path intents [5]: while not required, it
facilitates easier integration.

ElasticTree [19]: Due to space limitations we only
show the most important differences between ElasticTree and SIMPLE. There is no requirement on paths,
and so nullPredicate is used for path generation.
We use link binary variables (see line 1 below) and the
node/link activation constraints (lines 2–4). Finally, we
use the low-level API (see App. A) to define power consumption for switches and links (lines 5, 6, wherein
“opt.bn(node)” and “opt.be(u, v)” retrieve the names
of variables bnode and b(u,v) from Fig. 8, respectively) and
use these variables to define a custom objective function
(line 7).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Implementation

Minimizing reconfiguration changes: Networks are in
flux during reconfigurations with potential performance
or consistency implications, and thus it is desirable to
minimize unnecessary configuration changes. SOL supports constraints that bound (or minimize) the logical distance between a previous solution and the new solution
to help minimize the number of flows that have to be
assigned a new route. In this way, SOL supports path
selection that gives priority to previously selected paths.

8

opt.addBinaryVariables(pptc,topo,[’path’,’node’,’edge’])
opt.addRequireAllNodesConstraint(pptc)
opt.addRequireAllEdgesConstraint(pptc)
opt.addPathDisableConstraint(pptc)
opt.defineVar(’SwitchPower’, {opt.bn(node):switchPower[
node] for node in topo.nodes()})
opt.defineVar(’LinkPower’, {opt.be(u, v): linkPower[(u, v
)] for u, v in topo.links()})
opt.setObjectiveCoeff({’SwitchPower’: .75, ’LinkPower’:
.25}, ’min’)

Evaluation

In this section we show that SOL
• performs well with the ONOS controller;
• computes optimal solutions for published applications
order(s) of magnitude faster than their original optimizations; allows to minimize traffic churn
• is either faster or has richer functionality than stateof-the-art related work;
9
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(a) Time for SOL to configure
the network using the ONOS
controller for a traffic engineering application.

(b) Route generation & installation time of SOL traffic
engineering app vs. ONOS allpair shortest paths
Figure 13: Deployment benchmarks using the ONOS

Figure 14: Optimization runtime of SOL and original
formulations; gray regions show where original formulation could not be solved within 30 mins
the additional optimization time and because of the multiple paths per source-destination pair in the SOL case.

controller

• significantly reduces development effort in comparison to manually coding optimization applications; and
• scales well, because it computes near-optimal solutions using few paths per traffic class.

8.2

Setup: We evaluate the effect of using SOL to implement three existing SDN applications: ElasticTree [19],
SIMPLE [39], and Panopticon [29]. For each application, we implemented the original formulation presented
in prior work or obtained the original source code. We
refer to these as “original” formulations (and solutions).
We chose topologies of various sizes from the TopologyZoo dataset [28]; when indicating a topology, we generally include the number of nodes in the topology in
parentheses, e.g., “Abilene (11)” for the 11-node Abilene
topology. For ElasticTree, we also constructed FatTree
topologies of various sizes [2]. We synthetically generated traffic matrices using a uniform traffic matrix for
the FatTree networks and a gravity-based model [43] for
the TopologyZoo topologies. We used randomly sampled values from a log-normal distribution as “populations” for the gravity model. Unless otherwise specified, we used 5 paths per traffic class when running
SOL. All times below refer to computation on computers with 2.4GHz cores and 128GB of RAM. For deployment benchmarks, we used the default Mininet [31] virtual machine to emulate topologies.

8.1

Optimality and scalability

Comparing to optimal: Next, we examine how well
SOL’s results match original solutions, which are optimal (by definition). In all cases except ElasticTree, SOL
finds the optimal solution. Due to complexity of ElasticTree’s optimization, SOL suffers a 10% optimality gap:
the relative error in the objective value computed by SOL
(i.e., relative to the true optimal objective value).
SOL solution times are at least one order of magnitude
faster than solving the original formulations, and are often two or even three orders of magnitude faster. Fig. 14
shows run times to find original solutions. The runtime
was capped at 30 min (1800 s), after which the execution was aborted. Several original formulations did not
complete in that time, such as SIMPLE for topologies
Bellcanada and larger, and Panopticon for Ion and larger.
The topologies for which original solutions could not be
found are indicated in the gray regions in Fig. 14.
Comparing to specialized heuristics: We found that
SOL performs fairly well even compared to specialized
heuristics. Specifically, we compared the performance of
SOL to the custom heuristic for SIMPLE, obtained from
its authors. The runtime of SOL is comparable to that
of the SIMPLE heuristic algorithm, with a performance
gap of at most 3 seconds on the largest topologies we
considered (up 58 nodes, namely the “Dfn” topology).
We believe the benefit of not having to design custom
heuristics outweighs this performance gap.

Deployment benchmarks

We setup a variety of emulated networks using Mininet
and ONOS. We measured time for SOL to run the optimization for a traffic engineering goal and compute
and install network routes. Fig. 13a shows the times
to perform each step. SOL exhibits low optimization
and route generation times, making route installation the
most time-consuming part of the configuration process.
This bottleneck is caused by the number of rules that
must be installed and by the controller platform. Fig. 13b
shows the time to generate and install routes for a traffic engineering application using SOL, in contrast to installing shortest path routes using methods available in
ONOS. The difference is insignificant, and exists due to

Responding to traffic changes: We explore the benefits of the reconfiguration minimization capabilities of
SOL, for simplicity dubbed “mindiff.” We first computed
an optimal solution for a traffic engineering application;
then, a random permutation of the traffic matrix triggered
the re-computation with mindiff enabled. When computing the new solution, we assigned 4× greater priority
to the TE objective than the mindiff objective. Fig. 15a
shows that with mindiff enabled, up to an additional 35%
10
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SOL implementations (“Estimated improvement”). We
acknowledge that lines-of-code comparisons are inexact,
but we do not know of other ways of comparing “development effort” without conducting user studies.
(a) Fraction of traffic reas- (b) Optimality gap when ussigned to different paths with ing “mindiff”
and without “mindiff”

Name
ElasticTree
Panopticon
SIMPLE

Figure 15: Traffic shift and optimality gap when using
reconfiguration minimization capabilities of SOL

SOL lines Estimated
improvement
of code
16
13
21

21.8×
25.7×
18.6×

Table 1: Development effort benefits provided by SOL
We believe that the improvements in Table 1 are conservative. First, producing original formulations is a
much more complex and delicate process than writing
SOL code. We primarily attribute this difference to needing to account for CPLEX (or other solvers, e.g., [17, 33])
particulars at all; with SOL, these particulars are completely hidden from the developer. Second, SOL translates its optimization results to device configurations,
whereas this functionality is not even included in our
scripts for producing original formulations. Producing
device configurations from original solutions would require designing an extra algorithm to map the variables
in each formulation to relevant device configurations.

(a) Optimization runtimes of (b) Optimization runtimes of
SOL and Merlin; gray re- SOL and DEFO, for a traffic
gion indicates where Merlin engineering application
did not complete in 30 mins

Figure 16: Runtime of SOL vs. state-of-the-art optimization frameworks
of total traffic stays on its original paths across reconfigurations, versus being reassigned to new paths by the optimal solution. Naturally, SOL sacrifices some optimality
in the original TE objective (shown in Fig. 15b).

8.3

8.5

Comparison to Merlin and DEFO

SOL solutions require the specification of both the number (selectNumber) and type (shortest or random)
of paths to select per traffic class. In this section, we
quantify how sensitive SOL is to these parameters.

Merlin [45] tackles problems of network resource management similar to SOL. While the goals and formulations of Merlin and SOL are quite different, we use this
comparison to highlight the generality of SOL and the
power of its path abstraction. Specifically, Merlin uses
a more heavyweight optimization that is always an ILP
and operates on a graph that is substantially larger than
the physical network. We implemented the example application taken from the Merlin paper using both SOL
and Merlin. Fig. 16a shows that SOL outperforms Merlin by two or more orders of magnitude.
DEFO [18] is an optimization framework that aims to
simplify traffic engineering [18]. We obtained the DEFO
authors’ implementation and compared the optimization
times of DEFO and SOL on a simple traffic engineering
application. DEFO and SOL exhibit comparable runtimes (see Fig. 16b). However, DEFO lacks the ability
to express more complex applications and objectives and
to filter paths by arbitrary predicates.

8.4

Sensitivity

Number of Paths: Fig. 17 shows the SOL’s runtime and
optimality gap as a function of the number of paths per
class for two applications: SIMPLE and Panopticon. Unsurprisingly, with a larger number of paths, SOL’s runtime increases. However, this is not a significant concern,
since we find optimal solutions at selectNumber as low
as 5. These numbers are representative of all applications
and topologies we have considered.

Developer benefits

SOL is a much simpler framework for encoding SDN optimization tasks, versus developing custom solutions by
hand. In an effort to demonstrate this simplicity somewhat quantitatively, Table 1 shows the number of lines
of code (LOC) in our SOL implementations of various
applications (“SOL lines of code”), and the ratio of the
LOC of the original formulations to the LOC for our

Figure 17: Runtime and optimality gap as function of
paths; optimality is achieved in most cases with as few
as 5 paths per class
Path selection strategy: We evaluated different selection strategies across topologies and applications (omit11
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Higher-layer abstractions for SDN: This work includes new programming languages (e.g., [41, 12]), testing and verification tools (e.g, [27]), semantics for network updates (e.g., [42]), compilers for rule generation
(e.g., [26]), abstractions for handling control conflicts
(e.g., [4]), and APIs for users to express requirements
(e.g., [10]). These works do not address the optimization
component, which is the focus of SOL.

ted for brevity). Our results were consistent with our experiences more generally that most problems lend themselves to a fairly obvious path selection strategy: those
with need for load balancing are likely to benefit from
random and those that are latency-sensitive benefit from
shortest. If in doubt, however, both strategies can be
attempted.
Path selection and generation costs: Since path selection is part of the optimization cycle, we ensure that
path selection times are small, ranging from 0.1 to 3 seconds across topologies. Path selection is preceded by a
path generation phase that enumerates the simple paths
per class. Path generation is moderately costly for large
topologies, e.g., taking <300 s for the largest presented
topology, when parallelized to 60 threads. However, we
emphasize that path generation can be relegated to an offline precomputation phase that is only performed once.

9

Languages for optimization: There are several modeling frameworks such as AMPL [13], Mosek [33],
PyOpt [37], and PuLP [32] for expressing optimization
tasks. However, these do not specifically simplify network optimization. SOL is a domain-specific library that
operates at a higher level of semantics than these “wrappers”. SOL offers a path-based abstraction for writing
network optimizations, exploits this structure to solve
these optimizations quickly, and generates network device configurations that implement its solutions.

Discussion

Network resource management: Merlin is a language
for network resource management [45]. In terms of the
applications that it can support, Merlin is restricted to
using path predicates expressed as regular expressions.
Our experiments suggest that SOL is three orders of
magnitude faster than Merlin using the same underlying solvers. That said, Merlin’s “language-based” approach provides other capabilities (e.g., verified delegation) that SOL does not (try to) offer. DEFO is another
optimization framework that focuses on traffic engineering and service chaining applications [18]. Their goal is
not to develop a general framework, but rather to support
easy management of carrier-grade networks, which they
accomplish using a two-layer architecture and support
for networks that are not OpenFlow-enabled via segment
routing. Other works focus on traffic-steering optimization (e.g., [39, 7]). SOL offers a unifying abstraction that
covers many network management applications.

Expressiveness of SOL: We make no claim that SOL
is a panacea, capable of expressing any optimization,
nor do we have a formal way to decide if a problem
fits the SOL paradigm. We can provide guidelines as to
which problems are well-suited (or not) for SOL. Optimizations with complex path predicates benefit greatly
from SOL, as path generation and validation is performed offline, not during optimization. So do problems with resource constraints dependent on paths (e.g.,
SIMPLE with its TCAM constraints). Problems with no
path predicates and very large interconnected topologies
(i.e., large datacenter networks) are less likely to benefit
from SOL. However, we plan to explore alternative approaches (e.g., hierarchical optimization) approaches to
provide benefits in that space as well.
Analytical guarantees: While our empirical results
suggest that random or shortest paths yield nearoptimal solutions with a small selectNumber, they also
raise interesting theoretical questions: can we prove that
these selection strategies permit near-optimal solutions
for specific classes of problems?
Very large/dynamic networks: For very large networks
(>100 nodes) SOL might not perform as well as heuristic solutions, especially for applications that require an
ILP, since the number of paths grows very large. In such
cases, we can utilize general approximation heuristics,
such as randomized rounding, to maintain its ability to
react to network changes quickly.
Composition: Having a unified optimization layer atop
SDN controllers exposes opportunities to compose applications. We plan to explore these in future work.

10

11

Conclusion

While network optimization is central to many SDN
applications, few efforts attempt to make it accessible.
Our vision is a general, efficient framework for expressing and solving network optimizations. Our framework,
SOL, achieves both generality and efficiency via a pathcentric abstraction. We showed that SOL can concisely
express applications with diverse goals (traffic engineering, offloading, topology modification, service chaining, etc.) and yields optimal or near-optimal solutions
with often better performance than custom formulations.
Thus, SOL can lower the barrier to entry for novel SDN
network optimization applications.
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A

Advanced users and low-level interface

1

While the SOL API described in §4 is general and expressive enough to capture the diverse requirements of
the broad spectrum of applications, we also expose a
low-level API that gives more control to the user by giving access to the SOL internal variables. Advanced users
can use this API for further customization.
For instance, API calls enable the names of the internal variables in Fig. 8 to be retrieved and their values determined. Similarly, using the defineVar (name,
coeffs, lb, ub) function, the user can create a new variable with name name, specify numeric lower and upper
bounds (lb and ub), and equate it to a linear combination of any other existing variables as specified by coeffs,
a map from variable names to numeric coefficients. This
is a useful primitive when specifying complex objectives.
SOL also allows setting a custom objective function that
is a linear combination of any existing variables, allowing for multi-objective optimization. This is done using
the setObjective (coeffs, dir) function call, which accepts a mapping coeffs of variable names to their coefficients. The binary input dir indicates whether the objective should be minimized or maximized.
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Additional applications

31
32

New elastic scaling capabilities: Here, we show SOL
can be used for novel SDN applications. Specifically,
we consider an elastic NFV setting [14] that places middleboxes in the network and allocates capacities in response to observed demand. There could be additional
constraints, such as the total number of such VM locations. As a simple objective, we consider an upper bound
on the number of nodes used while still load balancing
across virtual middlebox instances. We can easily add
other objectives such as minimizing number of VMs. For
brevity we highlight only the key parts of building such
a novel application.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

def _MaxMinFairness_MCF(topology, pptc, unstaturated,
saturated, allocation, linkCaps):
opt = getOptimization()
opt.addDecisionVariables(pptc)
# setup flow constraints
opt.addAllocateFlowConstraint({tc: pptc[tc] for tc in
unstaturated})
for i in saturated:
opt.addAllocateFlowConstraint({tc: pptc[tc] for
tc in pptc[i]}, allocation[i])
# setup link capacities:
def linkcapfunc(link, tc, path, resource):
return tc.volBytes
opt.addLinkCapacityConstraint(pptc, ’bandwidth’,
linkCaps, linkcapfunc)
opt.setPredefinedObjective("maxallflow")
opt.solve()
return opt
def iterateMaxMinFairness(topology, pptc, linkCaps):
# Setup saturated and unsaturated commodities
saturated = defaultdict(lambda: [])
unsaturated = set(pptc.keys())
paths = defaultdict(lambda: [])
t = [] # allocation values per each iteration
i = 0 # iteration index
while unsaturated:
# Run slightly modified multi-commodity flow
opt = _MaxMinFairness_MCF(topology, pptc,
unsaturated, saturated, t, linkCaps)
if not opt.isSolved():
raise FormulationException(’No solution’)
alloc = opt.getSolvedObjective()
t.append(alloc)
# Check if commodity is saturated, if so move it
to saturated list
for tc in list(unsaturated):
# NOTE: this is an inefficient non-blocking
test, based on dual variables
# More efficient methods are available
dual = opt.getDualValue(opt.al(tc))
if dual > 0:
unsaturated.remove(tc)
saturated[i].append(tc)
paths[tc] = opt.getPathFractions()[tc]
i += 1
return paths

Figure 18: Python code for Max-min fairness optimization
(line 6), and set the objective (line 7).
Complex multi-part optimizations: We also show how
one can model more complex optimizations, using SOL
as a primitive to express certain blocks of the optimization. Fig. 18 provides code for solving a max-min fairness problem. It relies on expressing intermediate multicommodity flow problems using SOL (see function
_MaxMinFairness_MCF) and writing a small iterative
algorithm (see function iterateMaxMinFairness) for
arriving at the optimal solution. We model our code after the algorithm suggested by Pióro et al. [38], however
there are more recent and efficient proposals that can also
be expressed in SOL (e.g., [3, 9]).

predicate = hasMboxPredicate
opt.addBinaryVariables(pptc, topo, [’path’, ’node’])
opt.addNodeCapacityConstraint(pptc, ’cpu’, {node: ’TBA’
for node in topo.nodes()}, lambda node, tc, path,
resource: tc.volFlows * tc.cpuCost)
opt.addRequireSomeNodesConstraint(pptc)
opt.addPathDisableConstraint(pptc)
opt.addBudgetConstraint(topo, lambda node: 1, topo.
getNumNodes()/2)
opt.setPredefinedObjective(’minmaxnodeload’, resource=’
cpu’)

First, we define a valid path to be one that goes though
a middlebox; SOL provides a predicate for that (line 1).
The main difference here is the definition of capacities
with the TBA value on line 3; this indicates that our
optimization must allocate the capacities to the nodes.
(SOL ensures that disabled nodes have 0 capacity allocated.) Thus we require at least one enabled node
per path (lines 4, 5), limit the number of enabled nodes
15
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Paving the Way for NFV:
Simplifying Middlebox Modifications using StateAlyzr
Junaid Khalid, Aaron Gember-Jacobson, Roney Michael,
Anubhavnidhi Abhashkumar, Aditya Akella
University of Wisconsin-Madison
central contribution of this paper is a novel, frameworkAbstract

independent system that greatly reduces the effort involved in making such modifications.
Three factors make such modifications difficult today:
(i) middlebox software is extremely complex, and the
logic to update/create different pieces of state can be intricate; (ii) there may be 10s-100s of object types that correspond to state that needs explicit handling; and (iii) middleboxes are extremely diverse. Factors i and ii make it
difficult to reason about the completeness or correctness
of manual modifications. And, iii means manual techniques that apply to one middlebox may not extend to
another. Our own experience in modifying middleboxes
to work with OpenNF [16] underscores these problems.
Making even a simple monitoring appliance (PRADS [6],
with 10K LOC) OpenNF-compliant took over 120 manhours. We had to iterate over multiple code changes and
corresponding unit tests to ascertain completeness of our
modifications; moreover, the process we used for modifying this middlebox could not be easily adapted to other
more complex ones!
These difficulties significantly raise the bar for the
adoption of these otherwise immensely useful state handling frameworks. To reduce manual effort and ease
adoption, we develop StateAlyzr, a system that relies on
data and control-flow analysis to automate identification
of state objects that need explicit handling. Using StateAlyzr’s output, developers can easily make frameworkcompliant changes to arbitrary middleboxes, e.g., identify which state to allocate using custom libraries for [20,
24, 26], determine where to track updates to state [16,
26, 30], (de)serialize relevant state objects for transfer/cloning [16], and merge externally provided state with internal structures [16, 24]. In practice we find StateAlyzr
to be highly effective. For example, leveraging StateAlyzr
to make PRADS OpenNF-compliant took under 6 manhours of work.
Importantly, transferring/cloning state objects identified with StateAlyzr is provably sound and precise. The
former means that the aggregate output of a collection of
instances following redistribution is equivalent to the output that would have been produced had redistribution not
occurred. The latter means that StateAlyzr identifies minimal state to transfer so as to ensure that redistribution
offers good performance and incurs low overhead.
However, achieving high precision without compro-

Important Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)
scenarios such as ensuring middlebox fault tolerance or
elasticity require redistribution of internal middlebox
state. While many useful frameworks exist today for migrating/cloning internal state, they require modifications
to middlebox code to identify needed state. This process
is tedious and manual, hindering the adoption of such
frameworks. We present a framework-independent system, StateAlyzr, that embodies novel algorithms adapted
from program analysis to provably and automatically
identify all state that must be migrated/cloned to ensure
consistent middlebox output in the face of redistribution. We find that StateAlyzr reduces man-hours required
for code modification by nearly 20 . We apply StateAlyzr to four open source middleboxes and find its algorithms to be highly precise. We find that a large amount
of, but not all, live state matters toward packet processing in these middleboxes. StateAlyzr’s algorithms can reduce the amount of state that needs redistribution by 6008000 compared to naive schemes.

1

Introduction

Network functions virtualization (NFV) promises to offer networks great flexibility in handling middlebox load
spikes and failures by helping spin up new virtual instances and dynamically redistributing traffic among instances. Central to realizing the benefits of such elasticity
and fault tolerance is the ability to handle internal middlebox state during traffic redistribution. Because middlebox state is dynamic (it can be updated for each incoming packet) and critical (its current value determines middlebox actions), the relevant internal state must be made
available when traffic is rerouted to a different middlebox
instance [16, 26, 30].
Recognizing this, and given the high-overhead and
poor efficiency of existing approaches for replicating and
sharing application state [16, 24, 26], researchers have
developed several exciting frameworks for transferring,
cloning, or sharing live middlebox state across instances,
e.g., OpenNF [16], FTMB [30], Split/Merge [26], Pico
Replication [24], and StatelessNF [20].
However, for middleboxes to work with these frameworks, middlebox developers must modify, or at least
annotate, their code to perform custom state allocation,
track updates to state, and (de)serialize state objects. The
1
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mising soundness is challenging. Key attributes of middlebox code contribute to this: e.g., numerous data structures and procedures, large callgraphs, heavy use of
(multi-level) pointers, and indirect calls to packet processing routines that modify state (See Table 2).

(a) Scaling with Split/Merge [26]

To overcome these challenges, StateAlyzr cleverly
adapts program analysis techniques, such as slicing [18,
33] and pointer analysis [9, 31], to typical middlebox
code structure and design patterns, contributing new algorithms for detailed classification of middlebox state.
These algorithms can automatically identify: (i) variables
corresponding to state objects that pertain to individual
or groups of flows, (ii) the subset of these that correspond
to state objects that can be updated by an arbitrary incoming packet at runtime, (iii) the flow space corresponding to a state object, (iv) middlebox I/O actions that are
impacted by each state object, and (v) objects updated at
runtime by an incoming packet.

2 Log state accesses
and packets
Redistribute
1
traffic 6
Snapshot VM Persistent
storage
Launch VM
4
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(b) Failure recovery with FTMB [30]
Figure 1: Scaling and failure recovery process with recently
state management frameworks

2

Motivation

A central goal of NFV is to create more scalable and fault
tolerant middlebox deployments, where middleboxes automatically scale themselves in accordance with network
load and automatically heal themselves when software,
hardware, or link failures occur [4]. Scaling, and possibly
fault tolerance, requires launching middlebox instances
on demand. Both require redistributing network traffic
among instances, as shown in Figure 1.

To evaluate StateAlyzr, we both prove that our algorithms are sound (Appendix B) and use experiments to
demonstrate precision and the resultant impact on the
efficiency of state transfer/cloning. We run StateAlyzr
on four open source middleboxes—Passive Real-time Asset Detection System (PRADS) [6], HAProxy load balancer [2], Snort Intrusion Detection System [7], and
OpenVPN gateway [5]—and find:

2.1

Need for Handling State

Middlebox scaling and failure recovery should be transparent to end-users and applications. Key to ensuring
this is maintaining output equivalence: for any input traffic stream, the aggregate output of a dynamic set of middlebox instances should be equivalent to the output produced by a single, monolithic, always-available instance
that processes the entire input [26]. The output may include network traffic and middlebox logs.
As shown in prior works [16, 26, 30], achieving output equivalence is hard because middleboxes are stateful.
Every packet the middlebox receives may trigger updates
to multiple pieces of internal state, and middlebox output is highly dependent on the current state. Thus, malfunctions can occur when traffic is rerouted to a middlebox instance without the relevant internal state being made
available at the instance. Approaches like naively rerouting newly arriving flows or forcibly rerouting flows with
pertinent state can violate output equivalence. The reader
is referred to [16, 24] for a more formal treatment of the
need to handle internal state.

• StateAlyzr’s algorithms improve precision significantly: whereas the middleboxes have 1500-18k variables, only 29-131 correspond to state that needs explicit handling, and 10-148 are updateable at run time.
By automatically identifying updateable state, StateAlyzr allows developers to focus on the necessary subset of variables among the many present. StateAlyzr
can be imprecise: 18% of the updateable variables are
mis-labeled (they are in fact read-only), but the information StateAlyzr provides allows developers to ignore processing these variables.
• Using StateAlyzr output, we modified PRADS and
Snort to support fault tolerance using OpenNF [16].
We find that StateAlyzr reduces the manual effort
needed. We could modify Snort (our most complex
middlebox) and PRADS in 90 and 6 man-hours, respectively. Further, by helping track which flowspace an incoming packet belongs to, and which state
objects it had updated, StateAlyzr reduces unneeded
runtime state transfers between the primary and
backup instances of PRADS and Snort by 600 and
8000 respectively compared to naive approaches.
• StateAlyzr can process middlebox code in a reasonable amount of time. Finally, it helped us identify important variables that we missed in our earlier modifications to PRADS, underscoring its usefulness.

2.2

Approaches for Handling State

Traditional approaches for replicating and sharing application state are resource intensive and slow [16, 24,
26]. Thus, researchers have introduced fast and efficient frameworks that transfer, clone, or share live internal middlebox state across instances. Examples include:
2
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Required Modifications
State State Serial- Merge
Framework
Provides Alloc. Access ization State
Split/Merge [26] Elasticity
Pico Rep. [24]
Fault tol.
OpenNF [16]
Both
FTMB [30]
Fault tol.
StatelessNF [20] Both
Table 1: Middlebox modifications in different frameworks

ify which variables may contain/point-to cross-flow state;
(ii) the tool is limited to Click-based middleboxes [21].
2.3 Simplifying Modification and its Requirements
Making the aforementioned changes to even simple middleboxes can take numerous man-hours as our own experience with OpenNF suggests. This is a serious barrier
to adopting any of the previously mentioned systems.
A system that can automatically identify what state a
middlebox creates, where the state is created, and how the
state is used could be immensely helpful in reducing the
man-hours. It can provide developers guidance on writing custom state allocation routines, and on adding appropriate state filtering, serialization, and merging functions. Thus, it would greatly lower the barriers to adopting
the above frameworks.
Building such a system is challenging because of soundness and precision requirements. Soundness means that
the system must not miss any types, storage locations, allocations, or uses of state required for output equivalence.
A precise system identifies the minimal set of state that
requires special handling to ensure state handling at runtime is fast and low-overhead.

Split/Merge [26] and StatelessNF [20] that focus on elasticity; Pico replication [24] and FTMB [30] that focus on fault
tolerance; and OpenNF [16] that applies to both. Unfortunately, these frameworks require detailed modifications
to middlebox code to handle state (see Table 1):
• Split/Merge [26] and Pico Replication [24] require
middleboxes to allocate and access all per- and
cross-flow state—i.e., state that supports the processing of multiple packets within and across flows,
respectively—through a specialized shared library,
instead of using system-provided functions (e.g.,
malloc). This allows the frameworks to transfer and
replicate middlebox state without serializing or updating middlebox-internal structures.
• OpenNF [16] requires middleboxes to identify and
serialize per- and cross-flow state objects pertaining
to a particular flowspace, as well as deserialize and
integrate objects received from other middlebox instances. This allows OpenNF to transfer and copy
flow-related state between middlebox instances.
• FTMB [30] requires middleboxes to log: (i) accesses to cross-flow state, and (ii) invocations of
non-deterministic functions (e.g., gettimeofday).
The logs allow FTMB to deterministically reprocess
packets on a different middlebox instance in case the
current instance fails before an up-to-date snapshot
of its state can be captured.
• StatelessNF [20] requires middleboxes to create,
read, and update all state values from a central,
RDMA (remote direct memory access) based key/value store. This enables any middlebox instance to
have access to any state, and hence any instance can
safely process any packet.

2.4 Options
Well-known program analysis approaches can be applied
to identify middlebox state and its characteristics.
Dynamic analysis. We could use dynamic taint analysis [29] to monitor which pieces of state are used and
modified while a middlebox processes some sample input. Unfortunately, the sample inputs may not exercise
all code paths, causing the analysis to miss some state.
We also find that such monitoring can significantly slow
middleboxes down (e.g., PRADS [6] and Snort IDS [7] are
slowed down 10 ).
Static analysis. Alternatively, we could use symbolic execution [10] or data-/control-flow analysis [15, 18].1
Symbolic execution can be employed to explore all possible code paths by representing input and runtime state
as a series of symbols rather than concrete values. We
can then track the state used in each path. While this
is sound, the complexity of most middleboxes (Table 2)
makes it impossible to explore all execution paths in a
tractable amount of time. For example, we symbolically
executed PRADS—which has just 10K LOC—for 8 hours
using S2E [10], and only 13% of PRAD’s code was covered. The complexity worsens exponentially for middleboxes with larger codebases. Recent advances in symbolic
execution of middleboxes [14] do not help as they over
come state space explosion by abstracting away middlebox state, which is precisely what we aim to analyze.

Making the above modifications to middleboxes is difficult because middlebox code is complex. As shown in
Table 2, several popular middleboxes have between 60K
and 275K lines of code (LOC), dozens of different structures and classes, and, in some cases, complex eventbased control flow. If a developer misses a change to some
structure, class, or function, then output equivalence may
be violated under certain input patterns, and a middlebox
may fail in unexpected ways at run time. FTMB is the only
system that aims to avoid such problems. It automatically
modifies middleboxes using LLVM [3]. However, there
are two problems: (i) developers must still manually spec-

1 Abstract interpretation [12] is another candidate, but it suffers from
the well known problem of incompleteness, i.e., it over-approximates
the middlebox’s processing and may not identify all relevant state.
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Middlebox
Snort IDS [7]
HAProxy load balancer [2]
OpenVPN [5]
PRADS asset detector [6]
Bro IDS [23]
Squid caching proxy [8]

LOC
(C/C++)
275K
63K
62K
10K
97K
166K

Classes/
Structs
898
191
194
40
1798
875

Event
based?
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Level of
pointers
10
8
2
4
-

Number of
procedures
4617
2560
2023
297
3034
2133

Size of
callgraph
3391
1018
1184
115
-

*Shows the lower bound. It does not include the number of structs used by the libraries and kernel.

Table 2: Code complexity for popular middleboxes. Those above the line are analyzed in greater detail later.
Main

Event thread

init()

loopProcedure()

state created by the middlebox. The final output of this
stage is a list of what we call top-level variables that contain or indirectly refer to such state.
Unlike state that is only used for processing the current packet, per-/cross-flow state influences other packets’ processing. Consequently, the lifetime of this state extends beyond the processing a single packet. We leverage
this property, along with knowledge of the relation between variable and value lifetimes, to first identify variables that may contain or refer to per-/cross-flow state.
We improve precision by considering which variables
are actually used in packet processing code, thereby eliminating variables that contain or refer to state that is only
used for middlebox initialization. We call the remaining
variables “top-level”. The main challenge here is dealing
with indirect calls to packet processing in event-based
middleboxes (Figure 2), which complicate the task of
identifying all packet processing code. We develop an algorithm that adapts forward program slicing [18] to address this challenge (§4.1).
2) Identify Updateable State. The second stage further categorizes state based on whether it may be updated while a packet is processed. If state is readonly, we can avoid repeated cloning (in Pico Replication and OpenNF), avoid unnecessary logging of accesses
(FTMB), and allow simultaneous access from multiple instances (StatelessNF); all of these will reduce the frameworks’ overhead. We can trivially identify updateable
state by looking for assignment statements in packet processing procedures. However, this strawman is complicated by heavy use of pointers in middlebox code which
can be used to indirect state update. To address this challenge we show how to employ flow-, context-, and fieldinsensitive pointer analysis [9, 31] (§4.2).
3) Identify States’ Flowspace Dimensions. Finally, the
third stage determines a state’s flowspace: a set of packet
header fields (e.g. src ip, dest ip, src port, dest port &
proto) that delineate the subset of traffic that relates to
the state. Flowspace must be considered when modifying
a middlebox to use custom allocation functions [24, 26]
or filter state in preparation for export [16]. It is important to avoid the inclusion of irrelevant header fields and
the exclusion of relevant fields in a state’s flowspace, because it impacts runtime correctness and performance,
respectively. To solve this problem we developed an algorithm that leverages common state access patterns in

while (event = dequeue())
processIndirect(event)

Packet processing loop
while (!done)

processIndirect(event)

packet = receive()
raiseEvent()
process(packet)
process(packet)
send(packet)

write(log)

foo()

Packet processing procedures

Figure 2: Logical structure of middlebox code

In this paper, we make clever use of data-/control-flow
analysis to automatically evaluate how to handle middlebox state. Naively applying standard data-/control-flow
analysis identifies all variables as pertaining to ‘state that
needs handling’ (e.g., variables pertaining to per-packet
state, read-only state, and state that falls outside the scope
of a flowspace of interest); if developers modify a middlebox to specially handle all these variables, it can result in arbitrarily poor runtime performance during redistribution. We show how middlebox code structure and
design patterns can be used to design novel algorithms
that employ static program analysis techniques in a way
that significantly improves precision without compromising soundness. Our approach is general and does not assume use of any particular state management framework.

3 Overview of StateAlyzr
Most middleboxes’ code can be logically divided into
three basic parts (Figure 2): initialization, packet receive
loop, and packet processing. The initialization code runs
when the middlebox starts. It reads and parses configuration input, loads supplementary modules or files, and
opens log files. All of this can be done in the main()
procedure, or in separate procedures called by main. The
packet receive loop is responsible for reading a packet (or
byte stream) from the kernel (via a socket) and passing it
to the packet processing procedure(s). The latter analyzes,
and potentially modifies, the packet. This procedure(s)
reads/writes internal middlebox state to inform the processing of the current (and future) packet.
Our approach consists of three primary stages that
leverage this structure. In each stage we further refine
our characterization of a middlebox’s state. The stages and
their main challenges are described next:
1) Identify Per-/Cross-Flow State. In the first stage, we
identify the storage location for all per- and cross-flow
4
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middleboxes to identify program points where we can apply program chopping [27] to determine relevant header
fields (§4.3).
Soundness. In order for StateAlyzr to be sound it is necessary for these three stages to be sound. In Appendix B,
we prove the soundness of our algorithms.
Assumptions about middlebox code. Our proofs are
based on the assumption that middleboxes use standard
API or system calls to read/write packets and hashtables
or link-lists to store state. These assumption are not limitations of our analysis algorithms. Instead, they are made
to ease the implementation of StateAlyzr. Our implementation can be extended to add additional packet read/write methods or other data structures to store the state.
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StateAlyzr Foundations

We now describe our novel algorithms for detailed state
classification. To describe the algorithms, we use the example of a simple middlebox that blocks external hosts
creating too many new connections (Figure 3).
4.1

Per-/Cross-Flow State

Our analysis begins by identifying the storage location for
all relevant per- and cross-flow state created by the middlebox. This has two parts: (i) exhaustively identifying
persistent variables to ensure soundness, and (ii) carefully
limiting to top-level variables that contain or refer to per/cross-flow values to ensure precision.
4.1.1

Identifying Persistent Variables

Because per-/cross-flow state necessarily influences two
or more packets within/across flows, values corresponding to such state must be created during or prior to the
processing of one packet, and be destroyed during or after the processing of a subsequent packet. Hence, the corresponding variables must be persistent, i.e., their values
persist beyond a single iteration of the packet processing
loop. In Figure 3, variables declared on lines 7 to 11 are
persistent, whereas curr on line 61 is not. Our algorithm
first identifies such variables.
Analysis Algorithm. We traverse a middlebox’s code, as
shown in Figure 4. The values of all global and static variables exist for the entire duration of the middlebox’s execution, so these variables are always persistent. Variables
local to the loop-procedure2 —i.e., the procedure containing the packet processing loop—exist for the duration of
this procedure, and hence the duration of the packet processing loop, so they are also persistent.
Local variables of procedures that precede the loopprocedure on the call stack are also persistent, because
the procedures’ stack frames last longer than the packet
processing loop. However, these variables cannot be used

s t r u c t host {
uint ip ;
i n t count ;
s t r u c t host * next ;
}
pcap t * intPcap , * extPcap ;
int threshold ;
c h a r * qu eu e [ 1 0 0 ] ;
i n t head = 0 , t a i l = 0 ;
s t r u c t h o s t * h o s t s = NULL ;
i n t main ( i n t a r g c , c h a r * * a r g v ) {
pthread t thread ;
intPcap = pcap create ( argv [ 0 ] ) ;
extPcap = pcap create ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;
threshold = a t o i ( argv [ 2 ] ) ;
p t h r e a d c r e a t e (& t h r e a d , ( v o i d *)& p r o c e s s P a c k e t ) ;
}
i n t loopProcedure ( ) {
while ( 1 ) {
s t r u c t p c a p p k t h d r pcapHdr ;
c h a r * p k t = p c a p n e x t ( e x t P c a p , &pcapHdr ) ;
ifFull Wait ();
enqueue ( pkt ) ;
i f ( entry >count < t h r e s h o l d )
p c a p i n j e c t ( i n t P c a p , p k t , pcapHdr > c a p l e n ) ;
} }
void enqueue ( char * pkt ){
head = ( head + 1 ) % 1 0 0 ;
q u eu e [ head ] = p k t ;
}
char * dequeue ( ) {
i n t * index = &t a i l ;
* index = ( * index + 1)%100;
r e t u r n qu eu e [ * i n d e x ] ;
}
void processPacket (){
while (1){
ifEmpty Wait ( ) ;
char * pkt = dequeue ( ) ;
s t r u c t e t h h d r * ethHdr= ( s t r u c t e t h h d r ) p k t ;
s t r u c t i p h d r * ipHdr= ( s t r u c t i p h d r * ) ( ethHdr + 1 ) ;
s t r u c t t c p h d r * t c p H dr = ( s t r u c t t c p h d r * ) ( ipHdr + 1 ) ;
s t r u c t h o s t * e n t r y = l o o k u p ( ipHdr > s a d d r , h o s t s ) ;
i f (NULL == h o s t ) {
s t r u c t h o s t * new = m a l l o c ( s i z e o f ( s t r u c t h o s t ) ) ;
new > i p = ipHdr > s a d d r ;
new > n e x t = h o s t s ;
h o s t s = new ;
}
i f ( tcpHdr > s y n && ! tcpHdr > a c k )
entry >count ++;
} }
s t r u c t host * lookup ( u i n t ip ) {
s t r u c t host * curr = hosts ;
w h i l e ( c u r r ! = NULL) {
i f ( c u r r > i p == i p )
return curr ;
curr = curr >next ;
} }

Figure 3: Code for our running example.

within the packet processing loop, or a procedure called
therein, because the variables are out of scope. Thus we
exclude these from our list of persistent variables, improving precision.
The above analysis implicitly considers heap-allocated
values by considering the values of global, static, and local variables, which can point to values on the heap. Values on the heap exist until they are explicitly freed (or
the middlebox terminates), but their usable lifetime is lim-

2 To automatically detect packet processing loops, we use the fact that

middleboxes read packets using standard library/system functions.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: prog
Output: persistVars
persistVars = {}
persistVars = persistVars GlobalVarDecls(prog)
foreach proc in Procedures(prog) do
persistVars = persistVars StaticVarDecls(proc)
persistVars = persistVars LocalVarDecls(loopProc)
persistVars = persistVars FormalParams(loopProc)
Figure 4: Identifying persistent variables

We considered a strawman approach of using call
graphs to identify packet processing procedure. A call
graph is constructed by starting at each procedure call
within the packet processing loop, and classifying each
appearing procedure as a packet processing procedure.
However, this analysis does not capture packet processing procedures that are called indirectly. The Squid proxy,
e.g., does initial processing of the received packet, then
enqueues an event to trigger further processing through
later calls to additional procedures. Hence the analysis may incorrectly eliminate some legitimate per-/crossflow state which is used in such procedures.
Thus, we need an approach that exhaustively considers the dependencies between the receipt of a packet and
both direct and indirect invocations of packet processing procedures. Below, we show how system dependence
graphs [15] and program slicing [18] can be used for this.
A system dependence graph (SDG) consists of multiple
program dependence graphs (PDGs) — one for each procedure. Each PDG contains vertices for each statement
along with their data and control dependency edges. A
data dependence edge is created between statements p and
q if there is an execution path between them, and p may
update the value of some variable that q reads. A control
dependence edge is created if p is a conditional statement,
and whether or not q executes depends on p. A snippet
of the control and data edges for our example in Figure 3
is in Figure 6.
Whereas control edges capture direct invocations of
packet processing, we can rely on data edges to capture
indirect procedure calls. For example, the dashed yellow lines in Figure 6 fail to capture invocation of the
processPacket procedure on bottom right (because
there is no control edge from the while loop or any of its
subsequent procedures to processPacket). In contrast,
we can follow the data edges, the dashed red line, to track
such calls.
Given a middlebox’s SDG, we compute a forward program slice from a packet receive function call for the variable which stores the received packet. A forward slice
contains the set of statements that are affected by the value
of a variable starting from a specific point in the program [18]. Most middleboxes use standard library/system
functions to receive packets—e.g., pcap next, or recv—
so we can easily identify these calls and the variable pointing to the received packet. We consider any procedure
appearing in the computed slice to be a packet processing
procedure. For middleboxes which invoke packet receive
functions at multiple points, we compute forward slices
from every call site and take the union of the procedures
appearing in all such slices.
Values Used in Packet Processing Procedures. The second half of our algorithm (Figure 5, lines 7–12) focuses
on identifying persistent values that are used within some

ited to the time frame in which they are reachable from a
variable’s value.3 Therefore, we can conclude that a heapallocated value’s persistence is predicated on the persistence of a variable identified by our algorithm.
4.1.2

Limiting to Top-level Variables

The above algorithm identifies a superset of variables
that may be bound, or point, to per-/cross-flow state. It
includes variables bound to state used in initialization
for loading/processing configuration/signature files: e.g.,
variables intPcap and extPcap in Figure 3. Such variables don’t need handling during traffic redistribution;
they can simply be copied when an instance is launched.
To eliminate such variables and improve precision, the
key insight we leverage is that, by definition, per-/crossflow state is used in some way during packet processing.
However, identifying all such variables is non-trivial, and
missing variables impact analysis soundness.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: prog, persistVars
Output: pktProcs, percrossflowVars
pktProcs = {}
sdg = SystemDependenceGraph(prog)
foreach stmt in Statements(loopProc) do
//Statements() returns all statements in a procedure
if stmt calls PKT RECV FUNC then
slice = ForwardSlice(sdg, stmt, stmt.LHS)
pktProcs = pktProcs Procedures(slice)
//Procedures() returns all procedures in a slice
percrossflowVars = {}
foreach proc in pktProcs do
foreach stmt in Statements(proc) do
foreach var in Vars(stmt) do
//Vars() returns all variables used in a statement
if var in persistVars then
percrossflowVars = percrossflowVars {var}
Figure 5: Identifying per-/cross-flow variables

Identifying Packet Processing Procedures. Figure 5
shows our algorithm for identifying top-level variables
that contain or refer to per-/cross-flow values. The first
half of the algorithm (lines 1–6) focuses on identifying
packet processing code. Obviously any code contained in
the packet processing loop is used for processing packets,
but, crucially, the code of procedures (indirectly) called
from within the loop is also packet processing code.
3A

heap value whose lifetime is longer than its usable lifetime is a
memory leak.
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PDG – loopProcedure()

entry
loopProcedure

PDG – pcap_next()
entry
pcap_next

pcapHdr

1

hosts = NULL

2

while 1

3

call pcap_next
call ifFull_wait
pkt = ret
call enqueue

PDG – processPacket()
pktin = pkt

4

entry
processPacket

5

while 1

PDG –
enqueue()

entry
enqueue

call dequeue

pkt = pktin

head =
(head+1)%100

6
pkt = ret

queue[head]
= pkt
PDG –
#System()
*index = &tail

ing procedures identified in the first stage of our analysis (§4.1.2). If the assignment statement’s LHS contains a
top-level variable, then we mark the variable as updateable (similar to our strawman). Otherwise, we compute
the points-to set for the variable on the LHS and compare this with the set of updateable top-level variables and
their points-to sets. A variable’s points-to set contains all
variables whose associated storage locations are reachable
from the variable. To compute this set, we employ flow, context-, and field-insensitive pointer analysis [9]. If
the points-to set of the variable on the LHS contains a
top-level variable, or has a non-null intersection with the
points-to set of a top-level variable, then we mark the toplevel variable as updateable.
Due to limitations of pointer analysis, our algorithm
may still mark read-only top-level variables as updateable.
E.g., field insensitive pointer analysis can mark a top-level
struct variable as updateable even if just one of its subfields is updateable.

entry
dequeue

queue
pkt =
queue[*index]
head

*index =
(*index+1)%100

tail

legend
data edge

ret = pkt

PDG – dequeue()

control edge

Figure 6: Snippet of System dependence graph (SDG) for the
code in Figure 3; green edges indicate data dependencies and
blue edges indicate control dependencies; light yellow nodes
represent formal and actual parameters, while dark yellow
nodes represent return values.

packet processing procedure. We analyze each statement
in the packet processing procedures. If the statement contains a persistent variable, then we mark that persistent
variable as a top-level variable.
4.2

Input: pktProcs, percrossflowVars
Output: updateableVars
percrossflowVars = {}
foreach proc in pktProcs do
foreach stmt in AssignmentStmts(proc) do
//AssignmentStmts() returns all assignment
statements in a procedure
foreach var in percrossflowVars do
if stmt.LHS == var
or var in PointsTo(stmt.LHS)
or PointsTo(var) PointsTo(stmt.LHS)
then
updateableVars = updateableVars {var }
Figure 7: Identifying updateable variables

Updateable State

Next, we delineate updateable top-level variables from
read only variables to further improve precision. In Figure 3, variable head, tail, hosts and queue are updateable, whereas threshold is not. Because state is
updated through assignment statements, one strawman
choice here is to statically identify top-level variables on
the left-hand-side (LHS) of assignment statements. In
Figure 3, this identifies head, hosts and queue.
However, this falls short due to aliasing, where multiple variables are bound to the same storage location
due to the use of pointers [11]. Aliasing allows a value
reachable from a top-level variable to be updated through
the use of a different variable. Thus our strawman can
mis-label top-level variables as read-only, compromising
soundness. For example, tail is mislabeled in Figure 3,
because it never appears on the LHS of assignment statements. But on line 38 index is updated which points to
tail.
Analysis Algorithm. We develop an algorithm to identify updateable top-level variable (Figure 7). Since we
are concerned with variables whose (referenced) values
are updated during packet processing, we analyze each
assignment statement contained in the packet process-

4.3 State Flowspaces
Finally, we identify the packet header fields that define
the flowspace associated with the values of each top-level
variable. Identifying too fine-grained of a flowspace for
a value—i.e., more header fields than those that actually define the flowspace—is unsound; such an error will
cause a middlebox to incorrectly filter out the value when
it is requested by a middlebox state management framework [16, 20, 24, 26]. Contrarily, assuming an overly permissive flowspace (e.g., the entire flowspace) for a value
hurts precision.
To identify flowspaces, we leverage common middlebox design patterns in updating or accessing state. Middleboxes typically use simple data structures (e.g., a hash
table or linked list) to organize state of the same type
for different network entities (connections, applications,
subnets, URLs, etc.). When processing a packet, a middlebox uses header fields4 to lookup the entry in the
4 In

cases where keys are not based on the packet header fields e.g.
URL, a middlebox usually keeps another data structure to maintain the
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data structure that contains a reference to the values that
should be read/updated for this packet. In the case of a
hash table, the middlebox computes an index from the
packet header fields to identify the entry pointing to the
relevant values. For a linked list, the middlebox iterates
over entries in the data structure and compares packet
header fields against the values pointed to by the entry.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

expression (iteration scenario).
When square brackets or pointer arithmetic are used,
we compute a chop between the variables in the access
statement and the variable containing the packet returned
by the packet receive procedure. A chop between a set of
variables U at program point p and a set of variables V at
program point q is the set of statements that (i) may be
affected by the value of variables in U at point p, and (ii)
may affect the values of variables in V at point q. Thus, the
chop we compute above is a snippet of executable code
which takes a packet as input and outputs the index or
offset required to extract the value from the hashtable.
In a similar fashion, when iteration is used, we identify all conditional statements in the body of the loop.
We compute a chop between the packet returned by the
packet receive procedure and the set of all the variables
in the conditional expression which do not point to any
of the top-level variables; in our example (Figure 3), the
chop starts at line 24 and terminates at line 63. We output
the resulting chops, which collectively contain all conditional statements that are required to lookup a value in
a linked list data structure based on a flow space definition. Assuming that the middlebox accesses packet fields
using standard system-provided structs (e.g., struct ip
as defined in netinet/ip.h), we conduct simple string
matching on the code snippets to produce a list of packet
header fields that define a state’s flowspace.

Input: pktProcs, percrossflowVars
Output: chop, flowspace
keyedVars = {}
foreach var in percrossflowVars do
if Type(var) == pointer
or Type(var) == struct then
keyedVars = keyedVars {keyedVars}
foreach proc in pktProcs do
foreach loopStmt in LoopStmts(proc) do
condVars = {}
foreach var in Vars(loopStmt.condition) do
if var in keyedVars
or PointsTo(var) keyedVars
then
for condStmt in
ConditionalStmts(loopStmt.body) do
for condVar in Vars(condStmt) do
if condVar var then
condVars = condVars {condVar}
chop = Chop(sdg,pktVar,condVars)
flowspace = ExtractFlowspace(chop)
Figure 8: Identifying packet header fields that define a
per-/cross-flow variable’s associated flowspace

Algorithm. We leverage the above design patterns in our
algorithm shown in Figure 8. In the first step (lines 24), if the top-level variable is a struct or a pointer, we
mark it as a possible candidate for having a flowspace associated with it. This filters out all the top-level variables
which cannot represent more than one entry; e.g., variables head and tail in Figure 3.
We assume that middleboxes use hash tables or
linked lists to organize their values,5 and that these data
structures are accessed using:
square brackets, e.g.
entry = table[index];
pointer arithmetic, e.g.
entry = head + offset;
or iteration6 , e.g.
while(entry->next!=null){entry=entry->next;}
for(i=0; i<list.length; i++) {...}
The second step is thus to identify all statements like
these where a top-level variable marked above is on the
right-hand-side (RHS) of the statement (square brackets
or pointer arithmetic scenario) or in the conditional
mapping between such keys and packet header fields
5 Our approach can easily be extended to other data structures.
6 Middleboxes may also use recursion, but we have not found this
access pattern in the middleboxes we study, so we do not consider it in
our algorithm.

5

Enhancements

Data and control flow analysis can help improve precision, but they have some limitations in that they cannot
guarantee that exactly the relevant state and nothing else
has been identified. In particular, static analysis cannot
differentiate between multiple memory regions that are
allocated through separate invocations of malloc from the
same call site. Therefore, we cannot statically determine
if only a subset of these memory regions have been updated after processing a set of packets. To overcome potential efficiency loss due to such limitations, we can employ custom algorithms that boost precision in specific
settings. We present two candidates below.
5.1

Output-Impacting State

In addition to the three main code blocks (Figure 2), middleboxes may optionally have packet and log output functions. These pass a packet to the kernel for forwarding and
record the middlebox’s observations and actions in a log
file, respectively. These functions are usually called from
within the packet processing procedure(s).
In some cases, operators may desire output equivalence only for specific types of output. For example, an
operator may want to ensure client connections are not
broken when a NAT fails—i.e., packet output should be
equivalent—but may not care if the log of NAT’d connec-
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tions is accurate. In such cases, internal state that only
impacts non-essential forms of output does not need special handling during redistribution and can be ignored.
To aid such optimizations, we develop an algorithm to
identify the type of output that updateable state affects.
We use two key insights. First, middleboxes typically use
standard libraries and system calls to produce packet and
log output: either PCAP (e.g. pcap dump) or socket (e.g.
send) functions for the former, and regular I/O functions
(e.g. write) for the latter.7 Second, the output produced
by these functions can only be impacted by a handful of
parameters passed to these functions. Thus, we focus on
the call sites of these functions, and their parameters.
Algorithm. We use program slicing [18] to identify the
dependencies between a specific type of output and updateable variables. We sketch the algorithm and relegate
details to Appendix A. We first identify the call sites of
packet or log output functions by checking each statement in each packet processing procedure (§4.1.2). Then
we use the SDG produced in the first stage of our analysis
(Figure 5) to compute a backward slice from each call site.
Such a slice contains the set of statements that affect (i)
whether the procedure call is executed, and (ii) the value
of the variables used in the procedure call, such as the
parameters passed to the output function. We examine
each statement in a backward slice to determine whether
it contains an updateable per-/cross-flow variable. Such
variables are marked as impacting packet (or log) output.
5.2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

s t r u c t conn t b l [ 1 0 0 0 ] ; // Assigned id 0
i n t c o u n t ; // Assigned id 1
i n t t c p c n t ; // Assigned id 2
char updated[3];
v o i d main ( ) {
while ( 1 ) {
char * pkt = recv ( ) ;
updated[1] = 1;
count = count + 1 ;
s t r u c t * iphdr i = getIpHdr ( pkt ) ;
i f ( i > p r o t o c o l == TCP ) {
h d l (& t c p c n t , & t b l [ h a s h ( p k t ) ] , get TcpHdr ( p k t ) ) ;
} } }
v o i d h d l ( i n t * c , s t r u c t conn * s , s t r u c t t c p h d r * t ) {
updated[2] = 1;
c = c + 1;
updated[0] = 1;
s >flags = s >flags | t >flags ;
i f ( t > f l a g s & ACK)
updated[0] = 1; // Pruned
s >acknum = t >acknum ;
} }

(a) Example middlebox code instrumented for update
tracking at run time; statements in red are inserted based
on our analysis
entry

{}

updated[2] = 1

{ 2}

S->flags = s->flags | t->flags

{ 2,0}

if (t->flags & ACK)

{ 2,0}

exit

{ 2,0}
{ 2,0}

C = c + 1

{ 2,0}

{ 2}

updated[0] = 1

updated[0] = 1

{ 2,0}

S->acknum = t->ackum

(b) Annotated control flow graph used for pruning redundant updated-bit-setting (shaded) statements
Figure 9: Implementing update tracking at run time

updated bit for each top-level variable—there are three
such variables in the example—and we set the appropriate bit before any statement that updates a value that may
be reachable from the corresponding variable.
We use the same analysis discussed in §4.2 to determine where to insert statements to set updated bits.
For any statement where a top-level variable is updated, we insert a statement—just prior to the assignment
statement—that sets the appropriate updated bit.
However, this approach can add a lot more code than
needed: if one assignment statement always executes before another, and they always update the same value, then
we only need to set the updated bit before the first assignment statement. For example, line 21 in Figure 9a updates
the same compound value as line 18, so the code on line
20 is redundant.
We use a straightforward control flow analysis to prune
unneeded updated-bit-setting statements. First, we construct a control flow graph (CFG) for each modified
packet processing procedure. Next, we perform a depthfirst traversal of each CFG, tracking the set of updated
bits that have been set along the path; as we traverse each
edge, we label it with the current set of updated bits. Figure 9b shows this annotated CFG for the handleTcp procedure shown in lines 14-22 of Figure 9a. Lastly, for each
updated-bit-setting statement in a procedure’s CFG, we
check whether the bit being set is included in the label for

Tracking Runtime Updates

Developers aiming to design fault-tolerant middleboxes
can use the algorithms in §4 and §5.1 to efficiently clone
state to backup instances. For example, if traffic will be
distributed among multiple instances in the case of failure, then only state whose flowspace overlaps with that
assigned to a specific instance needs to be cloned to that
instance. However, the potential performance gains from
these optimizations may be limited due to constraints imposed by data/control-flow analysis. For example, our
analysis can only identify whether a persistent variable’s
value may be updated during the middlebox’s execution.
If we can determine at runtime exactly which values are
updated, and when, then we can further improve the efficiency of state cloning and speed up failover.
To achieve higher precision, we must use (simple) run
time monitoring. For example, we can track, at run time,
whether part of an object is updated during packet processing. To implement this monitoring, we must modify the middlebox to set an “updated bit” whenever a
value reachable from a top-level variable is updated during packet processing. Figure 9a shows such modifications, in red, for a simple middlebox. We create a unique
7 Our approach can be easily extended to consider non-standard out-

put functions.
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every incoming edge. If this is true, then we prune the
statement; e.g., we prune line 20 in Figure 9a.

6

Implementation

We implement StateAlyzr using CodeSurfer [1] which
has built-in support for constructing CFGs, performing flow- and context-insensitive pointer analysis, constructing PDGs/SDGs, and computing forward/backward slices and chops for C/C++ code. CodeSufer uses
proven sound algorithms to implement these static analysis techniques. We use CodeSurfer’s Scheme API to access output from these analyses in our algorithms. We
applied StateAlyzr to four middleboxes: PRADS asset
monitoring [6] and Snort Intrusion Detection System [7],
HAproxy load balancer [2], and OpenVPN gateway [5].
Fault Tolerance. We use the output from StateAlyzr to
add fault tolerance to PRADS and Snort, both off-path
middleboxes. We added code to both to export/import
internal state (to a standby). We used the output of our
first two analysis phases (§4.1 and §4.2) to know which
top level variables’ values we need to export, and where
in a hot-standby we should store them. We used the output of our third analysis phase (§4.3) as the basis for code
that looks up per-/cross-flow state values. This code takes
a flowspace as input and returns an array of serialized values. We use OpenNF [16] to transfer serialized values to a
hot-standby. Similarly, import code deserializes the state
and stores it in the appropriate location. We also implemented both enhancements discussed in §5.

All

Persistent

PRADS
Snort
HAproxy
OpenVPN

1529
18393
7876
8704

61
507
272
156

Top
-level
29
333
176
131

Update
-able
10
148
115
106

pkt/log
output
impacting
N.A. / 6
N.A. /148
101 / 109
97 / 102

Table 3: Variables and their properties

require
serialization
14
176
59
8

Figure 10: Flowspace dims. of keyed per-/cross-flow vars

between 1500 and 18k, and other relevant code complexity metrics shown in Table 2. Thus, manually identifying
state that needs handling, and optimizing its transfer, is
extremely difficult.
We also note from Table 3 that StateAlyzr identifies 61507 variables as persistent across the four middleboxes.
A subset of these, 29-333, are top-level variables. Finally,
6-148 top-level variables are updateable; operators only
have to deal with handling the values pertaining to these
variables at run time. Snort is the most complex middlebox we analyze ( 275K lines of code) and has the largest
number of top-level variables (333); the opposite is true
for PRADS (10K LOC and 29 top-level variables).
The drastic reduction to the final number of updateable variables shows that naive approaches that attempt to
transfer/clone values corresponding to all variables can be
very inefficient at runtime. (We show this empirically in
§7.2.) Even so, the number of updateable variables can be
as high as 148, and attempting to manually identify them
and argument code suitably can be very difficult. By automatically identifying them, StateAlyzr simplifies modifications; we provide further details in §7.2.
Finally, the reductions we observe in going from persistent variables to top-level variables (16-53% reduction)
and further to updateable ones (19-65% reduction) show
that our techniques in §4.1 and §4.2 offer useful improvements in precision.
In Figure 10, we characterize the flowspaces for the
variables found in Snort and PRADS. From the left figure, we see that Snort maintains state objects that could
be keyed by as many as 5 or 6 header fields; the maximum
number of such fields for PRADS is 3. The figure on the
right shows the number of variables that use a particular
number of header fields as flowspace keys; for instance,
in the case of Snort, 3 variables each are keyed on 1 and 6
fields. The total number of variables keyed on at least one
key is 2 and 10 for Snort and PRADS, respectively (sum
of the heights of the respective bars).
These numbers are significantly lower than the updateable variables we discovered for these middleboxes (6 and
148, respectively). Digging deeper into Snort (for example) we find that:

7 Evaluation
We report on the outcomes of applying StateAlyzr to four
middleboxes. We address the following questions:
• Effectiveness: Does StateAlyzr help with making modifications to today’s middleboxes? How many toplevel variables do these middleboxes maintain, relative to all variables? What relative fractions of these
pertain to state that may need to be handled during
redistribution? How precise is StateAlyzr?
• Runtime efficiency and manual effort: To what extent
do StateAlyzr’s mechanisms help improve the runtime
efficiency of state redistribution? How much manual
effort does it save?
• Practical considerations: Does StateAlyzr take prohibitively long to run (like symbolic execution; §2.4)?
Is it sound in practice?
7.1

Mbox

Effectiveness

In Table 3, we present a variety of key statistics derived for the four middleboxes using StateAlyzr. We use
this to highlight StateAlyzr’s ability to improve precision,
thereby underscoring its usefulness for developers.
The complexity of middlebox code is underscored by
the overall number of variables in Table 3, which can vary
10
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• 111 updateable variables pertain to all flows (i.e., a
flowspace key of “*”). Of these, 59 variables are related
to configurations and signatures, while 30 are function pointers (that point to different detection and
processing plugins). These 89 variables can be updated from the command line at middlebox run time
(when an operator provides new configurations and
signatures, or new analysis plugins).
• 27 updateable variables—or 18%—are only used for
processing a single packet; hence they don’t correspond to per-/cross-flow state. This points to StateAlyzr’s imperfect precision. These variables are global
in scope and are used by different functions for processing a single incoming packet, which is why our
analysis labels them as updateable. A developer can
easily identify these variables and can either remove
them from the list of updateable variables or modify
code to make them local in scope.

(a)
(b)
Figure 11: (a) Per packet state transfer (b) Per packet state
transfer for a single connection

Transferring state which only applies to the flowspace of
the last processed packet, i.e., the second model, reduces
the data transferred by 305 compared to transferring all
per-/cross-flow state. Furthermore, we find that the third
model, i.e., run time marking of updated state variables,
further reduces the amount of data transferred by 2 , on
average. This is because not all values are updated for every packet: the values pertaining to a specific connection
are updated for every packet of that connection, but the
values pertaining to a particular host and its services are
only updated when processing certain packets. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 11b, which shows the size
of the state transfer after processing each of the first 200
packets in a randomly selected flow.
We measured the increase in per packet processing
time purely due to the code instrumentation needed to
identify state updates for highly available PRADS. We observed an average increase of 0.04µsec, which is around
0.14% of the average per packet processing time for unmodified PRADS.
Figure 12 shows the corresponding results for Snort.
Transferring just the updateable state results in a 8800
reduction in the amount of state transferred compared
to transferring all per-/cross-flow state. This is because,
a significant portion of the persistent state in Snort consists of configuration and signatures which are never updated during packet processing. Transferring state which
only applies to a particular flowspace further reduces the
data transfer by 2.75 . Unlike PRADS, the amount of state
transfer in the second model remains constant for a particular flow because most of the state is created on the first
few packets of a flow. Finally, runtime marking further reduces the amount of state transferred by 3.6 .

7.2 Runtime efficiency and manual effort
7.2.1

Fault Tolerant Middleboxes

Using fault tolerant PRADS/Snort versions (§5), we show
that StateAlyzr helps significantly cut unneeded state
transfers, improving state operation time/overhead.
Man-hours needed. Modifying PRADS based on StateAlyzr analysis took roughly 6 man-hours, down from
over 120 man-hours when we originally modified PRADS
for OpenNF (Two different persons made these modifications.). Modifying Snort, a much more complex middlebox, took 90 man-hours. In both cases, most of the
time ( 90%) was spent in writing serialization code for
the data structures identified by StateAlyzr (14 for PRADS
and 176 for Snort; Table 3). Providing support for exporting/importing state objects according to OpenNF APIs
took just 1 and 2 hours, respectively.
Runtime benefits. We consider a primary/hot standby
setup, where the primary sends a copy of the state to
the hot standby after processing each packet. We use a
university-to-cloud packet trace [17] with around 700k
packets for our trace-based evaluation of this setup. The
primary instance processes the first half of the trace file
until a random point, and the hot standby takes over after that. We consider three models for operating the hot
standby which reflect progressive application of the different optimizations in §4 and §5: (i) the primary instance
sends a copy of all the updateable states to the hot standby,
(ii) the primary instance only sends the state which applies to the flowspace of the last processed packet, and
(iii) in addition to considering the flowspace, we also consider which top level variables are marked as updated for
the last processed packet.
Figure 11a shows the average case results for the amount
of per packet data transferred between the primary and
secondary instances for all three models for PRADS.

7.2.2 Packet/Log Output
Table 3 includes the number of variables that impact
packet or log output. For on-path HAproxy (OpenVPN),
87% (91%) of updateable variables affect packet output; a
slightly higher fraction impact log output. 95 (93) variables impact both outputs. A much smaller number impacts packet output but not log (6 and 4, respectively).
Another handful impact logs but not packets (14 and 9);
operators who are interested in just packet output consistency can ignore transferring the state pertaining to these
variables, but the benefit will likely not be significant for
11
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8

Other Related Work

Aside from the works discussed in §2 and §4 [9, 16, 18, 22,
24, 25, 26, 28, 31, 33] StateAlyzr is related to a few other
efforts. Some prior studies have focused on transforming non-distributed applications into distributed applications [19, 32]. However, these works aim to run different
parts of an application at different locations. We want all
analysis steps performed by a middlebox instance to run
at one location, but we want different instances to run on
a different set of inputs without changing the collective
output from all instances.
Dobrescu and Argyarki use symbolic execution to verify middlebox code satisfies crash-freedom, boundedexecution, and other safety properties [14]. They employ
small, Click-based middleboxes [21] and abstract away
accesses to middlebox state. In contrast, our analysis focuses on identifying state needed for correct middlebox
operation and works with regular, popular middleboxes.
Lorenzo et al. [13] use similar static program analysis
techniques to identify flowspace, but their identification
is limited to just hashtables.

Figure 12: Per packet state transfer in Snort

these middleboxes given the low counts.
Being off-path, PRADS and Snort have no variables
that impact packet output. For PRADS, 6 out of 10 updateable variables impact log output. StateAlyzr did find
4 other updateable variables—tos, tstamp, in pkt, and
mtu—but did not mark them as affecting packet output
or log output. Upon manual code inspection we found
that these values are updated as packets are processed, but
they are never used; thus, these variables can be removed
from PRADS without any impact on its output, pointing
to another benefit of StateAlyzr—code clean-up.
7.3 Practicality
Table 4 shows the time and resources required to run our
analysis. CodeSurfer computes data and control dependencies and points-to sets at compile time, so the middleboxes take longer than normal to compile. This phase
is also memory intensive, as illustrated by peak memory
usage. Snort, being complex, takes the longest to compile
and analyze ( 20.5h). This is not a concern since StateAlyzr only needs to be run once, and it runs offline.
7.3.1

Mbox
Compile time Analysis time Memory
PRADS
0.2
0.25
0.3
Snort
1.5
19
6
HAproxy
0.25
6
6
OpenVPN
0.5
5
7.3
Table 4: Time (h) and memory usage (GB)

9

Summary

Our goal was to aid middlebox developers by identifying state objects that need explicit handling during redistribution operations. In comparison with today’s manual and necessarily error-prone techniques, our program
analysis based system, StateAlyzr, vastly simplifies this
process, and ensures soundness and high precision. Key
to StateAlyzr is novel state characterization algorithms
that marry standard program analysis tools with middlebox structure and design patterns. StateAlyzr results in
nearly 20 reduction in manual effort, and can automatically eliminate nearly 80% of variables in middlebox code
for consideration during framework-specific modifications, resulting in dramatic performance and overhead
improvements in state reallocation. Ultimately, we would
like to fully automate the process of making middlebox
code framework-compliant, thus fulfilling the promise of
using NFV effectively for middlebox elasticity and fault
tolerance. Our work addresses basic challenges in code
analysis, a difficult problem on its own which is necessary
to solve first.

Empirically Verifying Soundness

Empirically showing soundness in practice is hard. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we use two approaches to verify soundness of the modifications we
make on the basis of StateAlyzr’s outputs.
First, we use the experimental harness from §7.2. We
compare logs at PRADS/Snort in the scenario where a
single instance processes the complete trace file against
concatenated logs of the primary and hot standby, using
the trace and the three models as above. In all cases, there
was no difference in the two sets of logs.
Next, we compare with manually making all changes.
Recall that we had manually modified PRADS to make
it OpenNF-compliant. We compared StateAlyzr’s output
for PRADS against the variables contained in the state
transfer code we added during our prior modifications to
PRADS. StateAlyzr found all variables we had considered
in our prior modifications, and more. Specifically, we
found that our prior modifications had missed an important compound value that contains a few counters along
with configuration settings.
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Appendix
A. Output-Impacting State - Algorithm
Figure 13 outlines the algorithm for identifying state that
impacts packet/log output (from §5.1).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: sdg, updateableVars
Output: pktoutputVars, logoutputVars
pktoutputVars = {}
logoutputVars = {}
foreach proc in pktProcs do
foreach stmt in Statements(proc) do
if stmt calls PKT OUTPUT FUNC
or stmt calls LOG OUTPUT FUNC then
slice = BackwardSlice(sdg, stmt,
Vars(stmt.RHS))
foreach sliceStmt in Statements(slice) do
foreach var in Vars(sliceStmt) do
if var in updateableVars then
if stmt calls PKT OUTPUT FUNC then
pktoutputVars = pktoutputVars {var}
else
logoutputVars = logoutputVars {var}
Figure 13: Identifying output-impacting variables

B. Proofs of soundness
We now prove the soundness of our algorithms.
Identifying Per-/Cross-Flow State

Identifying Updateable State

Slicing [18] and pointer analysis [9] have already been
proven sound.
Theorem 1. If a middlebox uses standard packet receive
functions, then our analysis identifies all packet processing
procedures.

Theorem 3. If a top-level variable’s value, or a value reachable through arbitrarily many dereferences starting from
this value, may be updated during the lifetime of some
packet processing procedure, then our analysis marks this
top-level variable as updateable.

Proof. For a procedure to perform packet processing: (i)
there must be a packet to process, and (ii) the procedure
must have access to the packet, or access to values derived
from the packet. The former is true only after a packet
receive function returns. The latter is true only if some

Proof. According to the language semantics, scalar and
compound values can only be updated via assignment
statements. According to Theorem 1, we identify all
packet processing procedures. Therefore, identifying all
assignment statements in these procedures is sufficient to
14
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source variables (i.e., the packet variable) and target variables (i.e., the index variable, increment variable, or variable in a conditional inside a loop) will be included in the
chop.

identify all possible value updates that may occur during
the lifetime of some packet processing procedure.
The language semantics also state that the variable on
the left-hand-side of an assignment is the variable whose
value is updated. Thus, when a top-level variable appears on the left-hand-side of an assignment, we know
its value, or a reachable value, is updated. Furthermore,
flow-insensitive context-insensitive pointer alias is provably guaranteed to identify all possible points-to relationships [9]. Therefore, any assignment to a variable that may
point to a value also pointed to (indirectly) by a top-level
variable is identified, and the top-level variable marked
updateable.

Identifying Output-Impacting State
Theorem 5. If a top-level variable’s value, or a value reachable through arbitrarily many dereferences starting from
this value, may affect a call to a packet output function
or the output produced by the function, then our analysis
marks this top-level variable as impacting packet output.
Proof. Follows from SDG construction soundness [15,
18]. If/when a packet output function is called is determined by a sequence of conditional statements. The path
taken at each conditional depends on the values used in
the condition. Control and data dependency edges in a
system dependence graph capture these features. Since
SDG construction is sound [15, 18], we will identify all
such dependencies, and thus all values that may affect a
call to a packet output function.
Only parameter values, or values reachable through arbitrarily many dereferences starting from these values,
can affect the output produced by a packet output function. Thus, knowing what values a parameter value depends on is sufficient to know what values affect the output produced by an output function. Again, since SDG
construction is sound, we will identify all such dependencies.

Identifying Flowspaces
Theorem 4. If a middlebox uses standard patterns for
fetching values from data structures, and the flowspace for
a top-level variable’s value (or a value reachable through arbitrarily many dereferences starting from this value) is not
constrained by a particular header field, then our analysis
does not include this header field in the flowspace fields for
this top-level variable.
Proof. A header field can only be part of a value’s flowspace definition if there is a data or control dependency
between that header field in the current packet and the
fetching of an entry from a data structure. It follows from
the proven soundness and precision of flow-sensitive
context-insensitive pointer analysis [11] that the SDG will
not include false data or control dependency edges. It
also follows from the proven soundness of program slicing [18] that only data and control dependencies between

15
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lenge: the conﬁdentiality of the trafﬁc. Today, in order to
process an organization’s trafﬁc, the cloud sees the trafﬁc
unencrypted. This means that the cloud now has access
to potentially sensitive packet payloads and headers. This
is worrisome considering the number of documented
data breaches by cloud employees or hackers [23, 60].
Hence, an important question is: can we enable a third
party to process trafﬁc for an enterprise, without seeing
the enterprise’s trafﬁc?
To address this question, we designed and implemented Embark1 , the ﬁrst system to allow an enterprise
to outsource a wide range of enterprise middleboxes
to a cloud provider, while keeping its network trafﬁc
conﬁdential. Middleboxes in Embark operate directly
over encrypted trafﬁc without decrypting it.
In previous work, we designed a system called BlindBox to operate on encrypted trafﬁc for a speciﬁc class
of middleboxes: Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) [55] –
middleboxes that examine only the payload of packets.
However, BlindBox is far from sufﬁcient for this setting
because (1) it has a restricted functionality that supports
too few of the middleboxes typically outsourced, and (2)
it has prohibitive performance overheads in some cases.
We elaborate on these points in §2.4.
Embark supports a wide range of middleboxes with
practical performance. Table 1 shows the relevant middleboxes and the functionality Embark provides. Embark
achieves this functionality through a combination of
systems and cryptographic innovations, as follows.
From a cryptographic perspective, Embark provides a
new and fast encryption scheme called PreﬁxMatch to enable the provider to perform preﬁx matching (e.g., if an IP
address is in the subdomain 56.24.67.0/16) or port range
detection (e.g., if a port is in the range 1000-2000). PreﬁxMatch allows matching an encrypted packet ﬁeld against
an encrypted preﬁx or range using the same operators as
for unencrypted data: ≥ and preﬁx equality. At the same
time, the comparison operators do not work when used
between encrypted packet ﬁelds. Prior to PreﬁxMatch,
there was no mechanism that provided the functionality,
performance, and security needed in our setting. The closest practical encryption schemes are Order-Preserving
Encryption (OPE) [21, 48]. However, we show that
these schemes are four orders of magnitude slower than

It is increasingly common for enterprises and other
organizations to outsource network processing to the
cloud. For example, enterprises may outsource ﬁrewalling, caching, and deep packet inspection, just as
they outsource compute and storage. However, this poses
a threat to enterprise conﬁdentiality because the cloud
provider gains access to the organization’s trafﬁc.
We design and build Embark, the ﬁrst system that enables a cloud provider to support middlebox outsourcing
while maintaining the client’s conﬁdentiality. Embark encrypts the trafﬁc that reaches the cloud and enables the
cloud to process the encrypted trafﬁc without decrypting
it. Embark supports a wide-range of middleboxes such as
ﬁrewalls, NATs, web proxies, load balancers, and data exﬁltration systems. Our evaluation shows that Embark supports these applications with competitive performance.

1 Introduction
Middleboxes such as ﬁrewalls, NATs, and proxies,
have grown to be a vital part of modern networks,
but are also widely recognized as bringing signiﬁcant
problems including high cost, inﬂexibility, and complex
management. These problems have led both research
and industry to explore an alternate approach: moving
middlebox functionality out of dedicated boxes and into
software applications that run multiplexed on commodity
server hardware [53, 52, 54, 29, 37, 28, 27, 14, 8]. This approach – termed Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
in industry – promises many advantages including the
cost beneﬁts of commodity infrastructure and outsourced
management, the efﬁciency of statistical multiplexing,
and the ﬂexibility of software solutions. In a short time,
NFV has gained a signiﬁcant momentum with over 270
industry participants [27] and a number of emerging
product offerings [1, 7, 6].
Leveraging the above trend, several efforts are exploring a new model for middlebox deployment in which
a third-party offers middlebox processing as a service.
Such a service may be hosted in a public cloud [54, 13, 17]
or in private clouds embedded within an ISP infrastructure [14, 11]. This service model allows customers such
as enterprises to “outsource” middleboxes from their
networks entirely, and hence promises many of the known
beneﬁts of cloud computing such as decreased costs and
ease of management.
However, outsourcing middleboxes brings a new chal-

1 This

name comes from “mb” plus “ark”, a shortcut for middlebox
and a synonym for protection, respectively.
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L3/L4 Header

Middlebox

Functionality

Support

Scheme

IP Firewall [66]

(SIP, DIP, SP, DP, P) ∈ (SIP[], DIP[], SP[], DP[], P)

Yes

PreﬁxMatch

Yes

PreﬁxMatch

Yes

PreﬁxMatch

Yes

PreﬁxMatch

⇔ Enc(SIP, DIP, SP, DP, P) ∈ Enc(SIP[], DIP[], SP[], DP[], P)
(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) = (SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 )

NAT (NAPT) [57]

⇒ Enc(SIP1 ,SP1 ) = Enc(SIP2 ,SP2 )

Enc(SIP1 ,SP1 ) = Enc(SIP2 ,SP2 ) ⇒ (SIP1 ,SP1 ) = (SIP2 ,SP2 )
L3 LB (ECMP) [58]

⇔ Enc(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) = Enc(SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 )
(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) = (SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 )

HTTP

⇔ Enc(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) = Enc(SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 )

HTTP Proxy
/ Cache [25, 4, 10]

Match(Request-URI, HTTP Header)
= Match� (Enc(Request-URI), Enc(HTTP Header))

Yes

KeywordMatch

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)

L4 LB [4]

(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) = (SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 )

Parental Filter [10]

Match(Request-URI, HTTP Header)
= Match� (Enc(Request-URI), Enc(HTTP Header))

Yes

KeywordMatch

Data Exﬁltration
/ Watermark
Detection [56]

Match(Watermark, Stream)
= Match� (Enc(Watermark), Enc(Stream))

Yes

KeywordMatch

Match(Keyword, Stream) =
Match� (Enc(Keyword), Enc(Stream))

Yes

KeywordMatch

RegExpMatch(RegExp, Stream)
= RegExpMatch� (Enc(RegExp), Enc(Stream))

Partially

KeywordMatch

Run scripts,
cross-ﬂow analysis, or other advanced (e.g. statistical) tools

No

-

Intrusion
Detection [59, 47]

Table 1: Middleboxes supported by Embark. The second column indicates an encryption functionality that is sufﬁcient to support
the core functionality of the middlebox. Appendix §A demonstrates this sufﬁciency. “Support” indicates whether Embark supports
this functionality and “Scheme” is the encryption scheme Embark uses to support it. Legend: Enc denotes a generic encryption
protocol, SIP = source IP address, DIP = destination IP, SP = source port, DP = destination port, P = protocol, E[] = a range of E,
⇔ denotes “if and only if”, Match(x,s) indicates if x is a substring of s, and Match� is the encrypted equivalent of Match. Thus,
(SIP, DIP, SP, DP, P) denotes the tuple describing a connection.

packets never appear invalid, e.g., to existing network
interfaces, forwarding algorithms, and error checking.
Moreover, due to PreﬁxMatch’s functionality, headerbased middleboxes can run existing highly-efﬁcient
packet classiﬁcation algorithms [34] without modiﬁcation, which are among the more expensive tasks in
software middleboxes [52]. Furthermore, even softwarebased NFV deployments use some hardware forwarding
components, e.g. NIC multiqueue ﬂow hashing [5],
‘whitebox’ switches [12], and error detection in NICs and
switches [5, 2]; Embark is also compatible with these.

PreﬁxMatch making them infeasible for our network
setting. At the same time, PreﬁxMatch provides stronger
security guarantees than these schemes: PreﬁxMatch
does not reveal the order of encrypted packet ﬁelds, while
OPE reveals the total ordering among all ﬁelds. We designed PreﬁxMatch speciﬁcally for Embark’s networking
setting, which enabled such improvements over OPE.
From a systems design perspective, one of the key insights behind Embark is to keep packet formats and header
classiﬁcation algorithms unchanged. An encrypted IP
packet is structured just as a normal IP packet, with
each ﬁeld (e.g., source address) containing an encrypted
value of that ﬁeld. This strategy ensures that encrypted

Embark’s unifying strategy was to reduce the core functionality of the relevant middleboxes to two basic opera2
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Reports in the popular press describe companies selling
customer data to marketers [20], disgruntled employees
snooping or exporting data [16], and hackers gaining
access to data on clouds [60, 23]. This type of threat is
referred to as an ‘honest but curious’ or ‘passive’ [33]
attacker: a party who is trusted to handle the data and
deliver service correctly, but who looks at the data, and
steals or exports it. Embark aims to stop these attackers.
Such an attacker differs from the ‘active’ attacker, who
manipulates data or deviates from the protocol it is supposed to run [33]. We consider that such a passive attacker
has gained access to all the data at SP. This includes any
trafﬁc and communication SP receives from the gateway,
any logged information, cloud state, and so on.
We assume that the gateways are managed by the enterprise and hence trusted; they do not leak information.
Some middleboxes (such as intrusion or exﬁltration
detection) have a threat model of their own about the two
endpoints communicating. For example, intrusion detection assumes that one of the endpoints could misbehave,
but at most one of them misbehaves [47]. We preserve
these threat models unchanged. These applications rely
on the middlebox to detect attacks in these threat models.
Since we assume the middlebox executes its functions
correctly and Embark preserves the functionality of these
middleboxes, these threat models are irrelevant to the
protocols in Embark, and we will not discuss them again.

tions over different ﬁelds of a packet: preﬁx and keyword
matching, as listed in Table 1. This results in an encrypted
packet that simultaneously supports these middleboxes.
We implemented and evaluated Embark on EC2.
Embark supports the core functionality of a wide-range
of middleboxes as listed in Table 1, and elaborated in
Appendix A. In our evaluation, we showed that Embark
supports a real example for each middlebox category in
Table 1. Further, Embark imposes negligible throughput
overheads at the service provider: for example, a singlecore ﬁrewall operating over encrypted data achieves
9.8Gbps, equal to the same ﬁrewall over unencrypted
data. Our enterprise gateway can tunnel trafﬁc at 9.6
Gbps on a single core; a single server can easily support
10Gbps for a small-medium enterprise.

2 Overview
In this section, we present an overview of Embark.

2.1

System Architecture

Embark uses the same architecture as APLOMB [54],
a system which redirects an enterprise’s trafﬁc to the
cloud for middlebox processing. Embark augments this
architecture with conﬁdentiality protection.
In the APLOMB setup, there are two parties: the enterprise(s) and the service provider or cloud (SP). The enterprise runs a gateway (GW) which sends trafﬁc to middleboxes (MB) running in the cloud; in practice, this cloud
may be either a public cloud service (such as EC2), or an
ISP-supported service running at a Central Ofﬁce (CO).
We illustrate the two redirection setups from APLOMB
in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst setup, in Fig. 1(a), occurs when the
enterprise communicates with an external site: trafﬁc
goes to the cloud and back before it is sent out to the
Internet. It is worth mentioning that APLOMB allows an
optimization that saves on bandwidth and latency relative
to Fig. 1(a): the trafﬁc from SP can go directly to the external site and does not have to go back through the gateway.
Embark does not allow this optimization fundamentally:
the trafﬁc from SP is encrypted and cannot be understood
by an external site. Nonetheless, as we demonstrate in §6,
for ISP-based deployments this overhead is negligible.
For trafﬁc within the same enterprise, where the key is
known by two gateways owned by the same company, we
can support the optimization as shown in Fig. 1(b).
We do not delve further into the details and motivation
of APLOMB’s setup, but instead refer the reader to [54].

2.2

2.3

Encryption Overview

To protect privacy, Embark encrypts the trafﬁc passing
through the service provider (SP). Embark encrypts both
the header and the payload of each packet, so that SP does
not see this information. We encrypt headers because
they contain information about the endpoints.
Embark also provides the cloud provider with a set of
encrypted rules. Typically, header policies like ﬁrewall
rules are generated by a local network administrator.
Hence, the gateway knows these rules, and these rules
may or may not be hidden from the cloud. DPI and
ﬁltering policies, on the other hand, may be private to
the enterprise (as in exﬁltration policies), known by both
parties (as in public blacklists), or known only by the
cloud provider (as in proprietary malware signatures).
We discuss how rules are encrypted, generated and
distributed given these different trust settings in §4.2.
As in Fig. 1, the gateway has a secret key k; in the setup
with two gateways, they share the same secret key. At
setup time, the gateway generates the set of encrypted
rules using k and provides them to SP. Afterwards, the
gateway encrypts all trafﬁc going to the service provider
using Embark’s encryption schemes. The middleboxes at
SP process encrypted trafﬁc, comparing the trafﬁc against
the encrypted rules. After the processing, the middleboxes
will produce encrypted trafﬁc which SP sends back to the

Threat Model

Clients adopt cloud services for decreased cost and ease
of management. Providers are known and trusted to
provide good service. However, while clients trust cloud
providers to perform their services correctly, there is an
increasing concern that cloud providers may access or
leak conﬁdential data in the process of providing service.
3
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Service
provider
Enterprise
client

middleboxes

Enterprise 1

External site

client
gateway

Service provider

gateway 1

Enterprise 2

gateway 2

server

middleboxes

(a) Enterprise to external site communication

(b) Enterprise to enterprise communication

Figure 1: System architecture. APLOMB and NFV system setup with Embark encryption at the gateway. The arrows indicate trafﬁc
from the client to the server; the response trafﬁc follows the reverse direction.

may continue using IPv4 and the tunnel connecting the
gateway to the provider may be either v4 or v6.

gateway. The gateway decrypts the trafﬁc using the key k.
Throughout this process, middleboxes at SP handle
only encrypted trafﬁc and never access the decryption
key. On top of Embark’s encryption, the gateway can
use a secure tunneling protocol, such as SSL or IPSec to
secure the communication to SP.
Packet encryption. A key idea is to encrypt packets
ﬁeld-by-ﬁeld. For example, an encrypted packet will
contain a source address that is an encryption of the
original packet’s source address. We ensure that the
encryption has the same size as the original data, and
place any additional encrypted information or metadata
in the options ﬁeld of a packet. Embark uses three encryption schemes to protect the privacy of each ﬁeld while
allowing comparison against encrypted rules at the cloud:
• Traditional AES: provides strong security and no
computational capabilities.
• KeywordMatch: allows the provider to detect if an
encrypted value in the packet is equal to an encrypted
rule; does not allow two encrypted values to be
compared to each other.
• PreﬁxMatch: allows the provider to detect whether or
not an encrypted value lies in a range of rule values –
e.g. addresses in 128.0.0.0/24 or ports between 80-96.
We discuss these cryptographic algorithms in §3.
For example, we encrypt IP addresses using PreﬁxMatch. This allows, e.g., a ﬁrewall to check whether the
packet’s source IP belongs to a preﬁx known to be controlled by a botnet – but without learning what the actual
source IP address is. We choose which encryption scheme
is appropriate for each ﬁeld based on a classiﬁcation of
middlebox capabilities as in Table 1. In the same table,
we classify middleboxes as operating only over L3/L4
headers, operating only over L3/L4 headers and HTTP
headers, or operating over the entire packet including
arbitrary ﬁelds in the connection bytestream (DPI). We
revisit each category in detail in §5.
All encrypted packets are IPv6 because PreﬁxMatch
requires more than 32 bits to encode an encrypted IP
address and because we expect more and more service
providers to be moving to IPv6 by default in the future.
This is a trivial requirement because it is easy to convert
from IPv4 to IPv6 (and back) [42] at the gateway. Clients

Example. Fig. 2 shows the end-to-end ﬂow of a packet
through three example middleboxes in the cloud, each
middlebox operating over an encrypted ﬁeld. Suppose the
initial packet was IPv4. First, the gateway converts the
packet from IPv4 to IPv6 and encrypts it. The options ﬁeld
now contains some auxiliary information which will help
the gateway decrypt the packet later. The packet passes
through the ﬁrewall which tries to match the encrypted
information from the header against its encrypted rule,
and decides to allow the packet. Next, the exﬁltration
device checks for any suspicious (encrypted) strings in
data encrypted for DPI and not ﬁnding any, it allows the
packet to continue to the NAT. The NAT maps the source
IP address to a different IP address. Back at the enterprise,
the gateway decrypts the packet, except for the source IP
written by the NAT. It converts the packet back to IPv4.

2.4

Architectural Implications and Comparison to BlindBox

When compared to BlindBox, Embark provides broader
functionality and better performance. Regarding
functionality, BlindBox [55] enables equality-based
operations on encrypted payloads of packets, which
supports certain DPI devices. However, this excludes
middleboxes such as ﬁrewalls, proxies, load balancers,
NAT, and those DPI devices that also examine packet
headers, because these need an encryption that is compatible with packet headers and/or need to perform range
queries or preﬁx matching.
The performance improvement comes from the different architectural setting of Embark, which provides a set
of interesting opportunities. In BlindBox, two arbitrary
user endpoints communicate over a modiﬁed version of
HTTPS. BlindBox requires 97 seconds to perform the
initial handshake, which must be performed for every
new connection. However, in the Embark context, this
exchange can be performed just once at the gateway
because the connection between the gateway and the
cloud provider is long-lived. Consequently, there is no
per-user-connection overhead.
The second beneﬁt is increased deployability. In Embark, the gateway encrypts trafﬁc whereas in BlindBox
4
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client

rewall
block from
19::*/8

gateway
sourceIP: 128.0...
destIP: 28.1...
payload: password

sourceIP: 8:9::
destIP: 199:2::
options: x78d1
payload: x582A

exltration
detection
match
0xE932CB?

allow!

no!

NAT
from: 8:9::
to: 0:ffff:8.8.8.8
sourceIP: 8:9::
destIP: 199:2::
options: x78d1
payload: x582A

gateway
sourceIP: 0::ffff:8.8.8.8
destIP: 199:2::
options: x78d1
payload: x582A

server
sourceIP: 8.8.8.8
destIP: 28.1...
payload: password

Figure 2: Example of packet ﬂow through a few middleboxes. Red in bold indicates encrypted data.

whose secret key is k and to the entity computing on the
encrypted data as the service provider (SP).

the end hosts do. Hence, deployability improves because
the end hosts do not need to be modiﬁed.
Finally, security improves in the following way. BlindBox has two security models: a stronger one to detect
rules that are ‘exact match’ substrings, and a weaker one
to detect rules that are regular expressions. The more
rules there are, the higher the per-connection setup cost is.
Since there is no per-connection overhead in Embark, we
can afford having more rules. Hence, we convert many
regular expressions to a set of exact-match strings. For
example /hello[1-3]/ is equivalent to exact matches on
"hello1", "hello2", "hello3". Nonetheless, many regular
expressions remain too complex to do so – if the set of
potential exact matches is too large, we leave it as a regular expression. As we show in §6, this approach halves
the number of rules that require using the weaker security
model, enabling more rules in the stronger security model.
In the rest of the paper, we do not revisit these architectural beneﬁts, but focus on Embark’s new capabilities
that allow us to outsource a complete set of middleboxes.

3.1

KeywordMatch is an encryption scheme using which SP
can check if an encrypted rule (the “keyword”) matches
by equality an encrypted string. For example, given an
encryption of the rule “malicious”, and a list of encrypted
strings [Enc(“alice”), Enc(“malicious”), Enc(“alice”)],
SP can detect that the rule matches the second string, but
it does not learn anything about the ﬁrst and third strings,
not even that they are equal to each other. KeywordMatch
provides typical searchable security guarantees, which
are well studied: at a high level, given a list of encrypted
strings, and an encrypted keyword, SP does not learn
anything about the encrypted strings, other than which
strings match the keyword. The encryption of the strings
is randomized, so it does not leak whether two encrypted
strings are equal to each other, unless, of course, they
both match the encrypted keyword. We use the scheme
from [55] and hence do not elaborate on it.

KeywordMatch

2.5

3.2

PreﬁxMatch

Security guarantees

We formalize and prove the overall guarantees of Embark
in our extended paper. In this version, we provide only a
high-level description. Embark hides the values of header
and payload data, but reveals some information desired
for middlebox processing. The information revealed is
the union of the information revealed by PreﬁxMatch
and KeywordMatch, as detailed in §3. Embark reveals
more than is strictly necessary for the functionality, but it
comes close to this necessary functionality. For example,
a ﬁrewall learns if an encrypted IP address matches an
encrypted preﬁx, without learning the value of the IP
address or the preﬁx. A DPI middlebox learns whether a
certain byte offset matches any string in a DPI ruleset.

Many middleboxes perform detection over preﬁxes or
ranges of IP addresses or port numbers (i.e. packet classiﬁcation). To illustrate PreﬁxMatch, we use IP addresses
(IPv6), but the scheme works with ports and other value
domains too. For example, a network administrator
might wish to block access to all servers hosted by MIT,
in which case the administrator would block access to
the preﬁx 0::ffff:18.0.0.0/104, i.e., 0::ffff:18.0.0.0/104–
0::ffff:18.255.255.255/104. PreﬁxMatch enables a middlebox to tell whether an encrypted IP address v lies in an
encrypted range [s1 , e1 ], where s1 = 0::ffff:18.0.0.0/104
and e1 = 0::ffff:18.255.255.255/104. At the same time,
the middlebox does not learn the values of v, s1 , or e1 .
One might ask whether PreﬁxMatch is necessary,
or one can instead employ KeywordMatch using the
same expansion technique we used for some (but not
all) regexps in §2.4. To detect whether an IP address
is in a range, one could enumerate all IP addresses in
that range and perform an equality check. However, the
overhead of using this technique for common network
ranges such as ﬁrewall rules is prohibitive. For our own
department network, doing so would convert our IPv6
and IPv4 ﬁrewall rule set of only 97 range-based rules to

3 Cryptographic Building Blocks
In this section, we present the building blocks Embark
relies on. Symmetric-key encryption (based on AES)
is well known, and we do not discuss it here. Instead,
we brieﬂy discuss KeywordMatch (introduced by [55],
to which we refer the reader for details) and more
extensively discuss PreﬁxMatch, a new cryptographic
scheme we designed for this setting. When describing
these schemes, we refer to the encryptor as the gateway
5
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P0

2238 exact-match rules; looking only at IPv4 rules would
still lead to 38M exact-match rules. Hence, for efﬁciency,
we need a new scheme for matching ranges.

P1

Requirements. Supporting the middleboxes from
Table 1 and meeting our system security and performance
requirements entail the following requirements in designing PreﬁxMatch. First, PreﬁxMatch must allow for direct
order comparison (i.e., using ≤/≥) between an encrypted
value Enc(v) and the encrypted endpoints s1 and e1 of a
range, [s1 , e1 ]. This allows existing packet classiﬁcation
algorithms, such as tries, area-based quadtrees, FIS-trees,
or hardware-based algorithms [34], to run unchanged.
Second, to support the functionality of NAT as in
Table 1, Enc(v) must be deterministic within a ﬂow.
Recall that a ﬂow is a 5-tuple of source IP and port,
destination IP and port, and protocol. Moreover, the
encryption corresponding to two pairs (IP1 , port1 ) and
(IP2 , port2 ) must be injective: if the pairs are different,
their encryption should be different.
Third, for security, we require that nothing leaks about
the value v other than what is needed by the functionality
above. Note that Embark’s middleboxes do not need to
know the order between two encrypted values Enc(v1 )
and Enc(v2 ), but only comparison to endpoints; hence,
PreﬁxMatch does not leak such order information.
PreﬁxMatch also provides protection for the endpoints of
ranges: SP should not learn their values, and SP should not
learn the ordering of the intervals. Further, note that the
NAT does not require that Enc(v) be deterministic across
ﬂows; hence, PreﬁxMatch hides whether two IP addresses
encrypted as part of different ﬂows are equal or not. In
other words, PreﬁxMatch is randomized across ﬂows.
Finally, both encryption (performed at the gateway)
and detection (performed at the middlebox) should be
practical for typical middlebox line rates. Our PreﬁxMatch encrypts in < 0.5μ s per value (as we discuss in
§6), and the detection is the same as regular middleboxes
based on the ≤/≥ operators.

0:…:0

I0

I1

P2

I2

I3

I4

ffff:...:ffff

Figure 3: Example of preﬁx encryption with PreﬁxMatch.

3.2.1 Scheme
PreﬁxMatch consists of two algorithms: EncryptPreﬁxes
to encrypt preﬁxes/ranges and EncryptValue to encrypt a
value v.
Preﬁxes’ Encryption. PreﬁxMatch takes as input a set
of preﬁxes or ranges P1 = [s1 ,e1 ],...,Pn = [sn ,en ], whose
endpoints have size len bits. PreﬁxMatch encrypts each
preﬁx into a set of encrypted preﬁxes: these preﬁxes are
preﬁx_len bits long. As we discuss below, the choice of
preﬁx_len depends on the maximum number of preﬁxes
to be encrypted. For example, preﬁx_len = 16 sufﬁces for
a typical ﬁrewall rule set.
Consider all the endpoints si and ei laid out on an
axis in increasing order as in Fig. 3. Add on this axis the
endpoints of P0 , the smallest and largest possible values,
0 and 2len − 1. Consider all the non-overlapping intervals
formed by each consecutive pair of such endpoints. Each
interval has the property that all points in that interval
belong to the same set of preﬁxes. For example, in Fig. 3,
there are two preﬁxes to encrypt: P1 and P2 . PreﬁxMatch
computes the intervals I0 , ... , I4 . Two or more preﬁxes/ranges that overlap in exactly one endpoint deﬁne a
one-element interval. For example, consider encrypting
these two ranges [13::/16, 25::/16] and [25::/16, 27::/16];
they deﬁne three intervals: [13::/16, 25::/16-1], [25::/16,
25::/16], [25::/16+1, 27::/16].
Each interval belongs to a set of preﬁxes. Let
preﬁxes(I) denote the preﬁxes of interval I. For example,
preﬁxes(I2 ) = {P0 ,P1 ,P2 }.
PreﬁxMatch now assigns an encrypted preﬁx to each
interval. The encrypted preﬁx is simply a random number
of size preﬁx_len. Each interval gets a different random
value, except for intervals that belong to the same preﬁxes. For example, in Fig. 3, intervals I0 and I4 receive the
same random number because preﬁxes(I0 ) = preﬁxes(I4 ).
When a preﬁx overlaps partially with another preﬁx,
it will have more than one encrypted preﬁx because it is
broken into intervals. For example, I1 was assigned a random number of 0x123c and I2 of 0xabcc. The encryption
of P1 in Fig. 3 will be the pair (123c :: /16, abcc :: /16).
Since the encryption is a random preﬁx, the encryption
does not reveal the original preﬁx. Moreover, the fact that
intervals pertaining to the same set of preﬁxes receive the
same encrypted number hides where an encrypted value
matches, as we discuss below. For example, for an IP
address v that does not match either P1 or P2 , the cloud

Functionality. PreﬁxMatch encrypts a set of ranges
or preﬁxes P1 , ... , Pn into a set of encrypted preﬁxes.
The encryption of a preﬁx Pi consists of one or more
encrypted preﬁxes: Pi,1 ...,Pi,ni . Additionally, PreﬁxMatch
encrypts a value v into an encrypted value Enc(v). These
encryptions have the property that, for all i,
v ∈ Pi ⇔ Enc(v) ∈ Pi,1 ∪···∪Pi,ni .
In other words, the encryption preserves preﬁx matching.
For example, suppose that encrypting P =
0::ffff:18.0.0.0/104 results in one encrypted preﬁx
P = 1234::/16, encrypting v1 = 0::ffff:18.0.0.2 results in v1 = 1234:db80:85a3:0:0:8a2e:37a0:7334,
and encrypting v2 = 0::ffff:19.0.0.1 results in v2 =
dc2a:108f:1e16:992e:a53b:43a3:00bb:d2c2. We can see
that v1 ∈ P and v2 ∈
/ P.
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provider will not learn whether it matches to the left or
to the right of P1 ∪ P2 because I0 and I4 receive the same
encryption. The only information it learns about v is that
v does not match either P1 or P2 .
We now present the EncryptPreﬁxes procedure, which
works the same for preﬁxes or ranges.

Encryption requests: rules and state

EncryptPreﬁxes (P1 , ..., Pn , preﬁx_len, len):
1: Let si and ei be the endpoints of Pi .
// Pi = [si ,ei ]
2: Assign P0 ← [0,2len −1]
3: Sort all endpoints in ∪i Pi in increasing order
4: Construct non-overlapping intervals I0 , ... , Im
from the endpoints as explained above. For each
interval Ii , compute preﬁxes(Ii ), the list of preﬁxes
Pi1 ,...,Pim that contain Ii .
5: Let I0 , ... , Im each be a distinct random value of
size preﬁx_len.
6: For all i, j with i < j if preﬁxes(Ii ) = preﬁxes(I j ),
set I j ← Ii
7: The
encryption
of
Pi
is
Pi
=
{I j /preﬁx_len, for all j s.t. Pi ∈ preﬁxes(I j )}.
The encrypted preﬁxes are output sorted by value
(as a means of randomization).
8: Output P1 ,..., Pn and the interval map [Ii → Ii ]

Rule Encryption

Encrypted rules and state

Plaintext
packets

Data Encryption

Encrypted payload metadata

Plaintext
packets

Data Decryption

Encrypted data packets

Service
Provider

Encrypted data packets

Gateway

Figure 4: Communication between the cloud and gateway
services: rule encryption, data encryption, and data decryption.

Comparing encrypted values against rules. Determining if an encrypted value matches an encrypted preﬁx is
straightforward: the encryption preserves the preﬁx and
a middlebox can use the regular ≤/≥ operators. Hence, a
regular packet classiﬁcation can be run at the ﬁrewall with
no modiﬁcation. Comparing different encrypted values
that match the same preﬁx is meaningless, and returns a
random value.
3.2.2 Security Guarantees
PreﬁxMatch hides the preﬁxes and values encrypted with
EncryptPreﬁxes and EncryptValue. PreﬁxMatch reveals
matching information desired to enable functionality at
the cloud provider. Concretely, the cloud provider learns
the number of intervals and which preﬁxes overlap in
each interval, but no additional information on the size,
order or endpoints of these intervals. Moreover, for every
encrypted value v, it learns the indexes of the preﬁxes
that contain v (which is the functionality desired of the
scheme), but no other information about v. For any two
encrypted values Enc(v) and Enc(v� ), the cloud provider
learns if they are equal only if they are encrypted as part
of the same ﬂow (which is the functionality desired for
the NAT), but it does not learn any other information
about their value or order. Hence, PreﬁxMatch leaks less
information than order-preserving encryption, which
reveals the order of encrypted preﬁxes/ranges.
Since EncryptValue is seeded in a per-connection
identiﬁer, an attacker cannot correlate values across
ﬂows. Essentially, there is a different key per ﬂow. In
particular, even though EncryptValue is deterministic
within a ﬂow, it is randomized across ﬂows: for example,
the encryption of the same IP address in different ﬂows is
different because the seed differs per ﬂow.
We formalize and prove the security guarantees of
PreﬁxMatch in our extended paper.

Value Encryption. To encrypt a value v, PreﬁxMatch
locates the one interval I such that v ∈ I. It then looks up
I in the interval map computed by EncryptPreﬁxes and
sets I to be the preﬁx of the encryption of v. This ensures
that the encrypted v, v, matches I/preﬁx_len. The sufﬁx
of v is chosen at random. The only requirement is that
it is deterministic. Hence, the sufﬁx is chosen based on
a pseudorandom function [32], prf suﬃx_len , seeded in a
given seed seed, where suﬃx_len = len − preﬁx_len. As
we discuss below, the seed used by the gateway depends
on the 5-tuple of a connection (SIP, SP, DIP, DP, P).
For example, if v is 0::ffff:127.0.0.1, and the assigned
preﬁx for the matched interval is abcd :: /16, a possible
encryption given the ranges encrypted above is Enc(v) =
abcd : e f 01 : 2345 : 6789 : abcd : e f 01 : 2345 : 6789. Note
that the encryption does not retain any information about
v other than the interval it matches in because the sufﬁx
is chosen (pseudo)randomly. In particular, given two
values v1 and v2 that match the same interval, the order of
their encryptions is arbitrary. Thus, PreﬁxMatch does not
reveal order.

4 Enterprise Gateway

EncryptValue (seed, v, suﬃx_len, interval map):
1: Run binary search on interval map to locate the
interval I such that v ∈ I.
2: Lookup I in the interval map.
3: Output
_len
Enc(v) = I�prf suﬃx
(v)
(1)
seed

The gateway serves two purposes. First, it redirects trafﬁc
to/from the cloud for middlebox processing. Second, it
provides the cloud with encryptions of rulesets. Every
gateway is conﬁgured statically to tunnel trafﬁc to a ﬁxed
IP address at a single service provider point of presence. A
gateway can be logically thought of as three services: the
7
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rule encryption service, the pipeline from the enterprise
to the cloud (Data encryption), and the pipeline from
the cloud to the enterprise (Data decryption). All three
services share access to the PreﬁxMatch interval map and
the private key k. Fig. 4 illustrates these three services and
the data they send to and from the cloud provider.

−m2 (2n+1)

1−e 2len+1
(2)
Therefore, if len = 128 (which is the case when we use
IPv6), the probability is negligible in a realistic setting.
When encrypting ports, it is possible to get collisions
since the port ﬁeld is only 16-bit. However, this will not
break the NAT’s functionality as long as the IP address
does not collide, because NATs (and other middleboxes
that require injectivity) consider both IP addresses and
ports. For example, if we have two ﬂows with source IP
and source ports of (SIP,SP1 ) and (SIP,SP2 ) with SP1 �=
SP2 , the encryption of SIP will be different in the two ﬂows
because the encryption is seeded in the 5-tuple of a connection. As we discuss in Appendix A, the NAT table can
be larger for Embark, but the factor is small in practice.

We design the gateway with two goals in mind:
Format-compatibility: in converting plaintext trafﬁc
to encrypted trafﬁc, the encrypted data should be structured in such a way that the trafﬁc appears as normal
IPv6 trafﬁc to middleboxes performing the processing.
Format-compatibility allows us to leave fast-path operations unmodiﬁed not only in middlebox software, but
also in hardware components like NICs and switches; this
results in good performance at the cloud.
Scalability and Low Complexity: the gateway should
perform only inexpensive per-packet operations and
should be parallelizable. The gateway should require only
a small amount of conﬁguration.

4.1

Decryption. PreﬁxMatch is not reversible. To enable
packet decryption, we store the AES-encrypted values
for the header ﬁelds in the IPv6 options header. When the
gateway receives a packet to decrypt, if the values haven’t
been rewritten by the middlebox (e.g., NAT), it decrypts
the values from the options header and restores them.

Data Encryption and Decryption

As shown in Table 1, we categorize middleboxes as
Header middleboxes, which operate only on IP and
transport headers; DPI middleboxes, which operate on
arbitrary ﬁelds in a connection bytestream; and HTTP
middleboxes, which operate on values in HTTP headers
(these are a subclass of DPI middleboxes). We discuss
how each category of data is encrypted/decrypted in order
to meet middlebox requirements as follows.
4.1.1

Format-compatibility. Our modiﬁcations to the IP and
transport headers place the encrypted preﬁx match data
back into the same ﬁelds as the unencrypted data was
originally stored; because comparisons between rules
and encrypted data rely on ≤ ≥, just as unencrypted data,
this means that operations performing comparisons on IP
and transport headers remain entirely unchanged at the
middlebox. This ensures backwards compatibility with
existing software and hardware fast-path operations.
Because per-packet operations are tightly optimized in
production middleboxes, this compatibility ensures good
performance at the cloud despite our changes.
An additional challenge for format compatibility is
where to place the decryptable AES data; one option
would be to deﬁne our own packet format, but this
could potentially lead to incompatibilities with existing
implementations. By placing it in the IPv6 options header,
middleboxes can be conﬁgured to ignore this data.2

IP and Transport Headers

IP and Transport Headers are encrypted ﬁeld by ﬁeld
(e.g., a source address in an input packet results in an
encrypted source address ﬁeld in the output packet) with
PreﬁxMatch. We use PreﬁxMatch for these ﬁelds because many middleboxes perform analysis over preﬁxes
and ranges of values – e.g., a ﬁrewall may block all
connections from a restricted IP preﬁx.
To encrypt a value with PreﬁxMatch’s EncryptValue, the gateway seeds the encryption with seed =
prf k (SIP, SP, DIP, DP, P), a function of both the key
and connection information using the notation in Table 1.
Note that in the system setup with two gateways, the gateways generate the same encryption because they share k.

4.1.2 Payload Data
The connection bytestream is encrypted with KeywordMatch. Unlike PreﬁxMatch, the data in all ﬂows is
encrypted with the same key k. The reason is that KeywordMatch is randomized and it does not leak equality
patterns across ﬂows.
This allows Embark to support DPI middleboxes,
such as intrusion detection or exﬁltration prevention.
These devices must detect whether or not there exists

When encrypting IP addresses, two different IP
addresses must not map to the same encryption because
this breaks the NAT. To avoid this problem, encrypted IP
addresses in Embark must be IPv6 because the probability
that two IP addresses get assigned to the same encryption
is negligibly low. The reason is that each encrypted preﬁx
contains a large number of possible IP addresses. Suppose
we have n distinct ﬁrewall rules, m ﬂows and a len-bit
space, the probability of a collision is approximately:

2 It is a common misconception that middleboxes are incompatible
with IP options. Commercial middleboxes are usually aware of IP
options but many administrators conﬁgure the devices to ﬁlter or drop
packets with certain kinds of options enabled.
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support, we treat these values specially compared to other
payload data: we encrypt the entire (untokenized) HTTP
URI using a deterministic form of KeywordMatch.
Normal KeywordMatch permits comparison between
encrypted values and rules, but not between one value
and another value; deterministic KeywordMatch permits
two values to be compared as well. Although this is a
weaker security guarantee relative to KeywordMatch,
it is necessary to support web caching which requires
comparisons between different URIs. The cache hence
learns the frequency of different URIs, but cannot
immediately learn the URI values. This is the only ﬁeld
which we encrypt in the weaker setting. We place this
encrypted value in the extension channel; hence, our
HTTP encryption has the same format-compatibility
properties as other DPI devices.
Like other DPI tasks, this requires parsing the entire
TCP bytestream. However, in some circumstances we
can extract and store the HTTP headers statelessly; so
long as HTTP pipelining is disabled and packet MTUs are
standard-sized (>1KB), the required ﬁelds will always
appear contiguously within a single packet. Given that
SPDY uses persistent connections and pipelined requests,
this stateless approach does not apply to SPDY.
Decryption. The packet is decrypted as normal using the
data stored in the payload; IP options are removed.

an exact match for an encrypted rule string anywhere
in the connection bytestream. Because this encrypted
payload data is over the bytestream, we need to generate
encrypted values which span ‘between’ packet payloads.
Searchable Encryption schemes, which we use for
encrypted DPI, require that trafﬁc be tokenized and that a
set of ﬁxed length substrings of trafﬁc be encrypted along
a sliding window – e.g., the word malicious might be
tokenized into ‘malici’, ‘alicio’, ‘liciou’, ‘icious’. If the
term ‘malicious’ is divided across two packets, we may
not be able to tokenize it properly unless we reconstruct
the TCP bytestream at the gateway. Hence, if DPI is
enabled at the cloud, we do exactly this.
After reconstructing and encrypting the TCP
bytestream, the gateway transmits the encrypted
bytestream over an ‘extension’, secondary channel that
only those middleboxes which perform DPI operations
inspect. This channel is not routed to other middleboxes. We implement this channel as a persistent TCP
connection between the gateway and middleboxes. The
bytestream in transmission is associated with its ﬂow
identiﬁer, so that the DPI middleboxes can distinguish
between bytestreams in different ﬂows. DPI middleboxes
handle both the packets received from the extension
channel as well as the primary channel containing the
data packets; we elaborate on this mechanism in [55].
Hence, if an intrusion prevention system ﬁnds a signature
in the extension channel, it can sever or reset connectivity
for the primary channel.
Decryption. The payload data is encrypted with AES and
placed back into the packet payload – like PreﬁxMatch,
KeywordMatch is not reversible and we require this
data for decryption at the gateway. Because the extension channel is not necessary for decryption, it is not
transmitted back to the gateway.
Format-compatibility. To middleboxes which only
inspect/modify packet headers, encrypting payloads has
no impact. By placing the encrypted bytestreams in the
extension channel, the extra trafﬁc can be routed past and
ignored by middleboxes which do not need this data.
DPI middleboxes which do inspect payloads must
be modiﬁed to inspect the extension channel alongside
the primary channel, as described in [55]; DPI devices
are typically implemented in software and these modiﬁcations are both straightforward and introduce limited
overhead (as we will see in §6).

4.2

Rule Encryption

Given a ruleset for a middlebox type, the gateway
encrypts this ruleset with either KeywordMatch or PreﬁxMatch, depending on the encryption scheme used by that
middlebox as in Table 1. For example, ﬁrewall rules are
encrypted using PreﬁxMatch. As a result of encryption,
some rulesets expand and we evaluate in §6 by how
much. For example, a ﬁrewall rule containing an IP preﬁx
that maps to two encrypted preﬁxes using PreﬁxMatch
becomes two rules, one for each encrypted preﬁx. The
gateway should generate rules appropriately to account
for the fact that a single preﬁx maps to encrypted preﬁxes.
For example, suppose there is a middlebox that counts the
number of connections to a preﬁx P. P maps to 2 encrypted
preﬁxes P1 and P2 . If the original middlebox rule is ‘if v
in P then counter++’, the gateway should generate ‘if v in P1 or v in P2 then counter++’.
Rules for ﬁrewalls and DPI services come from a variety of sources and can have different policies regarding
who is or isn’t allowed to know the rules. For example,
exﬁltration detection rules may include keywords for
company products or unreleased projects which the client
may wish to keep secret from the cloud provider. On
the other hand, many DPI rules are proprietary features
of DPI vendors, who may allow the provider to learn
the rules, but not the client (gateway). Embark supports
three different models for KeywordMatch rules which

4.1.3 HTTP Headers
HTTP Headers are a special case of payload data.
Middleboxes such as web proxies do not read arbitrary
values from packet payloads: the only values they read
are the HTTP headers. They can be categorized as
DPI middleboxes since they need to examine the TCP
bytesteam. However, due to the limitation of full DPI
9
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processed it based on the old rules. Once all middleboxes
have the new state, the gateway sends a signal to the cloud
that it is about to ‘swap in’ the new data. The cloud buffers
incoming packets after this signal until all ongoing packets in the pipeline ﬁnish processing at the cloud. Then, the
cloud signals to all middleboxes to ‘swap in’ the new rules
and state; and ﬁnally it starts processing new packets.
For per-packet consistency deﬁned in [51], the buffering
time is bounded by the packet processing time of the
pipeline, which is typically hundreds of milliseconds.
However, for per-ﬂow consistency, the buffering time
is bounded by the lifetime of a ﬂow. Buffering for such
a long time is not feasible. In this case, if the cloud has
backup middleboxes, we can use the migration avoidance
scheme [43] for maintaining consistency. Note that all
changes to middleboxes are in the control plane.

allow clients and providers to share rules as they are
comfortable: (a) the client knows the rules, and the
provider does not; (b) the provider knows the rule, and
the client does not; or (c) both parties know the rules.
PreﬁxMatch rules only supports (a) and (c) – the gateway
must know the rules to perform encryption properly.
If the client is permitted to know the rules, they encrypt
them – either generating a KeywordMatch, AES, or
PreﬁxMatch rule – and send them to the cloud provider.
If the cloud provider is permitted to know the rules as
well, the client will send these encrypted rules annotated
with the plaintext; if the cloud provider is not allowed,
the client sends only the encrypted rules in random order.
If the client (gateway) is not permitted to know the
rules, we must somehow allow the cloud provider to learn
the encryption of each rule with the client’s key. This is
achieved using a classical combination of Yao’s garbled
circuits [65] with oblivious transfer [40], as originally
applied by BlindBox [55]. As in BlindBox, this exchange
only succeeds if the rules are signed by a trusted third
party (such as McAffee, Symantec, or EmergingThreats)
– the cloud provider should not be able to generate their
own rules without such a signature as it would allow the
cloud provider to read arbitrary data from the clients’
trafﬁc. Unlike BlindBox, this rule exchange occurs
exactly once – when the gateway initializes the rule.
After this setup, all connections from the enterprise are
encrypted with the same key at the gateway.

5 Middleboxes: Design & Implementation
Embark supports the core functionality of a set of
middleboxes as listed in Table 1. Table 1 also lists the
functionality supported by Embark. In Appendix A, we
review the core functionality of each middlebox and
explain why the functionality in Table 1 is sufﬁcient to
support these middleboxes. In this section, we focus on
implementation aspects of the middleboxes.

5.1

Header Middleboxes

Middleboxes which operate on IP and transport headers
only include ﬁrewalls, NATs, and L3/L4 load balancers.
Firewalls are read-only, but NATs and L4 load balancers
may rewrite IP addresses or port values. For header
middleboxes, per-packet operations remain unchanged
for both read and write operations.
For read operations, the ﬁrewall receives a set of
encrypted rules from the gateway and compares them directly against the encrypted packets just as normal trafﬁc.
Because PreﬁxMatch supports ≤ and ≥, the ﬁrewall may
use any of the standard classiﬁcation algorithms [34].
For write operations, the middleboxes assign values
from an address pool; it receives these encrypted pool
values from the gateway during the rule generation
phase. These encrypted rules are marked with a special
sufﬁx reserved for rewritten values. When the gateway
receives a packet with such a rewritten value, it restores
the plaintext value from the pool rather than decrypting
the value from the options header.
Middleboxes can recompute checksums as usual after
they write.

Rule Updates. Rule updates need to be treated carefully
for PreﬁxMatch. Adding a new preﬁx/range or removing
an existing range can affect the encryption of an existing
preﬁx. The reason is that the new preﬁx can overlap with
an existing one. In the worst case, the encryption of all
the rules needs to be updated.
The fact that the encryption of old rules changes poses
two challenges. The ﬁrst challenge is the correctness of
middlebox state. Consider a NAT with a translation table
containing ports and IP addresses for active connections.
The encryption of an IP address with EncryptValue
depends on the list of preﬁxes so an IP address might
be encrypted differently after the rule update, becoming
inconsistent with the NAT table. Thus, the NAT state
must also be updated. The second challenge is a race
condition: if the middlebox adopts a new ruleset while
packets encrypted under the old ruleset are still ﬂowing,
these packets can be misclassiﬁed.
To maintain a consistent state, the gateway ﬁrst runs
EncryptPreﬁxes for the new set of preﬁxes. Then, the
gateway announces to the cloud the pending update, and
the middleboxes ship their current state to the gateway.
The gateway updates this state by producing new encryptions and sends the new state back to the middleboxes.
During all this time, the gateway continued to encrypt
trafﬁc based on the old preﬁxes and the middleboxes

5.2

DPI Middleboxes

We modify middleboxes which perform DPI operations
as in BlindBox [55]. The middleboxes search through
the encrypted extension channel – not the packet payloads themselves – and block or log the connection if a
blacklisted term is observed in the extension. Embark
10
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HTTP Middleboxes

Parental ﬁlters and HTTP proxies read the HTTP URI
from the extension channel. If the parental ﬁlter observes
a blacklisted URI, it drops packets that belong to the
connection.
The web proxy required the most modiﬁcation of any
middlebox Embark supports; nonetheless, our proxy
achieves good performance as we will discuss in §6. The
proxy caches HTTP static content (e.g., images) in order
to improve client-side performance. When a client opens
a new HTTP connection, a typical proxy will capture the
client’s SYN packet and open a new connection to the
client, as if the proxy were the web server. The proxy
then opens a second connection in the background to
the original web server, as if it were the client. When a
client sends a request for new content, if the content is
in the proxy’s cache, the proxy will serve it from there.
Otherwise, the proxy will forward this request to the web
server and cache the new content.
The proxy has a map of encrypted ﬁle path to encrypted
ﬁle content. When the proxy accepts a new TCP connection on port 80, the proxy extracts the encrypted URI
for that connection from the extension channel and looks
it up in the cache. The use of deterministic encryption
enables the proxy to use a fast search data structure/index,
such as a hash map, unchanged. We have two possible
cases: there is a hit or a miss. If there is a cache hit, the
proxy sends the encrypted ﬁle content from the cache
via the existing TCP connection. Even without being
able to decrypt IP addresses or ports, the proxy can still
accept the connection, as the gateway encrypts/decrypts
the header ﬁelds transparently. If there is a cache miss,
the proxy opens a new connection and forwards the
encrypted request to the web server. Recall that the trafﬁc
bounces back to gateway before being forwarded to the
web server, so that the gateway can decrypt the header
ﬁelds and payloads. Conversely, the response packets
from the web server are encrypted by the gateway and
received by the proxy. The proxy then caches and sends
the encrypted content back. The content is separated into
packets. Packet payloads are encrypted on a per-packet
basis. Hence, the gateway can decrypt them correctly.
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also improves the setup time and security for regular
expression rules as discussed in §2.4.
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Figure 5: Throughput on a single core at stateless gateway.
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Figure 6: Gateway throughput with increasing parallelism.

in the research literature [69].
Second, Embark does not support application-level
middleboxes, such as SMTP ﬁrewalls, application-level
gateways or transcoders. These middleboxes parse the
trafﬁc in an application-speciﬁc way – such parsing is
not supported by KeywordMatch. Third, Embark does
not support port scanning because the encryption of a
port depends on the associated IP address. Supporting all
these functionalities is part of our future work.

6 Evaluation
We now investigate whether Embark is practical from a
performance perspective, looking at the overheads due to
encryption and redirection. We built our gateway using
BESS (Berkeley Extensible Software Switch, formerly
SoftNIC [35]) on an off-the-shelf 16-core server with
2.6GHz Xeon E5-2650 cores and 128GB RAM; the network hardware is a single 10GbE Intel 82599 compatible
network card. We deployed our prototype gateway in our
research lab and redirected trafﬁc from a 3-server testbed
through the gateway; these three client servers had the
same hardware speciﬁcations as the server we used as
our gateway. We deployed our middleboxes on Amazon
EC2. For most experiments, we use a synthetic workload
generated by the Pktgen [63]; for experiments where
an empirical trace is speciﬁed we use the m57 patents
trace [26] and the ICTF 2010 trace [62], both in IPv4.
Regarding DPI processing which is based on BlindBox,
we provide experiment results only for the improvements
Embark makes on top of BlindBox, and refer the reader
to [55] for detailed DPI performance.

Limitations

Embark supports the core functionality of a wide-range
of middleboxes, as listed in Table 1, but not all middlebox
functionality one could envision outsourcing. We now
discuss some examples. First, for intrusion detection,
Embark does not support regular expressions that cannot
be expanded in a certain number of keyword matches,
running arbitrary scripts on the trafﬁc [47], or advanced
statistical techniques that correlate different ﬂows studied

6.1

Enterprise Performance

We ﬁrst evaluate Embark’s overheads at the enterprise.
6.1.1 Gateway
How many servers does a typical enterprise require to
outsource trafﬁc to the cloud? Fig. 5 shows the gateway
throughput when encrypting trafﬁc to send to the cloud,
11
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Figure 8: Page load times under different deployments.

ﬁrst with normal redirection (as used in APLOMB [54]),
then with Embark’s L3/L4-header encryption, and ﬁnally with L3/L4-header encryption as well as stateless HTTP/proxy encryption. For empirical trafﬁc traces
with payload encryption (DPI) disabled, Embark averages
9.6Gbps per core; for full-sized packets it achieves over
9.8Gbps. In scalability experiments (Fig. 6) with 4 cores
dedicated to processing, our server could forward at up to
9.7Gbps for empirical trafﬁc while encrypting for headers
and HTTP trafﬁc. There is little difference between the
HTTP overhead and the L3/L4 overhead, as the HTTP encryption only occurs on HTTP requests – a small fraction
of packets. With DPI enabled (not shown), throughput
dropped to 240Mbps per core, suggesting that an enterprise would need to devote at least 32 cores to the gateway.
How do throughput and latency at the gateway scale
with the number of rules for PreﬁxMatch? In §3.2, we
discussed how PreﬁxMatch stores sorted intervals; every
packet encryption requires a binary search of intervals.
Hence, as the size of the interval map goes larger, we can
expect to require more time to process each packet and
throughput to decrease. We measure this effect in Fig. 7.
On the y1 axis, we show the aggregate per packet throughput at the gateway as the number of rules from 0 to 100k.
The penalty here is logarithmic, which is the expected performance of the binary search. From 0-10k rules, throughput drops from 3Mpps to 1.5Mpps; after this point the
performance penalty of additional rules tapers off. Adding
additional 90k rules drops throughput to 1.1Mpps. On the
y2 axis, we measure the processing time per packet, i.e.,
the amount of time for the gateway to encrypt the packet;
the processing time follows the same logarithmic trend.
Is PreﬁxMatch faster than existing order preserving
algorithms? We compare PreﬁxMatch to BCLO [21] and
mOPE [48], two prominent order-preserving encryption
schemes. Table 2 shows the results. We can see that
PreﬁxMatch is about four orders of magnitude faster than
these schemes.
BCLO

Baseline
Central Office
CDN
EC2
0

Figure 7: Throughput as # of PreﬁxMatch rules increases.
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6.1.2 Client Performance
We use web performance to understand end-to-end user
experience of Embark. Fig. 8 shows a CDF for the Alexa
top-500 sites loaded through our testbed. We compare
the baseline (direct download) assuming three different
service providers: an ISP hosting services in a Central
Ofﬁce (CO), a Content-Distribution Network, and a
traditional cloud provider (EC2). The mean RTTs from
the gateway are 60μ s, 4ms, and 31ms, respectively. We
deployed Embark on EC2 and used this deployment for
our experiments, but for the CO and CDN we emulated
the deployment with inﬂated latencies and servers in our
testbed. We ran a pipeline of NAT, ﬁrewall and proxy (with
empty cache) in the experiment. Because of the ‘bounce’
redirection Embark uses, all page load times increase by
some fraction; in the median case this increase is less than
50ms for the ISP/Central Ofﬁce, 100ms for the CDN,
and 720ms using EC2; hence, ISP based deployments
will escape human perception [39] but a CDN (or a cloud
deployment) may introduce human-noticeable overheads.
6.1.3 Bandwidth Overheads
We evaluate two costs: the increase in bandwidth due
to our encryption and metadata, and the increase in
bandwidth cost due to ‘bounce’ redirection.
How much does Embark encryption increase the amount
of data sent to the cloud? The gateway inﬂates the size of
trafﬁc due to three encryption costs:
• If the enterprise uses IPv4, there is a 20-byte per-packet
cost to convert from IPv4 to IPv6. If the enterprise uses
IPv6 by default, there is no such cost.
• If HTTP proxying is enabled, there are on average 132
bytes per request in additional encrypted data.
• If HTTP IDS is enabled, there is at worst a 5× overhead
on all HTTP payloads [55].
We used the m57 trace to understand how these overheads
would play out in aggregate for an enterprise. On the uplink, from the gateway to the middlebox service provider,
trafﬁc would increase by 2.5% due to encryption costs for
a header-only gateway. Trafﬁc would increase by 4.3× on
the uplink for a gateway that supports DPI middleboxes.
How much does bandwidth increase between the gateway
and the cloud from using Embark? How much would
this bandwidth increase an enterprises’ networking
costs? Embark sends all network trafﬁc to and from
the middlebox service provider for processing, before

PreﬁxMatch

Encrypt 10K rules
9333μ s
6640μ s
0.53μ s
Encrypt 100K rules 9333μ s
8300μ s
0.77μ s
Decrypt
169μ s
0.128μ s
0.128μ s
Table 2: PreﬁxMatch’s performance.

What is the memory overhead of PreﬁxMatch? Storing
10k rules in memory requires 1.6MB, and storing 100k
rules in memory requires 28.5MB – using unoptimized
C++ objects. This overhead is negligible.
12
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Baseline
Throughput

Embark
Throughput

Time per request (ms)

Application

IP Firewall
9.8Gbps
9.8Gbps
NAT
3.6Gbps
3.5 Gbps
Load Balancer L4
9.8 Gbps
9.8Gbps
Web Proxy
1.1Gbps
1.1Gbps
IDS
85Mbps
166Mbps [55]
Table 3: Middlebox throughput for an empirical workload.
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Figure 9: Access time per page against the number of concurrent
connections at the proxy.

sending that trafﬁc out to the Internet at large.
In ISP contexts, the clients’ middlebox service provider
and network connectivity provider are one and the same
and one might expect costs for relaying the trafﬁc to and
from the middleboxes to be rolled into one service ‘package;’ given the latency beneﬁts of deployment at central
ofﬁces (as we saw in Fig. 8) we expect that ISP-based
deployments are the best option to deploy Embark.
In the cloud service setting the client must pay a
third party ISP to transfer the data to and from the
cloud, before paying that ISP a third time to actually
transfer the data over the network. Using current US
bandwidth pricing [24, 38, 61], we can estimate how
much outsourcing would increase overall bandwidth
costs. Multi-site enterprises typically provision two kinds
of networking costs: Internet access, and intra-domain
connectivity. Internet access typically has high bandwidth
but a lower SLA; trafﬁc may also be sent over shared
Ethernet [24, 61]. Intra-domain connectivity usually
has a private, virtual Ethernet link between sites of the
company with a high SLA and lower bandwidth. Because
bounce redirection is over the ‘cheaper’ link, the overall
impact on bandwidth cost with header-only encryption
given public sales numbers is between 15-50%; with DPI
encryption, this cost increases to between 30-150%.

6.2
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matches where Snort matches regular expressions.
In what follows, we provide some further middleboxspeciﬁc benchmarks for the ﬁrewall, proxy, and IDS.
Firewalls: Does Embark support all rules in a typical
ﬁrewall conﬁguration? How much does the ruleset
“expand” due to encryption?
We tested our ﬁrewall with three rulesets provided
to us by a network administrator at our institution and
an IP ﬁrewall ruleset from Emerging Threats [3]. We
were able to encode all rules using range and keyword
match encryptions. The size of 3 rulesets did not change
after encryption, while the size of the other ruleset from
Emerging Threats expanded from 1363 to 1370 – a 0.5%
increase. Therefore, we conclude that it has negligible
impact on the ﬁrewall performance.
Proxy/Caching: The throughput number shown in
Table 3 is not the typical metric used to measure proxy
performance. A better metric for proxies is how many
connections the proxy can handle concurrently, and
what time-to-service it offers each client. In Fig. 9, we
plot time-to-service against the number of concurrent
connections, and see that it is on average higher for
Embark than the unencrypted proxy, by tens to hundreds
of milliseconds per page. This is not due to computation
costs, but instead, due to the fact that the encrypted HTTP
header values are transmitted on a different channel
than the primary data connection. The Embark proxy
needs to synchronize between these two ﬂows; this
synchronization cost is what increases the time to service.
Intrusion Detection: Our IDS is based on BlindBox [55].
BlindBox incurs a substantial ‘setup cost’ every time a
client initiates a new connection. With Embark, however,
the gateway and the cloud maintain one, long-term
persistent connection. Hence, this setup cost is paid once
when the gateway is initially conﬁgured. Embark also
heuristically expands regular expressions in the rulesets
into exact match strings. This results in two beneﬁts:
(1) End-to-end performance improvements. Where
BlindBox incurs an initial handshake of 97s [55] to
open a new connection and generate the encrypted rules,
end hosts under Embark never pay this cost. Instead,
the gateway pays a one-time setup cost, and end hosts
afterwards perform a normal TCP or SSL handshake of
only 3-5 RTTs. In our testbed, this amounts to between
30 and 100 ms, depending on the site and protocol – an

Middleboxes

We now evaluate the overheads at each middlebox.
Is throughput reduced at the middleboxes due to Embark?
Table 3 shows the throughput sustained for the apps we
implemented. The IP Firewall, NAT, and Load Balancer
are all ‘header only’ middleboxes; the results shown
compare packet processing over the same dataplane, once
with encrypted IPv6 data and once with unencrypted IPv4
data. The only middlebox for which any overhead is observable is the NAT – and this is a reduction of only 2.7%.
We re-implemented the Web Proxy and IDS to enable
the bytestream aware operations they require over our
encrypted data. We compare our Web Proxy implementation with Squid [10] to show Embark can achieve
competitive performance. The Web Proxy sustains the
same throughput with and without encrypted data, but, as
we will present later, does have a higher service time per
cache hit. The IDS numbers compare Snort (baseline) to
the BlindBox implementation; this is not an apples-toapples comparison as BlindBox performs mostly exact
13
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do not apply to our network setting.

improvement of 4 orders of magnitude.
(2) Security improvements. Using IDS rulesets from
Snort, we converted regular expressions to exact match
strings as discussed in §2.4. In BlindBox, exact match
rules can be supported with higher security than regular
expressions. With 10G memory, we were able to convert
about half of the regular expressions in this ruleset to a ﬁnite number of exact match strings; the remainder resulted
in too many possible states. We used two rulesets to evaluate this [3, 9]. With the ﬁrst ruleset BlindBox would resort
to a lower security level for 33% of rules, but Embark
would only require this for 11.3%. With the second ruleset, BlindBox would use lower security for 58% of rules,
but Embark would only do so for 20.2%. At the same time,
Embark does not support the lower security level so Embark simply does not support the remaining regexp rules.
It is also worth noting that regular expression expansion in this way makes the one-time setup very slow in one
of the three cases: the case when the gateway may not see
the rules. The reason is that, in this case, Embark runs the
garbled circuit rule-exchange protocol discussed in §4.2,
whose slowdown is linear in the number of rules. On one
machine, the gateway to server initial setup would take
over 3,000 hours to generate the set of encrypted rules due
to the large number of keywords. Fortunately, this setup
cost is easily parallelizable. Moreover, this setup cost
does not occur in the other two rule exchange approaches
discussed in §4.2, since they rely only on one AES encryption per keyword rather than a garbled circuit computation
which is six orders of magnitude more expensive.

Focusing on trafﬁc processing, the most closely related
work to Embark is BlindBox [55], discussed in §2.4.
mcTLS [41] proposed a protocol in which client and
server can jointly authorize a middlebox to process
certain portions of the encrypted trafﬁc. Unlike Embark,
the middlebox gains access to unencrypted data. A
recent paper [67] proposed a system architecture for
outsourced middleboxes to speciﬁcally perform deep
packet inspection over encrypted trafﬁc.
Trace Anonymization and Inference: Some systems
which focus on ofﬂine processing allow some analysis
over anonymized data [44, 45]; they are not suitable for
online processing as is Embark. Yamada et al [64] show
how one can perform some very limited processing on
an SSL-encrypted packet by using only the size of data
and the timing of packets, however they cannot perform
analysis of the contents of connection data.
Encryption Schemes: Embark’s PreﬁxMatch scheme
is similar to order preserving encryption schemes [15],
but no existing scheme provided both the performance
and security properties we required. Order-preserving
encryption (OPE) schemes such as [21, 48] are > 10000
times slower than PreﬁxMatch (§6) and additionally leak
the order of the IP addresses encrypted. On the other
hand, OPE schemes are more generic and applicable to a
wider set of scenarios. PreﬁxMatch, on the other hand, is
designed for our particular scenario.
The encryption scheme of Boneh et al. [22] enables
detecting if an encrypted value matches a range and
provides a similar security guarantee to PreﬁxMatch; at
the same time, it is orders of magnitude slower than the
OPE schemes which are already slower than PreﬁxMatch.

7 Related Work
Middlebox Outsourcing: APLOMB [54] is a practical
service for outsourcing enterprise’s middleboxes to the
cloud, which we discussed in more detail in §2.
Data Conﬁdentiality: Conﬁdentiality of data in the cloud
has been widely recognized as an important problem and
researchers proposed solutions for software [18], web applications [30, 50], ﬁlesystems [19, 36, 31], databases [49,
46], and virtual machines [68]. CryptDB [49] was one of
the ﬁrst practical systems to compute on encrypted data,
but its encryption schemes and database system design
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A

Sufﬁcient Properties for Middleboxes

Enc(SIP1 ,SP1 ) = Enc(SIP2 ,SP2 )

In this section, we discuss the core functionality of the
IP Firewall, NAT, L3/L4 Load Balancers in Table 1, and
why the properties listed in the Column 2 of Table 1 are
sufﬁcient for supporting the functionality of those middleboxes. We omit the discussion of other middleboxes in
the table since the sufﬁciency of those properties is obvious. The reason Embark focuses on the core (“textbook”)
functionality of these middleboxes is that there exist variations and different conﬁgurations on these middleboxes
and Embark might not support some of them.

⇒ (SIP1 ,SP1 ) = (SIP2 ,SP2 ).

However, we may relax 1) to: the source IP and port pair
that belongs to the same 5-tuple should be mapped to the
same external port. After relaxing this requirement, the
functionality of NAT is still preserved, but the NAT table
may get ﬁlled up more quickly since the same pair may
be mapped to different ports. However, we argue that this
expansion is small in practice because an application on
a host rarely connects to different hosts or ports using the
same source port. The sufﬁcient properties then become:

A.1 IP Firewall
Firewalls from different vendors may have signiﬁcantly
different conﬁgurations and rule organizations, and thus
we need to extract a general model of ﬁrewalls. We used
the model deﬁned in [66], which describes Cisco PIX
ﬁrewalls and Linux iptables. In this model, the ﬁrewall
consists of several access control lists (ACLs). Each ACL
consists of a list of rules. Rules can be interpreted in the
form (predicate, action), where the predicate describes
the packets matching this rule and the action describes the
action performed on the matched packets. The predicate
is deﬁned as a combination of ranges of source/destination IP addresses and ports as well as the protocol. The
set of possible actions includes "accept" and "deny".

(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) = (SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 )
⇒Enc(SIP1 ,SP1 ) = Enc(SIP2 ,SP2 )

(6)

and
Enc(SIP1 ,SP1 ) = Enc(SIP2 ,SP2 )
⇒ (SIP1 ,SP1 ) = (SIP2 ,SP2 ).

(7)

A.3 L3 Load Balancer
L3 Load Balancer maintains a pool of servers. It chooses a
server for an incoming packet based on the L3 connection
information. A common implementation of L3 Load
Balancing uses the ECMP scheme in the switch. It guarantees that packets of the same ﬂow will be forwarded
to the same server by hashing the 5-tuple. Therefore, the
sufﬁcient property for L3 Load Balancer is:

Let Enc denote a generic encryption protocol, and
(SIP[], DIP[], SP[], DP[], P) denote the predicate of a
rule. Any packet with a 5-tuple (SIP, DIP, SP, DP, P) ∈
(SIP[], DIP[], SP[], DP[], P) matches that rule. We
encrypt both tuples and rules. The following property of
the encryption is sufﬁcient for ﬁrewalls.

(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) = (SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 ) ⇔
Enc(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) =
Enc(SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 ).
(8)

(SIP, DIP, SP, DP, P) ∈ (SIP[], DIP[], SP[], DP[], P) ⇔

Enc(SIP, DIP, SP, DP, P) ∈
Enc(SIP[], DIP[], SP[], DP[], P).
(3)

A.4 L4 Load Balancer
L4 Load Balancer [4], or TCP Load Balancer also maintains a pool of servers. It acts as a TCP endpoint that accepts the client’s connection. After accepting a connection
from a client, it connects to one of the server and forwards
the bytestreams between client and server. The encryption
scheme should make sure that two same 5-tuples have
the same encryption. In addition, two different 5-tuple
should not have the same encryption, otherwise the L4
Load Balancer cannot distinguish those two ﬂows. Thus,
the sufﬁcient property of supporting L4 Load Balancer is:

A.2 NAT
A typical NAT translates a pair of source IP and port
into a pair of external source IP and port (and back),
where the external source IP is the external address of the
gateway, and the external source port is arbitrarily chosen.
Essentially, a NAT maintains a mapping from a pair of
source IP and port to an external port. NATs have the
following requirements: 1) same pairs should be mapped
to the same external source port; 2) different pairs should
not be mapped to the same external source port. In order
to satisfy them, the following properties are sufﬁcient:
(SIP1 ,SP1 ) = (SIP2 ,SP2 )
⇒Enc(SIP1 ,SP1 ) = Enc(SIP2 ,SP2 ),

(5)

(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) = (SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 ) ⇔
Enc(SIP1 ,DIP1 ,SP1 ,DP1 ,P1 ) =
Enc(SIP2 ,DIP2 ,SP2 ,DP2 ,P2 )
(9)

(4)
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B

Formal Properties of PreﬁxMatch
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BUZZ: Testing Context-Dependent Policies in Stateful Networks
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Abstract
Checking whether a network correctly implements intended policies is challenging even for basic reachability policies (Can X talk to Y?) in simple stateless networks with L2/L3 devices. In practice, operators implement more complex context-dependent policies by composing stateful network functions; e.g., if the IDS ﬂags X
for sending too many failed connections, then subsequent
packets from X must be sent to a deep-packet inspection
device. Unfortunately, existing approaches in network
veriﬁcation have fundamental expressiveness and scalability challenges in handling such scenarios. To bridge
this gap, we present BUZZ, a practical model-based testing framework. BUZZ’s design makes two key contributions: (1) Expressive and scalable models of the data
plane, using a novel high-level trafﬁc unit abstraction and
by modeling complex network functions as an ensemble
of ﬁnite-state machines; and (2) A scalable application of
symbolic execution to tackle state-space explosion. We
show that BUZZ generates test cases for a network with
hundreds of network functions within two minutes (ﬁve
orders of magnitude faster than alternative designs). We
also show that BUZZ uncovers a range of both new and
known policy violations in SDN/NFV systems.

1

Introduction

The security, performance, and availability of networks
depend on the correct implementation of critical policy
goals. Network operators realize these goals by conﬁguring and composing network appliances, such as switches/routers, ﬁrewalls, and proxies.
Unfortunately, making sure that the network correctly
implements a given policy is challenging, error-prone,
and entails signiﬁcant manual effort and operational
costs [20,59]. As recent advances in network veriﬁcation
show, checking correctness is challenging even for simple reachability policies (Can X talk to Y?) in networks
with stateless switches and routers [44, 52, 53, 57, 75].
In practice, operators’ intended policies go well beyond reachability— operators implement a range of rich
context-dependent policies using stateful network functions (NFs)1 to ensure trafﬁc goes through the intended
sequence of NFs; e.g., if an intrusion detection system
(IDS) ﬂags host X for generating too many connections
1 An NF may be a switch/router or a middlebox (e.g., ﬁrewalls, load
balancers, intrusion prevention systems, or proxies). It may be realized
by a physical appliance or a virtual machine (VM).
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(i.e., if trafﬁc context is “alarm”), then reroute subsequent ﬂows to a deep packet inspection (DPI) ﬁlter [23].
Such rich policies and stateful data planes are quite common (e.g., the number of stateful NFs in a network may
be comparable to the number of routers [70]). Looking
forward, software-deﬁned networking (SDN) [60] and
network functions virtualization (NFV) [34] are poised
to enable even richer in-network trafﬁc processing services [22, 26, 29, 34, 42, 56].
What is critically lacking today is a principled way
to check whether a stateful data plane correctly implements intended context-dependent policies. Existing approaches [44,52,53,57,75] face fundamental expressiveness and scalability challenges in this regard. First, current abstractions cannot capture stateful behaviors (e.g.,
how many connections host X has tried to establish)
or express context-dependent policies (e.g., on-demand
deep inspection). Second, trying to reason about stateful
behaviors results in state-space explosion; e.g., a naive
application of formal veriﬁcation tools takes > 20 hours
even for a small network with 4-5 nodes (see §8).
We address these challenges and develop a principled
testing framework called BUZZ. BUZZ takes in intended
policies from the operator, and by exploring a model of
the data plane, it ﬁnds abstract test trafﬁc (i.e., an input
that triggers policy-relevant states of a model of the data
plane). It then translates the abstract test trafﬁc into concrete test trafﬁc and injects it into the actual data plane.
Finally, it reports whether the observed behavior complies with the policies. As an active testing framework,
BUZZ provides concrete assurances about the behavior
“on-the-wire” and can help operators localize sources of
violations [75] (§3).
In designing BUZZ, we make two key contributions:
• Expressive-yet-scalable data plane models (§5): We
introduce a novel abstraction for network trafﬁc called
a BUZZ Data Unit (BDU). BDUs extend the notion
of located packets from prior work [52] in three key
ways: (1) it enables composition of diverse NFs spanning multiple protocol layers; (2) it simpliﬁes models of NFs operating above L3 by aggregating a sequence of packets; and (3) it explicitly encodes trafﬁc
processing history to expose policy-relevant contexts.
Second, we model individual NFs as FSMs that process BDUs and explicitly embed the relevant contexts
into BDUs. A network then is simply a composition of
individual NF models. To build tractable models, we
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decouple logically independent tasks (e.g., client-side
vs. server-side connections) or units of trafﬁc (e.g.,
distinct TCP connections) within each NF to create an
ensemble of FSMs representation rather than a monolithic FSM.
• Scalable test trafﬁc generation (§6): To generate abstract test trafﬁc to explore the behaviors of the data
plane model, we develop an optimized symbolic execution (SE)-based workﬂow. To combat the challenge
of state space explosion [30,32], we engineer domainspeciﬁc optimizations (e.g., reducing the number and
scope of symbolic variables). We also develop custom translation mechanisms to convert the output of
this step into concrete test trafﬁc.
We have implemented BUZZ as an application over
OpenDaylight [14]. BUZZ provides both text-based
and graphical interfaces for operators to input policies
and receive test results through an automated workﬂow.
We have written a library of models for several canonical NFs and implemented our SE optimizations using
KLEE [31]. We have also developed simple monitoring
and test resolution mechanisms (§7). BUZZ is opensource, and our code, models, and examples can be found
at [1].
Our evaluation (§8) on a real testbed shows that
BUZZ: (1) effectively helps detect both new and known
policy violations within tens of seconds; (2) tests hundreds of policies in networks with hundreds of switches
and stateful NFs within two minutes; (3) dramatically
improves test scalability, providing nearly ﬁve orders of
magnitude reduction in time for test trafﬁc generation
relative to strawman solutions (e.g., model checking).

2

Motivation

In this section, we use a few illustrative examples to discuss why it is challenging to check the correctness of
context-dependent policies in stateful data planes.
Stateful ﬁrewalling: Today most ﬁrewalls capture TCP
semantics. A common usage is reﬂexive ACLs [5] as
shown in Figure 1, where incoming trafﬁc is allowed
depending on its context. In particular, the contextdependent policy here speciﬁes that only trafﬁc belonging to a TCP connection initiated by a host inside the department (i.e., if trafﬁc context is “solicited”) be allowed.
Prior work in network veriﬁcation models each NF as
a “transfer” function T(hdr, port) whose input/output is
a located packet (i.e., a header, port tuple) (e.g., [52, 53,
62]). Unfortunately, even the simple policy of Figure 1
cannot be captured by this stateless transfer function. In
particular, it does not capture the policy-relevant state of
the ﬁrewall (e.g., SYN SENT) for a given connection.
Context-dependent trafﬁc monitoring: In Figure 2,
the operator uses a proxy to improve web performance.
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Figure 1: Is ﬁrewall allowing solicited and blocking
unsolicited trafﬁc?
She also wants to restrict web access; i.e., H2 (a host
in the department) cannot have access to XYZ.com.
Here the context-dependent policy speciﬁes that both
cache hits/misses for H2 should be monitored. As noted
elsewhere [43], there could be subtle policy violations
where cached responses evade the monitor because (1)
the proxy hides trafﬁc provenance (i.e., true origin), and
(2) the proxy’s response (i.e., hit vs. miss) depends on
the hidden policy-relevant state (i.e., the current cache
contents).
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Figure 2: Are both cache hit/miss trafﬁc monitored?
While there are mechanisms to ﬁx this (e.g., [43]), operators need tools to check whether such mechanisms are
implemented correctly. Again, a stateless transfer function [52, 53, 57] is insufﬁcient, as it does not capture the
state of the proxy.
Multi-stage triggers: Figure 3 uses a light-weight intrusion prevention system (L-IPS) for all trafﬁc, and
only subjects suspicious hosts (i.e., ﬂagged by the LIPS due to generating too many scans) to the expensive
heavy-weight IPS (H-IPS) for payload signature matching. Such context-dependent multi-stage detection can
minimize latency and reduce H-IPS load [42].
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Figure 3: Is suspicious trafﬁc sent to heavy IPS?
Again, we cannot check if such multi-stage policies
are enforced correctly using existing mechanisms [44,
52, 53, 75] because they capture neither policy context
(e.g., alarm/not alarm) nor data plane state (e.g., the
count of bad connection attempts on L-IPS). This example also demonstrates that just capturing packet headers
(e.g., [52, 53, 57]) is not sufﬁcient, as the behavior of the
H-IPS may depend on packet contents.
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Figure 4: Does the scale-out mechanism honor the
stateful semantics of migration?

Figure 5: High-level workﬂow of BUZZ.

Dynamic NF deployments: NFV creates new opportunities for elastic scaling of NFs [34]. However, ensuring
the correctness of policies in the presence of elastic scaling is not easy. For example, in Figure 4, suppose IPS1
observes ﬂow f1 established between the two hosts; later
f1 is migrated to the newly launched IPS2 for better load
balancing [68]. Due to the stateful semantics of the IPS,
IPS2 needs to know that f1 has already established a TCP
connection; otherwise, IPS2 may incorrectly block this
ﬂow. While recent efforts enable state migration [46,68],
we need ways to check whether they do so correctly.
Similarly, in dynamic NF failure recovery [34], if the
main NF fails, the backup NF needs to be activated
with the correct state so that trafﬁc is uninterrupted (e.g.,
see [69]). Again, we lack the ability to check whether
such mechanisms work as intended.

≥ 10; achieving this via randomly generated packets is
unlikely. Our goal is to automate this process.
To bridge the gap between policies and the actual data
plane, we adopt model-based testing (MBT) [72], which
is useful when the blackbox behavior of a system needs
to be actively tested. The high-level idea is to (1) use a
model (or speciﬁcation) of the system under test and a
search mechanism to systematically ﬁnd test inputs that
trigger certain behaviors of the model, and then (2) compare the behavior of the system under test to the behavior
of the model for each input [72].
Figure 5 shows the high-level workﬂow of BUZZ:
1. Model Instantiation: BUZZ instantiates a model of the
data plane using the intended policies (the only input
by the operator) and a library of NF models;
2. Test Trafﬁc Generation: BUZZ generates abstract test
trafﬁc to trigger policy-relevant behaviors of the data
plane model. BUZZ then translates it into concrete
test trafﬁc, which is then injected into the actual data
plane;
3. Test Resolution: BUZZ monitors the actual data plane
and compares the observed behavior to the intended
policies. The result (i.e., success/violation) is reported
to the operator.
There are two challenges in realizing this workﬂow:
• Expressive-yet-scalable data plane models: To see
why this is challenging, let us consider some seemingly natural candidates. A natural starting point
would be the transfer function abstraction [52, 62];
however, it is not expressive, as it offers no stateful
semantics and no binding to the relevant context. On
the other hand, using an NF’s implementation code
as its model is not tractable (e.g., Squid [18] has ≥
200K lines of code) and may suffer from other practical limitations (e.g., code may not be available, or
implementation bugs may affect test trafﬁc).
• Scalable test trafﬁc generation: Exploring data
plane’s behaviors is challenging even for simple
reachability policies in stateless data planes [75]. Our
setting is worse, as reasoning about stateful behaviors
requires addressing the challenge of state-space explosion. Off-the-shelf mechanisms (e.g., model checking) struggle beyond a few hundred lines of code
(see §6 and §8).

3

Overview

Our goal is to enable network operators to check
at human-interactive timescales whether their contextdependent policies are realized in stateful data planes.
Next, we present a high-level view of BUZZ to meet this
goal and summarize key challenges in realizing it.
To put our work in perspective, we note that there
are two complementary approaches: (1) Static veriﬁcation uses network conﬁguration ﬁles to check whether
the network behavior complies with the intended policies assuming the data plane behaves correctly (e.g.,
HSA [52], Veriﬂow [53], NOD [57], Batﬁsh [44]); (2)
Active testing, on the other hand, checks the behavior
of the data plane by injecting test trafﬁc into the network [75]. While both are useful, we adopt an active
testing approach for two reasons. First, it provides practical assurances that things are actually working correctly
“on-the-wire”. Second, network behaviors in certain scenarios such as dynamic NF deployment (Figure 4) are
hard to capture with a purely static approach.
Due to context-dependent policies and complex stateful behaviors, naive attempts to generate test trafﬁc, either manually or via fuzzing [47, 61], are ineffective. For
example, in Figure 3, in order to trigger the policy context “L-IPS alarm” and check if trafﬁc will actually go
to H-IPS, we need to carefully craft a sequence of packets that drive the count of bad connections on L-IPS to
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Listing 1: An abstract stateful NF.
1
2
3
4
5

//Input: packet inPkt on port inPort
�outPkt,state� ← process(inPkt,state)
context ← stateToContextMap(state)
outPort ← applyPolicy(outPkt,context)
dispatch(outPkt,outPort)

We address these two challenges in §5 and §6, respectively. Before doing so, in the next section (§4), we ﬁrst
formalize our problem to shed light on the key requirements of modeling the data plane and generating test trafﬁc.

4

Problem Formulation

In this section, we formalize our model-based testing
framework to see what a data plane model should capture
and what test trafﬁc needs to do. These inform our approach to modeling (§5) and test trafﬁc generation (§6).

4.1

Intuition behind model and test trafﬁc

What should the data plane model capture: First, we
give the intuition behind what an NF model needs to capture. As we saw in §2, data planes are stateful (e.g., the
bad connection attempts count in Figure 3). However,
being stateful is not sufﬁcient for a data plane model to be
expressive. Speciﬁcally, to test context-dependent policies, the model needs to explicitly map each state to a
context. For example, if we want to trigger an alarm on
L-IPS in Figure 3 (e.g., to check if the trafﬁc will actually go to H-IPS), we need to capture the mapping from
the bad connection attempts count (e.g., ≥ 10 or < 10) to
the context (e.g., alarm or not alarm).
To understand what an NF model should capture, we
consider the abstract NF shown in Listing 1 that shows
the NF model as running three logical steps: (1) It processes an input packet and updates some relevant state
(e.g., an IPS updating bad conn attempts count)
(Line 2); (2) It extracts the relevant context for the
processed packet (e.g., alarm on an IPS based on
bad conn attempts count) (Line 3); (3) It applies the
corresponding policy (e.g., drop, forward) via function
applyPolicy(.) and then dispatches the packet to the
policy-mandated port (Lines 4-5).
What should test trafﬁc do? At a high level, test trafﬁc
for a given policy needs to drive the data plane to a state
corresponding to the context. In Listing 1, this means we
need to ﬁnd a sequence of packets that drives the NF to a
state (Line 2) that maps to the intended context (Line 3).
If the NF is policy-compliant, the trafﬁc at this point will
be sent to a policy-mandated port (Lines 4-5). For example, to exercise the context of “L-IPS alarm” in Figure 3,
test trafﬁc needs to make bad conn attempts count
to exceed 10; then, we check whether trafﬁc at this point
actually goes to H-IPS.

4.2

Formal framework

Having seen the intuition behind state, context, and test
trafﬁc, we formalize these to inform our design.
pkt
denote
Context-dependent policies: Let contextNF
i
the processing context corresponding to packet pkt
at NFi (Line 3 of Listing 1).
Then, the context sequence of the packet is the sequence of contexts along the NFs it has traversed; i.e., if pkt
has traversed NF1 , . . . , NFi , its context sequence is
pkt
pkt
, . . . , contextNF
�.
ContextSeq pkt = �contextNF
i
1
Context-dependent policies are expressed as a set of
rules of the form:

Policy : TrafﬁcSpec × ContextSeq �→ PortSeq
Here, TrafﬁcSpec is a predicate on the IP 5-tuple (e.g.,
source IP and transport protocol), ContextSeq is a context
sequence, and PortSeq is a sequence of network ports
Ports (interfaces).2 For example, in Figure 3, the policy
that mandates “if trafﬁc triggers an alarm on L-IPS, it
must be sent to H-IPS” is speciﬁed as:
�srcIP=Dept�, �alarmL−IPS � �→
�L−IPS → S1 , S1 → S2 , S2 → H−IPS�
(Policies for dynamic NF deployments, such as Figure 4, are deﬁned slightly differently—see §6.4.)

Stateful data planes: Contexts are convenient “shorthands” to deﬁne policies. In reality, however, the data
plane operates in terms of the related but (possibly)
lower-level notion of state.
As we saw in Listing 1, a stateful NF takes an input
packet on one of its ports, processes it, goes to a new
state, and outputs a packet on one of its ports. A stateful
NF can be naturally expressed as a ﬁnite-state machine
(FSM) of the form NFi = (Si , Ii , Portsi , Ti ), where Si is
the set of NFi states, Ii is the initial state of NFi , Portsi
is the set of ports of NFi (where Portsi ∈ Ports), and Ti :
Pkts × Portsi × Si �→ Pkts × Portsi × Si is the stateful (as
opposed to stateless, e.g., [52]) transfer function of NFi .
We model intended packet drops as sending packets to a
virtual “drop port” on the NF. To model the entire data
plane, the topology function τ : Ports �→ Ports captures
the physical interconnection of NFs. Finally, we deﬁne
the state of the data plane, SDP , as the conjunction of the
states of its individual NFs.
There are many levels of abstraction to write such an
FSM on, from low-level code variables to high-level logical states (e.g., proxy cache state). Irrespective of this
2 Without loss of generality, we assume policies are in terms of physical NF instances as opposed to logical types of NFs. This is more
precise because the semantics of stateful NFs (e.g., NATs) requires
that both directions of a ﬂow pass the same NF instance.
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granularity, to be expressive for testing the model needs
to provide a mapping from the states to the corresponding trafﬁc speciﬁcation and context:
stateToContextMapi : 2Si �→ TrafﬁcSpec × Ci
where Ci denotes the set of all contexts of NFi .
To illustrate this, let us revisit Figure 3. Figure 6
shows two possible ways of modeling L-IPS as an FSM.
In both Figures 6a and 6b, each of the red states maps
to �srcIP=Dept�, �alarmL−IPS �—these mappings make
the models expressive. (In §5, we will discuss other requirements of an FSM-based NF model in addition to
expressiveness.)
  






















 














  








(a) Each state is of the form (b) Each state is of the form
�badAttmpCntH1 , badAttmpCntH2 � �connStatus f1 , . . . , connStatus f20 �

Figure 6: Two example FSM models of L-IPS of Figure 3 assuming a world with 2 hosts and 20 ﬂows.
The states corresponding to alarm (i.e., at least 10 bad
connection attempts) are highlighted in red.
Test trafﬁc: Test trafﬁc needs to trigger the policy
context by driving the data plane to a state that corresponds the context (e.g., a red state in Figure 6).
Thus, trace = �pkt1 , . . . , pktm , . . . , pktr � is a test trace for
policy : trafﬁcSpec × contextSeq �→ portSeq iff:
1. Each packet pkt ∈ trace satisﬁes trafﬁcSpec, and
2. SDP does not correspond to contextSeq after injection
of each of packets �pkt1 , . . . , pktm−1 �, and
3. SDP corresponds to contextSeq after injection and processing each of packets �pktm , . . . , pktr �.
After trace is injected into the actual data plane,
test resolution involves checking whether packets
�pktm , . . . , pktr � actually traverse ports portSeq.

Takeaways: This framework suggests two key design
implications: (1) While an FSM is a natural starting
point to model a stateful NF, an expressive model should
bridge the gap between its states and policy-mandated
trafﬁc speciﬁcation and context (§5); and (2) Test trafﬁc should satisfy the trafﬁc speciﬁcation and drive the
data plane to a state that corresponds to the policy context (§6).

5

Data Plane Model Instantiation

In this section, we discuss how to instantiate a model of
the data plane. Recall from §3 that this stage takes as input a library of NF models and the policy. The challenge
in building such a library is to model each type of NF
(e.g., stateful ﬁrewall, web proxy) such that these models
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are (1) composable, despite diverse types of NFs operating at different network layers; (2) expressive, despite
stateful behaviors and hidden context; and (3) scalable to
explore. After presenting our high-level approach (§5.1),
we introduce a new abstract data unit for modeling inputoutput of NFs and describe how we create scalable NF
models via an ensemble-of-FSMs representation (§5.2).
Finally, we describe how we construct the network-wide
model composing individual models of NFs (§5.3).

5.1

High-level idea

A natural starting point to model an NF that is composable is the transfer function from prior work [52, 62].
Each NF is modeled as: l p ← T(l p). Here, the input/output is a located packet l p = (pkt, port), an IP packet
(header) along with its location in the network. However, as we saw in §2, this is not expressive on several
fronts w.r.t. state and context. To see how we can make it
expressive, let us revisit our abstract NF from Listing 1
and contrast it with the transfer function. This highlights
two key missing elements: (1) there is no notion of state,
and (2) the located packet has no binding to the relevant
context.
Our formalism from §4 suggests two extensions: (1)
Instead of the (stateless) transfer function, we need to
move to an FSM-like abstraction that captures state and
the state-to-context mappings; and (2) We need some
way to logically bind a packet to its relevant context. To
this end, we extend the located packet abstraction so that
it carries the relevant context history as it traverses the
data plane model. Then, we can consider an NF as an
FSM that processes this extended located packet and explicitly includes the policy-relevant context in the outgoing packet. In a nutshell, this summarizes our basic
insight to create an expressive model.
Next, we discuss how we translate this insight into a
concrete realization. We also address the scalability requirement of NF models, as a naive FSM model will
have too many states to explore.

5.2

Modeling individual NFs

The BUZZ Data Unit (BDU): We start by presenting
our approach to modeling the extended located packet
idea described above and explain how it enables composability, expressiveness, and scalability. Concretely, a
BDU is a struct as shown in Listing 2 that extends a located packet [52, 62] in three key ways:
1. Multi-layer abstraction with IP as the common denominator: Unlike a located packet, a BDU can explicitly encode higher-layer semantics (e.g., HTTP
GET or responses). The key to achieving model composability while enabling higher-layer semantics is
simple. Borrowing from the design of IP, we pick the
network layer as the narrow waist across diverse NFs.
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Listing 2: BDU is the I/O unit of an NF model.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

struct BDU{
// IP fields
int srcIP, dstIP, proto;
// transport
int srcPort, dstPort;
// TCP specific
int tcpSYN, tcpACK, tcpFIN, tcpRST;
// HTTP specific
int httpGetObj, httpRespObj;
// BUZZ-specific
int dropped, networkPort, BDUid;
// Each NF updates traffic context
int c-Tag[C_TAG_MAX]; //context tags
int p-Tag; //provenance tag
...};

Each NF model processes only relevant ﬁelds of an
input BDU (e.g., an L2 switch ignores HTTP ﬁelds).
2. Tag ﬁelds for context and provenance: First, to ensure
a BDU carries its context as it goes through the network, we introduce the context tag, or c-Tag, ﬁeld,
which explicitly binds the BDU to its context (e.g.,
1 bit for cache hit/miss, 1 bit for alarm/no-alarm).
When the NF model receives an input BDU, it generates an output BDU with the updated c-Tag (e.g.,
a proxy may set the cache hit bit). Second, a BDU
preserves its provenance via its p-Tag ﬁeld. This
ﬁeld encodes the BDU’s original 5-tuple indicating
its TrafﬁcSpec. This binding is needed because certain NFs (e.g., NATs, proxies) rewrite the original
IP 5-tuple of a BDU. We ensure the provenance ﬁeld
p-Tag is left unchanged by NF models the BDU traverses.
3. Aggregation for scalability: Each BDU can represent
a sequence of packets associated with higher-layer NF
operations. This aggregation helps shrink the search
space for ﬁnding test trafﬁc (§6). For example, all
packets of an HTTP reply are captured by a single
BDU with the httpRespObj ﬁeld indicating the retrieved object id; a proxy’s state (e.g., cache contents)
gets updated after receiving this BDU.
To design a BDU struct in practice, we need to identify the protocols that affect any context mentioned in the
policies. The struct’s ﬁelds are simply the union of the
policy-related headers of these protocols. For example, if
our policy involves a stateful ﬁrewall, then TCP SYN and
ACK should be part of the ﬁelds, as these are the ﬁelds
that denote connection establishment semantics. Since
each NF model processes only relevant ﬁelds of an incoming BDU, our BDU abstraction is future-proof. For
example, if we later need to add an ICMP ﬁeld to the
BDU of Listing 2, existing NF models will remain unchanged, as they simply ignore this new ﬁeld.
Ensemble of FSMs representation: While there are
many ways to expressively model a stateful NF, not all
models may be scalable. To see why, consider modeling the state-space as the concatenation of state variables

we have identiﬁed (e.g., in a proxy this concatenation
may have three variables: per-host and per-server connection states and per-object cache state). Taking this
approach means with var variables each with val possible values, such a monolithic FSM has val var states (i.e.,
an exponential growth with the number of values). While
it may be tempting to reduce the state space by moving
to a layer-speciﬁc abstraction (e.g., a proxy model that
ignores TCP and purely works at the HTTP layer), this
is not viable, as the models of diverse NFs will not be
composable.
To build a scalable FSM without compromising composability, we borrow insights from the design of actual
NFs. NF programs in practice are not monolithic; rather,
they independently track “active” connections, and different functional components of an NF are segmented;
e.g., client- vs. server-side handling in a proxy are separate. This naturally suggests two opportunities:
1. Decoupling independent trafﬁc units: Consider a
stateful ﬁrewall. If modeled as a monolithic FSM,
each state of the model involves states of individual
connections. While this is expressive, it is not scalable as the number of connections grow. By decoupling per-connection states, we model the NF as an
ensemble of FSMs. In general, this insight cuts the
number of states from |state||conn| to |conn| × |state|,
where |conn| and |state| denote the number of connections and states per connection, respectively.
2. Decoupling independent tasks: To illustrate this,
consider a proxy.
The code of a real proxy
(e.g., Squid [18]) typically has three logical
modules in charge of managing client-side and
server-side connections and the cache. We decouple such logically independent tasks in the
model so that instead of a monolithic FSM model
with each state being of the “cross-product” form
�client TCP state, server TCP state, cache content�,
we use an ensemble of three smaller FSMs,
i.e., �client TCP state�, �server TCP state�, and
�cache content�. In general, if an NF has |T | independent tasks with task i having Si states, this idea
|T |
|T |
cuts the number of states from ∏i=1 |Si | to ∑i=1 |Si |.
Putting it together: Taken together, our BDU abstraction as the trafﬁc I/O unit and FSM ensembles as NF
models satisfy the three modeling requirements of composability, expressiveness, and scalability (§5.1). As an
illustration, Listing 3 shows a code snippet of a proxy
model focusing on the actions when a client requests a
non-cached HTTP object and while the proxy has not established a TCP connection with the server. Each NF
instance is identiﬁed by a unique id that allows us to
index into the relevant variables. Since the trafﬁc I/O
of the model (Line 1) is a BDU, the model is com-
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Listing 4: Data plane pseudocode for Figure 2.

Listing 3: Proxy as an ensemble of FSMs.
1

BDU

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Proxy(NFId id, BDU inBDU){
...
if ((frmClnt(inBDU)) && (isHttpRq(inBDU))){
if (!cached(id, inBDU)){
if(srvConnEstablished(id, inBDU))
outBDU=rqstFrmSrv(id, outBDU);
else
outBDU=tcpSYNtoSrv(id, inBDU); }}
//set c-Tags based on context (e.g., hit/miss)
outBDU.c-Tags = ...
...
return outBDU;}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

posable with other NF models. Second, instead of a
monolithic FSM, it is partitioned into these three dimensions (i.e., client-, server-side connections and cache)
making the model scalable. The state variables of different proxy instances are naturally partitioned per NF
instance (not shown) and help track the relevant NF
states, and are updated by the NF-speciﬁc functions such
as srvConnEstablished.3 If the input inBDU is
an HTTP request (Line 3) and the requested object is
not cached (Line 4), the proxy checks the status of the
server TCP connection. If it has already been established
(Line 5), the output BDU is an HTTP request (Line 6).
Otherwise, the proxy initiates a TCP connection with
the server (Line 8). Finally, note that the proxy updates
c-Tags of the output BDU before sending it out.

5.3

Composing the data plane model

Next we discuss how to instantiate a model of the data
plane given the models of individual NFs. Listing 4 illustrates this for the network of Figure 2. BUZZ uses
the policy to automatically concretize the relevant model
parameters (e.g., lines 3–4 specify which content/host to
watch). Lines 8–10 model the stateless switch, where we
model a switch as a static data store lookup [52]. Note
that a BDU captures its current location in the network
via its networkPort ﬁeld, which gets updated as it traverses the network. Function lookUp() takes an input
BDU, looks up its forwarding table, and creates a new
outBDU with its port value set based on the forwarding
table.
Similar to prior work [52,75], our network model processes one-packet-per-NF at a time, without modeling
(a) batching or queuing inside the network, (b) parallel
processing inside NFs, or (c) simultaneous processing
of different packets across NFs. As a result, the data
plane model is a simple loop (Line 26); in each iteration,
a BDU is processed (Line 27) in two steps: (1) it is forwarded to the other end of the current link (Line 28),
(2) it is then passed as an argument to the NF connected at this end (e.g., a switch or ﬁrewall) (Line 29).
The output BDU is then processed in the next itera3 The

choice of passing ids and modeling state in per-id global variables is not fundamental but an artifact of using C/KLEE.
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

// Symbolic BDUs to be instantiated (see §6).
BDU A[20];
int objToWatch = XYZ.com;
int hostToWatch = H2;
// Global state variables
bool Cache[2][100]; // 2 proxies, 100 objects
// Model of a switch
BDU Switch(NFId id, BDU inBDU){
outBDU=lookUp(id, inBDU);
return outBDU;}
// Model of a monitoring NF
BDU Mon(NFId id, BDU inBDU){
...
outBDU = inBDU;
if (isHttp(id, inBDU)){
takeMonAction(id, inBDU);/* if inBDU
contains objToWatch destined to
hostToWatch, set outBDU.dropped to 1.*/}
...
return outBDU;}
// Model of a proxy NF; See Listing 3
BDU Proxy(NFId id, BDU inBDU){...}
main(){
// Model of the data plane
initializeProvenanceTags(A[]);
for each injected A[i]
while (!DONE(A[i])){
Forward A[i] on current link;{
A[i] = Next_NF(A[i]);{
assert(
(!(A[i].p-Tag==hostId[H2]))
||(!(A[i].c-Tags[cacheContext]==objToWatch));
}}}}

tion. The loop is executed until the BDU is “DONE”;
i.e., it either reaches its destination or is dropped by an
NF.4 Based on the policy, wee identify the Next NF
in line 29. (As an optimization, our implementation prepopulates switches’ lookup() and Next NF() based
on shortest-path routing between policy-relevant NFs.)
The role of the assert statement will become clear
in §6, where we discuss test trafﬁc generation.

6

Test Trafﬁc Generation

In this section, we discuss how to generate test trafﬁc given the policies and the data plane model. First,
we highlight why we choose symbolic execution (SE)
as a starting mechanism to explore the data plane
model (§6.1). Then we present our domain-speciﬁc optimizations to scale SE to generate abstract test trafﬁc consisting of BDUs (§6.2). Then, we show how to convert
this abstract test trafﬁc into concrete test trafﬁc (§6.3).
Finally, we present an extension to test dynamic NF scenarios (§6.4).

6.1

Why symbolic execution (SE)?

For BUZZ to be usable by operators at human interactive
timescales, it should generate test trafﬁc within seconds
to a few minutes even for large networks. This is challenging on two fronts:
4 NFs may be time-triggered (e.g., TCP time-out), so we capture
time using a BDU ﬁeld. These “time BDUs” are injected by the network model periodically to update time-related states.
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• Trafﬁc space explosion: Unlike prior work where an
IP packet header is an independent unit of test (hence
mandating a search only over the header space [51,
53, 75, 76]), we need to search over a very large trafﬁc
space of all possible sequences of trafﬁc units. While
BDUs, as compared to IP packets, improve scalability
via aggregation (§5.2), we still have to search over the
space of possible BDU value assignments.
• State space explosion: Even though using the FSM
ensembles abstraction signiﬁcantly reduces the number of states (§5.2), it does not address state space explosion due to composition of NFs; e.g., if the models
of NF 1 and NF 2 can reach K1 and K2 states, respectively, their composition will have K1 × K2 states.
Unfortunately, several canonical search solutions (e.g.,
model checking [4, 36] and AI planning tools [7]) do not
scale beyond 5-10 stateful NFs; e.g., model checking
took 25 hours for policy involving only two contexts.
As the ﬁrst measure to address the search scalability
challenge, we choose symbolic execution (SE), which
is a well-known approach to tackle state-space explosion [30]. At a high level, an SE engine explores possible behaviors of a program (in our case, the data plane
model) by assigning different values to its symbolic variables [32]. In our implementation, we use KLEE [31], a
popular SE engine.

6.2

Generating abstract test trafﬁc

BUZZ employs SE as follows.
For each
policy : trafﬁcSpec × contextSeq �→ portSeq, we constrain the symbolic BDUs to satisfy the TrafﬁcSpec.
Then, to drive the SE engine to generate test trafﬁc that
satisﬁes contextSeq = �contextNF1 , . . . , contextNFN �, we
introduce the logical negation of contextSeq as an assertion in the network model code. In practice, if contextSeq
involves contexts of N NFs context1 , . . . , contextN ,
BUZZ instruments the network model with an assertion
of the form ¬(context1 ∧ · · · ∧ contextN ), where each
term is expressed in terms of BDUs’ c-Tag sub-ﬁelds.
The assertion guides the SE engine toward ﬁnding a
“violation” of the assertion by assigning concrete values
to symbolic BDUs.5 In effect, SE generates abstract test
trafﬁc by concretizing a sequence of symbolic BDUs.
The abstract test trafﬁc will be then translated into
concrete test trafﬁc (§6.3), which in turn, will be injected
into the actual data plane. The injected concrete test
trafﬁc must traverse the sequence of ports speciﬁed in
portSeq; otherwise, the actual data plane violates policy.
To illustrate this, let us revisit Listing 4, where we
want a test trace to check cached responses from the
proxy to host H2 . Lines 30-32 show the assertion to
get a sequence of i BDUs that change the state of the
5 Note that

an assertion of the form ¬(A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An ), or equivalently
(¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬An ), is violated only if each term Ai is evaluated to true.

Listing 5: Assertion pseudocode for Figure 3 to
trigger alarms at both IPSes.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

// Global state variables
int L_IPS_Alarm[noOfHosts];//alarm per host
int H_IPS_Alarm[noOfHosts];//alarm per host
...
//A[] is an array of symbolic BDUs
...
assert((!(A[i].c-Tags[L_IPS_Alarm]==1)) ||
(!(A[i].c-Tags[H_IPS_Alarm]==1)));

data plane such that the ith BDU in the abstract trafﬁc
trace: (1) is from host H2 (Line 31), and (2) corresponds
to a cached response (Line 32). For example, the SE
engine may generate 6 BDUs: three BDUs between a
host other than H2 in the Dept and the proxy to establish a TCP connection (the 3-way handshake) where the
third BDU has httpGetObj = httpObjId (this effectively makes the proxy cache the object), followed
by another 3 BDUs, this time from H2 with the ﬁeld
httpGetObj set to httpObjId to induce a cached
response. Similarly, Listing 5 shows an assertion in
Lines 7-8 to trigger alarms at both L-IPS and H-IPS of
the example from Figure 3.
While SE is signiﬁcantly faster than other candidates,
it is not sufﬁcient for interactive use. Even after a broad
sweep of conﬁguration parameters to customize KLEE, it
took several hours for a small network (§8.3). To scale to
large topologies, we implement two optimizations:
• Minimizing number of symbolic variables: Making
an entire BDU structure (Listing 2) symbolic forces
KLEE to ﬁnd values for every ﬁeld. Instead, BUZZ
identiﬁes the policy-related subset of BDU ﬁelds and
only makes these symbolic and concretizes the rest.
For instance; when BUZZ is testing a data plane with
a stateful ﬁrewall but no proxies, it makes the HTTPrelevant ﬁelds concrete (i.e., non-symbolic) by assigning a don’t care value ∗ (represented by -1 in our implementation) to them.
• Scoping values of symbolic variables:
The
trafﬁcSpec scopes the range of values a BDU may
take. BUZZ further narrows this range using the
policy and protocols semantics. For example, even
though the tcpSYN ﬁeld is an integer, BUZZ constrain it to be either 0 or 1.
Test coverage: Ideally, test trafﬁc should cover the
space of all possible trafﬁc, including (1) packet traces
of all possible lengths (in terms of number of packets in
the trace), and (2) enumerating all possible values of the
ﬁelds of each packet. However, this is impractical with
respect to both test trafﬁc generation and injection overheads. That is why even in case of simple reachability
policies and stateless data planes in prior work [75], only
one sample packet out of an equivalence class of packets (i.e., the set of all packets that experience the same
forwarding behavior) is selected as the test packet. Sim-
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ilarly, we deﬁne our test coverage goal as obtaining one
test trace to exercise each policy. In §8, we will show that
BUZZ (1) successfully satisﬁes this goal, and (2) can be
used to satisfy alternative coverage goals.

6.3

Generating concrete test trafﬁc

The output of the SE step is a sequence of BDUs
BDUSeqSE . Since BDUs are abstract, we cannot directly
inject them into the actual data plane. Moreover, we cannot simply do a one-to-one translation between BDUs
and raw packets and do a trace replay [3, 75] because we
need to honor session semantics (e.g., for TCP or FTP) of
the policies—several parameters of such sessions (e.g.,
TCP seq. numbers) are outside of our control and are
chosen by the OS of the end hosts at run time.
To this end, we translate abstract test trafﬁc into test
trafﬁc injection scripts that are run on end hosts to inject
concrete test trafﬁc. The translation algorithm uses a library of trafﬁc injection commands that maps a known
BDUSeql into a script. For example, if a BDUSeq consists of 3 BDUs for TCP connection establishment and
a web request, we map this into a wget with the required parameters (e.g., server IP and object URL). In
the most basic case, the script will be an IP packet. Using
our domain knowledge, we populated this library with
commands (e.g., getHTTP(.), sendIPPacket(.))
that support IP, TCP, UDP, FTP, and HTTP.
For completeness, its pseudocode is presented in Appendix A. Here we give the intuition behind our translation algorithm. We partition the BDUSeqSE based
on srcIP-dstIP pairs (i.e., communication end-points) of

BDUs; i.e., BDUSeqSE = l BDUSeql . Then for each
partition BDUSeql , we do a longest-speciﬁc match (i.e.,
match on a protocol at the highest possible layer of the
network stack) in our test script library, retrieve the corresponding command for each subsequence, and then
concatenate these commands to form a trafﬁc injection
script.

6.4

Testing dynamic NF deployments

Next we describe the extensions needed to handle dynamic NF deployment scenarios. Intuitively, the goal in
these scenarios is to ensure the change is transparent with
respect to stateful semantics of trafﬁc. To be concrete, let
Policybefore and Policyafter denote the policies that the operator intends to enforce before and after the “change”
occurs, where the change is captured by changeCond
(e.g., an NF’s scale-out, or failure). We deﬁne the correct
enforcement of a dynamic NF deployment policy as follows: For each data plane state s ∈ SDP , if changeCond
is triggered while the data plane is in s, then Policyafter is
enforced correctly.
In Figure 4, Policybefore is the top part of the policy graph (i.e., involving IPS1 ), Policyafter is the bot-
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tom part of the policy graph (i.e., involving IPS2 ), and
changeCond is IPS1 ’s scale-out. Irrespective of the state
in which IPS1 scales out, IPS2 must start processing trafﬁc with the same state at which IPS1 has scaled out.
Abstract test trafﬁc generation for dynamic NF deployment scenarios is slightly different from what we described in §6.1. At a high-level, for every data plane state
s ∈ SDP , BUZZ (1) generates test trafﬁc to drive the data
plane to s, (2) triggers changeCond (e.g., by scaling-out
an NF), and (3) test if the data plane is compliant with
Policyafter . For completeness, we describe the full procedure in Appendix B.

7

Implementation

BUZZ comprises ≈ 10,000 lines of code, including
NF models, code for test trafﬁc generation, test resolution, extensions to KLEE, and the operator interfaces. The entire workﬂow of BUZZ is implemented
atop OpenDayLight [14]. The source code is available at [1].
Operator interface: Operators can enter policies using either a text-based or a graphical interface (example
screenshots in Appendix C). BUZZ then performs a set
of sanity checks on the policies and warns the operator
of any mistakes (e.g., an overlap between TrafﬁcSpec of
two policies). This I/O is the only effort that BUZZ needs
from the operator. Once policies are entered, the workﬂow of BUZZ (Figure 5) is entirely automated.
NF models: We have written C models for switches,
ACL devices, stateful ﬁrewalls, NATs, L4 load balancers,
HTTP and FTP proxies, passive monitoring, and simple intrusion prevention systems (e.g., counting failed
connection attempts and matching payload signatures).
Our models are between 10 (for a switch) to 100 lines
(for a proxy cache) of C code. We reuse common templates across NFs; e.g., TCP connection sequence used
in both the ﬁrewall and proxy models. Note that modeling NFs is a one-time ofﬂine task and can be augmented
with community efforts [12]. We validated models by
inspecting call graphs visualization [9, 21] on extensive
manually generated input trafﬁc to ensure the models are
correct.
Test trafﬁc generation and injection: We use KLEE
with the optimizations discussed in §6.2 to generate
BDU-level test trafﬁc (i.e., abstract test trafﬁc), and then
translate it to test scripts that run at the injection points.
Test trafﬁc monitoring and test resolution: We use
ofﬂine monitoring via tcpdump (with suitable ﬁlters).
BUZZ uses the monitoring logs to determine the test result. For completeness, we have provided the monitoring and test resolution pseudocode in Appendix D. Here
we give the intuition behind this process. From the input policy, BUZZ inspects the monitoring logs to check
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whether trafﬁc has traversed the policy-mandated ports.
If so, the test concludes with success. Otherwise, a policy violation along with the ﬁrst violating port on which
trafﬁc appeared is declared.

8

Evaluation

In this section, we show that:
1. BUZZ can help detect a broad spectrum of both new
and known policy violations (§8.1);
2. BUZZ works in close-to-interactive time scales (i.e.,
within two minutes) even for large topologies with
100s of switches and stateful NFs (§8.2); and
3. BUZZ’s design is critical for its scalability (§8.3).
Testbed and topologies: We use a testbed of 13 servergrade machines (20-core 2.8GHz servers with 128GB
RAM) connected via direct 1GbE links and a 10GbE
Pica8 OpenFlow switch. On each server, with KVM
installed, we run injectors and software NFs as separate VMs, connected via Open vSwitch. The speciﬁc
stateful NFs are iptables [8] as a NAT and a stateful ﬁrewall, Squid [18] as a proxy, Snort [17] and Bro [65] as
IPS/IDS, Balance [2], and PRADS [15].
In addition to the example scenarios from §2, we use
8 randomly selected recent topologies from the Internet Topology Zoo [19] with 6–196 nodes. We also use
two larger topologies (400 and 600 nodes) by extending these topologies. These serve as switch-level topologies; we extend them with different NFs to enforce policies. For the scalability experiments, we augment each
switch-level topology with stateful NFs (§8.2) by connecting each stateful NF to a randomly selected switch.
As a concrete policy enforcement scheme, we used prior
work to handle dynamic middleboxes [43]. (We reiterate designing this scheme is not the goal of BUZZ; we
simply needed some concrete solution.)

8.1

BUZZ end-to-end use cases

First, we demonstrate the effectiveness of BUZZ in ﬁnding both new and known policy violations.
Finding new violations: Using BUZZ, we uncovered
several policy violations in recent systems, a few of
which we present here:
• Violations due to reactive control in Kinetic [10]:
We set up a simple policy composed of an IDS followed by a Kinetic dynamic ﬁrewall. By generating
malicious trafﬁc, BUZZ found that the ﬁrst few malicious packets are wrongly let through. The root cause
of this violation is the delay between (1) the IDS’s detection of malicious trafﬁc and sending an “infected”
event to the controller, and (2) the controller’s reconﬁguration of the data plane to block malicious trafﬁc.
• Incorrect state migration using OpenNF [46]: We
used the OpenNF-enhanced PRADS [15, 46] to en-

force the following policy: if a host spawns more than
Thresh TCP connections, its trafﬁc should be sent to
a rate limiter. BUZZ revealed a violation due to the
incorrect state migration when we elastically scale a
PRADS instance. Speciﬁcally, BUZZ made a host establish n1 and n2 sessions with a server before and after migration, respectively, such that: n1 , n2 <Thresh,
but n1 +n2 >Thresh. BUZZ then found that trafﬁc did
not go to the rate limiter. This is because OpenNF
does not migrate the session count (i.e., n1 ) from
PRADS1 to PRADS2 .
• Faulty policy composition using PGA [66]: We used
PGA6 to compose two policies on trafﬁc from H1 to
H2 : it should pass a load balancer and a stateful ﬁrewall (policy1 ), and if it is found suspicious, it then
should go to an IPS (policy2 ). After enforcing the
composition of the two policies, BUZZ found that the
test trafﬁc exercising policy1 did not go through the
ﬁrewall. This is because the SDN switch rules corresponding to policy1 took precedence over the switch
rules for policy2 , rendering policy2 ineffective.
• Incorrect tagging using FlowTags [43]: BUZZ
helped us identify a bug in our FlowTags implementation in OpenDaylight [14]. In the scenario of Figure 2,
the controller code in charge of decoding tags (e.g., to
distinguish hosts behind the proxy) would assign the
same tag value to trafﬁc from different hosts. Our test
trafﬁc showed that the proxy’s cache hit replies bypass the monitoring device. BUZZ’s trafﬁc trace indicated that the tag values of cache miss/hit are identical; this gave us a hint as to focus on the controller
code in charge of conﬁguring the tagging behavior of
the proxy.
Finding known violations: We used a “red team–blue
team” exercise, to evaluate the utility of BUZZ in ﬁnding
known policy violations. In each scenario, the red team
(Student 1) secretly picks one of the policies (at random)
from the set of policies that is known to both teams, and
creates a failure that causes the network to violate this
policy; e.g., misconﬁguring L-IPS count threshold. The
blue team (Student 2) uses BUZZ to identify a violation
and localize the source of the policy violation.
Table 1 highlights the results for a subset of these
scenarios and the speciﬁc traces that BUZZ generated.
Three of the scenarios use the motivating examples from
§2. In the Conn. limit. scenario, two hosts are connected
to a server through an authentication server to prevent
brute-force password guessing attacks. The authentication server is expected to halt a host’s access after 3 consecutive failed log in attempts. Finally, in the asymmetric
routing scenario, upstream and downstream trafﬁc traverse different paths [55]. In all scenarios, the blue-team
6 We

used our implementation of PGA, as its code was unavailable.
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BUZZ test trace

Cascaded NATs using Click
IPRewriter [54] ; NAT2 incorrectly rewrites srcIP triggering
“assertion failure” on NAT1 [38]
Multi-stage triggers (Fig. 3); LIPS miscounts by summing three
hosts
Conn. limit.; Login counter resets

H1 attempts to access to the
server

Conn. limit.; S1 missing switch
forwarding rules from AuthServer to the protected server
Conﬂicting ﬁrewall rules: Rule
1, if internal connect to external
IP, allow IP to access any internal port; Rule 2, block external
access to internal port 443
Asymmetric routing; Client-toserver TCP trafﬁc goes through
Bro, but the response bypasses
Bro. Since Bro does not see
the SYN ACK packet, it (mistakenly) blocks the connection.

Violating
NF
NAT2

H1 makes 9 scan attempts
followed by 9 scans by H2

L-IPS

H1 makes 3 continuous log
in attempts with a wrong
password
H2 makes a log in attempt
with the correct password

Login
counter

A tcp connection from internal C1 to external S1 followed by an access from S1
to C1 : port443

Firewall

a tcp connection followed by
tcp data packets

switch
close to
dst.

S1

Table 1: Example red-blue team scenarios.
successfully localized the failure (i.e., which NF or link
is the root cause) within 10 seconds.
It is useful at this time to reiterate that these types of
violations could not be exposed by existing debugging
tools such as ATPG [75], ping, or traceroute, as they do
not capture violations w.r.t. stateful/context-dependent
aspects. We also tried using fuzzing to generate test trafﬁc, using both Scapy [16] and a custom fuzzer. Across
all scenarios, fuzzing did not ﬁnd any test trace within 48
hours. This is because we need targeted search to trigger
speciﬁc data plane states, which fuzzing is not suited for.

8.2

Scalability

Recall that we envision operators using BUZZ in an interactive fashion; i.e., the time for test generation should
be within 1-2 minutes even for large networks with hundreds of switches and stateful NFs.
We evaluate how BUZZ scales with topology size and
policy complexity. We deﬁne policy complexity as the
number of stateful NFs whose contexts appear in the policy. We consider a baseline policy that has 3 stateful NFs
(a NAT, followed by a proxy, followed by a stateful ﬁrewall). The ﬁrewall is expected to block access from a
ﬁxed subset of origin hosts to certain web content. To
create more complex policies, we linearly “chain” together repetitions of the baseline policy.
Figure 7 shows the average test trafﬁc generation latency for various topology sizes and policy complexities. There are two takeaways. First, BUZZ generates
test trafﬁc in human-interactive time scales; even in the
largest topology with 600 switches and the most complex policy it takes only 113 seconds. Second, BUZZ’s
test trafﬁc generation latency only depends on the policy
complexity: if we increase the topology size without in-
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Figure 7: Test generation latency of BUZZ.
crease the policy complexity, this will not add to the test
trafﬁc generation latency. This is expected, as test trafﬁc generation involves a search over the data plane state
space, which naturally is a function of stateful NFs.
To put the trafﬁc generation latency of BUZZ in perspective, Figure 7 also shows the trafﬁc generation latency of a strawman solution of using the model checker
CMBC [4]. Even on a small 9-node topology (6 switches
and 3 stateful NFs), it took 25 hours; i.e., on a 90× larger
topology, BUZZ is at least ﬁve orders of faster.
Test coverage: We have evaluated the test coverage of
BUZZ, and here, we discuss the three takeaways. First,
across all scenarios of §8.1 and §8.2, we explicitly enumerated all contexts, and observed that BUZZ provided
full coverage with respect to the coverage goal of §6.1
(i.e., one test case to trigger each context). Second, we
extended BUZZ to satisfy an alternative coverage goal
of generating > 1 test trace per context. We enabled
this through an iterative test generation process, where in
each iteration, we obtain a new test case by using assertions such that a previously generated test case will not
be generated again. Finally, while, in general, using multiple test cases per context may reveal new violations, in
our experiments, we did not ﬁnd new violations by doing
so.

8.3

BUZZ design choices

Next, we do a component-wise analysis to demonstrate
the effect of our key design choices and optimizations.
BDUs vs. packets: To see how aggregating a sequence
of packets as a BDU helps with scalability, we use BUZZ
to generate test trafﬁc to test the proxy-monitor policy
(Figure 2), ﬁrst in terms of BDUs and then in terms of
raw MTU-sized packets, on varying sizes of ﬁles to retrieve from the web. Figure 9 shows that on the topology with 600 switches and 300 stateful NFs, in case of
packet-level test trafﬁc generation, test trafﬁc generation
latency increases linearly with the ﬁle size. On the other
hand, since the number of test packets is dominated by
the number of object retrieval packets, aggregating all
ﬁle retrieval packets as one BDU signiﬁcantly cuts the
latency. (The results, not shown, are consistent across
topologies as well as using FTP instead of HTTP.)
Impact of SE optimizations: We examine the effect of
the SE-speciﬁc optimizations (§6.2) in Figure 8. To put
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Test traffic gen. latency (s)

Test traffic gen. latency (s)

BUZZ
Min # of sym. vars.
No optimizations, smallest topology
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6
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BUZZ
Model I/O = packet
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1

10KB

100KB

1MB
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file size

Figure 8: Improvements due to SE optimizations.

Figure 9: BDUs vs. packets for various request sizes.

these numbers in context, using KLEE without the optimizations on a network of six switches and a policy chain
with three stateful NFs takes ≥ 19 hours. We see that (1)
minimizing the number of symbolic variables cuts the
test generation latency by three orders of magnitude, and
(2) scoping the values yields a further > 9× reduction.

BUZZ applies to these platforms as well. We also posit
that our techniques can be used to validate these efforts.

9

Related work

Network veriﬁcation: There is a rich literature on
checking reachability [40, 44, 51, 52, 57, 58, 73, 74]. The
work closest to BUZZ is ATPG [75]. As discussed
earlier, these do not capture the stateful behaviors and
context-dependent policies.
Code veriﬁcation: The work in [39] focuses on ﬁnding
Click [54] code faults (e.g., crash) as opposed to verifying trafﬁc processing policies (e.g., reachability). NICE
combines model checking and SE to ﬁnd bugs in control
plane software [33]. BUZZ is complementary to these
efforts.
Modeling stateful networks: Joseph and Stoica formalized middlebox forwarding behaviors but do not model
stateful behaviors [50]. The only work that also models stateful behaviors are FlowTest [41], Symnet [71],
and the work by Panda et al [64]. FlowTest’s [41] highlevel models are not composable and the AI planning approaches do not scale beyond 4-5 node networks. Symnet [71] uses models written in Haskell to capture NAT
semantics similar to our example; based on published
work we do not have details on their models, veriﬁcation
procedures, or scalability. The work by Panda et al. is
different from BUZZ in terms of both goals (only reachability policies) and techniques (static checking) [64].
Policy enforcement: There are several frameworks to
facilitate policy enforcement [10,43,46,63,66,67]. There
are also efforts to generate correct-by-construction SDN
programs [25, 27, 45]. Our work is complementary, as
it checks whether the intended behavior manifests correctly in the actual data plane.
Simulation and shadow conﬁgurations:
Simulation [13], emulation [6, 11], and shadow conﬁgurations [24] are common methods to model/test networks.
BUZZ is orthogonal in that it focuses on generating test
trafﬁc. While our current focus is on active testing,

10

Discussion

Model synthesis: BUZZ uses hand-generated models
of NFs. A natural direction for future work is to use
program analysis to automatically synthesize NF models
from middlebox code (e.g., [35]) or logs (e.g., [28]).
Soundness vs. completeness: For “inﬁnite-state” systems, it is not possible to simultaneously achieve both
guarantees [49]. BUZZ’s design favors soundness (i.e.,
if we report a violation, then the data plane actually has
that behavior) over completeness (i.e., if we do not ﬁnd
a violation, then there are no bugs). In our setting, this is
a worthwhile trade-off as we can repeat tests for greater
coverage [49, 75] (e.g., see §8.2).
New use cases: Looking forward, we believe BUZZ
can be extended to systematically check interoperability of new protocols with middleboxes [48]. As preliminary evidence, we were able to replicate a known problem with a middlebox-cooperative TCP extension called
HICCUPS [37], where the protocol fails in the presence
of middleboxes that modify certain headers or if there are
multiple middleboxes on the path.

11

Conclusions

BUZZ tackles a key missing piece in network
veriﬁcation—checking context-dependent policies in
stateful data planes introduces fundamental expressiveness and scalability challenges. We make two key contributions to address these challenges: (1) Developing expressive and scalable network models; and (2) An optimized application of symbolic execution to tackle statespace explosion. We demonstrate that BUZZ is scalable
and it can help diagnose policy violations.
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A

Translating abstract test trafﬁc into test
trafﬁc injection scripts

Figure 10 shows the pseudocode for the translation
mechanism (§6.3).
1  Inputs:
2 #1: a sequence of BDUs from Symbolic Execution
BDUseqSE = �BDUn : n = 1, 2, ..., N�,
each BDUn has an abstract predd
3 #2: a cmd-BDUs library cmdlib = {�cmd1 , Seqcmd 1 �,
�cmd2 , Seqcmd 2 �, ..., �cmdM , Seqcmd M �}
4 #3: a set of end-hosts H = {Hk : k = 1, 2, ..., K} to execute cmds
5  Outputs:
6 #1: a number of scripts S = {script H1 · · · script HK } to
be executed on end-hosts {Hk : k = 1, 2, ..., K},
H
where script Hk is a sequence of �· · · cmdi k · · · �, such that
cmd H1
�· · · Seq i · · · � is equivalent to BDUseqSE
7  Sort cmd-BDUs library from cmds with most BDUs to
least BDUs
8 cmdlib = Sort(cmdlib)
9  Decompose BDUseqSE sequence into subsequences
BDUsubseqSE of BDUs with same predicate pred
10 {BDUsubseqSE predd : d = 1, 2, ..., D} = Decompose(BDUseqSE )
11 for each BDUsubseqSE predd in {BDUsubseqSE predd : d = 1, 2, ..., D}
12
 Instantiate a script predd to store cmd for BDUsubseqSE predd
13
script predd ← empty
14
 Match the BDUs in BDUsubseqSE predd with cmds in cmdlib
15
for each cmdm in cmdlib
16
for BDUn in BDUsubseqSE predd
17
 if Seqcmd m equals to a BDU substring of BDUsubseqSE predd
started at BDUn
18
if Substring(BDUsubseqSE predd , BDUn , len(Seqcmd m )) == Seqcmd m
19
 add the matched cmdm and the ﬁrst matched BDU’s index n
to script predd
20
script predd .add(cmdmn )
21
 mark all BDUs in Substring(BDUsubseqSE predd , BDUn ,
len(Seqcmd m ))
22
Mark(Substring(BDUsubseqSE predd , BDUn , len(Seqcmd m )))
23
 remove all marked BDUs from BDUsubseqSE predd
24
RemoveMarked(BDUsubseqSE predd )
25
if all BDUs in BDUsubseqSE predd are marked, then break
26
 Sort every cmdmn in script predd by its ﬁrst matched BDU’s index n
27
script predd = Sort(script predd )
28
 Map abstract predd to real test host Hpredd and assign script to host
29
scriptH pred = script predd

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

 Inputs:
#1: Policy1 :pred1 (5−tuple)×C1 �→Ports1 before migrate/rollback
#2: Policy2 :pred2 (5−tuple)×C2 �→Ports2 after migrate/rollback
 Outputs:
#1: a sequence of BDUseqSE = �BDUn : n = 1, 2, ..., N� with two substrings,
BDUseqSE be f ore and BDUseqSE a f ter , which should satisfy:
BDUseqSE be f ore exploits all possible context context in C1 before
migration/rollback happens.
BDUseqSE a f ter test all possible context in C2 after the migration/rollback.
 Init BDU sequence
BDUseqSE = �BDUn : n = 1, 2, ..., N�
 note the values in BDUn for calculation by Symbolic Execution
makesymbolic(BDUn )
 exploits all possible context in C1
 BDUs processed sequentially by Policy1
for each BDUi in BDUseqSE
if BDUi is in BDUseqSE be f ore
 process BDUi by Policy1 and update C1
C1 = Policy1 (pred1 (BDUi ), C1 , Ports1 )
 do migrate/rollback and change service chain from Policy1 to Policy2
 map ports
Ports2 = g(Ports1 )
 migrate/rollback context
C 2 = C1
 test all possible context in C2
 BDUs processed sequentially by Policy2
for each BDU j in BDUseqSE
if BDU j is in BDUseqSE a f ter
 process BDUi by Policy2 and update C2
C2 = Policy2 (pred2 (BDUi ), C2 , Ports2 )
 generate BDU sequence with values assigned by Symbolic Execution
symbolicout put = �BDUn : n = 1, 2, ..., N�

Figure 11: Pseudocode for abstract test trafﬁc generation for change management policies.
C
Choose
hoose Fil
File
le

In_L_H_IPS.js
In_L_H_IPS
S.js

#Traffic
10.1.0.1 10.2.0.1
#Enforcement
LightIPS_1 bad_conn>=Threshold HeavyIPS_1
LightIPS_1 !(bad_conn>=Threshold) Allow
HeavyIPS_1 bad_signature Block
HeavyIPS_1 !bad_signature Allow
#Customize
LightIPS_1:Threshold=10

Figure 12: Text-based interface to input policies (e.g.,
multistage-triggers policy in Figure 3).

d

Figure 10: Pseudocode for translating abstract test
trafﬁc into test trafﬁc injection scripts.

B

Abstract test trafﬁc generation for
change management policies

Figure 11 shows the abstract test trafﬁc generation pseudocode for change management policies (§6.4).

C

Operator interface of BUZZ

Figures 12 and 13 show operator’s interface (§7).

D

Test resolution

Figure 14 shows the pseudocode for test resolution (§7).

Figure 13: Graphical interface to input policies (e.g.,
multistage-triggers policy in Figure 3).
1  Inputs:
2 #1: packet traces pkttrace porti dumped at each porti in Ports
3 #2: policy Policy:pred(5−tuple)×C�→Ports, where C includes all possible
contexts
4  Outputs:
5 #1: The resolution result of each context contexti in C in terms of pass/fail
6 #2: The port of the NF that causes the failure
7  perform resolution scheme for each context contexti in C
8 for each contexti in C
9
 Trace = �pktm , . . . , pktr � is the test packets for this context
10
for testpkt in �pktm , . . . , pktr �
11
 calculate the logically correct ports test pkt should reach
logical
12
Portstest
pkt = Policy(pred(test pkt)), contexti )
13
 ﬁnd the real ports test pkt has reached
reality
14
Portstest pkt = search test pkt in each pkttrace porti
reality
logical
15
if Portstest
pkt == Portstest pkt
16
contexti test pass
17
else
18
contexti test fail
reality
logical
19
 Compare the port of Portstest
pkt and Portstest pkt and ﬁnd the ﬁrst
different port, which is the NF that causes the failure.
reality
logical
20
FailedNFPort = FirstDi f f Port(Portstest
pkt , Portstest pkt )
21
mark contexti as tested

Figure 14: Pseudocode for BUZZ test resolution.
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Abstract
When troubleshooting buggy executions of distributed
systems, developers typically start by manually separating out events that are responsible for triggering the
bug (signal) from those that are extraneous (noise). We
present DEMi, a tool for automatically performing this
minimization. We apply DEMi to buggy executions of two
very different distributed systems, Raft and Spark, and
find that it produces minimized executions that are between 1X and 4.6X the size of optimal executions.

1

Introduction

Even simple code can contain bugs (e.g., crashes due
to unexpected input). But the developers of distributed
systems face additional challenges, such as concurrency,
asynchrony, and partial failure, which require them to
consider all possible ways that non-determinism might
manifest itself. Since the number of event orderings a distributed system may encounter grows exponentially with
the number of events, bugs are commonplace.
Software developers discover bugs in several ways.
Most commonly, they find them through unit and integration tests. These tests are ubiquitous, but they are
limited to cases that developers anticipate themselves.
To uncover unanticipated cases, semi-automated testing
techniques such as fuzzing (where sequences of message
deliveries, failures, etc. are injected into the system) are
effective. Finally, despite pre-release testing, bugs may
turn up once the code is deployed in production.
The last two means of bug discovery present a significant challenge to developers: the system can run for long
periods before problems manifest themselves. The resulting executions can contain a large number of events,
most of which are not relevant to triggering the bug. Understanding how a trace containing thousands of concurrent events lead the system to an unsafe state requires
significant expertise, time,1 and luck.
Faulty execution traces can be made easier to understand if they are first minimized, so that only events that
are relevant to triggering the bug remain. In fact, developers often start troubleshooting by manually performing this minimization. Since developer time is typically
1 Developers spend a significant portion of their time debugging
(49% of their time according to one study [52]), especially when the
bugs involve concurrency (70% of reported concurrency bugs in [37]
took days to months to fix).
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much more costly than machine time, automated minimization tools for sequential test cases [24, 86, 94] have
already proven themselves valuable, and are routinely
applied to bug reports for software projects such as Firefox [1], LLVM [7], and GCC [6].
In this paper we address the problem of automatically
minimizing executions of distributed systems. We focus
on executions generated by fuzz testing, but we also illustrate how one might minimize production traces.
Distributed executions have two distinguishing features. Most importantly, input events (e.g., failures) are
interleaved with internal events (e.g., intra-process message deliveries) of concurrent processes. Minimization
algorithms must therefore consider both which input
events and which (of the exponentially many) event
schedules are likely to still trigger the bug. Our main contribution (discussed in section 3) is a set of techniques
for searching through the space of event schedules in a
timely manner; these techniques are inspired by our understanding of how practical systems behave.
Distributed systems also frequently exhibit nondeterminism (e.g., since they make extensive use of
timers to detect failures), complicating replay. We address this challenge (as we discuss in section 4) by instrumenting the Akka actor system framework [2] to gain
nearly perfect control over when events occur.
With the exception of our prior work [70], we are unaware of any other tool that solves this problem without needing to analyze the code. Our prior work targeted
a specific distributed system (SDN controllers), and focused on minimizing input events given limited control
over the execution [70]. Here we target a broader range
of systems, define the general problem of execution minimization, exercise significantly greater control, and systematically explore the state space. We also articulate
new minimization strategies that quickly reduce input
events, internal events, and message contents.
Our tool, Distributed Execution Minimizer (DEMi), is
implemented in ∼14,000 lines of Scala. We have applied
DEMi to akka-raft [3], an open source Raft consensus
implementation, and Apache Spark [90], a widely used
data analytics framework. Across 10 known and discovered bugs, DEMi produces executions that are within
a factor of 1X to 4.6X (1.6X median) the size of the
smallest possible bug-triggering execution, and between
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in the schedule results in an execution. We say that a
schedule ‘contains’ a sequence of external events E =
[e1 , e2 , . . . , en ] if it includes only those external events
(and no other external events) in the given order.

1X and 16X (4X median) smaller than the executions
produced by the previous state-of-the-art blackbox technique [70]. The results we find for these two very different systems leave us optimistic that these techniques,
along with adequate visibility into events (either through
a framework like Akka, or through custom monitoring),
can be applied successfully to a wider range of systems.

2

2.2

An invariant is a predicate P (a safety condition) over the
internal state of all processes at a particular configuration
C. We say that configuration C violates the invariant if
P (C) is false, denoted P (C).
A test orchestrator generates sequences of external
events E = [e1 , e2 , . . . , en ], executes them along with
some (arbitrary) schedule of internal events, and checks
whether any invariants were violated during the execution. The test orchestrator records the external events it
injected, the violation it found, and the interleavings of
internal events that appeared during the execution.

Problem Statement

We start by introducing a model of distributed systems
as groundwork for defining our goals. As we discuss further in §4.2, we believe this model is general enough to
capture the behavior of many practical systems.
2.1

Testing

System Model

Following [33], we model a distributed system as a collection of N single-threaded processes communicating
through messages. Each process p has unbounded memory, and behaves deterministically according to a transition function of its current state and the messages it receives. The overall system S is defined by the transition
function and initial configuration for each process.
Processes communicate by sending messages over a
network. A message is a pair (p, m), where p is the identity of the destination process, and m is the message
value. The network maintains a buffer of pending messages that have been sent but not yet delivered. Timers
are modeled as messages a process can request to be delivered to itself at a specified later point in the execution.
A configuration of the system consists of the internal
state of each process and the contents of the network’s
buffer. Initially the network buffer is empty.
An event moves the system from one configuration to
another. Events can be one of two kinds. Internal events
take place by removing a message m from the network’s
buffer and delivering it to the destination p. Then, depending on m and p’s internal state, p enters a new internal state determined by its transition function, and
sends a finite set of messages to other processes. Since
processes are deterministic, internal transitions are completely determined by the contents of m and p’s state.
Events can also be external. The three external events
we consider are: process starts, which create a new process; forced restarts (crash-recoveries), which force a
process to its initial state (though it may maintain nonvolatile state); and external message sends (p, m), which
insert a message sent from outside the system into the
network buffer (which may be delivered later as an internal event). We do not need to explicitly model fail-stop
failures, since these are equivalent to permanently partitioning a process from all other processes.
A schedule is a finite sequence τ of events (both external and internal) that can be applied, in turn, starting from an initial configuration. Applying each event

2.3

Problem Definition

We are given a schedule τ injected by a test orchestrator,2
along with a specific invariant violation P observed at the
end of the test orchestrator’s execution.
Our main goal is to find a schedule containing a small
sequence of external (input) events that reproduces the
violation P. Formally, we define a minimal causal sequence (MCS) to be a subsequence of external events
E   E such that there exists a schedule containing E 
that produces P, but if we were to remove any single external event e from E  , there would not exist any schedules shorter3 than τ containing E  − e that produce P.4
We start by minimizing external (input) events because
they are the first level of abstraction that developers reason about. Occasionally, developers can understand the
root cause simply by examining the external events.
For more difficult bugs, developers typically step
through the internal events of the execution to understand
more precisely how the system arrived at the unsafe state.
To help with these cases, we turn to minimizing internal events after the external events have been minimized.
At this stage we fix the external events and search for
smaller schedules that still triggers the invariant violation, for example, by keeping some messages pending
rather than delivering them. Lastly, we seek to minimize
the contents (e.g. data payloads) of external messages.
Note that we do not focus on bugs involving only sequential computation (e.g. incorrect handling of unex2 We

explain how we obtain these schedules in §4.
limit the number of internal events to ensure that the search
space is finite; any asynchronous distributed system that requires delivery acknowledgment is not guaranteed to stop sending messages [8],
essentially because nodes cannot distinguish between crashes of their
peers and indefinite message delays.
4 It might be possible to reproduce P by removing multiple events
from E  , but checking all combinations is tantamount to enumerating
its powerset. Following [94], we only require a 1-minimal subsequence
E  instead of a globally minimal subsequence.
3 We

2
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pected input), performance, or human misconfiguration.
Those three bug types are more common than our focus:
concurrency bugs. We target concurrency bugs because
they are the most complex (correspondingly, they take
considerably more time to debug [37]), and because mature debugging tools already exist for sequential code.
With a minimized execution in hand, the developer begins debugging. Echoing the benefits of sequential test
case minimization, we claim that the greatly reduced size
of the trace makes it easier to understand which code path
contains the underlying bug, allowing the developer to
focus on fixing the problematic code itself.

3

Our central observation is that if one schedule triggers a violation, schedules that are similar in their causal
structure should have a high probability of also triggering
the violation. Translating this intuition into a prioritization function requires us to address our second challenge:
How can we reason about the similarity or dissimilarity of two different executions?
We implement a hierarchy of match functions that tell
us whether messages from the original execution correspond to the same logical message from the current execution. We start our exploration with a single, uniquelydefined schedule that closely resembles the original execution. If this schedule does not reproduce the violation,
we begin exploring nearby schedules. We stop exploration once we have either successfully found a schedule
resulting in the desired violation, or we have exhausted
the time allocated for checking that subsequence.
External event minimization ends once the system
has successfully explored all subsequences generated by
delta debugging. Limiting schedule exploration to a fixed
time budget allows minimization to finish in bounded
time, albeit at the expense of completeness (i.e., we may
not return a perfectly minimal event sequence).
To further minimize execution length, we continue to
use the same schedule exploration procedure to minimize internal events once external event minimization
has completed. Internal event minimization continues
until no more events can be removed, or until the time
budget for minimization as a whole is exhausted.
Thus, our strategy is to (i) pick subsequences with
delta debugging, (ii) explore the execution of that subsequence with a modified version of DPOR, starting with
a schedule that closely matches the original, and then by
exploring nearby schedules, and (iii) once we have found
a near-minimal MCS, we attempt to minimize the number of internal events. With this road map in mind, below
we describe our minimization approach in greater detail.

Approach

Conceptually, one could find MCSes by enumerating and
executing every possible (valid, bounded) schedule containing the given external events. The globally minimal
MCS would then be the shortest sequence containing the
fewest external events that causes the safety violation.
Unfortunately, the space of all schedules is exponentially
large, so executing all possible schedules is not feasible.
This leads us to our key challenge:
How can we maximize reduction of trace size
within bounded time?
To find MCSes in reasonable time, we split schedule
exploration into two parts. We start by using delta debugging [94] (shown in Appendix A), a minimization
algorithm similar to binary search, to prune extraneous
external events. Delta debugging works by picking subsequences of external events, and checking whether it is
possible to trigger the violation with just those external
events starting from the initial configuration. We assume
the user gives us a time budget, and we spread this budget
evenly across each subsequence’s exploration.
To check whether a particular subsequence of external events results in the safety violation, we need to
explore the space of possible interleavings of internal
events and external events. We use Dynamic Partial Order Reduction (‘DPOR’, shown in Appendix B) to prune
this schedule space by eliminating equivalent schedules
(i.e. schedules that differ only in the ordering of commutative events [34]). DPOR alone is insufficient though,
since there are still exponentially many non-commutative
schedules to explore. We therefore prioritize the order in
which we explore the schedule space.
For any prioritization function we choose, an adversary could construct the program under test to behave in
a way that prevents our prioritization from making any
progress. In practice though, programmers do not construct adversarial programs, and test orchestrators do not
construct adversarial inputs. We choose our prioritization
order according to observations about how the programs
we care about behave in practice.

3.1

Choosing Subsequences of External Events

We model the task of minimizing a sequence of external
events E that causes an invariant violation as a function
ExtMin that repeatedly removes parts of E and invokes
an oracle (defined in §3.2.1) to check whether the resulting subsequence, E  , still triggers the violation. If E  triggers the violation, then we can assume that the parts of
E removed to produce E  are not required for producing
the violation and are thus not a part of the MCS.
ExtMin can be trivially implemented by removing
events one at a time from E, invoking the oracle at each
iteration. However, this would require that we check
O(|E|) subsequences to determine whether each triggers the violation. Checking a subsequence is expensive,
3
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since it may require exploring a large set of event schedules. We therefore apply delta debugging [93, 94], an algorithm similar to binary search, to achieve O(log(|E|))
average case runtime (worst case O(|E|)). The delta debugging algorithm we use is shown in Appendix A.
Efficient implementations of ExtMin should not waste
time trying to execute invalid (non-sensical) external
event subsequences. We maintain validity by ensuring
that forced restarts are always preceded by a start event
for that process, and by assuming that external messages
are independent of each other, i.e., we do not currently
support external messages that, when removed, cause
some other external event to become invalid. One could
support minimization of dependent external messages by
either requiring the user to provide a grammar, or by employing the O(|E|2 ) version of delta debugging that considers complements [94].

use (when exploring other non-equivalent schedules) to
try delivering the pending messages in place of the message that was just delivered.
Even when using DPOR, the task of enumerating
all possible schedules containing E as a subsequence
remains intractable. Moreover, others have found that
naı̈ve DPOR gets stuck exploring a small portion of the
schedule space because of its depth-first exploration order [57]. We address this problem in two ways: first, as
mentioned before, we limit ExtMin so it spreads its fixed
time budget roughly evenly across checking whether
each particular subsequence of external events reproduces the invariant violation. It does this by restricting
DPOR to exploring a fixed number of schedules before
giving up and declaring that an external event sequence
does not produce the violation. Second, to maximize
the probability that invariant violations are discovered
quickly while exploring a fixed number of schedules, we
employ a set of schedule exploration strategies to guide
DPOR’s exploration, which we describe next.

3.2 Checking External Event Subsequences
Whenever delta debugging selects an external event sequence E  , we need to check whether E  can result in
the invariant violation. This requires that we enumerate
and check all schedules that contain E  as a subsequence.
Since the number of possible schedules is exponential in
the number of events, pruning this schedule space is essential to finishing in a timely manner.
As others have observed [38], many events occurring
in a schedule are commutative, i.e., the system arrives
at the same configuration regardless of the order events
are applied. For example, consider two events e1 and e2 ,
where e1 is a message from process a being delivered
to process c, and e2 is a message from process b being
delivered to process d. Assume that both e1 and e2 are
co-enabled, meaning they are both pending at the same
time and can be executed in either order. Since the events
affect a disjoint set of nodes (e1 changes the state at c,
while e2 changes the state at d), executing e1 before e2
causes the system to arrive at the same state it would arrive at if we had instead executed e2 before e1 . e1 and
e2 are therefore commutative. This example illustrates a
form of commutativity captured by the happens-before
relation [51]: two message delivery events a and b are
commutative if they are concurrent, i.e. a → b and b → a,
and they affect a disjoint set of nodes.
Partial order reduction (POR) [34,38] is a well-studied
technique for pruning commutative schedules from the
search space. In the above example, given two schedules that only differ in the order in which e1 and e2 appear, POR would only explore one schedule. Dynamic
POR (DPOR) [34] is a refinement of POR (shown in Appendix B): at each step, it picks a pending message to deliver, dynamically computes which other pending events
are not concurrent with the message it just delivered, and
sets backtrack points for each of these, which it will later

3.2.1

Schedule Exploration Strategies

We guide schedule exploration by manipulating two degrees of freedom within DPOR: (i) we prescribe which
pending events DPOR initially executes, and (ii) we prioritize the order backtrack points are explored in. In its
original form, DPOR only performs depth-first search
starting from an arbitrary initial schedule, because it was
designed to be stateless so that it can run indefinitely in
order to find as many bugs as possible. Unlike the traditional use case, our goal is to minimize a known bug
in a timely manner. By keeping some state tracking the
schedules we have already explored, we can pick backtrack points in a prioritized (rather than depth-first) order
without exploring redundant schedules.
A scheduling strategy implements a backtrack prioritization order. Scheduling strategies return the first
violation-reproducing schedule they find (if any) within
their time budget. We design our key strategy (shown in
Algorithm 1) with the following observations in mind:
Observation #1: Stay close to the original execution.
The original schedule provides us with a ‘guide’ for
how we can lead the program down a code path that
makes progress towards entering the same unsafe state.
By choosing modified schedules that have causal structures that are close to the original schedule, we should
have high probability of retriggering the violation.
We realize this observation by starting our exploration
with a single, uniquely defined schedule for each external
event subsequence: deliver only messages whose source,
destination, and contents ‘match’ (described in detail below) those in the original execution, in the exact same
order that they appeared in the original execution. If an
internal message from the original execution is not pend4
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Original Execution:
client
request

type:A
seq:5
Term:4

First External Event
Subsequence:

type:B
seq:2
Term:4

client
request

considering fields that should be ignored when checking if two message instances from different executions
refer to the same logical message. An example fingerprint function might ignore sequence numbers and authentication cookies, but concatenate the other fields of
messages. Message fingerprints are useful both as a way
of mitigating non-determinism, and as a way of reducing
the number of schedules the scheduling strategy needs
to explore (by drawing an equivalence relation between
all schedules that only differ in their masked fields). We
do not require strict data-independence in the formal
sense [71]; the fields the user-defined fingerprint function masks over may in practice affect the control flow of
the program, which is generally acceptable because we
simply use this as a strategy to guide the choice of schedules, and can later fall back to exploring all schedules if
we have enough remaining time budget.
We combine observations #1 and #2 to pick a single, unique schedule as the initial execution, defined by
selecting pending events in the modified execution that
match the original execution. This stage corresponds to
the first two lines of TEST in Algorithm 1. We show an
example initial schedule in Figure 1.
Challenge: history-dependent message contents. This
initial schedule can be remarkably effective, as demonstrated by the fact that minimization often produces significant reduction even when we limit it to exploring this
single schedule per external event subsequence. However, we find that without exploring additional schedules,
the MCSes we find still contain extraneous events: when
message contents depend on previous events, and the
messages delivered in the original execution contained
contents that depended on a large number of prior events,
the initial schedule will remain inflated because it never
includes “unexpected” pending messages that were not
delivered in the original execution yet have contents that
depend on fewer prior events.
To illustrate, let us consider two example faulty executions of the Raft consensus protocol. The first execution was problematic because all Raft messages contain logical clocks (“Term numbers”) that indicate which
epoch the messages belong to. The logical clocks are incremented every time there is a new leader election cycle. These logical clocks cannot be masked over by the
message fingerprint, since they play an important role in
determining the control flow of the program.
In the original faulty execution, the safety violation
happened to occur at a point where logical clocks had
high values, i.e. many leader election cycles had already
taken place. We knew however that most of the leader
election cycles in the beginning of the execution were
not necessary to trigger the safety violation. Minimization restricted to only the initial schedule was not able
to remove the earlier leader election cycles, though we

type:A
seq:6
Term:4

client
request

Initial
Schedule:

type:A
seq:3
Term:4

client
request

type:A
seq:4
Term:4

First
Backtrack
Schedule:

type:A
seq:1
Term:1

client
request

type:A
seq:2
Term:1

Figure 1: Example schedules. External message deliveries are shown
in red, internal message deliveries in green. Pending messages, source
addresses, and destination addresses are not shown. The ‘B’ message becomes absent when exploring the first subsequence of external
events. We choose an initial schedule that is close to the original, except for the masked ‘seq’ field. The violation is not triggered after the
initial schedule (depicted as ), so we next match messages by type,
allowing us to deliver pending messages with smaller ‘Term’ numbers.

ing (i.e. sent previously by some actor) at the point that
internal message should be delivered, we skip over it and
move to the next message from the original execution.
Similarly, we ignore any pending messages that do not
match any events delivered in the original execution. In
the case where multiple pending messages match, it does
not matter which we choose (see Observation #2).
Matching Messages. A function match determines
whether a pending message from a modified execution
logically corresponds to a message delivered in the original execution. The simplest way to implement match is
to check equality of the source, the destination, and all
bytes of the message contents. Recall though that we are
executing a subsequence of the original external events.
In the modified execution the contents of many of the
internal messages will likely change relative to message
contents from the original execution. Consider, for example, sequence numbers that increment once for every
message a process receives (shown as the ‘seq‘ field in
Figure 1). These differences in message contents prevent
simple bitwise equality from finding many matches.
Observation #2: Data independence. Often, altered
message contents such as differing sequence numbers do
not affect the behavior of the program, at least with respect to whether the program will reach the unsafe state.
Formally, this property is known as ‘data-independence’,
meaning that the values of some message contents do not
affect the system’s control-flow [71, 82].
To leverage data independence, application developers
can (optionally) supply us with a ‘message fingerprint’
function,5 which given a message returns a string that
depends on the relevant parts of the message, without
5 It may be possible to extract message fingerprints automatically
using program analysis or experimentation [77]. Nonetheless, manually defining fingerprints does not require much effort (see Table 4).
Without a fingerprint function, we default to matching on message type
(Observation #3).
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for schedule exploration. TEST is invoked
once per external event subsequence E  . We elide the details of DPOR
for clarity (see Appendix B for a complete description). τ denotes the
original schedule; b.counterpart denotes the message delivery that was
delivered instead of b (variable m in the elif branch of STSS CHED);
b.predecessors and b.successors denote the events occuring before and
after b when b was set (τ  [0..i] and τ  [i+1...τ  .length] in STSS CHED).

should not restrict ourselves to schedules that only match
according to the user-defined message fingerprints from
the original execution. We can achieve both these goals
by considering a more coarse-grained match function:
the type of pending messages. By ‘type’, we mean the
language-level type tag of the message object, which is
available to the RPC layer at runtime.
We choose the next schedules to explore by looking
for pending messages whose types (not contents) match
those in the original execution, in the exact same order
that they appeared in the original execution. We show an
example in Figure 1, where any pending message of type
‘A’ with the same source and destination as the original
messages would match. When searching for candidate
schedules, if there are no pending messages that match
the type of the message that was delivered at that step
in the original execution, we skip to the next step. Similarly, we ignore any pending messages that do not match
the corresponding type of the messages from the original execution. This leaves one remaining issue: how we
handle cases where multiple pending messages match the
corresponding original message’s type.
Observation #4: Prioritize backtrack points that resolve match ambiguities. When there are multiple pending messages that match, we initially only pick one.
DPOR (eventually) sets backtrack points for all other coenabled dependent events (regardless of type or message
contents). Of all these backtrack points, those that match
the type of the corresponding message from the original
trace should be most fruitful, because they keep the execution close to the causal structure of the original schedule except for small ambiguities in message contents.
We show the pseudocode implementing Observation
#3 and Observation #4 as the while loop in Algorithm 1.
Whenever we find a backtrack point (pending message)
that matches the type but not the fingerprint of an original
delivery event from τ, we replace the original delivery
with the backtrack’s pending message, and execute the
events before and after the backtrack point as before.
Backtracking allow us to eventually explore all combinations of pending messages that match by type. Note
here that we do not ignore the user-defined message fingerprint function: we only prioritize backtrack points for
pending messages that have the same type and that differ
in their message fingerprints.
Minimizing internal events. Once delta debugging over
external events has completed, we attempt to further reduce the smallest reproducing schedule found so far.
Here we apply delta debugging to internal events: for
each subsequence of internal events chosen by delta debugging, we (i) mark those messages so that they are
left pending and never delivered, and (ii) apply the same
scheduling strategies described above for the remaining
events to check whether the violation is still triggered.

backtracks ← {}
procedure TEST(E  )
STSS CHED(E  ,τ)
if execution reproduced : return 
while ∃b∈backtracks. b.type=b.counterpart.type ∧
b.fingerprint = b.counterpart.fingerprint ∧
time budget for E  not yet expired do
reinitialize system, remove b from backtracks
prefix ← b.predecessors + [ b ]
if prefix (or superstring) already executed:
continue
STSS CHED(E  ,prefix + b.successors)
if execution reproduced : return 
return 
procedure STSS CHED(E  ,τ  )
τ  ← τ  .remove {e | e is external and e ∈ E  }
for i from 0 to τ  .length do
if τ  [i] is external:
inject τ  [i]
elif ∃m∈pending. m.fingerprint = τ  [i].fingerprint:
deliver m, remove m from pending
for m ∈ pending do
if ¬ commute(m,m ):
backtracks ← backtracks ∪ {m }

would have been able to if we had instead delivered other
pending messages with small term numbers.
The second execution was problematic because of
batching. In Raft, the leader receives client commands,
and after receiving each command, it replicates it to
the other cluster members by sending them ‘AppendEntries’ messages. When the leader receives multiple client
commands before it has successfully replicated them all,
it batches them into a single AppendEntries message.
Again, client commands cannot be masked over by the
fingerprint function, and because AppendEntries are internal messages, we cannot shrink their contents.
We knew that the safety violation could be triggered
with only one client command. Yet minimization restricted to only the initial schedule was unable to prune
many client commands, because in the original faulty execution AppendEntries messages with large batch contents were delivered before pending AppendEntries messages with small batch contents.
These examples motivated our next observations:
Observation #3: Coarsen message matching. We
would like to stay close to the original execution (per
observation #1), yet the previous examples show that we
6
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Internal event minimization continues until there is no
more minimization to be performed, or until the time
budget for minimization as a whole is exhausted.
Observation #5: Shrink external message contents
whenever possible. Our last observation is that the contents of external messages can affect execution length;
because the test environment crafts these messages, it
should minimize their contents whenever possible.
A prominent example is akka-raft’s bootstrapping
messages. akka-raft processes do not initially know
which other processes are part of the cluster. They instead wait to receive an external bootstrapping message
that informs them of the identities of all other processes.
The contents of the bootstrapping messages (the processes in the cluster) determine quorum size: how many
acknowledgments are needed to reach consensus, and
hence how many messages need to be delivered. If the
application developer provides us with a function for separating the components of such message contents, we
can minimize their contents by iteratively removing elements, and checking to see if the violation is still triggerable until no single remaining element can be removed.
Recap. In summary, we first apply delta debugging
(ExtMin) to prune external events. To check each external event subsequence chosen by delta debugging, we
use a stateful version of DPOR. We first try exploring a
uniquely defined schedule that closely matches the original execution. We leverage data independence by applying a user-defined message fingerprint function that
masks over certain message contents. To overcome inflation due to history-dependent message contents, we explore subsequent schedules by choosing backtrack points
according to a more coarse-grained match function: the
types of messages. We spend the remaining time budget attempting to minimize internal events, and wherever
possible, we seek to shrink external message contents.
3.3

Systems Challenges

We implement our techniques in a publicly available tool
we call DEMi (Distributed Execution Minimizer) [5].
DEMi is an extension to Akka [2], an actor framework
for JVM-based languages. Actor frameworks closely
match the system model in §2: actors are single-threaded
entities that can only access local state and operate on
messages received from the network one at a time. Upon
receiving a message an actor performs computation, updates its local state and sends a finite set of messages to
other actors before halting. Actors can be co-located on
a single machine (though the actors are not aware of this
fact) or distributed across multiple machines.
On a single machine Akka maintains a buffer of sent
but not yet delivered messages, and a pool of message
dispatch threads. Normally, Akka allows multiple actors
to execute concurrently, and schedules message deliveries in a non-deterministic order. We use AspectJ [50], a
mature interposition framework, to inject code into Akka
that allows us to completely control when messages and
timers are delivered to actors, thereby linearizing the sequence of events in an executing system. We currently
run all actors on a single machine because this simplifies
the design of DEMi, but minimization could also be distributed across multiple machines to improve scalability.
Our interposition lies above the network transport
layer; DEMi makes delivery decisions for applicationlevel (non-segmented) messages. If the application assumes ordering guarantees from the transport layer (e.g.
TCP’s FIFO delivery), DEMi adheres to these guarantees
during testing and minimization to maintain soundness.
Fuzz testing with DEMi. We begin by using DEMi to
generate faulty executions. Developers give DEMi a
test configuration (we tabulate all programmer-provided
specifications in Appendix C), which specifies an initial
sequence of external events to inject before fuzzing, the
types of external events to inject during fuzzing (along
with probabilities to determine how often each event type
is injected), the safety conditions to check (a user-defined
predicate over the state of the actors), the scheduling constraints (e.g. TCP or UDP) DEMi should adhere to, the
maximum execution steps to take, and optionally a message fingerprint function. If the application emits sideeffects (e.g. by writing to disk), the test configuration
specifies how to roll back side-effects (e.g. by deleting
disk contents) at the end of each execution.
DEMi then repeatedly executes fuzz runs until it finds
a safety violation. It starts by generating a sequence of
random external events of the length specified by the
configuration. DEMi then injects the initial set of external events specified by the developer, and then starts
injecting external events from the random sequence. Developers can include special ‘WaitCondition’ markers in
the initial set of events to execute, which cause DEMi

Comparison to Prior Work

We made observations #1 and #2 in our prior work [70].
In this paper, we adapt observations #1 and #2 to determine the first schedule we explore for each external event
subsequence (the first two lines of TEST). We refer to
the scheduling strategy defined by these two observations
as ‘STSSched’, named after the ‘STS’ system [70].
STSSched only prescribes a single schedule per external event subsequence chosen by delta debugging. In
this work we systematically explore multiple schedules
using the DPOR framework. We guide DPOR to explore
schedules in a prioritized order based on similarity to the
original execution (observations #3 and #4, shown as the
while loop in TEST). We refer to the scheduling strategy
used to prioritize subsequent schedules as ‘TFB’ (Type
Fingerprints with Backtracks). We also minimize internal events, and shrink external message contents.
7
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to pause external event injection, and deliver pending
internal messages at random until a specified condition
holds, at which point the system resumes injecting external events. DEMi periodically checks invariants by halting the execution and invoking the developer-supplied
safety predicate over the current state of all actors. Execution proceeds until a predicate violation is found, the
supplied bound on execution steps is exceeded, or there
are no more external or internal events to execute.
Once it finds a faulty execution DEMi saves a userdefined fingerprint of the violation it found (a violation
fingerprint might, for example, mark which process(es)
exhibited the violation),6 a totally ordered recording of
all events it executed, and information about which messages were sent in response to which events. Users can
then replay the execution exactly, or instruct DEMi to
minimize the execution as described in §3.
Mitigating non-determinism. Processes may behave
non-deterministically. A process is non-deterministic if
the messages it emits (modulo fingerprints) are not
uniquely determined by the prefix of messages we have
delivered to it in the past starting from its initial state.
The main way we control non-determinism is by interposing on Akka’s API calls, which operate at a high level
and cover most sources of non-determinism. For example, Akka provides a timer API that obviates the need for
developers to read directly from the system clock.
Applications may also contain sources of nondeterminism outside of the Akka API. We discovered
the sources of non-determinism described below through
trial and error: when replaying unmodified test executions, the violation was sometimes not reproduced. In
these cases we compared discrepancies between executions until we isolated their source and interposed on it.
akka-raft instrumentation. Within akka-raft, actors use
a pseudo random number generator to choose when to
start leader elections. Here we provided a seeded random
number generator under the control of DEMi.
Spark instrumentation. Within Spark, the task scheduler chooses the first value from a hashmap in order to
decide what tasks to schedule. The values of the hashmap
are arbitrarily ordered, and the order changes from execution to execution. We needed to modify Spark to sort
the values of the hash map before choosing an element.
Spark runs threads (‘TaskRunners’) that are outside
the control of Akka. These send status update messages
to other actors during their execution. The key challenge
with threads outside Akka’s control is that we do not
know when the thread has started and stopped each step

of its computation; when replaying, we do not know how
long to wait until the TaskRunner either resends an expected message, or we declare that message as absent.
We add two interposition points to TaskRunners: the
start of the TaskRunner’s execution, and the end of the
TaskRunner’s execution. At the start of the TaskRunner’s execution, we signal to DEMi the identity of the
TaskRunner, and DEMi records a ‘start atomic block’
event for that TaskRunner. During replay, DEMi blocks
until the corresponding ‘end atomic block’ event to ensure that the TaskRunner has finished sending messages.
This approach works because TaskRunners in Spark have
a simple control flow, and TaskRunners do not communicate via shared memory. Were this not the case, we would
have needed to interpose on the JVM’s thread scheduler.
Besides TaskRunner threads, the Spark driver also
runs a bootstrapping thread that starts up actors and sends
initialization messages. We mark all messages sent during the initialization phase as ‘unignorable’, and we have
DEMi wait indefinitely for these messages to be sent during replay before proceeding. When waiting for an ‘unignorable’ message, it is possible that the only pending
messages in the network are repeating timers. We prevent DEMi from delivering infinite loops of timers while
it awaits by detecting timer cycles, and not delivering
more timers until it delivers a non-cycle message.
Spark names some of the files it writes to disk using
a timestamp read from the system clock. We hardcode a
timestamp in these cases to make replay deterministic.
Akka changes. In a few places within the Akka framework, Akka assigns IDs using an incrementing counter.
This can be problematic during minimization, since the
counter value may change as we remove events, and the
(non-fingerprinted) message contents in the modified execution may change. We fix this by computing IDs based
on a hash of the current callstack, along with task IDs in
case of ambiguous callstack hashes. We found this mechanism to be sufficient for our case studies.
Stop-gap: replaying multiple times. In cases where it is
difficult to locate the cause of non-determinism, good reduction can often still be achieved simply by configuring
DEMi to replay each schedule multiple times and checking if any of the attempts triggered the safety violation.
Blocking operations. Akka deviates from the computational model we defined in §2 in one remaining aspect:
Akka allows actors to block on certain operations. For
example, actors may block until they receive a response
to their most recently sent message. To deal with these
cases we inject AspectJ interposition on blocking operations (which Akka has a special marker for), and signal to DEMi that the actor it just delivered a message to
will not become unblocked until we deliver the response
message. DEMi then chooses another actor to deliver a
message to, and marks the previous actor as blocked until

6 Violation fingerprints should be specific enough to disambiguate
different bugs found during minimization, but they do not need to be
specific to the exact state the system at the time of the violation. Less
specific violation fingerprints are often better, since they allow DEMi to
find divergent code paths that lead to the same buggy behavior.
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Byzantine failures are outside the scope of our work.
Recording a sufficiently detailed log for each actor
adds some logging overhead, but this overhead could be
modest. For the systems we examined, Akka is primarily
used as a control-plane, not a data-plane (e.g. Spark does
not send bulk data over Akka), where recording overhead
is not especially problematic.

DEMi decides to deliver the response.
4.1

Limitations

Safety vs. liveness. We are primarily focused on safety
violations, not liveness or performance bugs.
Non-Atomic External Events. DEMi currently waits for
external events (e.g. crash-recoveries) to complete before
proceeding. This may prevent it from finding bugs involving finer-grained event interleavings.
Limited scale. DEMi is currently tied to a single physical machine, which limits the scale of systems it can test
(but not the bugs it can uncover, since actors are unaware
of colocation). We do not believe this is fundamental.
Shared memory & disk. In some systems processes
communicate by writing to shared memory or disk rather
than sending messages over the network. Although we do
not currently support it, if we took the effort to add interposition to the runtime system (as in [74]) we could treat
writes to shared memory or disk in the same way we treat
messages. More generally, adapting the basic DPOR algorithm to shared memory systems has been well studied [34, 85], and we could adopt these approaches.
Non-determinism. Mitigating non-determinism in akkaraft and Spark required effort on our part. We might have
adopted deterministic replay systems [29, 36, 56, 92] to
avoid manual instrumentation. We did not because we
could not find a suitably supported record and replay system that operates at the right level of abstraction for actor
systems. Note, however that deterministic replay alone is
not sufficient for minimization: deterministic replay does
not inform how the schedule space should be explored;
it only allows one to deterministically replay prefixes of
events. Moreover, minimizing a single deterministic replay log (without exploring divergent schedules) yields
executions that are orders of magnitude larger than those
produced by DEMi, as we discuss in §6.
Support for production traces. DEMi does not currently support minimization of production executions.
DEMi requires that execution recordings are complete
(meaning all message deliveries and external events are
recorded) and partially ordered. Our current implementation achieves these properties simply by testing and minimizing on a single physical machine.
To support recordings from production executions, it
should be possible to capture partial orders without requiring logical clocks on all messages: because the actor model only allows actors to process a single message at a time, we can compute a partial order simply
by reconstructing message lineage from per-actor event
logs (which record the order of messages received and
sent by each actor). Crash-stop failures do not need to
be recorded, since from the perspective of other processes these are equivalent to network partitions. Crashrecovery failures would need to be recorded to disk.

4.2

Generality

We distinguish between the generality of the DEMi artifact, and the generality of our scheduling strategies.
Generality of DEMi. We targeted the Akka actor framework for one reason: thanks to the actor API (and to a
lesser extent, AspectJ), we did not need to exert much
engineering effort to interpose on (i) communication between processes, (ii) blocking operations, (iii) clocks,
and (iv) remaining sources of non-determinism.
We believe that with enough interposition, it should be
possible to sufficiently control other systems, regardless
of language or programming model. That said, the effort
needed to interpose could certainly be significant.
One way to increase the generality of DEMi would be
to interpose at a lower layer (e.g. the network or syscall
layer) rather than the application layer. This has several limitations. First, some of our scheduling strategies
depend on application semantics (e.g. message types)
which would be difficult to access at a lower layer. Transport layer complexities would also increase the size of
the schedule space. Lastly, some amount of application
layer interposition would still be necessary, e.g. interposition on user-level threads or blocking operations.
Generality of scheduling strategies. At their core, distributed systems are just concurrent systems (with the additional complexities of partial failure and asynchrony).
Regardless of whether they are designed for multi-core
or a distributed setting, the key property we assume from
the program under test is that small schedules that are
similar to original schedule should be likely to trigger the
same invariant violation. To be sure, one can always construct adversarial counterexamples. Yet our results for
two very different types of systems leave us optimistic
that these scheduling strategies are broadly applicable.

5

Evaluation

Our evaluation focuses on two key metrics: (i) the
size of the reproducing sequence found by DEMi, and
(ii) how quickly DEMi is able to make minimization
progress within a fixed time budget. We show a highlevel overview of our results in Table 1. The “Bug Type”
column shows two pieces of information: whether the
bug can be triggered using TCP semantics (denoted as
“FIFO”) or whether it can only be triggered when UDP
is used; and whether we discovered the bug ourselves or
whether we reproduced a known bug. The “Provenance”
9
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Bug Name
raft-45
raft-46
raft-56
raft-58a
raft-58b
raft-42
raft-66
spark-2294
spark-3150
spark-9256

Bug Type
Akka-FIFO, reproduced
Akka-FIFO, reproduced
Akka-FIFO, found
Akka-FIFO, found
Akka-FIFO, found
Akka-FIFO, reproduced
Akka-UDP, found
Akka-FIFO, reproduced
Akka-FIFO, reproduced
Akka-FIFO, found (rare)

Initial
2160 (E:108)
1250 (E:108)
2380 (E:108)
2850 (E:108)
1500 (E:208)
1710 (E:208)
400 (E:68)
1000 (E:30)
600 (E:20)
300 (E:20)

Provenance
2138 (E:108)
1243 (E:108)
2376 (E:108)
2824 (E:108)
1496 (E:208)
1695 (E:208)
392 (E:68)
886 (E:30)
536 (E:20)
256 (E:20)

STSSched
1183 (E:8)
674 (E:8)
1427 (E:8)
953 (E:32)
164 (E:13)
1093 (E:39)
262 (E:23)
43
(E:3)
18
(E:3)
11
(E:1)

TFB
23 (E:8)
35 (E:8)
82 (E:8)
226 (E:31)
40 (E:8)
180 (E:21)
77 (E:15)
40 (E:3)
14 (E:3)
11 (E:1)

Optimal
22 (E:8)
23 (E:6)
21 (E:8)
51 (E:11)
28 (E:8)
39 (E:16)
29 (E:10)
25 (E:1)
11 (E:3)
11 (E:1)

NoDiverge
1826 (E:11)
896 (E:9)
2064 (E:9)
2368 (E:35)
1103 (E:13)
1264 (E:43)
279 (E:23)
43
(E:3)
18
(E:3)
11
(E:1)

Table 1: Overview of case studies. “E:” is short for “Externals:”. The ‘Provenance’, ‘STSSched’, and ‘TFB’ techniques are pipelined one after
another. ‘Initial’ minus ‘TFB’ shows overall reduction; ‘Provenance’ shows how many events can be statically removed; ‘STSSched’ minus ‘TFB’
shows how our new techniques compare to the previous state of the art [70]; ‘TFB’ minus ‘Optimal’ shows how far from optimal our results are;
and ‘NoDiverge’ shows the size of minimized executions when no divergent schedules are explored (explained in §6).
Bug Name
STSSched
TFB
raft-45
56s (594)
114s
(2854)
raft-46
73s (384)
209s
(4518)
raft-56
54s (524)
2078s (31149)
raft-58a
137s (624)
43345s (834972)
raft-58b
23s (340)
31s
(1747)
raft-42
118s (568)
10558s (176517)
raft-66
14s (192)
334s
(10334)
spark-2294 330s (248)
97s
(78)
spark-3150 219s (174)
26s
(21)
spark-9256 96s (73)
0s
(0)
Table 2: Minimization runtime in seconds (total schedules executed).
Overall runtime is the summation of “STSSched” and “TFB”. spark9256 only had unignorable events remaining after STSSched completed, so TFB was not necessary.

number of random external events, and selecting internal
messages to deliver in a random order) and selecting the
first execution that triggers the invariant violation with
≥300 initial message deliveries. Fuzz testing terminated
after finding a faulty execution within 10s of minutes for
most of our case studies.
For case studies where the bug was previously known,
we set up the initial test conditions (cluster configuration,
external events) to closely match those described in the
bug report. For cases where we discovered new bugs, we
set up the test environment to explore situations that developers would likely encounter in production systems.
As noted in the introduction, the systems we focus on are akka-raft [3] and Apache Spark [90]. akkaraft, as an early-stage software project, demonstrates
how DEMi can aid the development process. Our evaluation of Spark demonstrates that DEMi can be applied
to complex, large scale distributed systems.
Reproducing Sequence Size. We compare the size of
the minimized executions produced by DEMi against the
smallest fault-inducing executions we could construct by
hand (interactively instructing DEMi which messages to
deliver). For 6 of our 10 case studies, DEMi was within
a factor of 2 of optimal. There is still room for improvement however. For raft-58a for example, DEMi exhausted its time budget and produced an execution that
was a factor of 4.6 from optimal. It could have found a
smaller execution without exceeding its time budget with
a better schedule exploration strategy.
Minimization Pace. To measure how quickly
DEMi makes progress, we graph schedule size as
a function of the number of executions DEMi tries.
Figure 2 shows an example for raft-58b. The other
case studies follow the same general pattern of sharply
decreasing marginal gains.
We also show how much time (# of replays)
DEMi took to reach completion of STSSched and TFB
in Table 2.7 The time budget we allotted to DEMi for all

column shows how many events from the initial execution remain after statically pruning events that are concurrent with the safety violation. The “STSSched” column shows how many events remain after checking the
initial schedules prescribed by our prior work [70] for
each of delta debugging’s subsequences. The “TFB” column shows the final execution size after we apply our
techniques (‘Type Fingerprints with Backtracks’), where
we direct DPOR to explore as many backtrack points that
match the types of original messages (but no other backtrack points) as possible within the 12 hour time budget we provided. Finally, the “Optimal” column shows
the size of the smallest violation-producing execution we
could construct by hand. We ran all experiments on a
2.8GHz Westmere processor with 16GB memory.
Overall we find that DEMi produces executions that
are within a factor of 1X to 4.6X (1.6X median) the
size of the smallest possible execution that triggers that
bug, and between 1X and 16X (4X median) smaller
than the executions produced by our previous technique
(STSSched). STSSched is effective at minimizing external events (our primary minimization target) for most
case studies. TFB is significantly more effective for minimizing internal events (our secondary target), especially
for akka-raft. Replayable executions for all case studies
are available at github.com/NetSys/demi-experiments.
We create the initial executions for all of our case studies by generating fuzz tests with DEMi (injecting a fixed

7 It is important to understand that DEMi is able to replay executions
significantly more quickly than the original execution may have taken.
This is because DEMi can trigger timer events before the wall-clock
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Number of Remaining Events

1600

Without Shrinking
With shrinking
Initial Events
360 (E: 9 bootstraps) 360 (E: 9 bootstraps)
After STSSched 81 (E: 8 bootstraps) 51 (E: 5 bootstraps)
Table 3: External message shrinking results for raft-45 starting with 9
processes. Message shrinking + minimization was able to reduce the
cluster size to 5 processes.
akka-raft
Spark
Message Fingerprint 59
56
Non-Determinism
2
∼250
Invariants
331
151
Test Configuration
328
445
Table 4: Complexity (lines of Scala code) needed to define message
fingerprints, mitigate non-determinism, define invariants, and configure
DEMi. Akka API interposition (336 lines of AspectJ) is application
independent.

Deliveries
Externals

1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

0

500

1000

1500

2000

Number of Schedules Executed
Figure 2: Minimization pace for raft-58b. Significant progress is made
early on, then progress becomes rare.

cause it has a significantly different communication pattern than Raft (e.g., statically defined masters).
For a description of our Spark case studies, see Appendix E. Our main takeaway from Spark is that for the
simple Spark jobs we submitted, STSSched does surprisingly well. We believe this is because Spark’s communication tasks were all almost entirely independent of
each other. If we had submitted more complex Spark jobs
with more dependencies between messages (e.g. jobs
that make use of intermediate caching between stages)
STSSched likely would not have performed as well.

case studies was 12 hours (43200s). All case studies except raft-56, raft-58a, and raft-42 reached completion of
TFB in less than 10 minutes.
Qualitative Metrics. We do not evaluate how minimization helps with programmer productivity. Data on how
humans do debugging is scarce; we are aware of only one
study that measures how quickly developers debug minimized vs. non-minimized traces [40]. Nonetheless, since
humans can only keep a small number of facts in working memory [62], minimization seems generally useful.
As one developer puts it, “Automatically shrinking test
cases to the minimal case is immensely helpful” [13].

5.3

Auxiliary Evaluation

External message shrinking. We demonstrate the benefits of external message shrinking with an akka-raft case
study. Recall that akka-raft processes receive an external
bootstrapping message that informs them of the IDs of all
other processes. We started with a 9 node akka-raft cluster, where we triggered the raft-45 bug. We then shrank
message contents by removing each element (process
ID) of bootstrap messages, replaying these along with
all other events in the failing execution, and checking
whether the violation was still triggered. We were able
to shrink the bootstrap message contents from 9 process
IDs to 5 process IDs. Finally, we ran STSSched to completion, and compared the output to STSSched without
the initial message shrinking. The results shown in Table 3 demonstrate that message shrinking can help minimize both external events and message contents.
Instrumentation Overhead. Table 4 shows the complexity in terms of lines of Scala code needed to define
message fingerprint functions, mitigate non-determinism
(with the application modifications described in §4),
specify invariants, and configure DEMi. In total we spent
roughly one person-month debugging non-determinism.

5.1 Raft Case Studies
Our first set of case studies are taken from akka-raft [3].
akka-raft is implemented in 2,300 lines of Scala excluding tests. akka-raft has existing unit and integration tests,
but it has not been deployed in production. The known
bugs we reproduced had not yet been fixed; these were
found by a recent manual audit of the code.
For full descriptions of each case study, see Appendix D. The lessons we took away from our akka-raft
case studies are twofold. First, fuzz testing is quite effective for finding bugs in early-stage software. We found
and fixed these bugs in less than two weeks, and several of the bugs would have been difficult to anticipate
a priori. Second, debugging unminimized faulty executions would be very time consuming and conceptually
challenging; we found that the most fruitful debugging
process was to walk through events one-by-one to understand how the system arrived at the unsafe state, which
would take hours for unminimized executions.
5.2 Spark Case Studies
Spark [4] is a mature software project, used widely in
production. The version of Spark we used for our evaluation consists of more than 30,000 lines of Scala for just
the core execution engine. Spark is also interesting be-

6

Related Work

We start this section with a discussion of the most closely
related literature. We focus only on DEMi’s minimization techniques, since DEMi’s interposition and testing
functionality is similar to other systems [55, 57, 72].
Input Minimization for Sequential Programs. Mini-

duration for those timers has actually passed, without the application
being aware of this fact (cf. [39])
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ries [11]. Fuzz testing is significantly lighter weight.
If, rather than randomly fuzzing, testers enumerated
inputs of progressively larger sizes, failing tests would be
minimal by construction. However, breadth first enumeration takes very long to get to ‘interesting’ inputs (After
24 hours of execution, our bounded DPOR implementation with depth bound slightly greater than the optimal
trace size still had not found any invariant violations. In
contrast, DEMi’s randomized testing discovered most of
our reported bugs within 10s of minutes). Furthermore,
minimization is useful beyond testing, e.g. for simplifying production traces.
Because systematic input enumeration is intractable,
many papers develop heuristics for finding bugs
quickly [17, 28, 35, 55, 57, 63, 64, 66, 75, 78, 84]. We do
the same, but crucially, we are able to use information
from previously failing executions to guide our search.
As far as we know, we are the first to combine DPOR
and delta debugging to minimize executions. Others have
modified DPOR to keep state [87, 88] and to apply
heuristics for choosing initial schedules [53], but these
changes are intended to help find new bugs.
Bug Reproduction. Several papers seek to find a schedule that reproduces a given concurrency bug [9, 67, 91,
92]. These do not seek to find a minimal schedule.
Probabilistic Diagnosis. To avoid the runtime overhead
of deterministic replay, other techniques capture carefully selected diagnostic information from production
execution(s), and correlate this information to provide
best guesses at the root causes of bugs [12,21,48,68,89].
We assume more complete runtime instrumentation (during testing), but provide exact reproducing scenarios.
Log Comprehension. Model inference techniques summarize log files in order to make them more easily understandable by humans [14–16,32,58,59]. Model inference
is complementary, as it does not modify the event logs.
Program Slicing & Automated Debugging. Program
slicing [80] and the subsequent literature on automated
debugging [27, 45, 60, 73, 83, 95] seek to localize errors
in the code itself. Our goal is to slice the temporal dimension of an execution rather than the code dimension.

mization algorithms for sequentially processed inputs are
well-studied [18,20,24,40,69,81,94]. These form a component of our solution, but they do not consider interleavings of internal events from concurrent processes.
Minimization without Interposition. Several tools
minimize inputs to concurrent systems without controlling sources of non-determinism [10, 26, 44, 47, 76]. The
most sophisticated of these replay each subsequence
multiple times and check whether the violation is reproduced at least once [25,44]. Their major advantage is that
they avoid the engineering effort required to interpose.
However, we found in previous work [70] that bugs are
often not easily reproducible without interposition.
QuickCheck’s PULSE controls the message delivery
schedule [25] and supports schedule minimization. During replay, it only considers the order messages are sent
in, not message contents. When it cannot replay a step,
it skips it (similar to STSSched), and reverts to random
scheduling once expected messages are exhausted [43].
Thread Schedule Minimization. Other techniques seek
to minimize thread interleavings leading up to concurrency bugs [22, 30, 41, 46]. These generally work by
iteratively feeding a single input (the thread schedule)
to a single entity (a deterministic scheduler). These approaches ensure that they never diverge from the original
schedule (otherwise the recorded context switch points
from the original execution would become useless). Besides minimizing context switches, these approaches at
best truncate thread executions by having threads exit
earlier than they did in the original execution.
Program Analysis. By analyzing the program’s controland dataflow dependencies, one can remove events in the
middle of the deterministic replay log without causing
divergence [19, 31, 42, 54, 74, 79]. These techniques do
not explore alternate code paths. Program analysis also
over-approximates reachability, disallowing them from
removing dependencies that actually commute.
We compare against these techniques by configuring
DEMi to minimize as before, but abort any execution
where it detects a previously unobserved state transition. Column ‘NoDiverge’ of Table 1 shows the results,
which demonstrate that divergent executions are crucial
to DEMi’s reduction gains for the akka-raft case studies.
Model Checking. Algorithmically, our work is most
closely related to the model checking literature.
Abstract model checkers convert (concurrent) programs to logical formulas, find logical contradictions (invariant violations) using solvers, and minimize the logical conjunctions to aid understanding [23, 49, 61]. Model
checkers are very powerful, but they are typically tied
to a single language, and assume access to source code,
whereas the systems we target (e.g. Spark) are composed
of multiple languages and may use proprietary libraries.
It is also possible to extract formulas from raw bina-

7

Conclusion

Distributed systems, like most software systems, are becoming increasingly complex over time. In comparison
to other areas of software engineering however, the development tools that help programmers cope with the
complexity of distributed & concurrent systems are lagging behind their sequential counterparts. Inspired by the
obvious utility of test case reduction tools, we sought to
develop a minimization tool for distributed executions.
Our evaluation results for two very different systems
leave us optimistic that these techniques can be successfully applied to a wide range of concurrent systems.
12
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Efficiency: the happens-before partial order for every executed schedule should never be a prefix of any other
partial orders that have been previously explored.
Completeness: when the state space is acyclic, the strategy is guaranteed to find every possible safety violation.
Because we experimentally execute each schedule,
soundness is easy to ensure (we simply ensure that we
do not violate TCP semantics if the application assumes
TCP, and we make sure that we cancel timers whenever
the application asks to do so). Improved efficiency is
the main contribution of partial order reduction. The last
property—completeness—holds for our modified version of DPOR so long as we always set at least as many
backtrack points as depth-first DPOR.
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A

Delta Debugging

We show the Delta Debugging simplification algorithm [93] we use in Figure 3, and an example execution of Delta Debugging in Figure 5. An updated version
of the ddmin simplification algorithm appeared in [94].
We use the simpler version of ddmin (which is equivalent to the version ddmin from [94], except that it does
not consider complements) because we ensure that each
subsequence of external events is consistent (semantically valid), and therefore are still guarenteed to find a
1-minimal output without needing to consider complements.

B

C

We show the original depth-first version of Dynamic
Partial Order Reduction in Algorithm 2. Our modified
DPOR algorithm uses a priority queue rather than a (recursive) stack, and tracks which schedules it has explored
in the past. Tracking which schedules we have explored
in the past is necessary to avoid exploring redundant
schedules (an artifact of our non depth-first exploration
order). The memory footprint required for tracking previously explored schedules continues growing for every
new schedule we explore. Because we assume a fixed
time budget though, we typically exhaust our time budget before DEMi runs out of memory.
There are a few desirable properties of DPOR we want
to maintain, despite our prioritized exploration order:
Soundness: any executed schedule should be valid, i.e.
possible to execute on an uninstrumented version of the
program starting from the initial configuration.
External Event Subsequence
e1
e2
e3
e4
·
·
·
·
·
e5
e1
e2
·
·
e5
·
·
e3
e4
e5
·
·
e3
·
e5
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
·
·
e3
·
·

·
e6
e6
e6
e6
e6
·
e6

·
e7
e7
e7
e7
·
·
·

·
e8
e8
e8
e8
·
·
·

Programmer Effort

In Table 6 we summarize the various tasks, both optional
and necessary, that we assume programmers complete in
order to test and minimize using DEMi.

DPOR

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Result

Default
No external events
Uncaught exceptions
Match on any violation
Match on message type
Replay multiple times

D

TEST




 (e3 found)

 (e6 found)

Table 5: Example execution of Delta Debugging, taken from [93]. ‘·’
denotes an excluded original external event.

Raft Case Studies

Raft is a consensus protocol, designed to replicate a fault
tolerant linearizable log of client operations. akka-raft is
an open source implementation of Raft.
The external events we inject for akka-raft case studies
are bootstrap messages (which processes use for discovery of cluster members) and client transaction requests.
Crash-stop failures are indirectly triggered through fuzz
schedules that emulate network partitions. The cluster
size was 4 nodes (quorum size=3) for all akka-raft case
studies.
The invariants we checked for akka-raft are the consensus invariants specified in Figure 3 of the Raft paper [65]: Election Safety (at most one leader can be
elected in a given term), Log Matching (if two logs contain an entry with the same index and term, then the logs
are identical in all entries up through the given index),
Leader Completeness (if a log entry is committed in a
given term, then that entry will be present in the logs of
the leaders for all higher-numbered terms), and State Machine Safety (if a server has applied a log entry at a given
index to its state machine, no other server will ever apply
a different log entry for the same index). Note that a violation of any of these invariants allows for the possibility
for the system to later violate the main linearizability in-
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Input: E s.t. E is a sequence of externals, and TEST(E) = . Output: E  = ddmin(E) s.t. E   E, TEST(E  ) = , and E  is minimal.
/ where
ddmin(E) = ddmin2 (E, 0)
 
if |E  | = 1 (“base case”)
E



ddmin E , R
else
if TEST(E1 ∪ R) =  (“in E1 ”)
2
 1 
ddmin2 (E  , R) =

E
,
R
else
if TEST(E2 ∪ R) =  (“in E2 ”)
ddmin
2




 2


ddmin2 E1 , E2 ∪ R ∪ ddmin2 E2 , E1 ∪ R otherwise (“interference”)

/ and |E1 | ≈ |E2 | ≈ |E  |/2 hold.
where  denotes an invariant violation, E1  E  , E2  E  , E1 ∪ E2 = E  , E1 ∩ E2 = 0,

Figure 3: Delta Debugging Algorithm from [93].  and  denote subsequence relations. TEST is defined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 The original depth-first version of Dynamic Partial Order Reduction from [34]. last(S) denotes the configuration reached after
executing S; next(κ, m) denotes the state transition (message delivery) where the message m is processed in configuration κ; →S denotes ‘happensbefore’; pre(S, i) refers to the configuration where the transition ti is executed; dom(S) means the set {1, . . . , n}; S.t denotes S extended with an
additional transition t.
Initially: E XPLORE(0)
/
procedure E XPLORE(S)

κ ← last(S)
for each message m ∈ pending(κ) do
if ∃i = max({i ∈ dom(S)|Si is dependent and may be coenabled with next(κ, m) and i →S m}):
E ← {m ∈ enabled(pre(S, i))|m = m or ∃ j ∈ dom(S) : j > i and m = msg(S j ) and j →S m}
if E = 0:
/
add any m ∈ E to backtrack(pre(S, i))
else
add all m ∈ enabled(pre(S, i)) to backtrack(pre(S, i))
if ∃m ∈ enabled(κ):
backtrack(κ) ← {m}
done ← 0/
while ∃m ∈ (backtrack(κ) \ done) do
add m to done
E XPLORE(S.next(κ, m))

In one of our early fuzz runs, we found a violation
of ‘Leader Safety’, i.e. two processes believed they were
leader in the same election term. This is a highly problematic situation for Raft to be in, since the leaders may
overwrite each others’ log entries, thereby violating the
key linearizability guarantee that Raft is supposed to provide.
The root cause for this bug was that akka-raft’s candidate state did not detect duplicate votes from the same
follower in the same election term. (A follower might resend votes because it believed that an earlier vote was
dropped by the network). Upon receiving the duplicate
vote, the candidate counts it as a new vote and steps up
to leader before it actually achieved a quorum of votes.
raft-46: Processes neglect to ignore certain votes from
previous terms. After fixing the previous bug, we found
another execution where two leaders were elected in the
same term.
In Raft, processes attach an ‘election term’ number
to all messages they send. Receiving processes are supposed to ignore any messages that contain an election
term that is lower than what they believe is the current
term.

variant (State Machine Safety).
For each of the bugs where we did not initially know
the root cause, we started debugging by first minimizing the failing execution. Then, we walked through the
sequence of message deliveries in the minimized execution. At each step, we noted the current state of the actor
receiving the message. Based on our knowledge of the
way Raft is supposed to work, we found places in the
execution that deviate from our understanding of correct
behavior. We then examined the code to understand why
it deviated, and came up with a fix. Finally, we replayed
to verify the bug fix.
The akka-raft case studies in Table 1 are shown in the
order that we found or reproduced them. To prevent bug
causes from interfering with each other, we fixed all other
known bugs for each case study. We reported all bugs and
fixes to the akka-raft developers.
raft-45: Candidates accept duplicate votes from the
same election term. Raft is specified as a state machine
with three states: Follower, Candidate, and Leader. Candidates attempt to get themselves elected as leader by soliciting a quorum of votes from their peers in a given
election term (epoch).
17
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The leader should continue decrementing its nextIndex
hashmap until the followers stop rejecting its AppendEntries attempts.
This should have happened in akka-raft too, except for
one hiccup: akka-raft decided to adopt 0-indexed logs,
rather than 1-indexed logs as the paper suggests. This
creates a problem: the initial value of prevLogIndex is
ambiguous: Followers can not distinguish between an
AppendEntries for an empty log (prevLogIndex == 0)
an AppendEntries for the leader’s 1st command (prevLogIndex == 0), and an AppendEntries for the leader’s
2nd command (prevLogIndex == 1 1 == 0). The last
two cases need to be distinguishable. Otherwise followers will not be able to reject inconsistent logs. This corner would have been hard to anticipate; at first glance it
seems fine to adopt the convention that logs should be
0-indexed instead of 1-indexed.
As a result of this ambiguity, followers were unable to
correctly reject AppendEntries requests from leader that
were behind.
raft-42: Quorum computed incorrectly. We also found
a fuzz test that ended in a violation of the ‘Leader Completeness’ invariant, i.e. a newly elected leader had a log
that was irrecoverably inconsistent with the logs of previous leaders.
Leaders are supposed to commit log entries to their
state machine when they knows that a quorum (N/2+1)
of the processes in the cluster have that entry replicated
in their logs. akka-raft had a bug where it computed the
highest replicated log index incorrectly. First it sorted
the values of matchIndex (which denote the highest log
entry index known to be replicated on each peer). But
rather than computing the median (or more specifically,
the N/2+1’st) of the sorted entries, it computed the mode
of the sorted entries. This caused the leader to commit
entries too early, before a quorum actually had that entry replicated. In our fuzz test, message delays allowed
another leader to become elected, but it did not have all
committed entries in its log due to the previously leader
committing too soon.
As we walked through the minimized execution, it became clear mid-way through the execution that not all
entries were fully replicated when the master committed
its first entry. Another process without all replicated entries then became leader, which constituted a violation of
the “Leader Completeness” invariant.
raft-66: Followers unnecessarily overwrite log entries. The last issue we found is only possible to trigger
if the underlying transport protocol is UDP, since it requires reorderings of messages between the same source,
destination pair. The akka-raft developers say they do not
currently support UDP, but they would like to adopt UDP
in the future due to its lower latency.
The invariant violation here was a violation of the

akka-raft properly ignored lagging term numbers for
some, but not all message types. DEMi delayed the delivery of messages from previous terms and uncovered a
case where a candidate incorrectly accepted a vote message from a previous election term.
raft-56: Nodes forget who they voted for. akka-raft is
written as a finite state machine. When making a state
transition, FSM processes specify both which state they
want to transition to, and which instance variables they
want to keep once they have transitioned.
All of the state transitions for akka-raft were correct
except one: when the Candidate steps down to Follower
(e.g., because it receives an ‘AppendEntries’ message,
indicating that there is another leader in the cluster), it
forgets which node it previously voted for in that term.
Now, if another node requests a vote from it in the same
term, it may vote for a different node than it previously
voted for in the same term, later causing two leaders to be
elected, i.e. a violation of Raft’s “Leader Safety” condition. We discovered this by manually examining the state
transitions made by each process throughout the minimized execution.
raft-58a: Pending client commands delivered before
initialization occurs. After ironing out leader election
issues, we started finding other issues. In one of our fuzz
runs, we found that a leader process threw an assertion
error.
When an akka-raft Candidate first makes the state transition to leader, it does not immediately initialize its state
(the ‘nextIndex’ and ‘matchIndex’ variables). It instead
sends a message to itself, and initializes its state when it
receives that self-message.
Through fuzz testing, we found that it is possible that
the Candidate could have pending ClientCommand messages in its mailbox, placed there before the Candidate
transitioned to Leader and sent itself the initialization
message. Once in the Leader state, the Akka runtime
will first deliver the ClientCommand message. Upon processing the ClientCommand message the Leader tries to
replicate it to the rest of the cluster, and updates its nextIndex hashmap. Next, when the Akka runtime delivers
the initialization self-message, it will overwrite the value
of nextIndex. When it reads from nextIndex later, it is
possible for it to throw an assertion error because the
nextIndex values are inconsistent with the contents of the
Leader’s log.
raft-58b: Ambiguous log indexing. In one of our fuzz
tests, we found a case where the ‘Log Matching’ invariant was violated, i.e. log entries did not appear in the
same order on all machines.
According to the Raft paper, followers should reject
AppendEntries requests from leaders that are behind, i.e.
prevLogIndex and prevLogTerm for the AppendEntries
message are behind what the follower has in its log.
18
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‘Leader Completeness’ safety property, where a leader
is elected that does not have all of the needed log entries.
Leaders replicate uncommitted ClientCommands to
the rest of the cluster in batches. Suppose a follower with
an empty log receives an AppendEntries containing two
entries. The follower appends these to its log.
Then the follower subsequently receives an AppendEntries containing only the first of the previous two entries (this message was delayed). The follower will inadvertently delete the second entry from its log.
This is not just a performance issue: after receiving
an ACK from the follower, the leader is under the impression that the follower has two entries in its log. The
leader may have decided to commit both entries if a quorum was achieved. If another leader becomes elected, it
will not necessarily have both committed entries in its
log as it should, leading to a ‘LeaderCompleteness’ violation.

E

pending Spark jobs and currently available executors, the
Spark scheduler would incorrectly invert the locality priorities. We reproduced this bug by injecting random, concurrently running Spark jobs (with differing locality preferences) and random worker join events.
spark-3150: Simultaneous failure causes infinite
restart loop. Spark’s master node supports a ‘ColdReplication’ mode, where it commits its state to a
database (e.g., ZooKeeper). Whenever the master node
crashes, the node that replaces it can read that information from the database to bootstrap its knowledge of the
cluster state.
To trigger this bug, the master node and the driver
process need to fail simultaneously. When the master
node restarts, it tries to read its state from the database.
When the driver crashes simultaneously, the information
the master reads from the database is corrupted: some of
the pointers referencing information about the driver are
null. When the master reads this information, it dereferences a null pointer and crashes again. After failing, the
master restarts, tries to recover its state, and crashes in an
infinite cycle. The minimized execution for this bug contained exactly these 3 external events, which made the
problematic code path immediately apparent.
spark-9256: Delayed message causes master crash.
We found the following bug through fuzz testing.
As part of initialization, Spark’s client driver registers
with the Master node by repeatedly sending a RegisterApplication message until it receives a RegisteredApplication response. If the RegisteredApplication response
is delayed by at least as long as the configured timeout
value (or if the network duplicates the RegisterApplication RPC), it is possible for the Master to receive two
RegisterApplication messages for the same client driver.
Upon receiving the second RegisterApplication message, the master attempts to persist information about the
client driver to disk. Since the file containing information
about the client driver already exists though, the master
crashes with an IllegalStateException.
This bug is possible to trigger in production, but it will
occur only very rarely. The name of the file containing information has a second-granularity timestamp associated
with it, so it would only be possible to have a duplicate
file if the second RegisteredApplication response arrived
in the same second as the first response.

Spark Case Studies

Spark is a large scale data analytics framework. We focused our efforts on reproducing known bugs in the
core Spark engine, which is responsible for orchestrating computation across multiple machines.
We looked at the entire history of bugs reported for
Spark’s core engine. We found that most reported bugs
only involve sequential computation on a single machine (e.g. crashes due to unexpected user input). We
instead focused on reported bugs involving concurrency
across machines or partial failures. Of the several dozen
reported concurrency or partial failure bugs, we chose
three.
The external events we inject for Spark case studies
are worker join events (where worker nodes join the cluster and register themselves with the master), job submissions, and crash-recoveries of the master node. The
Spark job we ran for all case studies was a simple parallel approximation of the digits of Pi.
spark-2294: Locality inversion. In Spark, an ‘executor’ is responsible for performing computation for Spark
jobs. Spark jobs are assigned ‘locality’ preferences: the
Spark scheduler is supposed to launch ‘NODE LOCAL’
tasks (where the input data for the task is located on the
same machine) before launching tasks without preferences. Tasks without locality preferences are in turn supposed to be launched before ‘speculative’ tasks.
The bug for this case study was the following: if an
executor E is free, a task may be speculatively assigned
to E when there are other tasks in the job that have not
been launched (at all) yet. Similarly, a task without any
locality preferences may be assigned to E when there
was another ‘NODE LOCAL’ task that could have been
scheduled. The root cause of this bug was an error in
Spark scheduler’s logic: under certain configurations of
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Abstract
NetFlow has been a widely used monitoring tool with
a variety of applications. NetFlow maintains an active
working set of flows in a hash table that supports flow
insertion, collision resolution, and flow removing. This
is hard to implement in merchant silicon at data center switches, which has limited per-packet processing
time. Therefore, many NetFlow implementations and
other monitoring solutions have to sample or select a
subset of packets to monitor. In this paper, we observe
the need to monitor all the flows without sampling in
short time scales. Thus, we design FlowRadar, a new
way to maintain flows and their counters that scales to a
large number of flows with small memory and bandwidth
overhead. The key idea of FlowRadar is to encode perflow counters with a small memory and constant insertion time at switches, and then to leverage the computing
power at the remote collector to perform network-wide
decoding and analysis of the flow counters. Our evaluation shows that the memory usage of FlowRadar is
close to traditional NetFlow with perfect hashing. With
FlowRadar, operators can get better views into their networks as demonstrated by two new monitoring applications we build on top of FlowRadar.

1

Introduction

NetFlow [4] is a widely used monitoring tool for over 20
years, which records the flows (e.g., source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, and protocol) and
their properties (e.g., packet counters, and the flow starting and finish times). When a flow finishes after the inactive timeout, NetFlow exports the corresponding flow
records to a remote collector. NetFlow has been used for
a variety of monitoring applications such as accounting
network usage, capacity planning, troubleshooting, and
attack detection.
Despite its wide applications, the key problem to im-
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plement NetFlow in hardware is how to maintain an active working set of flows using a data structure with low
time and space complexity. We need to handle collisions
during flow insertion and remove old flows to make room
for new ones. These tasks are challenging given the limited per-packet processing time at merchant silicon.
To handle this challenge, today’s NetFlow is implemented in two ways: (1) Using complex custom silicon
that is only available at high-end routers, which is too
expensive for data centers; (2) Using software to count
sampled packets from hardware, which takes too much
CPU resources at switches. Because of the lack of usable NetFlow in data centers, operators have to mirror
packets based on sampling or matching rules and analyze these packets in a remote collector [26, 40, 44, 34].
It is impossible to mirror all the packets because it takes
too much bandwidth to mirror the traffic, and too many
storage and computing resources at the remote collector
to analyze every packet. (Section 2)
However, in data centers, there is an increasing need
to have visibility of the counters for all the flows all the
time. We need to cover all the flows to capture those transient loops, blackholes, and switch faults that only happen to a few flows in the Network and to perform finegrained traffic analysis (e.g., anomaly detection). We
need to cover these flows all the time to identify transient
losses, bursts, and attacks in a timely fashion. (Section 3)
In this paper, we propose FlowRadar, which keeps
counters for all the flows with low memory overhead
and exports the flow counters in short time scales (e.g.,
10 ms). The key design of FlowRadar is to identify the
best division of labor between cheap switches with limited per-packet processing time and the remote collector
with plenty of computing resources. We introduce encoded flowsets that only require simple constant-time instructions for each packet and thus are easy to implement
with merchant silicon at cheap switches. We then decode
these flowsets and perform network-wide analysis across
time and switches all at the remote collector. We make
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the following key contributions in building FlowRadar:

2.1

Capture encoded flow counters with constant time
for each packet at switches: We introduce encoded
flowsets, which is an array of cells that encode the flows
(5 tuples) and their counters. Encoded flowsets ensure
constant per-packet processing time by embracing rather
than handling hash collisions. It maps one flow to many
cells, allows flows to collide in one cell, but ensure each
cell has constant memory usage. Since encoded flowsets
are small, we can afford to periodically export the entire flowsets to the remote collector in short time scales.
Our encoded flowset data structure is an extension of Invertible Bloom filter Lookup Table (IBLT), but provides
better support for counter updates.

Since NetFlow has been developed for over 20 years,
there have been many implementations and extensions of
NetFlow in routers and switches. We cannot capture all
the NetFlow solutions here, and in fact many solutions
are proprietary information. Instead, we focus on the basic function of NetFlow: storing the flow fields (e.g., 5
tuples) and the records (e.g., packet counter, flow starting time, the time that the flow is last seen, etc.) in a hash
table. The key challenge is how to maintain the active
working set of flows in the hash table given the limited
packet processing time.

Network-wide decoding and analysis at a remote collector: While each switch independently encodes the
flows and counters, we observe that most flows traverse multiple switches. By leveraging the redundancies across switches, we make the encoded flowsets more
compact. We then propose a network-wide decoding
scheme to decode the flows and counters across switches.
With the network-wide decoding, our encoded flowsets
can reduce the amount of memory needed to track 100K
flows by 5.6% compared to an ideal (and hence impractical) implementation of NetFlow with perfect hashing
(i.e., no collisions) while providing 99% decoding success rate1 . (Section 4 and 5)
FlowRadar can support a wide range of monitoring
applications including both existing monitoring applications on NetFlow, and new ones that require monitoring
all the flows all the time. As demonstrations, we design
and build two systems on top of FlowRadar: one that
detects transient loops and blackholes using a networkwide flow analysis and another that provides a per-flow
loss map using temporal analysis (Section 6).
We discuss the implementation issues in Section 7,
compare with related work in Section 8, and conclude
in Section 9.

2

Motivation

In this section, we discuss the key challenges of implementing NetFlow. We then describe three alternative monitoring solutions (Table 1): NetFlow in high-end
routers with custom silicon, NetFlow in cheap switches
with merchant silicon, and selective mirroring. To address the limitations of these approaches, we present
FlowRadar architecture, which identifies a good division
of labor between the switches and the remote collector.
1 The

decode success rate is defined as the probability of successfully decoding all the flows.

Key challenges of supporting NetFlow

Maintain the active working set of flows: There are
two key tasks in maintaining the active working set of
flows:
(1) How to handle hash collisions during flow insertion?
When we insert a new flow, it may experience collisions
with existing flows. One solution is to store multiple
flows in each cell in the hash table to reduce the chances
of overflow (e.g., d-left hashing [14, 38]), which requires
atomic many-byte memory accesses. Another solution
to move existing flows around to make room for new
flows (e.g., Cuckoo hashing [33]), which requires multiple, non-constant memory accesses per packet in the
worst case. Both are very challenging to implement on
merchant silicon with high line rate. The detailed challenges are discussed in Section 8.
(2) How to remove an old flow? We need to periodically remove old flows to make room for new flows in
the hash table. If a TCP flow receives a FIN, we can remove it from the table. However, in data centers there
are many persistent connections reused by multiple requests/responses or messages. To identify idle flows,
NetFlow keeps the time a flow is last seen and periodically scan the entire hash table to check the inactive
time of each flow. If a flow is inactive for more than
the inactive timeout, NetFlow removes the flow and exports its counters. The inactive timeout can only be set
between 10 and 600 seconds with a default value of 15
seconds [1]. When the hash table is large, it takes a significant time and switch CPU resources to scan the table
and clean up the table entries.
Limited per-packet processing time at merchant silicon: It is hard to maintain the active working set of
flows at the merchant silicon—the commodity switch
design in data centers. The key constraint of the merchant silicon is the limited time we can spend on each
packet. Suppose a switch has 40Gbps per port, which
means 12ns per packet processing time for 64 Byte packets2 . Let’s assume the entire 12 ns can be dedicated
to NetFlow by performing perfect packet pipelining and
2 This

becomes worse when datacenters move to 100Gbps.
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Division of labor
state in switch hardware
state in switch software
data exported to collector
Coverage of traffic info
Temporal coverage
Flow coverage

Hardware-based NetFlow
in custom silicon

Sampled software-based
NetFlow in merchant silicon

sFlow [40],
EverFlow [44]

FlowRadar

active working set of flows
none (or some active flows)
flow records after termination

none
active working set of flows
flow records after termination

none
none
Selected pkts and timestamps

encoded flows and counters
none
periodic encoded flow records

No
All or sampled packets

No
sampled packets

No (if select control packets)
sampled or selected packets

Yes (milliseconds)
All

Table 1: Comparing FlowRadar with hardware-based NetFlow in custom silicon, sampling-based software NetFlow in merchant
silicon, and sFlow/EverFlow

allocating all other packet processing functions (packet
header parsing, Layer 2/3 forwarding, ACLs, etc.) to
other stages. Yet inside NetFlow, one needs to calculate the hash functions, look up SRAM, run a few ALU
operations, and write back to the SRAM. Even with onchip SRAM which has roughly 1 ns access time, to finish all these actions in 12 ns is still a challenge. (Similar
arguments are made in [23] about the difficulties of implementing data streaming at routers.)

2.2

Alternative monitoring solutions

Due to the limited per-packet time in merchant silicon,
one cannot process complex and non-constant time insertion and deletion actions as required in NetFlow. Therefore, there are three alternatives (Table 1):
Hardware-based NetFlow in custom silicon: One solution is to design custom silicon to maintain the active
working set of flows in switch hardware. We can cache
popular flow entries in on-chip SRAM, but the rest in
off-chip SRAM or DRAM. We can also combine SRAM
with expensive and power-hungry TCAM to support parallel lookup. Even with the expensive custom silicon, the
test of Cisco high-end routers (Catalyst series) [18, 12]
shows that there is still around 16% switch CPU overhead for storing 65K flow entries in hardware. Cisco
highly recommends NetFlow users to choose sampling
to reduce the NetFlow overhead on these routers [18].
Sampled software-based NetFlow in merchant silicon: Another solution is to sample packets and mirror them to the switch software, and maintain the active working set of flows in software. This solution
works with cheap merchant silicon, but takes even more
CPU overhead than hardware-based NetFlow in high-end
routers. To reduce the switch CPU overhead of NetFlow
and avoid interrupting other processes (e.g., OSPF, rule
updates) in CPU, operators have to set sampling rate low
enough (e.g., down to 1 in 4K). With such low sampling
rate, operators cannot use NetFlow for fine-grained traffic analysis (e.g., anomaly detection) or capturing those
events that only happen to some flows (e.g., transient
loops or blackholes).
Selective mirroring (sFlow [40], EverFlow [44]): The
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Figure 1: FlowRadar architecture
final solution data center operators take today is to only
sample packets or select packets based on match-action
rules, and then mirror these packets to a remote collector. The remote collector extracts per flow information
and performs detailed analysis. This solution works with
existing merchant silicon, and best leverages the computing resources in the cloud. However, it takes too much
bandwidth overhead to transfer all the packets to the collector and too much storage and computing overhead at
the collector [44]. Therefore, operators can only get a
partial view from the selected packets.

2.3

FlowRadar architecture

Instead of falling back to sampling in existing monitoring solutions, we aim at providing full visibility to all the
flows all the time (see example use cases in Section 3).
To achieve this, we propose to best leverage the capabilities at both the merchant silicon at switches and the
computing power at the remote collector (Figure 1).
Capturing encoded flow counters at switches:
FlowRadar chooses to encode flows and their counters
into small fixed memory size that can be implemented in
merchant silicon with constant flow insertion time. In
this way, we can afford to capture all the flows without sampling, and periodically export these encoded flow
counters to the remote collector in short time scales.
Decoding and analyzing flow counters at a remote
collector: Given the encoded flows and counters exported from many switches, we can leverage the computing power at the remote collector to perform networkwide decoding of the flows, and temporal and flow space
analysis for different monitoring applications.
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3

Use cases

Since FlowRadar provides per flow counters, it can easily
inherit many monitoring applications built on NetFlow
such as accounting, capacity planning, application monitoring and profiling, and security analysis. In this section, we show that FlowRadar provides better monitoring
support than sampled NetFlow and sFlow/EverFlow in
two aspects: (1) Flow coverage: count all the flows without sampling; and (2) Temporal coverage: export these
counters for each short time slot (e.g., 10 ms).

3.1

Flow coverage

Transient loop/blackhole detection: Transient loops
and blackholes are important to detect, as they could
cause packet loss. Just a few packet losses can cause significant tail-latency increase and throughput drops (especially because TCP treats losses as congestion signals) [31, 10], leading to violations of service level agreements (SLAs) and even a decrease of revenue [19, 39].
However, transient loops and blackholes are difficult to
detect, as they may only affect a few packets during
a very short time period. EverFlow or sampled NetFlow only select a few packets to monitor, and thus may
miss most of the transient loops and blackholes. In addition, the transient loops and blackholes may only affect a certain kind of flows, so probing methods like
Pingmesh [25] may not even notice the existence of
them. Instead, if we can capture all the packets in each
flow and maintain a corresponding counter in real time
at every switch, we can quickly identify flows that are
experiencing loops or blackholes (see Section 6).
Errors in match-action tables: Switches usually maintain a pipeline of match-action tables for packet processing. Data centers have reported table corruptions when
switch memory experiences soft errors (i.e., bit flips) and
these corruptions can lead to packet losses or incorrect
forwarding for a small portion of the traffic [25, 44]3 .
Such corruptions are hard to detect using network verification tools because they cannot see the actual corrupted tables. They are also hard to detect by sampled
NetFlow or EverFlow because we cannot pre-decide the
right set of packets to monitor. Instead, since FlowRadar
can monitor all the packets, we can see problems when
they happen (Section 6).
Fine-grained traffic analysis: Previous research has
shown that packet sampling is inadequate for many finegrained monitoring tasks such as understanding flow size
distribution and anomaly detection [22, 20, 30]. Since
3 For example, the L2 forwarding table gets corrupted. The packet
that matches the entry can be flooded or mis-forwarded, leading to transient blackholes or loops before the entry is relearnt and corrected.

FlowRadar monitors all the packets, we can provide
more accurate traffic analysis and anomaly detection.

3.2

Temporal coverage

Per-flow loss map: Packet losses can be caused by a
variety of reasons (e.g., congestion, switch interface bug,
packet corruptions) and may have significant impact on
applications. Although each TCP connection can detect
its own losses (with sequence numbers or with switch
support [17]), it is hard for the operators to understand
where the losses happen inside the network, how many
flows/applications are affected by such loss, and how the
number of losses changes over time.
NetFlow with
low sampling rates cannot capture losses that happened
to flows that are not sampled; and even for those sampled flows, we cannot infer losses from estimated flow
counters.
EverFlow can only capture control packets (e.g., NACK (Negative Acknowledgment)) to infer
loss and congestion scenarios. Instead, if we can deploy
FlowRadar at switches, we can directly get an overall
map of the per-flow loss rate for all the flows soon after
a burst of packets passes by (see Section 6).
Debugging ECMP load imbalance:
ECMP load
imbalance can lead to inefficient bandwidth usage in
network and can significantly hurt application performance [11]. Short-term load imbalance can be caused
by either (1) the network (e.g., ECMP not hashing on the
right flow fields) or (2) the application (e.g., the application sends a sudden burst). If operators can quickly
distinguish the two cases, they can make quick reactions
to either reconfigure the ECMP functions for the network
problem or to rate limit a specific application for the application problem.
EverFlow can diagnose some load imbalance problems by mirroring all the SYN and FIN packets and count
the number of flows on each ECMP paths. However, it
cannot diagnose either of the two cases above because it
does not have detailed packet counters for each flow and
does not know the traffic changes for these flows over
time. Traditional NetFlow has similar limitations (i.e.,
no track of flows over time).
Timely attack detection: Some attacks exhibit specific
temporal traffic patterns, which are hard to detect if we
just count the number of packets per flow as NetFlow, or
just capture the SYN/FIN packets as EverFlow. For example, TCP low-rate attacks [29] send a series of small
traffic bursts that always trigger TCPs retransmission
timeout, which can throttle TCP flows to a small fraction
of the ideal rate. With per-flow counters at small time
scale, we can not only detect these attacks by temporal
analysis, but also report these attacks quickly (without
waiting for the inactive timeout in NetFlow).
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Figure 2: IBLT based flow counters

4

FlowRadar Design

3
4
5

7

Encoded Flowsets

The key challenge for NetFlow is how to handle flow collisions. Rather than designing solutions to react to flow
collisions, our design focuses on how to embrace collisions: We allow flows to collide with each other without
extra memory usage, and yet ensure we can decode individual flows and their counters at the collector.
There are two key designs that allow us to embrace
collisions: (1) First, we hash the same flow to multiple
locations (like Bloom filters). In this way, the chance
that one flow collide with other flows in one of the bins
decreases. (2) When multiple flows fall in the same cell,
it is expensive to store them in a linked list. Instead, we
use a XOR function to the packets of these flows without
using extra bits. In this way, FlowRadar can work with a
fixed-size memory space shared among many flows and
has constant update and insertion time for all the flows.
Based on the two designs, the encoded flowset data
structure is shown in Figure 2, which includes two parts:
The first part is the flow filter. The flow filter is just a
normal Bloom filter with an array of 0’s and 1’s, which
is used for testing if a packet belongs to a new flow or
not. The second part is the counting table which is used
to store flow counters. The counting table includes the
following fields:
• FlowXOR: which keeps the XOR of all the flows
(defined based on 5 tuples) mapped in the bin
• FlowCount: which keeps the number of flows
mapped in the bin
• PacketCount: which keeps the number of packets of
all the flows mapped in the bin
As indicated in Algorithm 1, when a packet arrives, we
first extract the flow fields of the packet, and check the
flow filter to see if the flow has been stored in the flowset
or not. If the packet comes from a new flow, we up-
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2

6

The key design in FlowRadar is an encoding scheme to
store flows and their counters in a small fixed-size memory, that requires constant insertion time at switches and
can be decoded fast at the remote collector. When there
is a sudden burst of flows, we can leverage network-wide
decoding to decode more flows from multiple encoded
flowsets. We also analyze the tradeoff between memory
usage and decoding success rates.

4.1

Algorithm 1: FlowRadar packet processing
1

8
9
10
11

if ∃ i ∈ [1,k f ], s.t. FlowFilter[HiF (p.flow)]==0 then
FlowFilter.add(p.flow);
for j= 1..kc do
l = H Cj (p.flow);
CountTable[l].FlowXOR =
CountTable[l].FlowXOR ⊕ p.flow;
CountTable[l].FlowCount ++;
end
end
for j= 1..kc do
CountTable[H Cj (p.flow)].PacketCount ++;
end

date the counting table by adding the packet’s flow fields
to FlowXOR and incrementing FlowCount and PacketCount at all the kc locations. If the packet comes from an
existing flow, we simply increment the packet counters
at all the kc locations.
Each switch sends the flowset to the collector every a
few milliseconds, which we defined as time slots. In the
rest of the paper, we set the value of the time slot to 10ms,
unless explicitly setting it to other values in the context.
When FlowRadar collector receives the encoded
flowset, it can decode the per flow counters by first looking for cells that include just one flow in it (called pure
cell). For each flow in a pure cell, we perform the same
hash functions to locate the other cells of this flow and remove it from all the cells (by XORing with the FlowXOR
fields, subtracting the packet counter, and decrementing
the flow counter). We then look for other pure cells and
perform the same for the flows in each pure cell. The
process ends when there are no pure cells. The detailed
procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 3 in the appendix.

4.2

Network-wide decoding

Operators can configure the encoded flowset size based
on the expected number of flows. However, there can
be a sudden burst in terms of the number of flows. In
that case, we may fail to decode some flows, when we
do not have any cell with just one flow in the middle of
the SingleDecode process. To handle a burst of flows,
we propose a network-wide decoding scheme that can
correlate multiple encoded flowsets at different switches
to decode more flows. Our network-wide decoding process has two steps: decoding flows across switches and
decoding counters inside a single switch.
FlowDecode across switches: The key observation
is that if we use different hash functions at different
switches, and if we cannot decode one flow in one encoded flowset, it is likely that we may be able to de-
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code the flow at another encoded flowset at a different
switch the flow traverses. For example, suppose we collect flowsets at two neighboring switches A1 and A2 . We
know that they have a common subset of flows from A1
to A2 . Some of these flows may be single-decoded at A1
but not A2 . If they match A2 ’s flow filter, we can remove
these flows from A2 , which may lead to more one-flow
cells. We can run SingleDecode on A2 again.
Algorithm 2: FlowDecode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

for i=1..N do
Si = SingleDecode(Ai );
end
f inish = false;
while not f inish do
f inish = true;
foreach Ai ,A j are neighbor do
foreach f low in Si − S j do
if A j .FlowFilter.contains( f low) then
S j .add( f low);
for p=1..kc do
j,C
l = H p ( f low);
A j .CountTable[l].FlowXOR =
A j .CountTable[l].FlowXOR ⊕ flow;
A j .CountTable[l].FlowCount -= 1;
end
end
end
foreach f low in S j − Si do
Update Si and Ai same as S j and A j
end
end
for i=1..N do
result = SingleDecode(Ai );
if result = 0/ then
f inish = false;
end
Si .add(result);
end
end

The general process of FlowDecode is described in Algorithm 2. Suppose we have the N encoded flowsets:
A1 ..AN , and the corresponding sets of flows we get from
SingleDecode S1 ..SN . For any two neighboring Ai and
A j , we check the all the flows we can decode from Ai but
not A j (i.e., Si − S j ) to see if they also appear at A j ’s flow
filter. We remove those flows that match A j ’s flow filter
from A j . We then run SingleDecode for all the flowsets
again, get the new groups of S1 ..SN and continue checking the neighboring pairs. We repeat the whole process
until we cannot decode any more flows in the network.
Note that if we have the routing information of each
packet, FlowDecode can speed up, because for one decoded flow at Ai , we only check the previous hop and

next hop of Ai instead of all neighbors.
CounterDecode at a single switch: Although we can
easily decode the flows using FlowDecode, we cannot
decode the counters of them. This is because the counters at A and B for the same flow may not be the same due
to the packet losses and on-the-fly packets (e.g. packets
in A’s output queue). Fortunately, from the FlowDecode
process, we may already know all the flows in one encoded flowset. That is, at each cell, we know all the flows
that are in the cell and the summary of these flows’ counters. Formally, we know CountTable[i].PacketCount =
∑∀ f ,∃ j,HC ( f )=i f .PacketCount for each cell i. Suppose the
j
flowset has mc cells and n flows, we have a total of mc
equations and n variables. This means we need to solve
MX = b, where X is the vector of n variables and M and b
are constructed from the above equations. We show how
to construct M and b in Algorithm 4 in the Appendix.
Solving a large set of sparse linear equations is not
easy. With the fastest solver lsqr (which is based on iteration) in Matlab, it takes more than 1 minute to get the
counters for 100K flows. We speed up the computation
from two aspects. First, we provide a close approximation of the counters, so that the solver can start from the
approximation and reach the result fast. As the counters are very close across hops for the same flow, we can
get the approximated counters during the FlowDecode.
That is, when decoding Ai with the help of A j ’s flows
(Algorithm 2 line 7 to 21), we treat the counter from A j
as the counter in Ai for the same flow. We feed the approximated counters to the solver as initial values to start
iteration, so that it can converge faster. Second, we use a
loose stopping criterion for the iteration. As the counter
is always an integer, we stop the iteration as long as the
result is floating within a range of ±0.5 around an integer. This significantly reduces the rounds of iteration.
By these two optimizations, we reduce the computation
time by around 70 times.

4.3

Analysis of decoding errors

SingleDecode: We now perform a formal analysis of the
error rate in an encoded flowset. Suppose the flow filter
uses k f hash functions and m f cells; and the counting table has kc hash functions and mc cells with sc bits per cell.
The total memory usage is mc · sc + m f . Assume there
are n flows in the encoded flowset. For the flow filter, the
false positive for a single new flow (i.e., the new flow being treated as an existing flow) is (1 − e−k f n/m f )k f . Thus
the chance that none of the n flows experience false pos−k f i/m f k f
itives is ∏n−1
) ). When the flow filter
i=1 (1 − (1 − e
has a false positive, we can detect it by checking if there
are non-zero PacketCounts after decoding. In this case
the counters are not trustful, but we still get all the flows.
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For the counting table, the decoding success rate of
SingleDecode (i.e., the chance we can decode all the
flows) is proved to be larger than O(1 − n−kc +2 ), if
mc > ckc n, where ckc is a constant associates with kc [24].
When we fail to decode some flows in the counting table,
the already decoded flows and their counters are correct.
We choose to use separated flow filter and counting
table rather than a combined one (i.e. the counting table
also serves as a bloom filter to test new flow), because
a combined one consumes much more memory. For a
combined one, for each packet, we check the kc cells it is
hashed to, and view this flow as a new flow if and only if
at least one of these kc cells’ FlowCount is 0. However,
this solution requires far more memory than the separated solution. This is because for the counting table, a
good parameter setting is about kc = 3 and mc = 1.24n
when n is larger than 10K based on the guidelines in [24]
and our experiences in Section 5. In such a parameter setting, when we treat the counting table as a Bloom filter,
the false positive rate for a new flow is (1 − e−kc n/mc )kc
is larger than 99.9%. To keep the false positive rate low
enough for all the n flows, we would have to significantly
increase kc and mc .
NetDecode: We discuss FlowDecode and CounterDecode separately. For FlowDecode, we first consider a
simple pair-decode case, where we run NetDecode between two nodes with the same set of flows. This can
be viewed as decoding n flows in a large counting table
with 2kc hashes and 2mc cells. This means we will need
only half of the number of cells of the counting table
with 2kc hashes with SingleDecode. In our experiment,
we only need mc = 8K for decoding 10K flow appear at
both sides, which is even fewer than the number of flows.
For the more general network-wide FlowDecode, if all
nodes in the network have more flows than expected and
require FlowDecode, the decode success rate is similar
to the pair-decode case. This is because for each node A,
decoding its flows is similar to decoding the pair of A’s
flowset and the sum of flowsets from all the neighbors
containing A’s flows. However, it is more likely that only
a portion of the nodes have more flows than expected,
and the rest can SingleDecode. In this case, the decode
success rate is higher than the pair-decode case.
For CounterDecode, we need at least the same number
of linear equations as the number of variables (per flow
counters). Because we have one equation per cell, we
need the number of cells mc to be at least the number of
variables n. In practice, mc should be slightly larger than
the n, to obtain a high enough chance of having n linearly
independent equations.
The complete NetDecode process is bottlenecked by
CounterDecode not FlowDecode. This is because CounterDecode requires more memory and takes more time
to decode. Since CounterDecode only runs on a single
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node, the memory usage and decoding speed of NetDecode at a node mostly depends on the number of flows in
its own decoded flowset, rather than the number of other
flowsets that contain similar flows.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate that FlowRadar can scale
to many flows and large networks with limited memory, bandwidth, and computing overhead, through simulations on FatTree topologies.

5.1

Scale to many flows

Parameter settings We set up a simulation network of
FatTree with k = 8 (80 switches). We set the number of
flows on each switch in 10 ms from 1K to 1000K. We
generate an equal number of flows between each interPod ToR pair. We then equally split these flows among
ECMP paths. In this way, each switch has the same number of flows. We set the flow filter to ensure that the probability that one of the n flows experiences a false positive
is 1/10 of the SingleDecode failure rate of the counting
table. We set the optimal k f and m f according to the formulas in Section 4.3. We set kc = 4 because it is the best
for NetDecode. We select mc based on the guidelines
in [24]. We set the size of FlowCounter according to the
expected number of flows. We conservatively set both
NetFlow and FlowRadar packet counters as 4 Bytes, although in FlowRadar we collect statistics in a short time
scale and thus would see much fewer packets and needs
fewer bytes for the packet counter. Since our results are
only related to the number of flows but not the packets,
we generate a random set of flows as input.
We run decoding on 3.60GHz CPU cores, and parallelize decoding different flowsets on multiple cores.
The memory usage of FlowRadar is close to NetFlow
with a perfect hash table: We first compare the memory usage between NetFlow and FlowRadar. As discussed in Section 2, it is almost impossible in merchant
silicon to implement a hash-based design that handles
flow insertions and collisions within the per packet time
budget. If we implement a simple hash table, it would
take 8.5TB to store 100K flows to ensure a 99% chance
that there are no collisions. The actual data structure
used in custom silicon would be proprietary information.
Therefore, we compare with the best possible case for
NetFlow—a perfect hash table without any collisions.
Even with a perfect hash table, NetFlow still needs to
store in each cell the starting time of a flow and the time
the flow is last seen for calculating inactive timeout (4
Bytes each). However, in FlowRadar, we do not need
to keep timestamps in hardware because we use frequent
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Figure 3: Memory usage per switch
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Figure 4: Bandwidth usage per switch

reporting in a short scale. To fully decouple the benefit of
FlowRadar data structure and removing timestamps, we
also compare with perfect hashing without timestamps,
which can be viewed as the optimal case we can reach.
Figure 3 shows that NetFlow with perfect hashing
needs 2.5 MB per switch. FlowRadar needs only
2.88MB per switch with SingleDecode and 2.36MB per
switch with NetDecode to store 100K flows with 99% decoding success4 , which is +15.2% and -5.6% compared
to 2.5MB used by NetFlow. The best possible memory
usage with perfect hashing without timestamps is 1.7MB
per switch. With 1M flows, we need 29.7MB per switch
for SingleDecode and 24.8MB per switch for NetDecode, which is +18.8% and -0.8% compared to NetFlow
with perfect hashing and timestamps.
FlowRadar requires only a small portion of bandwidth to send encoded flowsets every 10ms. Figure 4
shows that we only need 2.3Gbps per switch to send encoded flowsets of 100K flows with 10ms time slot, and
0.23Gbps with 100ms time slot. In Facebook data center and traffic setting [35], a rack switch connects to 44
hosts with 10Gbps links, where each host send at most
100s to 1000s of concurrent flows in 5ms. Suppose there
are a total of 2K*44 flows in 10ms in the rack switch,
FlowRadar only incurs less than 0.52% of bandwidth
overhead (2.3Gbps/(44*10Gbps)) with 10ms time slot.
FlowRadar with NetDecode can support 26.6-30%
more flows than SingleDecode, with more decoding
time Operators can configure FlowRadar based on the
expected number of flows. When the number of flows
goes beyond the expected number, we can use NetDecode to decode more flows given the same memory. Figure 5 shows with 1K to 1M expected number of flows,
NetDecode can decode 26.6-30% more flows than SingleDecode given the same memory. So our solution can
tolerate bursts in the number of flows.
Figure 6 shows the average decoding time of each
flowset for the case with 100K expected flows. When
the traffic is below 100K flows, the collector can run
SingleDecode to quickly detect all the flows within 10
ms. When the traffic goes beyong 100K flows, we need
4 Note
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that even in the 1% of cases we cannot successfully decode
all flows, we can still decode 61.7% of the flows on average.
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Figure 5: Extra #flows using NetDecode

NetDecode, which takes 283ms and 3275ms to decode
flowsets with respective 101K flows and 126.8K flows.
We break down the NetDecode time into CounterDecode and FlowDecode. The result is shown in Figure 7.
As the number of flows increases, the CounterDecode
time increases fast, but the FlowDecode time remains
low. If we just need to decode the flows, we need only
135ms, which is very small portion compared to CounterDecode’s 3140ms. Note that the burst of flows does
not always happen, so it is fine to wait for extra time to
get the decoded flows and counters.
We do not rely on the routing information to reduce
the NetDecode time, because it only helps reduce the
FlowDecode time, which is only a small portion of the
NetDecode time. The routing information can help reduce the FlowDecode time by 2 times.

5.2

Scale to many switches

We now investigate how FlowRadar scales with larger
networks. For direct comparison, we assume the same
number of flows per switch with different network sizes.
The memory and bandwidth usages per switch do not
change with more switches: This is because the decoding success rate only relates to the number of flows
and number of cells. Obviously this is true for SingleDecode. For NetDecode this is also true, because as long as
all flows appear in at least 2 flowsets, NetDecode’s decoding rate is similar no matter how many flowsets the
flows appear in. The reason is that the bottleneck of the
number of flows can be decoded is from CounterDecode,
which is independent from other flowsets. For flowsets
with 102.5K cells, two such flowsets can already decode
more than 110K flows, but the CounterDecode can only
support 100K flows (limited by the number of linearly
independent equations).
Decoding requires proportionally more cores with
more switches: The SingleDecode time per switch only
relates to the number of flows in a flowset. For example,
to decode 100K flows within 10ms, we need the same
number of cores at the remote collector as the number
of switches. This means for a network with 27K servers
(K=48 FatTree) and 16 cores per server, we need about
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0.65% of the servers for the decoding.
NetDecode only happens during bursts of flows. The
decoding time per switch increases slowly with more
switches, because most time is spent on CounterDecode,
which only relates to the number of flows in a flowset.
The FlowDecode time increases with larger networks,
because it takes more time to check a decoded flow with
the neighboring switches, when there are more neighbors
in a larger network. In a FatTree network, suppose each
switch has k neighbors. The total number of switches
in the network
is n = 54 k2 , so each flowset only checks
√
with O( n) other flowsets. We tested the FlowDecode
time with different FatTree network sizes by increasing k
from 4 to 16. The memory on each switch is set expecting 100K flows for SingleDecode. We generate traffic
such that the number of flows on each switch reaches
the maximum number (126.8K) that could be NetDecoded. Figure 8 shows the result. The FlowDecode time
increases linearly with k. However, it is still a small portion compared to CounterDecode time. For 126.8K flows
per switch and k = 16 FatTree, FlowDecode only takes
0.24 seconds, which is 7.1% of the total decoding time.
Routing information can speed up FlowDecode to 0.093
seconds, which is 2.9% of the total decoding time.

FlowRadar Analyzer

We show two use cases of FlowRadar: transient loop and
blackhole detection with network-wide flow analysis and
providing per-flow loss map with temporal analysis.

6.1

Transient loop/blackhole detection

With FlowRadar, we can infer the path for each flow
by concatenating the switches that have records for that
flow. As a result, we can easily provide a network-wide
map of all the loops and blackholes, the time they happen, and the flows they affected.
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Breakdown of NetDecode Figure 8: FlowDecode Time with different network size

Figure 9: A flow path that has cycle
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Loops: We first identify all the switches that see the
same flow during each time slot. If the switches form a
cycle, then we suspect there is a loop. We cannot conclude that there is a loop because this may be caused by
a routing change. For example, in Figure 9, we may observe counters at all the switches in one time slot with
FlowRadar, which forms a cycle (S2,S3,S4,S5). However, this may be caused by a routing change from S1 →
S2 → S5 to S1 → S2 → S3 → S4 → s5 within the time
slot. To confirm, we need to compare the counter on the
hop that is not in the cycle (counter1), and the counter on
one hop in the cycle (counter2). If counter1 < counter2
then we can conclude that there is a loop. For example,
if counter on S1 < counter on S3, we know this is a loop.
Blackholes: If a transient blackhole is longer than a
slot’s time, we can detect it by seeing the path of some
flows stopped at some hop. If a transient blackhole is
shorter than a slot’s time, we still see a large difference
between the counters before and after the blackhole at
one slot. Note that we do not need the counters, but only
the flow information to detect blackhole. Thus, during
flow bursts, we can run FlowDecode without CounterDecode to detect blackholes faster.
Evaluation: We create a FatTree k=4 topology with
16 hosts and 20 switches in DeterLab [2]. We modify
Open vSwitch [6] to support our traffic collection. We
direct all the packets to the user space and maintain the
encoded flowsets. We install forwarding rules for individual flows with different source and destination IP pair.
We send persistent flows from each host to all the other
hosts, which send one packet every 5 ms. This is to make
sure that each flow has at least one packet in each time
slot even if some packets is close to the slot’s boundary.
We simulated a case that a VM migration causes a
transient loop when the routing table on the edge switch
S1 of the old VM location is updated so it sends packets up to the aggregation switch S2. But S2 has not been
updated so it sends packets back to S1. We manually updated a rule at the edge switch S1 at around 10ms, which
forms a loop S1 → S2 → S1, where S2 is an aggregation
switch. We can detect the loop within 10ms.
To generate a blackhole, we manually remove a routing rule at an edge switch. We can detect the blackhole
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Figure 10: CDF of loss detection delay
within 20 ms. This is because there are still traffic in the
first 10ms when the blackhole happens. So we can only
confirm in the next 10ms.

6.2

Per-flow loss map

FlowRadar can generate a network-wide loss map by
comparing the per-flow counters between the upstream
and downstream switches (or hosts) in a sequence of time
slots. A simple approach is that for each flow, the difference between the upstream and downstream counters is
the number of losses in each time slot. However, this
approach does not work in practice because it is impossible for the two switches capture exactly the same set
of packets, even though today’s data centers often have
well synchronized clocks across switches at milliseconds
level. This is because there are always packets on the fly
between upstream and downstream switches (e.g., in the
switch output queue).
To address this problem, we can wait until the flow
finishes to compare its total number of packets at different hops. But this takes too long. Instead, we can detect
losses faster by comparing counters for flowlets instead
of flows. Suppose a time slot in FlowRadar is 10ms.
We define flowlets as bursts of packets from a flow that
are separated by gaps larger than a time slot [27]. With
FlowRadar, we can identify flowlets between two time
slots with counters equal to zero. Given a flowlet f , the
upstream and downstream switches collect sequences of
counters: U1 ...Ut and D1 ...Dt (D0 and Dt+1 are zero). We
compute the total number of losses for the flowlet f as
∑ti=1 (Ui ) − ∑ti=1 (Di ). This is because if a packet does
not arrive at the downstream switch for at least 10ms, it
is very likely this packet is lost.
With this approach, we can get the accurate loss numbers and rates for all the flowlets that have finished.
The key factor for our detection delay is the duration of
flowlets. Fortunately, in data centers, many flows have
short flowlets. For example, in a production web search
workload [13], 87.5% of the partition/aggregate query
flows are separated by a gap larger than 15 ms. 95% of
query flows can finish within 10ms. Moreover, 95% of
background large flows have 10-200 ms flow completion
times with potential flowlets in them.
Evaluation: We evaluate our solution in a k=8 FatTree

topology in a ns-3 simulator [5]. The FatTree has 128
hosts connected with 80 switches using 10G links. We
take the same workload distribution from a production
web search data center [13], but add the 1000 partitionaggregate queries per second with 20 incast degree (i.e.,
the number of responding nodes) and packet sizes of
1.5KB. The queue size of each port in our experiment
is 150KB which means 100 packets of size 1.5KB. The
flowlet durations are mostly shorter than 30ms with the
maximum as 160ms. 50% of background traffic has 0ms
interarrival time indicates application sends a spike of
flows. The rest at least 40% of background traffic has
interarrival time larger than 10ms for periodical update
and short messages.
We run FlowRadar to collect encoded flowsets every
10ms at all the switches. We define detection delay as the
time difference between when the loss happens and when
we report it. Figure 10 shows the CDF of loss detection
delay. We can detect more than 57% of the losses within
20ms, and more than 99% of the losses within 50ms.

7

Implementation

We now discuss the implementation issues in FlowRadar.
Encode and export flow counters at switches:
FlowRadar only requires simple operations (e.g., hashing, XOR, and counting) that can be built on existing
merchant silicon components. For example, hashing is
already used in Layer 2 forwarding and ECMP functions.
With the trend of programmable switches (e.g., P4 [8]),
FlowRadar can be easier to implement.
We have implemented our prototype in P4 simulator [9], which will be released at [3]. We use an array of counters to store our counting table and flow
filter. On each packet’s arrival, we use the modify field with hash based offset API to generate the kc
hash values for counting table and k f hash values for
flow filter, and use bit xor API to xor the header into the
flowXOR field. In the control plane, we use the stateful read counter API to read the content in our data.
Since the encoded flowset is small, we can export the
entire encoded flowset to the collector rather than exporting them on a per flow basis. To avoid the interruptions
on the data plane during the exporting phase, we can use
two encoded flowset tables: the incoming packets update
one table while we export data in another table. Note that
there is a tradeoff between the memory usage and exporting overhead. If we export more often (with a smaller
export interval), there are fewer flows in the interval and
thus require fewer memory usage. Operators can configure the right export interval based on the number of flows
in different time scales and the switch performance. For
this paper, we set the time interval as 10 ms.
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Deployment scenarios: Similar to NetFlow, we can
deploy FlowRadar’s encoded flowset either per port or
per switch. The per-switch case would use less memory
than per-port case because of multiplexing of flows. That
is, it is unlikely that all the ports experience a burst in
terms of the number of flows at the same time.
In the per-switch case, we still need to distinguish the
incoming and outgoing flows (e.g., the two unidirectional
flows in the same connection). One way to do this is
to store the input port and output port as extra fields in
the encoded flowset such as InputPortXOR and OutputPortXOR as what we did for the 5-tuple flow fields.5 Another way is to maintain two encoded flowsets, one for
incoming flows and another for outgoing flows.
FlowRadar can be deployed in any set of switches.
FlowRadar can already report the per-flow counters in
short time scales independently at each deployed switch.
If FlowRadar is deployed at more switches, we can leverage network-wide decoding to handle more number of
flows in a burst. Note that our network-wide decoding
does not require full deployment. As long as there are
flows that traverse two or more encoded flowsets, we
start to gain benefits from network-wide decoding. Operators can choose where to deploy, and they know the
flows where they deployed FlowRadar. In the ideal case,
if all switches are deployed, then we know the per-flow
counters at all locations, and the paths of the flows. Operators could also choose a subset of switches. For example, if we deploy only on ToR switches, the counters
still cover all the events (e.g. loss) in the network, but
we no longer know the exact locations where the flows
appear in the network. As we mentioned in Section 5.2,
the decoding success rate does not change as long as we
have at least 2 flowsets, so partial deployment does not
affect decoding success rate.

8

Related Work

8.1

Monitoring tools for data centers

Due to the problems of NetFlow, data center operators
start to invent and use other monitoring tools. In addition to sFlow [40] and EverFlow [44], there are other
in-network monitoring tools. OpenFlow [32] provide
packet counters for each installed rules, which is only
useful when the operators know which flows to track.
Planck [34] leverages sampled mirroring at switches,
which may not be sufficient for some monitoring tasks
we discussed in Section 2. There are also many end-host
based monitoring solutions such as SNAP which captures TCP-level statistics [41] and pingmesh [25] which
leverages active probes. FlowRadar is complementary
5 Similarly,

one can easily add other flow properties (e.g., VLAN)
as XOR sum fields.
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to the end-host based solutions by providing in-network
view for individual flows.

8.2

Measurement data structures

There have been many hash-based data structures for
measurement. Compared to them, FlowRadar has three
unique features: (1) Store flow-counter pairs for many
flows; (2) Easy to implement in merchant silicon; (3)
Support network-wide decoding across switches.
Data structures for performance measurement and
volume counting: Varghese et. al. proposed a group
of data structures for loss, latency, and burst measurement [28, 37]. However, none of these solutions can
maintain per flow metrics and scale to a large number of flows. There are many hash-based data structures that can keep per-flow state with small memory [15, 42, 36, 43]. However, most of them do not suit
for NetFlow because they can only keep the values (i.e.,
per flow state). Instead, FlowRadar provides the keyvalue pairs (i.e., the flow tuples and the packet counters)
and can scale to a large number of flows.
Hash-based data structures for storing key-value
pairs: Cuckoo hashing [33] and d-left hashing [14, 38]
are two hash table designs that can store key-value pairs
with low memory usage. However, both are hard to implement in merchant silicon for NetFlow. This is because
NetFlow requires inserting a flow immediately for an incoming packet so that follow up packets can update the
same entry (i.e., atomic read-update operations). Otherwise, if one packet reads a cell that is being updated by
a preceding packet, the counters become incorrect. Today, merchant silicon already has transactional memory
that supports read-update operations in an atomic way
for counters. However, typical merchant silicon can handle read-update operations against only a few (up to four)
4B- or 8B-long counters for each packet6 . This is because to support high link rate of merchant silicon (typically a few Tbps today), merchant silicon must resort to
a highly-parallelized packet-processing design, and the
atomic-execution logic is at odds with such parallelism.
In fact, to support such atomic read-update semantics
for a small number of counters, merchant silicon has
to employ various complicated hardware logic similar to
operand forward [7].
A d-way Cuckoo hash table [33] hashes each key to d
positions and stores the key in one of the empty positions.
When all the d positions are full, we need to rebuild the
table by moving items around to make room for the new
key. However, this rebuilding process can only be implemented with switch software (i.e., the control plane),
6 Note the total number of counters can still be larger;

only the number of concurrently read-and-updatable counters is small.
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because it requires multiple, and often-unbounded number of memory accesses [33]. Running the rebuilding
process in switch software is not suitable for NetFlow,
because NetFlow requires atomic read-update semantics.
d-left hashing splits a hash table with n buckets into
d equal subtables each with n/d buckets, where each
bucket contains L cells to hold up to L keys. d-left hashes
a new key to d buckets, one in each subtable, and put the
key in the bucket with the least load, breaking ties to the
left. d-left requires first reading all Ld cells and testing
if there is any match for an incoming flow. If there is
a match, we increment the counter; otherwise, we put
a new entry in an empty cell in the least-loaded bucket.
There are two key challenges in supporting d-left: First,
rather than read-update operations, d-left requires atomic
read-test-update operations. The testing logic requires
not only more ALUs and MUXes but also significantly
increase the complexity of the atomic operation logic,
making the critical section much longer in time. Second,
d-left can only make insertion decisions after the testing
on all Ld cells (each cell with 13 bytes 5-tuple fields and
4 bytes counter) are finished, which also increases the
size of the atomic operation logic. Longer atomic operation duration can be a disaster for highly parallelized
packet processing in merchant silicon.
In contrast, FlowRadar is easier to implement in merchant silicon, because of three reasons: First, FlowRadar
only requires atomic read-update operations (i.e., increment/xor) rather than atomic read-test-update, which is
much simpler in silicon design and has shorter atomic
operation duration. Second, FlowRadar only requires
atomic operations on a single cell and packets can update different cells in parallel. Thus FlowRadar requires
significantly shorter atomic operations and is better fit for
merchant silicon with high line rate.
It is impossible to support d-left with today’s merchant
silicon because the smallest d-left configuration (i.e.,
d = 4 and L = 1) needs to atomically read-test-update
4*17=68B, but today’s silicon only supports 4*8B=32B.
Thus, we compare FlowRadar with the basic d-left setting (i.e., d = 4 and L = 1) that may be supported in future silicon, and the setting recommended by [16] (i.e.,
d = 3 and L = 5) which is even harder to implement.
To hold 100K flows on a memory of 2.74MB, the basic d-left has an overflow rate of 1.04%; both FlowRadar
and the recommended d-left have no overflow. During
flow bursts, FlowRadar can still report flows even when
the counters cannot be decoded. Such flow information
can be used for a variety of tasks like transient blackhole detection, route verification, and flow duration measurement. For example, to hold 152K flows in 2.74MB
memory, the basic d-left has an overflow rate of 10%;
the recommeded d-left has an overflow rate of 1.2%;
FlowRadar can still decode all 152K flows (but not their

counters).
Invertible Bloom filter Lookup Table (IBLT):
FlowRadar is inspired by Invertible Bloom filter
(IBF) [21] and Invertible Bloom filter Lookup Table
(IBLT) [24]. IBF is used to keep a set of items. By comparing two IBFs, one can easily extract the differences
between two sets. Rather then keeping a set of elements,
FlowRadar needs to collect a key-value store of flows
and their packet counters.
IBLT is an extension of IBF that can store key-value
stores. Our counting table is built upon IBLT, but has
two key extensions: (1) How to handle value updates.
Since IBLT does not have a flow filter before it to identify if a key is new or old, it treats an existing key with a
new value as a new key-value pair which has duplicated
keys with existing key-value pairs. It then uses an arithmetic sum instead of a XOR sum in FlowXOR field, and
a sum of hash values of the flows instead of a simple flow
counter. This design takes more bits in both FlowXOR
and FlowCount fields, which takes as much memory as
FlowRadar uses for the flow filter. It also requires computations over large numbers (beyond 64bit integer), and
more complex hash functions. Our experiments show
that IBLT saves only 2.6% of memory for 100K keys but
at the expense of 4.6 times more decoding time. (2) How
to decode the keys. Our single node encoding scheme is
similar to IBLT’s, but takes much less time because of
the simple FlowXOR and FlowCount fields. Moreover,
with an extra flow filter, we support network-wide flow
and counter decoding across multiple encoded flowsets.

9

Conclusion

We present FlowRadar, a new way to provide perflow counters for all the flows in short time scales,
which provides better visibility in data center networks.
FlowRadar encodes flows and their counters with a small
memory and constant insertion time at switches. It then
introduces network-wide decoding of flowsets across
switches to handle bursts of flows with limited memory.
Our design can be improved in many aspects to further
reduce the cost of computation, memory, and bandwidth,
such as reducing the NetDecode time and better ways to
leveraging redundancies across switch hops.

10
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APPENDIX
A

Algorithms

[7] Operand forwarding.
https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Operand_
forwarding.
[8] P4 language consortium. p4.org.

Algorithm 3: Decoding at a single node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Function SingleDecode(A)
flowset = 0;
/
foreach c where CountTable[c].FlowCount==1 do
flow = A.CountTable[c].FlowXOR;
flowset.add(flow);
count = A.CountTable[c].PacketCount;
for j=1..kc do
l=H Cj (flow);
A.CountTable[l].FlowXOR =
CountTable[l].FlowXOR ⊕ flow;
A.CountTable[l].FlowCount -= 1;
A.CountTable[l].PacketCount -= count;
end
end
return flowset;

Algorithm 4: Linear equations for CounterDecode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Function ConstructLinearEquations(A,S)
M=ZeroMatrix; b=ColumnVector;
foreach f lowt in S do
for j=1..kc do
l = H Cj ( f lowt ); M[l,t] = 1;
end
end
foreach CountTable[ j] in A do
b[ j] = CountTable[ j].PacketCount;
end
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stand its behavior, and to improve it for the future [61, 75].
Route measurements help identify performance problems caused by circuitous routing [34, 58, 73], loops
and loss caused by inconsistency during route convergence [11, 23, 28, 35, 36, 52, 60, 69], and outages caused
by misconfigurations [7, 31, 32, 51, 74]. Route measurements can reveal malicious hijacks [76] and inadvertent
routing leaks [24]. Route measurements are also used to
understand the Internet’s structure [2, 6, 29, 41, 57, 71]
and performance [42].
The ideal: An Internet route oracle. Given the importance of route measurements, one can imagine a centralized platform that could be queried for any Internet
route of interest. Which end-points in Europe route to
each other circuitously via networks in other continents?
Which routes traverse the Atlanta peering between Level3
and AT&T that seems to be experiencing congestion? Is
the problem more widespread—which routes traverse a
peering between Level3 and AT&T that is not in Atlanta?
Which routes go through Level3 in Atlanta without going through AT&T? Which Tor exit nodes have routes
to my destination that do not traverse the US? A platform that can answer such questions would enable better
understanding and faster troubleshooting for researchers
and operators.
The reality: Traceroute. While such a platform would
be enormously useful, the reality today is far from it.
We are stuck with tools like traceroute. While traceroute is simple, widely used, and has been incredibly useful [1, 2, 6, 7, 13, 22, 27, 29, 31, 32, 41, 42, 51, 57, 61, 71,
73, 74, 75, 76], it offers a very limited capability–it can
only answer “what is the path from here to there?” We
are used to asking this question, so it seems natural, but
in fact it is only one of the many questions we might ask
about Internet routes, limiting the ability of operators and
researchers to access the routing information they need.
The Outages network operators mailing list [51] illustrates the problem—operators frequently send a traceroute to the mailing list when experiencing problems [7],

Network operators measure Internet routes to troubleshoot problems, and researchers measure routes to
characterize the Internet. However, they still rely on
decades-old tools like traceroute, BGP route collectors,
and Looking Glasses, all of which permit only a single query about Internet routes—what is the path from
here to there? This limited interface complicates answering queries about routes such as “find routes traversing
the Level3/AT&T peering in Atlanta,” to understand the
scope of a reported problem there.
This paper presents Sibyl, a system that takes rich
queries that researchers and operators express as regular expressions, then issues and returns traceroutes that
match even if it has never measured a matching path in
the past. Sibyl achieves this goal in three steps. First,
to maximize its coverage of Internet routing, Sibyl integrates together diverse sets of traceroute vantage points
that provide complementary views, measuring from thousands of networks in total. Second, because users may
not know which measurements will traverse paths of interest, and because vantage point resource constraints keep
Sibyl from tracing to all destinations from all sources,
Sibyl uses historical measurements to predict which new
ones are likely to match a query. Finally, based on these
predictions, Sibyl optimizes across concurrent queries to
decide which measurements to issue given resource constraints. We show that Sibyl provides researchers and operators with the routing information they need—in fact,
it matches 76% of the queries that it could match if an
oracle told it which measurements to issue.
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Introduction

Operators and researchers need Internet route measurements to keep the Internet running smoothly, to under∗ The
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asking other operators to send traceroutes from their vantage points, in the blind (and often unsuccessful) hope
that someone will issue a measurement that illuminates
the problem.
Our contribution: A practical traceroute-based oracle.
While a complete oracle for Internet routing is clearly
infeasible without radical changes to the network, we
demonstrate that we can come surprisingly close using
only available vantage points and measurement tools.
We present Sibyl,1 our system that can serve a rich set of
queries about Internet routes. Sibyl’s interface is simple
yet powerful: a user submits a regular expression describing paths of interest (§3.2), and Sibyl returns routes
that match. Users need not worry about which vantage
points to use, how to access or configure them, or which
destinations to target. Behind the scenes, Sibyl issues
traceroutes from a diverse set of vantage points, with the
goal of satisfying a query if any vantage point has routes
that match. Our evaluation in Section 8.2 shows that
combining vantage points from multiple measurement
platforms achieves unprecedented coverage, better than
even successful crowd-sourced measurements [55, 56].
The problem: Resource constraints limit measurement budgets. Although the integration of multiple sets
of vantage points offers the potential to improve coverage [8, 64], most vantage points are severely constrained
in the number of measurements they can issue. This
constraint occurs because the most diverse sets of vantage points are in home networks [55, 56, 57, 62], on
personal phones [73], and on production devices [63],
settings in which measurements cannot be allowed to interfere with other uses of already scarce resources. Thus,
exhaustive probing to answer a query is infeasible, and
allocating limited measurements to maintain an up-todate atlas in the face of path changes is an extremely hard
problem [15].
The main challenge in building Sibyl to serve any query
is that, due to its limited probing budget, it may have
never previously measured a path that matches the query
or, even if it did, the path may have changed since. As a
result, it needs to serve queries despite uncertainty about
which measurements match the queries.
Our approach: Allocate measurement budget based
on predictions. Our primary technical contributions to
overcome this challenge are three-fold. First, we demonstrate how Sibyl can use the structure of a query to focus
its attention on a small number of traceroutes to consider issuing (§6). Second, we design a prediction engine
which uses an atlas of previously-issued traceroutes to
predict which unissued traceroutes are likely to match
input queries (§5). Third, we develop an optimization
1Named for the oracular Sibyls of ancient Greece, not the pesky Sybils
who keep undermining our P2P systems.

framework that uses the predictions to allocate Sibyl’s
probing budget to measurements that maximize how well
it satisfies input queries (§4).
Building an effective prediction engine requires addressing potential causes of inaccuracy. First, the prediction engine could make an incorrect prediction from even
an up-to-date atlas, due to inaccuracies in the modeling of routing policy. Second, measurements in the atlas
may become out-of-date. So, we develop techniques to
evaluate how likely a prediction is to be correct (§5.2),
allowing Sibyl to incorporate the likelihood into its optimizations, and we develop lightweight approaches Sibyl
can use to identify and patch or discard paths that may no
longer be correct (§7).
Our evaluation (§8) shows that, using this prediction
approach, Sibyl can serve 32% more queries than it could
without calculating likelihoods and can, despite stringent
rate limits, serve 76% of the test queries that it could if it
had an oracle informing it which measurements to issue.

2

Motivating Sibyl’s approach

Traceroute is widely supported, and when the right traceroute measurement is at hand, it can prove useful for a
range of tasks. Therefore, we use traceroute measurements as the basis of Sibyl and strive to overcome its
limitations.
Opportunity: Combining platforms improves coverage. Today, one can use a number of publicly accessible measurement platforms that offer vantage points
(VPs) across the world in order to issue traceroute measurements. In this paper, we focus on platforms at two
extremes—small numbers of powerful VPs in a somewhat homogeneous deployment (PlanetLab) versus large
numbers of severely limited VPs in networks around the
world (RIPE Atlas and traceroute servers). In addition,
Dasu and DIMES each offer several hundreds to several
thousands of VPs from which one can issue traceroutes.
For a few of these platforms, Figure 1a presents the number of VPs they offer and the number of ASes across
which these VPs are spread. Although Figure 1a shows
that the number of ASes in which RIPE Atlas offers VPs
is much higher than in other platforms, we see in the
Unique portions of the bars of Figure 1b that each of the
other platforms contributes significantly to improving the
number of distinct ASes covered by VPs. For all three
of PlanetLab, Dasu, and traceroute servers, 30%–60% of
ASes in which they have VPs do not host VPs for any of
the other platforms.
Challenge: Resource constraints limit probing rates.
The wide spread of RIPE Atlas and the presence of other
VPs in ASes without Atlas probes show promising coverage for a unified system. But, effective use is compli-
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(a) Sizes of measurement platforms.
(b) Vantage point uniqueness. (c) Path diversity. Dashed lines obey rate limits.
Figure 1: Utility of combining measurement platforms: (a) Comparison of deployment sizes. (b) % of ASes hosting a
platform’s vantage points (VPs) that: (i) only host that platform; (ii) also host a RIPE Atlas VP; (iii) or host a VP from
another non-Atlas platform. (c) Path diversity, with/without rate limits that exist in practice.

cated because the most diverse sets of VPs have severe
and inevitable resource constraints. Good visibility requires an ability to measure from many networks low in
the AS hierarchy [48], and researchers have argued and
demonstrated that the way to achieve this viewpoint—
especially in remote and developing regions—is to gather
measurements from mobile devices [70, 73] and home
networks [12, 17, 22, 55, 56, 57, 62], settings in which
resources are scarce and researchers are guests. To give
a sense of the constraints, measuring a traceroute every 5 minutes to all 500,000 BGP prefixes would take
more than 40 Mbps—much higher than typical uplink
bandwidth in many parts of the world.2 And, to avoid
interfering with the hosts, the platforms limit measurements to only a small fraction of this rate. Traceroute
servers also offer diverse VPs, but these machines serve
an operational role and so do not allow a fast rate of measurement. Future faster rates will still strain in the face of
measurement-hungry use cases such as network tomography [9, 14] and studying route convergence [36, 69],
which require consistent snapshots or rapid tracking of
changes, respectively.
Figure 1c depicts one measure of the impact of limited
probing budgets. It plots the number of unique ASes
seen when using the vantage points in PlanetLab, RIPE
Atlas, and traceroute servers in isolation and in combination, with and without rate limits. In each case, we
consider traceroutes to the .1 address in the same 1000
IP prefixes, and we do not count the source AS (which
we accounted for in Figure 1b). We have measurements
from every PlanetLab site, RIPE vantage points in 2000
ASes not covered by PlanetLab, and traceroute servers
in 200 ASes not covered by RIPE. Ignoring rate limits,
RIPE vantage points provide routes to most destinations
through > 600 transit ASes, versus only ≈ 100 when using PlanetLab or traceroute servers alone. Figure 1c also

depicts the path diversity we can uncover if we allocate a
day’s Atlas probing budget and a day’s traceroute server
rate limit evenly across the 1000 destinations. RIPE enforces a per user aggregate rate limit across all sources
and destinations. Here, we split it across a quarter of
the Atlas VPs and 0.2% of the Internet’s prefixes. We
follow established research best practices [40, 59] and
limit ourselves to one traceroute every 5 minutes per public traceroute server. These limits result in us randomly
choosing 16–17 RIPE vantage points and 57–58 traceroute servers from which to probe each destination, and
the graph shows results averaged across 10 trials. Given
these severe rate restrictions, the benefit of PlanetLab—
and its very high achievable probe rate—becomes clear,
and the route diversity is much better if we combine the
rate-limited traceroute servers and Atlas platform with
the smaller, but less restrictive PlanetLab platform.
Challenge: Rate limits necessitate decisions in the face
of uncertainty. The vast gap between the full diversity
of paths seen in Figure 1c and the diversity seen when
subject to rate limits shows that we have to be quite discerning in how we allocate a limited probing budget, to
make sure we are issuing the measurements most useful
to the queries at hand. We cannot issue measurements
fast enough to have up-to-date paths to large numbers of
destinations—the rate limits imposed by Atlas and traceroute servers [40, 59] mean that it would take years to
measure routes from their VPs to all 500K BGP prefixes.
Therefore, to serve queries well, it is necessary to reason effectively about which traceroutes to issue despite
uncertainty about routes that measurements will traverse
and, hence, which traceroutes will satisfy queries.

3

System overview

Goal. Our goal is to provide researchers and operators with route measurements of interest to them. Our
system should allow them to express properties of interest in a natural way, without the user needing to know a

2Beyond constraints on the VPs, we do not want to overload upstream
devices or links with measurement traffic, and routers and other devices
increasingly rate-limit and de-preference these probes.
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addresses, but our UI currently supports ASes, cities, and
countries, 3 and also prefixes for sources/destinations.4
Users augment their queries with a utility function
that indicates how well a set of traceroutes satisfies their
needs. Sibyl’s UI currently supports two types of utility
functions that we believe cover a wide range of queries.
For existence queries, the user wants one matching path,
e.g., the user may want to know the path from a particular network to a specific destination. The utility is zero
if no measurements match, or a constant value if one or
more measurements match. For diversity queries, the
user wants a set of paths matching the query in as diverse
ways as possible. For example, the user may want to
know all paths that pass through a given AS link, in order
to learn the set of (source, destination) pairs that use that
link. The utility is a function of path diversity, which we
model as a constant times the number of distinct elements
seen in the set of measurements that match the query. The
user specifies the granularity of elements by selecting any
combination of (AS, city, and country). Again, if none of
the traceroutes match the query, the utility is zero.
Now, let us consider a few example queries, in POSIX
ERE-like syntax with dashes in between symbols for clarity. Parentheses create a group, whereas curly braces indicate that the query is a diversity query and delineate the
portion of the query to diversify over.
Reverse traceroute [30]: To query for a path from a
network r back to a source s, the user requests:
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Figure 2: Sibyl architecture.

priori which (source, destination) pairs will yield paths
with those properties. Section 2 shows existing traceroute platforms offer rich path diversity, if the system can
respect resource constraints while efficiently measuring
only the paths most useful in serving received queries.

3.1

Basic architecture

Figure 2 depicts Sibyl. Users submit queries to the system (§3.2). It operates in rounds, queueing up queries
in between rounds. This round-by-round operation allows us to formulate the decision as a clean optimization, simplifies rate limiting, and aids in efficient use of a
probing budget by batching requests. RIPE Atlas, for instance, is designed to perform more efficiently when given
batches of measurements. Each round, the system predicts which traceroutes might be useful to match pending
queries (§5 and §6). It then formulates an optimization
to select the traceroutes to issue given measurement resource constraints (§4.1–4.2) and solves the optimization
greedily (§4.3). It issues the measurements, collects the
results, and returns results that match user queries.
Sibyl currently uses vantage points from PlanetLab,
RIPE Atlas, and traceroute servers. We developed a controller for each that exposes them via a common API,
including information on available vantage points and
rate limits, and commands to request and collect traceroutes. A central controller integrates the three platform
controllers to present the rest of Sibyl with a unified view.
In the background, we issue daily traceroutes from all
PlanetLab sites to responsive destinations across the Internet [25] to bootstrap Sibyl’s knowledge of routing.

3.2

r-.*-s$
Detecting prefix hijacks with iSpy [76]: iSpy monitors
paths towards a prefix p in the background. When the AS
loses reachability to other destinations, iSpy considers it a
normal outage if the destinations share common subpaths
to the AS, or a hijack if the destinations represent a large
cut in the graph towards p. To identify diverse AS paths
for iSpy to monitor, an operator could query for:
^{.*}-p$ by <AS>
Troubleshooting a problem [51]: On January 6, 2015,
an operator emailed the Outages mailing list suspecting
a problem on paths that went between Level3 in LA and
GTT in Seattle, and he wanted to check other paths with
that subpath. He was requesting:

Specifying queries

Just as other work found regular expressions to be a
natural way to express properties of paths [46, 67], we
support queries in a form that we refer to as symbolic
regular expressions over IP addresses. Symbolic regular expressions are an analogue to symbolic finite automata [65], in which transitions are labeled with Boolean
predicates on IP addresses, rather than directly with IP addresses. These predicates allow, for example, the natural
expression of Sprint(x)&CHI(x) rather than listing all
Sprint IP addresses in Chicago. We will use the notation
Sprint&CHI. A predicate can delineate any subset of IP

^{.*-(GTT&SEA-.*-Level3&LAX |
Level3&LAX-.*-GTT&SEA)-.*}$ by <AS,city>
3Mapping IP addresses to PoPs, ASes, and locations are active areas
of research. We use iPlane’s PoP and AS mappings and MaxMind’s
location data. Sibyl is agnostic to how mappings are generated, and its
results will improve as mappings do.
4Our techniques for deciding which measurements to issue in response
to a query (§5) base decisions on previous measurements of routing,
so implicitly encode routing policies and hence avoid wasting measurements trying to match unlikely regular expressions, such as one
that asks for a path that traverses every Tier-1 network.
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Another operator replied that traceroutes with the problem seemed to traverse a Seattle peering between GTT
and NTT. To see if the problems occurred on GTT paths
with other peers as well, one might query for:

• (§4) Suppose we can address uncertainty by capturing
the likelihood that a traceroute, if issued, will match a
query. How should Sibyl allocate its probing budget to
best serve queries?
• (§5) How can Sibyl calculate those likelihoods?
• (§6) Given that the set of possible measurements is
large, how can Sibyl limit the set of traceroutes it has to
consider issuing (and hence calculate likelihoods for)?

credits for hosting probes, then spend credits by issuing
measurements. We host a number of Atlas probes in
order to earn credits, but RIPE caps the number of credits
a user can spend in a day regardless of credit balance.
We unify these different types of rate limits as follows.
First, we group together each set of vantage points that
are subject to a shared aggregate rate limit. For the i’th
such set, we will use the notation Vi = {vi,1, vi,2, vi,3, . . .}
to indicate the vantage points in set Vi , and let V =
{V1, V2, V3, . . ., Vn } be the collection of n sets used. For
PlanetLab, each host is in a singleton set, since the number of traceroutes sent from one PlanetLab site does not
affect the number that can be sent from another. For
traceroute servers, we group the hosts behind a common
web interface (generally the hosts in one ISP), since we
are limited in how often we can query a website without
drawing complaints. For RIPE Atlas, we group together
all vantage points in the platform, since they are subject
to a platform-wide credit budget and daily limit.
Second, in each round, Sibyl has a multi-element budget of traceroutes it can issue, with one budget per set of
vantage points in V. For rate-limited vantage points like
PlanetLab or traceroute servers, the per-round traceroute
budget for a set reflects the rate limit on the set and the
duration of the round. For credit-based vantage point
platforms like RIPE Atlas, we set a per-round aggregate
budget for all traceroutes from the platform to reflect the
number of credits we earn in a round.5

4

4.2

^.*-{[^NTT-Level3]}-GTT&SEA{[^NTT-Level3]}-.*$ by <AS>
Appendix I presents screenshots of Sibyl’s query interface for the last of these examples.

3.3

Key problems to solve

Section 2 described two key challenges Sibyl must overcome in integrating traceroute platforms to serve these
types of queries: severe probing rate limits induced by
resource constraints, and the need to decide how to allocate these limited probes despite not knowing definitively
which traceroutes will satisfy queries. To overcome these
challenges, we address the following sub-problems:

Maximizing returns from rate limits

In a given round r, we have a set of queries Q =
{q1, q2, . . ., qm }, each with a corresponding utility function f q1 , f q2 , . . ., f q m that maps a set of traceroutes
to a score. For each set of vantage points V ∈ V,
we have a per round budget CV . Each V defines
a set of possible traceroutes TV = {t v, d | v ∈ V, d ∈
the set of all Internet destinations D}, where t v, d is the
traceroute from v to d, and we have to select a subset
Tr,V ⊆ TV to issue in round r such that |Tr,V | ≤ CV .
Our goal is to select traceroutes, subject to budget constraints, to maximize the combined utility across queries:

Tr,V
max f (Tr ), where Tr =

Since Sibyl cannot issue every traceroute—or even every traceroute that would match the queries—in a given
round, it needs to intelligently allocate its probing budget to best serve a set of queries. Because Sibyl must
issue a traceroute in order to know definitively whether it
matches a query, Sibyl’s goal is to maximize the expected
utility of the traceroutes it issues. This section describes
how Sibyl allocates its budget, assuming it has an oracle
that answers, for every possible traceroute, the likelihood
that the traceroute, if issued, will match a particular query.
Section 5 describes how Sibyl estimates these likelihood
values to approximate such an oracle.

4.1

Formulating the optimization

Tr

Accounting for rate limits

V ∈V

and f (Tr ) =

Since we want Sibyl to incorporate different sets of VPs to
improve coverage and path diversity, we need to account
for the different kinds of rate limits across platforms. The
rate at which a PlanetLab node can probe is limited by
the ability of our traceroute tool to send and receive and
by the available bandwidth. ISPs make traceroute servers
available through websites, but restrict how often one can
issue traceroutes from a website. RIPE Atlas users earn



q ∈Q

(1)

f q (Tr )

subject to |Tr,V | ≤ CV

∀V ∈ V

Since we cannot know whether a traceroute satisfies a
query before issuing it, in practice, Sibyl maximizes the
5We adjust the exact budget round-by-round to allow overspending when
we have banked a surplus or exercise caution when reserves run low,
as well as to cap it to not exceed the daily platform limit.

5
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expected utility. We use the notation t ∈ q to indicate
that traceroute t satisfies query q. Assuming an ability to
determine the likelihood p(t ∈ qexist ) for any traceroute t
matching an existence
 query qexist ,6 Sibyl calculates the
expected utility E f qexist (Tr ) as the probability that at
least one traceroute matches the query:




(2)
1 − p(t ∈ qexist )
E f qexist (Tr ) = 1 −

of each during each greedy step) times the number of
queries (to calculate the marginal utility of the traceroute). Most traceroutes under consideration do not match
most queries, i.e., f q (t) = 0 most of the time, simplifying the calculation of marginal benefit in practice. Sibyl
also limits the number of traceroutes under consideration
based on the structure of queries (§6).

t ∈Tr

5

Sibyl calculates the expected utility for a diversity query
in a similar way, except that the likelihood values capture,
for every path element h at the diversification granularity as defined by a Boolean predicate on IP addresses,
the probability that t satisfies qdiv and traverses h (Appendix D.3 presents an example):


 


1 −
1 − p(t ∈ qdiv ∧ ∃i ∈ t : h(i) 
E f qdiv (Tr ) =
t ∈Tr
h 

(3)
(In practice, Sibyl scales down diversity utility scores,
which are per (query,hop), to balance vs existence queries,
which are per (query).)

4.3

Solving the optimization

We apply a greedy algorithm to select the measurements
to issue in every round. At each step, Sibyl chooses to
issue the traceroute that fits in the budget (meaning that
the source VP must be part of a set V for which budget
remains) and that provides the largest marginal expected
utility on top of those already chosen.7 It stops when
no budget remains for the round or when no traceroutes
provide additional expected utility. While it may seem
like a complicated problem, with a multi-part budget,
multiple queries, and queries that desire diverse sets of
traceroutes, in fact the greedy algorithm is known to have
a provably good approximation bound for this class of
problems. See Appendix A for details.
In addition to having good approximation performance,
the runtime of our greedy algorithm is reasonable. The
runtime is reasonable because both existence and diversity queries allow us to calculate the marginal expected
benefit of each possible traceroute in time proportional
to the number of queries, without growing with the number of traceroutes already issued. Appendix A describes
other utility functions Sibyl supports. The worst-case
runtime is thus proportional to the size of the budget
(the number of greedy steps) times the number of traceroutes under consideration (to assess marginal benefit

Estimating likelihood of satisfying queries

Sibyl approximates an oracle by using the subset of paths
for which it has relatively fresh measurements to predict other paths, checking whether the predictions match
queries, and estimating how confident it is in the predictions. PlanetLab paths are stable relative to how often
we can refresh PlanetLab measurements. Further, while
paths from diverse RIPE Atlas and traceroute server VPs
in general change more than PlanetLab paths and cannot
be refreshed frequently, the portions of paths near these
VPs tend to be quite stable.8 Based on these observations, our design predicts paths by composing the relative
freshness of paths to destinations from PlanetLab with
the long-term stability of the beginning portions of paths
from other VPs in order to predict unknown paths from
these VPs, overcoming the rate limits that keeps us from
measuring a full map in a timely fashion.

5.1

Predicting unknown paths

We adapt iPlane’s path splicing approach [39] to predict
whether a particular unmeasured path is likely to match
a query. To predict the path from s to d, iPlane splices a
path from s (to some destination) with a path to d (from
some source), if they traverse a common point of presence
(PoP, a set of routers in the same location and same AS),
which we refer to as the splice PoP.
Although iPlane’s approach provides a basic mechanism for using measured paths to predict unknown paths,
it has two major limitations for our needs. First, iPlane’s
predictions can be wrong; our experiments found 32% of
its AS path predictions to be incorrect. Second, iPlane
does not calculate how confident it is in its prediction.
Even if iPlane predicts (vantage point, destination) pairs
as candidates to match a query, it fails to provide guidance on which paths are more likely to match the query
than others, given limited measurement budgets.
We overcome these shortcomings in iPlane’s path splicing approach as follows. For a (vantage point v, destination d) pair, while iPlane selects a single best guess
for the route between them, we instead consider all possible ways to splice previously measured paths from v
with previously measured paths to d. We then estimate

6For simplicity, we assume independence in how well traceroutes satisfy
different queries, and in whether different traceroutes satisfy a query.
7The marginal expected utility of adding a traceroute t to a set of
previously selected traceroutes T is E[ f (T ∪ {t })] − E[ f (T )].

8Measurements supporting these claims appear in Appendix B.
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Using the RuleFit model To use the model to estimate
the Jaccard index of a predicted (spliced) path from v
to d, Sibyl calculates the features of the predicted path,
then uses the RuleFit model to score the path. The score
for a spliced path is the sum of rule values for rules
that match the spliced path’s features; e.g., if the spliced
path’s AS-path length is among the shortest, then increase
the confidence (score) that it is very similar to the actual
path. It repeats this process for every spliced path between
(v, d).
Sibyl translates these estimates of similarity between a
(known) spliced path and (unknown) actual path into a
confidence estimate that a query that matches (does not
match) the spliced path will also match (not match) the
actual path. We assign each predicted path a confidence
proportional to its RuleFit score, normalized to sum to the
highest predicted Jaccard index among all spliced paths
for v → d. Sibyl uses these confidence values to estimate
the likelihood that a traceroute will match a query, using
Eq. 4, which it then uses to optimize the expected utility
of the traceroutes it chooses to issue, in Eq. 1.
Section 8.3 evaluates the accuracy of Sibyl’s likelihood
estimates, Appendix E evaluates the accuracy of its Jaccard index predictions, and Appendix C describes the
RuleFit model in more detail.

our confidence in the correctness of each spliced path in
the set S of all possible spliced paths from v to d. We
denote the confidence as p(v → d = s) (normalized such

that s ∈S p(v → d = s) ≤ 1). Given these confidence estimates, we compute the likelihood p(v → d ∈ q) of the
traceroute from v to d matching a query q as the sum of
confidence in the spliced paths that match the query:9

p(v → d = s)
(4)
p(v → d ∈ q) =
s ∈S∧s ∈q

Appendix D.2 illustrates how the above process works.

5.2

Assigning confidence to predictions

To assess the confidence in each spliced path, we employ
RuleFit, a supervised machine learning technique [20].
We describe how we train and apply a RuleFit model.
The model takes the set of spliced paths of a particular prediction and assigns confidence to each based on
features of the paths.
Training the RuleFit model RuleFit is a supervised
machine learning technique based on rule ensembles. In
our case, we supply RuleFit with a training set that maps
from features of a predicted (spliced) path (e.g., the predicted path’s AS-path length and the latency from the
source to the splice point; Appendix C describes all features) to the similarity between the spliced path and the
actual path. As a measure of similarity, we use the PoPlevel Jaccard index. RuleFit then generates thousands
of rules that combine features in logical expressions and
builds a model using rules that help predict the Jaccard
index. RuleFit automatically generates and selects rules
(and indirectly, features) using techniques such as decision trees and lasso constraints. See the RuleFit paper
for details [20]. Each rule selected by RuleFit has an
associated value, with positive (negative) values for rules
meant to identify predicted paths similar (dissimilar) to
the real path, indicating high (low) Jaccard index. Important features may change over time, as the Internet and
the set of Sibyl VPs evolves. We track the accuracy of
predictions over time to identify if performance drops and
can re-initiate training. For the evaluation in Section 8,
we use traceroutes from 100 PlanetLab sites to 500 destinations and from all RIPE Atlas (Atlas) and traceroute
server (TS) sites to 50 destinations to generate spliced
paths from Atlas and TS sites to the 500 destinations.
We randomly chose 2.5% of the spliced paths to train a
RuleFit model.

6

Limiting traceroutes to consider

Thus far, our description has assumed that we estimate
the likelihood of matching a query for every possible
traceroute from every vantage point, and then use these
likelihood values to choose the subset of traceroutes that
Sibyl should measure in order to maximize utility, given
rate limits. However, due to the non-negligible computation associated with the estimation of likelihood values,
running this computation on all (vantage point, destination) pairs is not practical.
Instead, Sibyl computes the likelihood of matching a
query q only on a subset of candidate paths it deems likely
to match the query. The goal of candidate generation is
to identify (vantage point v, splice PoP r, destination
d) tuples such that Sibyl has a previous traceroute from
v going through r that matches a prefix of the query
q (possibly the empty prefix), and has a traceroute to
d through r that matches the remaining suffix (possibly
empty). For example, candidate generation for the query
Level3-Cogent-.*-SmallISP could find a path that
traverses a Level3-Cogent link on the way to some r,
then another path that traverses r on its way to SmallISP.
The process works as follows.

9The likelihood value for an (v, d) pair need not directly or inversely
correlate with the number of spliced paths between the pair, as it
depends on how confidence varies across spliced paths and on which
spliced paths match the query. For example, if p(v → d = s 1 ) = 0.5
and p(v → d = s 2 ) = 0.25, p(v → d ∈ q) could be 0.25 (s 2 ∈ q),
0.5 (s 1 ∈ q), 0.75 (s 1 ∈ q and s 2 ∈ q), or 0 (neither matches).

1. Given the query q, construct a symbolic finite automaton Aq that accepts L q , the language of paths
that match the expression q.
7
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2. Run Aq over all traceroutes previously gathered from
Sibyl’s VPs, which consists of evaluating the hops’
IP addresses against Aq ’s transition predicates, testing, for example, AS membership. Label each
(source, PoP) tuple with all of the state-to-state transitions that Aq can follow in consuming one of the
PoP’s IP addresses when processing a traceroute
from that source.

including traffic engineering and tunneling. In the future,
we could apply these earlier techniques to identify and
exclude these exceptions from our patching.
Traceroute-based source patching. Destination-based
routing helps us keep the tail of paths collected from constrained VPs up-to-date using measurements from lessconstrained VPs such as PlanetLab. To remove stale data
from the beginning of paths, we assume a path change
observed on the path from a constrained VP to one destination will also impact its paths to other destinations
that traverse the path segment that changed. Violations
to these assumptions result in incorrect updates to paths.
However, a single error is unlikely to impact Sibyl ’s predictions, as Sibyl can continue to make equivalent predictions if it knows other non-stale paths from the VP
that traverse a subset of the PoPs that were on the stale
segment.

3. Build AqR by swapping Aq ’s initial and final states
and reversing transitions. AqR accepts the language
L qR consisting of the reverse of all paths in L q .
4. Run AqR over all traceroutes, starting from the destinations and proceeding backwards, labeling each
(destination d, PoP r) tuple with all the transitions
that AqR can follow in consuming r starting from d.
5. If a PoP ends up labeled as following a transition
in one direction from a source and in the opposite
direction from a destination, then the spliced path
matches the entire query.

BGP-based destination pruning. Traceroute-based
patching still requires issuing a measurement to detect the change. We supplement these approaches with
lightweight BGP monitoring, which requires only passive
observation of BGP feeds via the following steps. First,
we convert all traceroutes in the atlas into AS paths in the
following process. (a) We use PeeringDB data to build a
database of IXP prefixes and remove these IP addresses
from traceroutes. (b) We map remaining IP addresses
to the ASes that originate their prefixes. (c) We group
addresses into routers using CAIDA’s Midar [33] for IP
aliasing resolution, assigning a router to an AS only if
all its interfaces belong to the same AS. (d) We partition
the traceroute into segments in which every router has
been assigned an AS (but a segment can contain multiple
ASes). Second, we monitor RouteViews and RIPE RIS
BGP feeds for BGP changes. When we observe an AS
A change its next hop AS to a destination d, we mark as
stale any traceroutes that routed via A and its old path
to reach d, and we do not use these traceroutes to make
predictions. Whereas traceroute-based staleness checks
provide a way to patch old measurements, BGP checks
on their own do not.

Appendix D.1 presents an example of this sequence of
steps.

7

Patching & pruning stale measurements

Previous sections assume the availability of an atlas of
historical measurements that serve as the basis for predictions. Resource-constrained VPs do not have enough
resources to refresh all measurements regularly, and so
routes may change between measurements. Therefore,
Sibyl needs to balance between discarding old measurements to reduce the risk of out-of-date ones causing faulty
predictions, versus using them in predictions to aid coverage (since many old measurements may still be valid).
Given that most (s, d) pairs use a single route the vast majority of the time [15, 52], we err on the side of retaining
routes and apply three mechanisms to infer and remove
stale data from Sibyl ’s atlas. In the first two, a traceroute
from s to d reveals a change in one path, and we use the
new path to patch other paths either from s or to d that
overlapped the old path from s to d.
Traceroute-based destination patching. Since Internet
routing is destination-based, if two traceroutes to the same
destination (possibly from different sources) converge, we
patch the old measurement to match the new measurement
from the convergence point to the destination. Flach et
al. found that the most common reason for violations of
destination-based routing is load balancing [18], which
can be filtered using Paris traceroute [5, 66]. Excluding load balancing, that study found only 10% of routers
caused IP-level deviations from destination-based routing and only 2% caused AS-level deviations, for reasons

8

Evaluation

We evaluate Sibyl from two perspectives. First, we show
that Sibyl is able to serve queries effectively. On a large
set of test queries, it satisfies three-quarters of the queries
it could if it had an oracle to provide the result of a traceroute before issuing it. Thereafter, we evaluate individual
components of the system in isolation to show that Sibyl’s
components operate efficiently and make decisions that
enable it to make good use of its probing budget.
8
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Efficiency in serving queries

Fraction of Queries Satisfied

8.1

Datasets and experimental design. To evaluate Sibyl
end-to-end, we run the system in an offline mode, stubbing out the component that issues traceroutes. We first
collect a large set of traceroutes. We then run Sibyl as
normal, except that, when it decides to issue a traceroute
from a vantage point to a destination, instead of issuing
a new measurement, it fetches the existing measurement
between that pair. Offline analysis allows us to compare
choices made by Sibyl with other measurements it chose
not to issue or that we did not give it access to.
Between January 13–16 2016, we issued traceroutes
from 2660 vantage points–2000 RIPE Atlas vantage
points, 560 traceroute servers, and 100 PlanetLab sites–to
1000 destinations, chosen at random from a list known to
be responsive [25]. Within a platform (Atlas, traceroute
servers, or PlanetLab), each vantage point is in a different
AS, although these is some overlap across platforms.10
In each experiment, we generate a starting corpus of
paths that Sibyl has access to. The corpus includes all
traceroutes from PlanetLab sites, giving it traceroutes to
destinations to splice to for predictions. For rate limited
platforms (traceroute servers and RIPE Atlas), the corpus
starts with 10 randomly chosen measurements from each
vantage point, a number previous work shows captures
upstream diversity for path prediction [40].
The experiments test how efficiently Sibyl can allocate a limited number of additional traceroutes from ratelimited vantage points in order to serve queries. We emulate a series of rounds, with a per round measurement
budget and query arrival rate configured per experiment
and described with the experiments below. In each round,
Sibyl decides how to allocate its probing budget to issue
traceroutes, we assess how well these traceroutes matched
the queries, and then we add these traceroutes to Sibyl’s
corpus for the next round. Unsatisfied queries do not
carry over to the next round.
Existence queries. We first evaluate Sibyl’s ability to
serve existence queries, where the goal is to find one
traceroute that matches. To generate test queries, we select one of the traceroutes not (yet) available to Sibyl and
generate a query that will match it. This way, we know
that there is at least one measurement that Sibyl could
issue to match the query. To create a query, we sampled
hops in the path to generate regular expressions according to four different Sibyl use cases (e.g., find paths that
traverse a given link toward a destination; more details in
Appendix F). We evaluated Sibyl with a range of budgets
and query volumes, and the results are qualitatively sim-
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Figure 3: Fraction of queries satisfied when they are specified at different granularities.
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Figure 4: Incremental contribution of Sibyl’s components
to its ability to satisfy existence queries. Combined, the
techniques allow it to allocate budget smartly and approach
the performance it would see if it could issue every candidate
traceroute it generated (no rate limit line).

ilar, so we present results for just one setting, a per-round
probing budget that allowed an average of one traceroute
per query.
Performance by query granularity. We used this query
generation approach at different granularities (by mapping the traceroutes to PoPs, ASes, and a mix of ASes
and countries). Figure 3 shows the fraction of existence
queries that Sibyl can satisfy at these granularities in each
round. At all granularities, Sibyl satisfies a high fraction
of queries. As expected, the coarser the granularity, the
higher the fraction of satisfied queries, from around 75%
at the PoP level to 90% at the AS/country level. Also,
Sibyl is able to efficiently allocate its budget at different
granularities, including answering queries that combine
ASes and country codes, which may overlap in complex
ways (e.g., traverse a link between AT&T and Level3 in
the US on the way to Europe).
Incremental contribution of Sibyl components. Sibyl’s
performance is good across queries of different granularities, and so we focus the rest of our analysis on
fine-grained PoP-level queries to stress the system. For
PoP-level queries, Sibyl allocates its probing budget well,
satisfying 32% more queries than a baseline approach that
relies only on existing measurements to answer queries.
Figure 4 breaks down the incremental benefit of the sys-

10We worked with the RIPE Atlas staff to gather data faster than their
normal rate limits. They allowed this just for the purpose of our
evaluation, it required tight coordination between our team and theirs,
and it does not appear they will support this on a regular basis.
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tem’s various modules. First, candidate generation uses
Sibyl’s module that splices previously measured paths to
identify (s, d) pairs that may match a query (§6). Without
access to the rest of Sibyl, it then assumes that each of
these pairs will indeed match the query and distributes
measurements uniformly across queries, picking candidates at random for each query. Second, we add iPlane
filtering to candidate generation, using iPlane to predict a
(more accurate) PoP-level path for each candidate and filtering out candidates whose predicted paths do not match
any query. Third, iPlane prediction extends iPlane filtering to consider all spliced paths iPlane can generate for a
given candidate (s, d) pair (§5.1). Unlike the full system,
this comparison point assigns an equal confidence value
to every spliced path between the pair when calculating
likelihood of matching a query. Finally, the Sibyl line
adds in confidence (§5.2) into the likelihood estimation
to arrive at the full system. As we add the techniques,
each contributes to satisfying 5-8% additional queries,
justifying their use.
Why does Sibyl fail to satisfy some queries?
The
two central challenges are (a) limited probing budgets
and (b) uncertainty about whether traceroutes will match
queries before issuing them. Because the evaluation uses
a 1:1 query:budget ratio and all queries have at least one
traceroute that satisfies them, without uncertainty, we
could satisfy 100% of queries. Sibyl could miss satisfying
a query either because it failed to generate any candidate
traceroutes that, if issued, would satisfied the query, or
because it did generate the candidate but calculated that
it was unlikely to match the query. The Sibyl (no rate
limit) teases apart these two causes, as it allows Sibyl to
issue every candidate traceroute. Without a rate limit,
Sibyl satisfies 88% of queries (vs. 76% with a 1:1 ratio),
suggesting that half of Sibyl’s unsatisfied queries were
because its corpus of measured paths did not suffice to
generate candidates that could satisfy them, and half were
instances in which Sibyl generated a candidate that would
have satisfied the queries, but rated them as having less
expected value than other candidates, so did not allocate
probing budget to them. This result suggests the potential
benefit of future work to improve candidate generation
and likelihood estimation.
Can Sibyl efficiently service satisfiable queries in the
face of unsatisfiable ones? Our evaluation thus far is
on queries that are satisfiable, generated from traceroutes
Sibyl could choose to issue. Appendix H presents an experiment demonstrating that the fraction of these queries
that Sibyl can satisfy is robust to the simultaneous introduction of realistic but unsatisfiable queries.
Diversity queries. Next, we assess Sibyl’s ability to
respond to diversity queries by finding a set of paths
that match the query in diverse ways. We create diversity queries by supplementing the PoP-level queries from
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Figure 5: Fraction of distinct PoPs returned for diversity
queries, relative to the number of distinct PoPs that could
be returned if Sibyl had budget to issue every candidate
traceroute it considered. Even with limited RIPE Atlas and
traceroute server budgets, Sibyl usually uncovers a significant fraction of the relevant diversity, providing substantial
benefit over an approach that lacks the ability to predict
which paths are most likely to provide diversity in order to
optimize use of the budget.

above by asking Sibyl to maximize diversity of all wildcard tokens (.*) in the regular expression. The diversity
utility function for a query awards a unit of utility for
each unique PoP in the set of matching traceroutes. We
set a 1:4 query:budget ratio (but Sibyl may distribute this
budget unevenly across queries according to its expected
diversity optimization in Eq. 3).
Figure 5 depicts the ratio between the number of distinct PoPs on matching paths that Sibyl uncovers subject to the rate limit versus the number it could have
uncovered with an unlimited budget to probe all candidates it generates. The candidate generation baseline—
which already uses some of Sibyl’s novel functionality
to identify promising traceroutes to issue—is unable to
find any matching paths for 32% of queries, and it uncovers less than half of the matching path diversity for
75% of queries. In contrast, by optimizing based on its
estimation of the expected chance of a given traceroute
traversing each PoP while satisfying the query, Sibyl satisfies 83% of queries with at least one traceroute, uncovers
half the path diversity for 67% of queries, and, for 13%
of queries, uses its very limited budget to uncover all of
the diversity that was found using unlimited probes.

8.2

Coverage of vantage point platforms

Coverage by vantage point AS. Our ideal is to service
any routing query, but Sibyl is limited by available vantage
points. No one platform has achieved overwhelming coverage, and the types of ASes that host vantage points can
vary across platforms, so we designed Sibyl to accommodate a range of platforms. Figure 6 depicts the locations
of the vantage points of different platforms in terms of
their coverage of ASes by customer cone sizes [3]; the
customer cone of an AS is its customers, its customers’
customers, etc.. For example, even though Atlas covers
10
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Figure 6: Sibyl combines platforms to maximize AS coverage, with especially strong coverage of larger ASes.
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Figure 7: Fraction of existence queries satisfied given different VPs. Combining platforms improves performance.
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Impact of staleness

Sibyl always issues and returns fresh traceroutes to serve
queries, so staleness cannot result in false query matches.
Staleness can however lead to wrong predictions and suboptimal allocation of probing budget.
We evaluate the impact of staleness on Sibyl’s ability to
service queries over time, using weekly traceroute measurements from 1800 RIPE Atlas nodes toward a set of
1000 destinations collected between Jun. 20th and Aug.
20th, 2015. We partition the set of RIPE Atlas VPs in two:
we choose 150 VPs at random to use as constrained VPs,
and use the remaining 1650 VPs as unconstrained VPs.
As in Section 8.1, we consider existence queries, give
Sibyl a probing budget of one traceroute per query, and
build an initial corpus of traceroute paths that includes
10 measurements from each of the 150 constrained VPs
plus all measurements from the 1650 unconstrained VPs.
We test the performance of three different strategies
for dealing with stale traceroutes. Keep last 14 days
uses only paths collected during the last 14 days and discards older paths. Keep all accumulates all the traceroute
paths collected by Sibyl regardless of their age, without
applying any sanitation technique to mitigate staleness.
Sibyl(patching and pruning) also accumulates all the collected traceroutes, but attempts to filter-out stale hops
using Sibyl’s techniques described in Section 7.
Figure 9 measures Sibyl’s ability to service the queries
over time. We also show linear fits for each curve to
make the trends more clear. Keep last 14 days loses
path diversity over time, as it only keeps traceroutes from
parts of the Internet that were recently targeted by queries,
and this narrow focus over time limits its ability to serve

by far the most ASes (Table 1a), the figure shows that
traceroute servers have better presence in large ASes, enabling Sibyl’s union of platforms to have presence in all
ASes with customer cone size greater than 2000, whereas
this coverage is below 80% when combining all other
platforms excluding traceroute servers. Based on data
provided by the Dasu team, incorporating Dasu would
not significantly improve Sibyl’s vantage point diversity,
although it would increase probing budget. Coverage
across AS sizes will improve as existing measurement
platforms expand and new ones become available.
Impact of combining vantage point platforms on ability
to satisfy queries. We now consider how combining
platforms helps Sibyl satisfy queries. Using the same
queries and probing budget as in Section 8.1, Figure 7
shows the fraction of queries Sibyl can satisfy using only
PlanetLab, PlanetLab plus traceroute servers, PlanetLab
plus RIPE, and all three platforms combined. The Sibyl
lines from the Figure 4 are the same as the Sibyl lines in
this graph. We observe that all platforms contribute to
the number of satisfied queries. Even though the number
of RIPE Atlas vantage points is four times larger than the
number of traceroute servers, traceroute servers provide
additional diversity and are useful in satisfying queries.

8.3

0.6

ure 8 shows the fraction of candidates that match a query
as a function of estimated likelihood (Eq. (4)) for 20,895
candidates generated for 2273 queries. We bucketed candidates by rounding the estimated likelihood to the closest
0.1. The graph shows high correlation between likelihood
and the probability of satisfying a query. Appendix E
shows the number of candidates in each bucket.

0.8

0.2

0.8

Figure 8: (Bucketed) estimated likelihood of candidates
matching queries vs actual fraction matching queries.
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Accuracy of likelihood estimation

We evaluate Sibyl’s likelihood estimation (§5) during our
end-to-end evaluation of existence queries (§8.1). Fig11
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9

10

Fraction of Queries Satisfied

queries about some other parts of the Internet. Keep
all maintains diversity, but loses some accuracy due to
staleness. Sibyl (patching and pruning) strikes a balance,
adding measurements to its corpus over time to generate
more candidates while minimizing the impact of staleness
by patching paths likely to be out of date. Appendix G
evaluates the coverage and accuracy of Sibyl’s various
approaches to patching and pruning stale paths.

that rely on making measurements of the Internet for
various purposes such as topology discovery [2], fault
diagnosis [31, 32, 74], prefix hijack detection [76], etc.
In all of these cases, researchers have relied on issuing
traceroutes along paths whose routes match particular
criteria relevant to their system, but they have only used
small numbers of vantage points due to the overhead of
incorporating different platforms and the difficulty in discerning which measurements will be most useful. Sibyl
can enable these prior systems as well as future ones to
take advantage of available measurement platforms.
Studies of Internet routing: Several research efforts
have studied the temporal stability of Internet routes [15,
52], attempted to infer routing policies [1, 3, 21, 27, 45],
and modeled the evolution of the Internet’s topology [49].
We similarly model properties of Internet routing, in our
case in service of identifying the measurements that are
most beneficial for Sibyl in serving user queries.
Route prediction: Many prior efforts have developed
techniques to predict Internet routing at the AS [43, 54]
and PoP [37, 40, 41] levels. However, in our results, even
the state of the art prediction techniques offer only 68%
accuracy in correctly predicting AS-level paths. Therefore, instead of attempting to predict a single route for
any (source, destination) pair, we focus on estimating the
probability that the route will match a query; our approach
shows significant gains in prediction accuracy.
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Figure 9: Queries satisfied over time using different approaches to maintain historical traceroutes as a basis for
predictions. By pruning/patching paths it detects as stale,
Sibyl performs much better than an approach that only
keeps recent measurements and slightly better than an approach that keeps all measurements. The dip at week 3 is
caused by corrupted traceroute files that week.

Related work

Conclusion

Internet route measurements are crucial to our ability to
troubleshoot and understand the Internet, yet our interface
to them remains crude: for decades, the only query that
has been easy to answer is, “What is the path from here
to there?” This limitation leads to inefficient approaches
and incomplete understanding. We built and evaluated
Sibyl, a system that accepts regular expression-based
queries and returns fresh path measurements matching
the queries. To achieve broad coverage, Sibyl includes
vantage points (such as traceroute servers and RIPE Atlas probes) that are severely rate-limited, which led to
the central challenge in building the system—how can
it accurately respond even though, for many queries, it
will not have issued traceroutes that match in the recent
past? Therefore, we designed Sibyl to predict which measurements, if issued, will help fulfill queries, in order to
efficiently service requests while subscribing to rate limits. Our evaluation shows that these predictions allow
Sibyl to easily outpace other schemes in its ability to answer questions about Internet routes, performing nearly
as well as if it had access to an oracle to tell it which
measurements to issue.

Traceroute tool: Van Jacobson’s traceroute tool [26]
first enabled measurements of the Internet route from the
machine on which the tool is executed to any destination.
Followup work addressed limitations in the tool. Paris
traceroute modified traceroute to account for load balancing [4]; reverse traceroute enabled a source to measure the
route back to it from any destination [30]; and researchers
assessed how common interpretations of the tool’s output can lead to overestimating route changes [44]. Sibyl
goes beyond enabling measurement of the route from/to a
specific source, and instead chooses (source, destination)
pairs that it should measure in order to obtain routes that
match specified input criteria.
Measurement platforms and systems:
Many distributed platforms have been deployed to cater to the
needs of researchers and network operators to perform
measurements of Internet routing. DIMES [57], Ark [2],
public traceroute servers [63], and RIPE Atlas [55] explicitly serve this goal, whereas other platforms such as
PlanetLab [53], MobiPerf [72], and Dasu [56] enable
traceroutes among several other capabilities. Leveraging the measurement capabilities offered by these platforms, a large number of systems have been developed
12
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Figure 10: Fraction of paths for which AS-level routes differ
in snapshots measured a week apart.

Optimization details

• Non-decreasing: f q (T ) ≤ f q (T ∪ {t}) ∀T, ∀t.
• S ⊆ T ⇒ f q (S ∪ {t}) − f q (S) ≥ f q (T ∪ {t}) − f q (T )
∀S, ∀T, ∀t. In other words, adding additional traceroutes provides diminishing returns.

Sibyl’s optimization has good greedy performance.
While the constraints in Eq. 1 (§4.2) enforce multiple
budgets, we designed them so that each traceroute only
counts against one budget, and so the constraints function
as a partition matroid [68]. The utility functions we use
for existence queries and diversity queries exhibit diminishing returns as we add to the set of traceroutes to issue,
and so the objective function is submodular (essentially,
a set function that displays diminishing returns) [47].
The greedy optimization of submodular functions given
partition constraints both has a good theoretical lower
bound [16, 68]11 and has been frequently observed to be
near-optimal in practice.
In addition to the greedy heuristic only being guaranteed to find a solution within a factor of optimal, the
optimization problem itself can lose utility compared to
a global optimal due to the following factors:

• The expected utility of issuing a set of traceroutes
must be computable within Sibyl’s prediction framework, in which a traceroute is predicted as a set of
PoP-level paths, each with a confidence.
To be computationally efficient, the expected utility function should also be “incrementally computable”:
if Sibyl already calculated E[ f q (T )], then computing
E[ f q (T ∪ {t})] takes time proportional to the time to calculate E[ f q ({t})], not proportional to |T |.

B

Assessing path stability

Section 5 describes how Sibyl predicts paths by splicing the small number of traceroutes from resourceconstrained vantage points onto traceroutes from lessconstrained vantage points to a large number of destinations. We assessed path stability to justify this approach.
We probed 1000 prefixes from all PlanetLab sites and
from 2000 RIPE Atlas vantage points. We repeated these
measurements twice, a week apart. Figure 10 shows, for
every vantage point, the fraction of prefixes for which
the AS-level routes differ across a week, revealing more
RIPE Atlas paths change than PlanetLab paths.
Internet paths are generally considered to have an uphill portion, traversing from customers to providers, followed by a downhill portion from providers to customers,
possibly with a peering link in between. Figure 10 also
plots the fraction of prefixes that have different AS-level
routes in the two snapshots if we consider only the uphill
portions of the paths. The uphill paths differ much less
frequently than the full paths, implying that most of the
differences are on the downhill portions of paths. By
combining the uphill (more stable) portion of paths from

• Candidate generation can miss useful traceroutes, if no
previous traceroutes splice to generate the candidate.
• Prediction errors can lead to errors in expected utility.
• Our formulation assumes the correctness of different
predictions is independent, but destination-based routing [19] and other factors mean that the correctness of
different predictions may be intertwined.
Section 8.1 assessed the first two factors. The third is an
interesting future direction for improving predictions.
Utility functions supported by Sibyl.
Section 4.2
formalizes the utility functions supported by our UI, but,
in general, Sibyl will work with any utility function f q
for a query q that satisfies the following properties:
• f q takes a set of traceroutes T and returns a nonnegative value.
• f q (T ) > 0 if and only if ∃ t ∈ T that satisfies q.
11The greedy algorithm we use has an approximation ratio of 0.5. A
randomized variant has a ratio of 1 − 1/e ≈ 0.63 [68].
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rate-limited RIPE Atlas/traceroute server vantage points
with the downhill portions of (frequently-refreshed) PlanetLab paths, Sibyl minimizes the impact of path instability
on its predictions.

C

Spliced Path Feature

Importance

1. PoP-level similarity with the other paths
2. PoP-level path length inflation vs iPlane’s top-ranked path
3. Total number of PoP splice points
4. Total number of AS splice points
5. AS splice point type
6. AS splice point relationship with neighbors
7. Number of PoPs in iPlane’s top-ranked path
Other features

Features used by RuleFit

1
.90
.60
.55
.52
.49
.44
≤ .34

Table 1: Feature importance according to RuleFit.

In this section we provide more details on the RuleFit
model we train to estimate the correctness of a path prediction (§5.2). To identify important features, we adopted
a multi-round refinement process, starting from a large set
of features that we reduced each round, retaining features
RuleFit found to have predictive power. We describe
features retained at the end of this process.
Source path features: The greatest challenge in identifying which spliced path is correct is to pick the correct
route out from the source, since Internet routing is predominantly destination-based and the source’s portion of
the source path has a destination different from the one
we are predicting. Traffic engineering practices such as
hot and cold potato routing may also exacerbate this issue. We characterize the source path using the following
features: the number of PoPs and ASes along the source
path, the round-trip latency from the source to the splice
point [39], and the degree of the source AS (from CAIDA
data [3]). The intuition behind these features is that a prediction is more likely to be correct if the source’s part of
the path is short (so quickly intersects a known path to the
destination) and if the source AS is small (so has fewer
routing options we can incorrectly pick). We do not consider the age of measurements as a feature since we take
steps to prune out-of-date measurements, as described in
Section 7. Most (source, destination) pairs have a path
that is prevalent over long time periods [15, 52].
Splice point features: We considered the characteristics
of the splice point as additional features such as (i) the
type of AS splice point (i.e. educational, transit, access,
transit/access, content, enterprise, educational/research,
non-profit network, from CAIDA data [10]); and (ii) the
business relationship between the AS of the splice point
and its neighbors in the predicted path (from CAIDA
data [38]). The type and the AS relationships allow RuleFit to learn to favor spliced paths that follow common
routing policies, such as valley-free [21].
iPlane-derived features:
iPlane picks the correct
spliced path more often than not [39], and so, for each
spliced path, we calculate the features that iPlane uses,
as well as comparisons between that spliced path and the
one that iPlane picks (inflation in terms of RTT up to
the splice point and in terms of AS- and PoP-level path
lengths). We also included the rank order assigned by
iPlane to the spliced path, to account for mechanisms
added to improve iPlane’s prediction accuracy [41].

Spliced path set features: Finally, we compute some
features by comparing the spliced path with the other
spliced paths from the vantage point to the destination.
We used the Jaccard Index to estimate the average similarity between the spliced path and other paths both at
the PoP and AS level. We aim to inform RuleFit whether
or not the other paths confirm this one. We also include
as features the total number of spliced paths and the total
number of ASes containing splice points.
Most important features: RuleFit computes the importance of each rule as a function of how often it gets applied
and how much it impacts the correctness of the prediction. For each feature, it computes this as the sum of the
importance of the rules that use the feature.
Table 1 reports the resulting ordering of features with
normalized importance computed by RuleFit. Several
features turned out to play an important role in estimating
the similarity of a spliced path to the true path. The
first, third, and fourth most important features capture
how similar the spliced paths are; intuitively, if there
are few splicing points and all spliced paths are similar,
then there is less diversity and spliced paths are likely
similar to the true path. The second and seventh most
important feature follows from Internet routing protocols
that prefer short paths. The fifth and sixth most important
features capture AS routing relationships at the splicing
point, which enables RuleFit, e.g., to reduce confidence
in splices that violate the valley-free model.

D
D.1

Examples
Candidate generation

We first provide an example of how Sibyl generates candidate traceroutes to consider issuing (§6). For ease of
exposition, assume that an IP address maps to an AS
and PoP corresponding to the address’s first octet (e.g.,
1.0.0.1 is in AS1 and PoP1; 5.0.0.1 is in AS5, PoP5). Assume Sibyl has three existing traceroutes it can combine
to generate new candidates:
1. 1.0.0.1 (AS1, PoP1), 2.0.0.1 (AS2, PoP2), 3.0.0.1 (AS3,
PoP3), 4.0.0.1 (AS4, PoP4), 5.0.0.1 (AS5, PoP5)
2. 6.0.0.1 (AS6, PoP6), 7.0.0.1 (AS7, PoP7), 8.0.0.1 (AS8,
PoP8), 9.0.0.1 (AS9, PoP9), 10.0.0.1 (AS10, PoP10)
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Figure 11: (a) Forward and (b) reverse FSAs corresponding
to a query for a traceroute through AS2 and AS9.
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Trace 3:

PoP 5, 4, 3, 2, 1
PoP 10, 9, 8, 7, 6
PoP 13, 9, 3, 12, 11
PoP 9
PoP 9
PoP 8, 7, 6
PoP 3, 12, 11

-

(b)
Table 2: Transitions activated by PoPs in each traceroute
on the (a) forward and (b) reverse FSAs.

^.*AS2.*AS9.*$.

Candidate Splice Jaccard Predicted AS-Level Path
(1.0.0.1,
A
0.7
AS1 AS2 AS3 AS9 AS13
13.0.0.1)
B
0.5
AS1 AS20 AS21 AS9 AS13
(15.0.0.1,
C
0.6
AS15 AS2 AS3 AS9 AS16
16.0.0.1)
D
0.6
AS15 AS2 AS4 AS9 AS16
Table 3: All spliced paths for each candidate and their
RuleFit-predicted Jaccard indexes.

This regular expression is then translated to an FSA
shown in Figure 11(a). Sibyl then runs the FSA over
each traceroute, maintaining a record of the transitions in
the FSA taken when consuming the PoPs in each of its
existing traceroutes, as shown in Table 2(a).
Next, the FSA is reversed (Figure 11(b)), and the reverse FSA is run over the traceroutes from destination to
source. Table 2(b) shows the transitions used in this case.
In our example, PoP 3 is labeled with the transition

model to estimate the Jaccard indexes for each spliced
path compared to the corresponding (unknown) actual
path. It uses these estimates to compute the likelihood of
each candidate matching the query. Consider the example
paths and estimated Jaccard indexes in Table 3, where we
show AS-level paths for ease of exposition.
For the candidate pair (1.0.0.1, 13.0.0.1), Sibyl estimated that spliced path A is more likely to be correct than spliced path B (0.7 vs 0.5), which (via §5.2)
normalize to 0.41 = 0.7 × 0.7/(0.7 + 0.5) and 0.29 =
0.7 × 0.5/(0.7 + 0.5). Spliced path A matches the user’s
query, whereas B does not traverse AS2. The final likelihood that candidate (1.0.0.1, 13.0.0.1) matches the query
is 0.41, from Eq. 4.
For (15.0.0.1, 20.0.0.1), spliced paths C and D have
lower estimated Jaccard indexes than spliced path A, but
both satisfy the user’s query. These spliced paths result
in a likelihood of matching the query equal to 0.6 = 0.6 ×
0.6/(0.6 + 0.6) + 0.6 × 0.6/(0.6 + 0.6), making (15.0.0.1,
16.0.0.1) a stronger candidate to satisfy the user’s query.

.*

(S2 −−→ S2 ) when the forward FSA is applied on Trace 1,
and the same PoP is labeled with the reverse of that transition when the reverse FSA is applied on Trace 3. Hence,
Sibyl splices Traceroute 1 (PoP1→PoP2→PoP3. . . ) and
Traceroute 3 (. . . PoP3→PoP9→PoP13) at PoP3 to generate a candidate. The candidate pair is constructed from
the source of Traceroute 1 and the destination of Traceroute 3 which gives (1.0.0.1, 13.0.0.1).

D.2

Trace 1: PoP 2
-

.*

.*

Say a user issues an existence query: “I want a traceroute that traverses AS2 and AS9, in that order, consecutively or not,” is expressed as the following regular expression:

Trace 1: PoP 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Trace 2: PoP 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
Trace 3: PoP 11, 12, 3, 9, 13

S2 −−−→ S3

S3 ←−− S3

3. 11.0.0.1 (AS11, PoP11), 12.0.0.1 (AS12, PoP12), 3.0.0.1
(AS3, PoP3), 9.0.0.1 (AS9, PoP9), 13.0.0.1 (AS13,
PoP13)

PoPs Traversed

Likelihood estimation

We next walk through an example of how Sibyl calculates
how likely a traceroute is to satisfy a query (Eq. 4 in §5).
Assume that, in addition to (1.0.0.1, 13.0.0.1), Sibyl also
finds (15.0.0.1, 16.0.0.1) as a possible candidate. Once
Sibyl identifies the candidates for a query, it uses iPlane
to generate a set of possible paths for each candidate
(source, destination) pair. Sibyl uses its RuleFit-trained
15
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Diversity queries

Fraction of Candidates

D.3

To illustrate the usefulness of diversity queries, we will
use an example of Sibyl finding diverse AS paths that
a system such as iSpy [76] can use to monitor for prefix
hijacks in BGP. Since issuing traceroutes from all vantage
points is not feasible, we want Sibyl to find a set of vantage
points to use that maximizes AS path coverage to a prefix
204.57.0.0/21. Since we want to diversify over AS, we
build the following query:

iPlane
+ RuleFit

Sibyl

0.6

iPlane

Don't Satisfy
Satisfy

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Likelihood

Figure 12: Distribution of candidates by likelihood.

^{.*}-204.57.0.0/21$ by AS

and at the accuracy of the Jaccard index estimates (§5.2)
that Sibyl uses to calculate the likelihoods.

For simplicity of exposition, we assume Sibyl predicts
a single path for each candidate and has complete confidence in all predictions, removing the probabilistic expected value calculation of Eq. 3. Sibyl predicts traceroutes with the following AS paths toward 204.57.0.0/21:

Distribution of likelihood estimates. Figure 12 partitions the range of likelihood values ([0, 1]) into 11 buckets ([0, 0.05], [0.05, 0.15], . . ., [0.95, 1]), and shows the
number of candidates in each bucket, broken down by
whether the candidates satisfy their queries or not. We
also add two comparison points: (1) iPlane: iPlane provides a single predicted path for a candidate and does
not have a notion of varying confidence [40], and so we
assign a candidate a likelihood of 1 if iPlane’s prediction
matches the query and 0 if it does not. (2) iPlane with
confidence ranking: for iPlane predictions that match
their queries, we extend iPlane by assigning a likelihood
equal to our RuleFit model’s estimated confidence in the
prediction. As seen in the graph, Sibyl’s likelihood estimation provides benefit over iPlane. In the bucket of
likelihood [0.95, 1], Sibyl only includes candidates that
satisfy queries, while iPlane includes some candidates
that do not satisfy queries. Sibyl only assigns a likelihood
of 1 to a candidate when all its spliced paths satisfy the
query and RuleFit rates it high confidence. Sibyl also provides benefit over iPlane by removing some candidates
that can satisfy queries from the [0, 0.05] bucket. This improvement comes at the cost of moving some candidates
that do not satisfy queries from the [0, 0.05] likelihood
bucket to other low-likelihood buckets, which we consider to be acceptable since Sibyl gives low priority to
issue measurements for candidates with low likelihood.
Together, Figures 8 and 12 show that Sibyl computes
likelihoods that can reasonably reflect the probability of
matching a query, and it assigns most candidates either
very high or very low likelihood values, enabling it to
distinguish between candidates that it should or should
not select to satisfy queries.

1. AS3356, AS209, AS2722, AS47
2. AS1299, AS10490, AS2722, AS47
3. AS3257, AS209, AS2722, AS47
4. AS1273, AS209, AS2722, AS47
5. AS6939, AS226, AS2914, AS2497, AS47
6. AS3257, AS209, AS2722, AS47
7. AS701, AS2914, AS209, AS2722, AS47
Sibyl greedily selects traceroutes that offer the highest
diversity utility first. The greedy selection starts out with
an empty AS set. Traceroutes are then selected based on
how many new ASes a path is predicted to add. In the
above example, Traceroute 5 is selected first since it has
a utility of 5 ASes (contains 5 new ASes). Traceroute 7
would be greedily selected next since it has a marginal
utility of 4 ASes. The current AS set is now:
AS6939, AS226, AS2914, AS2497, AS47, AS701,
AS2914, AS209, AS2722
Of the remaining traceroutes, Traceroutes 1, 3, 4, and
6 each offer only one new AS compared to the above set,
whereas Traceroute 2 has 2 new ASes. Hence, Traceroute
2 is selected. In subsequent rounds, Traceroutes 3 and
4 would be selected if budget allowed, but Traceroute 6
would not be since it adds no new ASes.

E

0.8

Accuracy of confidence values. Figure 13 evaluates
RuleFit’s capability to predict the PoP-level similarity
of spliced paths to the actual paths they are predicting,
which it does without access to the actual paths. We use
RuleFit to estimate the Jaccard index for 4 million spliced
paths (not included in the training set), then calculate the
actual Jaccard index by comparing the spliced path to

Evaluation of RuleFit model

Section 8.3 showed that Sibyl’s estimates of how likely
a candidate traceroute is to satisfy a query are accurate
enough to use as expected utilities. In this section we look
at the distribution of likelihood values across candidates
16
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Real PoP-level Jaccard Index

measurements. In this section we evaluate the accuracy
and coverage of its techniques (§7) in isolation.

1.0
0.8

Traceroute-based source/destination patching. First,
we validate Sibyl’s approaches of using a path change
observed on one path to update other previously measured
paths (from the same source or to the same destination)
that traverse the path segment that changed. For this,
we issued traceroutes from all PlanetLab sites to 150K
prefixes on Dec. 5 and on Dec. 6 2014. We calculated
the probability that paths undergo identical path changes,
given their Dec. 5 routes traversed a shared segment that
changed in one of the routes on Dec. 6. For 65% of path
changes, all paths experience an identical change. Results
on measurements one week apart are similar.

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Predicted PoP-level Jaccard Index

Figure 13: Spliced paths’ predicted vs actual Jaccard index
with respect to the actual path.

the actual path. We group the spliced paths by their
predicted Jaccard index and show the 10th, 25th, 50th,
75th, and 90th percentiles of the true Jaccard values for
each group. We see that our estimated Jaccard indexes
are well correlated to the true Jaccard values.

F

BGP-based destination pruning. We evaluate Sibyl’s
BGP-based filtering of stale paths on RIPE Atlas measurements gathered between July 2 and August 27, 2015,
using daily BGP paths from BGPStream [50]. We
mapped the traceroute destinations to the longest prefix in the collected BGP data, excluding prefixes longer
than 24.

Queries used in evaluation

We used several types of queries when evaluating
Sibyl (§8.1). For each traceroute that Sibyl does not have
access to, we generate all possible queries that the traceroute matches for the following query types:

First, for coverage, of the (AS, destination) pairs in our
traceroutes, only 5% of the ASes appear in BGP feed
paths towards the destinations, demonstrating both the
superior coverage of our traceroute vantage points compared to available BGP feeds and also a limitation with
BGP-based filtering. However, 84% of our traceroutes
include at least one pair seen in the BGP feeds. Of the
pairs seen in both data sources, the AS paths are the same
in 57% of cases. The other 43% reflect a mix of large
ASes using multiple paths, of errors in translating traceroutes to AS paths, and of misalignment in time because
we do not have an exact timestamp for the traceroutes.

1. ^.*A.*D$ Traverse A on the way to destination D.
2. ^[^A]+A.*D$ Traverse, but do not start at, A on the
way to destination D.
3. ^.*AB.*D$ Traverse link A-B on the way to destination D.
4. ^.*A.*B.*C.*$ Traverse A, B, and C in sequence.
Among all possible queries of these types, our evaluation randomly selected an equal number of each type.
Queries of types 1 and 2 represent queries reverse traceroute uses as part of its measurements [30]. Query
type 3 represents queries operators might ask when troubleshooting performance problems towards a destination,
to assess paths that use a particular link. All three look
for routes toward a destination D traversing a specific network region. Query type 4 does not specify a destination
and could be used to study inter-AS routing policing and
business relationships [38] or to look for routes that take
long detours in between two nearby hops (e.g., [22]).

G

Second, we evaluate the accuracy of BGP-based filtering. Every time we refreshed an Atlas traceroute to a
destination d, for every AS A on the traceroute, we check
three conditions. 1:(BGP-change) Is the BGP path to d
different than it was at the time of the original traceroute
to d? 2:(TR-change) Did A’s traceroute AS path change
between the two measurements? 3:(TR-match) Did A’s
original traceroute AS path match A’s BGP path at the
time it was issued? Comparing every instance of BGPchange with the subset that are also TR-change, 72% of
BGP changes were also reflected in traceroutes. Comparing instances that are both BGP-change and TR-change
with the subset that are also TR-match, the percentage
increases to 77% if we add the stricter condition that the
BGP and traceroute paths matched to begin with. Overall, BGP monitoring prunes 9% of the traceroute changes
if we require the TR-match check and 13.8% if we do not.

Efficacy of staleness patching & pruning

Section 8.4 evaluated the impact of staleness on Sibyl’s
end-to-end ability to satisfy queries, showing that its techniques for dealing with stale measurements allow it to
outperform techniques that either keep or discard all old
17
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Figure 14: Screenshot of Sibyl’s interface to build predicates.

(a) All paths traversing GTT in Seattle then Level3 in Los Angeles. (b) Paths through GTT peers other than NTT and Level3 in Seattle.
Figure 15: Screenshots of example queries from Section 3.2, built by composing predicates such as the one in Fig. 14.

H

Unsatisfiable Queries

concentrating budget on queries that can be satisfied. In
practice, it could inform a user when it had no candidates
likely to match the user’s query.
To verify that this result was because the system assessed that its vantage points were unable to satisfy the
queries, not because it found the queries to be unsatisfiable in general, we reintroduced the 10% of vantage
points back into the system and ran it with just the previously unsatisfiable queries. Sibyl satisfied an average of
48% of the queries, suggesting that they are hard but not
impossible when suitable vantage points are available.
When we then combined the two batches of queries, increasing the absolute traceroute budget to maintain the
1:1 query:budget ratio, Sibyl satisfied an average of 58%
of queries, balancing the budget well across the two sets to
nearly equal the (76 + 48)/2 = 62% average performance
when it could dedicate itself to one set.

Section 8 uses queries that are satisfiable–since we generate them from traceroutes Sibyl could choose to issue.
Here we evaluate whether Sibyl can avoid wasting budget
on queries it has no hope of satisfying, to avoid having
them impede its performance on queries it can satisfy.
We generated sensible unsatisfiable queries by generating existence queries as in Section 8.1, removing Sibyl’s
access to 10% of the RIPE Atlas and traceroute server
VPs, then identifying queries that can only be satisfied by
measurements from the removed vantage points.12
In our experiment, we add unsatisfiable queries to the
set of queries submitted to Sibyl while keeping the probing budget fixed. As we move from all queries satisfiable to an even mix of satisfiable and unsatisfiable, Sibyl
still matches just as many queries, 76% on average as in
Figure 3. It does generate some candidates to consider
issuing for some of the unsatisfiable queries. However,
Sibyl’s ability to rate the likelihood of matching allows
it to prioritize measurements with high expected utility,

I

Sibyl’s query interface

We built a web-based user interface to guide users in
specifying queries. Figure 14 presents a screenshot of
the widgets used to build a predicate. Users can build

12We do not include trivial unsatisfiable queries such as asking for paths
originated from ASes hosting the removed VPs.
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a broad class of predicates that accept (or, via negation,
reject) a user-specified set of values (e.g., particular cities
or ASes) at any or all granularities. Users can then build
queries by specifying a sequence of predicates they want
paths to traverse. Figures 15(a) and (b) show examples
of simplified versions of queries from Section 3.2.
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Abstract
Network forensics and incident response play a vital role in
site operations, but for large networks can pose daunting difficulties to cope with the ever-growing volume of activity and
resulting logs. On the one hand, logging sources can generate
tens of thousands of events per second, which a system supporting comprehensive forensics must somehow continually ingest.
On the other hand, operators greatly benefit from interactive
exploration of disparate types of activity when analyzing an
incident.
In this paper, we present the design, implementation, and
evaluation of VAST (Visibility Across Space and Time), a distributed platform for high-performance network forensics and
incident response that provides both continuous ingestion of
voluminous event streams and interactive query performance.
VAST leverages a native implementation of the actor model
to scale both intra-machine across available CPU cores, and
inter-machine over a cluster of commodity systems.

1

Introduction

Security incidents often leave network operators scrambling to ferret out answers to key questions: How did the
attackers get in? What did they do once inside? Where
did they come from? What activity patterns serve as indicators reflecting their presence? How do we prevent this
attack in the future?
Operators can only answer such questions by drawing
upon high-quality logs of past activity recorded over extended time. Incident analysis often starts with a narrow
piece of intelligence, typically a local system exhibiting
questionable behavior, or a report from another site describing an attack they detected. The analyst then tries
to locate the described behavior by examining logs of
past activity, often cross-correlating information of different types to build up additional context. Frequently,
this process in turn produces new leads to explore iteratively (“peeling the onion”), continuing and expanding
until ultimately the analyst converges on as complete of
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an understanding of the incident as they can extract from
the available information.
This process, however, remains manual and timeconsuming, as no single storage system efficiently integrates the disparate sources of data (e.g., NIDS, firewalls,
NetFlow data, service logs, packet traces) that investigations often involve. While standard SIEM systems such
as Splunk aggregate logs from different sources into a
single database, their data models omit crucial semantics,
and they struggle to scale to the data rates that large-scale
environments require.
Based on these needs, and drawing upon our years of
experience working closely with operational security staff,
we formulate three key goals for a system supporting the
forensic process [2]:
Interactivity. The potential damage that an attacker
can wreak inside an organization grows quickly as a function of time, making fast detection and containment a vital
concern. Further, a system’s interactivity greatly affects
the productivity of an analyst [16]. We thus desire replies
to queries to begin arriving within a second or so.
Scalability. The volume of data to archive and process
exceeds the capacity of single-machine deployments. A
fundamental challenge lies in devising a distributed architecture that scales with the number of nodes in the system,
as well as maximally utilizes the cores available in each
node.
Expressiveness. Representing arbitrary activity requires a richly typed data model to avoid losing domainspecific semantics when importing data. Similarly, the
system should expose a high-level query language to enable analysts to work within their domain, rather than
spending time translating their workflows to lower-level
system idiosyncrasies.
In this work, we develop a system for network forensics and incident response that aims to achieve these goals.
We present the design and implementation of VAST (Visibility Across Space and Time), a unified storage platform
that provides: (i) an expressive data model to capture de-
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scriptions of various forms of activity; (ii) the capability
to use a single, declarative query language to drive both
post-facto analyses and detection of future activity; and
(iii) the scalability to support archiving and querying of
not just log files, but a network’s entire activity, from
high-level IDS alerts to raw packets from the wire.
The key to VAST’s power concerns providing the necessary performance to support both very high data volumes (100,000s of events/sec) and interactive queries
against extensive historical data. VAST features an entirely asynchronous architecture designed in terms of the
actor model [25], a message-passing abstraction for concurrent systems, to fully utilize all available CPU and storage resources, and to transparently scale from single-node
to cluster deployments. To support interactive queries,
VAST relies extensively on bitmap indexes that we adapt
to support its expressive query language.
Our evaluations show that on a single machine VAST
can ingest 100 K events/sec for events with 20 fields, reflecting an input rate of 2 M values/sec. Moreover, distributed ingestion allows for spreading the load over numerous system entry points. Users receive a “taste” of
their results typically within 1 sec. This first subset helps
users to quickly triage the relevance of the result and
move on with the analysis by aborting or modifying the
current query. We also show that VAST, with its unified
approach, can effectively serve as a high-volume packet
bulk recorder.
We structure the rest of the paper as follows. In §2 we
summarize related work. We present the architecture of
VAST in §3 and our implementation in §4. In §5 we
evaluate VAST and assess its aptness for the domain.
Finally, we conclude in §6.

2

Related Work

Data Warehouses. VAST receives read-only data for
archiving, similar to a data warehouse. Dremel [40] stores
semi-structured data in situ and offers an SQL interface
for ad-hoc queries with interactive response. Dremel’s
query executor forms a tree structure where intermediate
nodes aggregate results from their children. VAST generalizes this approach with its actor-based architecture to
both data import and query execution.
Succinct [1] also stores data in situ, but in compressed
flat files that do not require decompression when searched.
Internally, Succinct operates on suffix trees and therefore
supports point, wildcard, and lexicographical lookup on
strings. Other data types (e.g., arithmetic, compound)
require transformations into strings to maintain a lexicographical ordering. Succinct exhibits high preprocessing
costs and modest sequential throughput, rendering it inapt
for high-volume scenarios. When the working set fits in

memory, Succinct offers competitive performance, but
not when primarily executing off the filesystem.
ElasticSearch [17] is a distributed, document-oriented
database built on top of Apache Lucene [36], which
provides a full-text inverted index. ElasticSearch hides
Lucene behind a RESTful API and a scheme to partition
data over a cluster of machines. VAST uses a similar
deployment model, but instead provides a semi-structured
data model and internally relies on different indexing technology more amenable to hit composition and iterative
refinements.
Network Forensics. NET-Fli [20] is a single-machine
NetFlow indexer relying on secondary bitmap indexes.
The authors also present a promising (though patented)
bit vector encoding scheme, COMPAX. Instead of handoptimizing a system for NetFlow records, VAST offers a
generic data model. The separation between base data and
indexes has also found application in similar systems [51],
with the difference of relying on a column store for the
base data instead of a key-value store. The existing systems show how one can design a single-machine architectures, whereas we present a design that transparently
scales from single-machine to cluster deployments.
The Time Machine [38] records raw network traffic
in PCAP format and builds indexes for a limited set of
packet header fields. To cope with large traffic volumes,
the Time Machine employs a cutoff to cease recording a
connection’s packets after they exceed a size threshold.
The system hard-codes the use of four tree indexes over
the connection tuple, and cannot reuse its indexes across
restarts. Similarly, NetStore [22], pcapIndex [19], and
FloSIS [33] offer custom architectures geared specifically
towards flow archival. VAST represents a superset of bulk
packet recorders: it supports the same cutoff functionality,
and packets simply constitute a particular event type in
VAST’s data model.
The GRR Rapid Response framework [11] enables live
forensic investigations where analysts push out queries
to agents running on end-hosts. A NoSQL store accumulates the query results in a central location, but GRR
does not feature a persistence component to comprehensively archive end-host activity over long time periods.
VAST can serve as a long-term storage backend for hostlevel data, which allows analysts to query both host and
network events in a unified fashion.
Finally, existing aggregators such as Splunk [49] operate on unstructured, high-level logs that lack the semantics
to support typed queries, and are not designed for storing data at the massive volumes required by lower-level
representations of activity. Splunk in particular cannot
dynamically adapt its use of CPU resources to change in
workload.
Distributed Computing. The MapReduce [14] execution model enables arbitrary computation, distributed over
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a cluster of machines. While generic, MapReduce cannot
deliver interactive response times on large datasets due
to the full data scan performed for each job. Spark [58]
overcomes this limitation with a distributed in-memory
cluster computing model where data is efficiently shared
between stages of computation. However, for rapid response times, the entire dataset must reside preloaded in
memory. But analysts can rarely define a working set
a priori, especially for spatially distant data, which can
result in thrashing due to frequent loading and evicting
of working sets from memory. We envision VAST going
hand-in-hand with Hadoop or Spark, where VAST quickly
finds a tractable working set and then hands it off to a
system well-suited for more complex analysis.

3

Architecture

To support flexible deployments on large-scale clusters,
as well as single machines while retaining a high degree of concurrency, we designed VAST in terms of
the actor model [25]. In this model, concurrent entities (“actors”) execute independently and in parallel,
while providing local fault isolation and recovery. Using
unique, location-independent addresses, actors communicate asynchronously solely via message passing. They do
not share state, which prevents data races by design.
A related model of computation is communicating sequential processes (CSP) [26] in which processes communicate via synchronous channels. As a result, the sender
blocks until the receiver has processed the message. This
creates a tighter coupling compared to the asynchronous
fire-and-forget semantics of actor messaging. CSP emphasizes the channel while the actor model its endpoints:
actors have a location-independent address whereas processes remain anonymous. In the context of distributed
systems, the focus on endpoints provides a powerful advantage: the actor model contains a flexible failure propagation model based on monitors, links, and hierarchical
supervision trees [4]. These primitives allow for isolating
failure domains and implementing local recovery strategies, and thus constitute an essential capability at scale,
where component failure is the norm rather than the exception. For these reasons, we deem the actor model a
superior fit for our requirements.
We first present the underlying data model and the
associated query language (§3.1), and then VAST’s components and their structure (§3.2).

3.1

Data Model

VAST’s data model consists of types, which define the
physical interpretation of data. A type’s signature includes a type name and type attributes. A value combines
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Boolean Expression

Symbol

Conjunction
Disjunction
Negation / Group
Predicate

E1 && E2
E1 || E2
! E / (E)
LHS ◦ RHS

Relational Operator ◦
Arithmetic
Membership

Extractor (LHS/RHS)

Symbol

<, <=, ==, !=, >=, >
in, !in
Semantics

:T
x.y.z
&key

All values having type T
Value according to schema
Event meta data

Types

Examples

bool
int / count / real
duration / time
string
addr
subnet
port
vector<T> / set<T>
table<T,U>

T, F
+42 / 42 / -4.2
10ms / 2014-09-25
"foo", "b\x2Ar"
10.0.0.1, ::1
192.168.0.0/24
80/tcp, 53/udp, 8/icmp
[x, x, x] / {x, x, x}
{(k,v), ..}

Table 1: VAST’s query language.
a type with a data instance. An event is a value with additional metadata, such as a timestamp, a unique identifier,
and arbitrary key-value pairs. A schema describes the
access structure of one or more types.
VAST’s type system includes basic types to represent a
single value (booleans, signed/unsigned integers, floatingpoint, times and durations, strings, IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, subnets, ports), container types for bundled values (vectors, sets, tables), and compound types to create
sequenced structures (records), where each named field
holds a value (or nil if absent).
Query Language. VAST’s query language supports
filtering data according to boolean algebra. Table 1 lists
the key syntactic elements. A query expression consists of one or more predicates connected with boolean
AND/OR/NOT. A predicate has the form LHS ◦ RHS,
with ◦ representing a binary relational operator. VAST
supports arithmetic and membership operators. At least
one side of the operator typically must be an extractor,
which specifies the lookup aspect for the value, as follows.
Schema extractors refer to particular values in the
schema. For example, in the predicate http.method
== "POST", http.method is a schema extractor, and
"POST" is the value to match. Meta extractors refer to
event metadata, such as &name to reference the event
name and &time the event timestamp. For example, the
predicate &time > now - 1d selects all events within
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Figure 1: VAST system architecture.
the last 24 hours. Type extractors leverage the strict typing
in VAST to perform queries over all values having a given
type. For example, the predicate :addr in 10.0.0.0/8
applies to all IP addresses (any VAST value or record field
with type addr).
To represent a log file having a fixed number of
columns, VAST automatically transforms each line into a
record whose fields correspond to the columns. VAST
enforces type safety over queries and only forwards them
to those index partitions with a compatible schema.

3.2

Components

From a high-level view, VAST consists of four key components: (i) import to parse data from a source into events
and assign them a globally unique ID, (ii) archive to store
compressed events and provide a key-value interface for
retrieval, (iii) index to accelerate queries by keeping a partitioned secondary index referencing events in the archive,
and (iv) export to spawn queries and relay them to sinks
of various output formats. Each component consists of
multiple actors, which can execute all inside the same
process, across separate processes on the same host, or on
different machines.
A NODE1 represents a container for other actors. Typically, a NODE maps to a single OS-level process. Users
can spawn components all within a NODE (Figure 1(a))
or spread them out over multiple NODEs (Figure 1(b)) to
harness available hardware and network resources in the
most effective way. NODEs can peer to form a cluster,
using Raft [42] for achieving distributed consensus over
global state accessible through a key-value store interface
similar to etcd [18]. We refer to this globally replicated
state as meta store. Each NODE has access to its own meta
store instance which performs the fault-tolerant distribution of values. A typical cluster deployment exhibits a
shared-nothing architecture, where each NODE constitutes
a fully independent system by itself. In the following we
1 We

refer to particular actors in a SMALL CAPS font style.

discuss each of the four components in more detail.
Import. Data enters VAST via SOURCEs, each of
which can parse various input formats. SOURCEs produce
batches of events and relay them to IMPORTER, where
they receive a unique monotone ID. Upon receiving the
ID range and assigning them to the events, IMPORTER
relays the batch to ARCHIVE and INDEX.
Each event represents a unique description of activity
which analysts need to be able to unambiguously reference. This requires each event to have a unique identifier (ID) as meta data independent of its value. The
ID also establishes a link between the archive and index
component: an index lookup yields a set of IDs, each of
which identify a single event in the archive. This yields
the following requirements on ID generation: (i) 64 bits
to represent a sufficiently large number of events, but not
larger since modern processors efficiently operate on 64bit integers, (ii) monotonicity because the indexes we use
are append-only data structures, and (iii) ID generation
should also work in distributed setups.
The sequentiality requirement precludes approaches
involving randomness, such as universally unique identifiers [32]. In fact, any random
√ID generation algorithm
experiences collisions after ≈ N IDs due to the birthday
paradox. In combination with the 64-bit requirement, this
would
degenerate the effective space from 264 to only
√
64
2 = 232 IDs. Our approach uses a single distributed
counter in the meta store. Requesting a range of N IDs
translates to incrementing this counter by N, which returns a pair with the old and new counter value [o, n)
denoting the allocated half-open range with n − o ≤ N
IDs. To avoid high latencies from frequent interaction
with the meta store, IMPORTER keeps a local cache of IDs
and only replenishes it when running low of IDs.
Archive. The ARCHIVE receives events from IM PORTER and stores them compressed on the filesystem.2
To avoid frequent I/O operations for small amounts of
2 VAST

supports LZ4 [37] and Snappy [48] for compression; both
trade higher speeds for lower compression ratios.
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data, ARCHIVE keeps event batches in a fixed-size memory buffer (by default 128 MB) before writing them to the
filesystem. The buffer (which we term segment) keeps
batches sorted by the ID of their first event. Because
events have continuous IDs within a batch, this process
ensures strictly monotonic IDs within a segment.
ARCHIVE exposes a key-value interface: queried with a
specific ID, it returns a batch containing the ID. The alternative, returning the single matching event, only works for
small requests, but would quickly bottleneck the messaging subsystem for moderate request volumes. Internally,
ARCHIVE operates at the granularity of segments to further group event batches into larger blocks suitable for
sequential filesystem I/O. ARCHIVE keeps an LRU cache
of a configurable number of segments in memory. In the
future, we plan to store data in a format also shareable
with other applications, e.g., HDFS [46].
Index. By itself, ARCHIVE does not provide efficient
access to data, since extracting events with specific properties would require a full scan of the archive. Therefore,
VAST maintains a comprehensive set of secondary indexes, which we divide up in horizontal partitions as a
unit of data scaling.
We chose bitmap indexes [41] because they provide an
excellent fit for the domain. First, appending new values
only requires time linear in the number of values in the
new data, which is optimal and yields deterministic performance. Second, bitmap indexes have space-efficient
representations that enable us to carry out bitwise operations without expanding them. Third, bitmap indexes
compose efficiently: intermediate results have the form
of bit vectors and combining them with logical operation
translates into inexpensive bitwise operations. In §4.2 we
describe bitmap indexes in more detail.
VAST’s index consists of horizontal PARTITIONs, each
of which manages an independent set of bitmap indexes.
An active partition is mutable and can incorporate events,
whereas a passive partition is an immutable unit which
the scheduler manages during query processing. INDEX
relays each arriving batch of events to the currently active
PARTITION , which spawns a set of INDEXER s, one per
event type. An INDEXER may internally further helper
actors, e.g., record INDEXERs use one helper per field.
In comparison to a relational database, this architecture
provides a fine-grained concurrent equivalent to tables
(INDEXERs) and their attributes. PARTITION relays each
batch concurrently to all INDEXERs, each of which processes only the subset matching its type. The copy-onwrite message passing semantics of the actor model implementation makes this an efficient operation (INDEXERs
only need read-access to the events) while providing a
high degree of parallelism.
Export. While the import component handles event
ingestion, the export component deals with retrieving
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Figure 2: Continuous query architecture.
events through queries. There exists one EXPORTER per
query, who sends its result to SINKs for rendering. VAST
currently includes ASCII, JSON, PCAP [35], Bro [43],
and Kafka [29] SINKs.
For historical queries over existing data, INDEX analyzes the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the query expression to determine the relevant PARTITIONs and constructs
a schedule to process them sequentially. This process
begins with partition pruning: the selection of relevant
partitions for a query. To this end, VAST uses a “meta
index,” consisting of event meta data and event type information. The meta index has different requirements
than the event indexes within a partition: it must tolerate
immense throughput and update rates. We currently associate with each partition the time period its events spans
and record the entire partition schema.
After pruning, INDEX relays the query to the remaining PARTITIONs, which then deconstructs the AST into
its predicates to match them with INDEXERs. If necessary, PARTITION loads the INDEXER from the filesystem
into memory. Upon performing the predicate lookup, IN DEXER s send their hits back to their PARTITION , where
they trigger a re-evaluation of the query expression. If the
evaluation yields a change, PARTITION relays the delta
hits from the last evaluation up to INDEX, which in turn
forwards them to the subscribed EXPORTERs. As soon as
the first hits arrive at an EXPORTER, extracting events can
begin by asking ARCHIVE. When EXPORTER receives an
answer in the form of a batch of events, it concurrently
prefetches another batch proceeding with the “candidate
check” to filter out false positives, which may be necessary for some indexes types (e.g., when using binning
for floating point values, see §4.2). Finally, EXPORTER
sends the matching results back to SINK. The process
terminates after EXPORTER has no more unprocessed hits
to extract.
VAST also supports continuous queries to subscribe to
new results as they arrive. As we illustrate in Figure 2,
EXPORTER can subscribe to a copy of the full incoming
event feed at IMPORTER to filter out those events matching
the query expression. Since IMPORTER and EXPORTER
live in the same process this operation does not copy any
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data. In fact, a continuous query is effectively a candidate
check, with the only difference that events now come from
IMPORTER instead of ARCHIVE . The main challenge
lies in efficiently performing this check. To this end,
EXPORTER derives from the AST of the query expression
a visitor performing the candidate check. EXPORTER
constructs one visitor per unique event type on the fly,
and dispatches to the relevant visitor efficiently through
a hash table. For example, an expression may include
the predicate :addr in 10.1.1.0/24. If the current
event has no data of type addr, the visitor discards the
predicate.

3.3

Distribution

When the amount of data exceeds the capacity of a single machine, VAST can distribute the load over multiple
machines, as we show in Figure 1(b) for 4 peering NODEs.
Cluster Deployment. In case a SOURCE produces
events at a rate that overloads a single system, it can
load-balance its events over all NODEs. Alternatively,
users can pin SOURCEs to a specific set of NODEs (e.g.,
if certain data should land on a more powerful system).
The dual occurs during querying: the user decides on
which NODEs to spawn an EXPORTER, each of which will
relay its events to the same SINK. In the common case
of round-robin load-balancing of input data, a user query
results in spawning one EXPORTER on all NODEs.
Fault Tolerance. Coping with NODE failure concerns
two aspects: data loss and query execution. To avoid
permanent data loss, we assume a reliable, distributed
filesystem, e.g., HDFS. Data loss can still occur during
ingestion, when ARCHIVE and INDEX have not yet written
their data to the filesystem. VAST minimizes this risk by
writing data out as quickly as possible. When a NODE
fails during query execution, another takes over responsibility of its persistent ARCHIVE and INDEX data, and
re-executes the query on its behalf. EXPORTER can periodically checkpoint its state (consisting of index hits and
event identifiers of results that have passed the candidate
check) to reduce the amount of duplicate results.

4

Implementation

We now present some implementation highlights of the
previously discussed architecture with a focus on actors (§4.1), bitmap indexes (§4.2), and queries (§4.3).

4.1

Actors

We implemented the components discussed in §3.2 with
the C++ Actor Framework (CAF), a native implementation of the actor model [10].

A

D

B
C

F

E

G

J

H

K

I

L

Figure 3: Flow-control implemented as back-pressure:
overloaded nodes J, I, and E propagate their load status
upstream such that data sources can throttle their sending
rate.
Performance. CAF offers a high-performance runtime
with a type-safe messaging layer that exhibits minimal
memory overhead. The runtime can distribute actors dynamically, within the same process, across the network,
or to GPUs. Within the same process, CAF uses copyon-write semantics to enable efficient messaging. CAF’s
networking layer handles actor communication and routing transparent to the user: the runtime decides whether
sending a message translates into a local enqueue operation into the recipient’s mailbox, or whether a middleman
serializes the message and ships it across the network.
CAF’s copy-on-write messaging proves particularly
valuable during the indexing process, where PARTITION
sends the same set of events to each INDEXER without
incurring a copy of the data. Although each INDEXER
sees the full data feed, this method still runs faster than
chopping up the input sequence and incurring extra memory allocations. Such a computation style resembles GPU
programming where we make available data “globally”
and each execution context picks its relevant subset.
Flow Control. CAF operates entirely asynchronously
and does not block: immediately after sending a message
an actor can dequeue a message from its mailbox. This
makes it easy for data producers to overwhelm downstream nodes if not equipped with enough processing capacity. A naive reaction entails provisioning more buffer
capacity at the edge so that the system can receive more
messages. But without including the true bottlenecks in
the decision, buffer bloat [31] only worsens the situation
by introducing higher latency and jitter. Flow control
attempts to prevent this scenario from happening: backpressure signals overload back to the sender, load shedding reduces the accumulating tasks at the bottleneck, and
timeouts at various stages in the data flow graph bound
the maximum response time.
CAF currently does not support flow control. During
data import, data producers (SOURCEs) can easily overload downstream components (ARCHIVE and INDEX). To
throttle the sending rate of SOURCEs, we implemented a
simple back-pressure mechanism: when an actor becomes
overloaded, it sends an overload message to all its registered upstream components, which either propagate it
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further, or if being the data producer themselves, throttle
their sending rate (see Figure 3). When an overloaded
actor becomes underloaded again, it sends an underload
message to signal upstream senders that it can process
data again. This basic mechanism works well to prevent
system crashes due to overloads, but does not help at absorb peak input rates. To prevent data loss of non-critical,
latency-insensitive events, queueing brokers that spill to
the filesystem (e.g., Kafka [29]) at the edges help smoothing the data arrival rate to facilitate resource provisioning
for the average case. We are currently working with the
CAF developers to integrate various forms of flow control
deeper into the runtime.

4.2

Composable Indexing

VAST exclusively relies on bitmap indexes to accelerate
queries. We begin in §4.2.1 with briefly summarizing
existing work, which we then rely on in §4.2.2 to define
composable higher-level index types.
4.2.1

A Unified Indexing Framework

Traditional tree and hash indexes [6, 30] provide a quick
entry point into base data, but they do not compose efficiently for higher-dimensional search queries. Inverted
and bitmap indexes avoid this problem by adding an extra
level of indirection: instead of looking up base data directly, they operate on the IDs of the base data, allowing
for combining results from multiple index lookups via set
operations. Consider the event values x(α) where x represents a numeric value and α its ID, e.g., 1(0) , 3(1) , 1(2) ,
2(3) , and 1(4) . An inverted index represents the events
as a mapping from values to position lists: 1 → {0, 2, 4},
2 → {3}, and 3 → {1}. A bitmap index is an isomorphic
data structure where the position lists have the form of bit
vectors:3 1 → 10101, 2 → 00010, and 3 → 01000.
When the distinction does not matter, we use the term
identifier set to mean either position list or bit vector.
There exist hybrid schemes which combine both index
types in a single data structure [7], but VAST currently
implements its algorithms only in terms of bitmap indexes,
where operations from boolean algebra (set, intersection,
complement) naturally map to native CPU instructions. In
general, an index I provides two basic primitives: adding
new values and looking up existing ones under a given
predicate. To add a new value x(α) , the index adds α to
the identifier set for x. A lookup under a predicate I ◦ x
retrieves the identifier set S = {α | x(α) ∈ I}. The size of
and index |I| = N represents the number of values entered
and the cardinality #I = C the number of distinct values.
3 The literature often uses the term “bitmap” to refer to a bit vector,
i.e., a sequence of bits. We use “bit vector” instead to avoid confusion
between “bitmap” and “bitmap index.”
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Figure 4: Equality, range, and interval encoding exemplified using bitmap indexes.
Our example has N = 5 and C = 3. In the following, we
sketch key concepts that affect the inherent space-time
trade-off during the implementation of indexes, which
include binning, coding, compression, and composition.
Binning reduces the cardinality of an index by grouping values into bins or rounding floating-point values to
a certain decimal precision. For example, we could create bins [1, 2] → 10111 and [3, 4] → 01000, which
reduces the cardinality of the index to C = 2. The surjective nature of binning introduces false positives and
therefore requires a candidate check with the base data to
verify whether a certain hit qualifies as an actual result.
A candidate check can easily dominate the entire query
execution time due to materializing additional base data
(high I/O costs) and extra post-processing. Therefore,
choosing an efficient binning strategy requires careful
tuning and domain knowledge, or advanced adaptive algorithms [44, 47].
Encoding determines how an index maps values to
identifier sets. We show in Figure 4 the three major existing encoding schemes for a fixed cardinality C = 4, which
can represent values 0–3. Equality encoding associates
each value with exactly one identifier set. This scheme
reflects our running example and consists of exactly C
identifier sets. Range encoding associates each value x(α)
with a range of C − 1 identifier sets such that an ID α
lands in i sets where x ≤ i. We can omit the last identifier
set because x ≤ C − 1 holds true for all possible values.
Interval encoding splits the index into  C2  overlapping
slices, each of which covers half of the values. In our
example, we have two the intervals [0, 1] and [1, 2].
Compression algorithms for bit vectors typically use
variations of run-length encoding, which support bitwise
operations without prior decompression. There exist numerous algorithms: BBC [3], WAH [56], COMPAX [20],
CONCISE [12], WBC/EWAH [57, 34], PLWAH [15],
DFWAH [45], PWAH [53], VLC [13], and VAL [24].
We chose EWAH for VAST because when we began our
project software patents covered (and still do) the other
attractive candidates (WAH, PLWAH, COMPAX), which
would have prevented us from releasing our project as
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open-source software. EWAH also trades space for time:
while exhibiting a slightly larger footprint, it executes
faster in certain conditions [23] because it can skip entire
blocks of words.
Multi-component indexes combine several individual
index instances (which might use different approaches)
such that each covers a disjoint partition of the value
domain. Doing so provides an exponential reduction in
space by decreasing the size of the value domain by a multiplicative factor for each component. We can decompose
a value x into k components xk , . . . , x1  by representing
it with respect to a fixed base (or radix) β = βk , . . . , β1 :
x = ∑ki=1 xi βi , where xi = x/ ∏i−1
j=1 β j  mod βi , for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. This decomposition scheme directly applies to the index structure as well: a multi-component
index K β = Ik , . . . , I1  consists of k indexes, where each
Ii covers a total of βi values. A base is uniform if βi = β j
for all i = j. A uniform base with βi = 2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k
yields the bit-sliced index [55], because each xi can only
take on values 0 and 1. We denote this special case by
Θk = K β where |β | = k and βi = β j = 2 for all i = j.
Further, we define Φw = K β where ∏ki=1 βi ≤ 2w as an
index which supports up to 2w values.
For example, consider a two-component index K β =
I2 , I1  with β = 10, 10, which supports 100 distinct
values. Appending a value x(α) = 42 involves first decomposing it into 4, 2, and then appending 4(α) to I2
and 2(α) to I1 . Looking up the value x = 23 begins with
decomposing x into 2, 3, and then proceeds with computing I2 = 2 ∧ I1 = 3. The final step resolves each component lookup according to its encoding scheme. Operators other than {=, =} require more elaborate lookup
algorithms [8, 9], which we lay out in greater detail separately [52].
4.2.2

Higher-Level Indexing

For each type in VAST’s data model, there exist different requirements derived from the desired query operations. For example, numeric values commonly involve
inequality comparisons and IP address lookups top-k prefix search. Different lookup operations require different
index layouts.
Per §3.1, a value consists of a type and corresponding
data. A value can exhibit no data, in which case it only
carries type information. We define the value index V =
N, D as a composite structure with a null index N to
represent whether data is null (implemented as single
identifier set), and a data index D to represent a typespecific index, whose instantiations we describe next.
Integral Indexes. The boolean index B = S for type
bool consists of a single identifier set, where α ∈ S implies x(α) = true.
For types count and int, the challenge lies in both

supporting lookups under {<, ≤, =, =, ≥, >}, as well as
representing 264 distinct values. To address the high cardinality challenge, we use a multi-component index Φ64 .
We found that a uniform base 10 works well in practice. To support the desired arithmetic operations, we use
range coding, which supports both equality and inequality
lookups efficiently.
Signed integers introduce a complication: we cannot
map negative values to array indices during encoding, and
only positive numbers work with value decomposition.
For a w-bit signed integer, we therefore introduce a “bias”
of 2w−1 , which shifts the smallest value of −2w−1 to 0
in the unsigned representation. This allows us to use the
same index type for signed an unsigned integers internally. Thus, we define the count index as C = Φ64 and the
integer index as I = Φ64 with the aforementioned bias.
Floating-Point Index. Type real corresponds to a
IEEE 754 double precision floating point value [28],
which consists of one sign bit, 11 bits for the exponent,
and 52 bits for the significand. Consequently, we construct the real index F = S, E, M as a boolean index
S = B for the sign, a bit-sliced index E = Θ11 for the exponent, and a bit-sliced index M = Θ52 for the significand.
Varying the number of bits in E and M allows for trading
space for precision without the need to round to a specific
decimal point.
Temporal Indexes. VAST represents duration data
as a 64-bit signed integers in nanosecond resolution,
which can represent ±292.3 years. Since duration and
int are representationally equal, the duration index D = I
directly maps to an integer index.
The type time describes a fixed point in time, which
VAST internally expresses as duration relative to the
UNIX epoch. Thus, the time index T = D is representationally equal to the duration index.
String Index. Existing string indexes rely on a dictionary to map each unique string value to a unique numeric value [50]. However, constructing a space-efficient
dictionary poses a challenge in itself [39, 27]. Moreover, this design only supports equality lookups naturally:
for substring search, one must search the dictionary key
space first to get the identifier sets, and then perform the
lookup for each identifier set, and finally combine the
result. Instead of using a stateful dictionary, one can rely
on hashing to compute a unique string identifier [51]. The
possibility of collisions now requires a candidate check.
While space-optimal due to the absence of a dictionary,
and time-efficient due to fast computation, this approach
does not support substring search.
We propose a new approach for string indexing that
supports both equality and substring search, yet operates
in a stateless fashion without dictionary. Our string index
S = φ , κ1 , . . . , κM  consists of an index φ = K β for the
string length, plus M indexes κi = Φ8 per character where
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M is the largest string added to the index. When representing the character-level indexes κi as a bit-sliced index
Θ8 , we obtain efficient case-insensitive (substring) search
for ASCII-encoded strings. This works because only the
6th bit determines casing in ASCII, and by simply omitting the corresponding identifier set Θ86 during lookup,
case-insensitive search executes faster than case-sensitive
search. We plan on supporting search via a subset of regular expressions by compiling a pattern into an automaton
performing a sequence of per-character lookups. Likewise this structure lends itself to similarity search, e.g.,
via edit-distance.
This design works well for bounded, non-uniform
string data, such as URLs or HTTP user agents. For
other workloads we fall back to hashing in combination
with tokenization. This preprocessing step splits a string
according to a pattern (e.g., whitespace for text, ’/’ for
URIs, etc.), which then creates a set of multiple smaller
strings. Adaptively switching between the index types
presents an interesting opportunity for future work, e.g.,
by inspecting both the nature of user queries as well as
inferring the data distribution.
Network Indexes. IP addresses constitute a central
data type to describe endpoints of communicating entities. The most common operation on IP addresses consists of top-k prefix search, e.g., I ∈ 192.168.0.0/24
or I ∈
/ fd00::/8. We can consider equality lookup as a
special case when k = 32 and k = 128 for IPv4 and IPv6,
respectively. There exists a standardized scheme to embed
a 32-bit IPv4 address inside a 128-bit IPv6 address [5]:
set the first 96 bits to 0 and copy the IPv4 address in the
last 32 bits. This yields the address index A = Θ128 where
each bit in the address corresponds to one identifier set in
the index.
The subnet type consists of a network address and
a prefix. Typical queries involve point lookups of IP
addresses (e.g., 192.168.0.42 ∈ I), and subset relationships to test whether one subnet contains another (e.g.,
192.168.0.0/28 ⊆ I). The subnet index U = A, P consists of an address index A and a single equality-encoded
index P for the prefix.
The port type consists of a 16-bit number and a transport protocol type. The port index P = Φ16 , T  consists
of an index for the 16-bit bit port number and a single
equality-encoded index T for the different port types.
Container Indexes. Container types include vector,
set, and table. A container contains a variable number of elements of a homogeneous type, unlike records,
which allows for fixed-length heterogeneous data with
named fields. For example, a set describes DNS lookup
results, where a single host name has associated multiple
A records. We support cardinality and subset queries on
containers.
The design of string indexes generalizes to contain-
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Figure 5: The QUERY state machine.
ers. Let M denote the maximum number of elements
in a container. We define the vector index XV and set
index XS both as φ , V1 , . . . , VM : an index φ = K β for
the container size and M value indexes Vi . The table index XT = φ , X1 , . . . , XM ,Y1 , . . . ,YM  consists of an index
for the size φ , a sequence of value indexes Xi = V for the
table keys, and a sequence of value indexes Yi = V for
the table values. Tables support key lookup, value lookup,
and checking for specific mappings.

4.3

Queries

The actor model provides an apt vehicle to implement a
fully asynchronous architecture, which enables VAST to
deliver interactive response times. We illustrate how this
applies to query processing in the following.
Finite state machines. We found that finite state machines (FSMs) prove an indispensable mechanism to ensure correct message handling during query execution.
Recall that NODE spawns an EXPORTER for each query
to bridge ARCHIVE and INDEX. We implemented EX PORTER as a finite state machine (see Figure 5), which
begins in idle state. Upon receiving new hits EXPORTER
asks ARCHIVE for the corresponding batches and transitions into waiting. As soon as the first batch arrives,
it transitions into extracting, from where a user can
selectively control it to fetch specific results. By letting
the user drive the extraction, VAST does not consume
resources unless needed.
Predicate-level caching. To speed-up related queries,
INDEX maintains a predicate cache. If hits for the expression A || B exists already, then a new expression A &&
D only requires looking up D. This makes iterative query
styles viable, where the analyst keeps on refining a filter
until having pin-pointed the desired information.
Evaluating expressions. When INDEX receives a
query consisting of multiple predicates, VAST evaluates
them concurrently. Recall from §3.2 that during a historical query INDEXERs send their hits back to PARTITION,
where they trigger an evaluation of the expression. If
the evaluation yields new hits (i.e., a bit vector with new
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Figure 6: Expression normalization: negation normal
form (NNF) and negation absorbing. The expression A ∧
B ∨ C first becomes A ∧ B ∧ C. Thereafter, we can absorb
negations further and reduce the intermediate expression
to A ∧ B ∧ C , e.g., if B = I < x, then B = I ≥ x.)
1-bits), PARTITION forwards them to INDEX, which in
turn relays them to EXPORTER.
To minimize latency and relay hits as soon as possible,
we normalize queries to negation normal form (NNF),
which eliminates double-negations and pushes negations
inwards to the predicate level. We also absorb remaining
negations into the predicates, which is possible because
each operator has a complement (e.g., < and ≥). Figure 6
illustrates the normalization procedure. The absence of
negations, aside from saving an extra complement operation, has a useful property: a 1-bit will never turn to 0
during evaluation.
To understand this benefit, consider a predicate A
which decomposes into n sub-predicates. This may occur
for predicates of the form :addr in 172.16.0.0/16,
where the type extractor acts as a placeholder resolving to
n concrete schema extractors. When PARTITION sends A
to the n INDEXERS, they report their hits asynchronously
as soon as they become available. PARTITION continuously re-evaluates the AST for new arriving Hi , until
having computed A = H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hn . As soon as a reevaluation yields one or more new 1-bits, PARTITION
relays this delta upstream to INDEX. If we kept the negation A, we would to wait for all n hits to arrive in order
to ensure we are not producing false positives. Without
negations, we can relay this change immediately since a
1-bit cannot turn 0 again in a disjunction.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate our implementation in terms of throughput (§5.1), latency (§5.2), and storage requirements (§5.4).
We performed measurements with two types of inputs:
synthetic workloads that we can precisely control, and
real-world network traffic. For the former, we implemented a benchmark SOURCE that generates input for
VAST according to a configuration file. The SOURCE
generates all synthetic data in memory to avoid adding
I/O load. For real-world input, we use logs from Bro and
raw PCAP traces. For the latter, VAST functions as a
flow-oriented bulk packet recorder.

VAST comprises 36,800 lines of C++14 code (excluding whitespace and comments), plus 6,700 line of C++
unit tests verifying the system’s building blocks and basic
interactions. We expand on these checks with an end-toend test of whether the entire pipeline—from import, over
querying, to export—yields correct results. For validation, we processed our ground truth (Bro logs and PCAP
traces) separately and cross-checked against the query
results VAST delivers. We found full agreement.
We conducted our single-machine evaluation experiments on a 64-bit FreeBSD system with two 8-core Intel
Xeon E5-2650 CPUs with 128 GB of RAM and four 3 TB
SAS 7.2 K disks (RAID 10 with 2 GB of cache). Our
dataset encompasses a full-packet trace from the upstream
link at the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI),
containing 10 M packets over a 24-hour window on Feb.
24, 2015. We further use 3.4 M Bro connection logs derived from this trace. For our cluster experiments, we
use 1.24 B Bro connection logs (152 GB), split into N
slices for N worker nodes, with N ranging from 1 to 24.
Each worker node runs FreeBSD 10 on a system with two
8-core Intel Xeon E5430 CPUs with 12 GB of RAM and
2 x 500 MB SATA disks. An additional machine with two
Xeon X5570 CPUs and 24 GB performs the slicing. The
machines share a 1 GE network link.

5.1

Throughput

One key performance metric represents the rate of events
that VAST can ingest. Recall the data flow: SOURCEs
parse and send input to a system entry point, an IM PORTER , which dispatches the events to ARCHIVE and
INDEX . Because we can spawn multiple SOURCE s for arbitrary subsets of the data, we did not optimize SOURCEs
at this stage in the development, nor ARCHIVE since it
merely sequentially compresses events into fixed-size
chunks and writes them out to the filesystem. Instead, we
concerned ourselves with achieving high performance at
the bottleneck: INDEX, which performs the CPU-intensive
task of building bitmap indexes.
Macro Benchmark. For the ingestion benchmark,
we configured a batch size of 65,536 events at SOURCE,
after observing that greater values entail slightly poorer
performance and higher variance (we tested up to 524,288
events per batch).
Figure 7 shows the event rates for three data formats
(Bro, PCAP, and a benchmark test) at SOURCE, ARCHIVE,
and INDEX as a function of number of cores provided
to CAF’s scheduler in the single system setup. The yaxis shows the throughput in events per second; note
the log scale. As mentioned above, by design SOURCE
and ARCHIVE exhibit a fairly constant throughput rate.
The highly concurrent architecture complicates measurements of aggregate throughput at INDEX, because there
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Figure 7: Throughput in events per second as a function of the number of cores for three data types: Bro connection
logs, PCAP traces, and a test source generating synthetic events.
Label

Results

Query

Description

A
B
C
D
E
F

374
942
13
3
969,092
4812

resp h == 2001:7fe::53
(duration > 1000s || resp bytes > 40000) && service == "dns"
orig h in 192.150.186.0/23 && orig bytes > 10000 && service == "http"
duration > 1h && service == "ssh"
conn state != "SF"
:addr in 192.150.186.0/23 && :port == 3389/?

Connections to a specific IPv6 address
Anomalous DNS / zone transfers
Outgoing HTTP requests > 10 KB (exfiltration)
Long-lived SSH sessions
TCP sessions lacking normal termination
All RDP involving ICSI connections

G
H

1,077
34

Same as above, but applied to PCAP trace
Extract all packets from a single connection
specified by its 4-tuple and restricted to a
one-hour time window

I

187,015

:addr in 192.150.186.0/23 && :port == 3389/?
&time > 2015-02-04+10:00:00 && &time < 2015-02-04+11:00:00 && ((src
== 77.255.19.163 && dst == 192.150.187.43 && sport == 49613/? &&
dport == 443/?) || (src == 192.150.187.43 && dst == 77.255.19.163
&& sport == 443/? && dport == 49613/?))
&time > 2015-02-04+10:00:00 && &time < 2015-02-04+11:00:00 && :addr
== 192.150.187.43

All traffic from a single machine within a one-hour
window

Table 2: Test queries for single-machine throughput and latency evaluation. The top 6 queries run over Bro connection
logs and the bottom 3 over a PCAP trace.
exist multiple running INDEXERs, but not all start and
finish at the same time. Therefore we compute throughput at INDEX as the number of events processed between
start and end of the measurement. Consequently, the
throughput can never exceed the input rate of SOURCE.
We observe that the indexing rate approaches the input
rate for all sources at around 10 cores. Giving CAF’s
work-stealing scheduler, more cores yield no further improvement; in fact, performance decreases slightly. We
presume this occurs to due thrashing since CAF does not
pin the worker threads to a specific core, which increases
context switches and cache evictions.

SOURCE , INDEX converges to the input rate at around 14
cores, and we observe input rates close to 1 M events per
second. We conclude that VAST meets the performance
and scalability goals for data import on a single machine:
the system scales up to the point of the input rate after
10-14 cores.

VAST parses Bro events at a rate of roughly 100 K
events per second, with each event consisting of 20 different values, yielding an aggregate throughput of 2 M
values per second. For PCAP, events consist of only the
4-tuple plus the full packet payload; the latter do not need
indexing. VAST can read at around 260 K packets per
second with libpcap. Since ARCHIVE does not skip
the payload, it cannot keep up with the input rate. This
suggests that we need to parallelize this component in the
future, which can involve spawning one COMPRESSOR
per event batch to parallelize the process. With our test

In Figure 8, we plot user versus system CPU time for all
key actors. Each point represents a single actor instance,
with its size scaled to the utilization: user plus system
CPU time divided by wallclock time. Note the log scale
on both axes. In the top-right corner, we see ARCHIVE,
which spends its time compressing events (user) and writing chunks to disk (system). Likewise, INDEX appears
nearby, which manages primarily PARTITIONs and builds
small “meta indexes” based on time to quickly identify
which PARTITION to consider during a query. The bulk
of the processing time spreads over numerous INDEXERs,
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Micro Benchmark. To better understand where VAST
spends its time, we instrumented CAF’s scheduler to get
fine-grained, per-actor resource statistics. This involved
bracketing the job execution with resource tracking calls
(getrusage), i.e., we only measure actor execution and
leave CAF runtime overhead, mostly out of the picture.
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Figure 8: User versus system CPU time for key actors.
Each point represents a single actor instance, with point
size scaled to utilization: user plus system CPU time
divided by wallclock time.
which we can see accumulating on the right-hand side,
because building bitmap indexes is a CPU-bound task.

5.2

Latency (seconds)

14

Latency

Query response time plays a crucial role in assessing the
system’s viability. VAST spawns one EXPORTER per
query, which acts as a middleman receiving hits from IN DEX and retrieving the corresponding compressed chunks
of events from ARCHIVE. This architecture exhibits two
interleaving latency elements: the time (i) from the first
to the last set of hits received from INDEX, and (ii) from
the first to the last result sent to a SINK after a successful
candidate check.
To evaluate these latency components, we use the set
of test queries given in Table 2, which a security operator
for a large enterprise confirmed indeed reflect common
searches during an investigation.
Query Pipeline. Figure 9 illustrates the latency elements seen over the test queries. For all queries, we ran
VAST with 12 cores and a batch size of 65,536. The first
red bar corresponds to the time it took until EXPORTER
received the first set of hits from INDEX. The green bar
shows the time until EXPORTER has sent the first result
to its SINKs. We refer to this as “taste” time, since from
the user perspective it represents the first system response.
The blue bar shows the time until EXPORTER has sent
the full set of results to its SINK. The black transparent

10
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4

8

Cores
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16

Figure 10: Index latency (full computation of hits) as a
function of cores.
box corresponds to the time when INDEX finished the
computation of hits. Finally, the crosses inside the bar
correspond to points in time when hits arrive, and the
circles to the times when EXPORTER finishes extracting
results from a batch of events.
We see that extracting results from ARCHIVE (blue bar)
accounts for the largest share of execution time. Currently,
this time is a linear function of the query selectivity, because EXPORTER does not perform extraction in parallel.
We plan to improve this in the future by letting EXPORTER
spawn a dedicated helper actor per arriving batch from
ARCHIVE, allowing for concurrent sweeps over the candidates. Alternatively, we could offload more computation
into ARCHIVE. Selective decompression algorithms [21]
present an orthogonal avenue for further improvement.
Index. VAST processes index lookups in a continuous
fashion, with first hits trickling in after a few 100 msecs.
Figure 10 shows that nearly all index lookups fully complete within 3 seconds once we use more than 4 cores.
For query G, we observe scaling gains up to 10 cores.
This particular query processes large intermediate bit vectors during the evaluation, which require more time to
combine.
Overall, we find that VAST meets our single-machine
performance expections. In particular, we prioritized ab-
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Figure 11: Per-node CPU utilization during ingestion.

Figure 12: Index completion latency as function of nodes.

straction to performance in our implementation, and have
not micro-optimized code bottlenecks (such as via inspecting profiler call graphs). Given that each layer of
abstraction—from low-level bit-wise operations to highlevel concurrency constructs—comes at the cost of performance, we believe that future tuning efforts hold promise
for even further gains.

experience problems for the lower half. Other queries
show linear scaling for small numbers of nodes. We are
in the process of investigating the discrepancy.

5.3

Scaling

In addition to single-machine benchmarks, we analyze
how VAST scales over multiple machines in a cluster
setting, as this will constitute the only viable deployment
model for large sites exhibiting copious amounts of data.
Ingestion. Our first measurement concerns quantifying
how CPU load during event import varies as a function of
cluster nodes. To this end, we ingest 1.24 B Bro connection logs by load-balance them over the cluster NODEs in
batches of 65 K. That is, as in Figure 1(b), a SOURCE on
a separate machine parses the logs and generates batches
with a median rate of 125 K events per second. Due to the
fixed input rate, we assess scaling by looking at the CPU
load of each worker.
Figure 11 shows per-machine CPU inverse utilization
1/U for U = ∑Ni (ui + si )/ ∑Ni ti with user CPU time ui ,
system CPU time si , and wallclock time ti , for selected
values of i in [0, N]. The value U can exceed 1.0 because
each node runs several threads, and CPU time measurements yield the sum of all threads. As one would expect
for effective load-balancing, we observe linear scaling
gains for each added node N.
Query. Our second measurement seeks to understand
how query latency changes when varying the number of
nodes. We show the index completion time of query D
in Figure 12. For these measurements, we first primed the
file system cache in each case to compensate for a shortcut that our current implementation takes (it maintains
the index in numerous small files that cause high seek
penalties for reads from disk; an effect we could avoid by
optimizing the disk layout through an intermediary step
so that the index can read its data sequentially).
We observe linear scaling from 12 nodes upward, but
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5.4

Storage

Unlike systems which process data in situ, VAST relies on
secondary indexes that require additional storage space.
In the case of the Bro connection logs, the index increases
the total storage by 90%. VAST, however, also compresses the raw data before storing in the archive, in this
case cutting it down to 47% of its original size. Taken
together, VAST requires 1.37 times the volume of its raw
input. For PCAP traces VAST, archives entire packets,
but skips all packet payload during index construction.
Archive compression brings down the trace to 92% of its
original size, whereas the index for connection 4-tuple
plus timestamps amounts to 4%. In total, VAST still
occupies less space than the original data.
String and container indexes require the most storage,
due to their composite and variable-length nature. The
remaining indexes exhibit constant space design, and their
concrete size is a direct function of encoding and layout
of the bit vectors.

6

Conclusion

When security analysts today attempt to reconstruct the
sequence of events leading to a cyber incident, they struggle to bring together enormous volumes of heterogeneous
data. We present VAST [54], a novel platform for forensic
analysis that captures and retains a high-fidelity archive
of a network’s entire activity, leveraging domain-specific
semantics to manage high data volumes while supporting rapid queries against historical data. VAST’s novelty
comes from synthesizing powerful indexing technology
with a distributed, entirely asynchronous system architecture that can fully exploit today’s highly concurrent
architectures. Our evaluation with real-world log and
packet data demonstrates the system’s potential to support interactive investigation and exploration at a level
beyond what current systems offer.
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Appendix
In §4.2.2 we introduce the structure of VAST’s high-level
index types, but do note elaborating how to operate on
them with concrete algorithms. Table 3 and Table 4 provide this information in more detail. For each type, we
show how to append a value (symbol ) to an index as
well as how to query it in terms of logical operations.

The basic index I in these tables represents a bitmap or
inverted index with a fixed binning, encoding, and compression scheme. I operates on unsigned integer values
and supports operators {<, ≤, =, =, ≥, >}. For append
and lookup algorithms of the concrete encoding schemes,
we refer the reader to the literature [8, 9], from which summarize established results about multi-component indexes
in the following.
The basic index forms the foundation for the
k-component index K β = I1 , . . . , Ik  with |β | = k
(see §4.2.1). It represents the foundation of many higherlevel indexes and its lookup algorithm varies according to
the relational operator of the predicate. Answering equality queries involves computing a simple conjunction:
EQ(i, x) =

i


(I j = x j )

(1)

j=1

Thus, we can answer K β = x with EQ(k, x), and K β = x
with EQ(k, x). For one-sided range queries, the algorithm
less-than-or-equal (LE) implements range lookup of the
form K β ≤ x as follows:

(Ii ≤ xi − 1) ∨ (θi ∧ LE(i − 1, x)) i > 1, xi > 0



θ ∧ LE(i − 1, x)
i > 1, xi = 0
i
LE(i, x) =

≤
x
−
1)
∨
LE(i
−
1,
x)
i
> 1, xi = βi − 1
(I
i
i



i=1
Ii ≤ xi
(2)

The extra parameter θi depends on the coding scheme
and means either Ii = xi or Ii ≤ xi . Putting together algorithms EQ and LE, we can now answer K β ◦ x under all
relational operators with the algorithm :


EQ(k, x)
◦ ∈ {=}




EQ(k, x)
◦ ∈ {=}





LE(k, x)
◦ ∈ {≤}



LE(k, x)
◦ ∈ {>}
(K β , ◦, x) =

LE(k, x − 1) ◦ ∈ {<} ∧ x > 0





LE(k, x − 1) ◦ ∈ {≥} ∧ x > 0




0
◦ ∈ {<} ∧ x = 0




1
◦ ∈ {≥} ∧ x = 0

(3)

The two results 0 and 1 denote the empty and complete
identifier set. In the case of bitmap indexes, 0 represents
a bit vector with all 0-bits, whereas 1 only consists of
1-bits.
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∀1 ≤ i ≤ n

S = φ , κ1 , . . . , κM 
φ = Kβ
κi = Θ8

string

§

†

∗

T  x(α) ≡ D  x(α)

T=D

time

≡

(α)

κi  x i


φ  n(α)

Table 3: Summary of append and lookup operations on high-level indexes.

The basic index has a fixed binning, coding, and compression scheme and operates on values x ∈ X ⊆ N+
0 and has cardinality C ≤ |X|. (see §4.2.1)
The k-component index operates with a base β = βk , . . . , β1 . We show algorithm  in §??. The bit-sliced index [55] is a special of K β where βi = βi = 2 for all i = j. The multi-component index Φw
can at most represent 2w distinct values.
We denote by  the “mirrored” operator of ◦, e.g., < and >.

S  x1 , . . . , xn 

T◦x ≡ D◦x


0
|x| > M





φ =0
|x| = 0



|x|



◦ ∈ {=, =}
S ◦ x ≡ φ = |x| ∧ κi = xi

i=1





M−|x|+1
|x|






 κi+ j−1 = x j  ◦ ∈ {∈, ∈}
/
φ ≥ |x| ∧


i=1
j=1

D  x(α) ≡ I  x(α)

D=I

duration

(α)

D◦x ≡ I◦x

F  xs , xe , xm (α)

real§


(α)

S  xs
≡ E  xe(α)


(α)
M  xm

F = S, E, M
S=B
E = Θ11
M = Θ52

u

I ◦ x ≡ Φ64 ◦ (x + 263 )


◦ ∈ {=, =}
S = xs ∧ E ◦ xe ∧ M ◦ xm





x ≥ 0 ∧ ◦ ∈ {>, ≥}
S = 0 ∧ E ◦ xe ∧ M ◦ xm
F ◦ x ≡ S = 1 ∨ (E ◦ xe ∧ M ◦ xm )
x ≥ 0 ∧ ◦ ∈ {<, ≤}



S = 0 ∨ (E  xe ∧ M  xm ) x < 0 ∧ ◦ ∈ {>, ≥}



S = 1 ∧ E  x ∧ M  x
x < 0 ∧ ◦ ∈ {<, ≤}
e
m

x = false
x = true

I  x(α) ≡ Φ64  (x(α) + 263 )

S
S

I = Φ64

B◦x ≡

int

u

iff x = true
C ◦ x ≡ Φ64 ◦ x

≡ Sα



C  x(α) ≡ Φ64  x(α)

B
x(α)

K β ◦ x ≡ (K β , ◦, x)

∀1 ≤ i ≤ k

K β  x(α) ≡ Ii  xi
(α)

I ◦x

I  x(α)

C = Φ64

B=S

= Ik , . . . , I1 
Θk = K β βi =β j =2 ∧ |β |=k
Φw = K β ∏ki=1 βi ≤ 2w

Lookup

Append

count

bool

k-component†

I

basic∗

Kβ

Structure

Type
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XT  (k1 , v1 ) . . . , (kn , vn )(α)

XT = φ , X1 , . . . , XM ,Y1 , . . . ,YM 
φ = Kβ
Xi = V
Yi = V

set

table†

†

XS

XS = φ , V1 , . . . , VM 
φ = Kβ

∗

XV

XV = φ , V1 , . . . , VM 
φ = Kβ

≡

≡

Φ2

(α)

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n


(α)

φ  n
≡ Xi  ki(α)


(α)
Yi  vi

(α)

Vi  xi


φ  n(α)

Vi  xi


φ  n(α)



(α)
xt

∀1 ≤ i ≤ 128

 k

  Θ128 = x

◦x ≡

see S ◦ x
see XS ◦ x

xt =
 unknown
xt = unknown

τ(x) = vector
τ(x) = set

Φ16 ◦ xn ∧ Φ2 = xt
Φ16 ◦ xn







0
|x| > M



φ = 0
|x| = 0


XS ◦ x ≡
|x|
M

 

otherwise
V j = xi


i=1
j=1
M

  X = k ◦ ∈ {∈}
i
XT ◦ k ≡ i=1

 T
X k
◦ ∈ {∈}
/
M


 Y = v ◦ ∈ {∈}
i
XT ◦ v ≡ i=1

 T
X v
◦ ∈ {∈}
/
M

  (X = k ∧ Y = v) ◦ ∈ {∈}
i
i
XT ◦ (k, v) ≡ i=1

 T
X  (k → v)
◦ ∈ {∈}
/

XV

P◦x ≡

A◦x ≡

i ◦ ∈ {∈}
i
i=1


Ax
◦ ∈ {∈}
/

 p


Φ8 ≤ x ∧  A = x
◦ ∈ {∈}
p
i
ai
U◦x ≡
i=1


Ux
◦ ∈ {∈}
/

Lookup

Table 4: Summary of append and lookup operations on high-level indexes.

Depending on the type τ(x) of value x, the lookup function can either preserve ordering (as in substring search) or ignore ordering (as in subset search).
A table value has the form x = (k1 , v1 ), . . . , (kn , vn ). We show lookups for a single key, value, or mapping.

 x1 , . . . , xn 

(α)

 x1 , . . . , xn 

(α)

≡

vector∗

P  xn , xt 

P=

port


(α)
Φ16  xn

(α)

(α)

Φ8  x p

Φ16 , Φ2 

≡

U=

subnet

U  xa , x p 

(α)

A, Φ8 


(α)
A  xa

A  x1 , . . . , x128 (α) ≡ Θ128
← xi
i

A = Θ128

addr

(α)

Append

Structure

Type

Ernest: Efﬁcient Performance Prediction for Large-Scale Advanced
Analytics
Shivaram Venkataraman, Zongheng Yang, Michael Franklin, Benjamin Recht, Ion Stoica
University of California, Berkeley
Abstract

of instances are crucial choices that determine the running time and thus indirectly the cost of running a given
job. Using common machine learning kernels we show
in §2.2 that choosing the right conﬁguration can improve
performance by up to 1.9x at the same cost.
In this paper, we address the challenge of choosing
the conﬁguration to run large advanced analytics applications in heterogeneous multi-tenant environments.
The choice of conﬁguration depends on the user’s goals
which typically includes either minimizing the running
time given a budget or meeting a deadline while minimizing the cost. The key to address this challenge is
developing a performance prediction framework that can
accurately predict the running time on a speciﬁed hardware conﬁguration, given a job and its input.
One approach to address this challenge is to predict the
performance of a job based on monitoring the job’s previous runs [39, 44]. While simple, this approach assumes
the job runs repeatedly on the same or “similar” data sets.
However, this assumption does not always hold. First,
even when a job runs periodically it typically runs on
data sets that can be widely different in both size and
content. For example, a prediction algorithm may run on
data sets corresponding to different days or time granularities. Second, workloads such as interactive machine
learning [9, 55] and parameter tuning generate unique
jobs for which we have little or no relevant history. Another approach to predict job performance is to build a
detailed parametric model for the job. Along these lines,
several techniques have been recently proposed in the
context of MapReduce-like frameworks [77, 52]. These
techniques have been aided by the inherent simplicity of
the two-stage MapReduce model. However, the recent
increase in the popularity of more complex parallel computation engines such as Dryad [51] and Spark [83] make
these parametric techniques much more difﬁcult to apply.
In this paper, we propose a new approach that can accurately predict the performance of a given analytics job.
The main idea is to run a set of instances of the entire
job on samples of the input, and use the data from these
training runs to create a performance model. This approach has low overhead, as in general it takes much less
time and resources to run the training jobs than running
the job itself. Despite the fact that this is a black-box approach (i.e., requires no knowledge about the internals of

Recent workload trends indicate rapid growth in the
deployment of machine learning, genomics and scientiﬁc
workloads on cloud computing infrastructure. However,
efﬁciently running these applications on shared infrastructure is challenging and we ﬁnd that choosing the right
hardware conﬁguration can signiﬁcantly improve performance and cost. The key to address the above challenge
is having the ability to predict performance of applications under various resource conﬁgurations so that we
can automatically choose the optimal conﬁguration.
Our insight is that a number of jobs have predictable
structure in terms of computation and communication.
Thus we can build performance models based on the behavior of the job on small samples of data and then predict its performance on larger datasets and cluster sizes.
To minimize the time and resources spent in building a
model, we use optimal experiment design, a statistical
technique that allows us to collect as few training points
as required. We have built Ernest, a performance prediction framework for large scale analytics and our evaluation on Amazon EC2 using several workloads shows
that our prediction error is low while having a training
overhead of less than 5% for long-running jobs.

1

Introduction

In the past decade we have seen a rapid growth of largescale advanced analytics that implement complex algorithms in areas like distributed natural language processing [24, 74], deep learning for image recognition [34],
genome analysis [72, 61], astronomy [17] and particle accelerator data processing [19]. These applications
differ from traditional analytics workloads (e.g., SQL
queries) in that they are not only data-intensive but also
computation-intensive, and typically run for a long time
(and hence are expensive). Along with new workloads,
we have seen widespread adoption of cloud computing
with large data sets being hosted [7, 1], and the emergence of sophisticated analytics services, such as machine learning, being offered by cloud providers [9, 6].
With cloud computing environments such as Amazon EC2, users typically have a large number of choices
in terms of the instance types and number of instances
they can run their jobs on. Not surprisingly, the amount
of memory per core, storage media, and the number
1
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Figure 2: Comparison of network bandwidths with prices

across different EC2 r3 instance sizes normalized to
r3.large. r3.8xlarge has the highest bandwidth per core.

Figure 1: Comparison of memory bandwidths across Ama-

zon EC2 m3/c3/r3 instance types. There are only three sizes
for m3. Smaller instances (large, xlarge) have better memory bandwidth per core.

ﬁnd that using experiment design improves prediction error for some algorithms by 30 − 50% over a cost-based
scheme. Finally, using our predictions we show that for a
long-running speech recognition pipeline, ﬁnding the appropriate number of instances can reduce cost by around
4x compared to a greedy allocation scheme. In summary,
the main contributions of this paper are:

the job), it works surprisingly well in practice.
The reason this approach works so well is because
many advanced analytics workloads have a simple structure and the dependence between their running times and
the input sizes or number of nodes is in general characterized by a relatively small number of smooth functions.
This should come as no surprise as big data has naturally
lead researchers and practitioners to develop algorithms
that are linear [22] or quasi-linear in terms of the input
size, and which scale well with the number of nodes. As
a simple example, consider a mini-batch gradient descent
algorithm used for linear regression. For a dataset with
m data points and n features per partition, the time taken
by each task to compute the gradient is uniform (mn) and
similarly the size of output from every task is the same,
a vector of size n.
The cost and utility of training data points collected
is important for low-overhead prediction and we address
this problem using optimal experiment design [63] , a statistical technique that allows us to select the most useful
data points for training. We augment experiment design
with a cost model and this helps us ﬁnd the training data
points to explore within a given budget. We have built
support for the above techniques in Ernest and we ﬁnd
that a number of advanced analytics workloads can be accurately modeled using simple features that reﬂect commonly found computation and communication patterns.
We include a cross-validation based veriﬁcation scheme
in Ernest to detect when a workload does not match the
features being used and show how we can easily extend
our model in such cases.
Using Amazon EC2 as our execution environment, we
evaluate the accuracy of our system using a number of
workloads including (a) several machine learning algorithms that are part of Spark MLlib [56], (b) queries from
GenBase [73] and I/O intensive transformations using
ADAM [61] on a full genome, and (c) a speech recognition pipeline that achieves state-of-the-art results [50].
Our evaluation shows that our average prediction error is
under 20% and that this is sufﬁcient for choosing the appropriate number or type of instances. Our training overhead for long-running jobs is less than 5% and we also

• We propose Ernest, a performance prediction
framework that works with unmodiﬁed jobs and
achieves low overhead using optimal experiment
design.
• We show how Ernest can detect when a model isn’t
appropriate and how small extensions can be used
to model complex workloads.
• Using experiments on EC2, we show that Ernest is
accurate for a variety of algorithms, input sizes, and
cluster sizes.

2

Background

In this section we ﬁrst present an overview of different
approaches to performance prediction. We then discuss
recent hardware and workload trends for large scale data
analysis. We also present an example of an end-to-end
machine learning pipeline and discuss some of the computation and communication patterns that we see using
this example.

2.1

Performance Prediction

Performance modeling and prediction have been used in
many different contexts in various systems [59, 16, 39].
At a high level performance modeling and prediction
proceeds as follows: select an output or response variable
that needs to be predicted and the features to be used for
prediction. Next, choose a relationship or a model that
can provide a prediction for the output variable given the
input features. This model could be rule based [27, 21]
or use machine learning techniques [60, 80] that build an
estimator using some training data. We focus on machine
learning based techniques in this paper and we next discuss two major approaches in modeling that inﬂuences
the training data and machine learning algorithms used.
Performance counters: Performance counter based approaches typically use a large number of low level coun2
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ters to try and predict application performance characteristics. Such an approach has been used with CPU counter
for proﬁling [14], performance diagnosis [81, 25] and
virtual machine allocation [60]. A similar approach has
also been used for analytics jobs where the MapReduce counters have been used for performance prediction [77] and straggler mitigation [80]. Performancecounter based approaches typically use advanced learning algorithms like random forests, SVMs. However as
they use a large number of features, they require large
amounts of training data and are well suited for scenarios where historical data is available.
System modeling: In the system modeling approach, a
performance model is developed based on the properties
of the system being studied. This method has been used
in scientiﬁc computing [16] for compilers [11], programming models [21, 27]; and by databases [29, 57] for estimating the progress made by SQL queries. System design based models are usually simple and interpretable
but may not capture all the execution scenarios. However one advantage of this approach is that only a small
amount of training data is required to make predictions.
In this paper, we look at how to perform efﬁcient performance prediction for large scale advanced analytics.
We use a system modeling approach where we build a
high-level end-to-end model for advanced analytics jobs.
As collecting training data can be expensive, we further
focus on how to minimize the amount of training data
required in this setting. We next survey recent hardware
and workload trends that motivate this problem.

20
0

LSS Time

(a)

20
10
0

MM Time

(b)

Figure 3: Performance comparison of a Least Squares
Solver (LSS) job and Matrix Multiply (MM) across similar
capacity conﬁgurations.
stance types are mapped to shared physical hardware.
The non-linear relationship between price vs. performance is not only reﬂected in micro-benchmarks but can
also have a signiﬁcant effect on end-to-end performance.
For example, we use two machine learning kernels: (a) A
least squares solver used in convex optimization [37] and
(b) a matrix multiply operation [75], and measure their
performance for similar capacity conﬁgurations across a
number of instance types. The results (Figure 3(a)) show
that picking the right instance type can improve performance by up to 1.9x at the same cost for the least squares
solver. Earlier studies [47, 79] have also reported such
performance variations for other applications like SQL
queries, key-value stores. These performance variations
motivate the need for a performance prediction framework that can automate the choice of hardware for a
given computation.
Finally, performance prediction is important not just
in cloud computing but it is also useful in other shared
computing scenarios like private clusters. Cluster schedulers [15] typically try to maximize utilization by packing many jobs on a single machine and predicting the
amount of memory or number of CPU cores required for
a computation can improve utilization [36]. Next, we
look at workload trends in large scale data analysis and
how we can exploit workload characteristics for performance prediction.

Hardware Trends

The widespread adoption of cloud computing has led to
a large number of data analysis jobs being run on cloud
computing platforms like Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure
and Google Compute Engine. In fact, a recent survey by
Typesafe of around 500 enterprises [4] shows that 53% of
Apache Spark users deploy their code on Amazon EC2.
However using cloud computing instances comes with
its own set of challenges. As cloud computing providers
use virtual machines for isolation between users, there
are a number of ﬁxed-size virtual machine options that
users can choose from. Instance types vary not only in
capacity (i.e. memory size, number of cores etc.) but
also in performance. For example, we measured memory bandwidth and network bandwidth across a number
of instance types on Amazon EC2. From Figure 1 we can
see that the smaller instances i.e. large or xlarge have
the highest memory bandwidth available per core while
Figure 2 shows that 8xlarge instances have the highest network bandwidth available per core. Based on our
experiences with Amazon EC2, we believe these performance variations are not necessarily due to poor isolation
between tenants but are instead related to how various in-

2.3

Workload trends

The last few years have seen the growth of advanced analytics workloads like machine learning, graph processing and scientiﬁc analyses on large datasets. Advanced
analytics workloads are commonly implemented on top
of data processing frameworks like Hadoop [35], Naiad [58] or Spark [83] and a number of high level libraries
for machine learning [56, 2] have been developed on top
of these frameworks. A survey [4] of Apache Spark users
shows that around 59% of them use the machine learning library in Spark and recently launched services like
Azure ML [9] provide high level APIs which implement
commonly used machine learning algorithms.
Advanced analytics workloads differ from other workloads like SQL queries or stream processing in a number of ways. These workloads are typically numerically
3
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Workload Properties: Since advanced analytics jobs
run on large datasets are expensive, we observe that developers have focused on algorithms that are scalable
across machines and are of low complexity (e.g., linear or quasi-linear) [22]. Otherwise, using these algorithms to process huge amounts of data might be infeasible. The natural outcome of these efforts is that these
workloads admit relatively simple performance models.
Speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd that the computation required per
data item remains the same as we scale the computation.
Further, we observe that only a few communication
patterns repeatedly occur in such jobs. These patterns
(Figure 5) include (a) the all-to-one or collect pattern,
where data from all the partitions is sent to one machine,
(b) tree-aggregation pattern where data is aggregated using a tree-like structure, and (c) a shufﬂe pattern where
data goes from many source machines to many destinations. These patterns are not speciﬁc to advanced analytics jobs and have been studied before [30, 20]. Having a
handful of such patterns means that we can try to automatically infer how the communication costs change as
we increase the scale of computation. For example, assuming that data grows as we add more machines (i.e.,
the data per machine is constant), the time taken for the
collect increases as O(machines) as a single machine
needs to receive all the data. Similarly the time taken for
a binary aggregation tree grows as O(log(machines)).
Finally we observe that many algorithms are iterative
in nature and that we can also sample the computation by
running just a few iterations of the algorithm. Next we
will look at the design of the performance model.

~100 iterations

Figure 4: Execution DAG of a machine learning pipeline
used for speech recognition [50]. The pipeline consists of
featurization and model building steps which are repeated
for many iterations.

Collect

Tree Aggregation

(a)

(b)

Shufe
(c)

Figure 5: Scaling behaviors of commonly found communication patterns as we increase the number of machines.

intensive, i.e. performing ﬂoating point operations like
matrix-vector multiplication or convolutions [32], and
thus are sensitive to the number of cores and memory
bandwidth available. Further, such workloads are also
often iterative and repeatedly perform parallel operations
on data cached in memory across a cluster. Advanced
analytics jobs can also be long-running: for example, to
obtain the state-of-the-art accuracy on tasks like image
recognition [34] and speech recognition [50], jobs are
run for many hours or days.
Example: Speech Recognition Pipeline. As an example of an advanced analytics job, we consider a speech
recognition pipeline [50] that achieves state-of-the-art
accuracy on the TIMIT [26] dataset. The pipeline trains
a model using kernel SVMs and the execution DAG is
shown in Figure 4. From the ﬁgure we can see that
such pipelines consist of a number of stages, each of
which may be repeated for some iterations. This TIMIT
pipeline contains three main stages. The ﬁrst stage of the
DAG reads input data, and featurizes the data by applying a random cosine transformation [64] to each record.
Assuming dense input data and equal-sized partitions,
we can also see that each task in the ﬁrst stage will take a
similar amount of time to compute. Further, we observe
that, unlike SQL queries with selectivity clauses, the
transformation here results in the same amount of output
data per input record across all tasks. The second stage
in the pipeline normalizes data, which requires computing the mean and variance of the features by aggregating
values across all the partitions. In the last stage, the normalized features are fed into a convex solver [23] to build
a model. The model is then reﬁned by generating more
features and these steps are repeated for 100 iterations to
achieve state-of-the-art accuracy.

3

Modeling Advanced Analytics Jobs

In this section we outline a model for predicting execution time of advanced analytics jobs. This scheme only
uses end-to-end running times collected from executing
the job on smaller samples of the input and we discuss
techniques for model building and data collection.
At a high level we consider a scenario where a user
provides as input a parallel job (written using any existing data processing framework) and a pointer to the input
data for the job. We do not assume the presence of any
historical logs about the job and our goal here is to build
a model that will predict the execution time for any input
size, number of machines for this given job. The main
steps in building a predictive model are (a) determining
what training data points to collect (b) determining what
features should be derived from the training data and (c)
performing feature selection to pick the simplest model
that best ﬁts the data. We discuss all three aspects below.

3.1

Features for Prediction

One of the consequences of modeling end-to-end unmodiﬁed jobs is that there are only a few parameters that
4
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we can change to observe changes in performance. Assuming that the job, the dataset and the machine types
are ﬁxed, the two main features that we have are (a) the
number of rows or fraction of data used (scale) and (b)
the number of machines used for execution. Our goal
in the modeling process is to derive as few features as
required for the amount of training data required grows
linearly with the number of features.
To build our model we add terms related to the computation and communication patterns discussed in §2.3.
The terms we add to our linear model are (a) a ﬁxed cost
term which represents the amount of time spent in serial
computation (b) the interaction between the scale and the
inverse of the number of machines; this is to capture the
parallel computation time for algorithms whose computation scales linearly with data, i.e., if we double the size
of the data with the same number of machines, the computation time will grow linearly (c) a log(machines) term
to model communication patterns like aggregation trees
(d) a linear term O(machines) which captures the allto-one communication pattern and ﬁxed overheads like
scheduling / serializing tasks (i.e. overheads that scale as
we add more machines to the system). Note that as we
use a linear combination of non-linear features, we can
model non-linear behavior as well.
Thus the overall model we are ﬁtting tries to learn values for θ0 , θ1 , θ2 , and θ3 in the formula
time = θ0 + θ1 × (scale ×
θ2 × log(machines)+
θ3 × machines

intercept
0.00
0.80
6.86
0.00
0.42
0.64
28.62
0.00

scale / mc

4887.10
211.18
208.44
307.48
39.02
630.93
3361.89
149.58

mc
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.05

log(mc)
4.14
0.90
0.00
1.00
0.07
1.50
0.00
0.54

Table 1: Models built by Non-Negative Least Squares for
MLlib algorithms using r3.xlarge instances. Not all features are used by every algorithm.
the number of columns. We discuss techniques to detect
when the model needs such additional terms in §3.4.

3.2

Data collection

The next step is to collect training data points for building a predictive model. For this we use the input data
provided by the user and run the complete job on small
samples of the data and collect the time taken for the job
to execute. For iterative jobs we allow Ernest to be conﬁgured to run a certain number of iterations (§4). As we
are not concerned with the accuracy of the computation
we just use the ﬁrst few rows of the input data to get appropriately sized inputs.
How much training data do we need?: One of the
main challenges in predictive modeling is minimizing
the time spent on collecting training data while achieving
good enough accuracy. As with most machine learning
tasks, collecting more data points will help us build a better model but there is time and a cost associated with collecting training data. As an example, consider the model
shown in Table 1 for kmeans. To train this model we
used 7 data points and we look at the importance of collecting additional data by comparing two schemes: in the
ﬁrst scheme we collect data in an increasing order of machines and in the second scheme we use a mixed strategy
as shown in Figure 6. From the ﬁgure we make two important observations: (a) in this case, the mixed strategy
gets to a lower error quickly; after three data points we
get to less than 15% error. (b) We see a trend of diminishing returns where adding more data points does not
improve accuracy by much. We next look at techniques
that will help us ﬁnd how much training data is required
and what those data points should be.

1
)+
machines
(1)

Given these features, we then use a non-negative least
squares (NNLS) solver to ﬁnd the model that best ﬁts
the training data. NNLS ﬁts our use case very well as
it ensures that each term contributes some non-negative
amount to the overall time taken. This avoids over-ﬁtting
and also avoids corner cases where say the running time
could become negative as we increase the number of machines. NNLS is also useful for feature selection as it
sets coefﬁcients which are not relevant to a particular job
to zero. For example, we trained a NNLS model using 7
data points on all of the machine learning algorithms that
are a part of MLlib in Apache Spark 1.2. The ﬁnal model
parameters are shown in Table 1. From the table we can
see two main characteristics: (a) that not all features are
used by every algorithm and (b) that the contribution of
each term differs for each algorithm. These results also
show why we cannot reuse models across jobs.
Additional Features: While the features used above
capture most of the patterns that we see in jobs, there
could other patterns which are not covered. For example in linear algebra operators like QR decomposition the
computation time will grow as scale2/machines if we scale

3.3

Optimal Experiment Design

To improve the time taken for training without sacriﬁcing the prediction accuracy, we outline a scheme based
on optimal experiment design, a statistical technique that
can be used to minimize the number of experiment runs
required. In statistics, experiment design [63] refers to
the study of how to collect data required for any experiment given the modeling task at hand. Optimal exper5
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4

iment design speciﬁcally looks at how to choose experiments that are optimal with respect to some statistical
criterion. At a high-level the goal of experiment design
is to determine data points that can give us most information to build an accurate model.
More formally, consider a problem where we are trying to ﬁt a linear model X given measurements y1 , . . . , ym
and features a1 , . . . , am for each measurement. Each feature vector could in turn consist of a number of dimensions (say n dimensions). In the case of a linear model
we typically estimate X using linear regression. We denote this estimate as X̂ and X̂ − X is the estimation error
or a measure of how far our model is from the true model.
To measure estimation error we can compute the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) which takes into account both the
bias and the variance of the estimator. In the case of the
linear model above if we have m data points each having
n features, then the variance of the estimator is repre-
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Figure 6: Comparison of different strategies used to collect
training data points for KMeans. The labels next to the data
points show the (number of machines, scale factor) used.
√
without
√ n
with n

Residual Sum
of Squares
1409.11
463.32

Percentage Err
Median
Max
12.2% 64.9%
5.7%
26.5%

Table 2: Cross validation metrics comparing different
models for Sparse GLM run on the splice-site dataset.

constraint that the total cost should be lesser than some
budget. That is if we have a cost function which gives us
a cost ci for an experiment with scale si and mi machines,

i=1

key point to note here is that the covariance matrix only
depends on the feature vectors that were used for this experiment and not on the model that we are estimating.
In optimal experiment design we choose feature vectors (i.e. ai ) that minimize the estimation error. Thus
we can frame this as an optimization problem where we
minimize the estimation error subject to constraints on
the number of experiments. More formally we can set λi
as the fraction of times an experiment is chosen and minimize the trace of the inverse of the covariance matrix:
i=1

Machines
Mixed

(4, 0.125)

1.5

m

Minimize tr(( ∑

3

2.5

sented by the n × n covariance matrix ( ∑ ai aTi )−1 . The

m

(2, 0.0625)

3.5

m

we add a constraint to our solver that ∑ ci λi ≤ B where
i=1

B is the total budget. For the rest of this paper we use the
time taken to collect training data as the cost and ignore
any machine setup costs as we usually amortize that over
all the data we need to collect. However we can plug-in
in any user-deﬁned cost function in our framework.

3.4

Model extensions

The model outlined in the previous section accounts for
the most common patterns we see in advanced analytics
applications. However there are some complex applications like randomized linear algebra [43] which might
not ﬁt this model. For such scenarios we discuss two
steps: the ﬁrst is adding support in Ernest to detect when
the model is not adequate and the second is to easily allow users to extend the model being used.
Cross-Validation: The most common technique for testing if a model is valid is to use hypothesis testing and
compute test statistics (e.g., using the t-test or the chisquared test) and conﬁrm the null hypothesis that data
belongs to the distribution that the model describes.
However as we use non-negative least squares (NNLS)
the residual errors are not normally distributed and simple techniques for computing conﬁdence limits, p-values
are not applicable. Thus we use cross-validation, where
subsets of the training data can be used to check if the
model will generalize well. There are a number of methods to do cross-validation and as our training data size is
small, we use a leave-one-out-cross-validation scheme in
Ernest. Speciﬁcally if we have collected m training data
points, we perform m cross-validation runs where each
run uses m − 1 points as training data and tests the model
on the left out data point.

λi ai aTi )−1 )

subject to λi ≥ 0, λi ≤ 1
Using Experiment Design: The predictive model described in the previous section can be formulated as an
experiment design problem. Given bounds for the scale
and number of machines we want to explore, we can
come up with all the features that can be used. For example if the scale bounds range from say 1% to 10% of the
data and the number of machine we can use ranges from
1 to 5, we can enumerate 50 different feature vectors
from all the scale and machine values possible. We can
then feed these feature vectors into the experiment design setup described above and only choose to run those
experiments whose λ values are non-zero.
Accounting for Cost: One additional factor we need to
consider in using experiment design is that each experiment we run costs a different amount. This cost could be
in terms of time (i.e. it is more expensive to train with
larger fraction of the input) or in terms of machines (i.e.
there is a ﬁxed cost to say launching a machine). To account for the cost of an experiment we can augment the
optimization problem we setup above with an additional
6
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Model extension example: As an example, we consider
the GLM classiﬁcation implementation in Spark MLLib
for sparse datasets. In this workload the computation is
linear but the aggregation uses two stages (instead of an
aggregation
tree) where the ﬁrst aggregation stage has
√
n tasks for n partitions of data and√the second aggregation stage combines the output of n tasks using one
task. This communication pattern is not captured in our
model from earlier and the results from cross validation
using our original model are shown in Table 2. As we can
see in the table both the residual sum of squares and the
percentage error in prediction are high for the original
model. Extending the model in Ernest with additional
terms
√ is simple and in this case we can see that adding
the n term makes the model ﬁt much better. In practice
we use a conﬁgurable threshold on the percentage error
to determine if the model ﬁt is poor. We investigate the
end-to-end effects of using a better model in §6.6.

4

sized instances (i.e. r3.large,...r3.8xlarge). After training
the models we can answer higher level questions like selecting the cheapest conﬁguration given a time bound or
picking the fastest conﬁguration given a budget. One of
the challenges in translating the performance prediction
into a higher-level decision is that the predictions could
have some error associated with them. To help with this,
we provide the cross validation results ( §3.4) along with
the prediction and these can be used to compute the range
of errors observed on training data. Additionally we plan
to provide support for visualizing the scaling behavior
and Figure 20 in §6.6 shows an example.

4.2

One of the challenges in Ernest is to deal with algorithms
that process sparse datasets. Because of the difference in
sparsity across data items, each record could take different time to process. We observe that operations on
sparse datasets depend on the number of non-zero entries and thus if we can sample the data such that we use
a representative sparse subset during training, we should
be able to apply modeling techniques described before.
However in practice, we don’t see this problem as even
if there is a huge skew in sparsity across rows, the skew
across partitions is typically smaller.
To illustrate, we chose three of the largest sparse
datasets that are part of the LibSVM repository [70, 82]
and we measured the maximum number of non-zero entries present in every partition after loading the data into
HDFS. We normalize these values across partitions and
a CDF of partition densities is shown in Figure 7. We
observe the the difference in sparsity between the most
loaded partition and the least loaded one is less than 35%
for all datasets and thus picking a random sample of partitions [76] is sufﬁcient to model computation costs.

Implementation

Ernest is implemented using Python as multiple modules. The modules include a job submission tool that
submits training jobs, a training data selection process which implements experiment design using a CVX
solver [42, 41] and ﬁnally a model builder that uses
NNLS from SciPy [53]. Even for a large range of scale
and machine values we ﬁnd that building a model takes
only a few seconds and does not add any overhead. In the
rest of this section we discuss the job submission tool and
how we handle sparse datasets, stragglers.

4.1

Handling Sparse Datasets

Job Submission Tool

Ernest extends existing job submission API [5] that is
present in Apache Spark 1.2. This job submission API
is similar to Hadoop’s Job API [10] and similar job submission APIs exist for dedicated clusters [65, 78] as well.
The job submission API already takes in the binary that
needs to run (a JAR ﬁle in the case of Spark) and the
input speciﬁcation required for collecting training data.
We add a number of optional parameters which can be
used to conﬁgure Ernest. Users can conﬁgure the minimum and maximum dataset size that will be used for
training. Similarly the maximum number of machines to
be used for training can also be conﬁgured. Our prototype implementation of Ernest uses Amazon EC2 and we
amortize cluster launch overheads across multiple training runs i.e., if we want to train using 1, 2, 4 and 8 machines, we launch a 8 machine cluster and then run all of
these training jobs in parallel.
The model built using Ernest can be used in a number
of ways. In this paper we focus on a cloud computing use
case where we can choose the number and type of EC2
instances to use for a given application. To do this we
build one model per instance type and explore different

4.3

Straggler mitigation by over-allocation

The problem of dealing with stragglers, or tasks which
take much longer than other tasks is one of the main
challenges in large scale data analytics [80, 13, 33]. Using cloud computing instances could further aggravate
the problem due to differences in performance across instances. One technique that we use in Ernest to overcome variation among instances is to launch a small percentage of extra instances and then discard the worst
performing among them before running the user’s job.
We use memory bandwidth and network bandwidth measurements (§2) to determine the slowest instances.
In our experiences with Amazon EC2 we ﬁnd that
even having a few extra instances can be more than sufﬁcient in eliminating the slowest machines. To demonstrate this, we set the target cluster size as N = 50
r3.2xlarge instances and have Ernest automatically allocate a small percentage of extra nodes. We then run
7
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Figure 7: CDF of maximum number of non-zero entries in a partition, normalized to the least loaded
partition for sparse datasets.
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Figure 8: CDFs of STREAM mem-

ory bandwidths under four allocation
strategies. Using a small percentage of
extra instances removes stragglers.
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Figure 9: Running times of GLM and
Naive Bayes over a 24-hour time window
on a 64-node EC2 cluster.

Using Per-Task Timings

In the model described in the previous sections, we only
measure the end-to-end running time of the whole job.
Existing data processing frameworks already measure
ﬁne grained metrics [8, 3] and we considered integrating task-level metrics in Ernest. One major challenge we
faced here is that in the BSP model a stage only completes when its last task completes. Thus rather than predicting the average task duration, we need to estimate the
maximum task duration and this requires more complex
non-parametric methods like Bootstrap [38]. Further, to
handle cases where the number of tasks in a stage are
greater than the number of cores available, we need adapt
our estimate based on the number of waves [12] of tasks.
We found that there were limited gains from incorporating task-level information given the additional complexity. While we continue to study ways to incorporate new
features, we found that simple features used in predicting
end-to-end completion time are more robust.

Discussion

In this section we look at when a model should be retrained and also discuss the trade-offs associated with including more ﬁne-grained information in Ernest.

5.1

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0:00

the dataset grows. When dealing with newly collected
data, there are some aspects of the dataset like the number of data items per block and the number of features
per data item that should remain the same for the performance properties to be similar. As some of these properties might be hard to measure, our goal is to make the
model building overhead small so that Ernest can be rerun for newly collected datasets.

STREAM [54] at 30 second intervals and collect memory bandwidth measurements on all instances. Based
on the memory bandwidths observed, we eliminate the
slowest nodes from the cluster. Figure 8 shows for each
allocation strategy, the CDF of the memory bandwidth
obtained when picking the best N instances from all the
instances allocated. We see that Ernest only needs to allocate as few as 2 (or 4%) extra instances to eliminate the
slowest stragglers and improve the target cluster’s average memory bandwidth from 24.7 GB/s to 26 GB/s.

5

Running Time (s)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
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Model reuse

The model we build using Ernest predicts the performance for a given job for a speciﬁc dataset and a target cluster. One of the questions while using Ernest is
to determine when we need to retrain the model. We
consider three different circumstances here: changes in
code, changes in cluster behavior and changes in data.
Code changes: If different jobs use the same dataset, the
cluster and dataset remain the same, but the computation
being run changes. As Ernest treats the job being run as
a black-box, we will need to retrain the model for any
changes to the code. This can be detected by computing
hashes of the binary ﬁles.
Variation in Machine Performance: One of the concerns with using cloud computing based solutions like
EC2 is that there could be performance variations over
time even when a job is using the same instance types
and number of instances. We investigated if this was
an issue by running two machine learning jobs GLM regression and NaiveBayes repeatedly on a cluster of 64
r3.xlarge instances. The time taken per run of each
algorithm over a 24 hour period is shown in Figure 9.
We see that the variation over time is very small for both
workloads and the standard deviation is less than 2% of
the mean. Thus we believe that Ernest models should
remain relevant across relatively long time periods.
Changes in datasets: As Ernest uses small samples of
the data for training, the model is directly applicable as

6

Evaluation

We evaluate how well Ernest works by using two metrics: the prediction accuracy and the overhead of training
for long-running machine learning jobs. In experiments
where we measure accuracy, or how close a prediction is
to the actual job completion time, we use the ratio of the
predicted job completion time to the actual job completion time Predicted Time /Actual Time as our metric.
The main results from our evaluation are:
• Ernest’s predictive model achieves less than 20%
error on most of the workloads with less than 5%
overhead for long running jobs.(§6.2)
• Using the predictions from Ernest we can get up to
4x improvement in price by choosing the optimal
number of instances for the speech pipeline. (§6.3)
8
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Figure 10: Prediction accuracy using Ernest for 9 machine learning algorithms in Spark MLlib.
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• Given a training budget, experiment design improves accuracy by 30% − 50% for some workloads
when compared to a cost-based approach. (§6.5)
• By extending the default model we are also able to
accurately predict running times for sparse and randomized linear algebra operations. (§6.6)

Actual
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0

run using ADAM.
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Figure 12: Prediction accuracy for four transformations

6.1
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Figure 13: Training times vs. accuracy for TIMIT pipeline
running 50 iterations. Percentages with respect to actual
running times are shown.
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Figure 11: Prediction accuracy for GenBase queries and
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Figure 14: Training times vs. accuracy for MLlib Regres-

sion running 500 iterations. Percentages with respect to actual running times are shown.

for 40K patients). For ADAM we use the high coverage NA12878 full genome from the 1000 Genomes
project [1] and run four transformations: sorting, marking duplicate reads, base quality score recalibration and
quality validation. The speech recognition pipeline is
run on the TIMIT [50] dataset using an implementation
from KeystoneML [71]. All datasets other than the
one for ADAM are cached in memory before the
experiments begin and we do warmup runs to trigger
the JVM’s just-in-time compilation. We use r3.xlarge
machines from Amazon EC2 (each with 4 vCPUs
and 30.5GB memory) unless otherwise speciﬁed. Our
experiments were run with Apache Spark 1.2. Finally
all our predictions were compared against at least three
actual runs and the values in our graphs show the average
with error bars indicating the standard deviation.

Workloads and Experiment Setup

We use ﬁve workloads to evaluate Ernest. Our ﬁrst workload consists of 9 machine learning algorithms that are
part of MLlib [56]. For algorithms designed for dense
inputs, the performance characteristics are independent
of the data and we use synthetically generated data with
5 million examples. We use 10K features per data point
for regression, classiﬁcation, clustering and 1K features
for the linear algebra and statistical benchmarks.
To evaluate Ernest on sparse data, we use
splice-site and kdda, two of the largest sparse
classiﬁcation datasets that are part of LibSVM [28].
The splice-site dataset contains 10M data points
with around 11M features and the kdda dataset contains
around 6.7M data points with around 20M features. To
see how well Ernest performs on end-to-end pipelines,
we use GenBase, ADAM and a speech recognition
pipeline (§2). We run regression and SVD queries
from GenBase on the Large dataset [40] (30K genes

6.2

Accuracy and Overheads

Prediction Accuracy: We ﬁrst measure the prediction
accuracy of Ernest using the nine algorithms from MLlib. In this experiment we conﬁgure Ernest to use between 1 and 16 machines for training and sample between 0.1% to 10% of the dataset. We then predict the
9
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performance for cases where the algorithms use the entire dataset on 45 and 64 machines. The prediction accuracies shown in Figure 10 indicate that Ernest’s predictions are within 12% of the actual running time for most
jobs. The two exceptions where the error is higher are the
summary statistics and glm-classification job.
In the case of glm-classification, we ﬁnd that the
training data and the actual runs have high variance (error
bars in Figure 10 come from this) and that Ernest’s prediction is within the variance of the collected data. In the
case of summary statistics we have a short job where the
absolute error is low: the actual running time is around 6
seconds while Ernest’s prediction is around 8 seconds.
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Figure 15: Time per iteration as we vary the number of in-
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stances for the TIMIT pipeline. Time taken by actual runs
are shown in the plot.

Next, we measure the prediction accuracy on GenBase
and the TIMIT pipeline; the results are shown in Figure 11. Since the GenBase dataset is relatively small
(less than 3GB in text ﬁles), we partition it into 40 splits,
and restrict Ernest to use up to 6 nodes for training and
predict the actual running times on 16 and 20 machines.
As in the case of MLlib, we ﬁnd the prediction errors to
be below 20% for these workloads. Finally, the prediction accuracy for four transformations on ADAM show a
similar trend and are shown in Figure 12. We note that
the ADAM queries read input and write output to the distributed ﬁlesystem (HDFS) in these experiments and that
these queries are also shufﬂe heavy. We ﬁnd that Ernest
is able to capture the I/O overheads and the reason for
this is that the time to read / write a partition of data remains similar as we scale the computation.
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Figure 16: Time per iteration as we vary the number of

instances for MLlib Regression. Time taken by actual runs
are shown in the plot.

6.3

Choosing optimal number of instances

When users have a ﬁxed-time or ﬁxed-cost budget it is
often tricky to ﬁgure out how many instances should be
used for a job as the communication vs. computation
trade-off is hard to determine for a given workload. In
this section, we use Ernest’s predictions to determine the
optimum number of instances. We consider two workloads from the previous section: the TIMIT pipeline and
GLM regression, but here we use subsets of the full data
to focus on how the job completion time varies as we increase the number of machines to 641 . Using the same
models trained in the previous section, we predict the
time taken per iteration across a wide range of number
of machines (Figures 15 and 16). We also show the actual running time to validate the predictions.
Consider a case where a user has a ﬁxed-time budget
of 1 hour (3600s) to say run 40 iterations of the TIMIT
pipeline and an EC2 instance limit of 64 machines. Using Figure 15 and taking our error margin into account,
Ernest is able to infer that launching 16 instances is sufﬁcient to meet the deadline. Given that the cost of an
r3.xlarge instance is $0.35/hour, a greedy strategy of
using all the 64 machines would cost $22.4, while using
the 16 machines as predicted by Ernest would only cost
$5.6, a 4x difference. We also found that the 15% prediction error doesn’t impact the decision as actual runs
show that 15 machines is the optimum. Similarly, if the
user has a budget of $15 then we can infer that using 40
machines would be faster than using 64 machines.

Our goal in building Ernest is not to enforce strict
SLOs but to enable low-overhead predictions that can
be used to make coarse-grained decisions. We discuss
how Ernest’s prediction accuracy is sufﬁcient for decisions like how many machines (§6.3) and what type of
machines (§6.4) to use in the following sections.
Training Overheads: One of the main goals of Ernest
is to provide performance prediction with low overhead.
To measure the overhead in training we consider two
long-running machine learning jobs: the TIMIT pipeline
run for 50 iterations, and MLlib Regression with a minibatch SGD solver run for 500 iterations. We conﬁgure
Ernest to run 5% of the overall number of iterations during training and then linearly scale its prediction by the
target number of iterations. Figures 13 and 14 show the
times taken to train Ernest and the actual running times
when run with 45 or 64 machines on the cluster. From
the ﬁgures, we observe that for the regression problem
the training time is below 4% of the actual running time
and that Ernest’s predictions are within 14%. For the
TIMIT pipeline, the training overhead is less than 4.1%
of the total running time. The low training overhead with
these applications shows that Ernest efﬁciently handles
long-running, iterative analytics jobs.

6.4

Choosing across instance types

We also apply Ernest to choose the optimal instance type
for a particular workload; similar to the scenario above,
1 We see similar scaling properties in the entire data, but we use a
smaller dataset to highlight how Ernest can handle scenarios where the
algorithm does not scale well.
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Figure 20: Comparing KDDA models with and without ex-

we can optimize for cost given a deadline or optimize for
performance given a budget. As an example of the beneﬁts of choosing the right instance type, we re-run the
TIMIT workload on three instance types (r3.xlarge,
r3.2xlarge and r3.4xlarge) and we build a model
for each instance type. With these three models, Ernest
predicts the expected performance on same-cost conﬁgurations, and then picks the cheapest one. Our results
(Figure 17) show that choosing the smaller r3.xlarge
instances would actually be 1.2x faster than using the
r3.4xlarge instances, while incurring the same cost.
Similar to the previous section, the prediction error does
not affect our decision here and Ernest’s predictions
choose the appropriate instance type.
We next look at how choosing the right instance type
affects the performance of ADAM workloads that read
and write data from disk. We compare m3.2xlarge instances that have two SSDs but cost $0.532 per hour
and r3.xlarge instances that have one SSD and cost
$0.35 an hour2 . Results from using Ernest on 45 and
64 machines with these instance types is shown in Figure 18. From the we can see that using m3.2xlarge instances leads to better performance and that similar to the
memory bandwidth analysis ( §2.2) there are non-linear
price-performance trade-offs. For example, we see that
for the mark duplicates query, using 64 m3.2xlarge instances provides a 45% performance improvement over
45 r3.xlarge instances while only costing 20% more.

points are sorted in increasing order of cost and we pick
training points to match the cost of the points chosen in
experiment design. We then train models using both conﬁgurations. A comparison of the prediction accuracy on
MLlib and TIMIT workloads is shown in Figure 19.
From the ﬁgure, we note that for some workloads (e.g.
KMeans) experiment design and the cost-based approach
achieve similar prediction errors. However, for the Regression and TIMIT workloads, Ernest’s experiment design models perform 30% − 50% better than the costbased approach. The cost-based approach fails because
when using just the cheapest training points, the training
process is unable to observe how different stages of the
job behave as scale and number of machines change. For
example, in the case of TIMIT pipeline, the cost-based
approach explores points along a weak scaling curve
where both data size and number of machines increase,
thus it is unable to model how the Solver stage scales
when the amount of data is kept constant. Ernest’s optimal experiment design mechanism successfully avoids
this and chooses the most useful training points.

on ADAM across different instance types.

6.5

tensions for different number of machines.

6.6

We also measure the effectiveness of the model extensions proposed in §3.4 on two workloads: GLM classiﬁcation run on sparse datasets (§4.2) and a randomized
linear algebra workload that has non-linear computation
time [43]. Figure 21 shows the prediction error for the
default √
model and the error after the model is extended:
2n
with a n term for the Sparse GLM and a nlog
mc term
which is the computation cost of the random projection.
As we can see from the ﬁgure, using the appropriate
model makes a signiﬁcant difference in prediction error.
To get a better understanding of how different models can affect prediction error we use the KDDA dataset

Experiment Design vs. Cost-based

We next evaluate the beneﬁts of using optimal experiment design in Ernest. We compare experiment design
to a greedy scheme where all the candidate training data
2 Prices

Model Extensions

as of September 2015
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Figure 21: Prediction accuracy improvements when using model extensions in Ernest. Workloads used include sparse
GLM classiﬁcation using KDDA, splice-site datasets and a random projection linear algebra job.

and plot the predictions from both models as we scale
from 2 to 200 machines (Figure 20). From the√ﬁgure
we can see that the extending the model with n ensures that the scaling behavior is captured accurately and
that the default model can severely over-predict (at 2
machines and 200 machines) or under-predict (32 machines). Thus, while the default model in Ernest can capture a large number of workloads we can see that making
simple model extensions can also help us accurately predict more complex workloads.

some of our observations about variation across instance
types in EC2 are also known to affect database queries.
Tuning, Benchmarking: Ideas related to experiment design, where we explore a space of possible inputs and
choose the best inputs, have been used in other applications like server benchmarking [69]. Related techniques
like Latin Hypercube Sampling have been used to efﬁciently explore ﬁle system design space [45]. Autotuning BLAS libraries [18] like ATLAS [31] also solve a
similar problem of exploring a state space efﬁciently.

7

8

Related work

Future Work and Conclusion

In the future, we plan to study how statistical properties change in conjunction with the hardware. For example, in algorithms like H OGWILD ! [66], the network
latency between machines could affect the convergence
rate. Further, based on our benchmarking experiments
(§2) we see that there are a few key metrics which dictate
the performance characteristics of a cluster. In the future
we plan to study how we can integrate these metrics with
the algorithm speciﬁc features used in Ernest.
In conclusion, the rapid adoption of advanced analytics workloads makes it important to consider how these
applications can be deployed in a cost and resourceefﬁcient fashion. In this paper, we studied the problem
of performance prediction and show how simple models
can capture computation and communication patterns.
Using these models we have built Ernest, a performance
prediction framework that intelligently chooses training
points to provide accurate predictions with low overhead.

Performance Prediction: There have been a number of
recent efforts at modeling job performance in datacenters to support SLOs or deadlines. Techniques proposed
in Jockey [39] and ARIA [77] use historical traces and
dynamically adjust resource allocations in order to meet
deadlines. In Ernest we build a model with no historic
information and try to minimize the amount of training data required. Bazaar [52] proposed techniques to
model the network utilization of MapReduce jobs by using small subsets of data. In Ernest we capture computation and communication characteristics and use high
level features that are framework independent. Projects
like MRTuner [68] and Starﬁsh [48] model MapReduce
jobs at very ﬁne granularity and set optimal values for
options like memory buffer sizes etc. In Ernest we use
few simple features and focus on collecting training data
will help us maximize their utility. Finally scheduling
frameworks like Quasar [36] try to estimate the scale out
and scale up factor for jobs using the progress rate of the
ﬁrst few tasks. Ernest on the other hand runs the entire
job on small datasets and is able to capture how different
stages of a job interact in a long pipeline.
Query Optimization: Database query progress predictors [29, 57] solve a performance prediction problem
similar to Ernest. Database systems typically use summary statistics [67] of the data like cardinality counts to
guide this process. Further, these techniques are typically applied to a known set of relational operators. Similar ideas have also been applied to linear algebra operators [49]. In Ernest we use advanced analytics jobs where
we know little about the data or the computation being
run. Recent work has also looked at providing SLAs for
OLTP [62] and OLAP workloads [46] in the cloud and
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ABSTRACT

much slower than a memory cache. For instance, the hit
rate of one of Facebook’s Memcached pools is 98.2% [5].
Assuming the average read latency from the cache and
MySQL is 200µs and 10ms, respectively, increasing the
hit rate by just 1% would reduce the read latency by over
35% (from 376µs at 98.2% hit rate to 278µs at 99.2%
hit rate). The end-to-end speedup is even greater for user
queries, which often wait on hundreds of reads [26].
Web caching systems are generally simple: they have
a key-value API, and are essentially an in-memory hashtable spread across multiple servers. The servers do not
have any centralized control and coordination. In particular, memory caches are oblivious to application request
patterns and requirements. Memory allocation across
slab classes1 and across different applications sharing a
cache server is based on fixed policies like first-comefirst-serve or static reservations. The eviction policy,
Least-Recently-Used (LRU), is also fixed.
By analyzing a week-long trace of a popular caching
service, Memcachier, we show that existing first-comefirst-serve cache allocation techniques can be greatly improved by applying workload aware resource policies.
We show that for certain applications, the number of
misses can be reduced by 99%.
We propose Cliffhanger, a lightweight iterative algorithm that runs on memory cache servers. Cliffhanger
runs across multiple eviction queues. For each eviction
queue, it determines the gradient of the hit rate curve at
the current working point of the queue. It then incrementally allocates memory to the queues that would benefit
the most from increased memory, and removes memory
from the queues that would benefit the least.
Cliffhanger determines the hit rate curve gradient of
each queue by leveraging shadow queues. Shadow
queues are an extension of the eviction queue that only
contain the keys of the requests, without the values. We
show that the rate of hits in the shadow queue approxi-

Web-scale applications are heavily reliant on memory
cache systems such as Memcached to improve throughput and reduce user latency. Small performance improvements in these systems can result in large end-to-end
gains. For example, a marginal increase in hit rate of
1% can reduce the application layer latency by over 35%.
However, existing web cache resource allocation policies
are workload oblivious and first-come-first-serve. By analyzing measurements from a widely used caching service, Memcachier, we demonstrate that existing cache
allocation techniques leave significant room for improvement. We develop Cliffhanger, a lightweight iterative
algorithm that runs on memory cache servers, which
incrementally optimizes the resource allocations across
and within applications based on dynamically changing
workloads. It has been shown that cache allocation algorithms underperform when there are performance cliffs,
in which minor changes in cache allocation cause large
changes in the hit rate. We design a novel technique
for dealing with performance cliffs incrementally and
locally. We demonstrate that for the Memcachier applications, on average, Cliffhanger increases the overall
hit rate 1.2%, reduces the total number of cache misses
by 36.7% and achieves the same hit rate with 45% less
memory capacity.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Memory caches like Memcached [13], Redis [4] and
Tao [8] have become a vital component of cloud infrastructure. Major web service providers such as Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest and Airbnb have large deployments
of Memcached, while smaller providers utilize cachingas-a-service solutions like Amazon ElastiCache [1] and
Memcachier [3]. These applications rely heavily on
caching to reduce web request latency, reduce load on
backend databases and lower operating costs.
Even modest improvements to the cache hit rate impact performance in web applications, because reading
from a disk or Flash-based database (like MySQL) is

1
To avoid memory fragmentation, Memcached divides its
memory into several slabs. Each slab stores items with size
in a specific range (e.g., < 128B, 128-256B, etc.) [2]
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mates the hit rate curve gradient. Cliffhanger differs from
previous cache allocation schemes in that it does not require an estimation of the entire hit rate curves, which
is expensive to estimate accurately. We also prove that
although Cliffhanger is incremental and relies only on
local knowledge of the hit rate curve, it performs as well
as a system has knowledge of the entire hit rate curve.
Prior work has shown that existing cache allocation
algorithms underperform when there are performance
cliffs [6, 29, 35]. Performance cliffs occur when a small
increase in memory creates an unexpectedly large change
in hit rate. In other words, performance cliffs are regions in the hit rate curve where increasing the amount
of memory for the queue accelerates the increase in hit
rate. Memcachier’s traces demonstrate that performance
cliffs are common in web applications.
We propose a novel technique that deals with performance cliffs without having to estimate the entire hit rate
curve. The technique utilizes a pair of small shadow
queues, which allow Cliffhanger to locally search for
where the performance cliff begins and ends. With this
knowledge, Cliffhanger can overcome the performance
cliff and increase the hit rate of the queue, by splitting
the eviction queue into two and dividing the traffic across
the two smaller queues [6]. We demonstrate that this algorithm removes performance cliffs in real time.
Cliffhanger runs on each memory cache server and iteratively allocates memory to different queues and removes performance cliffs in parallel. We show that the
performance increase resulting from both algorithms is
cumulative. Cliffhanger supports any eviction policy, including LRU, LFU or hybrid policies such as ARC [25].
We have built a prototype implementation of
Cliffhanger in C for Memcached. We demonstrate that
Cliffhanger can achieve the same hit rate as Memcached’s default cache allocation using on average only
55% of the memory. Our micro-benchmark evaluation based on measurements at Facebook [5] shows that
Cliffhanger incurs a negligible overhead in terms of latency and throughput. Since Cliffhanger uses fixed-sized
shadow queues, its memory overhead is minimal: less
than 500KB for each application. Applications typically
use 50M B or more on each server.

2.

Application 3, Slab Class 9
1

Hitrate
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Figure 1: Hit rate curve for Application 3, Slab Class 9.

has its own LRU queue. Once the memory cache is full,
when a new request arrives, Memcached evicts the last
item from its corresponding slab’s LRU queue.
There are several problems with this first-come-firstserve approach. First, slab memory is divided greedily,
without taking into account the slab sizes. Therefore,
in many applications, the large requests will take up too
much space at the expense of smaller requests. Second,
when applications change their request distribution, certain slab classes may not have enough memory and their
queues will be too short. Some Memcached implementations have tried to solve the second problem by periodically evicting a page of a slab class, and reassigning
it to the corresponding slab class of new incoming requests [26, 30]. However, even these improved slab class
allocation may suffer from sub-optimal slab class allocation, and they still treat large and small items equally.
Third, if one slab class suffers from a very high rate of
compulsory misses (i.e., many items never get accessed
more than once), the web cache operator may prefer to
shift its resources to a different slab class that can achieve
a higher hit rate with the same amount of memory.
These problem are not specific to slab-based memory
allocation like Memcached. They also occur in systems
like RAMCloud [28, 31] that assign memory contiguously in a log (i.e., in a global LRU queue). Regardless
of the memory allocation approach, memory is assigned
to requests greedily: when new requests reach the cache
server they are allocated memory on a first-come-firstserve basis, without consideration for the request size or
the requirements of the requesting application.

BACKGROUND

Multi-tenant web caches need to allocate memory
across multiple applications and across requests within
applications. Typically individual applications are statically assigned a fixed amount of memory across multiple
servers. Within each application, each request occupies
a position in the queue based on its order. To avoid memory fragmentation, Memcached divides its memory into
several slabs. Each slab stores items with size in a specific range (e.g., < 128B, 128-256B, etc.) [2]. Each slab

2.1

The Cache Allocation Problem

As a motivating example, we describe how to optimize
resource allocation across slab classes for a single application in Memcached, where the goal is to maximize the
overall hit rate. The same technique can also be applied
to prioritize items of different sizes in a log-structured
cache and to optimize memory across applications. The
problem can be expressed as an optimization:
2
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maximize
m

subject to

s

i=1
s

i=1

wi fi hi (mi )
(1)
mi ≤ M

Where s is the number of slab classes, fi is the frequency of GETs for each slab class, hi (mi ) is the hit
rate of each slab class as a function of the its available
memory (mi ), and M is the amount of memory reserved
by the application on the Memcached server. In case
different queues have different priorities, we can assign
weights (wi ) to the different queues. For simplicity’s
sake, throughout the paper we assume that the weights
of all queues are always equal to 1.
To accurately solve this optimization problem, we
need to compute hi (mi ), or the hit rate curve for each
slab class. Stack distances [24] enable the computation
of the hit rate curve beyond the allocated memory size.
The stack distance of a requested item is its rank in the
cache, counted from the top of the eviction queue. For
example, if the requested item is at the top of the eviction queue, its stack distance is equal to 1. If an item has
never been requested before, its stack distance would be
infinite. Figure 1 depicts the stack distances for a particular slab class in Memcachier, where the X axis is the
size of the LRU queue required to achieve a certain hit
rate. In Dynacache [10] we demonstrated how to solve
Equation 1 by estimating stack distances and using a simple convex solver. Equation 1 can be extended to maximize the hit rate across applications, or to assign different
weights to different request sizes and applications.
Estimating stack distances for each application and
running a convex solver is expensive and complex. Computing the stack distances directly is O(N ), where N
is the number of requests. Instead, we estimated the
stack distances using the bucket algorithm presented in
N
Mimir [32]. This technique is O( ), where B is the
B
number of buckets (we used 100 buckets). However, this
technique is not accurate when estimating stack distance
curves with tens of thousands of items or more. In addition, since application workloads change over time, the
solver would need to run frequently, typically on a different node than the cache server. Furthermore, each server
would need to keep track of the stack distances of multiple applications. This introduces significant complexity
to the simple design of web caches like Memcached.

3.

App

Slab
Class

% GETs

Original
% Misses

Dynacache
% Misses

4
4

0
1

9%
91%

0%
100%

7.4%
92.6%

6
6
6

0
2
5

1%
70%
29%

0.1%
92.6%
0.1%

2%
0%
0.2%

Table 1: Misses in two applications compared by slab class. Application 4’s misses were reduced by 6.3% and Application 6’s were reduced
by 91.7%.

within each application. We then investigate and characterize performance cliffs.
Our analysis is based on a week-long trace of the
top 20 applications (sorted by number of requests) running for a week on a server in Memcachier, a multitenant Memcached service. In Memcachier, each application reserves a certain amount of memory in advance,
which is uniformly allocated across multiple Memcached
servers comprising the Memcachier cache.

3.1

Resource Allocation in Memcachier

Figure 2 shows the hit rates and the number of misses
that are reduced in Memcachier if we replace the default
policy with the cache allocation using the Dynacache
solver presented in Equation 1. We ran the solver on the
week-long stack distances of each slab class. The results
show that some applications benefit from a optimizing
their memory across slab classes, and some do not. For
example, the hit rate of Application 18 and 19 with full
memory allocation is lower with the solver than the default algorithm. On the other hand, for some applications
like Application 6, 14, 16 and 17, the number of misses
is reduced by over 65%.
The solver’s allocation is not optimal. This is due to
several reasons. First, it assumes that all the hit rate
curves are concave. We will explore this assumption
later in the paper. Note that in Figure 2, the applications marked with asterisks are those that are not concave. Second, it requires that there be enough stack distance data points to accurately estimate the hit rate curve.
If the requests for a slab class are too sparse, it will not
be able to estimate its hit rate curve. Third, we ran the
solver based on the trace of the entire week. If during
that period the hit rate curves fluctuated considerably, the
solver will not provide the ideal amount of memory for
each slab class at any point in time. Due to these reasons, as we will show later, a heuristic dynamic cache
allocation scheme can beat the solver.

TRACE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the performance of Memcached’s default resource allocation. We show that there
is great potential to improve the hit rate of Memcached
by optimizing memory across different request sizes

3.2

Variance in Request Sizes

Table 1 demonstrates that the default scheme may assign too much memory to large slab classes, as evident
3
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Figure 2: Hit rates and the number of misses reduced in Memcachier trace. Application 18 and 19’s misses were increased by 13.6 and 51.5 times
respectively. The applications that have an asterisk have performance cliffs.
Application Original
Hitrate

Logstructured
Hitrate

Dynacache
Solver Hitrate

3
4
5

99.5%
97.8%
98.6%

98.8%
97.6%
99.4%

97.7%
97.4%
98.4%

global LRU queue, rather than having an LRU queue per
slab class. To demonstrate this, we ran applications in
three modes: with the default allocation of Memcached,
the Dynacache solver allocation, and with a global LRU
queue that simulates LSM. The global LRU simulates
LSM with 100% memory utilization (such a scheme does
not exist in practice). The results are displayed in Table 2. The results show that while LSM outperforms the
Memcached slab allocator, in the case of application 5,
even LSM running at 100% memory utilization may not
perform as well as the optimized hit rate running on slab
classes. The reason is that even in a global LRU queue
large items may take space at the expense of small items.

Table 2: Hit rates under log-structured memory and Dynacache solver.

in the case of applications 4 and 6. In application 6 this
problem is much more severe, which is why the number
of misses were reduced much more significantly by the
Dynacache solver. The applications in the trace that did
not see a significant hit rate improvement did not have
much variance in terms of request size or were overallocated memory.
The greedy nature of first-come-first-serve is not specific to Memcached’s slab allocation scheme, it also
occurs in contiguous Log Structured Memory (LSM).
LSM [31] stores memory in a continuous log, rather than
splitting it into slab classes, and it requires a log cleaner
to run continuously to clear out stale items from the log
and compact it. In memory caches, the benefit of LSM
compared to slab classes would be the ability to run a

3.3

Cross-application Performance

The Dynacache solver can be applied across applications running on the same memory cache server. To
demonstrate the potential benefits of cross-application
memory optimization, we applied the Dynacache solver
to the top 5 applications in the trace. The results are displayed in Table 3. Note that in this example, we assigned
each application the same weight. System operators can
also assign different applications different weights in the
optimization, for example, if certain applications belong
4
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1
2
3
4
5

Original
Memory
Allocation
%
81%
4%
1%
6%
8%

Dynacache
Solver
Memory
Allocation
%

Original
Hitrate

69%
13%
1%
8%
9%

67.7%
27.5%
97.6%
97.6%
98.4%

Dynacache
Solver Hitrate

Application 11, Slab Class 6
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
Hitrate

App

67%
38.6%
97.6%
98.1%
98.5%

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

Table 3: Hit rates of the top 5 applications in the trace after we optimize
their memory to maximize overall hit rate.

0.4

0.6

0.8
1
1.2
Number of Items in LRU Queue

1.4

1.6

1.8

2
4

x 10

have performance cliffs. The applications in Figure 2 that
have an asterisk are the ones with performance cliffs.
Figure 3 depicts the hit rate curve of a queue from the
trace. Performance cliffs are thresholds where the hit rate
suddenly changes as data fits in the cache. Cliffs occur,
for example, with sequential accesses under LRU. Consider a web application that sequentially scans a 10 MB
database. With less than 10 MB of cache, LRU will always evict items before they hit. However, with 10 MB
of cache, the array suddenly fits and every access will be
a hit. Therefore, increasing the cache size from 9 MB
to 10 MB will increase the hit rate from 0% to 100%.
Performance cliffs may hurt the hill climbing algorithm,
because the algorithm will underestimate the gradient before a cliff, since it does not have knowledge of the entire hit rate curve. In the example of the queue in Figure 3, the algorithm can get stuck when the LRU queue
has 10000 items.
Performance cliffs do not just hurt local-search based
algorithms like hill climbing. They cause even bigger
problems for solving optimization problems like the one
described in Equation 1, since solvers assume that the hit
rate curves do not have performance cliffs. For example, in application 19, due to the performance cliff, the
solver approximates the hit rate curve to be lower than
it is. This is why it fails to find the correct allocation
for application 19, and significantly reduces its hit rate
from 99.5% to 74.7%. In fact, optimal allocation is NPcomplete without concave hit rate curves [6, 29, 35].
Resource allocation algorithms like Talus [6] and
LookAhead [29] provide techniques to overcome performance cliffs for a single hit rate curve, but they require
estimating the entire hit rate curve with stack distances.
Since estimating stack distances introduces significant
complexity and cost to web based storage systems, this
leads us to ask: how can we overcome performance cliffs
without estimating the entire hit rate curve?

Climbing Concave Hills

In order to solve Equation 1 we relied on estimating
the entire hit rate curve. This requires a large number of
stack distance data points and does not adapt to changing workloads. Instead, the same problem can be solved
incrementally. If the gradient of each hit rate curve is
known, we can incrementally add memory to the queue
with the highest gradient (the one with the steepest hit
rate curve), and remove memory from the queue with
the lowest gradient. This process can be continued until
shifting resources from one curve to the other will not
result in overall hit rate improvement. This approach is
called hill climbing.
The potential benefits of local hill climbing are that it
can be conducted locally on each web-cache server, and
that the algorithm is responsive to workload changes. If
the hit rate curves change over time, the hill climbing
algorithm incrementally responds. This leads us to ask:
how can we measure the hit rate curve gradient locally
without estimating the entire hit rate curve?
Our main insight is that the local hit rate curve can be
measured using shadow queues. A shadow queue is an
extension of an eviction queue that does not store the values of the items, only the keys. Items are evicted from the
eviction queue into the shadow queue. For example, with
an eviction queue of 1000 objects and a shadow queue of
1000 objects, when a request misses the eviction queue
but hits the shadow queue, it means that if the eviction
queue was allocated space for another 1000 objects, the
request would have been a hit. The rate of hits in the
shadow queue provides an approximation of the queue’s
local hit rate gradient.

3.5

0.2

Figure 3: Examples of performance cliff in Memcachier traces.

to production systems and others do not.

3.4

0.4

Performance Cliffs

Hill climbing works well as long as the hit rate curves
behave concavely and do not experience performance
cliffs. This is true for some, but not for many web applications. Performance cliffs occur frequently in web
applications: 6 out of the 20 top applications in our traces

4.

DESIGN

In this section, we present the design of Cliffhanger, a
hill-climbing resource allocation algorithm that runs on
5
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Algorithm 1 Hill Climbing Algorithm
fi hi (mi ) = γ for 1 ≤ i ≤ s
s

mi = M

1: if request ∈ shadowQueue(i) then
2:
queue(i).size = queue(i).size + credit
3:
chosenQueue = pickRandom({queues} - {queue(i)})
4:
chosenQueue.size = chosenQueue.size - credit
5: end if

i=1

Therefore, fi hi (mi ) is a constant (for any i), at the
optimal solution. We show that with this algorithm,
fi hi (mi ) is roughly constant in equilibrium for any i.
To see why, consider the rate at which the credits for slab
class i increase with a hit in its shadow queue:

each memory cache server and can scale performance
cliffs. First, we describe the design of the hill climbing algorithm and show that it approximates the solution
to the memory optimization problem. Second, we show
how to overcome performance cliffs. Finally, we show
how Cliffhanger climbs concave hit rate curves while
navigating performance cliffs in parallel.

4.1

fi (hi (mi + δ) − hi (mi )) ·  ≈ fi hi (mi ) · δ · 

Here δ is the shadow queue size, and  is the amount
of credits we add to each queue when there is a hit in the
shadow queue. The reason this approximation holds is
that fi (hi (mi + δ) − hi (mi )) is the rate of hits that fall
in the shadow queue. At the same time, the rate of credit
decreases for class i is:

Hill Climbing Using Shadow Queues

The key mechanism we leverage to design our hillclimbing algorithm is shadow queues. Algorithm 1 depicts the hill-climbing algorithm, where request is a new
request coming into the cache server, ShadowQueue(i)
is the shadow queue of a particular queue (it can be the
queue of a slab or a queue of an entire application),
pickRandom is a function that randomly picks one of
the queues out the list of queues that we are optimizing.
The algorithm is simple. Queue sizes are initialized so
their capacity sums to the total available memory. When
one of the shadow queues gets a hit, we increase its size
by a constant credit, and randomly pick a different queue
and decrease its size by the same constant credit. Once a
queue reaches a certain amount of credits, it is allocated
additional memory at the expense of another queue.
The intuition behind this algorithm is that the frequency of hits in the shadow queue is a function of the
gradient of the local hit rate curve. In fact, we can
prove that Algorithm 1 approximates the optimization
described in Equation 1. Like before, we use the example
of optimized memory across slab classes.
maximize
m

subject to

s

i=1
s

i=1

s

i=1

The optimality condition is:

i=1

s


fj hj (mj ) · δ · 

s

≈

s
The reason this approximation holds is because when
there is a hit in the shadow queue of any slab class j,
1
we remove credits slab class i with probability . In
s
equilibrium the rate of credit increase and decrease have
to be the same for every slab class. Therefore:

fi hi (mi )

s


j=1

fj hj (mj ) · δ · 

=γ
s
Since the right-hand side of the above equation does
not depend on i, in equilibrium the gradients of each
queue (normalized by the number of requests) are equal.
This guarantees optimality (assuming concave hit rate
curves) as shown in Equation 2.

mi ≤ M

s


fj (hj (mj + δ) − hj (mj )) · 

j=1

fi hi (mi )

fi hi (mi ) − γ(

s


j=1

4.2

As a reminder, s is the number of slab classes, fi is the
frequency of GETs, hi (mi ) is the hit rate as a function
of the slab’s memory, and M is the application’s total
amount of memory. Assume that hi (mi ) are increasing
and concave. The Lagrangian for this problem is:

L(m, γ) =

(2)

=

Scaling Cliffs Using Shadow Queues

The hill climbing algorithm can get stuck in a suboptimal allocation if the hit rates exhibit performance
cliffs. We present for incrementally scaling performance
cliffs. Our algorithm is inspired by Talus [6]. Talus introduced a queue partitioning scheme that scales performance cliffs, as long as the shape of the hit rate curve
is known. Talus partitions a given queue to two smaller
queues. By carefully choosing the ratio of requests it
assigns to each queue and the size of the queues, Talus
achieves the concave hull of the hit rate curve.

mi − M )

6
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Figure 5: Illustration of Cliffhanger implementation. The darklycolored sections represent the physical queue, which stores both the
keys and the values of items, and the light sections are shadow queues.
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imate its second derivative. If the second derivative is
positive, then the queue is currently in a convex area,
a performance cliff. Similar to the hill-climbing algorithm, which locally approximates the first gradient with
a shadow queue, to approximate the second derivative we
use two shadow queues.
Each queue is split into two: a left and right physical queue. As long as the second derivative is negative (the function is concave), the left and right physical
queues are the same size, and each receive half of the requests. Two evenly split queues behave exactly the same
as one longer queue, since the frequency of the requests
is halved for each queue, and the average stack distances
of each request are also halved. Each one of the physical queues has its own shadow queue. The goal of these
shadow queues is to find the points in the graph where
the convex region ends. In the example of Application
19, these shadow queues are trying to locate points 2000
and 13500. In order to find the convexity region, each
one of these shadow queues is in turn also split in half
(right half and left half). The algorithm tracks whether
each of the shadow queues receive hits in its right half or
left half.
Algorithm 2 describes the cliff scaling algorithm. We
initialize the algorithm by splitting the queue into half: a
left and right physical queue, each with its own shadow
queue, split in turn into two parts (the right and left half).
The algorithm uses two pointers (right and left), which
track the size of the simulated queues. The goal of the
algorithm is to move the left and right pointers to the
place in the hit rate curve where it starts and stops being
convex. We initialize both of these pointers to the current
size of the physical queue.
If the graph is in a convex point, the right pointer needs
to be moved to the right, and the left pointer to the left,
until it stops being convex. If each of the pointers are in a
convex region of the graph, the rate of hits to the right of
the pointer will be greater than to its left. When a request
arrives to the server, we check if it hits the right or left
shadow queue. If it hits the right half of the right shadow
queue, we move the right pointer to the right. If it hits
the left half, we move it to the left. Therefore, if the right
pointer is in a convex region, the right pointer will move
towards the top of the cliff. The left pointer moves in
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Figure 4: Visualization of shadow queues on Application 19, Slab
Class 0.

We demonstrate how Talus works with the hit rate
curve of the smallest slab class of Application 19. Figure 4 depicts the concave hull of the hit rate curve. Suppose the slab class is currently allocated 8000 items.
Talus allows us to achieve a hit rate that is a linear interpolation between any two points in the hit rate curve,
by simulating two queues of different sizes. For example, if we select the points that correspond to 2000 and
13500 items, Talus can trace the linear curve between
these two points on the hit rate curve graph. It does so,
by simulating a queue of size 2000 and a queue of size
13500. The key insight is that since each of the smaller
queues get a fraction of the requests, it causes them to
behave as if they were larger queues. In this example,
if we split an 8000 item queue into a queue of 957 items
and a queue of 7043 items, and split the requests between
the two queues using a ratio of 0.48% and 0.52% respectively, the first queue will simulate a queue of 2000 items
(957 items seeing a ratio of 0.48% of the requests), and
the second queue will be of a simulated size of 13500
items (7043 items with a ratio of 52% of the requests).
By partitioning the requests into these two queues, the
application can achieve the hit rate of the concave hull.
For more information, see Talus [6].
However, in our setting we do not know the entire hit
rate curve. Therefore, to apply the Talus partitioning,
we need to dynamically determine whether the current
operating point is on a performance cliff of the hit rate
curve, or in other words, whether it is in a convex section
of the curve. We also need to find the two points in the
curve that will provide anchors for the concave hull.
The key insight to determining whether a certain
queue is in a convex section of the graph, is to approx7
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Algorithm 2 Update Pointers

there will be more hits on the left halves of both queues
than the right halves, since the hit rate curve is concave.
Therefore, the physical queue will be split in half and
each half will receive half of the requests, which will result in the same hit rate of the original queue.
Note that Algorithm 2 can only efficiently scale a single cliff. If there are multiple cliffs in the hit rate curve
graph, the algorithm will either scale only one of them, or
the right and left shadow queue positions will scale multiple cliffs. In any case, even if multiple cliffs are scaled,
the resulting concave hull will be at a higher hit rate than
at the original hit rate curve, since the cliffs are convex.
In the Memcachier traces, we did not find an example of
multiple performance cliffs in any of the hit rate curves.

1: function I NIT
2:
ratio = 1/2
3:
rightPointer = leftPointer = queue.size
4:
UPDATE P HYSICAL Q UEUES (ratio)
5: end function
1: function UPDATE P OINTERS(request)
2:
if request ∈ rightShadowQueue then
3:
if request ∈ rightShadowQueue.rightHalf then
4:
rightPointer = rightPointer + credit
5:
end if
6:
if request ∈ rightShadowQueue.leftHalf AND
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

rightShadowQueue.size > queue.size then
rightPointer = rightPointer - credit
end if
end if
if request ∈ leftShadowQueue then
if request ∈ leftShadowQueue.rightHalf then
leftPointer = leftPointer - credit
end if
if request ∈ leftShadowQueue.leftHalf AND
leftShadowQueue.size < queue.size then
leftPointer = leftPointer + credit
end if
ratio = COMPUTE R ATIO(queue.size,
rightPointer, leftPointer)
UPDATE P HYSICAL Q UEUES (ratio)
end if
end function

4.3

Combining the Algorithms

So far, we’ve introduced two algorithms: first, the gradient approximation (hill climbing) algorithm allows us
to iteratively optimize the resource allocation across multiple queues, and works well as long as they do not have
performance cliffs. Second, the second derivative approximation (cliff scaling) algorithm allows us to "flatten" performance cliffs to their concave hulls.
Cliffhanger combines both algorithms by utilizing two
shadow queues: a small shadow queue to approximate
the second derivative and detect and mitigate performance cliffs, and a longer shadow queue appended to
the shorter shadow queue to approximate the first gradient and perform hill-climbing. When we get a hit in
the larger shadow queue, we assign credits to the entire
slab class. When we get a hit at the end of the physical
queue or in the small shadow queue, we adjust the two
pointers and update the ratio and the split between the
left and right queue. Cliffhanger runs on each memory
cache server and does not require any coordination between different servers. In addition, it can support any
eviction policy, including LRU, LFU and other hybrid
schemes.

Algorithm 3 Compute Ratios
1: function COMPUTE R ATIO(queue.size, rightPointer, leftPointer)
2:
distanceRight = rightPointer - queue.size
3:
distanceLeft = queue.size - leftPointer
4:
if distanceRight > 0 AND distanceLeft > 0 then
5:
requestRatio = distanceRight /
(distanceRight + distanceLeft)

6:
else
7:
requestRatio = 0.5
8:
end if
9: end function
1: function UPDATE P HYSICAL Q UEUES(ratio)
2:
rightPhysicalQueue.size = rightPointer · (1 - ratio)
3:
leftPhysicalQueue.size = leftPointer · ratio
4: end function

the opposite direction. If it gets a hit to the right shadow
queue, it moves left, and vice versa.
After adjusting the left and right pointers, Algorithm 3
updates the ratio of requests going to each physical
queue, and their size. If the ratio is more than 0.5, more
requests will be diverted to the left queue, and if the ratio
is smaller than 0.5, more requests will be diverted to the
right queue. As shown in Talus [6], the ratio is inverse to
the distance of the position of the left and right shadow
queues from the current operating point on the hit rate
graph. In addition, the sizes of the right and left queues
will also be updated based on this ratio. Their sum adds
up to the current operating point (the queue size).
If Algorithm 2 does not see a performance cliff (i.e.,
a fully concave hit rate curve), the right and left pointers will not move from their starting points, because

5.

EVALUATION

In this section we present the implementation and evaluation of Cliffhanger on the Memcachier traces and a set
of micro benchmarks.

5.1

Implementation

We implemented Cliffhanger on Memcached in C. The
shadow queues were implemented on a separate hash and
queue data structures. In order to measure the end-to-end
performance improvement across the Memcachier applications, we re-ran the Memcachier traces and simulated
the hit rate achieved by Cliffhanger. In order to stress
the implementation, we ran our micro benchmarks on
an Intel Xeon E5-2670 system with 32 GB of RAM and
an SSD drive, using a micro bench mark workload gen8
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including on short queues. When it runs both of the algorithms in parallel, the 1 MB shadow queue used for hill
climbing is partitioned into two shadow queues in proportion to the partition sizes (e.g., if the smaller partition
is 0.4 MB and the larger one is 1.6 MB, the shadow queue
will be split into 0.2 MB and 0.8 MB). To avoid thrashing, the cliff scaling algorithm resizes the two queues
only when there is a miss (i.e., when a miss occurs we
insert the new item into the queue that is larger).

erated by Mutilate [19], a load generator that simulates
traffic from the 2012 Facebook study [5].
Figure 5 is an illustration of the structure of the queues
in Cliffhanger’s implementation. Each queue is partitioned into two smaller queues (left and right queue).
Each of the smaller queues needs to track whether items
hit to the right or left of the pointers of the cliff scaling
algorithm. In order to determine if an item hit to the left
of the pointer, we do not need an extra shadow queue,
since the section of the hit rate curve that is to the left
of the pointer is already contained in the physical queue.
To this end, our implementation tracks whether it sees
hits in the last part of the queue (the last 128 items). In
order to track hits to the right of the pointer, a 128 item
shadow queue is appended after the physical queue. Finally, another shadow queue is appended to the end of
each queue, to track hits for the hill climbing algorithm,
since it requires a longer shadow queue.
The implementation only runs the cliff scaling algorithm when the queue is relatively large (over 1000
items), since it needs a large queue with a steep cliff to
be accurate. It always runs the hill climbing algorithm,

5.2

Miss Reduction and Memory Savings

Figure 6 presents the hit rate of Cliffhanger, and Figure 7 presents the miss reduction of Cliffhanger compared to the default scheme, and the amount of memory
that Cliffhanger requires to produce the same hit rate as
the default scheme. Cliffhanger on average increases the
hit rate by 1.2% and reduces the number of misses by
36.7%, and requires 55% of the memory to achieve the
same hit rate as the default scheme.
For some of the applications, the reduction in misses
is negligible (less than 10%). In these applications there
is not much room for optimizing the memory alloca9
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Table 4: Comparing the hit rates with the default scheme, with the hill
climbing and cliff scaling algorithms.
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Figure 8: Memory allocated to slabs over time in Application 5, using
Cliffhanger with shadow queues of 1 MB and 4 KB credits.
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tion based on request sizes. For some applications,
such as Application 5, 13 and 16, the hit rate with
Cliffhanger is very similar to the hit rate of the Dynacache solver. In some applications, like applications
9, 18 and 19, Cliffhanger significantly outperforms the
Dynacache solver. The reason that Cliffhanger outperforms the Dynacache solver in these applications is that
it is an incremental algorithm, and therefore it can deal
with hit rate curve changes even in queues that are relatively small. For the Dynacache solver to work well,
it needs to profile a larger amount of data on the performance of the queue, otherwise it will not estimate the
concave shapes of the curves accurately (for more information, see Dynacache [10]). In addition, application 19
has steep performance cliffs, which hurt the performance
of the Dynacache solver.
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Figure 9: Hit rate of Application 19’s Slab Class 0 under Cliffhanger,
when the queue is in a region with a convex cliff.

provide the highest hit rates when we run the algorithms
across an entire week. If we use significantly larger credits sizes, the algorithms may oscillate their memory allocation, which could cause thrashing across the queues.

5.4

Combined Algorithm Behavior

To better understand the affect of the hill climbing and
cliff scaling algorithms, we focus on Application 19 that
has steep performance cliffs in both slab classes. Table 4
depicts the results of running Cliffhanger on Application
19 when we use queues of 8000 items so that the hillclimbing algorithm gets stuck in the performance cliffs
in both of its slab classes. We compare it to the default
first-come-first-serve resource allocation, and to running
only Algorithms 1 and 2 separately.
This demonstrates the algorithms have a cumulative
hit rate benefit. The hill climbing algorithm’s benefit is
due to a long period where the application sends requests
belonging to Slab Class 0, and then sends a burst of requests belonging to Slab Class 1. The reason the cliff
scaling algorithm improves the hit rate, is that both slab
class 0 and 1 are stuck in a performance cliff.
The behavior of the combined algorithms is demonstrated in Figure 9. The queue starts at a hit rate of
about 70%. It takes about 30 minutes to stabilize until
it reaches a hit rate of about 99.7%.

Constants and Queue Sizes

Both the hill climbing algorithm and cliff scaling algorithms require the storage designer to determine the
size of the shadow queues and the amount of credits we
award each queue when it gets a hit to its shadow queue.
For example, the behavior of the hill climbing algorithm
is demonstrated in Figure 8. The figure depicts the memory allocation across slabs, when we use the hill climbing
algorithm with shadow queues of 1 MB and 4 KB credits, and shows that it takes several days for the algorithm
to shift memory across the different slabs. The reason it
takes several days is that the request rate on each Memcachier server is relatively low: about 10,000 requests
per second, across 490 different total applications.
We found little variance in the behavior of the hill
climbing algorithm when we use shadow queues over 1
MB. The cliff scaling algorithm is more sensitive to the
size of the shadow queues, since it measures the second
gradient. We found that we achieve the highest hit rate
when we use shadow queues of 128 items for the cliff
scaling algorithm. We experimented with using different
credit sizes for both algorithms, and found that 1-4 KB

5.5

Comparison with LFU Schemes

Much of the previous work on improving cache
hit rates focuses on allocating memory between LRU
10
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head with the hill climbing algorithm, since a hit does
not require a lookup in the shadow queue, and 0.8% of
latency with Cliffhanger, because we need to route the
request between two physical queues. Table 7 presents
the throughput overhead when the cache is full, which
are identical when we are running the hill climbing algorithm alone and Cliffhanger. In any case, both Memcachier and Facebook are not CPU bound, but rather
memory bound. Therefore, in both of these cases, increasing the average hit rate for applications at the expense of slightly decreased throughput at maximum CPU
utilization is a favorable trade-off.

Table 6: Average latency overhead when the cache is full.

and LFU queues. We compared the performance of
Cliffhanger with two such schemes: the first is ARC [25],
which splits each queue to an LRU and LFU queue and
uses shadow queues to dynamically resize them based
similar to our algorithm. The second scheme is used by
Facebook, in which the first time a request hits it is inserted at the middle of the queue. When it hits a second
time, it is inserted to the top of the queue.
We found that ARC did not provide any hit rate improvement in any of the applications of the Memcachier
trace. We found that most recently used items that are
ranked high in the LFU queue, are also ranked high by
LRU. Therefore, the LFU queue never gets any hits in its
shadow queue and does not get more memory.
The Facebook scheme performed better than LRU, but
did not perform as well as Cliffhanger with LRU. Table 5
presents the results with Applications 3, 4 and 5.

5.6

% SETs

Table 7: Throughput overhead when the cache is full and CPU
bounded. The first row represents the GET/SET ratio in Facebook.

Table 5: Hit rates with the Facebook eviction scheme.
Algorithm

% GETs

5.7

Memory Overhead

The memory overhead of Cliffhanger is minimal. The
hill climbing algorithm uses shadow queues that represent 1 MB of requests. For example, with a 64 byte slab
class the shadow queue will store 16384 keys, and with a
1KB slab class the shadow queue will store 1024 keys.
The average key size is about 14 bytes. The cliff scaling
algorithm uses a constant of 4 shadow queues (two left
and right queues) of 128 items for each queue. Therefore, with the smallest slab class (64 bytes) the overhead
will be 16384 + 128 · 4 = 16896 keys of 14 bytes for the
smallest queue, which is about 200KB of extra memory
for each queue. In Memcachier applications have 15 slab
classes at most, and the overhead in the worst case will
be 0.5M B of memory for each application.

Micro Benchmarks

We observed negligible latency and throughput overhead with high hit rates, such as the hit rate of most
applications in Memcachier, since in the case of a hit,
the shadow queue does not add any latency. To analyze
the overhead of Cliffhanger under a worst-case scenario,
we used synthetic trace where all keys are unique and
all queries miss the cache. In this scenario the cache
is always full, and every single request causes shadow
queue allocations and evictions and all the GETs perform
lookups in the shadow queue. We warm up the caches
for 100 seconds to fill the eviction queues and shadow
queues, and only then start measuring the latency and
throughput. The experiment utilizes the same key and
value distribution described by Facebook [5].
Table 6 shows that the average latency in this worstcase scenario was between 1.4%-4.8%, when the request
missed. When the request hit there was no latency over-

6.

RELATED WORK

There are two main bodies of related work. The first
is previous work on improving the performance of webbased caches. The second is resource allocation techniques applied in other areas of caching and memory
management, such as multi-core caches.

6.1

Web-based Memory Caches

Several systems improved the performance of memory
cache servers by modifying their cache allocation and
eviction policies. GD-Wheel [20] (GDW) uses the cost
of recomputing the request in the database when prioritizing items in the cache eviction queue. This approach
assumes the cache knows the recomputation cost in the
database. Such information is not available to memory
caches like Memcachier and Facebook, and would re11
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quire changes to the memory cache clients. Regardless,
Cliffhanger can be used with GDW as a replacement
for LRU. Similar to Cliffhanger, GD-Size-Frequency
(GDSF) [9] takes into account value size and frequency
to replace LRU as a cache eviction algorithm for web
proxy caches. GDSF relies on a global LRU queue,
which is not available in Memcached, and on knowing the frequencies of each request. Unlike Cliffhanger,
GDW and GDSF suffer from performance cliffs.
Mica [23], MemC3 [11] and work from Intel Labs [21]
focus on improving the throughput of memory caches
on multi-cores, by increasing concurrency and removing lock bottlenecks. While these systems offer significant throughput improvements over stock Memcached,
they do not improve hit rates as a function of memory capacity. In the case of Facebook and Memcachier, Memcached is memory bound and not CPU bound.
Dynacache [10], Moirai [33, 34], Mimir [32] and
Blaze [7] estimate stack distances and optimize resource
allocation based on knowing the entire hit rate curve.
Similar to Cliffhanger, Mimir approximates the hit rate
curves using multiple buckets that contain only the keys
and not the value sizes. Similarly, Wires et. al. profile hit rate curves using Counter Stacks [36] in order
to better provision Flash based storage resources. All
of these systems rely on estimation of the entire hit rate
curve, which is generally more expensive and complex
that local-search based methods like Cliffhanger, and do
not deal with performance cliffs.
A recent study on the Facebook photo cache demonstrates that modifying LRU can improve web cache performance [14]. Twitter [30] and Facebook [26] have tried
to improve Memcached slab class allocation to better adjust for varying item sizes, by periodically shifting pages
from slabs with a high hitrate to those with a low hitrate. Unlike Cliffhanger, both of these schemes do not
take into account the hit rate curve gradients and therefore would allocate too much memory to large requests.
Facebook [22], Zhang et al [37] and Fan et al [12] propose client-side proxies that provide better load-balacing
and application isolation for Memcached clusters by
choosing which servers to route requests to. While
client-side proxies improve load-balancing, they do not
control resource allocation within memory cache servers.

6.2

curves. In contrast, Cliffhanger does not rely on profiling stack distance curves to trace the concave hull, and is
therefore more lightweight and can incrementally adapt
to changes in the hit rate curve profile of applications.
LookAhead [29] is another algorithm that deals with performance cliffs. Instead of tracing the concave hull, it
simply looks ahead in the hit rate curve graph, and allocates memory to applications after taking into account
the affect of performance cliffs. Like Talus, it also relies
on having knowledge of the entire hit rate curve.
There is an extensive body of working on workload
aware eviction policies for multi-core systems that utilize shadow queues. A prominent example is ARC [25],
which leverages shadow queues to dynamically allocate
memory between LRU and LFU queues. Cliffhanger
also leverages shadow queues in order to locate performance cliffs and dynamically shift memory across slab
classes and applications. There are many other systems
that try to improve on variants of LRU and LFU, including LRU-K [27], 2Q [16], LIRS [15] and LRFU [17, 18].
In addition, Facebook has implemented a hybrid scheme,
where the first time a request is inserted into the eviction
queue, it is not inserted at the top of the queue but in the
middle. We have found that for the Memcachier traces,
Facebook’s hybrid scheme does provide hit rate improvements over LRU, and that ARC does not.

7.

CONCLUSION

By analyzing a week-long trace from a multi-tenant
Memcached cluster, we demonstrated that the standard
hit rate of a data center memory cache can be improved
significantly by using workload aware cache allocation.
We presented Cliffhanger, a lightweight iterative algorithm, that locally optimizes memory allocation within
and across applications. Cliffhanger uses a hill climbing
approach, which allocates more memory to the queues
with the highest hit rate curve gradient. In parallel, it
utilizes a lightweight local algorithm to overcome performance cliffs, which have been shown to hurt cache
allocation algorithms. We implemented Cliffhanger and
evaluated its performance on the Memcachier traces and
micro benchmarks. The algorithms introduced in this paper can be applied to other cache and storage systems
that need to dynamically handle different request sizes
and varying workloads without having to estimate global
hit rate curves.

Cache Resource Allocation

Our work relies on results from multi-core cache partitioning. Talus [6] laid the groundwork for dealing with
performance cliffs in memory caches, by providing a
simple cache partitioning scheme that allows caches to
trace the hit rate curve’s concave hull, given knowledge
of the shape of the convex portions of the hit rate graph.
Talus relies on hardware utility monitors (UMONs) [29]
to estimate stack distances and construct the hit rate

8.
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FairRide: Near-Optimal, Fair Cache Sharing
Qifan Pu, Haoyuan Li (UC Berkeley), Matei Zaharia (MIT), Ali Ghodsi, Ion Stoica (UC Berkeley)
Abstract –
Memory caches continue to be a critical component
to many systems. In recent years, there has been larger
amounts of data into main memory, especially in shared
environments such as the cloud. The nature of such environments requires resource allocations to provide both
performance isolation for multiple users/applications and
high utilization for the systems. We study the problem of
fair allocation of memory cache for multiple users with
shared ﬁles. We ﬁnd that, surprisingly, no memory allocation policy can provide all three desirable properties (isolation-guarantee, strategy-proofness and Paretoefﬁciency) that are typically achievable by other types of
resources, e.g., CPU or network. We also show that there
exist policies that achieve any two of the three properties. We ﬁnd that the only way to achieve both isolationguarantee and strategy-proofness is through blocking,
which we efﬁciently adapt in a new policy called FairRide. We implement FairRide in a popular memorycentric storage system using an efﬁcient form of blocking, named as expected delaying, and demonstrate that
FairRide can lead to better cache efﬁciency (2.6× over
isolated caches) and fairness in many scenarios.
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Figure 1: Different schemes. Global: single memory
pool, agnostic of users or applications; Isolation: static
allocations of memory among multiple users, possibly
under-utilization (blank cells), no sharing; Sharing: allowing dynamic allocations of memory among users, and
one copy of shared ﬁles (stripe cells).
There is no incentive to dissuade users from doing this
in a cloud environment, and moreover, such shifts in the
cache allocation can happen even with non-malicious applications. We show later that a strategic user can outperform a non-strategic user by 2.9×, simply by making
spurious accesses to her ﬁles.
The other common approach is to have isolated caches
for each user (Figure 1b). This gives each user performance guarantees and there are many examples in practice, e.g., hypervisors that set up separate buffer caches
for each of its guest VMs, web hosting platforms that
launch a separate memcached instance to each tenant.
However, providing such performance guarantees comes
at the cost of inefﬁcient utilization of the cache.
This inefﬁciency is not only due to users not fully
utilizing their allocated cache, but also because that a
cached ﬁle can be accessed by multiple users at a time
and isolating cache leads to multiple copies of such
shared ﬁles. We ﬁnd such non-exclusive sharing to be a
deﬁning aspect of cache allocation, while other resources
are typically exclusively shared, e.g., a CPU time slice or
a communication link can be only used by a single user
at a time. In practice, there are a signiﬁcant number of
ﬁles shared across users in many workloads, e.g., we observe more than 30% ﬁles are shared by at least two users
from a production HDFS log. Such sharing is likely to
increase as more workloads move to multi-tenant environments.
In this paper, we study how to share cache space between multiple users that access shared ﬁles. To frame
the problem, we begin by identifying desirable properties that we’d like an allocation policy to have. Building
on common properties used in sharing of CPU and network resources [20], we identify three such properties:

Introduction

Caches are a crucial component of most computer systems, characterized by two features: their impact on application performance, and their limited size compared
to the total amount of data. With in-memory caches
increasingly being used for large-scale data processing
clusters [4, 26] in addition to databases and key-value
stores [19, 37, 10, 30, 8], caches also play a key role in
today’s multi-tenant cloud environments. In a shared environment with multiple users, however, the problem of
managing caches becomes harder: how should a provider
allocate space across multiple users, each of which wants
to keep their own datasets in memory?
Unfortunately, traditional caching policies do not provide a satisfactory answer to this problem. Most cache
management algorithms (e.g., LRU, LFU) have focused
on global efﬁciency of the cache (Figure 1a): they aim to
maximize the overall hit rate. Regardless of being commonly used in today’s cache systems for cloud serving
(Redis [9], Memcached [7]) and big data storage (HDFS
Caching [5]), this has two problems in a shared environment. First, users who read data at long intervals may
gain little or no beneﬁt from the cache, simply because
their data is likely to be evicted out of the memory. Second, applications can also easily abuse such systems by
making spurious accesses to increase their access rate.
1
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preference, through probabilistic blocking (Section 3.4),
i.e., probabilistically disallowing a user from accessing a
cached ﬁle if the ﬁle is not cached on behalf of the user.
Our proof in Section 5 shows that blocking is required
to achieve strategy-proofness, and that FairRide achieves
the property with minimal blocking possible.
In practice, probabilistic blocking can be efﬁciently
implemented using expected delaying (Section 4.1) in order to mitigate I/O overhead and to prevent even more
sophisticated cheating models. We implemented FairRide on Tachyon [26], a memory-centric storage system,
and evaluated the system using both cloud serving and
big data workloads. Our evaluation shows that FairRide
comes within 4% of global efﬁciency while preventing
strategic users, meanwhile giving 2.6× more job runtime reduction over isolated caches. In a non-cooperative
environment when users do cheat, FairRide outperforms
max-min fairness by at least 27% in terms of efﬁciency.
It is also worth noting that FairRide would support pluggable replacement policies as it still obeys each user’s
caching preferences, which allows users to choose different replacement policies (e.g., LRU, LFU) that best
suit their workloads.

near-optimal


Table 1: Summary of various memory allocation policies
against three desired properties.

• Isolation Guarantee: no user should receive less
cache space than she would have had if the cache
space were statically and equally divided between
all users (i.e., assuming n users and equal shares,
each one would get 1/n of the cache space). This
also implies that the user’s cache performance (e.g.,
cache miss ratio) should not be worse than isolation.
• Strategy Proofness: a user cannot improve her allocation or cache performance at the expense of other
users by gaming the system, e.g., through spuriously accessing ﬁles.
• Pareto Efﬁciency: the system should be efﬁcient, in
that it is not possible to increase one user’s cache
allocation without lowering the allocation of some
other user. This property captures operator’s desire
to achieve high utilization.

2

Background

Most of today’s cache systems are oblivious to the entities (users) that access data: CPU caches do not care
which thread accesses data, web caches do not care
which client reads a web page, and in-memory based systems such as Spark [41] do not care which user reads a
ﬁle. Instead, these systems aim to maximize system efﬁciency (e.g., maximize hit rate) and as a result favor users
that contribute more to improve efﬁciency (e.g., users accessing data at a higher rate) at the expense of the other
users.
To illustrate the unfairness of these cache systems,
consider a typical setup of a hosted service, as shown
in Figure 2a. We setup multiple hosted sites, all sharing
a single Memcached [7] caching system to speed up the
access to a back-end database. Assume the loads of A
and B are initially the same. In this case, as expected,
the mean request latencies for the two sites are roughly
the same (see left bars in Figure 2b). Next, assume that
the load of site A increases signiﬁcantly. Despite the fact
that B’s load remains constant, the mean latency of its requests increases signiﬁcantly (2.9×) and the latency for
A’s requests surprisingly drops! Thus, an increase in A’s
load improves the performance of A, but degrades the
performance of B. This is because A accesses the data
more frequently, and in response the cache system starts
loading more results from A while evicting B’s results.
While the example is based on synthetic web workload, this problem is very real, as demonstrated by the
many questions posted on technical forums [6], on how

These properties are common features of allocation
policies that apply to most resource sharing schemes,
including CPU sharing via lottery or stride scheduling [39, 15, 35, 40], network link sharing via max-min
fairness [28, 13, 17, 23, 33, 36], and even allocating multiple resources together for compute tasks [20]. Somewhat unexpectedly, there has been no equivalent policy
for allocation of cache space that satisﬁes all three properties. As shown earlier, global sharing policies (Figure 1a) lack isolation-guarantee and strategy-proofness,
while static isolation (Figure 1b) is not Pareto-efﬁcient.
The ﬁrst surprising result we ﬁnd is that this deﬁciency
is no accident: in fact, for sharing cache resources, no
policy can achieve all three properties. Intuitively, this is
because cached data can be shared across multiple users,
allowing users to game the system by “free-riding” on
ﬁles cached by others, or optimizing usage by caching
popular ﬁles. This creates a strong trade-off between
Pareto efﬁciency and strategy-proofness.
While no memory allocation policy can satisfy the
three properties (Table 1), we show that there are policies that come close to achieving all three in practice.
In particular, we propose FairRide, a policy that provides both isolation-guarantee (so it always performs no
worse than isolated caches) and strategy-proofness (so
users are not incentivized to cheat), and comes within
4% of global efﬁciency in practice. FairRide does this
by aligning each user’s beneﬁt-cost ratio with her private
2
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dilemma, sites are incentivized to misbehave even if this
leads to worse performance for everyone.
While in theory users might be incentivized to misbehave, a natural question is whether they are actually doing so in practice. The answer is “yes”, with many realworld examples being reported in the literature. Previous works on cluster management [38] and job scheduling [20] have reported that users lie about their resource
demands to game the system. Similarly, in peer-to-peer
systems, “free-riding” is a well known and wide spread
problem. In an effort to save bandwidth and storage,
“free-riders” throttle their uplink bandwidth and remove
ﬁles no longer needed, which leads to decreased overall performance [32]. We will show in Section 3 that
shared ﬁles can easily lead to free-riding in cache allocation. Finally, as mentioned above, cheating in the case
of caching is as easy as artiﬁcially increasing the access rate, for example, by running an inﬁnite loop that
accesses the data of interest, or just by making some
random access. While some forms of cheating do incur certain cost or overhead (e.g., CPU cycles, access
quota), the overhead is outweighed by the beneﬁts obtained. On the one hand, a strategic user does not need
many spurious accesses for effective cheating, as we will
show in Section 7. If a caching system provides interfaces for users to specify ﬁle priorities or evict ﬁles in
the system, cheating would be even simpler. On the
other hand, many applications’ performances are bottlenecked at I/O, and trading off some CPU cycles for better
cache performance is worthwhile.
In summary, we argue that any caching allocation policy should provide the following three properties: (1)
isolation-guarantee which subsumes performance isolation (i.e., a user will not be worse off than under static
isolation), (2) strategy-proofness which ensures that a
user cannot improve her performance and hurt others by
lying or misbehaving, and (3) Pareto efﬁciency which ensures that resources are fully utilized.







Site A : low load
Site B : low load

Site A : high load
Site B : low load

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Typical cache setup for web servers. (b)
Site B suffers high latency because unfair cache sharing.
to achieve resource isolation across multiple sites when
using either Redis [9] or Memcached [7]. It turns out
that none of the two popular caching systems provide
any guarantee for performance isolation. This includes
customized distributions from dominant cloud service
providers, such as Amazon ElastiCache [1] and Microsoft Azure Redis Cache [3]. As we will show in Section 7, for such caching systems, it is easy for a strategic
user to improve her performance and hurt others (with
2.9× performance gap) by making spurious access to
ﬁles.
To provide performance isolation, the default answer
in the context of cloud cache services today is to setup
a separate caching instance per user or per application.
This goes against consolidation and comes at a high cost.
Moreover, cache isolation will eliminate the possibility
of sharing cached ﬁles, which makes isolation even more
expensive as there is a growing percentage of ﬁles to be
shared. We studied a production HDFS log from a Internet company and observed 31.4% of ﬁles are shared by
at least two users/applications. The shared ﬁles also tend
to be more frequently accessed compared to non-shared
ﬁles, e.g., looking at the 10% most accessed ﬁles, shared
ﬁles account for as much as 53% of the accesses. The
percentage of sharing can go even higher pair-wise: 22%
of the users have at least 50% of their ﬁles accessed by
another user. Assuming ﬁles are of equal sizes, we would
need at least 31.4% more space if we assign isolated instances for each user, and even more cost on additional
cache as the percentage of shared ﬁles in the working set
is even larger.
Going back to the example in Figure 2, one possible
strategy for B to reclaim some of its cache back would
be to artiﬁcially increase its access rate. While this strategy may help B to improve its performance, it can lead
to worse performance overall (e.g., lower aggregate hit
rate). Worse yet, site A may decide to do the same: artiﬁcially increase its access rate. As we will show in this
paper, this may lead to everyone losing out, i.e., everyone
getting worse performance than when acting truthfully.
Thus an allocation policy such as LRU is not strategy
proof, as it does incentivize a site to misbehave to improve its performance. Furthermore, like with prisoner’s

3

Pareto Efﬁciency vs. Strategy Proofness

In this section we show that—under the assumption
that the isolation-guarantee property holds—there is a
strong trade-off between Pareto efﬁciency and strategyproofness, that is, it is not possible to simultaneously
achieve both in a caching system where ﬁles (pages) can
be shared across users.
Model: To illustrate the above point, in the remainder
of this section we consider a simple model where multiple users access a set of ﬁles. For generality we assume
each user lets the cache system know the priorities in
which her ﬁles can be evicted, either by explicitly specifying the priorities on the ﬁles or based on a given policy,
such as LFU or LRU. For simplicity, in all examples, we
assume that all ﬁles are of unit size.
3
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accessed. Similar to access frequency, priority need not
to be static, but rather reﬂects an eviction policy’s instantaneous preference.
If all users have enough demand, max-min fairness ensures that each user will get an equal amount of cache,
and max-min fairness reduces to static isolation. However, if one or more users do not use their entire share,
the unused capacity is distributed across the other users.

FUNC u.access( f ) // user u accessing ﬁle f
if ( f ∈ Cache. f ileSet) then
return CACHED DATA;
else
return CACHE MISS;
end if
FUNC cache(u, f ) // cache ﬁle f for user u
while (Cache.availableSize < f .size) do
u1 = users.getUserWithLargestAlloc();
f 1 = u1.getFileToEvict();
if (u1 == u and
u.getPriority( f 1) > u.getPriority( f )) then
return CACHE ABORT;
end if
Cache. f ileSet.remove( f 1);
Cache.availableSize += f 1.size;
u.allocSize -= f 1.size;
end while
Cache. f ileSet.add( f )
Cache.availableSize -= f .size;
u.allocSize += f .size;
return CACHE SUCCEED;

3.2

So far we have implicitly assumed that each user accesses different ﬁles. However, in practice multiple users
may share the same ﬁles. For example, different users or
applications can share the same libraries, input ﬁles and
intermediate datasets, or database views.
The ability to share the same allocation across multiple users is a key difference between caching and traditional environments, such as CPU and communication
bandwidth, in which max-min fairness has been successfully applied so far. With CPU and communication bandwidth, only a single user can access the resource that was
allocated to her: a CPU time slice can be only used by
a single process at a time, and a communication link can
be used to send a single packet of a single ﬂow at a given
time.
A natural solution to account for shared ﬁles is to
“charge” each user with a fraction of the shared ﬁle’s
size. In particular, if a ﬁle is accessed by k users, and
that ﬁle is cached, each user will be charged with 1/k of
the size of that ﬁle. Let fi, j denote ﬁle j cached on behalf
of user i, and let k j denote the number of users that have
requested the caching of ﬁle j. Then, the total cache size
allocated to user i, alloci , is computed as

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for accessing and cahing a ﬁle
under max-min fairness.
Utility: We deﬁne each user’s utility function as the
expected cache hit rate. Given a cache allocation, it’s
easy to calculate a user’s expected hit rate by just summing up her access frequencies of all the ﬁles cached in
memory.
3.1

Shared Files

Max-min Fairness

One of the most popular solutions to achieve efﬁcient resource utilization while still providing isolation is maxmin fairness.
In a nutshell, max-min fairness aims to maximize the
minimum allocation across all users. Max-min fairness
can be easily implemented in our model by evicting from
the user with the largest cache allocation, as shown in
Algorithm 1. When a user accesses a ﬁle, f , the system checks whether there is enough space available to
cache it. If not, it repeatedly evicts the ﬁles of the users
who have the largest cache allocation to make enough
room for f . Note that the user from which we evict a
ﬁle can be the same as the user who is accessing ﬁle f ,
and it is possible for f to not be actually cached. The
latter happens when f has a lower caching priority than
any of the other user’s ﬁles that are already cached. At
line 10 from Algorithm 1, the user.getPriority() is called
to obtain priority. Note caching priority depends on the
eviction policy. In the case of LFU, priority represents
ﬁle’s access frequency, while in the case of LRU it can
represent the inverse of the time interval since it has been

alloci = ∑
j

size( fi, j )
.
kj

(1)

Consider a cache that can hold 6 ﬁles, and assume
three users. User 1 accesses ﬁles A, B,C, . . . user 2 accesses ﬁles A, B, D, . . ., and user 3 accesses ﬁles F, G, . . ..
Assuming that each ﬁle is of unit size, the following set
of cached ﬁles represent a valid max-min allocation: A,
B, C, D, F, and G, respectively. Note that since ﬁles
A and B are shared by the ﬁrst two users, each of these
users is only charged with half of the ﬁle size. In particular, the cache allocation of user 1 is computed as
size(A)/2 + size(B)/2 + size(C) = 1/2 + 1/2 + 1 = 2.
The allocation of user 2 is computed in a similar manner, while allocation of user 3 is simply computed as
size(F) + size(G) = 2. The important point to note
here is that while each user has been allocated the same
amount of cache as computed by Eq. 1, users 1 and 2 get
three ﬁles cached (as they get the beneﬁt of sharing two
of them), while user 3 gets only two.
4
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to get 1 hit/sec access rate for a unit ﬁle. To optimize over the utility, which is deﬁned as the total hit
rate, a user’s optimal strategy is not to cache the ﬁles
that one has highest access frequencies, but the ones
with lowest cost/(hit/sec). Compare a ﬁle of 100MB,
shared by 2 users and another ﬁle of 100MB, shared by 5
users. Even though a user access the former 10 times/sec
and the latter only 8 times/sec, it is overall economic
to cache the second ﬁle (comparing 5MB/(hit/sec) vs.
2.5MB/(hit/sec)).
The consequence of “thrift-cheating”, however, is
more complicated. As it might appear to improve
user and system performance at ﬁrst glance, it doesn’t
lead to an equilibrium where all users are content
about their allocations. This can cause users to constantly game the system which leads to a worse outcome.

LEGEND

true access

 free-ride

 cheat


 blocked




Figure 3: Example with 2 users, 3 ﬁles and total cache
size of 2. Numbers represent access frequencies. (a). Allocation under max-min fairness; (b). Allocation under
max-min fairness when second user makes spurious access (red line) to ﬁle C; (c). Blocking free-riding access
(blue dotted line).
3.3

Cheating

While max-min fairness is strategy-proof when users access different ﬁles, this is no longer the case when ﬁles
are shared. There are two types of cheating that could
break strategy-proofness: (1) Intuitively, when ﬁles are
shared, a user can “free ride” ﬁles that have been already
cached by other users. (2) A thrifty user can choose to
cache ﬁles that are shared by more users, as such ﬁles are
more economic due to cost-sharing.
Free-riding To illustrate “free riding”, consider two
users: user 1 accesses ﬁles A and B, and user 2 accesses
ﬁles A and C. Assume size of cache is 2, and that we can
cache a fraction of a ﬁle. Next, assume that every user
uses LFU replacement policy and that both users access
A much more frequently than the other ﬁles. As a result,
the system will cache ﬁle A and “charge” each user by
1/2. In addition, each user will get half of their other
ﬁles in the cache, i.e., half of ﬁle B for user 1, and ﬁle
B for user 2, as shown in Figure 3(a). Each user gets a
cache hit rate of 5 × 0.5 + 10 = 12.51 hits/sec.
Now assume user 2 cheats by spuriously accessing ﬁle
C to artiﬁcially increase its access rate such that to exceed
A’s access rate (Figure 3(b)), effectively sets the priority
of C higher than B. Since now C has the highest access
rate for user 2, while A remains the most accessed ﬁle of
user 1, the system will cache A for user 1 and C for user 2,
respectively. The problem is that user 2 will still be able
to beneﬁt from accessing ﬁle A, which has already been
cached by user 1. At the end, user 1 gets 10 hits/sec, and
user 2 gets 15 hits/sec. In this way, user 2 free-rides on
user 1’s ﬁle A.
Thrifty-cheating To explain the kind of cheating
where a user carefully calculates cost-beneﬁts and
then changes ﬁle priorities accordingly, we ﬁrst deﬁne
cost/(hit/sec) as the amount of budget cost a user pays

In the above examples we have shown that due to another user cheating, one can experience utility loss. A
natural question to ask is, how bad could it be? i.e. What
is the upper bound a user can lose when being cheated?
By construction, one can show that for two-user cases, a
user can lose up to 50% of cache/hit rate when all her
ﬁles are shared and “free ridden” by the other strategic
user. As the free-rider evades charges of shared ﬁles, the
honest user double pays. This can be extended to a more
general case with n (n > 2) users, where loss can increase
linearly with the number of cheating users. Suppose that
cached ﬁles are shared by n users, each user pays 1n of the
ﬁle sizes. If n − 1 strategic users decide to cache other
ﬁles, the only honest user left has to pay the total cost.
In turn, the honest user has to evict at most ( n−1
n ) of her
ﬁles to maintain the same budget.
It is also worth mentioning that for many applications,
moderate or even minor cache loss can result in drastic performance drop. For example, in many ﬁle systems with overall high cache hit ratio, the effective I/O
latency with caching could be approximated as TIO =
Ratiomiss Latencymiss . A slight difference in the cache
hit ratio, e.g. from 99.7% to 99.4%, means 2× I/O average latency drop! This indeed necessitates strategyproofness in cache policies.
3.4

Blocking Access to Avoid Cheating

At the heart of providing strategy-proofness is this question of how free-riding can be prevented. In the previous example, user 2 was incentivized to cheat because
she was able to access the cached shared ﬁles regardless
her access patterns. Intuitively, if user 2 is blocked from
accessing ﬁles that she tries to free-ride, she will be disincentivized to cheat.
Applying blocking to our previous example, user 2
will not be allowed to access A, despite the fact that user
1 has already cached A (Figure 3(c)). The system blocks

1 When half of a ﬁle is in cache, half of the page-level accesses to
the ﬁle will result in cache miss. Numerically, it is the equal to missing
the entire ﬁle 50% of the time. So hit rate is calculated as access rate
multiplied by percentage cached.
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Delay

j +1

user 2 but not user 1 because user 1 is the sole person
who pays the cache. As a result, user 2 gets only 1 cache
size with a less important ﬁle C.
As we will show in Section 5 this simple scheme is
strategy-proof. On the other hand, this scheme is unfortunately not Pareto efﬁcient by deﬁnition, as the performance (utility) of user 2 can be improved without hurting
user 1 by simply letting user 2 access ﬁle A.
Furthermore, note that it is not necessary to have a user
cheating to arrive at the allocation in Figure 3. Indeed,
user 2 can legitimately access ﬁle C at a much higher rate
than A, In this case, we get the same allocation—ﬁle A is
cached on behalf of user 1 and ﬁle C is cached on behalf
of user 2—with no user cheating. Blocking in this case
will reduce the system utilization by punishing a wellbehaved user.
Unfortunately, the cache system cannot differentiate
between a cheating and a well-behaved user, so it is not
possible to avoid the decrease in the utilization and thus
the violation of Pareto efﬁciency, even when every user
in the system is well-behaved.
Thus, in the presence of shared ﬁles, with max-min
fairness allocation we can achieve either Pareto efﬁciency or strategy-proofness, but not both. In addition,
we can trade between strategy-proofness and Pareto efﬁciency by blocking a user from accessing a shared ﬁle
if that ﬁle is not in the user’s cached set of ﬁles, even
though that ﬁle might have been cached by other users.
In Section 5, we will show that this trade-off is more
general. In particular, we show that in the presence of
ﬁle sharing there is no caching allocation policy that can
achieve more than two out of the three desirable properties: isolation-guarantee, strategy-proofness, and Pareto
efﬁciency.
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Figure 4: With FairRide, a user might be blocked to access a cached copy of ﬁle if the user does not pay the storage cost. The blue box shows how this can be achieved
with probabilistic blocking. In system implementation,
we replace the blue box with the purple box, where we
instead delay the data response.
prove in Section 5 that this is the only and minimal blocking probability setting that will make a FairRide strategyproof.
Consider again the example in Figure 3. If user 2
cheats and makes spurious access to ﬁle C, ﬁle A will
be cached on behalf of user 1. In that case, FairRide
recognizes user 2 as a non-owner of the ﬁle, and user
2 has 12 chance to access directly from the cache. So
user 2’s total expected hit rate becomes 5 + 10 × 12 = 10,
which is worse than 12.5 before without cheating. In this
way, FairRide discourages cheating and makes the policy
strategy-proof.
4.1

Expected Delaying

In real systems, probabilistic blocking could not thoroughly solve the problem of cheating, as now a strategic
user can make even more accesses in hope that one of the
accesses is not blocked. For example, if a user is blocked
with a probability of 12 , he can make three accesses so to
reduce the likelihood of being blocked to 18 . In addition,
blocking itself is not an ideal way to implement in a system as it further incurs unnecessary I/O operations (disk,
network) for blocked users. To address this problem, we
introduce expected delaying to approximate the expected
effect of probabilistic blocking. When a user tries to access an in-memory ﬁle that is cached by other users, the
system delays the data response with certain wait duration. The wait time should be set as the expected delay a
user would experience if she’s probabilistically blocked
by the system. In this way, it is impossible to get around
the delaying effect, and the system does not have to issue additional I/O operations. The theoretically equivalent wait time could be calculated as twait = Delaymem ×
(1 − pblock ) + Delaydisk,network × pblock , where pblock is
the blocking probability as described above, and Delayx
being the access latency of medium x. As memory access
latency is already incurred during data read time, we simply set the wait time to be Delaydisk,newtwork × pblock . We
will detail how we measure the secondary storage delay
in Section 6.

FairRide

In this section, we describe FairRide, a caching policy
that extends max-min fairness with probabilistic blocking. Different from max-min fairness, FairRide provides
isolation-guarantee and strategy-proofness at the expense
of Pareto-efﬁciency. We use expected delaying to implement the conceptual model of probabilistic blocking, due
to several system considerations.
Figure 4 shows the control logic for a user i accessing ﬁle j under FairRide. We will compare it with the
pseudo-code of max-min fairness, Algorithm 1. In maxmin, a user i can directly access a cached ﬁle j, as long as
j is cached in memory. While with FairRide, there is an
chance that the user might get blocked for accessing the
cached copy. This is key to making FairRide strategyproof and the only difference with max-min fairness,
which we prove in Section 5. The chance of blocking
is not an arbitrary probability, but is set at n j1+1 , where
n j is the number of other users caching the ﬁle. We will
6
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only isolation-guarantee and Pareto-efﬁciency but nothing else. Therefore, we can conclude that any policy P
that satisﬁes the two properties cannot achieve strategyproofness. In other words, no policy can achieve all three
properties simultaneously. This ends the proof for the
SIP theorem.

In this section, we prove that the general trade-off between the three properties is fundamental with existence
of ﬁle sharing. Next in Section 5.2, we also show by
proof that FairRide indeed achieves strategy-proof and
isolation-guarantee, and that FairRide uses most efﬁcient
blocking probability to achieve strategy-proofness.
5.1

5.2

The SIP theorem

We now examine FairRide (as described in Section 4)
against three properties.
Theorem FairRide achieves isolation-guarantee.
Proof Even if FairRide does complete blocking, in which
each user gets strictly less memory cache, the amount
of cache a user accesses is: Cachetotal = ∑ j size( f ile j ),
j for all the ﬁles the user caches. Because FairRide
splits the charges of shared ﬁles across all users, a user’s
size( f ile j )
,
allocation budget is spent up by: Alloc = ∑ j
nj
with n j being the number of users sharing f ile j .
Combining the two equations we can easily derive
that Cachetotal > Alloc. As Alloc is also what a user
can get in isolation, we can conclude that the amount
of memory a user can access is always bigger than
isolation. Likewise, we can prove the total hit rate user
gets with FairRide is greater than isolation.

We state the following SIP theorem: With ﬁle sharing,
no cache allocation policy can satisfy all three following
properties: strategy-proofness (S), isolation-guarantee
(I) and Pareto-efﬁciency (P).
Proof of the SIP theorem
The three properties are deﬁned as in Section 1, and we
use total hit rate as the performance metric. Reusing the
example setup in Figure 3(a), we now examine a general
policy P. The only assumption of P is that P satisﬁes
isolation-guarantee and Pareto-efﬁciency, and we shall
prove that such policy P must not be strategy-proof, i.e.
a user can cheat to improve under P. We start with the
case when no user cheats for Figure 3(a). Let y1 , y2 be
user 1 and 2’s total hit rate:
y1 = 10xA + 5xB

(2)

y2 = 10xA + 5xC

(3)

Theorem FairRide is strategy-proof.
Proof We will sketch the proof using cost-beneﬁt
analysis, following the line of reasoning in Section 3.3.
With probabilistic blocking, a user i can access a ﬁle
nj
j without caching it with a probability of n j +1
. This
means that the beneﬁt resulted from caching is the
increased rate, equal to f reqi j n j1+1 . The cost is n j1+1
for the joining user, with n j other users already caching
it. Dividing the two, the beneﬁt-cost ratio is equal to
f reqi j , user i’s access frequency of ﬁle j. As a user
is incentivized to cache ﬁles based on the descending
order of beneﬁt-cost ratio, this results in caching ﬁles
based on actual access frequencies, rather than cheating.
In other words, FairRide is incentive-compatible and
allows users to perform truth-telling.

Where xA , xB , xC are fractions of the each ﬁle A, B,C
cached in memory.2 Because xA + xB + xC = 2, and y1 +
y2 = 15xA + 5(xA + xB + 5xc ), it’s impossible for y1 +
y2 > 25, or, for both y1 and y2 to be greater than 12.5. As
the two users have symmetric access patterns, we assume
y2 < 12.5 without loss of generality.
Now if user 2 cheats and increases her access rate of
ﬁle C to 30, we can prove that she can get a total rate of
13.3, or y2 > 13.3. This is partly because the system has
to satisfy a new isolation guarantee:
y�2 = 10xA + 30xC > 30

(4)

It must hold that xC > 23 , because xA ≤ 1. Also, because xC ≤ 1 and xA + xB + xC = 2, we have xA + xB ≥ 1
to achieve Pareto-efﬁciency. For the same reason, xA = 1
is also necessary as it’s strictly better to cache ﬁle A over
ﬁle B for both users. Plugging xA = 1, xC > 23 back to
user 2’s actual hit rate calculation (Equation 3), we get
y2 > 13.3.
So far, we have found a cheating strategy for a user
2 to improve her cache performance and hurt the other
user. This is done under a general policy P that assumes
2 We use fractions only for simplifying the proof.

when we can only cache a ﬁle/block in its entirety.

FairRide Properties

Theorem FairRide’s uses lower-bound blocking probabilities for achieving strategy-proofness.
Proof Suppose a user has 2 ﬁles: f j , fk with access
frequencies of f req j and f reqk . We use p j and pk
to denote the corresponding blocking probabilities
if the user chooses not to cache the ﬁles. Then the
beneﬁt-cost ratios for the two ﬁles are f req j p j (n j + 1)
and f reqk pk (nk + 1), n j and nk being the numbers of
other users already caching the ﬁles. For the user to
be truth-telling for whatever f req j , f reqk , n j or nk ,
p
+1
. Now p j and pk can still be
we must have p j = nnkj +1
k
arbitrarily small or big, but note p j (pk ) must be 1 when

The theorem holds

7
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n j (nk ) is 0, as no user is caching ﬁle f j ( fk ). Putting
p j = 1, n j = 0 into the equation we will have pk = n 1+1 .
k
Similarly, p j = n j1+1 . Thus we show that FairRide’s
blocking probabilities are the only probabilities that can
provide strategy-proofness in the general case (assuming
any access frequencies and sharing situations). The only
probabilities are also the lower-bound probabilities.

6

speciﬁed ﬁles.
Delaying The key to strategy-proofness in implementing
FairRide is to emulate probabilistic blocking by delaying
the read of a ﬁle which a user didn’t cache before.
Thus the amount of wait time has to approximate the
wait time as if the ﬁle is not cached, for any type
of read. We implement delaying by simply sleeping
the thread before giving a data buffer to the Tachyon
f f er)
client. The delay time is calculated by size(bu
BWdisk ,
with BWdisk being the pre-measured disk bandwidth
on the node, and size(bu f f er) being the size of the
data buffer sent to the client. The measured bandwidth
is likely an over-estimate of run-time disk bandwidth
due to I/O contention when system is in operation.
This causes shorter delay, higher efﬁciency, and less
strategy-proofness, though a strategic user should gain
very little from this over-estimate.

Implementation

FairRide is evaluated through both system implementation and large-scale trace simulations. We have
implemented FairRide allocation policy on top of
Tachyon [26], a memory-centric distributed storage
system. Tachyon can be used as a caching system and it
supports in-memory data sharing across different cluster
computation frameworks or applications, e.g. multiple
Hadoop Mapreduce [2] or Spark [41] applications.

Node-based Policy Enforcement
Tachyon is a distributed system comprised of multiple worker nodes. We enforce allocation policies independently at each node. This means that data is always
cached locally at the node when being read, and that
when the node is full, we evict from the user who uses up
most memory on that node. This scheme allows a node
to select an evicting user and perform cache replacement
without any global coordination.
The lack of global coordination can incur some efﬁciency penalty, as a user is only guaranteed to get at least
1/n-th of memory on each node, but not necessarily 1/nth of total memory across the cluster. This happens when
users have access skew across nodes. To give an example, suppose a cluster of two nodes, each with 40GB
memory. One user has 30GB frequently accessed data
on node 1 and 10GB on node 2, and another user has
10GB frequently accessed data on node 1 and 30GB on
node 2. Allocating 30GB on node 1 and 10GB on node
2 to the ﬁrst user will outperform a 20 to 20 even allocation on each node, in terms of hit ratio for both users.
Note that such allocation is still fair globally – each user
gets 40GB memory in total. Our evaluation results in
Section 7.6 will show that node-based scheme is within
3%∼4% compared to global fairness, because of the selfbalance nature of big data workloads on Tachyon.

Users and Shares Each application running on top of
Tachyon with FairRide allocation has a FairRide client
ID. Shares for each user can be conﬁgured. When shares
are changed during system uptime, cache allocation is
re-allocated over time, piece by piece, by evicting ﬁles
from the user who uses most atop of her share, i.e.,
argmaxi (Alloci −Capacity ∗ Sharei ), thus converging to
the conﬁgured shares eventually.
Pluggable Policy Because FairRide obeys each user’s
individual caching preferences, it can apply a two-level
cache replacement mechanism. It ﬁrst picks the user who
occupies the most cache in the system, and then ﬁnds the
least preferred ﬁle from that user to evict. This naturally enables “pluggable policy”, allowing each user to
pick a replacement policy best ﬁt for her workload. Note
this would not be possible for some global policies such
as global LRU. A user’s more frequently accessed ﬁle
could be evicted by a less frequently accessed ﬁle just because the ﬁrst ﬁle’s aggregate frequency across all users
is lower than the second ﬁle. We’ve implemented “pluggable policy” in the system and expose a simple API for
applications to pick best replacement policy.
Client.setCachePolicy(Policy.LRU)
Client.setCachePolicy(Policy.LFU)
Client.pinFile(ﬁleId)

7

Currently, our implementation of FairRide supports LRU (Least-Recently-Used) and LFU (LeastFrequently-Used), as well as policies that are more
suited for data-parallel analytics workloads, e.g. LIFE
or LFU-F that preserves all-or-nothing properties for
cached ﬁles [12]. Another feature FairRide supports is
“pinned ﬁles”. Through a pinfile(fileId) API, a
user can override the replacement policy and prioritize

Experimental Results

We evaluated FairRide using both micro- and macrobenchmarks, by running EC2 experiments on Tachyon,
as well as large-scale simulations replaying production
workloads. The number of users in the workloads varies
from 2 to 20. We show that while non-strategy-proof
policies can cause everybody worse-off by a large margin (1.9×), FairRide can prevent user starvation within
8
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mance with 380ms. At t = 750s, user 1 also started to
cheat and both users stayed at high miss ratio (315ms).
In this particular case, there was strong incentive for
both the users to cheat at any point of time because
cheating could always decrease the cheater’s miss ratio
(226ms→130ms,380ms→315ms). Unfortunately, both
users get worse performance compared to not cheat all.
Such a prisoner’s dilemna would not happen with FairRide (Figure 5b). When user 2 cheated at t = 300s, her
response time instead increases to 305ms . Because of
this, both users would rather not cheat under FairRide
and behave truthfully.
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Now we evaluate FairRide by running three workloads
on a EC2 cluster.
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(b) FairRide

• TPC-H The TPC-H benchmark [11] is a set of decision support queries based on those used by retailers such as Amazon. The queries can be separated
into two main groups: a sales-oriented group and a
supply-oriented group. These two groups of queries
have some separate tables, but also share common
tables such as those maintaining inventory records.
We treated two query groups as from two independent users.

Figure 5: Miss ratio for two users. At t = 300s, user 2
started cheating. At t = 700s, user 1 joined cheating.
4% of global efﬁciency. It is 2.6× better than isolated
caches in terms of job time reduction, and gives 27%
higer utilization compared to max-min fairness.
We start by showing how FairRide can dis-incentivize
cheating users by blocking them from accessing ﬁles that
they don’t cache, in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, we compare FairRide against a number of schemes, including
max-min fairness using experiments on multiple workloads: TPC-H, YCSB and a HDFS production log. Section 7.3 and Section 7.4 demonstrate FairRide’s beneﬁts
with multiple users and pluggable policies. Finally, in
Section 7.5, we use Facebook traces that are collected
from a 2000-node Hadoop cluster to evaluate the performance of FairRide in large-scale clusters.
7.1

Benchmarks with Multiple Workloads

• YCSB The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark provides a framework and common set of workloads
for evaluating the performance of key-value serving stores. We implemented a YCSB client and ran
multiple YCSB workloads to evaluate FairRide. We
let half of ﬁles to be shared across users.
• Production Cluster HDFS Log The HDFS log is
collected from a production Hadoop cluster at a
large Internet company. It contains detailed information such as access timestamps and access user/group information. We found that more than 30%
of ﬁles are shared by at least two users.

Cheating and Blocking

In this experiment, we illustrate how FairRide can prevent a user from cheating. We ran two applications on
a 5-node Amazon EC2 cluster. The cluster contains one
master node and four worker nodes, each conﬁgured with
32GB memory. Each application accessed 1000 data
blocks (128MB each), among which 500 were shared.
File access complied with Zipf distribution. We assumed
users knew a priori which ﬁles are shared, and could
cheat by making excessive accesses to non-shared ﬁles.
We used LRU as cache replacement policy for this experiment.
We ran the experiment under two different schemes,
max-min fair allocation (Figure 5a) and FairRide (Figure 5b). Under both allocations, the two users got similar average block response time (226ms under maxmin, 235ms under FairRide) at the beginning (t < 300s).
For max-min fair allocation, when user 2 started to
cheat at t = 300s, she managed to lower her miss ratio
over time (∼130ms), while user 1 got degraded perfor-

We ran each workload under the following allocation
schemes: 1) isolation: statically partition the memory
space across users; 2) best-case: i.e. max-min fair allocation and assume no user cheats; 3) FairRide: our solution which uses delaying to prevent cheating; 4) max-min
: max-min fair allocation with half users trying to game
the system. We used LRU as the default cache replacement algorithm for all users and assumed cheating users
know what ﬁles are shared.
We focus on three questions: 1) does sharing the cache
improve performance signiﬁcantly? (comparing performance gain over isolation) 2) can FairRide prevent cheating with small efﬁciency loss? (comparing FairRide with
best-case) 3) does cheating degrade system performance
signiﬁcantly? (comparing FairRide with max-min).
9
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user group in Figure 7. As expected, the miss ratio of the
truthful group increases when there is a growing number of strategic users. What’s interesting is that for the
strategic group, the beneﬁt they can exploit decreases as
more and more users joining the group. With 12 strategic
users, even the strategic group has worse performance
compared to the no-cheater case. Eventually both groups
converge at a miss ratio of 74%.



 
   
   

     
       

Figure 6: Summary of perfor- Figure 7: Average miss ra-

mance results for three work- tios of cheating users and nonloads, showing the gain com- cheating users, when there are
pared to isolated caches.
multiple cheaters.

7.4

Next, we evaluated the beneﬁt of allowing pluggable
policies. We ran three YCSB clients concurrently with
each client running a different workload. The characteristics of the three workloads are summarized below:

To answer these questions, we plot the relative gain of
three schemes compared to isolation, as shown in Figure 6. In general, we ﬁnd sharing the cache can improve performance by 1.3∼3.1×, with best-case. If users
cheat, 15%∼220% of the gain will be lost. For the HDFS
workload, we also observe that cheating causes a performance drop below isolation. While FairRide is very
close to best-case with 3%∼13% overhead, it prevents
the undesirable performance drop.
There are other interesting observations to note. First
of all, the overhead of FairRide, is more noticeable in the
YCSB benchmark and TPC-H than in the HDFS trace.
We ﬁnd that this is because the most shared ﬁles in the
HDFS prodcution trace are among the top accessed ﬁles
for both users. Therefore, both users would cache the
shared ﬁles, resulting in less blocking/delaying. Secondly, cheating user beneﬁts less in the HDFS trace, this
is due to fact that the access distribution across ﬁles are
highly long tailed in that trace, so that even cheating help
user gain more memory, it doesn’t show up signiﬁcantly
in terms of miss ratio. Finally, there is a varied degree
of connection between miss ratio and application performance (read latency, query time), e.g., YCSB’s read latency is directly linked to miss ratio change, while TPCH’s query response time is relatively stable. This is because, for the latter, a query typically consists of multiple
stages of parallel tasks. As the completion time of a stage
is decided by the slowest task, caching could only help
when all tasks speed up. Therefore, a caching algorithm
that can provide all-or-nothing caching for parallel tasks
is needed to speed up query response time. We evaluated the Facebook trace with such a caching algorithm in
Seciton 7.5.
7.3

Pluggable Policies

User ID
1
2
3

Workload
YCSB(a)
YCSB(d)
YCSB(e)

Distribution
zipﬁan
latest-most
scan

Replacement
LFU
LRU
priority 3

In the experiment, each YCSB client sets up the best
replacement speciﬁed in the above table with the system.
We compared our system with traditional caching systems that support only conﬁguration of one uniform replacement policy, applied to all users. We ran the system
with uniform conﬁguration three times, each time with a
different policy (LRU, LFU and priority). As shown in
Figure 8, by allowing the users to specify a best replacement policy on their own, our system is able to provide
gain of the best case for each of the user among all uniform conﬁgurations.
7.5

Facebook workload

Our trace-driven simulator performed a detailed and
faithful replay of a task-level trace of Hadoop jobs collected from a 2000-node cluster from Facebook during
the week of October 2010. Our replay preserved read
and write sizes of tasks, locations of input data as well as
job characteristics of failures, stragglers.
To make the effect of caching relevant to job completion time, we also use LIFE and LFU-F from PACMan [12] as cache replacement policies. These policies performed all-or-nothing cache replacement for ﬁles
and can improve job completion time better than LRU
or LFU, as it speeds all concurrent tasks in one stage
[12]. In a nutshell, LIFE evicts ﬁles based on largestincomplete-ﬁle-ﬁrst eviction, and LFU-F is based on
least-accessed-incomplete-ﬁle-ﬁrst. We also set each

Many Users

We want to understand how the effect of cheating relates
to the number of active users in the system. In this experiment, we replay YCSB workloads with 20 users, where
each pair of users have a set of shared ﬁles that they access commonly. Users can cheat by making excessive
access to their private ﬁles. We increase the number of
strategic users in different runs and plot the average miss
ratio for both the strategic user group and the truthful

3 Priority

replacement means keeping a ﬁxed set of ﬁles in cache.
Not the best policy here, but still better than LFU and LRU for the scan
workload.
4 Effective miss ratio. For FairRide, we count a delayed access as
a “fractional” miss, with the fraction equal to the blocking probability,
so we can effectively compare miss ratio between FairRide and other
schemes.
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Figure 8: Pluggable policies.
job time
u1
u2
17% 15%
54% 29%
42% 41%
30% 43%
39% 40%

cluster eff.
u1
u2
23% 22%
55% 35%
47% 43%
35% 47%
45% 43%

eff. miss%4
u1
u2
68% 72%
42% 60%
48% 52%
63% 46%
50% 55%

vious experiments, isolation gave lowest gains for both
users and global improved users unevenly (compared
to best-case). FairRide suffered minimal overhead of
blocking (2% and 3% in terms of miss ratio compared
to best-case, 4% of cluster efﬁciency) but could prevent
cheating of user 2 that can potentially hurt user 1 by 15%
in terms of miss ratio. Similar comparisons were observed in terms of job completion and cluster efﬁciency,
FairRide can outperform max-min by 27% in terms of efﬁciency and has 2.6× more improvement over isolation.
Figure 9 also shows the reduction in job completion
time across all users, plotted in median completion time
(a) and 95 percentile completion time (b) respectively.
FairRide preserved better overall reduction compared to
max-min. This was due to the fact that marginal improvement of the cheating user was smaller than the performance drop of the cheated. FairRide also prevented
cheating from greatly increasing the tail of job completion time (95 percentile) as the metric was more dominated by the slower user. We also show the improvement
of FairRide under different cache policies in (c) and (d).

isolation
global
best-case
max-min
FairRide
Table 2: Summary of simulation results on reduction in job
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7.6 Comparing Global FairRide
How much performance penalty does node-based FairRide suffer compared to global FairRide, if any? To answer this question, we ran another simulation with the
Facebook trace to compare against two global FairRide
schemes. The two global schemes both select a evicting
user based on users’ global usage, but differ in how they
pick evicting blocks: a “naive” global scheme chooses
from only blocks on that node, similar to the node-based
approach, and an “optimized” global scheme chooses
from any user blocks in the cluster. We use LIFE as the
replacement policy for both users.

# ## #

 

(d) 95%-tile, w/ FairRide

Figure 9: Overall reduction in job completion time for
Facebook trace.
node in the cluster with 20Gb of memory so miss ratio
was around 50%. The conclusion would hold for a wider
range of memory size.
We adopted a more advanced model of cheating in this
simulation. Instead of assuming users know what ﬁles
are shared a priori, a user cheats based on the cached
ﬁles she observes in the cluster. For example, for a nonblocking scheme such as max-min fairness, a user can
ﬁgure out what shared ﬁles are cached by other users by
continuously probing the system. She would avoid sharing the cost of those ﬁles and only cache ﬁles for her own
interest.
Caching improves overall performance of the system.
Table 2 provides a summary of reduction in job completion time and improvement in cluster efﬁciency (total
task run-time reduction) compared to a baseline with no
caching, as well as miss ratio numbers. Similar to pre-

Cluster size
Node-based FairRide
Global FairRide, Naive
Global FairRide, Optimized

200
51%
25%
54%

500
44%
21%
47%

1000
41%
17%
44%

Table 3: Comparing against global schemes. Keep total memory size as constant while varying the number
of nodes in the cluster. Showing improvement over no
cache as in the reduction in median job completion time.
As we ﬁnd out, the naive global scheme has a great
performance drop (23%∼25% improvement difference
11
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compared to node-based FairRide), noticeably in Table 3.
This is due to the fact that the naive scheme is unable to
allocate in favor of frequently accessing user per node.
With the naive global scheme, memory allocations on
each node quickly stabilizes based on initial user accesses. A user can get an unnecessarily large portion of
memory on a node because she accesses data earlier than
the other, although her access frequency on that node is
low in general. The optimized global scheme ﬁxes this
issue by allowing a user to evict least preferred data in
the whole cluster and it makes sure the 1/n-th of memory allocated must store her most preferred data. We observe an increase of average hit ratio by 24% with the
optimized scheme, which reﬂects the access skew for the
underlying data. What’s interesting is that the optimized
global scheme is only 3%∼4% better than node-based
scheme in terms of job complete time improvement. In
addition to the fact data skew is not huge (considering
24% increase for hit ratio), the all-or-nothing property
of data-parallel caching again comes into play. Global
scheme on average increases the number of completely
cached ﬁles by only 7%, and because now memory allocation is skewed across the cluster, there is an increased
chance that tasks cannot be scheduled to co-locate with
cached data, due to CPU slot limitation. Finally, we
also observe that as the number of nodes increases (while
keeping the total CPU slots and memory constant), there
is a decrease in improvement in all three schemes, due to
less tasks can be scheduled with cache locality.

8

improve the overall system efﬁciency. Proﬁling applications [25] is useful for provding application-sepciﬁc
information. We view these techniques as orthogonal to
our work. Other techniques such as throttling access rate
requires the system to identify good thresholds.

9

Conclusions

In this paper, we study the problem of cache allocation in a multi-user environment. We show that with
data sharing, it is not possible to ﬁnd an allocation policy that achieves isolation-guarantee, strategy-proofness
and Pareto-efﬁciency simultaneously. We propose a new
policy called FairRide. Unlike previous policies, FairRide provides both isolation-guarantee (so a user gets
better performance than on isolated cache) and strategyproofness (so users are not incentivized to cheat), by
blocking access from cheating users. We provide an efﬁcient implementation of the FairRide system and show
that in many realistic workloads, FairRide can outperform previous policies when users cheat. The two
nice properties of FairRide come at the cost of Paretoefﬁciency. We also show that FairRide’s cost is within
4% of total efﬁciency in some of the production workloads, when we conservatively assume users don’t cheat.
Based of the appealing properties and relatively small
overhead, we believe that FairRide can be a practical policy for real-world cloud environments.
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Related Works

Management of shared resources has always been been
an important subject. Over the past decades, researchers and practitioners have considered the sharing
of CPU [39, 15, 35, 40] and network bandwidth [28,
13, 17, 23, 33, 36], and developed a plethora of solutions to allocate and schedule these resources. The problem of cache allocation for better isolation, quality-ofservice [24] or attack resilience [29] has also been studied under various contexts, including CPU cache [25],
disk cache [31] and caching in storage systems [34].
One of the most popular allocation policies is fair
sharing [16] or max-min fairness [27, 14]. Due to the
nice properties, it has been implemented using various methods, such as round-robin, proportional resource
sharing [39] and fair queuing [18], and has been extended
to support multiple resource types [20] and resource constraints [21]. The key differentiator for our work from the
ones mentioned above, is that we consider shared data.
None of the works above identiﬁes the impossibility of
three important properties with shared ﬁles.
There are other techniques that have been studied to
provide fairness and efﬁciency of shared cache. Prefetching of data into the cache before access, either through
hints from applications [31] or predication [22], can
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Abstract

A1

In this paper, we study how to optimally provide isolation guarantees in multi-resource environments, such as
public clouds, where a tenant’s demands on different resources (links) are correlated. Unlike prior work such as
Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) that assumes static
and ﬁxed demands, we consider elastic demands. Our
approach generalizes canonical max-min fairness to the
multi-resource setting with correlated demands, and extends DRF to elastic demands. We consider two natural optimization objectives: isolation guarantee from a
tenant’s viewpoint and system utilization (work conservation) from an operator’s perspective. We prove that
in non-cooperative environments like public cloud networks, there is a strong tradeoff between optimal isolation guarantee and work conservation when demands
are elastic. Even worse, work conservation can even decrease network utilization instead of improving it when
demands are inelastic. We identify the root cause behind the tradeoff and present a provably optimal allocation algorithm, High Utilization with Guarantees (HUG),
to achieve maximum attainable network utilization without sacriﬁcing the optimal isolation guarantee, strategyproofness, and other useful properties of DRF. In cooperative environments like private datacenter networks,
HUG achieves both the optimal isolation guarantee and
work conservation. Analyses, simulations, and experiments show that HUG provides better isolation guarantees, higher system utilization, and better tenant-level
performance than its counterparts.
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Figure 1: Bandwidth allocations in two independent links (a)
−
→
for tenant-A (orange) with correlation vector dA = � 12 , 1� and
−
→
tenant-B (dark blue) with dB = �1, 16 �. Shaded portions are
not allocated to any tenant.

because, given enough demand, it allocates the entire
bandwidth of the link. Finally, it is strategyproof, because
tenants cannot get more bandwidth by lying about their
demands (e.g., by sending more trafﬁc).
However, a datacenter network involves many links,
and tenants’ demands on different links are often correlated. Informally, we say that the demands of a tenant on
two links i and j are correlated, if for every bit the tenant sends on link-i, she sends at least α bits on link-j.
More formally, with every tenant-k, we associate a cor−
→
relation vector dk = �d1k , d2k , . . . , dnk �, where dik ≤ 1,
which captures the fact that for every dik bits tenant-k
sends on link-i, it should send at least djk bits on link-j.
Examples of applications with correlated demands include optimal shufﬂe schedules [22, 23], long-running
services [19, 52], multi-tiered enterprise applications
[39], and realtime streaming applications [10, 69]. Consider the example in Figure 1a with two independent
−
→
links and two tenants. The correlation vector dA = � 12 , 1�
means that (i) link-2 is tenant-A’s bottleneck, (ii) for every MA rate tenant-A is allocated on the bottleneck link,
she requires at least MA /2 rate on link-1, resulting in a
progress of MA , and (iii) except for the bottleneck link,
tenants’ demands are elastic, meaning tenant-A can use
more than MA /2 rate on link-1.1 Similarly, tenant-B requires at least MB /6 on link-2 for MB on link-1. If we
denote the rateallocated
to tenant-k on link-i by aik , then


Introduction

In shared, multi-tenant environments such as public
clouds [2, 5, 6, 8, 40], the need for predictability and the
means to achieve it remain a constant source of discussion [15, 44, 45, 50, 51, 58, 59, 61, 62]. The general consensus – recently summarized by Mogul and Popa [53]
– is that tenants expect guaranteed minimum bandwidth
(i.e., isolation guarantee) for performance predictability,
while network operators strive for work conservation to
achieve high utilization and strategy-proofness to ensure
isolation.
Max-min fairness [43] – a widely-used [16, 25, 34, 35,
55, 63, 64] allocation policy – achieves all three in the
context of a single link. It provides the optimal isolation
guarantee by maximizing the minimum amount of bandwidth allocated to each ﬂow. The bandwidth allocation
of a user (tenant) determines her progress – i.e., how fast
she can complete her data transfer. It is work-conserving,

ai

Mk = mini dik , the minimum demand-normalized
k
rate allocation over all links, captures her progress.
In this paper, we want to generalize max-min fairness
to tenants with correlated and elastic demands while
maintaining its desirable properties: optimal isolation
guarantee, high utilization, and strategy-proofness.
1 While it does not improve the instantaneous progress of tenant-A,
it increases network utilization, which is desired by the operators.
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Intuitively, we want to maximize the minimum
progress over all tenants, i.e., maximize mink Mk ,
where mink Mk corresponds to the isolation guarantee of an allocation algorithm. We make three observations. First, when there is a single link in the system,
this model trivially reduces to max-min fairness. Second, getting more aggregate bandwidth is not always better. For tenant-A in the example, �50Mbps, 100Mbps� is
better than �90Mbps, 90Mbps� or �25Mbps, 200Mbps�,
even though the latter ones have more bandwidth in total. Third, simply applying max-min fairness to individual links is not enough. In our example, max-min fairness
allocates equal resources to both tenants on both links,
resulting in allocations � 12 , 12 � on both links (Figure 1b).
Corresponding progress (MA = MB = 12 ) result in a
suboptimal isolation guarantee (min{MA , MB } = 12 ).
Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [33] extends maxmin fairness to multiple resources and prevents such suboptimality. It equalizes the shares of dominant resources
– link-2 (link-1) for tenant-A (tenant-B) – across all tenants with correlated demands and maximizes the isolation guarantee in a strategyproof manner. As shown
in Figure 1c, using DRF, both tenants have the same
progress – MA = MB = 23 , 50% higher than using
max-min fairness on individual links. Moreover, DRF’s
isolation guarantee (min{MA , MB } = 23 ) is optimal
across all possible allocations and is strategyproof.
However, DRF assumes inelastic demands [40], and it
is not work-conserving. For example, bandwidth on link2 in shades is not allocated to either tenant. In fact, we
show that DRF can result in arbitrarily low utilization
(Lemma 6). This is wasteful, because unused bandwidth
cannot be recovered.
We start by showing that strategy-proofness is a necessary condition for providing the optimal isolation guarantee – i.e., to maximize mink Mk – in non-cooperative
environments (§2). Next, we prove that work conservation – i.e., when tenants are allowed to use unallocated
resources, such as the shaded area in Figure 1c, without
constraints – spurs a race to the bottom. It incentivizes
each tenant to continuously lie about her demand correlations, and in the process, it decreases the amount of
useful work done by all tenants! Meaning, simply making DRF work-conserving can do more harm than good.
We propose a two-stage algorithm, High Utilization
with Guarantees (HUG), to achieve our goals (§3). Figure 2 surveys the design space for cloud network sharing and places HUG in context by following the thick
lines. At the highest level, unlike many alternatives
[13, 14, 37, 44], HUG is a dynamic allocation algorithm. Next, HUG enforces its allocations at the tenant/network-level, because ﬂow- or (virtual) machine-level
allocations [61, 62] do not provide isolation guarantee.
Due to the hard tradeoff between optimal isolation

Reservation

Dynamic Sharing

(SecondNet, Oktopus, Pulsar, Silo)
Uses admission control

VM-Level

Flow-Level

(Per-Flow Fairness) (Seawall, GateKeeper)
No isolation guarantee No isolation guarantee

Non-Cooperative
Environments
Require
strategy-proofness

Low
Utilization

(DRF)
Optimal isolation guarantee

Highest Utilization for
Optimal Isolation Guarantee
(HUG)

Tenant-/Network-Level

Cooperative
Environments

Do not require
strategy-proofness

Suboptimal
Isolation Guarantee
(PS-P, EyeQ, NetShare)
Work-conserving

Work-Conserving
Optimal Isolation Guarantee
(HUG)

Figure 2: Design space for cloud network sharing.

guarantee and work conservation in non-cooperative environments, HUG ensures the highest utilization possible while maintaining the optimal isolation guarantee.
It incentivizes tenants to expose their true demands, ensuring that they actually consume their allocations instead of causing collateral damages. In cooperative environments, where strategy-proofness might be a nonrequirement, HUG simultaneously ensures both work
conservation and the optimal isolation guarantee. In
contrast, existing solutions [33, 45, 51, 58, 59] are suboptimal in both environments. Overall, HUG generalizes
single- [25, 43, 55] and multi-resource max-min fairness
[27, 33, 38, 56] and multi-tenant network sharing solutions [45, 51, 58, 59, 61, 62] under a unifying framework.
HUG is easy to implement and scales well. Even with
100, 000 machines, new allocations can be centrally calculated and distributed throughout the network in less
than a second – faster than that suggested in the literature [13]. Moreover, each machine can locally enforce
HUG-calculated allocations using existing trafﬁc control
tools without any changes to the network (§4).
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal using EC2 experiments and trace-driven simulations (§5).
In non-cooperative environments, HUG provides the optimal isolation guarantee, which is 7.4× higher than existing network sharing solutions like PS-P [45, 58, 59]
and 7000× higher than traditional per-ﬂow fairness, and
1.4× better utilization than DRF for production traces. In
cooperative environments, HUG outperforms PS-P and
per-ﬂow fairness by 1.48× and 17.35× in terms of the
95th percentile slowdown of job communication stages,
and 70% jobs experience lower slowdown w.r.t. DRF.
We discuss current limitations and future research in
Section 6 and compare HUG to related work in Section 7.
2
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−
→
dk
−
→
a
k

Mk

Correlation vector of tenant-k’s demand
Guaranteed allocation to tenant-k
Progress of tenant-k; Mk := min

1≤i≤2P

where subscript i stands for link-i
−
→
ck

L1

L4

L2

L5

L3

Optimal Isolation Guarantee
(Network) Utilization

A1

M1

B1

A2

M2

B2

A3

M3

max {mink Mk }
  i
i
k ck

P
P
+i
(C ) and i=1 dik = i=1 dP
.
k
For the example in Figure 3, consider tenant correlation vectors:
i

−
→
1
1
dA = � , 1, 0, 1, , 0�
2
2
−
→
1
1
dB = �1, , 0, 0, 1, �
6
6

Motivation

where dik = 0 indicates the absence of a VM and dik = 1
indicates the bottleneck link(s) of a tenant.
Correlation vectors depend on tenant applications, that
can range from elastic-demand batch jobs [3, 24, 42, 68]
to long-running services [19, 52], multi-tiered enterprise
applications [39], and realtime streaming applications [9,
69] with inelastic demands. We focus on scenarios where
a tenant’s demand changes at the timescale of seconds or
longer [13, 18, 58], and she can use provider-allocated
resources in any way for her own workloads.

In this section, we elaborate on the assumptions and notations used in this paper and summarize the three desirable requirements – optimal isolation guarantee, high
utilization, proportionality – for bandwidth allocation
across multiple tenants. Later, we show the tradeoff between optimal isolation guarantee and high utilization,
identifying work conservation as the root cause.

2.1

mink Mk

Table 1: Important notations and deﬁnitions.

B3

Figure 3: Two VMs from tenant-A (orange) and three from
tenant-B (dark blue) and their communication patterns over a
3 × 3 datacenter fabric. The network fabric has three uplinks
(L1 –L3 ) and three downlinks (L4 –L6 ) corresponding to the
three physical machines.

2


aik
,
i
dk

Actual resource consumption of tenant-k

Isolation Guarantee

L6



Background

We consider Infrastructure-as-a-Service (e.g., EC2 [2],
Azure [8], and Google Compute [5]) and Container-asa-Service (e.g., Mesos [40] and Kubernetes [6]) models
where tenants pay per-hour ﬂat rates for virtual machines
(VMs) and containers.2
We abstract out the datacenter network as a nonblocking switch (i.e., the fabric/hose model [11, 12, 14,
23, 28, 45, 49]) with P physical machines connected to
it. Each machine has full-duplex links (i.e., 2P independent links) and can host one or more VMs from different
tenants. Figure 3 shows an example. We assume that VM
placement and routing are implemented independently.
Not only does this model provide analytical simplicity,
it is mostly a reality today: recent EC2 and Google datacenters have full bisection bandwidth networks [4, 7].
We denote the correlation vector of the k-th tenant
−
→
i
(k ∈ {1, ..., M }) as dk = �d1k , d2k , . . . d2P
k �, where dk
P +i
and dk (1 ≤ i ≤ P ) respectively denote the uplink
and downlink demands normalized3 by link capacities

2.2

Inter-Tenant Network Sharing
Requirements

Given correlation vectors of M tenants, a cloud provider
must use an allocation algorithm A to determine the allocations of each tenant:
→ −
−
→
−→
→
→
A({d1 , d2 , . . . , dM }) = {−
a1 , −
a2 , . . . , −
a→
M}
→ = �a1 , a2 , . . . a2P � and ai is the fraction of
where −
a
k
k k
k
k
link-i guaranteed to the k-th tenant.
As identiﬁed in previous work [15, 58], any allocation
policy A must meet three requirements – (optimal) isolation guarantee, high utilization, and proportionality – to
fairly share the cloud network:
1. Isolation Guarantee: VMs should receive minimum
bandwidth guarantees proportional to their correlation vectors so that tenants can estimate worst-case
performance. Formally, progress of tenant-k (Mk )
is deﬁned as her minimum demand satisfaction ratio
across the entire fabric:
 i
ak
Mk = min
1≤i≤2P
dik

2 We use the terms VM and container interchangeably in this paper
because they are similar from the network’s perspective.
3 Normalization helps us consider heterogeneous capacities. By default we normalize the correlation vector such that the largest component equals to 1 unless otherwise speciﬁed.
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Figure 4: Bandwidth consumptions of tenant-A (orange) and
−
→
tenant-B (dark blue) with correlation vectors dA = � 12 , 1� and
−
→
dB = �1, 16 � using PS-P [45, 58, 59]. Both tenants run elasticdemand applications.
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1/2

50%

(a) Optimal isolation guarantee

For example, progress of tenants A and B in Figure 4
−
→
1
if dk =
are MA = MB = 12 .4 Note that Mk = M
�1, 1, . . . , 1� for all tenants (generalizing PS-P [58]),
1
for ﬂows on a single link (generalizing
and Mk = M
per-ﬂow max-min fairness [43]).
Isolation guarantee is deﬁned as the lowest progress
across all tenants, i.e., min Mk .

3/4

L1

1/2

L2

(c) Tenant-B lies

0%

L1

L2

(d) Both lie

Figure 5: Bandwidth consumptions of tenant-A (orange) and
−
→
tenant-B (dark blue) with correlation vectors dA = � 12 , 1�
−
→
and dB = �1, 16 �, when both run elastic-demand applications.
(a) Optimal isolation guarantee in the absence of work conservation. With work conservation, (b) tenant-A increases her
progress at the expense of tenant-B, and (c) tenant-B can do
the same, which results in (d) a prisoner’s dilemma.

k

2. High Utilization: Spare network capacities should
be utilized by tenants with elastic demands to ensure
high utilization as long as it does not decrease anyone’s progress.
A related concept is work conservation, which ensures that either a link is fully utilized or demands
from all ﬂows traversing the link have been satisﬁed
[43, 58]. Although existing research conﬂates the two
[14, 15, 45, 51, 58, 59, 61, 62, 67], we show in the
next section why that is not the case.
3. Proportionality: A tenant’s bandwidth allocation
should be proportional to its payment similar to resources like CPU and memory. We discuss this requirement in more details in Section 3.3.1.

2.3

1/3

tion guarantee with best effort; or (2) optimize the isolation guarantee, then maximize utilization with best effort.6 Please refer to Appendix C for more details.
2.3.1

Full Utilization but Suboptimal Isolation
Guarantee

As shown in prior work [58, Section 2.5], ﬂow-level
and VM-level mechanisms – e.g., per-ﬂow, per sourcedestination pair [58], and per-endpoint fairness [61, 62]
– can easily be manipulated by creating more ﬂows or
by using denser communication patterns. To avoid such
manipulations, many allocation mechanisms [45, 58, 59]
equally divide link capacities at the tenant level and allow
work conservation for tenants with unmet demands. Figure 4 shows an allocation using PS-P [58] with isolation
guarantee 12 . If both tenants have elastic-demand applications, they will consume entire allocations; i.e., −
c→
A =
−
→
−
→
−
→
→
−
1 1
1 2
cB = aA = aB = � 2 , 2 �, where ck = �ck , ck , . . . c2P
k �
and cik is the fraction of link-i consumed by tenant-k.
Recall that aik is the guaranteed allocation of link-i to
tenant-k.
However, PS-P and similar mechanisms are also suboptimal. For the ongoing example, Figure 5a shows the
optimal isolation guarantee of 23 , which is higher than
that provided by PS-P. In short, full utilization does not
necessarily imply optimal isolation guarantee!

Challenges and Inefﬁciencies of
Existing Allocation Policies

Prior work also identiﬁed two tradeoffs: isolation guarantee vs. proportionality and high utilization vs. proportionality. However, it has been implicitly assumed that
tenant-level optimal isolation guarantee5 and networklevel work conservation can coexist. Although optimal
isolation guarantee and network-level work conservation
can coexist for a single link – max-min fairness is an example – optimal isolation guarantee and work conservation can be at odds when we consider the network as
a whole. This has several implications on both isolation
guarantee and network utilization. In particular, we can
(1) either optimize utilization, then maximize the isola4 We are continuing the example in Figure 3 but omitted the rest of
−
a→
,
k because there is either no contention or they are symmetric.
5 Optimality means that the allocation maximizes the isolation guar


6 Maximizing a combination of these two is also an interesting future direction.

antee across all tenants, i.e., maximize min Mk .
k
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50%
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11/24

50%

(a) Optimal isolation guarantee

In contrast, optimal isolation guarantee does not necessarily mean full utilization. In general, optimal isolation
guarantees can be calculated using DRF [33], which generalizes max-min fairness to multiple resources. In the
example of Figure 5a, each uplink and downlink of the
fabric is an independent resource – 2P in total.
Given this premise, it seems promising and straightforward to keep the DRF-component for optimal isolation
guarantee and strategy-proofness and try to ensure full
utilization by allocating all remaining resources.In the
following two subsections, we show that work conservation may render isolation guarantee no longer optimal,
and even worse, may reduce useful network utilization.
2.3.3

2/3

50%

Figure 6: Payoff matrix for the example in Section 2.3. Each
cell shows progress of tenant-A and tenant-B.

2.3.2

1/3

3/4

L1

1/8

L2

(c) Tenant-B lies

0%

L1

L2

(d) Both lie

Figure 7: Bandwidth consumptions of tenant-A (orange) and
−
→
tenant-B (dark blue) with correlation vectors dA = � 12 , 1�
−
→
and dB = �1, 61 �, when neither runs elastic-demand applications. (a) Optimal isolation guarantee allocation is not workconserving. With work conservation, (b) utilization can increase or (c) decrease, based on which tenant lies. (d) However,
ultimately it lowers utilization. Shaded means unallocated.

−
→ −
→
multaneously lie: dA = dB = �1, 1�, resulting in a lower
1
isolation guarantee 2 (Figure 5d). Both are worse off!
In this example, the inefﬁciency arises due to allocating all spare resources to the tenant who demands more.
We show in Appendix B that intuitive allocation policies of all spare resources – e.g., allocating all to who
demands the least, allocating equally to all tenants with
non-zero demands, and allocating proportionally to tenants’ demands – do not work as well.

Naive Work Conservation Reduces Optimal
Isolation Guarantee

We ﬁrst illustrate that even the optimal isolation guarantee allocation degenerates into the classic prisoner’s
dilemma problem [30] in the presence of work conservation. In particular, we show that reporting a false correlation vector �1, 1� is the dominant strategy for each
tenant, i.e., her best option, no matter whether the other
tenants tell the truth or not. As a consequence, optimal
isolation guarantees decrease (Figure 6).
If tenant-A can use the spare bandwidth in link-2, she
can increase her progress at the expense of tenant-B by
−
→
changing her correlation vector to dA = �1, 1�. With an
−
→
unmodiﬁed dB = �1, 16 �, the new allocation would be
−
→
1 1
1 1
aA = � 2 , 2 � and −
a→
B = � 2 , 12 �. However, work con1 11
servation would increase it to −
a→
A = � 2 , 12 � (Figure 5b).
Overall, progress of tenant-A would increase to 11
12 , while
decreasing it to 12 for tenant-B. As a result, the isolation
guarantee decreases from 23 to 12 .
The same is true for tenant-B as well. Consider again
that only tenant-B reports a falsiﬁed correlation vector
−
→
dB = �1, 1� to receive a favorable allocation: −
a→
A =
−
→
1 1
1 1
� 4 , 2 � and aB = � 2 , 2 �. Work conservation would in3 1
crease it to −
a→
B = � 4 , 2 � (Figure 5c). Overall, progress
of tenant-B would increase to 34 , while decreasing it to 12
for tenant-A, resulting in the same suboptimal isolation
guarantee 12 .
Since both tenants gain by lying, they would both si-

2.3.4

Naive Work Conservation can Even Decrease
Utilization

Now consider that neither tenant has elastic-demand applications; i.e., they can only consume bandwidth proportional to their correlation vectors. A similar prisoner’s
dilemma unfolds (Figure 6), but this time, network utilization decreases as well.
Given the optimal isolation guarantee allocation, −
a→
A =
−
→
−
→
−
→
1 2
2 1
cA = � 3 , 3 � and aB = cB = � 3 , 9 �, both tenants have
the same optimal isolation guarantee: 23 , and 29 -th of link2 remain unused (Figure 7a). One would expect work
conservation to utilize this spare capacity.
Same as before, if tenant-A changes her correlation
vector to dA = �1, 1�, she can receive an allocation
−
−
→
1 11
11 11
a→
A = � 2 , 12 � and consume cA = � 24 , 12 �. This in11
creases her isolation guarantee to 12 and total network
utilization increases (Figure 7b).
Similarly, tenant-B can receive an allocation −
a→
B =
−
→
3 1
3 1
� 4 , 2 � and consume cB = � 4 , 8 � to increase her isola5
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Algorithm 1 High Utilization with Guarantees (HUG)
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Stage 1: Calculate the optimal isolation guarantee (M∗ )
→
→ = M∗ −
dk , ∀k
and minimum allocations −
a
k

−
→
Input: {dk }: reported correlation vector of tenant-k, ∀k
→}: guaranteed resource allocated to tenant-k, ∀k
Output: {−
a
k

50%
0%

L1

L2

Stage 2: Restrict maximum utilization for each of
the 2P links, such that cik ≤ M∗ , ∀i, ∀k

Figure 8: Optimal allocations with maximum achievable utilizations and maximum isolation guarantees for tenant-A (orange) and tenant-B (dark blue).

Consequently, we must eliminate a tenant’s incentive
to gain too much spare resources by lying; i.e., a tenant should never be able to manipulate and increase her
progress due to work conservation.

tion guarantee to 34 . Utilization decreases (Figure 7c).
Consequently, both tenants lie and consume −
c→
A =
−
→
1 1
1 1
� 4 , 2 � and cB = � 2 , 12 � (Figure 7d). Instead of increasing, work conservation decreases network utilization!

2.4

Lemma 1 Any allocation policy with the following two
characteristics is not strategyproof:
1. it ﬁrst uses DRF to ensure the optimal isolation guarantee and then assigns the spare, DRF-unallocated
resources for work conservation;
2. there exists at least one tenant whose allocation (including spare) on some link is more than her progress
under DRF based on her reported correlation vector.

Summary

The primary takeaways of this section are the following:
• Existing mechanisms provide either suboptimal isolation guarantees or low network utilization.
• There exists a strong tradeoff between optimal isolation guarantee and high utilization in a multi-tenant
network. The key lies in strategy-proofness: optimal
isolation guarantee requires it, while work conservation nulliﬁes it. We provide a formal result about this
(Corollary 2) in the next section.
• Unlike single links, work conservation can decrease
network utilization instead of increasing it.

3

Corollary 2 (of Lemma 1) Optimal isolation guarantee allocations cannot always be work-conserving even
in the presence of elastic-demand applications.


3.2

Given the tradeoff, our goal is to design an allocation
algorithm that can achieve the highest utilization while
keeping the optimal isolation guarantee and strategyproofness. Formally, we want to design an algorithm to


Maximize
cik

HUG: Analytical Results

In this section, we show that despite the tradeoff between
optimal isolation guarantee and work conservation, it is
possible to increase utilization to some extent. Moreover,
we present HUG, the optimal algorithm to ensure maximum achievable utilization without sacriﬁcing optimal
isolation guarantees and strategy-proofness of DRF.
We defer the proofs from this section to Appendix A.

3.1

The Optimal Algorithm: HUG

i∈[1,2P ] k∈[1,M ]

subject to

min Mk = M∗ ,

(1)

k∈[1,M ]

where cik is the actual consumption7 of tenant-k on link-i
for allocation aik , and M∗ is the optimal isolation guarantee.
We observe that an optimal algorithm would have restricted tenant-A’s progress in Figure 5b and tenant-B’s
progress in Figure 5c to 23 . Consequently, they would not
have been incentivized to lie and the prisoner’s dilemma
could have been avoided. Algorithm 1 – referred to as
High Utilization with Guarantees (HUG) – is such a
two-stage allocation mechanism that guarantees maximum utilization while maximizing the isolation guarantees across tenants and is strategyproof.
In the ﬁrst stage, HUG allocates resources to maximize isolation guarantees across tenants. To achieve this,
we pose our problem as a 2P -resource fair sharing problem and use DRF [33, 56] to calculate M∗ . By reserving

Root Cause Behind the Tradeoff:
Unrestricted Sharing of Spare
Resources

Going back to Figure 5, both tenants were incentivized to
lie because they were receiving spare resources without
any restriction due to the pursuit of work conservation.
After tenant-A lied in Figure 5b, both MA and MB
decreased to 12 . However, by cheating, tenant-A managed
to increase her allocation in link-1 to 12 from 13 . Next,
indiscriminate work conservation increased her alloca1
tion in link-2 to 11
12 from the initial 2 , effectively increas11
ing MA to 12 . Similarly in Figure 5c, tenant-B ﬁrst increased her allocation in link-2 to 12 from 19 and then
work conservation increased her allocation in link-1 to
3
1
4 from the initial 2 .

7 Consumptions

can differ from allocations when tenants are lying.

6
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(a) Tenant-X (N-to-N)

(b) Tenant-Y (N-to-1)

Figure 9: Communication patterns of tenant-X and tenant-Y
with (a) two minimum cuts of size P , where P is the number
of fabric ports, and (b) one minimum cut of size 1. The size
of the minimum cut of a communication pattern determines its
effective bandwidth even if it were placed alone.

shows an example. Clearly, tenant-Y will be bottlenecked at her only receiver; trying to equalize them will
only result in low utilization. As expected, FairCloud
proved that such proportionality is not achievable as it
decreases both isolation guarantee and utilization [58].
None of the existing algorithms provide proportionality.
Instead, we consider a relaxed notion of proportionality, called min-cut proportionality, that depends on communication patterns and ties proportionality with a tenant’s progress. Speciﬁcally, each tenant receives minimum bandwidth proportional to the size of the minimum
cut [31] of their communication patterns. Meaning, in the
earlier example, tenant-X would receive P times more
total bandwidth than tenant-Y, but they would have the
optimal isolation guarantee (MX = MY = 12 ).
Min-cut proportionality and optimal isolation guarantee can coexist, but they both have tradeoffs with work
conservation.

HUG Properties

We list the main properties of HUG in the following.
1. In non-cooperative cloud environments, HUG is
strategyproof (Theorem 3), maximizes isolation
guarantees (Corollary 4), and ensures the highest
utilization possible for an optimal isolation guarantee allocation (Theorem 5). In particular, Lemma 6
shows that under some cases, DRF may have utilization arbitrarily close to 0, and HUG improves it to
100%. We defer the proofs of properties in the Section to Appendix A.
2. In cooperative environments like private datacenters,
HUG maximizes isolation guarantees and is workconserving. Work conservation is achievable because
strategy-proofness is a non-requirement in this case.
3. Because HUG provides optimal isolation guarantee,
it provides min-cut proportionality (§ 3.3.1) in both
non-cooperative and cooperative environments.
Regardless of resource types, the identiﬁed tradeoff
exists in general multi-resource allocation problems and
HUG can directly be applied.
3.3.1

…

3.3

…

these allocations, HUG ensures isolation. Moreover, because DRF is strategy-proof, tenants are guaranteed to
use these allocations (i.e., cik ≥ aik ).
While DRF maximizes the isolation guarantees (a.k.a.
dominant shares), it results in low network utilization.
In some cases, DRF may even have utilization arbitrarily close to zero, and HUG can increase that to 100%
(Lemma 6).
To achieve this, the second stage of HUG maximizes utilization while still keeping the allocation strategyproof. In this stage, we calculate upper bounds to restrict how much of the spare capacity a tenant can use in
each link, with the constraint that the largest share across
all links cannot increase (Lemma 1). As a result, Algorithm 1 remains strategy-proofness across both stages.
Because spare usage restrictions can be applied locally,
HUG can be enforced in individual machines.
Illustrated in Figure 8, the bound is set at 23 for both
tenants, and tenant-B can use its elastic demand on link2’s spare resource, while tenant-A cannot as she has
reached its bound on link-2.

4

Design Details

This section discusses how a cloud operator can implement, enforce, and expose HUG to the tenants (§4.1),
how to exploit placement to further improve HUG’s performance (§4.2), and how HUG can handle weighted,
heterogeneous scenarios (§4.3).

4.1

Architectural Overview

HUG can easily be implemented atop existing monitoring infrastructure of cloud operators (e.g., Amazon
CloudWatch [1]). Tenants would periodically update
their correlation vectors through a public API, and the
operator would compute new allocations and update enforcing agents within milliseconds.

Min-Cut Proportionality

Prior work promoted the notion of proportionality [58],
where tenants would expect to receive total allocations
proportional to their number of VMs regardless of communication patterns. Meaning, two tenants, each with
N VMs, should receive equal bandwidth even if tenant−→
X has an all-to-all communication pattern (i.e., dX =
�1, 1, . . . , 1�) and tenant-Y has an N -to-1 pattern (i.e.,
−
→
exactly one 1 in dY and the rest are zeros). Figure 9

HUG API The tenant-facing API simply transfers a
−
→
−
→
tenant’s correlation vector (dk ) to the operator. dk =
�1, 1, . . . , 1� is used as the default correlation vector. By
design, HUG incentivizes tenants to report and maintain
accurate correlation vectors. This is because the more ac−
→
curate it is – instead of the default dk = �1, 1, . . . , 1� –
7
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the higher are her progress and performance.
Many applications already know their long-term proﬁles (e.g., multi-tier online services [19, 52]) and others
can calculate on the ﬂy (e.g., bulk communication dataintensive applications [22, 23]). Moreover, existing techniques in trafﬁc engineering can provide good accuracy
in estimating and predicting demand matrices for coarse
time granularities [17, 18, 20, 47, 48].

constraints like fault-tolerance and collocation [19], and
we consider its detailed study an important future work.
It is worth noting that with any VM placement, HUG provides the highest attainable utilization without sacriﬁcing
optimal isolation guarantee and strategy-proofness.

4.3

Weighted Tenants Giving preferential treatment to
−
→
−
→
tenants is simple. Just using wk dk instead of dk in Equation (2) would account for tenant weights (wk for tenantk) in calculating M∗ .

Centralized Computation For any update, the operator must run Algorithm 1. Although Stage-1 requires
solving a linear program to determine the optimal isolation guarantee (i.e., the DRF allocation) [33], it can also
be rewritten as a closed-form equation [56] when tenants
can scale up and down following their normalized correlation vectors. The progress of all tenants after Stage-1
of Algorithm 1 – the optimal isolation guarantee – is:
M∗ =

Heterogeneous Capacities Because allocations are
calculated independently in each machine based on M∗
and local capacities (Ci ), HUG supports heterogeneous
link capacities.

Bounded Demands So far we have considered only
elastic tenants. If tenant-k has bounded demands, i.e.,
dik < 1 for all i ∈ [1, 2P ], calculating a common M∗
→ in one round using Equation (2)
and corresponding −
a
k
will be inefﬁcient. This is because tenant-k might require
less than the calculated allocation, and being bounded,
she cannot elastically scale up to use it. Instead, we must
use the multi-round DRF algorithm [56, Algorithm 1] in
Stage-1 of HUG; Stage-2 will remain the same. Note that
this is similar to max-min fairness in a single link when
a ﬂow has a smaller demand than its n1 -th share.

1
M


di
1≤i≤2P k=1 k
max

(2)

Equation (2) is computationally inexpensive. For our
100-machine cluster, calculating M∗ takes about 5 microseconds. Communicating the decision to all 100 machines takes just 8 milliseconds and to 100, 000 (emulated) machines takes less than 1 second (§5.1.2).
The guaranteed minimum allocations of tenant-k can
then be calculated as aik = M∗ dik for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2P .

5

Local Enforcement Enforcement in Stage-2 of Algorithm 1 is simple as well. After reserving the minimum
uplink and downlink allocations for each tenant, each
machine needs to ensure that no tenant can consume
more than M∗ fraction of the machine’s up or down link
capacities (Ci ) to the network; i.e., aik ≤ cik ≤ M∗ .
The spare is allocated among tenants using local maxmin fairness subject to tenant-speciﬁc upper-bounds.
Because we only care about inter-tenant behavior – not
how a tenant performs internal sharing – stock Linux
tc is sufﬁcient (§5). A tenant has the ﬂexibility to
choose from traditional per-ﬂow fairness, shortest-ﬁrst
ﬂow scheduling [12, 41], or explicit rate-based ﬂow control [29].

4.2

Additional Constraints

Evaluation

We evaluated HUG using trace-driven simulations and
EC2 deployments. Our results show the following:
• HUG isolates multiple tenants across the entire network, and it can scale up to 100, 000 machines with
less than one second overhead (§5.1).
• HUG ensures the optimal isolation guarantee – almost 7000× more than per-ﬂow fairness and about
7.4× more than PS-P in production traces – while
providing 1.4× higher utilization than DRF (§5.2).
• HUG outperforms per-ﬂow fairness (PS-P) by
17.35× (1.48×) in terms of the 95th percentile slowdown and by 1.49× (1.14×) in minimizing the average shufﬂe completion time (§5.3).
• HUG outperforms Varys [23] in terms of the maximum shufﬂe completion time by 1.77×, even though
Varys is 1.45× better in minimizing the average shufﬂe completion time and 1.33× better in terms of the
95th percentile slowdown (§5.3).
We present our results in three parts. First, we microbenchmark HUG on 100-machine EC2 clusters to
evaluate HUG’s guarantees and overheads (§5.1). Second, we leverage traces collected from a 3200-machine
Facebook cluster by Popa et al. [58] to compare HUG’s
instantaneous allocation characteristics with that of per-

VM Placement and
Re-Placement/Migration

While M∗ is optimal for a given placement, it can be improved by changing the placement of tenant VMs based
on their correlation vectors. One must perform load balancing across all machines to minimize the denominator
of Equation (2). Cloud operators can employ optimization frameworks like [19] to perform initial VM placement and periodic migrations with an additional load
balancing constraint. However, VM placement is a notoriously difﬁcult problem because of often-incompatible
8
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(a) Per-ﬂow Fairness (TCP)

(b) HUG

Figure 10: [EC2] Bandwidth consumptions of three tenants arriving over time in a 100-machine EC2 cluster. Each tenant has 100
VMs, but each uses a different communication pattern (§5.1.1). We observe that (a) using TCP, tenant-B dominates the network by
creating more ﬂows; (b) HUG isolates tenants A and C from tenant B.

lated, propagated, and enforced in each machine of the
cluster. As before, tenants A and C use marginally less
than their allocations because of creating only one ﬂow
between each VM-VM pair.

ﬂow fairness, PS-P [58], and DRF [33] (§5.2). Finally,
we evaluate HUG’s long-term impact on application performance using a 3000-machine Facebook cluster trace
used by Chowdhury et al. [23] and compare against perﬂow fairness, PS-P, DRF, as well as Varys, which focuses
only on improving performance (§5.3).

5.1

5.1.2

The key challenge in scaling HUG is its centralized resource allocator, which must recalculate tenant shares
and redistribute them across the entire cluster whenever
any tenant changes her correlation vector.
We found that the time to calculate new allocations using HUG is less than 5 microseconds in our 100 machine
cluster. Furthermore, a recomputation due to a tenant’s
arrival, departure, or change of correlation vector would
take about 8.6 milliseconds on average for a 100, 000machine datacenter.
Communicating a new allocation takes less than 10
milliseconds to 100 machines and around 1 second for
100, 000 emulated machines (i.e., sending the same message 1000 times to each of the 100 machines).

Testbed Experiments

Methodology We performed our experiments on 100
m2.4xlarge Amazon EC2 [2] instances running on
Linux kernel 3.4.37 and used the default htb and tc implementations. While there exist proposals for more accurate qdisc implementations [45, 57], the default htb
worked sufﬁciently well for our purposes. Each of the
machines had 1 Gbps NICs, and we could use close to
full 100 Gbps bandwidth simultaneously.
5.1.1

Scalability

Network-Wide Isolation

We consider a cluster with 100 EC2 machines, divided
between three tenants A, B, and C that arrive over time.
Each tenant has 100 VMs; i.e., VMs Ai , Bi , and Ci
are collocated on the i-th physical machine. However,
they have different communication patterns: tenants A
and C have pairwise one-to-one communication patterns
(100 VM-VM ﬂows each), whereas tenant-B follows
an all-to-all pattern using 10, 000 ﬂows. Speciﬁcally, Ai
communicates with A(i+50)%100 , Cj communicates with
C(j+25)%100 , and any Bk communicates with all Bl ,
where i, j, k, l ∈ {1, ..., 100}. Each tenant demands the
entire capacity at each machine; hence, the entire capacity of the cluster should be equally divided among the
active tenants to maximize isolation guarantees.
Figure 10a shows that as soon as tenant-B arrives, she
takes up the entire capacity in the absence of isolation
guarantee. Tenant-C receives only marginal share as she
arrives after tenant-B and leaves before her. Note that
tenant-A (when alone) uses only about 80% of the available capacity; this is simply because just one TCP ﬂow
per VM-VM pair often cannot saturate the link.
Figure 10b presents the allocation using HUG. As tenants arrive and depart, allocations are dynamically calcu-

5.2

Instantaneous Fairness

While Section 5.1 evaluated HUG in controlled, synthetic scenarios, this section focuses on HUG’s instantaneous allocation characteristics in the context of a largescale cluster.
Methodology We use a one-hour snapshot with 100
concurrent jobs from a production MapReduce trace,
which was extracted from a 3200-machine Facebook
cluster by Popa et al. [58, Section 5.3]. Machines are connected to the network using 1 Gbps NICs. In the trace, a
job with M mappers and R reducers – hence, the corresponding M × R shufﬂe – is described as a matrix with
the amount of data to transfer between each M -R pair.
We calculated the correlation vectors of individual shufﬂes from their communication matrices ourselves using
the optimal rate allocation algorithm for a single shufﬂe
[22, 23], ensuring all the ﬂows of each shufﬂe to ﬁnish
simultaneously.
Given the workload, we calculate progress of each
job/shufﬂe using different allocation mechanisms and
9
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Figure 11: [Simulation] HUG ensures higher isolation guarantee than high-utilization schemes like per-ﬂow fairness and PS-P, and
provides higher utilization than multi-resource fairness schemes like DRF.
Bin

cross-examine characteristics like isolation guarantee,
utilization, and proportionality.
5.2.1

% of Shufﬂes

Impact on Progress

2 (LN)

3 (SW)

4 (LW)

52%

16%

15%

17%

Table 2: Shufﬂes binned by their lengths (Short and Long) and
widths (Narrow and Wide).

Figure 11a presents the distribution of progress of each
shufﬂe. Recall that the progress of a shufﬂe – we consider each shufﬂe an individual tenant in this section – is
the amount of bandwidth it is receiving in its bottleneck
up or downlink (i.e., progress can be at most 1 Gbps).
Both HUG and DRF (overlapping vertical lines in Figure 11a) ensure the same progress (0.74 Gbps) for all
shufﬂes. Note that despite same progress, shufﬂes will
ﬁnish at different times based on how much data each
one has to send (§5.3). Per-ﬂow fairness and PS-P provide very wide ranges: 112 Kbps to 1 Gbps for the former
and 0.1 Gbps to 1 Gbps for the latter. Shufﬂes with many
ﬂows crowd out the ones with fewer ﬂows under per-ﬂow
fairness, and PS-P suffers by ignoring correlation vectors
and through indiscriminate work conservation.
5.2.2

1 (SN)

width than they do under HUG, while the other 90%
receive less than they do using HUG. PS-P crosses
over at the 76-th percentile.
5.2.3

Impact on Proportionality

A collateral beneﬁt of HUG is that tenants receive allocations proportional to their bottleneck demands. Consequently, despite the same progress across all shufﬂes
(Figure 11a), their total allocations vary (Figure 11c)
based on the size of minimum cuts in their communication patterns.

5.3

Long-Term Characteristics

We have shown in Section 5.2 that HUG provides optimal isolation guarantee in the instantaneous case. However, similar to all instantaneous solutions [33, 43, 58],
HUG does not provide any long-term isolation or fairness guarantees. Consequently, in this section, we evaluate HUG’s long-term impact on performance using a
production trace through simulations.

Impact on Utilization

By favoring heavy tenants, per-ﬂow fairness and PS-P do
succeed in their goals of increasing network utilization
(Figure 11b). Given the communication patterns of the
workload, the former utilizes 69% of 3.2 Tbps total capacity across all machines and the latter utilizes 68.6%.
In contrast, DRF utilizes only 45%. HUG provides a
common ground by extending utilization to 62.4% without breaking strategy-proofness and providing optimal
isolation guarantee.
Figure 11c breaks down total allocations of each shufﬂe and demonstrates two high-level points:
1. HUG ensures overall higher utilization (1.4× on
average) than DRF by ensuring equal progress for
smaller shufﬂes and by using up additional bandwidth for larger shufﬂes. It does so while ensuring
the same optimal isolation guarantee as DRF.
2. Per-ﬂow fairness crosses HUG at the 90-th percentile; i.e., the top 10% shufﬂes receive more band-

Methodology For these simulations, we use a MapReduce/Hive trace from a 3000-machine production Facebook cluster. The trace includes the arrival times, communication matrices, and placements of tasks of over
10, 000 shufﬂe during one day. Shufﬂes in this trace have
diverse length (i.e., size of the longest ﬂow) and width
(i.e., the number of ﬂows) characteristics and roughly
follow the same distribution of the original trace (Table 2). We consider a shufﬂe to be short if its longest
ﬂow is less than 5 MB and narrow if it has at most 50
ﬂows; we use the same categorization. We calculated the
correlation vector of each shufﬂe as we did before (§ 5.2).
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Fraction of Coflows

1

5.3.1

0.8
0.4
0.2
0

HUG improves over per-ﬂow fairness both in terms of
slowdown and performance. The 95th percentile slowdown using HUG is 17.35× better than that of per-ﬂow
fairness (Table 12b). Overall, HUG provides better slowdown across the board (Figure 12a) – 61% shufﬂes are
better off using HUG and the rest remain the same.
HUG improves the average completion time of shufﬂes by 1.49× (Figure 13). The biggest wins comes from
bin-1 (4.8×) and bin-2 (6.15×) that include the so-called
narrow shufﬂes with less than 50 ﬂows. This reinforces
the fact that HUG isolates tenants with fewer ﬂows from
those with many ﬂows. Overall, HUG performs well
across all bins.

Per-Flow Fairness
PS-P
HUG
DRF
Varys

0.6

1

10
100
1000
Slowdown w.r.t. Minimum Required Completion Time

(a) CDFs

Min

95th

AVG

STDEV

Per-Flow Fairness

1

69.4

15.52

65.54

PS-P

1

5.9

2.22

2.97

HUG

1

4.0

1.86

2.25

DRF

1

4.4

2.11

2.66

Varys

1

3.0

1.43

0.99

5.3.2

1.31
1.14
1.15
0.68

1.49
1.14
1.14
0.69

Bin 2

Per-Flow Fairness
PS-P
DRF
Varys
1.33
1.11
1.11
0.76

6.15
1.27
1.13
0.74

4.80
1.19
1.13
1.00

Normalized Comp. Time

Figure 12: [Simulation] Slowdowns of shufﬂes using different
mechanisms w.r.t. the minimum completion times of each shufﬂe. The X-axis of (a) is in log scale.

Bin 1

Bin 3
Shuffle Type

Bin 4

ALL

5.3.3

Improvements Over DRF

While HUG and DRF has the same worst-case slowdown, 70% shufﬂes are better off using HUG. HUG also
provides better average shufﬂe completion times than
DRF for an overall improvement of 1.14×.
5.3.4

Figure 13: [Simulation] Average shufﬂe completion times normalized by HUG’s average completion time. 95-th percentile
plots are similar.

Comparison to Varys

Varys outperforms HUG by 1.33× in terms of the 95th
percentile slowdown and by 1.45× in terms of average shufﬂe completion time. However, because Varys attempts to improve the average completion time by prioritization, it risks in terms of the maximum completion
time. More precisely, HUG outperforms Varys by 1.77×
in terms of the maximum shufﬂe completion time (not
shown).

Metrics We consider two metrics: 95th percentile
slowdown and average shufﬂe completion time to respectively measure long-term progress and performance characteristics.
We deﬁne the slowdown of a shufﬂe as its completion
time due to a scheme normalized by its minimum completion time if it were running alone; i.e.,

6

Compared Duration
Slowdown =
Minimum Duration

Discussion

Payment Model Similar to many existing proposals
[32, 33, 45, 46, 58, 59, 61, 62], we assume that tenants
pay per-hour ﬂat rates for individual VMs, but there is no
pricing model associated with their network usage. This
is also the prevalent model of resource pricing in cloud
computing [2, 5, 8]. Exploring whether and how a network pricing model would change our solution and what
that model would look like requires further attention.

The minimum value of slowdown is one.
We measure performance as the shufﬂe completion
time of a scheme normalized by that using HUG; i.e.,
Normalized Comp. Time =

Improvements Over PS-P

HUG improves over PS-P in terms of the 95th percentile
slowdown by 1.48×, and 45% shufﬂes are better off
using HUG. HUG also providers better average shufﬂe completion times than PS-P for an overall improvement of 1.14×. Large improvements again come in bin1 (1.19×) and bin-2 (1.27×) because PS-P also favors
tenants with more ﬂows.
Note that instantaneous high utilization of per-ﬂow
fairness and PS-P (§5.2) does not help in the long run
due to lower isolation guarantee.

(b) Summaries

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Improvements Over Per-Flow Fairness

Compared Duration
HUG’s Duration

Determining Correlation Vectors Unlike long-term
correlation vectors, e.g., over the course of an hour or for

If the normalized completion time of a scheme is greater
(smaller) than one, HUG is faster (slower).
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an entire shufﬂe, accurately capturing short-term changes
can be difﬁcult. How fast tenants should update their vectors and whether that is faster than centralized HUG can
react to requires additional analysis.

demands, i.e., all correlation vectors have all elements as
1, we give the same allocation; for all other cases, we
provide higher isolation guarantee and utilization.
Efﬁcient Schedulers Researchers have also focused
on efﬁcient scheduling and/or packing of datacenter resources to minimize job and communication completion
times [12, 21–23, 26, 36, 41]. Our work is orthogonal and
complementary to these work focusing on applicationlevel efﬁciency within each tenant. We guarantee isolation across tenants, so that each tenant can internally
perform whatever efﬁciency or fairness optimizations
among her own applications.

Decentralized HUG HUG’s centralized design makes
it easier to analyze its properties and simpliﬁes its implementation. We believe that designing a decentralized
version of HUG is an important future work, which will
be especially relevant for sharing wide-area networks in
the context of geo-distributed analytics [60, 66].

7

Related Work

Single-Resource Fairness Max-min fairness was ﬁrst
proposed by Jaffe [43] to ensure at least n1 -th of a link’s
capacity to each ﬂow. Thereafter, many mechanisms
have been proposed to achieve it, including weighted fair
queueing (WFQ) [25, 55] and those similar to or extending WFQ [16, 34, 35, 63, 64]. We generalize max-min
fairness to parallel communication observed in scale-out
applications, showing that unlike in the single-link scenario, optimal isolation guarantee, strategy-proofness,
and work conservation cannot coexist.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proved that there is a strong tradeoff between optimal isolation guarantees and high utilization in non-cooperative public clouds. We have also
proved that work conservation can decrease utilization
instead of improving it, because no network sharing algorithm remains strategyproof in its presence.
To this end, we have proposed HUG to restrict bandwidth utilization of each tenant to ensure highest utilization with optimal isolation guarantee across multiple tenants in non-cooperative environments. In cooperative environments, where strategy-proofness might be
a non-requirement, HUG simultaneously ensures both
work conservation and the optimal isolation guarantee.
HUG generalizes single-resource max-min fairness to
multi-resource environments where a tenant’s demand on
different resources are correlated and elastic. In particular, it provides optimal isolation guarantee, which is signiﬁcantly higher than that provided by existing multitenant network sharing algorithms. HUG also complements DRF with provably highest utilization without sacriﬁcing other useful properties of DRF. Regardless of
resource types, the identiﬁed tradeoff exists in general
multi-resource allocation problems, and all those scenarios can take advantage of HUG.

Multi-Resource Fairness Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [33] maximizes the dominant share of each
user in a strategyproof manner. Solutions that have attempted to improve the system-level efﬁciency of multiresource allocation – both before [54, 65] and after
[27, 38, 56] DRF – sacriﬁce strategy-proofness. We have
proven that work-conserving allocation without strategyproofness can hurt utilization instead of improving it.
Dominant Resource Fair Queueing (DRFQ) [32] approximates DRF over time in individual middleboxes.
In contrast, HUG generalizes DRF to environments with
elastic demands to increase utilization across the entire
network and focuses only on instantaneous fairness.
Joe-Wong et al. [46] have presented a unifying framework to capture fairness-efﬁciency tradeoffs in multiresource environments. They assume a cooperative environment, where tenants never lie. HUG falls under their
FDS family of mechanisms. In non-cooperative environments, however, we have shown that the interplay between work conservation and strategy-proofness is critical, and our work complements the framework of [46].
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Network-Wide / Tenant-Level Fairness Proposals for
sharing cloud networks range from static allocation [13,
14, 44] and VM-level guarantees [61, 62] to variations of
network-wide sharing mechanisms [45, 51, 58, 59, 67].
We refer the reader to the survey by Mogul and Popa [53]
for an overview. FairCloud [58] stands out by systematically discussing the tradeoffs and addresses several limitations of other approaches. Our work generalizes FairCloud [58] and many proposals similar to FairCloud’s
PS-P policy [45, 59, 61]. When all tenants have elastic
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k=1

Proofs from Section 3

b
• if d�b
k > dk , her share on the system bottleneck
b
will increase. However, because D�b > Db as d�b
k > dk ,
everyone’s progress including her own will decrease in
b
the ﬁrst stage (M�b
k ≤ Mk ). The second stage will en�i
sure that
 her
 maximum consumption in any link-i ck ≤

Proof Sketch (of Lemma 1) Consider tenant-A from
the example in Figure 5. Assume that instead of report−
→
ing her true correlation vector dA = � 12 , 1�, she reports
−
→
d�A = � 12 + �, 1�, where � > 0. As a result, her alloca−
→
1
tion will change to a�A = � 1/2+�
3/2+� , 3/2+� �. Her allocation

maxj a�j
k . Therefore her progress will be smaller than
15
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b
that when she tells the truth (M�b
k < Mk ).
�1
For example, if tenant-A changes dA = 1 instead of
d1A = 12 in Figure 5, her allocation will increase to 12 of
link-1. However, progress of both tenants will decrease:
MA = MB = 12 . The second stage will restrict her usage in link-2 to 12 as well; hence, M�A = 12 instead of
MA = 23 .
Case 2: link-b is no longer a system bottleneck; instead, link-b� (�= b) is now one of the system bottlenecks.
We need to consider the following two sub-cases.

• If D�b ≤ Db , the progress in the ﬁrst stage will

b
increase; i.e., M�b
k ≥ Mk . However, tenant-k’s allocation in link-b will be no larger than if she had told the
truth, making her progress no better. To see this, consider the allocations of all other tenants in link-b before
and after she lies. Denote by cb−k and c�b
−k the resource
consumption of all other tenants in link-b when tenantk was telling the truth and lying, respectively. We also
have cb−k = ab−k and ab−k + abk = 1 because link-b
was the bottleneck, and there was no spare resource to
b
allocate for this link. When tenant-k lies, a�b
−k ≥ a−k

b
�b
�b
because M�b
k ≥ Mk . We also have c−k ≥ a−k and
�b
�b
�b
�b
c−k + ck ≤ 1. This implies ck ≤ 1 − c−k ≤ 1 − a�b
−k ≤
1 − ab−k = abk = cbk . Meaning, tenant-k’s progress is no
larger than that when she was telling the truth.
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Figure 14: Hard tradeoff between work conservation and
strategy-proofness. Adding one more tenant (tenant-C in black)
to Figure 5 with correlation vector 1, 0 makes simultaneously
achieving work conservation and optimal isolation guarantee
impossible, even when all three have elastic demands.

HUG will allocate to each tenant
achieve 100% utilization.

B

1
N

on every link and


Tradeoff Between Work Conservation and Strategy-proofness

We demonstrate the tradeoff between work conservation
and strategy-proofness (thus isolation guarantee) by extending our running example from Section 2.
Consider another tenant (tenant-C) with correlation
−
→
vector dC = �1, 0� in addition to the two tenants present
earlier. The key distinction between tenant-C and either
of the earlier two is that she does not demand any bandwidth on link-2. Given the three correlation vectors, we
can use DRF to calculate the optimal isolation guarantee (Figure 14a), where tenant-k has Mk = 25 , link-1 is
7
-th of link-2 is proportionally
completely utilized, and 15
divided between tenant-A and tenant-B.
This leaves us with two questions:
8
-th
1. How do we completely allocate the remaining 15
bandwidth of link-2?
2. Is it even possible without sacriﬁcing optimal isolation guarantee and strategy-proofness?
We show in the following that it is indeed not possible
to allocate more than 45 -th of link-2 (Figure 14b) without
sacriﬁcing the optimal isolation guarantee.
Let us consider three primary categories of workconserving spare allocation policies: demand-agnostic,
unfair, and locally fair. All three will result in lower isolation guarantee, lower utilization, or both.



• If D�b > Db , everyone’s progress including her

b
own decreases in the ﬁrst stage (M�b
k < Mk ). Similar
to the second scenario in Case 1, the second stage will
restrict tenant-k to the lowered progress.
Regardless of tenant-k’s approaches – keeping the
same system bottleneck or not – her progress using Algorithm 1 will not increase.

Corollary 4 (of Theorem 3) Algorithm 1 maximizes
isolation guarantee, i.e., the minimum progress across
tenants.

Theorem 5 Algorithm 1 achieves the highest resource
utilization among all strategyproof algorithms that provide optimal isolation guarantee among tenants.
Proof Sketch (of Theorem 5) Follows from Lemma 1
and Theorem 3.

Lemma 6 Under some cases, DRF may have utilization
arbitrarily close to 0, and HUG helps improve the utilization to 1.

B.1

Proof Sketch (of Lemma 6) Construct the cases with
K links and N tenants, and each tenant has demand 1
on link-1 and � on other links.
DRF will allocate to each tenant N1 on link-1 and
�
N on all other links, resulting in a total utilization of
1+(K−1)�
→ 0 when K → ∞, � → 0 for any N .
K

Demand-Agnostic Policies

Demand-agnostic policies equally divide the resource
between the number of tenants independently in each
link, irrespective of tenant demands, and provide isolation. Although strategyproof, this allocation (Figure 15a)
has lower isolation guarantee (MA = 12 and MB =
MC = 13 , therefore isolation guarantee is 13 ) than the op16
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Lemma 9 Allocating spare resource to the tenant with
the least demand can result in zero spare allocation.
Proof Sketch Although this strategy provides the optimal allocation for Figure 5, when at least one tenant in
a link has zero demand, it can trivially result in no additional utilization; e.g., tenant-C in Figure 14.
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Lemma 10 Allocating spare resource to the tenant with
the least demand is not strategyproof.

6/7

Proof Sketch Consider tenant-A lied and changed her
−
→
1
correlation vector to dA = �1, 10
�. The new optimal isolation guarantee allocation for unchanged tenant-B and
1 1
tenant-C correlation vectors would be: −
a→
A = � 3 , 30 �,
−
→
−
→
1 1
1
aB = � 3 , 18 �, and aC = � 3 , 0�. Now the spare resource
in link-2 will be allocated to tenant-A because she asked
for the least amount, and her ﬁnal allocation would be
−
→
aA = � 13 , 17
18 �. As a result, her progress improved from
MA = 25 to MA = 23 , while the others’ decreased to

MB = MC = 13 .

1/7

L2

(d) Prop. spare division

Figure 15: Allocations after applying different workconserving policies to divide spare capacities in link-2 for the
example in Figure 14.

Corollary 11 (of Lemma 10) In presence of work conservation, tenants can lie both by increasing and decreasing their demands, or a combination of both.


timal isolation guarantee allocation shown in Figure 14a
(MA = MB = MC = 25 , therefore isolation guarantee
is 25 ). PS-P [45, 58, 59] fall in this category.
Worse, when tenants do not have elastic-demand applications, demand-agnostic policies are not even workconserving (similar to the example in §2.3.4).

Lemma 12 Allocating spare resource to the tenant with
the highest demand is not strategyproof.
Proof Sketch If tenant-A changes her correlation vector
−
→
to dA = �1, 1�, the eventual allocation (Figure 15b) will
again result in lower progress (MB = MC = 13 ). Because tenant-B is still receiving more than 16 -th of her
allocation in link-1 in link-2, she does not need to lie. 

Lemma 7 When tenants do not have elastic demands,
per-resource equal sharing is not work-conserving.

5
Proof Sketch Only 11
12 -th of link-1 and 9 -th of link-2
will be consumed; i.e., none of the links will be saturated!


Corollary 13 (of Lemmas 10, 12) Allocating spare resource randomly to tenants is not strategyproof.


To make it work-conserving, PS-P suggests dividing
spare resources based on whoever wants it.

B.3

Lemma 8 When tenants do not have elastic demands,
PS-P is not work-conserving.

Finally, one can also consider equally or proportionally
dividing the spare resource on link-2 between tenantA and tenant-B. Unfortunately, these strategies are not
strategyproof either.

Proof Sketch If tenant-B gives up her spare allocation
in link-2, tenant-A can increase her progress to MA = 23
and saturate link-1; however, tenant-B and tenant-C will
remain at MB = MC = 13 . If tenant-A gives up her
spare allocation in link-1, tenant-B and tenant-C can increase their progress to MB = MC = 38 and saturate
link-1, but tenant-A will remain at MA = 21 . Because
both tenant-A and tenant-B have chances of increasing their progress, both will hold off to their allocations
even with useless trafﬁc – another instance of Prisoner’s
dilemma.


B.2

Locally Fair Policies

Lemma 14 Allocating spare resource equally to tenants
is not strategyproof.
8
Proof Sketch If the remaining 15
-th of link-2 is equally
divided, the share of tenant-A will increase to 23 -rd and
incentivize her to lie. Again, the isolation guarantee will
be smaller (Figure 15c).


Lemma 15 Allocating spare resource proportionally to
tenants’ demands is not strategyproof.
Proof Sketch If one divides the spare in proportion to
tenant demands, the allocation is different (Figure 15d)
than equal division. However, tenant-A can again increase her progress at the expense of others.


Unfair Policies

Instead of demand-agnostic policies, one can also consider simpler, unfair policies; e.g., allocating all the re17
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C

Dual Objectives of Network
Sharing

Here, we maximize resource consumption while keeping the optimal isolation guarantee across all tenants, denoted by M∗k . Meanwhile, the constraint on consumption being at least guaranteed minimum allocation ensures strategy-proofness; thus, guaranteeing that guaranteed allocated resources will be utilized.
Because cik values have no upper bounds except for
physical capacity constraints, optimization O2 may result in suboptimal isolation guarantee in non-cooperative
environments (§2.3.3). HUG introduces the following
additional constraint to avoid this issue only in noncooperative environments:

The two conﬂicting requirements of the network sharing
problem can be deﬁned as follows.


1. Utilization: i∈[1,2P ] k∈[1,M ] cik
2. Isolation guarantee: mink∈[1,M ] Mk
Given the tradeoff between the two, one can consider
one of the two possible optimizations:8
O1 Ensure highest utilization, then maximize the isolation guarantee with best effort;
O2 Ensure optimal isolation guarantee, then maximize
utilization with best effort.

cik ≤ M∗ , i ∈ [1, 2P ], k ∈ [1, M ]

O1: Utilization-First In this case, the optimization attempts to maximize the isolation guarantee across all tenants while keeping the highest network utilization.
Maximize

min Mk



This constraint is not necessary when strategy-proofness
is a non-requirement – e.g., in private datacenters.

k∈[1,M ]

s.t.

cik = U ∗ ,

(3)

i∈[1,2P ] k∈[1,M ]

where U ∗ = max





cik is the highest uti-

i∈[1,2P ] k∈[1,M ]

lization possible. Although this ensures maximum network utilization, isolation guarantee to individual tenants
can be arbitrarily low. This formulation can still be useful
in private datacenters [36].
To ensure some isolation guarantee, existing cloud
network sharing approaches [14, 45, 51, 58, 59, 61, 62,
67] use a similar formulation:


cik
Maximize
1≤i≤2P k∈[1,M ]

subject to

1
, k ∈ [1, M ]
Mk ≥
M

(4)

The objective here is to maximize utilization while en1
suring at least M
-th of each link to tenant-k. However,
this approach has two primary drawbacks (§ 2.3):
1. suboptimal isolation guarantee, and
2. lower utilization.
O2: Isolation-Guarantee-First Instead, in this paper,
we have formulated the network sharing problem as follows:


Maximize
cik
i∈[1,2P ] k∈[1,M ]

subject to

min Mk = M∗k

(5)

k∈[1,M ]

cik ≥ aik , i ∈ [1, 2P ], k ∈ [1, M ]
8 Maximizing a combination of these two is also an interesting future direction.
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Consensus in a Box: Inexpensive Coordination in Hardware
Zsolt István, David Sidler, Gustavo Alonso
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Abstract

needed often lead to reducing consistency, resulting in
less guarantees for users who must then build more complex applications to deal with potential inconsistencies.
The high price of consistency comes from the multiple rounds of communication required to reach agreement. Even in the absence of failures, a decision can
be taken only as quickly as the network round-trip times
allow it. Traditional networking stacks do not optimize
for latency or specific communication patterns turning
agreement protocols into a bottleneck. The first goal of
this paper is to explore whether the overhead of running
agreement protocols can be reduced to the point that it
is no longer in the performance critical path. And while
it is often possible to increase performance by “burning”
more energy, the second goal is to aim for a more efficient system, i.e., do not increase energy consumption or
resource footprint to speed up enforcing consistency.
In addition to the performance and efficiency
considerations, there is an emerging opportunity
for smarter networks. Several recent examples illustrate the benefits of pushing operations into the
network [16, 41, 54] and using middleboxes to tailor
it to applications [52, 9, 61, 49]. Building upon these
advances, the following question arises: could agreement be made a property of the network rather than
implementing it at the application level? Given the
current trade off between complexity of operations and
the achievable throughput of middleboxes, the third goal
of this work is to explore how to push down agreement
protocols into the network in an efficient manner.
Finally, data center architecture and the hardware
used in a node within a data center is an important
part of the problem. Network interface cards with programmable accelerators are already available from, e.g.,
Solarflare [55], but recent developments such as the
HARP initiative from Intel [25] or the Catapult system of Microsoft [50] indicate that heterogeneous hardware is an increasingly feasible option for improving performance at low energy costs: the field programmable

Consensus mechanisms for ensuring consistency are
some of the most expensive operations in managing large
amounts of data. Often, there is a trade off that involves
reducing the coordination overhead at the price of accepting possible data loss or inconsistencies. As the demand for more efficient data centers increases, it is important to provide better ways of ensuring consistency
without affecting performance.
In this paper we show that consensus (atomic broadcast) can be removed from the critical path of performance by moving it to hardware. As a proof of concept,
we implement Zookeeper’s atomic broadcast at the network level using an FPGA. Our design uses both TCP
and an application specific network protocol. The design
can be used to push more value into the network, e.g.,
by extending the functionality of middleboxes or adding
inexpensive consensus to in-network processing nodes.
To illustrate how this hardware consensus can be used
in practical systems, we have combined it with a mainmemory key value store running on specialized microservers (built as well on FPGAs). This results in
a distributed service similar to Zookeeper that exhibits
high and stable performance. This work can be used as a
blueprint for further specialized designs.

1

Introduction

Data centers face increasing demands in data sizes and
workload complexity while operating under stricter efficiency requirements. To meet performance, scalability,
and elasticity targets, services often run on hundreds to
thousands of machines. At this scale, some form of coordination is needed to maintain consistency. However, coordination requires significant communication between
instances, taking processing power away from the main
task. The performance overhead and additional resources
∗
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gate arrays (FPGAs) used in these systems offer the opportunity of low energy consumption and do not suffer
from some of the traditional limitations that conventional
CPUs face in terms of data processing at line-rate. Catapult also demonstrates the benefits of having a secondary,
specialized network connecting the accelerators directly
among themselves. When thinking of agreement protocols that are bound by round trip times and jitter, such
a low latency dedicated network seems quite promising
in terms of efficiently reducing overhead. We do not argue for FPGAs as the only way to solve the problem,
but given their increasing adoption in the data center, it
makes sense to take advantage of the parallelism and performance/energy advantages they offer. This leads us to
the fourth and final question the paper addresses: can
an FPGA with specialized networking be used to implement consensus while boosting performance and reducing overall overhead?

Figure 1: Zookeeper’s Atomic Broadcast

2
2.1

Background
Zookeeper’s Atomic Broadcast

There are many distributed systems that require some
form of coordination for achieving their core services,
and since implementing distributed consensus [34, 35]
correctly is far from trivial [46], reusable libraries and
solutions such as Zookeeper have emerged. Zookeeper
is a centralized service that provides distributed synchronization, store configuration, and naming services for
distributed systems. It achieves fault tolerance and high
availability through replication.
At the core of Zookeeper is an atomic broadcast protocol (ZAB [33]) coupled with leader election that is used
to ensure the consistency of modifications to the treebased data store backing Zookeeper. ZAB is roughly
equivalent to running Paxos [35], but is significantly easier to understand because it makes a simplifying assumption about the network. The communication channels
are assumed to be lossless and strongly ordered (thus,
Zookeeper in principle requires TCP).
We briefly describe the ZAB protocol in a 3 node setup
(Figure 1): The atomic broadcast protocol of Zookeeper
is driven by a leader, who is the only node that can
initiate proposals. Once the followers receive proposals, they will acknowledge the receipt of these proposals thus signaling that they are ready to commit. When
the leader received an acknowledgment from the majority of followers it will issue a commit message to apply
the changes. Committed messages are persisted by default on a disk, but depending on the nature of the data
stored in the service and failure scenarios, writing the log
to memory can be enough. The order of messages is defined using monotonically increasing sequence numbers:
the “Zxid’,’ incremented every time a new proposal is
sent, and the “epoch” counter, which increases with each
leader election round.
Zookeeper can run with two levels of consistency:
strong [26] and relaxed (a form of prefix consistency [56]). In the strong case, when a client reads from
a follower node, it will be forced to consult the leader
whether it is up to date (using a sync operation), and
if not, to fetch any outstanding messages. In the more
relaxed case (no explicit synchronization on read) the
node might return stale data. In the common case, however, its state mirrors the global state. Applications using
Zookeeper often opt for relaxed consistency in order to

Contribution. In this paper we tackle the four challenges discussed above: We implement a consensus protocol in hardware in order to remove the enforcement of
consistency from the critical path of performance without adding more bulk to the data center. We create
a reusable solution that can augment middleboxes or
smart network hardware and works both with TCP/IP
and application-specific network protocols using hardware and platforms that are starting to emerge. Therefore
the solution we propose is both a basis for future research
but also immediately applicable in existing data centers.
Results. In the paper we show how to implement
Zookeeper’s atomic broadcast (ZAB [43]) on an FPGA.
We expose the ZAB module to the rest of the network through a fully functional low latency 10Gbps TCP
stack. In addition to TCP/IP, the system supports an
application-specific network protocol as well. This is
used to show how the architecture we propose can be
implemented with point-to-point connections to further
reduce networking overhead. For a 3 node setup we
demonstrate 3.9 million consensus rounds per second
over the application specific network protocol and 2.5
million requests per second over TCP. This is a significant improvement over systems running on commodity networks and is on par even with the state of art
systems running over lower latency and higher bandwidth Infiniband networks. Node to node latencies are
in the microsecond range, without significant tail latencies. To illustrate how this hardware consensus can be
used in practical systems, we have combined it with a
main-memory key value store running on specialized microservers (built as well on FPGAs). This results in a distributed service similar to Zookeeper that exhibits a much
higher and stable performance than related work and can
be used as a blueprint for further specialized designs.
2
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increase read performance. Our goal is to make strong
consistency cheaper and through this to deliver better
value to the applications at a lower overall cost.
2.2

Reconfigurable Hardware

Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are hardware
chips that can be reprogrammed but act like applicationspecific integrated circuits (ASICs). They are appealing for implementing data processing operations because
they allow for true dataflow execution [45, 57]. This
computational paradigm is fundamentally different from
CPUs in that all logic on the chip is active all the time,
and the implemented “processor” is truly specialized to
the given task. FPGAs are programmed using hardware
description languages, but recently high level synthesis
tools for compiling OpenCL [6], or domain specific languages [24] down to logic gates are becoming common.
FPGAs typically run at low clock frequencies (100400 MHz) and have no caches in the traditional sense
in front of the DDR memory. On the other hand the
FPGA fabric contains thousands of on-chip block RAMs
(BRAM) that can be combined to form different sized
memories and lookup tables [13]. Recent chips have an
aggregated BRAM capacity in the order of megabytes.
There are good examples of using FPGA-based devices in networks, e.g., smart NICs from Solarflare [55]
that add an FPGA in the data path to process packets at
line-rate, deep packet inspection [11] and line-rate encryption [51]. It has also been proposed to build middleboxes around FPGAs [9] because they allow for combining different functional blocks in a line-rate pipeline, and
can also ensure isolation between different pipelines of
different protocols. We see our work as a possible component in such designs that would allow middleboxes to
organize themselves more reliably, or to provide consensus as a service to applications.

3

Figure 2: The target platform and system architecture
Bits
[15:0]
[23:16]
[31:24]

Description
Magic number
Sender Node ID
Operation code

Bits
[63:32]
[95:64]
[127:96]

Description
Length of message
Zxid (req. sequence no.)
Epoch number

Table 1: Structure of request header
epoch-number and Zxid. This is because the same header
structure is used for communication between nodes and
clients, and different node’s atomic broadcast units. This
means that not all messages will have a payload. As explained in Section 2.1, Zookeeper provides two levels
of consistency, from which in our system we implement
strong consistency by serving both reads and writes from
the leader node. This setup simplifies the discussion and
evaluation, however, serving strongly consistent read on
followers is also possible.
When the atomic broadcast unit is used in conjunction with the key-value store, one can distinguish between two types of client requests: local ones (reads)
and replicated ones (writes). Local requests are read operations that a node can serve from its local data store
bypassing the atomic broadcast logic completely. Write
requests need to be replicated because they change the
global state. These replicated requests are “trapped”
inside the atomic broadcast module until the protocol
reaches a decision and only then are sent to the application, which will process them and return the responses to
the client. For reaching consensus, the atomic broadcast
module will send and receive multiple messages from
other nodes. Since the atomic broadcast unit does not directly operate on the message contents, these are treated
as binary data for the sake of replication.

System Design

For prototyping we use a Xilinx VC709 Evaluation
board. This board has 8 GB of DDR3 memory, four
10Gbps Ethernet ports, and a Virtex-7 VX690T FPGA
(with 59 Mb Block RAM on chip). Our system consists
of three parts: networking, atomic broadcast, and to help
evaluate the implementation of the latter two, a key-value
store as consensus application (Figure 2). The network
stack was implemented using high level synthesis [60],
the other two modules are written in Verilog and VHDL.
The Atomic Broadcast module replicates requests sent
to the application (in our case the key-value store). Since
it treats the actual requests as arbitrary binary data, it
requires a thin header in front of them. The structure
of the 16 B header is explained in Table 1: It consists
of an operation “code” and ZAB-specific fields, such as

4

Networking

The FPGA nodes implement two networking protocols:
TCP/IP and an application specific one, used for pointto-point connections. As Figures 2 and 3 show, the network module connects to the Ethernet Network Interface
provided by the FPGA vendor that handles Layer 1 and
2 (including MAC) processing before handing the packets to the IP Handler module. This module validates IP
checksums and forwards packets to their protocol handlers. Additionally, data arriving from other FPGAs, using the application specific network protocol, shortcut
3
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edge to reduce the latency of our network stack. The
original version [53] of the network stack implemented
“generic” receive buffers. In this version we replaced the
DRAM buffer on the receive path with low latency onchip BRAM. The smaller buffer space has no negative
impact on throughput due to two reasons: 1) The application logic is designed to consume data at line-rate
for most workloads, 2) In the datacenter TCP packets
are in the common case rarely reordered [49]. Consequently, a smaller on-chip BRAM buffer will lower the
latency without negatively impacting performance and
frees up DRAM space for the consensus and application logic. Internally the BRAM buffers are organized
as several FIFOs that are assigned dynamically to TCP
sessions. By pushing down some knowledge about the
application protocol (header fields), the BRAM buffers
can determine when a complete request is available in a
FIFO and then forward it to the application logic. In case
all FIFOs fill up, we rely on TCP’s built in retransmission mechanisms in order to not lose any data. For this
reason on the transmit path a much larger buffer space
is required, since packets have to be buffered until they
are acknowledged. Therefore the high capacity DRAM
buffer from our original design was kept.

Figure 3: Network stack overview

Figure 4: TCP stack details
the TCP/IP stack and are instead processed by an application specific network module. The ARP, ICMP and
DHCP modules in Figure 3 provide the functionality necessary for integrating the FPGA into a real network.
4.1

TCP/IP in Hardware

The network stack is a modified version of earlier
work [53]. The original design addresses the problem
of very low connection counts in existing network stacks
for FPGAs (typically in the tens or low hundreds). The
changes introduced in this paper aim to further reduce the
latency of the stack and reduce its memory footprint by
tailoring the logic to the consensus and replication traffic.
The main benefit of using hardware for implementing a network stack is that it allows for building true
dataflow pipelines and also for the isolation of send and
receive paths so that they do not influence each other’s
performance negatively. Figure 4 shows the resulting architecture of the TCP stack in hardware: two pipelines
that share connection state through the data structures.
These data structures are: session lookup, port and state
table, and an event engine backed by timers. The session
lookup table contains the mapping of the 4-tuple (IP address and TCP port of destination and source) to session
IDs, and is implemented as a content-addressable memory directly on the FPGA [32]. It holds up to 10k sessions in our current configuration. The port table tracks
the state of each TCP port and the state table stores metainformation for each open TCP connection. The event
engine is responsible for managing events and incoming
requests from the Send Interface, and instructs the TX
Engine accordingly.
4.2

4.3

Tailoring TCP to the Datacenter

TCP gives very strong guarantees to the application level,
but is very conservative about the guarantees provided by
the underlying network. Unlike the Internet, datacenter
networks have well-defined topologies, capacities, and
set of network devices. These properties, combined with
knowledge about the application, allow us to tailor the
TCP protocol and reduce the latency even further without
giving up any of the guarantees provided by TCP.
Starting from the behavior of consensus applications
and key-value stores we make two assumptions for the
traffic of the key-value store and consensus logic to optimize the TCP implementation: a client request is always smaller than the default Ethernet MTU of 1500 B
and clients are synchronous (only a single outstanding
request per client). Additionally, we disable Nagle’s
algorithm which tries to accumulate as much payload
from a TCP stream to fill an entire MTU. Since it waits
for a fixed timeout for more data, every request small
than MTU gets delayed by that timeout. The combination of disabling Nagle’s algorithm, client requests
fitting inside an MTU, and synchronous clients means
that we can assume that in the common case and except for retransmission between the FPGAs, requests are
not fragmented over multiple MTUs and each Ethernet
frame holds a single request. Disabling Nagle’s algorithm is quite common in software stacks through the
TCP NODELAY flag. Having our own hardware implementation we did an additional optimization to reduce

Application-aware Receive Buffers

TCP operates on the abstraction of data streams, however
data packets on the application level are usually very well
defined. We take advantage of this application knowl4
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latency by disabling Delayed Acknowledgments as described in RFC1122 [4], which says that a TCP implementation should delay an Acknowledgment for a fixed
timeout such that it either can be merged with a second ACK message or with an outgoing payload message,
thereby reducing the amount of bandwidth which is used
for control messages. Since in our setup the network
latencies between the FPGAs are in the range of a few
microseconds, we decided to not just reduce the timeout but completely remove it. This way each message
sent is immediately acknowledged. Obviously removing
Delayed Acknowledgments and disabling Nagle’s algorithm comes with the tradeoff that more bandwidth is
used by control messages. Still, our experiments show
that even for small messages we achieve a throughput of
more than 7 Gbps considering only “useful” payload.
4.4

Figure 5: Overview of the atomic broadcast module
network, while using a simple application-specific protocol. We plan to eventually evaluate our system at larger
scale using such a network interconnect.

5

Atomic Broadcast in Hardware

The overall benefit of using hardware for implementing
consensus is that nodes have predictable performance,
thereby allowing the protocol to function in the“best case
scenario” most of the time. Latencies are bound and predictable, so with careful adjustments of on-chip buffers
and memories, the hardware solution can for instance
avoid in most cases to access the log in DRAM and read
the cached head from on chip memory instead. Even
the “less common” paths in the algorithm can perform
well due to the inherent parallelism of FPGA resources,
and the ability to hide memory access latencies through
pipelining for instance. Another example is the timeout
used for leader election that is much lower than what
would be feasible in software solutions. In conclusion,
the high determinism of hardware, low latency and inherent pipeline parallelism are a good fit for ZAB and
there was no need to write a new solution from scratch.
By design, the atomic broadcast logic treats the data
associated with requests as arbitrary binary data. This
decouples it from the application that runs on top. For
the purpose of evaluation, in this paper we use a keyvalue store but integrating other applications would be
straightforward as well.
Inside the consensus module the control and data
planes are separated, and the Control State Machine and
the Log/Data Manager shown in Figure 5 can work in
parallel to reduce latencies more easily. There are two
additional blocks in the figure to complete the consensus functionality. The Splitter splits the incoming requests into command word and payload, and the Recombine unites commands with payloads for output. Headers
(i.e., command words) are extracted from requests and
reformatted into a single 128 bit wide word, so that they
can be manipulated and transmitted internally in a single
clock cycle (as compared to two on the 10Gbps data bus
that is 64 bits wide). Similarly, payload data is aggregated into 512 bit words to match the memory interface
width. When the control state machine (controller) issues a command (header) that has no encapsulated data,

Application Specific Networking

In addition to the regular TCP/IP based channels, we
have also developed a solution for connecting nodes to
each other on dedicated links (direct connections, as we
will refer to them in the paper, labeled D.C. in Figure 2),
while remaining in-line with the reliability requirements
(in-order delivery, retransmission on error). Packets are
sent over Ethernet directly, and sequence numbers are
the main mechanism of detecting data loss. These are
inserted into requests where normally the ZAB-specific
magic number is in the header – so the sequence number
is actually increased with each logical request, not with
each packet. Since the links are point-to-point, congestion control is not necessary beyond signaling backpressure (achieved through special control packets). If data
was dropped due to insufficient buffer space on the receiving end, or because of corruption on the wire, the
receiver can request retransmissions. To send and receive data over this protocol, the application uses special
session numbers when communicating with the network
stack, such that they are directly relayed to the application specific network module in Figure 3.
The design of the buffers follows the properties of the
connections as explained above: the sending side maintains a single buffer (64 KB) per link from which it can
resend packets if necessary, and the receiving side only
reserves buffer space for request reassembly. Since the
latency between nodes is in the order of microseconds,
this buffer covers a time window of 50 µs on a 10 Gbps
link, more than enough capacity for our purposes.
At the moment, our design only accommodates a limited number of nodes connected together with this protocol because there is no routing implemented and the
FPGAs have only four Ethernet interfaces each. The Catapult platform [50] is a good example of what is possible
over such secondary interconnects: it includes a 2D torus
structure where FPGAs route packets over the dedicated
5
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Operation/State
L1 Create and send proposal
F1 Recv. proposal and send
acknowledgment
L2 Recv. acknowledgment
and check majority
F2 Commit
L3 Commit
Consensus round (leader)
Consensus round (follower)

Cost
(clock cycles)
2+Cnodes x2
2

Max for:
3 nodes
19.5 M/s
78 M/s

Max for:
7 nodes
9.75 M/s
78 M/s

2+Cnodes +LcLog

17.3 M/s

13 M/s

1+LcLog
3+Cnodes
L1 + L2 + L3
F1 + F2

39 M/s
26 M/s
7.1 M/s
26 M/s

39 M/s
15.6 M/s
4.1 M/s
26 M/s

Figure 6: Abstract states used for implementing the
Zookeeper Atomic Broadcast in the FPGA

Table 2: Cost of ZAB operations and the theoretical maximum consensus rounds per second over 10GbE

such as the acknowledgment or commit messages of the
ZAB protocol, this passes through the Recombine module without fetching a payload from the log. If, on the
other hand, there is encapsulated data to be sent then the
controller will request the data in parallel to creating the
header. The system is pipelined, so it is possible to have
multiple outstanding requests for data from memory.

tocol or even network interface is made in the networking
module, the controller is independent of the network details and works the same for messages received over any
protocol or connection.

5.1

5.2

Quorums and Committing

Zookeeper atomic broadcast allows the pipelining of requests, so when the leader’s controller receives a client
request that needs to be replicated it will send out the
proposal and mark its Zxid as the highest that has already
been sent but not acknowledged or committed. When
an acknowledgment is received from another node, the
leader’s controller will test if a quorum (majority) has
been reached on that Zxid. This is done by iterating
through the active nodes in the state table: if enough
nodes have already acknowledged, the leader’s controller
will send out commit messages to all nodes that already
acknowledged the proposal. Then the leader will instruct
the log unit to mark the operation as successful and to
return the payload so that the application can process the
original request. On the follower, the receipt of a commit
message will result in the same operations of updating
the log and preparing the data for the application. In case
a node sends its acknowledgment after the operation has
already been committed, the leader will issue a commit
to that node as a response.
The system offers tunable consistency by allowing the
quorum-checking function to be updated at runtime. To
be more specific, one can change between either waiting
for a majority or waiting for all nodes to respond. The
latter behavior could be useful in cases when failures of
nodes are assumed to be transient, but updates have to
happen absolutely at the same time on all nodes (like
changing a policy on a set of middleboxes). While in
software this could lead to much higher response times,
in the Evaluation section we show the benefits of the low
latency hardware.

State Machine

The state machine that controls the atomic broadcast is
based on the ZAB protocol as described in [43]. Figure 6 shows the “super states” in which the state machine can be (each such oval on in the figure hides several
states of its own). Transitions between states are triggered by either incoming packets or by means of event
timers. These timers can be used for instance to implement timeouts used in leader election, detection of failed
nodes, etc., and operate in the range of tens of µs.
Table 2 shows an overview of how many clock cycles
the more important states of the state machine take to
be processed. Most of them are linear in cost with the
number of nodes in a setup (Cnodes ), or the time it takes
to seek in the command log as the parameter LcLog (3
cycles in the average case in our current design). The
theoretical maximum throughput achievable by the control unit shown in Table 2 for the 3 node setup we use in
the Evaluation is higher than the maximum throughput
in reality as our system is limited by 10Gbps networking
most of the time. If we wanted to scale our system up to
40 Gbps networking, this component could be clocked up
to 300 MHz (independently from the rest of the pipeline)
and then it would have enough performance to handle the
increased message rate. The rest of the logic inside the
atomic broadcast module handles the payloads only, and
these paths could be made wider for 4 x throughput.
On each node there is a table to hold the state of the
other nodes in the cluster. The table resides in BRAM
and in the current implementation holds up to 64 entries. Each entry consists of information associated with
Zookeeper atomic broadcast (Zxid, epoch, last acknowledged Zxid, etc.), a handle to the session opened to the
node, and a timestamp of the node’s last seen activity.
Since the mapping from session number to network pro-

5.3

Maintaining a Log

After the payload is separated from the command it is
handed to the Log and Data Manager (bottom half of
Figure 5). The payload is added to an append-only log,
and read out later to be sent to other nodes with the pro6
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posal commands. When an operation commits, this event
is also added to the log (a physically different location,
reserved for command words) with a pointer to the payload’s location. In case a synchronization has to happen,
or the node needs to read its log for any other reason, the
access starts with the part of the log-space that contains
the commands. Since each entry is of fixed size, it is
trivial to search a command with a given Zxid.
To reduce the latency of accessing this data structure
we keep the most recent entries in on-chip BRAM, which
is spilled to DRAM memory in large increments. Of
course if the payloads are large only a small number will
fit into the first part of the log. However, this is not really an issue because in the common case each payload is
written once to the log when received and then read out
immediately for sending the proposals (it will still be in
BRAM at this point), and then read again later when the
operation commits. The aspect where the atomic broadcast unit and the application need to work together is log
compaction. In the case of the key-value store, the log
can be compacted up to the point where data has been
written to the key-value store, and the key-value store
notifies the atomic broadcast unit of each successful operation when returning the answer to the client.
Our design is modular, so that the log manager’s implementation could change without requiring modifications in the other modules. This is particularly important
if one would want to add an SSD to the node for persistent log storage. We have mechanisms to extend the
FPGA design with a SATA driver to provide direct access to a local SSD [59]. Although we have not done
it in the current prototype, this is part of future work as
part of developing a data appliance in hardware. Alternatively, one can use battery backed memory [5], which in
the context of the FPGA is a feasible and simpler option.
5.4

requested point) there is the option of state transfer at
bulk: copying the whole hash table over and then sending
only the part of the log that has been added to the table
since the copy has begun. Of course this tradeoff depends
on the size of the hash table, and is an experiment that we
defer to our future work.
5.5

Bootstrapping and Leader Election

On initial start-up each node is assigned a unique ID by
an outside entity, e.g., a configuration master [36]. This
ID is a sequence number that is increased as nodes are
added. If a node joins after the initial setup, it gets the
next available ID and all other nodes are notified. If a
node fails and then recovers, it keeps its ID. When thinking of smart network devices or middleboxes connected
together in a coordination domain, it is reasonable to expect much less churn than with regular software nodes.
We implement the leader election following the algorithm in the ZAB paper [33], with the optimization that
the followers will propose prospective leaders in a roundrobin fashion, i.e., proposing the next higher ID once the
current leader is unreachable. Nodes transition to leader
election once no message or heartbeat has been received
from the leader for a given timeout (based on the maximum consensus time in our use-case we set this to 50µs).
We perform the synchronization phase after the leader
election (discovery phase in the ZAB paper) in a pullbased manner. This means that the newly elected leader
will explicitly ask the most up to date follower to send it
the requests with which it might be behind instead of followers actively sending their histories. Requests arriving
from clients during leader election and synchronization
will be dropped by default, to allow the clients to reconfigure based on a timeout mechanism. One simple optimization that we implement is responding to requests arriving during the leader election with a message that will
prompt the client to switch over to the next leader directly
without timeouts. Further, more sophisticated optimizations are possible, but are deferred to future work.

Synchronization

When a node fails, or its network experienced outages
for a while it will need to recover the lost messages from
the leader. This is done using sync messages in the ZAB
protocol. In our implementation, when a follower detects
that is behind the leader it will issue a sync message. The
leader will stream the missing operations from the log to
the follower. These messages will be sent with an opcode
that will trigger their immediate commit on the other end.
In the current design the leader performs this operation
in a blocking manner, where it will not accept new input
while sending this data. It is conceivable to perform this
task on the side, but for simplicity we implemented it this
way for this prototype design.
If for some case the other node would be too far behind
the leader, and syncing the whole log would take longer
than copying the whole data structure in the key-value
store (or the log has already been compacted beyond the

6

Use-case: Key-value Store

In order to test the atomic broadcast unit with a realistic
application running on the same FPGA we implemented
a key-value store that at its core uses the hash table design from our earlier work [29]. It is compatible with
memcached’s ASCII protocol and implements the set,
get, delete and flush all commands. In addition, it supports memcached’s check-and-set (cas) as well. The design is aggressively pipelined and handles mixed workloads well. As we previously demonstrated, the internal
pipeline can process more than 11 million memcached
requests per second, enough to saturate a 10Gbps connection even with keys and values as small as 16 B.
7
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Figure 7: Internal pipeline of the key-value store
Ethernet loopback
TCP loopback
Direct Conn. loopback
DRAM access latency
Ping from client

32B Request
0.6µs
1.5µs
0.7µs
15µs

512B Req.
1.4µs
3.8µs
1.5µs
0.2µs
35µs

Figure 8: Evaluation setup of our prototype system

1KB Req.
2.2µs
6.5µs
2.3µs

that allocates memory linearly. When a key is inserted
into the hash table, and its value placed in memory, its
slot in the value store is reused for subsequent updates as
long as the modified value is smaller than or equal in size
to the previous one.

–

Table 3: Latencies of different components of the system

7

Keys are hashed with a hash function that is based
on multiplication and shifting and processes the input
one byte at a time (similar to a Knuth’s hash function).
To meet the line-rate requirements we rely on the parallelism of the FPGA and create multiple hashing cores
that process the keys in the order of arrival. We solve
collisions by chaining, and the first four entries of every
chain are pre-allocated and stored in memory in such a
way that they can be read in parallel. This is achieved by
dividing each physical memory line (512b on our platform) into four equal parts belonging to different entries,
and tiling keys over multiple physical memory addresses.
The start address of each bucket is at a multiple of 8
memory lines, which allows for keys of up to 112 B long
(the header of each entry is 16 B) to be stored. This size
should be enough for most common use-cases [10].
In order to hide the memory latency when accessing
the data structures in off-chip DDR memory, the hash
table is implemented as series of pipelined stages itself.
Multiple read commands can be issued to the memory,
and the requests will be buffered while waiting for the
data from memory. While with this concurrency there
is no need for locking the hash table entries in the traditional sense, the pipeline has a small buffer on-chip that
stores in-flight modifications to memory lines. This is
necessary to counter so called read-after-write hazards,
that is, to make sure that all requests see a consistent state
of the memory. A benefit of no locking in the software
sense, and also hiding memory latency through pipelining instead of caching, is that the hash table is agnostic
to access skew. This is an improvement over software
because in the presence of skew any parallel hash table
will eventually become bottlenecked on a single core.
Similarly to the related work in software [7] and hardware [30], we store the values in a separate data structure from keys. This allows for more flexible memory
allocation strategies, and also the option to provide more
complex ways of managing memory in the future without
modifying the hash table data structure. At the moment
we use a simple block based memory allocation scheme

7.1

Evaluation
Setup

For evaluation, we use 12 machines connected to a
10Gbps 48 port Cisco Nexus 5596UP switch and three
FPGAs connected to the same switch (Figure 8). FPGAs communicate either over TCP or the specialized
network, i.e., direct connections. The three node setup
mirrors the basic fault-tolerant deployment of Zookeeper
that can tolerate one faulty node. The client machines
have dual-socket Xeon E5-2609 CPUs, with a total of
8 cores running at 2.4 GHz, 128 GB of memory and an
Intel 82599ES 10Gbps network adapter. The machines
are running Debian Linux (jessie/sid with kernel version
3.12.18) and use the standard ixgbe drivers. Our load
generator was memaslap [2] with modifications to include our ZAB header in the requests.
7.2

Baselines

The performance of consensus protocols is sensitive to
latency, so we performed a series of micro-benchmarks
and modeling to determine the minimal latencies of different components of our system with differently sized
packets. As the results in Table 3 show, the transmission
of data through TCP adds the most latency (ranging between 1 and 7µs), but this is expected and is explained
by the fact that the packet goes through additional checksumming and is written and read from a DRAM buffer.
An other important result in Table 3 is that round trip
times of ping messages from software are almost an order of magnitude higher than inter-FPGA transmission
times, which highlights the shortcomings of the standard
networking stack in software. The measurements were
taken using the ping-flood command in Linux. In the
light of this, we will mainly report consensus latencies
as measured on the leader FPGA (we do this by inserting two timestamps in the header: one when a message
is received and the other when the first byte of the response is sent), and show times measured on the client
for experiments that involve the key-value store more.
8
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can reach up to 2.4 million consensus rounds per second
over TCP and almost 4 million over direct connections
before hitting bottlenecks. In our graph the latencies do
not increase to infinity because we increased throughput
only until the point where the pipeline of the consensus
module and the input buffers for TCP could handle load
without filling all buffers, and the clients did not need to
retransmit many messages. Since we measured latency
at the leader, these retransmitted messages would lead to
false measurements from the leader’s perspective.
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Cost of Consensus

Systems such as Zookeeper require hundreds of microseconds to perform a consensus round [48, 20] even
without writing data to disk. This is a significant overhead that will affect the larger system immediately, and
here we explain and quantify the benefits of using hardware for this task. Instead of testing the atomic broadcast
module in isolation, we measure it together with the application on the chip, using memaslap on a single thread
sending one million consecutive write requests to the
key-value store that need to be replicated. We chose very
small request size (16 B key and 16 B value) to ensure
that measurements are not influenced by the key-value
store and stress mostly the atomic broadcast module.
Figure 9(a) depicts the probability distribution of a
consensus round as measured on the leader both when
using TCP and direct connections to communicate with
followers. Clearly, the application-specific network protocol has advantages over TCP, reducing latencies by a
factor of 3, but the latter is more general and needs no
extra infrastructure. Figure 9(b) shows that the latency of
consensus rounds increase only linearly with the request
size, and even for 1KB requests stay below 16µs on TCP.
To put the hardware numbers in perspective we include
measurements of Libpaxos3 [3] and the Raft implementation used in Etcd [1]. We instrumented the code of both
to measure the latency of consensus directly on th leader
and deployed them on three nodes in our cluster. Unsurprisingly the software solutions show more than an order of magnitude difference in average latency, and have
significantly higher 99th percentiles even for this experiment where the system handles one request at a time.
Figure 10 shows how the FPGA system fares under
increasing load of replicated requests. As later shown in
the experiments, with small payloads (<48 B) the system

7.4

Quorum Variations

The leader can be configured at runtime to consider a
message replicated either when a majority of nodes acknowledged or all of them. The second variant leads to
a system of much stronger consistency, but might reduce
availability significantly. We measured the effect of the
two strategies on consensus latency, and found that even
when the system is under load waiting for an additional
node does not increase latencies significantly. This is depicted in Figure 11 both for TCP and direct, “2/3” being the first strategy committing when at least two nodes
agree and “3/3” the second strategy when all of them
have to agree before responding to the client.
7.5

Distributed Key-value Store

The rest of the evaluation looks at the atomic broadcast
module as part of the distributed key-value store running
on the FPGAs. We measure the round trip times (latency)
on the clients and report maximum throughput with multiple client machines. As seen in Figure 12, for a single
threaded client round trip times are 30µs larger than the
measurements taken on the leader. The reason for this is
the inefficiency of the software network stack, and is in
line with the ping micro-benchmarks. Interestingly, even
though these numbers are measured on a system with a
single client and one TCP connection, software still adds
uncertainty to the high percentiles.
9
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Leader Election

To exercise leader election and recovery we simulate a
node failure of the leader, which results in a leader election round without significant state transfer since the FPGAs do not drift much apart under standard operation.
Hence leader election over TCP/IP takes approximately
as long as a consensus round (10µs in average), not
counting the initial timeout of the followers (50µs) Figure 15 depicts the experiment: we generate write-only
load from several clients for a three node FPGA cluster
communicating over TCP and at the 56 s mark the leader
node fails and a new leader is elected. To make client
transition possible we modified memaslap and added a
timeout of 100 ms before trying an other node (the clients
retry in the same round robin order in which the FPGAs
try to elect leaders). The graph indicates that the dip in
performance is due to the 100 ms inactivity of clients,
since leader election takes orders of magnitude less.
Synchronization of state between nodes happens for
instance when a new node joins the cluster. In Figure 15
we shows the previously failed node recovering after 2
minutes and prompting the new leader to synchronize.
Since at this point the log has been compacted, the leader
will bulk transfer the application state that consists of the
hash table and value area, occupying 256MB and 2GB,
respectively. During synchronization the leader will not
handle new write requests to keep the state stable, hence
the clients will repeatedly time out and resume normal
operation only once the leader has finished the state
transfer. The results show that, as expected, this step
takes between 2-3 seconds, the time necessary to send
the state over 10Gbps network plus clients resuming.
This experiment allows us to make two observations.
First, leader election can be performed very quickly
in hardware because detecting failed nodes happens in
shorter time frames than in software (i.e., in order of 10s
of µs). Hence, leader-change decisions can be taken
quickly thanks to low round-trip times among nodes.
Second, the cost of performing bulk transfers shows that
in future work it will be important to optimize this operation. The hardware could benefit from the approach used
by related work, such as DARE [48], where the followers
synchronize the newly added node. This leads to smaller
performance penalty incurred by state transfer at the cost
of a slightly more complex synchronization phase.

512

KVS value size (B)

Figure 14: Mixed workload throughput measured on
leader without and with replication (3 nodes)
When varying the size of the values in the write requests to the key-value store, we can exercise different parts of the system. The key size is kept at a constant 16 B for all experiments. Figure 13 and Figure 14
show the achievable throughput for write-only and mixed
workloads (for the former all requests are replicated, for
the latter only a percentage). Naturally, the write-only
performance of the system is limited by the consensus
logic when using direct connections, and by the combination of the consensus logic and the TCP/IP stack otherwise. This is because the transmit path on the leader has
to handle three times as many messages as the receive
path, and random accesses to DRAM limit performance.
To further explore this aspect we ran experiments with
a 4 node FPGA setup as well, and seen that the performance scales as expected.
For mixed workloads and small requests the clients’
load generation capability is the bottleneck, while for
larger messages performance is bound by the network
capacity. This is illustrated by the two workloads in
Figure 14, one with 10% writes and the other with
20%. Since they show the same performance, the atomic
broadcast logic is not the bottleneck in these instances.
The workload with 20% writes is actually slightly faster
because the average size of responses to the clients gets
smaller (each read request to the key-value store will return the key, value and headers, while write requests only
return headers and a success message).
We ran Zookeeper and Etcd on three machines each
and performed the same mixed-workload experiment as
before. To make sure that they are not impacted by
hard drive access times, we set up ram disks for persisting logs. Figure 14 shows that their performance is not
bound by the network, and is mostly constant even for
large messages. Both are almost an order of magnitude
slower for small messages than hardware.
10
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Component
PHY and Ethernet (x3)
TCP/IP + App-spec.
Memory interface
Atomic broadcast
Key-value store
Total used (% of available)

LUTs
16k
23k
47k
10k
28k
124k (28%)

BRAM
18
325
127
340
113
923 (63%)

DSPs
0
0
0
0
62
62 (2%)

tude larger than the FPGA (300-400µs using ram disks).
Etcd [1], a system similar to Zookeeper, written in Go
and using Raft [46] at its core has lower throughput than
Zookeeper. This is partially due to using the HTTP protocol for all communication (both consensus and client
requests) which introduces additional overhead.
Many systems (including e.g., the Hadoop ecosystem) are based on open source coordination services
such as Zookeeper and Etcd, or proprietary ones (e.g.,
the Chubby [14] lock server). All of them can benefit from a faster consensus mechanisms. As an illustration, Hybris [20] is a federated data storage system that
combines different cloud storage services into a reliable
multi-cloud system. It relies on Zookeeper to keep metadata consistent. This means that most operations performed in Hybris directly depend on the speed at which
Zookeeper can answer requests.

Table 4: Detailed breakdown of the resource usage
7.7

Logic and Energy Footprint

To decide whether the hardware consensus protocol
could be included in other FPGA-based accelerators or
middleboxes we need to look at its logic footprint. FPGAs are a combination of look-up tables (LUTs) that
implement the “logic”, BRAMs for storage, and digital
signal processors (DSPs) for complex mathematical operations. In general, the smaller the footprint of a module, the more additional logic can fit on the chip besides
it. Table 4 shows that the ZAB module is smaller than
the network stack or the key-value store, and uses only a
fraction of the LUTs on the chip. The resource table also
highlights that a big part of the BRAMs are allocated
for networking-related buffers and for log management.
While it is true that some of these could be shrunk, in our
current setup where there is nothing else running on the
FPGA, we were not aiming at minimizing them.
One of the goals of this work is to show that it is possible to build a Zookeeper-like service in an energy efficient way. The power consumption of the FPGAs, even
when fully loaded, is 25 W – almost an order of magnitude lower than the power consumption of a x86 server.

8
8.1

8.2

Speeding up Consensus

Recently, there has been a high interest in speeding up
consensus using modern networking hardware or remote
memory access. For instance DARE [48] is a system
for state machine replication built on top of a protocol similar to Raft and optimized for one-sided RDMA.
Their 5 node setup demonstrates very low consensus latency of <15µs and handles 0.5-0.75 million consensus
rounds per second. These numbers are similar to our results measured on the leader for 3 nodes (3-10µs) and,
not surprisingly, lower than those measured on the unoptimized software clients. While this system certainly
proves that it is possible to achieve low latency consensus over Infiniband networks and explores the interesting idea of consensus protocols built on top of RDMA,
our hardware-based design achieves higher throughput
already on commodity 10 GbE and TCP/IP.
FaRM [23] is a distributed main-memory key value
store with strong consensus for replication and designed
for remote memory access over 40Gbps Ethernet and
Infiniband. It explores design trade-offs and optimizations for one-sided memory operations and it demonstrates very high scalability and also high throughput for
mixed workloads (up to 10M requests/s per node). FaRM
uses a replication factor of three for most experiments
and our hardware solution performs comparably both in
terms of key-value store performance (the hardware hash
table reaches 10 Gbps line-rate for most workloads [29])
and also in terms of consensus rounds per second, even
though the FPGA version is running on a slower network.
NetPaxos [18] is a prototype implementation of Paxos
at the network level. It consists of a set of OpenFlow extensions implementing Paxos on SDN switches; it also
offers an alternative, optimistic protocol which can be
implemented without changes to the Open- Flow API
that relies on the network for message ordering in low

Related Work
Coordination in Systems

Paxos [34, 35] is a family of protocols for reaching consensus among a set of distributed processes that may
experience failures of different kinds, including ones in
the communication channels (failure, reordering, multiple transmission, etc.). While Paxos is proven to be correct, it is relatively complex and difficult to implement,
which has led to alternatives like Raft [46], ZAB [27, 43]
or chain replication [58]. There is also work on adapting
consensus protocols for systems that span multiple physical datacenters [38, 40, 15], and while they address difficult challenges, these are not the same problems faced
in a single data-center and tight clusters.
Paxos and related protocols are often packaged as
coordination services when exposed to large systems.
Zookeeper [27] is one such coordination service. It is
a complex multi-threaded application and since its aim is
to be as universal as possible, it does not optimize for either the network or the processor. Related work [48, 20]
and our benchmarks show that its performance is capped
around sixty thousand consensus rounds per second and
that its response time is at least an order of magni11
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traffic situations. Best case scenarios for NetPaxos exhibit two orders of magnitude higher latency than our
system, FARM, or DARE. It can also sustain much lower
throughput (60k requests/s). The authors point out that
actual implementations will have additional overheads.
This seems to indicate that it is not enough to push consensus into the network but it is also necessary to optimize the network and focus on latency to achieve good
performance. In more recent work [17] the same authors
explore and extend P4 to implement Paxos in switches.
While P4 enables implementing complex functionality in
network devices, the high level of abstraction it provides
might make it difficult to implement the kind of protocol optimizations we describe in this paper and that are
necessary to achieve performance comparable to that of
conventional systems running over Infiniband.
Similar to the previously mentioned work, Speculative
Paxos[49] suggests to push certain functionality into the
network, e.g., message ordering. The design relies on
specific datacenter characteristics, such as the structured
topology, high reliability and extensibility of the network
through SDN. Thereby, it could execute requests speculatively and synchronization between replicas only has to
occur periodically. Simulations of the proposed design
show that with increasing number of out-of-order messages the throughput starts to decrease quickly, since the
protocol and application have to rollback transactions.
8.3

a minimalistic stateless protocol the complete system
demonstrates over 70 million requests per second over
more than 66Gbps network bandwidth (using a total of
8 network interfaces and 16 cores). It is important to
note however that in MICA and similar systems skewed
workloads will experience slowdowns due to the partitioned nature of the data structures. Additionally, a significant part of the servers logic (for instance computing the hash function on keys, or load balancing) is offloaded to clients. Our aim with the hardware solution on
the other hand was to offer high throughput, low latency
while relying on simple clients and commodity networks.
8.4

Hardware for Middleboxes

There is a wide spectrum of middlebox implementations
ranging from all-software [42, 21, 8, 39], through hybrid [52, 9], to all-hardware [19]. One advantage of using FPGA-based solutions over software is that data can
be processed at line-rate and only a minimal overhead in
terms of latency is added. In ClickOS [42], for instance,
adding a 40ms delay to get load balancing or congestion
control is considered a good tradeoff. A hardware-based
solution like the one we propose can perform even more
complex operations, possibly involving coordination and
consensus, in a fraction of that overhead.

9

Conclusion

In this paper we have explored a number of research
questions aiming at determining whether the overhead
of consensus can be removed as a bottleneck in distributed data processing systems. First, we have shown
that it is possible to reduce the cost of reaching consensus
without compromising reliability or correctness, through
the means of specialized hardware. Second, based on
the low latency and high throughput achieved, we have
shown how to use the hardware consensus to implement
a fully functional version of Zookeeper atomic broadcast
with a corresponding key-value store. Third, we have argued that the proposed consensus module is agnostic to
the actual request contents sent to the application and,
hence, it could easily be integrated with middleboxes or
other accelerators/microservers built with FPGAs. Finally, we have explored the benefits of using a custom
messaging protocol for reducing latency, establishing the
basis for further research into application specific protocols over secondary networks.

Quicker and Specialized Networking

One of the big challenges for software applications facing the network is that a significant time is spent in the
OS layers of the network stack [47, 31] and on multicore architectures response times can increase as a result
of context switching and memory copies from the NIC
to the right CPU core. As a result, there are multiple
frameworks for user-space networking [28, 31], and on
the other end of the spectrum, operating systems [12, 47]
that aim to speed up networking by separating scheduling and management tasks. The use of RDMA [22, 44] is
also becoming common to alleviate current bottlenecks,
but there are many (legacy) systems that rely on the guarantees provided by TCP, such as congestion control, inorder delivery and reliable transmission. Although some
functionality of the network stack is offloaded to the
NIC, processing TCP packets still consumes significant
compute resources at the expense of the applications.
Hardware systems, as we present in this paper, are implementing network processing as a dataflow pipeline and
thereby can provide very high performance combined
with the robustness and features of TCP.
A good example of what can be achieved with userspace networking is MICA [37], a key-value store built
from the ground up using Intels DPDK [28] library. The
results of this work are very promising: when using
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Abstract
S TREAM S COPE (or S TREAM S) is a reliable distributed
stream computation engine that has been deployed in
shared 20,000-server production clusters at Microsoft.
S TREAM S provides a continuous temporal stream model
that allows users to express complex stream processing
logic naturally and declaratively. S TREAM S supports
business-critical streaming applications that can process
tens of billions (or tens of terabytes) of input events
per day continuously with complex logic involving tens
of temporal joins, aggregations, and sophisticated userdefined functions, while maintaining tens of terabytes inmemory computation states on thousands of machines.
S TREAM S introduces two abstractions, rVertex and
rStream, to manage the complexity in distributed stream
computation systems. The abstractions allow efficient
and flexible distributed execution and failure recovery,
make it easy to reason about correctness even with failures, and facilitate the development, debugging, and deployment of complex multi-stage streaming applications.

1

Introduction

An emerging trend in big data processing is to extract
timely insights from continuous big data streams with
distributed computation running on a large cluster of machines. Examples of such data streams include those
from sensors, mobile devices, and on-line social media
such as Twitter and Facebook. Such stream computations process infinite sequences of input events and produce timely output events continuously. Events are often processed in multiple stages that are organized into
a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where a vertex corresponds to the continuous and often stateful computation
in a stage and an edge indicates an event stream flowing downstream from the producing vertex to the consuming vertex. In contrast to batch processing, also of∗ Now
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ten modeled as a DAG [27], a defining characteristic of
cloud-scale stream computation is its ability to process
potentially infinite input events continuously with delays
in seconds and minutes, rather than processing a static
data set in hours and days. The continuous, transient, and
latency-sensitive nature of stream computation makes it
challenging to cope with failures and variations that are
typical in a large-scale distributed system, and makes
stream applications hard to develop, debug, and deploy.
This paper presents the design and implementation of
S TREAM S COPE (or S TREAM S), a cloud-scale reliable
stream computation engine that has been deployed in
shared production clusters, each containing over 20,000
commodity servers. S TREAM S adopts a declarative language that supports a continuous stream computation
model, extended with the ability to allow user-defined
functions to customize stream computation at each step.
S TREAM S has been designed for business-critical
stream applications desiring a strong guarantee that each
event is processed exactly once despite server failures
and message losses. Failure recovery in cloud-scale
stream computation is particularly challenging because
of two types of dependencies: the dependency between
upstream and downstream vertices, and the dependency
introduced by vertex computation states. An upstream
vertex failure affects downstream vertices directly, while
the recovery of a downstream vertex would depend on
the output events from the upstream vertices. Failure
recovery of a vertex would require rebuilding the state
before the vertex can continue processing new events.
S TREAM S therefore introduces two new abstractions,
rVertex and rStream, to manage the complexity of cloudscale stream computation by addressing the two types of
dependencies through decoupling. rVertex models continuous computation on each vertex, introduces the notion of snapshots along the time dimension, and allows
the computation to restart from a snapshot. rStream abstracts out the data and communication aspects of distributed stream computation, provides the illusion of reli-
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able and asynchronous communication channels, and decouples upstream and downstream vertices. Combined,
rVertex and rStream offer well-defined semantics to replay computation and to rewind streams, as needed during failure recovery, thereby making it easy to develop
different failure recovery strategies while ensuring correctness. The power of this abstraction also comes from
the separation of its properties from its actual implementation that achieves those properties. That, for example,
allows a different implementation of rStream specifically
for development and debugging.
Our evaluation shows that S TREAM S can support
complex production streaming applications deployed on
thousands of machines, processing tens of billions of
events per day with complex computation logic to deliver
business-critical results continuously despite unexpected
failures and planned maintenance, while at the same time
demonstrating good scalability and capability of achieving 10-millisecond latencies on simple applications.
S TREAM S’s key contributions are as follows. First,
S TREAM S shows that a cloud-scale distributed faulttolerant stream engine can support a continuous stream
computation model without having to converting a
stream computation unnaturally to a series of mini-batch
jobs [42]. Second, S TREAM S introduces two new abstractions, rVertex and rStream, to simplify cloud-scale
stream computation engines through separation of concerns, making it easy to understand and reason about
correctness despite failures. The abstractions are also
effective in addressing challenges on debugging and deployment of stream applications in S TREAM S. Support
for debugging and deployment is critical in practice from
our experiences, but has not received sufficient attention.
Finally, S TREAM S is deployed in production and runs
critical stream applications continuously on thousands of
machines while coping well with failures and variations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes S TREAM S’s continuous stream model
and declarative language. Section 3 defines S TREAM S’s
new abstractions: rVertex and rStream. Section 4 describes S TREAM S’s design and implementation in detail, followed by a discussion of several design choices
in Section 5. Engineering experiences are the topic of
Section 6. Section 7 presents the evaluation results of
S TREAM S in a production environment. We survey related work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.

2

AlertWithUserID =
SELECT Alert.Name AS Name, Process.UserID AS UserID
FROM Process INNER JOIN Alert
ON Process.ProcessID == Alert.ProcessID;
CountAlerts =
SELECT UserID, COUNT(*) AS AlertCount
FROM AlertWithUserID
GROUP BY UserID
WITH HOPPING(5s, 5s);

Figure 1: A simplified S TREAM S program.
infinite collection of events that changes over time. Each
event stream has a well-defined schema. In addition,
each event has a time interval [Vs ,Ve ), describing the start
and end time for which the event is valid.
Like other stream processing engines [9, 19],
S TREAM S supports Current Time Increments (CTI)
events that assert the completeness of event delivery up
to start time Vs of the CTI event; that is, there will be no
events with a timestamp lower than Vs in the stream after
this CTI event. Stream operators rely on CTI events to
determine the current processing time in order to make
progress and to retire obsolete state information.
Declarative query language. S TREAM S provides a
declarative language for users to program their applications without having to worry about distributed system
details such as scalability or fault tolerance. Specifically,
we extend the SCOPE [43] query language to support a
full temporal relational algebra [15], extensible through
user-defined functions, aggregators, and operators.
S TREAM S supports a comprehensive set of relational
operators including projection, filters, grouping, and
joins, adapted for temporal semantics. For example, a
temporal inner join applies to events with overlapping
time intervals only. Windowing is another key concept in stream processing. A window specification defines time windows and consequently defines a subset of
events in a window, to which aggregations can be applied. S TREAM S supports several types of time-based
windows, such as hopping, tumbling, and snapshot windows. For example, hopping windows are windows (of
size S) that “jump” forward in time by a fixed size H: a
new window of size S is created for every H units of time.
Example. Figure 1 shows an example program that
performs continuous activity diagnosis on Process and
Alert event streams. A S TREAM S program consists
of a sequence of declarative queries operating on event
streams. Process events record information about every process and its associated user, while Alert events
record information about every alert, including which
process generated the alert. The program first joins the
two streams to attach user information to alerts, and then
calculates for each user the number of alerts every 5 seconds using a hopping window.

Programming Model

In this section, we provide a high-level overview of the
programming model, highlighting the key concepts including the data model and query language.
Continuous event streams. In S TREAM S, data is represented as event streams, each describing a potentially
2
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Process Log

Alert Log

(256)

Stages

(512)

abstraction to decouple upstream and downstream vertices with properties to facilitate failure recovery.
Conceptually, rStream reliably maintains a sequence
of events with continuous and monotonically increasing
sequence numbers, supporting multiple writers and readers. A writer issues Write(seq, e) to add event e with
sequence number seq. rStream supports multiple writers mainly to allow two instances of the same vertex,
which is useful when handling failures and stragglers via
duplicated execution, as described in Section 4.
A reader can issue Register(seq) to indicate its interest in receiving events starting from sequence number
seq and start reading from the stream using ReadNext(),
which returns the next batch of events with their sequence numbers and advances the reading position accordingly. In the implementation, events can be pushed
to a registered reader rather than pulled. With rStream
each reader can proceed asynchronously from the same
stream without synchronizing with other readers or writers. A reader can also rewind a stream by re-registering
with an earlier sequence number (e.g., for failure recovery). rStream also supports GarbageCollect(seq) to
indicate that all events less than sequence number seq
will not be requested any more and therefore can be discarded. rStream maintains the following properties.
Uniqueness. There is a unique value associated with
each sequence number. After the first write for each sequence number seq succeeds, any subsequent write that
associates seq will be discarded.
Validity.
If a ReadNext() returns an event e
with sequence number seq, there must have been a
Write(seq, e) that has returned successfully.
Reliability. If write(seq, e) succeeds, then, for any
ReadNext() reaching position seq, eventually the read
returns (seq, e).
Uniqueness ensures consistency for each sequence
number, Validity ensures correctness of the event value
returned for each sequence number, while Reliability ensures that, all events written to the stream are always
available to readers whenever requested. rStream could
simply be implemented by a reliable pub/sub system
backed by reliable and persistent store. But S TREAM S
adopts a more efficient implementation that avoids paying the latency cost of going to persistent and reliable
store in the critical path, with the additional mechanism
of reconstructing the requested events through recomputation [38, 42], as detailed in Section 4.

Extract events;
partition by ProcessID
Merge events

(256)

(256)

Join events;
partition by UserID

(256)

Merge events;
aggregate in windows

(64)

CountAlerts Events

Figure 2: An execution DAG for the example in Figure 1.

t1

t2

s0={<0, 0>, <0>, t0}

s1={<1, 0>, <1>, t1}

o1

o1, o2, o3

t0

s2={<1, 1>, <3>, t2}

Figure 3: Vertex execution from snapshot s0 to s2 .

3

S TREAM S Abstractions

The execution of a S TREAM S program can be modeled
as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where each vertex
performs local computation on input streams from its
in-edges and produces output streams as its out-edges.
Each stream is modeled as an infinite sequence of events,
each with a continuously incremented sequence number.
Figure 2 shows an example DAG corresponding to Figure 1, where each stage of computation is partitioned into
multiple vertices to execute in parallel. S TREAM S determines the degree of parallelism for each stage (marked
in parentheses) based on data rate and computation cost.
A vertex can maintain a local state. Its execution
starts with its initial state and proceeds in steps. In each
step, the vertex consumes the next events from its input
streams, updates its state, and possibly produces events
to its output streams. The execution of a vertex is tracked
through a series of snapshots, where each snapshot is a
triplet containing the current sequence numbers of its input streams, the current sequence numbers of its output
streams, and its current state. Figure 3 illustrates the
progression of a vertex execution from snapshot s0 , to
s1 (after processing a1 ), and then to s2 (after processing
b1 ). S TREAM S introduces two abstractions rStream and
rVertex to implement streams and vertices, respectively.

3.1

3.2

The rVertex Abstraction

The rVertex abstraction supports the following operations for a vertex. Load(s) starts an instance of the vertex
at snapshot s. Execute() executes a step from the current snapshot. GetSnapshot() returns the current snap-

The rStream Abstraction

Rather than having vertices communicate directly
through the network, S TREAM S introduces an rStream
3
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shot. A vertex can then be started with Load(s0 ), where
s0 is the initial snapshot with an initial state and with
all streams at starting positions. The vertex can then execute a series of Execute() operations, which read the
input events, update the state, and produce output events.
At any point, one can issue GetSnapshot() to retrieve
and save the snapshot. When the vertex fails, it can be
restarted with Load(s), where s is a saved snapshot.
Determinism. For a vertex with its given input streams,
running Execute() on the same snapshot will always
cause the vertex to transition into the same new snapshot
and produce the same output events.
Determinism ensures correctness when replaying an
execution during failure recovery. It implies that (i)
the order in which the execution takes the next event
from multiple input streams is deterministic; we explain how this order determinism is enforced naturally
in S TREAM S without introducing unnecessary delay in
Section 4, and (ii) the execution of the processing logic
is deterministic. Determinism greatly simplifies the reasoning of correctness in S TREAM S and makes streaming
applications easier to develop and debug. In Section 5,
we discuss how to mask non-determinism when needed.

3.3

Event Sources

Compiler/
Optimizer

Program

Event Sinks
Reliable
Storage

Figure 4: An overview of a S TREAM S program.
the program is first converted into a logical plan (DAG)
of S TREAM S runtime operators, which include temporal joins, window aggregates, and user-defined functions;
(2) the S TREAM S optimizer then evaluates various plans,
choosing the one with the lowest estimated cost based on
available resource, data statistics such as the incoming
rate, and an internal cost model; and (3) a physical plan
(DAG) is finally created by mapping a logical vertex into
an appropriate number of physical vertices for parallel
execution and scaling, with code generated for each vertex to be deployed in a cluster and process input events
continuously at runtime. We omit the details of these
steps as they are similar to those for SCOPE [43].
The entire execution is orchestrated by a streaming job
manager that is responsible for: (1) scheduling vertices
to and establishing channels (edges) in the DAG among
different machines; (2) monitoring progress and tracking
snapshots; (3) providing fault tolerance by detecting failures/stragglers and initiating recovery actions. Unlike a
batch-oriented job manager that schedules vertices at different times on demand, a streaming job manager schedules all vertices in a DAG at the beginning of job execution. To provide fault tolerance and to cope with runtime
dynamics, rVertex and rStream are used to implement
vertices and channels in a streaming DAG, working in
coordination with the job manager.

Failure Recovery

The rStream abstraction decouples upstream and downstream vertices to allow individual vertices to recover
from failures separately. When a vertex fails, we can
simply restart its execution by calling Load(s) from a
most recently saved snapshot s to continue executing.
The rVertex abstraction ensures that execution after recovery is the same as the continuation of the original execution as if no failures occurred. The rStream abstraction ensures that the restarted vertex is able to (re-)read
the input streams. Section 4 describes how rVertex and
rStream are implemented and how different failure recovery strategies can achieve different tradeoffs.

4

Job
Manager

Architecture and Implementation

S TREAM S is designed and implemented as a streaming
extension of the SCOPE [43] batch-processing system.
As a result, S TREAM S heavily leverages the architecture,
compiler, optimizer, and job manager in SCOPE, adapted
or re-designed to support stream processing at scale.
This approach expedites the development of S TREAM S;
the integration of batch and stream processing also offers
significant benefits in practice, as elaborated in Section 6.
In S TREAM S, a user programs a stream application
declaratively as described in Section 2. The program is
compiled into a streaming DAG for distributed execution as shown in Figure 4. To generate such a DAG, the
S TREAM S compiler performs the following steps: (1)

4.1

Implementing rVertex

The key to implementing rVertex is to ensure Determinism as defined in Section 3, which requires both function
determinism and input determinism. In S TREAM S, all
operators and user-defined functions must be deterministic. We also assume that the input streams for a job are
deterministic, both in terms of order and event values.
The only remaining input-related non-determinism is the
ordering of events across multiple input streams. Because S TREAM S uses CTI events (Section 2) as markers,
we insert a special MERGE operator at the beginning of a
4
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vertex that takes multiple input streams, which produces
a deterministic order of events for subsequent processing
in the vertex. It does so by waiting for the corresponding CTI events across input streams to show up, ordering
them deterministically, and emitting them in that deterministic order. Because the processing logic of vertices
tends to wait for the CTI events in the same way, this
solution does not introduce additional noticeable delay.
S TREAM S labels events in each stream with consecutive monotonically increasing sequence numbers. A
vertex uses sequence numbers to track the last consumed/produced events from all streams. At each step
of the execution, a vertex consumes the next event(s)
of the input streams, invokes Execute(), which might
change its internal state, and generates new events into
the output streams, thereby reaching a new snapshot.
GetSnapshot() returns such a snapshot, which can be
implemented by pausing the execution after a step or
some copy-on-write data structures so that a consistent
snapshot can be retrieved while running uninterrupted.
Load(c) starts a vertex and loads c as the current snapshot before resuming execution. To be able to resume
execution from a snapshot, a vertex can periodically create a checkpoint and store it reliably and persistently.

4.2

Step 2. resolve snapshot to
reproduce 16

Job
Manager

Step 1. snapshot tracking
v4: s1={<2, 7>, <12>, t1},
s2={<5, 10>, <20>, t2}, …

v1
v2

v4

v4

v3

v5

v6

Step 3. start a new instance

v7

Figure 5: Snapshot tracking and recovery for rStream.
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Figure 6: The S TREAM S implementation of rStream.
indicates that the vertex consumed up to event 2 in the
first input stream and up to event 7 in the second, and
produced output event 12, while at state t1 . The second
update s2 = {5, 10, 20,t2 } reports that it has reached
event 5 in the first input stream, event 10 in the second,
while at state t2 . This tracking is completely transparent
to users. Now if event 16 in the output stream needs to be
recomputed, the job manager can simply scan the snapshots and find the highest output sequence number that is
lower than 16, which is s1 in this case. It then starts a new
instance of the vertex, loads snapshot s1 , and continues
executing until event 16 is produced. The execution of
that new instance would require events 3-5 from the first
input stream and events 8-10 in the second, which might
trigger recomputation in upstream vertices if those events
were no longer available. This process eventually terminates as the original input events are always assumed to
be reliably persisted. Overall, such a design moves the
flush to the reliable persistent store out of the critical path
in normal execution, while at the same time reduces the
number of events that need to be recomputed during failure recovery. While rStream is conceptually infinite, in
a real implementation, garbage collection is necessary to
remove obsolete events and related tracking information
that are no longer needed for producing output events or
for failure recovery, which we describe in Section 4.3.
Figure 6 illustrates rStream’s implementation. In this
example, there is one writer W (the upstream vertex) and
three readers R1 , R2 , and R3 (downstream vertices). The
stream grows over time from left to right. The prefix
of the stream (marked as GC) includes events that are

Implementing rStream

The rStream abstraction provides reliable channels that
allow receivers to read from any written position. One
straightforward implementation is for producing vertices
to write events persistently and reliably into the underlying Cosmos distributed file system. Those synchronous
writes introduce significant latencies in the critical path
of stream processing. S TREAM S instead uses a hybrid
scheme that moves those writes out of the critical path
while providing the illusion of reliable channels: the
events being written are first buffered in memory colocated with the producing vertex and can be transmitted
directly to consuming vertices. The in-memory buffer is
asynchronously flushed to Cosmos to survive server failures. Events that are only kept in memory might be lost
on a failure, but can be recomputed when requested.
To be able to recompute lost events in case of failures, S TREAM S tracks how each event is computed, similar to dependency tracking in TimeStream [38] or lineage in D-Streams [42]. In particular, during execution, the job manager tracks vertex snapshots (through
GetSnapshot()), which it can use later to infer how to
reproduce events in the output streams. A vertex decides
for itself when to capture a snapshot, save it (e.g., checkpointing to a reliable persistent store), and report progress to the job manager. For example, in Figure 5, vertex v4 sends two updates to the job manager. The first
update reports a snapshot s1 = {2, 7, 12,t1 }, which
5
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…

v1.GC(a, 6)
v2.GC(b, 4) v1

v2
b

a

is consumed by a single downstream vertex, but it is
straightforward to support the general case, where a
stream is shared among multiple downstream vertices.
1. If m ≤ lmo , return; // no further GC needed.
2. Set lmo to m. Let s be the highest checkpointed snapshot s satisfying the condition that the sequence number
for output stream o in s is no higher than lmo for every
o ∈ O. Discard any snapshot lower than s.
3. For each input stream i ∈ I, let vi be the upstream
vertex producing input stream i and let si be the sequence number corresponding to input stream i in s, call
vi .GarbageCollect (si ) to discard events lower than si
in input stream i. Recursively call vi .GC(i, si ).
Intuitively, GC(o, m) figures out which information is
no longer needed if the downstream vertex (connected to
the output stream o) will not request any events with a
sequence number lower than m. It is called when the final output events are persisted or consumed, or when any
output events in a stream is persisted reliably. Figure 7
shows an example of low-water marks. Although the algorithm is specified recursively, it can be implemented
efficiently through a reverse topological order traversal.

Snapshots

…

DAG

v3.GC(c, 8)

Low-water mark
0

0 2

3 6

t0
c
Final output

0

t1
3

4

7

8

t2

t3

7

9

Time

Persisted up to 8 (exclusive)

Figure 7: Garbage collection: a recursive view.
obsolete and can be garbage collected, followed by a sequence of events that have been reliably persisted. The
tail of the stream (i.e., the most recent events) is volatile
and could get lost when failures happen. Checkpoints
can be created periodically (e.g., C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , and C5 )
for snapshots of the upstream vertex. When the volatile
portion of the stream is lost due to failure, it can be recomputed from snapshot C4 . Events in the reliable portion can be served to R1 and R2 without recomputation.
Replaying from a checkpoint in the reliable portion (e.g.,
C4 ) fully recovers the transient portion; as a result, no
further cascading recomputation is needed for recovery.

4.3

4.4

Failure Recovery Strategies

S TREAM S must recover from failures to keep streaming
applications running. The rVertex and rStream abstractions decouple downstream vertices in a DAG from their
upstream counterparts, making it easier to reason about
and deal with runtime failures. In addition, they abstract
away underlying implementation details, and allow them
to share a common mechanism for fault tolerance.
Different failure recovery strategies can be developed;
the choice can be decided by a combination of factors: normal-case cost (in terms of resources required),
normal-case overhead (in terms of latency), recovery cost
(in terms of resources required for recovery), and recovery time. We highlight three strategies that represent different tradeoffs that are appropriate in different scenarios. With rStream and rVertex, each vertex can recover
from failures independently. As a result, those strategies
can be applied at the vertex granularity and even different
vertices in the same job could potentially use different
strategies due to their different characteristics.
Checkpoint-based recovery. In this strategy, a vertex
checkpoints its snapshot periodically into a reliable persistent store. When the vertex fails, it will load the most
recent checkpoint and resume execution. A straightforward implementation of checkpointing introduces overhead in normal execution that is not ideal for vertices that
maintain a large internal state. Advanced checkpointing
techniques [33, 34] often require specific data structures,
which introduces complexity and overhead.

Garbage Collection

S TREAM S persists checkpoints of snapshots, streams,
and other tracking information reliably for failure recovery, and must determine when such information can
be garbage collected. S TREAM S maintains low-water
marks for vertices and streams during the execution of a
streaming application. For a stream, the low-water mark
points to the lowest sequence number of the events that
are needed; for a vertex, the low-water mark points to the
lowest snapshot of the vertex that are needed.
For each vertex, snapshots are totally ordered by the
vector of sequence numbers of its input and output
streams. Because snapshots capture the linear progress
of deterministic vertex execution, all sequence numbers
only move forward. For example, consider a vertex with
two input streams and one output stream, a snapshot s
with a vector of sequence numbers at (7, 12, 5) will
be lower than a snapshot at (7, 20, 8). There cannot
be another snapshot at (6, 16, 4).
Consider a vertex v with I as its set of input streams
and O as its set of output streams. Vertex v maintains
a low-water mark sequence number lmo for each output stream o ∈ O, initialized to 0. Vertex v implements
GC(o, m) to perform garbage collection, indicating that
any sequence number lower than m will no longer be
requested by the downstream vertex consuming output
stream o. For simplicity, we assume that each stream
6
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Replay-based recovery. Quite often stream computation is either stateless or has a short-term memory due
to its use of window operators; that is, its current internal state depends only on the events in the most recent
window of a certain duration (say the last 5 minutes).
In those cases, a vertex can get away with not explicitly checkpointing state, and instead reloading that window of events to rebuild state from an initial one. While
this is a special case, it is common enough to be useful.
Leveraging this property, S TREAM S can simply track the
sequence numbers of the input/output streams without
having to store the local states of a vertex. This strategy
might need to reload a possibly large window of input
events during recovery, but it avoids the upfront cost of
checkpointing in the normal case.
This strategy has a subtle implication on garbage collection. Instead of loading a state in a snapshot, a vertex
must recover it from earlier events in the input streams.
Those events must be retained along with the snapshot.
Replication-based recovery. Yet another strategy is to
have multiple instances of the same vertex run at the
same time: they can be connected to the same input
streams and output streams. Our rStream implementation allows multiple readers and writers, deduplicating
automatically based on sequence numbers. The Determinism property of rVertex also makes replication a viable approach because those instances will behave consistently. With replication, a vertex can have instances
take checkpoints in turn without affecting latency observed by readers because other instances are running at a
normal pace. When one instance fails, it can also get the
current snapshot from another instance directly to speed
up recovery. All those benefits come at the cost of having
multiple instances running at the same time.

5

results for the current or future batches in efficient data
structures and can only retire them on CTI events. Regardless of how mini-batches are generated, such a join
state is potentially big for complex join types and needs
to be rebuilt in each batch or passed on between consecutive mini-batches. Furthermore, D-Streams unnecessarily couples low latency and fault tolerance: a minibatch defines the granularity at which vertex computation
is triggered and therefore dictates latency, while an immutable RDD, mainly for failure recovery, is created for
each mini-batch. The low-latency requirements demand
small batch sizes even though there is no need to enable
failure recovery at that granularity.
Non-determinism. Determinism is required in rVertex for correctness and also makes debugging easier.
Non-determinism could introduce inconsistency when
a vertex re-executes during failure recovery. Nondeterminism might cause re-execution to deviate from
the initial execution and lead to a situation where downstream vertices use two inconsistent versions of the output event streams from this vertex. S TREAM S can be
extended to support non-determinism, but at a cost.
One way to avoid inconsistency due to nondeterminism is to make sure that any output events produced by a vertex do not need to be recomputed. This can
be achieved, for example, by checkpointing the snapshot
to a reliable and persistent store before making the output
events visible to downstream vertices. This is in essence
the choice that MillWheel [7] makes in its design. This
proposal introduces significant overhead because the expensive checkpointing is on the critical path. An alternative approach is to log non-deterministic decisions during
execution for faithful replay [10, 22, 23, 32, 35]. Logging non-deterministic decisions is often less costly than
checkpointing snapshots, but this approach requires that
all sources of non-determinism be identified, appropriately logged, and replayed. S TREAM S does not support
such mechanisms in the current implementation.
Out-of-order event ordering. Events could arrive in an
order that does not correspond to their application timestamps, for example, when the events come from multiple sources. To allow out-of-order event processing,
systems such as Storm [3] and MillWheel [7] assign a
unique but unordered ID to each event. A downstream
vertex sends ACKs with those IDs to an upstream vertex to
track progress and handle failures. S TREAM S decouples
the logical order of events from their physical delivery
and consumption. It borrows the idea of CTI events as
discussed in Section 2 from stream databases to achieve
out-of-order event processing at the language and operator level. At the system level, S TREAM S assigns unique
and ordered sequence numbers to events, making it easy
to track progress and handle failures, while avoiding explicit ACKs that could incur performance overhead.

Discussion

S TREAM S makes different choices from existing distributed stream processing engines on stream model,
non-determinism, and out-of-order event processing.
Mini-batch stream processing with RDD. Instead of
supporting a continuous stream model, D-Streams [42]
models a stream computation as a series of mini-batch
computations in small time intervals and leverages immutable RDDs [41] for failure recovery. Modeling a
stream computation as a series of mini-batches could
be cumbersome because many stream operators, such as
windowing, joins, and aggregations, maintain states to
process event streams efficiently. Breaking such operations into separate mini-batch computation requires rebuilding computation state from the previous batches before processing new events in the current batch. A good
example is the inner join in Figure 1. The join operator
needs to track all the events that might generate matching
7
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6

Production Experiences

the required resources. The off-line mode is completely
transparent to the user code, which behaves the same
way as in the on-line version except for latency.
Traveling back in time. A streaming application typically progresses forward in time, but we have encountered cases where traveling back in time is needed. For
example, a user might request to re-examine a segment
of execution in the past in response to an audit request.
As a result of the investigation, the user needs to apply
adjustments to the past results because the learning algorithm used is imperfect and needs correction in this particular case. To improve the algorithm, the user further
conducts experiments with new algorithms and compares
them with the current one. To handle such requirements,
we maintain all past checkpoints and input channels in a
global repository that implements a retention policy. Our
rVertex and rStream abstractions support time travel to
the past as is the case for failure recovery.
Continuous operation during system maintenance.
Cluster-wide maintenance and updates, e.g., to apply
patches, occur regularly in data centers. For batch jobs,
the maintenance can be done systematically by not assigning new tasks to the ones to be patched and waiting
for the existing tasks to finish on those machines. This
is unfortunately not sufficient for streaming applications
as they run continuously. Instead, S TREAM S leverages
duplicate execution (as used to handle stragglers) to minimize the effect: after receiving a notification that certain
machines are scheduled for maintenance, the job manager replicates the execution of each affected vertex and
schedules another instance in a different safe machine.
Once the new instance catches up in terms of events processing, the job manager can safely kill the affected vertex and allow maintenance to proceed.
Straggler handling. Stragglers are vertices that make
progress at a slower rate than other vertices in the same
stage. Preventing and mitigating stragglers is particularly important for streaming applications where stragglers can have more severe and long-lasting performance
impact. First, S TREAM S continuously monitors machine
health and only considers healthy machines for running
streaming vertices. This significantly reduces the likelihood of introducing stragglers at runtime. Second, for
each vertex, S TREAM S tracks its resulting CTI events,
normalized by the number of its input events, to estimate
roughly its progress. If one vertex has a processing speed
that is significantly slower than the others in the same
stage that execute the same query logic, a duplicate copy
is started from the most recent checkpoint. They execute
in parallel until either one catches up with the others, at
which point the slower one is killed.
A streaming application might encounter anomalies
during its execution; for example, when hitting unexpected input events. We have encountered cases where

S TREAM S has been deployed in production. This section
highlights our experiences with developing S TREAM S
and with supporting the life cycle of streaming applications, from development, debugging, to deployment.
From batch to streaming. S TREAM S has been developed as an extension to an existing large-scale batch processing system and benefited greatly from reusing the existing components, such as the compiler, optimizer, and
DAG/job manager, with adaptation and changes to support streaming. For example, the compiler is extended
to handle streaming operators and the optimizer has a revised cost function to evaluate streaming plans.
Quite a few streaming applications were migrated
from recurring batch jobs to achieve better efficiency and
low latency. S TREAM S provides supports for such migration in the compiler and allows the use of a batch version to validate the results of a streaming counterpart.
Scaling and robustness to fluctuation. S TREAM S creates a physical plan to handle scaling based on estimated
peak input rates and operator costs, ensuring that a sufficient number of vertices in each stage execute in parallel to handle the peak load. We find S TREAM S’s design robust to fluctuations caused by load spikes or server
failures thanks to the decoupling between vertices using
rStream. When one vertex falls behind temporarily, the
input events to the vertex are queued in essentially an infinite buffer in the underlying distributed storage system.
The queuing also allows effective event batching to allow the vertex to catch up quickly. When the peak load
increases over time, S TREAM S provides the support to
move to a new configuration with increased degrees of
paralleliem, without any interruption. This is done by
initiating new vertices with derived states from checkpoints in the current job, and retires the corresponding
vertices when the new ones catch up. The flexibility of
rStream makes it easy to support such transitions. We
decided not to support dynamic reconfiguration [38] as
the additional complexity was not justified.
Distributed streaming made easy. In S TREAM S, the
declarative programming language and the stream data
model makes it easy to program a streaming application
without worrying about the distributed system details.
S TREAM S extends the simplicity to development and debugging via a different instantiation of rStream and a
different scheduling policy in the job manager. Specifically, S TREAM S introduces an off-line mode, where finite datasets, usually persistently stored, can be read to
simulate on-line event streams, through a special instantiation of rStream. The job manager also uses a special
off-line mode that favors ease of debugging over latency
by executing one vertex at a time, instead of running
all vertices concurrently, thereby significantly reducing
8
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Figure 8: Distribution of vertex state sizes.
certain rare input events take a lot of time to process.
The vertex hitting such an event is often considered a
straggler, but such a straggler cannot be fixed by duplicate execution as the computation is always expensive.
We extend S TREAM S with an alert mechanism to supply users with various alerts, including event processing speeds and on-line statistics, and provide a flexible
mechanism that allows users to specify a filter to weed
out such events to keep the streaming application running smoothly (before a new solution is ready to be deployed). To ensure determinism, before a filter is applied,
S TREAM S creates a checkpoint for the vertex, flushes the
volatile part of the streams, and records the filter.
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Figure 9: Application performance, failures, and server
reboots over a 7-week period.
around 6 hours: it had to wait for the data to accumulate
(every 3 hours) and to rebuild the state every time it ran.
The application has a complex processing logic that
involves a total of 48 stages, containing 18 joins of 5
different types (specifically, left semi, left anti semi, left
outer, inner, and clip [9]). During the period of evaluation, the application executes on 3,220 vertices, processing tens of billions of input events (around 9.5 TB in size)
and resulting in around 180 TB of I/O per day. Figure 8
shows the distribution of in-memory vertex state sizes
in the application. There are about 25% “heavy” vertices that maintain a huge in-memory state because the
application extracts millions of features from raw events
and maintains a large number of complicated statistics in
memory before feeding them into a sophisticated on-line
prediction engine for fraud detection. The aggregated inmemory state of all the vertices is around 21.3 TB.

Evaluation

S TREAM S has been deployed since late 2014 in shared
20,000-server production clusters, running concurrently
a few hundred thousand jobs daily, including a variety of
batch, interactive, machine-learning, and streaming applications. Our evaluation starts with an in-depth study
of a large business-critical production streaming application. Next, we perform extensive experiments using
three simple streaming applications to demonstrate the
scalability and performance with S TREAM S, as well as
the tradeoff between latency and throughput. Finally, we
evaluate different failure recovery strategies. All the experiments are carried out in our shared production environment to perform real and practical evaluation.

7.1

100

7.2

S TREAM S in Production

In a shared production environment, failures, variations,
and system maintenance are the norm. We cover several
key aspects of the production streaming application, including performance, failures, variations, and stragglers.
Performance and failure impact. Figure 9 shows the
end-to-end latency of this application over a 7-week period (top figure), along with the number of server failures
(middle figure), and the number of servers brought down
for planned maintenance (bottom figure), all aligned on
time. We observed random server failures from time to
time, impacting the application latency in various ways.
We also experienced a major planned system maintenance that systematically rebooted machines.
We highlight four interesting periods, labeled A, B, C,
and D. In case A, although the number of failures was not

A Production Streaming Application

For our evaluation, we study a production streaming application that supports a core on-line advertisement service. The application detects fraud clicks of on-line
transactions in near-real time and refunds affected customers accordingly. Because the application is related to
accounting, strong guarantees are needed. Latency is important for the application because lower latency allows
customers to adjust their selling strategies more quickly,
leading to higher revenues for the service. The previous
implementation as a batch job introduced a latency of
9
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Figure 10: Distribution of vertex latency in four representative stages.
high, some of the failed vertices held a relatively large
in-memory state and took a long time to recover, thereby
leading to a significant latency spike. In case B, however,
a majority of failures occurred to vertices with a relatively small state. The recovery was therefore fast and its
latency impact was hardly visible. Case C corresponds to
a “live site” triggered by an unplanned mis-configuration
that caused a significant number of machines to reboot.
The issue led to a significant latency spike, but the application survived this massive failure. In Case D, a planned
system maintenance rebooted machines in batches to apply OS patches and software upgrades. The entire application had to be migrated to run on a different set of
machines. S TREAM S used duplicate execution for each
affected vertex to migrate gracefully.
The average end-to-end latency for the application is
around 20 minutes. The original timestamps of the input
events are included in the final output events and are used
to compute end-to-end latency. The input delay, which
is the interval between when events are generated/timestamped and when they appear in the input streams of the
application, is also included. Window aggregations semantically introduce delay in latency and are the dominant factor in the overall latency for this application.
Variations. Performance variations are common in distributed computation, even among vertices in the same
stage. Figure 10 shows the latency distribution of all the
vertices in four representative stages, respectively. Stage
W is responsible for extracting input events from raw
event logs: the latency observed at that stage is mostly
due to input delay. The variations observed in that stage
are also consistently observed in later stages. Stage X
contains window aggregations, which intrinsically introduce delays that are comparable to those of the window
sizes to the downstream stage Y . Stage Z represents
the application’s final computation stage. Variations are
the result of various factors: load fluctuation and interference on servers, or changing data characteristics and
their impact on computation complexity and efficiency.
Concurrent channels. Interestingly, noticeable performance variations are observed on vertices that process
the same data from the same upstream vertex. We examine a vertex whose output events are broadcast to 150
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Figure 11: Benefits of concurrent channels.
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Figure 12: Stragglers in production.
downstream vertices in the application we study. Figure 11(a) shows a detailed 8-minute view of processing
speed variations on four selected vertices. A difference
of several thousand events in processing speeds shows up
from time to time, mainly due to computation variations
in individual vertices: one vertex might outperform others for a period of time and then lag behind in the next.
This observation argues against a naive synchronized design (e.g., using TCP directly) that forces all downstream
vertices to proceed in lock steps, causing the slowest vertex to dictate in each step. S TREAM S employs a concurrent design, allowing individual downstream vertices
to advance at different speeds. Figure 11(b) compares
the projected progress of such a synchronized design
with the actual execution that uses a concurrent channel. The performance of using concurrent channels noticeably outperforms that of using synchronized ones.
Stragglers. Stragglers do appear in production even with
mechanisms to prevent them. A straggler cannot recover
by itself, unlike performance variation, and actions such
as duplicate execution might be needed to resolve it. Figure 12 shows the number of stragglers we detected and
successfully recovered during the 7-week period. We are
conservative in classifying a vertex as a straggler because
we observe that in most cases a vertex that falls behind
temporarily can catch up by processing at large batches.
The detected ones are those with persistent issues.
10
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To evaluate scalability and study performance tradeoff,
we run three simple streaming applications in production. (1) Grep scans input events (strings) for a matching
pattern; (2) WordCount counts the number of words in
an input stream over 1-minute hopping windows, and (3)
Join joins two input streams to return matching pairs.
Each event in the first input stream has a 2-min window [t,t + 2], while a matching event with the same join
key appears in the second stream in a 1-min window
[t + 0.5,t + 1.5], so that each event appears in the join
result, allowing the application to produce a steady output stream. In all cases, each event is 100 bytes.
To evaluate scalability, we run each application with
different numbers of vertices (degrees of parallelism) up
to 1,000. We constrain each vertex to use one CPU core
and limit I/O bandwidth to avoid significantly impacting production activities. Figure 13 reports the maximum throughput that S TREAM S can sustain under a 1second latency bound for each application with different
numbers of vertices. S TREAM S scales linearly to 1000
vertices, achieving a throughput of up to 35 GB/s. We
also repeat the same experiments on a small dedicated
20-machine test cluster without any vertex resource constraint. S TREAM S is able to saturate the network and the
maximum throughput is bounded by network bandwidth.
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Figure 14: Latency and throughput tradeoff using Grep
with 100 vertices.
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Figure 15: Comparing failure recovery strategies.
500 msec, but it is configurable for each application.
In S TREAM S, events are first buffered in memory before asynchronously flushed to a reliable persistent store.
To compare, we repeat the same Grep experiment by
synchronously storing every event persistently, as done
in MillWheel [7]. Figure 14(b) shows a similar tradeoff. However, its latency is always worse than that of
S TREAM S, while its throughput is worse when the buffer
size is smaller than 1KB and is comparable otherwise.

Tradeoff: Latency vs. Throughput

We further study the tradeoff between latency and
throughput by varying event buffer size using Grep with
100 vertices. We choose Grep because it has no window or join constructs that could introduce applicationlevel delays. We repeat each experiment 3 times and report the average, minimum, and maximum values. As
shown in Figure 14(a), S TREAM S achieves a latency
around 10 msec using a small buffer size at the cost of
lower throughput. As the buffer size grows, the throughput improves but the latency also increases. S TREAM S
achieves a stable maximum throughout when buffering
every 16K events, where the latency is around 280 msec.
Our default production setting triggers computation either when accumulated events fill a 2MB buffer or every

7.5

Failure Recovery Strategies

We compare three failure recovery strategies using Join
in Figure 15. The experiment is conducted in a production environment, where we inject a vertex failure manually, apply different recovery strategies, and observe the
latency impact during failure and recovery. We align the
time lines of the executions for ease of comparison.
11
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The replication-based strategy has no impact on the latency because it always has at least two instances of the
same vertex running. For the checkpoint-based strategy,
each checkpointing introduces a small latency spike. After a failure, a new instance of the failed vertex reloads
the latest checkpoint and continues executing. From A1
to A2 , the checkpointed snapshot is reloaded. From A2
to A3 , the vertex re-produces events that were already
generated before failure. Those are discarded. After A3 ,
the vertex starts to produce new output events. The latency is high at this point because input events have been
buffered during failure/recovery. The vertex catches up
at A4 . Replay-based recovery does not have checkpointing overhead. The last snapshot is reconstructed by replaying the input events, which corresponds to the period
between B1 to B2 . There is a longer delay in replay-based
recovery because the state in checkpoint is more condensed than the input events (a common case). Once the
state is reconstructed, it follows the same steps as in the
checkpoint-based recovery: it reproduces some duplicate
output from B2 to B3 and then catches up at B4 . The actual shape of the curves depends on many factors, such
as the sizes of the states, the number of events that must
be replayed, the replay speed, and the catch-up speed.
As a rule of thumb, the checkpoint-based strategy is
preferable if the checkpointing cost is low. The replaybased strategy is favored if the checkpointing cost is
high, but the replay cost is comparable to that of recovery from a checkpoint. In our production application,
25% of the vertices use replay-based recovery (manually configured) to avoid the normal-case latency penalty,
while the remaining use checkpoint-based recovery for
fast fail-over. Replication is used for duplicate execution
to handle stragglers or to enable migration.

8

makes it easy to reason about correctness. Other systems such as Trident [4] (over Storm), MillWheel [7, 8],
TimeStream [38], D-Streams [42], and Samza [2] also
embrace strong consistency, but make different design
choices. The abstractions in S TREAM S separate the
key requirements of fault tolerant streaming processing from the different approaches in satisfying those requirements. For example, state management and tracking in Trident, MillWheel, and Samza can be considered a way to realize rVertex. TimeStream’s dependency tracking and D-Streams’ lineage tracking can be
used to implement rStream with on-demand recomputation, while Kafka [30]-based channel implementation in
Samza implements rStream with all events persisted reliably. S TREAM S’s rStream implementation moves the
cost of reliable persistence out of the critical path (unlike
MillWheel [7] and Samza [2]), while keeping the probability of on-demand recomputation low and avoiding
cascading recovery in practice. Other noteworthy technical differences, such as continuous vs. mini-batch models, non-determinism, and out-of-order event processing,
have been discussed in Section 5.
Several other systems focus on other design dimensions. For example, Photon [12] and JetStream [39] address the geo-distribution aspect of streaming to achieve
consistency and efficiency over a wide area network.
Naiad [36] and Flink [16] handle dataflows with cycles
for incremental computation. SEEP [24] and ChronoStream [40] address the resource elasticity for streaming by dynamically adjusting the degree of parallelism.
Heron [31] improves on Storm to run in shared production cluster efficiently and introduces backpressure.

9

Related Work

Conclusion

S TREAM S takes a principled approach to distributed
fault-tolerant cloud scale stream computation with new
abstractions rVertex and rStream. Its implementation
and deployment in production not only provide the insights that validate the design choices, but also offer
valuable engineering experiences that are key to the success of such a cloud scale stream computation system.

The key concepts in S TREAM S, such as declarative SQLlike language, temporal relational algebra, compilation
and optimization to streaming DAG, and scheduling,
have been inherited from the design of stream database
systems [6, 13, 20, 5, 19], which extensively studied
stream semantics [29, 18, 15, 28] and distributed processing [11, 25, 17, 14, 26]. S TREAM S’s novelty is in the
new rStream and rVertex abstractions designed for high
scalability and fault tolerance through decoupling, representing a different and increasingly important design
point that favors scalability at the expense of somewhat
loosened latency requirements. MapReduce Online [21],
S4 [37], and Storm [3, 31] extend a DAG model in batch
processing systems like Hadoop [1] to streaming.
S TREAM S is designed to achieve the exactly-once semantics despite failures; such strong consistency is required by many production streaming applications and

10
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Abstract
How objects are assigned to components in a distributed
system can have a significant impact on performance
and resource usage. Social Hash is a framework for
producing, serving, and maintaining assignments of objects to components so as to optimize the operations
of large social networks, such as Facebook’s Social
Graph. The framework uses a two-level scheme to decouple compute-intensive optimization from relatively
low-overhead dynamic adaptation. The optimization at
the first level occurs on a slow timescale, and in our applications is based on graph partitioning in order to leverage the structure of the social network. The dynamic
adaptation at the second level takes place frequently to
adapt to changes in access patterns and infrastructure,
with the goal of balancing component loads.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of Social Hash with
two real applications. The first assigns HTTP requests
to individual compute clusters with the goal of minimizing the (memory-based) cache miss rate; Social Hash decreased the cache miss rate of production workloads by
25%. The second application assigns data records to storage subsystems with the goal of minimizing the number
of storage subsystems that need to be accessed on multiget fetch requests; Social Hash cut the average response
time in half on production workloads for one of the storage systems at Facebook.

1

Introduction

Almost all of the user-visible data and information
served up by the Facebook app is maintained in a single directed graph called the Social Graph [2, 34, 35].
Friends, Checkins, Tags, Posts, Likes, and Comments
are all represented as vertices and edges in the graph. As
such, the graph contains billions of vertices and trillions
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of edges, and it consumes many hundreds of petabytes of
storage space.
The information presented to Facebook users is primarily the result of dynamically generated queries on the
Social Graph. For instance, a user’s home profile page
contains the results of hundreds of dynamically triggered
queries. Given the popularity of Facebook, the Social
Graph must be able to service well over a billion queries
a second.
The scale of both the graph and the volume of queries
makes it necessary to use a distributed system design for
implementing the systems supporting the Social Graph.
Designing and implementing such a system so that it operates efficiently is non-trivial.
A problem that repeatedly arises in distributed systems that serve large social networks is one of assigning objects to components; for example, assigning user
requests to compute servers (HTTP request routing), or
assigning data records to storage subsystems (storage
sharding). How such assignments are made can have
a significant impact on performance and resource usage. Moreover, the assignments must satisfy a wide
range of requirements: e.g., they must (i) be amenable
to quick lookup, (ii) respect component size constraints,
and (iii) be able to adapt to changes in the graph, usage
patterns and hardware infrastructure, while keeping the
load well balanced, and (iv) limit the frequency of assignment changes to prevent excess overhead.
The relationship between the data of the social network and the queries on the social network is m : n —
a query may require several data items and a data item
may be required by several queries. This makes finding
a good assignment of objects to components non-trivial;
finding an optimal solution for many objective functions
is NP Hard [6]. Moreover, a target optimization goal,
captured by an objective function, may conflict with the
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Figure 1: Social Hash Abstract Framework

goal of keeping the loads on the components reasonably
well balanced. In the next subsection, we propose a twolevel framework that allows us to trade off these two conflicting objectives.
Social Hash Framework
We have developed a general framework that accommodates the HTTP request routing and storage sharding examples mentioned above, as well as other variants of the
assignment problem. In our Social Hash framework, the
assignment of objects (such as users or data records) to
components (such as compute clusters or storage subsystems) is done in two steps. (See Fig. 1.)
In the first step, each object is assigned to a group,
where groups are conceptual entities representing clusterings of objects. Importantly, there are usually many
more groups than components. This assignment is based
on optimizing a given, scenario-dependent, objective
function. For example, when assigning HTTP requests
to compute clusters, the objective function may seek to
minimize the (main memory) cache miss rate; and when
assigning data records to disk subsystems, the objective
function may seek to minimize the number of disk subsystems that must be contacted for multi-get queries. Because this optimization is typically computationally intensive, objects are re-assigned to groups only periodically and offline (e.g., daily or weekly). Hence, we refer
to this as the static assignment step.
In the second step, each group is assigned to a component. This second assignment is based on inputs
from system monitors and system administrators so as to
rapidly and dynamically respond to changes in the system and workload. It is able to accommodate components going on or offline, and it is responsible for keeping the components’ loads well balanced. Because the
assignments at this level can change in real time, we refer to this as the dynamic assignment step.
A key attribute of our framework is the decoupling of
optimization in the static assignment step, and dynamic

adaptation in the dynamic assignment step. Our solutions
to the assignment problem rely on being able to beneficially group together relatively small, cohesive sets of
objects in the Social Graph. In the optimizations performed by the static assignment step, we use graph partitioning to extract these sets from the Social Graph or
from prior access patterns. Optimization methods other
than graph partitioning could be used interchangeably,
but graph partitioning is expected to be particularly effective in the context of social networks, because most
requests are social in nature where users that are socially
close tend to consume similar data. The Social in Social Hash reflects this essential idea of grouping socially
similar objects together.
Contributions
This paper describes the Social Hash framework for assigning objects to components given scenario-dependent
optimization objectives, while satisfying the requirements of fine-grained load balancing, assignment stability, and fast lookup in the context of practical difficulties
presented by changes in the workload and infrastructure.
The Social Hash framework and the two applications
described in this paper have been in production use at
Facebook for over a year. Over 78% of Facebook’s
“stateless” Web traffic routing occurs with this framework, and the storage sharding application involves tens
of thousands of storage servers. The framework has also
been used in other settings (e.g., to distribute vertices in a
graph processing system, and to reorder data to improve
compression rates). We do not describe these additional
applications in this paper.
The three most important contributions we make in
this paper are:
1. the two-step assignment hierarchy of our framework that decouples (a) optimization on the Social
Graph or previous usage patterns from (b) adaptation to changes in the workload and hardware infrastructure;
2. our use of graph partitioning to exploit the structure
of the social network to optimize HTTP routing in
very large distributed systems;
3. our use of query history to construct bipartite graphs
that are then partitioned to optimize storage sharding.
With respect to (1), the use of a multi-level scheme for
allocating resources in distributed systems is not new, not
even when used with graph partitioning [33]. In particular, some multi-tenant resource allocation schemes
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have used approaches that are in many respects similar
to the one being proposed here [19, 26, 27, 28]. However, the specifics of our approach, especially as they relate to Facebook’s operating environment and workload,
are sufficiently interesting and unique to warrant a dedicated discussion and analysis. Regarding (2), edge-cut
based graph partitioning techniques have been used for
numerous optimization applications, but to the best of
our knowledge not for making routing decisions to reduce cache miss rates. Similarly, for (3), graph partitioning has previously been applied to storage sharding [33],
but partitioning bipartite graphs based on prior access
patterns is, as far as we know, novel.
We show that the Social Hash framework enables significant performance improvements as measured on the
production Social Graph system using live workloads.
Our HTTP request routing optimization cut the cache
miss rate by 25%, and our storage sharding optimization
cut the average response latency in half.

2

Two motivating example applications

In this section, we provide more details of the two examples we mentioned in the Introduction. We discuss and
analyze these applications in significantly greater detail
in later sections.
HTTP request routing optimization. The purpose of
HTTP request routing is to assign HTTP requests to compute clusters. When a cluster services a request, it fetches
any required data from external storage servers, and then
caches the data in a cluster-local main memory-based
cache, such as TAO [2] or Memcache [24], for later reuse
by other requests. For example, in a social network, a
client may issue an HTTP request to generate the list of
recent posts by a user’s friends. The HTTP request will
be routed to one of several compute clusters. The server
will fetch all posts made by the user’s friends from external databases and cache the fetched data. How HTTP
requests are assigned to compute clusters will affect the
cache hit rate (since a cached data record may be consumed by several queries). It is therefore desirable to
choose a HTTP request assignment scheme which assigns requests with similar data requirements to the same
compute cluster.
Storage sharding optimization. The purpose of storage sharding is to distribute a set of data records across
several storage subsystems. A query which requires a
certain record must communicate with the unique host
that serves that record.1 A query may consume sev1 To simplify our discussion, we disregard the fact that data is typically replicated across multiple storage servers.
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eral records, and a record may be consumed by several
queries. For example, if the dataset consists of recent
posts produced by all the users, a typical query might
fetch the recent posts produced by a user’s friends.
The assignment of data records to storage subsystems
determines the number of hosts a query needs to communicate with to obtain the required data. A common optimization is to group requests destined to the same storage
subsystem and issue a single request for all of them. Additionally, since requests to different storage subsystems
are processed independently, they can be sent in parallel. As a result, the latency of the slowest request will
determine the latency of a multi-get query, and the more
hosts a query needs to communicate with, the higher the
expected latency (as we show in Section 6.1). It is thus
desirable to choose a data record assignment scheme that
collocates the data required by similar queries within a
small number of storage subsystems.

3

The assignment problem

Assigning objects to system components is a challenging part of scaling an online distributed system. In this
section, we abstract the essential features of our two motivating examples to formulate the problem we solve in
this paper.

3.1

Requirements

We have the following requirements:
• Minimal average query response time: User satisfaction can improve with low query response times.
• Load balanced components: The better loadbalanced the components, the higher the efficiency of the
system; a poorly load-balanced system will reach its capacity earlier and in some cases may lead to increased
latencies.
• Assignment stability: Assignments of objects to
components should not change too frequently in order
to avoid excessive overhead. For example, reassigning a
query from one cluster to another may lead to extra (cold)
cache misses at the new cluster.
• Fast lookup: Low latency lookup of the objectcomponent assignment is important, given the online nature of our target distributed system.

3.2

Practical challenges

Meeting the requirements listed above is challenging for
a variety of reasons:
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• Scale: The assignment problem typically requires
assigning a large number of objects to a substantially
smaller number of components. The combinatorial explosion in the number of possible assignments prevents
simple optimization methods from being effective.
• Effects of similarity on load balance: Colocating
similar objects usually results in higher load imbalances
than when colocating dissimilar objects. For example,
similar users likely have similar hours of activity, browsing devices, and favorite product features, leading to load
imbalance when assigning similar users to the same compute clusters.
• Heterogenous and dynamic set of components:
Components are often heterogeneous and thus support
different loads. Further, the desired load on each component can change over time; e.g., due to hardware failure.
Finally the set of components will change over time as
new hardware is introduced and old hardware removed.
• Dynamic workload: The relationship between data
and queries can change over time. A previously rarely
accessed data record could become popular, or new types
of queries could start requesting data records that were
previously not accessed. This can happen, for example, if
friendship ties in the network are introduced or removed,
or if product features change their data consumption pattern.
• Addition and removal of objects: Social networks
change and grow constantly, so the set of objects that
must be assigned changes over time. For example, users
may join or leave the service.
The magnitude and relative importance of these practical challenges will differ depending on the distributed
system being targeted. For Facebook, the scale is enormous; similar users do have similar patterns; and heterogeneous hardware is prevalent. On the other hand,
changes to the graph occur at a (relatively) modest rate
(in part because we often only consider subgraphs of the
Social Graph); and rate of hardware failures is reasonably constant and predictable.

4

Social Hash Framework

In this section, we propose a framework called the Social
Hash Framework which comprises a solution to the assignment problem and, moreover, addresses the practical
challenges listed above.
In Section 1 we introduced the abstract framework
with objects at the bottom, (abstract) groups in the middle, and components at the top. Recall that objects are
queries, users, or data records, etc., and components are
computer clusters, or storage subsystems, etc..

Objects are first assigned to groups in a optimizationbased static assignment that is updated on a slow
timescale of a day to a week. Groups are then assigned
to components using an adaptation-based dynamic assignment that is updated on a much faster timescale.
Dynamic assignment is used to keep the system loadbalanced despite changes in the workload or changes in
the underlying infrastructure. This two-level design is
intended to accommodate the disparate requirements and
challenges of efficiently operating a huge social network,
as described in Section 3.
Below, we give more concrete details on the abstract
framework, how it is implemented, and how it is used.
In Sections 5 and 6 we will become even more concrete
and present specific implementation issues for our two
examples. We begin by presenting our rationale for using
a two-level design.

4.1

Rationale

Our two-level approach for assigning objects to components is motivated by the observation that there is a conflict between the objectives of optimization and adaptation. In theory, one could assign objects to components
directly, resulting in only one assignment step. However,
this would not work well in practice because of difficulties adapting to changes: as mentioned, component
loads often change unpredictably; components are added
or removed from the system dynamically; and the similarity of objects that are naturally grouped together for
optimization leads to unbalanced utilization of resources.
Waiting to rerun the assignment algorithm would leave
the system in a suboptimal state for too long, and changing assignments on individual objects without re-running
the assignment algorithm would also be suboptimal.
An assignment framework must therefore address both
the optimization and adaptation objectives, and it must
offer enough flexibility to be able to shift emphasis between these competing objectives at will. With a twolevel approach, the static level optimizes the assignment
to groups where, from the point of view of optimization,
the group is treated as a virtual component. The dynamic
level adapts to changes by assigning groups to components. Multiple groups may be assigned to the same
component; however, all objects in the same group are
guaranteed to be assigned to the same component. (See
Figure 1.) As such, what is particularly propitious about
our architecture is that dynamic reassignment of groups
to components does not negate the optimization step because objects in a group remain collocated to the same
component, even after reassignment.
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4.2

Framework Overview

In this subsection, we describe the main elements of
the Social Hash framework, as depicted in Fig. 2: the
static assignment algorithm, the dynamic assignment algorithm, the lookup method, and the missing key assignment. In the discussion that follows it is useful to note
that objects are uniquely identified by a key.
The static assignment algorithm generates a static
mapping from objects to groups using the following input: (i) a context dependent graph, which in our work
can be either a unipartite graph (e.g., friendship graph)
or a bipartite graph based on access logs (e.g., relating
queries and accessed data records); (ii) type of object that
is to be assigned to groups (e.g. data records, users, etc);
(iii) an objective function; (iv) number of groups; and
(v) permissible imbalance between groups. The output
of the static partitioning algorithm is a hash table of (key,
group) pairs, indexed by key. We refer to this hash table
as the Social Hash Table.2
The dynamic assignment uses the following input:
(i) current component loads, (ii) the desired maximum
load per component, and possibly (iii) the historical loads
per group. The desired load for each component is provided by system operators and monitoring systems, and
the historical loads induced by each group can be derived from system logs. As the observed and desired
loads change over time, the dynamic assignment shifts
groups among components to balance the load. The output of the dynamic assignment is a hash table of (group,
component) pairs, called the Assignment Table.2
2 In practice, any key-value store that supports fast lookups can be
used. We describe it as a hash table for ease of comprehension.
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We are able to seamlessly shift emphasis between
static optimization and dynamic adaptation by means of
the parameter n, the ratio of number
 of groups to number
of components; that is n := |G| |C|. When n = 1, the
emphasis is entirely on the static optimization. There is
a 1 : 1 correspondence between groups and components.
As noted above, this may not work well for some applications because it may not be sufficiently adaptive. When
n  1, we trade off optimization for increased adaptation. When n is too large, the optimization quality may
be severely degraded, and the overhead of dynamic assignment may be prohibitive. Clearly, the choice of n,
and thus the tradeoff between optimization and adaptation, is best selected on a per-application basis; as we
show in later sections, some applications require less aggressive adaptation than others, allowing more emphasis
to be placed on optimization.

first the object key is used to index into the Social Hash
Table to obtain the target group, g; second, g is used to
index into the Assignment Table to obtain the component
id c. This is shown in Figure 2.
Because the Social Hash Table is constructed only periodically, it is possible that a target key is missing in
the Social Hash table; for example, the key could refer to a new user or a user that has not had any activity
in the recent past (and hence is not in the access log).
When an object key is not found in the Social Hash Table, then the Missing Key Assignment rule does the exception handling and assigns the object to a group on the
fly. The primary requirement is that these exceptional assignments are generated in a consistent way so that subsequent lookups of the same key return the same group.
Eventually these new keys will be incorporated into the
Social Hash Table by the static partitioning algorithm.

4.3

Static assignment algorithm

We use graph partitioning algorithms to partition objects
into groups in the static assignment step. Graph partitioning algorithms have been well-studied [3], and a
number of graph partitioning frameworks exist [5, 18].
However, social network graphs, like Facebook’s Social
Graph, can be huge compared to what much of the existing literature contemplates. As a result, an approach
is needed that is amenable to distributed computation on
distributed memory systems. We built our custom graph
partitioning solution on top of the Apache Giraph graph
processing system [1], in part because of its ability to partition graphs in parallel; other graph processing systems
could have also potentially been used [10, 11, 20].
The basic strategy in obtaining good static assignments is the following graph partitioning heuristic. We
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assume the algorithm begins with an initial (weight-)
balanced assignment of objects to groups represented as
pairs (v, gv ), where v denotes an object and gv denotes the
group to which v is initially assigned. Next, for each v,
we record the group g∗v that gives the optimal assignment
for v to minimize the objective function, assuming all
other assignments remain the same. This step is repeated
for each object to obtain a list of pairs (v, g∗v ). Each object can be processed in parallel. Finally, via a swapping algorithm, as many reassignments of v to g∗v are carried out under the constraint that group sizes remain unchanged within each iteration; the swapping can again be
done in parallel as long as it is properly coordinated (in
our implementation with a centralized coordinator). This
overall process is then repeated with the new assignments
taken as the initial condition for the next iteration. The
above process is iterated on until it converges or reaches
a limit on the number of iterations.
The initial balanced assignment required by the static
assignment algorithm is either obtained via a random assignment (e.g., when the algorithm is run for the very
first time) or is obtained from the output of the previous
iteration of the static assignment algorithm modulo the
newly added objects that are assigned randomly.
The above procedure manages to produce high quality
results for the graphs underlying Facebook operations in
a fast and scalable manner. Within a day, a small cluster
of a few hundred machines is able to partition the friendship graph of over 1.5B+ Facebook users into 21,000 balanced groups such that each user shares her group with at
least 50% of her friends. And the same cluster is able to
update the assignment starting from the previous assignment within a few hours, easily allowing a weekly (or
even daily) update schedule. Finally, it is worth pointing out that the procedure is able to partition the graph
into tens of thousands of groups, and it is amenable to
maintaining stability, since each iteration begins with the
previous assignment and it is easy to limit the movement
of objects across groups.
We have successfully used the above heuristic on both
unipartite and bipartite graphs, as we describe in more
detail in Sections 5 and 6.

4.4

Dynamic assignment

The primary objective of dynamic assignment is to keep
component loads well balanced despite changes in access
patterns and infrastructure. Load balancing has been well
researched in many domains. However, the specific load
balancing strategy used for our Social Hash framework
may vary from application to application so as to provide

the best results. Factors that may affect the the choice of
load balancing strategy include:
• Accuracy in predicting future loads: Low prediction accuracy favors a strategy with a high group-tocomponent ratio (e.g.,  1, 000) and groups being assigned to components randomly. This is the strategy that
is used for HTTP routing. On the other hand, the amount
of storage used by data records is easier to predict (in
our case), and hence warrants a low group-to-component
ratio and non-random component assignment.
• Dimensionality of loads: A system requiring balancing across multiple different load dimensions (CPU,
storage, queries per second, etc.) favors using a high
group-to-component ratio and random assignment.
• Group transfer overhead: The higher the overhead
of moving a group from one component to another, the
more one would want to limit the rate of moves between
components by increasing the load imbalance threshold
that triggers a move.
• Assignment memory: It can be more efficient to
assign a group back to an underloaded component it was
previously assigned to in order to potentially benefit from
the residual state that may still be present. This favors remembering recent assignments, or using techniques similar to consistent hashing.
Finally, we note that load balancing strategies used in
other domains will need to be adapted to the Social Hash
framework; e.g., load is transferred from one component
to another in increments of a group; and the load each
group incurs is not homogeneous, in part because of the
similarity of objects within groups.

5

Social Hash for Facebook’s Web Traffic
Routing

In this section, we describe how we applied the Social
Hash framework to Facebook’s global web traffic routing
to improve the efficiency of large cache services. This is
Facebook’s largest application using the framework and
has been in production for over a year.
Facebook operates several worldwide data centers,
each divided into front-end clusters containing web and
cache tiers, and back-end clusters containing database
and service tiers. To fulfill an HTTP request, a front-end
web server may need to access databases or services in
(possibly remote) back-end clusters. The returned data is
cached within front-end cache services, such as TAO [2]
or Memcache [24]. Clearly, the lower the cache miss
rate, the higher the efficiency of hardware usage, and the
lower the response times.
In addition, to reduce latencies for users, Facebook
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has “Point-of-Presence” (PoP) units around the world:
small-scale computational centers which reside close to
users. PoPs are used for multiple purposes, including peering with other network operators and media
caching [12]. When an HTTP request to one of Facebook’s services is issued, the request will first go to a
nearby PoP. A load balancer in the PoP then routes the
request to one of the front-end clusters over fast communication channels.

5.1

Prior strategy

Prior to using Social Hash, routing decisions were
based on user identifiers, using a consistent hashing
scheme [15]. To make a routing decision, the user identifier was extracted from the request, where it was encoded
within the request persistent attributes (i.e., cookie), and
then used to index into a consistent hash ring to obtain
the cluster id. The segments of the consistent hash ring
corresponded in number and weight to the front-end clusters. The ring’s weights were dynamic and could be
changed at any time, allowing dynamic changes to the
cluster’s traffic load. The large number of users in comparison to the small number of clusters, along with the
random nature of the hash ring, ensured that each cluster received a homogeneous traffic pattern. With fixed
cluster weights, a user would repeatedly be routed to the
same cluster, guaranteeing high hit rates for user-specific
data. The consistent nature of the ring also ensured
that changes to cluster weights resulted in relatively minor changes to the user-to-cluster mapping, reducing the
number of cache misses after such changes.

5.2

Social Hash implementation

For the Social Hash static assignment, we used a unipartite graph with vertices representing Facebook’s users
and edges representing the friendship ties between them.
We partition the graph using the edge-cut optimization
criterion, knowing that friends and socially similar users
tend to consume the same data, and that they are therefore likely to reuse each other’s cached data records.
We use a relatively large number of groups for two reasons. First, the global routing scheme needs to be able to
shift traffic across clusters in small quantities. Second,
changes in HTTP request routing will affect many subsystems at Facebook, not just the cache tiers; and it is
very difficult to predict how much load each group will
incur on each subsystem. Hence, we have found the best
strategy to balance the load overall is to use many groups
and assign the groups to clusters randomly.
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For the dynamic assignment step, we kept the existing
consistent hash scheme, which is oblivious to the type of
identifier it receives as input (either user- or group-id).
To be able to make an HTTP request routing decision
at run time, it is necessary to access both the Social Hash
Table and the Assignment Table. The latter is computed
on-the-fly using the consistent hash mechanism, which
requires a fairly small map between clusters and their
weights; it is therefore easy to hold the map in the POP
memories. The former, however, is large, consuming
several gigabytes of storage space when uncompressed.
We considered storing the Social Hash Table close to the
PoP (in its own memory or in a nearby storage service),
but decided not to do so due to added PoP complexity,
fault tolerance considerations, and limited PoP resources
that could be put to better use by other services. We also
considered sending a lookup request to a data center, but
rejected this idea due to latency concerns.
Instead, we encode the user assigned group within the
request persistent attributes (i.e., as a cookie) and decode it to make a routing decision when a request arrives.
Requests that do not have the group-id encoded in the
header are routed to a random front-end cluster, where
the session creation mechanism accesses a local copy of
the Social Hash Table to fetch the group assigned to the
user. Because the Social Hash Table is updated once a
week, group-ids in the headers may become stale. For
this reason, a user request will periodically (at least once
an hour) trigger an update process where the group-id is
updated with its latest value from the Social Hash Table. This allows long lasting connections to receive fresh
routing information.
Our design eliminates the complexities and overhead
of a Social Hash Table lookup at the PoPs, requiring just
a single header read instead. The design is also more resilient to failure, because even if the data store providing
the Social Hash Table is down, group-id’s will mostly be
available in the request headers.
For technical reasons, some requests cannot be tagged
properly with either the user or the group identifier (because the requests may have been issued by crawlers,
bots or legacy clients). These requests are routed randomly, yet in a consistent manner, to one of the frontend clusters while respecting load constraints. In the past
three months, 78% of the requests had a valid group-id
that could be used for routing (and those that did not were
not tagged with a user-id, a group-id, or any other identifier.).
Some may argue that the decreased miss rates
achieved with Social Hash leads to a fault tolerance issue,
because the data records are less likely to be present in
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Figure 3: Edge locality (fraction of edges within groups) vs. the
number of groups for Facebook’s friendship graph.

multiple caches simultaneously. This could be a concern
as the recovery of a cache failure would overwhelm the
backing storage systems with excessive traffic and thus
lead to severely degraded overall performance. However, our experience indicates that a failure of the mainmemory caches within a cluster only causes a temporary
load increase on the backend storage servers that stays
within the normal operational load thresholds.

5.3

Operational observations

To get a sense of how access patterns of friends relate,
we sampled well over 100 million accesses to TAO data
records from access logs. We found that when two users
access the same data record, there is a 15% chance they
are friends. This is millions of times larger than the probability of two random users being friends. We conclude
that co-locating the processing of friends’ HTTP requests
as much as possible is an effective strategy.
Figure 3 depicts edge locality vs. the number of groups
used to partition the 1.5B+ Facebook users. Edge locality measures the fraction of “friend” edges connecting two users that are both assigned to the same group
(thus, the goal of static assignment would be to maximize edge locality). It is not a surprise that edge locality
decreases with the number of groups. Perhaps a bit more
unexpected is the observation that edge locality remains
reasonably large even when the number of groups increases significantly (e.g., >20% with 1 million groups);
intuitively, this is because the friendship graph contains
many small relatively dense communities. We chose the
smallest number of groups that would satisfy our main
requirement for dynamic assignment, namely to be able
to balance the load by shifting only small amounts of

traffic between front-end clusters. Repeating the process
of assigning different numbers of groups into components offline and examining the resulting imbalance on
known loads led us to use 21,000 groups on a few 10’s of
clusters; our group-to-component ratio is thus quite high.
The combination of new users being added to the system and changes to the friendship graph causes edge locality to degrade over time. We measured the decrease of
edge locality from an initial, random assignment of users
to one of 21,000 groups over the course of four weeks.
We observed a nearly linear 0.1% decrease in edge locality per week. While small, we decided to update the
routing assignment once a week so as to minimize a noticeable decrease in quality. At the same time, we did
not observed a decrease in cache hit rate between updates, implying that 0.1% is a negligible amount. The
decrease in edge locality implies that a longer update
schedule would also be satisfactory, and that Social Hash
can tolerate a long maintenance breakdown without altering Facebook’s web traffic routing quality.
For the past three months, the Social Hash Table used
for Facebook’s routing has maintained an edge locality of
over 50%, meaning half the friendships are within each
of the 21,000 groups. This edge locality is slightly higher
than the exploratory values shown in Figure 3, because
we iterated longer in the graph partitioning algorithm on
the production system than we did in the experiments
from which we obtained the figure. The static assignment is well-balanced, with the largest group containing
at most 0.8% more users than the average group. Each
weekly update by the static assignment step resulted in
around 1.5% of users switching groups from the previous assignment. All of these updates were suitably small
to avoid noticeable increases in the cache miss rate when
the updates were introduced into production.

5.4

Live traffic experiment

To measure the effectiveness of Social Hash-based HTTP
routing optimization, we performed a live traffic experiment on two identical clusters with the same hardware,
number of hosts and capacity constraints. These clusters
are typical of what Facebook uses in production. Each
cluster had many hundred TAO servers, which served the
local web tier with cached social data.
For our experiment, we selected a set of groups randomly from the Social Hash Table. We then routed all
HTTP requests from users assigned to these groups to
one “test” cluster, while HTTP requests from a same
number of other users were routed to the second, “control” cluster. Hence, the control cluster saw traffic with
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Figure 4: Percentage change in TAO miss rate (left, where lower is better) and CPU idle rate (right, where higher is better) on
the Social Hash cluster relative to the cluster with random assignment. Area between red dashed lines: period of the test. Orange
dashed lines: traffic shifts. Green dot-dash line: Social Hash Table is updated. The values on the days traffic was shifted (Tuesday
and Wednesday, respectively) are not representative

attributes very similar to the traffic it received with the
prior strategy: the traffic with the prior strategy was sampled from all users, while the traffic for the control cluster was sampled from all users except those associated
with the test cluster. We ran the experiment for 10 days.
During this time, operational changes that would affect
hit rates on the two clusters were prevented.
The left hand side of Figure 4 shows the change in
cache miss rate between the test and control clusters. It
is evident that the miss rate drops by over 25% when
assigning groups to a cluster as opposed to just users.
The right hand side of Figure 4 shows the change in
average CPU idle rate between the test and the control
cluster. The test cluster had up to 3% more idle time
compared to the control cluster.
During the experiment, we updated the Social Hash
Table by applying an updated static assignment. The
time at which this occurred is shown with a vertical green
dot-dash line. We note that the cache miss rate and the
CPU idle time are not affected by the update, demonstrating that the transition process is smooth.
Figure 5 compares the daily working set size for TAO
objects at both clusters. The daily working set of a cluster is the total size of all objects that were accessed by
the TAO instance on that front-end cluster at least once
during that day. The figure shows that the working set
size dropped by as much as 8.3%.
We conclude from this experiment that Social Hash
is effective at improving the efficiency of the cache for
HTTP requests: fewer requests are sent to backend systems, and the hardware is utilized in a more efficient way.
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6

Storage sharding

In this section, we describe in detail how we applied
the Social Hash framework to sharded storage systems
at Facebook. The assignment problem is to decide how
to assign data records (the objects) to storage subsystems
(the components).

6.1

Fanout vs. Latency

The objective function we optimize is fanout, the number
of storage subsystems that must be contacted for multiget queries. We argue and experimentally demonstrate
that fanout is a suitable objective function, since lower
fanout is closely correlated with lower latencies [7].
Multiget queries are typically forced to issue requests
to multiple storage subsystems, and they do so in parallel. As such, the latency of a multi-get query is determined by the slowest request. By reducing fanout, the
probability of encountering a request that is unexpectedly slower than the others is reduced, thus reducing the
latency of the query. This is the fundamental argument
for using fanout as the objective function for the assignment problem in the context of storage sharding. Another argument is that lower fanout reduces the connection overhead per data record.
To further elaborate the relevance of choosing fanout
as the objective function, consider this abstract scenario.
Suppose 1% of individual requests to storage servers
incur a significant delay due to unanticipated systemspecific issues (CPU thread scheduling delays, system
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interrupts, etc.). If a query must contact 10 storage
servers, then one can calculate that the multi-get request
has a 9.6% chance an individual sub-request will experience a significant delay. If the fanout can be reduced,
one can reduce the probability of incurring the delay.
We ran a simple experiment to confirm our understanding of the relationship between fanout and latency.
We issued trivial remote requests and measured the latency of a single request (fanout=1) and the latency of
two requests sent in parallel (fanout=2). Figure 6 shows
the cumulative latency distribution for both cases. A
fanout of 1 results in lower latencies than a fanout of 2.
If we calculate the expected distribution computed from
two independent samples from the single request distribution, then the observed overall latency for two parallel
requests matches the expected distribution quite nicely.
One possible caveat to our analysis of the relationship
between fanout and latency is that reducing fanout generally increases the size of the largest request, which could
increase latency. Fortunately, storage subsystems today
have processors with many cores that can be exploited
by the software to increase the parallelism in servicing a
single, large request.
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For the static assignment we apply bipartite graph partitioning to minimize fanout. We create the bipartite graph
from logs of queries from the dynamic operations of the
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Figure 6: Cumulative distribution of latency for a single request, two requests in parallel, and the expected distribution
from two independent samples from the single request distribution, where t is the average latency of a single call

.
social network.3 The queries and data records accessed
by the queries are represented by two types of vertices.
A query vertex is edge-connected to a data vertex iff the
query accesses the data record. The graph partitioning
algorithm is then used to partition the data vertices into
groups so as to minimize the average number of groups
each query is connected to.
Clearly, most data needs to be replicated for fault tolerance (and other) reasons. Many systems at Facebook
do this by organizing machines storing data into nonoverlapping sets, each containing each data record exactly once. We refer to such a set as a replica. Since
assignment is independent between replicas, we will restrict our analysis to scenarios with just one replica.

6.3

Simplified sharding experiment

We consider the following simple experiment. We use
40 stripped down storage servers, where data is stored in
a memory-based, key-value store. We assume that there
is one data record per user. We run this setup in two
configurations. In the first, “random” configuration, data
records are distributed across the 40 storage servers using a hash function, which is a common practice. In the
second, “social” configuration, we use our Social Hash
framework to minimize fanout.
We then sampled a live traffic pattern, and issued the
same set of queries to both configurations, and we measured fanout and latency. With the random configuration,
3 In some cases, prior knowledge of which records each query must
retrieve is sufficient to create the graph.
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the queries needed to issue requests to 38.8 storage subsystems on average. With the social configuration, the
queries needed to issue requests to only 9.9 storage subsystems on average. This decrease in fanout resulted in a
2.1X lower average latency for the queries.
The cumulative distribution of latencies for the random and social configurations are shown in Figure 7,
where we also include the social configuration’s latency
distribution after disabling parallelism within each machine. Without parallelism, the average latency is still
lower then with the random configuration, but only by
23%. Furthermore, the slowest 25% queries on the social
configuration without parallelism exhibited substantially
higher latencies than the 25% slowest queries on the random configuration. This figure confirms the importance
of using parallelism within each system.
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Figure 8: The average fanout versus number of groups on Facebook’s friendship graph when using edge locality optimization
(dotted curve) and our fanout optimization (solid curve), respectively.

being able to maintain good load balance.
In practice, fanout degrades over time. For the 40
group solution we used in the simplified application, we
observed a fanout increase of about 2% on average over
the course of a week. A single static assignment update
sufficed to bring the fanout back to what it was previously, requiring only 1.85% of the data records to have
to be moved. With such low impact, we decided static assignment updates were only necessary every few months,
relying on dynamic assignment to move groups when
necessary in between. Even then, we found that dynamic
assignment updates were not necessary more than once
a week on average. We used the same static assignment
for all replicas, but made dynamic assignment decisions
independently for each replica.

Operational observations

After we deployed storage sharding optimized with Social Hash to one of the graph databases at Facebook, containing thousands of storage servers, we found that measured latencies of queries decreased by over 50% on average, and CPU utilization also decreased by over 50%.
We attribute much of this improvement in performance to our method of assigning data records to groups,
using graph partitioning on bi-partite graphs generated
from prior queries. The solid line in Figure 8 shows the
average fanout as a function of the number of groups
when using our method. The dotted line shows the average fanout when using standard edge-cut optimization
criteria on the (unipartite) friendship graph.
After analyzing expected load balance, we decided on
a group-to-component ratio of 8; the dynamic assignment algorithm then selects which 8 groups to assign to
the same storage subsystem, based on the historical load
patterns. This allowed us to keep fanout small, while still
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7

Related work

As discussed in Section 4.3, graph partitioning has an extensive literature, and our optimization objectives, edge
locality and fanout, correspond to edge cut and hypergraph edge cut. A recent review of graph partitioning
methods can be found online [3]. Many graph partitioning systems have been built and are available. For example, Metis [16, 18] is one that is frequently used.
A Giraph-based approach to graph partitioning called
“Spinner” was recently announced [21]. Our work is distinct in that their application was optimizing batch processing systems, such as Giraph itself, via increased edge
locality, and our graph partitioning system is embedded
in the Social Hash framework.
Average fanout in a bipartite graph, when presented as
a hypergraph, with vertices being one side of the bipartite
graph, and hyper-edges representing the vertices from
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the other side, directly translates into the hypergraph partitioning problem. Hypergraph partitioning also has an
extensive literature [4, 17], and one of the publicly available parallel solutions is PHG [9], which can be found in
the Zoltan toolkit [8].
Partitioning online social networks has previously
been used to improve performance of distributed systems. Ugander and Backstrom discuss partitioning large
graphs to optimize Facebook infrastructure [33]. Stein
considered a theoretical application of partitioning to
Facebook infrastructure [29]. Tran and Zhang considered a multi-objective optimization problem based on
edge cut motivated by read and write behaviors in online
social networks [31, 32].
Other research has considered data replication in combination with partitioning for sharding data for online social networks. Pujol et al. studied low fanout configurations via replication of data between hosts [25] and Wang
et al. suggested minimizing fan-out by random replication and query optimization [36]. Nguyen et al. considered how to place additional replicas of users given
a fixed initial assignment of users to servers [22, 30].
Dean and Barroso [7] investigated the effect of latency
variability on fanout queries in distributed systems, and
suggested several means to reduce its influence. Jeon et
al. [14] argued for the necessity of parallelizing execution of large requests, in order to tame latencies.
Our contribution differs from these lines of research
by presenting a realized framework integrated into production systems at Facebook. A production application
to online social networks is provided by Huang et al. who
describe improving infrastructure performance for Renren through a combination of graph partitioning and data
replication methods [13]. Sharding has been considered
for distributed social network databases by Nicoara, et
al. who propose Hermes [23].

8

Concluding Remarks

We introduced the Social Hash framework for producing, serving, and maintaining assignments of objects to
components in distributed systems. The framework was
designed for optimizing operations on large social networks, such as Facebook’s Social Graph. A key aspect of
the framework is how optimization is decoupled from dynamic adaptation, through a two-level scheme that uses
graph partitioning for optimization at the first level and
dynamic assignment at the second level. The first level
leverages the structure of the social network and its usage patterns, while the second level adapts to changes in
the data, its access patterns and the infrastructure.

We demonstrated the effectiveness of the Social Hash
framework with the HTTP request routing and storage
sharding applications. For the former, Social Hash was
able to decrease the cache miss rate by 25%, and for
the latter, it was able to cut the average response time in
half, as measured on the live Facebook system with live
traffic production workloads. The approaches we took
with both applications was, to the best of our knowledge,
novel; i.e., graph partitioning the Social Graph to optimize HTTP request routing, and using query history to
construct bipartite graphs that are then partitioned to optimize storage sharding.
Our approach has some limitations. It was designed
in the context of optimizing online social networks and
hence will not be suitable for every distributed system.
To be successful, both the static and dynamic assignment
steps rely on certain characteristics, which tend to be fulfilled by social networks. For the static step, the underlying graph must be conducive to partitioning, and the
graph must be reasonably sparse so that the partitioning
is computationally tractable; social graphs almost always
meet those characteristics. The social graph cannot be
changing too rapidly; otherwise the optimized static assignment will be obsolete too quickly and the attendant
exception handling becomes too computationally complex. For the dynamic step, we assume that the workload
and the infrastructure does not change too rapidly.
While we have been able to obtain impressive efficiency gains using the Social Hash framework, we believe there is much room for further improvement. We
are currently: (i) working on improving the performance
of our graph partitioning algorithms, (ii) considering using historical query patterns and bi-partite graph partitioning to further improve cache miss rates, (iii) incorporating geo-locality considerations for our HTTP routing
optimizations, and (iv) incorporating alternative replication schemes for further reducing fanout in storage
sharded systems.
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current or non-sequential modifications to files. This
obviates the need to worry about nuances in filesystem
behavior, but fails to support use cases requiring concurrency or random-access writes. Flat Datacenter Storage [29] is eventually consistent and requires a network
with full-bisection bandwidth, which can be cost prohibitive and is not possible in all environments.
This paper introduces the Warp Transactional Filesystem (WTF), a new distributed filesystem that exposes
transactional support with a new API that provides file
slicing operations. A WTF transaction may span multiple files and is fully general; applications can include
calls such as read, write, and seek within their transaction. This file slicing API enables applications to efficiently read, write, and rearrange files without rewriting the underlying data. For example, applications may
concatenate multiple files without reading them; garbage
collect and compress a database without writing the data;
and even sort the contents of record-oriented files without rewriting the files’ contents.
The key design decision that enables WTF’s advanced
feature set is an architecture that represents filesystem
data and metadata to ensure that filesystem-level transactions may be performed using, solely, transactional operations on metadata. Custom storage servers hold filesystem data and handle the bulk of I/O requests. These
servers retain no information about the structure of the
filesystem; instead, they treat all data as opaque, immutable, variable-length arrays of bytes, called slices.
WTF stores references to these slices in HyperDex [17]
alongside metadata that describes how to combine the
slices to reconstruct files’ contents. This structure enables bookkeeping to be done entirely at the metadata
level, within the scope of HyperDex transactions.
Supporting this architecture is a custom concurrency
control layer that decouples WTF transactions from
the underlying HyperDex transactions. This layer ensures that transactions only abort when concurrentlyexecuting transactions change the filesystem and gener-

This paper introduces the Warp Transactional Filesystem (WTF), a novel, transactional, POSIX-compatible
filesystem based on a new file slicing API that enables
efficient zero-copy file transformations. WTF provides
transactional access spanning multiple files in a distributed filesystem. Further, the file slicing API enables
applications to construct files from the contents of other
files without having to rewrite or relocate data. Combined, these enable a new class of high-performance
applications. Experiments show that WTF can qualitatively outperform the industry-standard HDFS distributed filesystem, up to a factor of four in a sorting
benchmark, by reducing I/O costs. Microbenchmarks indicate that the new features of WTF impose only a modest overhead on top of the POSIX-compatible API.

1 Introduction
Distributed filesystems are a cornerstone of modern
data processing applications. Key-value stores such as
Google’s BigTable [11] and Spanner [14], and Apache’s
HBase [7] use distributed filesystems for their underlying
storage. MapReduce [15] uses a distributed filesystem
to store the inputs, outputs, and intermediary processing
steps for offline processing applications. Infrastructure
such as Amazon’s EBS [2] and Microsoft’s Blizzard [28]
use distributed filesystems to provide storage for virtual
machines and cloud-oblivious applications.
Yet, current distributed filesystems exhibit a tension
between retaining the familiar semantics of local filesystems and achieving high performance in the distributed
setting. Often, designs will compromise consistency for
performance, require special hardware, or artificially restrict the filesystem interface. For example, in GFS,
operations can be inconsistent or, “consistent, but undefined,” even in the absence of failures [19]. GFSbacked applications must account for these anomalies,
leading to additional work for application programmers.
HDFS [4] side-steps this complexity by prohibiting con1
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ate an application-visible conflict. This seemingly minor
functionality enables WTF to support concurrent operations with minimal abort-induced overheads.
Overall, this paper makes three contributions. First,
it describes a new API for filesystems called file slicing
that enables efficient file transformations. Second, it describes an implementation of a transactional filesystem
with minimal overhead. Finally, it evaluates WTF and
the file slicing interfaces, and compares them to the nontransactional HDFS filesystem.

Metadata
Storage

End User
Application

Client
Library

Replicated
Coordinator

2 Design
WTF’s distributed architecture consists of four components: the metadata storage, the storage servers, the replicated coordinator, and the client library. Figure 1 summarizes this architecture. The metadata storage builds
on top of HyperDex and its expansive API. The storage
servers hold filesystem data, and are provisioned for high
I/O workloads. A replicated coordinator service serves
as a rendezvous point for all components of the system,
and maintains the list of storage servers. The client library contains the majority of the functionality of the
system, and is where WTF combines the metadata and
data into a coherent filesystem.
In this section, we first explore the file slicing abstraction to understand how the different components contribute to the overall design. We will then look at the
design of the storage servers to understand how the system stores the majority of the filesystem information. Finally, we discuss performance optimizations and additional functionality that make WTF practical, but are not
essential to the core design, such as replication, fault tolerance, and garbage collection.

Storage Servers
Figure 1: WTF employs a distributed architecture consisting
of metadata storage, data storage, a replicated coordinator, and
the client library. The client library unifies the metadata storage
and storage servers to provide a filesystem interface.

the length of the slice. Associated with each slice pointer
is an integer offset that indicates where the slice should
be overlaid when reconstructing the file. Crucially, this
representation is self-contained: everything necessary to
retrieve the slice from the storage server is present in the
slice pointer, with no need for extra bookkeeping elsewhere in the system. As we will discuss later, the metadata also contains standard info found in an inode, such
as modification time, and file length.
This slice pointer representation enables WTF to easily generate new slice pointers that refer to subsequences
of existing slices. Because the representation directly reflects the global location of a slice on disk, WTF may use
simple arithmetic to create new slice pointers.
This representation also enables applications to modify a file with only localized modifications to the metadata. Figure 2 shows an example file consisting of five
different slices. Each slice is overlaid on top of previous
slices. Where slices overlap, the latest additions to the
metadata take precedence. For example, slice C takes
precedence over slices A and B; similarly, slice E completely obscures slice D and part of C. The file, then,
consists of the corresponding slices of A, C, E, and B.
The figure also shows the compacted metadata for the
same file. This compacted form contains the minimal
slice pointers necessary to reconstruct the file without
reading data that is hidden by another slice. Crucially,
all file modifications can be performed by appending to
the list of slice pointers.
The procedures for reading and writing follow directly
from the abstraction. A writer creates one or more slices
on the storage servers, and overlays them at the appropriate positions within the file by appending their slice

2.1 The File Slicing Abstraction
WTF represents a file as a sequence of byte arrays that,
when overlaid, comprise the file’s contents. The central
abstraction is a slice, an immutable, byte-addressable,
arbitrarily sized sequence of bytes. A file in WTF,
then is a sequence of slices and their associated offsets. This representation has some inherent advantages
over block-based designs. Specifically, the abstraction
provides a separation between metadata and data that
enables filesystem-level transactions to be implemented
using, solely, transactions over the metadata. Data is
stored in the slices, while the metadata is a sequence of
slices. WTF can transactionally change these sequences
to change the files they represent, without rewriting data.
Concretely, file metadata consists of a list of slice
pointers that indicate the exact location on the storage
servers of each slice. A slice pointer is a tuple consisting of the unique identifier for the storage server holding
the slice, the local filename containing the slice on that
storage server, the offset of the slice within the file, and
2
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Figure 3: Files are partitioned into multiple regions to decouple
the size of metadata lists from the size of the file. This figure
shows the fourth state of the file from Figure 2 partitioned into
2 MB regions. Writes that are entirely within a single region
are appended solely to that region’s metadata. Writes that cross
regions are transactionally appended to multiple lists.

B
B

4MB
retrieve slices by following the information in the slice
pointer to open the named file, read the requisite number
of bytes, and return them to the caller.
The direct nature of the slice pointer minimizes the
bookkeeping required of the storage server implementation and permits a wide variety of implementation strategies. In the simplest strategy, which is the strategy used
in the WTF implementation, each WTF storage server
maintains a directory of slice-containing backing files
and information about their own identities in the system.
Each backing file is written sequentially as the storage
server creates new slices.
As an optimization, each storage server maintains
multiple backing files to which slices are appended. This
serves three purposes: First, it allows servers to avoid
contention when writing to the same file; second, it allows the storage server to spread data across multiple
filesystems if configured to do so; and, finally, it allows
the storage server to use hints provided by writers to improve locality on disk, as described in Section 2.7.

Time
Final Metadata:
A@[0,2], B@[2,4], C@[1,3], D@[2,3], E@[2,3]
Compacted Final Metadata:
A@[0,1], C@[1,2], E@[2,3], B@[3,4]
Figure 2: Writers append to the metadata list to change the
file. Every prefix of the shown metadata list represents a valid
state of the file at some point in time. The compacted metadata
occupies less space by rearranging the metadata list to remove
overwritten data.

pointers to the metadata list. Readers retrieve the metadata list, compact it, and determine which slices must be
retrieved from the storage servers to fulfill the read.
The correctness of this design relies upon the metadata storage providing primitives to atomically read and
append to the list. HyperDex natively supports both of
these operations. Because each writer writes slices before appending to the metadata list, it is guaranteed that
any transaction that can see these immutable slices is serialized after the writing transaction commits. It can then
retrieve the slices directly. The transactional guarantees
of WTF extend directly from this design as well: a WTF
transaction will execute a single HyperDex transaction
consisting of multiple append and retrieve operations.

2.3 File Partitioning
Practically, it is desirable to keep the list of slice pointers
small so that they can be stored, retrieved, and transmitted with low overhead; however, it would be impractical
to achieve this by limiting the number of writes to a file.
In order to achieve support for both arbitrarily large files
and efficient operations on the list of slice pointers, WTF
partitions a file into fixed size regions, each with its own
list. Each region is stored as its own object in HyperDex
under a deterministically derived key.
Operations on these partitioned metadata lists directly
follow from the behavior of the system with a single
metadata list. When an operation spans multiple regions,
it is decomposed into one operation per region, and the
decomposed operations execute within the context of a
single HyperDex transaction. This guarantees that multiregion operations execute as one atomic action. Figure 3
shows a sample partitioning of a file, and how operations
can span multiple metadata lists.

2.2 Storage Server Interface
The file slicing abstraction greatly simplifies the design
of the storage servers. Storage servers deal exclusively
with slices, and are oblivious to files, offsets, or concurrent writes. The minimal API required by file slicing
consists of just two calls to create and retrieve slices.
A storage server processes a request to create a slice
by writing the data to disk and returning a slice pointer
to the caller. The structure of this request intentionally
grants the storage server complete flexibility to store the
slice anywhere it chooses because the slice pointer containing the slice’s location is returned to the client only
after the slice is written to disk. A storage server can
3
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API

Description

yank(fd,sz):slice,[data]
paste(fd, slice)
punch(fd, amount)
append(fd, slice)

Copy sz bytes from fd; return slice pointers and optionally the data
Write slice to fd and increment the offset
Zero-out amount bytes at the fd offset, freeing the underlying storage
Append slice to the end of file fd

concat(sources, dest)
copy(source, dest)

Concatenate the listed files to create dest
Copy source to dest using only the metadata

Table 1: WTF’s new file slicing API. Note that these supplement the POSIX API, which includes calls for moving a file descriptor’s
offset via seek. concat and copy are provided for convenience and may be implemented with yank and paste.

2.4 Filesystem Hierarchy

2.5 File Slicing Interface

The WTF filesystem hierarchy is modeled after the traditional Unix filesystem, with directories and files. Each
directory contains entries that are named links to other
directories or files, and WTF enables files to be hard
linked to multiple places in the filesystem hierarchy.
WTF implements a few changes to the traditional
filesystem behavior to reduce the scope of a transaction
when opening a file. Path traversal, as it is traditionally
implemented, puts every directory along the path within
the scope of a transaction, and requires multiple round
trips to both HyperDex and the storage servers.
WTF avoids traversing the filesystem on open by
maintaining a pathname to inode mapping. This enables a client to map a pathname to the corresponding
inode with just one HyperDex lookup, no matter how
deeply nested the pathname. To enable applications to
enumerate the contents of a single directory, WTF maintains traditional-style directories, implemented as special
files, alongside the one-lookup mapping. The two data
structures are atomically updated using HyperDex transactions. This optimization simplifies the process of opening files, without significant loss of functionality.
Inodes are also stored in HyperDex, and contain
standard information, such as link count and modification time. The inode also maintains ownership, group,
and permissions information, though WTF differs from
POSIX in that permissions are not checked on the full
pathname from the root. Each inode also stores a reference to the highest-offset region for the file, enabling
applications to find the end of the file. The inode refers
to a region instead of a particular offset so that the inode
is only written when the file grows beyond the bounds of
a region, instead of every time the file changes in size.
Because HyperDex permits transactions to span multiple keys across independent schemas, updates to the
filesystem hierarchy remain consistent. For example, to
create a hardlink for a file, WTF atomically creates a new
pathname to inode mapping for the file, increments the
inode’s link count, and inserts the pathname and inode
pair into the destination directory, which requires a write
to the file holding the directory entries.

The file slicing interface enables new applications to
make more efficient use of the filesystem. Instead of operating on bytes and offsets as traditional POSIX systems
do, this new API allows applications to manipulate subsequences of files at the structural level, without copying
or reading the data itself.
Table 1 summarizes the new APIs that WTF provides
to applications. The yank, paste, and append calls
are analogous to read, write, and append, but operate on
slices instead of sequences of bytes. The yank call retrieves slice pointers for a range of the file. An application may provide these slice pointers to a subsequent
call to paste or append to write the data back to the
filesystem, reusing the existing slices. These write operations bypass the storage servers and only incur costs at
the metadata storage component.
The append call is internally optimized to improve
throughput. A naive append call could be implemented
as a transaction that seeks to the end of the file, and performs a paste. While not incorrect, such an implementation would prohibit concurrency because only one
append could commit for each value for the end of file.
Instead, WTF stores alongside the metadata list an offset representing the end of the region. An append call
translates to a conditional list append call within HyperDex that only succeeds when the current offset plus the
length of the slice to be appended does not exceed the
bounds of the region. When an append is too large to
fit within a single region, WTF will fall back on reading
the offset of the end of file, and performing a write at
that offset. This enables multiple append operations to
proceed in parallel in the common case.
The remaining calls in the file slicing API are provided
for convenience, as they may be implemented in terms of
yank and paste. concat concatenates multiple files
to create one unified output file. copy copies a file by
copying the file’s compacted metadata.
2.6 Transaction Retry
To guarantee that WTF transactions never spuriously
abort, WTF implements its own concurrency control that
retries aborted metadata transactions. WTF operations in
4
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that two writes will map to the same backing files on the
same storage server unless they are for the same metadata region. The WTF client library chooses the servers
for each write by using consistent hashing across the list
of storage servers. The client then provides the slice and
identity of the metadata region to these servers, which
use a different consistent hashing algorithm to map the
write to disk. When collisions in the hash space do inevitably occur, it is unlikely that the colliding writes are
issued so close in time as to be totally interleaved on disk
in a way that eliminates opportunities for optimization.

the client library often read metadata during the course of
an operation that is not exposed to the calling application.
A change to this data after it is read may force the metadata transaction to abort, but to abort the corresponding
WTF transaction would be spurious from the perspective
of the application.
For example, consider a file opened in “append” mode.
Each write to the file must be written at the end-offile offset, but the application does not learn this offset
from the write. Internally, the client library computes
the end of file, and then writes data at that offset. If the
file changes in size between these two operations, the
metadata transaction will abort. WTF masks this abort
from the application by re-reading the end of file, and
re-issuing the write at the new offset.
The mechanism that retries transactions is a thin layer
between the WTF client library and the user’s application. Each API call the application makes is logged in
this layer by recording the arguments provided to the
call and the value returned from the call. Should a
metadata transaction abort during the WTF transaction
commit, the WTF client library replays each operation
from the log using the originally supplied arguments. If
any replayed operation returns a value different from the
logged call, the WTF transaction signals an abort to the
application. Otherwise, WTF will commit the metadata
changes from the replayed log to HyperDex. This process repeats as necessary until the metadata transaction,
and, thus, the WTF transaction, commit, or a replayed
operation triggers an WTF abort. This guarantees that
WTF transactions are lockfree with zero spurious aborts.
To reduce the size of the replay log, the replay log
refers to bytes of data that pass through the interface using slice pointers instead of copying the data. For example, a write of 100 MB will not be copied into the log;
instead, the WTF client library writes the 100 MB to the
requisite number of servers, and records the slice pointers in the log. Similarly, reads record slice pointers retrieved from the metadata, and not the slices themselves.

2.8 Metadata Compaction and Defragmentation
The client library automatically compacts metadata during read and write operations to improve efficiency of future read and write operations. During write operations,
the client library tracks the number of bytes written to
both the metadata and the data for each region. When the
ratio of metadata to data in a region exceeds a pre-defined
threshold, the library retrieves the metadata list for the
region, compacts it as shown in Figure 2, and writes the
newly compacted list. When reading, the client compacts
the metadata list via the same process.
When metadata compaction alone cannot reduce the
metadata to data ratio below the pre-defined threshold,
the client library defragments the list by rewriting the
data. The library rewrites fragmented data within a
region into one single slice and replaces the metadata
list with a single pointer to this slice. For efficiency’s
sake, defragmentation happens only on read, not on
writes,because the client library necessarily reads the
fragmented slices to fulfill the read; it can rewrite the
slices without the overall system paying the cost of reading the fragmented slices twice. This mechanism is unused in the common case because locality-aware slice
placement avoids fragmentation.
2.9 Garbage Collection
WTF employs a garbage collection mechanism to prevent the number of unreferenced slices from growing
without bound. Metadata compaction and defragmentation ensures that metadata will not grow without bound,
but in the process creates garbage slices that are not referenced from anywhere in the filesystem.
Because WTF performs all bookkeeping within the
metadata storage, storage servers cannot directly know
which portions of its local data are garbage. One possible way to inform the storage servers would be to maintain a reference count for each slice. This method, however, would require that the reference count on the storage server be maintained within the scope of the metadata transactions. Doing so, while not infeasible, would
significantly complicate WTF’s design and require custom transaction handling on the storage servers.

2.7 Locality-Aware Slice Placement
As an optimization, the WTF client library carefully
places writes to the same region near each other on the
storage servers to simultaneously improve locality for
readers and to improve the efficiency of metadata compaction. When an application writes to a file sequentially, the locality-aware placement algorithm ensures
that, with high probability, writes that appear consecutively in the metadata list will be consecutive on the
storage servers’ disks. During metadata compaction, the
slice pointers for these consecutive writes are replaced
by a single slice pointer that directly refers to the entire
contiguous sequence of bytes on each storage server.
Two levels of consistent hashing [23] make it unlikely
5
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both HyperDex and WTF is an additional 19 k lines of
code. Altogether, WTF constitutes 171 k lines of code
that were written for WTF or HyperDex.
WTF’s fault tolerant coordinator maintains the list of
storage servers and a pointer to the HyperDex cluster. It
is implemented as a replicated object on top of Replicant,
a Paxos-based replicated state machine service. The coordinator consists of just 960 lines of code that are compiled into a dynamically linked library that is passed to
Replicant. Replicant deploys multiple copies of the library, and sequences function calls into the library.

Instead of reference counting, WTF periodically scans
the entire filesystem metadata and constructs a list of inuse slice pointers for each storage server. For simplicity of implementation, these lists are stored in a reserved
directory within the WTF filesystem so that they need
not be maintained in memory or communicated out of
band to the storage servers. Storage servers link the WTF
client library and read the list of in-use slices to discover
unused regions in their local storage space. The garbage
collection mechanism runs periodically at a configurable
interval that exceeds the longest-possible runtime of a
transaction. Storage servers do not collect an unused
slice until it appears in two or more consecutive scans.
Storage servers implement garbage collection by creating sparse files on the local disk. To compress a file
containing garbage slices, a storage server rewrites the
file, seeking past each unused slice. This creates a sparse
file that occupies disk space proportional to the in-use
slices it contains. Files with the most garbage are the
most efficient to collect, because the garbage collection
thread seeks past large regions of garbage and only writes
the small number of remaining slices. Backing files with
little garbage incur much more I/O, because there are
more in-use slices to rewrite. WTF chooses the file with
the most garbage to compact first, because it will simultaneously delete the most garbage and incur the least
I/O. Some filesystems enable applications to selectively
punch holes in the file without rewriting the data; although our implementation does not use these capabilities, an improved implementation could do so.

4 Evaluation
To evaluate WTF, we will look at a series of both end-toend and micro benchmarks that demonstrate WTF under
a variety of conditions. The first part of this section looks
at how the features of WTF may be used to implement a
variety of end-to-end applications. We will then look at
a series of microbenchmarks that characterize the performance of WTF’s conventional filesystem interface.
All benchmarks execute on a cluster of fifteen dedicated servers. Each server is equipped with two Intel
Xeon 2.5 GHz L5420 processors, 16 GB of DDR2 memory with ECC, and between 500 GB and 1 TB SATA
spinning-disks. The servers are connected with gigabit
ethernet via a single top of rack switch. Installed on
each server is 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04, HDFS from Apache
Hadoop 2.7, and WTF with HyperDex.
For all benchmarks, HDFS and WTF are configured
similarly. Both systems are deployed with three nodes reserved for the meta-data—a single HDFS name node, or
a HyperDex cluster—and the remaining twelve servers
are allocated as storage nodes for the data. Clients
are spread across the twelve storage nodes. Except for
changes necessary to achieve feature parity, both systems were deployed in their default configuration. To
bring the semantics of HDFS up to par with WTF, each
write is followed by an hflush call to ensure that
the write is flushed from the client-side buffer to HDFS.
The hflush ensures that writes are visible to readers,
and does not flush to disk. This is analogous to changing
from the C library’s fwrite to a UNIX write in a traditional application. The resulting guarantees are equivalent to those provided by WTF.
Additionally, in order to work around a bug with append operations [5], the HDFS block size was set to
64 MB. Without this change to the configuration, HDFS
can report an out-of-disk-space condition when only 3%
of the disk space is in use. Instead of gracefully handling the condition and falling back to other replicas as
is done in WTF, the failure cascades and causes multiple writes to fail, making it impossible to complete some
benchmarks. The change is unlikely to impact the performance of data nodes because the increase from 64 MB to

2.10 Fault Tolerance
WTF uses replication to add fault tolerance to the system.
Changing WTF to be fault tolerant requires modifying
the metadata lists’ structure so that each entry references
multiple replicas of the same data, each with a different
slice pointer. On the write path, writers create multiple
replica slices on distinct servers and append their pointers atomically as one list entry. Readers may read from
any replica, as they hold identical data.
The metadata storage derives its fault tolerance from
the guarantees offered by HyperDex. Specifically, that it
can tolerate f concurrent failures for a user-configurable
value of f . HyperDex uses value-dependent chaining
to coordinate between the replicas and manage recovery
from failures [16].

3 Implementation
Our implementation of WTF implements the file slicing
abstraction. The implementation is approximately 30 k
lines of code written. It relies upon HyperDex with transactions, which is approximately 85 k lines of code, with
an additional 37 k lines of code of supporting libraries
written for both projects. The replicated coordinator for
6
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Figure 5: Execution time of sort broken
down by stage of the map-reduce.

128 MB was not motivated by performance [6]. WTF is
also configured to use 64 MB regions.
Except where otherwise noted, both systems replicate
all files such that two copies of the file exist. This allows
the filesystem to tolerate the failure of any one storage
server throughout the experiment without loss of data or
availability. It is possible to tolerate more failures so long
as all the replicas for a file do not fail simultaneously.

Figure 6: A concurrent work queue implementation.
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Figure 7: Time taken to generate a readily-playable video file
from individual scenes.

4.1 Applications
This section examines multiple applications that each
demonstrate a different aspect of WTF’s feature set.
Map Reduce: Sorting MapReduce [15] applications
often build on top of filesystems like HDFS and GFS.
In MapReduce, sorting a file is a three-step process that
breaks the sort into two map jobs followed by a reduce
job. The first map task partitions the input file into buckets, each of which holds a disjoint, contiguous section of
the keyspace. These buckets are sorted in parallel by the
second map task. Finally, the reduce phase concatenates
the sorted buckets to produce the sorted output.
Each intermediate step of this application is written
to the filesystem and the entire data set will be read or
written several times over. Here, WTF’s file slicing API
can improve the efficiency of the application by reducing
this excessive I/O. Instead of reading and writing whole
records, WTF-based sort uses yank and paste to rearrange records. File slicing eliminates almost all I/O of
the reduce phase using a concat operation.
Empirically, file slicing operations improve the running time of WTF-based sort. Figure 4 shows the total
running time of both systems to sort a 100 GB file consisting of 500 kB records indexed by 10 B keys that were
generated uniformly at random. In this benchmark, the
intermediate files are written without replication because
they may easily be recomputed from the input. We can
see that WTF sorts the entire file in one fourth the time
taken to perform the same task on HDFS.
The speedup is largely attributable file-slicing. From
Figure 5, we can see that the WTF-based sorting application spends less time in the partitioning and merging
steps than the HDFS-based sort. HDFS spends the majority of its execution time performing I/O tasks; just
8.5% of execution time is spent in the CPU-intensive sort

task. In contrast, WTF spends 74.1% of its time in the
CPU intensive task and seconds in the merge task.
Work Queue Work queues are a common component
of large scale applications. Large work units may be
durably written to the queue and handled by the application at a later point in time in FIFO order.
One simple implementation of a work queue is to use
an append-only file as the queue itself. The application appends each work unit to the file, and can dequeue from the work queue by reading through the file
sequentially—the file itself encodes the FIFO nature of
the queue. This benchmark consists of an application
with multiple writers that concurrently write to a single
file on the filesystem. Each work unit is 1 MB in size and
written atomically. The application runs on each client
server, for a total of twelve application instances.
Figure 6 shows the aggregate throughput for the work
queue built on top of both HDFS and WTF. We can see
that WTF’s throughput is 19× that of HDFS for this
workload. Each work unit is saved to WTF in 55 ms,
while the application built on HDFS waits 1.3 s on average to enqueue each work unit.
Image Host Image hosting sites, such as flickr or
imgur have become the de-facto way of sharing images
on the Internet. While imgur’s implementation serves
images from Amazon S3, Facebook’s image serving solution, called Haystack [9], stores multiple photos in a
single file to reduce the costs of reading and maintaining
metadata. In Haystack, servers read into memory a map
of the photos’ locations on disk so that reading a single
photo from disk does not entail any additional disk reads.
This example application models an imgur-like website built using the multi-photo file technique used within
7
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# wtf fuse ./mnt
# cd ./mnt
# wtf fuse-begin-transaction
# ls
/data.0000 /data.0001
/data.0002 /data.0003
....
# rm *
# ls
# wtf fuse-abort-transaction
# ls
/data.0000 /data.0001
/data.0002 /data.0003
....

Haystack. Photos are written to multi-gigabyte files,
each of which has a footer mapping photos to their offsets in the files. The application loads this map into memory so that it may serve requests by locating the file’s offset within the map, and then reading the file directly from
the offset in the filesystem.
To better simulate a real photo-sharing website, photos are randomly generated to match the size of photos served by imgur. The distribution of photo sizes
was collected from the front page of imgur.com over a
24-hour period. Because imgur serves both static images and gifs, the size of photos varies widely. Median
image size is 332 kB, while the average image size is
8.5 MB. Because the precise request distribution of requests is not available from imgur, the workload re-uses
the Zipf request distribution specified for YCSB workloads [13]. For this workload, we measured that WTF
achieves 88.8% the throughput of the same application
on top of HDFS. The performance difference is largely
attributable to the reads of smaller files. As we will explore in the microbenchmarks section, WTF needs further optimization for small read and write operations.
Video Editing WTF’s file slicing API can be used to
reorganize large files with orders of magnitude less I/O.
One particular domain where this can be useful is video
editing of high-definition raw video. Such videos tend to
be large in size, and will be rearranged frequently during the editing process. While specialized applications
can edit and then play back videos, WTF enables another
point in the design space.
This application uses WTF’s file slicing to move
scenes around in a video file without physically rewriting the video. The chief benefit of this design, over editors on existing filesystems, is that an off-the-shelf video
player can play the edited video file because it is in a
standard container format. To benchmark this application, we used our video editor to randomly rearrange the
scenes in a 2 h movie, such that the movie out of chronological order. The source material was 1080p raw video
dumped from a Bluray disk. Overall the raw video/audio
occupies approximately 377 GB or 52 MB/s. Figure 7
shows the time taken to rewrite the file using HDFS’s
conventional API compared to WTF’s file-slicing API.
WTF takes three orders of magnitude less time to make
a file readable—on the order of seconds—while conventional techniques require nearly three hours.
Sandboxing The transactional API of WTF makes it
easy to use the filesystem as a sandbox where tasks may
be committed or aborted depending on their outcome.
The WTF implementation includes a FUSE module that
enables users to mount the filesystem as if it were a local
filesystem. This enables shell navigation of the filesystem hierarchy and allows regular applications to read and
write WTF filesystems without modification. In addition

Figure 8: WTF’s transactional functionality enables users to
manipulate the filesystem in isolation.
Throughput (MB/s)
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Figure 9: Performance of a one-server deployment of HDFS
and WTF compared with the ext4 filesystem. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean across seven trials.

to implementing the full filesystem interface, the FUSE
bridge exposes special ioctls to permit users to control
transactions. Users may begin, abort, or commit transactions via command-line tools that wrap these ioctls.
The transactional features of the FUSE bridge enables
users to perform risky actions within the context of a
transaction; the transactional isolation provides a degree
of safety users would otherwise not be afforded. The actions taken by the user are not visible until the user commits, and should the user abort, the actions will never
be persisted to the filesystem. Figure 8 shows a sample interaction with an WTF filesystem containing data
for a sample research project. We can see that the user
begins a transaction and inadvertently removes all of the
research data. Because the errant rm command happened
in a transaction, the data remains untouched.
4.2 Micro Benchmarks
In this section we examine a series of microbenchmarks
that quantify the performance of the POSIX API for both
HDFS and WTF. Here HDFS serves as a gold-standard.
With ten years of active development, and deployment
across hundreds of nodes, including large deployments at
both Facebook and LinkedIn [12], HDFS provides a reasonable estimate of distributed filesystem performance.
Although we cannot expect WTF to grossly outperform
HDFS—both systems are limited by the speed of the
hard disks in the cluster—we can use the degree to which
WTF and HDFS differ in performance to estimate the
overheads present in WTF’s design.
8
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Figure 10: Throughput of a sequential
write workload. Error bars report the standard error of the mean across seven trials1 .

Figure 11: Median latency of write operations. Error bars report the 5th and 95th
percentile latencies.

Setup The workload for these benchmarks is generated
by twelve distinct clients, one per storage server in the
cluster, that all work in parallel. This configuration was
chosen after experimentation because additional clients
do not significantly increase the throughput, but do increase the latency significantly. All benchmarks operate on 100 GB of data, or over 16 GB per machine once
replication is accounted for. This is large enough that our
workload blocks on disk on Linux [25].
Single server performance This first benchmark executes on a single server to establish the baseline performance of a one node cluster. Here, we’ll compare the
two systems to each other and the same workload implemented on a local ext4 filesystem. The comparison
to a local filesystem provides an upper bound on performance. To reduce the impact of round trip time in
each distributed system the client and storage server are
collocated. Figure 9 shows the throughput of write and
read operations in the one-server cluster. From this we
can see that the maximum throughput of a single node is
87 MB/s, which means the total throughput of the cluster peaks at approximately 1 GB/s.
Sequential Writes WTF guarantees that all readers in
the filesystem see a write upon its completion. This
benchmark examines the impact that write size has on
the aggregate throughput achievable for filesystem-based
applications. Figure 10 shows the results for block sizes
between 64 B and 64 MB. For writes greater than 1 MB,
WTF achieves 97% the throughput of HDFS. For 256 kB
writes, WTF achieves 84% of the throughput of HDFS.
The latency for the two systems is similar, and directly
correlated with the block size. Figure 11 shows the latency of writes across a variety of block sizes. We can
see that WTF’s median latency is very close to HDFS’s
median latency for larger writes, and that the 95th percentile latency for WTF is often lower than for HDFS.
Random Writes WTF enables applications to write
at random offsets in a file without restriction. Because
HDFS does not support random writes, we cannot use it
as a baseline; instead, we will compare against the sequential write performance of WTF.
1 Blocks

Throughput (MB/s)

400

Latency (ms)

Throughput (MB/s)

10k

500

500
400
300
200
100
0
256KB 1MB

WTF (Seq.)
WTF (Rand.)
4MB 16MB 64MB

Block Size (bytes)

Figure 12: Throughput of a random write
workload. Error bars report the standard
error of the mean across seven trials.

Figure 12 shows the aggregate throughput achieved by
clients writing to random offsets within WTF files. We
see that the random write throughput is always within
a factor of two of the sequential throughput, and that
throughput converges as the size of the writes approaches
8 MB.
Because the common case for a sequential write and
a random write in WTF differ only at the stage where
metadata is written to HyperDex, we expect that such
a difference in throughput is directly attributable to the
metadata stage. HyperDex provides lower latency variance to applications with a small working set than applications with a large working set with no locality of
access. We can see the difference this makes in the tail
latency of WTF writes in Figure 13, which shows the
median and 99th percentile latencies for both the sequential and random workloads. The median latency for both
workloads is the same for all block sizes. For block sizes
4 MB and larger, the 99th percentile latencies are approximately the same as well. Writes less than 4 MB in size
exhibit a significant difference in 99th percentile latency
between the sequential and random workloads. These
smaller writes spend more time updating HyperDex than
writing to storage servers. We expect that further optimization of HyperDex would close the gap between sequential and random write performance.
Sequential Reads Batch processing applications often read large input files sequentially during both the
map and reduce phases. Although a properly-written
application will double-buffer to avoid small reads, the
filesystem should not rely on such behavior to enable
high throughput. This experiment shows the extent to
which WTF can be used by batch applications by reading through a file sequentially using a fixed-size buffer.
Figure 14 shows the aggregate throughput of concurrent readers reading through a 100 GB of data. We can
see that for all read sizes, WTF’s throughput is at least
80% the throughput of HDFS. The throughput reported
here is double the throughput reported in the write benchmarks because only one of the two active replicas is consulted on each read. For smaller reads, WTF’s throughput matches that of HDFS. The difference at larger sizes

<256 kB wrote smaller files to limit execution time.
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Figure 13: 50th/99th percentile latencies
for sequential and random WTF writes.
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Figure 14: Throughput of a sequential
read workload. Error bars report the standard error of the mean across seven trials.
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Figure 15: Throughput of a random read
workload. Error bars indicate the standard
error of the mean across seven trials.

shows the throughput of the benchmark over time. Thirty
seconds into the benchmark, one storage server is taken
offline; ten seconds later, the coordinator reconfigures
the system to remove the failed storage server. In the
time between the failure and reconfiguration, clients may
try to use the failed server, fail to write to it, and fall
back to another server. This increased effort is reflected
in the lower throughput between failure and reconfiguration. After reconfiguration, throughput returns to to its
rate before the failure. During the entire experiment, no
writes failed, and the cluster as a whole remained available.
Garbage Collection This benchmark calculates the
overhead of garbage collection on a storage server. As
mentioned in Section 2.9, it is more efficient to collect
files with more garbage than files with less garbage, and
WTF preferentially garbage collects these larger files.
Figure 19 shows the rate at which the cluster can collect garbage, for varying amounts of randomly located
garbage, when all resources are dedicated to the task. We
can see that when the cluster consists of 90% garbage,
the cluster can reclaim this garbage at a rate of over 9 GB
of garbage per second, because it need only write 1 GB/s
to reclaim the garbage.
It is, however, impractical to dedicate all resources
to garbage collection; instead, WTF dedicates only a
fraction of I/O to the task. Storage servers initiate
garbage collection when disk usage exceeds a configurable threshold, and ceases when the amount of garbage
drops below 20%. Figure 19 shows that the maximum
overhead required to maintain the system below this
threshold is 4%.
Small Writes WTF’s design is optimized for larger
writes. The performance of smaller writes will largely be
determined by the cost of updating the metadata. Writing
a slice to the storage servers requires just one round trip
because replicas are written to in parallel. Writing to the
metadata store requires one round trip between client and
the cluster, and multiple round trips within the cluster to
propagate and commit the data. Further each write to the
metdata requires writing approximately 50 B to HyperDex, so as writes to WTF shrink in size, the dominating

is largely an artifact of the implementations. HDFS uses
readahead on both the clients and storage servers in order to improve throughput for streaming workloads. By
default, the HDFS readahead is configured to be 4 MB,
which is the point at which the systems start to exhibit
different characteristics. Our preliminary WTF implementation does not have any readahead mechanism, and
exhibits lower throughput.
Random Reads Applications built on a distributed
filesystem, such as key-value stores or record-oriented
applications often require random access to the files. Figure 15 shows the aggregate throughput of twelve concurrent random readers reading from randomly chosen offsets within 100 GB of data. We can see that for reads
of less than 16 MB, WTF achieves significantly higher
throughput—at its peak, WTF’s throughput is 2.4× the
throughput of HDFS. Here, the readahead and clientside caching that helps HDFS with larger sequential read
workloads adds overhead to HDFS that WTF does not
incur. The 95th percentile latency of a WTF read is less
than the median latency of a HDFS read for block sizes
less than 4 MB.
Scaling Workload This experiment varies the number of clients writing to the filesystem to explore how
concurrency affects both latency and throughput. This
benchmark employs the workload from the sequentialwrite benchmark with a 4 MB write size and a variable
number of workload-generating clients.
Figures 16 and 17 shows the resulting throughput
and latency for between one and twelve clients. We
can see that the single client performance is approximately 60 MB/s, while twelve clients sustain an aggregate throughput of approximately 380 MB/s. WTF’s
throughput is approximately the same as the throughput
of HDFS for each data point. Running the same workload with forty-eight clients did not increase the throughput of either system beyond the throughput achieved with
twelve clients, but did result in higher latency.
Fault Tolerance WTF’s fault tolerance mechanism enables it to rapidly recover from failures. To demonstrate this mechanism, this benchmark performs sequential writes at a target throughput of 200 MB/s. Figure 18
10
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Figure 19: The maximum rate of garbage collection is positively correlated with the amount of garbage to be collected.
Consequently, WTF dedicates a small fraction of its overall I/O
to garbage collection.

Figure 20: The time spent in metadata operations establishes
an upper bound on the total throughput achievable by the system. This figure plots a portion of Figure 10 and theoretical
maximum throughput for multiple metadata latencies.

cost becomes related to metadata.
Figure 20 focuses on a portion of the experiment
shown in Figure 10, specifically writes less than 1 kB
in size. HDFS achieves 140× higher throughput for
64 B writes, while the difference is only a factor of 2.8×
for 1 kB writes. The figure also shows the calculated
theoretical maximum throughput when the latency involved in writing to the metadata server is 2 ms, 5 ms,
and 10 ms. This shows that the throughput of small operations is largely dependent upon the latency of metadata
operations. Most workloads can avoid small operations
with client side buffering, and further optimization of the
metadata component could improve the throughput for
small WTF writes.

as a traditional block device. Frangipani [38] builds a
filesystem abstraction on top of Petal. NASD [20] and
Panasas [42] employ customized storage devices that attach to the network to store the bulk of the metadata.
In contrast to these systems, WTF provides transactional
guarantees that can span hundreds or thousands of disks
because its metadata storage scales independently of the
number of storage servers.
Farsite [1] separates data from metadata to implement
a byzantine fault tolerant filesystem where only the metadata replicas employ BFT algorithms. WTF uses a similar insight to leverage the transactional guarantees provided by the metadata storage to enable transactional
guarantees to extend across the whole filesystem.
Recent work focuses on building large-scale
datacenter-centric filesystems. GFS [19] and HDFS [4]
employ a centralized master server that maintains the
metadata, mediates client access, and coordinates the
storage servers. Salus [41] improves HDFS to support
storage and computation failures without loss of data,
but retains the central metadata server. This centralized
master approach, however, suffers from scalability
bottlenecks inherent to the limits of a single server [27].
WTF overcomes the metadata scalability bottleneck
using the scalable HyperDex key-value store [17].
CalvinFS [39] focuses on fast metadata management
using distributed transactions in the Calvin [40] transaction processing system. Transactions in CalvinFS

5 Related Work
Filesystems have been an active research topic since the
earliest days of systems research. Existing approaches
related to WTF can be broadly classified into two categories based upon their design.
Distributed filesystems Distributed filesystems expose one or more units of storage over a network to
clients. AFS [22] exports a uniform namespace to workstations, and stores all data on centralized servers. Other
systems [21, 31, 33], most notably xFS [3] and Swift [10]
stripe data across multiple servers for higher performance than can be achieved with a single disk. Petal [24]
provides a virtual disk abstraction that clients may use
11
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Liskov and Rodrigues show that much of the overhead of
a serializable filesystem can be avoided by running readonly transactions in the recent past, and employing an optimistic protocol for read-write transactions [26]. WTF
builds on top of HyperDex’s optimistic concurrency and
provides operations such as append that avoid creating
conflicts between concurrent transactions.
WTF is not the first system to choose to employ
a transactional datastore as part of its design. Inversion [30] builds on PostgreSQL to maintain a complete
filesystem. KBDBFS [36] and Amino [43] both build
on top of BerkeleyDB; the former is an in-kernel implementation of BerkeleyDB, while the latter eschews the
complexity and takes a performance hit with a userspace
implementation. WTF differs from these designs in that
it stores solely the metadata in the transactional data
store; data is stored elsewhere and not managed within
the transactional component.
Stasis [34] makes the argument that no one design
support all use cases, and that transactional components
should be building blocks for applications. WTF’s approach is similar: HyperDex’s transactions are used as a
base primitive for managing WTF’s state, and WTF supports a transactional API. Applications built on WTF can
use this API to achieve their own transactional behavior.

are limited, and cannot do read-modify-write operations on the filesystem without additional mechanism.
Further, CalvinFS addresses file fragmentation using
a heavy-weight garbage collection mechanism that entirely rewrites fragmented files; in the worst case, a sequential writer could incur I/O that scales quadratically
in the size of the file. In contrast, WTF provides fully
general transactions and carefully arranges data to improve sequential write performance.
Another approach to scalability is demonstrated by
Flat Datacenter Storage [29], which enables applications
to access any disk in a cluster via a CLOS network
with full bisection bandwidth. To eliminate the scalability bottlenecks inherent to a single master design, FDS
stores metadata on its tract servers and uses a centralized master solely to maintain the list of servers in the
system. Blizzard [28] builds block storage, visible to applications as a standard block device, on top of FDS, using nested striping and eventual durability to service the
smaller writes typical of POSIX applications. These systems are complementary to WTF, and could implement
the storage server abstraction.
“Blob” storage systems behave similarly to file systems, but with a restricted interface that permits creating,
retrieving, and deleting blobs, without efficient support
for arbitrarily changing or resizing blobs. Facebook’s
f4 [37] ensures infrequently accessed files are readily
available. Pelican [8] enables power-efficient cold storage by over provisioning storage, and selectively turning
on subsets of disks to service requests. The design goals
of these systems are different from the applications that
WTF enables; WTF could be used in front of these systems to generate, maintain, and modify data before placing it into blob storage.
Transactional filesystems Transactional filesystems
enable applications to offload much of the hard work relating to update consistency and durability to the filesystem. The QuickSilver operating system shows that transactions across the filesystem simplify application development [32]. Further work showed that transactions
could be easily added to LFS, exploiting properties of the
already-log-structured data to simplify the design [35].
Valor [36] builds transaction support into the Linux kernel by interposing a lock manager between the kernel’s
VFS calls and existing VFS implementations. In contrast
to the transactions provided by WTF, and the underlying
HyperDex transactions, these systems adopt traditional
pessimistic locking techniques that hinder concurrency.
Optimistic concurrency control schemes often enable more concurrency for lightly-contended workloads.
PerDiS FS adopts an optimistic concurrency control
scheme that relies upon external components to reconcile concurrent changes to a file [18]. This allows users
and applications to concurrently work on the same file.

6 Conclusion
This paper described the Warp Transactional Filesystem
(WTF), a new distributed filesystem that enables applications to operate on multiple files transactionally without
requiring complex application logic. A new filesystem
abstraction called file slicing further boosts performance
by completely changing the filesystem interface to focus
on metadata manipulation instead of data manipulation.
Together, these features are a potent combination that enables a new class of high performance applications.
A broad evaluation shows that WTF achieves throughput and latency similar to industry-standard HDFS, while
simultaneously offering stronger guarantees and a richer
API. Sample applications show that WTF is usable in
practice, and applications will often those built on a traditional filesystem—sometimes by orders of magnitude.
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Abstract

To cache more shards, many systems use compression [1, 4, 7, 21]. Unfortunately, compression leads to
a hard tradeoff between throughput and storage for the
cached shards — when stored uncompressed, a shard can
support high throughput but takes a larger fraction of
available cache size; and, when compressed, takes smaller
cache space but also supports lower throughput. Furthermore, switching between these two extreme points on
the storage-performance tradeoff space cannot be done at
fine-grained time scales since it requires compression or
decompression of the entire shard. Such a hard storageperformance tradeoff severely limits the ability of existing
data stores in many real-world scenarios when the underlying infrastructure [28,29], workload [9,10,14,26,31], or
both changes over time. We discuss several such scenarios
from real-world production clusters below (§1.1).
We present BlowFish, a distributed data store that enables a smooth storage-performance tradeoff between the
two extremes (uncompressed, high throughput and compressed, low throughput), allowing fine-grained changes
in storage and performance. What makes BlowFish
unique is that applications can navigate from one operating point to another along this tradeoff curve dynamically over fine-grained time scales. We show that, in many
cases, navigating this smooth tradeoff has higher systemwide utility (e.g., throughput per unit of storage) than
existing techniques. Intuitively, this is because BlowFish
allows shards to increase/decrease the storage “fractionally”, just enough to meet the performance goals.

We present BlowFish, a distributed data store that admits
a smooth tradeoff between storage and performance for
point queries. What makes BlowFish unique is its ability to navigate along this tradeoff curve efficiently at finegrained time scales with low computational overhead.
Achieving a smooth and dynamic storage-performance
tradeoff enables a wide range of applications. We apply
BlowFish to several such applications from real-world
production clusters: (i) as a data recovery mechanism during failures: in practice, BlowFish requires 5.4× lower
bandwidth and 2.5× lower repair time compared to stateof-the-art erasure codes, while reducing the storage cost
of replication from 3× to 1.9×; and (ii) data stores with
spatially-skewed and time-varying workloads (e.g., due
to object popularity and/or transient failures): we show
that navigating the storage-performance tradeoff achieves
higher system-wide utility (e.g., throughput) than selectively caching hot objects.

1

Ion Stoica
UC Berkeley

Introduction

Random access and search are the two fundamental operations performed on modern data stores. For instance,
key-value stores [3, 5, 11, 15, 16, 18, 23, 25] and NoSQL
stores [1, 4, 7, 12, 13, 17, 21, 30] support random access at
the granularity of records. Many of these [1,4,7,17,21,22]
also support search on records. These data stores typically
store an amount of data that is larger than available fast
storage1 , e.g., SSD or main memory. The goal then is to
maximize the performance using caching, that is, executing as many queries in faster storage as possible.
The precise techniques for efficiently utilizing cache
vary from system to system. At a high-level, most data
stores partition the data across multiple shards (partitions), with each server potentially storing multiple
shards [1, 7, 21, 23]. Shards may be replicated and cached
across multiple servers and the queries are load balanced
across shard replicas [1, 4, 7, 12, 21].

1.1

Applications and summary of results

BlowFish, by enabling a dynamic and smooth storageperformance tradeoff, allows us to explore several problems from real-world production clusters from a different
“lens”. We apply BlowFish to three such problems:

Storage and bandwidth efficient data repair during
failures. Existing techniques either require high storage
(replication) or high bandwidth (erasure codes) for data
repair, as shown in Table 1. By storing multiple replicas at
different points on tradeoff curve, BlowFish can achieve
1 To support search, many of these systems store indexes in addition
to the input, which further adds to the storage overhead. We collectively the best of the two worlds — in practice, BlowFish requires storage close to erasure codes while requiring rerefer to the indexes combined with the input as “data”.
1
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Table 1: Storage and bandwidth requirements for erasure
codes, replication and BlowFish for data repair during failures.

Storage
Repair
Bandwidth

Erasure
(RS) Code
1.2×

Replication

BlowFish

3×

1.9×

10×

1×

1×

Fish introduces Layered Sampled Array (LSA), a new data
structure that stores sampled arrays using multiple layers
of sampled values. Each combination of layers in LSA
correspond to a static configuration of Succinct. Layers in
LSA can be added or deleted transparently, independent
of existing layers and query execution, thus enabling dynamic navigation along the tradeoff curve.
Each shard in BlowFish can operate on a different
point on the storage-performance tradeoff curve. This
leads to several interesting problems: how should shards
(within and across servers) share the available cache?
How should shard replicas share requests? BlowFish
adopts techniques from scheduling theory, namely backpressure style Join-the-shortest-queue [19] mechanism, to
resolve these challenges in a unified and near-optimal
manner. Shards maintain request queues that are used both
to load balance queries as well as to manage shard sizes
within and across servers.

pair bandwidth close to replication. System state is restored by copying one of the replicas and navigating along
the tradeoff curve. We explore the corresponding storagebandwidth-throughput tradeoffs in §4.2.
Skewed workloads. Existing data stores can benefit significantly using compression [1, 4, 7, 12, 21]. However,
these systems lose their performance advantages in case
of dynamic workloads where (i) the set of hot objects
changes rapidly over time [9, 14, 26, 31], and (ii) a single
copy is not enough to efficiently serve a hot object. Studies
from production clusters have shown that such workloads
are a norm [9, 10, 14, 26, 31]. Selective caching [8], that
caches additional replicas for hot objects, only provides
coarse-grained support to handle dynamic workloads —
each replica increases the throughput by 2× while incurring an additional storage overhead of 1×.
BlowFish not only provides a finer-grained tradeoff (increasing the storage overhead fractionally, just enough
to meet the performance goals), but also achieves a better tradeoff between storage and throughput than selective caching of compressed objects. We show in §4.3 that
BlowFish achieves 2.7–4.9× lower storage (for comparable throughput) and 1.5× higher throughput (for fixed
storage) compared to selective caching.

In summary, this paper makes three contributions:
• Design and implementation of BlowFish, a distributed
data store that enables a smooth storage-performance
tradeoff, allowing fine-grained changes in storage and
performance for each individual shard.
• Enables dynamic adaptation to changing workloads by
navigating along the smooth tradeoff curve at finegrained time scales.
• Uses techniques from scheduling theory to perform
load balancing and shard management within and
across servers.

2

Time-varying workloads. In some scenarios, production
clusters delay additional replica creation to avoid unnecessary traffic (e.g., for 15 minutes during transient failures [28, 29]). Such failures contribute to 90% of the failures [28, 29] and create high temporal load across remaining replicas. We show that BlowFish can adapt to
such time-varying workloads even for spiked variations
(as much as by 3×) by navigating along the storageperformance tradeoff in less than 5 minutes (§4.4).

1.2

BlowFish Overview

We briefly describe Succinct data structures in §2.1, with a
focus on how BlowFish transforms these data structures to
enable the desired storage-performance tradeoff. We then
discuss the storage model and target workloads for BlowFish (§2.2). Finally, we provide a high-level overview of
BlowFish design (§2.3).

2.1

Succinct Background

Succinct internally supports random access and search on
flat unstructured files. Using a simple transformation from
semi-structured data to unstructured data [7], Succinct
supports queries on semi-structured data, that is, a collection of records. Similar to other key-value and NoSQL
stores [1,3,4,12,15,21,23], each record has a unique identifier key, and a potentially multi-attribute value. Succinct supports random access via get, put and delete
operations on keys; in addition, applications can search
along individual attributes in values.

BlowFish Techniques

BlowFish builds upon Succinct [7], a system that supports queries on compressed data2 . At a high-level, Succinct stores two sampled arrays, whose sampling rate acts
as a proxy for the compression factor in Succinct. Blow2 Unlike Succinct, BlowFish does not enforce compression; some
points on the tradeoff curve may have storage comparable to systems
that store indexes along with input data.

2
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the NextCharIdx arrays have certain structural properties
AoS2Input Input
AoS
that enable a compact representation. The description of
AoS, NextCharIdx, and their compact representations is Figure 1: AoS stores suffixes in the input in lexicographically
not required to keep the paper self-contained; we refer the sorted order. (a) Input2AoS maps each index in the input to the
reader to [7]. We provide necessary details on representa- index of the corresponding suffix in AoS. (b) Aos2Input maps
each suffix index in AoS to the corresponding index in the input.
tion of Input2AoS and AoS2Input below.

2.3

Sampled Arrays: Storage versus Performance. Succinct reduces the space requirements of Input2AoS and
AoS2Input using sampling — only a few sampled values
(e.g., for sampling rate α, value at indexes 0, α, 2α, ..)
from these two arrays are stored. NextCharIdx allows
computing unsampled values during query execution.

BlowFish uses a system architecture similar to existing
data stores, e.g., Cassandra [21] and ElasticSearch [1].
Specifically, BlowFish comprises of a set of servers that
store the data as well as execute queries (see Figure 2).
Each server shares a similar design, comprising of multiple data shards (§3.1), a request queue per shard that
keeps track of outstanding queries, and a special module
server handler that triggers navigation along the storageperformance curve and schedules queries (§3.2).
Each shard admits the desired storage-performance
tradeoff using Layered Sampled Array (LSA), a new data
structure that allows transparently changing the sampling
factor α for Input2AoS and AoS2Input over fine-grained
time scales. Smaller values of α indicate higher storage requirements, but also lower latency (and vice versa).
Layers can be added and deleted without affecting existing layers or query execution thus enabling dynamic navigation along the tradeoff curve. We describe LSA and the
layer addition-deletion process in LSA in §3.1.
BlowFish allows each shard to operate at a different operating point on the storage-performance tradeoff curve
(see Figure 3). Such a flexibility comes at the cost of
increased dynamism and heterogeneity in system state.
Shards on a server can have varying storage footprint and
as a result, varying throughput. Moreover, storage footprint and throughput may vary across shard replicas. How
should shards (within and across servers) share the available cache? How should shard replicas share requests?
When should a shard trigger navigation along the storageperformance tradeoff curve?

The tradeoff is that for a sampling rate of α, the
storage requirement for Input2AoS and AoS2Input is
2nlog n/α and the number of operations required for
computing each unsampled value is α.
Succinct thus has a fixed small storage cost for AoS and
NextCharIdx, and the sampling rate α acts as a proxy for
overall storage and performance in Succinct.

2.2

BlowFish Design Overview

BlowFish data model and assumptions

BlowFish enables the same functionality as Succinct
(§2.1) — support for random access and search queries
on flat unstructured files, with extensions for key-value
stores and NoSQL stores.
Assumptions. BlowFish makes two assumptions. First,
systems are limited by capacity of faster storage, that is
operate on data sizes that do not fit entirely into the fastest
storage. Indeed, indexes to support search queries along
with the input data makes it hard to fit the entire data in
fastest storage especially for purely in-memory data stores
(e.g., Redis [5], MICA [23], RAMCloud [25]). Second,
BlowFish assumes that data can be sharded in a manner
that a query does not require touching each server in the
system. Most real-world datasets and query workloads admit such sharding schemes [14, 26, 31].
3
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{Search result, Queue lengths}

search(string str)
Server
Handler

Server
Handler

Server
Handler

Server
Handler

...
Figure 2: Overall BlowFish architecture. Each server has an architecture similar to the one shown in Figure 3. Queries are
forwarded by Server Handlers to appropriate servers, and query responses encapsulate both results and queue lengths at that server.

Server
Handler

Server
Handler

Figure 3: Main idea behind BlowFish: (left) the state of the system at some time t; (right) the state of the shards after BlowFish

adapts — the shards that have longer outstanding queue lengths at time t adapt their storage footprint to a larger one, thus serving
larger number of queries per second than at time t; the shards that have smaller outstanding queues, on the other hand, adapt their
storage footprint to a smaller one thus matching the respective load.

3

BlowFish adopts techniques from scheduling theory,
namely Join-the-shortest-queue [19] mechanism, to resolve the above questions in a unified manner. BlowFish
servers maintain a request queue per shard, that stores outstanding requests for the respective shard. A server handler module periodically monitors request queues for local shards, maintains information about request queues
across the system, schedules queries and triggers navigation along the storage-performance tradeoff curve.
Upon receiving a query from a client for a particular shard, the server handler forwards the query to the
shard replica with shortest request queue length. All incoming queries are enqueued in the request queue for the
respective shard. When the load on a particular shard is no
more than its throughput at the current operating point on
the storage-performance curve, the queue length remains
minimal. On the other hand, when the load on the shard
increases beyond the supported throughput, the request
queue length for this shard increases (see Figure 3 (left)).
Once the request queue length crosses a certain threshold, the navigation along the tradeoff curve is triggered
either using the remaining storage on the server or by reducing the storage overhead of a relatively lower loaded
shard. BlowFish internally implements a number of optimizations for selecting navigation triggers, maintaining
request hysteresis to avoid unnecessary oscillations along
the tradeoff curve, storage management during navigation
and ensuring correctness in query execution during the
navigation. We discuss these design details in §3.2.

BlowFish Design

We start with the description of Layered Sampled Array
(§3.1) and then discuss the system details (§3.2).

3.1

Layered Sampled Array

BlowFish enables a smooth storage-performance tradeoff using a new data structure, Layered Sampled Array (LSA), that allows dynamically changing the sampling factor in the two sampled arrays — Input2AoS and
AoS2Input. We describe LSA below.
Consider an array A, and let SA be another array that
stores a set of sampled-by-index values from A. That is,
for sampling rate α, SA[idx] stores A value at index
α×idx. For instance, if A = {6, 4, 3, 8, 9, 2}, the
sampled-by-index array with sampling rate 4 and 2 are
SA4 = {6, 9} and SA2 = {6, 3, 9}, respectively.
LSA emulates the functionality of SA, but stores the
sampled values in multiple layers, together with a few
auxiliary structures (Figure 4). Layers in LSA can be
added or deleted transparently without affecting the existing layers. Addition of layers results in higher storage
(lower sampling rate α) and lower query latency; layer
deletion, on the other hand, reduces the storage but also
increases the query latency. Furthermore, looking up a
value in LSA is agnostic to the existing layers, independent of how many and which layers exist (pseudo code in
Appendix A). This allows BlowFish to navigate along the
storage-performance curve without any change in query
execution semantics compared to Succinct.
4
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Figure 4: Illustration of Layered Sampled Array (LSA). The original unsampled array is shown above the dashed line (gray values
indicate unsampled values). In LSA, each layer stores values for sampling rate given by LayerID, modulo values that are already
stored in upper layers (in this example, sampling rates 8, 4, 2). Layers are added and deleted at the bottom; that is, LayerID=2 will
be added if and only if all layers with sampling rate 4, 8, 16, .. exist. Similarly, LayerID=2 will be the first layer to be deleted. The
ExistsLayer bitmap indicates whether a particular layer exists (1) or not (0). LayerID and ExistsLayer allow checking whether
or not value at any index idx is stored in LSA — we find the largest existing LayerID that is a proper divisor of idx. Note that
among every consecutive 8 values in original array, 1 is stored in topmost layer, 1 in the next layer and 2 in the bottommost layer.
This observation allows us to find the index into any layer LayerIdx where the corresponding sampled value is stored.
Layer Addition. The design of LSA as such allows arbitrary layers (in terms of sampling rates) to coexist; furthermore, layers can be added or deleted in arbitrary order.
However, our implementation of LSA makes two simplifications. First, layers store sampled values for indexes that
are power of two. Second, new layers are always added at
the bottom. The rationale is that these two simplifications
induce a certain structure in LSA, that makes the increase
in storage footprint as well as time taken to add the layer
very predictable. In particular, under the assumption that
the unsampled array is of length n = 2k for some integer k, the number of sampled values stored at any layer is
equal to the cumulative number of sampled values stored
in upper layers (see Figure 4). If the sampling rate for
the new layer is α, then this layer stores precisely n/2α
sampled values; thus, the increase in storage becomes predictable. Moreover, since the upper layers constitute sampling rate 2α, computing each value in the new layer requires 2α operations (§2.1). Hence, adding a layer takes a
fixed amount of time independent of the sampling rate of
layer being added.
BlowFish supports two modes for creating new layers.
In dedicated layer construction, the space is allocated for
a new layer3 and dedicated threads populate values in the
layer; once all the values are populated the ExistsLayer
bit is set to 1. The additional compute resources required

in dedicated layer construction may be justified if the time
spent in populating the new layer is smaller than the period of increased throughput experienced by the shard(s).
However, such may not be the case for many scenarios.
The second mode for layer creation in BlowFish is opportunistic layer construction. This mode exploits the fact
that the unsampled values for the two arrays are computed on the fly during query execution. A subset of the
these values are the ones to be computed for populating
the new layer. Hence, the query execution phase can be
used to populate the new layer without using dedicated
threads. The challenge in this mode is when to update the
ExistsLayer flag — if set during the layer creation, the
queries may incorrectly access values that have not yet
been populated; on the other hand, the layer may remain
unused if the flag is set after all the values are populated.
BlowFish handles this situation by using a bitmap that
stores a bit per sampled value for that layer. A set bit indicates that the value has already been populated and vice
versa. The algorithm for opportunistic layer construction
is outlined in Algorithm 2 in Appendix A.
It turns out that opportunistic layer construction performs really well for real-world workloads that typically
follow a zipf-like distribution (repeated queries on certain
objects). Indeed, the required unsampled values are computed during the first execution of a query and are thus
available for all subsequent executions of the same query.
Interestingly, this is akin to caching the query results with3 using free unused cache or by deleting layers from relatively lower
out any explicit query result caching implementation.
loaded shards, as described in §3.2.4.
5
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Layer Deletion. Deleting layers is relatively easier in
BlowFish. To maintain consistency with layer additions,
layer deletion proceeds from the bottom most layer. Layer
deletions are computationally inexpensive, and do not require any special strategy. Upon the request for layer deletion, the ExistsLayer bitmap is updated to indicate that
the corresponding layer is no longer available. Subsequent
queries, thus, stop accessing the deleted layer. In order to
maintain safety, we delay the memory deallocation for a
short period of time after updating the ExistsLayer flag.

server handler(s) of the corresponding shard(s); we discuss query scheduling across shard replicas below. Whenever possible, the query results from multiple shards on
the same server are aggregated by the server handler.

Random access and search. BlowFish does not require
changes in Succinct algorithms for executing queries at
each shard, with the exception of looking up values in
sampled arrays4 . In particular, since the two sampled arrays in Succinct — Input2AoS and AoS2Input — are
replaced by LSA, the corresponding lookup algorithms
are replaced by lookup algorithms for LSA (§2.3, Fig3.2 BlowFish Servers
ure 4). We note that, by using ExistsLayer flag, BlowWe now provide details on the design and implementation Fish makes LSA lookup algorithms transparent to existing
of BlowFish servers.
layers and query execution.
3.2.1 Server Components
Updates. BlowFish implements data appends exactly as
Each BlowFish server has three main components (see Succinct [7] does. Specifically, BlowFish uses a multistore architecture with a write-optimized LogStore that
Figure 2 and Figure 3):
supports fine-grained appends, a query-optimized SuffixData shards. Each server stores multiple data shards, typStore that supports bulk appends and a memory-optimized
ically one per CPU core. Each shard stores the two samSuccinctStore. LogStore and SuffixStore, for typical cluspled arrays — Input2AoS and AoS2Input — using LSA,
ter configurations, store less than 0.1% of the entire
along with other data structures in Succinct. This enables
dataset (the most recently added data). BlowFish does not
a smooth storage-performance tradeoff, as described in
require changes in LogStore and SuffixStore implemen§3.1. The aggregate storage overhead of the shards may
tation, and enables the storage-performance tradeoff for
be larger than available main memory. Each shard is memdata only in SuccinctStore. Since the storage and the perory mapped; thus, only the most accessed shards may be
formance of the system is dominated by SuccinctStore,
paged into main memory.
the storage-performance tradeoff curve of BlowFish is not
Request Queues. BlowFish servers maintain a queue impacted by update operations.
of outstanding queries per shard, referred to as request
queues. The length of request queues provide a rough ap- 3.2.3 Scheduling and Load Balancing
proximation to the load on the shard — larger request BlowFish server handlers maintain the request queue
queue lengths indicate a larger number of outstanding re- lengths for each shard in the system. Each server hanquests for the shard, implying that the shard is observing dler periodically monitors and records the request queue
more queries than it is able to serve (and vice versa).
lengths for local shards. For non-local shards, the request

queue lengths are collected during the query phase —
server handlers encapsulate the request queue lengths for
their local shards in the query responses. Upon receiving a
query response, a server handler decapsulates the request
queue lengths and updates its local metadata to record the
new lengths for the corresponding shards.
Each shard (and shard replica) in BlowFish may operate on a different point on the storage-performance curve
(Figure 3). Thus, different replicas of the same shard may
have different query execution time for the same query. To
efficiently schedule queries across such a heterogeneous
system, BlowFish adopts techniques from scheduling the3.2.2 Query execution
ory literature — a back-pressure scheduling style JoinSimilar to existing data stores [1, 4, 21], an incoming the-shortest-queue [19] mechanism. An incoming query
query in BlowFish may touch one or more shards depend4 The description of these algorithms is not required to keep the paper
ing on the sharding scheme. The server handler handling
the query is responsible for forwarding the query to the self-contained; we refer the reader to [7] for details.
Server Handler. Each server in BlowFish has a server
handler module that acts as an interface to clients as well
as other server handlers in the system. Each client connects to one of the server handlers that handles the client
query (similar to Cassandra [21]). The server handler interacts with other server handlers to execute queries and to
maintain the necessary system state. BlowFish server handlers are also responsible for query scheduling and load
balancing, and for making decisions on how shards share
the cache available at the local server. We discuss these
functionalities below.

6
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for a shard is forwarded to the replica with the smallest request queue length. By conceptually modeling this
problem as replicas having the same speed but varying
job sizes (for the same query), the analysis for Join-theshortest-queue [19] applies to BlowFish, implying close
to optimal load balancing.
3.2.4

Q(t)

Q(t)

(a)

t

Q(t)

(b)

t

(c)

t

Figure 5: Three different scenarios of queue length (Q(t))

Dynamically Navigating the Tradeoff

variation with time (t). (a) shows a very short-lasting “spike”,
(b) shows a longer lasting spike while (c) shows a persistent
“plateau” in queue-length values. BlowFish should ideally ignore spikes as in (a) and attempt to adapt to the queue length
variations depicted in (b) and (c).

BlowFish uses the request queues not only for scheduling
and load balancing, but also to trigger navigation along
the storage-performance tradeoff curve for each individual shard. We discuss below the details on tradeoff navigation, and how this enables efficient cache sharing among
shards within and across servers.
One challenge in using request queue lengths as an approximation to load on the shard is to differentiate shortterm spikes from persistent overloading of shards (Figure 5). To achieve this, BlowFish server handlers also
maintain exponentially averaged queue lengths for each
local shard — the queue lengths are monitored every δ
time units, and the exponentially averaged queue length
at time t is computed as:
avg
(1)
Qtavg = β × Qt + (1 − β ) × Qt−δ

stores a lower threshold value which is used to trigger
storage reduction. In particular, if the exponentially averaged queue length and the instantaneous request queue
length for one of the other shards S’ on the same server
is below the lower threshold, BlowFish reduces the storage for S’ before triggering the storage increase for S. If
there is no such S’, the server must already be throughput
bottlenecked and the navigation for S is not triggered.
We make two observations. First, the goals of exponentially averaged queue lengths and two threshold values are rather different: the former makes BlowFish stable
against temporary spikes in load, while the latter against
“flap damping” of load on the shards. Second, under stable
loads, the above technique for triggering navigation along
the tradeoff curve allows each shard on the same server to
share cache proportional to its throughput requirements.

The parameters β and δ provide two knobs for approximating the load on a shard based on its request queue
length. β is a fraction (β < 1) that determines the contribution of more recent queue length values to the average — larger β assigns higher weight to more recent
values in the average. δ is the periodicity at which queue
lengths are averaged — smaller values of δ (i.e., more
frequent averaging) results in higher sensitivity to bursts
in queue length. Note that a small exponentially average
queue length implies a persistently underloaded shard.
We now describe how shards share the available cache
within and across servers by dynamically navigating
along the storage-performance tradeoff curve. We start
with the relatively simpler case of shards on the same
server, and then describe the case of shards across servers.

Shard replicas across servers. At the outset, it may seem
like shards (and shard replicas) across servers need to coordinate among themselves to efficiently share the total
system cache. It turns out that local cache sharing, as
described above, combined with BlowFish’s scheduling
technique implicitly provides such a coordination.
Consider a shard S with two replicas R1 and R2, both
operating at the same point on the tradeoff curve and having equal queue lengths. The incoming queries are thus
equally distributed across R1 and R2. If the load on S
increases gradually, both R1 and R2 will eventually experience load higher than the throughput they can support. At this point, the request queue lengths at R1 and R2
start building up at the same rate. Suppose R2 shares the
server with other heavily loaded shards (that is, R2 can
not navigate up the tradeoff curve). BlowFish will then
trigger a layer creation for R1 only. R1 can thus support
higher throughput and its request queue length will decrease. BlowFish’s scheduling technique kicks in here: incoming queries will now be routed to R1 rather than equal
load balancing, resulting in lower load at R2. It is easy to
see that at this point, BlowFish will load balance queries
to R1 and R2 proportional to their respective throughputs.

Shards on the same server. Recall that BlowFish implementation adds and deletes layers in a bottom-up fashion, with each layer storing sampled values for powers
of two. Thus, at any instant, the sampling rate of LSA
is a power of two (2, 4, 8, . . . ). For each of these sampling rates, BlowFish stores two threshold values. The
upper threshold value is used to trigger storage increase
for any particular shard — when the exponentially averaged queue length of a shard S crosses the upper threshold value, S must be consistently overloaded and must increase its throughput.
However, the server may not have extra cache to sustain
the increased storage for S. For such scenarios, BlowFish
7
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Evaluation

70

Normalized Throughput

4

BlowFish is implemented in ≈ 2K lines of C++ on top of
Succinct [7]. We apply BlowFish to application domains
outlined in §1.1 and compare its performance against
state-of-the-art schemes for each application domain.
Evaluation Setup. We describe the setup used for each
application in respective subsections. We describe here
what is consistent across all the applications: dataset
and query workload. We use the TPC-H benchmark
dataset [6], that consists of records with 8 byte keys and
roughly 140 byte values on an average; the values comprise of 15 attributes (or columns). We note that several
of our evaluation results are independent of the underlying dataset (e.g., bandwidth for data repair, time taken to
navigate along the tradeoff curve, etc.) and depend only
on amount of data per server.
We use a query workload that comprises of 50% random access queries and 50% search queries; we discuss
the impact of varying the fraction of random access and
search queries in §4.1. Random access queries return the
entire value, given a key. Search queries take in an (attribute, value) pair and return all keys whose entry for the
input attribute matches the value. We use three query distributions in our evaluation for generating queries over the
key space (for random access) and over the attribute values (for search). First, uniform distribution with queries
distributed uniformly across key space and attribute values; this essentially constitutes a worst-case scenario for
BlowFish5 . The remaining two query workloads follow
Zipf distribution with skewness 0.99 (low skew) and 0.01
(heavily skewed), the last one constituting the best-case
scenario for BlowFish.
All our distributed experiments run on Amazon EC2
cluster comprising of c3.2xlarge servers, with 15GB
RAM backed by two 80GB SSDs and 8 vCPUs. Unless
mentioned otherwise, all our experiments shard the input
data into 8GB shards and use one shard per CPU core.

4.1

60
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BlowFish footprint / Input Size

Figure 6: Storage-throughput tradeoff curve (per thread) enabled by BlowFish. The y-axis is normalized by the throughput
of smallest possible storage footprint (71ops) in BlowFish.
We make two observations in Figure 6. First, BlowFish
achieves storage footprint varying from 0.5× to 8.7× the
input data size (while supporting search functionality; the
figure shows only up to 1.5× the data size for clarity)6 . In
particular, BlowFish does not enforce compression. Second, increase in storage leads to super-linear increase in
throughput (moving from ≈ 0.5 to ≈ 0.75 leads to 20×
increase in throughput) due to non-linear computational
cost of operating on compressed data [7].

4.2

Data Repair During Failures

We now apply BlowFish to the first application: efficient
data recovery upon failures.
Existing techniques and BlowFish tradeoffs. Two techniques exist for data repair during failures: replication and
erasure codes. The main tradeoff is that of storage and
bandwidth, as shown in Table 1. Note that this tradeoff
is hard; that is, for both replication and erasure codes,
the storage overhead and the bandwidth for data repair is
fixed for a fixed fault tolerance. We discuss related work
in §5, but note that erasure codes remain inefficient for
data stores serving small objects due to high repair time
and/or bandwidth requirements.
4.2.1

Experimental Setup

We perform evaluation along four metrics: storage overhead, bandwidth and time required for data repair, and
throughput before and during failures. Since none of the
open-source data stores support erasure codes, we use an
implementation of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [2]. The
code use 10 data blocks and 2 parity blocks, similar to
those used at Facebook [24, 29], but for two failure case.
Accordingly, we use 3× replication. For BlowFish, we
use an instantiation that uses three replicas with storage
0.9×, 0.5× and 0.5×, aggregating to 1.9× storage — an
operating point between erasure codes and replication.

Storage Performance Tradeoff

We start by evaluating the storage-performance tradeoff
curve enabled by BlowFish. Figure 6 shows this tradeoff
for query workload comprising of 50% random access and
50% search queries; Appendix B presents the curves for
other workloads. Note that the tradeoff for mixed workload has characteristics similar to 100% search workload
(Appendix B) since, similar to other systems, execution
time for search is significantly higher than random access.
The throughput is, thus, dominated by search latency.
5 Intuitively, queries distributed uniformly across shards and across
records alleviates the need for shards having varying storage footprints.

6 The smallest footprint is 0.5× since TPC-H data is not very compressible, achieving compression factor of 3.1 using gzip.
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Figure 7: Comparison of BlowFish against RS erasure codes and replication (discussion in §4.2.2). BlowFish requires 5.4× lower
bandwidth for data repair compared to erasure codes, leading to 2.5× faster repair time. BlowFish achieves throughput comparable
to erasure codes and replication under no failures, and 1.4 − 1.8× higher throughput during failures.

We use 12 server EC2 cluster to put data and parity
blocks on separate servers; each server contains both data
and parity blocks, but not for the same data. Replicas
for replication and BlowFish were also distributed similarly. We use 160GB of total raw data distributed across
20 shards. The corresponding storage for erasure codes,
replication and BlowFish is, thus, 192, 480 and 310GB.
Note that the cluster has 180GB main memory. Thus, all
data shards for erasure codes fit in memory, while a part of
BlowFish and replication data is spilled to disk (modeling
storage-constrained systems).
We use uniform query distribution (across shards and
across records) for throughput results. Recall that this distribution constitutes a worst-case scenario for BlowFish.
We measure the throughput for the mixed 50% random
access and 50% search workload.
4.2.2

RS codes require roughly 5× higher transfer time compared to BlowFish. Although erasure codes read the required data in parallel from multiple servers, the access
link at the server where the data is being collected becomes the network bottleneck. This is further exacerbated
since these servers are also serving queries. The decoding time of RS codes is similar to reconstruction time for
BlowFish. Overall, BlowFish is roughly 2.5× faster than
RS codes and 1.4× slower than replication in terms of
time taken to restore system state after failures.
Throughput. The throughput results for the three
schemes expose an interesting tradeoff (see Figure 7(c)).
When there are no failures, all the three schemes
achieve comparable throughput. This is rather nonintuitive since replication has three replicas to serve
queries while erasure codes have only one and BlowFish has replicas operating at smaller storage footprints.
However, recall that the cluster is bottlenecked by the capacity of faster storage. If we load balance the queries
in replication and in BlowFish across the three replicas,
many of these queries are executed off SSD, thus reducing the overall system throughput (much more for replication since many more queries are executed off SSD). To
that end, we evaluated the case of replication and BlowFish where queries are load balanced to only one replica;
in this case, as expected, all the three schemes achieve
comparable throughput.
During failures, the throughput for both erasure codes
and replication reduces significantly. For RS codes, 10
out of (remaining) 11 servers are used to both read the
data required for recovery as well as to serve queries. This
severely affects the overall RS throughput (reducing it by
2×). For replication, note that the amount of failed data
is 40GB (five shards). Recovering these shards results in
replication creating two kinds of interference: interfering

Results

Storage and Bandwidth. As discussed above, RS codes,
replication and BlowFish have a storage overhead of
1.2×, 3× and 1.9×. In terms of bandwidth, we note that
the three schemes require storing 16, 40 and 26GB of data
per server, respectively. Figure 7(a) shows the corresponding bandwidth requirements for data repair for the three
schemes. Note that while erasure codes require 10× bandwidth compared to replication for each individual failed
shard, the overall bandwidth requirements are less than
10× since each server in erasure coded case also stores
lesser data due to lower storage footprint of erasure codes
(best case scenario for erasure codes along all metrics).
Repair time. The time taken to repair the failed data is a
sum of two factors — time taken to copy the data required
for recovery (transfer time), and computations required by
the respective schemes to restore the failed data (reconstruction time). Figure 7(b) compares the data repair time
for BlowFish against replication and RS codes.
9
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Figure 8: Comparison of BlowFish and selective caching for skewed workload application. See §4.3 for discussion.
shards being “hot” and most of the shards being “cold”.
For selective caching, each shard has number of replicas
proportional to its load (recall, total storage is fixed); for
BlowFish, the shard operates at a point on the tradeoff
curve that can sustain the load with minimal storage overhead. We distribute the shards randomly across the available servers. For the latter, we vary the load and compute
the amount of fast storage required by the two schemes
to meet the load assuming that the entire data fits in fast
storage. Here, we increase the number of shards to 100 to
perform computations for a more realistic cluster size.

with queries being answered on data unaffected by failures and queries answered on failed server now being answered off-SSD from remaining servers. This interference
reduces the replication throughput by almost 33%. Note
that both these interferences are minimal in BlowFish:
fewer shards need be constructed, thus fewer servers are
interfered with, and fewer queries go to SSD. It turns out
that the interference is minimal, and BlowFish observes
minimal throughput reduction (less than 12%) during failures. As a result, BlowFish throughput during failures is
is 1.4 − 1.8× higher than the other two schemes.

4.3

Skewed Workloads

We now apply BlowFish to the problem of efficiently utilizing the system cache for workloads with skewed query
distribution across shards (e.g., more queries on hot data
and fewer queries on warm data). The case of skew across
shards varying with time is evaluated in next subsection.
State-of-the-art. The state-of-the-art technique for handling spatially-skewed workloads in Selective caching [8]
that caches, for each object, number of replicas proportional to the load on the object.
4.3.1

Experimental Setup

4.3.2

Results

For fixed storage. The storage required for selective
caching and BlowFish to meet the load is 155.52GB
and 118.96GB, respectively. Since storage is constrained,
some shards in selective caching can not serve queries
from faster storage. Intuitively, this is because BlowFish
provides a finer-grained tradeoff (increasing the storage
overhead fractionally, just enough to meet the performance goals) compared to the coarse-grained tradeoff of
selective replication (throughput can be increased only by
2× by adding another replica requiring 1× higher storage
overhead). Thus, BlowFish utilizes the available system
cache more efficiently. Figure 8(b) shows that this leads
to BlowFish achieving 1.5× higher throughput than selective caching. Interestingly, BlowFish achieves 89% of the
ideal throughput, where the ideal is computed by taking
into account the load skew across shards, the total system
storage, the maximum possible per-shard throughput per
server, and by placing heavily loaded shards with lightly
loaded shards. The remaining 11% is attributed to the random placement of shards across servers, resulting in some
servers being throughput bottlenecked.

We use 20 data shards, each comprising of 8GB of raw
data, for this experiment. We compare BlowFish and Selective caching using two approaches. In the first approach, we fix the cluster (amount of fast storage) and
measure the maximum possible throughput that each
scheme can sustain. In the second approach, we vary the
load for the two schemes and compute the amount of fast
storage required by each scheme to sustain that load.
For the former, we use a cluster with 8 EC2 servers. A
large number of clients generate queries with a Zipf distribution with skewness 0.01 (heavily skewed) across the
shards. As shown in Figure 8(a), the load on the heaviest Fixed load. Figure 8(c) shows that, as expected, BlowFish
shard using this distribution is 20× the load on the light- requires 2.7 – 4.9× lower amount of fast storage comest shard — this models the real-world scenario of a few pared to selective caching to sustain the load.
10
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Figure 9: Opportunistic layer construction with spiked changes in load for uniform workload (top three) and skewed workload
(bottom three). The figures show variation in throughput (left), request queue length (center) and storage footprint (right).

4.4

Time-varying workloads

sult, the request queue length for the shard increases (Figures 9(b) and 9(e)). At one point, BlowFish triggers opportunistic layer creation — the system immediately allocates additional storage for the two sampled arrays (increased storage ratio in Figures 9(c) and 9(f)); the sampled
values are filled in gradually as queries are executed.
4.4.1 Experimental Setup
At this point, the results for uniform and skewed query
We perform micro-benchmarks to focus on adaptation distribution differ. For the uniform case, the already filled
time, queue stability and per-thread shard throughput for sampled values are reused infrequently. Thus, it takes
time-varying workloads. We use a number of clients to BlowFish longer to adapt (≈ 5 minutes) before it starts
generate time-varying load on the system. We performed draining the request queue (the peak in Figure 9(b)).
four sets of experiments: uniform and skewed (Zipf with BlowFish is able to drain the entire request queue within
skewness 0.01) query distribution (across queried keys 15 minutes, making the system stable at that point.
and search terms); and, gradual and spiked variations in
For the skewed workload, the sampled values computed
load. It is easy to see that (uniform, spiked) and (skewed, during query execution are reused frequently since queries
gradual) are the worst-case and the best-case scenario for repeat frequently. Thus, BlowFish is able to adapt much
BlowFish, respectively. We present results for spiked vari- faster (≈ 2minutes) and drain the queues within 5 minations in load (e.g., due to transient failures) for both uni- utes. Note that this is akin to caching of results, explicitly
form and skewed query distribution; the remaining results implemented in many existing data stores [1, 4, 21] while
are in Appendix C. We perform micro-benchmarks by in- BlowFish provides this functionality inherently.
creasing the load on the shard from 600ops to 1800ops
suddenly (3× increase in load models failures of two BlowFish scheduling. To evaluate the effectiveness and
replicas, an extremely unlikely scenario) at time t = 30 stability of BlowFish scheduling, we turn our attention to
and observe the system for an hour before dropping down a distributed setting. We focus our attention on three replicas of the same shard. We make the server storing one of
the load back to 600ops at time t = 90.
these replicas storage constrained (replica #3); that is, irre4.4.2 Results
spective of the load, the replica cannot trigger navigation
BlowFish adaptation time and queue stability. As the along the storage-performance tradeoff curve. We then
load is increased from 600ops to 1800ops, the throughput gradually increase the workload from 3KOps to 8KOps
supported by the shard at that storage ratio is insufficient in steps of 1KOps per 30 minutes (Figure 10) and observe
to meet the increased load (Figures 9(a) and 9(d)). As a re- the behavior of request queues at the three replicas.
We now evaluate BlowFish’s ability to adapt to timevarying load, in terms of time taken to adapt and queue
stability. We also evaluate the performance of BlowFish’s
scheduling technique during such time-varying loads.
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Figure 10: The effectiveness and stability of BlowFish’s query scheduling mechanism in a replicated system (discussion in
§4.4). Variation in throughput (left), request queue lengths (center) and storage-footprints (right) for the three replicas.
Initially, each of the three replicas observe a load of
1KOps since queue sizes are equal, and BlowFish scheduler equally balances the load. As the load is increased
to 4KOps, the replicas are no longer able to match the
load, causing the request queues at the replicas to build up
(Figure 10(c)). Once the queue lengths cross the threshold, replica #1 and #2 trigger layer construction to match
higher load (Figure 10(a)).
As the first two replicas opportunistically add layers,
their throughput increases; however, the throughput for
the third replicas remains consistent (Figure 10(b)). This
causes the request queue to build up for the third replica
at a rate higher than the other two replicas (Figure 10(c)).
Interestingly, the BlowFish reduces quickly adapts, and
stops issuing queries to replica#3, causing its request
queue length to start dropping. We observe a similar trend
when the load increases to 5KOps. BlowFish does observe
queue length oscillations during adaptation, albeit of extremely small magnitude.

5

Related Work

BlowFish’s goals are related to three key areas:
Storage-performance tradeoff. Existing data stores usually support two extreme operating points for each cached
shard — compressed but low throughput, and uncompressed but high throughput. Several compression techniques (e.g., gzip) can allow achieving different compression factors by changing parameters. However, these
require decompression and re-compression of the entire
data on the shard. As shown in the paper, a smooth and
dynamic storage-performance tradeoff not only provides
benefits for existing applications but can also enable a
wide range of new applications.

is simply too high to use them in practice [29]. Several
research proposals [20, 27, 29] reduce the bandwidth requirements of traditional erasure codes for batch processing jobs. However, these codes remain inefficient for data
stores serving small objects. As shown in §4, BlowFish
achieves storage close to erasure codes, while maintaining
the bandwidth and repair time advantages of replication.
Selective Caching. As discussed in §1 and §4, selective caching can achieve good performance for workloads skewed towards a few popular objects. However,
it only provides a coarse-grained support — increasing
the throughput by 2× by increasing the storage overhead
by 1×. BlowFish, instead, provides a much finer-grained
control allowing applications to increase the storage fractionally, just enough to meet the performance goals.

6

Conclusion

BlowFish is a distributed data store that enables a smooth
storage-performance tradeoff between two extremes —
compressed but low throughput and uncompressed but
high throughput. In addition, BlowFish allows applications to navigate along this tradeoff curve over finegrained time scales. Using this flexibility, we explored
several problems from real-world production clusters
from a new “lens” and showed that the tradeoff exposed
by BlowFish can offer significant benefits compared to
state-of-the-art techniques for the respective problems.
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Algorithm 2 describes how BlowFish creates new layers opportunistically (§3.1); that is, rather than using dedicated resources to compute the required sampled values
upon a new layer creation, BlowFish uses the computations performed during query execution to opportunistically populate the sampled values in the new layer.
Algorithm 1 LookupLSA
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into the sampled array; α is the sampling rate.
2:

return LayerID[idx % α]

3: end procedure
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C

Gradual Workload Variation

load increases from 600ops to 950ops (Figure 12(a)), the
load becomes higher than the throughput supported by the
We present the results for how BlowFish adapts to time- shard at that storage ratio (800ops). Consequently, the revarying workloads with a setup identical to §4.4, but for quest queue length starts building up (Figure 12(b)), and
slightly different variations in the workload. In particular, BlowFish triggers a layer addition by allocating space
instead of increasing the load on the shard from 600ops for the new layers (Figure 12(c)). BlowFish opportunisto 1800ops suddenly (as in the results of Figure 9), we tically fills up values in the new layer, and the throughput
increase the load from 600ops to 2000ops, with a grad- for the shard increases gradually. This continues until the
ual increase of 350ops at 30 minute intervals. This gran- throughput matches the load on the shard; at this point,
ularity of increase in load is similar to those reported in however, the throughput continues to increase even bereal-world production clusters [9], and constitutes a much yond the load to deplete the outstanding requests in the
easier case for BlowFish compared to the spiked increase queue until the queue length reduces to zero and the sysin load considered in §4.4.
tem resumes normal operation. A similar trend can be
Uniform query distribution (Figure 12, top). As the seen when the load is increased to 1650ops.
15
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Algorithm 2 CreateLayerOpportunistic
1: procedure CreateLayerOpportunistic(lid )  Marks layer lid
for creation, and initializes bitmap marking layer’s sampled values;
α is the sampling rate.
2:

Mark layer lid for creation.

3:

LayerSize ← InputSize/2α

4:
5:
6:

for lidx in (0, LayerSize − 1) do

IsLayerValueSampled[lid ][lidx ] ← 0

end for

7: end procedure
8: procedure OpportunisticPopulate(val, idx)

Exploit query execution to populate layers opportunistically; val is
the unsampled values computed during query execution, and idx is
its index into the unsampled array.
9:
10:
11:
12:

lid ← GetLayerID(idx)

 Get layer ID.

if layer lid is marked for creation then
lidx ← GetLayerIdx(idx)

 Get index into layer.

throughput for the skewed workload at the same storage
footprint (0.8 in Figure 12(c) and 12(f)) is higher than that
for the uniform workload. To see why, note that the performance of search operations varies significantly based on
the queries; while the different queries contribute equally
for the uniform workload, the throughput for the skewed
workload is shaped by the queries that occur more frequently. This effect attributes for the different throughput
characteristics for the two workloads at the same storage
footprint.
Second, as noted before (§4.4), BlowFish adaptation
benefits from the repetitive nature of queries in the skewed
workload, since repeated queries can reuse the values populated during their previous execution. In comparison to
uniform query distribution, this leads to faster adaptation
to increase in load and quicker depletion of the increased
request queue lengths.

SampledArray[lid ][lidx ] ← val

Comparison with results for the spiked case. Note the
difference in results for the case of spiked increase in load
14:
end if
(Figure 9) and gradual increase in load (Figure 12). In
15: end procedure
the former case, the increase in load leads to significantly
higher request queue lengths and hence, it takes much
Skewed query distribution (Figure 12, bottom). The longer for the sytem to return to normal operations. In the
trends observed for the skewed workload are similar to latter, however, due to gradual increase in load, the systhose for the uniform worklod, with two key differences. tem can drain the outstanding request queue significantly
First, we observe that BlowFish triggers layer creation faster, can resume normal operations faster, and thus proat different points for this workload. In particular, the vides adaptation at much finer time granularity.
13:

IsLayerValueSampled[lid ][lidx ] ← 1

16
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Abstract

a theoretically rigorous definition of universality that (as
we shall see) helps illuminate its fundamental limits (i.e.,
which scheduling algorithms have the flexibility to serve
as a UPS, and why).
From a more practical perspective, we say a packet
scheduling algorithm is universal if it can achieve different
desired performance objectives (such as fairness, reducing
tail latencies and minimizing flow completion times).
In particular, we require that the UPS should match the
performance of the best known scheduling algorithm for
a given performance objective. 1
The notion of universality for packet scheduling might
seem esoteric, but we think it helps clarify some basic
questions. If there exists no UPS then we should expect
to design new scheduling algorithms as performance
objectives evolve. Moreover, this would make a strong
argument for switches being equipped with programmable
packet schedulers so that such algorithms could be more
easily deployed (as argued in [42]; in fact, it was the
eloquent argument in this paper that caused us to initially
ask the question about universality).
However, if there is indeed a UPS, then it changes the
lens through which we view the design and evaluation of
scheduling algorithms: e.g., rather than asking whether a
new scheduling algorithm meets a performance objective,
we should ask whether it is easier/cheaper to implement/configure than the UPS (which could also meet that performance objective). Taken to the extreme, one might even
argue that the existence of a (practical) UPS greatly diminishes the need for programmable scheduling hardware.2
Thus, while the rest of the paper occasionally descends into
scheduling minutiae, the question we are asking has important practical (and intriguing theoretical) implications.
This paper starts from the theoretical perspective,
defining a formal model of packet scheduling and our

In this paper we address a seemingly simple question:
Is there a universal packet scheduling algorithm? More
precisely, we analyze (both theoretically and empirically)
whether there is a single packet scheduling algorithm that,
at a network-wide level, can perfectly match the results of
any given scheduling algorithm. We find that in general
the answer is “no”. However, we show theoretically that
the classical Least Slack Time First (LSTF) scheduling algorithm comes closest to being universal and demonstrate
empirically that LSTF can closely replay a wide range of
scheduling algorithms. We then evaluate whether LSTF
can be used in practice to meet various network-wide objectives by looking at popular performance metrics (such as
average FCT, tail packet delays, and fairness); we find that
LSTF performs comparable to the state-of-the-art for each
of them. We also discuss how LSTF can be used in conjunction with active queue management schemes (such as
CoDel and ECN) without changing the core of the network.

1

Scott Shenker†‡

Introduction

There is a large and active research literature on novel
packet scheduling algorithms, from simple schemes
such as priority scheduling [38], to more complicated
mechanisms for achieving fairness [20, 34, 39], to schemes
that help reduce tail latency [19] or flow completion
time [10], and this short list barely scratches the surface
of past and current work. In this paper we do not add to
this impressive collection of algorithms, but instead ask
if there is a single universal packet scheduling algorithm
that could obviate the need for new ones. In this context,
we consider a packet scheduling algorithm to be both
how packets are served inside the network (based on their
arrival times and their packet headers) and how packet
header fields are initialized and updated; this definition
includes all the classical scheduling algorithms (FIFO,
LIFO, priority, round-robin) as well as algorithms that
incorporate dynamic packet state [19, 44, 45].
We can define a universal packet scheduling algorithm
(hereafter UPS) in two ways, depending on our viewpoint
on the problem. From a theoretical perspective, we call a
packet scheduling algorithm universal if it can replay any
schedule (the set of times at which packets arrive to and
exit from the network) produced by any other scheduling
algorithm. This is not of practical interest, since such
schedules are not typically known in advance, but it offers

1 For this definition of universality, we allow the header initialization to
depend on the objective being optimized. That is, while the basic scheduling operations must remain constant, the header initialization can depend
on whether you are seeking fairness or minimal flow completion time.
2 Note that the case for programmable hardware as made in recent
work on P4 and the RMT switch [14, 15] remains: these systems target
programmability in header parsing and in how a packet’s processing
pipeline is defined (i.e., how forwarding ‘actions’ are applied to a packet).
The P4 language does not currently offer primitives for scheduling
and, perhaps more importantly, the RMT switch does not implement
a programmable packet scheduler; we hope our results can inform the
discussion on whether and how P4/RMT might be extended to support
programmable scheduling.
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set of output times {o (p)}. We say that {Aα } replays
{Aα } on this input if and only if ∀p ∈ P, o (p) ≤ o(p).3

notion of replayability in §2. We first prove that there
is no UPS, but then show that Least Slack Time First
(LSTF) [28] comes as close as any scheduling algorithm
to achieving universality. We also demonstrate empirically
(via simulation) that LSTF can closely approximate the
schedules of many scheduling algorithms. Thus, while not
a perfect UPS in terms of replayability, LSTF comes very
close to functioning as one.
We then take a more practical perspective in §3, showing
(via simulation) that LSTF is comparable to the state
of the art in achieving various objectives relevant to
an application’s performance. We investigate in detail
LSTF’s ability to minimize average flow completion times,
minimize tail latencies, and achieve per-flow fairness.
We also consider how LSTF can be used in multitenant
situations to achieve multiple objectives simultaneously,
while highlighting some of its key limitations.
In §4, we look at how network feedback for active queue
management (AQM) can be incorporated using LSTF.
Rather than augmenting the basic LSTF logic (which is
restricted to packet scheduling) with a queue management
algorithm, we show that LSTF can, instead, be used to
implement AQM at the edge of the network. This novel approach to AQM is a contribution in itself, as it allows the algorithm to be upgraded without changing internal routers.
We then discuss the feasibility of implementing LSTF
(§5) and provide an overview of related work (§6) before
concluding with a discussion of open questions in §7.

2

Universal Packet Scheduling Algorithm: We say a
schedule {(path(p),i(p),o(p))} is viable if there is at least
one collection of scheduling algorithms that produces that
schedule. We say that a scheduling algorithm is universal
if it can replay all viable schedules. While we allowed
significant generality in defining the scheduling algorithms
that a UPS seeks to replay (demanding only that they
be non-preemptive), we insist that the UPS itself obey
several practical constraints (although we allow it to be
preemptive for theoretical analysis, but then quantitatively
analyze the non-preemptive version in §2.3).4 The three
practical constraints we impose on a UPS are:
(1) Uniformity and Determinism: A UPS must use the same
deterministic scheduling logic at every router.
(2) Limited state used in scheduling decisions: We restrict
a UPS to using only (i) packet headers, and (ii) static information about the network topology, link bandwidths,
and propagation delays. It cannot rely on oracles or other
external information. However, it can modify the header of
a packet before forwarding it (resulting in dynamic packet
state [45]).
(3) Limited state used in header initialization: We assume
that the header for a packet p is initialized at its ingress
node. The additional information available to the ingress
for this initialization is limited to: (i) o(p) from the original
schedule5 and (ii) path(p). Later, we extend the kinds of information the header initialization process can use, and find
that this is a key determinant in whether one can find a UPS.
We make three observations about the above model.
First, our model assumes greater capability at the edge than
in the core, in keeping with common assumptions that the
network edge is capable of greater processing complexity,
exploited by many architectural proposals [16,36,44]. Second, when initializing a packet p’s header, a UPS can only
use the input time, output time and the path information for
p itself, and must be oblivious [24] to the corresponding
attributes for other packets in the network. Finally, the key
source of impracticality in our model is the assumption that
the output times o(p) are known at the ingress. However,

Theory: Replaying Schedules

This section delves into the theoretical viewpoint of a UPS,
in terms of its ability to replay a given schedule.
2.1 Definitions and Overview
Network Model: We consider a network of store-andforward output-queued routers connected by links. The
input load to the network is a fixed set of packets {p ∈ P},
their arrival times i(p) (i.e., when they reach the ingress
router), and the path path(p) each packet takes from its
ingress to its egress router. We assume no packet drops,
so all packets eventually exit. Every router executes a
non-preemptive scheduling algorithm which need not be
work-conserving or deterministic and may even involve
oracles that know about future packet arrivals. Different
routers in the network may use different scheduling logic.
For each incoming load {(p,i(p),path(p))}, a collection
of scheduling algorithms {Aα } (router α implements
algorithm Aα ) will produce a set of packet output times
{o(p)} (the time a packet p exits the network). We call
the set {(path(p),i(p),o(p))} a schedule.

3 We allow the inequality because, if o (p) < o(p), one can delay the

packet upon arrival at the egress node to ensure o (p) = o(p).
4 The issue of preemption is somewhat complicated. Allowing the
original scheduling algorithms to be preemptive allows packets to
be fragmented, which then makes replay extremely difficult even in
simple networks (with store-and-forward routers). However, disallowing
preemption in the candidate UPS overly limits the flexibility and would
again make replay impossible even in simple networks. Thus, we take
the seemingly hypocritical but only theoretically tractable approach
and disallow preemption in the original scheduling algorithms but allow
preemption in the candidate UPS. In practice, when we care only about
approximately replaying schedules, the distinction is of less importance,
and we simulate LSTF in the non-preemptive form.
5 Note that this ingress router can directly observe i(p) as the time
the packet arrives.

Replaying a Schedule: Applying a different collection
of scheduling algorithms {Aα } to the same set of packets
{(p,i(p),path(p))} (with the packets taking the same path
in the replay as in the original schedule), produces a new
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a different interpretation of o(p) suggests a more practical
application of replayability (and thus our results): if we
assign o(p) as the “desired” output time for each packet in
the network, then the existence of a UPS tells us that if these
goals are viable then the UPS will be able to meet them.
2.2

least remaining slack at the time when its last bit is transmitted. Before forwarding the packet, the router overwrites
the slack value in the packet’s header with its remaining
slack (i.e., the previous slack time minus the duration for
which it waited in the queue before being transmitted).
An alternate way to implement this algorithm is having
a static packet header as in Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
and using additional state in the routers (reflecting the
value of tmin ) to compute the priority for a packet at each
router, but here we chose to use an approach with dynamic
packet state. We provide more details about EDF and
prove its equivalence to LSTF in Appendix A.5.

Theoretical Results

For brevity, in this section we only summarize our key
theoretical results. The detailed proofs are in Appendix A.
Existence of a UPS under omniscient initialization: Suppose we give the header-initialization process extensive
information in the form of times o(p,α) which represent
when p was scheduled by router α in the original schedule.
We can then insert an n-dimensional vector in the header
of every packet p, where the ith element contains o(p,αi )
with αi being the ith hop in path(p). Every time a packet
arrives at a router, the router can pop the value at the head
of this vector and use that as its priority (earlier values of
output times get higher priority). This can perfectly replay
any viable schedule (proof in Appendix A.2), which is not
surprising, as having such detailed knowledge of the internal scheduling of the network is tantamount to knowing all
the scheduling decisions made by the original algorithm.
For reasons discussed previously, our definition limited the
information available to the output time from the network
as a whole, and not from each individual router; we call
this black-box initialization.

Key Results: Our analysis shows that the difficulty of
replay is determined by the number of congestion points,
where a congestion point is defined as a node where a
packet is forced to “wait” during a given schedule. 7 Our
theorems show the following key results:
1. Priority scheduling can replay all viable schedules with
no more than one congestion point per packet, and there are
viable schedules with no more than two congestion points
per packet that it cannot replay. (Proof in Appendix A.6.)
2. LSTF can replay all viable schedules with no more than
two congestion points per packet, and there are viable
schedules with no more than three congestion points per
packet that it cannot replay. (Proof in Appendix A.7.)
3. There is no scheduling algorithm (obeying the aforementioned constraints on UPSs) that can replay all viable
schedules with no more than three congestion points
per packet, and the same holds for larger numbers of
congestion points. (Proof in Appendix A.3.)
Main Takeaway: LSTF is closer to being a UPS than
simple priority scheduling, and no other candidate UPS
can do better in terms of handling more congestion points.

Nonexistence of a UPS under black-box initialization:
We can prove by counter-example (described in Appendix
A.3) that there is no UPS under the conditions stated in
§2.1. We provide some intuition for the counter-example
later in this section. Given this impossibility result, we now
ask how close can we get to a UPS?

Intuition: It is clear why LSTF is superior to priority
scheduling: by carrying information about previous
delays in the packet header (in the form of the remaining
slack value), LSTF can “make up for lost time” at later
congestion points, whereas for priority scheduling packets
with low priority might repeatedly get delayed (and thus
miss their target output times).
We now provide some intuition for why LSTF works for
two congestion points and not for three, by presenting an
outline of the proof detailed in Appendix A.7. We define the
local deadline of a packet p at a router α as the time when p
is scheduled by α in the original schedule. The global deadline of p at α is defined as the time by when p must leave α

Natural candidates for a near-UPS: Simple priority
scheduling 6 can reproduce all viable schedules on a single
router, so it would seem to be a natural candidate for a
near-UPS. However, for multihop networks it may be
important to make the scheduling of a packet dependent
on what has happened to it earlier in its path. For this, we
consider Least Slack Time First (LSTF) [28].
In LSTF, each packet p carries its slack value
in the packet header, which is initialized to
slack(p) = (o(p) − i(p) − tmin (p,src(p),dest(p))) at the
ingress; where src(p) is the ingress of p, dest(p) is the
egress of p and tmin (p,α,β ) is the time p takes to go from
router α to router β in an uncongested network. Therefore,
the slack of a packet indicates the maximum queueing time
(excluding the transmission time at any router) that the
packet could tolerate without violating the replay condition. Each router, then, schedules the packet which has the

7 For our theoretical results, we adopt a pessimistic definition of a
congestion point, where a router that falls in the path of more than one
flow is a congestion point (along with routers having output link capacity
less than input link capacity or non work-conserving original schedules
that make a packet wait explicitly). Since this definition is independent
of per-packet dynamics, the set of congestion points remains the same
in the original schedule and in the replay. This pessimistic definition is
not required in practice, where the difficulty of replay would depend on
the number of routers in a packet’s path which see significant queuing.

6 By simple priority scheduling, we mean that the ingress assigns
priority values to the packets and the routers simply schedule packets
based on these static priority values.
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in order to meet its target output time, assuming that it sees
no queuing delay after α. Hence, global deadline is the
time when p’s slack at α becomes zero. We can prove that
as long as all packets arrive at a router at or before their
local deadlines during the LSTF replay, no packet can miss
its global deadline at α (i.e. no packet can have a negative
slack at α). The proof for this follows from the fact that
if all packets arrive at or before their local deadline at α,
there exists a feasible schedule where no packet misses its
global deadline at α (this feasible schedule is the same as
the original schedule at α). We can now apply the standard
LSTF (or EDF) optimality proof technique for a single processor [30], to show that this feasible schedule can be iteratively transformed to a feasible LSTF schedule at router α.
When there are only two congestion points per packet,
it is guaranteed that every packet arrives at or before its
local deadline at each congestion point during the LSTF
replay. A packet can never arrive after its local deadline at
its first congestion point, because it sees no queuing before
that. Moreover, the local deadline is the same as the global
deadline at the last congestion point. Therefore, if a packet
arrives after its local deadline at its second (and last)
congestion point, it means that it must have already missed
its global deadline earlier, which, again, is not possible.
However, when there are three congestion points per
packet, there is no guarantee that every packet arrives
at or before its local deadline at each congestion point
during the LSTF replay (due to the presence of a “middle”
congestion point). One can, therefore, create counterexamples where unless LSTF (or, in fact, any other scheduling
algorithm) makes precisely the right choice at the first congestion point of a packet p, at least one packet will miss its
target output time, due to p arriving after its local deadline
at its middle congestion point. We present such a counterexample in Appendix A.3, where we illustrate two ways of
scheduling the same set of packets (having the same input
times and paths) on a given topology with three congestion
points per packet, resulting in two cases. The output times
for two of the packets (named a and x), which compete with
each other at the first congestion point (α0 ), remains the
same in both cases. However, one case requires scheduling
a before x at α0 and the second case requires scheduling
x before a at α0 , else a packet will end up missing its target
output time at the second (or middle) congestion points
of a and x respectively. Since the information available
for header initialization for the two packets is the same
in both cases, no deterministic scheduling algorithm with
blackbox header initialization can make the correct choice
at the first congestion point in both cases.
2.3

can approximately replay schedules in realistic networks.
Experiment Setup: Default scenario. We use a simplified
Internet-2 topology [3], identical to the one used in [31]
(consisting of 10 core routers connected by 16 links). We
connect each core router to 10 edge routers using 1Gbps
links and each edge router is attached to an end host via
a 10Gbps link. The number of hops per packet is in the
range of 4 to 7, excluding the end hosts. We refer to this
topology as I2 1Gbps-10Gbps. Each end host generates
UDP flows using a Poisson inter-arrival model, with the
destination picked randomly for each flow. Our default
scenario runs at 70% utilization. The flow sizes are picked
from a heavy-tailed distribution [11, 12]. Since our focus
is on packet scheduling, not dropping policies, we use
large buffer sizes that ensure no packet drops. Note that
we use higher than usual access bandwidths for our default
scenario to increase the stress on the schedulers in the core
routers, where the number of congestion points seen by
most packets is two, three or four for 22%, 44% and 24%
packets respectively. 8 We also present results for smaller
(and more realistic) access bandwidths, where most
packets see smaller number of congestion points (one,
two or three for 18%, 46% and 26% packets respectively),
resulting in better replay performance.
Varying parameters. We tested a wide range of experimental scenarios by varying different parameters from their
default values. We present results for a small subset of
these scenarios here: (1) the default scenario with network
utilization varied from 10-90% (2) the default scenario but
with 1Gbps link between the endhosts and the edge routers
(I2 1Gbps-1Gbps), with 10Gbps links between the edge
routers and the core (I2 10Gbps-10Gbps) and with all link
capacities in the I2 1Gbps-1Gbps topology reduced by a
factor of 10 (I2 / 10) and (3) the default scenario applied to
two different topologies, a bigger Rocketfuel topology [43]
(with 83 core routers connected by 131 links) and a
full bisection bandwidth datacenter (fat-tree) topology
from [10] (with 10Gbps links). Note that our other results
were generally consistent with those presented here.
Scheduling algorithms. Our default case, which we
expected to be hard to replay, uses completely arbitrary
schedules produced by a random scheduler (which
picks the packet to be scheduled randomly from the
set of queued up packets). We also present results for
more traditional packet scheduling algorithms: FIFO,
LIFO, fair queuing [20], and SJF (shortest job first using
priorities). We also looked at two scenarios with a mixture
of scheduling algorithms: one where half of the routers
run FIFO+ [19] and the other half run fair queuing, and
one where fair queueing is used to isolate two classes of
traffic, with one class being scheduled with SJF and the

Empirical Results

The previous section clarified the theoretical limits on
a perfect replay. Here we investigate, via ns-2 simulations [6], how well (a non-preemptable version of) LSTF

8 To

compute this, we record the number of non-empty queues
(excluding the endhost queues) encountered by each packet.
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Topology

Avg. Link
Utilization

Scheduling
Algorithm

I2 1Gbps-10Gbps

70%

Random

I2 1Gbps-10Gbps

10%
30%
50%
90%

Random

Fraction of
packets overdue
Total
>T
0.0021

0.0002

0.0007
0.0281
0.0221
0.0008

0.0
0.0017
0.0002
4×10−6

I2 1Gbps-1Gbps
I2 10Gbps-10Gbps
I2 / 10

70%

Random

0.0204
0.0631
0.0127

8×10−6
0.0448
0.00001

Rocketfuel
Datacenter

70%

Random

0.0246
0.0164

0.0063
0.0154

FIFO
FQ
SJF
LIFO
FQ/FIFO+
FQ: SJF/FIFO

0.0143
0.0271
0.1833
0.1477
0.0152
0.0297

0.0006
0.0002
0.0019
0.0067
0.0004
0.0003

I2 1Gbps-10Gbps

70%

only 0.07% of packets overdue. Replayability deteriorates
as utilization is increased to 30% but then (somewhat
surprisingly) improves again as utilization increases. This
improvement occurs because with increasing utilization,
the amount of queuing (and thus the average slack across
packets) in the original schedule also increases. This
provides more room for slack re-adjustments when packets
wait longer at queues seen early in their paths during the replay. We observed this trend in all our experiments though
the exact location of the “low point” varied across settings.
(3) Effect of varying link bandwidths. The third row
shows the effect of changing the relative values of access/edge vs. core links. We see that while decreasing access link bandwidth (I2 1Gbps-1Gbps) resulted in a much
smaller fraction of packets being overdue by more than T
(0.0008%), increasing the edge-to-core link bandwidth (I2
10Gbps-10Gbps) resulted in a significantly higher fraction
(4.48%). For I2 1Gbps-1Gbps, packets are paced by the
endhost link, resulting in few congestion points thus improving LSTF’s replayability. In contrast, with I2 10Gbps10Gbps, both the access and edge links have a higher bandwidth than most core links; hence packets (that are no
longer paced at the endhosts or the edges) arrive at the core
routers very close to one another and hence the effect of one
packet being overdue cascades over to the following packets. Decreasing the absolute bandwidths in I2 / 10, while
keeping the ratio between access and edge links the same
as that in I2 1Gbps-1Gbps, did not produce significantly
different results compared to I2 1Gbps-1Gbps, indicating
that the relative link capacities have a greater impact on
the replay performance than the absolute link capacities.
(4) Effect of varying topology. The fourth row in Table 1
shows our results using different topologies. LSTF
performs well in both cases: only 2.46% (Rocketfuel) and
1.64% (datacenter) of packets fail replay. These numbers
are still somewhat higher than our default case. The
reason for this is similar to that for the I2 10Gbps-10Gbps
topology – all links in the datacenter fat-tree topology are
set to 10Gbps, while in our simulations, we set half of the
core links in the Rocketfuel topology to have bandwidths
smaller than the access links.
(5) Varying Scheduling Algorithms. Row five in Table 1
shows LSTF’s ability to replay different scheduling
algorithms. We see that LSTF performs well for FIFO, FQ,
and the combination cases (a mixture of FQ/FIFO+ and
having FQ share between FIFO and SJF); e.g., with FIFO,
fewer than 0.06% of packets are overdue by more than T .
However, there are two problematic cases: SJF and LIFO
fare worse with 18.33% and 14.77% of packets failing
replay (although only 0.19% and 0.67% of packets are
overdue by more than T respectively). The reason stems
from a combination of two factors: (1) for these algorithms
a larger fraction of packets have a very small slack value
(as one might expect from the scheduling logic which

Table 1: LSTF replay performance across various scenarios. T represents
the transmission time at the bottleneck link.

other class being scheduled with FIFO.
Evaluation Metrics: We consider two metrics. First, we
measure the fraction of packets that are overdue (i.e., which
do not meet the original schedule’s target). Second, to capture the extent to which packets fail to meet their targets, we
measure the fraction of packets that are overdue by more
than a threshold value T , where T is one transmission time
on the bottleneck link (≈ 12µs for 1Gbps). We pick this
value of T both because it is sufficiently small that we can
assume being overdue by this small amount is of negligible
practical importance, and also because this is the order of
violation we should expect given that our implementation
of LSTF is non-preemptive. While we may have many
small violations of replay (because of non-preemption),
one would hope that most such violations are less than T .
Results: Table 1 shows the simulation results for LSTF
replay for various scenarios, which we now discuss.
(1) Replayability. Consider the column showing the
fraction of packets overdue. In all but three cases (we
examine these shortly) over 97% of packets meet their
target output times. In addition, the fraction of packets
that did not arrive within T of their target output times is
much smaller; even in the worst case of SJF scheduling
(where 18.33% of packets failed to arrive by their target
output times), only 0.19% of packets are overdue by more
than T . Most scenarios perform substantially better: e.g.,
in our default scenario with Random scheduling, only
0.21% of packets miss their targets and only 0.02% are
overdue by more than T . Hence, we conclude that even
without preemption LSTF achieves good (but not perfect)
replayability under a wide range of scenarios.
(2) Effect of varying network utilization. The second
row in Table 1 shows the effect of varying network
utilization. We see that at low utilization (10%), LSTF
achieves exceptionally good replayability with a total of
5
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Figure 1: Ratio of queuing delay with varying packet scheduling
algorithms, on I2 1Gbps-10Gbps topology at 70% utilization.

Expt. Setup
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 30% util.
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 50% util.
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 70% util.
I2 1Gbps-1Gbps at 70% util.
I2 / 10 at 70% util.
Rocketfuel at 70% util.
Datacenter at 70% util.

produces a larger skew in the slack distribution), and (2)
for these packets with small slack values, LSTF without
preemption is often unable to “compensate” for misspent
slack that occurred earlier in the path. To verify this
intuition, we extended our simulator to support preemption
and repeated our experiments: with preemption, the fraction of packets that failed replay dropped to 0.24% (from
18.33%) for SJF and to 0.25% (from 14.77%) for LIFO.
(6) End-to-end (Queuing) Delay. Our results so far
evaluate LSTF in terms of measures that we introduced
to test universality. We now evaluate LSTF using the more
traditional metric of packet delay, focusing on the queueing
delay a packet experiences. Figure 1 shows the CDF of the
ratios of the queuing delay that a packet sees with LSTF to
the queuing delay that it sees in the original schedule, for
varying packet scheduling algorithms. We were surprised
to see that most of the packets actually have a smaller queuing delay in the LSTF replay than in the original schedule.
This is because LSTF eliminates “wasted waiting”, in that
it never makes packet A wait behind packet B if packet B
is going to have significantly more waiting later in its path.
(7) Comparison with Priorities. To provide a point of
comparison, we also did a replay using simple priorities
for our default scenario, where the priority for a packet
p is set to o(p) (which seemed most intuitive to us). As
expected, the resulting replay performance is much worse
than LSTF: 21% packets are overdue in total, with 20.69%
being overdue by more than T . For the same scenario,
LSTF has only 0.21% packets overdue in total, with
merely 0.02% packets overdue by more than T.

Avg FCT (s)
SRPT
SJF
0.183
0.182
0.189
0.185
0.208
0.194
0.209
0.202
0.658
0.620
0.240
0.228
0.018
0.016

LSTF
0.182
0.185
0.195
0.202
0.621
0.228
0.015

Figure 2: The graph shows the average FCT bucketed by flow size
obtained with FIFO, SRPT and SJF (using priorities and LSTF) for I2
1Gbps-10Gbps at 70% utilization. The legend indicates the average FCT
across all flows. The table indicates the average FCTs for varying settings.

can be used in practice to meet the following performance
objectives: minimizing average flow completion times,
minimizing tail latencies, and achieving per-flow fairness.
Since the knowledge of a previous schedule is unavailable in practice, instead of using a given set of output times
(as done in §2.3), we now use heuristics to assign the slacks
in an effort to achieve these objectives. Our goal here is
not to outperform the state-of-the-art for each objective
in all scenarios, but instead we aim to be competitive with
the state-of-the-art in most common cases.
In presenting our results for each objective, we first
describe the slack initialization heuristic we use and then
present some ns-2 [6] simulation results on (i) how LSTF
performs relative to the state-of-the-art scheduling algorithm and (ii) how they both compare to FIFO scheduling
(as a baseline to indicate the overall impact of specialized
scheduling for this objective). As our default case, we use
the I2 1Gbps-10Gbps topology using the same workload as
in the previous section (running at 70% average utilization).
We also present aggregate results at different utilization
levels and for variations in the default topology (I2 1Gbps1Gbps and I2 / 10), for the bigger Rocketfuel topology,
and for the datacenter topology (for selected objectives).
The switches use non-preemptive scheduling (including
for LSTF) and have finite buffers (packets with the
highest slack are dropped when the buffer is full). Unless
otherwise specified, our experiments use TCP flows with
router buffer sizes of 5MB for the WAN simulations (equal
to the average bandwidth-delay product for our default
topology) and 500KB for the datacenter simulations.

Summary: We observe that, in almost all cases, less than
1% of the packets are overdue with LSTF by more than T .
The replay performance initially degrades and then starts
improving as the network utilization increases. The distribution of link speeds has a bigger influence on the replay
results than the scale of the topology. Replay performance
is better for scheduling algorithms that produce a smaller
skew in the slack distribution. LSTF replay performance
is significantly better than simple priorities replay
performance, with the most intuitive priority assignment.

3

FIFO
0.189
0.212
0.288
0.252
0.899
0.305
0.058

3.1

Average Flow Completion Time

While there have been several proposals on how to
minimize flow completion time (FCT) via the transport
protocol [21, 31], here we focus on scheduling’s impact on
FCT, while using standard TCP New Reno at the endhosts.
In [10] it is shown that (i) Shortest Remaining Processing

Practical: Achieving Various Objectives

While replayability demonstrates the theoretical flexibility
of LSTF, it does not provide evidence that it would be
practically useful. In this section we look at how LSTF
6
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Time (SRPT) is close to optimal for minimizing the mean
FCT and (ii) Shortest Job First (SJF) produces results
similar to SRPT for realistic heavy-tailed distribution.
Thus, these are the two algorithms we use as benchmarks.
Slack Initialization: We make LSTF emulate SJF by
initializing the slack for a packet p as slack(p) = fs(p)∗D,
where fs(p) is the size of the flow to which p belongs (in
terms of the number of MSS-sized packets in the flow) and
D is a value much larger than the queuing delay seen by
any packet in the network. We use a value of D = 1 sec for
our simulations.

Expt. Setup
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 30% util.
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 50% util.
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 70% util.
I2 1Gbps-1Gbps at 70% util.
I2 / 10 at 70% util.
Rocketfuel at 70% util.
Datacenter at 70% util.

Evaluation: Figure 2 compares LSTF with three other
scheduling algorithms – FIFO, SJF and SRPT with
starvation prevention as in [10]. Both SJF and SRPT have
significantly lower mean FCT than FIFO. The LSTF based
execution of SJF produces nearly the same results as the
strict priorities based execution.

99%ile Delay (s)
FIFO
LSTF
0.0911
0.0868
0.1288
0.1195
0.2142
0.1958
0.2163
0.216
1.9393
1.9367
3.8139
3.7199
0.1352
0.1100

Figure 3: Tail packet delays for LSTF compared to FIFO. The graph
shows the complementary CDF of packet delays for the I2 1Gbps-10Gbps
topology at 70% utilization with the average and 99%ile packet delay
values indicated in the legend. The table shows the corresponding results
for varying settings.

time-scales, so every flow experiences the equivalent of
a per-flow pipe). The former can be measured by looking
at long-term throughput measures, while the latter is
best measured in terms of the flow completion times
of relatively short flows (which measures bandwidth
allocation on short time scales). We now show how LSTF
can be used to achieve both of these goals, but more
effectively the former than the latter. Our slack assignment
heuristic can also be easily extended to achieve weighted
fair queuing, but we do not present those results here.
Slack Initialization: The slack assignment for fairness
works on the assumption that we have some ballpark
notion of the fair-share rate for each flow and that it does
not fluctuate wildly with time. Our approach to assigning
slacks is inspired from [46]. We assign slack = 0 to the
first packet of the flow and the slack of any subsequent
packet pi is then initialized as:

We also look at how in-network scheduling can be used
along with changes in the endhost TCP stack to achieve
the same objective in Appendix B.
3.2

Avg Delay (s)
FIFO
LSTF
0.0411
0.0411
0.0516
0.0517
0.0780
0.0786
0.0771
0.0771
0.5762
0.5765
0.1891
0.1883
0.0250
0.0240

Tail Packet Delays

Clark et. al. [19] proposed the FIFO+ algorithm, where
packets are prioritized at a router based on the amount of
queuing delay they have seen at their previous hops, for
minimizing the tail packet delays in multi-hop networks.
FIFO+ is identical to LSTF scheduling where all packets
are initialized with the same slack value.
Slack Initialization: All incoming packets are initialized
with the same slack value (we use an initial slack value of
1 second in our simulations). With the slack update taking
place at every router, the packets that have waited longer
in the network queues are naturally given preference over
those that have waited for a smaller duration.



size(pi ) 
slack(pi ) = max 0, slack(pi−1 )+
− i(pi )−i(pi−1 )
rest

Evaluation: We compare LSTF (which, with the above
slack initialization, is identical to FIFO+) with FIFO,
the primary metric being the 99%ile end-to-end one way
delay seen by the packets. Figure 3 shows our results.
To better understand the impact of the two scheduling
policies on the packet delays, our evaluation uses an
open-loop setting with UDP flows. With LSTF, packets
that have traversed through more number of hops, and have
therefore spent more slack in the network, get preference
over shorter-RTT packets that have traversed through
fewer hops. While this might produce a slight increase in
the average packet delay, it reduces the tail. This is in-line
with the observations made in [19].

where i(p) is the arrival time of a packet p at the ingress,
size(p) is its size in bits, and rest is an estimate of the
fair-share rate r∗ in bps. We show that the above heuristic
leads to asymptotic fairness, for any value of rest that is
less than r∗ , as long as all flows use the same value. The
same heuristic can also be used to provide instantaneous
fairness, when we have a complex mix of short-lived flows,
where the rest value that performs the best depends on the
link bandwidths and their utilization levels. A reasonable
value of rest can be estimated using knowledge about the
network topology and traffic matrices, though we leave
a detailed exploration of this to future work.

3.3 Fairness

Evaluation: Asymptotic Fairness. We evaluate the
asymptotic fairness property by running our simulation
on the Internet2 topology with 10Gbps edges, such that all
the congestion happens at the core. However, we reduce
the propagation delay to 10µs for each link, to make

Fairness is a common scheduling goal, which involves two
different aspects: asymptotic bandwidth allocation (eventual convergence to the fair-share rate) and instantaneous
bandwidth allocation (enforcing this fairness on small
7
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more evaluation (on multiple bottlenecks and weighted
fairness) has been provided in Appendix C.
Evaluation: Instantaneous Fairness. As one might expect, the choice of rest has a bigger impact on instantaneous
fairness than on asymptotic fairness. A very high rest value
would not provide sufficient isolation across flows. On the
other hand, a very small rest value can starve the long flows.
This is because the assigned slack values for the later
packets of long flows with high sequence numbers would
be much higher than the actual slack they experience. As a
result, they will end up waiting longer in the queues, while
the initial packets of newer flows with smaller slack values
would end up getting a higher precedence.
To verify this intuition, we evaluated our LSTF slack
assignment scheme by running our standard workload
with a mix of TCP flows ranging from sizes 1.5KB 3MB on our default I2 1Gbps-10Gbps topology at 70%
utilization, with 50MB buffer size. Note that the traffic
pattern is now bursty and the instantaneous utilization of
a link is often lower or higher than the assigned average
utilization level. The CDF of the FCTs thus obtained is
shown in Figure 5. As expected, the distribution of FCTs
looks very different between FQ and FIFO. FQ isolates
the flows from each-other, significantly reducing the FCT
seen by short to medium size flows, compared to FIFO.
The long flows are also helped a little by FQ, again due
to the isolation provided from one-another.
LSTF performance varies somewhere in between
FIFO and FQ, as we vary rest values between 500Mbps
to 10Mbps. A high value of rest = 500Mbps does not
provide sufficient isolation and the performance is close to
FIFO. As we reduce the value of rest , the “isolation-effect”
increases. However, for very small rest values (e.g.
10Mbps), the tail FCT (for the long flows) is much higher
than FQ, due to the starvation effect explained before.
We try to capture this trade-off between isolation for
short and medium sized flows and starvation for long
flows, by using average FCT across bytes (in other words,
the average FCT weighted by flow size) as our key metric.
We term the rest value that achieves the sweetest spot
in this trade-off as the “best” rest value. The rest values
that produce average FCT which is within 10% of the
value produced by the best rest are termed as “reasonable”
rest values. Table 2 presents our results across different
settings. We find that (1) LSTF produces significantly
lower average FCT than FIFO, performing only slightly
worse than FQ (2) As expected, the best rest value
decreases with increasing utilization and with decreasing
bandwidths (as in the case of I2 / 10 topology), while
the range of reasonable rest values gets narrower with
increasing utilization and with decreasing bandwidths.
Thus, for instantaneous fairness, LSTF would require
some estimate of the per-flow rate. We believe that this can
be obtained from the knowledge of the network topology

Figure 4: Fairness for long-lived flows on Internet2 topology. The legend
indicates the value of rest used for LSTF slack initialization.

Figure 5: CDF of FCTs for the I2 1Gbps-10Gbps topology at 70%
utilization.
Expt. Setup

Avg FCT
Best Reasonable
across bytes (s)
rest
rest Range
FIFO FQ LSTF (Mbps) (Mbps)
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 30% util. 0.563 0.537 0.538
300
10-900
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 50% util. 0.626 0.549 0.555
200
10-800
I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 70% util. 0.811 0.622 0.632
100
50-200
I2 1Gbps-1Gbps at 70% util. 0.766 0.630 0.652
100
50-400
I2 / 10 at 70% util.
4.838 2.295 2.759
10
10-20
Rocketfuel at 70% util.
0.964 0.796 0.824
100
50-300

Table 2: FCT averaged across bytes for FIFO, FQ and LSTF (with best
rest value) across varying settings. The last column indicates the range
of rest values that produce results within 10% of the best rest result.

the experiment more scalable, while the buffer size is
kept large (50MB) so that fairness is dominated by the
scheduling policy and not by how TCP reacts to packet
drops. We start 90 long-lived TCP flows with a random
jitter in the start times ranging from 0-5ms. The topology
is such that the fair share rate of each flow on each link
in the core network (which is shared by up to 13 flows) is
around 1Gbps. We use different values for rest ≤ 1Gbps for
computing the initial slacks and compare our results with
fair queuing (FQ). Figure 4 shows the fairness computed
using Jain’s Fairness Index [27], from the throughput each
flow receives per millisecond. Since we use the throughput
received by each of the 90 flows to compute the fairness
index, it reaches 1 with FQ only at 5ms, after all the flows
have started. We see that LSTF is able to converge to
perfect fairness, even when rest is 100X smaller than r∗ . It
converges slightly sooner when rest is closer to r∗ , though
the subsequent differences in the time to convergence
decrease with decreasing values of rest .
The detailed explanation of how this works along with
8
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(in particular, the link bandwidths), which is available to
the ISPs, and on-line measurement of traffic matrices and
link utilization levels, which can be done using various
tools [14, 18, 35]. However, this does impose a higher
burden on deploying LSTF than on FQ or other such
scheduling algorithms.
3.4

implementing the AQM scheme in each router, which
would then require us to find a universal AQM scheme in
order to fulfill our pursuit of universality. On the contrary,
LSTF enables a novel edge-based approach to AQM
based on the following insights: (1) As long as appropriate
packets are chosen, it does not matter where they are being
dropped (or marked) – whether it is inside the core routers
or at the edge. (2) In addition to scheduling packets LSTF
produces a very useful by-product, carried by the slack
values in the packets, which gives us a precise measure of
the one-way queuing delay seen by the packet and can be
used for AQM. For obtaining this by-product, an extra field
is added to the packet header at the ingress which stores the
assigned slack value (called the initial slack field), which
remains untouched as the packet traverses the network.
The other field where the ingress stores the assigned slack
value is updated as per the LSTF algorithm; we call this the
current slack field. The precise amount of queuing delay
seen by the packet within the network (or the used slack
value) can be computed at the edge by simply comparing
the initial slack field and the current slack field.
We evaluate our edge-based approach to AQM in the
context of (1) CoDel [32], the state-of-the-art AQM scheme
for wide area networks and (2) ECN used with DCTCP [9],
the state-of-the-art AQM scheme for datacenters.

Limitations of LSTF: Policy-based objectives

So far we showed how LSTF achieves various performance objectives. We now describe certain policy-based
objectives that are hard to achieve with LSTF.
Multi-tenancy: As network virtualization becomes more
popular, networks are often called upon to support multiple
tenants or traffic classes, with each having their own
networking objectives. Network providers can enforce
isolation across such tenants (or classes of traffic) through
static bandwidth provisioning, which can be implemented
via dedicated hard-wired links [1,5] or through multiqueue
scheduling algorithms such as fair queuing or round
robin [20]. LSTF can work in conjunction with both of
these isolation mechanisms to meet different desired
performance objectives for each tenant (or class of traffic).
However, without such multiqueue support it cannot
provide such isolation or fairness on a per-class or
per-tenant basis. This is because for class-based fairness
(which also includes hierarchical fairness) the appropriate
slack assignment for a packet at a particular ingress
depends on the input from other ingresses (since these
packets can belong to the same class). Note, however,
that if two or more classes/tenants are separated by strict
prioritization, LSTF can be used to enforce the appropriate
precedence order, along with meeting the individual
performance objective for each class.

4.1

Background: In CoDel, the amount of time a packet has
spent in a queue is recorded as the sojourn time. A packet
is dropped if its sojourn time exceeds a fixed target (set
to 5ms [33]), and if the last packet drop happened beyond
a certain interval (initialized to 100ms [33]). When a
packet is dropped, the interval value is reduced using a
control law, which divides the initial interval value by the
square root of the number of packets dropped. The interval
is refreshed (re-initialized to 100ms) when the queue
becomes empty, or when a packet sees a sojourn time less
than the target.9 An extension to CoDel is FQ-CoDel [25],
where the scheduler round-robins across flows and the
CoDel control loop is applied to each flow individually.
The interval for a flow is refreshed when there are no more
packets belonging to that flow in the queue. FQ-CoDel
is considered to be better than CoDel in all regards , even
by one of the co-developers of CoDel [4].

Traffic Shaping: Shaping or rate limiting flows at a
particular router requires non-work-conserving algorithms
such as Token Bucket Filters [8]. LSTF itself is a
work-conserving algorithm and cannot shape or rate limit
the traffic on its own. We believe that shaping the traffic
only at the edge, with the core remaining work-conserving,
would also produce the desired network-wide behavior,
though this requires further exploration.

4

Emulating CoDel from Edge

Incorporating Network Feedback

Up until now we have considered packet scheduling in isolation, whereas in the Internet today routers send implicit
feedback to hosts via packet drops [22, 32] (or marking, as
in ECN [37]). This is often called Active Queue Management (AQM), and its goal is to reduce the per-packet delays
while keeping throughput high. We now consider how we
might generalize our LSTF approach to incorporate such
network feedback as embodied in AQM schemes.
LSTF is just a scheduling algorithm and cannot
perform AQM on its own. Thus, at first glance, one might
think that incorporating AQM into LSTF would require

Edge-CoDel: We aim to approximate FQ-CoDel from
the edge by using LSTF to implement per-flow fairness in
routers (as in §3.3). We then compute the used slack value
at the egress router for every packet, as described above,
and run the FQ-CoDel logic for when to drop packets for
each flow, keeping the control law and the parameters (the
target value and the initial interval value) the same as in
9 CoDel is a little more complicated than this, and while our
implementation follows the CoDel specification [33], our explanation
has been simplified, highlighting only the relevant points for brevity.
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Expt. Setup

rest
(Mbps)

FIFO

FQ

Avg FCT across bytes (s)
FQFQ w/ EdgeCoDel
CoDel

I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 70% util.
I2 1Gbps-1Gbps at 70% util.
I2 / 10 at 30% util.
I2 / 10 at 50% util.
I2 / 10 at 70% util.
I2 / 10, half RTTs at 70% util.
I2 / 10, double RTTs at 70% util.
Rocketfuel at 70% util.

100
100
40
30
10
10
10
100

0.811
0.766
0.918
1.706
4.837
4.569
5.098
0.964

0.622
0.630
0.836
1.214
2.295
2.023
2.769
0.796

0.642
0.642
0.897
1.430
3.687
3.196
4.243
0.840

0.633
0.637
0.887
1.369
3.738
3.245
4.125
0.813

LSTF
w/ EdgeCoDel
0.641
0.658
0.907
1.427
3.739
3.405
4.389
0.835

FIFO
0.0756
0.0716
0.0998
0.1384
0.2779
0.2555
0.325
0.0922

Avg RTT across bytes (s)
FQ
FQFQ w/ EdgeCoDel
CoDel
0.0733
0.0702
0.1085
0.1752
0.3752
0.3607
0.4172
0.0991

0.0642
0.0639
0.0792
0.0901
0.1182
0.0995
0.1591
0.0794

0.0646
0.0643
0.0798
0.0918
0.1281
0.1131
0.1640
0.0788

LSTF
w/ EdgeCoDel
0.0661
0.0666
0.0826
0.1001
0.1388
0.1165
0.1843
0.0836

Figure 6: The figures show the average FCT and RTT values for I2 / 10 at 70% utilization (LSTF uses fairness slack assignment with rest = 10Mbps).
The error bars indicate the 10th and the 99th percentile values and the y-axis is in log-scale. The table indicates the average FCT and RTTs (across
bytes) for varying settings.

FQ-CoDel. We call this approach Edge-CoDel.
There are only two things that change in Edge-CoDel
as compared to FQ-CoDel. First, instead of looking at
the sojourn time of each queue individually, Edge-CoDel
looks at the total queuing time of the packet across the
entire network. The second change is with respect to how
the CoDel interval is refreshed. As mentioned before, in
traditional FQ-CoDel, there are two events that trigger a
refresh in the interval (i) when a packet’s sojourn time is
less than the target and (ii) when all the queued-up packets
for a given flow have been transmitted. While Edge-CoDel
can react to the former, it has no explicit way of knowing
the latter. To address this, we refresh the interval if the
difference in the send time of two consecutive packets
(found using TCP timestamps that are enabled by default)
is more than a certain threshold. Clearly, this refresh
threshold must be greater than CoDel’s target queuing
delay value. We find that a refresh threshold of 2-4 times
the target value (10-20ms) works reasonably well.

for book-keeping) and AQM is done by Edge-CoDel. This
allows us see how well Edge-CoDel works with perfect
per-router isolation. The refresh threshold we use for
Edge-CoDel in both cases is 20ms (4 times the CoDel
target value). The buffer size is increased to 50MB so that
AQM kicks in before a natural packet drop occurs.
Figure 6 shows our results for varying settings and
schemes. The main metrics we use for evaluation are the
FCTs and the per-packet RTTs, since the goal of an AQM
scheme is to maintain high throughput (or small FCTs)
while keeping the RTTs small. The two graphs show the
average FCT and the average RTT across flows bucketed
by their size for the I2 / 10 topology at 70% utilization
(where AQM produces a bigger impact compared to our
default case). As expected, we find that while FQ helps
in reducing the FCT values as compared to FIFO, it results
in significantly higher RTTs than FIFO for long flows.
FQ-CoDel reduces the RTT seen by long flows compared
to FQ (with the short flows having RTT smaller than FIFO
and comparable to FQ). What is new is that, shifting the
CoDel logic to the edge through Edge-CoDel while doing
FQ in the router makes very little difference as compared
to FQ-CoDel. As we experiment with varying settings,
we find that in some cases, FQ with Edge-CoDel results
in slightly smaller FCTs at the cost of slightly higher
RTTs than FQ-CoDel. We believe that this is due to the
difference in how the CoDel interval is refreshed with
Edge-CoDel and with in-router FQ-CoDel. Replacing the
scheduling algorithm with LSTF again produces minor
differences in the results compared to FQ-CoDel. Both
the FCT and the RTT are slightly higher than FQ-CoDel
for almost all cases, and we attribute the differences to
LSTF’s approximation of round-robin service across flows.
Nonetheless, the average FCTs obtained are significantly

Evaluation: In our experiments, we compare four different schemes: (1) FIFO without AQM (to set a baseline), (2)
FQ without AQM (to see the effects of FQ on its own), (3)
FQ-CoDel (to provide the state-of-the-art comparison) (4)
LSTF scheduling (with slacks assigned to meet the fairness
objective using appropriate rest values) in conjunction with
Edge-CoDel. As we move from (3) to (4), we make two
transitions – first is with respect to the scheduling done inside the network (perfect isolation with FQ vs approximate
isolation with LSTF) and the second is the shift of AQM
logic from inside the network to the edge. Therefore, as
an incremental step in between the two transitions, we also
provide results for FQ with Edge-CoDel, where routers
do FQ across flows (with the slack values maintained only
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Util.

30%
50%
70%

FIFO
w/ No
ECN
0.0020
0.0219
0.0501

Avg FCT (s)
FIFO
LSTF
w/
w/ EdgeECN
ECN
0.0011
0.0011
0.0086
0.0079
0.0241
0.0240

FIFO
w/ No
ECN
0.2069
0.3425
0.4497

Avg RTT (ms)
FIFO
LSTF
w/
w/ EdgeECN
ECN
0.1123
0.1077
0.1601
0.1477
0.2616
0.2494

Using fine-grained priorities to implement LSTF: Consider a packet p that arrives at a router α at time i(p,α),
with slack slack(p,α). As mentioned in §2, LSTF prioritizes packets based on their remaining slack value at the
time when their last bit is transmitted. This term is given by
(slack(p,α)−(t −i(p,α))+T (p,α)) at any time t while p
is waiting at α. T (p,α) is the transmission time of p at α,
which is added to account for the remaining slack of p, relative to other packets, when its last bit is transmitted. Since
t is same for all packets at any given point of time when
the packets are being compared at α, the deciding term is
(slack(p,α) + i(p,α) + T (p,α)). With slack(p,α) being
available in the packet header and the values of i(p,α) and
T (p,α) being available at α when the packet arrives at the
router, this term can be easily computed and attached to
the packet as its priority value. Right before a packet p is
transmitted by the router, its slack can be overwritten by
the remaining slack value, computed by subtracting the
stored priority value (slack(p,α)+i(p,α)+T (p,α)) with
the sum of the current time and T (p,α). We verified that
these steps can be easily executed using P4 [14].

Table 3: DCTCP performance with no ECN, ECN (in-switch) and
Edge-ECN for the datacenter topology at varying utilizations.

lower than FIFO and the average RTTs are significantly
lower than both FIFO and FQ for all cases.
Varying the refresh threshold used for Edge-CoDel
produces minor differences in the aggregate results, a
detailed evaluation of which can be found in Appendix D.
4.2

Emulating ECN for DCTCP from Edge

Background: DCTCP [9] is a congestion control scheme
for datacenters that uses ECN marks as a congestion signal
to control the queue size before a packet drop occurs. It
requires the routers to mark the packets whenever the
instantaneous queue size goes beyond a certain threshold
K. These markings are echoed back to the sender with the
acknowledgments and the sender decreases its sending
rate in proportion to the ECN marked packets.

Implementing fine-grained priorities in hardware:
Fine-grained priorities can be implemented by using
specialized data-structures such as pipelined heap
(p-heap) [13, 26], which can scale to very large buffers
(>100MB), because the pipeline stage time is not affected
by the queue size. However, p-heaps are difficult to
implement and verify due to their intricate design and large
chip area, thus resulting in higher costs. The p-heap implemented by Ioannou et. al. [26] using a 130nm technology
node has a per-port area overhead of 10% (over a typical
switching chip with minimum area of 200mm2 [23]) 10 .
Leveraging the advancement in hardware technology
over the years, Sivaraman et. al. [41] propose a simpler
solution, based on bucket-sort algorithm. The area overhead reduces to only 1.65% (over a baseline single-chip
shared-memory switch such as the Broadcom Trident [2]),
when implemented using a 16nm technology node. While
this approach is much cheaper to implement, it cannot
scale to very large buffer sizes (beyond a few tens of MBs).
Thus, given these choices, it does not appear a significant challenge to implement LSTF at linespeed, though
the key trade-offs between cost, simplicity and buffer
limits need to be taken into consideration. To support
a scale-out infrastructure, most datacenters today use a
large number of inexpensive single chip shared memory
switches [40], which have shallow buffers (around 10MB).
The low overhead bucket-sort based approach [41] towards
implementing LSTF would be ideal in such a setup. Core
routers in wide area, on the other hand, have deep buffers (a
few hundred MBs) and would require the more expensive

Edge-ECN: The marking process can be moved to the
edge (or the receiving endhost) by simply marking a
packet if its queuing delay (computed, as in §4.1, by
subtracting the initial slack value from the current slack
value) is greater than the transmission time of K packets.
This transmission time is easy to compute in datacenters
where the link capacities are known.
Evaluation: The results for varying utilization levels are
shown in Table 3. We compare Edge-ECN running LSTF
in the routers (with all packets initialized to the same slack
value) with in-switch ECN running FIFO in the routers,
both using the same unmodified DCTCP algorithm at
the endhosts. We use the DCTCP default value of K = 15
packets as the marking threshold. We also present results
for DCTCP with no ECN marks (which reduces to TCP)
and FIFO scheduling, as a comparison point. We see
that both in-switch ECN and Edge-ECN DCTCP have
comparable performance, with significantly lower average
FCTs and RTTs than no ECN TCP.
Summary: The used slack information available as a
by-product from LSTF can be effectively used to emulate
an AQM scheme from the edge of the network.

5

LSTF Implementation

In this section, we study the feasibility of implementing
LSTF in the routers. We start with showing that given a
switch that supports fine-grained priority scheduling, it
is trivial to implement LSTF on it using programmable
header processing mechanisms [14, 15]. We then explore
two different proposals for implementing fine-grained
priorities in hardware.

10 130nm

technology node was developed in 2001; the overheads
would be lower for an implementation using the latest technology (14nm).
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p-heap based implementation [13, 26]. While they are
fewer in number [29], they may cost up to millions of dollars. Supporting the slightly more expensive, but flexible
LSTF implementation would, to a large extent, obviate the
need for replacing these expensive routers with changing
demands, resulting in long-term savings. We are also optimistic that advancements in hardware technology would
further reduce the cost overheads of implementing LSTF.

6

schedules. We proved that while such an algorithm cannot
exist, LSTF comes closest to being one (in terms of the
number of congestion points it can handle). We then
empirically demonstrated the ability of LSTF to approximately replay a wide range of scheduling algorithms under
varying network settings. Replaying a given schedule,
while of theoretical interest, requires the knowledge of
viable output times, which is not available in practice.
Hence, we next considered if LSTF can be used in practice to achieve various performance objectives. We showed
via simulation how LSTF, combined with heuristics to set
the slack values at the ingress, can do a reasonable job of
minimizing average flow completion time, minimizing
tail latencies, and achieving per-flow fairness. We also
discussed some limitations of LSTF (with respect to
achieving class-based fairness and traffic shaping).
Noting that scheduling is often used along with AQM
to prevent queue build up, we then showed how LSTF can
be used to implement versions of AQM from the network
edge, with performance comparable to FQ-CoDel and to
DCTCP with ECN (the state-of-the art AQM schemes for
wide-area and datacenters respectively).
While an initial step towards understanding the notion of
a Universal Packet Scheduling algorithm, our work leaves
several theoretical questions unanswered, three of which
we mention here. First, we showed existence of a UPS
with omniscient header initialization, and nonexistence
with limited-information initialization. What is the least
information we can use for header initialization in order to
achieve universality? Second, we showed that, in practice,
the fraction of overdue packets is small, and most are only
overdue by a small amount. Are there tractable bounds on
both the number of overdue packets and/or their degree of
lateness? Third, while we have a formal characterization
for the scope of LSTF with respect to replaying a given
schedule, and we have simulation evidence of LSTF’s
ability to meet several performance objectives, we do
not yet have any formal model for the scope of LSTF in
meeting these objectives. Can one describe the class of
performance objectives that LSTF can meet? Also, are
there any new objectives that LSTF allows us to achieve?

Related Work

The literature on packet scheduling is vast. Here we only
touch on a few topics most relevant to our work.
The real-time scheduling literature has studied the
optimality of scheduling algorithms11 (in particular EDF
and LSTF) for single and multiple processors [28, 30].
Liu and Layland [30] proved the optimality of EDF for
a single processor in hard real-time systems. LSTF was
then shown to be optimal for single-processor scheduling,
while being more effective than EDF (though not optimal)
for multi-processor scheduling [28]. In the context of
networking, [17] provides theoretical results on emulating
the schedules produced by a single output-queued switch
using a combined input-output queued switch with a
smaller speed-up of at most two. To the best of our
knowledge, the optimality or universality of a scheduling
algorithm for a network of inter-connected resources (in
our case, switches) has never been studied before.
The authors of [42] propose the use of programmable
hardware in the dataplane for packet scheduling and queue
management, in order to achieve various objectives. The
proposal shows that there is no “silver bullet” solution, by
simulating three schemes (FQ, CoDel+FQ, CoDel+FIFO)
competing on three different metrics. As mentioned earlier,
our work is inspired by the questions the authors raise; we
adopt a broader view of scheduling in which packets can
carry dynamic state leading to the results presented here. A
recent proposal for programmable packet scheduling [41],
developed in parallel to UPS, uses an hierarchy of priority
and calendar queues to express different scheduling
algorithms on a single switch hardware. The proposed
solution is able to achieve better expressiveness than LSTF
by allowing packet headers to be re-initialized at every
switch. UPS assumes a stronger model, where the header
initialization is restricted to the ingress routers, while the
core switches remain untouched. Moreover, we provide
theoretical results which shed light on the effectiveness
of both of these models.

7
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Conclusion

This paper started with a theoretical perspective by
analyzing whether there exists a single universal packet
scheduling algorithm that can perfectly replay all viable
11 A

scheduling algorithm is said to be optimal if it can (feasibly)
schedule a set of tasks that can be scheduled by any other algorithm.
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rithm, any packet phigh having a higher priority than p∗ at α
must have been scheduled before p∗ in the original schedule, implying that (o(phigh ,α) + T (phigh ,α)) ≤ o(p∗ ,α).
12 Therefore, some bits of p
high being scheduled after
time o(p∗ , α), implies them being scheduled after time
(o(phigh , α) + T (phigh , α)). This means that phigh is
already late and contradicts our assumption that p∗ is the
first packet to get late. . Hence, Theorem 1 is proved by
contradiction.
Theorem 2: ∀α,(∀p ∈ pass(α) | i (p,α) ≤ i(p,α)).
Proof by contradiction: Consider the first time when
some packet p∗ arrives late at some node α ∗ (i.e.
i (p∗ ,α ∗ ) > i(p∗ ,α ∗ )). In other words, α ∗ is the first node
in the network to see a late packet arrival, and p∗ is the
first late arriving packet. Let α prev be the node visited
by p∗ just before arriving at α ∗ . p∗ can arrive at a time
later than i(p∗ , α ∗ ) at α ∗ only if the last bit of p∗ exits
α prev at time t prev > o(p∗ , α prev ) + T (p∗ , α prev ). As per
Theorem 1 above, this is possible only if some packet
p (which may or may not be the same as p∗ ) arrives
at α prev at time i (p , α prev ) > o(p , α prev ) ≥ i(p , α prev )
and i (p ,α prev ) ≤ t prev < i (p∗ ,α ∗ ). This contradicts our
assumption that α ∗ is the first node to see a late arriving
packet. Therefore, ∀α,(∀p ∈ pass(α) | i (p,α) ≤ i(p,α)).
Combining the two theorems above: Since
∀α(∀p ∈ pass(α) | i (p, α) ≤ i(p, α)), with the
above algorithm, ∀α(∀p ∈ pass(α)), all bits of p exit α
before (o(p,α)+T (p,α)). Therefore, the algorithm can
perfectly replay any viable schedule.

i(p) = i(p,src(p)) = i (p): Arrival time of p at its ingress.
This remains the same for both the original schedule and
the replay.
tmin (p, α, β ): Minimum time p takes to start from node
α and exit from node β in an uncongested network.
It therefore includes the propagation delays and the
store-and-forward delays of all links in the path from α
to β and the transmission delays at α and β . Handling the
edge case: tmin (p,α,α) = T (p,α)
slack(p) = o(p) − i(p) − tmin (p, src(p), dest(p)): Total
slack of p that gets assigned at its ingress. It denotes the
amount of time p can wait in the network (excluding the
time when any of its bits are getting serviced) without
missing its target output time.
slack(p,α,t) = o(p) − t − tmin (p,α,dest(p)) + T (p,α):
Remaining slack of the last bit of p at time t when it is at
node α. We derive this expression in Appendix A.4.
Other miscellaneous notations:
path(p,α,β ): The ordered set of nodes and links in the
path taken by p to go from α to β . The set also includes
α and β as the first and the last nodes.
path(p) = path(p,src(p),dest(p))
pass(α): Set of packets that pass through node α.
A.2 Existence of a UPS under Omniscient Header
Initialization
Algorithm: At the ingress, insert an n-dimensional
vector in the packet header, where the ith element contains
o(p, αi ), αi being the ith hop in path(p). Every time a
packet p arrives at the router, the router pops the value at
the head of the vector in p’s header and uses that as the
priority for p (earlier values of output times get higher
priority). This can perfectly replay any schedule.

A.3

Nonexistence of a UPS under black-box initialization

Proof by counter-example: Consider the example shown
in Figure 7. For simplicity, assume all the propagation
delays are zero, the transmission time for each congestion
point (shaded in gray) is 1 unit and the uncongested (white)
routers have zero transmission time. 13 All packets are of
the same size.
The table illustrates two cases. For each case, a
packet’s arrival and scheduling time (the time when the
packet is scheduled by the router) at each node through
which it passes are listed. A packet represented by p
belongs to flow P, with ingress SP and egress DP , where
P ∈ {A,B,C,X,Y,Z}. The packets have the same path in
both cases. For example, a belongs to Flow A, starts at
ingress SA , exits at egress DA and passes through three congestion points in its path α0 , α1 and α2 ; x belongs to Flow
X, starts at ingress SX , exits at egress DX and passes through
three congestion points in its path α0 , α3 and α4 ; and so on.
The two critical packets we care about in this example

Proof: We can prove that the above algorithm will result
in no overdue packets (which do not meet their original
schedule’s target) using the following two theorems:
Theorem 1: If for any node α, ∃p ∈ pass(α), such
that using the above algorithm, the last bit of p
exits α at time (t  > (o(p , α) + T (p , α))), then
(∃p ∈ pass(α) | i (p,α) ≤t  and i (p,α) > o(p,α)).
Proof by contradiction: Consider the first such p∗ ∈
pass(α) that gets late at α (i.e. its last bit exits α at time
t ∗ > (o(p∗ ,α)+T (p∗ ,α))). Suppose the above condition is
not true i.e. (∀p ∈ pass(α) | i (p,α) ≤ o(p,α) or i (p,α) >
t ∗ ). In other words, if p arrives at or before time t ∗ , it also
arrives at or before time o(p,α). Given that all bits of p∗
arrive at or before time t ∗ , they also arrive at or before time
o(p∗ , α). The only reason why the last bit of p∗ would
wait until time (t ∗ > o(p∗ , α) + T (p∗ , α)) in our workconserving replay is if some other bits (belonging to higher
priority packets) were being scheduled after time o(p∗ ,α),
resulting in p∗ not being able to complete its transmission
by time (o(p∗ ,α) + T (p∗ ,α)). However, as per our algo-

12 Given that the original schedule is non-preemptible, the next packet
gets scheduled only after the previous one has completed its transmission.
13 These assignments are made for simplicity of understanding.
The example will hold for any reasonable value of propagation and
transmission delays.
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SX	


SB	


α0	


SA	


SY	

SZ	


α1	


time 2+1.
The difference between the two cases comes from how a
interacts with packets from Flow B at its second congestion
point α1 and how x interacts with packets from Flow Y
at its second congestion points α3 . Note that α1 and α3 are
the last congestion points for Flow B and Flow Y packets
respectively and their exit times from these congestion
points directly determine their exit times from the network.
1. Three packets of Flow B (b1 ,b2 ,b3 ) enter the network
at times 2, 3 and 4 respectively at α1 . In Case 1, they
leave α1 at times (2 + 1),(3 + 1),(4 + 1) respectively.
This provides no lee-way for a at α0 , which leaves α1 at
time (1+1), since it is required that α1 must schedule
a by at most time 3 in order for it to exit the network
at its target output time. In Case 2, (b1 , b2 , b3 ) leave
at times (3+1),(4+1),(5+1) respectively, providing
lee-way for a at α0 , which leaves α1 at time (2+1).
2. Two packets of Flow Y (y1 , y2 ) enter the network at
times 2 and 3 respectively at α3 . In Case 1, they leave at
times (3+1),(4+1) respectively, providing a lee-way
for x at α0 , which leaves α3 at time (2 + 1). In Case
2, (y1 ,y2 ) exit at times (2 + 1),(3 + 1), providing no
lee-way for x at α0 , which leaves α3 at time (1+1).
Note that the interaction of a and x with Flow C and
Flow Z at their third congestion points respectively, is
what ensures that their eventual exit time remains the same
across the two cases inspite of the differences in how a
and x are scheduled in their previous two hops.
Thus, we can see that i(a), o(a), i(x), o(x) are the same
in both cases (also indicated in bold blue). Yet, Case 1
requires a to be scheduled before x at α0 , else packets will
get delayed at α1 , since it is required that α1 schedules a at
a time no more than 3 units if it is to meet its target output
time. Case 2 requires x to be scheduled before a at α0 ,
else packets will be delayed at α3 , where it is required to
schedule x at a time no more than 2 units if it is to meet its
target output time. Since the attributes (i(·),o(·),path(·))
for both a and x are exactly the same in both cases, any
deterministic UPS with Blackbox Initialization will
produce the same order for the two packets at α0 , which
contradicts the situation where we want a before x in one
case and x before a in another.

SC	

α2	

DB	


DA	

DC	


α3	

α4	


DY	

DZ	


DX	

Node
α0
α1
α2
α3
α4
α0
α1
α2
α3
α4

Packet(arrival time, scheduling time)
Case 1
a(00,0); x(00,1)
a(1,1), b1 (2,2), b2 (3,3),b3 (4,4)
c1 (2,2), c2 (3,3); a(2,44)
x(2,2), y1 (2,3), y2 (3,4)
z(2,2), x(3,33)
Case 2
x(00,0); a(00,1)
a(2,2), b1 (2,3), b2 (3,4),b3 (4,5)
c1 (2,2), c2 (3,3), a(3,44)
x(1,1), y1 (2,2), y2 (3,3)
z(2,2), x(2,33)

Figure 7: Example showing non-existence of a UPS with Blackbox
Initialization. A packet represented by p belongs to flow P, with ingress
SP and egress DP , where P ∈ {A,B,C,X,Y,Z}. For simplicity assume
all packets are of the same size and all links have a propagation delay
of zero. All uncongested routers (white), ingresses and egresses have
a transmission time of zero. The congestion points (shaded gray) have
transmission times of T = 1 unit.

are a and x, which interact with each-other at their first
congestion point α0 , being scheduled by α0 at different
times in the two cases (a before x in Case 1 and x before
a in Case 2). But, notice that for both cases,
1. a enters the network from its ingress SA at congestion
point α0 at time 0, and passes through two other
congestion points α1 and α2 before exiting the network
at time (4+1) 14 .
2. x enters the network from its ingress SX at congestion
point α0 at time 0, and passes through two other
congestion points α3 and α4 before exiting the network
at time (3+1).
a interacts with packets from Flow C at its third
congestion point α2 , while x interacts with a packet from
Flow Z at its third congestion point α4 . For both cases,
1. Two packets of Flow C (c1 , c2 ) enter the network at
times 2 and 3 at α2 before they exit the network at time
(2+1) and (3+1) respectively.
2. z enters the network at time 2 at α4 before exiting at

A.4

Deriving the Slack Equation

We now prove that for any packet p waiting at
any node α at time tnow , the remaining slack of
the last bit of p is given by slack(p, α, tnow ) =
o(p)−tnow −tmin (p,α,dest(p))+T (p,α).
Let twait (p, α, tnow ) denote the total time spent by p
on waiting behind other packets at the nodes in its path
from src(p) to α (including these two nodes) until time
tnow . We define twait (p,α,tnow ), such that it excludes the
transmission times at previous nodes which gets captured
in tmin , but includes the local service time received by the

14 +1 is added to indicate transmission time at the last congestion
point. As mentioned before, we assume the propagation delay to the
egress and the transmission time at the egress are both 0.
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packet so far at α itself.
slack(p,α,tnow ) =slack(p)−twait (p,α,tnow )+T (p,α)

S A

(1a)

−twait (p,α,tnow )+T (p,α)

SC

+tmin (p,α,dest(p))−T (p,α))
(1c)

Node
α1
α2
α3

=o(p)−tmin (p,α,dest(p))+T (p,α)
−(i(p)+tmin (p,src(p),α)

−T (p,α)+twait (p,α,tnow ))

(1d)

DC

α2 (T = 0.5) 

DB

Packet(arrival time, scheduling time)
a(0,0),b(0,1)
b(2,2),c(2,2.5)
c(3,3),a(3,3.2)

Figure 8: Example showing replay failure with simple priorities for a
schedule with two congestion points per packet. A packet represented by
p belongs to ﬂow P, with ingress SP and egress DP , where P ∈ {A,B,C}.
All packets are of the same size. For simplicity assume all links (except
L) have a propagation delay of zero. L has a propagation delay of 2. All
uncongested routers (white circles), ingresses and egresses have a transmission time of zero. The three congestion points – α1 ,α2 ,α3 have transmission times of T = 1 unit, T = 0.5 units and T = 0.2 units respectively.

=o(p)−tmin (p,α,dest(p))+T (p,α)−tnow
(1e)

(1a) is straightforward from our deﬁnition of LSTF
and how the slack gets updated at every time slice.
T (p, α) is added since α needs to locally consider the
slack of the last bit of the packet in a store-and-forward
network. (1c) then uses the fact that for any α in
path(p), (tmin (p, src(p), dest(p)) = tmin (p, src(p), α) +
tmin (p,α,dest(p))−T (p,α)). T (p,α) is subtracted here as
it is accounted for twice when we break up the equation for
tmin (p,src(p),dest(p)). (1e) then follows from the fact that
the difference between tnow and i(p) is equal to the total
amount of time the packet has spent in the network until
time tnow i.e. (tnow −i(p) = (tmin (p,src(p),α)−T (p,α))+
twait (p,α,tnow )). We need to subtract T (p,α), since by our
deﬁnition, tmin (p,src(p),α) includes transmission time of
the packet at α.
A.5

DA

(1b)

=o(p)−i(p)−(tmin (p,src(p),α)
−twait (p,α,tnow )+T (p,α)

L

SB

=o(p)−i(p)−tmin (p,src(p),dest(p))

α3 (T = 0.2) 

α1 (T = 1) 

The above expression for slack(p, α, tnow ) has
been derived in §A.4. Thus, slack(p, α, tnow ) =
priority(p,α)−tnow . Since tnow is the same for all packets,
we can conclude that:
argmin (slack(p,α,tnow )) = argmin (priority(p,α))

p∈P(α,tnow )

p∈P(α,tnow )

=⇒ plst f (α,tnow ) = ped f (α,tnow )
Therefore, at any given point of time, all nodes will
schedule the same packet with both EDF and LSTF
(assuming ties are broken in the same way for both EDF
and LSTF, such as by using FCFS). Hence, EDF and LSTF
are equivalent.

LSTF and EDF Equivalence

In our network-wide extension of EDF scheduling,
every router computes a deadline (or priority) for a
packet p based on the static header value o(p) and
additional state information about the minimum time
the packet would take to reach its destination from
the router. More precisely, each router (say α), uses
priority(p) = (o(p) −tmin (p,α,dest(p)) + T (p,α)) to do
priority scheduling, with o(p) being the value carried by
the packet header, initialized at the ingress and remaining
unchanged throughout. EDF is equivalent to LSTF, in that
for a given original schedule, the two produce exactly the
same replay schedule.
Proof: Consider a node α and let P(α,tnow ) be the set of
packets waiting at the output queue of α at time tnow . A
packet will then be scheduled by α as follows:
With EDF: Schedule packet ped f (α,tnow ), where

A.6

Simple Priorities Replay Failure for Two
Congestion Points Per Packet

In Figure 8, we present an example which shows that
simple priorities can fail in replay when there are two
congestion points per packet, no matter what information is used to assign priorities. At α1 , we need to
have priority(a) < priority(b), at α2 we need to have
priority(b) < priority(c) and at α3 we need to have
priority(c) < priority(a). This creates a priority cycle
where we need priority(a) < priority(b) < priority(c) <
priority(a), which can never be possible to achieve with
simple priorities.
We would also like to point out here that priority assignment for perfect replay in networks with single congestion point per packet requires detailed knowledge about
the topology and the input load. More precisely, if a
packet p passes through congestion point α p , then its
priority needs to be assigned as priority(p) = o(p) −
tmin (p,α p ,dest(p))+T (p,α p ). The proof that this would
always replay schedules with at most one congestion point
per packet follows from the fact that the only scheduling
decision made in a packet p’s path is at the single conges-

ped f (α,tnow ) = argmin (priority(p,α))
p∈P(α,tnow )

priority(p,α) =o(p)−tmin (p,α,dest(p))+T (p,α)

With LSTF: Schedule packet plst f (α,tnow ), where
plst f (α,tnow ) = argmin (slack(p,α,tnow ))
p∈P(α,tnow )

slack(p,α,tnow ) =o(p)−tmin (p,α,dest(p))+T (p,α)−tnow
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tion point α p . This decision, at the single congestion point
in a packet’s path, is the same as what will be made with the
network-wide extension of EDF, which we proved is equivalent to LSTF in §A.5. LSTF, in turn, can always replay
schedules with one (or to be more precise, at most two)
congestion points per packet, as we shall prove in §A.7.
Hence, in order to replay schedules with at most one
congestion per packet using simple priorities, we need to
know where the congestion point occurs in a packet’s path,
along with the ﬁnal output times, to assign the priorities.
In the absence of this knowledge, priorities cannot replay
even a single congestion point.
A.7
A.7.1

(2) If α ∗ is not the ﬁrst congestion point seen by p∗ , then
it is the last congestion point seen by p∗ . If i� (p∗ ,α ∗ ) >
o(p∗ ,α ∗ ), then it would imply that p∗ saw a negative slack
before arriving at α ∗ . Suppose p∗ saw a negative slack at a
congestion point α prev , before arriving at α ∗ when its last
bit exited α prev at time t prev . Clearly, t prev < i� (p∗ , α ∗ ).
As per our necessary condition, this would imply that
there must be another packet p� , such that i� (p� ,α prev ) >
o(p� ,α prev ) and i� (p� ,α prev ) ≤ t prev < i� (p∗ ,α ∗ ). This contradicts our assumption that α ∗ is the ﬁrst congestion point
(in time) that sees a packet which arrives after its corresponding scheduling time in the original schedule.
Hence, no congestion point can see a packet that arrives
after its local deadline at that congestion point (and therefore no packet can get overdue) when there are at most two
congestion points per packet.

LSTF: Perfect Replay for at most Two Congestion Points per Packet
Main Proof

A.7.2 Proof for Necessary Condition for Replay Failure with LSTF

We now prove that LSTF can replay all schedules with
at most two congestion points per packet. Note that we
work with bits in our proof, since we assume a preemptive
version of LSTF. Due to store-and-forward routers, the
remaining slack of a packet at a particular router is represented by the slack of the last bit of the packet (with all
other bits of the packet having the same slack as the last bit).
In order for a replay failure to occur, there must be at
least one overdue packet, where a packet p is said to be overdue if o� (p) > o(p). This implies that p must have spent all
of its slack while waiting behind other packets at a queue
in some node α at say time t, such that slack(p,α,t) < 0.
Obviously, α must be a congestion point.

We start this proof with the following observation:
Observation 1: If all bits of a packet p exit a router α by
time o(p,α)+T (p,α), then p cannot see a negative slack
at α.
Proof for Observation 1: As shown previously in §A.4,
slack(p,α,t) = o(p)−tmin (p,α,dest(p))+T (p,α)−t

Therefore,
slack(p,α,o(p,α)+T (p,α))
= o(p)−tmin (p,α,dest(p))+T (p,α)−(o(p,α)+T (p,α))
But, o(p) = o(p,α)+tmin (p,α,dest(p))+wait(p,α,dest(p))

Necessary Condition for Replay Failure with LSTF:
If a packet p∗ sees negative slack at a congestion point
α when its last bit exits α at time t ∗ in the replay (i.e.
slack(p∗ , α, t ∗ ) < 0), then (∃p ∈ pass(α) | i� (p, α) ≤
t ∗ and i� (p,α) > o(p,α)). We prove this in §A.7.2.

=⇒ slack(p,α,o(p,α)+T (p,α)) = wait(p,α,dest(p))
=⇒ slack(p,α,o(p,α)+T (p,α)) ≥ 0

where wait(p,α,dest(p)) is the time spent by p in waiting
behind other packets in the original schedule, after it left
α, which is clearly non-negative.

We use the term “local deadline of p at α” for o(p,α),
which is the time at which α schedules p in the original
schedule.

We now move to the main proof for the necessary condition.

Key Observation: When there are at most two congestion
points per packet, then no packet p can arrive at any congestion point α in the replay, after its local deadline at α
(.i.e. i� (p,α) > o(p,α) is not possible). Therefore, by the
necessary condition above, no packet can see a negative
slack at any congestion point.
Proof by contradiction: Suppose that there exists α ∗ ,
which is the ﬁrst congestion point (in time) that sees a
packet which arrives after its local deadline at α ∗ . Let p∗
be this ﬁrst packet that arrives after its local deadline at α ∗
(i� (p∗ ,α ∗ ) > o(p∗ ,α ∗ )). Since there are at most two congestion points per packet, either α ∗ is the ﬁrst congestion
point seen by p∗ or the last (or both).
(1) If α ∗ is the ﬁrst congestion point seen by p∗ , then
clearly, i� (p∗ ,α ∗ ) = i(p∗ ,α ∗ ) ≤ o(p∗ ,α ∗ ). This contradicts
our assumption that i� (p∗ ,α ∗ ) > o(p∗ ,α ∗ ).

Necessary Condition for Replay Failure: If a packet
p∗ sees negative slack at a congestion point α when its last
bit exits α at time t ∗ in the replay (i.e. slack(p∗ ,α,t ∗ ) < 0),
then (∃p ∈ pass(α) | i� (p,α) ≤t ∗ and i� (p,α) > o(p,α)).

Proof by Contradiction: Suppose this is not the case
.i.e. there exists p∗ whose last bit exits α at time t ∗ , such
that slack(p∗ ,α,t ∗ ) < 0 and (∀p ∈ pass(α) | i� (p,α) >
t ∗ or i� (p,α) ≤ o(p,α)). We can show that if the latter condition holds, then p∗ cannot see a negative slack at α, thus
violating our assumption.
We take the set of all bits which exit α at or before
time t ∗ in the LSTF replay schedule. We denote this set
as Sbits (α,t ∗ ). As per our assumption, (∀b ∈ Sbits (α,t ∗ ) |
i� (pb ,α) ≤ o(pb ,α)), where pb denotes the packet to which
18
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b in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) exit α by time o(pb ,α) + T (pb ,α) as per
the schedule FS(α,t ∗ ).
(iii) Since all bits in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) exit by time o(pb , α) +
T (pb ,α) due to FS(α,t ∗ ), no bit in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) sees a negative slack at α (from Observation 1).

bit b belongs. Note that Sbits (α,t ∗ ) also includes all bits of
p∗ , since they all arrive before time t ∗ .
We now prove that no bit in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) can see a negative slack (and therefore p∗ cannot see a negative slack at
α), leading to a contradiction. The proof comprises of two
steps:
Step 1: Using the same input arrival times of each packet
at α as in the replay schedule, we ﬁrst construct a feasible schedule at α up until time t ∗ , denoted by FS(α,t ∗ ),
where by feasibility we mean that no bit in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) sees
a negative slack.
Step 2: We then do an iterative transformation of FS(α,t ∗ )
such that the bits in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) are scheduled in the order of
their least remaining slack times. This reproduces the LSTF
replay schedule from which FS(α,t ∗ ) was constructed in
the ﬁrst place. However, while doing the transformation we
show how the schedule remains feasible at every iteration,
proving that the LSTF schedule ﬁnally obtained is also
feasible up until time t ∗ . In other words, no packet sees a
negative slack at α in the resulting LSTF replay schedule
up until time t ∗ , contradicting our assumption that p∗ sees
a negative slack when it exits α at time t ∗ in the replay.
We now discuss these two steps in details.

Step 2: Transform FS(α, t ∗ ) into a feasible LSTF
schedule for the single switch α up until time t ∗ .
(Note: The following proof is inspired from the standard
LSTF optimality proof that shows that for a single switch,
any feasible schedule can be transformed to an LSTF (or
EDF) schedule [30]).
Let fs(b,α,t ∗ ) be the scheduling time slice for bit b in
FS(α,t ∗ ). The transformation to LSTF is carried out by
the following pseudo-code:
1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Step 1: Construct a feasible schedule at α up until time t ∗
(denoted as FS(α,t ∗ )) for which no bit in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) sees
a negative slack.
(i) Algorithm for constructing FS(α,t ∗ ): Use priorities to
schedule each bit in Sbits (α,t ∗ ), where ∀b ∈ Sbits (α,t ∗ ) |
priority(b) = o(pb ,α). (Note that since both FS(α,t ∗ ) and
LSTF are work-conserving, FS(α,t ∗ ) is just a shufﬂe of the
LSTF schedule up until t ∗ . The set of time slices at which
a bit is scheduled in FS(α,t ∗ ) and in the LSTF schedule
up until t ∗ remains the same, but which bit gets scheduled
at a given time slice is different.)
(ii) In FS(α,t ∗ ), all bits b in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) exit α by time
o(pb ,α)+T (pb ,α).
Proof by contradiction: Suppose the statement is not true
and consider the ﬁrst bit b∗ that exits after time (o(pb∗ ,α)+
T (pb∗ ,α)). We term this as b∗ got late at α due to FS(α,t ∗ ).
Remember that, as per our assumption, (∀b ∈ Sbits (α,t ∗ ) |
i� (pb ,α) ≤ o(pb ,α)). Thus, given that all bits of pb∗ arrive at or before time o(pb∗ ,α), the only reason why the
delay can happen in our work-conserving FS(α,t ∗ ) is if
some other higher priority bits were being scheduled after
time o(pb∗ ,α), resulting in pb∗ not being able to complete
its transmission by time (o(pb∗ , α) + T (pb∗ , α)). However, as per our priority assignment algorithm, any bit
b� having a higher priority than b∗ at α must have been
scheduled before the ﬁrst bit of pb∗ in the non-preemptible
original schedule, implying that (o(pb� ,α)+T (pb� ,α)) ≤
o(pb∗ ,α). Therefore, a bit b� being scheduled after time
o(pb∗ ,α), implies it being scheduled after time (o(pb� ,α)+
T (pb� ,α)). This contradicts our assumption that b∗ is the
ﬁrst bit to get late at α due to FS(α,t ∗ ). Therefore, all bits

8:
9:
10:
11:

while true do
Find two bits, b1 and b2 , such that:
(fs(b1 ,α,t ∗ ) < fs(b2 ,α,t ∗ )) and
(slack(b2 ,α,fs(b1 ,α,t ∗ ))
< slack(b1 ,α,fs(b1 ,α,t ∗ ))) and
(i� (b2 ,α,t ∗ ) ≤ fs(b1 ,α,t ∗ ))
if no such b1 and b2 exist then
FS(α,t ∗ ) is an LSTF schedule
break
else
swap(fs(b1 ,α,t ∗ ),fs(b2 ,α,t ∗ ))
�
swap the scheduling times of the two bits. 15
end if
end while
Shufﬂe the scheduling time of the bits belonging to
the same packet, to ensure that they are in order.
Shufﬂe the scheduling time of the same-slack bits
such that they are in FIFO order

Line 7 above will not cause b1 to have a negative
slack, when it gets scheduled at fs(b2 , α, t ∗ ) instead of
fs(b1 ,α,t ∗ ). This is because the difference in slack(b2 ,α,t)
and slack(b1 ,α,t) is independent of t and so:
slack(b2 ,α,fs(b1 ,α,t ∗ )) < slack(b1 ,α,fs(b1 ,α,t ∗ ))
=⇒ slack(b2 ,α,fs(b2 ,α,t ∗ )) < slack(b1 ,α,fs(b2 ,α,t ∗ ))

Since FS(α, t ∗ ) is feasible before the swap,
slack(b2 , α, fs(b2 , α, t ∗ ))
≥
0. Therefore,
slack(b1 ,α,fs(b2 ,α,t ∗ )) > 0 and the resulting FS(α,t ∗ )
after the swap remains feasible.
Lines 10 and 11 will also not result in any bit getting a
negative slack, because all bits participating in the shufﬂe
have the same slack at any ﬁxed point of time in α.
Therefore, no bit in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) has a negative slack at
α after any iteration.
Since no bit in Sbits (α,t ∗ ) has a negative slack at α in
the swapped LSTF schedule, it contradicts our statement
15 Note

that we are working with bits here for easy expressibility. In
practice, such a swap is possible under the preemptive LSTF model.
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I2 1Gbps-10Gbps at 70% util.
I2 1Gbps-1Gbps at 30% util.
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Rocketfuel at 30% util.

TCPFIFO
0.145
0.159
0.180
0.134
0.32
0.171

Avg FCT (s)
RC3priorities
0.083
0.094
0.107
0.075
0.215
0.102

RC3LSTF
0.082
0.089
0.102
0.073
0.233
0.101

Figure 10: The graph shows the mean FCT bucketed by ﬂow size for
the I2 1Gbps-10Gbps topology with 30% utilization for regular TCP
using FIFO and for RC3 using priorities and LSTF. The legend indicates
the mean FCT across all ﬂows. The table indicates the mean FCTs for
varying settings.

Figure 9: Example showing replay failure with LSTF when there is a ﬂow
with three congestion points. A packet represented by p belongs to ﬂow
P, with ingress SP and egress DP , where P ∈ {A,B,C,D}. For simplicity
assume all links have a propagation delay of zero. All uncongested routers
(white), ingresses and egresses have a transmission time of zero. The three
congestion points (shaded gray) have transmission times of T = 1 unit

that p∗ sees a negative slack when its last bit exits α at time
t ∗ . Hence proved that if a packet p∗ sees a negative slack at
congestion point α when its last bit exits α at time t ∗ in the
replay, then there must be at least one packet that arrives at
α in the replay at or before time t ∗ and later than the time
at which it is scheduled by α in the original schedule.
A.7.3

Replay Failure Example with LSTF

In Figure 9, we present an example where a ﬂow passes
through three congestion points and a replay failure occurs
with LSTF. When packet a arrives at α0 , it has a slack of
2 (since it waits behind d1 and d2 at α2 ), while at the same
time, packet b has a slack of 1 (since it waits behind a at α0 ).
As a result, b gets scheduled before a in the LSTF replay. a
therefore arrives at α1 with slack 1 at time 2. c1 with a zero
slack is prioritized over a. This reduces a’s slack to zero
at time 3, when c2 is also present at α1 with zero slack.
Scheduling a before c2 , will result in c2 being overdue
(as shown). Likewise, scheduling c2 before a would have
resulted in a getting overdue. Note that in this failure case,
a arrives at α1 at time 2, which is greater than o(a,α1 ) = 1.

B

Figure 11: 20 ﬂows share a single bottleneck link of 1Gbps and a 21st
ﬂow is added after 5ms. The graph shows the rate allocations for an old
ﬂow and the new ﬂow with Fair Queuing and for LSTF with varying rest .

near-optimal bandwidth utilization, while maintaining the
cautiousness of TCP.
Slack Initialization: The slack for a packet p is initialized
as slack(p) = priorc3 ∗ D, where priorc3 is the priority of
the packet assigned by RC3 and D is a value much larger
than the queuing delay seen by any packet in the network.
We use a value of D = 1 sec for our simulations.
Evaluation: To evaluate RC3 with LSTF, we reuse the
ns-3 [7] implementation of RC3 (along with the same TCP
parameters used by RC3, such as an initial congestion
window of 4), and implement LSTF in ns-3. Figure 10
shows our results. We see that using LSTF with RC3
performs comparable to (and often slightly better than)
using priorities with RC3, both giving signiﬁcantly lower
FCTs than regular TCP with FIFO.

Minimizing Average FCT by using RC3
with LSTF

We now look at how in-network scheduling can be used
along with changes in the endhost TCP stack to minimize
average ﬂow completion times. We use RC3 [31] as
our comparison-point for this objective (as it has better
performance than RCP [21] and is simple to implement).
In RC3 the senders aggressively send additional packets
to quickly use up the available network capacity, but these
packets are sent at lower priority levels to ensure that
the regular trafﬁc is not penalized. Therefore, it allows

C
C.1

Fairness Deep Dive
Understanding how LSTF provides long-term
fairness

The reason behind why any slack assignment with rest < r∗
leads to convergence to fairness is quite straight-forward
and is explained by the control experiment shown in
20
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Figure 11. 20 long-lived TCP ﬂows share a single
bottleneck link of 1Gbps (giving a fair share rate of
50Mbps) and a 21st ﬂow is added after 5ms. Since the ﬁrst
20 ﬂows have started early, the queue at the bottleneck link
already contains packets belonging to these ﬂows.
When rest = 50Mbps, the actual queuing delay
experienced by a packet is almost equal to the slack value
assigned to it. Therefore, at any given point of time, the
ﬁrst packet of each ﬂow present in the queue will have a
slack value which is approximately equal to zero. The next
packet of each ﬂow will have a higher slack value (around
1500bytes/50Mbps = 0.24ms). By the time the corresponding ﬁrst packets of every ﬂow in the queue have been
transmitted, the slack values of the next packet would also
have been reduced to zero and so on. It therefore produces
a round-robin pattern for scheduling packets across ﬂows,
as is done by FQ. Therefore, when the 21st ﬂow starts at
5ms, with the ﬁrst packet coming in with zero slack, the
next one with 0.24ms slack and so on, it immediately starts
following the round-robin pattern as well.
However, when rest is smaller than 50Mbps, then the
packets of the old ﬂows already present in the queue have
a higher slack value than what they actually experience
in the network. The ﬁrst packet of every ﬂow in the queue
therefore has a slack which is more than 0 when the 21st
ﬂow comes in at 5ms. The earlier packets of the new ﬂow
therefore get precedence over any of the existing packets
of the old ﬂows, resulting in the spike in the rate allocated
to the new ﬂow as shown in Figure 11. Nonetheless, with
the slack of every newly arriving packet of the 21st ﬂow
being higher than the previous one and with the slack of
the already queued up packet decreasing with time, the
slack value of the ﬁrst packet in the queue for new ﬂow
and the old ﬂows soon catch up with each other and the
schedule starts following a round robin pattern again. The
closer rest is to the fair-share rate, the sooner the slack
values of the old ﬂows and the new ﬂow catch up with each
other. The duration for which a packet ends up waiting
in the queue is upper-bounded by the time it would have
waited, had all the ﬂows arrived at the same time and were
being serviced at their fair share rate.
C.2

on the topology as shown in Figure 12. We ran the sim 
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100
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Expected
Throughput (Mbps)
A
B
C
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4500
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Achieved
Throughput (Mbps)
A
B
C
4762
4499
4166
3333
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501
501
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500
501
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Figure 12: Weighted Fairness on a multi-bottleneck topology (drawn
above). The link capacities and the source/destination of each ﬂow are
indicated in the ﬁgure. Flows A and B share a 5Gbps link and then Flows
B and C share a 1Gbps link.
Refresh
Threshold (ms)
10
20
30
40

Avg FCT
across bytes (s)
3.578
3.739
3.954
4.079

Avg RTT
across bytes (s)
0.143
0.139
0.135
0.132

Table 4: Effect of varying refresh threshold on I2/10 topology at 70%
utilization running LSTF (rest = 10Mbps) with Edge-CoDel.

ulation for 30ms and computed the throughput each ﬂow
received for the last 15ms. We varied the values of rest used
for assigning slacks to each ﬂow, relative to one another,
to assign different weights to different ﬂows. For example,
rest assignment {A : 900Mbps,B : 100Mbps,C : 100Mbps}
results in Flow A getting 9 times more share on the 5Gbps
link than Flow B, with Flows B and C sharing the 1Gbps
link equally. We compute the expected throughput based
on the assigned rest values and ﬁnd that the throughput
actually achieved is almost the same, as shown in the table.

D

Effect of Refresh Threshold on EdgeCoDel

To see whether our results for Edge-CoDel were highly
dependent on the refresh threshold value, consider Table 4
which shows the average FCT and RTT values for varying
refresh thresholds. We ﬁnd that there are very minor differences in the results as we vary this threshold, because
the dominating cause for refreshing the interval is when
a packet sees a queuing delay less than the CoDel target.
However, the general trend is that increasing the refresh
threshold increases the FCT and decreases the RTT. This
is because with increasing refresh threshold, the interval
is reset to the larger 100ms value less frequently. This results in more packet drops for the long ﬂows, causing an
increase in FCTs, but a decrease in the RTT values.

Weighted Fairness with multiple-bottlenecks

One can see how the above logic can be extended for
achieving weighted fairness. Moreover, when a packet
sees multiple bottlenecks, the slack update (subtraction
of the duration for which the packet waits) at the ﬁrst
bottleneck ensures that the next bottleneck takes into
account the rate-limiting happening at the ﬁrst one and
the packets are given precedence accordingly.
We did a control experiment to evaluate weighted fairness with LSTF on a multi-bottleneck topology. We started
three UDP ﬂows with a start-time jitter between 0 and 1ms,
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Abstract
Maglev is Google’s network load balancer. It is a
large distributed software system that runs on commodity
Linux servers. Unlike traditional hardware network load
balancers, it does not require a specialized physical rack
deployment, and its capacity can be easily adjusted by
adding or removing servers. Network routers distribute
packets evenly to the Maglev machines via Equal Cost
Multipath (ECMP); each Maglev machine then matches
the packets to their corresponding services and spreads
them evenly to the service endpoints. To accommodate
high and ever-increasing traffic, Maglev is specifically
optimized for packet processing performance. A single
Maglev machine is able to saturate a 10Gbps link with
small packets. Maglev is also equipped with consistent
hashing and connection tracking features, to minimize
the negative impact of unexpected faults and failures on
connection-oriented protocols. Maglev has been serving
Google’s traffic since 2008. It has sustained the rapid
global growth of Google services, and it also provides
network load balancing for Google Cloud Platform.

1 Introduction
Google is a major source of global Internet traffic [29,
30]. It provides hundreds of user-facing services, in addition to many more services hosted on the rapidly growing Cloud Platform [6]. Popular Google services such as
Google Search and Gmail receive millions of queries per
second from around the globe, putting tremendous demand on the underlying serving infrastructure.
To meet such high demand at low latency, a Google
service is hosted on a number of servers located in multiple clusters around the world. Within each cluster, it
is essential to distribute traffic load evenly across these
servers in order to utilize resources efficiently so that no
single server gets overloaded. As a result, network load
∗ Work

was done while at Google.
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Figure 1: Hardware load balancer and Maglev.
balancers form a critical component of Google’s production network infrastructure.
A network load balancer is typically composed of
multiple devices logically located between routers and
service endpoints (generally TCP or UDP servers), as
shown in Figure 1. The load balancer is responsible for
matching each packet to its corresponding service and
forwarding it to one of that service’s endpoints.
Network load balancers have traditionally been implemented as dedicated hardware devices [1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 12,
13], an approach that has several limitations. First, their
scalability is generally constrained by the maximum capacity of a single unit, making it impossible to keep up
with Google’s traffic growth. Second, they do not meet
Google’s requirements for high availability. Though often deployed in pairs to avoid single points of failure,
they only provide 1+1 redundancy. Third, they lack the
flexibility and programmability needed for quick iteration, as it is usually difficult, if not impossible, to modify
a hardware load balancer. Fourth, they are costly to upgrade. Augmenting the capacity of a hardware load balancer usually involves purchasing new hardware as well
as physically deploying it. Because of all these limitations, we investigated and pursued alternative solutions.
With all services hosted in clusters full of commodity
servers, we can instead build the network load balancer
as a distributed software system running on these servers.
A software load balancing system has many advantages
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over its hardware counterpart. We can address scalability by adopting the scale-out model, where the capacity of the load balancer can be improved by increasing
the number of machines in the system: through ECMP
forwarding, traffic can be evenly distributed across all
machines. Availability and reliability are enhanced as
the system provides N+1 redundancy. By controlling
the entire system ourselves, we can quickly add, test,
and deploy new features. Meanwhile, deployment of the
load balancers themselves is greatly simplified: the system uses only existing servers inside the clusters. We
can also divide services between multiple shards of load
balancers in the same cluster in order to achieve performance isolation.
Despite all the benefits, the design and implementation
of a software network load balancer are highly complex
and challenging. First, each individual machine in the
system must provide high throughput. Let N be the number of machines in the system and T be the maximum
throughput of a single machine. The maximum capacity of the system is bounded by N × T . If T is not high
enough, it will be uneconomical for the system to provide enough capacity for all services [22]. The system as
a whole must also provide connection persistence: packets belonging to the same connection should always be
directed to the same service endpoint. This ensures quality of service as clusters are very dynamic and failures
are quite common [23, 40].
This paper presents Maglev, a fast and reliable software network load balancing system. Maglev has been a
critical component of Google’s frontend serving infrastructure since 2008, and currently serves almost all of
Google’s incoming user traffic. By exploiting recent advances in high-speed server networking techniques [18,
41, 35, 31], each Maglev machine is able to achieve linerate throughput with small packets. Through consistent
hashing and connection tracking, Maglev provides reliable packet delivery despite frequent changes and unexpected failures. While some of the techniques described
in this paper have existed for years, this paper shows how
to build an operational system using these techniques.
The major contributions of this paper are to: 1) present
the design and implementation of Maglev, 2) share experiences of operating Maglev at a global scale, and 3)
demonstrate the capability of Maglev through extensive
evaluations.

Figure 2: Maglev packet flow.

2.1 Frontend Serving Architecture
Maglev is deployed in Google’s frontend-serving locations, including clusters of varying sizes. For simplicity,
we only focus on the setup in the smaller clusters in this
paper, and briefly describe the larger cluster setup below.
Figure 2 shows an overview of Google’s frontend serving
architecture in the small cluster setup.
Every Google service has one or more Virtual IP addresses (VIPs). A VIP is different from a physical IP in
that it is not assigned to a specific network interface, but
rather served by multiple service endpoints behind Maglev. Maglev associates each VIP with a set of service
endpoints and announces it to the router over BGP; the
router in turn announces the VIP to Google’s backbone.
Aggregations of the VIP networks are announced to the
Internet to make them globally accessible. Maglev handles both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic, and all the discussion
below applies equally to both.
When a user tries to access a Google service served on
www.google.com, her browser first issues a DNS query,
which gets a response (possibly cached) from one of
Google’s authoritative DNS servers. The DNS server assigns the user to a nearby frontend location taking into
account both her geolocation and the current load at each
location, and returns a VIP belonging to the selected location in response [16]. The browser will then try to establish a new connection with the VIP.
When the router receives a VIP packet, it forwards
the packet to one of the Maglev machines in the cluster through ECMP, since all Maglev machines announce
the VIP with the same cost. When the Maglev machine
receives the packet, it selects an endpoint from the set
of service endpoints associated with the VIP, and encapsulates the packet using Generic Routing Encapsulation
(GRE) with the outer IP header destined to the endpoint.
When the packet arrives at the selected service endpoint, it is decapsulated and consumed. The response,
when ready, is put into an IP packet with the source address being the VIP and the destination address being

2 System Overview
This section provides an overview of how Maglev works
as a network load balancer. We give a brief introduction
to Google’s frontend serving architecture, followed by a
description of how the Maglev system is configured.
2
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Figure 4: Maglev forwarder structure.
sively contain other backend pools, so that a frequentlyused set of backends does not need to be specified repeatedly. Each backend pool, depending on its specific requirements, is associated with one or more health checking methods with which all its backends are verified;
packets will only be forwarded to the healthy backends.
As the same server may be included in more than one
backend pool, health checks are deduplicated by IP addresses to avoid extra overhead.
The forwarder’s config manager is responsible for
parsing and validating config objects before altering the
forwarding behavior. All config updates are committed
atomically. Configuration of Maglev machines within
the same cluster may become temporarily out of sync
due to delays in config push or health checks. However,
consistent hashing will make connection flaps between
Maglevs with similar backend pools mostly succeed even
during these very short windows.
It is possible to deploy multiple shards of Maglevs in
the same cluster. Different Maglev shards are configured
differently and serve different sets of VIPs. Sharding is
useful for providing performance isolation and ensuring
quality of service. It is also good for testing new features
without interfering with regular traffic. For simplicity,
we assume one shard per cluster in this paper.

Figure 3: Maglev config (BP stands for backend pool).
the IP of the user. We use Direct Server Return (DSR) to
send responses directly to the router so that Maglev does
not need to handle returning packets, which are typically
larger in size. This paper focuses on the load balancing
of incoming user traffic. The implementation of DSR is
out of the scope of this paper.
The setup for large clusters is more complicated: to
build clusters at scale, we want to avoid the need to
place Maglev machines in the same layer-2 domain as the
router, so hardware encapsulators are deployed behind
the router, which tunnel packets from routers to Maglev
machines.

2.2 Maglev Configuration
As described in the previous subsection, Maglev is responsible for announcing VIPs to the router and forwarding VIP traffic to the service endpoints. Therefore, each
Maglev machine contains a controller and a forwarder
as depicted in Figure 3. Both the controller and the forwarder learn the VIPs to be served from configuration
objects, which are either read from files or received from
external systems through RPC.
On each Maglev machine, the controller periodically
checks the health status of the forwarder. Depending on
the results, the controller decides whether to announce or
withdraw all the VIPs via BGP. This ensures the router
only forwards packets to healthy Maglev machines.
All VIP packets received by a Maglev machine are
handled by the forwarder. At the forwarder, each VIP
is configured with one or more backend pools. Unless
otherwise specified, the backends for Maglev are service
endpoints. A backend pool may contain the physical IP
addresses of the service endpoints; it may also recur-

3 Forwarder Design and Implementation
The forwarder is a critical component of Maglev, as it
needs to handle a huge number of packets quickly and reliably. This section explains the design and implementation details of the key modules of the Maglev forwarder,
as well as the rationale behind the design.

3.1 Overall Structure
Figure 4 illustrates the overall structure of the Maglev
forwarder. The forwarder receives packets from the
3
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NIC (Network Interface Card), rewrites them with proper
GRE/IP headers and then sends them back to the NIC.
The Linux kernel is not involved in this process.
Packets received by the NIC are first processed by the
steering module of the forwarder, which calculates the 5tuple hash1 of the packets and assigns them to different
receiving queues depending on the hash value. Each receiving queue is attached to a packet rewriter thread. The
packet thread first tries to match each packet to a configured VIP. This step filters out unwanted packets not
targeting any VIP. Then it recomputes the 5-tuple hash
of the packet and looks up the hash value in the connection tracking table (covered in Section 3.3). We do not
reuse the hash value from the steering module to avoid
cross-thread synchronization.
The connection table stores backend selection results
for recent connections. If a match is found and the selected backend is still healthy, the result is simply reused.
Otherwise the thread consults the consistent hashing
module (covered in Section 3.4) and selects a new backend for the packet; it also adds an entry to the connection
table for future packets with the same 5-tuple. A packet
is dropped if no backend is available. The forwarder
maintains one connection table per packet thread to avoid
access contention. After a backend is selected, the packet
thread encapsulates the packet with proper GRE/IP headers and sends it to the attached transmission queue. The
muxing module then polls all transmission queues and
passes the packets to the NIC.
The steering module performs 5-tuple hashing instead
of round-robin scheduling for two reasons. First, it helps
lower the probability of packet reordering within a connection caused by varying processing speed of different
packet threads. Second, with connection tracking, the
forwarder only needs to perform backend selection once
for each connection, saving clock cycles and eliminating the possibility of differing backend selection results
caused by race conditions with backend health updates.
In the rare cases where a given receiving queue fills up,
the steering module falls back to round-robin scheduling
and spreads packets to other available queues. This fallback mechanism is especially effective at handling large
floods of packets with the same 5-tuple.

Figure 5: Packet movement into and out of the forwarder.
However, our requirements are much more stringent: we
must handle very small packets effectively because incoming requests are typically small in size. Assuming IP
packet size is 100 bytes on average, the forwarder must
be able to process packets at 9.06Mpps. This subsection
describes the key techniques we employed to reach and
exceed this packet processing speed.
Maglev is a userspace application running on commodity Linux servers. Since the Linux kernel network
stack is rather computationally expensive, and Maglev
doesn’t require any of the Linux stack’s features, it is
desirable to make Maglev bypass the kernel entirely for
packet processing. With proper support from the NIC
hardware, we have developed a mechanism to move
packets between the forwarder and the NIC without any
involvement of the kernel, as shown in Figure 5. When
Maglev is started, it pre-allocates a packet pool that is
shared between the NIC and the forwarder. Both the
steering and muxing modules maintain a ring queue of
pointers pointing to packets in the packet pool.
Both the steering and muxing modules maintain three
pointers to the rings. At the receiving side, the NIC
places newly received packets at the received pointer
and advances it. The steering module distributes the received packets to packet threads and advances the processed pointer. It also reserves unused packets from the
packet pool, places them into the ring and advances the
reserved pointer. The three pointers chase one another
as shown by the arrows. Similarly, on the sending side
the NIC sends packets pointed to by the sent pointer and
advances it. The muxing module places packets rewritten by packet threads into the ring and advances the
ready pointer. It also returns packets already sent by the
NIC back to the packet pool and advances the recycled
pointer. Note that the packets are not copied anywhere
by the forwarder.
To reduce the number of expensive boundary-crossing
operations, we process packets in batches whenever possible. In addition, the packet threads do not share any

3.2 Fast Packet Processing
The Maglev forwarder needs to process packets as fast
as possible in order to cost-effectively scale the serving capacity to the demands of Google’s traffic. We
engineered it to forward packets at line rate – typically
10Gbps in Google’s clusters today. This translates to
813Kpps (packets per second) for 1500-byte IP packets.
1 The 5-tuple of a packet refers to the source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port and IP protocol number.
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of Maglev does not usually provide connection affinity,
this assumption does not hold when the set of Maglev
machines changes. Unfortunately, such changes are inevitable and may happen for various reasons. For example, when upgrading Maglevs in a cluster we do a rolling
restart of machines, draining traffic from each one a few
moments beforehand and restoring it once the Maglev
starts serving again. This process may last over an hour,
during which the set of Maglevs keeps changing. We also
sometimes add, remove, or replace Maglev machines.
All of these operations make standard ECMP implementations shuffle traffic on a large scale, leading to connections switching to different Maglevs in mid-stream. The
new Maglevs will not have the correct connection table
entries, so if backend changes occur at the same time,
connections will break.
A second theoretical limitation is that the connection
tracking table has finite space. The table may fill up under heavy load or SYN flood attacks. Since Maglev only
evicts entries from the connection table when they are
expired, once the table becomes full, we will need to
select a backend for each packet that doesn’t fit in the
table. While in practice there is plenty of memory on
a modern machine, in deployments where we share machines between Maglev and other services, we may need
to sharply limit the connection table size.
If any of the above cases occur, we can no longer rely
on connection tracking to handle backend changes. Thus
Maglev also provides consistent hashing to ensure reliable packet delivery under such circumstances.

data with each other, preventing contention between
them. We pin each packet thread to a dedicated CPU core
to ensure best performance. With all these optimizations,
Maglev is able to achieve line rate with small packets, as
shown in Section 5.2.
Further, the latency that Maglev adds to the path taken
by each packet is small. Normally it takes the packet
thread about 350ns to process each packet on our standard servers. There are two special cases in which packet
processing may take longer. Since the forwarder processes packets in batches, each batch is processed when
it grows large enough or when a periodic timer expires.
In practice we set the timer to be 50 µ s. Therefore if Maglev is significantly underloaded, a 50µ s delay will be
added to each packet in the worst case. One possible
optimization to this case is to adjust batch sizes dynamically [32]. The other case where Maglev may add extra processing delay is when Maglev is overloaded. The
maximum number of packets that Maglev can buffer is
the size of the packet pool; beyond that the packets will
be dropped by the NIC. Assuming the packet pool size
is 3000 and the forwarder can process 10Mpps, it takes
about 300µ s to process all buffered packets. Hence a
maximum of 300µ s delay may be added to each packet
if Maglev is heavily overloaded. Fortunately, this case
can be avoided by proper capacity planning and adding
Maglev machines as needed.

3.3 Backend Selection
Once a packet is matched to a VIP, we need to choose a
backend for the packet from the VIP’s backend pool. For
connection-oriented protocols such as TCP, it is critical
to send all packets of a connection to the same backend.
We accomplish this with a two part strategy. First, we
select a backend using a new form of consistent hashing
which distributes traffic very evenly. Then we record the
selection in a local connection tracking table.
Maglev’s connection tracking table uses a fixed-size
hash table mapping 5-tuple hash values of packets to
backends. If the hash value of a packet does not exist
in the table, Maglev will assign a backend to the packet
and store the assignment in the table. Otherwise Maglev
will simply reuse the previously assigned backend. This
guarantees that packets belonging to the same connection are always sent to the same backend, as long as the
backend is still able to serve them. Connection tracking
comes in handy when the set of backends changes: for
instance, when backends go up and down, are added or
removed, or when the backend weights change.
However, per-Maglev connection tracking alone is insufficient in our distributed environment. First, it assumes all packets with the same 5-tuple are always sent
to the same Maglev machine. Because the router in front

3.4 Consistent Hashing
One possible approach to address the limitations of connection tracking is to share connection state among all
Maglev machines, for example in a distributed hash table as suggested in [34]. However, this would negatively
affect forwarding performance – recall that connection
states are not even shared among packet threads on the
same Maglev machine to avoid contention.
A better-performing solution is to use local consistent
hashing. The concept of consistent hashing [28] or rendezvous hashing [38] was first introduced in the 1990s.
The idea is to generate a large lookup table with each
backend taking a number of entries in the table. These
methods provide two desirable properties that Maglev
also needs for resilient backend selection:
• load balancing: each backend will receive an almost equal number of connections.
• minimal disruption: when the set of backends
changes, a connection will likely be sent to the same
backend as it was before.
5
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Pseudocode 1 Populate Maglev hashing lookup table.
1: function P OPULATE
for each i < N do next[ i ] ← 0 end for
2:
3:
for each j < M do entry[ j ] ← −1 end for
4:
n←0
5:
while true do
6:
for each i < N do
7:
c ← permutation[ i ][ next[ i ] ]
8:
while entry[ c ] ≥ 0 do
9:
next[ i ] ← next[ i ] + 1
10:
c ← permutation[ i ][ next[ i ] ]
11:
end while
12:
entry[ c ] ← i
13:
next[ i ] ← next[ i ] + 1
14:
n ← n+1
15:
if n = M then return end if
16:
end for
17:
end while
18: end function

Table 1: A sample consistent hash lookup table.
B1 B2 B3
Before After
2
1
5
B2
B1
B1
B1
4
5
6
B2
B1
6
2
7
1
6
1
B1
B1
3
3
2
B3
B3
5
7
3
B3
B3
7
4
4
B1
B3
Permutation tables for the Lookup table before and
backends.
after B2 is removed.
is a random permutation of array (0 .. M − 1). As an
efficient way of generating permutation[ i ], each backend is assigned a unique name. We first hash the backend name using two different hashing functions to generate two numbers offset and skip. Then we generate
permutation[ i ] using these numbers as follows:
offset ← h1 (name[ i ]) mod M
skip ← h2 (name[ i ]) mod (M − 1) + 1

Both [28] and [38] prioritize minimal disruption over
load balancing, as they were designed to optimize web
caching on a small number of servers. However, Maglev
takes the opposite approach for two reasons. First, it is
critical for Maglev to balance load as evenly as possible
among the backends. Otherwise the backends must be
aggressively overprovisioned in order to accommodate
the peak traffic. Maglev may have hundreds of backends
for certain VIPs, our experiments show that both [28]
and [38] will require a prohibitively large lookup table
for each VIP to provide the level of load balancing that
Maglev desires. Second, while minimizing lookup table
disruptions is important, a small number of disruptions is
tolerable by Maglev. Steady state, changes to the lookup
table do not lead to connection resets because connections’ affinity to Maglev machines does not change at the
same time. When connections’ affinity to Maglevs does
change, resets are proportional to the number of lookup
table disruptions.
With these considerations in mind, we developed a
new consistent hashing algorithm, which we call Maglev
hashing. The basic idea of Maglev hashing is to assign
a preference list of all the lookup table positions to each
backend. Then all the backends take turns filling their
most-preferred table positions that are still empty, until
the lookup table is completely filled in. Hence, Maglev
hashing gives an almost equal share of the lookup table
to each of the backends. Heterogeneous backend weights
can be achieved by altering the relative frequency of the
backends’ turns; the implementation details are not described in this paper.
Let M be the size of the lookup table. The preference list for backend i is stored in permutation[ i ], which

permutation[ i ][ j ] ← (offset + j × skip) mod M
M must be a prime number so that all values of skip
are relatively prime to it. Let N be the size of a VIP’s
backend pool. Its lookup table is populated using Pseudocode 1. We use next[ i ] to track the next index in
the permutation to be considered for backend i; the final lookup table is stored in the array entry. In the body
of the outer while loop, we iterate through all the backends. For each backend i we find a candidate index c
from permutation[ i ] which has not been filled yet, and
fill it with the backend. The loop keeps going until all
entries in the table have been filled.
The algorithm is guaranteed to finish. Its worst case
time complexity is O(M 2 ) which only happens if there
are as many backends as lookup table entries and all the
backends hash to the same permutation. To avoid this
happening we always choose M such that M ≫ N. The
average time complexity is O(M log M) because at step
M
n we expect the algorithm to take M−n
tries to find an
empty candidate index, so the total number of steps is
M
M
M
∑M
n=1 n . Each backend will take either ⌊ N ⌋ or ⌈ N ⌉ entries in the lookup table. Therefore the number of entries
occupied by different backends will differ by at most 1.
In practice, we choose M to be larger than 100 × N to
ensure at most a 1% difference in hash space assigned to
backends. Other methods of generating random permutations, such as the Fisher-Yates Shuffle [20], generate
better quality permutations using more state, and would
work fine here as well.
We use the example in Table 1 to illustrate how Maglev hashing works. Assume there are 3 backends, the
6
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lookup table size is 7, and the (offset, skip) pairs of the
three backends are (3, 4), (0, 2) and (3, 1). The generated
permutation tables are shown in the left column, and the
lookup tables before and after backend B2 is removed are
presented in the right column. As the example shows, the
lookup tables are evenly balanced among the backends
both with and without B2. After B2 is removed, aside
from updating all of the entries that contained B2, only
one other entry (row 7) needs to be changed. In practice, with larger lookup tables, Maglev hashing is fairly
resilient to backend changes, as we show in Section 5.3.
Figure 6: Maglev VIP matching.

4 Operational Experience
Maglev is a highly complex distributed system that has
been serving Google for over six years. We have learned
a lot while operating it at a global scale. This section
describes how Maglev has evolved over the years to accommodate our changing requirements, and some of the
tools we’ve built to monitor and debug the system.

4.1.2 Packet Processing
Maglev originally used the Linux kernel network stack
for packet processing. It had to interact with the NIC using kernel sockets, which brought significant overhead to
packet processing including hardware and software interrupts, context switches and system calls [26]. Each
packet also had to be copied from kernel to userspace and
back again, which incurred additional overhead. Maglev
does not require a TCP/IP stack, but only needs to find a
proper backend for each packet and encapsulate it using
GRE. Therefore we lost no functionality and greatly improved performance when we introduced the kernel bypass mechanism – the throughput of each Maglev machine is improved by more than a factor of five.

4.1 Evolution of Maglev
Today’s Maglev differs in many details from the original
system. Most of the changes, such as the addition of IPv6
support, happened smoothly as a result of the extensible software architecture. This subsection discusses two
major changes to the implementation and deployment of
Maglev since its birth.
4.1.1 Failover

4.2 VIP Matching

Maglev machines were originally deployed in activepassive pairs to provide failure resilience, as were the
hardware load balancers they replaced. Only active machines served traffic in normal situations. When an active machine became unhealthy, its passive counterpart
would take over and start serving. Connections were usually uninterrupted during this process thanks to Maglev
hashing, but there were some drawbacks to this setup. It
used resources inefficiently, since half of the machines
sat idle at all times. It also prevented us from scaling any
VIP past the capacity of a single Maglev machine. Finally, coordination between active and passive machines
was complex. In this setup, the machines’ announcers
would monitor each other’s health and serving priority,
escalating their own BGP priority if they lost sight of
each other, with various tie-breaking mechanisms.
We gained a great deal of capacity, efficiency, and
operational simplicity by moving to an ECMP model.
While Maglev hashing continues to protect us against occasional ECMP flaps, we can multiply the capacity of a
VIP by the maximum ECMP set size of the routers, and
all machines can be fully utilized.

In Google’s production networks, each cluster is assigned an external IP prefix that is globally routable.
For example, cluster C1 in Figure 6 has prefix
74.125.137.0/24. The same service is configured as different VIPs in different clusters, and the user is directed
to one of them by DNS. For instance, Service1 is configured as 74.125.137.1 in C1 and 173.194.71.1 in C2.
Google has several different classes of clusters, serving different sets of VIPs. External prefix lengths are the
same for clusters of the same class, but may be different
for different cluster classes. Sometimes, in emergencies,
we need to redirect traffic to a different cluster via Maglev encapsulation. Therefore, we need the target Maglevs to be able to correctly classify traffic for arbitrary
other clusters. One possible solution is to define all VIPs
in all the clusters that may receive redirected traffic, but
that would cause synchronization and scalability issues.
Instead, we implemented a special numbering rule and
a novel VIP matching mechanism to cope with the problem. For each cluster class, we assign each VIP the same
suffix across all clusters of that class. Then we use a pre7
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fix/suffix matching mechanism for VIP matching. First,
the incoming packet goes through longest prefix matching, to determine which cluster class it was destined for.
Then it goes through longest suffix matching specific to
that cluster class, to determine which backend pool it
should be sent to. In order to reduce the need to keep
configs globally in sync on a tight time scale, we preconfigure maglevs with a large prefix group for each cluster
class, from which prefixes for new clusters of the same
class are allocated. This way a Maglev can correctly
serve traffic originally destined for a cluster that it has
never heard of.
As a result, each VIP is configured as a <Prefix Group,
IP suffix, port, protocol> tuple. Take Figure 6 as an example. Assuming C2 and C3 are of the same class, if a
packet towards 173.194.71.1 is received in C2 but Maglev determines none of the endpoints in C2 can serve
the packet, it will encapsulate and tunnel the packet
towards the VIP address in C3 for the same service
(173.194.72.1). Then a Maglev in C3 will decapsulate
the packet and match the inner packet to Service1 using
prefix/suffix matching, and the packet will be served by
an endpoint in C3 instead.
This VIP matching mechanism is specific to Google’s
production setup, but it provides a good example of the
value of rapid prototyping and iteration that a softwarebased load balancer can offer.

Maglev computes its 3-tuple hash using the L3 header
and forwards it to a Maglev from the pool based on the
hash value. Since all fragments belonging to the same
datagram contain the same 3-tuple, they are guaranteed
to be redirected to the same Maglev. We use the GRE
recursion control field to ensure that fragments are only
redirected once.
To meet the second requirement, Maglev uses the
same backend selection algorithm to choose a backend
for unfragmented packets and second-hop first fragments
(usually on different Maglev instances.) It maintains a
fixed-size fragment table which records forwarding decisions for first fragments. When a second-hop non-first
fragment is received by the same machine, Maglev looks
it up in the fragment table and forwards it immediately if
a match is found; otherwise it is cached in the fragment
table until the first one is received or the entry expires.
This approach has two limitations: it introduces extra
hops to fragmented packets, which can potentially lead to
packet reordering. It also requires extra memory to buffer
non-first fragments. Since packet reordering may happen
anywhere in the network, we rely on the endpoints to
handle out-of-order packets. In practice only a few VIPs
are allowed to receive fragments, and we are easily able
to provide a big enough fragment table to handle them.

4.3 Fragment Handling

We consistently monitor the health and behavior of Maglev as we do any other production system – for example, we use both black box and white box monitoring.
Our black box monitoring consists of agents all over the
world which periodically check the reachability and latency of the configured VIPs. For our white box monitoring, we export various metrics from each Maglev machine via an HTTP server, and the monitoring system periodically queries each server to learn the latest Maglev
serving status details. The system sends alerts when it
observes abnormal behavior.
Due to Maglev’s distributed nature, multiple paths exist from the router through Maglev to the service endpoints. However, debugging is much easier when we are
able to discern the exact path that a specific packet takes
through the network. Thus we developed the packettracer tool, similar to X-trace [21]. Packet-tracer constructs and sends specially marked Maglev-recognizable
payloads with specified L3 and L4 headers. The payloads contain receiver IP addresses to which Maglev
sends debugging information. The packets usually target
a specific VIP and are routed normally to our frontend
locations. When a Maglev machine receives a packettracer packet, it forwards the packet as usual, while also
sending debugging information, including its machine
name and the selected backend, to the specified receiver.

4.4 Monitoring and Debugging

One special case that is not covered by the system described so far is IP fragmentation. Fragments require
special treatment because Maglev performs 5-tuple hashing for most VIPs, but fragments do not all contain the
full 5-tuple. For example, if a large datagram is split
into two fragments, the first fragment will contain both
L3 and L4 headers while the second will only contain
the L3 header. Thus when Maglev receives a non-first
fragment, it cannot make the correct forwarding decision
based only on that packet’s headers.
Maglev must satisfy two requirements in order to handle fragments correctly. First, all fragments of the same
datagram must be received by the same Maglev. Second, the Maglev must make consistent backend selection
decisions for unfragmented packets, first fragments, and
non-first fragments.
In general, we cannot rely on the hardware in front of
Maglev to satisfy the first requirement on its own. For
example, some routers use 5-tuple hashing for first fragments and 3-tuple for non-first fragments. We therefore
implemented a generic solution in Maglev to cope with
any fragment hashing behavior. Each Maglev is configured with a special backend pool consisting of all Maglevs within the cluster. Upon receipt of a fragment,
8
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Figure 7: Average, standard deviation and coefficient of
variation of normalized load on all service endpoints in
one cluster on a typical day.

Figure 8: Throughput with and without kernel bypass.
glev machines. This provides a guideline of how much
to overprovision at this specific location.

Packet-tracer packets are rate-limited by Maglev, as they
are expensive to process. This tool is extremely helpful
in debugging production issues, especially when there is
more than one Maglev machine on the path, as happens
in the case of fragment redirection.

5.2 Single Machine Throughput
Since each Maglev machine receives a roughly equal
amount of traffic through ECMP, the overall throughput
of Maglev can be estimated as the number of Maglev
machines times the throughput of each single machine.
The more traffic each machine can handle, the fewer machines will be required to provide the same frontend capacity. Thus single machine throughput is essential to
the efficiency of the system.
The throughput of a Maglev machine is affected by
many factors, including the number of packet threads,
NIC speed, and traffic type. In this subsection we report
results from a small testbed to evaluate the packet processing capability of a Maglev machine under various
conditions. Unless otherwise specified, all experiments
are conducted on servers equipped with two 8-core recent server-class CPUs, one 10Gbps NIC and 128GB of
memory. We only use one CPU for Maglev. Everything
else, including the operating system, runs on the other
CPU. The testbed consists of two senders, two receivers
and one Maglev machine located in the same Ethernet
domain. The senders slowly increase their sending rates,
and the throughput of Maglev is recorded as the maximum number of packets per second (pps)2 that Maglev
can handle before starting to drop packets. We use two
senders to ensure Maglev eventually gets overloaded.

5 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate Maglev’s efficiency and performance. We present results from one of Google’s production clusters, as well as some microbenchmarks.

5.1 Load Balancing
As a network load balancer, Maglev’s major responsibility is to distribute traffic evenly across multiple service
endpoints. To illustrate the load balancing performance
of Maglev, we collected connections per second (cps)
data from 458 endpoints in a cluster located in Europe.
The data is aggregated from multiple HTTP services including Web Search. The granularity of data collection
is 5 minutes, and the load is normalized by the average
cps throughout the day. Figure 7 shows the average and
standard deviation of the load across all endpoints on a
typical day. The traffic load exhibits a clear diurnal pattern. The standard deviation is always small compared to
the average load; the coefficient of variation is between
6% and 7% most of the time.
Figure 7 also presents the overprovision factor computed as the maximum load over the average load at each
time point. It is an important metric because we must ensure even the busiest endpoints will always have enough
capacity to serve all the traffic. The overprovision factor is less than 1.2 over 60% of the time. It is notably
higher during off-peak hours, which is the expected behavior because it is harder to balance the load when there
is less traffic. Besides, a higher overprovision factor during off-peak hours does not require the addition of Ma-

5.2.1 Kernel Bypass
In this experiment, we run Maglev in both vanilla Linux
network stack mode as well as kernel bypass mode to
evaluate the impact of kernel bypass on the throughput of
2 Note that we report throughput by pps instead of bps because the
effect of packet size on the pps throughput is negligible. Hence we
measure the pps throughput using minimum-sized packets. The bps
throughput is equal to min(pps × packet size, line rate bps).
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Figure 9: Throughput with different TCP packet types.

Figure 10: Throughput with different NIC speeds.

Maglev. The senders are configured to send minimumsized UDP packets from different source ports so that
they are not assigned to the same packet thread by the
steering module. Due to limitations of the test environment, the minimum size of UDP packets the senders can
send is 52 bytes, slightly larger than the theoretical minimum for Ethernet. We vary the number of packet threads
in each run of the experiment. Each packet thread is
pinned to a dedicated CPU core (as we do in production)
to ensure best performance. We use one core for steering
and muxing, thus there can be at most 7 packet threads.
We measure Maglev’s throughput with and without kernel bypass and present the results in Figure 8.
The figure shows the clear advantage of running Maglev in kernel bypass mode. There, Maglev is the bottleneck when there are no more than 4 packet threads; its
throughput increases with the number of packet threads.
When there are 5 or more packet threads, however, the
NIC becomes the bottleneck. On the other hand, Maglev
is always the bottleneck when using the vanilla Linux
network stack, and the maximum throughput achieved is
less than 30% that of kernel bypass.

nection tracking afterwards. For the constant-5-tuple experiment, all packets contain the same L3 and L4 headers. This is a special case because the steering module
generally tries to send packets with the same 5-tuple to
the same packet thread, and only spreads them to other
threads when the chosen one is full. The senders vary the
source ports for SYN and non-SYN experiments to generate different 5-tuples, but always use the same source
port for the constant-5-tuple experiment. They always
send minimum-sized TCP packets, which are 64 bytes in
our test environment.
As in the previous experiment, Maglev reaches the
NIC’s capacity with 5 packet threads in the non-SYN
and constant-5-tuple experiments. However, for SYN
packets, we see that Maglev needs 6 packet threads to
saturate the NIC. This is because Maglev needs to perform backend selection for every SYN packet. Maglev performs best under constant-5-tuple traffic, showing that the steering module can effectively steer poorlydistributed packet patterns. Since all packets have the
same 5-tuple, their connection tracking information always stays in the CPU cache, ensuring the highest
throughput. For non-SYN packets, there are sporadic
cache misses for connection tracking lookup, and so the
throughput is slightly lower than that for constant-5-tuple
traffic when there are fewer than 5 packet threads.

5.2.2 Traffic Type
Depending on the code execution paths within a packet
thread, Maglev handles different types of traffic at different speeds. For example, a packet thread needs to select
a backend for a TCP SYN packet and record it in the connection tracking table; it only needs to do a lookup in the
connection tracking table for non-SYN packets. In this
experiment we measure how fast Maglev handles different types of TCP packets.
Three traffic types are considered: SYN, non-SYN and
constant-5-tuple. For SYN and non-SYN experiments,
only SYN and non-SYN TCP packets are sent, respectively. The SYN experiment shows how Maglev behaves
during SYN flood attacks, while the non-SYN experiment shows how Maglev works with regular TCP traffic, performing backend selection once and using con-

5.2.3 NIC Speed
In the previous experiments, the NIC is the bottleneck
as it is saturated by 5 packet threads. To understand
Maglev’s full capability, this experiment evaluates its
throughput using a faster NIC. Instead of the 10Gbps
NIC, we install a 40Gbps NIC on the Maglev machine,
and use the same setup as in Section 5.2.1. The results
are illustrated in Figure 10. When there are no more
than 5 packet threads, the 40Gbps NIC provides slightly
higher throughput as its chip is faster than the 10Gbps
one. However, the throughput growth for the 40Gbps
NIC does not slow down until 7 packet threads are used.
10
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Figure 11: Load balancing efficiency of different hashing methods. M, K and R stand for Maglev, Karger and
Rendezvous, respectively. Lookup table size is 65537 for
small and 655373 for large.

Figure 12: Resilience of Maglev hashing to backend
changes.
Therefore we only evaluate this metric for Maglev. Figure 12 presents the percent of changed table entries as
a function of the percent of concurrent backend failures.
We set the number of backends to be 1000. For each failure number k, we randomly remove k backends from the
pool, regenerate the lookup table and compute the percent of changed entries. We repeat the experiment 200
times for each k value and report the average results.
Figure 12 shows that the ratio of changed entries increases with the number of concurrent failures. Maglev
hashing is more resilient to backend changes when the
table size is larger. In practice we use 65537 as the default table size because we expect concurrent backend
failures to be rare, and we still have connection tracking as the primary means of protection. In addition,
microbenchmarks show that the lookup table generation
time increases from 1.8ms to 22.9ms as the table size
grows from 65537 to 655373, which prevents us from
increasing the table size indefinitely.

Because the NIC is no longer the bottleneck, this figure
shows the upper bound of Maglev throughput with the
current hardware, which is slightly higher than 15Mpps.
In fact, the bottleneck here is the Maglev steering module, which will be our focus of optimization when we
switch to 40Gbps NICs in the future.

5.3 Consistent Hashing
In this experiment we evaluate Maglev hashing and compare it against Karger [28] and Rendezvous [38] hashing. We are interested in two metrics: load balancing
efficiency and resilience to backend changes.
To evaluate the load balancing efficiency of the methods, we populate one lookup table using each method,
and count the number of table entries assigned to each
backend. We set the total number of backends to be 1000
and the lookup table size to be 65537 and 6553733. For
Karger we set the number of views to be 1000. Figure 11
presents the maximum and minimum percent of entries
per backend for each method and table size.
As expected, Maglev hashing provides almost perfect
load balancing no matter what the table size is. When table size is 65537, Karger and Rendezvous require backends to be overprovisioned by 29.7% and 49.5% respectively to accommodate the imbalanced traffic. The numbers drop to 10.3% and 12.3% as the table size grows to
655373. Since there is one lookup table per VIP, the table size must be limited in order to scale the number of
VIPs. Thus Karger and Rendezvous are not suitable for
Maglev’s load balancing needs.
Another important metric for consistent hashing is resilience to backend changes. Both Karger and Rendezvous guarantee that when some backends fail, the
entries for the remaining backends will not be affected.

6 Related Work
Unlike traditional hardware load balancers [1, 2, 3, 5, 9,
12, 13], Maglev is a distributed software system which
runs on commodity servers. Hardware load balancers
are usually deployed as active-passive pairs. Maglev
provides better efficiency and resiliency by running all
servers in active mode. In addition, upgrading hardware
load balancer capacity requires purchasing new hardware
as well as physically deploying it, making on demand capacity adjustment difficult. On the other hand, Maglev’s
capacity can easily be adjusted up or down without causing any service disruption. Some hardware vendors also
provide load balancing software that runs in virtualized
environments. Maglev provides much higher throughput
than these virtual load balancers.
Ananta [34] is a distributed software load balancer.
Like Maglev, it employs ECMP to scale out the system and uses a flow table to achieve connection affinity.

3 There is no special significance to these numbers except that they
need to be prime.
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tasks across multiple CPU cores to improve CPU cache
hit ratio. CuckooSwitch [41] is a high-performance software L2 switch. One of its key techniques is to mask
memory access latency through batching and prefetching. RouteBricks [18] explained how to effectively utilize multi-core CPUs for parallel packet processing.
Several kernel bypass techniques have been developed recently, including DPDK [8], OpenOnload [15],
netmap [35], and PF RING [17], etc. A good summary
of popular kernel bypass techniques is presented in [10].
These techniques can be used to effectively accelerate
packet processing speed, but they all come with certain
limitations. For example, DKPK and OpenOnload are
tied to specific NIC vendors while netmap and PF RING
both require a modified Linux kernel. In Maglev we implement a flexible I/O layer which does not require kernel
modification and allows us to conveniently switch among
different NICs. As with other techniques, Maglev takes
over the NIC once started. It uses the TAP interface to
inject kernel packets back to the kernel.
GPUs have recently started becoming popular for
high-speed packet processing [24, 39].
However,
Kalia et al [27] recently showed that CPU-based solutions are able to achieve similar performance with more
efficient resource utilization if implemented correctly.

However, it does not provide a concrete mechanism to
handle changes to the load balancer pool gracefully, and
it is not specially optimized for single machine performance. Maglev does not have a component similar to
Ananta’s HostAgent which provides NAT services, but
there is an external system (not described here) that offers similar functionality. Ananta allows most internal
VIP traffic to bypass the load balancer. Maglev does
not provide a similar feature because it has enough capacity for the internal traffic. Embrane [4] is a similar
system developed for virtual environments. However, its
throughput optimization can be difficult due to the limitations of virtualization. Duet [22] is a hybrid hardware
and software load balancer which aims to address the low
throughput issue of pure software load balancers. Maglev is able to achieve sufficiently high throughput, thus
a hybrid solution becomes unnecessary.
There are also many generic load balancing software
packages, the most popular of which are NGINX [14],
HAProxy [7], and Linux Virtual Server [11]. They usually run on single servers, but it is also possible to deploy
multiple servers in an ECMP group behind a router to
achieve the scale-out model. They all provide consistent
hashing mechanisms. Compared to Maglev, they mostly
prioritize minimum disruption over even load balancing
as is done by [28] and [38]. Because they are designed
for portability, they are not aggressively optimized for
performance.
Consistent hashing [28] and rendezvous hashing [38]
were originally introduced for the purpose of distributed
cache coordination. Both methods provide guaranteed
resilience such that when some backends are removed,
only table entries pointing to those backends are updated.
However, they don’t provide good load balancing across
backends, which is an essential requirement for load balancers. On the contrary, Maglev’s consistent hashing
method achieves perfect balance across the backends at
the cost of slightly reduced resilience, which works well
in practice when paired with connection tracking. Another option for implementing consistent hashing is distributed hash tables such as Chord [37], but this would
add extra latency and complexity to the system.
Some of the performance optimization techniques
used in Maglev have been extensively studied since
1990s. Smith et al [36] suggested to improve application throughput by reducing interrupts and memory
copying. Mogul et al [33] developed a polling-based
mechanism to avoid receive livelock caused by interrupts. Edwards et al [19] explored the idea of userspace
networking but did not manage to bypass the kernel
completely. Marinos et al [31] showed that specialized userspace networking stacks with kernel bypass
can significantly improve application throughput. Hanford et al [25] suggested to distribute packet processing

7 Conclusion
This paper presents Maglev, a fast, reliable, scalable and
flexible software network load balancer. We built Maglev
to scale out via ECMP and to reliably serve at 10Gbps
line rate on each machine, for cost-effective performance
with rapidly increasing serving demands. We map connections consistently to the same backends with a combination of connection tracking and Maglev hashing. Running this software system at scale has let us operate our
websites effectively for many years, reacting quickly to
increased demand and new feature needs.
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Abstract

ECN marking schemes are mostly designed based on the
implicit assumption that each switch port only has one
queue. However, the industry trend in production DCNs
is going beyond such one queue per port paradigm [8, 9].
Today’s commodity switches already support 4–8 classes
of service queues per port [9, 10, 20]. Current operation practice is to leverage queues to segregate traffic
from different services and enforcing weighted fair sharing among different queues [8, 9, 19]. For example, operators assign a higher weight to all traffic belonging to a
more important real-time search application over a background backup application, thus providing differentiated
network performance. A key question in such singlequeue to multi-queue transition is the applicability of
ECN, which remains unexplored.
We point out, via extensive testbed experiments, that
the prior ECN schemes developed for the single queue
model fall short when directly migrated to the multiqueue scenarios (§2). There exist fundamental tradeoffs between high throughput, low latency, and weighted
fair sharing. Our experiments demonstrate: 1) applying per-queue ECN with the standard marking threshold derived before on each queue independently ensures high throughput, but can incur high latency when
many queues are active; while apportioning this threshold among all the queues statically according to their
weights guarantee low latency, but can degrade throughput when few queues are live; 2) applying per-port ECN
with such standard threshold can maintain both high
throughput and low latency, but violating weighted fair
sharing across different queues.
Motivated by above problem, we seek a solution that
can break the tradeoffs and enable ECN for multi-service
multi-queue DCNs. To this end, we present MQ-ECN, a
simple yet effective solution that achieves our goal (§3).
First, MQ-ECN takes the per-queue ECN approach to
preserve weighted fair sharing. Then, at its heart, MQECN adjusts the ECN marking threshold for each queue
based on its dynamic weighted fair share rate, rather than
sticking to its static fair share weight, which enables MQECN to well adapt to traffic variations while maintaining both high throughput and low latency in a highly dynamic DCN environment.
We explain that MQ-ECN is feasible to implement on

Recent proposals have leveraged Explicit Congestion
Notification (ECN) to achieve high throughput low latency data center network (DCN) transport. However,
most of them implicitly assume each switch port has one
queue, making the ECN schemes they designed inapplicable to production DCNs where multiple service queues
per port are employed to isolate different traffic classes
through weighted fair sharing.
In this paper, we reveal this problem by leveraging extensive testbed experiments to explore the intrinsic tradeoffs between throughput, latency, and weighted fair sharing in multi-queue scenarios. Using the guideline learned
from the exploration, we design MQ-ECN, a simple yet
effective solution to enable ECN for multi-service multiqueue production DCNs. Through a series of testbed
experiments and large-scale simulations, we show that
MQ-ECN breaks the tradeoffs by delivering both high
throughput and low latency simultaneously, while still
preserving weighted fair sharing.

1

Introduction

Data centers host a variety of applications and services with diverse network requirements: some services
(e.g., monitoring services) demand low latency for sporadic short messages; some (e.g., data-parallel computation [13]) require high throughput for large flows; while
others (e.g., online data-intensive applications) desire
both high throughput and low latency for a large number of concurrent flows [18].
To meet these requirements, ECN has been employed
as a powerful tool by recent DCN transport proposals
such as [6, 8, 29, 31, 32], and they show that a properly
tuned ECN marking scheme can deliver high throughput and low latency simultaneously [31]. Due to their
simplicity and effectiveness, ECN-based transports such
as DCTCP [6] and DCQCN [32] are widely used in
industry—DCTCP has been integrated into various OS
kernels [3, 4] and deployed in DCNs of Google [27] and
Morgan Stanley [19]; while DCQCN has been deployed
in DCNs of Microsoft [32] to enable RDMA.
A further look at these proposals reveals that their
1
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existing commodity switch hardware as MQ-ECN just
requires one additional moving average register per port
compared to the standard ECN/RED switch implementation (§4.1). We also present a MQ-ECN software implementation for testbed evaluation (§4.2). In our software
prototype, MQ-ECN is implemented as a Linux qdisc
kernel module running on a multi-NIC server to emulate
switch behaviors.
We build a small-scale testbed with 9 Dell servers
connected to a 9-port server-emulated MQ-ECN-enabled
switch. We evaluate the basic properties of MQ-ECN on
the testbed using realistic workloads [6, 16, 25]. Our
experiments demonstrate that MQ-ECN achieves both
high throughput and low latency simultaneously, while
strictly preserving weighted fair sharing. For example,
compared to per-queue ECN with the standard threshold, MQ-ECN achieves up to 72.8% lower 99th percentile FCT for small flows while delivering similar performance (e.g., within 2.7%) for large flows (§5.1).
To complement small-scale testbed experiments, we
conduct large-scale ns-2 [5] simulations to deep-dive into
MQ-ECN. Our simulation results further confirm the superior performance of MQ-ECN. For example, compared
to per-queue ECN with the standard threshold, MQ-ECN
reduces the 99th percentile FCT for small flows by up
to 43.7%. In addition, MQ-ECN achieves up to 13.2%
lower average FCT for large flows compared to perqueue ECN with the minimum threshold (§5.2). Finally,
we show, through a series of targeted simulations, that
MQ-ECN is robust to different network environments
and parameter settings, such as the number of queues,
queue weights, transport protocols, and so on (§5.3).
To make our work easy to reproduce, we make our
codes available online at: http://sing.cse.ust.
hk/projects/MQ-ECN.
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Figure 1: [Testbed] RTT: under per-queue ECN with the
standard threshold, more queues lead to worse latency.

Briefly, in per-queue ECN marking, each queue has
its own threshold and performs ECN marking independently to other queues. In per-port ECN marking, each
port is assigned a single marking threshold. When the
sum of queue buffer occupancy belonging to the same
port is larger than the marking threshold, packets will get
ECN marking. In per service pool ECN marking, packets are marked when total buffer occupancy in a shared
buffer pool exceeds the marking threshold.

2.2

Problems and Tradeoffs

Before exploring the problems, we first introduce the
standard ECN marking threshold derived by prior
works [7, 31] based on the single queue model. Consider synchronized flows with identical round-trip times
sharing the only queue of a bottleneck link, according to [7, 31], to fully utilize the link bandwidth while
achieving low latency, the ECN marking threshold K 1
should be set as follows:
K = C × RT T × λ

(1)

where RT T is average round-trip time, C is link capacity, and λ is a tunable parameter closely related to congestion control algorithms2 . In production DCNs, roundtrip times are relatively stable and operators can estimate
RT T through large-scale measurements to compute the
standard ECN marking threshold [17, 31].

Problem Exploration

In this section, we begin by introducing the ECN mechanisms supported by existing commodity switching chips.
Then, we explore the problems and tradeoffs of applying
ECN in multi-service multi-queue DCNs. Finally, we
summarize our design goals.

2.1

queue=1
queue=2
queue=4
queue=8

0.4

2.2.1

Per-queue ECN with the standard threshold

In multi-queue environment, per-queue ECN marking
is widely employed by operators for its good isolation among different queues. However, how to set the
ECN marking threshold for each queue is a challenge.
DCN traffic is well known for its volatility and burstiness [11, 16]. Thus, to achieve high utilization in any

ECN on Commodity Switching Chips

Today’s commodity switching chips provide multiple
ECN/RED configuration options. For example, in our
testbed, the Broadcom BCM-56538 chip supports perqueue, per-port, and per service pool ECN markings. For
all schemes, the marking decision is made when a packet
is enqueued (required by RED [15]). The main difference among them is that they use buffer occupancy in
different egress entities to make marking decisions.

1 We are aware that ECN/RED has two (low and high) thresholds.
Many ECN-based transports [6, 29, 31] set them to the same value.
Without loss of generality, we also assume that the low and high thresholds are set to the same value to simplify analysis.
2 For example, λ = 1 for regular ECN-enabled TCP which simply
cuts window by half in the presence of ECN [31].
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Figure 2: [Testbed] Average FCT statistics: under per-queue ECN with minimum threshold (e.g., K=2), it suffers from
degraded throughput as only one queue is active, thus leading to higher FCT overall.

condition, some network operators have configured the
standard marking threshold, e.g., C × RT T × λ, for each
queue. Under this configuration, any queue can fully utilize link capacity independently. However, the problem
is that when N queues are busy simultaneously, the total buffer occupancy can easily reach N times the standard threshold, thus introducing high queueing delay and
huge buffer pressure3 .
To quantify such impairment, we build a small testbed
consisting of 15 servers connected to a Pica8 P-3295
GbE switch. DCTCP is enabled on all the servers4 . We
configure Deficit Weighted Round Robin [26] with equal
quantum per queue on the switch. We set the per-queue
ECN marking threshold to 16 packets. We generate 8
long-lived flows using iperf from 8 servers to the same
receiver. We vary the number of queues from 1 to 8 and
evenly classify all the flows into these queues by setting
different Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) values. Given all the queues should have similar queueing
delay, we run ping in an active queue to measure RTT.
Figure 1 shows RTT distributions. Clearly, more queues
lead to worse latency. Compared to the single queue, the
average and 99th percentile RTTs achieved by 8 queues
degrade by 5.7X (279µs to 1582µs) and 4.9X (375µs to
1850µs), respectively.

j=1

Note that
and

NWi
j=1

NWi
j=1

Wj

Wj

Wj

× C × RT T × λ

(2)

is the normalized weight for queue i

×C is the minimum guaranteed rate for this

queue. Hence, the minimum threshold Ki ensures that
each queue can receive its minimum guaranteed bandwidth. Since Ki is proportional to Wi , it can also preserve weighted fair sharing
N among different queues. Furthermore, given that j=1 Kj = C × RT T × λ, such
configuration can achieve good latency and burst tolerance regardless of the total number of queues.
However, the problem of this method is that it can seriously degrade link utilization, especially when only few
queues are active. The reason is that the bandwidth for
inactive queues cannot be fully utilized by active queues
as they are throttled by the statically-configured minimum ECN marking thresholds. The low throughput directly degrades the flow completion times (FCT).
To quantify this impact, we develop a client/server application to generate traffic according to the web search
workload [6]. The client instance, running on one server,
periodically generates requests to server instances, running on the other 14 machines, to fetch data. All the
traffic is classified into the same switch queue. Since
only one queue is active, to fully utilize link capacity,
we should assign the standard threshold, e.g., 16 packets, for this queue. Given we have 8 queues with equal
weights, the corresponding minimum threshold for one
queue is 2 packets. Thus, we evaluate the performance
of both 16 packets and 2 packets in the experiment. Figure 2 shows the FCT results across different flow size
regions. It turns out that the scheme with the threshold
of 16 packets achieves 7.2 − 23.5% lower overall average FCT (due to higher throughput) compared to that
with the minimum threshold of 2 packets. This performance improvement stems mainly from the flows larger
than 100KB.

Observation 1: Per-queue ECN with the standard
threshold suffers from poor latency when many queues
are concurrently active.
2.2.2

Wi
Ki =  N

Per-queue ECN with the minimum threshold

To address the defect above, a natural way is to apportion
the standard threshold among all the queues according to
their fair share weights. Assume each port has N queues
in total and the weight of queue i is Wi , then the minimum threshold for queue i, Ki , can be set as:
3 Taking Pica8 P-3922 10GbE switch [1] as an example, it has 9MB
buffer shared by 384 queues (48 ports×8 queues/port). DCTCP [6] recommends using at least 65 packets as the threshold for 10G networks.
Hence, when 97 queues are busy simultaneously, the buffer is likely to
be overfilled. Frequent packet drops can also severely degrade latency.
4 By default, we choose DCTCP as the transport protocol for all
experiments/simulations in this paper except special declaration.

Observation 2: Per-queue ECN with the minimum
threshold cannot maintain high throughput especially
when few queues are concurrently active.
3
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• Low latency: Our scheme should maintain low buffer
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• Compatible with legacy ECN/RED implementation: Although there are a few ECN improvements
that leverage dequeue marking [31], to the best of our
knowledge, few chip providers have offered the support. Therefore, we choose to design a scheme that
can benefit from most ECN features that are available
on existing switching commodity chips.
We show how MQ-ECN achieves the first three goals
in the next section. To achieve the last goal, we require
MQ-ECN to perform RED-like enqueue marking, e.g.,
comparing the average queue length against a threshold
at the enqueue side. And we discuss our implementation
requirements in §4.1.

(b) 1 flow : 8 flows

Figure 3: [Testbed] Aggregate goodput statistics: in perport ECN, a queue with more flows grabs more bandwidth.

2.2.3

Per-port and per service pool ECN

Unlike above two approaches, per-port ECN can achieve
both high throughput and low latency with the standard
threshold. However, the problem is that it cannot ensure
isolation among different queues of the same port [10].
This is because packets from one queue may get marked
due to buffer occupancy of the other queues belonging to
the same port. This undesirable interaction can severely
violate weighted fair sharing among queues. We believe
the problem will deteriorate under per service pool ECN
marking because in such case queues belonging to even
different ports may interfere with each other.
To understand this impairment, we start several longlived TCP flows from two senders to the same receiver. We classify traffic into two services based on
their senders. On the switch, both services have a equalquantum dedicated queue. The per-port marking threshold is 16 packets. We vary the numbers of flows and
measure aggregate goodputs for two services. Ideally,
both services should always equally share the link capacity. Figure 3 shows the actual share results. When service 1 has 1 flows and service 2 has 4 flows, their aggregate goodputs are 403Mbps and 539Mbps, respectively.
When the number of flows in service 2 is increased to
8, its aggregate goodput further reaches 688Mbps. This
suggests that under per-port ECN marking, packets of
service queue 1 get over-marked due to the aggressiveness of packets in service queue 2, thus making service 1
fail to achieve its weighted fair share rate.

3
3.1

Design Guideline

The above problem exploration has guided our design of
MQ-ECN. The lesson we learned is two-fold:
• To avoid interference among different queues and preserve weighted fair sharing, the ECN marking should
be performed on a per queue basis while complying
with the weights across different queues.
• To achieve both high throughput and low latency simultaneously, we should not set static ECN marking
thresholds for queues—applying the standard threshold on each queue independently can cause high latency (observation 1), while apportioning this threshold among all queues statically according to their
weights can lead to low throughput (observation 2).
Instead, the ECN marking threshold for each queue
should adapt to traffic dynamics, and it should be set
in a way that can barely maintain its weighted fair
share rate while not introducing extra queueing delay.
More specifically, for each queue, if its input rate is
larger than its weighted fair share rate, we should use
ECN to properly throttle it for latency; otherwise, we
should not impose any constraint in order not to affect
its throughput. As a result, the core of MQ-ECN is to
derive such a proper ECN marking threshold for each
queue according to its weighted fair share rate.
In our implementation, we find that the ECN threshold
setting is closely related to the underlying packet scheduler that enforce the weighted fair sharing. Thus, in the
following, we first describe the base design of MQ-ECN
with ideal Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) [23].

Observation 3: Per port and per service pool ECN can
violate weighted fair sharing among different queues.

2.3

The MQ-ECN Design

Design Goals

Motivated by the above problems, we aim to design an
ECN marking scheme for multi-service multi-queue production DCNs with the following properties:
• High throughput: Our scheme must be workconserving. Active services should be able to fully
utilize the network bandwidth as long as they have
enough demands.
4
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Then we discuss how to extend the base design to practical packet scheduling algorithms that are widely implemented in existing commodity switching chips.

3.2

MQ-ECN with Ideal GPS

3.2.1

Base Model

Interestingly, though intended for queues whose ri >
wi α, we find that Equation (4) can also be applied to
queues whose ri ≤ wi α with no harm. Here is the reason. For a queue i whose ri ≤ wi α, the data drained
in a round is no more than quantumi , this means that
i
to safely cap the output rate of
we can use quantum
Tround
queue i, which is ri . Thus applying Equation (4) to
queue i does not throttle its input rate, but still allows it to
grow beyond its weighted fare rate before taking effect.
This greatly simplifies our design because, we can apply Equation (4) to every queue with no differentiation,
without the need of explicitly identifying the relations
between their input rates and weighted fair share rates.
As a result, Equation (4) establishes the ECN marking
scheme of MQ-ECN with the ideal GPS scheduler.

We consider a switch output link with the capacity C.
The switch uses GPS as the underlying scheduler. There
are N flows in total and the demand of flow i is ri . Flow
5
i is mapped to queue i with
Nthe weight of wi . The total
demand is A, and A = i=1 ri . Let α denote the fair
share rate and wi α is the corresponding weighted fair
share rate for flow i. According to [28], if A > C, the
link is congested
N and α is the unique solution for equation C = i=1 min(ri , wi α); if A ≤ C, then there is
no congestion and α = max{ wrii }. The output rate of
queue i is given by min(ri , wi α).
According to design guideline in §3.1, we classify the
queues into two categories based on the relations between their input rates and weighted fair share rates. For
queues whose ri > wi α, we use the following Equation (3) to throttle their input rates to keep queue occupancy and maintain low latency. For queues whose
ri ≤ wi α, they should not be constrained.
Ki = wi α × RT T × λ

3.2.2

Why it works?

We find Equation (4) well achieves our design goals in
§2.3. First, quantumi ensures that different queues have
thresholds in proportion to their weights, thus preserving the weighted fair sharing. Second, Tround reflects
traffic dynamics of the link and automatically balances
its throughput and latency. When there are more queues
whose input rates exceed their weighted fair share rates,
Tround tends to become larger, then Ki automatically
becomes smaller to maintain low latency. When there
are fewer queues reach their weighted fair share rates,
Tround becomes smaller, then Ki automatically becomes
larger to maintain high throughput.
Furthermore, in practice, Tround may change drastically because data center traffic is volatile and bursty.
Accurately estimating Tround is challenging and deviation is unavoidable. However, we find that MQ-ECN can
be self-healing:
• Assume that Tround is over-estimated initially, we get
a smaller Ki which degrades throughput. Then more
and more queues will be over-throttled by MQ-ECN
and cannot achieve their weighted fair share rates. As
a consequence, Tround becomes smaller.
• Assume that Tround is under-estimated initially, we
get a larger Ki which increases latency. Then more
and more queues will ramp up and exceed their
weighted fair share rates. As a consequence, Tround
becomes larger.
Therefore, an inaccurate initial estimation for Tround can
be cured by itself eventually in the later stages. Furthermore, in our implementation, to prevent any temporary
impact of under-estimation, we use Equation (5) below
to bound it, considering that the weighted fair share rate
should never be larger than the link capacity. Our evaluation results in §5 further confirm that MQ-ECN works
well in practice.

(3)

However, in order to enforce the scheme, the premise
is to identify the queues whose ri > wi α and estimate
their weighted fair share rates (e.g., output rates) wi α,
which was a challenge. Some previous works [22, 28]
first estimate the input rates ri and then calculate the
weighted fair share rates wi α using various complicated
heuristics in the context of FIFO scheduling. Accurate
rate estimation is challenging in data centers as traffic is
volatile and bursty. Unlike previous approaches, we use
GPS as the underlying scheduler. Thus, we can take advantage of the special properties of GPS to address this
challenge in a much simpler way.
Note that GPS serves all backlogged queues in a bitby-bit round-robin fashion. Assume quantumi = wi
bits is the quantum for queue i in a round, and Tround
is the total time to serve all queues once. In case ri >
wi α for queue i, the data in the queue will keep growing
and eventually use up its quantumi in a round, then we
i
can use quantum
Tround to calculate the output rate of queue i,
which is wi α. Thus, Equation (3) can be translated to:
quantumi
Ki =
× RT T × λ
(4)
Tround
where quantumi , RT T and λ are known while Tround
can be well estimated through continuous sampling as
we show later in §3.3.
5 Given

each queue only has one flow, we use ‘flow’ and ‘queue’
interchangeably in §3.

Ki = min(

quantumi
, C) × RT T × λ
Tround

(5)

5
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3.3

MQ-ECN with Practical Packet Schedulers

link is idle. To address the first limitation, we only sample Tround on active queues. If queue i is empty, we just
reset Tpre with Tnow and move forward to next queue.
To address the second limitation, we simply set Tround
as β × Tround (as if we get a Tsample of 0) when the
switch port is idle for a pre-defined Tidle time.

In this section, we show how to extend the solution derived from ideal GPS to practical packet scheduling algorithms that try to approximate GPS. These schemes can
be generally divided into two classes: fair queueing and
round robin. Fair queueing schemes, such as Weighted
Fair Queueing [14], achieve good fairness in general, but
they are expensive to implement due to high O(log(n))
time complexity (n is the number of queues). Round
robin schemes [21, 26] suffer from short-term burstiness
and unfairness, but they are widely implemented in commodity switching chips for their O(1) time complexity.
For example, some dominant chipsets such as Broadcom Trident-I&II [2] adopted in many production data
centers only support several round-robin schemes, such
as Weighted Round Robin (WRR) and Deficit Weighted
Round Robin (DWRR). Hence, we mainly focus on
round robin schemes in this paper.
To apply Equation (5) for a packet scheduling algorithm, we need to obtain average round time Tround
and per-queue quantum quantumi in the new context
of this algorithm. Here, we show how to get Tround and
quantumi for two popular round-robin schemes: WRR
and DWRR. We envision that similar approaches can be
extended to other round-robin schemes.
3.3.1

3.3.2

Estimate Tround

Round-robin packet scheduling algorithms usually serve
queues in a circular order. Intuitively, one can obtain a
sample of Tround whenever the scheduler finishes serving all the queues in a round. However, the sample frequency of this approach is directly affected by the total number of active queues. When many queues are
concurrently active, it cannot track traffic dynamics efficiently. Hence, we propose to sample Tround whenever
a queue just finishes its service in a round. A benefit is
that such sampling frequency is independent to the number of queues. We assume that each queue i maintains a
variable Tpre to store the time stamp when queue i finishes the service in previous round. Every time queue
i finishes its service, it records the current time stamp
Tnow and calculates a round time sample Tsample as:
Tsample = Tnow − Tpre . Then we reset Tpre with Tnow .
Every time we get a sample, we smooth Tround using
exponential filter as follows:
Tround = β × Tround + (1 − β) × Tsample

Derive quantumi

Deriving quantumi for WRR and DWRR is relatively
simple. Recall that quantumi defines the maximum
amount of data a queue can send in a round.
• WRR: In the latest implementation of WRR on chips,
each queue is configured with a quantum Qi worth of
bits, and in each round queue i can at most transmit
Qi (rather than a fixed number of packets in earlier
proposals [21]). Thus, quantumi = Qi for WRR.
• DWRR: In the implementation of DWRR, each queue
is also configured with a quantum Qi worth of bits.
Typically, Qi should be no smaller than maximum
transmission unit (MTU) to provide O(1) time complexity [26]. Instead of Qi , the DWRR scheduler
maintains a deficit counter for each queue to bound
the maximum amount of data to send in each round.
This deficit counter maintains the unused quota left in
previous round, and is incremented by Qi in current
round (or reset to 0 if the queue is empty). Considering queue i keeps backlogged for M rounds, let senti
denote the total amount of bits sent by queue i in this
period. We can bound senti as follows [26]:
M × Qi − M T U ≤ senti ≤ M × Qi + M T U (7)
On average, the amount of data queue i can send in
MT U
MT U
i
each round is: sent
M = [Qi − M , Qi + M ] ≈ Qi .
Thus, we set quantumi = Qi for DWRR.

3.4

Discussion

Weighted Fair Queueing: The reader may wonder how
to extend MQ-ECN to weighted fair queueing (WFQ)
or other fair queueing schemes. Unlike round robin
schemes, WFQ does not have the explicit round concept.
So it is difficult to directly apply Equation (5) to WFQ.
A straightforward approach is to divide the standard
ECN marking threshold to all backlogged queues. For
example, we can define a queue is backlogged if it is not
empty. We use wsum to denote the sum of weights of all
backlogged queues, and wsum can also be updated using
exponential filter like Tround . The ECN marking threshi
× C × RT T × λ.
old for queue i can be set as ww
sum
However, this formula is built on an implicit assumption
that a non-empty queue is able to use up its weighted fair
share rate, which may not always hold in all cases. In
i
fact, ww
× C is the lower bound for wi α when link
sum

(6)

where β is a parameter in (0, 1). We note that the above
approach may have two potential limitations. First,
Tround will be updated too frequently when there are
many empty queues. Second, sampling stalls when the
6
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is congested. Hence, the above approach may underestimate weighted fair share rates and derive lower ECN
marking thresholds. We believe a key factor for this approach is to accurately define the backlogged queues and
quickly identify them, which may not be so easy. However, a more general MQ-ECN scheme that better supports WFQ is our future work.
Strict Priority Queueing: In production DCNs, network operators may reserve few (typically one) extra
queues with strict higher priority to deliver a small
amount of important control messages. The remaining
queues are typically scheduled using DWRR/WRR in the
lowest priority. MQ-ECN does not directly apply to such
scenario as well. As an approximation, for strict higher
priority queues without round concept, we statically set
their marking thresholds to the standard marking threshold C ×RT T ×λ. For DWRR/WRR queues in the lowest
priority, we still apply MQ-ECN (Equation (5)) to calculate dynamic marking thresholds.

Figure 4: MQ-ECN software stack.

implemented by the moving average of round robin time
taken on scheduling. Compared to the per queue average queue length, Tround is per port. Therefore, MQECN keeps the same scale implementation complexity
as ECN/RED, as we just need one additional register per
port to store Tround .
However, one potential challenge is that too frequent
moving average calculation cannot be easily achieved by
switching chips. This problem becomes more and more
serious as the link capacity of production DCNs keeps
increasing in recent years. To the best of our knowledge,
some chip vendors take a time based moving average calculation to address this challenge. For example, for average queue length calculation of ECN/RED, the moving average is taken for a static interval at microseconds
granularity rather than each packet arrival/departure.
Similarly, our Tround moving average update can also be
implemented using a time based version. In our discussion, we prefer a time related to the transmission time of
an MTU. Taking 10G link capacity and MTU=9KB as an
example, the transmission time is 7.2µs. The moving average calculation at this time granularity can be achieved
by most switching chip vendors as we know.
In summary, MQ-ECN maintains the same scale implementation complexity as ECN/RED as it just requires
one addition moving average register per port.

Probabilistic Marking: ECN/RED actually has two
thresholds and a maximum marking probability to perform a probabilistic marking. When two thresholds
are set to the same value, the maximum marking probability no longer takes effect. Some transports, e.g.,
DCQCN [32], require such probabilistic marking by
setting different values for two thresholds. MQ-ECN
can be easily extended to perform such probabilistic
marking. Let Kmin , Kmax and Pmax denote the low
standard threshold, the high standard threshold and the
maximum marking probability derived under the single
queue model. The low/high thresholds and the maximum probability for queue i of MQ-ECN are Ki,min ,
Ki,max and Pi,max , respectively. They can be given
quantumi
, 1), Ki,max =
as: Ki,min = Kmin × min( C×T
round
quantumi
Kmax × min( C×Tround , 1), and Pi,max = Pmax .

4

Implementation

4.2

In this section, we first analyze the feasibility of MQECN implementation on switching chips, and then describe a software prototype of MQ-ECN in detail. An
implementation of MQ-ECN on switching chip hardware
is under negotiation but beyond the scope of this work.

4.1

Software Prototype

Since we cannot program our switching chips, we use a
server with multiple Network Interface Cards (NICs) to
emulate the switch and implement MQ-ECN on top of
that. MQ-ECN is implemented as a new Linux queueing discipline (qdisc) kernel module. Hence, we can
avoid the overhead of data copy and context switch between user and kernel space. Figure 4 shows the software stack of MQ-ECN. MQ-ECN prototype has three
components: a packet classifier, a packet scheduler, and
a rate limiter. Instead of modifying the Linux tc, we expose new sysctl interfaces for users to configure the
new qdisc module in user space.

Switch Implementation

In typical switch implementation for ECN/RED, there is
a comparison for an averaged queue length and a static
threshold, which is setup using registers. In MQ-ECN’s
implementation, the comparison is between the same average queue length and a dynamic threshold. In this section, we discuss the implementation complexity for the
dynamic threshold. To calculate Ki for a queue, we need
to calculate Tround . The calculation of Tround can be

Packet Classifier: MQ-ECN kernel module maintains
multiple FIFO transmit queues. Packets are classified
into different queues based on the IP DSCP field. When
7
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MQ-ECN kernel module receives a packet from IP layer,
it: 1) classifies the packet based on DSCP value, 2) calculates the ECN marking threshold of the corresponding
queue, 3) performs ECN marking if needed, and 4) enqueues the packet.

1
0.8
CDF

0.6
0.4

Packet Scheduler: The packet scheduler of MQ-ECN
kernel module is built on the top of the DWRR scheduler available in Linux. Our implementation can also be
easily extended to WRR by resetting deficit counter to 0
whenever a queue finishes its service in a round.
The DWRR scheduler maintains a linked list for all
active queues. When an empty queue receives a packet,
it is inserted to the tail of the linked list. The scheduler
always serves the head node of the linked list. If a queue
just finishes its service and but still has packets, it is inserted to the tail of the linked list again. Each queue has
a variable Tstart to store the time stamp when this queue
is inserted to the linked list last time. Whenever a queue
finishes its service, we use current time minus Tstart to
get a sample of Tround . In this way, we only sample
Tround on active queues, just as §3.3.1 described.
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Figure 5: Flow size distributions used for evaluation.

• How does MQ-ECN perform in practice? In a static
flow experiment (§5.1.1), we show that MQ-ECN
strictly preserves weighted fair sharing while maintaining high throughput and low latency. Using realistic workloads in our testbed experiments (§5.1.2), we
show that MQ-ECN outperforms the other schemes.
For example, it achieves up to 72.8% lower 99th percentile FCT for small flows compared to the per-queue
ECN with standard threshold.
• Does MQ-ECN scale to large data center topologies? Using large-scale ns-2 simulations (§5.2), we
show that MQ-ECN scales to multi-hop topologies
and delivers the best overall performance. For example, it reduces the 99th percentile FCT for small flows
by up to 43.7% compared to the standard threshold,
while achieving up to 13.2% lower average FCT for
large flows compared to the minimum threshold.
• How robust is MQ-ECN to network environments
and parameter settings? Using a series of targeted
simulations (§5.3), we show that MQ-ECN is robust to
1) the number of queues (§5.3.1), 2) transport protocol
(§5.3.2), and 3) parameter settings (§5.3.3).

Rate Limiter: One implementation challenge is to make
the buffer occupancy in qdisc reflect the real buffer
occupancy of the emulated switch port. A packet dequeued by qdisc further goes through NIC driver and
NIC hardware before it is delivered to the wire. If we
dequeue packets from qdisc as fast as possible, many
packets can still get queued on NIC driver and hardware.
Consequently, the buffer occupancy in qdisc is likely
to be smaller than the actual buffer occupancy of the emulated switch port. To avoid such impact, we implement
a Token Bucket rate limiter to rate-limit the outgoing
traffic from qdisc at 99.5% of the line rate. The bucket
size is ∼1.67 MTU (2.5KB) in our experiment, which is
large enough to saturate more than 99% of link capacity while introducing little burstiness. In this way, we
can eliminate undesirable buffering in other places and
make the buffer occupancy in qdisc accurately reflect
the buffer occupancy of the emulated switch port.
To confirm the effectiveness of the rate limiter, we install MQ-ECN kernel module on a server with 10 GbE
NICs to emulate switch. Two other servers are connected
to this software switch. The shaping rate is 995Mbps.
The bucket size is 2.5KB. We start a long-lived TCP
flow to measure goodput. The goodputs with and without
kernel module are 937Mbps and 942Mbps, respectively.
MQ-ECN module introduces ∼0.53% goodput degradation, exactly enforcing the desired rate (995Mbps).

5

Web search
Data mining
Cache
Hadoop

Benchmark traffic: We use four traffic distributions
based on measurements from production DCNs (Figure 5): a web search workload [6], a data mining workload [16], a cache workload [25], and a Hadoop workload [25]. In general, all the workloads are heavytailed. Among them, the web search workload and the
cache workload are more challenging since they are less
skewed. For example, ∼60% of all bytes in the web
search workload are from flows smaller than 10MB.
Consequently, in the web search workload, it is likely
that several flows are concurrently active in the same
link, thus increasing network contention. Ideally, different services have different traffic distributions. However, to create more challenges, we hypothetically use the
most challenging web search workload for all services in
the testbed experiments. We use all the four workloads
in the large-scale simulations.

Evaluation

Schemes compared: We evaluate the performance of
three schemes, MQ-ECN, per-queue ECN with the standard threshold and per-queue ECN with the minimum

In this section, we use testbed experiments and ns-2 [5]
simulations to answer following three key questions:
8
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Service 1
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them into two services based on their senders. Service 1
has 1 flow and service 2 has 4 flows. Both services have a
equal-quantum dedicated queue on the switch. We evaluate the performance of MQ-ECN and per-queue ECN
with the standard threshold.
Figure 6(a) shows the sharing results achieved by MQECN. The sharing result achieved by the standard threshold is quite similar to Figure 6(a). We omit it due to
space limitation. In contrast to Figure 3(a), both services
roughly achieve the same goodput. We also use ns-2 simulation to reproduce the experiment and find that MQECN achieves similar convergence time as the standard
threshold. This suggests that MQ-ECN can strictly preserve weighted fair sharing. Furthermore, the sum of aggregate goodputs of two services achieved by MQ-ECN
is ∼936Mbps. This suggests that MQ-ECN can fully utilize the link capacity.
We also measure RTT of the dedicated queue of service 2 using ping. Figure 6(b) gives the RTT distributions achieved by MQ-ECN and the standard threshold.
Compared to the standard threshold, MQ-ECN achieves
32.3% (651µs to 441µs) and 31.5% (782µs to 536µs)
lower RTT in average and the 99th percentile. Recall
that the base RTT is ∼250µs. Hence, MQ-ECN reduces
queueing delay by ∼50%. This suggests that MQ-ECN
can achieve low latency.
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Figure 6: [Testbed] (a) Aggregate goodput of two services
achieved by MQ-ECN. (b) RTT distributions.

threshold. We exclude per-port ECN as it can violate
weighted fair sharing. For MQ-ECN, there are only two
parameters to configure (§3.3.1): β and Tidle . In both
testbed experiments and simulations, we set β to 0.75
and Tidle to the transmission time of a MTU (12µs in 1G
testbed and 1.2µs in 10G simulation). We further analyze
the sensitivity to above parameters in §5.3.

Performance metric: We use the flow completion time
(FCT) as the performance metric. We consider the overall average FCT of all flows and average FCT across different flow sizes (small, medium and large). To evaluate tail latency, we also show the 99th percentile FCT of
small flows. For clear comparison, we normalize the final FCT results (not per flow FCT) to the values achieved
by per-queue ECN with the standard threshold.

5.1

5.1.2

Testbed Experiments

For this experiment, we develop a client/server application to generate dynamic traffic according to the web
search workload [6]. The client application, running on
1 server, generates requests through persistent TCP connections to the other 8 servers to fetch based on a Poisson
process. The server applications, running on the other 8
servers, respond with requested data. To map a flow to a
service queue, the server application uses setsockopt
to set DSCP for outgoing packets. We create two traffic
patterns: balanced traffic and unbalanced traffic. In balanced traffic, each flow is randomly mapped to a service
queue. In unbalanced traffic, each flow is mapped to 4
service queues with probabilities of 10%, 20%, 30% and
40%. We vary the network load from 10% to 90%.
Figure 7 and 8 show the overall average FCT (a), FCT
across small (0,100KB] (b,c) and large (10MB,∞) flows,
respectively. Due to space limitation, we omit the results for the medium (100KB,10MB] flows whose performance is quite similar to that of overall average FCT.
We make the following three observations.

Testbed setup: We build a small-scale testbed with 9
servers connected to a 9-port server-emulated MQ-ECNenabled switch. Each server is a Dell PowerEdge R320
with a 4-core Intel E5-1410 2.8GHz CPU, 8G memory, a
500GB hard disk, and the server-emulated switch has 10
Broadcom BCM5719 NetXtreme Gigabit Ethernet NICs.
We reserve one NIC on the server-emulated switch for
control access. All the servers run Linux kernel 3.18.11
and DCTCP is enabled. We set TCP RTOmin to 10ms
as many proposals suggest [6, 19, 30]. On the serveremulated switch, we deploy a MQ-ECN qdisc kernel
module with 4 queues (per port) scheduled by DWRR.
The quantum of each queue is 1MTU. We disable offloading techniques on the switch to avoid large segments. Each switch port has 96KB buffer which is completely shared by all the queues in a first-in-first-serve
bias. The base RTT is ∼250µs. Given that, we set the
standard ECN marking threshold to 32KB.
5.1.1

Realistic Workloads

Static Flow Experiment

Overall: MQ-ECN generally achieves the best overall
average FCT. Compared to the standard threshold, MQECN delivers similar performance at low loads (≤ 50%)
and achieves up to ∼2.85% (balanced) and ∼1.65% (unbalanced) lower FCT at high loads. When the load is

We begin with a basic static flow experiment to show that
MQ-ECN can achieve high throughput, low latency and
weighted fair sharing simultaneously. We start 5 TCP
flows from two senders to the same receiver and classify
9
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Figure 7: [Testbed] Balanced traffic pattern: FCT statistics across different flow sizes.
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Figure 8: [Testbed] Unbalanced traffic pattern: FCT statistics across different flow sizes.

5.2

low, it is not likely that multiple queues are concurrently
active. Hence, both MQ-ECN and the standard threshold can achieve good FCT due to their high throughput.
When the load is high, MQ-ECN achieves better performance by efficiently reducing packet latency. Compared
to the minimum threshold, MQ-ECN outperforms it at
all loads for both traffic patterns.

Large-scale NS-2 Simulations

In this section, we use ns-2 [5] simulations to evaluate
MQ-ECN’s performance in large-scale DCNs.
Topology: We use a 144-host leaf-spine topology with
12 leaf (ToR) switches and 12 spine (Core) switches.
Each leaf switch has 12 10Gbps downlinks to hosts and
12 10Gbps uplinks to spines, forming a non-blocking
network. The base RTT across the spine (4 hops) is
85.2µs. We employ ECMP for load balancing.

Small flows: MQ-ECN performs similar as the minimum threshold for small flows while significantly outperforming the standard threshold. Compared to the
standard threshold, MQ-ECN reduces the average FCT
for small flows by up to ∼61.3% (balanced) and ∼42.9%
(unbalanced). The performance gap on 99th percentile
FCT is even larger: MQ-ECN achieves up to ∼72.8%
(balanced) and ∼71.3% (unbalanced) lower 99th percentile FCT for small flows. We attribute the large tail
FCT of the standard threshold to its poor burst tolerance.
When all the 4 queues are concurrently active, the total
buffer occupancy achieved by the standard threshold can
easily reach 128KB (4 × 32KB), thus overfilling shallow
switch buffer (96KB).

Workloads: We use all the 4 flow size distributions in
Figure 5. Since there are 144 hosts, we have 144 × 143
communication pair in total. We evenly map these pairs
to 8 services. Every two services share a flow size distribution. All simulations last for 50000 flows.
Transport: We use DCTCP by default. The initial window is 16 packets. We set both initial and minimum
value of TCP RTO to 5ms.
Switch: Each switch port has 300KB buffer shared by
all the 8 queues in a first-in-first-serve bias. We set the
standard marking threshold to 65 packets. We use both
DWRR and WRR in our simulations. All the queues
have the same quantum of 1.5KB.
Figure 9 and 10 give the FCT results across different
flow sizes. In the interest of space, we omit the results for
the medium flows (100KB,10MB] whose performance
trend is very similar to that of overall average FCT. We
have the following three observations.

Large flows: MQ-ECN also achieves good performance
for large flows. Compared to the standard threshold,
the average FCT for large flows of MQ-ECN is within
∼2.7% for the balanced traffic pattern and ∼1.8% for
the unbalanced traffic pattern. This is expected because MQ-ECN adjusts the ECN marking threshold for
each queue based on its dynamic weighted fair share
rate, thus not adversely affecting its throughput. By
contrast, the minimum threshold, due to its throttle on
rates, delivers the worst performance for large flows: it
achieves ∼1.2–4.4% (balanced) and ∼1.8–7.4% (unbalanced) larger FCT compared to the standard threshold.

Overall: MQ-ECN generally achieves the best overall
performance, consistent with our testbed experiments in
§5.1. Compared to the standard threshold, MQ-ECN
achieves up to ∼4.1% lower average FCT. The performance of the minimum threshold is volatile. Compared
10
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Figure 9: [Simulation] DWRR: FCT statistics across different flow sizes
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Figure 10: [Simulation] WRR: FCT statistics across different flow sizes

to the other schemes, it shows obvious performance gap
at low loads. For example, it achieves ∼11% larger FCT
at 10% load compared to the standard threshold. This is
because, at low loads, it is likely that only few queues are
active. In such scenario, the minimum threshold severely
degrades throughput. When the load increases, the minimum threshold shows better performance as expected.
However, at extremely high loads, the performance of
the minimum threshold degrades again, which is counterintuitive. We suspect the reason is because ECMP is agonistic to both flow sizes and service classes, and it does
not guarantee to spread large flows from the same service
class across different paths. When the load is unbalanced
or large flows from the same class are concentrated (even
overall traffic is balanced), the problem may arise.

tremely high loads. For example, compared to the
standard threshold, MQ-ECN with WRR achieves 2.1%
lower average FCT for large flows at 80% load. This
is because MQ-ECN can provide better burst tolerance,
thus greatly reducing packets drops and retransmissions.
As we check, at 80% load, the standard threshold with
WRR causes 720 TCP timeouts while MQ-ECN only has
45. As expected, the minimum threshold performs the
worst. For example, it is 13.2% worse than MQ-ECN
with WRR at 90% load for large flows.

5.3

MQ-ECN deep dive

In this section, we conduct a series of targeted simulations to evaluate MQ-ECN’s robustness to network environments and parameters. By default, we use DCTCP
as the transport protocol and DWRR (8 queues) as the
packet scheduler. The other settings are same as §5.2

Small flows: MQ-ECN greatly outperforms the standard
threshold for small flows. Compared to the standard
threshold, MQ-ECN reduces the average and 99th percentile FCT for small flows by up to 23.7% and 43.7%,
respectively. Compared to the minimum threshold, the
average FCT for small flows with MQ-ECN is within
24.3% for DWRR and 26.4% for WRR. The performance
gap is because that the minimal threshold trades throughput for better latency. In our simulation, 65.1% of small
flows are smaller than 24KB (16 packets), which are
small enough to complete within one RTT. The minimum
threshold can provide ideal performance for such mice
flows since their FCTs are only determined by latency.

5.3.1

Impact of the Number of Queues

In the future, switching chips may support more and
more queues. To verify whether MQ-ECN can scale to
a larger number of queues, we increase the number of
queues per switch port to 32. In the interest of space,
we only show overall performance and average FCT for
large flows in Figure 11.
We find that MQ-ECN still maintains the best overall performance. However, the performance of the minimum threshold degrades significantly, particularly at
high loads. It is 35.7% worse than MQ-ECN at 90%
load for overall average FCT. The reason behind this is:
at a given load, the more queues we use, the less likely
that the majority of queues are concurrently active. Thus,

Large flows: For large flows, MQ-ECN achieves comparable performance as the standard threshold while significantly outperforming the minimum threshold. This
suggests MQ-ECN achieves high throughput. MQ-ECN
even slightly outperforms the standard threshold at ex11
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Figure 12: [Simulation] FCT with ECN∗ .

6

the throughput of the minimum threshold is affected, enlarging FCT for large flows. By contrast, MQ-ECN can
effectively adjust ECN marking thresholds based on traffic dynamics to maintain high throughput. This indicates
that MQ-ECN is robust to the number of queues.
5.3.2
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Related Work

Tons of literatures working along the general ECN/RED,
e.g., [6, 12, 15, 24, 29, 31, 32], are related to MQ-ECN.
For space limitation, we do not introduce these literatures
one by one. However, the key difference is that MQ-ECN
is perhaps the first effort that investigates the problem of
applying ECN in multi-service multi-queues production
DCNs. MQ-ECN does not challenge the fundamental
principle of prior work on ECN; instead it builds on the
theory (e.g., the standard ECN marking threshold) developed by prior work especially [6, 7, 31], and extends its
applicability to a new production environment.

Impact of Transport Protocol

In addition to DCTCP, there are many other ECN-based
DCN transport protocols, such as ECN∗ [31]. Unlike
DCTCP, ECN∗ simply reduces the window by half in the
presence of ECN. Hence, ECN∗ is more sensitive than
DCTCP. A lower ECN marking threshold can greatly affect the throughput of ECN∗ [31]. For example, with
zero buffering, DCTCP can maintain 94% throughput in
theory [7] while ECN∗ only achieves 75% throughput.
We evaluate the performance of all the three schemes
with ECN∗ . We set the standard ECN marking threshold
to 84 packets. As Figure 12 shows, MQ-ECN still outperforms the other schemes under ECN∗ . This indicates
that MQ-ECN can efficiently maintain high throughput
by adjusting ECN marking thresholds based on dynamic
weighted fair share rates. As expected, the throughput of
the minimum threshold degrades severely. Compared to
MQ-ECN, it increases FCT for large flows by ∼22–36%.
5.3.3

0.8

Figure 13 gives the FCT results achieved by above
4 settings. Note that FCT is normalized to the value
achieved by the default setting. In general, compared
to the default setting, the other 3 settings achieve very
close performance. Their performance is within 0.37%
for overall average FCT and 1.05% for average FCT of
small flows. The results suggest that MQ-ECN is robust
to different parameter settings.
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Figure 13: [Simulation] FCT with different parameters.
FCT is normalized to the value achieved by default setting.

Figure 11: [Simulation] FCT with 32 queues.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented MQ-ECN for multiservice multi-queue DCN that is capable of delivering
both high throughput and low latency simultaneously,
while maintaining weighted fair sharing. We have shown
that MQ-ECN achieves all its properties without requiring advanced features and is readily implementable with
existing commodity chips. At last, we performed a series of testbed experiments and large-scale simulations
to validate its performance as well as robustness to different network environments and parameter settings.
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DFC: Accelerating String Pattern Matching for Network Applications
Byungkwon Choi, Jongwook Chae, Muhammad Jamshed, KyoungSoo Park, Dongsu Han
KAIST
Abstract

party middlebox services [58], such as CloudFlare and
Akamai’s Web application firewall (WAF), requires that
they handle large amounts of traffic efficiently [3, 5, 66].
Multi-pattern matching algorithms for network applications must satisfy three requirements: 1) they must support
exact string matching to ensure correctness, while identifying the patterns matched, 2) they must support small
and variable size patterns, ranging from a single byte to
hundreds of bytes [8, 19], and 3) it must provide efficient
online lookup against a stream of data (e.g., network traffic) as opposed to batched processing.
The classic Aho-Corasick (AC) algorithm [24] satisfies these requirements, and therefore is used by many
applications, including intrusion detection systems, such
as those of Snort [18] and Suricata [21], and Web application firewalls, such as ModSecurity [13] and CloudFlare’s WAF [66]. AC constructs a deterministic finite
automaton (DFA) based on the pattern set and is known
to deliver asymptotically optimal performance. However,
the main problem is that it references memory frequently
and causes a large number of cache misses, resulting in
poor performance. In particular, the size of DFA it constructs increases linearly with the number of states and
causes severe performance degradation [53]. Although
many efforts have been attempted to reduce the memory
footprint, they come with undesirable performance tradeoffs because they often require additional computation
and/or memory lookups [20].
This paper presents DFC, a memory-efficient and
cache-friendly data structure designed to deliver high
performance. Our central tenet is that to obtain high performance we must minimize CPU stalls and maximize
instruction level parallelism, while reducing the amount
of per-byte operations and memory lookups. However,
achieving this while satisfying the three requirements is
not trivial. In particular, it is especially difficult to support
exact matching with short and variable size patterns. Furthermore, its worst case performance must also be better
than that of other algorithms.
To achieve our goal, DFC combines a number of small,
efficient data structures by leveraging two key ideas. First,
at its heart is a small data structure, called direct filter
(DF) that, using a small sliding window, is designed to
quickly reject parts of text that will not generate a match.
It increases instruction-level parallelism by avoiding data

Middlebox services that inspect packet payloads have become commonplace. Today, anyone can sign up for cloudbased Web application firewall with a single click. These
services typically look for known patterns that might appear anywhere in the payload. The key challenge is that
existing solutions for pattern matching have become a
bottleneck because software packet processing technologies have advanced. The popularization of cloud-based
services has made the problem even more critical.
This paper presents an efficient multi-pattern string
matching algorithm, called DFC. DFC significantly reduces the number of memory accesses and cache misses
by using small and cache-friendly data structures and
avoids instruction pipeline stalls by minimizing sequential data dependency. Our evaluation shows that DFC
improves performance by 2.0 to 3.6 times compared to
state-of-the-art on real traffic workload obtained from a
commercial network. It also outperforms other algorithms
even in the worst case. When applied to middlebox applications, such as network intrusion detection, anti-virus,
and Web application firewalls, DFC delivers 57-160%
improvement in performance.

1

Introduction

Multi-pattern string matching is a performance-critical
task for many middlebox applications that perform deep
packet inspection (DPI), such as network intrusion detection systems (IDS) [18, 21], Web application firewalls [13, 17], traffic classification [7], and network censorship/surveillance [9, 10, 22]. These applications commonly apply pattern matching to select flows or packets
of interest that are subjected to further extensive processing. The common practice for Web application firewalls
and IDS is to initially perform pattern matching on the
traffic and apply regular expression matching to a relatively small number of packets that contain the string
patterns [18, 21, 39, 66]. Many studies have shown that
string pattern matching is one of the primary performance
bottlenecks for these systems [25, 39, 48, 66, 67].
The key challenge to multi-pattern string matching
is that its performance requirement has increased dramatically (e.g., from multi-Gbps [35] to multi-10s of
Gbps [6]), outpacing the performance of existing solutions [39, 66]. The popularization of cloud-based third1
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ET-PRO May 2015
ET-Open May 2015
Snort VRT 2.9.7.0
ModSecurity 2.2.9

1-4 byte

5-8 byte

>9 byte

Total

7.3K (28%)
5.3K (30%)
1.2K (21%)
0.7K (13%)

6.7K (26%)
4.6K (26%)
1.0K (17%)
1.7K (32%)

12.1K (46%)
7.8K (44%)
3.6K (62%)
2.9K (55%)

26.2K
17.7K
5.9K
5.2K

patterns [39][§4.5]. Matching multiple regex patterns by
constructing a single extended automaton (XFA [60, 61])
is at least two orders of magnitude slower than multistring matching.1 Due to the distinct tradeoff between
performance and expressiveness of the two, string pattern
matching is commonly used to accelerate regex-matching.
String matching can filter out the vast majority of input early on and specifies a small set of candidate regex
patterns to inspect [13, 18, 21, 31]. Typically, regex patterns contain at least a few bytes of string [60][Table 2].
SplitScreen [31] leverages this to extract strings from
regex patterns and uses them as a pre-filter to improve the
performance. For the same reason, it is strongly recommended that IDS signatures contain string fields [23].
String matching is also used for protocol classification/identification and for testing the presence of keywords. Because string-pattern matching is a critical building block for network applications that inspect payloads,
it is reported that string matching is one of the most expensive operations in Web application firewalls [66] and
accounts for 70 to 80% of CPU cycles for IDS [25, 39].
Today, middlebox services offered over the cloud (e.g.,
CloudFlare’s WAF [66]) allows customers to easily sign
up for these services. One of the reasons for the widespread use of WAF is that it is one of the two ways to
meet Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standards (DSS) requirement 6.6 for Web sites that take credit
cards [1, 16]. 2 Decrypted traffic is inspected by Note, a
Web application firewall (WAF), to protect the Web service. For this, some WAFs [13] run as part of the Web
server, whereas cloud-based WAF services integrate itself with existing SSL acceleration service. We believe
that popularization of cloud-based middlebox services
and the security regulations/best practices make highperformance multi-pattern matching more important.
Workload: Three key characteristics define our target
workload. First, patterns can appear anywhere in the text.
Second, the number of patterns is large, typically on the
order of 10K patterns, and accumulates over time as new
patterns are discovered. Finally, patterns are typically
short and of variable size.
Table 1 shows the pattern-length distribution from four
popular rulesets for IDS and Web firewalls. Over 54% of
patterns are 8 bytes or shorter in the ET-Pro®ruleset, a
popular commercial pattern set for IDSs [8].
Why is it difficult? We categorize existing approaches
into three classes and show that the characteristics of our
workload make each of these algorithms rather ineffective.

Table 1: String length distribution in the pattern set

dependencies in the critical path and occupies a small
memory footprint (8 KB) for cache efficiency. Moreover,
its lookup does not require hash computation. Second, to
support exact matching, we use multiple layers of direct
filters designed to classify patterns based on their lengths
and to filter out the window in a progressive fashion. The
key premise is that the longer the pattern is the more one
has to inspect to reduce false positives.
Our evaluation shows that DFC outperforms existing
solutions by a large margin. In particular, DFC delivers
2.0-2.5 times the performance of AC with 1-26K variable size patterns on real traffic workloads. DFC references memory 1.8 times less frequently and incurs 3.8
times fewer L1 data cache misses. Its memory footprint
is four times smaller than that of AC with 26K patterns.
Even under malicious and adversarial workloads, DFC
outperforms AC by a factor of 1.7 to 2.0. Finally, we
implement four applications that use DFC—IDS, Web
application firewalls, traffic classification, and anti-virus—
and demonstrate that DFC improves their performance by
57 to 160%.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
1. New algorithm: We present a new algorithm for
exact multi-pattern string matching that gracefully
handles short and variable size patterns, and also
works well with a stream of network traffic.
2. Prototype and evaluation: We evaluate DFC using
a variety of deep packet inspection (DPI) patterns
from IDS, anti-virus software, and Web application
firewalls under real and synthetic workloads.
3. Real-world applications: We show four applications of DFC. When applied to intrusion detection,
DFC delivers up to 2.3X the performance of the next
best solution, in real traffic from a commercial ISP.
When applied to Web application firewalls, DFC
delivers 1.9X the performance. Moreover, DFC improves the performance of traffic classification and
anti-virus by 60% and 75%, respectively.

2

Motivation

Why is it important? Network applications, such as network intrusion detection, traffic classification, and Web
application firewalls, specify pattern signatures using regular expression and strings [48, 53]. While regular expression is much more expressive, matching multiple regular
expressions [60] is much more expensive. Matching a
single regular expression (regex) against network traffic is 4X slower than multi-string matching with 2.4K

1 Note,

the main benefit of XFA is that it solves the state explosion
problem of DFAs. But its matching performance is still lower than
that of DFA. Although it is an indirect comparison, XFA’s multi-regex
matching takes hundreds of CPU cycles per byte of input [60, 61],
whereas multi-string matching takes a few cycles.
2 The other option is to conduct application vulnerability security
reviews of all Web applications in use.
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Aho-Corasick-based algorithms construct finite state
automata (based on the pattern strings) that consume each
character of the input text sequentially. AC is by far the
most popular multi-string matching algorithm used for
deep packet inspection. While it achieves asymptotically
optimal performance, in practice, its performance is far
from ideal because it generates frequent cache misses due
to its large memory footprint [53]. As shown in Figure 1,
its memory footprint increases dramatically as the number
of patterns increases. 3 For a reasonably large pattern set,
the data structure does not fit in a CPU cache, resulting in
a severe performance penalty.
Variants of AC [20, 55] that try to compress the state
transition tables come at the cost of decreased performance. Figure 2 illustrates the memory footprint and performance trade-offs of five commonly used AC variants
in Snort [20, 55], in contrast with those of DFC. For AC
implementations, the memory footprint and the throughput are highly correlated. As a result, Snort defaults to
AC-FULL [20], which achieves the highest throughput at
the cost of the largest memory footprint.
The AC algorithm also frequently accesses memory
because it examines the state table for every byte of text.
Table 2 shows the average number of data accesses (measured using # of L1 data cache accesses) and the number of L1 data cache misses per byte of input text, while
matching randomly generated text with 26K patterns from
the ET-Pro ruleset.4 AC accesses the memory at least five
times on average per byte of input text, consisting of access to: (1) the state machine, (2) the input text, (3) the
case translation table (for case insensitive lookup), (4) the
state transition table for looking up the next state, and
(5) a field that indicates whether the next state indicates
a valid match. Note, DFC reduces the memory access
frequency by a factor of 1.8 as shown in §5.4.
Heuristic-based algorithms try to achieve sub-linear
time complexity by advancing the sliding window by
multiple characters using the “bad character” and “good
suffix” heuristics [30]. For example, the Wu-Manber algorithm [71] leverages the “bad character” heuristics. After
examining a block of characters, it looks up a shift table

cache misses per byte of input text

that indicates by how many bytes it can shift the sliding window. The shift table is constructed so that when a
block of characters never appear in any of the patterns, the
algorithm skips the entire block and advances the sliding
window by multiple characters. However, this has two
main limitations. First, heuristics works well when the
pattern is long and its size is fixed, but is not effective
with short patterns [48, 71]. With short patterns, the shift
distance becomes small because the block size has to be
less than or equal to the shortest pattern, which is one
byte in our workload. Second, the algorithm inherently
has data dependencies that make it difficult to leverage
the performance characteristics of modern CPUs. Until it
retrieves the shift value from memory, it cannot determine
the next window to examine. This limits the instructionlevel parallelism, results in frequent instruction pipeline
stalls, and makes prefetching very difficult. As a result,
heuristics like Wu-Manber introduce severe performance
penalty in practice, as we show in §5.4. 5
Hashing-based algorithms compare the hash of a text
block with the hash of the pattern. They are designed to
quickly filter out non-matching text using its hash values,
but have several practical limitations. First, they introduce
false positives and thus require additional processing to
ensure exact pattern matching [53]. Second, when the patterns are of variable size, the text block to hash must be
shorter than or equal to the shortest pattern to avoid false
negatives, which makes the algorithm ineffective under
our workload. A common solution is to use hashing for
long patterns and to fall back to traditional approaches
(e.g., Aho-Corasick) for short patterns. For example, an
exact matching algorithm based on feed-forward Bloom
filters (FFBF) [53] applies the hash-based approach for
patterns of size greater than 19 bytes, but uses AC for the
remaining patterns. Finally, they require multiple expensive hash computation for every sliding window. Bloom
filters typically use multiple hash functions applied on
every sliding window. Even if a rolling hash function [53]
is to incrementally calculate the hash values, it is far more
expensive (than a simple lookup) as we show in §5.4.

3 The

patterns were taken from Snort and ET-Pro rulesets [8, 18].
performance statistics are obtained using perf and Intel Performance Counter Monitor [12].
4 The

5 Note

earlier versions of Snort once used a modified Wu-Manber
algorithm.
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Figure 4: An initialization example of Direct Filter



table. Its lookup is efficient because the progressive
filtering phase significantly reduces both the false
positives and the set of potentially matching patterns
to inspect. We describe the design in §3.3.

 

Figure 3: DFC design overview with an example configuation
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Design

Two-stage hierarchical design: Our algorithm uses progressive filtering and verification in two stages as shown
in Figure 3. The first stage of progressive filtering classifies patterns by their lengths in a coarse grained manner.
After roughly determining the pattern lengths, it looks
up a hash table for the pattern class in the verification
phase. However, this may be inefficient if there are many
hash collisions. Some buckets may contain many patterns
due to the skewed popularity of patterns. Normally, hash
collisions can be controlled either by using a more uniform hash function or adjusting the size of hash table.
However, we find that hash collisions are caused because
real-world pattern sets often contain common string prefix
or segments, and some prefixes (e.g., HOST) appear very
frequently (e.g., more than 100 times). For example, consider a hash table indexed by 4 bytes and holds patterns
of size 4–7B. If many of them start with the same prefix
(e.g., HOST), then all of them will go to the same bucket.
This dramatically worsens the worst case performance
because we must perform verification. However, in this
case, increasing the hash table size or using a better hash
function does not help, but only increases the overhead.
To remedy this, we selectively employ 2nd-stage progressive filtering on a per-bucket basis. When a bucket
contains a large number of patterns, we apply a 2nd stage
of progressive filtering for finer-grained classification as
shown in Figure 3. For buckets with many collisions, the
1st stage verifies exact matching with the prefix (minimum pattern length in the group) and the 2nd stage only
examines the string that follows the prefix.

To overcome the limitations of existing approaches, our
main approach is to develop an efficient and simple primitive that we use as a key building block. Making the
basic component efficient is critical because the nature
of the workload—matching a large number of small and
variable sized patterns—forces us to examine every byte
of input text. We show that one can design an efficient
string matching algorithm out of a simple primitive. We
also show that our algorithm not only delivers the best
average case performance but also is robust across many
workloads, including the worst case.
Figure 3 shows the overall design of DFC that consists
of three logical parts:
• Initial filtering phase employs a simple filter that
eliminates windows of input text that fail to match
any string patterns. Only the input text window that is
not filtered advances to the next phase. We describe
the filter design in §3.1.
• Progressive filtering phase first determines the approximate lengths of potentially matching patterns.
We group patterns into pattern size groups (e.g., 1B,
2-3B, 4-7B, 8+B) and use classifying filters to determine the groups that the current window belongs
to. We then apply additional filtering proportional
to their lengths using additional filters. We use the
same type of filters for both purposes. We describe
the design of progressive filtering in §3.2.
• Verification phase verifies whether the input generates an exact match by comparing the text with
actual patterns. This is required because the previous phases do not completely eliminate false positives. For example, if there are patterns ‘AABB’ and
‘CCDD’, the initial DF can be set for ‘AA’ and ‘CC’
and an additional DF can be set for ‘BB’ and ‘DD’.
In this case, an input sequence ‘AADD’ will pass
both filters even though it is not a match. For verification, we use a compact hash tables for each pattern
size class. Depending on the pattern size group determined by the previous phase, it inspects a different

3.1

Filter Design

DFC design relies on an efficient filter primitive, called
direct filter (DF), for filtering and classification.
Direct filter is a bitmap indexed by several bytes of input
text. For a 2B DF, a 2B sliding window from the input is
treated as a 16-bit unsigned integer and used as a bit index
to DF. Each bit tells whether the string containing the 2B
window can generate a match with any patterns. For most
cases, we use 2B windows so that the DF fits in lower
levels of the CPU cache. A 2B DF is initialized by taking a
4
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Figure 6: A classification example of patterns by lengths

single two-byte fragment (e.g., first two bytes) from each
string pattern and setting the bit indexed by the two bytes,
while the rest of the bits are set to zero. Figure 4 shows
an initialization example of DF for a pattern ‘attack’.
During the initial filtering phase, we take every twobyte window of the input text and look up whether the corresponding bit is set in the DF as shown in Figure 5. A DF
lookup performs three bitwise operations (two SHIFTs
and one AND) and a single memory reference. If the
corresponding DF bit is not set, it indicates that the part
of input text that contains the two-byte window cannot
generate a match. Thus, no pattern of interest can appear
at this location of the input text. We then advance the
window by one byte to examine the next window. If the
corresponding bit is set, it indicates that the location of
text potentially contains patterns of interest. Only then,
we inspect in more detail the sequence starting from the
current window.
The initial filtering phase uses a single DF to filter out
most of the innocent input text. In our experiment with
real traffic and 26K patterns from the ET-Pro ruleset, 94%
of windows are filtered out in this phase.
Size of initial DF: Similar to other filters (e.g., Bloom
filter [29]), the size of DF determines the tradeoff between
the number of cache misses and false positives; DF is
actually a special case of Bloom filter that uses a single
identity function as the hash function. For most cases, we
use a two-byte indexed 8KB DF (2B DF) to achieve a
balance. If we use one-byte indexed DF (1B DF), the size
of DF reduces to 256 bits, but the rate of false positives
will be 256 times higher on average. This would, for
example, cause 34.8% of windows with 26K ET-Pro rules
(compared to 3.6% for 8 KB DF assuming a uniformly
random input) to advance to the next phase. In contrast,
using a three-byte indexed DF (3B DF) further reduces
the false positives, but the size of DF increases to 2 MB.
Because initial DF lookup is performed very frequently,
we would like to minimize the cost by making DF fit
inside lower levels of the CPU cache (2 MB easily exceeds
the typical size of L2 caches).
Our evaluation shows 2B DF delivers better performance for workload that contains up to a few tens of
thousands of patterns; using a 3B DF is actually up to
18% slower as we show in §5.4. This is because L3
cache latency is four to seven times higher than that of L2
cache [47]. Thus, we use 2B DF in most cases, but use

3B DF when there are millions of patterns (e.g., ClamAV
ruleset). We quantify this tradeoff in more detail in §5.4.
Initialization: To make initial filtering more effective,
we try to minimize the number of bits set. A negative
correlation exists between the number of bits set in the
initial DF and its performance because the more the bits
are set, the more windows pass through. We observe that
minimizing the number of bits set in the initial DF delivers up to 10% performance benefit than a native solution
(i.e., using the first two byte) in the real traffic workload.
We use the following heuristics to achieve this. First, we
classify patterns into their lengths as we do for the progressive filtering phase. We use the same offset for each
class to avoid looking up additional state in progressive
filtering. In particular, we examine the pattern class size
in the increasing order (i.e., from short patterns to long
patterns) and, for each class, we choose the offset of the
two-byte segment from each class so that it minimizes the
number of additional bits set.
If 1-byte patterns exist, we enumerate all two-byte segments that start with the single byte in the pattern. Thus,
a 1-byte pattern sets 256 bits in the DF. Each pattern of
size two bytes or more sets a single bit if they are case
sensitive. If they are case insensitive, we enumerate all
cases, setting at most four bits per string pattern.
3.2

Progressive Filtering

The main idea of this phase is to progressively eliminate
false positives to take small steps towards exact pattern
matching using multiple layers of DFs. The key insight
we leverage is that the longer the pattern is, the more one
has to compare it against the input text to reduce false
positives. For example, when the text is filtered using a
single DF, a two-byte pattern does not produce any false
positive, but four-byte patterns can produce as many as
216 false positive patterns.
Thus, we first determine the pattern lengths that the
current window of input might match and apply different
amounts of additional filtering proportional to the lengths
For example in Figure 3, we use three additional DFs for
8+ bytes but only use a single additional DF for 4-7 bytes
in the 1st stage progressive filtering. As the algorithm
progresses, the set of the potentially matching patterns
also reduces, and the likelihood of generating a match
increases exponentially. When the scope is sufficiently
5
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Figure 8: An initialization example of cDFs and DFs in Progressive Filtering

# @param cDF Array of Classifying Direct Filters
# @param bu f Input text
# @param pos Position of window
def Progressive_Filtering(cDF, buf, pos):
for i = 0 to # o f cDF:
if Corresponding bit of buf at pos in cDF[i] is set:
if Pass through additional DFs:
CT ← corresponding hash table
pos ← corresponding position
Verification(CT, buf, pos)
# @param CT (Compact) Hash Table
# @param bu f Input text
# @param pos Position of window
def Verification(CT, buf, pos):
H ← hash value of buf at pos
Bucket ← CT[H]
Second ← Second stage flag in Bucket
if Second is true:
cDF ← array of cDFs in Bucket
pos ← corresponding position
Progressive_Filtering(cDF, buf, pos)
else:
for PID ∈ Bucket:
Perform exact matching for PID with buf at pos

DF (cDF2 ). DF(P2 , O = 2) is thus created from using two
bytes from P2 that correspond to offset O. Figure 8 depicts
how cDF and additional DFs are initialized for a pattern
from the pattern class P3 . Each DF performs filtering and
we advance to the next phase only if the window passes
through all DFs in the sequence. Algorithm 1 shows the
pseudo code for progressive filtering and verification.
Additional filtering is an optimization to avoid the verification phase where we perform hash table lookup and
exact string comparison. It is only beneficial, if the benefit
outweighs the cost of additional DF lookups. In general,
the longer the pattern size, we inspect longer segments
that follow the current window. However, because each
additional lookup adds decreasing marginal benefit, we
use a small number of additional filters. We discuss the
configuration issue at the end of the subsection. As we
show in §5, each additional filtering is effective, and once
the input text passes through this phase, it is much more
likely to generate a match.
Optimizations: To minimize the average memory
lookup, we perform two optimizations. First, similar to
the initial DF, we carefully choose the offsets of each
additional DFs to filter text as much as possible. For this,
we choose an offset that minimizes the number of bits set
for each DF. This is done when the DFs are initialized. To
reduce the search space, we first identify non-overlapping
two-byte segments and greedily select the offset. Second, we change the order of DFs we inspect so that the
most effective filter comes early. Note that each sequence
of DFs that do not share a parent (e.g., cDF(P3 , 0) →
DF(P3 , 2) and cDF(P2 , 0) → DF(P2 , 2)) is independent,
and the ordering of DFs within a sequence does not affect
the correctness of the algorithm. However, if we first look
up the one with the smallest number of bits set, the number of average memory lookups can decrease. Thus, we

reduced, we perform exact comparison in the verification
phase. Progressive filtering consists of two steps: pattern
length classification and additional filtering.
Classification: During initialization of DFC, we classify
the string pattern set P into pattern classes (Pi ’s) according to their lengths—P0 contains the shortest patterns
and P1 , ..., Pn contains longer patterns in increasing order. Figure 6 shows an example with four classes (e.g.,
P0 contains 1-byte patterns, and P3 contains patterns of 8
bytes or longer). For each class, Pi , we create a classifying
direct filter, cDFi , whose bits are set using the patterns
in Pi . For patterns in Pi , to set the cDFi , we use the same
two-byte segment that was used to set the initial DF.
At run time, we look up the classifying DFs (cDFs).
Each cDF determines whether the window might match
the patterns in the class. For example if the corresponding
bit of cDFi is set, we know that we must inspect the
pattern class Pi . Note the classification is not mutually
exclusive; multiple pattern classes can match because
patterns from two different classes may share the same
two-byte segment.
Additional filtering: When the corresponding bit in
cDFi is set, we further filter the input sequence that follows the current two-byte window with additional DFs.
These additional DFs are designed to inspect different
two-byte text segments in the pattern. We use additional
DFs, DF(Pi , Ok )’s, to test whether the input text might
match patterns in Pi , where Ok denotes the offset from the
initial window—e.g., the initial DF that inspects the first
two byte can be represented as DF(P, 0). DF(P2 , O = 2)
inspects the third and fourth bytes (two bytes at offset
two) against patterns in P2 as depicted in Figure 7; The
following two-byte text segment is inspected using additional DF (DF(P2 , 2)) after passing through classifying
6
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Number of HTTP sessions
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Figure 9: Verification example

order DFs in a non-decreasing order of the number of bits
set.
Configuration: The number of pattern classes and their
ranges are parameters that can be configured. In our evaluation with DPI patterns in Table 1, we classify the length
in multiples of two—Pi holds patterns of length 2i to
2(i+1) − 1, and the last class holds the rest of the patterns.
Figure 6 illustrates our configuration. P0 holds patterns of
one byte and P1 holds patterns of two to three bytes. We
classify patterns into four classes by their lengths: onebyte (P0 ), two to three bytes (P1 ), four to seven byte (P2 ),
and 8+-byte (P3 ) string patterns. In our implementation,
we use an additional filter for P2 and three additional DFs
for longer patterns (≥ 8).
The classification we use in our implementation is determined empirically and can be tuned depending on the
pattern set; e.g., when there is no pattern of size [2,3],
having such a classification is wasteful. Tuning the classification parameters involves in one time cost that can
be done offline when the pattern size distribution has
changed significantly since the last update. On the one
hand, having a fine-grained classification or a large number of classes helps in significantly reducing the false
positives in the progressive filtering phase and the number
of patterns to inspect in the verification phase. This is
because we can only filter up to the minimum length in
each pattern set to ensure that there is no false negatives.
However, fine-grained classification increases overhead
because each DF requires an additional memory lookup.
Thus, we must strike a balance in choosing the granularity
of the pattern classes. We evaluate the tradeoffs of having
a finer or coarser classification in §5.
3.3

ET-Pro (May 2015)
Snort VRT 2.9.7.0

68 GB
89,043,284
77,582,806
2,213,975
1,869,208
57 min 16 sec
757 B
30 KB

Table 4: Statistics of traffic traces from a commercial ISP

During verification, we compare the text segment with
all the pattern segments in the bucket. If a match is found,
we compare with the rest of the string segments to ensure
an exact match. If exact matches are found, we report the
PID and the offset within the input text that generated
the matches; Figure 9 illustrates verification process for
‘attack’ pattern from pattern class P2 . A hash table CT (P2 )
is indexed by a hash of four byte segment ‘atta’ because
a length of the shortest pattern in P2 is four. Then, the
four byte segment is compared to four byte segment in
the bucket. Because they are same, the rest of the pattern
‘ck’ is compared to the following two-byte segment from
the payload and PID of the pattern is reported. On the
one hand, using a simple hash function is good enough
because the number of possible patterns that can actually
reach this phase is significantly reduced due to progressive
filtering.
We adjust the size of the table so that on average a small
number of PIDs are present (e.g., < 0.1 PIDs). However,
because pattern strings commonly share some popular
string segment hash collisions may be high for some buckets as explained in §3. If the number of PIDs in a bucket
exceeds a threshold, we apply the second stage on a perbucket basis as represented in Algorithm 1. In this case,
the 1st stage examines up to the minimum length pattern
in its size classification, and the 2nd stage verifies the
rest. In the 2nd stage progressive filtering, we perform
a more fine-grained classification and verify the rest of
the text in the second stage of verification (Figure 3). For
example, for P2 that holds patterns of size [4,7], the 2nd
stage progressive filtering divides it into three sub-classes.
The 1st stage examines up to four bytes and the 2nd stage
examines the rest.

Verification

The final verification phase ensures exact matching by
comparing the text with the actual patterns in the pattern
class. To perform exact matching, we create a (compact)
hash table, CT (Pi ), for each pattern size class, Pi . These
tables are indexed by a hash of text fragments whose
lengths correspond to the shortest pattern in Pi ; e.g., for
pattern class P2 of size 4 to 7, a hash table CT (P2 ) is
indexed by a hash of four-byte segment. Each bucket in
the hash table holds a list of a pattern ID (PID), a text
segment of the pattern, and a pointer to the rest of the
pattern text.

4

Implementation

DFC is implemented in 2.4K lines of C code. For comparison, we use AC and modified Wu-Manber (MWM) algorithm implementations in Snort, b2g algorithm (2-gram
implementation of the SBNDMq) [36] implementation
7
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Figure 10: Standalone performance benchmark of AC and DFC under random packet workload.
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(c) ModSecurity 2.2.9 ruleset

Figure 11: Standalone performance benchmark of AC and DFC using packet contents from real traffic.
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from Suricata, and FFBF [53]. In FFBF, short patterns
are processed by AC and long patterns are processed by
FFBF. FFBF works as a filter and outputs a subset of
patterns and input set that can potentially match. Then, it
uses AC to remove false positive [53]. To demonstrate the
real-world benefit, we apply DFC to four different applications: intrusion detection system, Web application firewall, HTTP traffic classification, and anti-virus. For IDS,
we choose an optimized version of Snort, Kargus-CPU,
that uses high performance packet I/O and lightweight
data structures [39]. Note, we do not use its GPU module, but only use its CPU version. Its pattern matching
algorithm is almost identical to that of Snort. We replace
AC with DFC by modifying 82 lines of code. For Web
application firewalls, we apply DFC to ModSecurity, a
popular open source implementation. ModSecurity scans
through HTTP requests and responses to match against
malicious patterns. For HTTP traffic classification, we
use nDPI [7]-like traffic classification for HTTP traffic
that looks for popular domain names in the HOST field
of the request header. This classifies which application
(e.g., Netflix, YouTube) generated the traffic. Note, HTTP
consists of 75% of all downstream bytes in modern cellular networks [70]. For these three implementations, we
thoroughly conduct correctness tests by comparing the
result from DFC with result from AC using two types of
input: randomly generated input and a 68GB traffic trace
from a commercial cellular ISP. We find that the DFC
produces output identical to AC. Finally, for anti-virus,
we modify ClamAV [43] version 0.98.7.
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Figure 12: Instruction count and IPC from the benchmark for
real traffic with ET-Pro ruleset

variety of workloads?
• How much gain does it provide when applied to middlebox applications?
• How does each component affect performance, and
what are the trade-offs involved in parameter settings?
• How does its direct filter compare against other primitives?
5.1

DFC Performance Benchmark

We compare the performance of DFC with that of AC,
modified Wu-Manber (MWM), FFBF, and b2g across
various workloads and configurations. We empirically
choose a window size of FFBF to 32B and a size of bloom
filter to 1MB and use 4 hash functions, showing the best
performance in the workloads and configurations. B2g
does not detect one byte patterns because it processes 2
characters as a single character.
To evaluate the performance on a pure algorithmic
basis, we disable network I/O and feed input directly
from memory. We use four different DPI patterns and
two kinds of input workloads described in Table 3. The
DPI patterns are taken from popular IDSs and a Web
firewall, and the input workloads are either randomly-

Evaluation

We answer four questions about DFC in this section:
• How does it compare with existing algorithms under a
8
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Figure 14: Pathological workload: Input
Figure 13: Performance with malicious traf- purely consists of all two-byte segments Figure 15: Memory footprint comparison
fic (ET-Pro 26K rules)
used to set initial DF

Figure 16: End-to-end IDS performances Figure 17: End-to-end IDS performances Figure 18: Performance of Apache with
under synthetic traffic (Snort VRT 6K rules) with traffic traces from a commercial ISP ModSecurity with malicious HTTP requests

generated or taken from a real traffic dump from a 10
Gbps LTE backhaul link at a commercial cellular ISP.
Table 4 summarizes the statistics of the real traffic trace.
Unless specifically noted, the results are measured on an
Intel E5-2690 (Sandy Bridge) machine with 16 cores and
126 GB of memory.6 We use Intel®Compilers (icc) for
all experiments. We inspect the input against all patterns
in the pattern set. Note some applications, such as Web
firewall and anti-virus, match the input against all patterns,
while other applications, such as IDS, specify the flow
group in 5-tuple with the patterns and only the packets
that belong to the group are matched against the patterns.
Figure 10 and 11 show performance comparisons for
each input data, while varying the number of randomly
sampled patterns. We report the average of ten independent runs. The error bars in figure show min and max of
throughput. Dotted line shows DFC’s performance improvement over AC. 7
With the random traffic workload, DFC outperforms
AC by a factor of 2.6 to 3.6. B2g performs worse than AC
even though it does not detect one byte patterns. FFBF
also shows worse performance than AC due to short patterns in the ruleset (Table 1) that requires traditional AhoCorasick based matching. MWM also performs slightly
worse than AC. The existence of short patterns contributes
to the loss in performance. With the real traffic workload,
DFC outperforms AC by a factor of 2.0 to 2.5. DFC’s
relative improvement slightly decreases as the number
of patterns increases. This is because the text generates
more matches. The difference between the real traffic

and random payload is also due to the same reason. The
real traffic contains a relatively larger fraction of string
segments in the pattern set because some string patterns
contain very generic keywords (e.g., GET). Note the rules
that contain these generic patterns also have other options
to evaluate (e.g, traffic direction and user-agent type). In
a real IDS setting, these packets will be filtered by such
options. Our microbenchmark is a conservative one that
purely focuses on the string matching. Nevertheless, DFC
consistently delivers significant performance improvement in all cases.
Figure 12 shows the number of instructions executed
and the instructions per cycle (IPC) of DFC relative to
those of AC. We observe that DFC executes 10 to 30%
more instructions, but the instruction throughput improves
by 130 to 190%; as shown in Table 2, DFC incurs L1
cache misses 3.8 times less frequently and memory accesses 1.8 times less frequently compared with AC.
Malicious traffic and pathological cases: We now evaluate DFC under malicious input traffic by varying the
fraction of packets that contain a pattern string from the
ruleset. We insert a randomly selected malicious pattern
for each packet both for the real traffic workload and random traffic. Figure 13 shows the result with 26K patterns
in the ET-Pro ruleset with real traffic. Both algorithms’
performance degrades by approximately 30% as we increase the fraction of malicious packets from 0 to 100%.
DFC consistently outperforms AC by a factor of 1.7 to 2.0
because AC’s performance also degrades due to increased
cache miss rates and the additional cost of book-keeping
the position of matched input and the PID. Even when all
packets contain a malicious pattern, it achieves 1.7 times
the performance of AC. We observe a similar behavior

6 We use two CPUs with 16 cores. The actual memory usage depends
on the algorithm (see Figure 15).
7 We omit ET-Open result because it is similar to ET-Pro’s.
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sumes half (10MB) of the L3 cache. Even in this case,
DFC still outperforms AC by a factor of 1.9 with packet
contents from real traffic and ET-Pro ruleset.
Initialization Time: Due to policy change and newly
discovered attack, patterns used in middlebox applications
are continuously kept updated. For example, new patterns
for IDS are typically released each day [15]. To evaluate
the overhead for updating data structures, we measured
how long it takes to construct data structures for AC and
DFC with ET-Pro ruleset.
As depicted in Figure 19, the gap between DFC and
AC becomes larger; As the number of pattern increases
from 1K to 50K, the speedup improves from 30X to 78X.
It is because the initialization time of AC increases superlinearly while that of DFC increases linearly.
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Figure 19: Time to initialize data structures

in the random traffic workload (not shown in the figure)
with performance improvement by a factor of 2.2 to 2.6.
To study the behavior of DFC with more adversarial
input, we generate a pathological case where the input
consists only of two-byte segments used to set the initial
DF. We randomly order the two-byte segments to generate
the input. This forces DFC to pass through the initial
filter on every two bytes of input. Figure 14 shows the
performance of AC and DFC by varying the number of
patterns. Even in this case, DFC performs significantly
better than AC regardless of the number of patterns.
Finally, we examine the two cases where every byte of
input is malicious and nearly malicious. For the first case,
we construct the payload by concatenating randomly selected the strings from the pattern set. For the second case,
we concatenate all but the last byte of randomly selected
patterns, forcing DFC to trigger the verification phase
very often. In these two worst cases, DFC respectively
delivers 1.4X and 1.6X the performance of AC at 1 Gbps.
The reasons is that, even in those cases, DFC shows 1.6X
less L1-D cache misses compared to AC. Note, in the first
case, they also frequently write to the memory to note the
pattern IDs matched. However, these are very unlikely
cases because often an upstream firewall can easily cut the
flow based on the 5-tuple information for flows containing
many malicious patterns or that try to attack the pattern
matching system. Our results show that DFC outperforms
AC both in the average and worst case scenarios.
Memory footprint: Figure 15 shows the memory footprint of AC and DFC including the pattern strings. We
see that DFC occupies 3.1 to 4.8 times less memory compared to AC. AC requires 239.2 MB for 26K patterns
from the ET-Pro ruleset. In contrast, DFC takes up only
59.4 MB memory for the same patterns. The memory
footprint of the initial DF is negligible. The total footprint
is actually dominated by compact tables that account for
95.0%. Progressive filtering takes up only 0.2%, and the
string patterns take up 5.0% with 26k ET-Pro patterns.
Throughput with smaller CPU cache: An application
performing multi-pattern matching may share CPU cache
with other middlebox applications in some environments,
such as network function virtualization (NFV). To evaluate whether the benefits of DFC still remain in such
circumstances, we launch an additional thread that con-

5.2

Applications of DFC

Intrusion detection: We apply DFC to an intrusion detection system. In particular, we use Kargus-CPU [39]
which is a software IDS that is functionally compatible
with Snort and provides multi-threading support and highperformance packet I/O. We measure the end-to-end performance of the IDS using synthetic/real traffic workloads and ET-Pro ruleset except rules that do not contain
string fields. Note, this is strongly recommended practice [23]. For synthetic traffic, we use randomly generated
the packet payload. For real traffic workload, we replay
the packets captured from a commercial cellular ISP as
fast as possible to attain a peak transmission rate of up to
70 Gbps. Up to 2 machines are used to generate the traffic.
Because the workload consists of real-life flows, the flow
management module takes up additional CPU cycles to
update per-flow state. The patterns are also grouped based
on the 5-tuple flow information. The IDS performs flow
reassembly and feeds in the stream for pattern matching.
This is representative of how IDSs actual work in a real
environment.
Figure 16 shows the performance with Snort VRT ruleset for synthetic traffic by varying packet sizes. For large
packets (≥ 512B) DFC improves the performance by a
factor of up to 2.6. For 128B packets, the difference is
small because packet processing overhead is far greater
than that of pattern matching since the amount of payload is only 74B per packet. Figure 17 shows the result
while varying the number of patterns from 1K to 20K
from the ET-Pro ruleset. DFC shows 120% improvement
in performance over AC with 10K patterns. Even though
some fraction of the CPU cycles are being spent in flow
reassembly, DFC improves performance by 50 to 130%.
Note that Kargus-GPU delivers a factor of 1.6 to 2.3 improvement over Kargus-CPU using two GPU cards.
Web application firewall: We apply DFC to an L7 Web
firewall, ModSecurity. We benchmark the performance
using the OWASP ModSecurity Core Ruleset [14]. Using
10
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Filtering throughput
Instructions/byte

DF

Bloom

1
1

0.42
2.5

Table 5: Normalized throughput and # of
instructions per byte of text of DF and
Figure 21: Filtering throughput and instruc- Bloom Filter using two light-weight rolling
Figure 20: Performance for various number tion throughput (IPC) of DF and “skip” hashes [53]
of classification
heuristics
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ab [2], we request random files of size 10 KB. We choose
10 KB because it is the most frequently found Web object size according to HTTP Archive [11]. We vary the
fraction of malicious requests from 0 to 100%. Note, ModSecurity inspects both the request and the response. When
a malicious pattern is detected in the request, it generates
a 403 forbidden response.
Figure 18 shows the transaction throughput per second. We report the performance result. DFC improves
the performance by 90% with innocent request/responses.
When the fraction of malicious requests increases, the
transaction throughput goes up because response body
is not inspected. For 100% malicious requests, pattern
matching is only applied to requests, and the performance
is dominated by the TCP processing overhead.
We also measure the performance with HTTP request/responses extracted from our real traffic trace where
most of the traffic is HTTP. We modify ab and Apache
to generate the same request and responses. The result
shows that DFC delivers 57% improvement over AC.

Ͷ

# of patterns
1B DF
2B DF
3B DF

1K

5K

10K

15K

26K

41 Gbps
76 Gbps
66 Gbps

33 Gbps
55 Gbps
47 Gbps

28 Gbps
45 Gbps
37 Gbps

25 Gbps
37 Gbps
32 Gbps

21 Gbps
28 Gbps
25 Gbps

Table 6: Performance sensitivity to DF size (ET-Pro ruleset)
# of patterns
1B DF
2B DF
3B DF

1K

50K

1000K

1500K

2000K

14 Gbps
84 Gbps
53 Gbps

6 Gbps
21 Gbps
49 Gbps

5 Gbps
18 Gbps
28 Gbps

5 Gbps
18 Gbps
25 Gbps

5 Gbps
18 Gbps
23 Gbps

Table 7: Performance sensitivity to DF size (ClamAV ruleset)

DFC brings 75% the performance improvement (from
14.3 MB/s to 25.2 MB/s). When the files are malicious,
the gap increases because SplitScreen must perform exact matching with AC using the output of FFBF, which
is expensive. We also perform a standalone microbenchmark of FFBF and DFC using 1.5 million string patterns.
The result shows that DFC’s exact matching outperforms
FFBF’s inexact matching by a factor of 1.9. We see that
DFC accesses memory (measured in terms of L1-data
cache loads) 1.3 times less frequently, incurs 1.6 times
less L1 cache misses, and uses 2.1X less instructions
compared to FFBF.
5.3 Performance Contributions and Parameters

Traffic classification: We apply DFC to HTTP traffic
classification using nDPI [7], an open source DPI library.
nDPI performs flow reassembly to gather fragmented
HTTP headers, feeds them in pattern matching module
that uses Aho-Corasick, and classifies which application
generated the traffic by pattern-matching domain names
in the header. We replace AC with DFC. We measure the
performance of the traffic classification using the packets
captured from a commercial cellular ISP and the top 100K
domain names on Alexa [4]. Our result shows that DFC
improves the performance by 60% (from 4.2 Gbps to 6.7
Gbps).

Performance contribution: Initial filtering and progressive filtering are very effective in screening innocent traffic. We measure the fraction of windows that actually
reach the verification phase. We use real traffic workload of Table 4 and the ET-Pro ruleset without network
I/O. With 26K patterns, 6.2% of windows reach progressive filtering. Progressive filtering further filters out up to
83.9% of windows. As a result, 4% reach the verification
phase. A relatively large fraction of windows (8–14%)
that arrives at the verification phase generates an exact
match.
We evaluate the importance of the 2-stage hierarchy
and progressive filtering by measuring the performance
of DFC without each of them using real traffic and 100%
malicious traffic. For the latter, we insert a malicious
pattern for every packet in the real traffic workload.
Without progressive filtering, hash tables are looked up
for verification whenever a window passes through the
initial DF. In this case, the performance drops by 26% for
the real workload and 24% for the malicious workload.
Our 2nd-stage hierarchy is especially beneficial when

Anti-virus: We apply DFC to an anti-virus application,
ClamAV [43]. ClamAV uses string and regular expressionlike signatures that contain wildcard characters. The AC
algorithm processes signatures containing wildcard characters and Wu-Manber (WM) handles fixed string signatures. We replace WM to use DFC and compare against
SplitScreen that uses feed-forward Bloom filters [31] to
improve ClamAV.
We use 1.5 million ClamAV signatures and scan a clean
install of Microsoft Office 2015. For SplitScreen, we run
both server and client on the same machine, while using
the parameters from the paper [31]. Our result shows that
11
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there are malicious patterns in the input, improving the
worst case performance. Without the two-stage hierarchy,
the performance drops down by 2.7X in the real traffic
workload and 3.9X in the 100% malicious case. This
is because finer-grained 2nd-state progressive filtering
reduces the false positives in the average case, and reduces
the collision and the number of patterns to be inspected
in the final hash table in the malicious workload.
We now discuss parameters of DFC that affect its performance in the order of their importance.
Size of initial DF: We evaluate the effect of the size of
the initial DF. We compare the performance of DFC by
varying the size of the initial DF only. Table 7 and Table 6 show the result by varying the number of patterns
for ClamAV and ET-Pro rulesets respectively. For ET-Pro,
DF indexed by 2 bytes (2B DF) shows the highest performance across all cases under our workload. For ClamAV,
DF indexed by 3 bytes (3B DF) peforms better when the
number of patterns exceeds 50K. The difference is that
ClamAV patterns are longer, which makes verification relatively more expensive. At the same time, as the number
of patterns increases the verification phase becomes more
expensive. Because 2B DF triggers verification more often than 3B DF, using 3B DF becomes more beneficial as
the number of patterns increases.
Classification granularity: We quantify the effect of
classification granularity. With finer-grained classification, the number of patterns inspected in the verification
phase decreases at the cost of additional DF lookups in
progressive filtering. We vary the number of classes, n,
from 1 to 5 and measure the performance of DFC. Given n,
we create pattern classes, P0 , P1 , ..., Pn−1 . Figure 20 shows
the performance comparison. As the number of patterns
increases, the benefit of having a finer-grained classification becomes noticeable. This is because we can filter out
the long patterns more effectively, if we can identify the
pattern size with finer-grained classification. However, increasing the number of classes provides marginal benefit
because the cost also increases. With 5 classes or more,
the cost out-weights the benefit.
5.4

frequency by 1.8 times and L1 cache misses by 3.8 times
compared to AC.
We compare the performance of DF and the “skip”
table used for heuristics-based algorithms [71]. Note the
skip approach has sequential data dependency—the next
window to examine is dependent upon the value of the
skip table entry—whereas DF lookups can be easily be
pipelined. To quantify its performance benefit, we use a
skip table that is indexed by the same two byte window as
DF. Each table entry contains two bits that indicate how
many bytes it can skip. We also increase the size of DF to
16 KB by using two bits for each entry. Thus, skip table
and DF exhibit the same caching behavior. We set all skip
values to be the same, but vary them from 1 to 4 across
different experiments. When the skip value is four, the
skip table is looked up on every five byte of input, whereas
DF is looked up on every byte. Figure 21 shows the lookup
performance of the two tables for our input. Surprisingly,
DF is much faster than the “skip” approach even when the
skip table performs five times less lookup (skip=4). DF’s
instruction throughput, measured in instructions per cycle,
is also 3.5X times faster. This coupled with existence of
many short patterns make the heuristics ineffective.
Finally, we compare the performance of a direct filter and a Bloom filter lookup that uses two light-weight
rolling hash functions used in feed-forward Bloom filter
(FFBF) [53].9 We set the size of both data structures to
the same value (8 KB). Table 5 shows that DF is 2.4 times
faster than Bloom filter that performs hashing on every
window. This is because hashing requires 2.5X more instructions and incurs more frequent memory accesses and
cache misses due to additional memory lookups during
the calculation of a rolling hash.

6

Related Work

Multi-pattern string matching: There have been a
number of multi-string pattern matching algorithms, such
as Aho-Corasick [24], Commentz-Walter [33] and RabinKarp [42] algorithms. Among these, AC is the most popular in security applications. For example, most softwarebased IDSs employ AC as the first-pass filter. For the
traffic caught in the first phase, they perform perl compatible regular expression (PCRE) matching to confirm an
intrusion against more sophisticated attack patterns. Since
AC has to deal with all input traffic, its performance often
determines the overall performance of an IDS in a normal situation. There have been optimization works that
reduces the state transition table size by compressing DFA
states [65], that splits AC tables into RAM and CAM [34],
or that employs binary transition tables [64]. Some algorithms (e.g., SigMatch [41] and FFBF [53]) perform
filtering at the cost of false positives. To support exact

Comparison of Pattern Matching Primitives

The benefit of DFC comes from effectively leveraging
the simple DF primitive. We benchmark the performance
of our direct filter primitive in comparison with three
other primitives used in existing algorithms: DFA’s state
transition, skip table, and hashing. 8
DFA-based algorithms use state transition tables that
cause frequent memory lookup and cache misses. Table 2
shows the number of memory references and cache misses
for DF, DFC, and AC. DFC reduces memory accesses
8 All results are measured on a machine with two Intel Xeon E5-2690
CPUs, using a randomly generated byte stream with 26K string patterns
from the ET-Pro ruleset.

9 The

rolling hash we use [53] is known to be 2.5 times faster than a
rolling hash used in the Rabin-Karp algorithm [32, 42].
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matching, these algorithms typically rely on traditional
exact pattern matching.
Many proposals also leverage hardware support, including GPUs [39, 44, 67–69], FPGAs [62, 63], many-core
processors [54], new ASIC designs [64], and network
processors [49]. Kargus [39] implements a GPU-based
Aho-Corasick engine that delivers 39 Gbps for randomlygenerated payloads and 2.4K Snort rules with a NVIDIA
GTX 580 GPU and an Intel X5680 CPU. Sourdis and
Pnevmatikatos [63] present a FPGA-based string pattern
matching that reduces the area cost by sharing comparators for different patterns. It achieves 9.7 Gbps of throughput with 1.5K Snort rules on Virtex2-6000. These studies
focus on enhancing the performance of existing algorithms on hardware, whereas DFC presents a new algorithm that leverages the performance characteristics of
modern CPUs. We believe that DFC can also benefit from
hardware implementations and leave it as future work.
Regular expression matching: Many studies [26–28,45,
46, 49, 51, 52, 56, 59] have proposed new NFA/DFA-based
algorithms for regular expression matching. These studies
predominantly use FPGA or ASIC to take advantage of
the high degree of parallelism and on-chip memory for
high performance [45]. The overarching goal is to create
a single automaton that matches multiple regular expressions (regex). The core challenge is that a single automaton is fast, but space-inefficient because combining multiple regex into a single DFA causes state explosion [61]. In
contrast, NFA-based solutions are slow, but require small
amount of memory. Thus, many efforts [26, 45, 50] focus
on reducing the memory footprint of DFA to utilize the
fast on-chip memory as much as possible. XFA [60, 61]
presents a design that tries to achieve the best of both
worlds. It uses much less memory than using a single
DFA and is faster than using multiple DFAs. But, the
performance is still much slower (at least 6 times) than
using a single DFA. Note, DFA-based regular expression
matching is much slower than string matching. Due to the
distinct trade off in performance and expressiveness, both
string and regular expression matching are commonly
used for deep packet inspection.
Advances in software-based packet processing: Advances in packet processing technologies [37, 38, 40, 57]
are accelerating cloud-based middleboxes [58] and network function virtualization, which call for efficient primitives for fast deep packet inspection. Recently, G-opt [40]
showed that CPU can deliver most of the benefits of GPU
by proposing an element switching technique and hiding
the memory latency. DFC accelerates pattern matching by
avoiding dependencies between instructions and reducing memory access frequency, whereas G-opt proposes
a generic technique for memory latency hiding. The two
approaches are thus orthogonal. Our preliminary evaluation shows that DFC outperforms G-opt’s hand-optimized

pattern matching by 42 to 71% for Snort VRT ruleset,
depending on the number of pattern groups to match.
However, we believe applying memory latency hiding
can further enhance DFC’s performance (e.g., G-opt’s
efficient hash table lookup can be applied to DFC). We
leave this as future work.

7

Conclusion

Middlebox services that inspect packet payloads have
become commonplace. With the popularization of cloudbased DPI services, their performance and cost-efficiency
have become important. However, for many DPI applications, pattern matching poses a severe performance
bottleneck. This paper addresses an important problem
of scaling the performance of multi-pattern string matching. Using cache-efficient data structures and progressive
filtering based on the pattern lengths, we develop a highperformance string matching algorithm that works well
across a variety of pattern sets and workloads. DFC classifies patterns based on the their size and applies filters
progressively in multiple stages. Our evaluation shows
that DFC improves state-of-the-art by 100 to 150% with a
popular IDS pattern set and real traffic traces. We demonstrate that replacing existing pattern matching module
with DFC results in a 57-160% performance improvement in four different applications.
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Abstract
Community repositories, such as Docker Hub, PyPI,
and RubyGems, are bustling marketplaces that distribute
software. Even though these repositories use common
software signing techniques (e.g., GPG and TLS), attackers can still publish malicious packages after a server
compromise. This is mainly because a community repository must have immediate access to signing keys in order to certify the large number of new projects that are
registered each day.
This work demonstrates that community repositories
can offer compromise-resilience and real-time project
registration by employing mechanisms that disambiguate
trust delegations. This is done through two delegation
mechanisms that provide flexibility in the amount of trust
assigned to different keys. Using this idea we implement
Diplomat, a software update framework that supports security models with different security / usability tradeoffs. By leveraging Diplomat, a community repository
can achieve near-perfect compromise-resilience while allowing real-time project registration. For example, when
Diplomat is deployed and configured to maximize security on Python’s community repository, less than 1%
of users will be at risk even if an attacker controls the
repository and is undetected for a month. Diplomat is
being integrated by Ruby, CoreOS, Haskell, OCaml, and
Python, and has already been deployed by Flynn, LEAP,
and Docker.

1

Introduction

Community repositories, such as Docker Hub [32],
Python Package Index (PyPI) [66], RubyGems [68], and
SourceForge [78] provide an easy way for a developer
to disseminate software. These repositories are run by a
central group of administrators and distribute third-party
software for hundreds of thousands of projects. Unlike
traditional repositories, the administrators of community
repositories do not dictate which projects can or cannot
be hosted; instead, developers are free to curate their own
projects. Community repositories are immensely popular and collectively serve more than a billion packages
per year. Unfortunately, the popularity of these repositories also makes them an attractive target to attackers.
Attacks on community repositories are unfortunately a
common occurrence that threaten users who rely on their
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software. Major repositories run by Adobe, Apache,
Debian, Fedora, FreeBSD, Gentoo, GitHub, GNU Savannah, Linux, Microsoft, npm, Opera, PHP, RedHat,
RubyGems, SourceForge, and WordPress repositories
have all been compromised at least once [4,5,7,27,28,30,
31,35,36,39–41,48,59,61,62,67,70,79,80,82,86,87,90].
For example, a compromised SourceForge repository
mirror located in Korea distributed a malicious version of phpMyAdmin, a popular database administration
tool [79]. The modified version allowed attackers to gain
system access and remotely execute PHP code on servers
that installed the software. This is despite the use of offthe-shelf solutions like TLS and GPG, which (for reasons described in Section 4) are known to be ineffective
against practical threats in this domain. For example,
we found that, on PyPI, so few developers sign packages and so few users download signatures that within a
one month period there was not a single user who downloaded only GPG-signed packages and their signatures.
Prior work has shown that delegations [1, 52, 92] help
the users of a repository remain secure even if it is compromised [71]. Delegations add security to repositories
when the root of trust is an offline key, such as a key
stored on a disconnected server that must be manually
used. Although using offline keys works for software
repositories that have infrequent release cycles, community repositories commonly register dozens of new
projects daily, with new packages uploaded every few
minutes. As such, it is not practical to require manual
operations for project registration.
This paper presents Diplomat, a practical security system that provides a community repository with immediate project registration and compromise-resilience. Our
key insights come from delegation techniques that utilize
multiple online and offline keys to take advantage of the
best properties of both. Central to this strategy is the use
of a prioritized delegations [44, 56–58] mechanism for
disambiguating trust statements. Prioritized delegations
enforce an order among parties who would otherwise be
equally trusted. In addition, our work uses terminating delegations, which prevent statements by less trusted
parties from being trusted for a package. The combination of prioritized and terminating delegations allows an
offline key’s attestation about a project to be trusted over
information provided by an online key. Placing greater
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trust in the offline key provides compromise-resilience
because an attacker who compromises the repository
cannot modify a package without being detected. However, the online key may still be used (and trusted) to
create new projects.
We feel one of the main contributions of this work is
how it balances security and usability to solve a practical, widespread problem. The security models and
experiences we describe in this work are based upon
practical lessons learned from ongoing integrations with
RubyGems [75–77], Haskell [91], CoreOS [64], and
OCaml [38] and production use in Flynn [65], LEAP
(Bitmask) [53], and Docker [63].
Contributions.
• We examine threats to community repositories and
find that current security approaches inadequately address these threats. In particular, these techniques are
unable to accommodate both compromise-resilience
and instant registration of new projects.
• We use two types of delegations — prioritized and
terminating delegations — to design and implement
Diplomat, the first security system that achieves both
compromise-resilience and instant registration of new
projects.
• We discuss two different security models — legacy
and maximum — that provide slightly different usability / security trade-offs. Drawing on practical experience, we discuss procedures for managing offline
key storage, usability for users and developers, recovering from compromises, and procedures to minimize
the effort required of repository administrators.
• We evaluate the effectiveness of Diplomat using requests to PyPI, the main Python community repository. Our findings demonstrate that Diplomat will protect over 99% of PyPI’s users, even if an attacker controls PyPI and is undetected for a month.

2

Background

We first discuss and define community repositories,
paying attention to how they differ from traditional
software repositories. We then provide some background on roles and delegations, two techniques used
in compromise-resilient repositories [20–23, 71] that we
will leverage to build Diplomat.
2.1 Community Repositories
A community repository hosts and distributes thirdparty software. Three groups of people, administrators, developers and users, interact with a community
repository. The administrators, who are usually volunteers, manage the community repository software and
hardware. Developers upload software to the repository,

Developermanaged

Administratormanaged

*

go

an

projects

Dj

Sc
a

*.tar.gz
Alice

Bob

Django1.7.1.tar.gz
Django1.6.8.tar.gz

py
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Metadata

Scapy2.3.1.zip
Packages

Figure 1: An example of delegation of trust in a software
repository. The top-level projects role delegates to Sue for
the Scapy project and Alice for Django. Alice further delegates
to Bob the ability to create tar.gz packages for Django.

which is requested by users. Users install and validate
software using a package manager, which downloads
software through middlemen, such as content delivery
networks and / or mirrors to reduce bandwidth costs.
The software that is uploaded by developers is organized as follows. A developer registers a project with
a unique name and adds access to other developers that
work on the project. When a specific version of the software for that project is ready to be released, the software
is built into a package (e.g., Django-1.7.tar.gz) and
one of the developers uploads that package to the community repository. The community repository also distributes metadata about projects and packages (such as a
list of package names) and includes metadata created by
developers (such as a signature for a package).
2.2

Roles

One of the key security concepts used in compromiseresilient software repositories is that of a role [71]. A role
defines the set of actions that a party is allowed to perform. For example, the projects role is trusted to sign
metadata that indicates which developer keys belong to
a project. Similarly, the release role is trusted to sign
metadata that indicates which versions of each package
and metadata are in the latest release. However, if the
release role’s key is used to sign the metadata that indicates which developer key belongs to a project, that signature will not be trusted because the key is not trusted
for that role. This paper describes techniques that apply
to the projects role’s use of delegations, so the paper
will focus primarily on this role.
2.3

Delegations

The use of delegations is a powerful strategy that has
successfully been used in a variety of contexts, including
distributed systems [92], role-based access control [73],
trust management [16], delegation logic [57], and software repositories [20–23, 71]. In the context of software repositories, delegations are specifically used to
distribute permissions to sign packages across different
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administrators and developers. If A can sign a package
K, then A can delegate this permission to B so that B
can sign K on behalf of A. The delegation is an indirect
package signature, where B “speaks for” [52] A about K.
Although the projects role may sign packages because it is the root of trust for all packages, in Figure 1 the projects role has instead delegated the Django
project (or the package path Django-*) to the public
keys belonging to the developer Alice. Similarly, the
Scapy project has been delegated to Sue. A delegation
is simply a trusted map of which developer keys are responsible for signing which projects (or sets of packages). Based on this delegation, users would trust only
Alice’s signature on a Django package. Developers can
further delegate entrusted packages to other developers.
In this case, Alice has delegated some packages (any
package matching the path Django-*.tar.gz) to the developer Bob. Thus, Bob speaks for Alice for only the
Django-*.tar.gz packages, whereas Alice’s signature
on Django-1.7.1.exe (not shown) would be trusted instead of Bob’s.

3

Threats and Threat Model

There are many risks that users of software repositories face. Attackers can interject traffic by proxy interception attacks [43], target weaknesses in TLS [37, 85],
set up a malicious mirror [21, 79], exploit weaknesses in
the network infrastructure [19, 81], compromise signing
keys due to weaknesses [45, 84], or steal keys outright
by exploiting a security vulnerability [25]. Furthermore,
attackers have proven adept at compromising the repository or signing infrastructure of many companies. This
leads us to consider a threat model where a compromise
of at least some part of the system occurs.
3.1 Threat Model
We assume that an attacker can:
1. Compromise a running repository and / or any keys
stored on the repository, including those situations
where the key itself is unknown (e.g., due to hardware protection) but where the attacker is nevertheless able to sign malicious packages using the
key [67].
2. Respond to user requests. This can be done either
by acting as a man-in-the-middle, or compromising
the repository or one of its mirrors.
An attack will be successful if the attacker can change
the contents of a package that a user installs (e.g., to
insert a backdoor [27, 41, 43, 61, 62, 67]). Existing
software update systems protect against a wide array
of other attacks such as replay and mix-and-match attacks [20–23, 71]. We protect against those attacks by
leveraging the role and delegation layout from these prior
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works. Thus, those types of attacks are only briefly discussed in this paper, so that we may focus on key compromise resilience while allowing online registration of
projects.
We assume that projects have trustworthy developers
and that these developers, who store their keys external to
the community repository, take measures to secure them.
If a key corresponding to a project is compromised, we
consider a community repository’s security to be effective if it limits the impact of an attack to the project
whose key has been compromised.

4

Analysis of Current Systems

In this section, we examine four security approaches
that are used on repositories. These techniques allow administrators of community repositories to sign packages
— either themselves or by delegating packages to their
respective project developers. These security models are
illustrated in Figure 2. These models are discussed in
turn in the following subsections.
4.1

Existing Security Models

(a) Repositories sign with online keys
In community repositories such as PyPI, RubyGems
and npm, all packages are signed only by repositories
with online keys (Figure 2(a)). A repository may sign
packages with a transport mechanism such as TLS or
CUP [42]. These private keys are kept online because
community repositories must publish new projects and
packages as soon as possible. Unfortunately, because the
key is online, a compromise of the repository would instantly render all packages vulnerable. For example, the
npm community repository reported that a programming
bug not only leaked its TLS keys, but also allowed attackers to remotely rewrite packages [90]. Since developers do not sign their packages in this security model,
users who subsequently request packages that have been
tampered with trust the repository’s package signatures
without question. This is because the transport mechanism is useful only for establishing the identity of the
repository, but not the authenticity of the packages themselves as belonging to their respective developers.
(b) Developers sign with offline keys
Some community repositories, including PyPI and
RubyGems, permit developers to sign their packages
with offline GPG [83] or RSA keys before uploading
them to the repository (Figure 2(b)). Unlike the previous security model, signatures are used to verify the
authenticity of packages, not to authenticate the repository’s identity. In this model, users must discover the
correct key for a developer from an out-of-band channel
and then use this to verify packages.
One substantial problem with this model is that finding
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Figure 2: Existing security models for community repositories.

and verifying developer keys remains a manual process,
with the burden placed on both developers and users.
Finding true developer keys can be tricky, especially with
attackers distributing fake keys, as was the case with the
Tor project [24]. The repository is compromise-resilient
only inasmuch as users have found and verified the correct developer keys. While PyPI and RubyGems support
this model, only 4% of PyPI projects even list a signature. Moreover, in a month long trace of package requests to PyPI, only 0.07% of users downloaded these
signatures for verification. If signatures are not used,
then attackers who compromise the repository may modify any package in whatever manner they choose.
Thus, repository administrators across diverse community repositories are seeking a better solution [33, 47,
91]. To quote the RubyGems security guide [69]: “The
goal is to improve (or replace) the signing system so that
it is easy for authors and transparent for users.”
(c) Repositories delegate to projects with online keys
In this security model (Figure 2(c)), the projects role
for a delegation framework like TUF [71] is signed with
an online key. In order to solve the problem of which
developer keys map to which packages, repositories will
delegate a project (its set of packages) to the public keys
of the developers of that project. For example, PyPI will
delegate all packages of the Django project (matching,
say, the package path Django-*) to the public key of
the lead developer of the project who, in turn, may delegate the Django packages to other developers. Since
the projects role key is online, a new project can be
immediately registered by the repository, through a new
delegation to a project.
This model does not build compromise-resilient community repositories precisely because the projects role
can be compromised by an attacker. (This is true despite the fact that developers sign their respective packages with offline keys.) This is because the keys for
the projects role are kept online. Thus, once an attacker has compromised a repository, he (or she) is free to
rewrite delegations using the online private keys. Then,

an attacker can have the projects role delegate trust for
the Django-* packages to a key that the attacker controls. As such, the attacker could deceive users into installing malicious packages that did not originate from
the project’s developers.
(d) Administrators delegate to projects with offline keys
Unlike the previous TUF security model, which delegates trust using an online key, administrators could alternatively choose to delegate using offline keys (Figure 2(d)). This means that the projects role key (kept
offline) delegates projects to developer keys. Therefore, this model does indeed build compromise-resilient
repositories because attackers cannot rewrite delegations
(and thus packages) after a repository compromise. The
attacker’s capabilities are limited to preventing clients
from seeing new packages in a timely manner (freeze
attack) or providing new package updates out of order (mix-and-match attack) [71]. This model is used
by traditional repositories, including LEAP [53]. Unfortunately, this model is impractical to use in community repositories because new projects, which are created
dozens of times a day, cannot be registered without an
administrator using an offline key.

5

Diplomat: Architecture and Delegations

This section describes the architecture of Diplomat,
a security system designed to allow community repositories to have both compromise-resilience and immediate project registration. It begins with a high-level
overview that explains the roles and use of delegations within Diplomat (Section 5.1). Following this,
we present two problems that a delegation-based system would face when used on community repositories
(Section 5.2). Diplomat addresses these problems using
two types of delegations: prioritized delegations (Section 5.3) and terminating delegations (Section 5.4). In
the next section, (Section 6) we will demonstrate how to
use these delegations to provide compromise-resilience
so that even if online keys for project registration are
stolen, projects that were previously registered (with offline keys) are not at risk.
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The Ordering Problem. Suppose that A has delegated bar to B and all packages to C. If B and C provide
different cryptographic hashes for bar-1.0, which hash
should be trusted?
Note that there is no “correct” resolution to this question, because A’s intent is not clear. In some cases, the
more specific delegation of bar-* to B should be trusted
over the more general delegation of * to C. However, in
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B

bar-1.0

ba

5.1 Roles and Delegations in Diplomat
Much like our earlier work on TUF [71], Diplomat
separates trust between different parties using the four
top-level roles shown in Figure 3: root, timestamp,
release, and projects. Each role produces metadata
that fulfills a specific purpose. The root role specifies
the public keys of the top-level roles (including its own)
and can revoke the other top-level role keys, if needed.
The release role indicates the latest version numbers
of all Diplomat metadata (other than timestamp) that is
available on the repository. The timestamp role references the latest release role metadata and will signify
the last time the contents of the repository have changed.
The projects role lists the available projects and either
provides cryptographic hashes of packages or delegates
trust to keys that provide those hashes. Each top-level
role is only trusted for its assigned responsibilities; this
minimizes the impact of a compromised role.
Our focus in this work is on the projects role (and
the delegations it makes to non-top-level roles). Hence,
details about any top-level role other than the projects
role are only discussed as needed. Documentation is
available that provides a more holistic discussion about
the roles and their use [49, 50, 71].
The projects role is the root of trust for all packages on the repository; if a user wishes to download
(and install) some package, he or she must first download
and verify the latest projects role metadata. The user
has the keys for this role because these public keys are
contained within the root metadata file. The top-level
projects role may delegate to other developers or vendors, which may also then delegate to others. A client
can validate a package by following the chain of delegations until they find a trusted developer’s metadata that
contains the cryptographic hash of the package.
5.2 Problems With Delegation Ambiguity
Security problems can occur when a party cannot effectively control how much trust they place in a party
when performing a delegation. To illustrate the problem,
Figure 4 provides an example we will use throughout this
section. In this example, A is the root of trust for packages. A delegates trust in any package with a name that
matches the package path bar-* to B, and all packages
(including bar packages) to C. This example illustrates
two problems.

A

*

bar-1.0
C

bar-1.1
car-1.0

delegates
packages to

signs
packages

Figure 4: An example of ambiguous delegations. The label on
a delegation specifies what packages to delegate.

other cases the reverse should be true. (In fact, the maximum security model in Section 6.1 has a general delegation which is prioritized over a specific delegation, which
in turn is prioritized over another general delegation.) A
solution must allow a party to express the intended order
in which to resolve delegations.
The Failover Problem. Suppose that A wants B to
be the only trusted party for bar packages, but C can
be trusted with any other package. How can this be expressed?
There are clearly cases where failover is desirable
(e.g., allowing a second developer to sign a package if
the first does not) and those where it is not desirable (e.g.,
the ability for C to provide bar-1.1, if B is meant to be
the only source of bar packages). A solution must enable
the delegator to specify their intended behavior.
5.3

Prioritized Delegations

Diplomat uses prioritized delegations to order delegations between different parties and address the ordering
problem. The key concept is to prioritize delegations
based upon the order they occur in the metadata file.
(This is similar to the manner in which firewall rules are
processed in the order they are listed [60].) By exploiting the order in which delegations are listed, then the first
delegation will be used before the second delegation, and
so forth. For example, if B is listed before C in Figure 4,
then the user would trust B over C for the bar-1.0 package.
In case a role both delegates and signs a package, then
the role’s package signature takes precedence over its
delegations. So if A signed the bar-1.0 package, then
A would be trusted for the package despite its delegation
of the package to both B and C.
5.4

Terminating Delegations

Diplomat uses the concept of a terminating delegation
to address the failover problem by halting the processing
of delegations at a specified point. Terminating delegations instruct the client not to consider future trust statements that match the delegation’s pattern. This stops the
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delegation processing once this delegation (and its descendants) have been processed. (Handling this case is
conceptually similar to the use of the cut operator in Prolog [18] to stop computation, except that Diplomat uses
this technique for security instead of efficiency.) A terminating delegation for a package causes any further statements about a package that are not made by the delegated
party or its descendants to be ignored.
5.5 Processing Delegations
The algorithm for resolving delegations through the
application of prioritized delegations involves a preorder, depth-first search of the projects metadata. This
algorithm is used on a client device when a user instructs
the package manager to install a package.
To install a package, a recursive algorithm begins at
the projects role and searches for the package of interest. First, all of the hashes in the metadata file provided
by the projects role are checked to see if the requested
package is listed. This is the “pre-order” check to see if
the current party has information about the desired package. Following this, delegations are examined in their
order of priority (i.e., the order they are listed). If a delegation selects a portion of the namespace to delegate
(e.g., bar-*), then the algorithm ignores this delegation
if the pattern does not match (e.g., if the request was for
foo-1.0). For any matching delegation, the algorithm
will (in order) recursively search for the package of interest. It does so by repeating the preceding steps on the
highest priority delegatees (in order). If any of the delegations is a terminating delegation, then the algorithm
is terminated at that point, even if this terminating delegation does not return with an answer, preventing further
delegations from being considered.

6

Diplomat Security Models In Practice

This section describes how to set up Diplomat
metadata to provide real-time project registration and
compromise-resilience. To exemplify how Diplomat is
used in practice, we describe two security models that
have been standardized for use within the Python community: the maximum security model (Section 6.1) [50]
and the legacy security model (Section 6.2) [49]. After
describing these two models, we elaborate on other usability aspects of Diplomat, such as handling key compromises, setting up roles, and maintenance in Section 6.3.
The legacy and maximum security models provide different trade-offs for the security and the availability of
packages for projects we call rarely updated. A rarely
updated project is one for which its developers have not
provided a signing key, often because the package is not
actively maintained. Nevertheless, its packages may be
actively downloaded by users. An example is the BeautifulSoup project on PyPI, which last released package

version 3.2.1 on February 16th, 2012, but nonetheless
was downloaded more than a hundred thousand times
in January 2016. The maximum security model uses
an offline key to sign these projects. If an update is
made, users will not receive it until the repository administrators sign the package with an offline key. In
contrast, the legacy security model (Section 6.2) handles
rarely updated projects by signing them with the online
unclaimed-projects role. Due to the fact that online
keys are used, developers can immediately update unclaimed projects. However, this comes at the cost of
leaving their users vulnerable in the event of a repository compromise. Thus, the maximum model provides
higher security but delayed availability of new packages
for rarely updated projects, whereas the legacy model
provides exactly the opposite trade-off. The security
analysis of these models is available in our technical report [51].
6.1 Maximum Security Model
The maximum security model [50] (Figure 5) aims to
reduce the risk to users if the repository is compromised
by an attacker at the cost of making users wait before
retrieving a new package for a rarely updated project.
The top-level projects role of the maximum security
model delegates to three other roles. The first and highest priority delegation, claimed-projects, is assigned
to projects who have developers sign their own project
metadata with their own offline key. The next highest priority delegation, rarely-updated-projects, requires
repository administrators to delegate these projects with
a terminating delegation, and to sign for these packages
with an offline key. Finally, the lowest priority delegation, new-projects, is targeted to new projects, which
are signed by an online key. If an attacker compromises
the repository, they can change the metadata that indicates which key should be trusted for new projects (and
thus can forge packages for those projects), but due to
the higher-priority, terminating delegations to existing
projects, whether rarely updated or not, cannot modify
those packages without being detected.
The highest priority delegation issued by the
projects role is to the claimed-projects role. The
claimed-projects role signs a terminating delegation
of all packages of a project (such as foo or flibble)
to the public keys of its developers. Projects may
choose to delegate trust to developers’ public keys, and
either a project or a developer will sign and upload
metadata about their packages. The use of a terminating delegation ensures that if a user attempts to verify a foo package, then the user would only search
for the package among its developers. Most importantly, the claimed-projects role signs its delegations
to projects with offline keys so that attackers cannot tamper with the packages of these projects after a reposi-
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Figure 5: Maximum and legacy security models for community repositories. The red symbol indicates delegations that are not
used due to earlier trust statements. Delegations that are higher on the figure (toward the top of the page) have higher priority.

tory compromise (without also compromising the private keys used by claimed project developers). However, since the delegation from the projects role to the
claimed-projects role allows backtracking (i.e., it is
not a terminating delegation), any requests for projects
unknown to the claimed-projects role will not be terminated at this role, and will instead continue with the
rarely-updated-projects role.
The second-highest priority delegation pertains to the
rarely-updated-projects role. This role directly
signs, with offline keys, all packages of rarely updated
projects. Since the key used is offline, packages cannot
be signed by this role without an action by the repository
administrators. This delays the release of new packages
of rarely updated projects.
The delegation from the projects role to the
rarely-updated-projects role is a terminating one.
Furthermore, the rarely-updated-projects delegation specifies only the package paths of rarely updated
projects (such as soup-* and nuts-* in Figure 5). Because of this, no backtracking is performed to search
elsewhere for the package signatures of a project already
delegated to this role.
Finally, the new-projects role is able to assign keys
to package names that were not already defined. This
role is served by an online key that delegates trust to
newly created projects. However, since the role has an
online key, there is a substantial risk of compromise. By
assigning this role the lowest priority (and using prioritized, terminating delegations for claimed and rarely updated projects), an attacker will be able to only impact
newly-created projects if the repository is compromised.
For example, in Figure 5, the new-projects role’s second delegation of foo is ignored due to the first terminating delegation of foo having a higher priority delegation
via the claimed-projects role.
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6.2

Legacy Security Model

The legacy security model [49] (Figure 5) is very similar to the maximum security model, but differs in the
way that it handles rarely updated packages. This model
allows new packages for rarely updated projects to be
available immediately, while still providing security benefits to the users of claimed projects.
Like the maximum security model, the legacy security model includes the claimed-projects and
new-projects roles. However, in the legacy security
model, the repository uses an online key to sign for
unclaimed projects. Like rarely updated projects, unclaimed projects are also signed by the repository instead of developers, but with the unclaimed-projects
role that uses online keys. The unclaimed-projects
role has the lowest priority delegation and, since the
key is online, all projects signed with this key are at
risk in the event of a compromise. Prioritized and
terminating delegations of claimed projects signed by
the claimed-projects role ensure that, even when
the repository is compromised, packages of claimed
projects are not at risk. Thus, all packages of unclaimed
projects—unlike rarely updated projects—are available
immediately, but vulnerable in case of a repository compromise (just like new projects).
The legacy model is drawn from our integration and
deployment experience with the Python and Docker
community repositories. Both repositories wanted to allow the repository to sign packages on behalf of developers who did not wish to do so. However, since its key
is stored offline, using the rarely-updated-projects
role would prevent administrators from quickly releasing new packages from these developers. The
unclaimed-projects role permits the repository to immediately sign packages on behalf of these developers.
Diplomat enables a repository to smoothly transition
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from the legacy to the maximum security model. The
repository administrators can first have the projects
role delegate to both the rarely-updated-projects
and unclaimed-projects roles. The administrators can
then move projects from the unclaimed-projects to the
rarely-updated-projects role (Section 7.2.2), and /
or require developers to register a project key to upload a
new package. Either way, project developers will be incentivized to transition out of the unclaimed-projects
role over time (using policies explored in Section 7), improving security.
Docker Hub uses a similar security model for its deployment of Diplomat. As of February 2016, Docker was
signing the most popular projects, such as Ubuntu (a policy we explore in Section 7.2.1). Docker plans to explore
options such as incentivizing project developers to sign
their packages (by visually distinguishing or showing
signed packages first in search results on Docker Hub),
or requiring developers to sign packages in order to upload a new one (a policy we explore in Section 7.2.3).
6.3 Using Diplomat
Regardless of whether a repository uses the legacy or
maximum security model, Diplomat requires essentially
the same actions by users, developers and administrators.
Users. End users that install software through a package manager that uses Diplomat do not need to perform
any actions and see no difference in their package manager’s behavior. This is because Diplomat downloads
and verifies its metadata before the package manager is
allowed to install a package. The delegation structure
in Diplomat manages keys on behalf of the user, which
avoids the issues involved with locating and downloading
appropriate project keys (e.g., the model in Figure 2(b)).
The only situation where the user will be aware of Diplomat’s existence is when a repository was compromised
and it produces a message that notifies that signatures on
data provided by the repository do not match.
Developers. To use Diplomat to protect a project, a
developer must create a public / private key pair and upload the public key to their community repository. The
repository will associate that key with the project first
through the new-projects role and later through the
claimed-projects role. If the project’s leaders elect to
do so, they may further delegate trust to different members of the project, who may also sign packages so that
the project key need not be shared. Whenever a package is released, a developer must also generate a piece
of signed Diplomat metadata, the format of which is in
our standards document [49], that provides the cryptographic hash of the package. The actions needed to create or update this metadata can be added to the project’s
packaging scripts so that it is performed automatically
when a new package is built. Diplomat provides a set
of command-line tools [88] that helps developers to per-

form and automate those actions.
If the project key (i.e., the key that is delegated to directly by the claimed-projects or new-projects role)
is compromised, the repository administrator will need to
perform an action (discussed below) before trust in this
key is revoked. However, if an individual developer key
is compromised, the project can simply sign and upload
a new piece of metadata that changes the key or removes
that delegation. This action does not involve repository
administrators.
Repository Administrators. Most of the work involved with using Diplomat comes from the initial setup.
Repository administrators need to generate the keys for
the roles and set up the initial delegations in their metadata. Offline keys should be stored in one or more devices that are not network connected and high value roles
should require signatures from multiple keys. (We discuss procedures for this in more detail in the standards
documents [49, 50].) The repository software needs to
be modified so that Diplomat metadata is generated and
updated whenever projects are registered or packages
are uploaded. Diplomat provides administrators with
command-line tools and APIs [89] that automate these
actions and make it easy to integrate them into an existing repository.
Periodically (e.g., every few weeks), administrators
will perform a maintenance operation on the repository
to help it remain resilient to a key compromise. The
administrators should append the new-projects role
metadata to the claimed-projects role metadata and
sign the resulting metadata with the claimed-projects
key. If the rarely-updated-projects role exists, then
newly uploaded packages that are not signed by their developers should be added. Revoked project keys, which
are discussed below, are also replaced. Once this updated metadata file is uploaded, this makes it so that an
attacker who compromises the repository cannot replace
the key for any projects included before that point. Administrators will also calculate the cryptographic hash of
every package on the repository and store this data on
an offline system. This allows administrators to have a
known-good hash of each package to detect and recover
from a repository compromise.
Securely revoking a project key. When an authorized party wants to revoke trust in a project key, they
notify the repository administrators and undergo an identity verification procedure [6]. (The exact procedure depends on the deployment and is out of the scope of this
paper.) Once this is done, the administrators will write
the new project key into a revoked role metadata file (not
retrieved by users). When the maintenance operation is
performed to generate the new claimed-projects file,
the revoked keys are replaced. Administrators may publish revoked project keys to Twitter as both a notification
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service and as a way of having a public log of project
keys that will change in the next maintenance operation.
Securely recovering from a repository compromise. When a repository compromise has been detected, the integrity of three types of information must
be validated. First, the keys for the new-projects and
unclaimed-projects roles of the repository need to be
revoked because they may have been compromised (i.e.,
their online keys have been compromised). The metadata for these roles must be discarded or returned to a
known-good state. These keys can be revoked by having
the offline projects role key sign new role metadata that
delegates to a new key.
Second, the role metadata of the repository may
have been changed. Metadata signed by the top-level
timestamp and release roles may have been changed,
enabling the attacker to launch mix-and-match and
freeze attacks [20–23]. These keys should be revoked
by the top-level root role, as is discussed in our prior
work [71].
Third, the packages themselves may have been tampered with. Packages that existed the last time the
claimed-projects and rarely-updated-projects
role files were signed, can be verified using the stored
hash information. Also, new packages that are signed
by developers with the claimed-projects role may be
safely retained. However, any package signed by developers using the new-projects or unclaimed-projects
role should be discarded.

7

Evaluation

In order to better understand to what extent Diplomat
makes community repositories compromise-resilient, we
investigated the following questions:
• Does using the security models in Diplomat improve
users’ security in the event of a repository compromise? Is Diplomat better than existing solutions like
TLS or GPG signatures? (Section 7.1)
• Suppose that the legacy security model is adopted for
usability reasons. If the goal is to maximize security,
what strategy should be used to get projects to sign
packages? For example:
– How effective is it to target the most popular
projects? (Section 7.2.1)
– What sort of benefit would there be from the
repository signing rarely updated projects? Which
projects should be considered rarely updated? (Section 7.2.2)
– What is the effect of requiring developers to claim
projects when uploading a package? (Section 7.2.3)
– Is there an effective way to combine these strategies? (Section 7.3)
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Quantitative data used to answer these questions was
generated using anonymized request logs from PyPI
from March 21st to April 19th, 2014. For the purposes
of our analysis, we consider a user to be vulnerable if the
user downloads at least one package that an attacker who
compromised the repository (and thus all online keys)
could have tampered with. Thus, mapping requests to
user devices is important for our analysis. We sanitized
the log to remove situations where a single IP address
had diverse agent strings (likely multiple systems behind
a NAT), or requested the same package more than once
(likely a script), or requested more than 100 packages
(likely a mirror). Sanitizing the request log reduced the
absolute number of IPs in our dataset by about one third
to 398,983 users, but provides a data set where each IP
very likely corresponds to a unique client. This allows
us to take a set of vulnerable packages and understand
roughly what percent of clients would request at least one
package in that set (and thus would be at risk).
For the purpose of our analysis, we assume that attackers have compromised PyPI on March 21st, at the beginning of the anonymized request log. Furthermore, when
analyzing the maximum security model, we assume that
all projects that existed before March 21st are delegated
by the claimed-projects role, and that all projects created afterward during the compromise are delegated by
the new-projects role.
7.1 Security of Diplomat vs TLS and GPG
We first perform a comparative analysis of the amount
of risk placed on users if an attacker compromises (a) a
repository protected with TLS, (b) GPG, (c) Diplomat’s
maximum security model, and (d) Diplomat’s legacy security model. This analysis aims to find how effective
these solutions would be in practice.
Figure 6 compares the effectiveness of TLS and GPG
(the top-most line), and the maximum security model
(very near the x-axis). In the case of TLS, the repository
is trusted to indicate which packages are valid. Thus, if
the repository is compromised, every user is vulnerable
because users trust packages from the repository.
Even if GPG is used in conjunction with TLS, the security is not improved. So few developers sign packages
and so few users download signatures that there was not a
single user who downloaded only GPG-signed packages
and their signatures.
Diplomat’s maximum security model is not perfect,
but it does protect 99.33% of users even if the repository
compromise is not detected over the full month’s trace.
This is because most users only download packages from
projects that existed before the start of the trace and those
packages are not vulnerable. Users who are vulnerable
are those who download a project that was registered
during the compromise. This can happen when a new
project rapidly becomes popular — often because of the
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Figure 6: The cumulative number of compromised users over
the month when popular projects are signed by developers
(lower is better).

Figure 7: The cumulative number of compromised users over
the month when the rarely-updated-projects role signed
projects that were last updated before the specified time period.

“Slashdot effect” due to promotion on a news site.
7.2 Adoption Strategies in the Legacy Security
Model
The compromise-resilience offered by the legacy security model can range from the same as TLS and GPG
— none, if no project signs its packages — to as good as
the maximum security model, if administrators delegate
with offline keys all but new projects to their respective
developers. In the rest of this subsection, we explore how
the compromise-resilience of the legacy security model
differs when different types of projects adopt Diplomat.
7.2.1 Targeting popular projects
We first evaluated the impact of requiring developers
of the most popular projects to claim their packages (Figure 6). Increasing the number of popular packages that
are signed by developers dramatically increases security.
If the most popular 1% of projects are signed by developers (406 projects), then 73% of users are protected. If
the top 10% of projects sign their project, then 96% of
users are protected. This shows that users overwhelmingly download only popular projects and so focusing on
their protection is highly effective.
7.2.2 Only signing rarely updated projects
We examined the security benefits of the repository
using an offline key to sign rarely updated projects, because this has very little usability impact until the project
is next updated.
As Figure 7 shows, the security benefit of signing
rarely updated projects is small. This is because many
popular projects are updated frequently. Even if projects
that have not updated merely in the last month are considered rarely updated, only 167,097 (42%) of users would
be protected if the repository were compromised.
Creating a new package for a rarely updated
project means that users will not see the update until repository administrators sign the package with the

rarely-updated-projects role. This is a major usability problem and so the rate of projects that are considered rarely updated must be very low. To estimate
this, we examined the distribution of the maximum time
difference between consecutive package updates for all
projects (not shown). Our analysis shows that 12% of all
packages had a gap of at least a year between updates,
but only 4% had a gap of at least two years. We feel that
two years is the most aggressive setting for rarely updated projects that is likely to be considered acceptable
by the Python community. However, due to the high rate
of false positives and low number of users protected, on
its own, this is not an effective strategy.
7.2.3 Requiring projects to sign to upload a package
We considered a strategy wherein PyPI would require
projects to sign packages in order to upload a new package. (We consider this from a security perspective and
ignore the community’s response to such a policy.) Figure 8 shows the relative impact on users to be dependent
on how long the policy has been in place. For example, the magenta line (“legacy (last 3mo)”) shows that if
developers that updated a package within the last three
months signed that package, 247,969 users (62%) were
vulnerable.
The usefulness of requiring a signature to upload a
package tails off rather sharply. Somewhat surprisingly,
23% of users (90,091) were vulnerable even if all developers that uploaded a package in the last two years
signed it (27,235 projects). This means that many popular projects have not been recently updated. (Given
the observation in the previous subsection, many popular packages are updated frequently, yet many are not.)
In comparison, this is about as effective as signing the
most popular 1% of projects, despite only requiring an
action by 406 projects. Thus, requiring projects to sign
when uploading is not an effective strategy when used in
isolation.
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Figure 8: The cumulative number of compromised users over
the month when projects were gradually signed by developers
over time using the legacy security model.

7.3

Summary: Recommended strategy

To summarize, pushing for adoption by the most popular 1% projects is critical to securing users. Other
strategies, such as signing for rarely updated projects
and pushing projects to sign when uploading a package, will further help security. While each strategy may
be relatively ineffective on its own, combining all of
these strategies can have minimal usability impact while
greatly increasing the security of PyPI users until the
maximum security model is adopted. The details of this
analysis, as well as our implementation of Diplomat, are
available in our technical report [51]. The Diplomat
source code and standards documents are freely available
at https://theupdateframework.github.io/.

8

Related Work

Role-Based Access Control. Diplomat uses a rolebased access control (RBAC) [72, 73] model. RBAC is a
collection of security models where permissions are associated with roles. A user may belong to one or more
role and thus possess the permissions those roles provide.
Although delegations in RBAC are well studied [8–10],
ambiguous delegations are not generally studied because
users, permissions, and roles are usually implicitly assumed not to conflict. Schaad [74] used Prolog to detect conflicts in separation of duties between roles, but
discussed no resolution mechanism that is applicable beyond RBAC. Stork [20] and OrBAC [14,29] support delegation models that allow the simultaneous permission
and prohibition of a privilege, and so could have the same
ambiguity issues as this work. These systems solve the
problem by specifying priorities with every permission
and prohibition. However, unlike Diplomat, these systems assume that the metadata a party sees cannot be
controlled by the attacker. An attacker that compromises
a community repository can choose to omit, add, or, in
the case of online keys, alter metadata, which is not han-
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dled by these schemes.
Trust Management.
Although GPG [83] and
X.509 [26] are useful for finding public keys and telling
whether keys have been revoked, they cannot answer
the question [17]: “Is request r authorized by policy P
and credential set C?” In a seminal work [16], Blaze
et al. defined trust management and introduced PolicyMaker, a general trust management engine to enforce security policies for diverse applications. PolicyMaker separates secure key distribution (as solved by
GPG or X.509) from distributed authorization. PolicyMaker featured security principles shared by Diplomat such as k-of-n thresholds for authorization, deferred
trust (delegations), local policies, and key revocation.
Later, KeyNote [15] more directly supported public-key
infrastructure-like applications with a simpler syntax and
semantics at the expense of generality. Unlike Diplomat, PolicyMaker and KeyNote do not handle conflicting statements made by apparently equally trustworthy
parties [57]. Like KeyNote, SPKI/SDSI [34] supports
trust management for public key infrastructures (PKI).
SPKI/SDSI chose a delegation model with boolean control; unlike Diplomat, a key holder can specify the inability to delegate further. SPKI/SDSI considered many
security problems that are relevant to Diplomat: key revocation, the risks of online keys and increased key lifetimes, redundancy with a threshold of algorithms or keys,
and applying redundancy to replace root keys. However,
unlike Diplomat, SPKI/SDSI leaves the processing of
delegations, including conflict resolution, to application
developers.
Delegation Logic. Diplomat leverages ideas from
prior work in logic-based distributed authorization.
Much of Diplomat’s functionality may be expressed in
D2LP, an authorization language in delegation logic [44,
56–58]. D2LP extends early works on trust management and authorization in distributed systems [1, 52] by
defining a non-monotonic logic that resolves conflicting
conclusions in security policies. D2LP defines a more
general notion of prioritized delegations than in Diplomat. For example, although both allow delegators to constrain delegations, D2LP allows delegators to specify arbitrary delegation depth, whereas delegations are always
infinitely deep in Diplomat. Furthermore, D2LP allows
for partial ordering of rules, but Diplomat requires all
delegations to be totally ordered. This means that there
will always be one trusted conclusion for a package’s
metadata, or none at all in case no administrator or developer has signed for the package.
Secure Software Updates. Problems with software
update security were examined by Bellissimo et al. [13]
and Cappos et al. [21]. More recently, Knockel et al. [46]
observed that man-in-the-middle attacks on third-party
software continue to beleaguer open infrastructure.
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The Stork package manager [20, 22, 23], whose security model is also used by popular Linux package managers, addresses a wide array of attacks that involve malicious mirrors. However, this security model assumes that
the repository is trustworthy. TUF [71] is designed to securely handle situations where some or all of a repository is compromised. Diplomat leverages the techniques
in TUF to protect against certain types of attacks, such
as attacks that make valid but outdated packages appear
current. However, as was discussed in Section 4, due to
the need for online project registration TUF cannot protect a community repository against the most impactful
attacks, such providing arbitrarily modified packages.
Revere [55] uses a self-organizing, peer-to-peer overlay network to deliver security updates. It is designed to
maximize delivery speed, scalability, high dissemination
assurance, and security. In Revere, each peer independently decides on trust relationships with other peers in
the overlay network. Thus from a security standpoint,
Revere functions somewhat like GPG. In contrast, Diplomat works with a central community repository and delegates trust to projects which do not host content themselves.
Meteor [11] is designed to secure smartphones against
multi-market environments. Relevant to Diplomat is
their assumption that updates can be malicious due to a
compromise of developer keys. They propose independent databases of metadata (such as information about
developers, or rating of application binaries by experts)
that users consult to determine whether an application
should be trusted. Baton [12] showed how smartphone
application developers can securely transfer the signing
authority of an application to a new developer key without requiring user intervention and a PKI.
Alhamed et al. [2, 3] studied a different approach to
securing community repositories. They propose a volunteer community of independent testers who build binaries from releases, certify that binaries come from trusted
sources, and attach warnings or even praises to binaries.
Secure Software Repository. The Secure Untrusted
Data Repository (SUNDR) [54] addresses a different
threat model from Diplomat. SUNDR assumes that the
software repository itself cannot be trusted with storing
packages. Therefore, each developer checks and signs
the history of all file system operations. Developers compare histories with each other in order to ensure fork consistency, where developers can eventually detect equivocation. SUNDR requires developers and users to mount
a SUNDR file system hosted on the repository, and use
its protocol to verify the file system history.

9

Conclusion

This paper presents an architecture that uses prioritized and terminating delegations to secure community

repositories. The architecture demonstrates that it is
possible to have compromise-resilience in a community
repository without sacrificing a defining feature: immediate project registration.
Our system, Diplomat, is flexible enough to enable
community repositories to implement different security
policies and gracefully transition between them. A community repository can begin with the legacy security
model, which provides sufficiently strong protection, but
does not require any action by developers. The maximum security model does require that developers sign
their packages (or else, new packages cannot be immediately released); however, the security gains are substantial. Diplomat’s maximum security model would protect
over 99% of PyPI users, even if an attacker controlled the
repository undetected for a month.
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Abstract

users with their historical activities seems to preclude
anonymity [38]. Establishing reputation while maintaining unlinkability of activities appears to be a paradox.

Reputation systems help users evaluate information quality and incentivize civilized behavior, often by tallying
feedback from other users such as “likes” or votes and
linking these scores to a user’s long-term identity. This
identity linkage enables user tracking, however, and appears at odds with strong privacy or anonymity. This
paper presents AnonRep, a practical anonymous reputation system offering the benefits of reputation without enabling long-term tracking. AnonRep users anonymously
post messages, which they can verifiably tag with their
reputation scores without leaking sensitive information.
AnonRep reliably tallies other users’ feedback (e.g., likes
or votes) without revealing the user’s identity or exact
score to anyone, while maintaining security against score
tampering or duplicate feedback. A working prototype
demonstrates that AnonRep scales linearly with the number of participating users. Experiments show that the latency for a user to generate anonymous feedback is less
than ten seconds in a 10,000-user anonymity group.

1

Prior efforts have addressed this problem [2, 5, 7, 15],
but none have yet proven practical or sufficiently general for realistic deployment. For example, Androulaki
et al. [2] proposed blind signatures for anonymous peerto-peer reputation transactions, but this protocol relies
on a centralized honest entity and cannot support negative feedback (e.g., about trolls or otherwise misbehaving users). Similarly, Bethencourt et al. [5] proposed to
use zero-knowledge proofs to construct signatures of reputation, thus keeping unlinkability of users’ historical behaviors. This approach supports limited reputation algorithms, however, and is computationally expensive.
This paper presents AnonRep, the first practical anonymous reputation system supporting diverse reputation
schemes without leaking sensitive information about
users’ long-term identities or historical activities. AnonRep represents a novel integration of known cryptographic primitives – verifiable shuffles [32], linkable ring
signatures [26], and homomorphic crypto [17] – in a
multi-provider deployment architecture. AnonRep builds
on the anytrust model [41], like Dissent [42] and Vuvuzela [39], for scalability and robustness to client churn.
An AnonRep group consists of a potentially large set
of client nodes representing users, and a smaller set of
third-party commodity servers implementing the anonymous reputation service. Each client trusts that at least
one server is honest and not colluding with the others,
but the client need not know which server to trust.

Introduction

Online services such as eBay, Yelp, and Stack Overflow
employ reputation systems to evaluate information quality and filter spam. In Yelp, for example, users post messages (e.g., reviews), and offer feedback on other users’
posts (e.g., votes) based on perceived utility. User reputations increase or decrease based on this feedback, and
reputation affects how widely a user’s future posts are
viewed. This long-term linkage between user behavior
and reputation, however, can quickly de-anonymize users
wishing to hide their true identities [4, 23, 28, 31]. For example, Minkus et al. [28] revealed eBay users’ sensitive
purchase histories by analyzing only pseudonyms’ transactions and feedback. As privacy has become a major
concern for online users, we raise the question: can we
combine the benefits of reputation with the privacy afforded by fully anonymous, unlinkable messaging? Can
we build an anonymous reputation system?
In an anonymous reputation system, no entity – either users or servers implementing the reputation system – should be able to link posted messages and feedback to any user identity. Maintaining reputation without
identity in principle offers the benefits of reputation with
unprecedented user privacy [5]. Achieving this goal is
challenging, however, since the requirement to associate

AnonRep operates in a series of message-andfeedback rounds. Each round might in practice last a few
minutes, hours, or even a full day, depending on the application scenario. At the beginning of each round, the
servers maintain a database containing all clients’ longterm identities and their respective encrypted reputation
scores. During each round, the servers successively run
a scheduling protocol based on verifiable shuffles [32],
which transforms the reputation list into an anonymously
permuted list consisting of a one-time pseudonym for
each client and an associated plaintext reputation score.
While exact reputation scores could themselves link
clients across rounds, AnonRep allows users to reveal
only approximate reputations (§6). AnonRep’s scheduling protocol is decentralized: neither servers nor clients
1
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(a) A typical message board equipped with conventional reputation
technique which potentially has linkability issues.

(b) The same message board equipped with AnonRep. Adversary cannot link different activities to any specific identity.

Figure 1: Motivating example. We use a typical message board with different reputation technique. The sample message board evaluates the quality of posted messages based on the reputation of these messages’ authors. Feedback is
represented as votes.
(other than the owner) can link one-time pseudonyms or
reputations to long-term identities.
Clients then post messages anonymously using these
one-time pseudonyms. The servers can associate these
messages with their corresponding reputation scores
without learning clients’ sensitive information. Each
client may then provide feedback (e.g., votes) on other
clients’ posted messages. Each vote is signed by a linkable ring signature [26], enabling the servers to verify that each client votes only once without revealing
which client submitted each vote. This design enables the
servers to tally positive and negative feedback without
linking this feedback with long-term identities.
Finally, the servers tally the feedback received for
each one-time pseudonym, update the reputation score,
and then perform a “reverse scheduling” to transform
these one-time pseudonyms and their updated reputation
scores back to the original long-term identities and their
encrypted updated reputation scores.
We have implemented an AnonRep prototype in Go.
Experimental results show that the AnonRep server
scales linearly with the number of clients. With a 10,000client anonymity group, for example, each server’s computational cost is about one minute per round. The time
required for a client to construct an anonymous vote to
provide feedback is less than ten seconds in a 10,000client anonymity group. While the current prototype has
many limitations and would benefit from further development, we nevertheless believe that AnonRep represents a
significant step towards building a practical anonymous
reputation system for realistic online services.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions. First, we propose the first practical anonymous reputation system, AnonRep, offering the benefits of reputation while maintaining the unlinkability and anonymity
of users’ historical activities. Second, we provide a fully-

functional open-source prototype illustrating AnonRep’s
functionality and practicality.

2

Motivation and Challenges

This section first presents a simple but illustrative example to motivate AnonRep’s goals (§2.1), then discusses
key technical challenges (§2.2).

2.1

Motivating Example

Figure 1a shows a typical reputation system, which utilizes a message board to evaluate information quality and
filter out spam. The message board maintains a reputation score for each client. Each client has an identity or
pseudonym, which remains fixed throughout the client’s
lifetime. Suppose a client, Alice, posts a message on the
message board. The message board associates the message with Alice’s reputation score, which other users or
content curation algorithms might use to determine how
widely Alice’s message is seen. Other clients who view
Alice’s message can then give positive or negative feedback to express subjective opinions on the quality of
Alice’s message. Based on this feedback, the message
board updates Alice’s reputation, enabling Alice to post
new messages with the updated reputation. Precisly how
user feedback affects clients’ reputation scores varies depending on the specific reputation algorithm.
Message board reputation systems of this kind have
been widely employed by many online services, e.g.,
eBay, Yelp, and Stack Overflow. However, in such a system, each client’s reputation score is associated with either her real identity or a long-lived pseudonym. As a
result, even with pseudonyms, a client’s historical activities can be easily tracked and linked, leaking sensitive
information. For example, in Figure 1a, an adversary can
observe that the first and third messages are posted by the
same pseudonym aflo23p2, and the second message is
2
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posted by another pseudonym dged2p. The adversary can
also learn the voters of each message. For example, the
client with pseudonym aflo23p2 casts a negative vote to
the second message. Even in the absence of clients’ real
identities, Minkus et al. [28] have successfully exposed
eBay clients’ sensitive purchase histories and feedback
by analyzing only pseudonyms’ transactions.
The goal of this paper is to design a practical anonymous reputation system providing the utility of a reputation system, while hiding clients’ sensitive information – including the linkage between messages posted by
the same user. With AnonRep, as shown in Figure 1b,
a client appears as different one-time pseudonym every time the client posts a message. These one-time
pseudonyms avoid revealing information that can link
any clients’ messages, reputation scores, or votes across
posting rounds. Meanwhile, AnonRep can still privately
update each client’s reputation score without any participants learning sensitive information.
While content-based attacks such as stylometry [30]
could still link one user’s message across rounds, these
techniques are uncertain and prone to false positives, especially operating on short messages (e.g., tweets). Regardless, AnonRep’s goal is not to address content-based
linkage risks, but to ensure that feedback and reputation
management does not leak any more sensitive information beyond what the user-provided content itself might.

2.2

Figure 2: AnonRep’s multi-provider deployment model,
and its basic communication topology. In an AnonRep
group, each client communicates with a single upstream
server, while each server can communicate with all other
servers.
feedback unfairly. Such misbehavior is non-trivial to detect in an anonymous reputation system [5].

3

AnonRep Overview

In this section, we first sketch the architecture of AnonRep in §3.1. Then, we present our assumptions and threat
model in §3.2. Finally, we give our security goals in §3.3.

3.1

Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 2, AnonRep relies on a multiprovider model to achieve scalability and resilience to
link failures [16, 41, 42]. A typical AnonRep group includes two types of members: 1) a potentially large number of unreliable client nodes representing individual
users, and 2) a small number of servers, which are assumed to be highly available and well-provisioned.
In practice, each server in an AnonRep group should
be operated independently (i.e., each managed by a separate operator) to limit the risks of all servers being compromised or colluding against clients.
Each client directly communicates with at least one upstream server, while each server can communicate with
any other servers (see Figure 2). Such a communication
topology reduces the communication and computational
overhead at the clients, and enables the system to tolerate client churn [42]. More specifically, each client does
not need to know which other clients are online while
posting messages or feedback to the upstream server.

Technical Challenges

We face two main technical challenges to build a practical anonymous reputation system.
Challenge 1: Protecting the association between reputation and identity. The calculation of a user’s reputation score relies on the historical activities associated with this user’s identity. It seems that maintaining
this reputation would preclude any possibility of identity
anonymity [2, 5]. Two straightforward solutions are 1)
to introduce a trusted third party that updates reputation
scores for clients, or 2) to use secure multi-party computation (SMPC) [44] to update reputation scores privately.
Unfortunately, the former solution offers weak security
by requiring every user to trust a third party, while the
latter solution is slow and computation-intensive and has
not proven scalable in practice. Therefore, keeping the
association between reputation and user identity private
presents a significant challenge.
Challenge 2: Detection of misbehavior. A centralized
reputation system can readily enforce well-defined rules
for handling reputation and feedback fairly – such as
“one client, one vote” – because a trusted entity can see
all clients’ activities and enforce these rules. In a decentralized anonymous reputation system without a trusted
party, however, clients might misbehave, e.g., by casting
multiple votes on the same message to amplify the user’s

3.2

Threat Model and Assumptions

In an AnonRep group, clients need not assume any particular server is trustworthy, and they need not even trust
their respective upstream servers. Instead, we assume the
anytrust model, i.e., each client trusts only that there exists at least one honest server without knowing which
this server is [16, 41, 42]. An AnonRep group member
(server or client) is honest if the member follows the specified protocol faithfully and does not collude with or leak
sensitive information to other group members. A member is dishonest (or malicious) otherwise.
3
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A malicious client may wish to link or track sensitive information such as reputation scores, messages, and
feedback to specific victim clients. Multiple malicious
clients may collude with each other.
A malicious server may refuse to service honest
clients, but such refusal should not compromise clients’
anonymity. Moreover, a malicious server may try to tamper with clients’ reputation scores, and even collude with
malicious clients.
We assume that public and symmetric key encryptions,
key-exchange mechanisms, signature schemes and hash
functions are all correctly used. We also assume that
public keys of AnonRep servers and clients are publicly
available. We assume the network connections between
clients and servers are established over anonymous communication channels (e.g., Tor [19], or traffic analysis resistant networks like Dissent [42] and Vuvuzela [39]).

3.3

Figure 3: A simple Mix-Net example with three mixservers. Each mix-server performs the verifiable shuffle
protocol. The input is a two-column list with four entries.
Each mix-server 1) encrypts and decrypts the elements in
the first and second columns with different keys, respectively; 2) permutes the order of entries in the list; and 3)
sends the permuted list to the next mix-server.

4

Cryptographic Building Blocks

Before we elaborate on the design details of AnonRep
in §5, we first describe several cryptographic techniques
that AnonRep builds upon.

Security Goals

Anonymity. The main goal of AnonRep is to achieve
anonymity for its clients in face of a strong adversary,
i.e., malicious servers and clients as defined above. In
AnonRep, anonymity means not only the privacy of each
client’s data such as profile and IP location, but also the
unlinkability of clients’ historical activities. No AnonRep group member should be able to link a specific
client’s sensitive information such as posted messages,
reputation scores, or feedback to the client’s identity.
AnonRep provides the above anonymity guarantee
among the set of honest group members, that is, members
who faithfully follow our protocol. AnonRep does not attempt to provide anonymity to malicious group members
as they can may collude with others and reveal their identities and association to their messages themselves.

4.1

Mix-Net and Verifiable Shuffles

Mix-Net [12] is a decentralized cryptographic protocol
that creates hard-to-trace communications by using a
chain of servers (called mixes or mix-servers) which take
in a list of objects, shuffle them, and then output them
in random order. As shown in Figure 3, such a primitive
ensures unlinkability between the source and the destination of the list.
The shuffle phase in a Mix-Net protocol contains encryption, decryption and permutation operations. For example in Figure 3, each mix-server adds one ciphertext
layer on each element in the first column of the received
list, strips one ciphertext layer from each element in the
second column, then permutes entries in the list, and finally sends the resulting list to the next mix-server.
In order to ensure the correctness of the operations
performed in shuffle phases, many verifiable shuffle protocols have been proposed [25, 32, 33]. In a typical verifiable shuffle protocol, besides performing the shuffle
operartions, each mix-server generates a zero-knowledge
proof, which can be used by any observer (i.e., verifier)
to check whether the mix-server correctly performed its
shuffle.
Here, we detail a verifiable shuffle primitive
Shuffle(gi , 
Li , zi , ei ) that we use in the AnonRep
design (§5.3). Figure 3 presents an example where three
mix-servers successively run this primitive. In a typical
Shuffle primitive execution, each mix-server i performs
the following four operations.
1. Use the public key ei to encrypt each element in the
first column of list Li ; use the private key zi to strip
one ciphertext layer from each element in the second
column of the list Li ;

Other goals. Besides anonymity, AnonRep should ensure that the misbehaviors of malicious group members are detectable. In addition, AnonRep should balance the trade-offs between practicality and security. The
more clients an anonymity group contains, the stronger
anonymity it can offer but at the cost of higher overhead.
Non-goals. Like many prior reputation systems, AnonRep is not designed against the Sybil attack where attackers generate a large number of fake clients to manipulate the reputation of honest clients. How to make
AnonRep resistant to the Sybil attack is out of the scope
of this paper. In addition, AnonRep is not resilient to
network-level Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks where attackers, for instance, could target the AnonRep servers.
The servers, however, are assumed to be highly available.
Nevertheless, some well-known defenses (e.g., server
provisioning and proof-of-work challenges) could be deployed to mitigate DoS attacks.
4
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2. Permute entries in the resulting list, producing L�i+1 ;
3. Use the public key ei to encrypt the received generator
gi , i.e., gi+1 = gi ei mod p; and
4. Generate a (zero-knowledge) proof fi attesting that
the above operations are correctly performed.
After running the primitive, the mix-server i sends L�i+1 ,
gi+1 with the proof fi to the next mix-server i + 1.

4.2

Linkable Ring Signatures

Liu et al. proposed linkable ring signatures [26], a variant
of traditional ring signatures [37]. A linkable ring signature allows any of n group members to produce a ring signature on some message such that no one knows which
group member produced the signature but all signatures
from the same member can be linked together.
Each group member holds a public/private key pair
(PKi , SKi ). Member i can compute a ring signature σ on a
message m, on input (m, SKi , PK1 , ..., PKn ). Anyone can
check the validity of a ring signature given (σ , m) and
the public key list L = {PK1 , ..., PKn } of all group members; however, nobody knows who signed the message
m. It is hard for anyone to create a valid ring signature
on any message on behalf of some group without knowing at least one secret key of a member of this group.
Another important property of linkable ring signature is
linkability: given any two signatures, a verifier can determine whether they were produced by the same member
in the group but still without learning the specific member’s identity.
In particular, linkable ring signature consists of the following four steps [26].
Initialization step: Each member i (i = 1, ..., n) has a
public key Yi , and private key yi , where (Yi = gyi ). Each
member knows the list of n members’ public keys L =
{Y1 , ...,Yn }, and a public hash function H(·).
Signature generation step: Suppose a member i, called
a signer, wants to use linkable ring signature scheme to
sign a message m. She first needs to compute the linkability tag t = H(L). Then, i runs the primitive Sign(m, L,
yi , t) to get m’s linkable ring signature σ (m). Finally, i
sends m and σ (m) to the verifier.
Verification step: The verifier receives the message m
and the signature σ (m). He knows the public key list L.
The verifier runs Verify(t, m, L, σ (m)) to check whether
σ (m) is produced by one of the members in the group
specified by L.
Linkability checking step: Given two signatures σ ′ (m′ )
and σ ′′ (m′′ ), the verifier can check whether the two signatures are from the same signer by running Check(σ ′ (m′ ),
σ ′′ (m′′ )). Because each linkable ring signature is generated based on a linkability tag t = H(L) and the private
key of signer yi , if the two signatures are from the same
signer, the verifier would successfully confirm this fact.

Figure 4: AnonRep’s session, rounds and phases. An AnonRep session contains a continuous series of message-andfeedback rounds. Each round has three phases: 1) announcement phase, 2) message posting phase, and 3) feedback phase.
All the online (or available) members, including servers and
clients, synchronously participate in these rounds.

5

AnonRep System Design

This section details AnonRep’s basic design (§5.1-§5.5),
followed by practical considerations (§5.6).

5.1

AnonRep Workflow

A typical AnonRep session, as shown in Figure 4, consists of a series of message-and-feedback rounds. All
online AnonRep group members (including servers and
clients) synchronously participate in these rounds. In
practice, the duration of each round may be a few hours
or even one day, depending on the application scenario.
The input to each round is a two-column reputation
list. The first column records the long-term identity of
each registered client, and the second column is the
client’s reputation score encrypted by all servers (see
§5.2). A client’s long-term identity is her public key,
which corresponds to a private key maintained by the
client herself. The output of each round is a similar reputation list with updated clients’ reputation scores. The
output list of one round serves as input to the next round,
as shown in Figure 4. Any newcomer client can participate in the AnonRep session after she completes the registration process (details in §5.2).
Each round consists of three phases. The duration of
each phase may be significantly different.
• Announcement phase: Servers run scheduling protocols to assign a one-time pseudonym to each client.
Only the client knows and can use the one-time
pseudonym assigned to her (§5.3).
• Message posting phase: Clients anonymously post
messages using the assigned one-time pseudonyms,
and the upstream servers associate the corresponding
reputation scores with the messages, without learning
clients’ long-term identities (§5.4).
5
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announcement phase, as shown in Figure 5, the servers
take the reputation list as input, and successively perform scheduling protocols to generate a fresh pseudonym
list, in order to enable each client to have a “temporary
identity” to post message and provide feedback in the
following phases. The entries in the fresh pseudonym
list are in a permuted order. Each entry corresponds to
one client, and contains a one-time pseudonym as well
as the plaintext reputation score for this client. Because
the announcement phase is executed by multiple independent servers, no server can link the original reputation list to the generated fresh pseudonym list as long as
at least one server does not collude with others. Moreover, each client only knows her own entry in the fresh
pseudonym list, and cannot learn the associations between other clients and their pseudonyms.

Figure 5: AnonRep’s announcement phase via scheduling protocols. Each entry in the reputation list records
some client’s long-term identity and the ciphertext of
her reputation score E(Ri ), which has been encrypted
by all the servers. On the other side, each entry in
the fresh pseudonym list records some client’s one-time
pseudonym for this round and the plaintext of her reputation score Ri .

At the beginning of an announcement phase, each
server j locally maintains an ephemeral secret e j (different in each round), a public generator g, and its own private key z j , which corresponds to a public key, Z j , used
to encrypt the new client’s reputation score during the
client registration. The servers perform the scheduling
protocol (shown in Algorithm 1), transforming the input
reputation list �L and the public generator g into the fresh
� and the final generator gm+1 = ge1 ...em .
pseudonym list pk

• Feedback phase: Clients anonymously provide feedback to posted messages. At the end of this phase,
servers update each one-time pseudonym’s reputation
score based on the received feedback, and then update
the long-term scores in the reputation list by running
“reverse scheduling” protocols (§5.5).

After all the servers finish the scheduling protocol,
� and
each client learns the fresh pseudonym list, i.e., pk,
the final generator, gm+1 , from her upstream server. Then,
each client i is able to compute and find her own one-time
� by: pkπ (i) = gm+1 yi , where yi
pseudonym, pkπ (i) , in pk
is the client i’s private key (corresponding to her longterm public key Yi , defined in §5.2), and π (i) denotes
the location of client i’s one-time pseudonym in the fresh
�
pseudonym list pk.

With the system overview in place, we now describe
the details of the system design.

5.2

Client Registration

Any newcomer client who wants to use AnonRep needs
to register with the servers.
Specifically, each new client i first generates a key-pair
�Yi = gyi , yi �, where g is a generator shared among servers
and clients. Here, Yi and yi are the client i’s long-term
public and private keys, respectively. Then, the client i
uploads the public key Yi to a randomly selected AnonRep server S j , called the client i’s upstream server. Next,
S j creates an initial reputation score ri for the client i,
and then encrypts this initial reputation score by using its
public key Z j , and sends the ciphertext to the next server,
i.e., S j+1 . All servers use their public keys to encrypt
this initial reputation in sequence. Once the client i’s
upstream server S j receives the client’s reputation score
E(ri ) which has been encrypted by all servers, S j creates
a tuple �Yi , E(ri )�, and broadcasts this tuple to the servers.
Finally, each AnonRep server appends this tuple to a local reputation list.

5.3

Based on the working principle of verifiable shuffle
primitive (see §4.1 and Algorithm 1), client i’s long-term
pseudonym key Yi is encrypted by all the servers, i.e.,
Yi e1 ...em = pkπ (i) . Because Yi = gyi (see §5.2), we have:
pkπ (i) = Yi e1 ...em = (gyi )e1 ...em = (ge1 ...em )yi = gm+1 yi
Only the client i learns pkπ (i) , since only i knows her private key yi . In the current round, each client i is assigned
a new public/private key-pair �pkπ (i) , yi � based on the final generator gm+1 : pkπ (i) = gm+1 yi . Each client can use
this one-time pseudonym to post messages and provide
feedback later, without leaking the long-term identity.
The scheduling protocol uses verifiable shuffles [32].
Therefore, during the announcement, each server computes and attaches a zero-knowledge proof of correctness
to each “intermediate list” sent to its successive server.
This step ensures that if a server misbehaves, it will be
detectable by other servers.

Announcement Phase

As shown in Figure 4, the announcement phase is the
first phase of a message-and-feedback round. In a typical
6
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Algorithm 1 Scheduling protocol.
All members (including clients and servers) know the
reputation list �L and the public generator g. Each server j
knows its private key z j and an ephemeral secret e j , and
each client i knows her public key Yi = gyi , where yi is i’s
private key.
1. The first server S1 takes the reputation list L�1 = �L as
input, and performs the verifiable shuffle primitive,
�1 , z1 , e1 ), to obtain outputs: g2 , L�2
Shuffle(g = g1 , L
and a proof. Then, S1 sends L�2 , g2 with the proof to
the next server S2 .

yi is i’s private key and H(m) is the message m’s hash
value. Finally, the client sends her upstream server the
signature σ = (r, s) and message m through anonymous
communication tool (e.g., Tor [19] or Vuvuzela [39]),
which can hide the client’s local information.
After receiving the message and signature pair (m, σ ),
?

the upstream server verifies it by checking gm+1 H(m) =
pkπr (i) rs . If the verification is correct, then the server
concludes that the message m was sent by some client
whose one-time pseudonym is pkπ (i) . Thus, the server
associates m with the reputation score corresponding to
pkπ (i) in the fresh pseudonym list. Such message posting
design enables servers to attach the corresponding reputation scores to clients’ one-time pseudonyms without
learning their long-term identities.
If a client posts multiple messages in the same
round, each message would be associated with the same
pseudonym. Thus, we suggest that clients post one message in each round to avoid tracking at best-effort.

2. Each server S j ( j = 2, ..., m) successively runs the
same verifiable shuffle primitive as S1 . Namely, S j
� j , z j , e j ) to obtain g j+1 , L�j+1 and
runs Shuffle(g j , L
a proof about the correctness. Then, S j sends L�j+1 ,
g j+1 with the proof to the next server S j+1 .
3. After the final server Sm performs the shuffle primi� = Lm+1
� ,
tive, Sm outputs the fresh pseudonym list, pk
and the final generator, gm+1 , which has been encrypted by all the servers. Note: Reputation scores in
� are plaintexts now, since all the ciphertext layers
pk
have already been decrypted by all the servers. Then,
� j , g j ∀ j ∈ m with proofs)
servers distribute all results (L
to all the other servers.
� j , g j , and proofs. If they
4. Each server k verifies each L
� to all
match, server k transmits a signature, sigk , of pk
other servers.

5.5

Finally, group members enter the feedback phase. Clients
can provide feedback (either positive or negative) to different messages to indicate the quality of the messages.
At the end of this phase, the servers update the reputation of each one-time pseudonym based on the feedback
on its messages. Then, the servers perform the announcement phase in reverse to “transform” the updated fresh
pseudonym list back to the reputation list consisting of
clients’ long-term identities and their now updated and
again encrypted reputations. The feedback phase could
start at the same time as message posting phase or after
message posting phase, but should not end before message posting phase.

5. Upon collecting a signature sig j from every other
� gm+1 , and sig j ∀ j ∈ m
server j, servers distribute pk,
to their clients.

5.4

Feedback Phase

Message Posting Phase

Feedback collecting. In our design, during a feedback
phase, any client can submit her upstream servers her
feedback on messages posted by other clients. In various applications, feedback may take a different form. For
example, in a message board application like Yelp, feedback consists of votes clients cast while in Twitter, feedback is in a form of following another person. In AnonRep, we use +1 and -1 to denote positive and negative
feedback, respectively.
Suppose some client wants to provide some feedback
F (i.e., +1 or -1) to a message m, she creates a tuple in
the form of �F, m�, and generates a linkable ring signature
for this tuple σ (�F, m�), by following the signature generation step in §4.2. The client uses anonymous communication tool (the same as in the message posting phase)
to send the tuple and the signature to her upstream server.
Note: When the client generates the linkability tag, she
� rather than t = H( pk)
�
needs to use t = H(H ′ (m) + pk)
′
mentioned in §4.2, where H (·) is another public hash

After the announcement phase, group members enter the
message posting phase. A client’s message posting process is in principle a public key signature verification
procedure. A given client signs her message using her
private key, and then submits it to her upstream server.
The server verifies the signature using a public key from
the fresh pseudonym list. If the verification succeeds, the
server posts the message and associates the corresponding reputation score with the message. This works, because each client has been assigned a “temporary” publicprivate pair, �pkπ (i) , yi � based on gm+1 in the announcement phase (§5.3).
AnonRep uses ElGamal signature scheme for message
verification. Suppose some client i wants to post a message m. She first chooses a random k so that 1 < k < p−1
and gcd(k, p − 1) = 1. Then, the client computes r =
gm+1 k mod(p − 1), where gm+1 is the final generator obtained from the announcement phase. With r in hand, the
client computes s = (H(m)−yi ·r)k−1 mod(p−1), where
7
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 is the
function, H ′ (m) is message m’s hash value, and pk
fresh pseudonym list in the current round. The goal of
this design is to prevent clients from submitting duplicate feedback on the same message. If a malicious client
signs and submits duplicate feedback on the same message m, then this behavior would be detected by the Check
primitive (in §4.2), because both linkable ring signatures
 and priare generated by the same t = H(H ′ (m) + pk)
vate key. In this case, the duplicate feedback would be
ignored by AnonRep. On the other hand, if a client signs
feedback on different messages, the generated signatures
would be different since they have different hash values.
If the upstream server’s verifications succeed (including both verification and linkability checking steps in
§4.2), the server associates the received feedback with
the message m.
In summary, AnonRep derives two capabilities from
linkable ring signatures. First, no member learns who
provided feedback on the messages, except that it came
from a member of the AnonRep group. Thus, each
client’s activities remain unlinkable, even if she provides
feedback on multiple messages in the same round. Second, if some dishonest client submits duplicate feedback
to the same message, such behavior is detected.

tion is large, e.g., ≥ 100,000. This is because the cryptographic primitives used in these two phases – verifiable
shuffle and linkable ring signatures – become more computationally expensive as the number of clients grows.
AnonRep addresses this issue by randomly assigning clients into multiple sub-groups, and each sub-group
operates in parallel. For instance, with 100,000 clients
in total, the original design takes about 15 minutes on
each server to run the scheduling protocol. With 20 subgroups of 5,000 clients each, running scheduling protocol on each server takes only 50 seconds thanks to
the parallelization. There is a trade-off to make, however. Larger sub-groups provide better anonymity while
smaller sub-groups provide better performance.
5.6.2

Under our trust model, servers may misbehave. There
are two possible cases. First, honest servers may notice
that some announcement(s) have not been performed correctly by checking the zero-knowledge proofs of correctness generated in the announcement phase when performing the scheduling protocol. It is straightforward for
honest servers to check the proofs to detect misbehaving
servers. If a proof produced by server j fails, this indicates the server’s misbehavior.
Second, clients may find that their reputation scores
appear incorrect. There can be multiple causes: a) an upstream server incorrectly attaches the client’s reputation
score to its posted message; b) the reputation update is
performed incorrectly; or c) a reputation is incorrectly
initialized during the registration process. In order to detect these types of misbehaviors, the victim client enters
into a blame phase where AnonRep randomly selects
a witness (e.g., an AnonRep server) to replay the corresponding operations and check all the signatures during the replay. Specifically, for case a) and b), the witness checks the corresponding upstream server who attaches and updates the reputation score, and then identifies whether the server is at fault. Even if the selected witness is dishonest and it does not perform the blame phase
properly, no sensitive information is leaked, and the victim client simply needs to re-launch the blame process
until she finds an honest witness. For case c), we discuss
the solution in §5.6.3.

Reputation updating. At the end of the feedback phase,
the servers update the reputation of every one-time
pseudonym based on the feedback received on the messages associated with it. Because the collected feedback
is stored in plaintext, AnonRep can utilize diverse reputation algorithms. For example, one-time pseudonym x’s
message receives 3 positive and 2 negative votes. If x’s
current reputation score is 4, then AnonRep will update
x’s reputation to 4 + (3-2) = 5.
After the reputation updates, servers successively perform the reverse scheduling protocol to “transfer” the
current fresh pseudonym list containing each client’s onetime pseudonym and updated reputation score back to
the reputation list. Note: This new reputation list is similar to the input reputation list for the current round, but
the encrypted reputation score of each long-term identity
in the new reputation list has been updated.
So far, we described one message-and-feedback round,
which has updated clients’ reputation scores based on
their activities while protecting their privacy. The new
reputation list would be used as the input for the next
round (see Figure 4).

5.6

5.6.3

Registration Verification

The reputation score might be incorrectly initialized during the registration phase, in two ways: 1) a malicious
server initializes an incorrect reputation score for a honest newcomer (mentioned in §5.6.2); and 2) a malicious
newcomer colludes with a malicious server to assign herself a very high reputation score.
AnonRep can address this problem by asking each
server to additionally run a verifiable encryption shuf-

Practical Considerations

This section presents several practical issues AnonRep
faces and possible solutions to address them.
5.6.1

Misbehavior Detection

Performance Optimization

The announcement phase and the feedback collecting
phase may cause long latencies when the client popula8
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fle [32], which is similar to the version described in §4.1,
but only includes the encryption operation. This is because performing a verifiable encryption shuffle enables
a server to generate a proof on whether the encryption operation is correctly performed and whether the encrypted
value has a desired value (i.e., a correct, initial reputation
in this case). In particular, for any newcomer client, each
server first adds one ciphertext layer on her initial reputation score, which is a public value in the system setting,
then produces a corresponding proof based on verifiable
encryption shuffle, and finally sends the above results (ciphertext and proof) to the next server. If some malicious
server does not use a correct initial reputation score or
does not correctly perform the encryption, then it would
be detected by some honest server(s) (at least one).

6

scores are homomorphically encrypted by all the servers.
This means servers in security-enhanced AnonRep no
longer can see reputation scores in plaintext.
Message posting phase. When a client i wants to post a
message in some round, she may leverage the Camenisch
et al. proof system [11] or Peng et al. [36] to generate
a zero-knowledge reputation budget proof, PoK, claiming that 1) her actual reputation score is not lower than
a budget b, and 2) she wants to use b as the reputation
score to post this message. For example, if a client has
a reputation score 5, she can use any score no higher
than 5 to post her message, e.g., b = 2. b is called the
reputation budget, and is plaintext. Note: we just apply
the above proof systems [11, 36] as black-box to construct the needed reputation budget proofs. These two
proof systems correspond to differnet homomorphic encryption schemes (i.e., ElGamal and Paillier) used during
the client registration, respectively.
After generating the reputation budget proof, the
client i sends her upstream server a tuple containing the
reputation budget and its proof.2
Upon receiving the tuple, the upstream server verifies
the proof contained in the tuple. The server learns two
things: 1) whether the client i is the owner of her claimed
one-time pseudonym; and 2) whether the client i’s reputation budget is no more than her actual reputation score. If
the verification passes, the server posts the client’s message with the reputation budget b.
Because the reputation budget proof is zeroknowledge proof, servers cannot know clients’ actual
reputation scores. As a result, for a client who has a
distinctive reputation score (say, 1000), she can use
a relatively low reputation budget (e.g., 5) to post
messages, hiding herself in the group. In practice, how
to choose an optimal reputation budget depends on the
security considerations of specific scenarios.

A Security-Enhanced AnonRep

In the design of AnonRep described so far, the reputation scores of AnonRep clients are operated as plaintexts
during each round. Such a design, however, may introduce some potential information leakage in certain situations. Suppose in a certain AnonRep group, for instance,
a client has a significantly higher reputation score (e.g.,
1000) than all the other clients’ reputations (e.g., lower
than 10). Even though AnonRep enables clients to post
messages with different one-time pseudonyms in different rounds, this client’s messages could still be tracked
across rounds, since her reputation score is too exceptional to hide herself in this group.1
The insight on avoiding the privacy leakage through
exceptional reputations is to encrypt reputation scores.
Thus, we propose a security-enhanced system design
called the reputation budget scheme. Below we present
the design of the security-enhanced AnonRep.
Client registration. When a client i registers, her upstream server Si generates this client’s initial reputation
score. Then, all the servers successively encrypt this
score using a homomorphic encryption scheme (e.g., ElGamal [20] or Paillier [34]). We use EHom (ri ) to denote
the client i’s reputation score ri which has been homomorphically encrypted by all the servers. Once Si receives EHom (ri ), it takes EHom (ri ) as the input to perform
the basic client registration protocol as usual (§5.2), finally obtaining E(EHom (ri )).

Feedback phase. Feedback collection is the same as the
basic design. Reputation updating is different. In particular, at the end of feedback phase, servers first successively encrypt the received feedback (e.g., votes) leveraging the same homomorphic scheme as used in the
registration phase. Servers then update the clients’ encrypted reputation scores in the fresh pseudonym list. Recall: both the reputation scores in the fresh pseudonym
lists and the reputation values from the feedback are encrypted by the same homomorphic encryption scheme.
Thus, servers can directly operate the ciphertexts to update the reputation scores for clients due to the homomorphic property.

Announcement phase. The servers perform the same announcement phase as in the basic design. Notice however
that, the reputations in the generated fresh pseudonym
list are no longer in plaintext. Rather, the reputation
1 We make no claim that such situations always happen in reality,
because: 1) most reputation systems have an upper bound for reputation
scores, and 2) the number of clients with “the highest reputation scores”
is normally not too low, as shown in the Stack Overflow dataset [1].
Nevertheless, we still manage to enhance AnonRep to accommodate
such situations.

2 For different zero-knowledge proof constructions, the tuple may be
different. For example, for an ElGamal-style construction (i.e., choosing Camenisch et al. proof system [11]), the tuple is Ri ,Ci , b, PoK,
where Ci is the i’s actual reputation in ciphertext (i.e., EHom (ri )), and b
is the reputation budget, Ri is another ciphertext serving for the proof.
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Figure 6: Microbenchmark (run time) evaluation of cryptographic operations.
This concludes our enhanced system design. Throughout the process, no server learns the actual reputation
score of any client, only the reputation budget, thus preserving clients’ information even if some clients’ reputation scores are significantly different from all others.

7

encryption and shuffle, 2) proof generation, and 3) verification. The key encryption and shuffle operation is
very efficient, since it only involves simple ElGamal encryptions and element permutations. On the contrary, the
proof generation and verification are more expensive,
since they need to generate and verify a non-interactive
zero knowledge proof, respectively.
Figure 6b shows the run time of generating and verifying linkable ring signatures with different number of
clients. Both operations are of very similar cost, and they
cost less than 100 seconds even with 10,000 clients. Furthermore, we observe that the computational overheads
of both Neff verifiable shuffle and linkable ring signature
increase linearly with the number of participating clients.

Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we first describe our prototype implementation, and then evaluate the prototype.

7.1

Implementation

We have implemented a functional AnonRep prototype.
The prototype consists of 2700 lines of Go code as measured by CLOC [18]. Our implementation heavily depends on an open-source Go library of advanced crypto
primitives including verifiable Neff shuffle [32], linkable ring signature [26], and various zero-knowledge
proofs [11]. More specifically, our prototype implements
the complete basic AnonRep design, and all group members in our prototype use UDP to communicate. We
support only a limited reputation budget proof construction. The source code of our prototype is available on
GitHub.3

7.2

7.2.2

To understand the practicality of AnonRep, we measured
server’s and client’s computational and bandwidth overheads during each phase.
Announcement phase. Figure 7a and Figure 7b show
the computational and bandwidth overheads in the announcement phase. Here, each server performs the
scheduling protocol, which contains 1) verifying the
proof from the former server, 2) encrypting keys and
striping one layer from the reputation ciphertext, and 3)
generating the proof. To speedup the system, the server
performs the proof generation (i.e., step 1 and 2) and the
verification (i.e., step 3) in parallel. As shown in Figure 7a, with 100,000 clients, each server needs about
1,000 seconds to execute the scheduling protocol. The
computational overhead at client is much less. This is because each client only needs to find its fresh pseudonym
whose complexity is O(log n).
Regarding the bandwidth overhead, each server needs
to send its successive server an “intermediate” list containing all clients’ keys and encrypted reputation scores,
as well as a proof, as shown in Figure 7b. This results
in about 40 MB bandwidth overhead if there are 10,000
clients in the network. This is acceptable in practice
given the fact that servers are reliably connected. Figure 7b also shows that the client’s bandwidth overhead
is about 1.5 orders of magnitude smaller than server’s

Evaluation

Our experiments used NIST QR-512 quadratic residues,
although the implementation also works and has been
tested with other options such as NIST QR-1024 and QR2048. We deployed servers in Amazon EC2 as virtual
machines. In particular, we used the c4.8xlarge instances
each with 36 Intel Xeon E5-2666 v3 CPU cores, 60 GB
of RAM, and 10 Gbps of network bandwidth. We used
laptops as the AnonRep clients each equipped with Intel
Core i7 2.6 GHz and 16 GB of RAM.
7.2.1

System Overheads

Microbenchmark

A major performance bottleneck in AnonRep is the overhead of the two cryptographic operations: verifiable shuffle and linkable ring signature.
Figure 6a shows the computational overheads of Neff
verifiable shuffle’s three main building blocks: 1) key
3 https://github.com/anonyreputation/anonCred
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bandwidth overhead. This effectively allows even mobile
devices to join our system as the clients.
Message posting phase. In the message posting phase,
the only crypto operations are the well-known ElGamal
signature generation (client side) and verification (server
side). In particular, we want to understand the client’s
throughput, i.e., how many messages a client can create
and sign per second. With different message lengths, we
find that a client can generate and sign ten 10MB messages per second, and a server can verify about one hundred 1MB messages per second.
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Figure 8: Delay of announcement phase.

Feedback phase. The feedback phase consists of two
steps: feedback collection and reverse scheduling. We
mainly measured the overhead of feedback collection, because the overhead of reverse scheduling is the same as
the overhead in the announcement phase.
The overheads in the feedback phase are mainly
caused by the linkable ring signature operations whose
computational overheads have been shown in Figure 6b.
Figure 7c shows the bandwidth overhead of each client
and server in the feedback phase. We observe that the
bandwidth overhead of each feedback is reasonable. For
example, in a scenario with 10,000 clients, the bandwidth
overheads at the client and server are 500KB and 5MB,
respectively.
7.2.3

# Server (3)
# Server (4)
# Server (5)

1000

Percentage of a round

Figure 7: Comparison of computational and bandwidth overheads between server and client in different phases.

get accepted answers more quickly (e.g., less than 10
hours).
According to the feature F-1, we suggest AnonRep set
the message posting phase to 16 hours, thus enabling the
majority of questions to receive accepted answers within
one round. Due to the feature F-2, we allow the feedback
phase to start at the same time as the message posting
phase in each round. This enables questions to receive
answers as soon as possible.
We deployed our prototype on multiple Amazon EC2
c4.8xlarge virtual machines, and measured the delay
caused by the announcement phase with different numbers of clients and servers. Figure 8 shows that even
though we use five servers for the announcement phase,
the delay caused by the announcement phase is within
1% of a 24-hour round.

Practical Deployment

We now discuss and evaluate the AnonRep’s deployment
in practice, i.e., how to set the duration of each phase
and how many servers should be used for an anonymity
group. Answering these questions is not straightforward.
It depends on specific application scenarios.
In this section, we take Stack Overflow as a sample
scenario. We utilize the analytical results from a large
Stack Overflow dataset [1]. In particular, we first extract
the analytical results conducted by Bhat et al. [6], and
then discuss how to deploy AnonRep in Stack Overflow
based on these results. Finally, we evaluate this AnonRep
deployment.
From the measurement study [6], we extract the following features of Stack Overflow: F-1) more than 80%
questions receive the accepted answers within 16 hours,
and F-2) questions receiving more positive feedback can

8

Discussion and Limitations

This section discusses some of AnonRep’s limitations,
and potential solutions.
Intersection attacks via online status. Current AnonRep cannot defend against long-term intersection attacks [24] which target otherwise-honest clients who repeatedly come and go during an interaction period, leaking information to an adversary who can correlate online status with activities across multiple rounds. There
is no perfect defense against such intersection attacks
when online status changes over time [24]. AnonRep
may adopt a buddy system [43] whereby a client posts
messages and feedback only when all of a fixed set of
buddies are online. With certain caveats, this discipline
11
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ensures that a client’s anonymity set includes at least his
honest buddies, at the availability cost of making the user
unable to transmit (safely) when any buddy is offline.

message she posts, while maintaining the unlinkability of
her activities. Similar to e-cash based approaches, however, with signature of reputation users cannot express
negative feedback, and this approach is also computationally expensive.
Electronic voting based schemes. Electronic voting (evoting) schemes allow the casting of votes while protecting user privacy [21, 22]. However, e-voting schemes are
specifically designed for an election scenario where the
candidates have no need to track their historical activities
or publish any messages with updated reputation.
Others. Pavolv et al. [35] proposed a decentralized system allowing for partial privacy preservation on the user
side and easy additive aggregation of users’ reputation
across the system. A malicious user, however, can easily
track other users’ activities by assigning specific reputation to victims. In addition, Clauß et al. [15] proposed
two privacy requirements for reputation systems, i.e., kanonymity and weak rating secrecy. These enable the
specification of practical reputation systems for providing strong privacy guarantees.

Weighted feedback. Our current design does not support
weighted feedback. Namely, all the feedback in our current design has equal impact. Weighted feedback can differentiate clients’ feedback. To enable this, the system
needs to know the reputation scores of clients who are
providing feedback. A possible solution is to introduce
another announcement phase between the message posting phase and feedback phase, associating each feedback
with its corresponding weight (i.e., reputation score).
Malicious servers. Given the fact that AnonRep applies
verifiable shuffle, any malicious servers can be detected
and it is possible for an honest server to reveal a malicious server. However, it does not yet have a mechanism
to prevent m − 1 malicious servers from claiming that the
other honest server is malicious, since the clients do not
know the identity of the truly honest server. Although
this can hardly happen as the servers in AnonRep are assumed to be managed by separate operators, it would obviously be better to be able to defeat malicious servers.

9
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Related Work

Conclusion

AnonRep is the first practical reputation system which
supports regular reputation utilities while maintaining
the unlinkability and anonymity of users’ historical activities. AnonRep achieves this goal by an elegant integration of cryptographic techniques, e.g., verifiable shuffles and linkable ring signatures, with a multi-provider
deployment architecture. The experimental evaluation
based on our functional prototype suggests that AnonRep
can be applied to existing online services to provide the
anonymous reputation utility.

Building an anonymous reputation system is challenging [5, 28]. To our knowledge, AnonRep is the first practical system in this domain.
Electronic cash based schemes. Various anonymous
electronic cash (e-cash) protocols [3, 8, 10, 27] have
been proposed to maintain the unlinkability of individual users’ Peer-to-Peer transactions [13]. Some of them
have been applied to build anonymous reputation systems [2, 9, 29]. For example, Androulaki et al. proposed
RepCoin [2], which attempts to achieve a goal particularly close to AnonRep. However, a general disadvantage of e-cash based anonymous reputation systems, including RepCoin, is that they are incapable of supporting negative feedback, which means reputation of malicious users cannot be confiscated [45]. In addition, ecash based systems cannot offer fine-grained reputation
representations and updates, since all the reputation coins
have the same value.
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Signature-based approaches. Applying reputation signatures is another approach to preventing users from being tracked. Existing efforts [2, 14, 40] leverage blind
signatures to hide the origin and destination of each
reputation-based transaction. However, blind signature
based approaches heavily depend on the assumption that
the centralized authority behaves correctly. Another effort close to our work is to use the signature of reputation [5]. Specifically, each user may express trust in others by voting for them, collect votes to build up her own
reputation, and attach a proof of her reputation to any
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Abstract
Tor has become the prime example for anonymous communication systems. With increasing popularity, though,
Tor is also faced with increasing load. In this paper,
we tackle one of the fundamental problems in today’s
anonymity networks: network congestion. We show that
the current Tor design is not able to adjust the load appropriately, and we argue that finding good solutions to
this problem is hard for anonymity overlays in general.
This is due to the long end-to-end delay in such networks,
combined with limitations on the allowable feedback due
to anonymity requirements. We introduce a design for
a tailored transport protocol. It combines latency-based
congestion control per overlay hop with a backpressurebased flow control mechanism for inter-hop signalling.
The resulting overlay is able to react locally and thus
rapidly to varying network conditions. It allocates available resources more evenly than the current Tor design;
this is beneficial in terms of both fairness and anonymity.
We show that it yields superior performance and improved fairness—between circuits, and also between the
anonymity overlay and concurrent applications.

1

Introduction

Tor [15] is currently the first choice to preserve online
privacy. Implementing what has become the standard architecture for low-latency anonymity services, it routes
application-layer data, packaged into equally-sized cells,
along a cryptographically secured virtual circuit through
an overlay network. Clients build a circuit by selecting
three relays (an entry, a middle, and an exit) and establishing cryptographic key material with each of them. A
circuit can carry data from one or more application-layer
streams. In every overlay hop, one “skin” of encryption
is added (or removed, depending on the direction of communication). Intermediate relays are neither able to read
the cell contents nor to link streams to a specific source
and destination at the same time. This is the foundation
for achieving anonymity.
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Unfortunately, the current overlay design faces major
performance issues. Previous work on improving this
more often than not focused on isolated symptoms: for
instance, cells that dwell for a too long time in socket
buffers [22, 37], a too rigid end-to-end sliding window
mechanism [6, 46], security threats due to unbounded
buffer growth [25], or unfairness effects caused by different traffic patterns [5, 24, 42]. We note that all of the
named problems boil down to unsuitably chosen or unfavorably parameterized algorithms for congestion control, scheduling and buffer management. While this
has been pointed out before [37, 45], a consistent and
superior overall protocol design—beyond treating the
symptoms—is still missing.
Designing such a protocol raises interesting challenges, because the requirements in anonymity overlays
deviate in several important points from those of congestion control in the general Internet. First, anonymity
demands that relays used along one circuit should be located in different legislations and autonomous systems.
This implies typically long end-to-end latencies. Consequently, end-to-end feedback loops (typically stretching over three overlay hops) are necessarily slow. At the
same time, though, relays in an anonymity network are
aware of individual circuits, because they perform percircuit cryptography. Therefore, stateful processing per
circuit at relays is easily possible, also for the purpose
of congestion/flow control. This motivates a protocol design that leverages active participation of the relays.
Second, anonymity demands that control feedback
must not reveal user identities, neither directly nor indirectly. Therefore, feedback—especially end-to-endfeedback—must be limited and well considered. This
is seen as a reason why reliability should not be implemented end-to-end, but instead hop-wise; this matches
Tor’s current approach.
Third, relay operators donate resources, in particular
bandwidth, to the anonymity overlay. The anonymity
traffic typically competes with other traffic on the dona-
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tor’s network. To incentivize relay operation, anonymity
traffic should therefore not be overly aggressive.
Other desirable properties include the standard set
of requirements in networks with multiple independent
users, including, in particular, good resource utilization,
fairness between users/circuits and reasonable latencies.
Tor currently multiplexes all circuits between a consecutive pair of relays into one joint TCP connection.
Circuits carry application-layer data, not transport-layer
or network-layer packets; that is, the anonymized TCP
connection to the destination server is established by the
Tor exit relay, where the payload byte stream is handed
over from the circuit to this connection and vice versa.
In each relay, cells arriving over one of the inter-relay
TCP connections are demultiplexed, kept in per-circuit
queues, and then multiplexed again, according to the next
outgoing connection for the respective circuits. This design is complemented with an end-to-end sliding window
mechanism with a fixed, constant window size. Due to
its fixed size, this window, quite obviously, lacks adaptivity. As a result, excessive numbers of cells often pile up
in the per-circuit queues and/or in the socket buffers of
a relay—that is, in the “gap” between the incoming and
outgoing TCP connections. The large number of interrelay standard TCP connections furthermore results in
aggressive aggregate traffic, and thus causes unfairness
towards other applications in the same network. Last but
not least, multiplexing varying numbers of circuits into
one joint TCP connection is also the root of substantial
inter-circuit unfairness within Tor [44, 45].
In this paper we propose a new design, which we call
BackTap: Backpressure-based Transport Protocol. With
BackTap, we replace Tor’s end-to-end sliding window
by a hop-by-hop backpressure algorithm between relays.
Through per-hop flow control on circuit granularity, we
allow the upstream node to control its sending behavior according to the variations of the queue size in the
downstream node. Semantically, the employed feedback
implies “I forwarded a cell”. The circuit queue in the
downstream relay is therefore, in essence, perceived as
nothing but one of the buffers along the (underlay) network path between the outgoing side of the local relay
and the outgoing side of the next relay. This includes
circuit queues and socket buffers into the per-hop congestion control feedback loop, yielding responsiveness
and adaptivity. At the same time, it couples the feedback
loops of consecutive hops along a circuit, thereby closing
the above-mentioned gap. The result is backpressure that
propagates along the circuit towards the source if a bottleneck is encountered, because each local control loop
will strive to keep its “own” queue short, while its outflow is governed by the next control loop downstream.
We stick to Tor’s paradigm of hop-by-hop reliability,
and also to Tor’s design decision to tunnel application

layer data. However, we implement it in a slightly different way: relays in our architecture have a choice whether
to accept or to drop a cell on a per-circuit basis. To
this end, congestion control and reliability decisions are
shifted to the overlay layer, instead of using TCP between relays. This architecture also avoids reliabilityrelated security flaws as they have been found in Tor [25].
We also do not use a fixed window size, neither end-toend nor per hop. Instead, we adjust the per-hop window
size using an appropriately adapted delay-based congestion control algorithm. In previous applications of delaybased congestion control, first and foremost in TCP Vegas [11], its properties have often been seen as a weakness [1,12]: it is less aggressive than its loss-based counterparts and therefore tends to be disadvantaged in competitive situations. In our approach, this weakness becomes a strength, because the aggressiveness of aggregate Tor traffic can be a significant problem otherwise.
BackTap, including all congestion control and reliability mechanisms, can be implemented on the overlay nodes’ application layer, based on UDP transport.
Consequently, lower-layer changes are not required. A
simulation-based evaluation confirms the benefits of the
proposed architecture and demonstrates a huge relief of
the network regarding congestion.
Our key contributions are (1) identifying the “feedback gap” as the primary cause of Tor’s performance
problems, (2) a novel approach to flow control for environments where data is forwarded over multiple overlay
hops, (3) a hop-by-hop backpressure design that avoids
network congestion with quick, local adjustments and
is therefore well suited to long-delay overlay paths, and
(4) an in-depth evaluation including a simulation framework for Tor with a specific focus on network aspects.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
First, we review related work in Section 2. In Section 3,
we discuss the problems and the design space and develop the transport protocol. In Section 4, we evaluate the proposed protocol, before we conclude this paper
with a summary in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Since Tor’s introduction more than a decade ago [15], it
has received significant attention in the research community (and beyond). For obvious reasons, this attention has
focused on security and privacy aspects. In recent years,
though, performance aspects of Internet anonymity in
general and the awareness for network congestion issues
in particular have become part of the research agenda.
Performance enhancements have been proposed, for
instance, by considering an alternative circuit selection
algorithm [3, 7, 47] or through an adaptive prioritization
of circuits [5, 24, 42]. These research directions are orthogonal to our approach and remain applicable.
2
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The authors of [22, 37] find that cells reside in socket
buffers for a long time. In [22], it is suggested to fix
this by actively querying all sockets before blindly writing to a socket. Thereby the majority of queued cells is
kept in the application layer, so that scheduling on circuit
granularity becomes possible with a smaller backlog between data leaving the application and leaving the host.
This follows the general intentions of [44, 45]. However,
it does not solve the fundamental problem of excessive
standing queues due to circuit windows that often far
exceed the end-to-end bandwidth-delay product—it only
moves these queues to a different place.
Transport-related modifications for Tor have been considered before [6, 8, 17, 27, 33, 37, 46]. A comparative
summary of most approaches is provided in [31]. Even
though each proposal improves individual aspects, most
of them [8, 17, 27, 33, 37] still use the same sliding window mechanism and hence inherit the exact same issues.
As observed by [37], a missing TCP segment carrying data from one circuit will also temporarily stall any
other circuit on the same connection until the missing
segment has been recovered. This results in head-of-line
blocking upon TCP segment losses. The manifest remedy is to use separate (loss-based) TCP connections per
circuit [8, 37]. However, as we point out in [45], such
a modification would largely increase the (already very
high) aggressiveness of the traffic, due to the higher number of parallel loss-based TCP connections. It also does
not overcome the fundamental problems with the end-toend window mechanism and the corresponding feedback
gap. In this work, we tackle all these issues.
Only [46] and [6] get rid of Tor’s sliding window. The
author of [46] builds upon UDP to tunnel an end-toend TCP connection through the entire circuit. However,
while this may be considered a very clean design, it soon
comes to its limits because of the long round trip times
of a full circuit, which impairs the responsiveness of both
reliability and congestion control. Using complex protocols like TCP end-to-end also come at a significant risk
of leaking identifying attributes and providing a fingerprint (e. g., via the source port or specific combinations
of TCP options), so that end-to-end designs are generally
not favorable [8, 45].
The authors of [6] substitute the end-to-end window
by a hop-by-hop window, with a scheme adapted from
congestion control in ATM networks. However, headof-line blockings and the choice of window parameters
remain open issues. Virtually all transport-related approaches continue to use standard TCP with its built-in
congestion control. We instead develop a tailored transport design for anonymity overlays, which eliminates the
need for an end-to-end window.
Looking beyond the area of anonymity overlays, the
design of a Tor relay resembles a Split TCP setting as

it also occurs in performance-enhancing proxies (PEPs):
data is forwarded from an incoming to an outgoing TCP
connection, linked by an application-layer queue. A
survey on PEPs, including case studies, can be found
in [10]. Split TCP was originally developed in the context of wireless communication and satellites, but nowadays also finds use in content distribution networks [35].
It basically subdivides an end-to-end TCP connection
into a sequence of typically two concatenated connections, where a middlebox (e. g., a wireless access point
or a router) acts as PEP.
By terminating the connection at the middlebox and
acknowledging data before the actual destination received it, Split TCP, in fact, violates TCP’s end-to-end
semantics. If desired, this can be avoided by acknowledging data upstream only after it has been acknowledged by the downstream node [48]. In the context
of anonymity networks, such a strict adherence to TCP
semantics is generally considered unnecessary, though
(just like for most practically deployed PEPs). Since
Split TCP aims for maximizing the utilization of link capacities, PEPs buffer data and hence congestion might
become a problem. As it has been noted before [30],
using Split TCP in an overlay network poses particular
challenges in this and many other regards. Therefore,
even though we focus on the case of anonymity networks, some of our results may also be applied in the
area of PEPs and for other overlay designs.

3

The BackTap Design

BackTap performs reliability, in-order delivery and flow
control on circuit granularity on the application layer.
It can be encapsulated in UDP transport, so that there
is no need for modifications to the operating system;
of course, a transport-layer implementation of the same
concepts in the kernel is, in principle, likewise conceivable, but not pursued here. In fact, the approach to tunnel tailored transport protocols has become more and
more widespread in recent years, the likely best-known
examples are µTP [41] as used in BitTorrent [41] and
QUIC [18] designed for HTTP/2. UDP transport can be
combined with DTLS [38] or IPsec to provide message
integrity and confidentiality, just like Tor currently uses
TLS to secure its TCP-based overlay links.
In this section, we motivate and present the building
blocks of our transport approach in detail. In order to
emphasize the changes that we propose and to point out
the major design challenges in anonymity networks, we
use the current Tor design as a reference architecture
throughout the discussion.

3.1

Tor’s Feedback Gap

Tor implements another instance of data forwarding and
transport functionality on the application layer, i. e., on
3
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only differentiate circuits. The stream-level window’s
s worth
fixed size is 500 cells, and stream-level
50 cells each are used. Due to the end-to-end sliding
window there will be no more than 500 cells in flight
on a stream, which is capped by 1000 cells in sum on
the circuit level. 1000 cells, though, can be significantly
more than the bandwidth-delay product of a circuit, so
that long queues build up often: excessive queuing is one
of the major causes for huge delays, which Tor painfully
experiences [13, 27]. In addition, long queues give implicit preference to bulk flows which constantly keep the
queue filled, when compared to more interactive flows,
like for instance web traffic.
Even if the end-to-end window size were not fixed (a
possible modification which, of course, has been taken
into consideration before [6]), the end-to-end delay of
a circuit is too high to dynamically adjust it with reasonable responsiveness. Given the specific situation in
anonymity overlays, it is fortunately also not necessary to
find an end-to-end solution: because intermediate nodes
are aware of individual circuits anyway, relay-supported
hop-by-hop feedback with local readjustments based on
perceived local congestion is a reasonable way out.
What happens, now, if the flow control and congestion
control mechanisms of the TCP connections between relays come into play? For the inflight traffic permitted by
the end-to-end sliding window, TCP will determine the
local data flow. Congestion control will adapt to the underlay network path between adjacent relays. Flow control will specifically depend on the receiving relay’s policy for reading from sockets.
This is where the feedback gap appears, which we illustrate in Figure 2a: Tor relays read from incoming TCP
connections regardless of the current fill level of corresponding circuit queues in the relay. Therefore, limited
outflow of a circuit does not propagate back to the incoming side of the relay. For this reason, the end-to-end
sliding window with its non-adaptive constant size and
its long feedback loop is the only mechanism that limits
the number of cells in flight along the circuit, and it is the
only mechanism that will eventually throttle the source.
One may then, of course, ask whether it would suffice to stop reading from a circuit’s incoming socket if a
queue for that circuit builds up locally. This, however, is
infeasible because, as discussed before, circuits are multiplexed over joint TCP connections. A relay therefore
cannot selectively read cells from one specific circuit;
stopping to read from one socket could result in massive
head-of-line blocking for other circuits.
Using separate standard, loss-based TCP connections
per circuit is also not a good design avenue: this would
result in excessive numbers of parallel connections, and
therefore in very aggressive traffic and high packet loss.
In accordance with TCP models such as [34], we ar-

Figure 1: Overview of the layered Tor architecture: relays build a TCP-based overlay, multiplexing circuits,
while using an end-to-end sliding window.
top of the existing Internet protocol stack. For this reason, overlay mechanisms will interact with the behavior of underlay protocols and the properties of underlay
network paths. This is hardly taken into account in the
current design of anonymity overlays in general and of
Tor in particular. There are multiple cases where different mechanisms on both layers have overlapping aims.
Figure 1 illustrates the various layers of the Tor architecture. The prime example is Tor’s end-to-end (E2E) sliding window mechanism between a client’s Tor software
and an exit relay: it will obviously interact with TCP congestion and flow control, which is used between adjacent
overlay nodes. This is also at the heart of the feedback
gap in Tor’s current design, so that the interplay of these
two mechanisms is worth a closer look. This will motivate the key design decisions behind our approach.
Recall, Tor relays forward cells according to the circuit switching principle, but the individual relay does not
know about the full path of the circuit. Leaving cryptography aside, relays receive cells over TCP, enqueue
them to the respective outgoing circuit queue and then
forward them to the downstream node, again via TCP.
Between any two adjacent relays, circuits share the same
TCP connection. The number of cells in flight for any
given circuit is limited by an end-to-end sliding window
with a fixed size of 1000 cells (= 512 kB of data).
A node on the receiving side of a Tor circuit signals to
cell for
send more data by issuing a circuit-level
inevery 100 delivered cells. Receiving such a
crements the circuit’s transmission window by 100. An
additional, analogous mechanism exists on the stream
level: a stream is Tor’s notion for the data carried through
a circuit, belonging to one anonymized TCP session.
Only the end points of a circuit can associate cells with
a stream. Intermediate relays, i. e., entry and middle,
4
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gue that more (loss-based) TCP connections imply a
smaller rate per connection and thus inevitably a higher
packet loss probability per connection [45]. In addition,
Bufferbloat phenomena [16] cause long reaction times
due to excessively large buffers. Thus, approaches such
as [8, 37] still suffer from the feedback gap in the same
way as Tor does.
These observations motivate our design based on
delay-based per-circuit congestion control loops, which
can be expected to be much less aggressive than a corresponding loss-based design.

3.2

(a) Tor’s queuing mechanism with cell multiplexing and a feedback gap
between ingress and egress, i. e., TCP sockets.

Realizing Backpressure

A naive realization of the ideas sketched so far—with
separate transport-layer connections per circuit, each
with delay-based congestion control—would now likely
proceed as follows: if an application-layer queue builds
up for one circuit, the inflow might be throttled for that
circuit by ceasing to read from its incoming connection.
The incoming connection’s input buffer would consequently fill up, so that the flow control window is not reopened; a zero window would be triggered. This would,
in turn, throttle the outflow of the upstream node, so that
the outgoing socket buffer fills up. The outgoing socket
in the upstream node would then no longer be writable,
an application-layer queue would build up there, and so
on. Thereby, congestion feedback would propagate indirectly through backpressure.
However, this implies that upstream of the bottleneck,
in each relay there must be enough queued data to fill
up a) the outgoing socket buffer, b) the application-layer
circuit buffer, and c) the incoming socket buffer. Even
keeping technical difficulties related to sizing and management of socket buffers in various operating systems
aside, incoming and outgoing socket buffers must at least
be sufficiently large to cover the bandwidth-delay product of the respective link, in order not to waste performance. Together with the additional application-layer
buffer, the total amount of queued data per overlay hop
and circuit would once again have to be very significant,
and feedback propagation would once again be slow.
To mitigate these effects, we follow a somewhat different, more consequent path: our solution also performs congestion control per circuit, and it likewise
does so without multiplexing circuits into joint connections. However, we virtually extend the network into and
through the application layer, by emitting flow control
feedback only when a cell has been forwarded out of the
local relay. The application-layer circuit queues in our
design therefore take the role of a fused version of the respective ingress and egress socket buffers. Such a queue
is illustrated in Figure 2b, and contrasted with the design
that is currently followed in Tor, shown in Figure 2a. The
feedback gap in the latter is clearly visible, whereas the

(b) Fused circuit queue triggers flow control feedback (
) not until a
cell has been forwarded to the successor to achieve backpressure.

Figure 2: Comparison of feedback loops.
local feedback loops in our protocol are directly coupled
so that backpressure can build up and propagate immediately upon a deterioration of the available bandwidth.
In BackTap, arriving cells from the predecessor are
read from the UDP socket and processed as usual; that
is, in particular the cryptographic operations demanded
by the anonymity overlay are performed. The cell is subsequently enqueued in the respective circuit queue. The
variable tailSeq points to the last cell that has been received in order. tailSeq is updated when new cells are received. Cells received out of order may also be queued,
with respective gaps in the buffer.
On the other end of the queue, headSeq points to the
frontmost unacknowledged cell. As soon as we learn that
the successor has successfully received the cell, headSeq
is incremented and the respective cell may be discarded
from the buffer.
The third pointer, nextTxSeq, is incremented when a
cell is forwarded to the downstream relay. The key point
that distinguishes our design is: this forwarding at the
same time also triggers the transmission of corresponding flow control feedback upstream. In the practical implementation this event triggers the transmission of a
message. Similar to an
, an
carries a sequence
number that refers to a cell. The upstream node can make
s to determine a sending window (swnd) based
use of
on the provided feedback. It is allowed to keep at most
swnd cells in the transmission pipe.
The resulting design is a hybrid between flow control and congestion control: the swnd adjustment strategy follows a delay-based approach, based on the latency
5
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experienced before receiving an
. It will therefore adjust both to the outflow in the downstream node (because
is issued) and to the conditions of the
only then the
network path between consecutive relays (because this
path, too, will influence the delays). In essence, it therefore turns the application-layer circuit buffer into yet another buffer along the network path, without a special
role from the perspective of the load feedback.
Moreover, tying
transmissions to the forwarding
of the corresponding cell yields tight feedback coupling
between consecutive overlay hops: if the swnd adjustment control loop of one overlay hop in a circuit results in a throttled outflow of cells, the
arrival delay over the preceding overlay hop will increase accordingly within a one-way local-hop delay. swnd can therefore be adjusted quickly. This way, hop-by-hop feedback emerges, and backpressure propagates back to the
source. Because delay-based congestion control strives
to maintain very short queues, the emerging queues will
be small, while available capacity can be fully utilized.

3.3

(a) Extended Cell Header (*new header field).

(b) New Feedback Cell.

Figure 3: Cell structure.
For this reason, as an optimization, we separate reliability on the one hand and congestion/flow control on
the other hand in terms of feedback. We provide reliability feedback as early as possible, namely upon arrival of
a cell, by sending a corresponding
. The calculation
of the retransmission timeout (RTO) and the fast retransmit mechanism follow RFCs 6298 [36] and 5681 [4], res and
s are cumulative. Handspectively. Both
shakes upon circuit establishment and teardown can likewise closely follow their respective counterparts in TCP,
and can easily be integrated with Tor’s handshakes.
Implementing reliability on the application layer
makes it possible to drop arriving cells by a deliberate
has been sent, of
decision (only before the respective
course). This opens up new ways out of a difficult problem: the fact that Tor relays in the current overlay design
can be attacked by overloading them with cells which
they are not allowed to drop [25]. Dropping excessive
cells for a given circuit is a much cleaner and simpler solution than the heuristics that are currently used to relieve
Tor from this threatening attack vector.
In an extended cell structure, we introduce new header
fields: a sequence number (4 Byte) and a field for flags
(1 Byte). They fulfill comparable roles to the respective
fields in the TCP header. However, since cells have a
fixed size for anonymity reasons, sequence numbers refer to cells rater than bytes. The extended cell header is
illustrated in Figure 3a.
s and
s, we introduce a separate message
For
format, much smaller than a Tor cell. Smaller feedback
messages can be considered safe and per se do not affect
anonymity, because they occur in TCP anyway. Moreover, regular cells and feedback messages—not necessarily for the same circuits—can be encapsulated in one
UDP packet traveling between two relays. In a typical
MTU up to two regular cells and a number of
/
messages fit in. The freedom to combine
s/
s with
cells also from other circuits (or, of course, to send them
separately if no cells travel in the opposite direction) corresponds to a generalized variant of piggybacking.

Reliable Transfer

Tor circuits—or, more precisely, Tor streams—carry
application-layer data that expects TCP-like reliable
bytestream service. The anonymity overlay design relies
on each intermediate hop to ensure reliable in-order delivery. That is, there is no end-to-end ARQ (i. e., reliability/acknowledgment/retransmission) scheme. Reliability
on the individual hop in Tor uses the per-hop TCP connections’ reliability mechanism; relays are not allowed to
drop or re-order cells residing in their per-circuit queues.
We stick to this model also in our proposed transport
protocol, i. e., we implement reliability on a per-hop basis. To this end, we use cell sequence numbers to determine the order of cells and to detect losses. The mechanisms generally adhere closely to those employed by
TCP. The sender infers, either by a timeout or by duplicate acknowledgments, that cells have likely been lost
and retransmits them. The key point where we deviate
from TCP’s mechanism is where the circuit queue in the
downstream node and the coupling between consecutive
hop feedback loops comes into play.
The most consequent version of the philosophy of taking the application-layer circuit queue as “yet another
network buffer” would use the
packets as acknowledgments. This might actually be expected to work reasonably well under many circumstances. However, we
argue that it entails a pitfall: after all, when a cell has
arrived at the next relay, it is already under the control of
the downstream application-layer instance, but reliability feedback is not yet generated. This creates a risk for
spurious timeouts, and it might take unnecessarily long
to recognize and fix losses.
6
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Since the Tor protocol already exchanges hop-by-hop
control messages and supports variable cell lengths and
the negotiation of protocol versions [14], our modifications of the cell structure are resonably easy to integrate. Generally speaking, hop-by-hop feedback messages of any kind and size are allowable under Tor’s attacker model, i. e., a local adversary with a partial view
of the network. Moreover, our modifications affect the
cell preamble only. The preamble is not part of the
onion encryption and therefore remains unencrypted on
/
messages are
the application layer. Likewise,
not application-layer encrypted. However, the DTLS encryption between consecutive relays shields the preamble from observers on the wire, and also
s and
s.
The BackTap design therefore provides additional protection in comparison to the current TCP-based transport: when using kernel-level TCP as in Tor today, TCP
flow control and ACKs are not encrypted by TLS.

“experienced RTT” and the “real RTT”. We sample the
RTT based on the flow control feedback by measuring
the time difference between sending a cell and receiving
. The actualRtt is estimated by taking
the respective
the smallest RTT sample during the last RTT. This reduces the effect of outliers due to jitter on the network
path. The baseRtt is the minimum over all RTT samples
of all circuits directed to the same relay. Hence, the individual diff calculations per circuit use a joint baseRtt
estimate. This mitigates potential intra-fairness issues of
delay-based approaches.
Depending on the value of diff, we adjust the sending
window every RTT as follows:

3.4

Since swnd changes by at most one, it follows an additive
increase additive decrease (AIAD) policy. Typically α
and β are chosen as 2 and 4 (here measured in cells).
Therefore, one may expect that swnd does not exceed
the bandwidth-delay product by much. This is sufficient
to achieve full utilization of the available capacities.
Combined with a locally operating scheduling algorithm that round robins all circuits, this adjustment
scheme yields a rate allocation that achieves global maxmin fairness between circuits [44], because it aims for
maintaining a non-empty queue at the bottleneck. In addition, prioritization heuristics such as [5, 24, 42] can be
applied, if a prioritization of certain traffic types and patterns is desired. End-to-end windows and corresponding
feedback (in Tor:
s) are no longer necessary.



swnd + 1

swnd = swnd − 1


swnd

Window Adjustment

In the proposed protocol design, each node determines
feedback from
the size of its local swnd based on the
s are used for reliability,
the next hop downstream.
but do not influence the window adjustment.
Most transport protocols, and in particular most TCP
variants, use packet loss as an indicator of congestion
and therefore as a basis for adjusting their window size
or transmission rate; details highly depend on the TCP
flavor [1]. Here, we use a delay-based approach as originally used in TCP Vegas [11]. Delay-based congestion
control uses latency variations rather than packet losses
as a signal for congestion. If queues start to build up—
that is, before losses due to exceeded buffers occur—
such a control algorithm re-adjusts the congestion window. Thus, they are less aggressive in the sense that
they do not force losses and do typically not fully utilize
buffers in intermediate nodes.
This reduced aggressiveness constitutes a significant
benefit for an anonymity overlay. The Tor overlay at
this time is formed by more than 6000 relays (with increasing trend [43]) in a fully connected topology. All
currently active connections to other relays compete for
the available capacity. The resulting traffic, in sum,
is very aggressive and inevitably provokes significant
packet loss—also for other traffic traversing the same
bottleneck. One may expect that this can significantly
be reduced by using delay-based controllers.
Following the ideas of TCP Vegas, we calculate the
difference between expected and actual window size as
diff = swnd ·

4

if diff < α
if diff > β
otherwise.

(1)

Evaluation

A deployment in a real-world anonymity overlay
will only be realistic after very thorough preceding
evaluations and in-depth discussion in the research
community—a process which we hope to initiate with
this work. Even deployments in an emulated or testbedbased anonymity network, are also notoriously hard to
analyze—because the anonymity itself, of course, prohibits in-depth traceability and measureability. We therefore evaluated the proposed protocol in a large-scale simulation study.
In fact, setting up such a simulation study is a challenging task by itself. As it turned out, there is a missing
link in the tool chain when it comes to experimenting
with network protocols for Tor under thorough consideration of protocol behavior below the application layer.
Some tools focus only on specific aspects, such as the
Tor Path Simulator (TorPS) for circuit paths [26]. Others, such as Shadow [23] and ExperimenTor [9], run real

actualRtt
− swnd,
baseRtt

where actualRtt and baseRtt are the RTT with and without load. In the literature they are also referred to as the
7
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Figure 4: Calibration of the simulation evironment.
Tor code, which results in a high degree of realism regarding the application logic, but at the same time requires extensive development efforts to evaluate experimental protocols [28]. While all approaches have their
benefits and drawbacks [40], all miss the “noise” of the
real Internet and have no real user behavior. Therefore,
assumptions about traffic patterns and user behavior are
inevitable anyway. The opportunities, though, to vary parameters, scale the setting, and prototype experimental
protocols are much more favorable with advanced network simulators such as ns-3 [19].
Therefore, as a further contribution of this work, we
introduce nstor, a Tor module for ns-3. It is modeled
along the lines of the original Tor software, but clearly
focuses on the network aspects. In particular, it includes
the transport protocol, the cell transmission scheduler,
the traffic shaper (Tor includes a token bucket which can
be used by a relay operator to constrain the rate and burst
that is used), and the multiplexing. First and foremost,
it allows direct and reproducible comparisons of protocol design alternatives in both toy examples and larger
scenarios. In addition, with ns-3 the Linux kernel can
be hooked, so that practically deployed and widely used
transport protocol implementations can be used in the
simulations, for additional realism. The code of nstor
is publicly available on Github1 .
The key point in setting up an environment for a valid
evaluation of Tor is to model the overlay appropriately.
The Tor model from [21] serves as a guideline here. In
our simulations, we use a star topology for simple, easyto-analyze toy scenarios, and a dumbbell topology for
larger-scale, more realistic experiments. Since approximately 93 % of all Tor relays are currently hosted in
North America or Europe [43], the dumbbell topology
can be thought to approximate the geographical clustering. For this reason, we adjusted the delay according
to the iPlane [29] RTT measurements and the client access rates according to Akamai’s state of the Internet report [2] by inverse transform sampling, i. e., generating
1

random samples from its cumulative distribution function (CDF). In addition, we scaled and sampled the Tor
consensus (as of 2015/08/04) and generated a large set
of circuit paths by feeding this consensus to TorPS [26].
Unless otherwise specified, we assumed neither the physically available bandwidth of the relays’ access link nor
the Internet backbone to be a bottleneck, but that the relay capacity is bounded by the operators using the abovementioned token bucket rate limiter.
In accordance to the model proposed in [21], we deliberately distinguish only two types of circuits, bulk
and web circuits. Bulk circuits continuously transfer
5 MiB files, i. e., after completing such a download they
immediately request another one. Web circuits request
320 KiB files with a random “think time” of 1 to 20 seconds between consecutive requests. Although apparently
being very simplistic, it is the common approach used
by the Tor community and hence increases the comparability to related research. As [21] stresses, the ratio of
simulated web and bulk circuits in relation to the number
of relays requires calibration to produce network characteristic that approximate Tor. Therefore, we used the
publicly available torperf data set [43], which consists
of measurements of various file downloads over the live
Tor network. The time-to-last-byte (TTLB) and time-tofirst-byte (TTFB) results (as of August 2015) are shown
in Figure 4 as CDF plots. For our analysis in a larger
setting, we observed that a scenario with 100 relays and
375 circuits with 10 % bulk circuits approximates Tor’s
performance reasonably well (cf. Figure 4). This configuration corresponds to one of Shadow’s example scenarios (as of Shadow v1.9.2). In this setting, we simulated a period of 300 seconds (simulation time), started
the clients at random times during the first 30 seconds
and left the system another 30 seconds lead time before
evaluating. For statistically sound results, all simulations
in this paper were repeated with varying random seeds
and are presented either with 95 % confidence intervals
or as cumulative distribution functions.
In addition to “vanilla” Tor and our approach, BackTap, we also implemented the N23 protocol as proposed

.
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in [6] and PCTCP [8] (which is conceptually identical to
TCP-over-DTLS [37]). This constitutes the first qualitative comparison among alternative transport design proposals for Tor. It also underlines the flexibility of nstor,
our ns-3-based simulation module.

4.1

There are some noteworthy phenomena that might be
confusing at first sight. In a first approximation according to theory, one would expect that half of a circuit window’s worth of data (i. e., approx. 250 kB) is travelling
in downstream direction, while the other half of the wincells. The
dow is on its way back in the form of
end-to-end backlog (as defined above: the difference between the amount of sent and received data at a given
point in time) should therefore be approximately 250 kB.
However, recall that the rate limit is enforced on the application layer by a token bucket. Our model follows the
implementation in Tor, where this token bucket is refilled
periodically every 100 ms. The bottleneck operates at
its capacity limit, always draining its bucket and sending
corresponding cell bursts. Thus, about every 100 ms approximately 1 500 kB/s · 100 ms = 150 kB (300 cells) ars.
rive at the client, consequently triggering three
As a result, as long as the RTT is lower than the 100 ms
refill interval, only three
s are on the way back,
so that the upstream amount of data is correspondingly
higher (approx. 350 kB). For higher RTTs, the observed
backlog approaches the theoretical limit without this effect, i. e., 250 kB. Both levels, 350 kB and 250 kB, can be
observed in Figure 5b for vanilla Tor (“circuit win”).
The respective end-to-end delay, as seen in Figure 5c,
behaves according to the built up backlog. That is, while
the circuit window is larger than the BDP, there is a noticable delay. Ideally, the end-to-end delay should be half
the end-to-end RTT, though.
It is important to note that with a fixed window size
there is only one sweet spot, i. e., the BDP. If this point is
not met, either the backlog and hence the delay increases
or the circuit becomes underutilized. A heterogeneous
and volatile network such as Tor is condemned to yield
poor performance when employing a static mechanism.
Of course, the same applies to simulations where the
(smaller) stream window is the limiting factor: the rate
drops much earlier, at 500 · 512 B/1 500 kB/s ≈ 171 ms.
While the end-to-end RTT is less than 100 ms, the three
s in upstream direction cause a backlog of about
100 kB, this time slightly less than half the window size.
Beyond this point, the results meet theory and the backlog levels at half the stream window, that is 125 kB.
We also observed that Nagle’s algorithm [32] can interfere with Tor’s window mechanism. In a nutshell, Nagle’s algorithm suspends transmission for a short period
and tries to combine small chunks of data to reduce the
overhead. This behavior causes extra delays upon transs, and thereby artificially increases the
mission of
experienced RTT. As a consequence, the rate drops much
earlier and the backlog settles at a lower level accordingly, because a larger fraction of the window is spent
on the upstream (
) direction (not shown in the
figure). However, as soon as scenarios become more

Steady State

First, we take a look at the steady state behavior, i. e.,
when long-term flows reach equilibrium. For the analysis
of the steady state, we focus on the cumulative amount of
delivered data of a circuit: by W (t) we denote the amount
of payload data delivered to the client up to time t. The
counterpart on the sender side is R(t), which denotes the
cumulative amount of data injected into a circuit up to
time t. Obviously, both functions are non-negative, nondecreasing and R(t) ≥ W (t) must hold true at all times.
Given R and W , the end-to-end backlog can be defined
as R(t) −W (t), the end-to-end delay as t2 − t1 for t1 ≤ t2
and R(t1 ) = W (t2 ), and the achieved end-to-end data delivery rate during an interval [t1 ,t2 ] as
W (t2 ) −W (t1 )
.
t2 − t1
Intuitively, these are the vertical difference, the horizontal difference and the slope of the respective functions.
For our simulation, we sampled R(t) and W (t) at the
sender side (in Tor often called the “packaging edge”)
and the receiver side (the “delivering edge”) of a circuit
every 10 ms (simulation time). After the steady state is
reached, we performed a linear regression on our data
points and calculated the rate, backlog and delay accordingly. The results for a single circuit with a bottleneck
rate of 1 500 kB/s (enforced through an application layer
limit at the middle relay) and varying end-to-end RTT
are given in Figure 5 as a mean of 20 runs with 95 %
confidence intervals.
Since Tor has a fixed window size that it will fully utilize, the results with the standard Tor protocol heavily depend on how this window size relates to the bandwidthdelay product (BDP), and thus to the end-to-end RTT. In
our example, the circuit window size matches the BDP
at an RTT of approximately
1 000 ·

512 B
≈ 341 ms.
1 500 kB/s

Before this point, the backlog significantly increases
the delivery delay; for higher RTTs, the download rate
drops and asymptotically converges to zero, because the
window does not suffice to fully utilize the available
bandwidth. This clearly demonstrates Tor’s fundamental problem: on the end-to-end level, the only control
mechanism is the fixed window, which, however, does
not adapt to the network path.
9
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Figure 5: Single circuit scenario clearly demonstrates Tor’s fundamental problem and the benefits of our approach.
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Figure 6: Fairness evaluation.
complex including more traffic flows, the effect vanishes. By default Nagle is enabled in today’s deployments and hence also in Tor. Therefore, we disabled it
only to make the previous simulations more easily comprehensible; in all our following simulations Nagle will
be enabled. Nevertheless, either with or without Nagle
enabled or with the stream or circuit window in place,
a fixed-size window is not able to adapt and obviously
comes at a severe cost in performance.
In contrast, our approach is able to adjust to the network in all situations. It maintains the rate, while the
backlog increases linearly with the RTT (and thus with
the BDP). As a result, we achieve an end-to-end delay
that always just slightly exceeds the physical RTT. This
is the behavior a good transport protocol should exhibit.

4.2

Thus, circuits established later will still base their calculations on sound baseRTT measurements. This is a feature of our approach that becomes possible, because the
transport logic is implemented in the application layer.
Furthermore, our approach enables cell scheduling on
circuit granularity. This avoids fairness issues due to
varying numbers of active circuits multiplexed into one
transport layer connection, as described in [44]. Figure 6a shows Jain’s fairness index [20] calculated over
per-circuit goodputs at the respective bottlenecks. This
index quantifies fairness as a value between zero and
one, where one means perfect fairness. For this simulation, a star topology with 50 relays and 100 circuits generated according to the real-world Tor consensus were
used. We started infinite large downloads (i. e., bulk traffic) over each circuit, where the starting times were randomly distributed during the first 30 seconds. We let
the simulation settle for another 60 seconds to reach a
steady state before evaluating the mean per-circuit endto-end rates. The results of 20 runs are given as a cumulative distribution plot. Our approach, in fact, achieves
a much fairer distribution than all other protocols, which
the larger fraction of higher fairness indices confirms.

Fairness

For those readers familiar with delay-based congestion
control, a number of typical issues will likely come to
mind. In particular, they relate to intra-fairness and interfairness. We therefore now assess these aspects.
Intra-Fairness Delay-based congestion control depends on accurate RTT measurements. In particular,
“late coming” circuits may suffer from an overestimated
baseRTT. This leads to intra-fairness issues, i. e., to
drawbacks in the competition with other delay-based circuits. We mitigate this issue by sharing baseRTT information among circuits directed to the same successor.

In these simulations, we also investigated the overhead
by comparing the ratio of the achieved goodput (on the
application layer) and the actually transmitted bytes (on
the MAC layer), i. e., the throughput. The results, as seen
in Table 1, show an insignificant difference of approxi10
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Table 1: Overhead and backlog comparison
goodput
throughput

100 circs

protocol
BackTap
N23
PCTCP
vanilla

ratio

avg. backlog

0.89
0.86
0.90
0.90

29 kB
112 kB
181 kB
184 kB

demonstrate in both settings the over-friendly behavior
of the delay-based controller, relative to the number of
TCP connections. A higher number of active circuits still
leaves a good fraction of the total 2 MB/s for the competing non-anonymity connections. For typical relays today
one may expect between a few hundred and several thousand concurrently open circuits [8]; of course, not all of
them are active all the time.
We believe that the over-friendly inter-fairness of
BackTap constitutes an important incentive for relay operators to donate more bandwidth. Typically, relay operators use Tor’s token bucket to impose conservative
bandwidth limits on their relays. If Tor, however, will appropriately reduce its bandwidth consumption while another application’s traffic demand temporarily increases,
relay operators will be more willing to operate a Tor relay
with less restrictive bandwidth limits. In addition performance penalties of loss-based protocols in environments
like Tor [45] will be mitigated.

Table 2: Completed downloads (#dwnlds) and mean rate
avg. rate

#dwnlds

avg. rate

375 circs

web

#dwnlds

BackTap
N23
PCTCP
vanilla

7 503
4 563
5 426
5 493

587 kB/s
378 kB/s
424 kB/s
426 kB/s

52 102
49 065
49 513
49 522

357 kB/s
215 kB/s
223 kB/s
228 kB/s

800 circs

bulk
protocol

BackTap
N23
PCTCP
vanilla

12 108
9 067
10 388
10 491

439 kB/s
346 kB/s
376 kB/s
382 kB/s

110 142
104 641
105 288
105 276

302 kB/s
204 kB/s
207 kB/s
217 kB/s

mately 1 % compared to vanilla Tor. Note that Tor reg(512 Byte) cell every
ulalry sends at least one
s on the transport
250 kB and produces constantly
layer, while our appraoch sends a comparable amount
s but emits much smaller flow control feedback
of
messages with a higher frequency. As the results suggest
the overhead approximately balances out. We also found
that our approach largely reduces the number of in-flight
cells in the network: the total backlog is about three (for
N23) to six times (for vanilla and PCTCP) lower.

4.3

Larger-Scale Analysis

For an analysis in a larger setting, we simulated scenarios
with a dumbbell topology and paths generated according
to the real-world Tor consensus, as described above. The
time-to-first-byte and time-to-last-byte results of the calibrated setting are shown in Figure 7 (a)–(c) as CDF plots.
In Figure 7a, we show the TTFB results for web and
bulk traffic. Virtually all initial byte sequences of answers to requests are delivered faster with BackTap than
with any other protocol. In fact, BackTap’s TTFB results
are very close to the optimum, i. e., the network’s physical end-to-end RTT (denoted as “E2E RTT” in the plot).
TTFB is an important measure for the interactivity and
has a significant impact on the overall user experience.
The lower achieved TTFB would likely result in an increased user satisfaction, due to increased reactivity.
The performance gain of our approach becomes apparent when looking at the TTLB results in Figures 7b
and 7c. While the download times for web requests typically vary between 1 and 3 s, we achieve significantly
better performance, where almost half of all the requests
are already completed in less than 1 s. Also the bulk
transfers yield better results, i. e. approximately 30 %
more bulk downloads are completed in less than 10 s.
In order to assess the performance of our approach in
a very congested network, we additionally simulated a
scenario with 800 circuits. The results are shown in Figure 7 (d)–(e). Also in this “stress test” scenario, BackTap
is able to achieve reasonable results, which in all cases
yield shorter download times. Particularly a look at Figure 7f provides a deeper explanation for these results. It
shows that the CDF of our approach is closer to the other
protocols and “flattens” quicker than in Figure 7c, i. e.,
more bulk downloads take longer to finish. As a con-

Inter-Fairness One of the most prominent caveats of
delay-based approaches is that they are “over-friendly”
to concurrent loss-based connections. Basically, they reduce the sending rate before loss-based approaches do,
because they detect congestion earlier. In some cases
this is an intended behavior (cf. LEDBAT [39]), while
in the case of TCP Vegas this was generally perceived
as an issue [1, 12]. However, if a number of delay-based
sessions come together, they are in sum able to compete
well [12]. We exploit the properties of delay-based congestion control, because it allows the anonymity overlay
to compete more reasonably with other applications (using loss-based TCP) in the relay operators’ networks.
We simulated a scenario with a varying number of parallel circuits (on the x axis) and a likewise varying number of competing loss-based TCP connections (nTcp).
The TCP connections represent downloads that are performed on the same machine as the Tor relay. In a first
setting, we limited the anonymity relay bandwidth to
1 MB/s (by the token bucket), while the access link has
twice that capacity. In a second setting, we left Tor virtually unlimited (token bucket configured to 10 MB/s) and
let the access link become the bottleneck. For small numbers of circuits, the results in Figure 6b and 6c clearly
11
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Figure 7: Time to download files over Tor (10 runs, 100 relays, (a)–(c) 375 circuits, (d)–(f) 800 circuits).
sequence, bulk traffic is prevented from “clogging” the
network as with the other protocols. However, this does
not mean that bulk traffic is treated unfairly: quite in contrast, all of the circuits and flows are treated equally. This
is an important feature of our approach: it gives all circuits, web and bulk, a fair share of the network capacity,
without the need for (complex, error-prone) explicit traffic pattern analysis and prioritization.
Another perspective on the performance of the various protocols is provided by Table 2. There, we summarize the number of completed downloads (within the
simulation time) and the mean download rate for both
larger-scale simulation scenarios. In the stress test with
800 circuits, BackTap is able to complete approximately
5 % and 15 % more web and bulk requests, respectively,
compared to vanilla Tor. Eventually, the mean download
rate is in all cases higher as well. On a more general
level, we note that vanilla Tor shows, particularly for the
web traffic, a much higher variance of TTFB and TTLB.
There is, for instance, always a non-negligible fraction
of connections that takes far longer than average. This
observation is in line with practical experiences of Tor
users and the results presented in [21,43]. Our approach,
according to the results presented here, typically reduces
the overall variance by more than 17 %.

5

we presented a novel way to couple the local feedback
loops for congestion and flow control. It builds upon
backpressure between consecutive application-layer relays along a circuit, and a delay-based window size controller. We showed that this can bring a huge relief regarding network congestion by closing the gap between
local controllers, so that the need for slow end-to-end
control vanishes. In packet level simulations we confirmed the expected improvement.
Besides, there are good reasons why our approach also
makes Tor more resilient. First, due to the backpressure, congestion-based attacks will have less influence
on other circuits. Second, the much fairer resource allocation makes circuits “look” more “similar”, thereby
improving the cover traffic properties of concurrent circuits. However, the trade-off between anonymity and
performance needs further investigation. In particular,
the use of delayed and aggregated feedback to impede
traffic confirmation is on our agenda for future work.
Generally, we believe that an advanced network traffic
control can make Tor’s degree of anonymity stronger.
Overall, our approach shows new ways for designing
suitable transport mechanisms for anonymity overlays.
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Aware of Tor’s fundamental problems and the specific
requirements of anonymity overlays, we developed a tailored transport protocol, namely BackTap. In particular,
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Abstract

of user data that is accessible to the application. For
example, quantified self applications [62], which track a
user’s health and personal productivity, work best when
given data from a variety of sensors and environmental
locations. Similarly, applications which analyze a user’s
medical records [2] or financial transactions [34] produce
the best results when they have access to all of the user’s
medical or financial data. Unfortunately, the storage silos
of modern web services limit a user’s ability to share data
outside of a silo. For example, wearable fitness-tracking
sensors typically upload data to vendor-specific cloud
storage, and medical records are often bound to storage
that belongs to the medical specialist who measured the
data.

Modern web services rob users of low-level control over
cloud storage—a user’s single logical data set is scattered
across multiple storage silos whose access controls are
set by web services, not users. The consequence is that
users lack the ultimate authority to determine how their
data is shared with other web services.
In this paper, we introduce Sieve, a new platform which
selectively (and securely) exposes user data to web services. Sieve has a user-centric storage model: each user
uploads encrypted data to a single cloud store, and by
default, only the user knows the decryption keys. Given
this storage model, Sieve defines an infrastructure to support rich, legacy web applications. Using attribute-based
encryption, Sieve allows users to define intuitively understandable access policies that are cryptographically
enforceable. Using key homomorphism, Sieve can reencrypt user data on storage providers in situ, revoking
decryption keys from web services without revealing new
keys to the storage provider. Using secret sharing and
two-factor authentication, Sieve protects cryptographic
secrets against the loss of user devices like smartphones
and laptops. The result is that users can enjoy rich, legacy
web applications, while benefiting from cryptographically
strong controls over which data a web service can access.

1

Vinod Vaikuntanathan
MIT CSAIL

The Challenges of Centralized Data: In a user-centric
storage model, a user’s entire data set would reside in a
single, logically centralized cloud store; the user would
selectively disclose portions of that data to individual
third party applications. Systems like Amber [19] and
BStore [20] have explored the benefits of decoupling applications from user data. However, a centralized data
store increases the damage that results from a subverted
or curious storage provider, because all of a user’s data is
at risk, instead of a service-specific subset.
To protect against untrusted or incompetent storage
providers, users can encrypt data before uploading it.
However, the ultimate purpose of uploading data is to
share it with third party services. Thus, users need a
way to selectively expose pointers to encrypted objects
(and the associated decryption keys). Protocols exist for
sharing cloud data across multiple services, but these protocols have major usability and security problems. For
example, the popular OAuth protocol [37] enables crosssite data sharing via delegated API calls (i.e., API calls
that act with the authority of a user). However, OAuth
policies are invariably defined by web services, not by
users. Furthermore, OAuth does not enforce cryptographically strong constraints on the data that delegated APIs
can access. So, even if a user could generate her own
OAuth policies, she would lack strong assurances about
what those policies mean, and how they are enforced.
Given the discussion above, logically centralized storage seems good for users in theory, but difficult to implement in practice. This paper addresses three challenges

Introduction

A single person often uses multiple web services. Conceptually, the user has one logical data set, and she selectively
exposes a portion of that data to each web service. In practice, the services control her data: each service keeps a
portion of the user’s objects in a walled garden which
neither the user nor external services can directly access.
Web services often provide user-configurable settings for
access control, but the web services (not users) define
the semantics of the controls, and users must trust web
services to faithfully implement the restrictions. By ceding control of storage to web services, a user also loses
the ability to enumerate all of her data, since that data
is scattered across a variety of services which hide raw
storage via high-level, curated APIs.
Data silos are problematic not only for users, but for
applications whose value often scales with the amount
1
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Figure 2: Example policy for an exercise application.
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tributes, which are key-value pairs like “date=2012”.
Decryption keys are associated with policies like
the one shown in Figure 2. Policies are defined in
terms of attributes and attribute operators like equality and less than. A decryption key can decrypt only
ciphertexts whose attributes satisfy the key’s policy.
Before a user uploads objects to the storage provider,
she (or her local device) tags the objects with attributes like the date, the user’s current location, or
the object type. The uploading device encrypts the
objects with the relevant attributes before sending
the objects to the storage provider. Later, when a
third party web service requests access to the user’s
data, the user creates a policy for that service. The
user’s local device translates the policy into an ABE
decryption key, and sends the key to the web service.
Afterwards, the service uses the key to download and
decrypt the subset of user objects that are covered
by the key’s policy.
• To revoke a third party’s access to data, the user informs the storage provider that the third party should
no longer be able to download encrypted user objects.
However, the third party still possesses a decryption
key, and can decrypt leaked ciphertext if the storage
server is later compromised. To prevent this scenario,
Sieve uses key homomorphism [15] to implement
revocation. Key homomorphism allows the storage
provider to re-encrypt user data without learning
the underlying cleartext–the storage provider merely
reads the old ciphertext, and overwrites it with the
output of a function that accepts the old ciphertext
and a user-specified re-keying token as input. Using
this in situ re-encryption, users avoid the need to
re-encrypt data on local devices and then re-upload
it. Additionally, if storage providers are honest at the
time of key revocation, subsequent storage provider
compromises will not reveal data that is encrypted
with keys that are revoked (but possibly still in the
wild). To the best of our knowledge, Sieve is the first
ABE storage system to support re-keying of both
metadata and data.
• ABE uses a master secret key to generate decryption
keys. The loss of this key results in the compromise of the entire cryptosystem. In standard ABE
schemes, the master secret is kept by a single trusted
authority. In the context of Sieve, this would mean
keeping the master secret on a single user device.
This is unattractive, since user devices are often lost
or stolen. Thus, Sieve uses secret-sharing and two-

Figure 1: Sieve’s high-level architecture. 1) The user
uploads ABE-encrypted data to a storage provider. 2)
The user generates a data policy for a third party web service. Sieve translates the policy into an ABE decryption
key, and sends the key to the web service. 3) The web
service pulls encrypted data from the storage provider, decrypts it locally, and injects the data into the unmodified
application pipeline.
that emerge from a logically centralized storage architecture. The first is security: how do we provide cryptographically strong access controls that protect user data against
the compromise of storage providers and user devices?
The second challenge is usability: how can we express
access policies in a way that layperson users will understand, but is translatable to cryptographically enforceable
mechanisms? The final challenge is application richness:
after we have moved user data out of per-application silos
and into user-controlled storage, how can we support the
complex applications that users currently enjoy?
Our Solution: To address these challenges, we propose
Sieve, a new system for delegating access to private cloud
data. Figure 1 depicts Sieve’s high-level workflow. A
user generates raw data on her computational devices,
and uploads encrypted versions of that data to a single
cloud repository; the user manages and pays for the storage. When a third party web service requests access,
e.g., during the first time that a user visits a site, the user
generates a high-level access policy (§3.5) for the service. Sieve splits the policy into two pieces: the storage
provider learns which objects a third party can access (but
not the cleartext versions of those objects), and the third
party learns the objects that it can access, and the corresponding decryption keys, while learning nothing about
the rest of the user’s data set. Once the third party has
downloaded the necessary objects and decrypted them, it
feeds the cleartext data to a legacy pipeline for handling
user content.
Sieve leverages three techniques to implement the
workflow in Figure 1:
• Sieve uses attribute-based encryption (ABE) [29]
to implement cryptographically strong access controls. In ABE, encrypted data is associated with at2
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factor authentication to partition the master secret
across multiple devices, and prevent unauthorized
devices from arbitrarily participating in Sieve’s cryptographic protocols.
Sieve represents a middle ground between today’s web
services (which provide weak user control over data
access), and proposed systems from the research community which strengthen user control, but greatly restrict server-side computation [57] or eliminate it altogether [13, 20, 25, 40, 47]. Sieve explores a different point
in the design space, one that provides cryptographically
strong, user-centric access controls, while still permitting
the server-side computation that popular web services
require to add value to user data.
To demonstrate Sieve’s practicality, we integrated Sieve
with two open-source web services. Open mHealth [66]
allows users to store and visualize data series for metrics
like blood pressure and heart rate; Piwigo [3] is an online
photo manager that is similar to Flickr [72]. Integrating
Sieve with Open mHealth and Piwigo was straightforward, requiring approximately 200 and 250 lines of code
modifications respectively. Experimental results show
that the modified systems can handle realistic workloads.

2

can layer Sieve atop an ORAM protocol [44]. To hide
attributes from the storage provider, Sieve could use predicate encryption [38, 61]. However, ORAM and predicate
encryption incur heavy performance overheads (§6), so
Sieve uses lighter-weight cryptography that reduces service latency at the cost of leaking more metadata. We
believe that this trade-off is reasonable for many users
and companies, given the importance of low latencies in
modern web services [69, 71].
With respect to third party web services, Sieve’s goal
is to reveal user data only as permitted by the user’s disclosure policies. After Sieve transmits information to a
third party server, Sieve cannot restrict what the third
party does with the data. For example, third parties may
cache user data locally, even after the user has revoked
access to the canonical versions that reside on her storage
server. Third parties can also share decrypted user data
with other principals via out-of-band, non-Sieve protocols.
Preventing these behaviors is beyond the scope of this paper. However, if a web service shares its user-issued ABE
key, Sieve can revoke that key, preventing anyone who
possesses the key from using it to access user data through
the storage provider (§3.6).
Sieve does not prevent client-side attacks like social
engineering [9] or cross-site scripting [54]. Sieve also
does not protect against a subverted device that the user
believes is functioning properly, e.g., a smartphone that is
infected with a rootkit. However, Sieve uses secret sharing
to protect system-wide secrets like the ABE master key
from the loss of a single device (§3.7).

Security Goals

We focus on three kinds of principals. A user is someone
who wants to store data online and selectively expose
it to a third party web service. The user keeps her (encrypted) data on a cloud storage provider. Each user has
one storage provider, but potentially many third parties
which need delegated access. Potential storage providers
include Amazon S3 and Microsoft Azure. Potential third
party web services are FitBit, Lark, Mint, and any other
application that generates new value from sensitive user
data.
The user has a financial agreement with the storage
provider: the user pays for the provider to keep her data
and participate in the Sieve protocol on her behalf. The
user places encrypted data on the storage provider, but
never reveals the decryption keys to the provider. This
protects the confidentiality of user data if the storage
service is malicious or compromised. Using signatures,
Sieve also protects the data’s integrity. However, Sieve
cannot guarantee the availability or freshness of the data
that the storage provider delivers to a web service. If
desired, Sieve can be layered atop storage systems like
CloudProof [55] which do provide those properties.
Sieve does not hide access patterns or object metadata
(i.e., ABE attributes) from the storage provider. Thus,
a curious provider can learn which encrypted objects a
third party has been authorized to read, as well as the
attributes that are associated with those objects. If users
are concerned about data leakage via access patterns, they

3

Design

As shown in Figure 1, Sieve consists of three components:
a user client, a storage provider daemon, and an import
daemon that is run by third party web services. The Sieve
client runs on each user device. The client provides a
GUI for defining high-level access policies, and insulates
the user from the low-level management of cryptographic
keys and data uploading. The storage provider daemon
communicates with Sieve clients, writing encrypted user
data to cloud storage, and using the data’s ABE attributes
to build an index. The index allows for fast data retrieval
by the import daemons which belong to web services.
An import daemon receives ABE decryption keys from
Sieve clients; each key allows the daemon to decrypt a
subset of a user’s encrypted data.
In Sieve, there are five types of cryptographic keys, all
of which are automatically managed by a user’s Sieve
client. The per-user ABE master key helps to generate the individual ABE decryption keys which are given
to web services. The user’s ABE public key encrypts
metadata blocks with user-provided attributes; note that a
storage provider keeps both data and metadata blocks for
3
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K type=“photo” AND

a user. A web service’s ABE decryption keys determine
which metadata blocks can be decrypted by the service
(§3.4). Metadata blocks point to data blocks, each of
which is signed by a per-user RSA key, and encrypted by
a symmetric key that is contained within the associated
metadata block. Importantly, all of these cryptographic
operations are hidden from the user. A user merely tags
data and generates access policies; the Sieve client transparently converts those high-level activities into low-level
cryptographic operations.
From the perspective of a third party, a user’s Sieve
storage is read-only, i.e., only the user can write new
objects and update old ones. Third parties use their own
storage for data that is derived from a user’s Sieve objects.

3.1

(location=“home” OR “work”) AND
year ≥ 2000

Encrypted
object0

Encrypted
object2

location=“work” AND
year < 2015

Encrypted
object1

type=“photo”,
location=“work”,
year=2014

type=“medical”,
location=“work”,
year=2014

Figure 3: In this example, there are two ABE keys at the
top, and three ABE-encrypted objects at the bottom. An
arrow indicates that a key can decrypt a particular object.

Usage Model

In theory, any web service that imports user data is compatible with Sieve. In practice, certain kinds of web services and user data are easier to integrate with Sieve.
Sieve works best with
• data streams that are tightly bound to a particular
user, and
• web services that can tolerate those data streams being read-only (and perhaps only partially disclosed).
Examples of Sieve-amenable data streams include demographic information like age and location; financial
and medical records; sensor data from quantified self applications; longitudinal, cross-site histories of browsing
behavior and e-commerce transactions; and multimedia
data streams containing photos, videos, and audio. Examples of web services that consume such data streams
are social media applications like Instagram [1], exercise
trackers like Open mHealth [66], and financial analysis
sites like Mint [34] that require access to a user’s spending
habits.
Applications like Reddit [4] and StackOverflow [6] are
less appropriate for Sieve. In these applications, user data
has less standalone value to the owner; instead, most of
the value derives from embedding the data in a larger,
service-specific context like a Reddit discussion. Webbased email is also an awkward fit for the Sieve model,
since email services require mutable, per-user state like
mailboxes, but Sieve exports read-only storage. An email
service could pull read-only outgoing messages from
Sieve storage, and implement the mutable mailbox state
on the service’s own machines. However, such an architecture would be awkward, since users would have no
way to selectively expose incoming messages to the mail
service.

3.2

type=“photo”,
location=“home”,
year=2015

K type=“photo” AND

tributes that govern how the object is encrypted. Each decryption key has an access control structure (ACS) which
enumerates one or more attributes. An ACS can test an
attribute for equality (e.g., location=“Paris”) or comparative value (e.g., age > 35). An ACS can also chain
those simple tests using ANDs, ORs, and NOTs. As shown
in Figure 3, a key can decrypt an object only if the key’s
ACS matches the object’s attribute values.
We use the shorthand notation Ka0 ,...,aN to refer to
an ABE key whose ACS contains the attribute tests
a0 , . . . , aN . All tests are implicitly joined via ANDs unless we explicitly note otherwise.

3.3

Assigning Attributes to User Data

Raw user data comes from a variety of sources. Some
of it is directly generated by a user’s devices; for example, a user might enter financial information directly
into a spreadsheet. Data might also come from an external source, like an email attachment. Sieve associates
each object, regardless of its provenance, with a set of
attributes.
Some attributes can be automatically assigned by hardware, like the GPS coordinates for a running route. Other
attributes can be extracted by software, using applicationspecific transducers or semantic file systems [28, 39, 63].
Users can also manually tag objects. Sieve is agnostic to
the manner in which attributes are assigned, although our
implementation of the Sieve client provides a GUI which
simplifies manual tag assignment. The GUI also allows
users to retag an object after it has already been encrypted
(§3.9).
Users and web services must agree on data schemas, so
that web services can meaningfully aggregate and process
information from different users. In particular, web services need to know a standardized set of attributes which
are associated with various data types. To define this stan-

Overview of ABE

Attribute-based encryption [29] is a public-key encryption
scheme in which a cleartext object is associated with at4
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dardized set, Sieve uses FOAF [17] as the schema model
for data about human users, and RDF [21] as the schema
model for data about user objects.
Each Sieve user has a standardized FOAF record which
stores basic scalar information like her name, location,
and birthday. Sieve associates each entry in the FOAF
record with an ABE attribute; for example, a user’s name
is associated with the userName attribute. Sieve does not
upload the actual FOAF record to the storage provider,
since the only purpose of the FOAF record is to standardize the metadata that is associated with each user.
Instead, Sieve uploads individual FOAF entries, encrypting each one with the associated ABE attribute (e.g.,
“Alice”Kfield=userName , where “Alice” is the encrypted data
and Kfield=userName means that the data can be decrypted
only by web services whose ABE keys have access to the
userName field attribute).
Sieve associates each data object with a type-specific
RDF schema. For example, a W2 tax record has attributes
for the user’s pre-tax income, her number of dependents,
and so on. Similar to FOAF records, RDF records are
used to define a standard attribute set for each data type.
Sieve uploads individual encrypted RDF entries to the
storage provider.
Some data objects like images are not decomposable,
i.e., each object is disclosed or not disclosed at the granularity of the entire object. For objects like this, Sieve
uploads the entire object, encrypting it using the standardized RDF attributes and any manually added user tags.
For example, a photo has standard attributes like height
and width, and may also possess user-defined tags like
“Vacation” or “Family.”
As applications evolve, RDF and FOAF schemas may
change. Sieve is compatible with preexisting techniques
for synchronizing schema changes across a distributed
system [51, 58, 59].

3.4

Uploading
Provider

Data

to

the

storage provider. The storage provider responds with a
GUID for the file. Sieve then uploads a metadata block for
F. The metadata block is an encrypted pointer containing
GUID, kKa0 ,...,aN . Only principals which possess keys
that match a0 , . . . , aN can decrypt the pointer, fetch the
object, and decrypt the object.
In the next section, we describe how web services acquire ABE keys. For now, we merely say that users do
not share ABE keys with storage providers. Thus, a storage provider cannot inspect the data that it stores. The
provider can try to modify the data or produce fake user
data, but Sieve clients sign each object with a user-specific
RSA key before encrypting the object; the signatures allow web services to detect tampering.
From the perspective of a third party web service, Sieve
storage is read-only. However, a user is free to create new
objects, delete old ones, and update objects that reside
at preexisting GUIDs. If a user’s device has cached the
GUID and the symmetric key for a particular object, the
user can update that object directly, without having to
fetch the associated metadata block and incur ABE overhead to decrypt it.

3.5

Defining and Enforcing Access Policies

In Sieve, all user data is private by default, since users
must explicitly share ABE decryption keys that provide
access to data. When a third party requests access permissions, e.g., upon the first time that a user visits a
web site, the user generates an access policy for the
site. Policies are defined in terms of attributes, and
the Sieve client provides a GUI which makes it easy
for users to explore which attributes her data contains,
and which objects would be exposed for a given policy. Policies are simple boolean expressions; for example, a web service used by a physician might receive the policy (fileType=“medicalRecord” AND
year>2010 AND doctor=“John”).
After the user defines a policy, her Sieve client assembles the ABE master secret (§3.7) and generates an ABE
key with the appropriate ACS. The Sieve client then
sends the key and the name of the user’s storage provider
to the remote web service. The message is protected with
TLS [22] to ensure confidentiality and integrity.
Later, when the web service desires to access user data,
the service does not need to interact with the user. Instead,
the service sends an access request directly to the user’s
storage provider. The request contains a list of the attributes which belong to the data of interest. The storage
provider returns the encrypted metadata blocks for the
relevant objects. The web service decrypts the metadata,
revealing the GUIDs for the requested objects as well as
their symmetric encryption keys. The web service uses

Storage

Suppose that a user wishes to upload a file F that has
attributes a0 , . . . , aN . Before uploading the file, the Sieve
client must encrypt the file such that decryption is possible
only with the ABE key whose ACS matches a0 , . . . , aN .
The naïve approach is to directly encrypt F with Ka0 ,...,aN .
However, ABE is a form of public key cryptography, and
it is significantly slower than symmetric key cryptography.
Thus, Sieve uses a hybrid encryption scheme, encrypting
the file data with a symmetric key, and encrypting the
symmetric key with ABE.
The end-to-end upload protocol is the following. First,
the Sieve client generates a symmetric key k, and uses that
key to encrypt F. Sieve uploads the encrypted Fk to the
5
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Re-encrypting data: To enable storage providers to reencrypt data in situ, Sieve employs a key homomorphic
pseudorandom function [15, 50]. We define that function
F as
F(k, x) = H(x)k

the GUIDs to fetch the encrypted objects. After decrypting the objects locally, the service feeds the cleartext data
into an application-specific data pipeline.
Once this happens, Sieve is uninvolved in the application workflow. Thus, Sieve is compatible with the current
web ecosystem which uses third party computation and
storage to add value to user data. However, Sieve provides
users with cryptographically strong control over the raw
data that each service receives. Sieve’s access policies
also have three attractive properties:
• The number of policies scales with the number of
web services that a user shares data with, not the
much larger number of objects that she owns.
• Policy generation is decoupled from object generation. At object creation time, users do not have to
speculate a priori about whom a new object might
be shared with.
• Policies safeguard objects using cryptography, but
users are insulated from the details of key management.
Given all of this, we believe that Sieve strikes a good
balance between security, usability, and backwards compatibility with current web services.

3.6

where H is a hash function and k is the secret key
associated with each object. F is additively key homomorphic, which means that, for two keys k and k ,
F(k, x) · F(k , x) = F(k + k , x). All operations described
in this section are done modulo p, where p is a large
prime.
Using F, we define an encryption scheme whose security is similar to that of AES. Like AES-CTR, our new
encryption scheme operates on blocks of data, and uses
a random counter to convert a block cipher into a stream
cipher. In our new scheme, the jth ciphertext block c j is
equal to
c j = m j · F(k, N + j)

where m j is the jth cleartext block, and N is a public
nonce that is equivalent to the initialization vector in AESCTR. To decrypt, a third party extracts k from a metadata
block and performs the following calculation:
m j = c j · F(−k, N + j)

Key Revocation

To revoke the ABE key Ka0 ,...,aN , a user’s Sieve client generates a re-keying token for each object that is accessible
via Ka0 ,...,aN . For an object encrypted by k, the re-keying
token is δ = −k + k , where k represents the new encryption key for the object. The client sends δ to the storage
provider; this operation is safe because the provider cannot recover k or k from δ . The storage provider uses δ
to compute a new version of each ciphertext block c j :

In Sieve, an individual object is encrypted with a symmetric key k; the object’s metadata block (which contains k
and the object’s GUID) is encrypted with ABE attributes
a0 , . . . , aN . A web service caches its ABE key, and it may
also cache symmetric keys and GUIDs, to avoid repeated
fetches and decryptions of metadata blocks. Caching
makes revocation tricky, since a user that wants to revoke
a service’s access rights cannot force the service to delete
cached keys. An honest storage provider can refuse access requests from deprivileged third parties, but if the
storage provider is compromised, it can leak data that is
encrypted with ostensibly revoked keys that are still in
the wild.
To protect against storage server compromise, Sieve
revokes keys by re-encrypting user data and metadata
with new keys that are not shared with the newly deprivileged third party. If the storage provider is honest at the
time of re-keying, then even if it is compromised later, it
will never leak data that is encrypted with revoked keys.
Leveraging homomorphic encryption [27], the storage
provider re-encrypts the data locally, using a re-keying
token provided by the user. The storage provider learns
nothing about the old encryption key, the new encryption key, or the underlying cleartext; the user avoids the
need to download, re-encrypt, and re-upload data from
her personal devices.
In the rest of this section, we first describe how data is
re-encrypted, and then explain how the associated metadata is re-encrypted.

c j,new = c j · F(δ , N + j)
= m j · F(k, N + j) · F(−k + k , N + j)
= m j · F(k , N + j)

In this manner, the storage provider re-encrypts objects
without learning the encryption keys or the underlying
cleartext.
Re-encrypting metadata: Each user device maintains
an integer counter called the epoch counter. The counter
is initialized to zero, and represents the number of revocations that the user has performed. When a user device
generates a new ABE key, Sieve automatically tags the
key with an epoch attribute that is set to the current value
of the epoch counter. The epoch attribute is a standard
ABE attribute; until now, we have elided the epoch attribute in key descriptions, but we explicitly represent it
in this section.
Suppose that a web service possesses the ABE key
Ka0 ,...,aN ,epoch=i , where i is a whole number. To remove
6
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the service’s access permissions, the user first re-encrypts
the affected data using homomorphic encryption. The
user then increments the epoch counter to i + 1. Next, the
user generates a new metadata block for each re-encrypted
object, inserting the new k. The user encrypts the new
metadata block and uploads it to the storage provider;
the metadata is encrypted using the updated ABE key
Ka0 ,...,aN ,epoch=i+1 . Finally, the user sends the new ABE
key to any non-revoked web services who possess the old
version of the key from epoch i (remember that if the user
gives multiple web services access to a0 , . . . , aN , those
services will receive the same ABE key).
Additional web services may require new ABE keys,
depending on how the attributes in ABE keys overlap. For example, consider two web services: the
first possesses K(a0 OR a1 ) AND epoch=0 , and the second has
K(a1 OR a2 ) AND epoch=0 . Both keys grant access to a metadata block with attributes a1 AND epoch = 0. To revoke the first ABE key, Sieve re-encrypts the metadata
block using the attributes a1 AND epoch = 1. As a result, the second, non-revoked web service loses access
to the block. Thus, Sieve must give an updated key
K(a1 OR a2 ) AND epoch=1 to the second service.
When Sieve re-encrypts a data object, the object’s
GUID stays the same, but its symmetric key changes.
This invalidates any cached symmetric keys that are held
by web services. So, when a service receives an updated
ABE key, the service discards any cached symmetric keys
that were decrypted using the old version of the ABE
key. Note that object signatures are unaffected by revocation, because signatures are on cleartext data which is
unmodified by the revocation process.

To the best of our knowledge, Sieve is the first ABE
system which supports full re-keying of both data and
metadata. Prior ABE systems either cannot revoke keys
at all [73], or can revoke access only to metadata [10,
52, 65]; in the latter case, data remains encrypted with
revoked symmetric keys, leaving that data vulnerable to
storage server compromise or negligence.

3.7

Protecting Against Device Loss

At initialization time, Sieve creates an ABE master secret.
Sieve uses the master secret to derive the ABE decryption
keys that are given to web services. Thus, the entire
cryptosystem is compromised if the master secret is lost.
In a straightforward implementation of ABE, each user
device has a copy of the master secret. However, portable
devices like smartphones and tablets are often lost [70],
meaning that a naïve implementation of ABE exposes
the master secret to great risk. Even if users encrypt the
master secret with a password-derived key [68], users
often pick weak passwords [26], giving the master secret
weak protection in practice if a device is lost.
To mitigate the impact of lost devices, Sieve uses
Shamir secret sharing [60] to partition the master secret
across a user’s devices. In a (k, n) sharing scheme, the secret is divided across n devices, and k shares are required
to reconstruct the secret. In the context of Sieve, this
means that when a user device needs to generate an ABE
key, the device must first gather k − 1 shares from other
devices. Only then can the device assemble the master
secret, generate the ABE decryption key, send the key
to a web service, and then delete the local copy of the
assembled master secret.
When the master secret is being assembled, Sieve requires the user to explicitly authorize each participating
device to release its local share. By default, Sieve uses
a k of 2, so this authorization scheme is similar to twofactor authentication [7]—a user cannot generate an ABE
decryption key unless she controls two separate devices
(e.g., a laptop and a smartphone). This means that, if
an attacker finds a single lost device, that device cannot
generate the master secret.
Sieve also employs secret sharing to protect the user’s
RSA signature key. During uploads to the storage
provider, the signature key is used to authenticate the
client-side of the TLS session. Thus, the storage provider
can reject fraudulent upload attempts from arbitrary devices.
Secret sharing protects the ABE master secret and the
user’s signing key. However, a lost device possesses a
device key that is used to authenticate messages from
that device. An attacker with a lost device can try to use
the device key to subvert the revocation protocol (§3.6).
For example, if a malicious lost device can roll back the
epoch to a smaller number, uncompromised devices will

Additional details: A Sieve user will often possess
multiple devices; for example, a single user might possess
a smartphone, a laptop, and a quantified self device like
a FitBit. If a user has multiple devices, then the device
which initiates a revocation will broadcast the revoked
key and the new epoch counter to the other devices. This
ensures that the other devices do not use an old epoch
number to encrypt new metadata blocks. Network partitions may delay the rate at which devices learn about a
revocation, so when a device receives a revocation notice,
the device proactively re-keys any data and metadata that
it mistakenly encrypted using the revoked key. Each revocation notice has an issue time, which allows devices
to identify which data needs re-keying. Computationally
weak devices like FitBits can delegate re-keying work to
more powerful devices like laptops.
A revocation message is signed by the public key of the
device that issued the message. Devices learn about each
other’s public keys at Sieve initialization time, and later,
when the user adds a new device. By signing revocation
messages, Sieve prevents arbitrary devices from injecting
fraudulent revocation notices.
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upload new data that can be decrypted with revoked keys.
To prevent attacks like this, Sieve relies on the multifactor authentication that is built into the secret sharing
protocol—revocation requires a device to assemble the
master secret, and assembling the master secret requires
the user to possess multiple devices.
To add or remove devices from the secret sharing
scheme, or to change k, the user must invalidate the old
shares. To do so, the user must find k devices to participate in a new secret sharing exchange that uses the
updated k and n.
Sieve provides no protections against a subverted device that a user believes is not lost or malfunctioning. For
example, if a user wants to upload data from the smartphone that she is currently using, and the smartphone has
a rootkit, the phone can arbitrarily delete the user’s data,
upload garbage, or improperly revoke keys.

3.8
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Figure 4: An example of a storage-based data structure.
Using indirect GUIDs, the metadata block at the top
points to a data block that contains only GUIDs. Those
GUIDs point to raw data blocks. Raw data blocks can
also embed pointers, as demonstrated by the simple tree
structure that links the data blocks.

Minimizing ABE Overheads

the client to upload at least a block’s worth of data).1
Multiple small blocks are also useful if the symmetric
cipher does not allow updates to random offsets in the
ciphertext.2
A raw data block can also embed GUIDs which reference other data blocks. This allows a client to build more
complex data structures than flat arrays of data blocks.
For example, Figure 4 shows a simple tree with a single
parent and three children; by convention, the parent of the
tree is the first entry in the GUID map. Each data block
can hold multiple items, but when a block fills up, the
client creates a new data block, adds the associated GUID
to the GUID map, and then updates any internal GUIDs
within preexisting data blocks. A third party whose ABE
key decrypts the metadata block can traverse the tree structure without additional ABE operations, since all of the
data blocks are encrypted with the same symmetric key.
Each storage-based data structure defines a Python API
for adding and removing objects, as well as traversing
the entire structure. Sieve clients and web services cache
the metadata blocks for storage-based data structures, and
use the Python APIs to interact with the structures. Thus,
Sieve clients and web services are insulated from the lowlevel details of GUID maps (although both parties can
access raw storage if desired, and if Sieve’s ABE policies
allow such accesses).
Sieve’s revocation protocol (§3.6) is compatible with
storage-based data structures. When Sieve determines
that a metadata block must be re-keyed, Sieve checks
whether the metadata refers to a storage-based data structure. If so, Sieve must traverse the structure, identifying

Until now, we have assumed that clients perform two
encryptions for every object upload: an ABE encryption
for the metadata block, and a symmetric encryption for
the data block. ABE is a public key cryptosystem, so
ABE operations are much slower than symmetric ones.
Fortunately, Sieve clients can use several techniques to
reduce the frequency of ABE operations.
The simplest approach is for clients to store multiple
objects inside each data block. Creating the associated
metadata block will still require an ABE encryption, but
subsequent writes and reads of the data block will incur
only symmetric cryptography costs—clients can update
the data block in-place, without changing the metadata,
and third parties can cache the data block’s symmetric key
to use during reads. For example, a smartphone with a
GPS unit might use a single data block to store a month’s
worth of location data. The phone appends new location
samples to the current month’s data block, creating a new
data block and metadata block when a new month begins.
Clients can also use more complex storage-based data
structures. For example, as shown in Figure 4, a Sieve
client can use indirect GUIDS in the same way that a Unix
file system uses indirect data pointers. In this scheme, the
top-level GUID for a storage-based data structure refers to
a metadata block that points to a GUID map. The GUID
map is just a data block that contains a symmetric key and
additional GUIDs; those GUIDs point to raw data blocks
that are encrypted with the symmetric key. Once again,
clients eliminate ABE costs by encrypting many objects
with the same symmetric key, and caching that key.
Having many, smaller data blocks instead of fewer,
larger data blocks is useful if the storage provider does not
allow partial block writes (meaning that all writes force

1 For example, Amazon’s S3 allows partial reads, but not partial
writes [8].
2 Many commonly used block cipher modes, such as CBC and CTR,
do not easily support new writes to random offsets.
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GUIDs and re-keying the associated data blocks. Note
that GUID maps are re-encrypted in place, just like any
other data block. The revocation protocol does not change
the GUIDs that are associated with re-keyed data blocks,
so embedded GUIDs inside data blocks remain valid after
re-keying.
Each data block that is referenced by a particular GUID
map is encrypted with the same k. However, Sieve uses
counter-mode encryption [42], and employs a different
counter for each block. Thus, if an attacker learns the
cleartext for one ciphertext block, the attacker does not
have an easier job of decrypting other ciphertext blocks
with the same k.

3.9

four orders of magnitude slower than native AES decryption [12]. Relative to functional encryption and garbled
circuits, ABE is several orders of magnitude faster.
Paying for storage: In Sieve, each user places her objects in private cloud storage. Someone must pay for that
storage. One option is for ad networks to pay. In Sieve, ad
networks can be third parties, and they can receive ABE
keys to access user data. Using a micropayment system
like FileTeller [35], advertisers could pay for the right
to collect longitudinal data about a user, and generate
targeted advertisements based on that data. By deferring
user storage costs, advertisers would encourage users to
continue to declassify a subset of their data. Indeed, since
each user now stores all of her data in a single place
instead of multiple locations, ad networks would gain
access to more contextual information than in the current
web ecosystem, even if users choose which objects to
reveal [67]. Thus, Sieve might enable a happy middle
ground in which users gain explicit control over the data
seen by third parties, and third parties willingly subsidize private user storage in return for better contextual
information.
If ad-driven storage subsidies are poorly designed, they
may lead to perverse trade-offs between subsidy amounts
and the required levels of data disclosure. A full study
of such interactions is beyond the scope of this paper.
For now, we merely observe that some users may opt out
of the subsidy system entirely. These users will have to
pay for their own storage, but there is reason to believe
that they would do so. Well-known sites like Pandora,
Slashdot, and OkCupid already allow users to pay a small
monthly fee to remove advertisements, so there is a preexisting demographic that is willing to pay money in exchange for better privacy. The popularity of open source
applications also demonstrates that developers are willing
to make high quality software without the expectation of
direct payments from users. Thus, we believe that Sieve’s
application model is realistic.

Relabeling

In Sieve, a user may relabel an object. For example, a
user can restrict access by adding an additional attribute
to the object. A user can also remove attributes, or swap
one attribute for another.
To implement relabeling, a user’s Sieve client performs
three actions. First, the client replaces the old metadata
block on the storage server with a new one that contains a
new symmetric key and is ABE-encrypted using the new
attributes. Second, the client uses homomorphic encryption to re-encrypt the object under the new symmetric key
on the storage server. Finally, the client updates storagebased references to the object, ensuring that the references
adhere to the object’s new access policy. The client can
locate these references because the client knows the old
attributes for the object, the new attributes for the object,
and the attributes for all of the user’s metadata blocks.
Thus, the client can determine which references must
be patched. For example, suppose that a user has two
storage-based data structures S0 and S1 ; further suppose
that, due to relabeling, an object must move from S0 to
S1 . By inspecting the object’s old attributes, the client
determines that the object was originally referenced by S0 .
The client homomorphically re-encrypts the object using
symmetric key k , traverses S0 to remove any references
to the object, and then adds a GUID, k  reference for
the object to S1 . Sieve performs the traversals, removals,
and additions using the APIs defined by the storage-based
data structures.

3.10

Efficient data importing: In the current web ecosystem, users explicitly submit data to web services, making
it easy for those services to determine when new information has been created. In Sieve, users submit new data
to the storage provider. However, user devices know the
tags which are associated with both new data items and
web service ABE keys; thus, when a device uploads an
object of interest to a particular service, the device can
proactively notify the service of the upload.
Storage-based data structures (§3.8) also make it easy
for services to identify new data. For example, using a
storage-based log, user devices can append new data to
the head of the log. A service can cache the GUID and the

Discussion

Alternative policy languages: Attribute-based disclosure policies are easy for users to understand, and these
policies naturally map to ABE cryptosystems. However,
ABE cannot express arbitrarily complex policy functions.
Garbled circuits [41] and functional encryption [16] are
Turing complete, but they are prohibitively slow. For example, garbled circuits decrypt AES data at a rate that is
9
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5

symmetric key for the log head, and periodically check
the beginning of the log for new objects.

In this section, we explore one high-level question:
is Sieve practical? To answer this question, we integrated Sieve with two applications. The first was Open
mHealth [66], an open-source web service that allows
users to analyze their health data. We also integrated
Sieve with Piwigo [3], an open-source online photo manager. We show that the integrations were straightforward,
and that the end-to-end application pipelines can handle
realistic workloads.
All experiments ran on a 10-core machine with 2.4
GHz Intel Xeon E7-8870 CPUs and 256 GB of RAM. We
ran each experiment 50 times, and we report the average
(standard deviations were small). Sieve used 2048 bit
RSA with SHA256 to sign user objects. ABE operations
used 224-bit MNT curves [48]. To symmetrically encrypt
objects, Sieve used 128-bit AES in CTR mode, or Ed448Goldilocks elliptic curves in randomized counter mode.
The latter cipher is key homomorphic, but the former is
not; by comparing Sieve’s performance with these ciphers,
we could measure the cost of supporting key revocation
(§3.6). All web servers ran on the test machine’s loopback interface, to minimize network latency and focus on
Sieve’s cryptographic overheads.
All GUIDs were 64 bits long. Thus, a metadata block
which contained a GUID and an AES key was 24 bytes in
size, whereas a metadata block which contained a GUID
and an Ed448 key was 64 bytes long.

Anonymity across services: Some users may not want
to be tracked across different web services. For example,
a user might be comfortable sharing data with services
X and Y , but uncomfortable with X knowing how she
interacts with Y , and vice versa. Sieve cannot restrict
what services do once they possess user data, so Sieve
cannot prevent X and Y from pooling their data and trying
to correlate user behavior across both services.
Users can employ various techniques to make tracking
more difficult. For example, proxies like Tor [23] allow
users to hide their IP addresses from web services. Users
can also establish a unique login identity for each web service, or lobby web services to use anonymous credential
systems [18]. Unfortunately, Tor and anonymous credential systems rely on network proxies that hurt application
responsiveness, and seemingly anonymized data sets can
still reveal sensitive user information to machine learning
algorithms [24]. Thus, providing anonymity on the web
is still an important area for future research.

4

Evaluation

Implementation

Our Sieve prototype consists of a Sieve client, a storage
provider daemon, and a Sieve import daemon that is run
by third parties. Each component is written in Python,
and uses PyCrypto [43] to implement RSA and AES.
For ABE operations, we use the libfenc [30] library with
elliptic curves [48] from the Stanford Pairing-Based Cryptography library [45]. To build Sieve’s key homomorphic
symmetric cipher [15], we use the Ed448-Goldilocks elliptic curve library [31].

5.1

Case Studies

Open mHealth: Open mHealth allows users to upload
medical data to a web server that will analyze the data
and provide explanatory visualizations. To integrate Sieve
with Open mHealth, we first modified the Open mHealth
client to upload data via the Sieve client instead of directly to the Open mHealth server. We then ran a Sieve
import daemon on the Open mHealth web server, configuring the daemon with the data schema used by the Open
mHealth analytics engine. These modifications required
approximately 200 lines of code to be changed in the
Open mHealth platform.
To test the end-to-end performance of the application
pipeline, we used Open mHealth’s data generator to create
a week’s worth of health data. The data included information like blood pressure, weight, physical activity, and
heart rate. Each day had approximately 14 data points.
For each data point, the Sieve client added attributes like
the date that the sample was collected, the name of the
associated user, and the type of data represented by the
sample. The Sieve client used a single storage-based data
structure to store the samples for an entire week.

The storage provider daemon uses BerkeleyDB [53]
to store encrypted data blocks, and MongoDB [49] to
store metadata blocks. For each data block, the key is a
GUID, and the value is a symmetrically encrypted object.
For a metadata block, the key is a set of cleartext ABE
attributes, and the value is an ABE-encrypted GUID and
symmetric key. Metadata blocks are indexed by their
attribute fields, and all metadata blocks for a particular
user are stored in a MongoDB collection.
The JavaScript code in a web site interacts with the
local Sieve client using a small RPC library that we provide. When a web site initially requests access to a user’s
data, the site’s JavaScript sends an XMLHttpRequest to
a localhost webserver run by the Sieve client. The Sieve
client then displays a GUI that allows the user to define
an access policy for the site, and send the associated ABE
key to the site’s web server.
10
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(a) Encryption speed: ABE and Ed448 in randomized counter mode.

(b) Encryption speed: ABE and AES in CTR mode.

Figure 5: Encryption throughput for Sieve, as a function of 1) the size of the data to symmetrically encrypt, 2) the
percentage of symmetric data encryptions which also require the ABE encryption of a metadata block, and 3) whether
the cipher is AES or key homomorphic Ed448. All experiments assume that each metadata block has five attributes, and
each ABE key has 10 attributes. Performance trends for decryption are similar.
The cost for the user to upload the first data point at
the beginning of a week was 0.56 seconds; the cost was
dominated by ABE encryption. Uploading subsequent
data points proceeded at the throughput of the symmetric
cipher, requiring 17.1 ms per data point for AES, and 38.5
ms for Ed448.
The mHealth server used the Sieve import daemon to
download user data. If the server had no cached GUIDs or
symmetric keys, then importing a week of data required
0.49 seconds with AES and 0.78 seconds with Ed448. In
this scenario, the server had to download the metadata
block, decrypt it with ABE, download the data block, and
then decrypt that block using a symmetric cipher. If the
server possessed cached GUIDs and symmetric keys, then
importing a week of data took only 135 ms with AES,
and 469 ms with Ed448.

As we explain in more detail in Section 5.2, current
Ed448 implementations are slower and less optimized
than equivalent AES implementations. Thus, when applications use Ed448, the upload time for a large object
is dominated by Ed448 encryption costs, regardless of
whether ABE costs are incurred. If the Piwigo client used
Ed448, the upload cost for a 375 KB photo was 6.1 seconds if the client also had to generate a new metadata
block. By using storage-based data structures to avoid
ABE operations, the upload cost dropped to 4.2 seconds.
Note that, from the user’s perspective, uploads are asynchronous. Thus, multi-second upload times are not in the
critical path of user-facing activities.
Download times for the Piwigo server demonstrated
similar trends. With cached GUIDs and symmetric keys,
downloading a photo required 0.14 seconds using AES,
and 5.9 seconds using Ed448. Without cached metadata,
a download required 0.44 seconds with AES, and 6.3
seconds with Ed448.

Piwigo: The standard Piwigo client allows users to upload photos from local storage to the Piwigo web service.
We modified the client to upload data to a Sieve storage
provider, and we modified the server-side Piwigo code
to fetch user data via the Sieve import daemon. These
modifications required approximately 250 lines of new
Piwigo code.
To test the end-to-end performance, we uploaded a
375 KB photo which had three tags (location, date, and
username). If the Piwigo client used AES, the upload
required 0.57 seconds if a new, ABE-encrypted metadata
block had to be generated. If the client used a storagebased list to avoid the creation of a new metadata block,
the upload cost was only 0.06 seconds.

Server-side per-core throughput: The storage daemon uses BerkeleyDB to store data objects. The daemon logic is simple, meaning that the daemon can import
data at the raw speed of the BerkeleyDB write path. For
Open mHealth, the write speed was roughly 50 MB/s per
server core, which represented 16,500 users uploading a
week’s worth of data every second. For Piwigo, the write
speed was roughly 200 MB/s per core, corresponding to
550 photo uploads per second (assuming a photo size of
375 KB). Write throughput was better for Piwigo due to
BerkeleyDB handling large writes faster than small ones.
11
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Operation

Time

Generating 10 attribute key
Generating 20 attribute key
Re-encrypting a metadata block (10 attrs)
Re-encrypting a metadata block (20 attrs)
Re-key 100 KB data block

0.46 sec
0.64 sec
0.63 sec
0.91 sec
0.66 sec

blocks associated with the revoked ABE key must be reencrypted; however, those metadata blocks will typically
point to a much larger number of raw data blocks (§3.8),
so the overall re-encryption cost of revocation is governed
by the speed with which raw data can be re-keyed.
Attribute matching: When the storage provider receives an access request from a third party, the storage
provider must locate the metadata blocks whose attributes
match those of the access request. Sieve makes the matching process fast by storing metadata blocks in a database
that indexes those blocks by their attributes.
Due to space constraints, we omit a full description
of matching performance. However, the results are unsurprising, since modern databases are good at building
indices. For example, in one experiment, we injected a
million metadata blocks into MongoDB; each metadata
block had 10 randomly selected attributes from a universe of 35 possible attributes. Then, we submitted access
queries in which each query contained 5 random attributes
joined with a random set of ANDs and ORs. Each query
took 0.13 ms to complete on average.

Figure 6: Computational overheads for key generation
and revocation.
We also tested per-core throughput for the import daemon. For Open mHealth using AES, a single core could
download and decrypt a week’s worth of data for 420
users in one minute; with Ed448, a core could import 70
users’ data in one minute. Given a photo size of 375 KB,
Piwigo was able to import 235 AES-encrypted photos or
14 Ed448-encrypted photos in one minute. In all experiments, 20% of object imports required the download and
ABE-decryption of a metadata block. We believe that
20% is high, since an arbitrary number of objects can be
referenced by a single metadata block.

5.2

Secret-sharing: Sieve partitions the ABE master key
and the RSA signing key across multiple devices, ensuring
that a lost or stolen device will not store a full copy of
sensitive cryptographic information. The secret sharing
protocol is cheap: ignoring network latency, and assuming
that k = 2 and n = 5, splitting a 2048 bit object like an
RSA key requires 0.04 ms, and reconstructing that key
requires 0.09 ms.

Microbenchmarks

Encryption speed: Sieve requires clients to symmetrically encrypt each data object before uploading it. Some
fraction of uploads will also require clients to ABEencrypt a metadata block. Figure 5 quantifies the performance of ABE and the symmetric ciphers. For 10 KB
objects, pure ABE encryption throughput is 1.1 KB/s,
whereas pure Ed448 throughput is 23.8 KB/s and pure
AES throughput is 43.5 KB/s. Although clients can perform data uploads asynchronously, in the background, the
computational costs for ABE are still quite high. Thus,
hybrid encryption (§3.4) and the optimizations from Section 3.8 are crucial for minimizing the number of ABE
operations.
For 1 MB objects, the performance gap between AES
and Ed448 grows–AES throughput is 12 MB/s, but Ed448
throughput is only 120 KB/s. However, Ed448 is a new
elliptic curve, with immature implementations relative to
AES. We expect Ed448’s performance to improve as its
implementations receive more optimization effort.

6

Related Work

Untrusted servers: Browser extensions like ShadowCrypt [32] transparently encrypt the data that a browser
sends to unmodified cloud servers. Intentionally encrypted cloud stores like SUNDR [40], Depot [47], and
SPORC [25] provide stronger consistency semantics in
the face of server-side misbehavior; application logic runs
solely on the client-side, over cleartext data, with clients
exchanging encrypted data with servers. Other systems
that store encrypted data on servers and run application
logic on the client-side include BStore [20] and DepSky [13]. All of these systems prevent data leakage due to
server compromise or malice. However, these systems are
incompatible with applications that leverage server-side
computation to add value to raw user data. In contrast,
Sieve is totally compatible with server-side computation.
In CryptDB [56], a web application consists of clients,
an application server, and a back-end database. The
database contains only encrypted data. Using SQL-aware
encryption, the application server can execute queries

Key generation and revocation: Figure 6 describes
the costs that Sieve pays for generating new ABE keys,
re-encrypting metadata blocks, and re-keying a 100 KB
data block. The creation of new ABE keys is rare, and
occurs only when a new service requests access permissions, or an old service receives modified permissions
(possibly as the result of an epoch number increasing after a revocation (§3.6)). During revocation, the metadata
12
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over the encrypted data without revealing cleartext to
the database. However, the application server does see
cleartext, and can leak user data if compromised. Mylar [57] eliminates the need for an application server, but
restricts the encrypted server-side computation to keyword searches. In both CryptDB and Mylar, applications
control how user data is shared. In Sieve, user data is
decoupled from applications, with users selectively disclosing individual objects to third parties.
Privly [5] allows users to upload encrypted data to
a storage server, and share hyperlinks to that data. The
hyperlinks can be embedded in sites like a Facebook page,
but the hyperlinks reveal no cleartext to the owner of
the embedding site. Users register their decryption keys
with Privly’s browser extension. Later, when the user
visits a page and her extension finds a Privly hyperlink,
the extension transparently fetches the encrypted data,
decrypts it, and rewrites the page’s HTML, replacing the
Privly link with the cleartext data. Privly does not support
the server-side computation that is enabled by Sieve.

performance cost. To hide data access patterns from storage servers, GORAM clients must perform O(polylog(n))
additional accesses. Hiding attribute values using predicate encryption substantially increases GORAM’s ciphertext size, and slows both encryption and decryption.
GORAM is also less user-friendly than Sieve. For
example, GORAM forces users to determine a priori the
maximum number of principals that can be mentioned in
access control lists; if this list changes, a user must reinitialize her database. GORAM also has no revocation
scheme, and no protocol to recover from lost user devices.
Access delegation schemes: OAuth [37] is a widely
used protocol for sharing cloud data across different web
services. OAuth policies are written by web services, not
by users, so users lack true authority over their access
controls. OAuth also does not leverage cryptography to
protect user storage or enforce access policies. As a result,
users have no strong assurances about how their data is
exposed. OAuth is also vulnerable to various kinds of
data leaks [33, 64]. AAuth [65] is an extension of OAuth
which uses cryptography to delegate access to encrypted
data. However, AAuth relies on the existence of various
trusted parties to enforce access policies. In Sieve, users
generate their own policies and distrust the storage server
and third party applications. Sieve’s policy language is
also richer than AAuth’s fixed policy schemas.
The OAuth protocol generates a token that principals
use to access sensitive data. Web services define many
other types of “bearer tokens.” HTTP cookies [11] are
a classic example. Macaroons [14] improve upon cookies, using chained HMACs to verify and attenuate capabilities as a macaroon is passed between multiple parties. Cookies and macaroons vouch for a principal’s
post-authorization status, whereas Sieve deals with the
authorization itself.

ABE-protected storage: Persona [10], Priv.io [73],
and Cachet [52] use ABE to selectively expose encrypted
user data. In Persona and Priv.io, each user keeps her
data in private cloud storage; in Cachet, data is stored in
a peer-to-peer, distributed hash table. Unlike Sieve, these
systems cannot delegate access to arbitrary third party
services. Persona, Priv.io, and Cachet also trust each device for the lifetime of the system, whereas Sieve can
recover from the loss of individual devices. Finally, Sieve
provides a concrete revocation protocol that safeguards
user data if storage servers are compromised. Priv.io has
no revocation strategy, and Persona suggests re-keying
data, but does not provide a specific mechanism. Cachet
does implement revocation, but requires a trusted proxy
which must interpose on all decryption operations, even
in the common case that revocation is not underway [36].
Cachet’s revocation scheme also does not re-encrypt data
on storage providers; thus, objects that are encrypted with
revoked keys are vulnerable to subsequent compromises
of the storage provider.

7

Conclusions

Sieve is a new access control system that allows users to
selectively expose their private cloud data to third party
web services. Sieve uses attribute-based encryption to
translate human-understandable access policies into cryptographically enforceable restrictions. Unlike prior solutions for encrypted storage, Sieve is compatible with rich,
legacy web applications that require server-side computation. Sieve is also the first ABE system that protects
against device loss and supports full revocation of both
data and metadata. As a proof of concept, we integrated
Sieve with two open-source web services, demonstrating
that Sieve is a practical approach for restricting access to
sensitive user data.

Predicate encrypted storage: GORAM [46] allows
users to selectively share their cloud data with other users.
Clients place encrypted data on servers so that servers
cannot inspect it, and clients hide their access patterns
from servers using ORAM shuffling techniques [44]. Like
Sieve, GORAM tags data objects with attributes; unlike
Sieve, GORAM uses attribute-hiding predicate encryption [38, 61] to prevent storage servers from learning
attribute values.
GORAM’s use of oblivious RAM and predicate encryption provides stronger security than Sieve, but there is a
13
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Abstract

Modern mobile apps need to store and share structured
data, but the coarse-grained access-control mechanisms in
existing mobile operating systems are inadequate to help
apps express and enforce their protection requirements.
We design, implement, and evaluate a prototype of
Earp, a new mobile platform that uses the relational model
as the unified OS-level abstraction for both storage and
inter-app services. Earp provides apps with structureaware, OS-enforced access control, bringing order and
protection to the Wild West of mobile data management.

1

Introduction

Modern mobile apps communicate and exchange data
with other apps almost as much as they communicate and
exchange data with the operating system. Many popular
apps now occupy essential places in the app “ecosystem”
and provide other apps with services, such as storage,
that have traditionally been the responsibility of the OS.
For example, an app may rely on Facebook to authenticate users, Google Drive to store users’ data, WhatsApp
to send messages to other users, Twitter to publicly announce users’ activities, etc.
Traditionally, operating systems have provided abstractions and protection for storing and sharing data. The
data model in UNIX [34] is byte streams, stored in files
protected by owner ID and permission bits and accessed
via file descriptors. UNIX has a uniform access-control
model for both storage and inter-process communication:
users specify permissions on files, pipes, and sockets, and
the OS dynamically enforces these permissions.
Modern mobile platforms provide higher-level abstractions to manage structured data, and relational databases
have become the de facto hubs for apps’ internal data [40].
These abstractions, however, are realized as app-level libraries. Platform-level access control in Android and iOS
inherits UNIX’s coarse-grained model and has no visibility into the structure of apps’ data. Today, access control
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in mobile platforms is a mixture of basic UNIX-style
mechanisms and ad hoc user-level checks spread throughout different system utilities and inter-app services. Apps
present differing APIs with ad hoc access-control semantics, different from those presented by the OS or other
apps. This leaves apps without a clear and consistent
model for managing and protecting access to users’ data
and leads to serious security and privacy vulnerabilities
(see §2).
In this paper, we explore the benefits and challenges of
using the relational model as the unified, platform-level
abstraction of structured data. We design, implement, and
evaluate a prototype of Earp, a new mobile platform that
uses this model for both storage and inter-app services,
and demonstrate that it provides a principled, expressive,
and efficient foundation for the data storage, data sharing,
and data protection needs of modern mobile apps.
Our contributions. First, we demonstrate how apps can
use the relational model not just to define data objects
and relationships, but also to specify access rights directly
as part of the data model. For example, an album may
contain multiple photos, each of which has textual tags;
the right to access an album confers the right to access
every photo in it and, indirectly, all tags of these photos.
Second, we propose a uniform, secure data-access abstraction and a new kind of reference monitor that has
visibility into the structure of apps’ data and can thus
enforce fine-grained, app-defined access-control policies.
This enables apps to adhere to the principle of least privilege [36] and expose some, but not all, of users’ private
data to other apps. App developers are thus relieved of
the responsibility for writing error-prone access-control
code. The unifying data-access abstraction in Earp is a
subset descriptor. Subset descriptors are capability-like
handles that enable the holder to operate on some rows
and columns of a database, subject to restrictions defined
by the data owner. Our design preserves efficiency of both
querying and access control.
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Third, we implement and evaluate a prototype of Earp
based on Firefox OS, a browser-based mobile platform
where all apps are written in Web languages such as
HTML5 and JavaScript. Apps access data and system
resources via the trusted browser runtime, which acts as
the OS from the app’s viewpoint. The browser-based design enables Earp to conveniently add its data abstractions
and access-control protections to the platform layer while
maintaining support for legacy APIs.
Fourth, to demonstrate how apps benefit from Earp’s
structured access control, we adapt or convert several
essential utilities and apps. We show how local apps,
such as the photo manager, contacts manager, and email
client, can use Earp to impose fine-grained restrictions
on other apps’ access to their data—for example, elide
sensitive data fields, support private photos and albums,
filter contacts based on categories, or temporarily grant
access to an attachment file. We also show how remote
services, such as Google Drive and an Elgg-based socialnetworking service, can implement local proxy apps that
use Earp to securely share data with other apps without
relying on protocols like OAuth.
We hope that by providing efficient, easy-to-use storage, sharing, and protection mechanisms for structured
data, Earp raises the standards that app developers expect
from their mobile platforms and delivers frontier justice
to the insecure, ad hoc data management practices that
plague existing mobile apps.

2

Inadequacy of existing platforms

In today’s mobile ecosystem, many apps act as data “hubs.”
They store users’ data such as photos and contacts, make
this data available to other apps, and protect it from unauthorized access. The data in question is often quite complex, involving multiple, inter-related objects—for example, a photo gallery is a collection of photos, each of
which is tagged with user’s notes.
Inadequate protection for storage. Existing platforms
do not provide adequate support for mobile apps’ data
management. Without system abstractions for storing
and protecting data, app developers roll their own and
predictably end up compromising users’ privacy. For
example, Dropbox on Android stores all files in public
external storage, giving up all protection. WhatsApp on
iOS automatically saves received photos to the system’s
gallery. When the email app on Firefox OS invokes a
document viewer to open an attachment, the attachment
is copied to the SD card shared by all apps.
A systematic study [54] in 2013 discovered 2,150 Android apps that unintentionally make users’ data—SMS
messages, private contacts, browsing history and bookmarks, call logs, and private information in instant mes-

saging and social apps (e.g., the most popular Chinese
social network, Sina Weibo)—available to any other app.
Inadequate protection for inter-app services. Services and protocols that involve multiple apps have suffered from serious security vulnerabilities and logic
bugs [27, 44, 48, 49, 51]. While vulnerabilities in individual apps can be patched, the root cause of this sorry
state of affairs is the inadequacy of the protection mechanisms on the existing mobile platforms, which cannot
support the principle of least privilege [36].
Existing platforms provide limited facilities for sharing
data via inter-app services. Android apps can use content
providers to define background data-sharing services with
a database-like API, where data are located via URIs. Android’s reference monitor enforces only coarse-grained
access control for content providers based on static permissions specified in app manifests [2]. Even though
permissions can be specified for particular URI paths,
they can only be used for static, coarse categories (e.g.,
images or audio in Media Content Provider) because it
is impossible to assign different permissions to dynamically created objects, nor enforce custom policies for
different client apps. If a service app needs fine-grained
protection, writing the appropriate code is entirely the app
developer’s responsibility. Unsurprisingly, access control
for Android apps is often broken [38, 54].
Android also has a URI permission mechanism [1]
for fine-grained, temporary access granting. The accesscontrol logic still resides in the application itself, making
URI permissions difficult to use for programmatic access
control. Android mostly uses them to involve the user in
access-control decisions, e.g., when the user clicks on a
document and chooses an app to receive it.
In iOS, apps cannot directly share data via the file
system or background services. For example, to share a
photo, apps either copy it to the system’s gallery, or use
app extensions [24] which require user involvement (e.g.,
using a file picker) for every operation.
Without principled client-side mechanisms for protected sharing, mobile developers rely on server-side authentication protocols such as OAuth that give third-party
apps restricted access to remote resources. For example,
Google issues OAuth tokens with restricted access rights,
and any app that needs storage on Google Drive attaches
these tokens to its requests to Google’s servers [18, 19].
Management of OAuth tokens is notoriously difficult and
many apps badly mishandle them [48], leaving these apps
vulnerable to impersonation and session hijacking due
to token theft, as well as identity misbinding and session swapping attacks such as cross-site login request
forgery [44]. In 2015, a bug in Facebook’s OAuth protocol allowed third-party apps to access users’ private
photos stored on Facebook’s servers [14].
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Inadequate protection model. Protection mechanisms
on the existing platforms are based on permissions attached to individual data objects. These objects are typically coarse-grained, e.g., files. Even fine-grained permissions (e.g., per-row access control lists in a database) do
not support the protection requirements of modern mobile
apps. The fundamental problem is that data objects used
by these apps are inter-related, thus any inconsistency in
permissions breaks the semantics of the data model.
Per-object permissions fail to support even simple, common data sharing patterns in mobile apps. Consider a
photo collection where an individual photo can be accessed directly via the camera roll interface, or via any
album that includes this photo. As soon as the user wants
to share an album with another app, the per-object permissions must be changed for every single photo in the
album. Since other types of data may be related to photos (e.g., text tags), the object-based permission system
must compute the transitive closure of reachable objects
in order to update their permissions. This is a challenge
for performance and correctness.
In practice, writing permission management code is
complex and error-prone. App developers thus tend to
choose coarse-grained protection, which does not allow
them to express, let alone enforce their desired policies.

3

Design goals and overview

Throughout the design of Earp, we rely on the platform
(i.e., the mobile OS) to protect the data from unauthorized
access and to confine non-cooperative apps. Earp provides
several platform-enforced mechanisms and abstractions
to make data storage, sharing, and protection in mobile
apps simpler and more robust.
• Apps in Earp store and manage data using a uniform,
relational model that can easily express relationships between objects as well as access rights. This allows app
developers to employ standard database abstractions and
relieves them of the need to implement their own data
management.
• Apps in Earp give other apps access to the data via
structured, fine-grained, system-provided abstractions.
This relieves app developers of the need to implement
ad hoc data-access APIs.
• Apps in Earp rely on the platform to enforce their
access-control policies. This separation of policy and
mechanism relieves app developers of the need to implement error-prone access-control code.
Efficient system-level enforcement requires the platform to have visibility into the data structures used by
apps to store and share data. In the rest of the paper, we
describe how this is achieved in Earp.
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3.1

Data model

UNIX has a principled approach for protecting both storage and IPC channels, based on a unifying API—file
descriptors. On modern mobile platforms, however, data
management has moved away from files to structured
storage such as databases and key/value stores.
In Earp, the unifying abstraction for both storage and
inter-app services is relational data. This approach (1)
helps express relationships between objects, (2) integrates
access control with the data model, and (3) provides a
uniform API for data access, whether by the app that owns
the data or by other apps.
Unifying storage and services is feasible because Earp
apps access inter-app services by reading and writing
structured, inter-related data objects via relational APIs
that are similar to those of storage. A service is defined
by four service callbacks (§5), which Earp uses as the
primitives to realize the relational API.
Earp uses the same protection mechanism for remote
resources. For example, a remote service such as Google
Drive can have a local proxy app installed on the user’s
device, which defines an inter-app service that acts as
the gateway for other apps to access Google’s remote
resources. Earp enforces access control on the proxy service in the same way as it does with all inter-app services,
avoiding the need for protocols such as OAuth.
Earp not only makes it easier to manage structured
data that is pervasive in mobile apps, but also maintains
efficient, protected access to files and directories. Earp
uses files and directories internally, thus avoiding the
historical performance problems of implementing a file
system on top of a database [50].

3.2

Access rights

All databases and services in Earp have an owner app.
The owner has the authority to define policies that govern
other apps’ access, making Earp a discretionary access
control system. The names of databases and services are
unique and prefixed by the name of the owner app.
Earp’s protection is fine-grained and captures the relationships among objects. In the photo gallery example, each photo is associated with some textual tags, and
photos can be included in zero, one, or several albums.
Fine granularity is achieved by simple per-row ACLs,
allowing individual photos to each have different permissions. However, per-object permissions alone can create
performance and correctness problems when apps share
collections of objects (§2).
To enable efficient and expressive fine-grained permissions for inter-related objects, Earp introduces capability relationships—relationships that confer access rights
among related data. For example, if an app that has ac-
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3.3

Data-access APIs

In Earp, access to data is performed via subset descriptors. A subset descriptor is a capability “handle” used by
apps to operate on a database or service. The capability
defines the policy that mediates access to the underlying
structured data, allowing only restricted operations on a
subset of this data.
The holder of a subset descriptor may transfer it to
other apps, possibly downgrading it beforehand (removing some of the access rights). Intuitively, a subset descriptor is a “lens” through which the holder accesses a
particular database or service.
Critically, the OS reference monitor ensures that all
accesses comply with the policy associated with a given
descriptor. Therefore, app developers are only responsible
for defining the access-control policy for their apps’ data
but not for implementing the enforcement code.
Capability relationships make access rights for one object dependent on other objects. This is a challenge for
efficiency because transitively computing access-control
decisions would be expensive. To address this problem,
apps can create subset descriptors on demand to buffer
access-control decisions for future tasks. For example, an
app can use a descriptor to perform joins (as opposed to
traversal) to find all photos with a certain tag, then create
another descriptor to edit a specific photo based on the
result of a previous join. The photo access rights are computed once and bound to the descriptor upon its creation.
Earp thus enjoys the benefits of both the relational representation (efficient joins) and the graph representation
(navigating a collection to enumerate its members).
To facilitate programming with structured data, Earp
provides a library that presents an object graph API
backed by databases or inter-app services (see an example
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queryPaths:
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a certain tag
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security reference monitor
multiple query operations

platform

cess rights to an album traverses the album’s capability
relationship to a photo, the app needs to automatically
obtain access rights to this photo, too. Capability relationships only confer access rights when traversed in one
direction. For example, having access to a photo does not
grant access to all albums that include this photo.
Capability relationships make it easy for apps to share
ad hoc collections. For example, the photo gallery can
create an album for an ephemeral messaging app like
Snapchat, enabling the user to follow the principle of
least privilege and install Snapchat with permissions to
access only this album (and, transitively, all photos in this
album and their tags).
Capability relationships also enable Earp to use very
simple ACLs without sacrificing the expressiveness of access control. There are no first-class concepts like groups
or roles, but they can be easily realized as certain capability relationships.

albums

join on multiple tables

photos

tags

relational
representation
backend

database (or service)

Figure 1: Platform- and library-level representations of
structured data in Earp.
in Figure 1). This API is functionally similar to the Core
Data API in iOS, but each internal node is mapped to a
platform-level data object under Earp’s protection. This
API relieves developers of the need to explicitly handle
descriptors or deal with the relational semantics of the
underlying data.

3.4

Choosing the platform

Mobile apps are often written in portable Web languages
such as HTML5 and JavaScript [46, 47]. Browser-based
mobile/Web platforms (e.g., Firefox OS, Chrome, and universal Windows apps) support this programming model
by exposing high-level resource abstractions such as “contacts” and “photo gallery” to Web apps, as well as generic
structured storage like IndexedDB; they are implemented
in a customized, UI-less browser runtime, instead of applevel libraries. All resource accesses by apps are mediated
by the browser runtime, although it only enforces all-ornothing access control.
For our Earp prototype, we chose a browser-based platform, Firefox OS, allowing us to easily add fine-grained
protection to many new and legacy APIs. Earp also retains coarse-grained protection on other legacy APIs (e.g.,
raw files), allowing us to demonstrate Earp’s power and
flexibility with substantial apps (§7.1).
It is possible to adapt Earp to a conventional mobile
platform like Android. For storage, we could port SQLite
into the kernel and add access-control enforcement to
system calls; alternatively, we could create dedicated system services to mediate database accesses and enforce
access-control policies. Non-cooperative apps would be
confined by the reference monitor in either the kernel, or
the services. For content providers, we could modify the
reference monitor to support capability relationships, and
require apps to provide unforgeable handles that are similar to subset descriptors when they access data in content
providers.
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album

album_data

photo

tag

Full data
1-to-n

n-to-1

1-to-n

A subset

Figure 2: A relational representation of structured data.
We show the entire data set and a subset chosen by a
combination of row and column filtering. Relationships
across tables are always bidirectional, but capability relationships are unidirectional as indicated by solid arrows.

4

Data storage and protection

UNIX stores byte streams in files protected by owner ID
and permission bits and accessed via file descriptors. Earp
stores structured data in relational databases protected
by permission policies and accessed via subset descriptors. Because structured data is more complex than byte
streams, Earp must provide more sophisticated protection
mechanisms than what is needed for files. Before describing these mechanisms, we give a brief overview of the
relational data model and how it’s used in Earp.

4.1

Data model

Earp represents structured data using a relational model.
The same relational API is used for storage and inter-app
services (§5). The back end of this API can be, respectively, a database or a service provided by another app.
Each data object in Earp is a row in some table, as
shown in Figure 2. An object in one table can have relationships with objects in other tables. For example, a
photo object is a row in the photo table with a column for
raw image data, several columns for EXIF data (standard
metadata such as the location where the photo was taken),
and a relationship with the tag table, where tags store textual notes. Storing tags in a separate table allows photos
to have an arbitrary number of tags that can be queried
individually. Relationships in Earp are standard database
relationships, as summarized below, but the concept of
a capability relationship (§4.2) is a new contribution and
the cornerstone of efficient access control in Earp.
Relationships have different cardinalities. For example,
the relationship between a photo and its tags is 1-to-n
from the photo to its tags, or, equivalently, n-to-1 from the
tags to the photo. 1-to-1, or, more precisely (1|0)-to-1, is
a special case of n-to-1. For example, each digital camera
has a single product profile which may or may not be
present in the photo’s EXIF.
Logically, the relationship between albums and photos
is n-to-n, because a photo can be included in multiple
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albums and an album can contain multiple photos. Like
many relational stores, Earp realizes n-to-n relationships
by adding an intermediate table. In our example, we call
the intermediate table album data. The album-album data
relationship is 1-to-n, and the album data-photo relationship is n-to-1. All four tables are illustrated in Figure 2.

4.2

Access rights

Access control lists. Each database in Earp is owned by
a single app. Rows have very simple access control lists
(ACLs) to control their visibility to other apps. Each row
is either public, or private to a certain app. If a table does
not have an AppId column, it can be directly accessed
only by the owner of the database. If an Earp table has an
AppId column, its value encodes the ACL: zero means
that the row is public, positive n means that the row is
private to the app whose ID is n. Any app can read
or write public rows. Without an appropriate capability
relationship (see below), apps can only read or write their
own private rows.
Relationships create challenges for ACLs because they
are traversed at run time and their transitive closure may
include many objects. If ACLs were the only protection mechanism, an app that wants to share a photo
with another app would have to modify the ACLs for
all tags—either by making each ACL a list containing
both apps, or by creating a group.
Capability relationships. A relationship is logically
bidirectional. For example, given a photo, it is possible to
retrieve its tags, and given a tag, it is possible to retrieve
the photo to which it is attached. In Earp, however, only
a single direction can confer access rights, as specified in
the schema definition. These capability relationships are
denoted as solid arrows in Figure 2.
We use x 1:n y to denote a 1-to-n capability relationship between tables x and y, which confers access rights
when moving from the 1-side (x) to the n-side (y). Similarly, x n:1 y denotes an n-to-1 capability relationship
that confers access when moving from the n-side to the
1-side. x n:1 y denotes a non-capability relationship that
does not confer access rights.
In the photo gallery example,
• photo 1:n tag. Having a reference to a photo
grants the holder the right to access all of that photo’s
tags, but not the other way around. Therefore, if an app
asks for all photos with a certain tag, it will receive only
the matching photos that are already accessible to it (via
ownership, ACL, or capability relationship).
• album 1:n album data n:1 photo. The intermediate table album data realizes an n-to-n relationship
with capability direction from album to photo. Having access to an album thus confers access to the related
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objects in album data and photo.

4.3

album data and tag are both on the n-side of some
x 1:n y relationship, and they are intended to be accessed

ACLs and capability relationships are generic and enforced by Earp once the schema of a database or service is
defined. To enable more expressive access control tailored
for relational data, Earp also lets apps define schema-level
permission policies on their databases and services. These
policies govern other apps’ access to the data.
A policy defines the following for each table:
1. AppID and default insert mode.
2. Permitted operations: insert, query, update, and/or
delete.
3. A set of accessible columns (projection).
4. A set of columns with fixed values on insert/update.
5. A set of accessible rows (selected by a WHERE
clause, in addition to ACL-based filtering).
The AppID is a number that identifies the controlling
app as the basis for ACLs, much like the user ID identifies
the user as the basis for interpreting file permission bits.
The default insert mode indicates if data inserted into the
database is public or private to the inserting app.
Data access in Earp is expressed by four SQL operations—insert, query, update, and delete—inspired by
Android’s SQLite API (omitting administrative functions
like creating tables). Read-only access is realized by restricting the available SQL operations to query only. Control over writing is fine-grained: for example, an app can
limit a client of the API to only insert into the database,
without giving it the ability to modify existing entries.
The permission policy can filter out certain rows (e.g.,
private photos) and columns (e.g., phone numbers of
contacts), making them “invisible” to the client app. In
addition, values of certain columns can be fixed on insert/update. For example, a Google Drive app can enforce
that apps create files only in directories named by their
official identifiers.
Just like the owner ID and permission bits of a file constrain the file descriptor obtained by a user when opening
a file in UNIX, the permission policy constrains the subset
descriptor (see below) obtained by a user when opening
a database. While permission bits specify a policy for
all users using coarse categories (owner, group, others),
Earp lets apps specify initial permission policies for individual AppIDs, as well as the default policy. Figure 6 in
Section 7.1 shows examples of policy definitions.

only via capability relationships. For example, each tag is
attached to a single photo and is useful only if the photo
is accessible. Typically, such tables do not need ACLs.
We have not needed bidirectional capability relationships in Earp, and they would create cycles that make the
access-control model confusing. Therefore, we decided
not to support bidirectional capability relationships at the
platform level. Earp prevents capabilities from forming
cycles, ensuring that the transitive closure of all capability
relationships is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

Groups. A group can be created in Earp by defining a
table with an appropriate schema. For example, to support albums that are shared by a group of apps, the app
can define another table album access, with album access n:1 album. Each row in album access is
owned by one app and confers access to an album. With
this table, even if an album is private to a certain app, it can
be shared with other apps via entries in album access.
Primary and foreign keys. Earp requires that all tables
have immutable, non-reusable primary keys generated
by the platform. The schema can also define additional
keys. Therefore, the (database,table, primary key) tuple
uniquely identifies a database row.
Cross-table relationships are represented via foreign
keys in relational databases. A foreign key specifies an
n-to-1 relationship: the table that contains the foreign key
column is on the n-side, the referenced table is on the
1-side. If the foreign key column is declared with the
UNIQUE constraint, the relationship is (1|0)-to-1.
Earp enforces that a foreign key references the primary
key of another table and must guarantee referential integrity when the referenced row is deleted [41].
For x 1:n y where y does not have ACLs, when the
referenced row (e.g., a photo) is deleted, the referencing
rows (e.g., tags) will be deleted as well, because they are
inaccessible and the deleting app has the (transitive) right
to delete them.
For other types of relationships, when the referenced
row (e.g., a photo) is deleted, Earp by default sets
the foreign keys of the referencing rows (e.g., rows in
album data) to NULL. If these rows no longer contain
useful data without the foreign key, the schema can
explicitly prescribe that they should be deleted. For
album data, it is reasonable to delete the rows because
they are merely intermediate relations between albums
and photos.

4.4

App-defined access policies

Data-access APIs

Earp provides two levels of APIs to access relational
data: direct access via subset descriptors and object-graph
access via a library.
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var d0 = navigator.openDB('sys/gallery');
var cursor = d0.joinTransClosure(['album','album_data',
'photo', 'tag'], where); // join
cursor.onsuccess = function(event) {
... // navigate to a row (the first bold line above)
// d1: descriptor for photo in cursor's current row
var d1 = cursor.getSelfDesc('photo');
// d2: descriptor for the current photo's tags
var d2 = cursor.getRefDesc('photo', 'tag');
}

Figure 3: A database join using an initial subset descriptor,
then creating new descriptors to represent subsets of the
result. The figure includes a visual depiction of the data
accessible from the different descriptors.
4.4.1

Subset descriptors

Apps in Earp access databases and services via subset
descriptors. When an app opens a database or service that
it owns, it obtains a full-privilege descriptor. If it opens
another app’s database or service, it obtains a descriptor
with the owner’s (default or per-app) permission policy.
Subset descriptors are created and maintained by Earp;
apps manipulate opaque references to descriptors. Therefore, Earp initializes descriptors in accordance with the
database owner’s permission policy, and apps cannot tamper with the permissions of a descriptor (though descriptors can be downgraded, as discussed below).
Efficiently working with descriptors. An example of
working with descriptors is shown in Figure 3. The app
receives descriptor d0 when it opens the database. It can
use d0 to access albums or photos as permitted by their
ACLs. The code in Figure 3 will succeed in performing a
join using d0 because Earp verifies that all tables can be
reached by traversing the capability relationships from a
root table (album in this case), and that entries in different
tables are related via corresponding foreign keys.
However, using d0 is not always efficient for all tasks,
because access rights on some objects can only be computed transitively. To minimize expensive cross-table
checks, an app can create more descriptors that directly
encode computed access rights over transitively accessible objects. Once such a descriptor is created, the app
can use it to access the corresponding objects without
recomputing access rights. In Figure 3, when the app successfully performs a query, join, or insert for a particular
photo via d0, this proves to Earp that it can access the
photo in question. Therefore, Earp lets it obtain a new
descriptor d2, which allows the app to operate only on the
entries in the tag table whose foreign key matches the
photo’s primary key. Access rights are verified and bound
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to d2 upon its creation, thus subsequent operations on
d2 are not subject to cross-table checks. Any tag created
using the d2 descriptor will belong to the same photo
because d2 fixes the foreign key value to be the photo’s
primary key. As discussed in §4.4.2, the object graph library automates creation and management of descriptors.
Transferring and downgrading descriptors. An app
can pass its descriptor to another app or it can create a new
descriptor based on the one it currently holds (e.g., create
d1 based on d0 in Figure 3). When a new descriptor is
generated based on an existing one, all access restrictions
are inherited. For example, if the existing descriptor does
not include some columns, the new one will not have
those columns, either; if the existing descriptor is queryonly, so will be the new one; fixed values for columns, if
any, are inherited, too.
When delegating its access rights, an app may create
a downgraded descriptor. For example, an app that has
full access to an album may create a read-and-update
descriptor for a single photo before passing it to a photo
editor. A downgraded descriptor can also deny access to
certain relationships by making the column containing
the foreign key inaccessible.
Revoking descriptors. By default, a subset descriptor
is valid until closed by the holding app. However, sometimes an app needs more control over a descriptor passed
to another app. Therefore, Earp supports transitive revocation. When an app explicitly revokes a subset descriptor,
all descriptors derived from it will also be revoked, including descriptors that are copied or transferred1 from
it, as well as those generated based on query results. In
this way, App A can temporarily grant access to App B
by passing a descriptor d to it, then revoke App B’s copy
of d (and derived descriptors) afterwards by revoking the
original copy in App A itself.
Creating relationships. A foreign key in Earp may
imply access rights. For x 1:n y, foreign keys are never
specified by the app. For example, inserting a tag for a
photo can only be done via a descriptor generated for that
photo’s tags, i.e., d2 in Figure 3, which fixes the foreign
key value. This prevents an app from adding tags to a
photo that it cannot access.
For x n:1 y, however, the app needs to provide a foreign key when creating a new row in x. For example,
to add an existing photo to an album, the app needs to
add a row in album data with a foreign key referencing
the photo. In this case, Earp must ensure that the app
has some administrative rights over the referenced photo,
because this operation makes the photo accessible to anyone that has access to the album. An analogy is changing
file permissions in UNIX via chmod, which also requires
1 Transferring

a descriptor generates a new copy of the descriptor in
the receiving app. This copy is derived from the original descriptor.
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administrative rights (matching UID or root).
To create such a reference, Earp requires an app to
specify the foreign key value in the form of an unforgeable
token. The app can obtain such a token via a successful
insert or query on the referenced row, provided that the
row is public or owned by the app. This proves that the
app has administrative rights over the row.
4.4.2

Object graph library

As mentioned in Section 3, Earp provides a library that
implements an object graph API on top of the relational
data representation. Rows (e.g., photos) are represented
as JavaScript objects. Related objects (e.g., photos and
tags) are attached to each other via object references. The
corresponding descriptors are computed and managed
internally by the library. As Figure 1 illustrates for our
running photo gallery example, an album can be retrieved
(or stored) as a graph, and searching for photos with a
certain tag can be done via a path query in this graph.
An app can use this library to conveniently construct
a subgraph from an entry object that has capability or
non-capability relationships with other objects. The
lightweight nature of subset descriptors allows the library
to proactively create descriptors as the app is performing queries. Internally, the library automates descriptor
management and chooses appropriate descriptors for each
operation. For example, it has dedicated descriptors for
simple function APIs such as addObjectRef to create
objects that have relationships with existing ones, as well
as APIs that facilitate more complex operations, such as:
• populateGraph: populate a subgraph from a starting node (e.g., fetch all data from an album);
• storeGraph: store objects from a subgraph to multiple tables (e.g., store a new photo along with its tags);
• queryPaths: find paths in a subgraph that satisfy a
predicate (e.g., find photos with a certain tag in an album).

5

Data sharing via inter-app services

In Earp, sharing non-persistent data between apps relies
on the same relational abstractions as storage. In particular, data is accessed through subset descriptors that
control which operations are available and which rows
and columns are visible (just like for storage). The OS
in Earp interposes on inter-app services, presents a relational view of the shared data, and is fully responsible for
enforcing access control.
Figure 4 illustrates inter-app services in Earp. The
server app is the provider of the data, the client app is
a recipient of the data. In Earp, the server app defines
and registers a named service, implemented with four
service callbacks. To client apps, this service appears
as a database with a set of virtual tables and clients use

server
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app

DB operations
callbacks
open
subset
register
desc
registered service

Earp services ref. monitor

Earp translates DB operations
into service callbacks
client
service
operation callbacks
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add
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list, alter

delete
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Figure 4: Inter-app services in Earp.
subset descriptors to access this “database.” Defining
virtual tables via callbacks is a standard idea, and a similar
mechanism exists in SQLite [42]. Earp uses a subset of
this interface tailored for the needs of mobile apps.
Virtual tables have the same relational model and are
accessed through the same subset descriptors as conventional database tables (§4). The server app can define
permission policies on virtual tables, in the same way
as for storage databases. Like conventional tables, a virtual table can have a foreign key to another virtual table,
defining a capability or non-capability relationship.

5.1

Implementing a relational service API

A service is implemented by defining four service callbacks: list, add, alter, and remove. The callbacks
operate on virtual tables as follows.
• list: The server app provides a list of rows in the
requested virtual table. This is the only set operation
among the four callbacks. The server app also supplies
values for the ACL column of any directly accessible table.
Many use cases (§7.1), however, only rely on schemalevel permission policies, so the server app may simply
provide a dummy public value.
• add: Given a single row object, the server app adds
it to the requested virtual table.
• alter: Given a single row object and new values
for a set of columns, the server app updates that row in
the requested virtual table.
• remove: Given a single row object, the server app
deletes it from the requested virtual table.
Implementation of the service callbacks is necessarily
app-specific. An app can retrieve data in response to a
list invocation from an in-memory data structure, or
fetch it on demand from a remote server via HTTP(S)
requests. For example, list for the Google Drive service
may involve fetching files, while add for the Facebook
service may result in posting a status update.

5.2

Using a relational service API

Earp interposes on client apps’ accesses to a service and
converts standard database operations on virtual tables
(query, insert, update, delete) into invocations of service
callbacks. The reference monitor filters out inaccessible
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rows and columns and fixes column values according to
the subset descriptor held by the client app.
• query: Earp invokes list, then filters the result set
before returning to the client. Multi-table queries (joins)
are converted to multiple list calls.
• insert: Earp sanitizes the client app’s input row
object by setting the values of fixed columns as specified
in the descriptor, then passes the sanitized row to add.
• update: Earp invokes the list callback, performs
filtering, sanitizes the new values, then invokes alter
for each row in the filtered result set. This ensures that
only the rows to which the client app has access will be
updated, and that the client cannot modify columns that
are inaccessible or whose values are fixed.
• delete: Earp invokes the list callback, performs
filtering, then invokes remove for each row in the filtered
result set.

5.3

Optimizing access-control checks

Earp’s strategy of active interposition to enforce access
control on inter-app services could reduce performance
for certain server implementation patterns. We use several techniques to mitigate the performance impact on
important use cases.
Separate data and metadata. Earp’s filtering for list
happens after the server app provides the data. Therefore,
if the server returns a lot of unstructured “blob” data (e.g,
raw image data associated with photos), possibly from a
remote host, access control checks could be expensive.
In the common scenario where only metadata columns
are used to define selection and access control criteria, the
server app can greatly improve performance by separating
the metadata and the blob data into two tables. The metadata table is directly visible to the client apps, and Earp
performs filtering on it. The blob table is only accessible
via a capability relationship (i.e., metadata n:1 blob).
The client app receives the filtered result from the metadata table and can only fetch blobs that are referenced by
the metadata rows.
Leverage indexing and query information. Although
Earp does not require the server app to check the correctness or security of the data it returns in response to list,
the server app can significantly reduce the amount of sent
data if it already maintains indices on the data and takes
advantage of the fact that Earp lets it see the actual client
operation that invoked a particular callback.
For example, when a service exports a key/value interface, the server app can learn the requested key from Earp
and return only the value for that key. Similarly, if the service acts as a proxy for a local database (e.g., a photo filter
for the gallery), Earp sanitizes the client requests based on
the client’s descriptor and passes the sanitized operations
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to the service. The service uses Earp’s database layer,
which has a safe implementation of the relational model.

6

Implementation of Earp

We modified Firefox OS 2.1 to create the Earp prototype. The backend for storage is SQLite, a lightweight
relational database that is already used by Firefox OS
internally. Firefox OS supports inter-app communication based on a general message passing mechanism. It
presents low-level APIs to send and receive JavaScript
objects (similar to Android Binder IPC). Earp’s inter-app
service support is built on top of message passing, but
presents higher-level APIs that facilitate access-control enforcement for structured data (similar to Android Content
Providers which are built on top of Binder IPC). Our implementation of Earp consists of 7,785 lines of C++ code
and 1,472 lines of JavaScript code (counted by CLOC [9])
added to the browser runtime and libraries.

6.1

Storing files

There are two ways to store files in Earp. When per-file
metadata (e.g., photo EXIF data and ACLs) is needed,
files can be co-located with the metadata in a database
with file-type columns. Apps store large, unstructured
blob data (e.g., PDF files) using file-type columns, and
the only way for them to get handles to these files is by
reading from such columns. This eliminates the need
for a separate access-control mechanism for files. Internally, Earp stores the blob data in separate files and
keeps references to these files in the database. This is a
common practice for indexing files, used, for example,
in Android’s photo manager and email client. Inserting a
row containing files is atomic from the app’s point of view.
This allows Earp to consistently treat data and metadata,
e.g., a photo and its EXIF.
If per-file metadata and access control are not needed,
an app can store and manage raw files via directory handles. Access control is provided at directory granularity,
and apps can have private or shared directories. Internally,
Earp reuses the access-control mechanism for database
rows to implement per-directory access control, simply
by adding a directory-type column which stores directory
references. The permissions on a directory are determined
by the permissions on the corresponding database row.

6.2

Events and threads

JavaScript is highly asynchronous and relies heavily on
events. Therefore, the API of Earp is asynchronous and
apps get the results of their requests via callbacks.
Thread pool. Internally, all requests to storage and services are dispatched to a thread pool to avoid blocking the
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Figure 5: Constraints on request processing order in the
thread pool.
app’s main thread for UI updates. The thread pool handles all I/O operations for database access and performs
result filtering for inter-app services. After completing
its processing of a request, Earp dispatches a success or
error event to the main thread of the app, which invokes
an appropriate callback.
A request may be processed by multiple concurrent
threads to maximize parallelism. For example, inserting
a row that contains n files will be processed by n + 1
threads, where the first n threads store the files and the
last thread inserts metadata into the database. Although
processed concurrently, such an insert request is atomic
to apps, because they are not allowed to access the files
until the insert finishes. If any thread fails, Earp aborts
the operation and removes any written data.
Similarly, a request to a service can also be parallelized.
For example, when processing an update request, Earp
first uses a thread to invoke the list callback of the server
app and to filter the result; for each row that passes the
filter, Earp immediately dispatches an event to invoke the
alter callback. If alter has high latency due to remote
access, the server app can also parallelize its processing,
e.g., by sending concurrent HTTP(S) requests.
Request ordering. When processing requests, Earp
preserves the program order of all write requests (insert,
update and delete) and guarantees that apps read (query)
their writes. The critical section (database access) of a
write waits for all previous requests to complete, while
a read waits only for previous writes. Storing blob-type
columns, as part of inserts or updates, is parallelized;
however, a read must wait for the previous blob stores to
complete. Note that an app could request an editable file
or directory handle from a database query, but Earp does
not enforce the order of reads and writes on the handle.
It enforces the order when storing or replacing the whole
blob using inserts or updates. Figure 5 shows an example
of runtime request ordering.

6.3

Connections and transactions

A subset descriptor is backed by a database connection or
a service connection. The program’s order of requests is
preserved per connection. When an app opens a database
or a service, Earp creates a new connection for it. Descriptors that are derived from an existing descriptor inherit

the same connection. However, the app can also request a
new connection for an existing descriptor.
Earp exposes SQLite’s support for transactions to apps.
An app can group multiple requests in a transaction. If
it does not explicitly use the API for transactions, each
individual request is considered a transaction. Note that a
transaction is for operations on a connection; requests on
multiple descriptors could belong to a same transaction if
they share the connection. The object graph library uses
transactions across descriptors to implement the atomic
version of storeGraph.

6.4

Safe SQL interface

SQL queries require WHERE clauses, but letting apps directly write raw clauses would create an SQL injection
vulnerability. Earp uses structured objects to represent
WHERE clauses and column-value pairs to avoid parsing
strings provided by apps and relies on prepared statements
to avoid SQL injection.

6.5

Reference monitor

The reference monitor mediates apps’ access to data by
creating appropriate descriptors for them and enforcing
the restrictions encoded in the descriptor when processing
apps’ requests. Descriptors, requests, and tokens for foreign keys can only be created by the reference monitor;
they cannot be forged by apps. They are implemented
as native C++ classes with JavaScript bindings so that
their internal representation is invisible to apps. These objects are managed by the reference counting and garbage
collection mechanisms provided by Firefox OS.
App identity. An app (e.g., Facebook) often consists of
local Web code, remote Web code from a trusted origin
(e.g., https://facebook.com) specified in the app’s
manifest, and remote Web code from untrusted (e.g., advertising) origins. Earp adopts the app identity model
from PowerGate [17], and treats the app’s local code and
remote code from trusted origins as the same principal,
“the app.” Web code from other origins is considered
untrusted and thus has no access to databases or services.
Policy management. Earp has a global registry of policies for databases and services, specified by their owners.
Earp also has a trusted policy manager that can modify
policies on any database or service.

7
7.1

Evaluation
Apps

To illustrate how Earp supports sharing and access-control
requirements of mobile apps, we implemented several es-
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sential apps based on Firefox OS native apps and utilities.
Photo gallery and editor. Gallery++ provides a user interface for organizing photos into albums and applying
tags to photos (as in our running example). With the
schema shown in Figure 2, Earp automates access control enforcement for Gallery++ and lets it define flexible
policies for other apps. For example, when other apps
open the photo database, they are granted access to their
private photos and albums as well as public photos and
albums, but certain fields like EXIF may be excluded.
Gallery++ can also share individual photos or entire
albums with other apps (optionally including EXIF and
tag information), by passing subset descriptors. For example, we ported a photo editing app called After Effects
to Earp but blocked it from directly opening the photo
database. Instead, this app can only accept descriptors
from Gallery++ when the user explicitly invokes it for
the photos she selected in Gallery++. When she finishes
editing and returns from After Effects, Gallery++ revokes
the descriptor to prevent further access.
Contacts manager. The Earp contacts manager provides
an API identical to the Firefox OS contacts manager,
thus legacy applications interacting with the manager all
continue to work, yet their access is restricted according
to the policies imposed by the Earp contacts manager.
The contacts manager stores contacts using seven tables: the main contact table in which the columns
are simple attributes, five tables to manage attributes
that allow multiple entries (e.g., contact 1:n phone
and contact 1:n email), and the final table that holds
contact categories with category n:1 contact. Categories can be used to restrict apps’ access to groups of
related contacts. Such a schema enables Earp-enforced
custom policies, e.g., a LinkedIn app can be given access
only to contacts in the “Work” category, without home
address information.
Email. The Firefox OS built-in email client saves attachments to the world-readable device storage (SD card)
when it invokes a viewing app to open the attachment.
The Earp email client allows attachments to be exported
only to an authorized viewing app, which obtain a subset
descriptor to the email app’s database. The Earp email
client also supports flexible queries from the viewing app,
such as “show all pictures received in the past week,” or
“export all PDF attachments received two days ago”.
Elgg social service and client apps. We use Elgg [12],
an open-source social networking framework, to demonstrate Earp’s support for controlled sharing of app-defined
content. We customized Elgg to provide a Facebook-like
social service where users can see posts from their friends.
There are three components: the Elgg Web server, the
Elgg local proxy app, and local client apps. Client apps
are not authorized to directly contact the Elgg Web server.
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Activity Map:
{post: {ops: ['query'],
cols: ['location']},
image: {ops: [], cols: []}} // no access
Social Collection:
{post: {ops: ['query'],
// WHERE clause (group='public') encoded
// as a JS object to prevent SQL injection
rows: {op: '=', group: 'public'}},
image: {}} // image access implied by post
News:
{post: {ops: ['insert'],
fixedCols: [{category: 'news'}]},
image: {}} // image access implied by post

Figure 6: Policies defined for Elgg client apps, represented as JavaScript objects.
Instead, they must communicate with the Elgg local app
which defines a service. This service acts as a local proxy
and accesses remote resources hosted on the Web server.
A post in Elgg is a text message with associated images.
The Elgg app maintains two virtual tables, one for the
post text (called post), the other for the images (called
image), with a post 1:n image relationship.
The service callbacks use asynchronous HTTP requests
to fetch data. To optimize bandwidth usage, images are
only fetched when the requesting client app has access to
the post with which they are associated.
Local access control in Earp provides a simple and
secure alternative to OAuth. The Elgg local app defines
policies for other apps based on user actions, e.g., via
prompts. We implemented several client apps, and the
policies for them are shown in Figure 6.
• An “activity map” app can read the location column in post, but not any textual or image data. The
post-to-image capability relationship is unavailable to it,
so it cannot fetch images even for accessible posts.
• A “social collection” app gathers events from different social networks. It can read all posts and associated
images from the “public” group.
• A “news” app has insert-only access to the service,
which is sufficient for sharing news on Elgg. The policy
fixes the category column of any inserted post to be
“news”, preventing it from posting into other categories.
Google Drive and client apps. The Google Drive proxy
app in Earp provides a local service that mediates other
apps’ access to cloud storage, avoiding the need for
OAuth. Client apps enjoy the benefits of cloud storage
without having to worry about provider-specific APIs or
managing access credentials. The proxy app presents a
collection of file objects containing metadata (folder and
file name) and data (file contents) to other apps. It services requests from client apps by making corresponding
HTTPS requests to Google’s remote service. We have
ported two client apps to use the service.
• DriveNote is a note-taking app which stores notes
on the user’s Google Drive account via the local proxy.
The proxy allows it to read/write files only in a dedicated
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Figure 7: Microbenchmark results for storage and services. Smaller run time indicates better performance.
folder. Earp enforces this policy, ensuring that queries
do not return files outside of this folder, and fixing the
folder column on any update or insert operation.
• Gallery++ is a system utility, thus the Google Drive
proxy app trusts it with access to all files. Gallery++ can
scan and download all images stored on Google Drive.

Performance

We evaluate the performance of Earp on a Nexus 7 tablet,
which has 2GB of DDR3L RAM and 1.5GHz quad-core
Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro CPU.
7.2.1

Earp
slowdown
1755± 99
8%
5888±117
2%
1392±120
6%
2923±253
3%
4416±400
-6%

Table 1: Latency (msec) measured for macrobenchmarks
on Earp applications.

Insert Small Photo
Insert Large Photo
Get Small Photo
Get Large Photo

7.2

Baseline
1623±102
5748±152
1310± 77
2828±217
4725±433

Microbenchmarks

We run various microbenchmarks to measure Earp’s performance for storage and inter-app services. Figure 7
shows Earp’s run time relative to Firefox OS.
DB-only workloads (contacts). We measure the time
to insert new contacts, enumerate 500 contacts, and find a
single contact matching a name or a phone number from
the 500; the base line is the contacts manager in Firefox
OS which uses IndexedDB. Earp outperforms the baseline
for all workloads except enumerating contacts, where it
is about only 3% slower.
Earp’ performance is explained by its (1) directly using
SQLite, while Firefox OS uses IndexedDB built on top of
SQLite, (2) directly maping an object’s fields into table
columns, whereas IndexedDB uses expensive serialization
to store the entire object, (3) using SQLite’s built-in index
support, whereas IndexedDB needs to create rows in an
index table for all queryable fields of every object, (4)
more complex data structure for contacts (six tables as
opposed to a single serialized row for the baseline), which
affords sophisticated access control but requires a bit more
time to perform joins.
File-only workloads.
We measure the time to create/delete empty files and write small (18KB)/large

(3.4MB) files using Earp’s directory API; the base line
is Firefox OS’ DeviceStorage API. Earp has comparable
performance to the baseline, where the -11%∼4% difference in run time is due to different implementations of
these APIs. Note that the measured times include event
handling, e.g., dispatching to I/O threads and complete
notification to the app.
DB-and-file workloads (photos). The measurements
include inserting small, 18 KB, and large, 3.4 MB, photos with metadata, and retrieving them; the baseline is
inserting/retrieving the same photo files and their metadata into the MediaDB library in Firefox OS, which
uses IndexedDB. Earp largely outperforms the baseline,
mostly because of the differences between SQLite and IndexedDB, as explained in the contacts experiments. When
inserting large photos the run time is dominated by writing
files so performance is very close (<1%) to the baseline.
Inter-app service. We measure the run time for retrieving 4,000 2 KB messages from a different app using Earp’s inter-app service framework. The baseline
uses Firefox OS’ raw inter-app communication channel
to implement an equivalent service, where requests are
dispatched to Web worker threads (equivalent to Earp’s
thread pool). Figure 7 shows that Earp performs roughly
the same as the baseline, and the time spent for access
control (result filtering) is negligible.
7.2.2

Macrobenchmarks

Table 1 reports end-to-end latency for several real-world
workloads described in Section 7.1.
Remote services. We measure the latency of client apps
(Elgg client and DriveNote) accessing remote services
(Elgg and Google Drive) by communicating with local
proxy apps for these services. The baseline is the local
proxy apps performing the same tasks by directly sending
requests to their remote servers. The workloads include
reading/uploading fifty posts with images via Elgg and
reading/uploading ten 2KB text files via Google Drive.
Table 1 shows that communicating with local proxy apps
adds 3%∼8% latency, due to extra data serialization and
event handling.
Email. We measure the latency of downloading 200
emails. The baseline is Firefox OS’ email app which
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stores emails using IndexedDB. As shown in the “Email:
sync” row of Table 1, Earp achieves similar performance
storing the emails in an app-defined database.

much lower in the system stack. For Web code interacting
directly with the OS and other apps, Earp provides a unifying abstraction for both storage and inter-app services
and adds access control directly into the data model.

8

Native relational stores. Like Earp, there are previous
efforts to make relational data directly supported by the
OS, notably Microsoft’s cancelled project WinFS [50].
WinFS contained a database engine to natively support
SQL, and implemented files and directories on top of the
database. While WinFS had fine-grained access control,
it was still based on per-object permissions.
WinFS was developed before mobile platforms become
popular, and traditional desktop apps that rely on files suffered performance penalties due to database-managed
metadata. Earp’s database-centric approach fits the current mobile development practice where databases are the
de facto storage hubs [40]. Crucially, Earp uses an unmodified file system (unlike WinFS) to store blob data and to
provide compatibility file APIs that have no performance
overhead.

Related work

Fine-grained, flexible protection on mobile platforms.
TaintDroid [13] is a fine-grained taint-tracking system
for Android. Several systems [21, 40, 45] rely on TaintDroid for fine-grained data protection. Pebbles [40] is
most related to Earp: it modifies Android’s SQLite and
XML libraries and uses TaintDroid to discover app-level
structured data across different types of storage. Pebbles
relies on developers using certain design patterns consistently to infer the structure of data and it is implemented
in an app-level library, not in the platform. Pebbles can
help cooperative apps avoid mistakes, like preserving an
attachment of a deleted email, but, unlike Earp, it cannot
confine uncooperative apps.
Many systems extend Android to support more flexible
and expressive permission policies [3, 4, 10, 11, 15, 30, 31,
52,53] or mandatory access control [6,39]. FlaskDroid [6]
provides fine-grained data protection by implementing a
design pattern that lets content providers present different views of shared data to different apps. FlaskDroid
is limited to SQLite-based content providers and does
not support cross-table capabilities. By contrast, Earp’s
framework supports all types of services, including proxies for remote servers. Moreover, in contrast to all existing
systems, Earp integrates access-control policies with the
data model itself, via capability relationships.
Fine-grained protection in databases. Traditional access control systems for relational databases [5, 7, 16, 20,
26,32,35] are based on users or roles with relatively static
policies. Recently, IFDB [37] showed how decentralized
information flow control (DIFC) can be integrated with a
relational database. IFDB also discusses foreign key issues, but focuses on potential information leakage due to
referential integrity enforcement. This is a very different
problem than the one solved by Earp’s capability relationships. The key contribution of Earp is identifying the
relational model as the unified foundation for protecting
data storage and sharing on mobile platforms.
Protection on Web platforms. BS TORE [8] provides
a file system API to Web apps and uses tags to enable
flexible access control on files. It is similar to Earp in
that access control is enforced by a central reference monitor regardless of where the resource is hosted (local or
remote). Unlike Earp, BS TORE’s data abstraction is unstructured files.
Several systems enable flexible policies [25, 29], controlled object sharing [28, 33], or confinement [22, 23, 43]
for JavaScript in a Web browser. Earp puts protection
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Conclusion

Earp is a new mobile app platform built on a unified
relational model for data storage and inter-app services.
Earp directly exposes fine-grained, inter-related structured
data as platform-level objects and mediates apps’ access
to these objects, enabling it to enforce app-defined accesscontrol policies with simple building blocks, both old
(ACLs) and new (capability relationships). Earp securely
and efficiently supports key storage and sharing tasks of
essential apps such as email, contacts manager, photo
gallery, social networking and cloud storage clients, etc.
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Abstract
Exploiting multi-carrier access offers a promising direction to boost access quality in mobile networks. However, our experiments show that, the current practice
does not achieve the full potential of this approach because it has not utilized fine-grained, cellular-specific domain knowledge. In this work, we propose iCellular,
which exploits low-level cellular information at the device to improve multi-carrier access. Specifically, iCellular is proactive and adaptive in its multi-carrier selection by leveraging existing end-device mechanisms and
standards-complaint procedures. It performs adaptive
monitoring to ensure responsive selection and minimal
service disruption, and enhances carrier selection with
online learning and runtime decision fault prevention. It
is readily deployable on smartphones without infrastructure/hardware modifications. We implement iCellular on
commodity phones and harness the efforts of Project Fi
to assess multi-carrier access over two US carriers: TMobile and Sprint. Our evaluation shows that, iCellular
boosts the devices with up to 3.74x throughput improvement, 6.9x suspension reduction, and 1.9x latency decrement over the state-of-the-art selection scheme, with
moderate CPU, memory and energy overheads.

1

Introduction

Mobile Internet access has become an essential part of
our daily life with our smartphones. From the user’s
perspective, (s)he demands for high-quality, anytime,
and anywhere network access. From the infrastructure’s
standpoint, carriers are migrating towards faster technologies (e.g., from 3G to 4G LTE), while boosting network capacity through dense deployment and efficient
spectrum utilization. Despite such continuous efforts, no
single carrier can ensure complete coverage or highest
access quality at any place and anytime.
In addition to infrastructure upgrades from carriers, a
promising alternative is to leverage multiple carrier networks at the end device. In reality, most regions are covered by several carriers (say, Verizon, T-Mobile, Sprint,
and AT&T in the US). With multi-carrier access, the de-
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vice may select the best carrier over time and improve
its overall access quality. The exciting Google Project
Fi [26] has taken the lead to provide 3G/4G multi-carrier
access in practice. Other similar efforts through universal SIM card include Apple SIM [14] and Samsung eSIM [24]. The upcoming 5G standards also seek to support multiple, heterogenous access technologies [34].
Our empirical study shows that, the full benefits of
multi-carrier access can be constrained by today’s design. We examine Google Project Fi over two carriers
(T-Mobile and Sprint), and discover three issues, all of
which are independent of its excellent implementations
(§3): (P1) The anticipated switch is never triggered even
when the serving carrier’s coverage is pretty weak; (P2)
The switch takes rather long time (tens of seconds or
minutes) and prolongs service unavailability; and (P3)
the device fails to choose the high-quality network (e.g.,
selecting 3G with weaker coverage rather than 4G with
stronger coverage).
It turns out that, the above issues can be effectively
addressed by using low-level cellular information (e.g.,
available carriers, which carriers to scan, and radio/QoS
profile for each carrier) and mechanisms. However, such
fine-grained knowledge is not available to commodity
phones in their default operations. This is rooted in
the fundamental design of 3G/4G networks. With the
single-carrier scenario in mind, 3G/4G follows the design paradigm of “smart core, dumb end”. It thus does
not expose its low-level information to the device in normal operations. For multi-carrier access, however, end
intelligence is a necessity, since individual carrier does
not have global view on all carriers, which can only
be constructed at the device through accessing low-level
cellular events. Without using such knowledge, today’s
carrier selection could encounter issues P1-P3.
While the problem can be solved by the future architecture redesign (say, 5G), it usually takes years to
accomplish. Instead, we seek to devise a solution that
works with the current 3G/4G network, in line with the
ongoing industrial efforts, e.g., Google Project Fi, Apple
SIM and Samsung e-SIM. Specifically, we address the
following problem: Can we leverage low-level cellular
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serving cell and further connects to the core carrier network and the external Internet, as shown in the left plot
of Figure 1. When the current cell can no longer serve
the device (e.g., out of its coverage), the device is migrated to another available cell within the same PLMN.
This is called handoff.

2. Scan carriers
Serving-PLMN

Other
PLMNs
1. No home PLMN
Selection 3. Select
PLMN
Handoff

Roaming between carriers. When the home PLMN
cannot serve its subscribers (e.g., in a foreign country),
the device may roam to other carriers (visiting networks).
This is realized through the PLMN selection procedure
between carriers [12], which is a mandatory function for
all commodity phones. It supports both automatic (based
on a pre-defined PLMN priority list) and manual modes.
As shown in the right plot of Figure 1, once triggered by
certain events (e.g. no home PLMN service), PLMN selection should first scan the available carriers, and then
choose one based on the pre-defined criteria (e.g. preference) or the user manual operation. If the device decides
to switch, it will deregister from the current carrier network and then register to a new one. In this process,
network access may be temporarily unavailable. This is
acceptable since inter-carrier switch is assumed to be infrequent, thus having limited impacts.

Figure 1: Multi-carrier network access (left) and
inter-carrier switch via PLMN selection (right).
information and mechanisms at the device to further improve multi-carrier access? Our study yields a positive
answer.
We propose iCellular, a client-side service to let mobile devices customize their own cellular network access. Complementing the design of Project Fi, iCellular further leverages low-level, runtime cellular information at the device during its carrier selection. iCellular is
built on top of current 3G/4G mechanisms at the device,
but applies cross-layer adaptations to ensure responsive
multi-carrier access with minimal disruption. To facilitate the device to make proper decisions, iCellular exploits online learning to predict the performance of heterogenous carriers, and provides built-in strategies for
better usability. It further safeguards access decisions
with fault prevention techniques. We implement iCellular on commodity phone models (Nexus 6 and Nexus
6P) and assess its performance with Project Fi. Our evaluation shows that, iCellular can achieve 3.74x throughput improvement and 1.9x latency reduction on average
by selecting the best mobile carrier. Meanwhile, iCellular has negligible impacts on the device’s data service and OS resource utilization (less than 2% CPU usage), approximates the lower bounds of responsiveness
and switch disruption, and shields its selection strategies
from decision faults.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 introduces the background. §3 describes our findings and
uncovers root causes of multi-carrier access. §4, §5, and
§6 present the design, implementation and evaluation of
iCellular, respectively. §7 discusses remaining issues,
and §8 presents the related work. §9 concludes the work.

2

Multi-carrier access with universal SIM card. Recent industrial efforts aim at providing mobile device access to multiple carriers with a single SIM card. They include Google Project Fi [26], Apple SIM [14], and Samsung e-SIM [24]. With the SIM card, the device can access multiple cellular carriers (e.g., T-Mobile and Sprint
in Project Fi). Given only one cellular interface, the device uses one carrier at a time.

3

Multi-carrier Access: Promises & Issues

We run experiments to quantify the benefits of multicarrier access, and identify the downsides of the today’s
efforts. The identified limitations are independent of implementations, but rooted in the 3G/4G design.
Methodology.
We conduct both controlled experiments and a one-month user study using two Nexus 6
phones with Google Project Fi [26], which was released
in May 2015. Project Fi provides access to two U.S. carriers (T-Mobile and Sprint) at this time. It develops an
automatic carrier selection on commodity phones using
a proprietary mechanism. Unfortunately, details of its
switching algorithm have not been published. We contacted Project Fi team and learned that this algorithm
aims at optimizing consumer experience, and considers network performance, battery usage and data activity during selection. We further inferred its decision and
execution strategies from our experiments.
In each controlled test, we use a Nexus 6 phone with
a Project Fi SIM card, and test with Project Fi’s automatic carrier selection mode. We walk along two routes

Mobile Network Access Primer

A cellular carrier deploys and operates its mobile network (called public land mobile network or PLMN) to
offer services to its subscribers. Each PLMN has many
cells across geographical areas. Each location is covered
by multiple cells within one PLMN and across several
PLMNs (e.g., Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, Sprint).
Single-carrier network access. Today’s cellular network is designed under the premise of single-carrier access. A mobile device is supposed to gain access directly
from its home PLMN. It obtains radio access from the
2
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Figure 2: An example log for serving carriers and networks and three problematic instances through Project
Fi.
within the campus buildings at UCLA and OSU at the
idle mode (no data/voice, screen off). We walk slowly
(< 1 m/s) and record the serving carrier (“T” for TMobile, “S” for Sprint) and its network type (4G or 3G)
per second. Meanwhile, we carry other accompanying
phones to record the radio signal strength of each access
option (T-4G, T-3G, S-4G, S-3G). We run each test 10
times and similar results are consistently observed in all
the tests. In the user study (07/31/15 to 09/02/15), we
use the Project Fi-enabled phone as usual and collect
background device and cellular events with MobileInsight, an in-phone cellular monitoring tool [4]. We have
collected 4.9GB logs with MobileInsight in total, with
274,351 messages from radio resource control (RRC),
16,470 messages from mobility management (MM), and
5,365 messages from session management (SM). We
next present the results from the controlled experiments
as motivating examples. The user study to be described
in §4 and §6 confirms that these issues are common in
practice.

3.1

able for the device to migrate to another available carrier
network for better access quality, when the device perceives degraded quality from its current, serving carrier.
However, our experiments show that, the device often
gets stuck in one carrier network, and misses the better
network access (e.g., during [40s, 60s] and [240s, 260s]
of Figure 2). As shown in Figure 2b, T-Mobile experiences extremely weak radio coverage (< -130 dBm in
4G and < -110 dBm in 3G), but the phone never makes
any attempt to move to Sprint, regardless of how strong
Sprint’s radio signal is. As a result, the device fails to
improve its access quality. Moreover, we find that the
expected switch often occurs until its access to the original carrier (here, T-Mobile) is lost. This is rooted in
the fact that the inter-carrier switch is triggered when the
serving carrier fails. Therefore, the device becomes out
of service in this scenario, although better carrier access
remains available.
P2. Long switch time and service disruption. Even
when inter-carrier switch is eventually triggered, it may
disrupt access for tens of seconds or even several minutes
(see Figure 6 for the user-study results). In the example
of Figure 2c, the phone starts Sprint→T-Mobile roaming
at the 140th second, but it takes 17.3s to gain access to
T-Mobile 4G. This duration is much longer than the typical handoff latency (possibly several seconds [42]). It
is likely to halt or even abort any ongoing data service.
We look into the event logs (Figure 3) to examine why
the switch is slow. It turns out that, most of the switch
time is wasted on an exhaustive scanning of all possible
cells, including nearby cells from AT&T and Verizon.
In this example, it spends 14.7s on radio-band scanning
and 2.6s on completing the registration (attachment) to
the new carrier (here, T-Mobile). Note that, such heavy
scanning overhead is not incurred by any implementation glitch. Instead, it is rooted in the Project Fi’s design,
which selects a new carrier network only after an exhaustive scanning process. In this work, we want to show that
such large latency is unnecessary. It can be reduced without compromising inter-carrier selection.

Motivating Examples

Merits of multi-carrier access.
We first verify that
exploiting multiple carriers is indeed beneficial to service availability and access quality. Figure 2a shows the
results from the controlled experiments over two routes.
On the first route [0s,190s), Sprint gradually becomes
weaker and then fades away, but its dead zone is covered
by T-Mobile; On the second route [190s, 330s], in contrast, Sprint offers stronger coverage, even at locations
with extremely weak coverages from T-Mobile. Multicarrier access indeed helps to enhance network service
availability by boosting radio coverage. For example, in
[160s, 180s], the phone switches to T-Mobile and retains
its radio access while Sprint is not available. Moreover,
we confirm that it further improves data access throughput and user experiences. The Project Fi indeed offers a
major step forward on mobile Internet access.
Our examples further reveal three issues, which
demonstrate that the benefits of multi-carrier access have
not been fully achieved.
P1. No anticipated inter-carrier switch.

P3. Unwise decision and unnecessary performance
degradation. Our next finding is that, the device fails

It is desir3
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Cmd/config
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Adaptive
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Cellular PLMN
Interface Selection

to migrate to the better choice, thus unable to enjoy the
full benefits of multi-carrier access. The phone often
moves to 3G offered by the same carrier, rather than
the 4G network from the other carrier that yields higher
speed. Figure 2d illustrates two such instances. After
entering an area without Sprint 4G at the 91st second,
the device switches to Sprint 3G, despite stronger radio
signals from T-Mobile 4G. This indicates that the intracarrier handoff is preferred over the inter-carrier switch
in practice. Unfortunately, such a preference choice prevents the inter-carrier switch from taking effect. Even
worse, obstacles still remain even when the network access to the original carrier has been shortly disrupted.
For instance, during [267s, 273s], the original carrier (TMobile 3G) is still chosen. In this case, T-Mobile 4G and
3G networks almost have no coverage. In short, the device acts as a single-carrier phone in most cases, even
with the multi-carrier access capability. Inter-carrier
switch is not triggered as expected.

Predictor( )

Decision Fault
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Daemon Direct

Network
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Figure 3: Event logs during P2 (disruption) of Fig. 2c.
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Figure 4: iCellular system architecture.
aging the low-level cellular mechanism.
In summary, low-level domain knowledge can be exploited to effectively address all three issues. However,
the default operation mode on commodity phones does
not expose such fine-grained cellular information and
mechanisms to higher layers. The reason is that, the
3G/4G network follows the design paradigm of “smart
core, dumb end” with the single-carrier usage scenario in
mind. The end device does not need to exploit such information when selecting its carrier access. Since such lowlevel, cellular-specific domain knowledge is not available
for the default operation mode, it might be the reason
why Project Fi has not explored this direction in its current design.

4

Insights

iCellular Design

We now present iCellular, which explores an alternative dimension to improve multi-carrier access. iCellular
complements the design of Project Fi by leveraging lowlevel cellular information and mechanisms. It seeks to
further empower the end device to have more control on
its carrier selection, while addressing the issues in §3.1.
For incremental deployability, iCellular is built on top
of the PLMN selection [11, 12], a standardized mechanism mandatory on all phones. Note that, however, the
basic PLMN selection suffers from similar issues in §3.1:
migrating to other carriers is not preferred unless the
home carrier fails (P1); the exhaustive scanning (P2) and
the preferable intra-carrier handoffs (P3) are still in use.
The reason is that, the default PLMN selection scheme
is designed under the premise of single-carrier access.
While roaming to other carriers is allowed, it is not preferred by the home carrier unless it fails to offer network
access to its subscribers. So the basic PLMN selection
has the following features: (1) Passive triggering/monitoring: When being served by one carrier, the device
should not monitor other carriers or trigger the selection until the current one fails (i.e., out of coverage); (2)
Network-controlled selection: The device should select
the new carrier based on the preferences pre-defined by
the home carrier and stored in the SIM card; (3) Hard
switch: The device should deregister from the old car-

The above examples also shed lights on how to solve the
three problems. The key is to leverage low-level cellular
information and mechanisms at the device when selecting access from multiple carriers.
Specifically, performing the anticipated switch (P1)
states that, the device performs inter-carrier switch upon
detecting a better carrier, even when the serving carrier is
still available. This further requires the device to learn all
available carriers and their quality at runtime. Note that
such information can be obtained from the low-level cellular events. However, the default operation on commodity phones will not do so. Moreover, the naive approach
of forcing the phone to proactively scan other carriers at
any time may lead to temporary disconnection from the
current carrier network. We elaborate on how we address
these issues in §4.1.
To reduce the switch time (P2), the device should refrain from exhaustive search of all carriers at all times.
This requires the device to perform fine-grained control
on which carriers should be scanned. It can be done by
configuring the low-level mechanism for monitoring.
To make a wise selection decision (P3), the device
should treat all intra-carrier handoffs and inter-carrier
switches equally, and select the best carrier network.
This requires the device to directly initiate the intercarrier switch when needed. This also calls for lever4
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Function
Active
monitor
(§4.1)
Prediction
service
(§4.3)
Decision
fault
prevention
(§4.4)

Method
Disruption
avoidance
Minimal
search
QoS profile
Radio profile

Cellular Events
Paging
Paging cycle
Radio meas
RRC SIB 1
EPS/PDP setup
RRC reconfig

Type
Meas
Config
Meas
Config
Config
Config

Access control
Interplay with
net mobility
Function
completeness

RRC SIB1
Cell reselection
in RRC SIB 3-8
GMM/EMM
location update

Config
Config

exchanges between the device and the network. To be incrementally deployable, we decide to realize active monitoring on top of the manual network search.
Note that naive manual search does not satisfy properties of minimal-disruption and responsiveness. First,
scanning neighbor carriers may disrupt the network service. The device has to re-synchronize to other carriers’ frequency bands, during which it cannot exchange
traffic with the current carrier. Second, it is exhaustive
to all carriers by design. Even if the device is not interested in certain carriers (e.g., no roaming contract),
this function would still scan them, thus delaying the
device’s decision and wasting more power. The challenge is that, both issues cannot be directly addressed
with application-level information only. iCellular thus
devises cross-layer adaptions for both issues.

Config

Table 1: Cellular events used in iCellular.
rier first, and then register to the new one. We thus need
to adapt the PLMN selection scheme to the multi-carrier
context by using low-level cellular events.
Figure 4 illustrates an overview of iCellular. In brief,
iCellular systematically enhances the devices’ role in
every step of inter-carrier switch with runtime cellular information, spanning triggering/monitoring, decision making and switch execution. To be incrementally
deployable on commodity phones, we build iCellular on
top of the existing mechanisms from the phone’s cellular
interface [7]. We exploit the freedom given by the standards, which allow devices to tune configurations and operations to some extent. To ensure responsiveness and
minimal disruption, iCellular applies cross-layer adaptations over existing mechanisms (§4.1 and §4.2). To
facilitate the devices to make wise decisions, iCellular
offers cross-layer online learning service to predict network performance (§4.3), and protects devices from decision faults (§4.4). To enable adaptation, prediction and
decision fault prevention, iCellular incorporates realtime
feedbacks extracted from low-level cellular events. Different from approaches using additional diagnosis engine
(e.g., QXDM [37]) or software-defined radio (e.g., LTEye [30]), we devise an in-phone mechanism to collect
realtime cellular events (§4.5, cellular events are summarized in Table 1). These components are designed to be
scalable, without incurring heavy signaling overhead to
both the device and the network.

4.1

Disruption avoidance.
To minimize disruptions on
ongoing services, iCellular schedules scanning events
only when the device has no application traffic delivery.
This requires iCellular to monitor the uplink and downlink traffic actvities. While the uplink one can be directly
known from the device itself, the status for downlink traffic is hard to predict. Traffic may arrive while the device
has re-synchronized to other carriers’ cells. If so, its reception could be delayed or even lost.
iCellular prevents this by using the low-level cellular
event feedback. We observe that in the 3G/4G network,
the downlink data reception is regulated by the periodical
paging cycle (e.g., discontinuous reception in 4G [9,38]).
To save power, the 3G/4G base station assigns inactivity timers for the device. The device periodically wakes
up from the sleep mode, monitors the paging channel to
check downlink data availability, and moves to the sleep
mode again if no traffic is coming. iCellular obtains
this cycle configuration from the radio resource control
(RRC) messages, and schedules its scanning operations
only during the sleep mode. Figure 5 shows our onemonth logs of 4G per-cell search time at a mobile device with Project Fi. It shows that, 79.2% of cells can be
scanned in less than one paging cycle. Others need more
cycles to complete the scanning. With this design, no
paging event is interrupted by monitoring.

Adaptive Monitoring

To enable device-initiated selection, the first task is to
gather runtime information on available carrier networks.
This is done through active monitoring. It allows a device to scan other carriers even while being served by
one. This would prevent the device from missing a better carrier network (P1 and P3 in §3). For this purpose,
the only viable mechanism on commodity phones is the
manual network search [12]. It was designed to
let a device manually scan all available carriers. Once
initiated, the device scans neighbor carriers’ frequency
bands, extracts the network status from the broadcasted
system information block, and measures their radio quality. No extra signaling overhead is incurred, since the
active monitoring approach does not activate signaling

One valid concern is that, the monitoring results may
become obsolete due to continuous data transmissions,
thus leading to wrong decisions. This is unlikely to happen in practice for two reasons. First, most traffic tends
to be bursty, which leaves sufficient idle period for background monitoring. Second, network performance tends
to vary smoothly, and stale monitoring results do not affect the final selection decision. Furthermore, iCellular
compares the elapsed time between the decision making
and the measurement. Obsolete measurements outside
the time window (say, 1 minute) will not be used.
5
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the minimal disruption time in switch is roughly equal to
the attach time, i.e., Tswitch,min ≈ Tattach . For iCellular, no
extra attempts to other carrier networks are made. Since
it is on top of the PLMN selection, the scanning of the
target carrier still remains. Therefore, the switch time is
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Figure 6: Switch time.

Tswitch,iCellular = nt Tt + Tattach = nt Tt + Tswitch,min (1)
where nt and Tt are the cell count and per-cell scanning
time for the target carrier network, respectively. Compared with the attach time, this extra overhead is usually negligible in practice. Figure 6 verifies this with our
one-month background monitoring results in Project Fi.
It shows that, iCellular indeed approximates the lower
bound, despite this minor overhead.

Minimal search. Instead of exhausting all carrier networks, iCellular scales the monitoring by restricting the
manual search only to those specified by the device. To
realize this idea, the practical issue is that no such option
is available in the manual network search mechanism.
We thus leverage adaptation of the PLMN preference.
Given the list of carrier networks of interests , iCellular configures the cellular interface to let the manual network search scan these carriers first. This is achieved by
assigning them with highest PLMN preferences. During
the manual search, iCellular listens to the cellular events
to see which carrier is being scanned. These events include the per-cell radio quality measurements, and its
system information block with PLMN identifiers. Once
iCellular detects that the device has finished scanning
of the device-specified carriers, it terminates the manual
network search function.

4.3

Monitoring-decision parallelism.
Sometimes there
is no need to complete all the monitoring to determine the
target carrier network. For example, if the user prefers
4G, it can decide to switch whenever a good 4G is reported, without waiting for 3G results. To support this,
iCellular allows devices to make decisions with partial
results, thus further accelerating the process. Instead of
waiting for all scanning results, iCellular triggers the decision callback whenever new results are available.

4.2

Prediction for Heterogeneous Carriers

To decide which carrier network to switch to, the device
may gather performance information on each carrier network. Ideally, the device needs to measure every available carrier network’s current performance (e.g., latency
or throughput) and make decisions. Unfortunately, this
is deemed impossible. The device can only measure the
serving network’s performance; other candidates’ performances cannot be measured without registration.
Given this fact, iCellular decides to assist the device
to predict each carrier’s performance. Our predication is
based on the regression tree algorithm [19]. It models
the network/application performance (y) as a function of
a feature vector (x1 , x2 ), where x1 is runtime radio measurement and x2 is carrier network profiles (elaborated
below). The model is established using a pre-stored tree
at bootstrap and then recursively updated with new online samples. Note that radio measurement alone is insufficient to predict performance, because different carriers may apply heterogeneous radio technologies and resource configurations. Our prediction works as follows.
Prediction metric (y).
This metric is used to rank
the performances of all available networks. We explore
both network-level (link throughput, radio latency) and
application-level ones (e.g., web loading latency, video
suspension time). They are obtained from both network
and application events, for example, Appendix B shows
how to obtain app-specific metrics. We want to point out
that the app-specific metric often leads to the same selection decision (see the evaluation §6). This is because the
performance characteristics of a carrier network tend to
have consistent impacts on all applications.
Training sample collection.
The training sample
(x, y) for a network is collected in the background, without interrupting the device’s normal usage. A new training sample is collected when a new observation of the
performance metric y is generated (e.g., throughput from
physical layer, loading time for Web-page download, latency per second for VoIP). In the meantime, radio mea-

Direct Inter-carrier Switch

iCellular aims at reducing the disruption time incurred
by inter-carrier switching as much as it can. We find that,
there is enough room for this because most service disruption time is caused by frequency band scanning (§3).
With the active monitoring function, iCellular does not
need to scan the carrier networks during switch. Specifically, given a target carrier network, iCellular makes a
direct switch by configuring the target carrier with highest PLMN preference. It then triggers a manual PLMN
selection to the target carrier network. This way, the device would directly switch to the target without unnecessary scanning.
We next show how iCellular approximates to the
lower bound of the switch time. In cellular networks, switching to another network requires at least deregistration from the old network (detach), and registration to the new network (attach). According to [10], the
detach time is negligible, since the device can detach directly without interactions to the old carrier network. So
6
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Profile
Traffic class
Delay class
QoS
Max dlink rate
Max ulink rate
Duplex type
Radio
Paging cycle
Handoff priority

Sprint
Value
Background
4 (best effort)
200Mbps
200Mbps
TDD
100–200ms
2/3/6

Prob
100%
100%
100%
100%
88.3%
81.5%
100%

Failure 1

T-Mobile
Value
Prob
Interactive 97.5%
1
100%
256Mbps
100%
44Mbps
100%
FDD
100%
100ms
99.4%
2/3/6
100%

Non-accessible
(Sprint 4G)

(T-Mobile 4G)

Failure 2

(Sprint 4G)

No 3G cells exit
Voice call
(CSFB)
(T-Mobile 4G)

(T-Mobile 3G)

Failure 3

Table 2: Heterogeneous cellular network profiles.

(Sprint 4G)

(T-Mobile 4G)

Cell
Reselection

(T-Mobile 3G)

Figure 7: Three types of improper switch decisions.

surement and network profiles for the serving network
are recorded as x = (x1 , x2 ). For the radio quality x1 ,
iCellular extracts the serving network’s RSRP (if 4G) or
RSCP (if 3G) from the runtime active monitor (§4.1).
For the network profile, iCellular currently collects two
types (Table 2): (1) QoS profile from the data bearer
context in session management, which includes the delay class and peak/maximum throughput; (2) radio parameters from the RRC configuration message, which includes the physical and MAC layer configurations. Note
that the device cannot gain these profiles at runtime without registration to the carrier network of interest. To
address this issue, we observe that network profiles are
quite predictable. This is validated by our 1-month user
study. Table 2 lists the predictability of some parameters
from this log. For each parameter, we choose the one
with the highest probability, and shows its occurrence
probability. Note that, most QoS and radio configurations are invariant of time and location. The reason is
that, the carriers tend to apply well-tested operation rules
(e.g., link adaptation and scheduling), with minor tunings
to each base station/controller. As a result, we only store
a set of unique values, and reuse it for all the applicable
samples until changes are found.

dren nodes (based on the least-square criterion). Given
this new split, we create a new pair of leaves for this new
field, and completes the update of the prediction tree.
Note that iCellular responds to new changes, and does
not need to permanently store all training samples. This
way, iCellular is scalable in storage and computation.

4.4

Decision Fault Prevention

Letting a device customize its access strategy can be a
double-edged sword. With improper strategies, the device may make faulty switch decisions and cause unexpected service disruption. Figure 7 shows three categories of failures caused by decision faults, all of which
can only be detected with low-level cellular information:
Failure 1: No network access. Certain networks may
be temporarily inaccessible. For example, our user study
reports that, a Sprint 4G base station experiences a 10min maintenance, during which access is denied.
Failure 2: No voice service.
In some scenarios, the
target carrier network cannot provide complete voice services. Figure 8 shows an instance from our user study. TMobile provides its voice service using circuit-switchedfall-back (CSFB), which moves the device to 3G for the
voice call. However, there exist areas not covered by TMobile 3G (e.g., signal strength lower than -95dBm according to [8]). In this scenario, the user in Sprint 4G
should not switch to T-Mobile 4G, which cannot support
voice calls without the 3G infrastructure.

Online predication and training.
iCellular uses an
online regression tree algorithm [19] as its predictor. The
predictor is represented as a tree, with each interior node
as a test condition over x (radio measurements and profile
fields). Each decision is made upon the arrival of the
feature vector x. It estimates the per-network metric y
and selects the one with the highest rank.
iCellular updates the predictor’s decision tree in the
online fashion when a new sample arrives. At the bootstrap phase, it pre-stores a regression tree based on
an offline training as the basis. Given a new sample
(x, y), iCellular first determines whether a predictor update is needed. It runs the existing predictor over the
heterogeneity information and runtime radio measurements, and obtains an estimated metric y. If |y − y| =
minz∈lea f |y − z|, which implies the current sample fits
well with the existing model, no update is needed. Otherwise, the predictor is updated as follows. Given the
new sample and the existing tree, iCellular searches a
new field (measurement or profile) that best splits the
samples by minimizing the impurities in the two chil-

Failure 3: Unexpected low-speed data service. The
user selection may not be honored by the individual carrier’s handoff rules. Figure 9 reports an instance from
our user study. The user under Sprint 4G may decide to switch to one T-Mobile 4G. However, under the
same condition, T-Mobile’s mobility rules (e.g., cell reselection [11]) would switch its 4G users to its 3G. In this
case, the user’s decision to T-Mobile 4G is improper, because the target network (T-Mobile 3G) is not preferred,
and this switch incurs unnecessary disruptions.
To prevent decision faults, iCellular chooses to safeguard the device’s decisions from those faulty ones. It
checks whether each carrier network has any of the above
problems, and excludes such carriers from the monitoring results. This prevents the device from switch7
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Figure 10: Overview of iCellular implementation.

ing to these carrier networks. To this end, iCellular
first profiles each carrier’s low-level access-control list
from the RRC system-info-block message [9], data/voice
preference configuration from registration/location update messages [10], and the network-side mobility rules
from the RRC configuration message [9,11]. At runtime,
for each candidate carrier, it checks if it is in the forbidden list (Failure 1), has no voice service with satisfactory 3G radio quality (Failure 2), or has satisfied mobility rules for further switch (Failure 3). If any condition is
satisfied, it would be removed from the monitoring list.

respectively. Both support 4G LTE, 3G HSPA/UMTS/CDMA and 2G GSM. To activate access to multiple cellular networks, we have installed Project Fi SIM
card on Nexus 6/6P, which supports T-Mobile and Sprint
3G/4G. Figure 10 illustrates the system implementation.
iCellular runs as a daemon service on a rooted phone.
To enable interactions with the cellular interface, we activate the baseband processing tools (in bootloader), and
turn on the diagnostic mode [2] and AT-command interfaces.
Basic APIs.
iCellular allows the device to
control its cellular access strategies through three
APIs: Monitor() for active monitoring (§4.1),
Predictor() for performance prediction (§4.3) and
SwitchTo() for direct switching (§4.2). The decision
fault tolerance is enabled by default (§4.4). Appendix A
presents an illustrative example on how to use them.

Cellular Events Collection

As shown in §4.1-§4.4, iCellular relies on low-level cellular events to perform cross-layer adaptations over the
existing mechanisms, predict the network performance,
and avoid possible switch faults. The cellular events include the signaling messages exchanged between the device and the network, and radio quality/load measurements. Table 1 summarizes the events required by iCellular. Note that some events (e.g., paging) should be extracted at realtime for feedbacks. Unfortunately, obtaining realtime cellular events on commodity phones is not
readily available today. These events are not exposed to
mobile OS or applications. There exist commercial tools
(e.g., QXDM [37]) and research projects (e.g., LTEye
[30]) to extract them. However, they require an external platform (e.g., laptop or a special hardware (USRP))
to connect to the mobile device, which limits the device’s flexible movement and its applicability. They cannot meet iCellular’s realtime requirements. To this end,
we develop an in-phone solution MobileInsight [4] by
exploiting the existing cellular diagnostic mode. We enable the diagnostic mode on the phone, modify the the
virtual device for it (root access needed), and finally expose them to iCellular. This solution can be deployed on
commodity phones without hardware changes.

5

Predictor( )
Prediction
Service

17:49:07.520 Deregister from Sprint 4G
17:49:13.433 Scanning T-Mobile 4G cell
1, available
17:49:13.508 Cell reselection config in
SIB6: switch to 3G when
RSRP4G<-120dBm

Figure 9: Interplay beFigure 8: Switch to a net- tween user and network with no voice support. work’s mobility.

4.5

SwitchTo( )

Usability-Flexibility tradeoff. The above basic APIs
provide most flexible means to customize access strategies. In practice, however, there is no need for most normal users to customize the strategies from the scratch. To
support better usability, iCellular provides some built-in
strategies on top of the basic APIs. Devices can choose
these pre-defined ones, rather than build customized versions by themselves. We have developed three strategies:
prediction-based, radio quality only and profile only (see
§6 for performance comparisons).
Adaptive active monitoring (§4.1).
We implement
Monitor() with manual search and adaptations. Our
prototype initiates the search with an AT query command
AT+COPS=?. The non-disruption and minimal search
adaptations are implemented for events of Table 1.
Adaptive direct switch (§4.2).
We implement
the SwitchTo() on top of PLMN selection,
with dynamic adaptations for direct switch.
Ideally, this can be executed with the AT command
AT+COPS=manual,carrier,network. However,
this command is forbidden by the cellular interface of
Nexus 6/6P. We thus take an alternative approach. We
modify the preferred network type through Android’s
API setPreferredNetworkType, and change the

Implementation

We have implemented iCellular on Motorola Nexus 6
and Huawei Nexus 6P. They run Android OS 5.1 and
6.0 using Qualcomm Snapdragon 805 and 810 chipsets,
8
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Speedtest
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carrier with Project Fi’s secret code. Admittedly, this
approach may incur extra switch overhead, but it is still
acceptable (§6.2).

Skype
(ms)

YouTube
pause (s)

Web
loadtime (s)

Prediction for heterogenous carriers (§4.3). We implement Predictor() in two steps. First, we implement the online sample collection, which collects radio measurements, RRC configurations and QoS profiles as features. We also define a callback to collect the
network/application-level performance metrics. We then
implement the online regression tree algorithm for training and prediction.
Decision fault prevention (§4.4).
The fault prevention function is implemented as a shim layer between
active monitoring and basic APIs. It detects the potential switch faults based on monitoring results and heterogeneity profiling, and excludes the unreachable carrier
networks from the monitoring results. We further add a
runtime checker in SwitchTo(), and prevent devices
from selecting carriers not in the scanning results.

Prediction
Optimal

39.3s
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Figure 11: Performance of Speedtest, Web, Youtube,
Skype using various multi-carrier access schemes.
to test each application. We have at least five test runs
and use the median value for evaluation.
We compare iCellular and its variants, with two baselines: (i) Project Fi’s automatic selection and (ii)
Optimal strategy: We obtain the optimal access option by exhausting the application or network performance at each location. It may not be achieved in reality, but it serves as an ideal performance benchmark.
We test three built-in iCellular decision strategies (§5):
(1) Prediction-based: the default strategy in iCellular,
which chooses the carrier with the best ranking metric
from the predictor §4.3. The predictor is trained based on
our one-month user-study logs, and tested over different
routes. (2) Radio-only: the de-facto handoff strategy in
3G/4G. We implement the standardized cell re-selection
scheme [11]. Whenever a network 4G with its signal
strength higher than -110dBm (defined in [11]) exists,
the strongest 4G carrier is chosen. Otherwise, we choose
the strongest 3G network. (3) Profile-only: the device
is migrated to the carrier network with the highest QoS
(see Table 2). For our iCellular strategies, we use the
carrier list with all network types supported by Project
Fi (i.e., 3G and 4G in T-Mobile and Sprint).
Figure 11 plots their performances in eight instances
(locations), which belong to three categories: both carriers with acceptable coverage (Case 1-2), one carrier
with acceptable coverage but the other not (Case 3-5),
both carriers with weak coverage and one is even weaker
(Case 6-8). We further compare them with the optimal
one in two dimensions: accuracy toward the optimality,
and the performance gap/improvement.
Accuracy toward optimality. We compare the probability that each scheme reaches the optimal network.
Let I and Iopt be the access options chosen by the test
scheme and the optimal strategy. We define the hit ratio
.
as the matching samples |(I = Iopt )| over all test samples. Table 3 shows the hit ratios of all schemes by different applications. iCellular’s prediction-based strategy

Evaluation

We evaluate iCellular along two dimensions. We first
present the overall performance improvement by iCellular with smart multi-carrier access (§6.1), and then
show iCellular satisfies various design properties in §4
(§6.2). All experiments are conducted on commodity
Nexus 6 phones with iCellular in two cities of Los Angeles (west coast) and Columbus (Midwest), mainly around
two campuses. The results on Nexsus 6P are similar.

6.1

Project Fi
Radio-only
Profile-only

100
0

Cellular events collection (§4.5).
We use the builtin realtime cellular loggers from MobileInsight. We develop a proxy daemon for the diagnostic port (/dev/diag),
and redirect the events to the phone memory.

6

50
40
30
20
10
0
6
4
2
0
15
10
5
0
200

Overall Performance

We use four representative applications to assess iCellular: SpeedTest (bulk file transfer), Web (interactive latency for small volume traffic), Youtube (video streaming) and Skype (realtime VoIP). We evaluate each application with quality-of-experience metrics whenever possible, i.e., downlink speed for SpeedTest, page-loading
time for Web [13] (measured with Firefox), video suspension time for Youtube [32] (measured by its APIs),
and latency for Skype [27] (measured with its tech info
panel). The details to collect application performance
metrics are given in Appendix B. We run both pedestrian
mobility and static tests. Along the walking routes, we
uniformly sample locations. Note that Project Fi’s automatic selection protects the device’s data connectivity
by deferring its switch to the idle mode. For fair comparisons, we move to each sampled location in the idle mode
(no voice/data, screen off), wait for sufficiently long time
(≥1min) for potential switch during idle, and then start
9
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Speedtest
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Project Fi
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16.9%
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31.6%
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Table 3: Statistics of accuracy toward the optimality.
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Table 4: Weights of radio measurement and network
profiles in iCellular’s prediction strategy.
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0
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makes a wiser multi-carrier access decision. The hit ratios are 73.6%, 57.8%, 50.9% and 92.5% in SpeedTest,
Web, Youtube and Skype, respectively. They are relatively small in Web and Youtube, but do not incur much
performance degradation (explained later). They are usually higher than Project Fi’s automatic selection except
for Web. The mobility speed has minor impact on the
prediction accuracy, since it does not affect sample collection. Both radio measurements and cellular network
profiles contribute to the high accuracy, but their impacts
on all apps vary. We calculate their normalized variable
importance in the regression tree (defined in [31]) and
Table 4 shows their weights for four apps. We also find
that, the metric specific for one app often locates the better network for other apps at the same location. The reason is that, the characteristics of one carrier network tend
to have consistent impact on all apps. When the performance gap between two carriers is significant, it would
exhibit on all application-level metrics.
Data service performance.
We next examine the
data performance by different schemes. We define the
gap ratio γ = |x − x∗ |/x∗ , where x is the performance
using various access strategies, xopt is the optimal performance. We plot CDF of γ in Figure 12 and present
the hit ratios and statistics of γ + in Table 5.
Compared with Project Fi, iCellular narrows its performance
gap (e.g., reducing the maximal speed loss from 73.7%
(19.7Mbps) to 25.7%, and the maximal video suspension time gap from 28.1s to 3.2s). The performance gain
varies with locations (see Figure 11). With acceptable
coverage (Case 1-2), Project Fi’s performance also approximates the optimal one. However, at locations with
weak coverage, iCellular improves the device performance more visibly. The performance gain varies with
applications (traffic patterns). Compared with other traffic, iCellular provides relatively small improvement for
Web browsing. The reason is that, the Web traffic volume is relatively small, and no large performance distinction appears among various access options. However, for heavy traffic (e.g., file transfer), video streaming
and voice calls, iCellular substantially improves the performance. The average improvement of iCellular over
Project Fi approximates γ f i − γicellular . On average, iCellular increases 23.8% downlink speed and reduces 7.3%
loading time in Web, 37% suspension time in Youtube,

1

2

3

4

5 6 7 80
0.5
1
Gap = |x - Optimal| / Optimal

1.5

2

Figure 12: The performance gaps from Project Fi and
iCellular’s prediction strategy to the optimality.

SpeedTest
(speed)
Web
(loadtime)
Youtube
(Pause)
Skype
(Latency)

Project Fi
med(γ)
max(γ)
(|x − x∗ |) (|x − x∗ |)
36.2%
73.3%
3.8Mbps 19.8Mbps
8.5%
46.5%
0.5s
2.3s
55%
690%
1.4s
28.1s
62.9%
193.8%
64ms
117ms

iCellular-prediction
med(γ)
max(γ)
(|x − x∗ |) (|x − x∗ |)
12.4%
25.7%
1.4Mbps 9.8Mbps
1.2%
17%
0.2s
0.7s
18%
111%
0.3s
3.2s
2.5%
6.7%
4.4ms
4.5ms

Table 5: Performance gaps from the optimal one.
60.4% latency in Skype. Since iCellular often selects the
optimal access, the maximal gain over Project Fi can be
up to 46.5% in Web, 6.9x in Youtube, 1.9x in Skype, and
3.74x in Speedtest.
Comparison between iCellular’s built-in strategies.
iCellular’s prediction strategy best approximates the optimal strategy. It outperforms radio-only and profileonly variants (§4.3). We also see that, the importance
of profile and radio measurements varies across applications. For example, our log-event analysis shows that, TMobile assigns Project Fi devices to the interactive traffic class (Table 2), which is optimized for delay-sensitive
service [6]1 . Instead, Sprint only allocates the best-effort
traffic class to these devices. This explains why the
profile-only strategy’s performance approximates the optimal strategy for Skype. It also implies that, for a given
application (e.g., Skype), simpler strategy (rather than
prediction), which incurs smaller system overhead, can
be available for close-to-optimal performance.

6.2

Efficiency and Low Overhead

We next present the micro-benchmark evaluations on
iCellular’s key components, and validate that they are efficient. We examine the active monitoring, direct switch
and fault prevention, as well as the overhead of signaling,
CPU, memory and battery usage.
Efficiency. We examine iCellular’s efficiency through
two adaptive module tests. First, we show that, iCel1 This

QoS is specific to Project Fi. For example, we verify that a
T-Mobile device with Samsung S5 is assigned lower background class.
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Fault prevention. We next verify that iCellular handles fault scenarios and prevents devices from switching to unwise carrier networks. All three failure types
in §4.4 have been observed in our one-month user study.
Note that the failure scenarios are not very common in
reality. We observe one instance of the forbidden access,
where a Sprint 4G base station sets the access-barring option for 10 min (possibly under maintenance). We observe another instance of Figure 8, where T-mobile 4G
is available but T-Mobile 3G is not available. Since TMobile 4G does not provide Voice over LTE (VoLTE)
to Project Fi and has to rely on its 3G network (using
circuit-switching Fallback) for voice calls [41]. Consequently, the correct decision should be to not switch to
T-Mobile 4G, since voice calls are not reachable there.
iCellular detects it from the profiled call preference and
location update messages, and excludes this access option from the candidate list. We also observe uncoordinated mobility rules between the network and the device (Figure 9). We validate that iCellular can detect and
avoid them.
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Figure 16: iCellular’s active monitoring has minor
impacts on data performance.
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naling overhead.
lular’s adaptive monitoring is able to accelerate carrier
scanning. We compare it with the default manual search,
and record the total search time and the number of cells
scanned at 100 different locations. Figure 13 shows that,
with adaptive search, 70% of the complete search can be
completed within 10s, 64% shorter than the exhaustive
manual search. Note that devices are allowed to switch
before the complete search (§5), so it waits shorter in
practice. Figure 13b counts the scanned cells, and validates that such savings come from avoiding those unnecessary cell scans. The search time and the number of
cells vary with locations and the cell density.
Second, we examine how well iCellular’s adaptive
switch reduces service disruption. In this experiment, we
place the phone at the border of two carriers’ coverages,
and test the switch time needed for iCellular and Project
Fi for 50 runs. The inter-carrier switch time is defined
as the duration from the de-registration from the old carrier to the registration to the new carrier. For comparison purposes, we also calculate the lower bound based
on the MobileInsight event logs, described in §4.2. Figure 14 shows that, iCellular saves 76.7% switch time on
average, compared with Project Fi. However, the current
iCellular prototype has not achieved the minimal switch
time: it still requires 8.8s on average. Under high-speed
mobility, this may delay the switch to the optimal carrier network. We dig into the event logs, and discover
that, the current bottleneck lies in the SIM card reconfiguration. The current iCellular implementation relies
on Project Fi’s system service. It has to wait until the
SIM card is reconfigured to switch to another carrier. In
the experiments, we find that most of the switch times
(7.3s on average) are spent on the SIM card reconfiguration, which is beyond the control of iCellular. The phone
has no network service in this period. The lower bound
implies that, with better SIM card implementation, iCellular could save up to 96.1% of switch time compared
with the Project Fi.

Impact on applications in monitoring. We show that
iCellular’s active monitor does not disrupt the ongoing
data service at the device. We run the active monitor 100
times with/without applications and its active data transfer. We test with four applications and the results with/without iCellular’s monitoring are similar. Figure 16
shows the performance with/without iCellular’s monitoring for Youtube and Skype. Enabling/disabling active
monitoring has comparable application performance. As
explained in §4.1, this is because the carrier scanning
procedure is performed only in the absence of traffic.
Signaling overhead.
We show that iCellular incurs
moderate signaling messages to the device and the network. We record the device-side signaling message rate
under three conditions (when running our performance
tests): (1) Idle: No monitoring/switch functions are active. No extra cellular signaling messages are generated; (2) Monitor: iCellular initiates its active monitoring. The device should receive more broadcasted signals.
However, no extra signaling messages are generated to
the network; (3) Switch: iCellular initiates the switch to
the new carrier network. Because of the registration, extra signaling messages are generated to both the device
and the network. For all scenarios, we count the radio11
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The network-side efforts include sharing the radio resource [22, 28, 36, 36] and infrastructure [17, 18, 29, 44]
between carriers, which helps to reduce deployment cost.
On the device side, both clean-slate design with dual SIM
cards [1,20] and single universal SIM card [14,24,26] are
used for multi-carrier access. But multi-SIM phones provide multi-carrier access in a constrained fashion. The
number of accessible carriers is limited by the number
of SIM cards (usually two due to energy and radio interference constraints). Our work complements the singleSIM approach for incremental deployment. It differs
from existing efforts by leveraging low-level cellular information, and offering device-defined selections in a responsive and non-disruptive manner.
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Figure 17: CPU and battery usage of iCellular.
level (from RRC layer), core-network level (from mobility and session management layers) and the total signaling rate. Figure 15 shows that, the maximum observed
signaling message rate is 32 message/sec.
CPU and memory.
In all our tests, the maximum
CPU utilization is below 2%, while the maximum memory usage is below 20 MB (including virtual memory).
Figure 17a shows a 20-min log during a driving test,
where its maximum memory usage is 16.45MB.

iCellular leverages the rich cellular connectivity on
the device. Similar efforts use multiple physical interfaces from WiFi and cellular, including WiFi offloading [16,21,23] and multipath-TCP [35,43]. iCellular differs from all these in that it still uses a single cellular interface. [15] reports similar problems, but we further unveil their root causes. Similar issues may also occur with
traditional handoffs within a single carrier [39, 40, 45],
which are caused by the carrier’s own problematic management. Instead, iCellular targets inter-carrier migration, and chooses to let end devices customize the selection strategies among carriers.

Energy consumption. Since we cannot directly measure the consumed power at Nexus 6/6P with an external
power meter (its battery is sealed, and hard to remove),
we take an application-level approach. We use a fullycharged Nexus 6 phone and run it for 24 hours. We use
an app called GO-Power-Master [3] to record energy
consumption for each component/app. Figure 17b shows
one record, where iCellular explicitly consumes about
4.75% of battery. Its energy can be further optimized
(e.g., with sleep mode and periodical monitoring).

7

9

Discussion

The current design of cellular networks limits the device’s ability to fully explore multi-carrier access. The
fundamental problem is that, existing 3G/4G mobile networks place most decisions and operational complexity
on the infrastructure side. This network-centric design
is partly inherited from the legacy telecom-based architecture paradigm. As a result, the increasing capability
of user devices is not properly exploited. In the multicarrier access context, devices may suffer from lowquality access while incurring unnecessary service disruption. In this work, we describe iCellular, which seeks
to leverage the fine-grained cellular information and the
available mechanism at the device. It thus dynamically
selects better mobile carrier through adaptive monitoring
and online learning. Our initial evaluation validates the
feasibility of this approach.

Working with network-side solution.
Despite a
device-side solution, iCellular can work in concert with
carrier-side mechanisms for better performance. For example, during the inter-carrier switch, iCellular could
benefit from the network-side buffering and tunneling of
downlink traffic, and support more seamless migration.
For each individual carrier, its network-side solution can
also benefit from iCellular with device-side feedbacks on
all available carriers. Note that the carrier network still
retains its final say on the switch decision by rejecting
the device-initiated switch requests.
Hints for future mobile network design.
The future multi-carrier access design (e.g., 5G) can benefit
from our iCellular’s design experience. For example,
the idea of adaptive monitoring (§4.1) and direct switch
(§4.2) may be instrumental to designing a new intercarrier switch mechanism beyond the popular PLMN selection. The heterogeneity predictor (§4.3) and decision
fault prevention (§4.4) are also directly applicable to 5G.

8

Conclusion
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In recent years, exploiting multiple cellular carriers attracts research efforts on both network and device sides.
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Appendices
A

Collecting App-specific Performance

For SpeedTest, we directly record the downlink speed for each
test. Note that Nexus 6 supports LTE category 4, which
can yield up to 150Mbps downlink bandwidth in theory [5].
This is why we observe 40+Mbps downlink speed in our
tests, which is much higher than most previous measurements.
For Web, currently we use Firefox and get the web loading
time from its debugging console [33]. For Youtube, we extract its buffering time by tracking OnBuffer(True) and
OnBuffer(False) events from Youtube Android player
API [25], and calculating the elapsed time in between, during
which the user has to pause the video. For Skype, we collect
round-trip latencies (in ms) as the performance metric. To get
it, We enabled the Technical info panel in the Skype app,
which shows the latency in the call. Then we record the roundtrip latency in every second.

An Example of iCellular APIs

We use a simple example to illustrate how they work. Consider
a device who has access to T-Mobile and Sprint 3G/4G networks, and would like to choose in the network with minimal
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Abstract
The introduction of wireless transmissions into the data center has been shown to be promising in improving
the performance of data center networks (DCN) cost effectively. For high transmission ﬂexibility and performance, a fundamental challenge is to increase the wireless availability and enable fully hybrid and seamless
transmissions over both wired and wireless DCN components. Rather than limiting the number of wireless radios by the size of top-of-rack (ToR) switches, we propose a novel DCN architecture, Diamond, which nests
the wired DCN with radios equipped on all servers. To
harvest the gain allowed by the rich reconﬁgurable wireless resources, we propose the low-cost deployment of
scalable 3D Ring Reﬂection Spaces (RRSs) which are interconnected with streamlined wired herringbone to enable large number of concurrent wireless transmissions
through high-performance multi-reﬂection of radio signals over metal. To increase the number of concurrent
wireless transmissions within each RRS, we propose a
precise reﬂection method to reduce the wireless interference. We build a 60GHz-based testbed to demonstrate
the function and transmission ability of our proposed architecture. We further perform extensive simulations to
show the signiﬁcant performance gain of Diamond, in
supporting up to ﬁve times higher server-to-server capacity, enabling network-wide load balancing, and ensuring
high fault tolerance.

1

Introduction

The high-performance data center network (DCN) is
an essential infrastructure for cloud computing. There
is a quick growth of large-scale services (e.g., Google
Search, Hadoop, MapReduce, etc.) in the cloud, and
recent measurements show tremendous trafﬁc variations
over space and time in DCNs [5, 7, 8, 20]. Conventional wired DCNs generally adopt the ﬁxed and symmetric
network design. This may lead to prevalent hot spots
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across different layers of the architecture which signiﬁcantly reduces the performance of DCNs [7, 20, 37].
There are some recent interests on constructing hybrid
DCNs [18, 19, 33, 38, 39] with the introduction of new
network components such as optical circuit switches or
wireless radios into the DCNs to provide conﬁgurable
links [9,13,25,28]. Although these hybrid infrastructures
show the potential in achieving higher DCN capacity and
lower transmission delay, their wired structures are kept
unchanged even though they are not primitively designed
to work with new network techniques, which limits the
performance of hybrid DCN. Speciﬁcally, the new network components are added directly into conventional
DCNs or are applied to replace part of existing network
switches [18, 33, 38, 39]. Considering only the local performance improvement, it is hard for existing schemes to
achieve the global optimal performance in the presence
of network-wide trafﬁc changes. The key challenge of a
fully hybrid network design is to form a novel hybrid network architecture that can take full advantage of different network techniques and enable coherent and seamless
transmissions for much higher DCN performance.
The low cost of today’s commodity 60GHz radios
makes their wide deployment a better option in a fully hybrid network design [39]. Providing high wireless
availability in the data center is the key to achieving high
performance gain in a hybrid architecture. In existing
proposals for hybrid DCNs, wireless radios are generally
deployed on a ﬂat 2D plane at the top of racks, which
is susceptible to signal blocking [38]. Although a ﬂat
reﬂector on the room ceiling was proposed to alleviate
the problem [19, 38], the ceiling height is quite restricted
(3 meters [38]) and the method requires clearance above
racks, which is usually infeasible in conventional data
centers. The small rack size also restricts the number of
radios that can be placed on each rack (at most eight radios per rack [38, 39]). If radios are densely deployed
on top of racks, the strong inter-ratio interference would
restrict the number of concurrent wireless links thus con-
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straining the system performance [39]. The need of deploying more radios and links in the hybrid network for
higher wireless availability calls for a completely new
DCN architecture design.
In this work, we propose a novel fully-hybrid network
architecture, named Diamond, which ensures high wireless availability for efﬁcient and high-performance DCN
communications. Rather than restricting the radios to
be on top of racks, we propose to deploy wireless radios along with a large number of servers. To avoid
the interference among dense radios at the 2D plane,
we propose to construct multiple Ring Reﬂection Spaces
(RRSs) to make the radios sparsely distributed in the
3D space. Inside each RRS, we develop a novel multireﬂection method to address the blocking problem on
building wireless links. With our design, there is no need
of changing the room plan above racks. Diamond has
three key design features:
Novel hybrid network topology (§2): Rather than
adding wireless radios directly on top of racks, we propose a fully hybrid network topology by constructing
RRSs in Diamond to facilitate wireless transmissions and
isolate the wireless interference. It also supports direct server-to-server wireless links rather than conventional
rack-to-rack links. Then we apply a streamlined wired
herringbone to interconnect the RRSs at low cost.
Precise multi-reﬂection of wireless links (§3): The
susceptibility to blocking and the interference are two
major issues that limit the wireless performance in DCNs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that
develops the multi-reﬂection transmission method to address the challenge of signal blocking. We further design
a novel precise reﬂection scheme to efﬁciently restrict the
wireless interference in the presence of a large number of
concurrent wireless links.
Wireless & wired hybrid routing (§4): We propose
an opportunistic hybrid routing scheme to allow for low
transmissions delay and graceful fault tolerance. We further show that the network diameter of Diamond can scale logarithmically with the server number to effectively
bound the route length.
We implement a 60GHz-based testbed, and our experimental results conﬁrm the high performance of multireﬂection, and demonstrate that proper reﬂection holes
can efﬁciently reduce the interference in 3D space (§6).
Driven by the testbed parameters, our simulations show
that Diamond can support up to ﬁve times higher serverto-server capacity and ensure graceful fault tolerance
(§7). Finally, we introduce the related work (§8) and
draw the conclusions (§9).

2

Architecture

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the basic architecture
and methodologies used in the Diamond system, and

then present its hybrid topology design.

2.1

Diamond system overview

At a high level, the Diamond system should meet the data
center needs at different timescales. First, the conﬁguration of wireless links should be updated periodically so
that the network topology can better accommodate the
current trafﬁc of the data center. Second, given a conﬁgured network, we need to efﬁciently route the ﬂows in
real time.
Dynamic wireless conﬁguration: Following the prior studies, the Diamond system exploits the controller
of software-deﬁned networking (SDN) for ﬂexible and
efﬁcient conﬁguration of the wireless links and routing
paths [4,11,26,27]. More speciﬁcally, the Diamond controller periodically updates the conﬁguration of the wireless links based on the trafﬁc conditions reported from
SDN-controllable ToR switches. Servers are equipped
with high-capacity wireless radios (60GHz radio [18] or
FSO transceivers [19]). To dynamically conﬁgure the
wireless links, they are allowed to communicate with
each other either directly by steering and aligning the
antennas (physically or electronically driven [18, 19]) or
using a multi-reﬂection method we propose. The controller ﬁrst builds wireless links to alleviate the heavy
trafﬁc from the hot spots, and then randomly forms additional wireless links using the remaining available radios
to achieve the beneﬁts of random networking [31].
Hybrid routing: The controller only computes the
routing paths of hot-spot server pairs during the wireless conﬁguration to alleviate the hot-spot trafﬁc globally
for the network-wide load balancing thus higher network
throughput. For other light-loaded server pairs, the routing decision is made distributedly by servers and switches so that their trafﬁc can go through available wireless
links opportunistically to cut short the routing paths in
real time.

2.2

Key methodologies

There are two main challenges to implement a fully hybrid network: (1) When a large number of wireless links
are enabled, the interference will restrict the number of
concurrent transmissions; and (2) When a large number
of wireless radios are deployed, the high-frequency wireless links are easily blocked by obstacles such as the supply pipes of air conditioning or the steel structures above
racks. In light of these problems, Diamond applies a 3D
deployment of the wireless radios to facilitate high number of concurrent wireless transmissions taking advantage of the following key techniques:
Space division multiplexing: To disperse the wireless
radios, the radios in Diamond are installed with servers
at different heights. Rather than deploying the wireless
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radios densely on only one ﬂat 2D plane, we place the
wireless radios on several separated large annular surfaces. Thus the deployment density of wireless radios is
much lower than that of previous studies [38, 39]. The
adjacent annular surfaces form a RRS where the signal
can run from one radio to another. Due to the space division, the same set of wireless channels can be multiplexed across different RRSs, which helps isolate the interference in Diamond.
Multi-reﬂection transmission: Although more radios
can be deployed in a 3D space, many radios cannot reach
each other with existing direct point-to-point transmission or the one-reﬂection transmission [18, 19, 38, 39]
due to the obstacle blocking. Instead, in Diamond, we
utilize multiple reﬂections to bounce the signal emitted
from one server to another. This helps to greatly increase
the number of available wireless links. Following the prior work [38], our testbed experiment conﬁrms that using
the ﬂat metal board as reﬂector can offer very good specular reﬂection with little energy loss or changing path
loss during each reﬂection. This avoids the overhead of
buffering and switching packets in multiple hops over intermediate switches.
Different types of directional antennas may have different beam widths [18]. For a multi-reﬂection path,
there is a tradeoff between the antenna beam width and
the tolerance for the antenna alignment error. The narrower the beam width, the higher the antenna gains,
but the less the alignment error tolerance. In the extreme case of using FSO with nearly zero beam width,
previous study shows that using electrically-driven Galvo mirrors is possible to implement precise steering
control [19]. For conventional 60GHz antennas, the
electrically-driven antenna array is promising to satisfy
this requirement [18, 39].
Precise reﬂection technology: Since the wireless antenna may have a wide beam width [18], multiple reﬂections would introduce unexpected interference inside
the 3D space due to the signal leakage of the beam
(e.g., the undesired side lobes of the 60GHz wireless
beam [18, 29]). In order to efﬁciently restrict and control the interference caused by reﬂections, we develop a
precise reﬂection method with the careful placement of
absorbing materials on the reﬂection boards. Most areas
of the board are covered by absorbing paper while small
holes are left so that only the intended signal reﬂections
are made by hitting the hole, which leads to very little
signal leakage.

2.3

Topology design

The basic motivation of the Diamond topology design is
to enable more concurrent wireless transmissions. In our
design, we separate the speciﬁc transmission functions
of wireless and wired links in the network, so that both
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Figure 1: Brief view of the wireless ring in Diamond
(N=4 rings and H=4 layers)
their distinct advantages on the transmission can be fully explored. We construct a ring-shape basic structure
that enables wireless-only transmissions inside the ring
employing the multi-reﬂections (§2.2). Then we apply
the stable wired links to address the transmissions across
different ring structures.
From the top view in Fig. 1, Diamond’s topology is
constructed by several concentric regular polygons with
increasing radius. Polygons are numbered from inside
to outside and named by rings, i.e., {Ri }, 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
where N is the total number of polygons. The ith ring
has 4i edges. The racks are placed at the vertex points of
each ring, and there are totally 1≤i≤N (4i) = 2(N 2 + N)
racks, while ﬂat metal reﬂectors are put at the edge of
each ring. Rather than mounting the reﬂectors [19,38] on
the ceiling, reﬂectors in Diamond stand in perpendicular
to the ground and have the same height as that of racks,
which avoids the need of using clear ceiling space for
wireless transmissions in data centers. In the following,
we introduce the designs of major Diamond components.
Server and rack. Each rack holds multiple servers
at different height. The servers inside different racks at
the same height form a layer, and the layers are numbered from the top to the bottom as {l j }, 1 ≤ j ≤ H. The
height of each layer equals the height of a server at conventional racks, and the number of layers H equals to the
number of servers in one rack. Therefore, a Diamond
topology can accommodate totally 2(N 2 + N)H servers. Each server is equipped with 1 Ethernet port and 2
wireless ports with directional antennas. The networking principles in Diamond are: (1) the links between two
servers are wireless; (2) the links between a server and
its ToR switch or between two ToR switches are wired.
Wireless links: The 3D space between two neighboring rings is called an RRS. For each server, one of its
antennas points to RRS at its inner side and the other
points to RRS at its outer side. By adjusting the antenna
directions in the RRS, each server at ring Ri can ﬂexibly communicate with other servers at different heights
on rings Ri , Ri−1 and Ri+1 through direct transmissions
or multiple reﬂections on different reﬂectors (Fig. 1 and
Fig. 3).
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Figure 2: Top view of the wired herringbone of Diamond
(N=3 rings)
Wired links: With wireless links formed locally
inside each RRS, the wired links are applied to interconnect different RRSs. Fig. 2 gives a top view of the wired
connections in Diamond. Similar to conventional DCNs, the servers on each rack are connected to the common
ToR switch. Fig. 2(a) shows the logical view of the wired
herringbone. We number the horizontal lines in Fig. 2(a)
from the top to the bottom as rows {ri }, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N,
and number the vertical lines from the left to the right
as columns {ci }, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N. Fig. 2(b) shows the physical connections of the wired herringbone. The principle of Diamond to interconnect the RRSs is that the ToR
switches on the same row (or column) are interconnected
by a virtual switch, while the ToR switches on different
rows and different columns are not directly connected.
To implement the function of virtual switch, we have
the option of applying any existing structure, e.g., the
tree-based structure (Fat-tree [3]) or cube-based structure
(BCube [16]), to interconnect the ToR switches on each
row and each column. These structures may make the
wired design of Diamond complex and costly. In Diamond, we prefer to apply the de-Bruijn graph [12] so
that no additional switches are required. De-bruijn is attractive for providing constant link degree at each node
and logarithmic network diameter. Then the path length
is bounded and the routing structure is still simple (§4).
Although using de-Bruijn structure often involves complex wiring [17], the wiring is kept simple in Diamond
because only one row (or column) of ToR switches are
connected as one de-Bruijn.

2.4

Wireless/Wired Hybrid Path

Reflection Path

(b) Physical view

(a) Logical view

Rack and reﬂector arrangement

There are two requirements to arrange the racks in Diamond to facilitate its practical and scalable deployment:
ﬁrst, all the reﬂector boards should be ﬂat and have the
same length to facilitate their economical production;
second, the RRS width should be kept stable, with the
RRS width close to a ﬁxed value when the number of
rings increases. We call the physical distance between
two neighboring rings Ri and Ri+1 as the RRS width Δi
(Fig. 1). Too large a RRS width will make Diamond oc-

Wired Link

Source Server

Dest Server

Figure 3: Routing in the 3D wireless ring
cupy too much room area, while too small a RRS width
will not leave enough space for wireless transmissions.
As mentioned earlier, all the polygons in Diamond are
regular with the same edge length and are put concentrically in a symmetric way as shown in Fig. 2. The reﬂector height equals the height of racks, and the reﬂector
length is denoted as L. Then our design ensures the RRS
width Δi at ith ring to have the following property:
Property 1. lim Δi = 2L/π
i→∞

Proof. Based on the topology of Diamond, the radius
π L
di of ring Ri is di = (cot 4i
) 2 . Then we have Δi =
π
π L
di+1 − di = (cot 4(i+1)
− cot 4i
)2 =

we have lim Δi = 2L/π.

1 )
sin( π4 i(i+1)
L
1 ] 2.
π
2
sin[( 4 ) i(i+1)

Hence

i→∞

Based on the above proof, the RRS width Δi decreases as the ring number i becomes larger. Property 1 ensures that the RRS width does not fall to zero but reaches a ﬁxed limit value. For a setting L=2.5m, the RRS
width Δi can keep a value close to the ﬁxed limit value
1.6m. We can see that the RRS width becomes stable and
approaches the ﬁxed limit value quickly when the ring
number increases, which demonstrates the scalability of
the Diamond design.

3

Wireless conﬁguration

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce our schemes of ﬁnding the reﬂection path when building a wireless link and
eliminating the wireless interference during the reﬂections, and then present our strategies in forming ﬂexible
wireless conﬁgurations for network-wide load balancing.

3.1

Reﬂection path

Since the physical topology of Diamond is ﬁxed, the reﬂection paths can be easily calculated between any two
servers. The calculation of the reﬂection path table is
done ofﬂine at the initial deployment of Diamond. If
there are multiple paths available between two servers,
we choose the one with the least number of reﬂection
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Proof. Based on the coordinates of a server n on ring
k + 1 and a server m on ring k, we obtain the central an1
gle for each reﬂection point, denoted as 23 · π(2n−1)
4(k+1) + 3 ·
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Figure 4: Number of reach- Figure 5: Reuse ratio of reable racks per server at dif- ﬂection points on a board at
ferent rings and within dif- different rings
ferent reﬂection times
times (direct transmission is considered as zero times of
reﬂection). Given a source server and a destination server in Diamond, if a reﬂection path can be found in the
table, the antenna angles can be adjusted by the servers
according to the table values to build the wireless link.
Based on the Diamond topology, we simulate the reﬂection paths between all the server pairs. Fig. 4 shows
the average communication range of a wireless radio,
i.e., the reachable rack number at both its current ring Ri
and inner ring Ri−1 . We can see that no more than three
reﬂections can cover above 90% racks in the RRS when
the ring number is less than 9. For a ring number larger
than 4, a server can reach at least 10 racks through the direct transmission, 20 racks within a single reﬂection and
28 racks within two reﬂections.

3.2

Reduction of wireless interference

We design a precise reﬂection method to alleviate the
wireless interference during reﬂections. Speciﬁcally, we
carefully place the absorbing materials on the reﬂection
board and leave small holes for only the intended reﬂection points. In the following, we analyze the density and
distribution of reﬂection points (i.e., the reﬂection holes)
on the reﬂector boards.
To simplify the analysis, we ﬁrst present a special circle case where the ﬂat reﬂectors are replaced by curved
reﬂectors so that all the polygons are transformed to
their circumcircles. We consider the communication of
servers inside the kth RRS, i.e., the communication between a server on ring k and another on ring k + 1 and the
communication between two servers on ring k + 1. The
reﬂection times are limited within three. The communication of servers in different rings is achieved by zero
and double reﬂections. The double reﬂection forms the
reﬂection points on the outer side of ring k and the inner
side of ring k + 1.
Considering the distribution of reﬂection points on
ring k, we have the following property:
Property 2. At each layer of Diamond, for an arbitrary
reﬂector on ring k, there are at most six reﬂection points
on the reﬂector board.
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m, n ∈ Z+ . We shift the value of m and n to ﬁnd
the minimum change of the central angle of the reﬂection
π
point. The minimum change 12k
is the minimum interval of two reﬂection points. As the central angle for the
π
, there are at most six reﬂection
reﬂector on ring k is 2k
points at each layer of the reﬂector board. This completes the proof.
We obtain the expressions of the central angle for each
reﬂection point in ring k + 1 following the same procedure of ring k. We examine the distribution of reﬂection
points on each reﬂector in ring k + 1 based on simulation
results, and found that at each layer from the ring 5 to
the ring 50, there are average ten reﬂection points on the
board of the ring k +1. One hole may be reused by a large
number of reﬂection points for different reﬂection paths,
i.e., the distance between two reﬂection points is small
enough to overlap with each other. With the reuse ratio
equal to the ratio of reused points to the total number of
reﬂection points, Fig. 5 shows that the reuse ratio is high
and increases when the ring number becomes larger.

3.3

Conﬁguration for hot-spot trafﬁc

Since the above techniques enable a large number of
server-to-server wireless links, Diamond can implement a network-wide reconﬁgurable topology for balancing
the identiﬁed hot-spot trafﬁc, which contributes to high
throughput and effective routing.
Conﬁguration problem: The wireless conﬁguration
is determined by the network controller in DCNs. The
controller input is a trafﬁc demand matrix where an entry describes the trafﬁc demand between a pair of servers.
Given a hybrid topology G, we can construct its interference graph GI 1 to describe the conﬂict relations among
all the wireless links based on ofﬂine measurements [18].
The objective of our wireless conﬁguration is to select
the optimal independent set (IS) 2 to minimize the maximum link utilization of the entire network during each
scheduling period. We thus have an integer linear programming (ILP) problem HLBP (Hybrid Load Balance
Problem). Our HLBP problem mainly differs from previous study Fireﬂy [19] on the additional wireless interference constraint on IS selections. Finding all the ISs
is NP-complete in general [14]. We ﬁnd that even the
state-of-art ILP solver LINGO or ILP toolbox in MATLAB may take above tens of minutes to solve the HLBP.
1 The independent graph G of G is deﬁned as a graph where each
I
link in G corresponds to a vertex in GI , and if two links have conﬂict
in G, then there is a link between them in GI .
2 An independent set (IS) in an interference graph G is deﬁned as a
I
vertex subset where any two vertices do not conﬂict.
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Figure 6: Path length ratio of different topologies
There are some existing studies [21–23, 34–36] on ﬁnding an approximate IS solution in some special interference graphs. In the following, in order to make Diamond
support various types of antennas, we turn to the development of a fast heuristic solution for a general interference
graph.
Greedy scheduling: We design a greedy algorithm
HDF (Highest Demand First) to provide a faster and simpler solution for HLBP. The algorithm assigns a weight
value to wireless links related to the ﬂows, and then selects a set of non-conﬂict wireless links that maximize
the sum of weights. We deﬁne the weight of a wireless
link as the ratio between the ﬂow demand and the link
length. For a link with reﬂections, the link length is the
total geometric length of the reﬂection path. The intuition is that a link can provide larger beneﬁt when serving
higher ﬂow demand over a shorter link length, as a shorter wireless link allows for smaller interference range and
higher SNR thus higher link capacity. We greedily select
the links with the largest weight to build ﬁrst and remove
the links that conﬂict with the selected links. Next, the
trafﬁc demands are split into their shortest paths. Denote
the minimum remaining capacity of links along a path
as the path capacity. The server pair with the highest
demand ﬁrst splits the trafﬁc to transmit over the set of
shortest paths in proportional to the path capacity. Then
the remaining link capacities are updated and the procedure repeats until no server pair is left. The gap between
HDF and the optimal solution is evaluated in §7.

3.4

Random networking for high capacity
and low delay

Since the wireless resources are rich in Diamond, after
ofﬂoading the hot-spot trafﬁc by HDF, some wireless radios may be left unused, particularly when the number of
hot spots in the network is not big in a scheduling period. Random networking is shown to have the features of
small average path length, high path diversity and high
server-to-server network capacity [31, 32]. Thus we expect that the random formulation of wireless links helps
to shorten the path length in Diamond.
To verify this effect, we compare the percentage of the
path length for all the server pairs under different DCN
topologies with 512 servers in Fig. 6. DH is for Diamond
where wireless links are built randomly; DW is for Diamond with the wired connections only; BC is the BCube

topology [16]; FT is the Fat-tree topology [3]; 3DB is
a Fat-tree topology augmented by 3D-beamforming radios at ToR switches [38]. We can see that the number of
long paths in DW is larger than that in BCube. However, when introducing random wireless links, the ratio of
short paths in DH is higher than all the other topologies.
The short path length generally implies small hop delay
and high end-to-end throughput due to fewer congestion
points at intermediate routing hops [31, 32].
To beneﬁt from the random networking in Diamond,
we extend the IS selected by the HDF algorithm to a
maximal IS, named the MIS, by randomly adding additional wireless links into the IS without creating conﬂict until no such kind of wireless link is available. The
random formulation of wireless links in Diamond avoids
the problem of complex wiring and costly management
appearing in the previous work on using random wired
links in DCNs [32].

4

Routing Design

Diamond is built upon a topology-adaptive network,
while existing routing protocols often impose a relatively long convergence time when the topology changes [6].
For more efﬁcient routing, we propose to use a set of strategies in Diamond.

4.1

Overall scheme

The setup of wireless links is performed by the Diamond controller periodically. We denote the time interval for the controller to execute the wireless reconﬁguration as one period. At the beginning of each period, a set of operations will be performed as follows:
(1) The controller computes the wireless conﬁguration
and the routing paths for hot-spot server pairs using the
methods described in §3, and sends out the instructions to both servers and their associated ToR switches. (2)
The servers receiving the conﬁguration instructions will
adjust their antenna directions accordingly.
To summarize, there are three choices for a server or
ToR switch to route its trafﬁc. First, a server or ToR
switch tries to match the routing rules designated by the
controller. If matched, it delivers the packet accordingly. This ﬁrst choice helps to balance the hot-spot trafﬁc
following the controller’s decisions. Otherwise, it opportunistically utilizes its available wireless radios (if it is a
server) or the available radios on its rack (if it is a ToR
switch) to create a short-cut hop to the destination. This
second choice contributes to shorter routing path through
opportunistic hybrid routing. If no wireless radios are
proper to use, it delivers the packet to the next-hop node
following a default wired routing path. This last choice
efﬁciently bounds the worst-case performance by routing
through the wired herringbone.
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4.2

Default wired routing

For the Diamond topology introduced in §2.3, a 3-tuple
(x, y, z) labels a server at the xth row, yth column and zth
layer. For simplicity, we use a 3-tuple (x, y, 0) to label a
ToR switch on the xth row and yth column. Fig. 7 shows
a simple example to route from an arbitrary source server s1 = (x1 , y1 , z1 ) to a destination server s2 = (x2 , y2 , z2 ).
Let w1 = (x1 , y1 , 0) and w2 = (x2 , y2 , 0) denote their
corresponding ToR switches respectively. The shortest
wired routing path can be established as follows. First,
the packet routes from s1 to w1 and then we change one
of the two coordinates of source ToR switch w1 at a time
to match that of switch w2 : (x1 , y1 , 0) → (x2 , y1 , 0) →
(x2 , y2 , 0). Finally, the packet routes from w2 to s2 . Note
that each coordinate change corresponds to hops through
a virtual switch.
Suppose we apply de-Bruijn structure to implement the virtual switch, and the Diamond topology has totally H = 2p layers and N rings. Then we need 4p ports per
ToR switch, where 2p ports connect to the servers on the
rack and 2p ports are used for constructing the de-Bruijn
on its row and column. Since the diameter of a de-Brujin
graph is log p N, the path length through a virtual switch
(i.e., the path length between two ToR switches on one
row or column) can be bounded by log p N. Based on the
above routing procedure, we have the property:
Property 3. The network diameter, which is the longest
shortest path among all the server pairs, of Diamond is
bounded by 2 log p N + 2.
Since the Diamond with H layers and N rings can support totally n = 2(N 2 + N)H servers, we have the diameter of Diamond as O(log p n). Compared to conventional
approaches (e.g., the Fat-tree [3] or VL2 [15] topology)
which has a constant diameter but the number of switch
ports increase with the number of servers, Diamond has
much better scalability. As the server number increases,
its network diameter extends logarithmically while the
port number can be kept as a constant. This is similar to
the recursion-based DCN topology such as BCube [16]
and DCell [17]), which also has a logarithmic diameter
when keeping a constant number of switch ports.

4.3

Opportunistic hybrid routing

The wired herringbone of Diamond provides the basic
assurance of the connectivity and route length bound.
Now we integrate the wireless transmissions into the
default wired paths opportunistically. Suppose a server s1 = (x1 , y1 , z1 ) receives a packet for a server s2 =
(x2 , y2 , z2 ), and the ToR switches of s1 and s2 are w1 =
(x1 , y1 , 0) and w2 = (x2 , y2 , 0). The server s1 is equipped with two radios, which are pointed to servers
s�1 = (x3 , y3 , z3 ) and s��1 = (x4 , y4 , z4 ), respectively. Deﬁne
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Figure 7: Opportunistic hybrid routing in Diamond
a hamming distance D(s1 , s2 ) as the number of the unmatched coordinates between the tuples s1 and s2 . Then
the value range of D(s1 , s2 ) is {0, 1, 2, 3}.
To perform the opportunistic hybrid routing (OHR),
each server in Diamond simply follows two steps for the
packet forwarding: (1) Call d1 = D(s1 , s2 ). If all three
are matched (i.e., d1 = 0), then it is the destination server. (2) Call d1� = D(s�1 , s2 ) and d1�� = D(s��1 , s2 ). If d1� < d1
or d1�� < d1 , forward the packet to the server s�1 or s��1 accordingly through a wireless radio. Otherwise, forward
the packet to the switch w1 by default.
Similar to the servers, each ToR switch in Diamond
forwards the packet as follows: (1) Call d1 = D(w1 , s2 ).
If the ﬁrst two are matched (i.e., d1 = 1), it forwards the
packet to s2 directly; Otherwise, it randomly chooses one
coordinate among the unmatched ones. Assume that ToR
switch picks x1 where x1 �= x2 , then the default next hop
is w f = (x2 , y1 , 0). (2) For each server si in the rack,
suppose its wireless radios point to two servers s�i and
s��i . Call di� = D(s�i , s2 ) and di�� = D(s��i , s2 ). If d1� < d1 or
d1�� < d1 , forward the packet to the sever si in the rack;
Otherwise, forward the packet to the ToR switch w f by
default.

4.4

Fault-tolerance

The redundancy of available paths between any pair
of servers make Diamond attractive for fault-tolerance.
There are two types of failures to handle in Diamond:
node failure and link failure. Three classes of node failure should be considered: (a) switch failure, (b) server
failure and (c) wireless radio failure. A link failure will
be resulted from a node failure, or the change of the environment such as the blocking of wireless communications due to the human movement in the RRSs. Clearly,
due to the nested structure of Diamond, any single node
or link failure does not lead to the network disconnection. We describe link failures here because other node
failures trigger the same responses.
In Diamond, each server has three different output
links to forward the packets: (a) forward to the ToR
switch it connects to; (b) forward to one of its two wireless radios. When a server ﬁnds one of its output links
fails, it removes that wired/wireless connection from its
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connection list, and chooses one of the remaining available output links as its next hop based on the routing rules
described in Section 4.3. Beneﬁted from the distributed
routing property of OHR, the routing paths can be recovered quickly in Diamond to ensure high fault tolerance.

5

Discussion on deployment issues

Circle vs. Polygon reﬂector. We have so far suggested
using the ﬂat mental board as the reﬂector to facilitate its
economic production and easy deployment. If the cost is
not a concern, however, a curved mental reﬂector would
allow the wireless communication range of each server to
be larger than that of the ﬂat reﬂector for the same constraint on reﬂection times. Considering that the curved
reﬂectors are used to construct the circumcircle of each
ring, with the ring number varying from 5 to 100 and the
reﬂection times set to be within three, we ﬁnd that the
average wireless communication range per server in the
polygon case is above 80% that of the circle case. When
the number of rings is smaller than 5, both cases ensure
the communications of all the servers of the entire ring.
The results indicate that using ﬂat reﬂector is a better
choice for the deployment in a large-size data center.
Design of virtual switch. Diamond introduces a virtual switch to interconnect the ToR switches on a line (row
or column) and the virtual switch can be implemented
by any existing interconnection structures, e.g., the treebased structure [3, 15] or cube-based structure [2, 16],
with different trade-offs between the cost and performance. However, the number of ports required by a virtual switch on different rows and columns may not be the
same in Diamond. Consider a Diamond topology with 2n
rows and 2n columns, the port numbers of virtual switch
from row r1 to rn are {2, 4, 6, ..., n − 2, n}. The uneven
port numbers make it difﬁcult to deploy conventional interconnection structures as some structures do not scale
continuously [3,16,17]. To address this issue, we suggest
using one virtual switch to interconnect two rows (or two
columns) together to make a balance of the port number.
Then each virtual switch requires n + 2 ports by combining every two rows as (r1 , rn ), (r2 , rn−1 ), (r3 , rn−2 ) and so
on. We can obtain the same result as that of 2n + 1 rows
and columns by excluding the median row and column.
Rack density and wireless link number. To provide an idea of the deployment density of Diamond, we
give an example. A room of data center with the size
100×100m2 can hold 2k racks if using Diamond, and
Table 1: Total cost of different DCN architectures
Topology
#
FatTree
3DB
FireFly
Diamond

NIC
80
80
80
240

Switch
2080
2080
416
832

Cost (k$)
Radio
192
2400
1920

Wire
80
80
16
32

Total
2240
2432
2912
3024

Power
(kw)
3486
3486
4281
3428

hold 3.7k racks if using the conventional row-based architecture, so the density of the conventional architecture is about 1.8 times that of Diamond. The lower rack
density in Diamond ensures a proper space for both the
wireless transmissions and cooling when the network scales up. However, our simulation results with different
room sizes of a data center show that, the server-to-server
throughput in Diamond on average doubles that of a conventional three-layer fat-tree DCN topology for the same
room size [3]. As Fig. 4 shows, if we limit the reﬂection
times of a path to be less than two, for a medium-size
data center with 1000 servers, there will be more than
0.1 million potential wireless links available for use. The
rich wireless links contribute a lot to the network-wide
adaptive topology formulation and can support efﬁcient
routing and fault-tolerance in Diamond.
Cabling complexity. The cabling complexity is an
important issue to consider in the deployment of DCNs.
Despite their contributions to big performance improvements, both the tree-like topologies [3] and recursionbased topologies [16, 17] introduce complex cabling
among racks and thus high maintenance cost in practice. This is because the physical row-by-row rack deployment does not work well with their logical tree or
recursive topologies. In contrast, the cabling in Diamond
is much easier with its wired structure simpliﬁed to be
several rows and columns both logically and physically.
As Fig. 2(a) shows, the row lines and column lines are independent from each other and thus are simple for both
cabling and maintenance.
Cooling and maintenance. Heat dissipation is important for a data center to run healthily. In conventional DCN architectures, the most challenging heat issue
comes from the closely placed racks in multiple rows. Since the rack density in Diamond is both lower and more
balanced (i.e., the distance between any two neighboring
racks is similar) than conventional architectures, the heat
is distributed more evenly and lightly. For better cooling effect in Diamond, we suggest piping the cooling air
from bottom to top in each ring. In addition, we suggest leaving four gaps at the polygon corners evenly on
each ring to form four tunnels through the innermost to
the outermost, through which the engineers can go inside
each ring for device maintenance. When there is human
moving inside, some wireless links may be blocked and
failed. However, Diamond can handle the failure of wireless links easily (§4.4) and fast redirect the ﬂows to wired
links until the wireless link is available again.
Moreover, the antenna steering delay may be an issue
to affect the system performance. The delay of steering 60GHz antenna can potentially be controlled within
250us if using phase array technology [18], while if deploying FSO in Diamond, the steering delay can be within 0.5ms using Galvo mirrors [19]. To further alleviate
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Implementation

We implement a 60GHz testbed to evaluate the transmission performance of our architecture under different
wireless communication conditions.
Experiment setup: To demonstrate the feasibility
of 60GHz wireless communication in our architecture,
we build a testbed (Fig. 8a) to carry out the relevant experiments. The testbed was composed by Vubiq
Networks Inc’s commercial millimeter wave transceiver components, self-designed 60GHz Power Ampliﬁer
and AINFO Inc’s 60GHz rectangular waveguide horn antenna. The system enables 60 GHz experiments on the
use of integrated transmitter/receiver waveguide modules. 60GHz Power Ampliﬁer is placed at the end of
the transmitter to increase the transmission power. It has
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the side effect, our system ensures that the transmissions
through wireless links during the antenna steering to be
easily migrated to the stable wired links.
Deployment cost. A set of hybrid DCNs are proposed
recently, such as the 3D-beamforming(3DB) [38] (8 radios per rack) and FireFly [19]. We use Fat-tree to represent the conventional wired architecture and compare the
cost of different architectures in Table. 1. We consider
the cost and power of NICs on the server, switches, wireless radios and wires. We conservatively estimate each
wireless radio costs $60 [39], each 40-port switch costs
$1040, each port in the NIC costs $5 and needs 5W [16],
each port in the FSO device costs $150 [19], and an average cost of $1 per meter for cabling [19] and $1 per
square meter of absorbing paper. We assume the reﬂectors used in Fireﬂy, 3DB and Diamond have negligible
cost. All the architectures hold 16 thousand servers. We
can see that although Diamond uses a large number of radios, its cost is only 24% higher than that of 3DB because
it uses 60% fewer switches. This trade-off is reasonable
as a larger number of wireless links are enabled in Diamond than 3DB. Fireﬂy can offer higher bandwidth at a
higher deployment cost. However, the ceiling mirror it
requires may not be applicable in most modern data centers. An alternative solution is to replace 60Ghz radios
in Diamond with FSO devices, which will provide similar performance as Fireﬂy without the need of deploying
ceiling mirrors but at a higher deployment cost.

6
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Figure 8: 60GHz antenna testbed for Diamond
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Figure 10: Performance over different hole sizes
a gain of 30dB and a saturated output power of 0.37W.
The testbed encodes the data ﬁle with LPDC and applies
the QPSK modulation to generate the waveform. The
receiver module samples the signal and recovers the original data ﬁle.
We ﬁrst carry out four experiments, including the direct communication, communication through single reﬂection, communication through double reﬂections and
communication through deﬂection (i.e., the misalignment of two communicating antennas). In this group of
experiments, to ensure the transmission ability of the architecture, the distance between the sender radio and the
receiver radio is set to 25 m. The communication rate is
2.5 Gbps and the LPDC encoding rate is 3/4. We show
the results in Fig. 9. For the second group of experiments, we change the hole size to test the performance
of precise reﬂection for both the single and double reﬂection cases. To make an accurate measurement of hole
size, the distance between the sender and receiver is set
to 3m. The results are presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.
Experiment result on signal reﬂection: As Fig. 9
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Figure 11: Measured constellation diagram: performance of precise reﬂection

shows, the direct communication and the communications through single reﬂection and double reﬂections
present a good communication quality and the corresponding SNR are 16.194 dB, 15.23 dB and 14.80 dB
respectively. For all the experiments on our testbed, the
measured data rates of both the directional and reﬂectional 60GHz links are shown to keep a value above 2.5Gbps over a distance of 25m. Therefore, the bandwidth of
60GHz wireless link is high enough for multiple-gigabit
data transmissions in Diamond.
Experiment result on receiver alignment: During
the measurement, we ﬁnd that the communication quality through deﬂection changes with the deﬂection angle
between two radios. As Fig. 9d shows, when the deviation angle becomes 20◦ , the SNR is 12.75 dB, which is
the critical value of the communication quality. When
the deviation angle further increases, the communication
quality becomes too bad for the receiver to decode the original data. This indicates that our 60GHz radio is highly directional and has a small main-lobe width less than
20◦ , which contributes to a small angular interference to
other radios when constructing the wireless interference
graph. At the same time, the main-lobe angle provides
a certain degree of fault tolerance on the antenna alignment between two servers in Diamond. We studied the
impact of antenna misalignment through simulation with
the above experimental parameters as input, and our result show that the average ﬂow throughout drop is within
10% when the misaligned degree is within ±20◦ , which
demonstrates that Diamond has a good tolerance to the
fault as a result of the misalignment of antennas.
Experiment result on the precise reﬂection: We examine the impact of hole size on the reﬂector and show
the single-reﬂection performance in Fig.10. We are not
showing the results with hole size larger than 20cm, because they are the same as the 20cm case. We can see
that when the hole size is 10cm, the SNR gets a slight
decrease but BER is kept at zero. When the hole size further decreases to 5cm, the SNR drops quickly and results
in the transmission failure.
After obtaining the proper hole size as 10cm, we measure the constellation diagram for both the single and
double reﬂections. Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(c) show the
results of reﬂections without any absorbing materials on

the reﬂector. Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(d) show the corresponding results with one 10cm x10cm hole on each
reﬂector. We can see that the transmission performance
keeps nearly the same for both cases. Another interesting
ﬁnding is that for double reﬂections, the SNR even gets slightly better when the reﬂectors are full of absorbing paper with only one hole left. The gain may be achieved as
a result of the reduction of the multiple-path interference
with the use of absorbing material. This demonstrates
the feasibility of using precise reﬂection in Diamond.

7

Simulation

Setup and workloads. Our simulations are performed
by a customized ﬂow-level simulator. We use the same
settings of TCP for the ﬂow-level simulator as that utilized in [4], where the additive increase factor of ﬂow rate
is set to 15 MB/s. The wireless transmission follows the
general physical interference and path loss model [10].
The related wireless parameters, such as the signal fading due to the misalignment of antennas, are all set following the testbed-based measurement results shown in
Section 6.
For comparative analysis, we consider two classes of
typical DCN topologies respectively: (1) wired topology and (2) hybrid topology. In the ﬁrst part, we evaluate the performance of the wired backbone of Diamond
(named Diamond-Wired) and other typical wired DCN
topologies. The wired link capacity is set to 1Gbps, and
we use Fat-tree [3] and BCube [16] as the representatives for the tree-based DCN topology and the recursionbased DCN topology respectively. In the second part, we
evaluate the performance of Diamond and the state-ofart hybrid architecture 3D-beamforming [38]. We apply
Fat-tree as the oversubscribed core for 3D-beamforming.
Since 3D-beamforming deploys the wireless radios only
at the ToR layer, to make a fair comparison, we apply two radios on top of each rack for both 3D-beamforming
and Diamond. Thus, only the ﬁrst layer of servers in Diamond are equipped with wireless radios and the radio
numbers are the same for both topologies. To compare
the performance only under distributed routing, we further disable the HDF (Highest Demand First algorithm)
function and only use the OHR (Opportunistic Hybrid
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Routing) routing in Diamond (named Diamond-OHR),
while 3D-beamforming uses ECMP routing. Limited by
the memory space of our simulator, the number of rings
in Diamond is set to six.
To compare the performance on load balancing and
fault tolerance, we evaluate Diamond and other DCN
topologies under different trafﬁc patterns and number of
node failures. The HDF routing and wireless radios are
all enabled for Diamond (named Diamond-HDF) in the
comparison cases. We transfer 200 random ﬂows with
their sizes set within 200MB, and show the performance
results of ﬂow throughput and ﬂow completion time.
Performance of wired architecture. In Fig. 12a, we
can see that BCube performs the best while DiamondWired has similar ﬂow throughput as Fat-tree. The number of ﬂows whose throughput is larger than 300Mbps
takes 10% in BCube, while the percentage is less than
1% in the other two topologies. This is because that DiamondWired simpliﬁes its wired backbone by using much
fewer switches and wires. Similar trends on the performance of ﬂow completion time can be found in Fig. 12b.
Performance of hybrid architecture. Consider the
original trafﬁc as long ﬂows. We add another 200 random short ﬂows (whose average size is one tenth that of
the original trafﬁc) to study the performance of mixed
ﬂows in hybrid architectures. In Fig. 13a, the throughput of long ﬂows in Diamond-OHR is higher than that
of 3D-beamforming. The number of long ﬂows whose
throughput is larger than 225Mbps takes above 90% in
Diamond, while the number takes less than 40% in 3Dbeamforming. Moreover, in Fig. 13b, the maximum
completion time of short ﬂows in Diamond is about 25%
less than that of 3D-beamforming. In Diamond, a larger
number of concurrent wireless links can be supported to
increase the transmission capacity, which contributes to
both higher throughput for long ﬂows and smaller completion time for short ﬂows.
Performance of load balancing. Following the prior work [19], we use a uniform model where ﬂows between pairs of racks arrive independently with a Poisson
arrival-rate as the baseline. We also consider the hotspot
model [23], where in addition to the uniform baseline, a
subset of rack pairs have higher arrival rates and larger
ﬂow sizes. We use a tuple (X,Y ) to describe the hotspot
trafﬁc model: the X element represents the average ﬂow
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size, where 1 denotes the average ﬂow size is 100MB,
and 5 corresponds to 500MB; the Y element denotes the
percentage of the number of hot nodes.
As Fig. 14 shows, the ﬂow performance of the
four topologies deteriorates as expected when increasing the average ﬂow size and the number of hot nodes. Diamond-HDF performs the best, providing the
largest ﬂow throughput and lowest ﬂow completion time.
Beneﬁted from the rich server-level wireless links, the
throughput of Diamond is about 5 times that of other topologies in the lightest trafﬁc case (1, 0), and 9
times that of the other topologies in the worst trafﬁc case
(5, 50). Correspondingly, the ﬂow completion time of
Diamond is about 70% lower than that of other topologies. This demonstrates the high performance gains of
Diamond-HDF and its capability of effectively balancing the load upon heavy trafﬁc.
Performance of fault tolerance. In Fig. 15, we
evaluate the ﬂow performance of Diamond-HDF and
Diamond-Wired when different percentages of nodes
fail. To ensure that every ﬂow can be routed under the node failures, we ﬁrst randomly disable certain percentage
of nodes and then randomly generate 100 ﬂows to transmit for the remaining nodes. As Fig. 15 shows, the ﬂow
throughput of both the Diamond-HDF and DiamondWired decreases with the increasing node failure ratio.
However, the ﬂow throughout of Diamond-HDF decreases much slower than that of Diamond-Wired. Considering the failure ratio from 0% to 20%, the ﬂow throughput
of Diamond-HDF decreases about 13% while DiamondWired decreases about 28%. This illustrates the graceful performance degradation of Diamond-HDF for node
failures. Similar trends on ﬂow completion time can be
found in Fig. 15b.
Performance of wireless reconﬁguration. In Table 2,
we compare the computation delay and performance of
the greedy solution HDF in Diamond with the optimal
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solution (named Full-ILP) of the HLBP problem. We
use the ILP solver LINGO to compute the global optimal
solution of ILP for routing (we obtained the same results when using the ILP toolbox in MATLAB for calculation). Limited by the memory constraint of LINGO, we
evaluate the scales of Diamond with up to 5 rings which
contains totally 60 racks and each rack holds 48 servers. We can see that the computation delay of Full-ILP
increases quickly with the number of rings while HDF
keeps a stable and low computation delay around 30ms. The tradeoff is HDF gets up to 15% gap on the performance of throughput and ﬂow completion time when
compared with Full-ILP. For a practical network scale
within 20 rings, Full-ILP can not provide the solution
in reasonable time, while HDF still achieves a low delay within 100ms, which is comparable to the feasible
scheduling overhead illustrated in [4].

8

Related Work

Conventional data center: There exist prevalent hot
spots in hierarchical data centers [3, 15, 18, 39], which
limits the DCN performance. Many DCN architectures
have been proposed to address the hot-spot problem in
tree-based data center networks. Some efforts [30–32]
propose to construct a random networking topology to
achieve smaller network diameter, less hot spots and
higher performance than state-of-art structured architectures. But the wiring and routing are quite challenging
in a totally random wired network. In [16, 17], authors
propose to build the network recursively to efﬁciently eliminate the structured bottleneck. However, the routing
is restricted to follow its recursive structure, which does
not consider the high dynamics in trafﬁc demands and
thus may lead to more hot spots.
Hybrid data center networking: Recent efforts turn
to hybrid data center networking with ﬂexible new networking components (e.g., the optical circuit switches,
60GHz wireless radios or FSO transceivers) to address
the dynamic trafﬁc demands [13,18,19,24,25,28,33,38].
Table 2: Performance of reconﬁguration
Ring
#
2
3
4
5

Delay (ms)
Full-ILP
HDF
219
15
313
31
625
31
11625
32

Throughput
Gap
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.15

Flow Completion Time
Gap
0.11
0.15
0.01
0.15

Flyway ﬁrst illustrates the feasibility of applying 60GHz
wireless technology in DCNs [18]. The work in [38]
further enhances the Flyway performance by using the
ceiling reﬂector to bounce signals to avoid blocking on
the 2D plane. Using the same method, Fireﬂy explores
the feasibility of running free-space-optical (FSO) transmissions in DCNs [19]. This method, however, requires
a height-restricted ceiling and also complete clearance
above racks, which is infeasible in most data centers due
to the existence of air conditioning pipes and steel structures above the racks [1]. Moreover, existing methods
only considered the local performance improvement at
the rack level and part of network layers. In contrast,
Diamond can run a larger number of network-wide wireless links (either 60GHz or FSO) without involving any
engineering efforts to change the room plan above racks.
Both wireless technologies can be applied in Diamond
at the server level with different trade-offs: commodity
60GHz antenna is much cheaper and smaller than FSO
transceivers while FSO has little interference footprint
and longer transmission distance. With the decreasing
cost of optical transceivers, FSO shows great promise to
run in Diamond in the future.

9

Conclusion

We propose Diamond, a novel hybrid network architecture, to enable high capacity and seamless data transmissions over both wired and wireless network links. Specifically, we introduce the concept of Ring Reﬂection Space
(RRS) to enable the wide deployment of wireless radios
at servers and high number of concurrent wireless transmissions through low-cost multi-reﬂection over the metal, and develop a precise reﬂection scheme to reduce the
wireless interference inside an RRS. The rich wireless resources allow Diamond to ﬂexibly conﬁgure the network
topology and form the transmission path to avoid creating hot trafﬁc spots while enabling transmissions over
random network topology for low delay. We also prove
the scalability of the proposed architecture. We implement the proposed techniques over 60Ghz testbed and
demonstrate its functionality. Our results from extensive
simulations show that the cohesive structure of Diamond
enables ﬁne-grained and network-wide load balancing,
effective routing and graceful fault-tolerance.
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Ripple II: Faster Communication through Physical Vibration
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Abstract

ing zero RF radiation, contact-only authentication, massscale availability, and intuitive usability, may together ﬁll
an emerging business need. This project is motivated by
this “bottom up” thinking and focuses on pushing forward the vibratory capabilities.

We envision physical vibration as a new modality of
data communication. In NSDI 2015, our paper reported
the feasibility of modulating the vibration of a smartphone’s vibra-motor. When in physical contact with another smartphone, the accelerometer of the second phone
was able to decode the vibrations at around 200 bits/s.
This paper builds on our ﬁrst prototype, but redesigns
the entire radio stack to now achieve 30 kbps. The core
redesign includes (1) a new OFDM-based physical layer
that uses the microphone as a receiver (instead of the accelerometer), and (2) a MAC layer that detects collision
at the transmitter and performs proactive symbol retransmissions. We also develop two example applications on
top of the vibratory radio: (1) a ﬁnger ring that transmits vibratory passwords through the ﬁnger bone to enable touch based authentication, and (2) surface communication between devices placed on the same table. The
overall system entails unique challenges and opportunities, including ambient sound cancellation, OFDM over
vibrations, back-EMF based carrier sensing, predictive
retransmissions, bone conduction, etc. We call our system Ripple II to suggest the continuity from the NSDI
2015 paper. We close the paper with a video demo that
streams music as OFDM packets through vibrations and
plays it in real time through the receiver’s speaker.

1

Prior Work: Of course, the fundamental idea of utilizing vibration as a communication modality dates back
to acoustics – speakers modulate bits of information into
air vibrations that are picked up by microphones. Air
vibrations were later extended to water, enabling under
water communication [7, 6, 11] and various applications,
such as SONAR [41]. In recent years, vibration through
solids has been of interest, motivated primarily by the
need for proximal communication. Authors in [22, 38]
used Morse-style communication at 5 bit/s to exchange
security keys between two mobile phones in contact.
Last year, Ripple [34] broke away from ON/OFF communication, and developed a viable radio through techniques such as multi-carrier amplitude modulation, vibration braking, and simultaneous transmission over the
3 axes of the accelerometer. A self-sound cancellation
technique also prevented acoustic eavesdroppers from
decoding the sounds of vibration, offering improved security over RF based approaches. As a ﬁrst attempt to vibratory radio design, Ripple achieved data rates of ≈ 200
bits/s, but left various challenges and opportunities unaddressed. This paper presents a subsequent work – Ripple
II – aimed at a far more mature radio stack and two example applications.

Introduction

Motivation: Project Ripple [34] is an attempt to enable communication through physical vibrations. The
core idea is to harness the vibration motor (present in
all smartphones and wearable devices) as a transmitter,
and a motion sensor (like an accelerometer) as a receiver.
When two smartphones come in physical contact to each
other, the transmitter phone can vibrate to transfer bits
of information. Transmission is even possible through
other solid channels, such as between devices placed on a
tabletop, or a ﬁnger ring communicating to a smartphone
through bone conduction. While the exact application
remains an open question (especially in the presence of
NFC-like technologies), areas such as Internet of Things
(IoT), intra-body networks, wearable security, and mobile payments are calling for new forms for short range
communication. Qualities of a vibratory radio, includ-

Technical Core: Ripple II’s core redesign entails the
following: (1) Replacing the accelerometer with the microphone as a receiver of vibrations. The key challenge
pertains to separating vibrations from ambient sounds
“picked up” by the microphone. While the availability of a second microphone offers the opportunity for
sound cancellation, vibrations partly pollute the second
microphone as well. Moreover, techniques such as active
noise cancellation are inadequate since residual phase
mismatches – often tolerable in human hearing applications [37] – seriously affect demodulation. We develop
variants of adaptive ﬁltering schemes, enhanced with an
understanding of the interference conditions. (2) We
also discover an opportunity that allows the vibra-motor
1
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to partially sense ambient sound interference, through a
phenomenon called back-EMF in electronic circuits. The
transmitter extrapolates from this partial information, using curve ﬁtting techniques, and develops a proactive
symbol retransmission scheme. The problem is new to
the best of our knowledge – unlike existing wireless systems, here the transmitter is aware of the receiver’s interference conditions and can adapt at the granularity of
symbols. This opens both challenges and opportunities.

yield reasonable performance bounds. Second, the sound
cancellation techniques can perhaps beneﬁt from deeper
signal processing expertise – we have initiated collaboration towards this goal. Third, microphones and accelerometers may together present new opportunities that
remain untapped in this paper. Fourth, while our prior paper mitigated attacks on vibratory sounds, visual attacks
still remain a threat – a high speed camera, with line of
sight to the device, may be able to decode vibrations. Finally, we need guidance on other possible use-cases and
applications [5] of vibratory radios. Our ongoing work is
focused on all these aspects.

System and Apps: We engineer a completely functional prototype, which entails a full OFDM stack, coping with ADC saturation, synchronization, error coding,
interleaving, etc. Towards real applications, we develop
a (clunky) wearable ﬁnger ring and demonstrate the viability of transmitting vibratory signals through ﬁnger
bones. While signals attenuate through human tissues
and muscles, effective bit rates of 7.41 Kbps is still possible, adequate for applications like two-factor authentication (i.e., when the user unlocks the phone, the vibratory
password decoded by the phone serves as a second channel of authentication). We also explore a second application where devices are placed on tabletops, allowing for
one-to-many multicast communication (e.g., a presenter
sharing slides with all members in the meeting). Lastly,
we include a video demo on our project website [3] –
the demo shows the transmitter streaming music through
OFDM packets over vibrations and the receiver’s speaker
playing it in real time.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:
• An OFDM based vibratory radio with microphones
as the receiver. The PHY layer uses variants of
adaptive ﬁltering to isolate vibrations from ambient sounds at the microphone; the MAC layer develops a transmitter side carrier sensing mechanism
and uses it for proactive symbol retransmission.
• A completely functional system borne out of significant engineering effort. The effort includes hardware circuits on bread boards, to drivers for the
vibra-motor, to bone conduction and real-time music streaming. Instantiation of the system in two applications: touch based authentication and surface
communication.
The overall architecture of Ripple II is illustrated in Figure 1. The rest of the paper expands on the main modules
(shaded in gray) and brieﬂy touches upon the techniques
borrowed from literature, and the engineering effort in
building the prototype.

Platform and Evaluation: Our evaluation platform
is composed of laptops, signal generators, vibra-motor
chips, microphone chips, and home-grown circuits that
interconnect them. In the basic scenario, the vibra-motor
is attached to a short pencil to emulate a “stylus” like device, which then touches a microphone chip to transfer
information. We generate various ambient sounds in the
lab, including soft and loud music, people talking, machine hums, loud thuds and vibrations, and their combinations. Our PHY and MAC layer schemes are evaluated
in these settings, against metrics such as SNR gain, bit error rate (BER), throughput, etc. At the application layer,
we compute end to end data rate under modestly realistic settings, such as the human wearing the (vibra-motor
embedded) ring and touching the microphone chip. We
emulate wrist watches as well (2.23 Kbps), and perform
an informal user study to understand if they feel the vibrations. We also explore achievable bit rates for tabletop
communication, with devices placed at increasing distances on wooden surfaces.

Application

Vibratory
finger ring, watch

MAC

Tabletop
Multicast

Device
To Device

Channel Coding
Proactive Symbol Retransmission (PSR)
Transmitter side Carrier Sensing

Radio (Tx)

Radio (Rx)

OFDM

Symbol Selective Adaptive Filtering
Vibra-motor Driver

Microphone Driver

Figure 1: Ripple II’s system architecture.

2

Next Steps: There is much room for continued research
and improvement. First, we have little understanding of
PHY capacity and MAC layer optimality; intuitively, we
believe that modeling the devices and the channel can

2.1

Development Platform and Overview
Vibratory Transmitter

A vibration motor (also called “vibra-motor”) is an
electro-mechanical device that moves a metallic mass
2
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rhythmically around a neutral position to generate vibrations. While there are various kinds of vibra-motors, a
popular one is called Linear Resonant Actuators (LRA)
shown in Figure 2. With LRA, vibration is generated
by the linear movement of a magnetic mass suspended
near a coil, called the “voice coil”. Upon applying AC
current to the motor, the coil also behaves like a magnet
(due to the generated electromagnetic ﬁeld) and causes
the mass to be attracted or repelled, depending on the
direction of the current. This generates vibration at the
same frequency as the input AC signal, while the amplitude of vibration is dictated by the signal’s peak-to-peak
voltage. Thus LRAs offer control on both the magnitude
and frequency of vibration. As an aside, most mobile
phones today use LRA based vibra-motors.

made to vibrate by physically touching a vibra-motor to
the microphone chip. Since microphones are designed
for greater sensitivity and operate over a wider frequency
range, they can serve as a better receiver (an alternative
to accelerometers). The tradeoff, however, is that the vibration measured at the ADC is actually an aggregate of
the physical vibration and the air vibration from ambient sounds (e.g., people talking). Ripple II needs to isolate physical from acoustic vibrations to accomplish high
bandwidth vibratory communication.

Figure 3: (a) MEMS microphone chip, the diaphragm
hole near bottom left (b) Microphone circuit sketch.
Figure 4 shows our overall hardware set-up. The vibramotor is taped to the back of a short pencil and the tip
of the pencil now acts like a stylus, touching the microphone chip. Transmission bits produced by the laptop
are converted to a signal waveform by the signal generator, which then drives the transmitter; the microphone
decodes these bits through realtime processing on a laptop. The following subsections detail the technical modules in the PHY, MAC, and Application layers.

Figure 2: Basic sketch of an LRA vibra-motor.
We control the vibra-motor through an Agilent 33500B
waveform generator, which is indirectly controlled by
MATLAB running on a laptop. The laptop generates
the desired digital samples; the waveform generator converts the samples to an analog wave and transmits to the
vibra-motor. The peak-to-peak output voltage is stabilized at 5V, the maximum supported by the vibra-motor
chip. We generate OFDM symbols through MATLAB
and drive the motor as desired.

2.2

Microphone as a Receiver

Our prior work [34] used a vibra-motor as the transmitter
and an accelerometer as the receiver1 . The accelerometer demodulated vibratory QPSK symbols and corrected
for errors using simple gray coding techniques. The low
bandwidth of accelerometer chips (800Hz) proved to be
the main bottleneck to link capacity, resulting in ≈ 200
bits/s. This paper breaks away from accelerometers and
identiﬁes the possibility of using microphones as a vibration receiver.

Figure 4: Ripple II’s experimentation set-up (3 vibramotors attached to a pencil, ring, and watch). The stylus
touching a microphone, the second microphone nearby.

Like accelerometers, microphones also transduce physical motion to electrical signals using a diaphragm that
responds to changes in (acoustic) air pressure. Figure 3
shows a microphone chip and the basic internal architecture – as the diaphragm vibrates inside a magnetic ﬁeld,
the produced electrical signals are ampliﬁed and sampled
by an ADC. Unsurprisingly, the diaphragm can also be

3

PHY: Vibratory Radio

We begin with the design of the microphone-receiver,
followed by our implementation of OFDM.

3.1

1 Accelerometers are MEMS devices that transduce physical motion

Separating Vibration from Sound

While the microphone offers larger bandwidth compared
to the accelerometer, its sensitivity to ambient sound is

into electrical signals by measuring the extent to which a tiny seismic
mass moves inside ﬁxed electrodes (see [24] for details).

3
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a disadvantage. Unless ﬁltered out, the vibration SINR
will be low, especially in loud environments. We attempted various techniques (algorithms and hacks); we
detail the ones that worked and touch upon the failures.

Based on the above factors, the overall system can be
modeled as shown in Figure 6. The signal output from
the ith microphone, Yi can thus be expressed as:
Yi = Hvi V + Hsi S + He E + Ni

Covering the Sound Hole



The microphone chip has a circular opening (like a small
hole) that exposes the diaphragm to air pressure. To prevent ambient sounds from polluting Ripple II’s vibratory
signals, we covered the hole with a stiff synthetic rubber
sheet (somewhat like a stethoscope). However, when a
vibrating object comes in contact with this rubber sheet,
the air trapped inside the hole still oscillates, causing the
diaphragm to produce the desired signals. Figure 5 compares the frequency responses of the altered and the standard microphones for vibration and sound, respectively.
Figure 5(a) shows an average 18.2dB gain for vibration
signals over the standard microphone; at some frequencies the difference is 43.8dB. On the other hand, Figure
5(b) shows that the average sound attenuation at the altered microphone is around 12.3dB. For both the signal
(i.e., vibration) and the noise (i.e., ambient sounds), the
higher frequency proves better (useful later in Section 5).
Alt. Mic
Std. Mic
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We note that extraneous physical vibrations may occur
when Ripple II is transmitting information (for example,
in a moving vehicle). Such vibrations are included in S
since it is likely to affect both the microphones similarly.
We also note that the electrical noise E is highly correlated and synchronized at both microphones, since they
share a common power source. Under this model, our
goal is to extract V from Y1 and decode the content.
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Figure 6: Modeling the signals and interferences at each
of the microphones; H denotes the channel matrix and
V , S, E, denotes vibration, sound, and electrical noise,
respectively.
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MIMO: We discovered early that electrical noise E
can be removed effectively by low pass ﬁltering Y2 and
subtracting from Y1 . Since E dominates and is phase
matched across both microphones, the residue after subtraction minimally impacts V . Thus, we can rewrite
Yi = Hvi V + Hsi S + Ni . This appears to be in the form of
MIMO and hence solvable without difﬁculty. Unfortunately, the channel matrix for ambient sound, Hsi , cannot
be easily measured since Ripple II has no control over
the sound sources. Also, due to the time-varying nature,
statistical estimates are difﬁcult.

10
15
Frequency (KHz)

Figure 5: Covering the sound hole offers (a) improved
vibration signal and (b) attenuated sound signals in comparison to the standard microphone.

Canceling Ambient Sound
Let us denote the vibration signal from the stylus as
V (t) and the ambient sound signal as S(t). Ripple II
aims to subtract S(t) from the aggregate signal (A(t) =
V (t) + S(t))) received through the microphone. A second microphone present in many devices today is a natural opportunity. In an ideal case, the second microphone should only receive the ambient sound S(t) and
none of the physical vibration V (t) since the stylus is not
in direct contact with it. In reality, however, physical
vibrations also leak into the second microphone. Also,
both microphones are affected by a high intensity electrical noise, E(t), caused by their common supply voltage.
Frequencies of this noise range from 300Hz to 2500Hz
and its amplitude is comparable to V (t). Finally, the microphone output also includes a native hardware noise,
typically assumed to be uncorrelated additive Gaussian,
denoted N1 and N2 for the respective microphones.

Classical Noise Cancellation seems applicable [25],
however, the statistical nature of this algorithm does not
mitigate phase mismatches. The result after subtraction
does preserve the amplitude of the desired signal, which
is often adequate for human perception [37]. In Ripple
II, however, we need phase alignment too, or else, QAM
based demodulation falters. Put differently, requirements
to improve human hearing experience is less stringent
than the requirements for data communication.
Robust PCA is an algorithm from 2009 used for background separation [8]. The technique builds on the result
that, under certain conditions, a given matrix can be factorized into a sparse and low rank matrix. For instance, in
4
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a talk show video, static background walls could serve as
the low rank matrix (due to high similarity across video
frames) and the talking people could make up the sparse
matrix. In our case, we envisioned the ambient sound
to be sparse and the vibration to be low rank (since the
cyclic preﬁx of OFDM symbols can be organized to look
identical across time2 .). Unfortunately, we could not design the matrices to attain adequate amount of both sparsity and low rank-ness. During the short time shifts for
which the OFDM vibration symbols were identical, the
sound signal changed enough that they were not sparse.
When sound proved to be sparse over longer time frames,
the low rank-ness disappeared. The outcomes of factorization yielded marginal gain.

solid channel between the two microphones. In the presence of sound, however, the same ratio gets polluted and
thereby loses the constancy property (since sound varies
over time). Thus, we ﬁrst perform channel estimation for
pilot subcarriers scattered across the OFDM symbol. We
synchronize the secondary microphone and estimate the
channel for that same pilot (the slight time offset does
not affect due to the protection from the cyclic preﬁx).
Now, deconvolution of the primary and secondary signal
in the frequency domain yields the complex gain, α p for
each pilot p.
Recall, the goal is to estimate the pristine ratio of Hv1 and
Hv2 in the presence of sound interference; the α p we have
is still polluted by sound interferences. Thus, we perform a least square estimation of the ratio and compute
α ∗ for each subcarrier. Now, for any non-pilot symbol
to be erroneous, the computed complex gain between the
primary and secondary must be far from α ∗ for that subcarrier. Once the erroneous symbols are identiﬁed, we
convert only those to the time domain, leaving the errorfree subcarriers untouched. We obtain the time domain
signals from both of the primary and secondary microphone and feed them to an adaptive ﬁlter for noise cancellation. The output of the adaptive ﬁlter is then demodulated to recover the vibratory symbols.

Symbol Selective Adaptive Noise Filtering
Adaptive ﬁltering (AF) is an established technique that
can accept the two microphones’ signals as inputs, say
(Y1 = V1 + S1 ) and (Y2 = V2 + S2 ), and can attempt to
adapt the ﬁlter coefﬁcients for Y2 such that the Y1 −Y2 is
V1 . Conceptually, AF bolsters Y2 in the regions where
it correlates well with S1 , and then subtracts from Y1 .
This works best when S1 and Y2 are somewhat correlated
to each other, but neither is correlated to V1 . However,
in our system, when ambient interference is low (i.e., V
dominates S), then Y2 correlates well with V1 – this is why
AF subtracts away the vibratory signals from Y1 , defeating the purpose. However, we observe that if we could
identify OFDM symbols that are in error (i.e., S dominates V ), then perhaps only the erroneous symbols could
be subjected to AF. Since S1 and Y2 would correlate well
in such cases, the result of Y1 −Y2 could converge to V1 .
Using this intuition, we design Symbol Selective Adaptive Noise Filtering (SANF), sketched in Figure 7.

Ampliﬁer Gain and Clipping
To maximize the power of the vibratory signal, we operate the receiver signal ampliﬁer at near-maximum gain
and leave just enough headroom for typical ambient
sound (measured empirically). Of course, sometimes
the ambient sound exceeds the headroom and drives the
ampliﬁer to saturation [33]. Figure 8(a) shows the output of the unsaturated ampliﬁer; Figure 8(b) shows the
saturated case – a truncated waveform. Unsurprisingly,
this “clipping” effect spills energy into other frequencies,
causing interference in an OFDM system. We alleviate
such frequency distortion effects by replacing the ﬂat saturation region with a cubic spline interpolation of the signal – Figure 8(c).
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Our measurements also recorded consistent interference
at lower frequencies (< 500Hz), caused by a combination of winds from air vents, thermal noise from electrical equipment, as well as vibrations of the human hand
while holding the transmitter. The vibra-motor also exhibits resonance frequency at around 232Hz, causing the
system to destabilize due to the high power gain. We
deemed it suitable to sidestep these problems and moved
the transmission band to begin from 500Hz.

  

Figure 7: SANF infers erroneous symbols and only feeds
these to the AF module.
Erroneous Symbol Detection. The main opportunity
emerges from measurements that revealed that the vibratory channel responses at the primary and secondary microphones – Hv1 and Hv2 – maintain a constant ratio under light or no interference. This is likely due to the same

3.2

2 Without too much details, note that time domain signals can be
shifted by several samples and yet, by OFDM design, they will map
to the same frequency domain symbol – this is why we could generate
low rank-ness.

OFDM over Vibration

We implement OFDM [12] over the vibra-motor and
microphone link. Although an engineering effort, we
5
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Subcarrier Bandwidth: The vibratory channel, as mentioned earlier, offers long channel coherence time, allowing for small subcarrier spacing. In practice, however, due to unpredictable phase noise, the inter carrier
interference (ICI) becomes severe with small subcarrier
spacing. On the other hand, the subcarriers become frequency selective for bandwidths larger than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. In such cases, the channel is no longer ﬂat and hence equalization techniques
falter [13, 35]. We measure the coherence bandwidth
to be 480Hz (see Figure 10) – this is the width of the
frequency-correlation function using a threshold of 0.95.
We then choose the subcarrier bandwidth conservatively
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ence (ISI). We set the guard interval conservatively to
1ms, however, instead of leaving the channel idle during
this interval, we insert 1ms of the last part of the symbol. This is called the cyclic preﬁx (CP) which helps
cope with time synchronization errors without affecting
the orthogonality of sub-carriers.
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Figure 8: The waveform (1st row) and spectrogram (2nd
row) of the (a) actual signal, (b) distorted signal after
clipping, (3) corrected signal after spline interpolation.
brieﬂy summarize the parameter selection process, particularly those inﬂuenced by the vibratory channel.
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With this PHY layer in place, we now focus on a vibratory MAC layer, with the goal of reliably delivering
packets to the receiver even under interference.
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Figure 10: (a) Temporal stability of the channel, (b) The
frequency-correlation function indicates the coherence
bandwidth of 480Hz for the width threshold of 0.95.
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Although the vibratory channel is dominantly timeinvariant and frequency selective, human factors such as
hand movements and varying angle of contact inject variability. Measurements suggest similarity to a Rician fading model [40], with a strong line of sight path. The
weaker multipath components are caused by the inertial movement of the motor mass – reverberation of the
medium distorts the signal and multiple reﬂected/delayed
replicas combine to create an elongated decaying response at the output. We measure the impulse response
of our system using the exponential sine-sweep method
[14] during which sinusoids of exponentially increasing
frequency drives the motor. The output from the microphone is de-convolved with the weighted reverse sinesweep to obtain the impulse response (the technique offers robustness against noise and non-linear distortions).
Figure 9(a) and (b) show the measured impulse response
and the corresponding power delay proﬁle (PDP).
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MAC Layer Design

Reliable packet delivery entails retransmitting a packet
when it is received in error. In wireless systems, since
the transmitter is unaware of the receiver’s channel conditions, the error detection happens reactively, through
an ACK from the receiver. Vibra-motors offer a new opportunity – we ﬁnd that the receiver’s interference conditions can be sensed at the transmitter through what is
known as back EMF. Thus, the transmitter could potentially transmit and listen at the same time, infer symbol collisions, and retransmit symbols proactively. Efﬁciency can improve but some issues need mitigation.

6

Figure 9: (a) Channel impulse response (b) Power delay
proﬁle of the vibratory channel.

Parameter Selection
Cyclic Preﬁx: The PDP shows 0.4ms before the multipath energy falls below 10dB of the highest peak, called
“10DB maximum excess delay”. This should be the separation between symbols to avoid inter symbol interfer6
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Figure 11: (a) Vibra-motor driven by a 3KHz voltage and no interference in the environment. (b) Interference introduced in the environment raises the noise ﬂoor, especially at lower frequency bands. (c) Clear detection of 7KHz
interference caused by a nearby vibrator. (d) Spectrogram of acoustic chirp detected through back-EMF – the chirp
was played through a speaker placed 4 feet away.

4.1

4.2

Sensing Interference from Back-EMF

Vibratory Interference

Before moving into protocol design, we characterize the
nature of vibratory interference experienced by the microphone. Interferences are broadly of two kinds. (1)
Ambient acoustic sounds, such as people talking, background music, machine hums, etc. and (2) physical vibrations caused by objects such as running table fans,
taps and thuds on table-tops, and even natural vibration
of human hands when they are holding the devices. Figure 12 shows the spectral graph of several example interferences, measured in isolation. The key observation
is that interferences are heavily biased to the lower frequency bands; frequencies higher than 6KHz are rarely
impacted.

Back-EMF is an electro-magnetic effect observed in
magnet-based motors where relative motion occurs between the current carrying armature/coil and the magnetic ﬁeld. In our vibra-motor, when the permanent magnet oscillates near the coil, the ﬂux linkage with the coil
changes due to the driving voltage and/or vibration noise.
According to the Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction [16], this changing ﬂux induces an electromotive
force in the coil. Lenz’s law [39] says this electromotive
force acts in the reverse direction of the driving voltage,
called back-EMF of the motor. As the rate of change
of the magnetic ﬂux is proportional to the speed of the
magnetic mass, the back-EMF serves as an indicator of
the extraneous vibration experienced by the mass.

Magnitude (normalized)

Unsurprisingly, the interfering vibrations generate subtle
movements of the vibra-motor mass, causing the voltage
changes around a small resistor to be in milli-volts (below the ADC noise ﬂoor)3 . We design a low noise ampliﬁer, limiting the parasitic inductance/capacitance, to
amplify this voltage 100x before feeding it to the ADC
sampling circuit. Figures 11(a,b) show the difference
between interference-free and interfered transmissions,
as sensed through back-EMF. The noise ﬂoor increases,
especially at lower frequencies where the interference
is dominant. Figure 11(c) shows another case where a
7KHz interferer – a second interfering vibra-motor – is
placed on the same table as our experiment; the transmitting vibra-motor detects the corresponding spike at
7KHz. We also played an acoustic chirp on a speaker
4 feet away from our devices – Figure 11(d) shows the
chirp spectrogram, a reasonable reproduction of the actual. The ﬁndings extend hope that back-EMF can be
useful to designing transmitter-side collision inference
protocols.
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Figure 12: Spectral properties of various interferences
occurring in the natural environment.
Figure 13 shows the 3D contour of acoustic interference
across frequency and time – the interference stems from
loud human voices. The key observation is that for any
given frequency, the signal amplitude of the interference
rises with time, reaches a peak, and decays again. This
characteristic is highly common in a wide range of interferences, primarily because instantaneously starting or
stopping strong signals is difﬁcult. Occasionally, we ﬁnd

3 The measuring circuit samples the induced current as a voltage
drop across a series resistor. We keep this resistor value below 0.02% of
the motor’s coil resistance so that the electrical property of the system
remains unaffected.
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certain machines capable of producing a sudden spike,
however, their decay is still slow. We leverage back-EMF
along with these properties of the interference to design a
MAC protocol, called Proactive Symbol Recovery (PSR).
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transmitter retransmit, and when? Transmitting only the
symbols that are affected by the black color may still
leave too many erroneous symbols – the coding scheme
at the receiver may not be able to recover the packet. The
transmitter essentially needs to estimate the symbols affected by the gray region too, and retransmit a subset of
those symbols [23, 19]. Clearly, not all the gray-color
affected symbols need to be transmitted since the coding
scheme can indeed correct for some errors.
A second question pertains to interference adaptation.
Once interference is detected at time t4 , the transmitter
must adjust the subsequent transmissions to cope with
the interference. Any adjustments – such as rate control
– would need to be communicated to the receiver through
some control information. However, unlike packets,
symbols are not prefaced with headers; dedicating some
subcarriers to a control channel will be wasteful in general. Under this constraint, the protocol needs to adapt
to interference and concisely convey its adaptations to
the receiver. The basic problem is new to the best of
our knowledge, since existing protocols assume that the
receiver has better estimates of error than the transmitter [23, 19]. In our case, the transmitter is better aware
of the interference but has no control bits to convey its
adaptations.

0

ms)
ime (

T

Figure 13: 3D contour of acoustic interference across
frequency and time.

4.3

PSR Protocol: The Problem Deﬁnition

The protocol problem can be abstracted as follows. Consider a packet P composed of many OFDM symbols,
[S1 , S2 , S3 , ...], each symbol composed of n subcarriers
[ f1 , f2 , f3 , ... fn ]. Figure 14 shows the pictorial representation of such a packet, in the form of a time-frequency
grid. Assume that the gray region denotes the incidence of interference, essentially the top view of Figure 13. Now, with back-EMF, the transmitter is able to
sense receiver-side interference, however, the sensing is
not accurate. To be able to reliably detect interference
(i.e., reduce false positives), the transmitter can increase
the sensing threshold – interference detected above this
threshold is strongly indicative of actual interference.
Assume that the interference above a given threshold is
the black region in Figure 14.

4.4

The PSR protocol develops 2 heuristics – interference
extrapolation and implicit control signaling – described
next.
(1) Interference Extrapolation. Only the contour of the
interference within the black region (in Figure 14) is visible to the transmitter – one could metaphorically envision it as the “part of the iceberg above water”. Based
on the visible shape, the transmitter may be able to extrapolate the “submerged” shape, generating an estimate
of the gray region. Our measurements have consistently
indicated that the interference decay is well-behaved, of
course with some jitter. Hence, we model this as a curve
ﬁtting problem, and use a 3rd order cubic spline (the
high frequency jitters are not captured). Given multiple silhouettes, one per-subcarrier, we pick the silhouette
whose peak is at 80th percentile among all peaks. Using
this we develop an estimate of the gray region.

OFDM Subcarriers 
Time

f1 f2 f3 f4

fn



t1

Symbol

S1

S3

t4

S4

t5

S5

t6

S6

t7

S7

t8

S8

(2) Implicit Control Signaling. As mentioned earlier,
the transmitter needs some control bits for signaling its
actions to the receiver. To this end, we use a simple interleaving idea from the basics of signal processing. Specifically, when alternate subcarriers are loaded with data
(and the ones in-between left empty), the time domain
representation of the OFDM signal exhibits two identical copies (Figure 15). We call this the 2x interleaving



t3



S2



t2

Proactive Symbol Recovery Protocol

Figure 14: A packet represented in terms of OFDM symbol, each symbol to be transmitted over time.
The protocol question is: which symbols should the
8
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mode. When every 4th subcarrier is loaded, the time domain signal shows 4 identical copies of the same signal.
The receiver recognizes these identical copies in time domain and decodes the control information. In frequency
domain, it extracts the data from every 2nd (or 4th) subcarrier and ignores the others. Of course, we are aware
that the control bits are not free – the 2x and 4x interleaving modes reduce the bandwidth. However, we also
note that energy on the loaded subcarriers increases – a
2x mode exhibits a 3dB gain (nearly double), lowering
chances of demodulation error.
6

Coding for Error Correction: Needless to say, extrapolation will incur errors, and back-EMF sensing will experience false negatives. This will leave erroneous symbols at the receiver even after retransmissions. In fact,
it would be inefﬁcient for the transmitter to recover all
symbols since the decoder at the receiver would be able
to correct for some of them anyway. We implement a
standard 2/3 convolutional code, with constrain length 7,
to cope with inherent symbol errors in the transmission.
We implement a hard decision Viterbi decoder with trace
back depth of 30 to recover the bits. To cope with heavy
bursts in error, we use an interleaver to spread out the
bursts.

2
1.5

Amplitude

Magnitude

4
2
0
0

includes indices of all symbols that are being retransmitted. The encoding of indices is efﬁciently done to
utilize the fewest bits possible, telling the receiver how
many retransmissions to expect and which prior symbols
to replace. The receiver demodulates all the symbols,
performs the appropriate replacements, and feeds them
through the decoder.

1

0.5
0

10
20
Frequency bin #

30

0

10

Time

20

30

Figure 15: (a) 2x interleaving in frequency, (b) identical
signal parts in time domain.

5

Protocol Design: We now describe the basic operation
of the PSR protocol (we continue to refer to the toy example in Figure 14). When no interference is detected
by the transmitter’s back-EMF sensor (i.e., until time t4 ),
symbols are sent as usual. Upon detecting interference
at t4 , the transmitter records the symbol that was affected
(namely, S4 ), and performs the subsequent symbol transmissions (S5 ) at 2x interleaving mode. This continues
until the interference has subsided below the transmitter’s threshold. At this point, the transmitter performs
the extrapolation using the interference decay data, starting from the last-observed interference peak. The interpolation suggests that the receiver may continue to experience interference until some time in the future, say
till t7 . Therefore, the transmitter continues symbol transmissions in 2x mode, after which it falls back to nointerleaving. Observe that this interleaving mechanism
is akin to halving the rate, except that it helps inform the
receiver about the rate reduction.

5.1

System Evaluation
Complete Hardware Prototype

Figure 16 shows the complete interconnection of the
hardware elements in Ripple II. Very brieﬂy, the receiver (on the left side) draws power from the USB port
of a Dell laptop (or any mobile device or raspberrypi/arduino) serving as the controller. Instead of using
a separate ADC, we abuse the Line-in audio input port
of the laptop, which comes equipped with a high speed
ADC and a driver to push samples to user space. We connect signals from each microphone to one of the channels in the line-in port with the help of a three-conductor
(TRS) audio jack. We run the appropriate driver to sample the signal at 48KHz, 16bit stereo mode.
The transmitter (shown on the right side) also uses a similar approach. The software controller generates digital
samples that are converted to analog via the DAC of the
audio port. This output signal (with appropriate ampliﬁcation and shaping) feeds into the vibra-motor, which is
in turn attached to the stylus or ring. We sample this linein port at 48KHz to collect the back-emf signal along
with the reference voltage. Ofﬂine processing is performed in MATLAB; realtime music streaming is performed on GNURadio.

Ideally, the interference extrapolation may help recover
the symbols S6 and S7 , however, symbols S2 and S3 could
also be heavily interfered. To this end, the transmitter
also extrapolates the front portion of the interference, and
remembers the symbols that need retransmission. Once
all the symbols have been transmitted, it now retransmits
these symbols (S2 , S3 , and S4 in this toy case), at the
appropriate interleaving mode permissible by the then
channel conditions. Importantly, the receiver must identify that these symbols are actually duplicates of prior
symbols. Hence, the transmitter marks the start of these
retransmissions with a 4x interleaved packet – the packet

5.2

Performance Results

We present end to end results ﬁrst, followed by zoomed
in results from acoustic noise cancellation (SANF) and
proactive symbol retransmission (PSR). Our ﬁnal results
9
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Figure 16: The complete hardware internals of Ripple II.
are drawn from 100+ sessions of experiments, each session either 1 − 3 min. long, and entails vibratory transmission against diverse ambient sounds, ambient vibrations, modulations, etc. We collected 800 samples of
ambient sound (e.g., supermarket ambience, in classroom noise, music nearby, etc.) and 15 ambient vibrations (e.g., walking, moving in a car, tapping on table).
Half of sessions were against the natural lab sound conditions; for the other half, we played external ambience
sounds through a speaker and generated vibrational noise
through an external vibra-motor placed on the table. As
a baseline we use the basic OFDM microphone receiver
running on our hardware platform (including the covered
sound hole). We compare this baseline against (1) baseline + coding, (2) baseline + coding + SANF, and (3)
baseline + coding + SANF + PSR.
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Throughput Gain (%)
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Figure 17: (a) Throughput gain across all experiments.
(b) Median throughput across different ambient sound
categories.
proves with higher SNR, but falls beyond 15dB. This is
because at > 15dB SNR, SANF is unable to detect the
symbol errors correctly since the interference is less pronounced – the inability to identify the erroneous symbols
derails adaptive noise ﬁltering. The sensitivity curve captures this behavior, suggesting that the symbol correction
efﬁcacy is both a function of SNR and sensitivity. Figure
18(b) shows the gain across each subcarrier – the graph
is for the best SNR, 15dB.
Sensitivity / Corrctn. Gain (%)

Ripple II Results:
Figure 17(a) shows the CDF of throughput gain computed from all the experimentation data, across all
possible noise environments. The communication link
operates in a high bit error rate (BER) regime and
coding schemes perform worse than expected. The
median gain with SANF is around 10%, with a small
fraction of cases leading to negative gain. However, PSR
brings appreciable beneﬁts, mainly from retransmitting
erroneous symbols and bringing the errors below the
tolerable threshold. Median throughput gain with PSR
is 26.6%. Figure 17(b) reports the breakup of raw
throughput under various ambient sound categories.
Under mechanical sound spikes alone, the performances
of SANF and PSR are weak – the interpolation in
PSR falters, while SANF’s symbol error detection
scheme is not sensitive enough. However, in other
categories of noises, throughput improves – the median throughput in the “All” noise category is ≈ 27 Kbps.
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Figure 18: (a) Variation of SANF’s cancellation gain and
sensitivity against increasing SNR; sensitivity is the fraction of erroneous symbols detected by SANF. (b) The
noise cancellation gain as the percentage of erroneous
symbol per subcarrier.

SANF Results:
Figure 18(a) zooms into symbol selective aspect of
SANF, and shows the fraction of symbols corrected over
normal adaptive noise ﬁltering. The correction gain im-

PSR Results:
The core design elements in PSR pertains to (1) backEMF based sensing and extrapolation of the interference,
10
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and (2) reducing symbol errors via 2x/4x interleaving
(expected to increase energy). To evaluate extrapolation,
we ﬁrst identify the set of truly erroneous symbols that
should have been retransmitted by the transmitter. We
know the set of symbols that PSR actually retransmitted.
From these two sets, we compute the precision and recall
of PSR, reﬂecting the combined efﬁcacy of back-EMF
sensing and interpolation. Figure 19(a) shows the results
– the precision is strong but the recall is weak, indicating that PSR is conservative. This is expected/desirable
since we intend to not retransmit excessively, which reduces inﬂation of the packet and also allows the decoder
to correct for the residual errors. Of course, there is room
to tune the interpolation scheme and the back-EMF sensitivity – we leave this to future work.
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Figure 20: (a) Finger ring operated at 8KHz. (b) Incidence angles affect lower frequencies less. (c) Higher
frequencies in a piston oscillator become directional and
hence delivers less energy in unaligned directions.

Figure 19: (a) Precision and recall to evaluate the backEMF sensing and interference extrapolation scheme. (b)
The per subcarrier symbol error rates using all, 1/2, and
1/4 of the subcarriers, while the noise power is constant.

Figure 20(b,c) shows the variation of signal power for 3
different incidence angles between the vibra-motor and
the ﬁnger – incidence angle deﬁned as the angle between
the ﬁnger bone and the direction along which the vibrator
mass oscillates (which is perpendicular to the base of the
cylinder). Evidently, at lower frequencies, the incidence
angle does not impact the signal, however, at higher frequencies the higher incidence angles reduce SNR. Moreover, higher frequencies are also less effective for signal
propagation through the human body. Thus, we decide
to operate the ring at 90◦ incidence but focus the power
budget to within 8KHz.

Figure 19(b) shows the reduction in symbol error rate
when half and one-forth subcarriers are loaded with data
(recall we denoted this as 2x and 4x modes of transmission). Under heavy channel interference, 2x mode substantially reduces symbol errors, offering effects similar
to rate control. However, the 2x mode also implicitly includes a control bit that the receiver can recognize. Measurements show that the control signaling was near perfect, meaning the receiver almost always extracted the
correct data from 2x and 4x transmissions.

5.3
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mission. Figure 20(a) shows the crude ﬁnger ring prototype, placed on the index ﬁnger of the user. For our
prototype, the ring is powered by a battery located outside the ring and connected via long wires. The cylindrical vibra-motor is placed horizontally on the ﬁnger to
maximize area of contact, however, placement inﬂuences
communication.

We also performed similar experiments with a watch
– pasting the vibra-motor on the wrist-bone below the
watch. Performance degrades as expected, due to a
longer conduction path from the wrist to the microphone.
The table below summarizes results. 5 student volunteers
experimented with our prototype and none of them were
able to feel or hear the vibrations at all.

Applications and Capabilities

We explore potential applications of Ripple II, namely a
vibratory ring and watch; tabletop communication; and
device to device transfers.

(1) Finger Ring for Authentication
We envision touch based two-factor authentication – a
user wearing a Ripple II ring or watch could touch the
smartphone screen and the vibratory password can be
conducted through the bones. The core notion generalizes to other scenarios, including unlocking car doors,
door knobs, etc. While a usable system would need maturity in interfaces, energy, etc., this section only discusses the communication aspects of through-bone trans-

Ring
Watch

5.4

Bandwidth
8 KHz
3 KHz

Modu.
QPSK
QPSK

Code
1/2
1/2

Tput:Kbps
7.41
2.23

Tabletop Communication

Multicast communication is often useful – a group picture at a restaurant needs to be shared with everyone
11
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in the group; presentation slides need to be shared in a
meeting. We envision placing all phones on the table,
near each other, and performing one vibratory multicast.
Figure 21 shows the outcome of such an experiment –
we used the stylus to touch different locations on a table,
while 2 microphone receivers were at ﬁxed locations on
this otherwise empty table. Even at nearly 2 feet away,
the throughput is around 4Kbps (the X-axis has duplicate
values since there were multiple distinct locations at the
same distance from the microphone).
8

Dhwani [31] and Chirp [2] address conceptually similar problems, although on the acoustic platform; vibramotors bring about new set of challenges and opportunities. Technologies like Bump [1, 28, 36, 9, 20, 18, 26] use
accelerometer/vibrator-motor responses to facilitate secure pairing between devices. TagTile [4] uses high frequency sound to achieve association between phones and
point-of-sale devices. However, these techniques are primarily designed for few bits of exchange; Ripple II aims
high bitrate transmission with the same ease as Bump
and Tagtile. Further, as indicated by researchers [38, 17],
the lack of the dynamic secret message in Bump-like
techniques makes them less secure in the wild. These
modes also require Internet connectivity and trusted third
party servers to function, none of which is needed in Ripple II.

Receiver 1
Receiver 1

Throughput (Kbps)

7
6
5
4
3
2

Vibration generation and sensing: Creative research
in the domain of haptic feedback has investigated the
state-of-the-art in electro-mechanical vibrations [32, 10].
Applications in assisted learning, touch-augmented environments, and haptic learning have used vibrations for
communication to humans [30, 15, 21, 32, 10]. However, the push for high communication data rates between vibrators and microphones/accelerometers is unexplored to the best of our knowledge. Off late, personal/environment sensing on mobile devices has gained
research attention. Applications like (sp)iPhone [27] and
TapPrints[29] demonstrate the ability to infer keystrokes
through background motion sensing. While many more
efforts are around activity recognition from vibration signatures, this paper aims to modulate vibration for communication.

1
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Distance (inch)

19 21.6

Figure 21: Throughput against varying tabletop range.

5.5

P2P Money Transfer

In developing regions, mobile payments may be viable with basic phones with vibra-motor and microphones. Perhaps a USB stick can transfer data to
phones/tablets on physical contact. Such apps obviously need higher data rates and some may require
real time operation. The table below shows possibilities when vibra-motor on stylus’ and smartphones are
touched to microphones. We have also built a demonstration of a real time music streaming system over vibrations – please see video demo here: http://synrg.
csl.illinois.edu/ripple/
Stylus
Phone

6

Bandwidth
12 KHz
12 KHz

Modu.
16 QAM
16 QAM

Code
2/3
2/3

7

Tput:Kbps
29.19
26.13

Conclusion

Ripple II is an attempt to enable touch-based vibratory communication between a vibra-motor and a microphone. We develop a vibratory radio at the PHY and
MAC layer, and explore a few possible applications in
authentication, device to device streaming, and tabletop communication. While additional work is needed
to attain maturity, we believe this paper is a concrete
step towards demonstrating an alternative communication mode, that has remained relatively unexplored in the
past.

Related Work

Vibratory communication: Authors in [38] and [22]
were the ﬁrst to conceive the idea of communicating
through physical vibrations. They both encode vibrations
through (ON/OFF) Morse code, with pulse durations of
around one second (i.e., 1 bits/s). This is adequate for applications like secure pairing between two smart phones,
or sending a tiny URL over tens of seconds. Our prior
work in NSDI 2015 [34] developed a fuller vibratory radio through multi-frequency modulation, self-jamming
based security, and resonance braking, ultimately translating to 200 bits/s. Ripple II is a push-forward of the
Ripple project, but with microphone as the receiver, and
augmented with a new PHY/MAC layer offering 150x
throughput gain. Ripple II still preserves Ripple’s security properties via self-sound cancellation.
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ABSTRACT

There is little doubt that several of these privacy exploits
will in due course be realized robustly and commoditized
for broad use. And, given the pervasive nature of wireless communications, the privacy implications of such attacks will undoubtedly be of major social importance.
It is thus timely and important to develop suitable
counter-measures for this type of privacy leakage. We
take the ﬁrst step at tackling this problem by proposing a
solution to address a single-antenna eavesdropping sensor. At ﬁrst glance, it might appear that an obvious way
to prevent or deter the privacy leakage is to simply jam
the signals [21, 11]. However, jamming is an overkill for
this problem, as the protection we wish lies in physical
and not in the logical (data) layer. Jamming distorts the
information of both layers, therefore it hurts the channel capacity of the network. In contrast to jamming, our
approach is to distort the physical information that is environmentally superimposed on the signal as opposed to
the data itself. To make clear the distinction between
these two forms of signal distortion, we refer to the latter
as signal obfuscation.
To avoid any modiﬁcation of existing receivers, we
need to build an obfuscator (Ox) that works independently from a receiver (Rx) and can yet deter privacy
leakage against a single-antenna eavesdropper. At the
same time, Ox should not hurt the ongoing reception at
the intended receiver. In addition, given the diversity of
the design of RF based sensors and invisibility of eavesdroppers, it is not reasonable to assume Ox that uses
a speciﬁc obfuscation approach against a speciﬁc Eve.
Thus, our goal is to build a black-box solution which
distorts only the privacy sensitive information while not
affecting the logical information. We design Ox by answering the two questions below:
1. How to distort physical information regardless of
the RF-sensing mechanism? To answer this question,
let us ﬁrst examine what kind of physical information
is contained in RF signals. Assume the received signal at a reﬂector is s(t), then the received signal r(t)

Recognition of human activities and gestures using preexisting WiFi signals has been shown to be feasible in
recent studies. Given the pervasiveness of WiFi signals, this emerging sort of sensing poses a serious privacy threat. This paper is the ﬁrst to counter the threat of
unwanted or even malicious communication based sensing: it proposes a blackbox sensor obfuscation technique
PhyCloak which distorts only the physical information
in the communication signal that leaks privacy. The data
in the communication signal is preserved and, in fact,
the throughput of the link is increased with careful design. Moreover, the design allows coupling of the PhyCloak module with legitimate sensors, so that their sensing is preserved, while that of illegitimate sensors is obfuscated. The effectiveness of the design is validated via
a prototype implementation on an SDR platform.

1

Introduction

A new form of threat has emerged recently that leaks private information about the whereabouts and activities of
physical targets merely by observing the ongoing wireless communications in the scene. Broadly speaking, as
a wireless signal gets reﬂected off of people and other
objects in the scene, information about them is leaked
to eavesdroppers by computational analysis of the signal
distortions. Increasingly, researchers have been demonstrating proofs of concept where not only people presence but also ﬁne-grain information about their locations
and even breathing, lip movement or keystrokes is leaked
[18, 28, 30, 1, 24]—all from observing communication
signals that are widely prevalent in our homes. While the
upside is that legitimate users can detect these physical
“signatures” simply using existing signals, a burglar can
also detect that there are no people in a house, a passerby
can decipher key presses without leaving a trace [8], and
a neighbor can snoop on the activities in our homes [30].
1
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work has been done in validating a full-duplex A&F forwarder’s capability of controlling physical information
contained in the forwarded copy. In addition, the effectiveness of superposing an Ox’s distorted signal and a
target’s reﬂected signal in obfuscating an eavesdropping
sensor has yet to be shown.

reﬂected by the reﬂector can be expressed as follow:
r(t) = a × s(t) × e j2π( fc +Δ f )(t+Δt) , where a is the amplitude gain, fc is the carrier frequency, Δ f is the Doppler
shift caused by a reﬂector that moves at a constant speed
relative to the receiver, and Δt is the delay due to transmission over the path. Here, we can see that the reﬂector modiﬁes the reﬂected copies by controlling three orthogonal components: amplitude gain a, delay Δt and
Doppler shift Δ f . All the features exploited by singleantenna RF based sensors are created by these three degrees of freedom (DoFs). Hence, if an Ox distorts the
three orthogonal bases respectively, any features that reveal physical information are distorted too.
2. How to preserve logical information (data communication)? As the previous observation suggests, Ox
needs to change the 3 degrees of freedom (DoFs) of a signal in order to deter eavesdropping of physically sensed
features. Note that in a wireless environment, signals traverse through many paths and experience Doppler shifts:
These effects are similar to dynamic multipath reﬂections. Thus, Ox can be a relay node that introduces dynamically changing multipath components of the communication signal. In other words, Ox receives the incoming communication signal, manipulates the signals
and forwards them back to the environment. To a legitimate receiver, this forwarded signal will simply look like
a multipath component of the signal from the legitimate
transmitter (Tx). Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) Rx
is capable of tolerating and even exploiting multipath reﬂections to decode data. Thus, a carefully designed Ox
can distort sensing and still preserve communication.
Challenges:
PhyCloak works as a full-duplex
amplify-and-forward (A&F) relay at logic layer, and an
Ox at physical layer by distorting the 3 DoFs. While the
solution may appear at ﬁrst blush to be a simple instance
of full-duplex A&F forwarder [6, 3], there are key challenges that arise from this design that need to be resolved.
1. Online self-channel estimation with an ongoing external transmission: Online self-channel estimation is
needed for an Ox as it works in an environment where
the channel is varying as a result of target movement,
gestures and activities. When we combine the Ox module with a legitimate sensor the self-channel variation becomes more signiﬁcant due to the moving object close to
the sensor. Therefore an Ox has to transmit training symbols to acquire channel estimation every channel coherence interval (∼100ms). But a complication arises that
the training needs to co-exist with ongoing data transmission. A straightforward way to overcome this problem is
to adopt medium access control (MAC), however, that
would introduce contention and hurt throughput of legitimate data transmission given the frequent self-channel
updates.
2. Effectiveness of obfuscating physical information: No

Contributions: We propose PhyCloak to protect privacy information from unwanted or even malicious sensing with no modiﬁcation to existing wireless infrastructures. In this work, we make the following contributions:
1. To our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to address the
potential threats due to the recent development of
communication-based sensing.
2. We propose PhyCloak, the ﬁrst full-duplex forwarderbased solution that hides physical information superimposed by the channel via adding interference in a 3dimensional orthogonal basis so that illegitimate sensing
is disabled and meanwhile data transmission is not affected (and even improved). We go further and add the
capability to spoof human gestures to further confuse illegitimate sensors.
3. We propose an alternative online self-channel estimation scheme that is contention-free and operates in the
presence of an ongoing transmission. By doing so we
also allow for legitimate sensing by integrating the sensor with our obfuscator.
4. We build a prototype PhyCloak on PXIe-1082, an
SDR platform. Experimental results (Section 5.3) on a
state-of-the-art sensor show that PhyCloak successfully
obfuscates illegitimate sensing, enables legitimate sensing and improves overall throughput of data transmission. Gesture spooﬁng to the same type of sensor is also
proved to be feasible.

2

Related Work

RF sensing from communications has been of great interest in the last few years, as it allows data signals to be
exploited to infer remarkable details about the physical
world. Although the primary purpose of the communication signals is to carry logical information, concepts
of radar analysis [14, 5, 23, 16, 15, 25, 27, 22, 19, 26,
10, 13, 17] are adapted to extract these details. There
are however several challenges in the adaptation since
communication signal is deﬁned particularly for carrying data. For example, radar systems control their resolution by specially encoding their transmitting signals,
say in the form of Frequency-Modulated Carrier Waves
(FMCW) for spectrum sweeping, but when sensing from
RF communication a similar sort of transmitter cooperation typically cannot be leveraged. As another example,
2
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Existing Work
WiSEE: Pu et al. [24]
Wi-Vi: Adib and Katabi [1]
E-eyes: Wang et al. [30]
Gonzalez-Ruiz et al. [12]
Wang et al. [29]
WiKey: Ali et al. [2]
RSA: Zhu et al. [32]

Feature Basis
Doppler Shift
Phase
RSSI, CSI
RSSI
Phase, CSI
CSI
RSS

Device
USRP-N210
USRP-N210
COTS 802.11n devices
IEEE 802.11g wireless card
COTS 802.11ac devices
COTS 802.11n devices
HXI Gigalink 6451 60GHz radios

Sensing Task
Gesture recognition
Gesture based communication,tracking
Activity classiﬁcation
Obstacle mapping
Activity classiﬁcation
Key recognition
Object imaging

Table 1: Summary of recent SISO sensing systems
sophisticated radar signal processing techniques, say creating a synthetic aperture using a large number of antennas, cannot be implemented directly in communication
systems due to resource limitations.
Many techniques have been developed and demonstrated to address the above mentioned challenges for diverse sensing tasks including motion tracking [1], activity/gesture recognition [24, 30, 29], and obstacle/object
mapping/imaging [32, 12], and even minor motions like
keystrokes recognition [8, 2] and lip reading [28]. One
idea is to use one antenna to emulate an antenna array in
the presence of human movement. By tracking the angle of the reﬂected signal from the target (human) [1],
the system is able to track the motion of the target as
a form of inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR). Ubicarse [18] exploits the idea of circular synthetic aperture radar (SAR), in which the system rotates a single
antenna so as to emulate a circular antenna array. As
SAR does not require the target to be in motion, unlike the case of ISAR, Ubicarse proposes a method of
using a handheld device to create circular antenna array to perform localization. To overcome any imprecision in the circle created by the rotation, it reﬁnes the
formulation of SAR by using the relative trajectory between two receive antennas. Some other techniques characterize signatures corresponding to the channel variation caused by human activities. E-eyes [30] shows that
temporal RSS and CSI features, which are available in
COTS devices, can be used in activity classiﬁcation, albeit this requires relatively heavy training. WiSee [24]
proposes a method to extract Doppler shifts from OFDM
symbols by applying a large FFT over repeated symbols,
and gesture recognition is then shown to be possible from
the extracted Doppler shifts. Another interesting technique used by communication based sensors maps obstacles/objects [12, 20]. The Tx-Rx pairs detect the presence of obstacles via wireless measurements and thereby
co-operatively draw the indoor obstacle map.
As our protection system is single-input-single-output
(SISO), we focus on breaking any SISO illegitimate
sensing system in this work. Although SISO sensing
systems use diverse techniques exempliﬁed in Table 1,
they all leverage a subset of the 3 DoFs discussed in Section 1. Since PhyCloak provides a generic tool to obfuscate in all these three dimensions, it can protect against
any SISO sensor.

In contrast, for a multi-antenna sensing system,
there is an additional DoF—the relative placement of
antennas—that yields other types of information like
angle of arrival (AoA) and time difference of arrival
(TDoA). Nevertheless, by rotating PhyCloak’s transmit
antenna or extending our framework to a multi-antenna
protection system, we would have the freedom to also
obfuscate the fourth dimension provided by a multiantenna sensing system.

3
3.1

Overview
Threat Model

Assume there is an adversary who is interested in inferring physical information from a SISO wireless communication channel. The adversary may be active or passive, i.e., it can transmit itself or just exploit ongoing
wireless transmissions. In both cases, we assume that
the adversary uses a single-antenna receiver to sniff the
wireless transmission. In general, the design and implementation of adversarial sensing is unknown to the protection system designer.
Note that some types of sensing require a training
phase to tune recognition patterns with respect to the environment of interest. To protect against stronger adversaries, we assume that the adversary is well trained for
the environment at hand. The details of this training,
whether it occurs concurrently with the training of a legitimate sensor or is based on some historical knowledge,
are outside the scope of our interest here.

Bob

Ox II

Alice

OxSx
Carol

protect Carol’s
sensing

unprotected sensing
Eve

Figure 1: 4 single-input-single-output (SISO) nodes exist
in the system: Alice, Bob, Carol and Eve: Alice and Bob
perform data transmission and reception; Eve performs
illegitimate sensing by exploiting Alice’s transmission;
Carol also performs sensing, but her obfuscator module
forwards the received signal in a way that distorts physical information but preserves logical information
3
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System and Goals

a sampling rate 100MHz, then the minimum delay that
can be introduced in digital domain is 10ns, which corresponds to a distance of 3m. Controlling analog delay
while feasible, however requires effort in modifying existing SDR platforms. Our solution then is to rotate the
to-be-forwarded samples by a ﬁxed phase 2π( fc + Δ f )Δt
in the digital domain, which matches the expected delay
of Δt. In our NI PXIe platform, this calculation can be
1
made in two clock cycles ( ADC sampling
rate ).

0.5

1

1.5

Time (Second)

2

2.5

(b) By rotating the to-beforwarded signals with a certain phase which changes by
36◦ every 30ms at the forwarder, the phase of the signal
changes ∼ 36◦ every 30ms

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2: Expected Doppler shift and phases are generated at a forwarder
Figure 2(a) depicts the Doppler shift proﬁle of the received signals that are sent by a forwarder who keeps
changing the to-be-forwarded samples’ Doppler shift
from 20Hz to -20Hz according to the above algorithm.
Similarly, from Figure 2(b) we can see that by multiplying the to-be-forwarded samples with a phase ϕ which
increases 0.2π every 30ms at the forwarder, the phase
of the received samples changes by ∼ 0.2π every 30ms.
These results show that a forwarder can predictably control Doppler shift and phase.

4

Design

Figure 3 shows a simpliﬁed block diagram of our system PhyCloak. The physical distortion is introduced after self-interference cancellation and then the distorted
signal is then forwarded to the transmit antenna.

(2)

Amplitude gain a:
It is clear that if a forwarder receives s(t) from the source, then by amplifying the samples with different levels, a can be easily changed.
Doppler shift Δ f :
To emulate a Doppler shift of
Δ f , a forwarder can rotate the nth received sample by
2πnΔ f Δt, where Δt = sampling interval.
Delay Δt: A delay of Δt can be introduced by simply
delaying the to-be-forwarded signals in either the digital
domain or the analog domain at the forwarder. A problem with delaying signals in the digital domain is that
digital delays are discrete and do not match the speed of
human movement. For example, if an ADC works with

Cleansignalsusedforlegitimatesensing

Ͳ

Ͳ

Physicaldistortion

Tx

Rx

Conventionalfullduplex design

ࢌࢉ ାઢ ઢܜ

×e

−180
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−90

20

Digital
cancellation

r(t) = a × s(t) × e

0

30

(a) By multiplying the nth
to-be-forwarded sample with
2πnΔ f Δt, and changing Δ f
from 20Hz to -20Hz, the
Doppler shift proﬁle at the receiver is as expected

(1)

j2π fc t

40

9

where a is the amplitude gain due to reﬂection and propagation, fc is the carrier frequency, Δ f is the Doppler shift
caused by a reﬂector that moves at a constant speed relative to the receiver, and Δt is the delay due to propagation
over the path. We see that a reﬂector modiﬁes signals by
changing three components: a, Δ f and Δt. Namely reﬂectors enjoy three DoFs when modifying signals.
We examine what kind of signal processing is needed
at the Ox to effect similar changes in the signal being
forwarded. Rewrite Equation 1 into the following form:
j2π( fc +Δ f )Δt

0
10

Time (Second)

Usually a forwarder relays the signal directly, but in the
context of an Ox a forwarder can do far more. In fact, a
forwarder can be viewed as a special type of reﬂector; in
theory, whatever change a natural reﬂector can induce on
a signal, a forwarder can induce likewise. We begin by
examining how a reﬂector changes the signal.
Letting the received signal at a reﬂector be s(t), the
received signal r(t) that it reﬂects can be expressed as

j2πΔ f t

90
50

20

Three Degrees of Freedom

r(t) = a × s(t) × e j2π( fc +Δ f )(t+Δt)

60

-10

1. Obfuscate Eve’s sensing.
2. Preserve Carol’s sensing.
3. Not degrade the throughput of the link between Alice
and Bob, nor introduce extra computation at Alice and
Bob; i.e., Alice’s and Bob’s behaviors stay unaltered
when Ox operates.

3.3

180

-20

Phase

Our protection system comprises 4 SISO nodes as shown
in Figure 1: Alice (data transmitter), Bob (data receiver),
Carol (legitimate sensor) and Eve (illegitimate sensor).
Both Alice and Bob can be controlled by Eve, thus Carol
does not assume that Alice and Bob are honest.
Goals: 3 tasks co-exist in the network: data transmission between Alice and Bob, illegitimate sensing at Eve
and legitimate sensing at Carol. By adding Ox to Carol
with no cooperation from any of the other nodes, the protection system must satisfy the following three goals:

Analog
cancellation

3.2

Figure 3: High-level block diagram of PhyCloak
4
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4.1

Online Maintenance of Self-Channel
Estimates

4.1.1

Before we describe our self-channel estimation algorithm, let us ﬁrst see the impact of training with and
without external interference. Assume A = {a−m , a−m+1 ,
. . . , am } is the transmitted training sequence, B = {b0 , b1 ,
. . . , bm } is the received sample sequence, and H =
{h0 , h1 , . . . , hm } is the channel coefﬁcient vector in time
domain with m + 1 taps. Therefore, we have

Residual noise (dBm)

As mentioned earlier, PhyCloak is a full-duplex system
that needs to cancel self-interference to operate. However, human movement close to the full-duplex radio
changes the self channel and affects cancellation. Figure 4 illustrates this phenomenon as it depicts the power
of the residual noise after cancellation over time when
a human target walks around the fulld-uplex radio. The
full-duplex radio re-estimates the channel every 1s. We
see that if we set the residual threshold to -95dBm, which
is 5 dB above the maximum digital cancellation capability (noise = -100dBm), the channel estimation works ﬁne
only for a short duration (∼100ms) after each channel estimation update. This observation implies that frequent
self-channel re-tuning (∼100ms) is required.
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where S = {s−m , s−m+1 , . . . , si , . . . , sm } is the external
�
�
�
�
transmitted sample sequence, and H = {h0 , h1 , . . . , hm }
is the channel coefﬁcient vector which corresponds to the
channel between the transmit antenna of the external device and the receive antenna of the Ox.
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Power induced by training
sequence every 1 second

−75

Self-channel estimation with and without external interference

2

Figure 4: With human movement going on, the selfinterference cancellatoin works ﬁne only for a short duration (∼100ms)

4.1.2

Oversampling and differential to get rid of external interference

To overcome the external interference in Equation 4,
which is unknown to PhyCloak, we exploit oversampling. Say PhyCloak samples at a rate 2m times higher
than the sampling rate of the external transmitter, it follows that approximately s−m = . . . = sm . So

A complication, however, arises when an update is attempted during an ongoing external transmission: the external transmission may distort self-channel estimation
while the transmission that helps with self-channel estimation may interfere with external data reception. There
are two straightforward solutions to this problem: 1)
using MAC; 2) exploiting the silent period deﬁned by
wireless protocols, like short inter-frame space (SIFS) in
WiFi. The former hurts the throughput of data transmission and moreover interrupted external transmission degrades coupling legitimate sensors with the Ox. And in
addition, both of the solutions require a big effort to design careful adaptation to various wireless communication protocols.
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Therefore, by differential we have
⎧
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We therefore propose a self-channel estimation algorithm for PhyCloak that addresses this complication. It
uses two main elements: 1) oversampling and differential to get rid of any ongoing external transmission, and
2) a special training sequence that yields minimum interference to external transmissions.

...
...
...
...

⎫ ⎧ ⎫
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⎭
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It may appear that we have already been able to get rid
of external interference, however, A is an m × (m + 1)
matrix, so the rank of A is less than m + 1. This means
that we can get only a unique solution for at most m
5
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50M

of the m + 1 unknowns contained in H, where H =
{h0 , h1 , . . . , hm }T and
=

4.1.3
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(a) Training sequence in (b) Training sequence in frequency domain
time domain

Figure 5: Training sequence
The rationale for using this training sequence is twofold: First, the square wave has a unique solution to
{h0 , h1 , . . . , hm−1 }T as long as a−m = a−m+1 = . . . =
a0 = a1 + c = . . . = am + c, where c is a non-zero constant. And second, the spikes it produces in the frequency
domain are sparse. For example, with B = 100MHz
and N = 16, the space between neighboring spikes is
12.5MHz. Such sparse spikes are tolerable in wireless
systems. For example, in a 20MHz WiFi band using
OFDM, as claimed by Flashback [9], existing WiFi systems have a relatively large SNR margin. And because
the interference of any such spike is constrained to at
most one subcarrier, the loss of a few bits does not signiﬁcantly affect decoding, as successful packet transmissions always respect SNR margins.
4.1.4
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or vice versa) are used to calculate the channel coefﬁcients. More speciﬁcally, the received sample b0 which
corresponds to the point right before the transition occurs is equal to h0 + · · · + hm , and the next received sample b1 is equal to −h0 + · · · + hm . Thus, we can compute
h0 = (b0 − b1)/2. The rest of the channel coefﬁcients
are calculated in a similar way. One concern is whether
the desired oversampling rate can be supported. Take
802.11g as an instance, which has the smallest bandwidth (20MHz) among WiFi standards. If training were
to require a 20X oversampling rate, we would need a
platform that supports 400MHz sampling rate, which is
very expensive. We ﬁgure out that, however, a 4X oversampling rate is sufﬁcient to eliminate the effect of an
external transmission of 802.11g. The reason is that the
delay spread of non-ultra-wideband transmission in an
indoor setting does not expand more than 3 taps.
To understand that, we need to know the fact that
power delay proﬁle is decided by two factors: multipath propagation and inter-symbol-interference (ISI). Let
us study them one by one. First is the multipath propagation. For a 20MHz radio, one tap corresponds to
3×108 m/s
20MHz = 15m. So the fourth tap corresponds to a 60meter reﬂective path. The power conveyed by the 60meter reﬂective path is signiﬁcantly smaller than that
conveyed by the short (∼10cm) line-of-sight path between the co-located transmitting and receiving antennas. Second, due to ISI each received sample is affected
by not only the intended transmitted symbol, but also its
two neighboring symbols. Therefore the delay spread
expands across 3 taps. Figure 6 plots the channel estimation of the self channel under different sampling rates
in the same environment. We see that in all cases, the
main energy is always spread across 3 taps. So as long
as we can accurately estimate the three dominant taps in
non-ultra-wideband, we can achieve good cancellation
performance. That implies we need the external interference to be stable during the reception of at least four
consecutive samples at the transition point of the training
sequence so as to get the three main taps by differential.
Namely 4X oversampling is required.
Note that 4X oversampling does not guarantee the re-
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Channel Taps
Figure 6: Channel coefﬁcients measured at different
sampling rates
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To ensure that Equation 6 has a unique solution for
{h0 , h1 , . . . , hm−1 }T , we leverage a special training sequence, namely a square wave, which is shown in Figure 5(a). As shown in Figure 5(b), the fundamental frequency of the square wave is the square wave frequency,
and its odd harmonics are decreasing in size. To be more
speciﬁc, for a square wave over a period consisting of
N samples with B MHz sample rate, the frequency components are at 1 f , 3 f ,. . ., (2i + 1) f , . . . with decreasing
amplitude, where f = NB MHz.
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A special training sequence

1

40M
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The training procedure

Training is performed as follows: PhyCloak samples at
a rate n times higher than that of external transmission.
A training sequence which is the concatenation of consecutive 1s and -1s is sent during training. The received
samples corresponding to the transition points (1 to -1
6
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Figure 7: The granularity of the spectral decreases as the Doppler shifts change from 1s to 0.05s
ception of the desired 4 samples happen in the duration
4.2.1 Doppler shift obfuscation
of one external interference sample. But we can leverage
As amplitude and delay can be instantly changed by suthe interference reduction provided by averaging over
perposition with an obfuscated signal, patterns that rely
multiple transition points, and partially accurate estimaonly on amplitude and delay can be hidden by Ox, by
tion of the channel taps, and still achieve good perforrandomly changing them on a per packet basis. At ﬁrst
mance. Even lower oversampling rate (2X/3X) also perglance, it may appear that this scheme cannot be made to
forms well according to the experiment (see Section 5.2).
work for patterns that rely on Doppler shift, but it turns
out the scheme can be made to work for Doppler shift,
4.2 Obfuscation of Patterns in 3 DoFs
assuming the moments of change are carefully chosen.
The rationale for choosing the moments of change is
To motivate how we obfuscate patterns in the three DoFs,
based on the fact that a t-second observation in the time
let us ﬁrst examine the result of superposing a signal via
domain leads to 1/t Hz granularity in the frequency doone path with an obfuscated version via another path.
main. To choose the appropriate Δ f at 1/t Hz granuAssume we have two paths: one with {a1 , Δ f1 , Δt1 },
and the other via the Ox with {a2 , Δ f2 , Δt2 }. The superlarity, there is an implicit requirement that the Δ f needs
position of the signals through these two paths is given
to last for at least t seconds. Therefore, if the forwarder
by the following formula:
changes its Δ f every t seconds while the other copy’s
Δ f does not change, an observer would still only see 1/t
r̂(t) =a1 × s(t) × e j2π( fc +Δ f1 )(t+Δt1 )
Hz granularity. Since human movements typically result
(8)
+ a2 × s(t) × e j2π( fc +Δ f2 )(t+Δt2 )
in -20Hz to 20Hz Doppler shifts in the 2.4GHz band,
a Doppler shift of the forwarded copy that changes evNow, is superposing an obfuscated signal sufﬁcient for
ery 0.1s creates sufﬁcient confusion at an observer. Fighiding the original triplet {a1 , Δ f1 , Δt1 }? The answer is
ure 7 shows that when the Doppler shifts of the transmitpartially yes: The amplitudes and delays are instantated signals are varied from every 1s to every 0.05s, the
neously covered in the superposed signal, but the respective Doppler shifts remain distinguishable after superpospectral seen by an observer with 1s observation interval
sition. So, a and Δt can be hidden instantly by randomly
have progressively ﬁner granularity, to the point where a
changing amplitude and delay of the signal by the Ox.1
time-frequency pattern gets hidden.
To see why Doppler shifts are distinct even after superposition, consider the frequency response of the received
signals:
4.2.2 Effect of superposing with randomly changing

obfuscated signals
−2π j f t
R( f ) =

=

r̂(t)e



+

dt

(a1 × s(t) × e j2π( fc +Δ f1 )(t+Δt1 ) )e− j2π f t dt


(a2 × s(t) × e j2π( fc +Δ f2 )(t+Δt2 ) )e− j2π f t dt

The basic idea of PhyCloak then is to superpose signals from the target with naturally changing {a, Δ f , Δφ }
with the obfuscated signals with randomly changing
{a, Δ f , Δφ }. More speciﬁcally, as analyzed above, PhyCloak changes the value of the triple every 0.1s. We illustrate the blackbox effect of obfuscation experimentally
using two state-of-the-art sensors, WiSee [24] and WiVi [1], which we implemented. WiSee performs gesture
recognition by extracting Doppler shifts from OFDM
symbols, whereas Wi-Vi uses ISAR to track the angle
of human motion with respect to the receive antenna of
the sensor.
For the case of obfuscating Doppler shift patterns, Figure 8 shows the superposition of a signal with the syn-

(9)

=a1 e j2π( fc +Δ f1 )Δt1 S( f − f c − Δ f1 )

+ a2 e j2π( fc +Δ f2 )Δt2 S( f − f c − Δ f2 )

where S( f ) is the frequency response of s(t). In an
OFDM system, we can see two frequency components
that are shifted by Δ f1 and Δ f2 around the subcarrier f .
1 In theory for a high sampling rate receiver, delays might be separable in the brief preﬁx that arrives before the obsfuscated signal arrives,
but how much information a sensor can accurately extract from the
brief clean preﬁx is questionable.
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Figure 8: The pattern that a WiSee sensor sees in Figures 2(a) is hidden by an obfuscated signal where Doppler shift
changes every 0.1 second
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Figure 9: The constant angle of human motion (starting from 9th second) that a Wi-Vi style sensor sees in (a) is hidden
by an obfuscated signal where phase changes randomly every 0.1 second
thetically generated Doppler shift pattern described in
Figure 2(a) and an obfuscated copy of the pattern where
Doppler shift changes randomly every 0.1s. We see that
pattern of Figure 2(a) is covered by the “noise map” created by the randomly changing copy. As the strength
ratio of the former relative to the latter, which we deﬁne
as signal to obfuscation ratio (SOR), decreases from 0dB
to -9dB, the visibility of the artiﬁcial pattern decreases.
For the case of obfuscating phase-based patterns, we
synthetically emulated a human moving towards the receive antenna of our Wi-Vi style sensor at a constant angle, as shown in Figure 9(a), and then superposed the
signal with a randomly obfuscated copy where phase
changes every 0.1s. Figure 9 shows that as SOR decreases from 0dB to -6dB, the pattern shown in Figure 9(a) becomes progressively invisible at the Wi-Vi
style sensor.
It is worth noting that power passively reﬂected by human is much smaller compared to that actively forwarded
by an Ox that has its own power supply. Therefore 0dB
SOR can be readily achieved. To illustrate this point, we
can build a simpliﬁed power model of our system. In
our system Ox’s goal is to minimize SOR at Eve with no
knowledge of the locations of any of the other parties,
so its best strategy is to work at the maximum transmission power. If we assume free-space attenuation, then
SOR ∼ Aa ( dd31 dd42 )2 , where a and A are the reﬂection gains
at target and Ox respectively, and d1 ,d2 ,d3 and d4 are
the distances as shown in Figure 10(a). Figure 10(b)
plots the simulation result of the CDF of SOR when we
randomly place Alice, Eve, Ox and human target in a
10m×5m room, with reﬂection gains being set to -3dB
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Figure 10: A simpliﬁed power model
and 10dB respectively. We see that in around 88% cases,
SOR is smaller than 0dB.
4.2.3

Security analysis

We believe that our system is robust against a single antenna eavesdropper given certain SOR because of the
fact: little information can be extracted from two random
signals which occupy similar bands as long as the power
of the undesired signal is higher than that of the desired
one. In our case, the desired signal is the natural channel
variation induced by target, while the undesired one is
the artiﬁcial channel variation induced by PhyCloak. It is
worth noting that as human motion is slow, natural channel variation has a small bandwidth, which is comparable
to that of the artiﬁcial channel variation that changes ev8
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about the features and algorithms used by the sensor. For
example, if an Ox knows a sensor uses the WiSee algorithm [24], it can create a Doppler shift proﬁle accordingly without making an effort to model accurate human
movement. Figure 12 depicts the extracted Doppler proﬁle of a human gesture (pull) and that spoofed by an Ox.
WiSee segments a Doppler proﬁle into positive and negative parts according to its power distribution and encodes
them into 1s and -1s respectively. Since both of the proﬁles contain positive Doppler shifts of negligible power,
they will be encoded as -1s and mapped to the same target by a WiSee sensor.
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Figure 11: The signal (real channel state information)
and the noise (artiﬁcial channel state information) have
similar bandwidths

By obfuscating using random physical distortion, an Ox
is able to confuse Eve, and by online maintenance of selfchannel estimates, Ox is able to output interference-free
signals to Carol for legitimate sensing. However, one
critical requirement is still not met: preserving the communication throughput in the presence of Ox.
Although PhyCloak works as a relay at logical layer
which can potentially improve the throughput [31], it is
not clear that obfuscation would not hurt the decoding
process. We ﬁnd that, however, as long as the change
of the triplet {a, Δ f , Δφ } does not happen in the middle of packet transmission, obfuscation is safe with respect to data communication. The reason for this is that
from the perspective of a data receiver, the Ox effectively just adds variability to the channel. Since data
receivers usually perform channel estimation at the beginning of the received packet, as long as the channel is
stable during the reception of the packet, decoding can
be successful. We, therefore, reﬁne the design of PhyCloak as follows: PhyCloak switches between two transmitting modes: training and forwarding. In the training
phase, the PhyCloak sends the above mentioned training
sequence and computes its self-channel estimate according to Section 4.1.4; in the forwarding phase, PhyCloak
then performs self-interference cancellation, applies the
physical distortion {a, Δ f , Δφ } to the interference-free
signal and forwards the distorted signal via the transmit
antenna. The PhyCloak randomly chooses an instance of
{a, Δ f , Δφ } in the predeﬁned pool and updates the current value when the channel is free and the last update
happened more than 0.1s ago. In this way, PhyCloak
avoids interfering with the transmission. And in theory,
there is still a chance that due to the delay caused by
free-channel detection, PhyCloak changes the channel
after several samples of a packet has been transmitted,
but that chance is quite low. Even if it happens, because
PhyCloak only affects a few samples at the beginning,
the packet might still be decodable.

ery 0.1s.
To illustrate the above point, we compare the RSSI
variations induced by human and PhyCloak. Figure 11(a) and 11(b) plot the RSSI changes caused by
human movement and PhyCloak respectively, and Figure 11(c) and 11(d) plot the corresponding power spectrums. From the ﬁgure, we see that the occupied bandwidths of the two channel state traces are similar.
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(a) Doppler shifts created by (b) Doppler shifts emulated
by an Ox
a human gesture (pull)

Figure 12: Spooﬁng

4.3

PhyCloak

Spooﬁng

According to the above discussion, our design succeeds
in obfuscating any RF-based single-antenna sensors by
creating false negative results. But an Ox can achieve
more than that: it can create false positives also by spoofing changes in the 3 DoFs that are similar to the changes
created by a target. By splitting the to-be-forwarded samples into multiple streams, applying different instantiations of the triple {a, Δ f , Δt} to them, and forwarding the
combination of the processed streams as one stream, an
Ox can emulate multiple reﬂectors corresponding to different parts of the target (say a human body). But unlike
the case of false negatives, the effectiveness of creating
false positives at a sensor grows as the Ox knows more
9
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5

Validation

Figure 13: Self-interference cancellation performance

ence during self-channel estimation using oversampling.
So, we ﬁrst examine the oversampling rate needed to
achieve reasonably accurate self-channel estimates in the
presence of external transmission. We let a full-duplex
transceiver operate at 50MHz with a 10-tap ﬁlter for selfinterference (digital) cancellation. Self-channel estimation is obtained by averaging over 128 training rounds,
which altogether takes about 20μs.
Figure 13(a) plots the self-interference cancellation
performance of our square-wave based training. In the
ﬁgure, as we ﬁxed the sampling rate of the full-duplex
radio (50MHz), different oversampling rates correspond
to different external transmission rates with the received
power of the external transmissions being the same as
that of self-interference signal at Ox’s receive antenna2 .
1X oversampling rate corresponds to the case when the
training and data communication use the same sampling
rate, in which case square-wave based training and traditional pilot based training would achieve similar performance. We see that the performance of self-interference
cancellation of square-wave based training gets better as
the oversampling rate increases from 1 to 4, but it stops
increasing after 4, and achieves similar performance as
that in the case when there is no external transmission
going on (indicated by the red bar). It shows that Ox can
reliably estimate and cancel self-interference even in the
presence of strong external transmission when the oversampling parameter is 4X as supported by our observation in Section 4.1. In addition, 2X and 3X oversampling rates also produce high cancellation as they beneﬁt from two factors: 1) accurate estimation of part of
the channel taps, and 2) averaging over multiple transition points. Takeaway: Our oversampling technique
makes self-interference cancellation reliable at modest
oversampling rates even in the presence of strong ongoing external transmission.
The analysis above considers external interference
sent at a ﬁxed power. To enable legitimate sensing, selfinterference cancellation performance needs to be stable even when the received power from external transmission is varying. For example, an unstable selfinterference canceler can render an amplitude-based sensor useless since the (varying) residual self-interference
will affect the received signal amplitude. Figure 13(b)
plots the full-duplex radio’s cancellation performance
with 3X oversampling rate over time during which the received power from the external transmitter ﬂuctuates. We
see that the self-interference cancellation performance of
square-wave based training is insensitive to the variation
of external interference. Takeaway: Our oversampling
technique results in a stable cancellation performance at

We begin with the performance of the digital cancellation of our self-channel estimation algorithm. As discussed in Section 4.1.4, Ox tolerates external interfer-

2 Note that this is a very strong external interference and we choose
this setting to show oversampling strategy’s performance even under
strong external interference.

We now describe a prototype of PhyCloak that we have
built, and our experiments to validate its performance.

5.1

Experimental Setup

Our prototype is based on PXIe 1082 SDR platform. We
built the transmitter, receiver, eavesdropping sensor and
legitimate sensor on the same platform, which all follow the 802.11g standard, i.e., working at 2.4GHz with
a 20MHz band. PhyCloak works at the same center frequency but with a 50MHz sampling rate, about 3 times
the rate of an external data transmission, which gives it
a reasonable margin to perform self-channel estimation
with an ongoing external transmission (see Section 5.2).
PhyCloak contains two RF chains, one for transmitting and one for receiving. Each of the RF chains contains an NI-5791 (FlexRIO RF transceiver equipped with
one antenna) for transmitting or receiving and an NI
PXIe-7965R (a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA) for digital processing. Analog cancellation is implemented according
to our earlier design [7, 4]. The self-channel estimation,
digital cancellation and physical layer distortion are implemented on the FPGA. The distortion processing introduces a latency of about 100ns. Our experiments were
conducted in a 5m×7m lab.

5.2
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(b) Insensitivity of square-wave based training to external
transmission power variation, which is necessary for preserving legitimate amplitude based sensing
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modest oversampling rates even when the received signal
from external transmitter is varying.

5.3

Obfuscation Performance

5.3.1

Obfuscation vs. SOR in 3 DoFs

to a Doppler shift based sensor. Therefore, we choose
to validate the PhyCloak’s capability of confusing illegitimate sensing and preserving legitimate sensing in the
context of WiSee, which is the state-of-the-art Doppler
shift based sensor.
5.3.2

We ﬁrst measure the different levels of obfuscation created by PhyCloak by comparing the correlation of the
amplitude, phase and Doppler shift with and without the
presence of PhyCloak. The transmitter is programmed to
send continuous OFDM symbols with QPSK modulation
with varying amplitude and phase. An artiﬁcial Doppler
shift of 10Hz is also added at the transmitter. PhyCloak
performs obfuscation by randomly changing the amplitude, phase and Doppler shifts every 0.1s.
Doppler Shift

Amplitude

We built a Doppler-based sensor in our platform per the
method proposed by WiSee [24]. The method consists of
two parts: 1) extraction of Doppler shifts from repeated
OFDM symbols by applying a large size FFT; and 2)
using sequence matching to classify gestures. We note
since we could not get to the original WiSee code and
some of the details are missing, we implement WiSee
with a few adaptations. For example, we randomly map
the sequence to the predeﬁned classes with uniform distribution in case the sequence does not match any of
the predeﬁned sequence. Our implementation shows a
classiﬁcation accuracy of 93% across 5 gestures in noneline-of-sight (NLoS) setting with the human target 5 feet
away from the WiSee sensor, while WiSee reports 94%
across 9 gestures. While there is this small discrepancy
in replication, the core algorithm is the same and our
main goal is to study obfuscation performance.
We examine the performance of an illegitimate WiSee
sensor with obfuscation from a PhyCloak. We conduct
two sets of experiments to validate PhyCloak’s coverage
range and its overall effectiveness under different channel conditions respectively.
Obfuscation coverage: First, we randomly choose
10 pairs of locations to place Tx and Eve, and then place
Ox in locations such that the distance dT E between Tx
and Eve is equal to the distance dT O between Tx and
Ox as shown in Figure 15(a), but the distance dEO between Eve and Ox varies from 0.5dT E to 2dT E . The
channels between any two of the three parties are lineof-sight (LoS).3 A human target performs ﬁve gestures
drag, push, pull, circle and dodge close to Eve. With no
obfuscation, Eve’s classiﬁcation accuracy in this placement is about 90% across the ﬁve gestures.
For simplicity, we normalize dEO by dT O (dT E ), and
plot the classiﬁcation accuracy against the normalized
dEO in Figure 15(b). As we know, the received obfuscation power at Eve from Ox is a function of dT O and dOE ,
therefore as dEO increases the power ratio of obfuscation
over human reﬂection decreases. From the ﬁgure we see
that classiﬁcation accuracy of Eve increases as dEO increases as expected. Note that since we have 5 classes,
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Figure 14: Obfuscation level of each of the three features
decreases as SOR (original signal over obfuscation signal) increases
Figure 14 depicts the correlation between the pairs of
amplitude, phase, and Doppler shifts at different SORs:
Again, SOR is the signal strength ratio of original signal
over obfuscation signal (see Section 4.2.2). We see that
as SOR increases, the correlation of each pair of the three
features increases, i.e., the obfuscation degree decreases.
Amplitude sequence pair and phase sequence pair see
lower correlation than Doppler shift pair when SOR is
high. This is because amplitude and phase are instantaneous quantities, while Doppler is a statistical quantity that is derived from multiple instantaneous samples.
But, even for Doppler shift, a 10dB SOR is low enough
to hide the patterns contained in signals reﬂected by targets. It’s worth noting that in practice, as PhyCloak is independently powered while the target only passively reﬂects signals, the desired SOR to successfully obfuscate
is readily achieved. Takeaway: PhyCloak effectively obfuscates sensing even at a relatively high SOR.
As different sensors differ in their robustness to noise,
PhyCloak’s effectiveness is sensor dependent. While we
are unaware of any research on the robustness of the
communication-based sensors, we may infer from Figures 8, 9 and 14 that less obfuscation power is needed to
confuse a phase or amplitude based sensor as compared

3 WiSEE sensors have a slightly worse performance in LoS (≈ 90%)
than NLoS (≈ 93%) as strong direct power from the transmitter hides
the information provided by target’s reﬂection. For the next two experiments, we choose LoS instead of NLoS because it makes the placement
easier to make sure dEO is the only variable which would change the
power ratio of the obfuscation and human reﬂection.
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a classiﬁcation accuracy of 0.2 means a random guess.
PhyCloak can obfuscate Eve near perfectly when dEO is
smaller than 0.8, and it totally fails when it is larger than
1.7. Takeaway: The closer Ox is to Eve, the better the
achieved obfuscation.

Eve

1

1
݀ாை

Tx
1

Accuracy

0.8

0.90

0.90

1.7

2

channels between the transmitter and obfuscator and the
channel between the obfuscator and Eve are under different LoS and NLoS combinations. Intuitively, when
both channels are NLoS, Eve receives the least power
forwarded by the obfuscator, and therefore, she achieves
the best performance. We care about these channel conditions because in some scenarios the transmitter is under
control of the adversary, and therefore the adversary may
enjoy the freedom to create “good” channels to mitigate
PhyCloak’s obfuscation.
In the experiment, we make the channel between Tx
and Eve NLoS, and the channel between Tx and the human and that between human and Eve LOS, so as to
make sure Eve sees high classiﬁcation accuracy when
no obfuscation is going on. The channel between Tx
and Ox and the channel between Ox and Eve have four
possible channel condition combinations. A human target performs 500 times of the 5 predeﬁned gestures near
Eve in each of the four combinations. Figure 17(a) is
an example of how we create a channel combination of
Los/Los in the lab, where the ﬁrst LoS refers to the channel condition of the channel between Tx and Ox, while
the second refers to that of the channel between Ox and
Eve. NLoS channels are created by placing obstacles in
the direct propagation paths.
Figure 17(b) depicts Eve’s classiﬁcation accuracy
without obfuscator and with obfuscator in four channel
combinations. We can see that as expected, Eve sees
the highest classiﬁcation accuracy (65%) in NLoS/NLoS
setting among the four channel conditions, but it is still
smaller than the case when no obfuscation is happening
(93%). Eve sees similar performance in Los/NLoS and
NLoS/LoS scenarios as power forwarded by obfuscator
in both the settings is similar. Takeaway: although NLoS
channel degrades the received power at Eve from Ox, the
degradation is not dramatic since there is rich multipath
propagation in indoor environment.
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Figure 15: Eve’s classiﬁcation accuracy vs dEO
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Figure 16: Eve’s classiﬁcation accuracy vs dT O
In the second experiment, we make dT E = dOE , and
vary dT O as shown in Figure 16(a). And again in Figure 16(b), we see that as dT O increases, Eve’s classiﬁcation accuracy increases. Takeaway: the closer Ox is to
Tx, the better obfuscation is achieved.
In other experiments we vary either the human-Eve or
human-Ox distance while keeping the power received by
Ox and human from Tx stay constant. As these distances
respectively reduced, the effectiveness of the sensing and
obfuscation respectively increased.
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5.3.3

Feasibility of spooﬁng

We built a spooﬁng obfuscator by reverse engineering
the ﬁve predeﬁned sequences corresponding to the ﬁve
gesture types that our WiSee sensor recognizes. The basic difference between this spooﬁng obfuscator and PhyCloak is that the former changes Doppler shift according
to the ﬁve well-deﬁned gestures, while the latter changes

Figure 17: Eve’s classiﬁcation accuracy under different
Tx-Ox and Ox-Eve channel conditions
Obfuscation effectiveness under different channel
conditions: In addition to the coverage range in LoS setting, we also measure Eve’s classiﬁcation accuracy when
12
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Doppler shift randomly. The result is shown in Figure 18.
Takeaway: the spooﬁng obfuscator fools a WiSee sensor
with a high success rate, averaging 88.69% across the 5
gestures, in the absence of human gesturing.
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picked 20 location triples to place a data transmitter, a
data receiver, and PhyCloak. The data transmitter transmits back-to-back packets continuously, and we can thus
see the throughput performance in the worst case where
PhyCloak performs parameter updates in the middle of
some packets. Figure 20 plots the CDF of the throughput
with and without the PhyCloak. Takeaway: The average
throughput increases with the help of PhyCloak.

LoS

Figure 19: Square wave based training preserves legitimate sensing
Preservation of legitimate sensing

Next, we examine PhyCloak’s capability of supporting
coupled legitimate sensing. That is, we evaluate whether
our self-channel estimation method produces consistent
and sufﬁcient self-interference cancellation in a changing environment to preserve legitimate sensing. Figure 19 depicts the legitimate sensor’s classiﬁcation accuracy for three different sensing modes: 1) obfuscation
free sensing; 2) legitimate WiSee sensing coupled with
a PhyCloak module that uses the proposed square-waved
based self-channel estimation; 3) legitimate WiSee sensing coupled with a PhyCloak module that uses traditional
pilot based self-channel estimation. We also vary the
channel between Tx and the legitimate sensor by placing and removing obstacles. From the ﬁgure we see
that the WiSee sensor equipped with PhyCloak module
that uses square-wave based training achieves comparable performance as obfuscation-free sensing in both LoS
and NLoS, while the WiSee sensor equipped with PhyCloak module that uses traditional training fails dramatically. This is because not enough self-interference cancellation is achieved in the presence of external transmissions using extant self-channel estimation techniques.
Takeaway: Square wave based training provides sufﬁcient self-interference cancellation to preserve legitimate
sensing with external transmission going on.
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Conclusion

We have shown that the threat created by recent developments in communication based sensing can be countered in a black-box fashion. PhyCloak obfuscates multidimensional physical signatures of human targets. We
have empirically validated this for certain state-of-theart sensors. We have also shown that when white box details of particular sensors can be obtained, PhyCloak can
be reﬁned to spoof those sensors. Notably, the methodology not only preserves but in fact improves the link
throughput of the ongoing data transmissions, and supports co-existence of legitimate sensors while obfuscating illegitimate sensors.
Looking beyond the scope of the present work, we
ﬁnd that the methodology is readily generalized to protect against sensing of other types of physical targets
and their properties, and allows for a network of PhyCloak devices to collaboratively cover a large region, the
details of which are topics for future studies. In addition, when we extend our current single-antenna PhyCloak to a multiple-antenna system, how to fully exploit
the space diversity provided by the multiple antennas is
worth studying.

Throughput Performance

As discussed in Section 4.4, PhyCloak would not hurt
the average throughput by virtue of being a relay as long
as it avoids parameter changes in the middle of packet
transmissions. And, its online training would introduce
some interference albeit of small measure. To validate
that the net throughput beneﬁt that a data receiver obtains from PhyCloak is not affected but even improved,
we measured the throughput performance of a data link
with and without PhyCloak in our testbed. We randomly
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